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THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
W .A.R DEP .A.RTMEN'l',
Washington, D. O., November 10, 1897.

To the PRESIDENT:
I have the honor to submit the following annual report of the administration of this Department:
It has been the custom of my predecessors to review the reports of
the commanding generals and the heads of bureaus, and to submit
views and recommendations upon the various subjects coming within
the jurisdiction of the Department. Such a review of the work is
necessary, but as only the last quarter of the ti~cal year, ended on the
30th of June last, fell within my term, it has seemed best to depart
from the usual custom by ~btaining from the officers immediately
responsible a synopsis, in letter form, embracing the principal and
more important matters contained in their reports, together with
recommendations for such legislation by Congress as in their judgment
will tend to the better administration of their respective departments.
These letters ~re herein published in full, followed in each cas_e by
such remarks and recommendations as seem to me to be appropriate
and necessary.
The full reports are also submitted herewith.
THE ARMY.
H E ADQUARTERS OF THE .ARMY,

Washington, October 21, 1897.
Sm: I ha.ve t he honor to submit herewith the annual reports of Major-General
Merritt, commanding Department of the East; Major-General Brooke, commanding
Department of the Missouri; Brigadier-General Otis, commanding Department of
the Colorado; Brigadier-General Coppinger, commanding Department of the Platte;
Brigadier-General Shafter, commanding Department of California; Brigadier-Gen3
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eral Wade, commanding Department of Dakota; Brigadier-General Graham, commanding Department of Texas, and Brigadier-General Merriam, commanding
Department of the Columbia; also the reports of the Adjutant-General and
Inspector-General of the Army, commandant of the Artillery School, Fort Monroe;
commandant of the Cavalry and Light Artillery School, Fort Riley, Kans., and the
commandant of the Infantry and Cavalry School, Fort Leavenworth, Kans. These
reports give the history of the military forces of the different departments, the
movements of troops, the important military changes that have occurred during
the year, administration and discipline, the results of inspections, the instruction
and progress made at the various military schools of practice; also the reports of
field operations, practice marches, target practice, etc.
During the last year there has been with one exception a complete change in the
stations of the department commanders.
The Army, although inadequate in point of numbers, was never in a higher state
of efficiency, both as to the character and qualifications of its officers and intelligence and loyalty of its soldiers. In the report of Major-General Merritt will be
noticed the important changes and improvements that have been made along the
Atlantic and Gulf coasts, especially in the mounting of modern artillery and the
appliances adopted for the defense of the coasts. In this report Major-General
Merritt calls especial attention to the report of Colonel Rodgers, inspector of artillery of the department; also to the report of the chief ordnance officer of the department; and in their recommendations concerning the increased efficiency of the
artillery service, and especially that the artillery soldiers who qualify as gunners
and gunnery specialists shall receive proper compensation, I fully concur.
I also concur in the recommendations of Major-General Brooke concerning the
necessity for gymnasiums and drill halls required especially along the line of
northern military po ts to enable the commands to be properly instructed and
exercised during inclement weather or during the winter season; also in his
recommendation concerning general-service clerks.
The progre s that has been made on the Pacific Coast in the establishment of
modern batteries of artillery has made it necessary to occupy new ground and to
adopt a new system of defense. The very commanding po ition known formerly
a Lime Point ha received a portion of its armament, and will soon become a most
formidable part of the defense of the harbor of San Francisco. The name of Lime
Point ha been changed to "Fort Baker," in honor of the di tinguished state man
and hero of two war , Col. Edward Dickinson Baker, who wa killed at Balls
Bluff, Va., October 21, 1861. It will be noticed by General Shafter' report that
very active and earne t work i being done in putting that important harbor
in condition of proper defen e. The ame work i in progre along the Pacific
Coa t, e pecially at an Diego, Cal., and will in time be completed at the mouth of
Columbia River, Oregon, and al o the entrance to Puget ound, Wa hington.
Attention 1 al o invited to th r port of G neral f rriam, commanding Department of the Columbia, p cially to the importance of a larger garrison at the
ntran of th Columbia. Riv r, Or gon, and to hi report on th condit ion and
nee · iti a of th grc•at Territory of Alaska.
Al ka is in •xtent lov n tim s th area of the tat • of Tew York. Th r cent
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discovery of rich gold fields, together with vu.luable ail ver ancl copper mines, the
timber and fishery interests of that Territory, are attracting and will attract a
very large population to that region, necessitating a more stable civil government,
and also the occupation of important points by military and by naval forces. As
all the other Territories have been occupied by military posts, and appropriations
have been made for military roads, establishment of telegraph linea, bridging of
rivers, and in fact aiding and blocking out the way for occupation of the vast
Territories by citizens, it is deemed but just and advisable that the same liberal
spirit should be manifested toward that great and important Territory.
As far as practicable, it wouln, in my opinion, be advisable to have its waters thoroughly e-xamined by such of the naval forces as could be used for that purpose; and
as military reconnoitering and exploring parties in past years have been sent into
that country to furnish knowledge of its character, resources, and necessities, this,
in my judgment, should be continued on a larger and more liberal scale. While
there is now no conflict between the population, composed of some 20,000 Indians
and the white explorers and settlers, as the former are supplied with modern arms,
they may become turbulent and troublesome. Such has been the history of nearly
all the tribes in other Territories. Hence it would be but reasonable to anticipate
the necessities for military forces in that Territory by the establishment of at least
three military posts to support the civil authorities, to give protection to the white
settlers, and to aid in maintaining law and order in that remote part of our country.
In the report of General Otis it will be observed that during the year there has
been conflict with the authorities ancl. disturbance of the peace by the Indians scattered through that portion of the Rocky Mountain region, but by judicious management and prompt action of the civil authorities and military forces serious
disturbances of the peace have been avoided.
The report of GeDAral Coppinger is very complete and quite important, especially
concerning the instruction of troops, practice marches, and practical instruction
in minor tactics. His views concerning the inspection system of the Army are
also worthy of notice.
The condition of the Indians is better to-day than it has been for many years, and
during the last year there has been no serious disturbance of the peace. The Indians
are making rapid progress toward permanent settlement and semicivi!ization. It
was a wise provision of Congress that authorized the President to detail experienced officers of the Army to act as Indian agents, and I trnst this system will be
continued. The number of Indian children that are now receiving the advantages
of school education is very large, and it is having a very excellent effect upon the
condition of the tribes, as well as upon their progress as a pastoral and an agricnltural people. Their condition is being benefited in many ways.
During the last ten years much attention has been given by the Government to
the subject of coast defenses, and most beneficial results are now becoming apparent. Approximately $26,000,000 have been appropriated by the Government, which
is nearly one-third of what i~ required to put the country in a safe condition of
defense. This has been expended in the construction of modern fortifications and
high-power guns of great force and magnitude.. These weapons for defense are
entirely different from what was known to the world a generation ago. A modern
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gun, with its carriage, emplacement, and ammunition, costs on an average $100,000,
To properly preserve, keep in working order, and man them in time of hostility
requires a most expert and skillful knowledge on the part of both officers and
soldiers in the artillery service.
Although the general desire of our people is to maintain a condition of peace with
all nations, and the policy of the Government is one of good will and peaceful relations with all others, yet nothing could. be more injudicious than to remain in a condition of insecurity and permit the lives of millions and the accumulated wealth of
many generations to be destroyed or endangered by any foreign power with which
we are liable to come into contact, and the general plan for defense which has been
adopted by the Goverp.ment should be steadily pursued until the nation is in a condition of security and safety which a <lue regard to Relf-preservation would demand.
I therefore recommend that in the appropriations for the coming fiscal year the following sums be appropriated for the work which is required under the Engineer,
Ordnance, and Quartermaster departments; for the purchase of land n eeded for fortifications; construction of platforms; emplacements, and fortifications; construction of modern high-power guns, mortars, ammunition, gun and mortar carriages,
and buildings, quarters, and barracks for troops:
For the mouth of Penobscot River, $175,000; mouth of the Kennebec River, Maine,
$198,500; Portland, Me., $1,173,000; Portsmouth, N. · H., $377,000; Boston Harbor,
$1,347,000; New Bedford, Mass., $204,000; Narragansett Bay, $833,000; defenses of
Long Island Sound, $1,070,000; eastern entrance, New York, $489,000; southern
entrance, New York, $1,419,000; approaches to Philadelphia, $441,000; approaches to
Baltimore, $499,000; approaches to Washington, D. C., $604,000; Hampton Roads,
$463,000; approaches to Wilmington, N. C., $397,000; Charleston Harbor, S. C.,
$150,000; approaches to Savannah, Ga., $415,000; Key West, Fla.,$50,000; Pensacola
Harbor, $32,000; approaches to Mobile, Ala., ~397,000; approaches to New Orleans,
$319,000; Galveston, Tex., ~12,000; San Diego, Cal., $725,000; San Francisco, Cal.,
$1,336,000; Columbia River, $605,000; Puget Sound, $1,140,000; Lake Champlain,
$48,000.
It is impossible to anticipate the exact cost of every foot of concrete, every ton of
steel, or every yard of ma onry required for the construction of fortifications, guns,
carriages, and ammunition, and military buildings. I therefore earnestly recommend that in the appropriations that are to be made authority be granted by Congres to the honorable the Secretary of War to expend the sum appropriated, as
far a practicable, according to the plans submitted, or make such changes as in his
judgment are ab1:wlut ly required by the necessities of the Government during the
fiscal year, in order that the differ nt branche of the Government may work in
harmony and the work be ompleted a. rapidly a possible, instead of some portions being in xcess and other wholly inadequate, as has been the result in some
cases in past years.
The necessity for an army is two fold-one to avoid foreign and domestic wars;
the other to restore peace with the least pos ible delay and sacrifice of life and
property when war occurs. When such a misfortune comes in the history of a
nation, the purpose of an army is to maintain peace, or re tore it with the least
possible delay; hence th army should be adequate to the growth, development,
and necessities of a nation.
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The great work that has been going on for the last ten years of placing the 4,000
miles of Atlantic, Gulf, and Pacific coasts in proper condition of defense, and upon
which the Government has already expended some $26,000,000, is progressing as
rapidly as practicable, and already mort:..r batteries and high-power guns have been
placed in positions requiring the constant care and protection of skilled artillerists.
By the 31st of December next the following positions will be armed, in part or fully,
with modern appliances of war, and in these important positions there are no
troops stationed and none available for assignment to those positions without
taking them from other stations where they are at present imperatively required,
viz: Portland Head, Portland, Me.; Great Diamond Island, Portland, Me.; Fort
Constitution, Portsmouth, N. H.; Grovers Cliff, Boston Harbor, Mass.; Paddocks
Island, Boston Harbor, Mass.; Long Island Head, Boston Harbor, Mass.; Dutch
Island, Narragansett Bay, R. I.; Great Gull Island, eastern entrance Long Island
Sound, N. Y.; Plum Island, eastern entrance Long Island Sound, N. Y.; Fort
Hancock, New York Harbor; Finns Point, approach to Philadelphia; North Point,
approach to Baltimore; Hawkins Point, approach to Baltimore; Sheridan Pcint,
approach to Washington, D. C.; Fort Caswell, Wilmington, N. C.; Fort Sumter,
Charleston, S. C.; '£ybee Island, Savannah, Ga.; Fort Morgan, Mobile, Ala.; Fort
St. Philip, New Orleans; Fort Point, Galveston, Tex.; Ballast Point, San Diego,
Cal.; Fort Baker, San Francisco Harbor, Cal.; Fort Stevens, mouth of Columbia
River, Wash.
Several of the places above mentioned have been unoccupied for many years, and
many have never been occupied, but the present new system of defense renders
their occupation by troops an immediate necessity. The five regiments of artillery
are entirely inadequate to man the batteries that the Government has authorized to
be placed in positions for the defense of the coast, and at least two additional regimen ts of artillery ar_e required for immediate duty in this service. I therefore
earnestly recommend that Congress authorize an addition of two regiments to the
artillery arm of the service. The artillery regiments have heretofore been defectively organized, in having two first lieutenants to each battery-in my judgment
an unnecesRary expense and an obstruction to proper promotion. I therefore recommend that the artillery arm be increased and organized into seven regiments of
artillery, in accordance with the recommendation made in my last annual report,
approved by the former Secretary of War, and introduced in a bill presented to the
last Senate by the Hon. Joseph Hawley, Senator from Connecticut, chairman of the
Military Committee of the Senate.
The demand for the services of the infantry are constantly increasing, so that that
branch of the service is inadequate for the requirements of the Government, and in
addition to thfa the great Territory of Alaska that it is now necessary to occupy
with suitable garrisons makes a demand for additional infantry imperative, and I
recommend that Congress authorize the addition of five regiments to that arm of the
service.
In 1866 the Army was organized with 54,000 men, and that, in the judgment of the
1,est miliiary minds and most eminent statesmen of that day, was the minimum force
which this nation should maintain. Owing to the fact that the Government was
burdened with an unusual and enormous debt, and the depressed financial condition
of the country at that time, caused a reduction to be made from 54,000 to 45,000, and
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then later to 30,000, and finally to 25,000 men, and this standard has remained so long
that the impression has become crystallized that such a number is sufficient for any
and all conditions of the country. The number has no significance whatever as to
the requirements and necessities of the Government.
In my opinion it would be wise and judicious for Congress to establish a standard limiting the recruiting of the Army for all future time, unless the conditions
of the country should be other than what can now be anticipated. The nation
is developing in most unusual and extraordinary proportions in wealth and population, · and as the Army is one of, the pillars of the Republic it is proper that
it should grow as the nation grows, commensurate with the needs and requirements of the latter; and I therefore recommend that a standard be fixed and
authorized by which the strength of the Army should be regulated in time of
peace in proportion to the population and wealth of the nation, and that the
maximum of enlisted men be limited to one soldier to every 1,000 population, and
the minimum, one soldier to every 2,000 population, the number actually in service within this limit to be determined by the President according to the necessities and requirements of the Government.
If such a policy is adopted it would, in my judgment, put our Government on
a safe basis, and while we should neither maintain a great standing army that
would be a burden or a menace to our people and institutions, neither should we
become a nation of noncombatants and neglect to take the proper precautions
that clue regard to safety and self-preservation demands. By adopting such a
course we woulcl be following the ·wise injunctions of the first Commander in Chief
anu President-Washington-not only in maintaining a suitable military force to
support the civil Government and protect the Republic, but at the same time we
would adopt such a system that if properly administered could in time be commended to the people of other countries.
I again renew the recommendations I have made cohcerning the granting of
commissions and discharge to meritorious noncommissioned officers after five years'
service, who shall successfully pass the required examination, as an encouragement
and just recognition of their merit and services.
The personnel of the Army, as before stated, is in most excellent condition and is
constantly improving. That there is room for much improvement in tho war
material, I am equally confident, both in arms, equipment, uniform, and transportation, and uch improvements would, in my opinion, promote the efficiency of the
service. These, however, are matters of detail, requiring executive action rather
than 1 gi lative, and will be made the subject of special reports in due time.
The record of the Army for the past one hundred years has been a record of heroic
deeds and honorable setvice. It i at present and will in the future be entitled to
the highe t regard and generous support of our Government and people.
Very respectfully, your obedient ervant,
NELSON A. MILES,
Major-General Comniancling.

The

'ECRETARY OF

WAR.

General Mile. was not required to make a synop i of hi report, as
his full report i concise and not long.
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It is earnestly urged that his recommendation concerning two additional regiments of artillery be favorably considered. We are erecting
great seacoast batteries, as he says, without men to man them. These
costly works should, as soon as completed, be manned by a sufficient
force to care for and preserve them, and to become familiar with the
handling of the guns, the manipulation of which requires experienced
services, to be ready at all times to operate them. A visit to any of
these batteries must convince any practical mind of the necessity for
immediate action in this matter. A battery costing from $100,000 to
$500,000 ought not to be manned by a corporal's guard .
.A.LASKA.

Within the past year, as is of course well known, the great Territory
of Alaska bas opened up a new problem. It is probable that within
another year a very large number of people may be gathered there, estimated by many conservative _men as high as 100,000, and I urgently
su_g gest that some adequate measures be a~opted by which a military
force can be sent to that Territory, if need be, to guard persons and
property. In a remote country where there are no laws, and the territory very extensive, there is great danger that there may be much
lawlessness and need of a restraining force, and I therefore hope that
large powers may be granted the Executive, to provide as far as possible
for any emergency that may arise.
On the 20th day of September, Lieutenant-Colonel Randall, of
the Eighth Infantry, with 2 officers and 25 men, accompanied by a
surgeon and 3 assistants, were sent to St. Michael to cstahli h a
post, and for the purpose of guarding property and pre erving the
peace. The command arrived safely on the 9th ultimo. A military
reservation, with headquarters on the island of St. Michael, was
created under orders of the 20th ultimo. The creating of further
military reservations, in command of prudent officers, given some
discretion, may best olve the problem. A boat for transportation and
patrol on tbe Yukon and its tributaries will be essential, and authority
is asked to provide one.
On account of the terrible rigor of the weather, and al o the inducements for desertion, I recommend that the pay of the enlisted men
serving there be increa ed, with the hope that extra compensation
will be an inducement for a very high grade of men to enlist in that
particular ervice.
I recommend the revival of the grade of lieutenant-general. All
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the great nations of the world give their officers much higher rank
than does the United States, and few, even of the smaller ones, have
their commanding general below the grade of lieutenant-general.
It is found upon a full investigation that the military attaches to
the different embassies and foreign courts have much higher rauk
than those from the United States, which places us at a great disadvantage in cases of ceremony. Even small countries send officers with
the rank corresponding with that of lieuteriant-colonel, colonel, aud
even brigadier-general, and they take precedence in all matters of
ceremony. The cost of living is greatly increased, also, at those stations. It seems to me to be unjust to our officers. I therefore recommend that the military attaches to the different embassies be given the
rank and pay, while serving, of colonel, and that the attaches at legations be given the rank and pay of lieutenant-colonel while serving, or
at least the rank and pay of major. This higher rank is accorded to
the Superintendent of the Military Academy at West Point, and also
to the officer in charge of public buildings and grounds in the District of Columbia; while the pay of the engineer commissioner of the
District of Columbia, who is detailed from the Corps of Engineers, is
increased to that of a Commissioner ($5,000) while serving as such.
The commandant of cadets at West Poiut has the increased rank of
lieutenant-colonel, and the principal assistant in the Ordnance Bureau
of the War Department and the ordnance storekeeper at Springfield
Armory have the increased pay of major.
BOARD OF ORDNANCE AND FORTIFICATION.
WAR DEPARTMENT, BOARD OF ORDNANCE AND FORTIFICATION,

Washington, D. C., October 80, 1897.
Srn: In compliance with your letter of the 13th instant, I have the honor to give
herewith a summary of the annual report of the Board of Ordnance and Fortin.cation for the year endin<T October 31, 1897.
The general operations of the board have comprised the consideration of a great
many plans for seacoast defen e and the examination of devices and ma.chines pertaining thereto; the perfecting of a sy tern of fire control for seacoast forts, including
the equipment of a, typical artillery station at Fort Wadsworth; the test of experimental guns and carTiages; the investigat.ion of the penetration of shot into a concrete parapet and its sand covering, and the development of a suitable high
explosive for charging shells.
The failure of the 8-inch Haskell multichar<Te gun is mentioned, and the probable
cau es which led thereto. The board has decided not to experiment further with
the system.
Progress is noted in the construction of the 10-inch Brown segmental-tube wirewound gun, which the manufacturers hope will be reacly forte t by July 1, 1898.
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Four types of mounts for rapid-fire guns are uuder construction-a pillar and a
Crozier-Buffington for 5 and 6 inch guns, and a disappearing and a casemate mount
for 3-inch gun.
The 12-inch disappearing carriage of the Crozier-Buffington system has proved a
success.
In the selection of a suitable smokeless powder, considerable advance has been
made during the past year, and, if necessary, powder for all guns could be ordered.
The Halpine automobile torpedo is nearly :finished, and action on other styles of
this important adjunct of modern warfare has been postponed pending the result
of the test of the Halpine.
The development of an emergency range finder is being carried on, but a type of
this instrument has not yet been decided upon.
The report of the committee on high explosives is em bodied in full. The result of
experiments conducted shows that English gun cotton is slightly better than that of
American manufacture. Smokeless powder has been found too sensitive for use in
large shells. Further experiments will be made.
The board on the regulation of seacoast artillery fire bas been engaged during the
year in the formulation of a system of regulations and tactics for coast artillery.
'.rhe result shows great ability and industry.
In view of the fact that a number of allotments made by the board were not
entirely used and were revoked last year, thus increasing the funds at its disposition, the board decided that the appropriation of $150,000 made for the past two
years could be reduced to $100,000 without interfering with its work, and an
estimate for this amount has been made.
The work of arming our sea coasts is progressing more rapidly than ever before,
but there is much left to do. The typical artillery station at Fort Wadsworth is
intended to demonstrate how mu<ih the effectiveness of the armament can be
increased by the appliances of scientific warfare.
The necessity of increaaing the personnel of the artillery in order to keep pace
with the development of our defensive system is mentioned, and finally the board
urges that there be no decrease from the e timates submitted in the appropriations for coast defense, as the work should not be left in a weak and incomplete
condition.
Very respectfully,
NELSON A. MILES,
Majo1·-General Cmnmanding the A1·my, President of the Board.
The SECRATARY

OF

WAR.
THE SOLDIERS' HOME.
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS, SOLDIERS' HOME,

Washington, D. C., October 21 , 1897.

Sm: I have the honor to submit the following summary of the annual report of
the Board of Commissioners of the Soldiers' Home:
The report shows that on September 30, 1897, there were 1,141 beneficiaries on the
rolls (an increase of 43 over last year), and that 724 of the beneficiaries were pr~sent
at the Home at that date.
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The income of the Home was as follows:
By settlements of the Treasury Department: Deductions of 12¼ cents
p~r month from soldiers, court-martial fines, forfeitures of deserters,
etc ... __ ... __ ... ____ ............. __ .. __ ...... ____ .. __ ___ _____ . ____ _ $134,256.23
By interest from the permanent fund ... ......................... _. __ .
81,449.36
By effects of deceas tl inmates and from miscellaneous sources .... ___ _
5,953.01
Total receipts ... ___ ...... - ___ .. _.. ___ . _; _.. __ . _____ ...... ____ .

221,658.60

The expenditures were:
To current expenses .. _....... ___ . _....... _. _ .. _..... __ .. $163,744.88
To permanent improvements. ____ .. ____ ... _. __ . _... _.. _..
31, 101. 40
Total expenditures . __ ._... ___ -........ _ . ____ .... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . .

194, 846. 28

Increase in the permanent fund .. ___ .. ___ ..... ___ .. . ; . __ ... ___ .

26, 812. 32

Balance in United States Treasury September 30, 1897 . __ . _....... ___ . 2, 737, 597. 95
The amount expended for permanent improvements was principally for completing
the new amusement hall, purchase of material an.cl hire of labor in wiring for electric-light plant about to be installed, contract having been awarded for the necessary
electrical machinery for the purpose.
Of the 724 resident inmates, 566 are receiving pensions from $6 to $30 per month,
with one receiving $50 and one $72; and 606 had war service,
The amusement hall was completed in January last, and a Yariety of excellent
entertainments have been given.
The governor reported that almost the only disorders that have occurred at the
Home were the result of intemperance, an vil that can not be cured and can only be
ameliorated by wise disciplinary measures.
pecial attention has b en given by the board to the food supplies, which have
been brought up to a higher standard.
An excell nt library is provided with daily and weekly papers and magazines, and
the buildings have been kept in good repair, and the grounds and driveways are in
excellent condition.
Very respectfully,
NEL ON .A. MILES,
Major-General Conuna11ding the ..tfrmy,
President Boarcl of Comrnissione.rs.
The ECRETARY OF WAR.

The excellent condition of the Home in tlle District of Columbia for
soldiers of the Regular Army, as hown in the foregoing summary, is
due in large mea. ure to the wise management of the board of commissioners, consi ting of the General Commanding the Army, the SurgeonGeneral, the Commi sary-General t!ie Adjutant-General, the Quartermaster-General, the Ju<lge-Advocate-Geueral, and the governor of the
Home.
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THE MILITARY .A.C.A.DEMY.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
.ADJUTANT-GENERA.L'S OFFICE,

October 21, 1897.

Sm: In compliance with circular letter of the 13th instant from your office, I have
tho honor to submit herewith a synopsis of the report of the Superintendent of th~
United States Military .Academy for the year ended September 1, 1897:
PERSONNEL.

The number of officers and instructors on duty at West Point September 1, 1897, is
the same as on September 1, 1896, to wit, 7 professors, 1 associate professor, 55 commissioned officers, 1 chaplain, 1 sword master, and 1 teacher of music; total, 66.
The number of cadets on September 1, 1897, was 338, including 1 foreigner receiving instruction by special authority of Congress. 'fhis is the largest number of
cadets that has ever belonged to the .Academy at one time. During the year 48 were
discharged for deficiency in studies and 1 for disability; 6 resigned, and 68, including 1 foreigner, were graduated, a total loss of 123, while there were admitted in all,
at the examinations held in March, June, and.August, 129, leaving 34 vacancies.
The recommendation of former reports that a moderate increase be made in the
number of cadets authorized by law, such as would be obtained by appointing two
at large from each tate, to be nominated by the Senators representing the respective
States in ongress, is renewed.
ACADEMIC DEPARTl\IBNTS.

The heads of the various departments of instruction have kept abreast of all
advances in their special branches of knowledge and have not failed to introduce
improvements when opportunity afforded.
By act of February 10, 1897, the senior assistant instructor of ordnance and
gunnery is allowed the pay of captain mounted, as had previously been the rule
with nearly every other department. The department of practical military engineering is now the only one in which the senior assistant receives no extra compensation. It seems but just that it should be placed upon the same footing in this
respect as the others and that the senior assistant should receive the pay of captain
mounted.
LIBRARY.

One of the most pressing needs of the Academy is the reconstruction of the library
building, for which full plans, specifications, and estimat s for the work_have Leen
prepared. The necessity and urgency of this work is explained in the appendix
marked B.
Th recommendation in former reports that the salary of the assistant librarian
be increased from $1,200 to $1,500 per annum is renewed.
I:fEALTII,

The heal h of the command during the year was decidedly better than during the
year before. Five deaths occurr d among the civilians residing upon the post.
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One enlisted man, Sergt. Anthony Brechbiel, of Company E, Battalion of Engineers,
lost his life in a gallant attempt to rescue others from drowning.
DISCIPLINE AND DRILL.

The state of discipline and drill of the corps of cadets has been maintained at its
usual high standard.
ACCOUNTS A~--:D SUPPLIES.

The cost of subsistence during the year averaged a trifle over 52 cents per day to
each cadet, which is a slight reduction from the cost of the year before, while there
was no reduction in the quality, variety, or abundance of the food provided.
BAND.

Renews former recommendation that the band be restored to the number and pay
which it had before the reduction in 1877, to wit: One teacher of music and 40
enlisted musicians, of which 10 received $34 and the remaining 30 received $30 per
month, with the usual allowances of enlisted men. It is further recommended that
the leader receive the rank, pay, and allowances of a second lieutenant of infantry.
MASTER OF THE SWORD.

It is recommended that legislation be solicited giving the sword master the
rank, pay, and emoluments of a :first lieutenant of infantry. The present incumbent, a civilian, is required to preserve discipline and to exercise control of
cadets while under his instruction. It would greatly strengthen his hand if he
should have military rank.
WATER SUPPLY.

Reports that good progress was made in work connected with the new reservoir. Estimate are submitted for the completion of the dam and filter beds •
and of the road ways, fences, keeper's dwelling, and other improvements connected
with the reservoir.
IlUILDI GS AND GROUND •

Reports improvement of the new portion of the post cemetery; the replacement
of the old surface cable railway for transporting coal from the nor1 a dock to the top
of the hill by a suspension cable way leading rn a straight line from the coal shed
at the top of the hill to a new dock constructed for the purpose; the construction of
the new guardhouse and gates near the southern boundary of the reservation; the
construction of a latrine for the use of the public; the construction of an addition
to the schoolhouse for soldiers' childr n; the erection of a wooden building to
accommodate the public photographer. Many minor improvements were made.
ESTIMATES.

The estimates for the next fiscal year are essentially the same as those of the last
year. They have been carefully prepared and are commended to faV'orable consideration. The necessity of each item i explained in the remarks attached thereto.
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CONCLUSION,

In conclusion, the Superintendent reports that the Military Academy is doing the
work assigned to it as thoroughly now as ~t any period of its history; that its
equipment is better than it ever was before; and that its professors and officers are
characterized by the same ability, industry, zeal, and patriotism for which they
have always been distinguished.
Very respectfully,
SAM'L BRECK,
Adjutant-General.
The SECRETARY OF W A.R.

The Military .Academy at West Point can accommodate more students, and if provision is made for two_ additional regiments of artillery, as recommended, the .Army can absorb more of its graduates.
The superintendent recommends legislation to authorjze the appointment of two cadets at large·from each State, to be nominated by Senators. This would give 90 cadets more than at present. It is desirable
that there should be no surplus graduates, and I recommend as an
alternative that the President be authorized to appoint 10 cadets at
large each year. This would be an excess of 30 cadets over the number now authorized. Under section 1315 of the Revised Statutes the
President had this power, but by the act of June 11, 1~78, it was provided "that cadets at large at the Military .Academy shall not hereafter
exceed ten in all."
•
Tbe senior assistant in the department of practical military engineering should be allowed the pay of a captain mounted, tuns placing him
on an equal footing with the senior assistants in all the other departments. For the military reasons stated in the foregoing letter, the
master of the sword should be given the rank, pay, and emoluments of
a first lieutenant of infantry. The master of" the sword, a civilian,
receives $1,500; a fir t lieutenant of infantry the same; the only difference, apart from military reasons, would be the allowances of the grade.
.A..DJUTA T-GE ERAL'S DEPARTMENT.
WAR DEPARTME T,

ADJUTA.L"i'T-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, October 19, 1897.
Srn: In compliance with your request, I have the honor to submit the following
synopsis of my annual report:
ADJUTANT-GE ER.AL'

DEPARTMENT.

By retirem.ent of two colonels, the death of one major, and the retirement of
General Rvggles and my appointment as Adjutant-General, four vacancies in junior
grad~ were filled by appointment of Majors Wagner, Carter, Barry, and Heistand.
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MILITARY INFORMATION DIVISION.

Major Wagner assumed charge April 7, 1897. His untiring devotion has already
added much to value of work of division.
Numerous changes took place among military attaches. Switzerland and Japan
added to countries where our embassies and legations have a military attache. ·This
class of officers is of great value, the reports received covering new developments in
military science, arms, equipments, etc.
Work of collecting information from abroad pursued ~nd systematized as much as
permitted by small number of officers on duty.
Pamphlets on the Swedish Army, the Organized Militia of the United States in
1896, and the Military Systems of Greece and Turkey, with Description of GrrecoTurkish :Prontiers, were published during the year. Several other publications a.re
now ready for the press. Demand far exceeds authorized edition of 1,000 copies.
Progress and usefulness much hindered by scant accommodations; division, a
special field for capable juniors of the line, and more should be employed; better
facilities should be provided for indexing, classifying of papers, books, and reports
to make them available for constant use to which put.
Present appropriation of $3,640 inadequate; its inbrease earnestly recommended.
Careful calculation shows that $6,000 for contingent expenses of division and military attaches could be expended with advantage.
RECRUITING SERVICE.

Conducted with unusually good results; 4,762 recruits sent to regiments, 3,879
directly from recruiting stations and 883 from renclezvous; sent singly or in small
detachments in charge of one of the men, thus avoiding expense for guards or
escorts; only 5 desertions en route; 3,581 enlisted at posts where the men were to
serve, saving expens~ for transportation. Largest number of recruits at one time at
the four rendezvouses, 108; smallest, 19; average, 11 to each rendezvous.
Efforts to increase enlistments at posts markedly successful; percentage of post
enlistments, 51; an increase of 6 per cent over preceding year.
Recruitillg restricted to exceptionally desirable men. Vacancies in the Army
July 31, 1897, 350; greatest number during the year, 553; smallest, 203; general
average, less than one to the company.
Of 23 general recr:uiting stations in October, 1896, 7 have been closed. Since
October 1, 1893, there has been a total reduction of 33 city recruiting stations.
With larger opportunities for employment, the number of stations and officers will,
no doubt, have to be increased.
Of the 8,285 accepted applicants, 6,239 were native born, 2,046 of foreign birth.
Total coli tment , 5,280; reenlistment , 3,005; percentage of native-born recruits,
83¼; 4.1,05 applicants rejected, slightly over 83½ per cent of the number seeking
enlistment; 2,791 rejected as aliens and 2,333 for illiteracy.
Discharge of the 53 Indians comprising Troop · L, Seventh Cavalry, ended the
scheme formulated six years ago for an Indian contingent as part of the Army
Contingent never reached a degree of substantial success as useful soldiers.
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MILITARY COLLEGES,

From tabulated data, results during last scholastic year not materially different
from those reported for preceding year. 1'hirty-one thousand eight hundred and
twenty-eight students present; 29,147 over 15 years of age; 26,227 capable of
military duty; 15,516 enrolled as military students; 12,221 uniformed; total that
received military instruction, 15,608; attendance at artillery drills, 1,214, ap.d at
infantry drills, 11,138.
Experience points out necessity of amending law authorizing details. Colleges,
etc., must show now that a capacity exists for educating 150 pupils at same time;
condition should be that not less than 150 are actually present. At 23 colleges
the number of pupils present ranges from 50 to 100; at 7 of them the number
was less than 50.
Value of military training as a factor of discipline is evidenced by the fact that,
in most instance'3, degree of discipline is in direct ratio with amount of interest in
military instruction manifested by the faculty.
Great lack of facilities for both indoor and outdoor exercises; none indoor at 25
colleges and inadequate at 30 others; none outdoor at 6 and poor at 10.
Good work of the officers successively commanding the Omaha High School cadets
(with permission of War Department) steadily increasing; battalion of four uniformed companies, a drum corps, and '!_Ile ununiforrned company; average drill
attendance, 248; satisfaction with the uniform (costing, complete, $12.65) shown by
the voluntary purchase of over 200 uniforms.
High Rchools embrace an element that makes our greatest strength, but it is not
extensively reached through the institutions having now a military detail. Looking to dissemination of elements of military instruction to youths at the most receptive condition of mind, high sc~ools are logical objectives. Capable sergeants,
however, could perform these duties.
MILITARY ACADEMY.

Number of cadets September 1, 1~97, was 338 (including 1 foreigner)-largest
ever present at the Academy at one time; 68 cadets graduated, 48 discharged for
deficiency, 1 for disability, 6 resigned; total admissions 129, leaving 34 vacancies.
(Three hundred and seventy-one legal strength; 384 could be accommo<late<l.)
Recommends that the adjutant, whose duties are important and exacting,
receive pay of captain mounted. (The adjutant receives now pay of r gimental
adjutant, $1,800; recommendation would give him, $2,000.)
Hope expressed that the bill favorably recommended by both military committees,
giving master of the sword the pay, etc., of first lieutenant of infantry, will become
a law at approaching session of Congress. (Master of the sword, a civiliau, receives
$1,500; first lieutenant of infantry, the same; the only difference, apart from military reasons, would be giving him the allowances, etc., of the grade.)
Improvement of library building has become a pressing need.
Discipline and drill of cadets maintained at usual high standard; gratifying to
state that health of command decidedly better than during preceding year.

W.A.R97-2
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CHAPLAINS.

Law deficient in not fixing age limit at appointment; over half between 40 and 55
when a,ppointed.
Recommends no appointment of men over 30, or at most 35; candidate to be examined by board of 3 chaplains of same denomination as applicant and 2 medical officers, to determine physical, educational, and mental adaptability and qualifications;
if chaplains not available, eminent clergymen attached to universities of denomination of candidate, to be employed as members; details of subjects, etc., determined
by War Department as in case of other officers.
Conditions of chaplain's field differ widely from ordinary parish work; difficult
for a middle-aged man to adapt himself to changed ways of life and new modes of
thought and action; chaplains commencing when young can go where and do what
an older man, as a beginner, would not oven think of, or if thinking, would hardly
ever learn to do effectively.
DETACHED SERVICE OF OFFICERS.

Details at colleges, with militia, etc., a heavy draft on effective strength, being
additional to details for Military Academy, service schools, and recruiting; present
number of such details can not be enlarged without serious injury to the service;
artillery suffers especially, as subalterns of long service seek detail to colleges to
aid in education of their children, which small pay and advancing years make a
heavy tax on this meritorious class. Recommends number of officers at colleges,
etc., be not increased. Service of artillery officers much needed now in their regular
duties.
LAND FOR MINOR TACTICAL EXERCISES AND RIFLE RANGES.

Grounds for above needed at aU permanent cavalry and infantry posts; recommends that they be provided for at Columbus and Washington barracks, Forts Sam
Houston and Myer; also tract of ample size, say, near Columbus Barracks, Ohio,
for instruction of Army with militia of several States in field duties; provision to
be made by law for command and service of camp and for calling militia to it.
INCREASE OF THE ARTILLERY AND INFANTRY.

Urgently recommends that Congress be asked to pa1':!s bill now before it adding two
regiments of artillery and two companies to each regiment of infantry. Bill bas
been reported favorably by both military committees and strongly recommended by
Secretary of War and Major-General Commanding; is an absolutely neceeisary provision for care and use of seacoast defenses to meet the emergencies of the country's
service.
ENLI TED MEN.

Character and efficiency of men in the ranks never higher. Short term of service,
elimination of disadvantageou element, through purchase or order, careful recruiting, physical training, instruction, athletics, etc., coupled with judicious and
humane di cipline, have placed in the Army men of good character and conduct,
fficials and press speak warmly of Army
fine phy ique, and highly efficient.
men when brought in contact with militia. at camps of instruction and othf'r
places.
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PAY OF NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICERS.

Earnestly recommended that attention of Congress be called to measure pending
regulating pay of noncommissioned officers. Too much stress can hardly be laid on
importance of duties and responsibility of the noncommissioned officers of the lineof artillery especially. To retain the best, remedy of inadequacy of present pay a
factor of no small importance. Early passage of comprehensive measure covering
the subject deemed of vital importance to best interests of the Army.
NEW SPAPER PUHLICATIONS.

For obvious reasons, all possible safeguards taken within sphere of military jurisdiction to prevent preparation for lake or coast defense being made known, but
publication of articles on subject mischievous and dangerous. 'fheir preparation,
possession, or use, except for official purposes, should be forbidden by law under
severe penalty.
CLERICAL DUTY IN TilE ARMY.

Duties of this class of, now, civilian clerks assimilate to thoso performed by clerks
in War Department, but compensation graded on much lower scale; especially true
of chief clerk at general and department headquarters, whose duties demand large
Tange of knowledge of military administration, A.rmy regulations, laws, etc. To
partly remedy existing unwarranted inequality, recommends that chief clerk at
general headquarters receive pay of clerk of Class IV ($1,800); chief clerk at
several department headquarters pay of Class III ($1,600); partial rerating simple justice to highly efficient men to be benefited. (This force provided for in
Army appropriation bill; increase involvod, $5,600.)
HALL OF RECORDS,

Crowded condition of rooms with clerks and records demands at least 10 additional rooms, average size; nnmerous calls from many patriotic persons and
societies should, in the encouragement of patriotism, be met m a liberal spirit, and
older records made readily accessible; a hall of records, a necessity which can not
too strongly be urged, will afford much needed relief to War Department; recommends Congress be urgently requel:!ted to authorize additional building.
GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL FOR THE INSaNE.

Three officers (1 retired) and 22 men (1 retired) admitted; 2 officers and 11 men
(1 retired) discharged; 1 officer (retired) and 11 men have died during the past year.
THE ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE.

Legal organization unchanged; entire clerical force actively employed on current
work; calls of various offices for information-received up to September 1, 1897, were
all answered at that date.
Current business satisfactorily dispatched, though conducted under serious disadvantage of crowded quarters and increa ing inadequacy of space for recorcls a.I).d

files.
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Duties of clerks in this office second to none in importance, but organization with
regard to higher grades below that in other bureaus, and operates to deprive valuable clerks in lower class from reasonable expectation of advancement rewarding
intelligent, faithful, and prolonged service. Recommends that number in Class III
($1,600) be increased from 14 to 20, in Class II ($1,400) from 13 to 25, while number
in Class I ($1,200) be reduced from 58 to 40, thus leaving total unchanged; recommendation is in line not only of justice but increased efficiency; ratio in Classes III
and II will still be lower than in several other bureaus of the Department; increase
in appropriation (legislative bill) will be only $4,800.
Concludes by bearing testimony to general intelligence, zeal, and efficiency of the
clerks of this office.
Respectfully submitted.
SAM'L BRECK, Adjutant-General.
The SECRETARY OF WAR.

The fact that of the total number of applicants for enlistment 41,058
have been rejected, and 8,285 accepted, shows the care exercised in the
selection of recruits for the Army.
The graduates of the military colleges of the country will furnish a
trained body of young men available in time of need. The work would
be more valuable, however, if the law which authorizes the detail of
officers of the Army to colleges having a capacity to educate 150 pupils
at one time was amended to authorize the details now provided by law
only at ~mch colleges and other institutions of learning as have not less
than 150 pupils actually present for instruction.
The increase of the artilJery has been discussed by the Major-General
Commanding, and my views favorable to the measure follow his remarks.
INSPECTOR-GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT.
WAR DEPARTMENT, INSPECTOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., October 26, 1897.
SIR: In compliance with instructions, the following summary of matters mentioned in the annual reports of this Department for 1897, and possibly requiring
legislative action, is submitte'1:
J\PPRE NTICE BATTALION.

The apprentice battalion system, so successfully established in the Navy, woulrl
be of great advantage to the Army, and it is respectfully recommended that Con~ress be urged to enact the necessary legislation for the establishment of a system
and organization of a battalion of apprentices from 16 to 18 years of age, representative of the whole country, to be as igned after thorough training under the regulations of the War Department t o certain desi<7nated permanent organizations unt,il
the type is thoroughly established in the service.
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NATIONAL GUARD.

The National Guard is our main traditional reliance for the common defense. Its
need for funds is most severely felt. .A. more adequate sum should be appropriated
toward its maintenance.
MANEUVERS.

To obtain the utmost effectivene s, exercises simulating war are as imperative as
the prior training of the individual solclier, and funds should be appropriated for
field maneuvers, combined when practicable with the National Guard. With the
passing of the veterans skilled in handling large bodies of troops, this subject
demands serious and prompt attention.
SERVICE AND POST SCIIOOLS.

To secure the best possible results, the admirable post-graduate service schools
need a larger allotment of funds. The enlistment of the ignorant is now prohibited
by law, so post should be made military schools intended more for the professional
advancement of the enlisted men than their education in merely the common
English branches.
ALLOWANCE OF QUARTERS.

The allowance of quarter established by the act of Congress approved June 18,
1878, is far below what is needed for ordinary comfort, and the rnquireruents of the
law are practically ignored in the con truction of new po. ts. It is uggested that a
readjustment of this allowance be made and presented fo1· Congressional approval.
GYMNASIA,

It is suggested that in order to provide adequately equipped gymnasia at army
posts, which are so essential to the physical training of th soldier, a larger appropriation for this purpose be asked from Congress.
REGIMENTAL CAVALRY POST.

The benefit to the service of the establishment of a regimental cavalry post ~ast
of the Mississippi River is respectfully submitted.
FU D FOR WIDOWS AND ORPilANS.

It is recommended that a fund be provided for the relief of the widows and orphans
of military men by the stoppage of an equitable percentage of the pay of all persons
hereafter appointed in the Army until they fin~lly leave the service, in addition to
all fines and forfeitures imposed upon commissioned officer by courts-martial and
not otherwise expressly dedicated, said fund to be disbursed under such regulations
as the Secretary of War may establish. A relief fund could thus be provided without any increased expense to the Government.
MILITARY COLLEGES.

In order to encourage the study of military science and tactics at civil institutions
of learning, provision should be made for tho appointment in the Army of the best
college cadets and for the gratuitous is ue or sale of uniforms.
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INSPECTOR-GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT.
An increase in the number of the permanent officers of the Inspector-General's
Department, as well as the clerical force and messengers, is respectfully urged,
that the work may be adequately and efficiently performed without excessive and
unusual labor.
LEGAL ESTABLISHMENT OF INSPECTION DUTIES.

The establishment by law of the duties of the Inspector-General's Department
would promote economy and add to the efficiency and regularity of inspection work.
Some of the duties of this Bureau, as the inspection of the Soldiers' Homes and of
Army disbursements, or th~ designation of subsistence supplies kept for sale, or the
condemnation of military stores, have been legally established, while others have
been established partly by orders and partly by immemorial custom.
Very respectfully,
J. C. BRECKINRIDGE,
Inspector-General.
The SECRETARY OF WAR,

The Inspector-General's Department is charged with the duty of
inspecting military commands, the money accounts of disbursing
officers of the Army, the accounts of the National Home for Disabled
Volunteer Soldiers, and inspects also the colleges and institutions of
learning at which officers of the Army are detailed as military instructors, besides numerous other inspections of a minor character.
The duties al'e of a delicate and important nature. Its officers go from
point to point, observing, criticising, and suggesting such changes as
in their opinion will tend to better administrati~n.
I invite attention to the suggestions of the Inspector-General.
JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE OF TIIE JUDGE-ADV0CATE-GEWCRAL,
Washington, October 14, 1897.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following summary of my annual report for
the tw Iv months ending August 31, 1897:
The number of trials by gen ral courts-martial was 1,384, which is 102 less than
last year. There has also been a decrea of 127 in the number of trials by inferior
courts-martial. The number of convictions of desertion was 244, which i8 12 lees
than last year and 274 less than during the twelve months ending Augn t 31, 1894.
Attention is invited to two bills which were submitted to the Fifty-fourth Congres , and the hope is expressed that Congress will pas them at the coming session.
One of th e bills pa ed the House of Representatives March 24, 1896, but was not
report d in the, ena.te. It is an amendment of ection 5391 of the Revised Statutes,
and is in ncl d to provide a proper system of ordinary riminal jurisdiction of the
ni d tates in military reaervations and other places under the exclusive jurisdic-
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tion of the United States. This legislation is macle necessary by the fact that
section 5391, Revised Statutes, as construed by the courts, extends the criminal
laws of the State only over reservations or cessions in States existing in 1866, which
was the date of the last act from which the section was taken. In States created
since there is no system of ordinary criminal jurisdiction in places of this character,
except so far as statutes of the United States furnish it. The result is that this
leaves unpunishable many criminal acts committed in these places.
The other bill recommended is an amendment of the summary-court act. Under
the present summary-court act there can be a summary court only at posts where
there are line officers second in rank, or where there are only staff officers on duty,
or where but one commissioned officer is present with a command. This, however,
does not cover all cases, as, for example, where there are present a line officer, in
command, and two or more staff officers, and it is desired to remedy this by giving
the appointment of the summary-court officer to the post or higher commander. It
would also have the advantage of permitting the selection of well-qualified officers.
Another feature of this bill is that it proposes to place under the discipline of the
Articles of War military prisoners who have been dishonorably discharged. This is
deemed necessary for the maintenance of proper discipline.
Prior to 1894 the designation of the amount of the reward for the apprehension of
deserters was left to the ecretary of War, but in that year it was fixed by Congress
at $10. This amount is entirely insufficient, and the belief of the officers best able
to judge is that it encourages desertion. .A. return to the former JJractice of leaving
the designation of the amount to the Secretary of War is recomn1eI!.decl, or at least
a large increase of the reward.
G. NORMAN LIEBER,
Very respectfully,
Judge-A <lvocate-General.
The SECRETARY OF WAR.

The necessity for legislation to provide a proper system of ordinary
criminal jurisdiction in military reservations, to amend the summarycourt act, and to leave to the discretion of the Secretary of War the
designation of the amount of the reward for the apprehension of
deserters is fully stated in the report of the Judge-Advocate-General,
and it is hoped that his recommendations may receive favorable action
at the coming session of Congr~ss.
QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
QUARTERMA TER-GENERAL18 OFFICE,

Washington, October 14, 1897.

Sm: In accordance with your request of the 13th instant, I have the honor to
snbmit below a short summary of my annual report for the :fiscal year ended June
30, 1897:
There was appropriated for the regular service of the Quartermaster's Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1897, the sum of $8,162,938, of which the
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sum of $1,837,845.26 remained undrawn at the close of the year, but will be required
to meet outstanding obligations entered into prior to June 30, 1897.
The issues to the militia of the several States and Territories during the fiscal year
amounted to the sum of $164,294.29.
The sum of $11,654.06 was expended from the appropriations of the Quartermaster's
Department for the maintenance of the Apache Indian prisoners of war and their
families, confined by the military authorities at Fort Sill, Okla.
Under authority of Congress, approved March 24, 1897, the sum of $7,837.97 was
expended for the purchase of tents for the use of the people who were rendered homeless by the inundations of the Mississippi Rh~er last spring. Nearly all of these tents
were distributed to Memphis, Helena, and Vicksburg.
Tents were also supplied to the citizens of El Paso, Tex., who were rendered
homeless by the inundations of the Rio Grande, and to the cyclone sufferers at
Chandler, Okla.
The cost of the principal movements of troops in changing station was $182,640.99,
of which amount the sum of $25,248.04 was expended since March 4, 1897.
The sum of $28,475.65 was expended for transportation of troops in connection
with summer encampments and target practice.
MILITARY POSTS AND BARRACKS AND QUARTERS.

The sum of $1,150,000 was appropriated during ~he last fiscal year for military
posts and barracks and quarters, which sum has been duly apportioned for the con- ·
struction, repair, and alteration of public buildings at the various military posts,
and for rent. Many of the improvements authorized have been completed, and
others are in course of erection or under contract.
FORT HARRISON, MONT.

The sum of $40,000 was appropriated by Congress, under act approved June 11,
1896, for this post, which has been expended in the construction of one double barrack and one double set of officers' quarters.
FORT WAYNE, MICH.

In addition to other improvements made at this post, the sum of $20,000, provided
..by Congress by act approved June 11, 1896, has been expended in grading and :filling in the river front.
MILITARY PO, TAT SPOKANE, WASH.

· The sum of $100,000 was provided by Congress, by act approved June 11, 1896, to
begin the construction of permanent buildings, provide sewerage, water supply,
and other necessary improvements at pokane, which sum is being expended for the
purpose.
FORT RILEY, KANS.

Under the act of June 11, 1 96, Congress provided the sum of $75,000 to continue
the construction of buildings at Fort Riley, Kans., which sum it1 being expended in
the construction of various necessary buildings at that post.
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FORT D. A. RUSSELL, WYO.

Congress by the same act appropriated $40,000 to extend the barracks at this post.
This sum has been expended in making brick additions to the existing barracks.
FORT .PORTER, BUFFALO, N. Y.

The sum of $24,170.20 was allotted during the year for the construction of three
double sets of officers' quarters and one double set of noncommissioned staff officers'
quarters, including plumbing, heating, and gas piping for same.
FORT MONROE, VA.

Congress provicled by act approved June 11, 1896, the sum of $15,000 to erect upon
the Government reservation at this post a post-office building to cover quarters for
the postmaster and office accommodations for customs officer and United States
commissioner. This building is being erected under contract.
MILITARY POST AT BISMARCK, N. DAK.

By act of Congre s approved June 11, 1896, the sum of $40,000 was provided by
Congress for beginning the construction of permanent buildings for a military post
at Bismarck, which the Secre"tary of War was authorized to establish by act approved
March 2, 1895, provide<l that a sufficient quautity of land, not less than 640 acres,
suitable for the purpose should 1) donated free of co. t to the United States.
As none of the sites offered by the citizens of Bismarck and vicinity were suitable
for the establishment of a military post thereon, no steps have been taken for the
erection of buildings at that place, and no portion of the fund s provided for that
special object ha been expended. 'fhe appropriation for this pill'pose was an annual
one and is therefore no longer available.
HALL OF RECORDS,

Attention is again called to the necessity of a snitahle fireproof building to contain the records of all the Executive Departments. The congested conditions of the
space for storage of valuable papers in the War Department calls for early action.
This subject was considered at the second session of the Fifty-foUl'th Congress, but
no legislation resulted. It ii; earnestly hoped that Congress wiU give further consideration to this important matter at its coming session.
The location of this building is of great importance, and hould be within con- venient access to all the Executive Departments.
The estimates for the ensuing :6. cal year differ from the appropriations for the
current fiscal year as follows:
~ y transportation, increase, $100,000. Because of the unusual demancls being
made for transporting heavy ordnance, guns and gun carriages, and mortar
batteries.
Construction and repair of hospitals, incre~ e, $25,000.
Quarters for hospital stewards, increase, $3,000. Because of increased accommodations required, and upon estim'a tes and recommendation of the nrgeon-General.
Repairing road to national cemeteries, increase, $14,000. Because of much
needed repairs.
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Bu.rial of indigent soldiers, increase, $1,000. Because of the constantly increasing number of deaths occurring among old soldiers.
Road to the national cemetery, Presidio of San Francisco, Cal., increase, $5,000.
This sum will be actually required to complete the stone inclosing wall now under
construction.
•
Improvement of Yellowstone National Park, increase, $15,000. Because of the
necessit_y for building substantial roads with proper safeguards against accidents.
Military posts, increase, $1,580,000. Because of the necessity for immediate construction of barracks and quarters in connection with the modern seacoast armaments involving the establishment on the coast of ten or twelve new military posts
and the enlargement of several others.
Very respectfully,
GEO. H. WEEKS,
Quartermaster-General, U.S . .Army.
The SECRETARY OF WAR.

The Departments are crowded with files of official papers to the
detriment of the working force and the serious inconvenience of the
public business. Costly public buildings erected for office purposes
should not be used for storage. The files~not in current use should be
stored elsewhere. .A hall of records becomes more and more necessary each year. I fully concur with the views of the .Adjutant-General
and Quartermaster-General upon this subject.
An increase in the appropriation for army transportation is necessary
to move heavy ordnance, guns and gun carriages, including mortars.
The estimate is $2,500,000, an increase of $100,000 over the current
appropriation.
An increase is also necessary in the appropriation for military posts,
to provide barracks and quarters for a number of new posts on the seacoast, and to enlarge other . The present appropriation is $420,000,
and the estimate submitted is for 2,000,000, an increase of 1,580,000.
While the amounts asked for are large, the greatest care to confine
the expenditures to the minimum will be observed.
SUBSISTE CE DEPARTMENT.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE COM:l\HS ARY-GENERAL OF

UBSI TENCE,

Washington, D. C., October 14, 1897.
SIR: In the absence of Gen. Thomas C., ulliva.n, Commissary- eneral of ubsistence, I have the honor to ubmit, in compliance with your circular of 13th instant,
the followin r summary of his annual r port:
The Commi a.ry-Genera.l submit statistical information concerning the operations
of his D partment, including tat ment of it finance ; report of issues made to
lndialls; report of expend.itu.r s fi r various special object ; report of value of stores
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lost by accident, by wastage in transportation, in store, etc.; report of sale of condemned a.nu obsolete subsistence supplies; report of sales on credit, and statement
relating to the number of commissary sergeants in service. He gives a resume of the
work of the clerical force of his office, and urgently requests that, by a slight rearrangement of salaries of the force, there shall be two clerks of the fourth class
allowed the office instead of one, as at present. There are two divisions in tho
office, at the head of each of which should be a clerk of class 4. As the rearrangement proposed does not increase the expense over the amount usually appropriated,
this slight change it is hoped will be incorporated in the legislative, executive, and
judicial appropriation bill and passed at the next session of Congress.
An experimental trial of the emergency ration was made in the field by a troop
of cavalry during the year. The result seemed in the opinion of the CommissaryGeneral to establish the efficiency of the emergency ration as a means of sustaining
the muscular power and activity of men under prolonged physical strain, but he
thinks its full efficiency needs yet to be tested under conditions in which the men
will be subjected to the excitements, anxieties, and fatigues attendant upon dangerous proximity to, or actual conflict with, an enemy.
He makes detailed report of the distribution of subsistence supplies, under the joint
resolutions of A.pril 7 and June 9, 1897, to destitute persons requiring assistance in
the districts overflowed by the Mi si sippi and its tributaries, by the Red River of
the North, and by the Rio Grande at El Paso, Tex. There were distributed for
relief on the Mississippi and its tributaries supplies amounting in value to $70,417.27;
for relief on the Red River of the orth, $4,884.66; and for relief on the RJo Grande,
at El Paso, Tex., $579.44. Of the total amount of $200,000 placed by Congress at
the disposal of the·Department about $124,000 will remain unused in the Treasury.
The increase of the estimate for subsistence of the Army for the fiscal year 1899
over the amount appropriated for the fiscal year 1898 is $4,653.75. The system of
making frequent shipments of subsistence supplies to the various posts and stations,
instead of stocking up the sto1·ehouses with large quantities of stores to last for
lengthened periods of time, insures the fr shness of the food supply at each of these
places, and incidentally frees the appropriation for subsistence of the Army from
the necessity of being invested much in adv~nce of the actual needs for food. As a
consequence, a margin of the appropriation, depending in amount in part on the
demands of the Army for the stores which are required to be provided for sales to
officers and enlisted men and in part on the rise and fall in prices during the year,
is left over undrawn from the Treasury at the end of each fiscal year; but the
placing of the yearly appropriation at the fixecl sum of $1,650,000 gives reasonable
security against a deficiency, and any unexpended balance is ultimately carried to
the surplus fund. The excess of $4,653.75 in the estimat may therefore be dis1·egarded in making the appropriation for the fiscal year 1899.
W. H. BELL,
Very respectfully,
Acting Commiasary-General of Subsistenct.
The SECRETARY OF WAR.

It gives me pleasure to commend the work of distribution of relief to
the sufferers from the overflow of the Mississippi River, the Red River
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of the North, and the Rio Grande. As soon as the joint resolutions of
April 7 and June 9, 1897, were approved, officers were dispatched to
the scenes of the overflow, and they rendered prompt and efficient aid
to the distressed. Of the $200,000 appropriated, the CommissaryGeneral reports a balance of $124,000 remaining in the Treasury.
Oare was extended so far as it was possible to all who needed relief.
Not only were the destitute fed, but the domestic animals were also
transported, when required, to places of safety and fed.
Medicines to the value of $128 were purchased and distributed at
New Orleans. The amount is included in the expenditures. A large
quantity of seeds received from the Department of Agriculture was
also distributed.
The sum expended, including the purchase of supplies and all transportation and incidental expenses, was $76,009.47.
In addition to the foregoing, the sum of $7,637.97 was expended by
the Quartermaster's Department for the purcha e of tents, under
authority of the joint resolution of Congress approved March 24, 1897.
These tents, however, remain the property of the Government and are
available for other purposes. The expenses incurred in the distribution and collection of the tents amounted to $1,092.72, which, added to
the above-mentioned sum of $76,009.47, makes the tot~l cost of relief
· extended to the flood ufferers 77,102.19.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.
WAR DEPARTMENT, SURGE0 -GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, October 18, 1897.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following summary of my annual report for
the year ended June 30, 1 97:
During the year there was expended under the laws relating to artificial limbs
the sum of $555,317.51. Th appropriation for the current year is $183,000 and the
estimate for 1 98-99 $125,575. Thest) benefits to di a.bled pen ioners recur every
three years, ancl a tho cases on tho rolls are not evenly distributed over th years
the annual expenditures vary.
There remained in ervic in th Ilo pital Corps June 30, 1897, 98 hospital stewards, 99 actin y hospital stewards, and 513 private , a total of 710 men. 'fhe company of in tru ·tion at ·washington Barracks received ,16 men during the year, and
from it 42 train d men were s nt to other post .
From the appropriation of $140,500 for the expense of th Medical Department
of the Army for 1 96-97 the um of $86,092.96 was expended, leaving a balan e of
54,417.24, of whi h about 30,000 will be requirecl for payment for upplies contracted for ancl other obligatioDB mcurred prior to July 1, 1897. The appropriation
for th current year i 135,200, and thee timate for 1 98-99, $125,200. During the
year an inv tig. tion wa made into th filci nry of the medicinal ta.bl ts is ued
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from the supply depots. The results were satisfactory as showing the value of the
tablets when properly administered.
'fwenty-fi.ve officers and 106 enlisted men were treated in the Army and Navy General Hospital, Hot Springs, Ark., during the calendar year 1896. On my recommendation, in May last, tho benefits of this hospital wero extended to honorably
discharged soldiers and sailors of the Regular and Volunteer Army and Navy of the
United States. Since then only 13 individuals belonging to the classes mentioned
have taken advantage of the privilege, but when the authority for their admission
for treatment becomes generally known there is no doubt that many veterans of the
war will become applicants for admission.
The estimates for the library of the Surgeon-General's Office for 1898-99 contain a
special call for an appropriation of $6,000 to provido additional shelving rendered
necessary by the steady growth of the library. In tho museum there are now 36,897
specimens; in the library, 123,924 volumes and 210,152 medical theses and pamphlets.
Two deaths and six retirements of medical officers occurred during the year. Three
of the vacancies thus occasioned were filled by competitive examinations in October,
1896, leaving five vacancies at the end of the fiscal year.
The total number of men examin d for enlistment during the calendar year was
14,~59, of whom 8,654, or 590.35 per thonsnnd, were accepted. This ratio is considerably larger than the rates of previous years.
There are now in the files of the id~ntification branch of this office data sufficient
for the detection of 12,640 men whose records show them to be undesirable as
soldiers.
The health of the Army was excellent during the calendar year 1896. The admissions to sick report per thousand of strength were 1,110.39, as compared with 1,110.22
in the previous year. The average length of time each case was under treatment
was 11.19 days, as cQrnpared with 11.14 in 1895 and 11.69 a~ the average of the previous decade. The number of days lost on account of sickness for each man in the
Army was 12.43 days, as compared with 12.37 in the previous year and 14.93 the
average of the previous decade. The number constantly noneffective per thousand
of strength was 33.97, as compared with 33.89 in 1895 and 40.92 the average annual
rate of the decade prior to 1895. The discharge rate for disability was 10.15 per
thousand of strength, as against 9.15 in the previous year and 21.77 in the previous
decade. In those ten years a higher non.efficient rate prevailed, notwithstanding
the considerably larger number of men discharged from the ranks on account of
persisting disability. The death rate from all causes constituted only 5.44 per
thousand of the strength.
Great improvement has taken place in the past few years in the:sanitary condition
of the colored troops, as manifested by their lessened rates of sickness, di ability,
and death. The noneffi.ciency from all causes among the colored troops during the
year was 25.75 per thousand of strength, as compared with 34.72 among the white
troops. The colored soldier lost 9.42 days from disability during the year, the whit
soldier, 12. 71; and the average time of treatment or each case was, among the colored
troops, 10.84 days; among the whites, 11.22 days.
The largest admission rates for the year were reported from W aehington Barracks,
D. C., and Fort Myer, Va. Fort Yellowstone, Wyo., had the best meuical record.
During the year a systematic investigation was made into the diagnostic value of
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Wida.l's serum test in oases presenting the clinical characteristics of typhoid fever.
The results were satisfactory as showing not only the value of the test, but as
indicating the probability that the fevers heretofore reported as Texas fever, Florida
fever, etc., were in reality cases of typhoid fever.
Many valuable reports of surgical cases and operations are suhmitted, including
79 cases of hernia operated on by army surgeons for radical cure.
The quarters provided for the enlisted men at posts recently built are excellent in
their sanitary arrangements. At some of the old posts the buildings are more or
less in want of repair, sometimes overcrowded, with inadequate ventilation and
primitive methods for the removal of wastes. Every year, however, shows some
improvement in the condition of these posts.
On account of the insanitary condition of the quarters occupied by married soldiers
at many of our posts, I recommend a return so far to former methods as to provide
public quarters for a limited number of married men in each organization, all others
being strictly prohibited from having their families at the post. A provision of this
kind would be regarded as a privilege awarded to deserving soldiers, and would
permit the whole of the huts and shanties now occupied to be destroyed.
The water supplies of our military posts have been carefully studied by medical
officers with the view of preventing the occurrence of typhoid fever.
'rhe rations of the men have been reported as ample in quantity, well cooked, and
of excellent quality. The milk supply of two posts was criticised adversely, and
the reports in these instances are suggestive of the possibility of similar conditions
at other stations. The emergency ration was tested on :field service with Troop E,
First Cavalry, in Oklahoma. The medical report of this test shows the value of
the ration in sustaining the troops under conditions of emergency.
Respectfully submitted.
GEO.

M. STERNBERG,

Surgeon-General, U. S. Arrny.
Hon.

RUSSELL A. ALGER,

Secretary of War.

In April, 1897, the Hon. H. 0. Lodge, United States Senator, made
application to the Department for the admi sion to the Army and Navy
General Ho pital at Hot Springs, Ark., of a veteran of the late war,
who was afflicted with rheumatism. A consideration of the subject
disclosed the fact that under the regulations governing admission to
that hospital, as originally pre cribed, discharged soldiers were not
eligible to admission. It appearing from the record that while the
hospital wa capable of caring for 79 patient , there were, as a rule,
from 30 to 50 vacant bed ; the regulations were therefore amended by
the Pre ident, so as to authorize the admission of suitable cases from
among the discharged oldiers of the Regular and Volunteer Armies
who are u:ffering from disabilities contracted in the service.
The statistics relating to the health of the Army are interesting.
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The general impression that white troops excel colored troops in point
of health is shown to be contrary to the facts.
The Surgeon-General recommends a return to the former practice of
providing public quarters for a stated number of married men in each
organization. This on account of the unsanitary condition of their
present quarters at many posts. While there is force in his suggestion, the enlistment of married men is discountenanced because of the
frequent liability to change of station, and to build quarters as recommended would add largely to the expense, and indirectly encourage
that which is not favored by the military authorities.
The Subsistence and Medical Departments submit favorable reports
on the emergency ration after a practical test in the field.
PAY DEPARTMENT.
WAR DEPARTMENT, PAYMASTER-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, October 15, 1897.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following summary of my annual report for
the .vear ended June 30, 1897:
(1) A general statement of receipts and expenditures for the year ended June
30, 1897.
(2) tatement of collections in favor of other bureaus of the War Department.
(3) Recapitulation, by years, of soldiers' depositl:l, showing increase in numbe
and aggregate amount of deposits.
(4) .An alytical statement of mileage disbursed during the year, and requesting
legislation to relieve paymasters and other officers who, lmder orders and decisions
of the War Department, were required to pay full fare over 50 per cent railroads,
and, having paid the same, have had the amounts disallowed by the Auditor for the
War Department, under a decision of the Comptroller of the Treasury, that but 50
per cent of the cost of travel fare over such roads should have been paid by the
officer or reimbursed by the paymaster.
.
(5) Deficiencies showing that a further appropriation of $95,927.45 is required to
complete payment of the Army for the year ended June 30, 1897. It also appears
probable that a further appropriation of not l ess than $450,000 will be required to
enable the Army to be paid in full for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1898.
There is an increase in the estimate for the next year over the appropriation for
the year ending June 30, 1898, of $858,112.99, accounted for as follows:
The estimates for 1898 were very closely made, yet Congress reduced the estimate
$439,951.90, which will in part account for the apparently large increase in the estimates for 1899.
The principal items of increase are as follows:
In the pay of officers of the line, $128,879.24, the estimate is ba ed on the full
number of officers in the service, and on the fact that there will be at least 45 adclitional second lieutenants to be provided for at a cost of $65,000.
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The increase of pay of enlisted men for lenl)'th of service is $292,702. Thie estimate is based on the amount expended during th past :fi cal year, and on informa,..
tion furni hed by the Adjutant- en ral of the Army, and is caused by the fact that
by act of March 16, 1896, ded1;1ction on account of retained pay ceased, and the
soldier i now paid the entire amount due him each month.
The increase in pay of retired officers is $179,454.18.
This estimate is based on the number of officers reported by the Adjutant-General.
In estimating for this item, to the number of retired officers now on the list is added
those to be retired during the :fiscal years 1898 and 1899.
The increase on account of pay of enlisted men on the retired list amounts to
$126,150.50. This estimate is based on the number of retired enlisted men reported
by the Adjutant-General July 1, 1897, and the probable number that will be retired
during the :fiscal year 1898.
The increase on account of travel pay, retained and detained pay, clothing not
drawn, and interest on deposits payable to enlisted men on discharge amounts to
$74,376.72.
This estimate is based on the amount and number of men paid during the past
year and the number to be paid in 1899. Owing to the fact tha.t two enlistment periods expire in the fiscal year 1899, the amount to be paid on account of clothing,
travel pay, etc., will require the additional amount asked for.
As the Army has been maintained during the year 1897 at nearly its maximum
strength, or within one man per company, it is essential that the amount estimated
for be appropriated. It would save much embarrassment to the Department if deficiency estimates could be avoided and payments to the Army made when due.
It is urged that, as the estimates have heretofore exceeded the actual disbursements by little more than 1 per cent (which is scarcely enough to afford such a
working balance as to enable the Army to be paid promptly and in full), the
whole amount estimated for be appropriated by Congress.
(6) Payments of the .,frmy.-All military posts in the country have been paid
monthly.
(7) System of payments.-The labor of payment under the present system has
been largely increased, while no corresponding benefit to the service has accrued.
Seriou objections to the system n.re urged by paymasters, among which are the
vexatious delays to which they are subjected in the rendition of their accounts by
reason of the necessity of transmission of rolls back and forth between them and
company officers for the correction of errors which could he corrected at the pay
table were the paymaster present.
The most serious objection is that the paymaster is required to turn over to nonbonded officers, for disbursement, the funds for which his sureties guarantee the
Government against loss. It is believed that if this fact were generally known
payma ters could not easily find individuals or companies to become their sureties.
(8) Recommending a. general disbursing bureau for the Army, for the rea on that
gre· t r cooomy and simplicity would re ult therefrom than can obtain where the
pproprintion for the support of the military e tablisbment ar divided among several bure u , of which not 11 the officers charged with disbursements are bonded.
0
diabur em n should be permitted by other than bonded officers and with all
di bu iog offl e under the con tr o1 of one bureau greater economy, s1IDpbc1ty,
~
· · and
promptn
must nee arily follow.
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This system prevails in some of the great armies of Europe, and meets with the
approval of officers of experience and high rank in our own. In the interests of
the public service I recommend that legislation to this effect be requested of Congress.
(9) Clerks to army paymasters.-! recommend that paymasters be permitted to
select their own clerks, and that they have periodical increase of pay until a maximum of $1,800 per annum is reached. They are the trusted and -confidential assistants of bonded officers who disburse more than $13,000,000 per annum. They were
formerly selected by the paymasters themselves, because of personal knowledge of
their ability and integrity, but are now appointable only under the rules of the civil
service. In consideration of the close confidential relation they bear to the paymaster, who is responsible for any loss that may occur through his cl~rk, it is but
just that the paymaster be permitted to make his own selection, ubject only to the
approval of the Secretary of War; and as their duties are arduous and r esponsible,
requiring ability and faithfulness beyond the average, and to place them on an
equality with clerks in other branches of the military service, it is recommended
that they be granted by Congress an increa e in pay for each five years' service
until a maximum of $1,800 per annum is reached.
(10) Retirements and appointments in the Pay Corps .-One paymaster (colonel) has
been placed on the retired list, and two paymasters (majors) have been appointedboth appointments from the Army.
Very respectfully,
T. H. STA TON,
Paymaster-General, U. S. Anny.
The SECRET.A.RY OF WAR.

The legislation to relieve paymasters and other officer from amounts
disallowed by the Auditor under a recent decision of the Comptroller
relative to travel over certain roads known as" 50 per cent railroads"
is earnestly recommended.
To the remarks of the Paymaster-General as to deficiencies in appropriations and the reasons for the increase in his estimate , I a k
careful and favorable consideration. To bis critici m of tbe present
system of payments and his views as to clerks to paymasters, I invite
attention.
ENGINEER DEPARTME T.
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS,
UNITED STATES ARMY,

Washington, D. C., October 14, 1897.
Mr. SECRETARY: In compliance with your instructions I have the honor to present
the following brief synopsis of my annual report for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1897, which was submitted to you under date of September 30, and to which attention is respectfully invited:
OFFICERS OF THE CORPS OF ENGINEER

At the close of the fiscal year the Corps of Engineers consisted of 111 officers, 18
of whom were detached from the command of the Chief of Engineers and on duty
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at the United States Military Academy, with the Light-House Establishment, with
the Commissioners of the District of Columbia, and at the Yellowstone National
Park.
The other officers of the corps were busily engaged during the year in charge of
important public works connected with permanent fortifications, improvement of
rivers and harbors, construction and repair of light-houses, public buildings and
grounds in the District of Columbia, Washington Aqueduct, as members of boards
of engineers, the Mississippi River Commission, the Missouri River Commission, the
California Debris Commission, the torpedo system of defense, and on duty with the
Battalion of Engineers and the Engineer School at Willets Point, N. Y.
The important duties devolving upon the Co1·ps of Engineers, together with the
expenditure of the great snms appropriated for public works, render it necessary
to divide the country into a number of engineering districts, and to place upon the
district officers large and varied duties demanding the highest order of ability,
industry, and integrity.
There is an urg~nt need for an increase in the number of engineer troops, both
officers and enlisted men. 'rhe present authorized strength should be increased by
an additional battalion, each company of both battalions to consist of 150 enlisted
men officered by one captain and three lieutenants; each battalion should be commanded by a major and the two battalions by a colonel; this would necessitate an
increase in the number of officers of the Corps of Engineers. With this increase
the engineer regiment should be distributed on the Western, Eastern, and Southeastern coasts in connection with fortifications, torpedo defenses, etc., and the
troops should be placed on the same basis as other troops of the line, so that the
officers connected with the regiment should have the right to command according to
their rank when thrown on duty with other branches of the service.
SEACOAST DEFENSES.

In accordance with the recommendations of the board on fortifications and other
defenses appointed by the President under the provisions of the act of March 3, 1885,
the Secretary of \Var has approved detailed projects for the modem artillery defense
of the following localities:
1. Penobscot River, Maine.
Kennebec River, Maine.
Portland, Me.
Portsmouth, . H.
Bo ton, las .
w Bedford, Mass.
a.rragansett Bay, Rhode Island.
Eastern entrance to Long Island
ound.
9. ew York, . Y.
10. Philadelphia., Pa.
11. Baltimor , Id.
12. , Ya hington, D. C.
13. Hampton Roads, Vii;ginia.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

14. Wilmington, N. C.
Charleston, S. C.
Savannah1 Ga.
Key West1 Fla.
Pensacola, Fla.
19. Mobile, Ala.
20. ew Orlenns, La.
21. Galveston, Tex.
22. San Diego, Cal.
23. an Francisco, Cal.
24. Mouth of Colnmb1a River, Wa bington and Oregon.
25. Puget Sound, Washington.
26. Lake Champlain, ew York.
15.
16.
17.
18.
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The first appropriation for the construction of modern gun and mortar batteries
was made by the act of August 18, 1890. The following table shows the various
amounts appropriated for this purpose up to the present time:
A.ct ofAct ofAugust 18, 1890 .......... $1,221,000
March 2, 1895.. . . . . . . . . . • $50~ 000
February 24, 1891........
750, 000
June 6, 1896. .... .... .... 2,400,000
July 23, 1892........... ..
500,000
March 3, 1897 a. . . . . . . . . . 3, 841, 333
February 18, 1893.... ....
50,000
August 1, 1894 ... __ •. . . . .
500, 000
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 762, 333
Under allotments made from· the above appropriations, emplacements for modern
guns and mortars have been constructed or are now under construction at 22 localities as follows :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Portland, Me.
Portsmouth, N. H.
Boston, Mass.
Narragansett Bay, Rhode Island.
Eastern En trance, Long Island Sound.
New York, N. Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Baltimore, Md.
Washington, D. C.
Hampton Roads, Va.
Wilmington, N. C.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Charleston, S. C.
Savannah, Ga.
Key West, Fla.
Pensacola, Fla.
Mo bile, Ala.
New Orleans, La.
Galveston, Tex.
San Diego, Cal.
an Francisco, Cal.
Mouth of Columbia River.
Puget Sound.

The aggregate of $9,762,333 thus far appropriated under the various acts of Congress for construction of gun and mortar batteries has provided for the following
emplacements:

I 12-inch.

I

24

10-inoh.

8-inch.

82

33

12-inch
Rapid-fire. mortars.
16

232

The total armament proposed under the present projects for coast defense comprises a total of about 32 16-inch guns, 200 12-inch guns, 180 10-inch guns, 100 8-inch
guns, 250 heavy rapid-fire guns, 1,03212-mch mortars, and 24-10-inch mortars. These
figures are subject to slight changes as the work progresses, but show approximately
the total armament that will be required for an adequate defense of our sea and lake
ports. It will be observed that Congress ha-s thus far provided for 139 emplacements
for 8, 10, and 12 inch guns out of a total of about 480 required under present projects,
and for 232 mortar emplacements out of a total of about 1,056 required.
The aggregate of all appropriations for gun and mortar emplacements prior to
the act of June 6, 1896, amounts to $3,521,000. At the beginning of the fiscal year
these funds had either been expended or allotted for the following emplacements:
\ 12-inch.

10-inch.

I 8-inch.

1
- - II
8

21

7

Rapid-fire.

~~~~~- '

- -1

2

SO _J

a Of this appropriation $2,500,000 waa for contracts authorized un~r act of June
6, 1896.
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The acts of June 6, 1896, and March 3, 1897, carried appropriations for gun and
mortar batteries amounting to $6,241,333, or nearly double those of all previous
acts combined. The following summary shows the emplacements that have been
provided under the last two acts:
12•inch.

lO•inch.

8-inch.

ActofJune6,1896 .............•••.•.•.....•....
Act of March 3, 1897........... . • . . • . . • . • . . . . • . . .

13
3

53
8

23

Total .....•••...•...•...........••..•......

16

61

26

I

Rapid.fire. Mortars.

14 1

3 ••••••••... .

152

The emplacements provided under the act of June 6, 1896, are being constructed
partly by hired labor and partly by contract, under that clause of the act which
provides:
'fhat contracts may be entered into, under the direction of the Secretary of War,
for materials and work for construction of fortifications, to be paid for as appropriations may from time to time be made by law, to an additional sum in the aggregate
not to exceed two million five hundred thousand dollars .
.A.t the close of the fiscal year the following guns and mortars were mounted and
in readiness for service :
~•inch.

10-inch.

8•inch.

Mort::J

/- -,- - ,- - -

L

10

/

18

I

73

In addition, there were completed and ready for armament on the same date the
following emplacements:

I 12.inch. / 10.i.nch.

8•inch.

Rapid.fire. Morta-:l

1--·- -1- -1--1--I

L

4

I

29

4

39

6

_J

.A.t the close of the calendar year it is expected that there will be completed, armed,
or in readiness for armament the following emplacements:
~

•inch.

10-inch.

8-inch.

) ----

I

19

60

31

Rapid-fire. , Mortars~
9

I

168

It is expected that the remainder of the emplacements so far provided for will be
completed by July 1, 1898, by which time all funds for gun and mortar emplacements
will be practically exhausted.
The acts of June 6, 1896, and farch 3, 1897, appropria.ted $100,000 and $150,000,
) espectively, for ubmarine mine defens s. These appropriations have b en or are
b ing expended, partly in the construction of mining casemates, cable tanks, and
torpedo storehou es, and partly in the purchase of such submarine mine material as
is not subject to rapid deterioration, and which can not be procured rapidly in an
emergency.
1

The appropriation of $500,000 and $300,000, re pectively, in the acts of Jnne 6,
, and March 3, 1897, for the purcha e of bites for seacoast defense have either
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been expended or pledged. The sites needed to accommodate projected batteries
are being procured either by direct purchase from the owners whenever reasonable
prices are offered, or by condemnation proceA<lings instituted by the Department of
Justice.
ESTIMATES.

The estimates for the engineering work of seacoast defenses for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1899, are:
For gun and mortar batteries •.....••...........•....••.•. _..... _..... . $5,000,000
For sn bmarine mine defenses ................... _.....••.•.•••..........
150,000
For sites ..•.•...•........................•......•....••.... _..... _ ..•..
500,000
For preparation of plans for fortifications ....... _..................... .
5,000
For protection, preservation, and repair of fortifications ......•....... _.
100,000
For sea walls and embankments ........ ____ .................. ____ ..... .
55,000
Total .......•• __ .... __ . ___________ .. _..... ______ • ___ .. ___ • _ . ____ _ 5,810,000
UNITED STATES ENGINEER SCHOOL,

The object of the United States Engineer School at Willets Point, N. Y., is to provide a post-gra,luate course in engineering for the young officers of the Corps of
Engineers, and to give them practical instruction in their duties with engineer
troops, in submarine mining, and in higher civil and military engineering, in order
to better :fit them for the important and responsible work which devolves on the
Corps of Engineers. Selected officers from other branches of the service are also
detailed for instruction in submarine mining. The present cour e for engineer
officers is three years, and for officers of other arms one year. The garrison consists
of three companies of engineer troops, under the battalion commander. The advantages offered by the school in training young engineer officers for their future duties
and in imparting a knowledge of the adopted submarine-mine system to officers of
other arms are of the greatest importance.
Attention is invited to the estimate of $41,000, presented in detail in my report of
September 30, for the engineer depot and school at Willets Point.
RIVERS AND HARBORS.

The condition of the various works for the improvement of rivers and harbors
carried on under appropriations made by Congress is given in detail in my report
for the past :fiscal year.
The total amount actually expended for the improvement of riv rs and harbors
during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1897, is as follows:
For gen ral improvement of rivers and harbors ................• •••. $10,612,268. 75
35,158.51
For removal of wreck ......................... -----· .... _____ _ ... .
]36, 260. 56
For operating dredge boats and nag boa.ts . ....................... .
678,r3.oo
For operating canals and other works of navigation ............... .
1,59-,975.98
For work und r Missi ippi River Commission ...•..................
387, :l:26. 39
For work under Mis ouri River Commission ....................... .
6,145. 3
For gaugin ,r waters of the Lower Mi i sip pi River and its tribn taries.
a 10,006.50
For examinations and surveys of outh Pa s, Mis issippi River ..... .
Total ... _..... _. _____ . ___ ... ___ ... ____ .. __ .. ____ .. _.... ___ ..

13,461,395.52

a This amount is exclusive of the sum paid the executors of the estate of Jam s B.
Eads for "constructing jetties and other works a.t outh Pass, Missit1sippi River."
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Since the last report was submitted appropriations for rivers and harbors have
been made by the sundry civil act of June 4-, 1897, and the deficiency act of July 19,
1897, the former providing $19,121,412.91 and the latter $1,211,000 for the fiscal years
ending June 30, 1897 and 1898.
The total estimate submitted for the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1899, for continuous work authorized by Congress and by the Secretary of War is $18,098,007.56.
None of this amount has yet been expended, but, as permitted by law, a portion of
it has possibly been earned by contractors in advance of its appropriation. The
items making up this amount are such as Congress has authorized to be expended
during the year ending June 30, 1899, at the various localities for which continuing
work is authorized, and Congress has virtually pledged itself to provide the
amounts for which requisition is made.
In addition to the estimate submitted for work under continuing contracts, an
estimate is presented for the construction and maintenance of works which have
been authorized by Congress, but not provided for by such continuing con~racts,
amounting to $30,630,153. The items making up this amount are those presented for
the various works by the engineer officers in local charge as the amounts that should
be appropriated, under the law requiring that the amount shall be stated which can
be profitably expended in carrying on the projects adopted by Congress, during the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1899. The use of the estimates of the local officers in
making up this total is in accordance with your instructions, and the estimates are
submitted in accordance with the requirements of sections 2 of the river and harbor
acts of 1866 and 1867 and the sundry civil act of June 4, 1897, which provide" " " And it shall be the duty of the said Secretary " " " and he shall
accompany said report with a stateme1;1t of the ~monn~ and date of all former nppropriations for each work, and a full estimate for its entire and p erman ent completion,
with the amount that can be profitably expt=1nded in the next fiscal year. " " "
(Act of June 23, 1866, and repeated in act of March 2, ]867.)
" * * And hAreafter the Secretary of War shall annually submit estimates in
detail for river and harbor improvement required for the ensuing fiscal year to the
Secretary of the Treasury, to be included in, and carried into the sum total of, the
Book of Estimates. (Sundry civil act of June 4, 1897.)
The act of June 3, 1896, authorized the Secretary of War to enter into contract for
the completion of a number of works, and contracts have already been made, or the
required preliminary steps to that end have been authorized, excepting in two
instances, as follows:
Improving Yaquina. Bay, Oregon, continuing improvement, $25,000. Continuous
contracts authorized at cost not to exceed $1,000,000.
Improving mouth of Yazoo River and Harbor at Vicksburg, Mis . Continuous contracts authorized at cost not to exceed $860,000.
The act of June 3, 1896, provided for the appointment of a board to examine and
report as to location for a deep-water harbor for commerce and of refuge at Port Los
Angeles, in anta fonica Bay or at an P dro, Cal. This board was duly constituted, and its report, ubmitted to ongress, wa print d in enate Doc. :r0 • 18,
Fifty-fifth Congr s, first s ion. The board reported in favor of locating the harbor at an Pedro, and the
cretary of "'\ ar, und r the terms of the act, has given
instru tions for action preluninary to the publishmg of advertisement inviting bids
forth work.
The unprec dent d high wat r which accompanied the flood of 1 97 in the Mississippi iver sever ly te ted the l v
construct d, and the information at hand
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shows that of an approximate length of levees of 1,377 miles on the two banks of the
river between Cairo and the Head of the Passes the breaks aggregated in length
only 8.7 miles, or about 0.63 of 1 per cent of the whole length. None of the levees
built by the United States, however, were broken.
The policy of the Mississippi River Commission having been modified to provide
for greater work in dredging, two powerful hydraulic dredges have already been
constructed and are in operation, and contracts have been made for the construction
of four more.
The Missouri River Commission again calls attention to the fact that the progress
of work for the systematic improvement of the river by continuous work by reaches
is seriously interfered with by requirements of law which specify numerous localities, separated by many miles, where work is required to be done, notwithstanding
a reduction iu the money provided by Congress for the work. The results obtained
on t~is river have shown beyond question the practicability of controlling tho river,
holding its banks, and giving ample channels for na.vigation; but the cost a.nd
uncertainty of permanence of the work and the slow progress heretofore made have
been such as to discourage those interested in the effort to improve th e river for
such a distance as would give promise of building up its commerce to a degree commensurate with the cost of the work.
During the year the cb:annel through the Great Lakes between Chicago, Duluth
and Buffalo was practically completed, and its importance to the interests of navigation is enormous.
The commerce passing through the t. Marys Falls Canal during the navigable
season of 1896 comprised 16,239,061 tons of freight, valued at $195,146,842, and
through the Detroit River about 27,900,520 tons, valued at $300,000,000.
The commerce of the Great Lakes has increased so en0rmously that accurate charts
can only be procured by constant examinations and surveys of new shoals as they
become known, and corresponding corrections of and additions to the engraved
plates; therefore the appropriations asked for these purposes are recommended.
WASHINGTON WATER SUPPLY.

The subject ior the pressing necessities for providing the city of Washington with
an incr a ed upply of water is again presented for the consideration of Congress,
and tbe matter is one which can not, with justice to the citizens of the capital, be
much longer delayed. The estimates for the work will be found in my annual report,
and it is recommended that favorable action be taken by Congress during its present
session.
ARLINGTON MEMORIAL BRIDGE.

'rhe sundry civil act of June 4, 1897, made provision for surveys, etc., for a memorial bridge from the old Naval Observatory grounds, rn this city to Arlington
ational Cemetery, and operations under this provision of law are being carried on
as rapidly as circumstances will permit.
DEEP WATERWAYS BOA.ED.

The sunury civil act of June 4, 1897, also provided for the appointment of a board
to make such surveys and examinations of deep waterways between the Great Lakes
and the Atlantic tide waters as recommended in the report of the Deep Waterways
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Commission transmitted to Congress January 18, 1897. The board has been constituted by the appointment of Maj. Chas. W. Raymond, Corps of Engineers, and Messrs.
Alfred Noble and George Y. Wisner, civil engineers, and is now engaged in the duties
assigned under the provisions of t,he act.
ARANSAS PASS BOARD.

The board of engineer officers to be appointed under the provisions of the sundry
civil act of 1897, to ascertain the character and value of the improvements made at
Aransas Pass, Texas, was duly constituted and is now engaged in the performance
of the duty imposed, and it is expected that the examination of this subject will
be completed in time to permit its report to be submitted to Congress on the first
Monday in December next, as required by the act.
PUBLIC .BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS IN WASHINGTON, D. C.

The improvement of public buildings and grounds and maintenance of the Washington Monument have been carried on under appropriations made by Congress,
and, as far as funds permitted, the work has progressed in such manner as to secure
the best results. The estimates for this purpose for the coming fiscal year are given
in de-l;ail in my annual report, and amount to $250,631.
MILITARY MAPS,

Special attention is invited to the item relative to the compilation and publication of military map for use of the War Department, and particularly those
required in connection with harbors adjacent to new fortifications. An appropriation of the small amount asked for is strongly recommended.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN

M. WILSON,

Brig. Gen., Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army.
The

SECRETARY OF WAR.

The foregoing concise statement clearly summarizes the important
work committed to the charge of the Corps of Engineers.
The time eem to have arrived when au increase in tbe number of
offi ·er and enli ted men of that corps is indi pensable. The immense
work intru ted to a few men is overtaxing, and it i believed a great
aving of money in ecuring effi font and thorough work by contractors
in fulfillment of' their contracts would be effected by detailing a young
officer to remain on a ·h work under con tru tion or improvement to ee
tha day by day all material a purcha ed, both in quality and quantity,
and a cording to. pe ·ifi ation , i, furm bed. It i ab olutely impo ible
for n man having a larg numb r of work a long di tanc ar art, to
n, tantly u1 rvi th con tru · Ion of improvement in hi charge.
Thi. i' n p
by It i beli v d that an increa of cadet
at
, ill b b n ficial , . more h n formerly can be a , igned
to
r orp
nd pr fit bly mplo d, while the exp ri nee
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thus gained will be of great benefit to them in future years in the line
of their profession.
I invite attention to the- remarks of the Chief of Engineers on the
subject of seacoast defenses, in which he gives the progress of the
work on gun and mortar batteries and emplacements. Seacoast
defenses are being rapidly constructed, and they should be completed
at the earliest possible date. I can not emphasize this too strongly,
and therefore urge that the full amount of the estimate be appropriated.
The estimates for river and harbor improvements submitted by the
Chief of Engineers have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of Jaw. (Acts of June 23, 1866; March 2, 1867, and June 4, 1897,
quoted by him.) They greatly exceed former estimates, and, while I
hesitate to express an opinion in matters so fully within the knowledge
of members of Congress, I can not refrain from stating the result of
my observations since my connection with the Department. It i true
that I have not had an opportunity to make a per onal inspection of
many of the works in question, yet with the exception of waterways
and harbor where there is a la.rge traffic, or whne immediate improvement is imperatively needed, I am convinced that the estimates are
largely iu excess of what they should be at a time when the demands
upon the Treasury are as great as now. It is therefore recommended
that the amount to be appropriated be largely reduced below the
estimate . It is but just to the Chief of Engineers to tate that these
estimates were made by my direction, that the facts might be placed
before Congre s, showing what the expenditures would be were all the
requirements of the above-cited law complied with.
• Special attention is invited to the fact that there are now continu<'u
contract outstanding that will require an expenditure of over
17,000,000 during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1899; of over
$14,000,000 during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1900; 5,700,000
during the fi cal year ending June 30, 1901; $796,000 during the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1902, and $345,000 during the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1903. It i to be understood that the e statement are of
course approximate only, but they are believed to be nearly correct.
The total length of ingle levee line built by the United States on
the two bank of the Missis ippi River below Cairo doe not vary
materia11y from 650 mile , and it i gratifying to note that none of
the e levees w re broken by the recent flood in the river. The breaks
in the entire system of levees, approximating 1,377 miles in length on
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the two banks of the river between Cairo and the Head of the Passes,
constructed by the United States, the States, and individuals, aggregated only 8.7 miles, or about sixty-three one hundredths of 1 per cent
of the entire system.
DEEP-WATER CHANNEL THROUGH THE GREA'.l.' LAKES.

The practical completion of the deep-water channel through the
Great Lakes marks the beginning of a new era, and its benefits to
the future commerce of the great Northwest, and, indeed, the whole
country can be realized to some extent by the marvelous development of the commerce through the lakes in recent years. Without
going into details, it will suffice at this time to repeat the statement
of the Chief of Engineers that the commerce passing through the St.
Marys Falls Canal, to and from Lake Superior alone, during the navigable season of 1896 comprised 16,239,061 tons of freight, valued at
$195,146,842, and through the Detroit River, coming from Lakes Superior, Michigan, and Huron, about 27,900,000 tons, valued approximately
at $300,000,000.
DEEP WATERWAYS BOARD.

In accordance with the act of June 4, 1897, a deep-waterways board
was appointed, consisting of MaJ. Charles W. Raymond, Corps of
Engineers, U. ~ . .A.., Alfred Noble, of Chicago, and George Y. Wisner, of
Detroit, with Gen. J. H. Kidd, of Ionia, Mich., as secretary. 'l'his
board is now in the :field and pushing its work forward as rapidly as
possible.
SHIP CANAL CONNECTING LAKES UNION AND WASHINGTON WITH
PUGE'.l.' . SOUND.

The work of securing the right of way for the canal free of co t to
the Government is in progres.: . The dimensions of the canal as proposed by the Board of Engineer constituted under the provisions of
the river and harbor act of September 19, 1890, which were based upon
the ize of mercban t ve el then employed, are not deemed sufficient to
accommodate ves. el ince built and to be built in the near future. It
i th nght to b de irable and important that an increa e in the ize
of the lock and d pth of channel in the canal ufficient to accommodat comm r e and v
1 of the United State Navy Rhould be made,
and the
r tary of the avy ha accordingly been requested to furni h inform ti n
to the depth and width that would be required to
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afford accommodation to the vessels of the Navy and permit-their passage between the Sound and the lakes, in order that the data may be at
hand and available for consideration when the detailed plans for the
work of construction are being prepared. The right of way now in
progress of procurement will, it is believed, permit the increase of
dimensions, but should additional right of way be found necessary, the
same could probably be secured free of cost to the Government.
As the acceptance by the Secretary of War of the right of way must
precede the preparation of detailed plans, it will yet be some time
before active operations of construction can be commenced.
I can not too strongly recommend the construction of this canal.
Lake Washington is a large sheet of fresh water with excellent banks.
It is very deep and, of course, entirely free from tides. The necessity on that great coast of fre h water where sea-going vessels can be
repaired and freed from barnacle_s is most apparent.
MONONGAHELA NAVIGATION COMPANY.

In pursuance of a provision contained in the river and harbor act
approved Jun& 3, 1896, proceedings for the condemnation of all the
property and its appurtenances of the Monongahela Navigation Company, a corporation of Peunsylvania, were duly instituted through the
Department of Ju tice in the uited Sta~m; circuit court for the western district of Penn yJvania. The value of said property, as e timated
and determined by the viewers appointed by the court, amounted to
$3,761,615.46.
The award as made by the viewers was accepted, and the AttorneyGeneral, having been requested to inform the War Department as to
the validity of title, expressed the opinion that tbe Monongahela Navigation Company was clothed with valid title to all of the tra~ts, subject, however, to a mortgage of 500,000, upon release of which and
payment of the amount of the award valid title would vest in the
United States. The mortgage referred to was executed to ecure the
payment of certain outstanding bonds issued by the company, aud
upon receipt of sati factory evidence that sai<l bonds had been canceled
and paid, excepting bonds to the amount of $150,000, the sum of
$160,000 from the amount of the award was retained to secure final
payment thereof, and the balance, amounting to 3,601,615.46, was paid
to the navigation company on July 8, 1897, thus opening the Monongahela River to free navigation for its vast commerce.
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WASHINGTON AQUEDUCT.

An increased water supply for the city of Washington is an urgent
necessity, as stated by the Chief of Engineers.
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.
OFFICE 01!' THE CHIEF OF ORDNANCE,
UNITED STATES ARMY,

Washington, D. C., October 15, 1897.
Srn: In compliance with your instructions of the 13th instant, I have the honor to
submit herewith the following summary of my annual report for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1897, viz:
The variety and extent of the work covered by this report is so great that the
r eport itself is hardly more than a summary of operations. A brief of the summary
can be but a condensed statement of the principal heads of subjects.
A complete statement of the fiscal operations of the Departm nt for the year is
given.
The report states the action that has been taken under the act of Conaress to
provide for tho distribution of caliber .45 rifles to tbe ational Guard p,nd :Militia of
the States and Territories, nnd shows that 24,564: Springfield rifles and 591 pring.
field carbines h ave been i sued.
It explains the necessity for additional legi lntion for making effective th act
of ongress of last year to provide for sales of stores to the tate , ancl makes
r commendations.
The report gives a summary of some of the principal operation of the different
arsenals, especially of the improvement of buildings and grounds, roads, railroad , s wer , water supply, but more especially of improvem nts of plant for
manufacture.
A ummary of the e operations is of interest, but mention can be made of only
a few items.
A small increa e of plant for the manufa ture of cartridge for small arms and
for field and si ge artiller · ammunition ha be n made at the rankford r , enal.
The r port show tbe great nece sity for the tran for of this plant from the
num rous old, mall, d ta h d, ancl iu ufficieut building now occupied to the ample
new building, built for the purpo e many years ago, which bas never been occu•
piecl. An timat for thi tran fer is submitted in the annual estimat s for next
y ar, and i important.
At the Ro k I land r nal con i<lerable exten ions of the plnnt for the mannfact
u; of fi 1<l and i ae arria . bav be n made, and a report on the recon trnction
ancl ompl tion of tb great brid e over the :Mi si ippi River i givon a.t 1 ngth,
an<l al ·o an account of the r pair and improvement of th wat r power.
Io. t va]u bl work ha b n done at the pringfi ld Armory in th improvement
of m thod ancl : ppliance. f: r th manufa ture f mnll arm and in the efficient
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machine for hand work, whereby accurate interchangeability of part has been
·effected.
The report gives an interesting account of the operations of the testing departmeht at Watertown Arsenal, especially of investigations and tests of structural
materials of all kinds. The report of these tests is of importance to engineers and
manufacturers, and better provision for early publication aJ?-d a larger distribution
is desirable.
The report is principally devoted to an account of manufactures, of important
experiments in tests, the preparation of new designs and investigations, theoretical,
technical, and experimental, of small arms of all kincls, small-arm ammunition, our
new seacoast defense armament, including the guns aud mortars. and their carriages
of many types, projectiles and powders, the field and siege guns, the field and siege
artillery ammunition, the various new types of rapid-fire guns with their mounts
and ammunition, artillery harness, horse equi1)ment and infantr)- and cavalry
equipments of all kind for the Army, their isime to the Army, their trials by troops
and improvements based thereon, etc.
Some account of all these operation is given in the report, but thtt detailed technical information is contained in appendixes thereto. Attention e pecially is given
in the report to improvements made in smokelc s powder of all kinds for the various
small arm , field and sieg artillery and for the seacoa t artillery, and to the stablishment of the necessary facilities, knowledge, and experience in private manufactories for the large supply of these powders that might be required in time of war.
The report i especially full on tbi ubject. It is unfortunate that space will not
permit even a mention of the subjects treated upon, exc pt that it may b mentioned
that the new breech mechanism for seacoast guns has been completed ancl is now
under sacceRsful trial at the proving ground.
An important event is the successful completion of the fir t or type 12-inc!i
disappearing carriage. 'I]iis carriage is of the same genera.I design as the service
disappearing carriages for 8 and 10 inch guns already installed in the fortifici',tion . It ha been thoroughly tested, and is entirely satisfactory in all respects.
(A l)ortio1: of the tests were made in the presence of the Secretary of War.) The
con traction of such a carriage has heretofore been deem d impracticable. Its
succe s effects a Raving of many millions of dollars in the cost of the numerous
emplacements for 12-inch guns and makes the service of these guns more efficient.
TJi.e for 0 'ings for the type 16-iuch gun are in progre s of manufacture. It has
been deemed neces ary, in order to meet specifications impo ed, to use nickel teel
for the tube and jacket, at an increa e of cost, and the question ari es as to whether
compensation therefor should be made to the manufacturers, and it is recomm nded.
Con iderable space i given to a design for a new field gun of 3-inch caliber, of
•
greatly increased velocity and ome increase of power, and giving flatter trajectory;
and in conn~ction with de igns for a carriage for this gun the important subject of
means for checking the r coil of high-power field guns is considered and is under
investigation and trial. Among the many experiments with small arms and smallarm ammunition, only one can be mentioned.
Extensive experiments for two years have been made for determining with
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accuracy the trajectory of the caliber .30 magazine rifle, the remaining velocities,
drift, and elevation and angle of fall of the trajectory at all points, and the deviation due to winds of varying velocity. Some of the important data necessary for
the computation of trajectories has been successfully determined. These experiments involve difficulties and include the :firing of some 16,000 rounds. The question
of a new revolver of larger caliber, to produce a greater shock and of simpler construction, is treated at length .
.An account of the manufactures and a statement of quantities manufactured at
the different arsenals is given. The number of seacoast guns manufactured was
about 50 per cent more than in any preceding year, and a saving of cost of :finishing
and assembling of about 20 per cent has been effected. .An account is given of the
accurate and excellent construction of saddletrees by machinery at the Rock Island
Arsenal.
Of other manufactures, mention can be made of only a few items. Thirty-two
thousand caliber .30 magazine rifles and carbines, model 1896, have been completed.
This product was interfered with by delays in procuring suitable steel for barrels .
.About 15,400,000 ball and blank cartridges of all kinds were manufactured at the
Frankford Arsenal; 6,800,000 of these were caliber .30 cartridges, and of these
5,900,000 have been issued to the Army.
Thirty-four carriages for seacoast guns were made during the year at the Government carriage factory at Watertown Arsenal and under contract. This rate of production will be greatly increased during the present year. Of the above, 30 are the
service disappearing carriages invented and designed by Col. A. R. Buffington and
Capt. William Crozier officers of the Ordnance Department. These have been
installed in fortifications as fast as completed, and their trial by troops in the
fortifications has proved entirely successful.
Field and siege carriages were manufactured ~t the Rock Island Arsenal, as follows: ine 3.2-inch gun carriages, eighty-four limbers, fifty-eight caissons, and
seven forge and battery wagons; six 5-inch siege gun carriages, nineteen 7-inch
howitzer carriages, and four limbers, and the equipments for these carriages.
Among the principal articles of equipments manufactured at the same arse_nal there
is included 3,500 saber belts, 2,500 revolver holsters, 10,000 blanket bags, 5,000 each
of haversacks, meat cans, and tin cups, 3,500 waist belts, 5,000 each of bridles and
saddle , 6,670 carbine scabbards, 5,100 addles, 15,350 breech-mechanism covers for
mao-azine rifle and carbine, 200 arm racks, parts of 200 sliding targets, and 119,QOO
paper target .
A portion of the report is devoted to explanation of and reasons for the new estimate ubmitted in the annual estimates for the year.
On of the mo t important items is that for powder and projectiles for seacoast
~n . For th
only small appropriation have been made heretofore, with the
und r ·tanding that th ir production could be hastened in time of emergency, and
in prefer nee therefor appropriations have been made for guns and carriages, the
manufacture of which could not be hastened.
othing, however, can now be more
important th. n a. upply of powder and projectiles (especially the latter) for the
gun alr ady mounted.
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A. brief summary of the estimates for armament of fortifications is as follows:
ARMAMENT OF FORTIFICATIONS.

Appropriated by Congress for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1898 (new
appropriations) ...................................................... $3, 167, 732
Appropriated by Congress for the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1898 (to meet
payments falling due for work authorized in the fortifications bill of
the preceding year).................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,695,076
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Estimates for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1899 . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4, 862, 808
7, 468, 051

Difference . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2, 605, 243

As has been explained to Congress each year, this last estimate is made up as
follows:
1. For guns the estimate includes the number of forgings required to keep the
Gun Factory employed to nearly its capacity, and includes the a.mount r quired
for :finishing and assembling the guns at the factory.
2. The estimate includes what will be required for making payments to the Bethlehem Iron Company under its contract for furnishing guns. Although, fortunately,
the Department has guns on hand, the production of gun should not fall below
our capacity, because these guns are now being mounted more rapidly than they
can be produced, and the rate of production can not be increased when the few on
hand are exhausted.
3. The estimate includes enough carriages to meet the requirements of the Chief
of Engineers for mounting carriages as the fortifications are completed, and about
two-thirds the number of morta,rs and mortar carriages the Chief of Engineers
requires for arming the fortifications.
4. The estimate for powder and projectiles is for a much less amount than is
required for furnishing the complement of projectiles and powder required for the
guns and mortars already mounted.
5. The estimate includes the number of 'rapid-fire and machine guns and their
mounts, and a partial supply of ammunition, that the Chief of Engineers informs
me will be absolutely necessary for mounting in the fortifications during the year.
6. The estimate includes items, than which nothing can be more important, to
provide for a small gradual production of a reserve of field and siege artillery.
7. The estimate provides for the necessary expenses of the Sandy Hook proving
ground, and for some most necessary and important improvement of the plants at
the gun factory at Watervliet Arsenal, the gun-carriage factory at the Watertown
Arsenal, and the field and siege carriage plant at the Rock Island Arsenal.
All of these estimates have been cut down to the lowest figure consi tent with
such an efficient and economical prosecution of the work as the action of oogress
and discus ions of preceding years inclicate that the country and Congr ss desire.
On all of the items, however, except that for finishing and as ambling guns and
for the improvement of plants, the estimates are somewhat enhanced in consequence
of the very great reductions of appropriations below estimates which were made by
Congrese at its last session.
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Th
ti mat £ r orclnan
and ordnance stores and supplies of all kinds for the
Army, and peciall to provitl stor and materials for target practice of artillery, infantry, an'1 ca alry, am unt to $1,156,000. Four hundred thousand dollar
f thi is for mall arm . The appropriations for this purpose last year were
$1,11 ,000. Th li ht incr a of $37,000 in the estimates over the appropriations
of latit year i mainly for the accumulation of a reserve supply of ammunition
ancl other tor s that may be required in case of emergency.
The e timates for repairs, exten ion and improvement of plant, and erection of
new buildings at all the arsenals amount to $422,000 more than the appropriations
of last year. About one-half of this is for a new plant for the construction of siege
and :field carriages required at the Rock Island .Arsenal, and for commencing the
erection of the few buildings still required to complete the original plans for that
arsenal. Among these is a hospital, which is deemed an absolute necessity at that
post.
Other considerable items are for new buildings and extension of plant required
at the Watertown Arsenal, the Frankford .Arsenal, Springfield Armory; for some
extensive and very necessary repairs for the preservation of the important powder
depot of the Mississippi Valley, near St. Louis, and about $12,000 for a new testing
machine at the Watertown Arsenal. The necessity for thee timates for the Frankford .Arsenal and the Watertown Arsenal are stated at length both in tbe e timates
and in the annual report.
Very respectfully,
The

SECRET.ARY OF

D. W. FLAGLER,
Brigadier-General, Chief of Ordnance.

WAR.

I can not too strongly urge that the amount of the estimate of the
Chief of Ordnance should be appropriated. The providing of adequate
seacoa t defenses, while expen ive now, will cease a soon as the
requirements are fulfilled, and I believe it will be a wise economy to
push forward that great work to the fulle t extent.
Colonel Buffington and Captain Crozier, the inventors of the di appearing gun carriage adopted by the Ordnance Department, have
generously donated their invention to the Government, and they bould
receive e pecial commendation for their patriotism, genero ity, and zeal.
The work at the several arsenals and armories ummarized by the
Chief of Ordnance i of great importance, and the Department, while
in i ting upon fficient and economical management, i u ing every
exertion to keep the work up to the highe. t tandard, with a view to
an increa e of the output of all necessary material.
SA.LES OF STORES TO MILITIA..

br

The a ·t of ebruary 24, 1897, authorizing the is ue of Springfield
h-1 ading rifles, caliber forty-five one-hundredths of an inch, ro
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each State and Territory for the National Guard thereof in exchange
for other rifles now held, provided also, " That any State or Territory
may, in addition to the stores and supplies is ued under the provisions
of this act and the act of February, 1887, purchase for the use of its
National Guard or Reserve Militia, at regulation prices, for cash, at
place of sale, such stores and supplies from any department of the
Army as, in the opinion of the Secretary of War, can be spared."
In accordance with the provisions of existing law, the proceeds
of such sales must be covered into the Treasury as " Miscellaneous
Receipts," and accordingly the appropriations for this Department
will be diminished by the amount of the sales authorized by the law
quoted. The recommendation made by me on the 25th of June last
to the chairman of the Committee on Appropriations of the Senate is
therefore renewed, as follows :
That hereafter the cost of stores or supplies sold to any State or 'rerritory under
section 3 of the act approved February 24, 1897, sba.11 be credited to the appropriations from which they were procured and remain available to procure like stores
and supplies for the .Army in lieu of those sold as aforesaid.
SIGNAL SERVICE.

wAR

DEPARTMENT, SIGNAL O FFICE,

Washington, October 14, 1897.

Srn: In accordance with instructions of October 13, 1897, I have the honor to
submit the following summary of my annual r eport for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1897:
The military telegraph lines, 802 miles in length, have been maintained in a most
efficient manner, and business has been handl ed to the extent of about $13,000. All
line receipts and disbursements have been accounted for without loss. Extension
of lines in .Arizona afford ample facilities for controlling movements of troops
against marauding Indians from Mexico and fugitives from San Carlos.
The importance of connecting Fort Warren with Boston, and l!"'ort Washington
with Washington, is pointed out.
Instruction in military signaling under .Army R egulations results most unsatisfactorily, as has been the case for the past twelve years. Many regiment have no
officer or man proficient, and the deficiencies in the Army as a whole amount to 59
per cent for officers and 52 per cent for enlisted men. With the approval of the
commanding general and the Secretary of War, the experiment of detailing signal
detachments bas been tried with marked success in the D epartment of the Colorado,
where about 50 officers and 250 men are relieved by this system from signal pra tice
and the time made available for more legitimate duties. Recalling that the old system failed. in every campaign for the past twelve years-viz, the Geronimo, in 1886;
Wounded Knee, 1890; Moxican border, 1893, and Chicago strike, 1894-tbe Chief
Signal Officer recommends the extension of the system of details to all departments,
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both on the grounds of efficiency and alRo of economy. Such an arrangement would
relieve 360 officers and 1,140 enlisted men of the line from signal drill.
Experimental work with the military balloons is continued, and an estimate of
$10,000, all an in rease, is recommended on account of the great value of military
balloons.
:Flying teleo-raph trains have been improved and advance made in field telegraph
work, electrically and te1ephonically, ome being of the highest value.
The cable system of San Francisco Harbor has been entirely destroyed by time
and accident. 'l'he renewal of this system and the construction of like lines in the
harbors of New York and Boston is urgently_ recommended, and a special.estimate
of $20,000, all an increase, is submitted. The commercial importance of these cities
and the indispensability of electrical communication in properly commanding their
extensive fortifications are obvious reasons for favorable action on this estimate.
Hearty cooperation has been extended to the signal corps of the various National
Guards, and to make it in the future more beneficial, without expense to the United
States, it is recommended that the militia law be amended so as to permit the purchase from the United States of signal equipments and stores. Similar cooperation
has been extended to the military colleges.
The War Department library has been great!K improved by the addition of scientific and professional publications, largely obtained through exchange. The literature relating to American wars is unusually full, and its value enlarged by the
printing of two finding lists.
early 9,000 books have been loaned, of which 550
were to officers serving at distant posts, without loss or material injury.
The very valuable collection of 8,000 photographs relating to the war for the
Union have been arranged, catalogued, and filed.
Nearly 40,000 public documents have been received and di tributed. The issue
of these documents is almost entirely confined to the War Department and to the
Army. The few surplus copies, if any, are sent to the adjutant-rreneral of States
and to military colleges. It is recommended that the militia law be amended so
that the ational Guard can purchase military publications of the War Department, a privilege which would add greatly to the theoretical training of the
guard.
Very re pectfully,
A. W. GREELY,
Brigadier-General, Chief ignal Ojfice1·, U. S . .A..
The ECRETARY OF WAR.

In addition to his duties connected with the Signal Servic~, the
Chief Signal Officer ha upervi ory charge of the War Department
library and the di tribution of document .
The military telegraph lines have enabled the Army to keep in
touch with th nee itie of the ervice in the movement of troops
again t marauding Indian .
The xperiment of detailing ignal detachments for duty with
troop in the field, h ving proved successful, will be extended as
n d d.
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The Ohief Signal Officer, in continuance of experimental work with
military balloons, asks an appropriation of fl0,000 for the purpose.
This is an object which needs investigation, and as the amount asked,
for is not large, I commend it, as also the estimate of $20,000 for cable
systems for the harbors of New York, Boston, and San Francisco.
RECORD AND PENSION OFFICE.
RECORD .AND PENSION OFFICE,
WAR DEPARTMENT,

October 14, 1897.

Srn: In compliance with your instructions of yesterday, I have the honor to submit the following summary of my annual report, dated the 1st instant:
One hundred and forty-nine thousand eight hundred and seven cases were received
during the last fiscal year, all of which were promptly disposed of, more than 96
per cent having been acted upon within twenty-four hours of the time of their
receipt.
Since the date of the last annual report a new law (act approved February 24,
1897) has been enacted for the relief of persons who rendered service as commissioned officers of volunteers during the late war, for which they were not recognized
or paid during or for the period for which the service was rendered. This law
takes the place of the old "remuster" la.ws, which had expired by statutory limitation, and while the same in its practical effects, it is less ambiguous and more
satisfactory in its phraseology than the preceding legislation. Nearly 5,000 applications for remuster have been adjudicated under this law since its enactment.
Four thousand one hundred and sixty-five applications for removal of the charge
of desertion under the act of March 2, 1889, were received and adjudicated during
the fiscal year, and 5,981 cases incidentally encountered were considered under the
law without the formality of an application therefor, making a total of 10,146 cases
considered under the act referred to.
About 2,000 applicati~ns for certificates of discharge in the true names of soldiers
who assumed other names at the time of their enlistment have been considered
under the act of April 14, 1890, being an average of about 300 applications per year
since the enactment of the law.
Under the act of Congress approved March 3, 1873, authorizing the ecretary of
War to furnish duplicate certificates of discharge to ex-soldiers of the war of the
rebellion who have lost their original discharges, 5,157 discharge certificates were
is ued during the fiscal year.
The work of reproducing the records of the personnel of the volunteer armies by the
index-record card system, which was adopted for the records of the war of the
rebellion a.nd extended by Congressional authority td the records of the Revolutionary
war and the war of 1812, has been continued with satisfactory results. With the
exception of some few organizations in service during the Indian wars, all of the
organization rolls of the wars in which the country has been engaged have been
carded and the mutilated original records placed beyond the danger of destruction.
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As the work of compiling the record of the Revolutionary war has progressed, it
has become apparent that the coll ction of such records in this office is far from
complete. It is hop d, however, that this collection will be augmented by the loan
of records by the Stat s and historical societies having such records in their possession. It is believed that the pubUcation of the records of the Revolutionary war and
the war of 1812, as contemplated by the act of Congress approved August 16, 1894,
directing the transfer of those records to this Department, should be deferred until
the compilation shall have been .finished.
But few applications have been received from the governors of States for transcripts of the records of troops from their respective States under the act of Congress
approved March 2, 1895, providing for the furnishing of such transcripts at the
expense of the States, and it is evident that the State legislatures are unwilling to
appropriate the money necessary to obtain such transcripts.
The avowed object of many of the States in compiling their records was to publish them, and it is not beli~ved that the War Department should contribute to this
object further than is necessary to fulfill the requirements of the law. The time has
not yet come when the records of the personnel of the war of the rebellion can be
published without endangering public and private interests. When that day arrives
the Government should, and undoubtedly will, publish them, and in a far more complete and satisfactory manner · than that in which it is possible for any State or
private association to publish them. But no complete or accurate history of the
records of personal military service during the late war can be published by anyone
until the War Department shall have .finished the compilation of all of the records
in its custody, and these records include ma?y of which copies are not in the posession of the State authorities.
It has frequently been urged upon the Department that persons employed by the
States shall be given access to the records and permitted to extract therefrom such
information as may be desired, and the extension of this privilege to historians and
others, including claimants and attorneys, has been persistently demanded. To all
such applications, those of State officials as well as those of no official station, the
Department has been compelled to apply the well-established rule that access to the
records must be denied to all persons not officially connected with the Department
and subject to its control.
The official records are of a confidential nature, and are relied upon for the protection of public and private intere ts. To prevent the improper use of the information
afforde<l. by them requires the exercise of constant vigilance, and to permit promiscuous access to the records or to relax the rules established for the furmshing of
mformation from th m would deprive the Government of the protection afforded by
the records in the det ction of fraudulent claims, and would endanger the reputations
of th living and th dead.
The adoption of the mdex-card system for the reproduction of the records of
personal military rvice has resulted in a great saving of labor m the transaction of th busin
of the office. By the adoption of this system and other improved
method of bu ine it ha b n found pos ibl to materially reduce the clerical
fore , a reduction of 375 clerks having been made since the organization of the
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Record and Pension Office, representing a permanent annual saving of $425,000 in
salaries alone.
In all of the reductions that have been made in the clerical force the selections
for discharge were based wholly upon the efficiency records of the clerks, a liberal
allowance being made in the ratings on account of honorable military or naval
service.
Very respectfully,
F. C . .AINSWORTH,
Colonel, United States Army, Chief Record and Pension Office.
The SECRETARY OF WAR.

The work of carding the rolls of the Revolutionary war and the war
of 1812 has devolved much additional labor upon the Record and Pension Office, as has also the compilation of the records of the Revolutionary war, under the provisions of the act of August 16, 1894. It is
gratifying to be able to state that notwithstanding this labor the current work of the office has been fully kept up, thus attesting the
excellence of the system observed in that office.
WAR RECORDS OFFICE.

w AR

DEPARTMENT, WAR RECORDS OFFICE,

Washington, October 13, 1897.
Sm: In compliance with your request of this date, I have the honortosubm.it the
following summary of the annual report of the Board of Publication, Official Records
of the War of the Rebellion:
The publication of the Official Records was carried forward and five volumes were
published, and five supplemental volumes were printed and put in the hands of the
indexers. When these shall have been distributed, as they will be before the lose
of the present fiscal year, the entire series of the records of the two armies that
relate directly to battles and campaigns will have been completed, 113 volumes in all,
of nearly 120,000 octavo pages. The Atlas contains 178 plates, embracing nearly
1,000 battle and campaign maps, sketches, and reproductions of photographic and
other view.
The records remaining unpublished relate to prisoners and to organization, maintenance, etc., of the two armies, requiring in all 20 more books. By the close of the
current fiscal year, the work of compilation of these records will probably be completed and at the present rate of publication. four years will be r quired to fi.ni h the
whole work, the expenditures upon which now reach very nearly $2,500,000.
About 60,000 volumes of the published records are storecl in the Department; these
consist of broken sets of the work that were allotted to beneficiaries, but remain in
the Department unclaimed. A general distribution of these books can only be made
by authority of Congress.
The number of employees now borne on the rolls is 60, and their annual salaries,
amount to about $77,000, leaving available for printing and binding, etc., of the current fiscal arpropriation, about $531000.
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The current :fiscal year's appropriations are:
Legislative bill •••••••••••..•......•••••....••••••••... _•.•......•........ $15, 380
Sundry civil bill.... • • • • • . • • • . • . . . . . • • • • . . • • . . • • • • . • • • . • . . • . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . 115, 000
Total ..••••.. _•.••...•...•.•.................................. .'. . . . . 130, 380
The estimates submitted for the next fiscal year are the same as the above.
Respectfully,
GEO, W. DAVIS,
Major, U.S. A., P1·esident of the Board of Publication.
The SECRETARY OF WAR,

The report of the War Records Office affords the gratifying intelligence that with the close of the present fiscal year the entire series of
records relating directly to battles and campaigns will have been
printed and distributed. It is recommended that authority be granted
to distribute the incomplete sets of the work, of which t];iere are about
60,000 volumes now stored in the Department, occupying space much
needed for other purposes.
THE BATTLEFIELD COMMISSIONS.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
GETTYSBURG NATIONAL MILITARY PARK,

Gettysburg, Pa., October 14, 1897.
In compliance with your request communicated to us on the 13th
instant, the Commissioners of the Gettysburi National Park forward a brief ummary of their forthcoming annual report so far as the same relates to the work projected, the expenses to be met, and the amount of moneys required for the next fiscal
GENERAL:

year:
First. A proceeding for the condemnation of land for right of way for a Telford
a.venue 2 miles along the Confederate line on Seminary Ridge is now pending in the
circuit court of the United tates for the eastern district of Pennsylvania, and will
doubtless be concluded at the next spring term of that court. As soon as it is concluded, that ection of the Confederate avenue should be promptly construct d so
a to connect the two parts alre, dy fini bed at the northern and southern extremities
of the eminary Ridge, and thus mak a complete avenue a.long the whole line of
Longstre t's and Hill's corps, extending from the Chambersburg pike northwest of
the town, southward and ea tward to the foot of Round Top, a distance of more
than 5 miles. One or more bridges mu t be built over the streams which cross that
part at eminary Ridge.

Second. The proceeding for condemning a pa.rt of the Gettysburg Electric Railroad line and removing it from the military po itions which it effaces on the battlefield h b n pending for ome time in said court, and will probably be concluded
. ere long, and the amount that may be adjudged aid railroad company will b then
payabfo. The amount awarded by the jury of view, which was appealed from by
both parties, w
0,000.

We trust the court's final judgment may reduce this.
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Third. There is need for important improvements upon the avenues of the cavalry
field 3 miles east of this town and for more suitable and substantial fencing of these
avenues and of the entire grounds there.
Moreover, in order to show the Confederate positions, gun carriages should be provided, guns mounted to mark points occupied by Confederate batteries, and tablets
erected to indicate the lines and evolutions of their cavalry.
Fourth. To mark the positions of the Confederate batteries along Seminary Ridge
a great number of gun carriages must be provided and the guns mounted thereon.
Fifth. There is urgent need that the public roads which were ceded to the United
States by the legislature of Pennsylvania within the bounds of the National Park
should be "improved and maintained," in accordance with the terms and spirit of
the act of Congress authorizing this to be done by the Secretary of War in his
discretion.
Sixth. There are a number of avenues which need to be converted into Telford
roads in order to make them at all suitable and convenient to those who would
travel over the battlefield, since these are now but rough and narrow unsightly
ways, in some places scarcely passable. Among these we may mention Wright
avenue, leading from the gap between the Round Tops southeasterly across the
Taneytown road along the line of Wright's division of the Sixth Corps; Pleasanton
avenue, leading from Hancock avenue eastward by the cavalry headquarters to the
Taneytown road, and the return avenue on Culpa Hill, leading from pangler pring
westward along the southern ba e of that hill, where the Union forces formed battle
lines on the morning of July 3 and advanced to the strenuous and finally successful
fight to recover their positions seized the evening before by the Confederate .
Seventb. The Reynolds, Buford, and Howard avenues, on the Fir tDay's Field, are
dirt roads located by the Memorial A sociation, are often in bad condition, and should
be improved and made solid on either the macadam or Telford plan. A snb~tantial
bridge upon Reynolds avenue, across the railroad cut made bi toric by the remarkable conflict there, must be built soon, the old one having become dangerous.
Eighth. There is urgent need for a new avenue leading from the southeastern side
of Culpa Hill acrosR Rock Creek to the extreme right flank of the Union and left
flank of the Confederate infantry forces, respectively, and looking to its ultimate
extension to the Cavalry Field, whither a good and commodious road is much
needed. We will not refer to the many minor expenses, aggregating altogether a
considerable amount, which are necessarily incident to the prosecution of a great
work like the establishment of this National Military Park.
Feeling sure that it would be wise to appropriate $150,000 for this work for the
nex.t fiscal year, we respectfully recommend that amount.
JOHN P .' NICHOLSON,
WM. M. ROBBINS,
CHAS. A. RICHARD ON,

Com:niissioners.
The

SECRETARY OF WAR.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,
CHICKAMAUGA AND CHATTANOOGA NATIONAL PARK COMMISSION,

Washington, October 14, 1897.

Srn: In reply to your request of October 13, instant, asking for a summary of the
annual report of this CommiRsion, I have the honor to say that the.work of establishing the Chickamauga and Chattanooga National Park has rapidly progressed
under your direction during the past season, and strictly in accordance with existing laws, and with the plan heretofore adopted. No change in this plan seems to the
Park Commission to be required or advisable, no new legislation is suggested, and
no increase of appropriation over that made for the current fiscal year is needed.
Since the last annual report the battlefield of Lookout Mountain has been added
to the park at a cost of $22,065, which was paid for out of the annual appropriation. It is hoped that 10 or 12 acres on the top of the mountain at its north point
may be acquired in the same way during the coming year, and this will complete
the purchase of land for the Chattanooga section of the park, with the possible
exception of some very small tracts on Missionary Ridge.
Interest in the park is rapidly iucreasing throughout the country. Most of the
twenty-six State commissions cooperating with the National Commission have been
active in providing for the erection of monuments, and have measures prepared,
where such have not already been passed, for presentation at the coming sessions
of their legislature for erecting monuments upon the field. Those States which
have completed their work on the Chickamauga section are nearly all engaged in
preparing for or executing similar work in the Chattanooga section of the park.
Quite a number of the States which have erected regimental and battery monuments
throughout the park are now engaged in putting up costly State monum nts of
imposing design.
The visits of veteran organizations to the field from all sections of the country
have been very numerous, as have those of State authoritie , press organizations,
and societies of various kinds. The trunk lines of railroad centering at Chattanooga are also giving much attention to bringing visitors to the park.
The State authorities of Tennessee and Georgia and the county and mul.licipal
authorities of Tenne see have been prompt and liberal in affording every legal
facility for prosecuting the work of the park.
The are given to ascertain line of battle a,nd the uccess attending the same
appear from th fact that every brigade line on each side has been established upon
seven di tin ct fields, namely, Chickamauga, Wauhatchie, Lookout Mountain, Orchard
Knob, 1i ionary Ridge, Tunnel Hill, and Ringgold, and no difference has ari en in
r gard to any of these, with a ingle exception, and that in the case of a line specifically and definit ly lo at d by General Grant upon his official map of the battle of
Chattanoon-a, In the location of the great multitude of regimental and battery
position only a ingle ca e f <lifferenc with the deci ions of the ational Commission i p ntling, and no difficulty i ant icipated in the ettlement of the same.
nrin ,,. the pa t umm r the Lookout fountain .field has been cleared of underth. n tructed to r ach ev ry difficult point of 1 rogered topography, and
for ev ry brigade and divi ion and the artillery engaged
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The eight artesian wells on the Chickamauga field have been tested by the
unprecedented drought of the season and found to furnish abundimt water for all
purposes of camping and maneuvering troops.
The use of the park as a refuge from Southern coast and Gulf garrisons in
periods of yellow-fever visitation has been demonstrated by the presence of the
garrison from New Orleans upon the park.
The death of General Fullerton was a severe loss to the public service, and the
appointment of Col. Henry M. Duffield as the historian of the Commission has
proved to be one that will effectually advance the work of the park, not only in its
historical features, but in every department of study and labor connected with its
establishment.
The engineer's report shows a great amount of work connected with roads, the
clearing of the entire a,r ea of the park of a growth of underbrush, the care of roads,
the placing of foundations for State monuments, the construction of additional
roads, the jncrease of the water supply, the improvement of Orchard Knob, the
opening and establishment of the Lookout Mountain section of the park, the construction of three bridges, and a great variety of lesser work of similar character. This
has all been performed in the most efficient and satisfactory manner by the force
engaged upon the park, and it is believed that the money appropriated has been
most economically applied under the numerous heads of expenditure, and that all
of the work has been of excellent and lasting character.
The appropriation for the present year was $75,000, being the same sum appropriated for the preceding year, and the same asked for the next. The expenditures
have been within the sums set aside for each branch of the work, and the balance
now on hand of $57,800 will carry the work in progress to the end of the present
fiscal year.
The Commission feels under great obligation to you for the official assistance
which you have so promptly rendered whenever any question connected with the
park work has b een submitted for your decision.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. V. BOYNTON,
Chairman of Comrnission.
The SECRET.ARY OF WAR.

WAR DEPARTMNET,
ANTIETAM BAT'fLEFIELD BOARD,
Washington, D. C., October 15, 1897.
Sm: In compliance with your instructions of the 13th instant, r eque ting a. summary of _the operations of the Antietam Battlefield Board, I have the honor to
submit the following:
The work on the Antietam battlefield, that was commenced under authority of
the act of Congress tipproved August 30, 1890, is practically .finished, ancl available
appropriation will suffice for its completion.
The marking of the battle lines of the two armies consisted in1. Careful tudies of the field and of the movements of troops thereon during the
several stages of the action fought on eptember 17, 1862.
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2. The erection of iron tablets bearing brief historical descriptions of the movements of troops.
3. The acquire.ment of strips of land upon which these tablets could be erected and
that would afford road ways for all the important points of interest.
4. The erection of simple monuments marking the places where general officers
were killed.
·
5. The erection of a masonry tower giving an elevated platform that affords a
commandmg view of the whole field.
6. The establishment at prominent points on the field of a few pieces of field artillery of the type used in the battle.
7. The careful survey of the field and the preparation of accurate maps showing
the position of troops in the different stages of the action.
The survivors of a few military organizations that fought at Antietam have purchased land and have erected on suitable sites permanent monuments marking positions and bearing inscriptions recording the services of the organizations. Twelve
such monuments have been erected, and others are contemplated. In a few
instances deeds of the land whereon these structures stand have been tendered as
gifts to the United States, and have been accepted by the Secretary of War under
authority of the act of August 30, 1890.
Under authority of the act of June 11, 1896, historical tablets have been erected at
South Mountain, Cramptons Gap, Shepherdstown, and Harpers Ferry.
The completion of the map, expected by December 31, 1897, will clos~ the _w ork
committed to the board.
Appropriations for this work have been made as follows to date:

A.ct ofAugust 30, 1890 ...................•.•....... : . . . • . . . . • . . . $15, 000. 00
August 5, 1892. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16, 310. 00
Mar h 5, 1893........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,000. 00
March 2, 1895 ........... . ....... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9, 421. 00
Jun 8, 1896 (deficiency).................................
300. 00
June 11, 1896.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17, 000. 00
July 19, 1897 (deficiency).... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 000. 00
Total appropriations .......................•.......•....•........ $78,031.00
Exp nded to date:
Salarie of civilian members of the board .•.•..•••...•••.•...
Surv y and map .......................•...................
Land ...................................................... .
Roads and fen ing ....•.....................................
Ob ervation tower .... ..................................... .
Tablet , marker , etc ...................... .•......... .......
Mis ellaneous .............................•.•....•..........

26,223.33
5,916.24
3,323.88
24,330.76
3,327.11
7,865.98
3,094.39

Total expeuditUJ'e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .

74, 081. 69

Balance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3, 949. 31

Very respectfully,

Major,
The

ECRETARY OF \

AB,

GEO. w. DA VI '
• A., President Antieta11i Battlefield Board,
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WAR DEPARTMENT,
SHILOH BATTLEFIELD COMMISSION,

Pittsburg Landing, Tenn., Octobe,• 22, 1897.
Sm: In accordance with the circular letter from the chief clerk of the War Department, dated October 13, the following summary of the annual report of the Shiloh
Battlefield Commission is herewith submitted:
Since the last report the topographical survey of the :field and the study of the
reports, for the purpose of locating camps, battle lines, and original roads, has progressed with fair success. The camp of almost every Union command on the morning of April 6, 1862, has been identified.
Much difficulty has been experienced in obtaining sufficient titles to the land
negotiated for, but this is gradually being overcome. The area of land required to
properly explain the battle of Shiloh is 3,650 acres, and of this 1,063.33 acres have
been paid for at a cost of $15,848.80.
Agreements for-the purchase of about two-thirds of the area have been made, and
the titles are being perfected. It i expected that there will be but little trouble in
securing the rest of the land during the coming winter.
The sundry civil bill of 1897 made the limit of the cost of land "not to exceed
fifty thousand dollars." The expenditure for land, as shown below, of $15,848.80
leaves $34,151.20 available for this purpo e, and it is believed that the remainder of
the area required can be secured within this limit.
During the year 250 condemned cannon and 11,000 shell (for marking positions)
of the type used in the battle of hiloh have been delivered by the Ordnance
Department at the park.
An estimate for $55,000 for the year commencing July 1, 1898, has been submitted.
This is a decrea e of $5,000 from the amount of the present year's appropriation.
The appropriations and expenditure from the ~rganization of the Commission to
September 30, 1897, are a follows:
First appropriation, approved December 27, 1894...... . . . . • • • . . . . . . . • . . . $75, 000. 00
Second appropriation, approved June 4, 1897 •• • ••• • • • •• . •• • • •. .• • • . . . . . . 60,000.00
Total ..• _.. . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 135, 000. 00
Items of expenditures:
Salaries .••..• .......•.......••.......•..........• ..... .. $30,733.33
Traveling expenses ..................................... . 1,746.63
Office expenses ..........•............•...........•••.... 5,119.30
Land and conveyancing •...........•.•....•.....••...... 15,848.80
Topography and maps ..••.................••........... 19,141.32
Buildings and quarters ........•............•...••.......
594.13
18.90
Roads and bridges ..............•........•............•.
4-0.91
Monuments and markers ...•...........•.....•..........
323.76
Cannon and gun carriages .•••••.•••.•••••••••.••••••••..
73,567.08
Balance ..................•.•••.••.••...••...•••.••.•.• ·· ; ···.....

61,432, 92

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
CORNELIUS CADLE,

The

SECRETARY OF

WAR.

Ch.airman.
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These battlefields marked and to be marked, as they have been and
will be, are an object lesson of. patriotism, wherein heroic deeds are
enshrined for the contemplation of the youth of the country. The
monuments bear a brief historical legend, compiled without praise
and without censure. Like an official seal, they import absolute
verity.
The ·work is progressing. .At .Antietam it is almost :finished, and no
further appropriation is needed. .At Gettysburg and Chickamauga
the magnitude of the work is commensurate with the importance of
the battles commemorated. .At Shiloh the work is not yet beyond the
commencement stage.
ST.A.TUES.

When the statues of Generals Sherman, Sheridan, and Logan, for
which Congress has made provision, shall have been completed, it will
give to the city of Washington statues of seven or more distinguished
ge-i;ierals of the late war, besides those of .Admirals Dupont and Farragut, distinguished officers of the Navy. .As yet no provision bas
been made for tbe erection of a statue to General Grant, and I renew
the recommendation of my predecessor, that Congress make provision
for the erection of a suitable statue or memorial to that illustrious
officer.
The recommendation of Colonel Bingham, that an annual appropriation of $150 be made for the purpose of cleaning and preserving the
public monuments in this city is commended to favorable consideration.
EXPENDITURES, .APPROPRIATIONS, .A.ND ESTIMATES.

The expenditure for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1897, the appropriations for the present year, and the e timates of amounts required
for the year beginning July 1, 1898, are shown in the following
statement:

General object.

Salaries and contingentexpen es .... .... . . ... ........
Pay, etc., of the .Army . ..............................
Subsistence of theArmF'-·············· ..............
Regular supplies, Qnartenna ter s Department ......
Incidental expenses, Qnarterma. ter"!I D partm nt . ..
Barracks and quarters and ho pita! construction .....
Shooting ranges and con tillgencies of the Army ......
Cavalry and artillery hor e .........••.. .• ..••.......
Army transportation.···········-········· ·· ·········

Expenditure Appropriations Estimates
for fiscal y ar for fiscal year for fiscal year
ended June
ending June
ending June
30, 1897.

30, 1898.

$1, 623, 509. 54
12, 938, 571. 80
1,406, 430.12
1, 728, 339. 25
550, 124.09
789, ]53. 04
15,885.27
153,688.65
2, 199, 938. 58

$1, 455, 956. 00
13, 128, 954. 30
1, 650, 000. 00
2,000. 000. 00
600,000.00
832, 000.00
25,000.00
130,000.00
2, 400, 000, 00

30, 1899.
$1, 462, 216. 00
13,987.067. 29
1, 655, 183. 75
2, 000, 000. 00
600,000.00
860,000.00
25.000. 00
130,000.00
2, 500, 000, 00
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General object.

Expenditures Appropriations
Estimates
for fiscal year for ftsca~ear for fiscal year
ended June
ending une
endinY: June
30, 1897.

30, 1898.

Clothing, etc •.........••..•.•.•••....•.••...•••..•••.
Medical Department ..•.......•.•.•.••••.•••..•....•.
Ordnance Department .•.•••••.•...••••.••...•.••.••..
Military Academy ••••••..••••...•.••.••..•••.•••••••.
Fortifications and seacoast defenses .•..•.••...•...••.
Arsenals, etc .•••••••• •••••.•.•.••••.•.••••••.••...•..
Rivers and harbors ••••••..•.•••..••........•..••....
Parks, cemeteries, military posts, eto .••..•....•..••.
National Soldiers' Homes . ........•...........••.•••.
Artificial limbs .......••...•...... . ..••......•..•.....
Building,; and grounds in and around Washington ..
Miscellaneous items ..•..•••.•...........••..••. .• .•. .

$1, 034, 521. 39
132,642.76
1, 046, 873. 94
572,858.24
6, 345, 158. 13
267,404.20
13, 683, 103. 81
787,620.50
3, 054, 268. 01
576, 037.06
156, 94.1. 04
287, 067.30

$1 , 050,000.00
150, 200.00
1, 119, 000. 00
479,572. 83
9,517,141.00
138,610.00
23, 278, 028. 37
889, 367.75
3, 391, 346. 00
185, 000.00
110,751.00
801,490.00

$1, 050, 000. 00
140,200.00
1, 156, 000. 00
640,310.45
13, 378, 571. 00
564,480.00
48, 728, 160. 56
2, 558, 639. 75
4, 079, 221. 00
133, 575.00
191,831.00
417,990.00

Totals ..••••....••••••...•....•..•..•..•••...•..

49, 350, 136. 72

62,832, 417. 25

96, 258, 445. 80

30, 899.

Expenditures from permanent annual appropriations and appropriations for war claims are not included in the above statement, but
are shown in the appendix to this report.
R. A. LGER,
Secretary of War.

APPENDIX.
i 8 9 7.
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t of apptopriationB 1tnder direotion of the War Departrnentfor the jiBoal year ending June 30, 1897, Bhowing the amount appropriated und~ each

title of appropriation, the arnount drawn by requiBition upon the TreaBu1·y, and the balanceB aubject to requiBition July 1, 1897.
Title of appropriation.

I

Appropriated Repayments
Balance
1, 1896, July 1, 181J6,
July 1, 1896. July
to June 30,
to June 30,
1897.

1897.

~ffu!li~

Payments
July 1, 1896,
to Jnne 30,
1897.

SALARrES, CONTINGENOIKS, AND CIVIL APPROPRIATIONS.

er:>

Carried to
11urplus fund
Balan
June 30,
June 30, 1897.

I

1897.

SAiaries, Office ofieo_retary
of War •..••• ,, .. ,,,,,•.•...............................
1 0

e~~~~.i~~~~~\:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

I~ ~p
Judge-Advocate.General................... .......................
Qunr~nnaster-General. ....... •. •.,................ •• • . • . . . . . . . . . .
Comnussary.General .............•..... ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$11,076.13
61

~~~:

$94,300.00
159,280, 00
13, wo.oo
13,660.00
152,340.00
42,760.00
151,266, 00
34,560.00
U,660.00
21,840.00
15, a8o. oo
616,430.00
5,700.00
48,020.00
500. 00
45,000.00
500. 00
25,000.00
4,600.00

:~
672. 20
3,818. 59
289.15

~i~"Sif1:r~i: ::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ··!tit

~hief of Engineers .................... •·• .•. •· .•. •·•..............
568. 05
Publication of Records of the Rebellion..... ............... . ......
1,328.72
Record and Pension Office, War Department......................
45,064.41
::iignal Office .... ...... ...... ................•. ••••••• ••••••·••• .....••.....•...•..
6f employees, pubho bnildmgs aud grounds......... ..............
62. 56
Contingent expenses, public buildings and grounds.... ...............
6. 5,1
Cont.ingent expenses, "\Var Department..... ........... .... ............
36,828.21
l'ostngo to Postal Union countries, War Department ..•...••...•••••••.••............
Stationer.,·, "\Var Department..........................................
25,519.12
Rent of bwldlngs, War Department.. ............... ... ...............
900. 00
Total salaries, contingencies, eto ...•..••....•••.. .... •. .•....•• • 1

137,553.54

Erection of monuments, etc.

I

Repairs to the Guilford battle grounds ............................... .
B!lttle lines and sites for tablet~ at Antietam ................ .••....... , .. .... ... ..... .
Lrncoln tablet, Gettysburg National Park....................... ..... .
4,900.00
Pedestal for statne of Geo. Phihp H. Sheridan..... .... ... . ............
50,000.00
Pedestal for statuo of Geo. John A. Logan........................ .....
47,999.21
Pedestal for st11,tue of Sa1uuel D. Gro11s ............................... .
Pedestal for and statue of Gen. Wilham T. Sherman ..•.••............ _ _ _ _ __
Total erection of monuments ................ ....... ....... ..... . 1
Repayments in excess of payments .... ....•.. . . .. ........•......... ...
Actual expenditures .
l -- - - - - i

··············
··-····-··---·

······- -·· --- ·
··········----

---··· --·-- --·-----------·------ ·-------

······ --·-- --··-········---

·------------·······------........... -- .
············-·

··············
....................

··········---··············
..................
-·-------

$105, 376.13
165,978. 38
IS, 310. 82
14,332.20
156,158.59
43,049.15
154,612.34
35,416.43
42,027.89
22,408.05
16, 708. 72
661,494.41
5,700.00
48,082.56
506. 54
81,828.21
500. 00
50,519.12
5,500.00

$92,732.35
158,623.25
13,160.00
13, 271.35
151,916.69
42,750.41
150,148.93
34,432.77
41,616.37
21,709.33
15,370.16
586,366.49
5,700.00
48,013.37
500. 57
42,373.85
500. 00
15,666.98
4,600.00
1, 439, ~52. 87

~

I

t:tj

$7,376. l3
$5, 267.65
5,268.38
2,086.75
150. 82 •••••• ......•.
174.19
886. 66
3,058.59
], 183. 31
256. 99
41. 75
2,705.34
1, 758.07
378. 08
605. 58
367. 84
43. 68
533. 21
165. 51
1,328.70
9.86
30,314.41
«, 813. 51

"'d
0
~

8
0

"%.2

8

Ill

... ...... ....... ········· ··--·
62.56
6. 63
. 54

13,168.44

5. 43
26,285.92

········
·· ---·
7,032.24 ··············
900. 00
73,076.46

27,819.90

110,980.21

0

1-tj

. 21
4,934.60
50,000.00
47,999.21
32.41
80,000.00

~

~

Buildings and groumcu in and around Washington.

Improvement and care of public grounds..............................
1 189. 77
R~pa1.rs, fuel, etc., Ex_ecutive ~ansion................................
10; 438. 86
~ L1gh~rng, etc., Exe?ubYe Mansion.....................................
509. 61
<; Repairs to water 1npes and fire plugs..................................
39. 95
t>- Teloaraph to connect the C:ipitol with the Departments, etc..........
. 70
pj Purchase ancl repair of buildinf; where Abraham Lincoln died ..•.••...•••••.........
Care and mafotenance of Washington Monument......................
155. 08
~ Steam tu~, ha rbor of New York.......................................
4 885.58
Prevention of deposits, harbor of New York..........................
4' 093. 06
Transportatiou of reports and maps to foreign countries..............
'100. 00
Rupport and medical treatment of destitute patients,.................
1,583.41
Ot Mniutenance of G'U"field Hospital ............ . .............................•.........
National encampment Grand Army of the Republic...................
1,786.88
Branch printing office, War Department ..... ..•••••............................ .....
Erection of :fishways at Great Falls...................................
8. 99
Incrensin~ the water supply of Washington, D. C...... ... ... .. . ......
301,545.78
Improving the receivin~ reservoir, District of Columbia. ...................... . ..... .
l{epn;rrs to Aqned~ct _Bridge, D~strict of Columbia.....................
69,690.30
Fords Theater buildm~: Repairs.....................................
9. 39
Investigations pertaining to water rights and titles to land at Great
4,000.00
Falls ........•....................•••.• ······························
Estimate for bridge across Ea11tern Branch of Potomac River at
Massachusetts avenue, District of Columbia. ....

-··· .. ····· ...

I

Total b~ildings and grounds in and around Washington ..•...•. ,
400,037.36
Repayments 1n excess of payments ...................•••.•..••••...•.................
Actual expenditures

52,129.81
53,989.77
32,148.23
44,313.86
14,669.27
18,291.01
2,571.93 ........ - .... - ........
3,099.57
3,100.70
31,000.00
30,173.00
11,675.08
11, !i84. 47
5,798.08 .................
63,093.06
58,905.63
200. 00
92. 90
20,583.41
18,999.96
19, OOG. 00
19,000.00
1,786.88
5, 6!i9. 25
5, !i90.15
8. 99 ...................
301,5!i5. 78
7,663.08
1,472.06 ......................
69,690.30
1,500.00
9.39 .....................
4,000.00

3,000.00
2,416.54

25& 325. 65

I

689. 77
5,938.86
466.43
39.95
• 70

.................
155. 08
,, 885. 58
39. 80
100. 00
.04

. ·- -~ ..... ---- ... ....................
---··-········
1,786.88

159.10

1,000.00

6~0, 779. 55

256,356.07
2, !il6. 54

3,738.94
3,898.04
38,595.94
22,591.36
168. 922. 97
12,990,912.00
1, 826, 198. 5!i
3, 038, 600. 52
678,746.37
923, 5)5. 06
3, 120, 867. 85
116,708.00
18!i, 066.19
75,428.00
7,132.02
11,385.85

i~: i~

1 6
•

3,260.02
2,536. l!i
6,721.66
22,043.16
119,173.14
12, 819, 398. 66
1, 406, !i30. 12
1, 728, 339. 25
550,124.09
707, 20,. 01
2, 199 938. 58
116,708.00
153,688.65
74,941.57
7,006.86
9,163.61

~

8

4,000.00

1:1:l

..................
22,851.32

l'tj

8
t_zj

2, 000.00

m

381, 57~.16

a

t_zj
~

--1- - - - - 1 253,939.53
1,750.00
42, l!iO. 55

~

0

t;tj

8

MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT.

Expenses of Commanding General's Office ........•..••.••••••••.•...................
Expenses of recruiting . ..............................................
42 140. 55
Contingencies Military Information Division, Adjutant-General's
'
Offi<'e .. ........ .....................................................
98.94
3,640.00
Contingencies headquarters of military departments.................
898. 04
8,000.00
Contingenoies of the Army.... .. .. ...................................
23,595.94
15,000.00
Si~nal Service of the Army. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
!i 591. 36
18,000.00
Milenae to officers traveling ,,.;thout troops...........................
28; 922. 97
140,000.00
Pay, etc., of the Army .............. • .. ••••...........................
27,399.27 12, 963, 512. 73
Subsistence of the .A.rmy..... .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . ... .... ..
176,198.54
1, 650, 000. 00
Regular supplies, Qua.rtermaster's Department.......................
838, 600. 52
2, 200, 000. 00
Incidental expenses, Quartermaster's Department....................
78, 746. 37
600,000.00
Barracks and quarters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
73,515.06
850,000.00
Transportation of the Army and its supplies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
720,867.85
2, !iOO, 000. 00
Transportation of the Arm:, and its supplies, Pacific railroads ..................... .
110,708.00
54, 066. 19
Horses for cavalry and artiliery.......................................
130,000.00
Construction and repair of hospitals..................................
428. 00
75,000.00
Quart~rs for hospital stewards........................................
132. 02
7,000.00
Snooting galleries and ranges.........................................
1,385.85
10,000.00

~
0

8. 99 ...................
293,882.70
1,432.51
39.55
63,500.00
4,690.30
9. 39

.....................

·-----·········

3,000.00

1,170.19
6,226.77
3, 155.31
2,531.98
.43
827. 00
35.53
912. 50
4,147.63
7.10
1,583. !il

1· · · ·

4f olia: 2ii ·

137. 29

~~

0

84. 24
603. 04
11,329. O!i
28.13
1,265.17
7,781.87
21, 22!i. 64
377,787.56
29,159.17
10,011.20
100,240.01

394. 68
758. 86
20,545.24
520. 07
48, 48!i. 66
163,731.47
898, 5!i3. 78
932, !i73. 71
99,463.11
206,299.25
820,689.26

116. 98

8.18
794. 10

l'tj

~

.... z9: s1f ~~ ·1 · .......fff ~
1, 428. 14

O')

Cl

Statement of app1·op1iation, 1mdt1r direction of the Wa1· Department for the fiBoal year ending June 30, 1897, eto.-Continued.
Title of appr opriation.

Balance
July 1, 1896.

ppropriated IRepayments
IAJuly
1, 1896,· July 1, 1896,
to June 30,
to June 30,
1897.

MILITARY

1897.

~~fu!ti!~

Payments
July 1, 1896,
to June 30,
1897.

O':i
O':i

Carried to
su rplus fund
Balance
June 30,
June 30, 1897.

I

1897.

ESTABLISUMENT-con tinued.

Purchase of land for target ranges, Fort McPherson, Ga . ........••••. •.••••..••...•. ...... . ....... .
BolloY uo r!llo rnngll, Omnha, ~ obr .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • . . • . . . . . . . .
$600. 00
Land for rifle range near Madison Barracks, N. Y .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
$13. 00 1
Cloth.in,:: nncl cnmp aud garrison equipage.... . . ................ . ... . ..
303,665.30
H ospital, Fort Meaclo, S. Dak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... .. . . ... . ...•.•
367. 09
.Arm_y and Navy Ilospitnl, Ilot Springs, Ark . . . . . . . ...... ...• .. ....•.
18. 07
.Medical nncl IIospital Department. ........ . . . . .. .. .. ... . ..............
115,793. 88
Army Medical MuRenm .. ...... ... ... ...... . . . ..... . ..•••.•.....•...... . .....•........
Library, Surgeon-Gonoral'sOffice.. . .............. . .. .. . ...... . ........
11.10
Engineer depot nt Willets Point, N. Y . .. . ....... . .. . ... •• • • • ••• • • • • • • •
3, 033. 01

ssi:

~;~i!~~~:r::deW.~i~~~~::::::: ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : :: : : : : .••..•..
80 Ordnance service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . • • . • • • .
791. 99
Ordnance material, proceeds of sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . • • .
154, 039. 57
Manufacture of arms...... . ..... . ..... . .. . .. . .. ..... . .. . ..............
30,095.20
Pay of Military Acaclomy.... . ......... .. . .... . . . . . . . ....... .• . . . . . . . .
22, 145. 74
Current and ordinary expenses, Military Academy:... . ................
2, 106. 67
Miscellaneous items and incidental expenses, Military Academy ......
850. 22
Total Military Establidhment .. .......•...•••••••••••••••• · ····· ·~ · ... , ..•. -Repayments in excess of payments . . . • .. . .. . .. .• ••• •• ••• •••· •••••••••· · • • · · · · · · • • • • • •

$3.20

$3.20
600. 00
13. 00
1, 353, 665. HO
423. 65
18. 07
256,293.88
5,000.00
10, 011.10
12,533.01

$3. 20

........... .. ....... I • •••••••••••••

$600. 00

··i; os,: 52i: so· 1· · · i2i," iao: s4·

13. 00

297,413.07
423. 65
18. 07
_ __ . .. . ..
117,681.341
56,852. 94 1
81, 759. 60
4, 961. 42
38. 58 •• • .••••.•••..
10,000.00 . • • . . • • . . • • • • •
11. 10
9, 471. 36
101. 80
2, 959. 85
2. 00
2.00
563, 000.00
563,881.80
563, 327. 'iO
158.U
395. 86
100,000.00
100,791.99
100,319.02
391. 61
81. 36
17,964. 83
17.2, 004. 40
41, 840. 73 ,.••••••.•••
130,163.67
400,000.00
430, 095. 20
332,412.49
97,682. 71
303,482. 61
325,628.35
301,189.40
7,349.27
17,089.68
68,379.00
'10,485. 67
59,974.80
2,126.16
8,384. 71
15,894.00
16,744.22
15,000.00
850. 22
894. 00
~u, ov,, 00.1. • .I.I
o.L. ·10 .m, 073, 393. 04 I 22,519,667.77
•• . ................. • .. • .......... . ........ · J
61. 76
122, 612. 05 I a, 331, 113. 22

Aotu'1expeufiltW'8a. ;,;;,~;~- ~~;;,;::···· · • •····· · •·· · · ·•• •····· · ·•·· ·•···· · · ··· ···· •. - • - • • • - - •··· •· · ···· • ·· •··· •· . . - • . .• •· : 22,519,606.01
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Buildin{T& and grounds, Military A cademy.

Buildings and grounds, Military Academy . .. . .••.•••• . . . . ••• · ·•••••• • ·••• ·· · · · · · · · · ·
u1, nu. uu • •· • • • • • • • • • • •
Now gymn asium, Military Aoaoemy . .. .• . . .....••••••• •... · · · . · ·· · · · ·
11. 37 ·••• •. . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • •• . • • • .
Memorial Hall, West Point, N. Y . ..•• •• • •••••• ••• • •• •••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
206, 096. 23 · • • • •. - . • • • • ...... • • • • • • • • • •.
Total buildings and ground11, Military Academy . . . ... . . .... . •••
· Ar,enals.

~
t_zj

t-c
0

206, 107.60

Rock Island bridge, Rook Island, Ill ...•••••.••••••••••••• ••••••••••. . ........ ...... .
Roconstrncting R ock I sland br idge, R ook I sland, Ill....... . ........ . .
21,000. 00
R ock I sland .Arsenal, Rock Island, Ill............ .. ...................
17,500.00
Benicia Arsenal, Ben icia, Cal. .. .......... . .... . ... . .... . ............. .
4, 500. 00
Columbia Arsenal, Columbia, Tenn..... .. ............................. 1
167. 50

111,770.00 .•• • • • • • • • - . • .

111,770.00
60,000.00 1··· .......... ·1
11. 37 .• . • . . . . . . . . . . . . •• • • • • ••• • •• •
206, 096. 23
100, 000. 00 . • • . . . • . . • . . . .
317,877.60

160,000. oo

12, 250.00
31,200.00
68, 825.50
7, 000.00
1. 667. 50

12,250.00
31,200. 00
40,675. 50

. _...... . ... _.

~:iigJi ,....

167.60

51,770.00

11. 37
106, 096. 23
157. 877. 60

~

I>~

Fr~kford Arsenal, Philadelphia,. Pa ....•••••..••••..••.....••••••..•........... _....
10 ooo. oo . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ind~anapolis Arsenal, In_dianapohs, Ind . . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • . . . • • • . . . . . • . . .
6, 823. 15 .••.... '....... _ . • • • . . . . . . . . • .
Sprmgfi~ld Arsenal, Sprm~field, Maijs. .•.• .• .••. •. . ... . . . ... . . . . ....•.
1,146.92
10 , ooo. 00 .•••... .•. . . •.
Watervhet Arsenal, West Troy, N. Y..................................
91 975. oo
59 l20. oo . . . . . . . . . . •••.
Watorto"I\TU Arsenal, Watertown, Mass................................
47 500. oo
22 • 000. 00 .... .. . •. . . •• .

~~!~!: g~;~i~n~!e;, ·ii:i: :;: :; ::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: ::::::: ::::

1

m: &~ .....~~:.~~~ ~~- :::::::: ::::::

19,
51,217.39

Provmg ground, Sandy Hook, N. ;J •························ ••••••••••
'l'esting mnchinEl .................. • • • • - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ttal
o • arsena1s, et c .... • • • • •· •· · • • • · • •· • • • • • • •· • •· •··· •· • •· • •·....

Forti.ficat:ions.
Howell countervoise carriage ....... .
Artesian well, Ji or tress.Monroe, Va ........•..•.••.•......••••••••.•...
Armament of fortifications .....................••..••.•.•••••..••.....
Preservation and repair of fortifications .............•.............•...
:Board of Ordnance and Fortification ...........••.......••..••••......
Board on Fortifications or Other Defenses ........•.....••.............
:Board on Pacific Const Gnn Factory ... .••...•...•........•.•••..•.....
Construction of a counterpoise battery ..... .
Plans for forti flea tions .....................................•..........
Torpedoes for harbor defense .......•..............•......•••..........
Machine ~uns .....................................•.....•..........••.
Ammunition for morning and evening gun .....................•......
Torpedo howitzers ..... .................•......... •.....•.........•....

179,281.93

48 500 00
1o; ooo: 00

I

. .. . ••..••.
. .. . . •.. •. .

2A?. ll95. 50 ..•••• •••.••• •

i:~r;!\~;cti~~
i;~a;at~s: :: :::: :: :::::::::::::::: :::: :: :::::::::: :: :::
Sea walls and embankments.............. .............................
Sea wall, GoYernors Island, New York Harbor........................
Sites for fortifications ~nd seacoast defenses . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
Gun_ and mortar batten es - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . . . . . . . . .
Pnrcbaso of sites for seacoast defenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • . .
Powder and projectiles, proceeds of sales .•...... .. .•••.... ••.•••.. ...

f~: ~~~: &~

99,717.39
10, 000. 00
•6167743 1

""

,

•

,Aonnl

n1n~~I

22: 802. 80

fg: ggg: gg

17,975.07
297. 94
566, 843. 14 1
aoo, 000.
2,933,877. 84
3, 841, 333.
100. 28 ...•........
1,677.22 ••.••.......
1

Total fortifications . ..• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..• . • . •... •• . •. . • . . . . . 9,569,230.13 ·-9-,-4.-i6-,-0-4.1-.-oo-_'1_ _ _14_1___25-1 19, 015, 412. 38
Repayments in excess of payments ....................•..••••••...•.............................. __ __................ __..... _..

23,045.00
5,900.00
6, 376, 060. 44
101,142.92
471,976.15
28,470.77
2,500.00
37, 4(10.00
5,000.00
202,749.34

····---------·
17,026.00
15,000.00

·····is:ooo:oo
230,317.80
12,802.80
40,000.00
10,000.00
108,500.07
686,482.64
4,277,296.02

--·----------1,818.47
I

Actual expenditures
Wharf at Fortress Monroe, Za .................•
Sewerage system, Fortress Monroe, -Va. •••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••..
Bridge OYer Mill Creek, Fortress Monroe, Va. ......••.......•..........
Milita.ry posts ......... .•..............
Military post, Bismarck, N. Dak ..•..•.
Military post, Spokano,Wash .........................•••••••••...•.•..

onnn~nnn
~
trj

50,000.00
5,900.00
9, 713, 458. 99
]58, 023. 28
564,, 281. 46
28,470.77
2,500.00
37,400.00
10,000.00
309,306.65
700. 00
20,004.89
15,000.00
6,000.00
18,000.00
233,317.80
22,802.80
40,000.00
10,000.00
125,975.07
297. 94
866,843.14
6, 775, 210. 84
100. 28
1,818.47

50,000.00
5,900.00
4, 965, 750. 99
58,023.28
414,281.46
28,470.77
2,500.00
37,400.00
5,000.00
159,306.65
700. 00
4.89
15,000.00

~ig!t1la;;~f~1efl:~;s~;; ii~;;~~ir·~,·ii~: :::: :: ::: :: :: :: : :::::::::: :::::: .........
_.... .
Pneumaticaynamitegnns.............................................
233 317.80
l0•inch pneumatic disappearing gun carriage..........................

10, 000. 00
6, 823.15
11, 14.~. 92
69, 090. 00
69,500.00

-------
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--·--·
-28,336.61
21,860.00
11, 054. 31 1· ............ .
115. 78 . • . . . • . . - . . . . . .
115. 78
328,851.65
54. 93
198, 981. 05
40,000.00
100,000.00
15,373.33 ••••••••.••••••

28,336.61
10,805.69

· · · ·i20; sis: i31

40,000.00
84,626.67

~

-=I

Statement of appropriations under direction of the War Department for the fiscal year ending June
Balance
July 1, 1896.

Title of appropriation.

I

Appropriated Repayments
July 1, 1896, July 1, 1896,
to June 30,
to June 30,
1897.

PUBLIC

1897.

so, 1897, eto.-Continued.

{tfil:ti~

Payments
July 1. 1896,
to June 30,
1897.

O';)

00

Carried to
surplus fund
Balance
June 30,
June 30, 1897.

I

1897.

W0RKB--Oontinued .

.Military po,ts-Continued.

~
t_:rj

:Militnry post, Fort Riley, KanR ...................................... ..
Militnr_y J>ost, I•'ort llnrrison, Mont. .................................. .
Military 110qt, 1-'ort D. A. ltussell, Wyo ....... .
Itort "' nyue Militnry Resen·ation ............ .
Purohnse of buildiugs nt military posts .................. .
Atlclitional lands, 1''ort Etllan Allen Military RPservation.
Militnry ston,house, Omabn, Nebr .................................... .
Transfer ot' school site. Fort McClary Military Reservation, Me ..•....
Gettysburg National Park ................... ........................ .
Paymeut to Gettysburg 13attlefleld Memorial Association ....••....•..
Sbhoh National Military Pnrk . ....................................... .
Impro'l'eruent of Yellowstone National Park . ........................ .
Chickamauga and Chattanooga National Park ....................... .

$75,000.00
40,000.00
40,000.00
20,000.00
9,977.48
10,000.00
11,019.13
150. 35
62,913.47
2,000.00
42,088.89
40,000.00
150,000.00

Total military posts ............................................. l===~-

1, 022, 313. 36

'"d

0
....... 138. 05
9,977.48

:::: :'.•: ~,: '! r:::::: ::: :::I···· -ii;iU:·!!
577,895. :!9

Harbors and ril'ers.

I

1-3

0
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39 54
11,368.98

~

10:s11:a1

U2
t_:rj

444,247.26

t_:rj

a

!;ti
t_:rj

Improving harbor atBelfaHt, Me ........ ..................... .
Rocklancl, Me ..... .
Portland, Me ................. ... ... .
Cam!len, :lle .. ...................... .
Sullivan Falls, Me ................................................ .
Improving Carvers Harbor at Vinal Haven, Me.• - • •· • •· · ... ······ · · ·
Breakwatt'?' from Mount Desert to l'oroupine Island, Me ............................ .
Improvini harbor at Portsmouth, N. H.... .. . . . .. ..... ........ ... . ... .
4, 432.39
Harbor of refuge at Little Harbor, N. H ........... .
ImproYinir harbor atIl11rlin1?lon, Yt
Swanton, Vt ..... .................................... ... .... . .... ..
Impro,·ln~ \\' oods Holl Channel, Mass
Harbor of refn"'e at-

·1···· ·· ·········

~~d~s~!~~;;~sA~: ·M~;;:: :: ::::::: :: ::::::::: ::: :::: :: :::::::

Impro'l'in~ harbor atBo:;ton, Mnss ............... .
Chatbnm, Mni;s .. ... .
Ilyannis, Ma,-s ...•.•

$170. n

~

8,000.00 ... _____________
375,500.00
1,000.00
370,000.00
2,000.00
10,000.00
9,686.95
5,000.00 ----- -----·---10,000.00 ·-------------10,000.00
10,000.00
4,432.39 ··-----------·10, 000.00 .......................
20,000.00
10,600.00
326. 93 .......................
20,000.00
500. 00

400. 08
100,000.00

400. 08
250,000.00

160,500.00
597. 85
500. 00

630,500.00
5,597.85
-· 6, 50(1. 00

·-------------75,000.00
100,000.49
500. 00

.........................
..........................
.......................
.........................
-------------·
.......................
.........................
.......................

-------------4,432.39

.....................

9,400.00

-------------326. 93

--------------

8,000. 00
374,500.00
368,000.00
313. 05
5,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00

-------------19,500.00

........................
.....................

400. 08
175,000.00

---------- . ···
.....................
..................

530,499.51
5,597.85
. 6,000. 00

~
~
~

0

l'tj

~
~

Glouce8ter, Mas~ ............ . .
Lynn,Mass .......... .
Manchester, Mass .............. .
Nantucket, Mass ...•..
Newburyport, Mass ..... .
New Bedford, Mass ... .
Plymouth, Mass .........• •
Provincetown , :Mass .............................. .
Scitnate, Mass ............. ••••••••••••••••••••••••

. . .~ ·.~~·-~~·I
646. 96
3, 400. 00

~r~id&~i:~i ~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·::::::::::: i~t ~g
ifi~r~~~iif~: :~~~~: =:::::::::: ==:::::::::::::::: =::::::::::: t~~t ~~

~~: ~ii: ~~
·-···· ........ .
20, 000. 00
16,000.00
10,000.00
I, 500. 00
1,500.00
6,000.00

7
•

ImproYing Canapitsit Channel, Mass..................................
2,000.00
Harbor of refuge at Point Judith, R. I.................................
14,000.00
ImproYing Covo Coaster's .Ilarbor Island, R. I...... . ............ ......
. 60
Improving harbor nt Great Salt Pond, Block Island, R. I. ........................... .
lm}ln>ving harbor nt-

ImJ!ii~;t~t:~.~:i~i j~;~;~_:±: : : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ......~~ ;~:.~.
Improvin:r entrance to Point .Judith Pond, R. I. ..................... .
:Breakwater at New Haven, Conn ................. .... .
Harbor of refuge, Duck Island .Ilarbor, Conn
Improving harbor at-

1\ftil~\ll,\illl;\:'.'.;;; ; ;

!: . . .fl! !·

1
l!!'.iii !!'.!i\i!!!!; ::::;:;~~;

ImprovingArthurKill, between StatenislandandNewJersey, N. Y. andN.J'.

1,092.77 ............. .

iru:bT!~ti·. ~. i:::: :: ::::::: :::: ::::::::: :: :: :::: :: ::: :: :::: ::: ......1,~·. 000.
~~~: ~~.
Channel in Gowanus Bas-, N. Y....................................
00

Channel between Staten Island and New Jersey, N. Y. and N. J' ... ...•.........
Breakwater at Rouse's Point, Lake Champlain. N. Y..................
32. 45
Improving harbor at-Buffalo. N. Y . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • . .
125, 996. 00

~~~r~?Jt·l1:Y_:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

t i~g: 1~

Ig~~!f.ii:t: t::): !:i iiii:!:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ······rit:r

14., 000. 00
44,000.00
20,000.00
20,000. 00
646. 96
20,400.00
23,400.00
16,000.00
16,000.00
10,000.00 ·····10,000.oo ••••••.....•.. ·-············
3, 000. 00
1, 500. 00 ....•••••.• - • .
4,500.00
5,500.00
5,500.00
6,000.00
6,000.00
631. 34
631. 34
13,001). 00
14,000.00
238. 70
238. 70
4,634.43
4,634.43
1,000.00
1,059.91
1,059. 91
2,000.00
2,000.00
334,999.58
614. 000. 00
. 50
40,000.00
10,000.00

··········1··············1

6,200.00
17,800.00
6,300.00
9,447.38
102,500.00
24,000.00
28,000.00
2,500.00
10,500.00
23,500.00
5,500.00
10,000.00
503.10
8,000.00
3,000.00
6,000.00
1,092.77
11, 500.00
4,000.00
576,000.00
13,000.00
32.45
607,246.00
13,750.00
410,256. H
25,000.00
11,050.00
1,284.02
8,000.00

t;lj
t,,cj

1-d
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1-3
0
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1-3
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9,447.38
3,999.53
22,000.00
21,000.00
2,500.00
9,000.00
,. __ ............... .
], 500. 00
9,000.00
503. 10
7,000.00
4,750.00

t,,cj
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Statemmit of approp1·iations under direction of the Wa1· Depm·trnent for the fiscal year ending June SO, 1897, eto.-Continued.
:Balance

Title of appropriation.

PUBLIO

.July 1, 1896.

.Appropriated I Repayments
.July 1, 1896,
to.Tune 30,
1897.

.July 1, 1896,
to June 30,
1897.

Payments

~!Pu:tt!~

.July], 1896,
to .tune 30,
1897.

-l

0

Carried to
surplus fund\ :Balance
June 30,
.Tune 30, 1897.
1897.

WORKS-continued.

Milita1·y po,ts-Continued.

Impro,ing harbor at-Continued.

r~:~~~~~:t1.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·······ii20:95· .....!~·- ~~~~ ~.,............. .

Little Sodus Bay, N. Y...... .• .• •• . ..... . ••• •• . • • . . • . . .. • .. • • . . . . .

1,450.00

8,000.00

gilil~~~r~~t :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: · · · 4:~:::::- ~::: :~~~ ~~~ ~~:
i~;t°5h e~te~ ·y·::::::::::::::: :: :::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ......~•- ~~~--~~. g: ggg: gg
1

6

·}i.

li~ii~fH\H\\///HI\/{/ll:: ;;;:;;,i;::;;1···):llii
Saup;ertie:r N. Y....... . .. . • • . • • . . • .. .. . . • .. • • . . • • • • • . .. .. . . • .. . • . .

1, 000. 00

iITiil~W;ft::)\:\::::::;;;:):;;\)\\\\\i\\)::::: -·---·_~;::

ImprovingTonawanda Harbor and Niagara River, N. Y . • . • . . • • . . . • . . . • • . . . .
New York Harbor, N. Y......... .... .• . . .. . ... • . . .. • •• . • •. • •• • • . . .

4, 000. 00

49,000.00

R::i
~~~ ~a~,ev.3-1:t~.~·-~:::::::: :: ::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :: :::: :: :: : : : : : : :
Shoal Harbor and C<_>mptons. Creek, N . .r ......................... • .... •• ••• ••••· ·

Harbor between Ph1ladelphin, Pa., and Camden, N . .T............ .
Harbor at Erio, Pa................................................
Jee harbor atMarcus llook, Pa. ............................................. .
Newcastle, Del. ................................... , .......... .
Reedy Island, Del. ........................................... .
Harbor of refu~o, Delaware 'Bay, Del. .............................. ..
Constructing p1erin D elaware .Bay, near Lewes, Del. ...........
Improvfog harbor at Delaware Breakwater, Del......................
Removing olJstruction11 from the harbor at Delaware Breakwater, Del.
:Board to determine route of Chesapeake and Dela.ware Canal, Del.....
Improvini harbor atr\Vihu1ngton, Del. ...................... .
Baltimore, Md ........ ... . .

211,000.00
47,302.39

······1···--· .... ···-25, 000. 00
734. 08
2, 436. 29

2, 500. 00

10,000.00
10,000.00
5,000.00 1............. .
50,000.00 ............ ..
60. 000. 00
2,500.00
75,000.00
5,000.00
1, 294, 000. 00

~~~: ~~

~~~~~ ~~:

~~~~ ~~

$5,000.00
120. 95
$5,.
. .. -- -... · · $5,:
9,450.00
259. 84 ...... 4, 050. 00 1.. . .. • 259. 84 1..... i4, 900. 00
20,000.00
··•··· .. ·
4,465.35
4,465.35 ......
31,199.23
69,950.00
5,000.00
7,500.00
239. 25
1,500.00
10,000.00
4,500.00
4,500.00
8,500.00
4,350.00
3,350.00
10,220.55
220. 55
10,000.00
9,750.00
5,021.49
21. 99
54,000.00
109,000.00
2,500.00
75,000. OU
5,000.00
1, 505, 000. 00
47,302.39

500. 78
70,000.00
2,500.00
3,500.00
590,500.00
35,303.39

2,415.72
40. 05
16,236. 9:{
399,334.00
7,660.00
105,000.00
734. 08
2,436.29
30,250.00
405,000.00

2,415.72
16,236.93
397,334.00
7,660.00
82,500.00
734.08
2,436.29
5,500.00
145, 000. 00

I• . . • . . . - • • . . . .

24,750.00
260,000.00

~
t_%j
1-cj

0

~

8
0

t:i:j
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~

t_%j

Ul

ti=-1

a

~
t;i=.1

§
0

t:i:j

:El

►

td

i1l~lf.~fi~ttmt~Ill \\\Iii \II~lili:::::}EI ····:~[ffl[!!"

Improving Edenton Bay, N. C . ....•......................... •·········
ImproYing watbrwa y betweenNewbern ancl Beaufort,N. C .....•..............
Beaufort harbor and New River, N. C
Improving Winyaw Bay, S. C ..

2,447.41

Imgh~;i~!t~!~~~c~=···············································
Georgetown, S. C
Impro,ingOuter Bar at Brunswick, Ga ............. .
Cumberland Sound, Ga. and Fla ......•......•....••.........•.....
Improving harbor at-Brunswick, Ga.

f,::~~~i~ ii~·.·.·.·::.·.:·:.:::·.·_-_-_-.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: l ....a4; 250: oo.
Impro,mgtf!!~c~~~1~i{t'til~b~;·~~a.· P~is~·c~~~k,·Fl~·················

J:~i::~~~{i~t ~~~:!:~~~::::::::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::,....
0

!t~}Y~.~~ ................................................

1,524.58
16,600.00
5,000.00
10,000.00
100,000.00
7,000.00
2, 447.41

6,600.00 ,. ••••••·••••••
5,000.00
10,000.00
95,000.00
1,997.68

7,085.61
5, 000.00
378,000.00

4,000.00
18,000.00

215,000.00
1,519.29

35,000.00

233,722.74
355, 000.00

2,000.23
5,000.00

12,000.00
6,800.00
500. 00

13,200.00
9,500.00

119,000.00
31,000.00
5,000.00
5, 000.00

Port Clinton, Ohio.................................................
Sandusky City, Ohio..............................................

6,000. 00
3, 000. 00

57,476.00
1, 425, 000. 00
85,800. 00
30, 000. 00
465,000.00
40,200.00
10,000. 00
12,000.00
43,000.00

~

1-3

1-3
t;i=_j

w

t;i=_j

0

1· ·············

5,500.00
•40,
022. 41. . •••••••••••••

195, 000. 00 ••••••••••••••
1,500.00 •••••• ••••••••
!• ••••• • • ••••••

69,000.00
4,000.00 , ••••••••••••••

15,000.00

0

~

.96

870,000.00
32,800.00
17,000. IJO
45,000.00
10,200.00
10,000.00

t;i=_j

'"ti

~

500. 00

20,000.00

t;,j

0

12,000.00
20,000.00
10,000.00
.96
500. 00

35, 000 . 00
129, 000.00
617. 73

Igifi~tf'.\;: : : :: : ;):::::::::::: :: :: : : : : : : ·····if~;~-

231,722.51
350,000.00

359,249.78

Imp~~~i~:;, : i ~ . . ................. .. .......................... .
:Katchez and Vidalia, Miss. and La ........•.••.........•....••.....
Improving Biloxi Bay, Miss ..•...................•••.•.••..••....•..•.
Impro,ing harbor atNew Orleans, La.
St. Louis, Mo . ... ... .... .... . .... .. . . ...................... . ... .. . .
Examination of improvements, mouth of Brazos River, T ex ......... .
Improving channel in West Galveston Bay, Tex ..
Improving harbor at-Brazos Santiago, Tex ....................................•...•.....
Galveston, Tex ........ .............. ••··• ........................ .
.Ashtabula, Ohio .............. •••·••·••••••••••· ... ••·•••·•.••··· ..

50,000.00
30,000.00
430,000.00
30,000.00
8,000.00
6,000.00
40,000. 00

180,000.00
1,519.29

15,000.00
20,000.00
30,000.22

80,000.00
254,000.00
6,000.10
220,000.00
50,000.00

··i; ago: ooo: oii ·

7,085.61
1,000.00
360,000.00

15,000.00
20, OOv. 00
389,250.00

ImpK~~i
... .
Pensacola, Fla. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • • . . • . • . . . . . • . .
. 54,"
00.
Saint Augustine, Fla.............................................. 1
6, 000.10
Mo bile, .A.la . .....................•.......•. .. ......•••...•..••••..
Impro,ing shi~ channel in Galveston Bay, Tex ..••..•••••••••••..••..

ooo:

1,524.58
10,000.00

74-, 500. 00
213,977.59
6,000.10
25,000.00
48,500.00
35,000.00
109,000.00
617. 73
50,000.00
31,000.00
1,000. 00
5,000.00

~

t_:%:j

1-3

~

t-<:
0

~

:aI>
~

57,476.00
555,000.00
53,000.00
13,000.00
420,000.00
30,000.00
12,000. 00
28,000.00

-:t

I--

Statement of app1·opriations under direction of the War Departrnent fo1· the fiscal year ending June 30, 1897, etc.-Continu~d.
Titlo of nppropriation.

Balance
July 1, 1896.

Appropriated I Repayments
July 1, 1896, July 1, 1896,
to June SO,
to June SO,
1897.

l'UBLIC

I
J

Aggre~ate
availaole.

1897.

Payment8
July 1, 1896,
to :tune SO,
1897 .

-::i
N:l

Carried to
surplus fund I Balance
June SO,
June SO, 1897.
1897.

WORKS-continued.

Iforbor, and. rivers- Continued.
Iwpronid linrbor at-Continued.
Toll•do, Ohio . .. . ..... .
YN·111ilio11, Ohio . ... . .. . .................... ........ .
{'011neu11t, Ohio ........... .. ........... ... .
Impro\'ing " ' olf Lnke, Ind
lruprovinl{ bnrbor nt

~
t_zj

$200. 00
2,000.00

~~!!~:~:;~.;~~~:~~;~: : :: :::::::: :::::::::::::::::: : :: ::::::::: :J·.... ~:: ~~~: ~~-oo

$150,000.00 ........................
2, 000.00 --------- ·-·-·
40,000.00 ................... .. .... ..
8,000.00 .........................

$150, 200. 00
4,000.00
40,000.00
8,000.00

................ ....

$127,500.00

....................... ... ................

8,000.00

-------------·

100,000.00
75,000.00
29,000.00
so, 000. 00
6,500.00

·--------·-···
.....................
-------------·------------........ ......... ...................

98,000.00
15,000.00
14,000.00
5,000.00
6,500.00

1-zj

............ .............
........................
.....................
.........................

21,000. 00
22,000.00
15,000.00
109,000.00

U)

10, 000.00
5,000.00 ........ -........... _ .
2'.!, 500. 00
2,500.00 ----·--·-···--·
25,000.00
10,000.00 .................
37,500.00
5,500. 00 -·- ·· ·········
15,000.00
s. 000. 00 .....................
12,000.00
s. 05 ------- -·····-·
25,000.00
9,000.00 ........................ .
2,0H.95 ····---- --· --· - -----·-··-····
29,851.57
20, 851.57 ...........................
5,000.00 ................... .. - . .........................
45,000. 00
19,000.00 . ................. . ......
10,028.00
528. 00 ........... ... .........
10,000.00
5,000.00 .............. ______
s, 000. 00
6, 000.00 ............. .. .... .... ...
80,047.20
14,000.00 . ............... ... _.
25,000.00
8,000.00 .......................
10,000.00
5,000.00 .................... .
6,500.00 .....................
12,500.00
196. 50

5,000.00
20, coo. 00
15,000.00
82, 000.00
12,000.00
11,996.95
16,000. 00
2,044.95
9,000.00
5 ,000.00
26,000.00
9,500.00
5,000.00
2,000.00
16,047.20
17,000.00
5,000.00
6,000.00

80,000.00
75, 000.00 ........................
20,000.00 ------·--------

Chicago, ~l . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . • • . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . .
SO, 000.
Alpena, Mich . .. . ................. .......... ..... .......... c.......
4, ooo. oo ······2:500:oo·
Ilnrbor of r efug e ntGrnnd Marais, Mich ....
5,981.01
24,000.00
Portsi go Lake, Mioh ................•........ ......
6, OOu. 00
25,000.00
Marquette Bay, Mich ........•...
····•• ..... ..... .
20,000.00
Sand Beaob, Mioh ........... .
97,500.00
16,000.00
Improving haruor atBlnck Lake, Mich ............... .
10,000.00
Cbarle,oix, Mich .... ...................................... ..... .. .
20,000.00
Frankfort, Mich . . . . ....... . ...................................... .
15,000.
00
Grand Ilaven, Mich .................... .
20, 000.00
Manistee, Mich ........................................... .. ...... .

ffi!\~it+/HHiiH:H~i/i~:~~~~:~j------iittif
Muskegon, Mioh ... . ........... ..... ........................ ..... .
Ontonagon, Mich ........ .
Pentwater, Mich .........•.............. . .............

~tt,:s~:'.1~f~h:::::::::::::::::::::: ............... .
South Haven, Mioh ....... ••.......
White River, Mich ...............•..............

t;\a:bl~~~~g~:::: ::::::: ::: ::::::: ::: :: ::: ::::::: :::::: :: ::: :::

ImprovingEaglo Harbor, Mich .............•....•....••..•••••
Mouth and harbor of Cedar River, Mich .•••••. . ...•..

15,000.00
28. 00
5,000.00

···--·-·--··-···
47. 20
10, 000.00
5, 000.00
2,500.00
196. 50
1,007.23
1,536. OS

ro

--------·---·-

.........................

................ .... .....

----·- -· ------

........................
.........................
- - - .... - ... - .........

···--·-·-- ·-- --· -·· ···-··---···--····---

15,000.00 ................. . .... .
12,000.00 ........................
25, 000.00 .......................

..... 2ii; ooo: 00.

.......................
.....................

6,000.00 ...... ........... ......

so, 000. 00 .........................
10,000.00
5 ,000.00
8,000.00
so, 000. 00
15,000. 00
5,000.00
10,000.00

------··-----...... ....................
................. ....... .

----·---------

..........................

·-·--·--···--·
.................. .......

........... . . ........ ........................
. ........... .... . . ..................

29,981.01
so, 000. 00
20,000.00
113,500.00

1,007.23
1,536. OS

$22,700.00
4,000.00
10,500.00

..................... .......................
....................
29,500.00

2,000.00
60,000.00
15,000.00
25,000.00
8,981.01
8,000.00
5,000.00
4,500.00

0

~

t--3
0

t--3
~

t._:l:j

t_zj

a

:;d

t_zj

t--3

I>

~
~

0

,zj

~
I>
~

Improving harbor at-

i~~: ~!I!I

ti!i!i1ii:::::1lj\'.\l\!!!!l1l\i\\!!i i\\l!!!!!!!!!l!!ii i '.:::::i!

Port ,vashington, Wis .. - .. - - -- •·· • •. •· • •··············· •·· ....•..
31. 75
5: 500. 00
Racine, \\'is ............... - --... -- -• • • • • - • - • • • • • •· • •· •• • • • • -.•.••• . .••...... .....
27 000. 00
Snperior Ba\ ancl St. Louis Bay, Wis ......•. • ...•• - . . . . •. . • • . .. . . .
900. OU ••••• _. '. _•.•••

l:iiJ~1~:a~!ii ;i:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::::::: ::::::::::::::: !: g~: gg
2

Duluth, Mino., and Superior, \Vis .....•..••••..... •• ..• -. • . . ... . . • . •• • • . . . . . . . . . .
487; 500. 00
Harbo_r of refuge at.Milwaukee Bay, Wis ...... - -........ - .. -.••..••• - • • •·. - . - -• •· -• •• .
1,000. 00
188,737.91
Entrance of Sturgeon Bay Canal, Wis.............................
500. 00
5 000. 00
Improving Minnesota Point at Superior, Wis ...•.•...••••.......••••. ,
45. 92 ...••.. '......•.
lee harbor at Dubuque, Iowa..........................................
4,503.99
Improving- harbor at.A.gate Ray, Minnesota. ..........••.......................•..••..••.
5,000.00
50,000.00
Memphis, Tenn ....... ...... ... . .
70,000.00
Grand Marais. Minn . ........... .
3,000.00
Dulut,h, Minn ............•......
Improving Humboldt Harbor and
575,000.00
Improving harbor at-Oakland, Cal ..... .
220,000.00
Wilmington, Cal ..
50, ()00. 00
Sau Luis Obispo,
40,000.00
San Diego. Cal ....
50, 000.00
Survey of San Francis
of Carquinez nnd mo
1,000.00
Survey of Pacific Coa
3,349.22
Exnminati◄

bays, Cal
lmpro,ing
Entrauce to Coos Bay and
Tillamook Bay and lfar, Ore
Nehalem B:iy, Oreg . ..... ..•
Yaqnina Bay, Oreg ....•....
Harbor at Port Orford, Ore
Gra:,s Harbor and Chehalis
Harbor at~
Olympia, Wash ........ .
Everett. Wash ........ .
· Gra:rs Harbor. Wash ...... .
Survey of Portland Channel. .Alaska .....

6, 574.. 96
12,499.97
1,000.00
9,584.92

7,000 00
27, ooo: 00
25, 000 00
25, ooo: 00
21, ooo. 00
47,440 00
7, 150: 00

i:·~~~:gioo

1, ooo.

5, 53]. 75
27, ooo. oo
900. 00
26, 000. 00

. . . .. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . •• . . ••• ••

r·~~~:~i :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::
1, ~o~. ~~

... . _.. '.. . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . •. •. .
2 500. 00 . . . • . . . . • . . . • .
19; ooo. oo . . . . . . . •. . . . . .

3, 3 ·
8, ooo. oo
900. 00 .••..••... • • • · · • • · · · · · · • · · · ·
12, 000. 25 . . • . . . • . . • . . . •
13, 999. 75
41,000.00 . • • . ••• • • . . • • .

446,500.00

189,737.91
5,500.00
45. !)2
4,503.99

16,000.26
2,500.00

------·· .. ·····

173,737.65
3,000.00

55,000.00
70,000.00
3,000.00
6,965.39
705,000.00

........................ ········'5:02·
........................ ........................
15,000.00 ·······-···-··
35,000.00 ....................
2,500.00 ....................
6,965.39 ....................
265,005.52 ....................

231,449.74
4,500.00
50,0!IO. 00 .......................
55,000.00
15,000.44
50,000.00
50,000.00
1,000.00
3,349.22
56,574.96

109,390.00
17,000.00

32,000.00
20,000.00
370,000.00
5,000.00

. . . . . . . . . .. . . .

6,500.00
17,000. ~~
23, 000.
12, 000. 0~
20, ooo. ~o
39,440.
2, 000. 00

487,500.00

121,889.97
18,000.00
9,584.92
25,000.00
140,858.52
288. 83

25, ooo. oo
288. 83 ... ... · .. · · · -- -

. •. • •• . • • . • • • .
. . . . . •• •• . •• •.
.• . • • . • . . . • • • .
..•••..•••.• ~.

~: ggg: gg _.. _. _~·- ~~~-- ~~ _:::::::::::::: ······5,- ooo: oci

50, 000.00

· · · ·i.io; s5s: 52 ·1

500. 00
10,000.00
2 000. 00
13: ooo. 00
7, ooo. oo
8 000. 00
5: 150. 00

82,000.00
20,000.00
870,000.00
5,000.00

.......................
...................

----·······--·
......................

0

~
~

0

l-%j

8

······f50s.° 99

i:c:

40,000.00
35,000.00
500. 00

r:n

. . . .439,-994: 48
226,949. U
50,000.00
39,909.56

-------------- ....................
------------·1,000.00

~
trj

""O

........................

t_,,_j

t_,,_j

a

~

t_,,_j
~

>~
~

0

lzj

----·-········

3, 349.22

......................
........................

16,561.51

~

66,889.97

~

---------------------------. 20

6.46

---------------------···-··

24,993.54
140,858.52
288. 63

31,000.00
20,000.00

........................

1,000.00

40,013.45
55,000.00
18,000.00

......................
--·-·····----9, 58-!. 92
................... ....
................

~: :g: ig 1:::: :: ::::: :: :,.... ~. ~-- ......

>-
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Statement of approp1·iations 1inder direction of the Wa1· Dep01rtrnent fo1· the fiscal year ending June 90, 1897, etc.-Continued.

Title of appropriation.

I

Appropriated Repayments
Balance
July 1, 1896, July 1, 1896,
July 1, 1896.
to June 30,
to June 30,
1897.

PUBLIC

Aggregate
available.

1897.

Payments
July 1, 1896,
to June 30,
1897.

-:i

~

Carried to
surplus fund
Balance
June 30,
June 30, 1897.

I

1897.

WORKS-continued.

Harbors and rivera-Continued.

i;i::,
t,:_j

Ship channel connecting waters of the Great Lakes between Chicago,
Duluth, and Buffalo ...............................................

--1 $38,587.43 1 $1 590 000. 00
8
s1!:;d~ti~11ioi:~~~~~~.
~:.
~~:~~~~~.
~~~~~~~.
~~~.
?.~~~
-~~~~~.
............... 150: 000. 00
Improvrng- .
••

I

Lnbeo Channel, Me .............................................. ..
Moosa.bee Bar, atJoneeport, Me .................................. .

lt!~l~~:lr:~t~tii~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~~: i~:
i:~~:~~iti~:~t~~:::::: :::::::: ::::: ::::::::::::::: ::::::: ::::

2i: gg~: gg

i t~i~~~;}\Hl/\Ht/H/H\H/ ;;;;;~tEi :::::il ~:;
Cocheco River, N. H.......................................... ....

5, 000. 00

;:r:~~~:r:~~=~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ._. _ ;:.~;;~ ~~ _
Powow River, :Mass . ..............................................
21,000.00
Taunton River, Mass .................................................... . ...... .

~~~!!I:1iift;!:\riaa::::
:: ::: :::::: ::: ::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ...... 2;scio: oo·
Mystic and Malden rivers, Mass ..•...........•...................

Essex River, Mass .. . ............................................. .
Removing Green Jacket Shoal, Providence River, R. I .......................... . ... .
ImprovingProvidence River and Narragansett Bay, R. I.....................
4, 108.48

;::i~~k~~
ft;:~: I: t::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
ggt gg
Snkounet River, R. I ........ . ...... . ....................................... . .... .
2,

Connecticut River, between Hartford and Holyoke, Conn..........
Comwc ti c nt River, Conn..........................................
0

8, 9~0. 30
9, 000.00

~l~~~ ~~T;~~~~~c~;;~:: :::::: ::: ::::: ::: :::::: ::::::: ::::: :::::: ··· ···5:soo: oo ·

15, 000. oo
5, 000. 00

$1,628,587.43
150,000.00
32,000.00
12,000.00
5,000.00
10,000.00
36. 38
1,507.50
75,000.00
9,999.41
5,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
19,000.00
15, 000. _00
2,000.00
20,000.00
10,043.40
1,882.09
5,000.00
33,000.00
5,000.00
10,000.00
17,500.00
10,000.00
5,000.00
7,500.00

$506, 782. 83

""d
0

---··--·······

$1, 121, 804. 60

... ............... ........ ................
................... --······--·---

150,000.00

8

32,000.00
12,000.00
4,975.16
10,000.00

0

--------------·
----··-------24.84 ...................
.....................
--------------·
........ .......... -------------·····--•------- ----------·-··
25,002.02

........................

---··--------................... ......................

--------------······----·---10,000.00
3,000.00

86. 38

1,507.50
49,997.98
9,999.41
5,000.00
10,000.00

-------------- ·····---·-------·-·-------16,000.00
-------------- 15,000.00
......................

······i;64i:98° .....................
5,000.00
10,043.40

.......................

33,000.00
5,000.00
100. 00

________ ., _____

357. 02
15,000.00

-------------- ---------·- ··
............ ------ -------------1,882.09
3,693.95 ··-- ·---·----·
1,306.05
---- ------- ··-·
---------- --- --

------·-----·---------··--· ---------·---9,900.00
---------····.........................

--------·-·-·-

17,500.00
IQ, QQQ. 00

1:::1, uuu. uu ................ .........
154,108.48
5,500.00
15,899.99
2. 000. 00
22,500.00
20 000.00 .............................
2, 000. 00 ..............
8: 940. 30
29, 000. 00
u, 000. 00 ..............
3, 500. 00
1, 000. 00 ..............
30, 500. 00
16, 000. 00 ..............

142,108.48
10,390.99
20,500.00
20,000.00
6,940.30
15,000.00
2,500.00
14,500.00

----·--------·
--------------

~

1-,:j

8

~

t?=-1
'CJ;
t?=-1

Q

i;i::,
t?=-1

~
ti,..
~
~

0

~

~
~

~

TbamesRivo;,Conn ..........••....................••.•.•.•.•.••.
Remo"ing obstructions in East River and Hell Gate, N. Y .........••.
Improvin~Browns Creek, N. Y .......... • • • • • • •
East Cheswr Creek, N. Y ..............•............•.....•• - . • ....

7,000.00
5,000.00

tmL~~~Yt¥l!ai1!::::::::::::::::::::::::==:::::::::::::::: .........~: ~~.

St. Lawrence River, N. Y ... • · · · · · · · · · • • • •. - • •...•. • • · • · · · · · · · · · · • •
2, 000. 00
Harlem Hh·er, N. Y. • .. -- ---• · · · • · • · · • • • • •. • • • • • • • •• · • · · · · · · · · · • • •
5,000.00
Hudson River, N. Y. • • •. • • • · • · · • · • • · · · • • • • • • • • • •- • · · · · · · · · · · • · • • • •
125, 000. 00
Newtown Creek N. Y .••.•...........••••...•••••..•••.•.......... •········· ·· ···
Niagara River. N. Y. • • • • • • • • • • • · • · · · · · · • • • • • • • • • • • • · · • • · · · · · · • - • • •
3, 100. 00
Cooper Creek, N. J ... •. • • • • • · · · • • · · · · ·· · · · · · · · ·· · · • · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · • •·· •·.........
Goshen Creek, N. J .. • •. • • • • • • • • - • • • • • • • • • • • • · · • • • • · · · • · • • • • • • • • • • •
3, 000. 00

13, ooo. oo
25, 000. 00
125, ooo. 00
955, 000. 00
213 000.00
15'. 000. 00
37,000.00
3 ooo. oo
1

1

!i~

li\!l;!i/i:;1:11111;11;;11;1;;11:111:111:1:::1;;;; !!!!!!:: !::: :::!!1:;.,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ .,
Dam at Ilerrs Island~ Allegheny River, near Pittsburg, Pa..........
5,000.00
Pnrobase of upper looK and dam, Monongahela River, oetween Pitts•
323, 333. 18
l>urg, Pa., and Morgantown, W. Va.
Cost of condemnation of upper lock and dam, Monongahela River,
5, 098. 64
between Pittsburg, Pa., and Morgantown, W. Va.
Cost of conclomnation-property ofMonongaheJaNavigation Company ..•.............
Survey of Delaware River between Philadelphia., Pa.,and Camden, N. J.
4, 465. 28
Improving.AlleaJieny River, Pa..............................................
6,000.00
Scbti'ylkill ~iver,J?a .......... •...... .. • • •• • • . . •• . . •• . . . • . . • • . . • . .
4,000.00
Delaware River, ra. and N. J..... .. . . . . ...... ... . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .
144,010.60

12,000.00
15,000.00

4,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
68. 98
13,000.00
27,000.00
130,000.00
1, 080, 000. 00
213,000.00
18,100.00
37,000.00
6,000.00
3,000.00
5,000.00
3,000.00
3,160.00
17,000.00
15,000.06
5,000.00
2,242.77
2,000.00
2,399.70
20,000.00
2,000.00
405,000.00
323,333.13

2,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00

•••·••••··••••I•••••••••••·••

68. 98
3,000.00
26,500.00
110,000.00
520,000.00
187,500.00
10,000.00
29,500.00

10,000.00
500. 00
20,000.00
560,000.00
25,500.00
8,100.00
7,500.00
6,000.00
3,000.00
5,000.00

5,000.00
4,465.28

il~:jit{~tD1lrn/l}i?/\(/}(::);i;:
ra~~~~f'it'::/1fcC:: ."::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ........ss2." io .......~:

~~~: ~~. ::::::::::::::

10,000.00 ............................ .

~l~~li:~m~~;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~ ~ ~~~:~~~: ~~: lggg;
5

gg ::: : ::: : :: : : : :

~

i-o
0

~

1-:3

0

lzj

3,000.00
500. 00
2,242.77
2,000.00
1,899.70
11,000.00
2,000.00
360,000.00
323,333.13

5,098.64

~~;\ru~~~~::~~!1::
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: ::::::: ...... 4,000.00
4," 850." oo.
Appoqwmnnnk .1{,ffer, Del........................................

Susquehanna River, near Havre de Grace, Md.....................

19,000.00
65,000.00

6. 098. 64

2,500, 00

!••••••••••••••

18,500.00
11,500.00
24,000.00
9,700.00
644,010.60
151,500.00
6,500.00
6,500.00
4,350.00
9,000.00
7,000.00
5,000.00
2,000.00
4,458.54
3,000.00
4,000.00
382. 70
10,000.00
3,700.00
62,000.00
5,000.00 ······5,ooo.oo·I..· ..••.••••••

2,500.00
4,465.28
7,000.00
14,300.00
492,510.60
4,350.00
9,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
2,000.00
4,458.54
2,850.00
4,000.00
382. 70
10,000.00
3,700.00
62,000.00

1-:3

IJ::I
c_zj

rJ)

trj

a

~
trj

1-:3

~

0

lzj

~

po

-:t
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Statement of a11p1·op1·iations 1mder direction of the Trar Department for the fiscal year ending J1111e 30, 1897, etc.-Continuecl.

Title of 11,pproprintion.

Balance
.July 1, 1896.

I

.Appropriated Repayments
.July 1, 18fl6, .July 1, 1896,
to June 30,
to June 30,
1897.
1897.

!f:u:t;f!~

Payments
.Tnly 1, 1896,
to June 30,
1807.

-:i
~

Carried to
surplus fund
Bnlnnce
Jun e30,
June30,1897.
1897.

I

PUDLJO WORKS-continued.

Harbors and rivers- Continued.

~

Improving-Continued:
Potomac River ............. .
Warwick River, Md ...................................... . ....... .
Proti>rting Jamestown Island, Va ........... .
ImprovingWaterwayfrom Chincoteague Bay to Indian River Bay, Va., Md.,
and Del. . ....•.. ..•... ....... .•..... . .. .. ........... . ......•....................
Nandua Creek, Va ..••.................... . ......
.Aquia Creak, Va ...••........
Occoquan Creek, Va .•.......••••••............
Nomini Creek, Va ..•.•.
Urbana Creek, Va .......•.......••...
.Appomattox River, Va............................................
120. 00
.Tames River, Va ..........••..............................•......................
Elizabeth River, Va .......•.......•..............................................

~:~;~R?ildRj[:~~.~~::::::: ::::: :: :::::: ::::::::::~:: :: ::: ::::::: ......1,500.00
~·. ~~~: ~~.
Pamunkey River, Va..............................................

$1 r>5, 463. 06
2,000.00
15,000.00

ilt{it~'::~;i~t~f~~:: :: :: ::::::::::::: :::::: ::::: ::::::: ::::::::~~~: ~~: tggg: gg
F?~tf~l~DU~~~.~: g:.~:::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~

1-3
0

25,000.00
3,000.00
3,000.00
2,500.00
2,500.00
3,000.00
5,000.00
120,000.00
45,000.00
2,500.00
5,000.00
2,000.00
8,000.00

Rappahannock River, Va ....... . ........... .... ...................
3, 000.00
Staunton River, Va.... . .. ...... ................... ................
8,084.77
York River, Va....................................................
2,500.00
North Landing River, Va. and N. C. .. ........ ... ...... ...••. ••••..
300. 00
New River, Va. and W. Va.........................................
2,308.94
Dan River, Va. and N. C...... ....... ...... ...... ...... ...•.. ......
39. 63
Lower Machodoo Creek, Va........................................ . ....... .. . . . . .
1,500.00
Elk River, W. Va..................................................
1,500.00
2,000.00
Big Sandy River, W. Va. and Ky..................................
8,000.00
33,000.00 , .
Cheat River, W. ,a...............................................
3. 16 ..• : •••.•.... ..

Monongahela. River, "\Y. Va........................................
Shenandoah River, W. Va.........................................
Great Kanawha. Rh-er W. Va.............. . ......................
Waterwa'):from Nortoik IIarllor, Va., to .Albemarle Sound, N. C..
Ocrn1·oke nlet, N. C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
iate1·wnl: between New River and Swansboro, N. C.... .......•..

$116,462.42
2,000.00
15,000.00

t".l
'"ti
0

···············i·

38,500.00
380,000.00
16,020.49
466,719.31
~73, 000. 00 .
800. 00
10,000.00 . ...........•.
52, 500. 00 ............................ .
4,376.27 .................•...........

1!: ~~g: ~~ ::: :: ::::: :: ::J :::::::::::::

25,000.00
3,000.00
3,000.00
2,500.00
200. 00
3,500.00
1,200.00 ........ ···•··
3,000.00
200. 00
00 ............. .
540.
5,120.00
63,000.00 ...........••.
120,000.00
30,000.00 ............. .
45,000.00
4,000.00 .................... .............. ....
5,000.00
100. 00
3,500.00
11, 000.00 . ... . . i," 2<)0:
8,084.77 ....................... , ............. .
18,500.00
300. 00
2,308.94
39. 63
1,500.00
3,500.00
41,000.00
3.16
3,500.00
1,000.00
1, 000.00
1,500.00
6,500.00
418,500. 00
16,020.49 ···············1··············
200, 000. 20
1, 086. 31
739,719.31
2,000.00
10,800.00
37,500.00
52,500.00
4,376.27
3,500.00
14,962. 97
6,962.97

1······ ....... .

00·1::::::: :::: :::

25,000.00
3,000.00
3,000.00
2,300.00
2,300.00
2, 800.00
4,580.00
57,000.00
15,000.00
4,000.00
4, 900.00
3,500.00
9,800.00
8,084.77
17,800.00

1-:,j

1-3

i:=
t?=.l

U2
t?=.l

a

~
t?=.l

1-3

►

~
0

2,308.94

1-:,j

1,499.80
3, 496.30
7,500.00

~

------ ............ .

............... ,.............. ,···· .. s:soo: 00 ~

2;000: oo

], 500. 00
412,000.00
16,020. 49
538,632.80
8, 800.00
15,000.00
4, ::176. 27
1,500.00
8,000.00

Mac keys Ureek, N. C ..... .

Cape Fear River, N. C ...•.....................

Pasquotank River, N. C .....•......•
New River, N. C ....... •·· • • • •···· ·
Nouse River, N. C .. .......... .
Lockwoods Foll:v River, N. C ....... .
Lumber River, K. C ..... . ..... •····· ............................. .
Pamlioo nnd Tar rivers, N. C ......... .
Roanoke Rive,r, N. C ............ .
Trent River, N. C ........ • Yadkin RiYer, N. C .•••........•••.
,vaccamaw River, N. C. and S. C ..... .
13laok River, N. C . . . . . . . . . .. -.... • -. - - - •. - . - . - .. -• • • - - • • -. • • - - . • S11ryey of waterways connecting Dismal Swamp Canal, Va., with
i-onnclR of _oT rth Carolina ..............................•...•........
Impro_ving-

356.12
71,000.00
l , 500. 00
3, 50(). 00
ll, 003. 00

·······-· ............ ' ................ .
200,000.00
7, 000.00

400. 90

3: ooo: oo

r~1gr1~t~t~: : ::: : ::: : : : : : :::L::::: :: : : t f. ·····t~ ~·,:: :.:: :::.
500: 00

1~:

Chattahaoohee River, Ga. and .A.la................................

7, ooo. oo

25

ooo· oo

g~f~~Ji~i~i~~~::::: ::::::.:: :::::::::::::: : :: ::::::::: ::::: ::::::::~~~:~~: it ggt gg

Oostenaula and Coosawattee rivers, Ga...........................
499. 39 .•......... _.•.........•.•••.
Savannah River, Ga . ................. . ...........................................
18,000.00 1-•············
Coosa River, Ga. and .Ala..........................................
15, 018. 27
100, ooo. oo
Waterway between Savannah, Ga., Fernandina, Fla . . . . . .• . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14,000. oo
Improving-

~5Etfl!:::•:;;:;:: : :: : :=:::):::::::::::::•:::::: ::::::t:::;;: · · · r~:~ ·. . . . . ..
s!:;a~iili~~:~~!!l!~-:~~~ ~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: i: ggt gg I::::::::::::::

Escambia. and Conecuh Rivers, Fla. and .A.la...................... . ... . . . . . . . . . . .
4,000.00 ...•....•...•.
Man atee River, Fla ............... •·····•·······················•· •····· - • •· •····
4,000.00
Survey", rnscayne Bay and Palm Beach, Fla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10. 75

1······ ········

Impil1~J:e8i~~e~:,:i~:::::: ::::::::::::::::::: :::: :: :::::: :::::: ::: ::::::::::::::::
~~~~f;:t1-ft~~~ ~

20

g: ggg: gg ···· ·· -· · ·· ···
~i8: ~~ ······:,;soo: oo · ............. .

1
~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
5,
IuYestigating obstructions to navigation by the water hyacinth...... . .•.... .. .... ..

5,000.00 I.. ........... .

500. 00
4,014.29
1,000.00
3,500.00
282. 35
12,500.00
3,500.00
2,159.27
53,000.00
5,000.00
10,000.00
32,000.00
8,500.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
499. 39
18,000.00
115,018.27
14,000.00
4,839.20
2, 500.00
2,000.00
3,000.00
5,000.00
5, 000.00
1,000.00
4,000.00
4,000.00
10. 75
200,000.00
3,000.00
785.12
12,500.00
5,000.00

356.12 . •••·· ........
174,019.00
1,500. no
3,500.00
2,003.00
181. 49

00 ••••••••....•.

1,500.00 .••.•....... - . 3,500.00 .•..... ····· - - 10, 003. 00
8, ooo. 00
181. 49
--- ..
500. 00
10,000.00
43,006.76
2,013.50
4, 497.12
6,500.00
1,000.00

ifi:ll{lSirnim!II\!!i}II);\/i :::::::::~~!: .....l!!. · · · ·";:;. ·
Little Pedee l<iver, S. C.................. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I "'· ,.,.

1!56.12 .. ...... . ···••·

,,,. ooo. 00

· .. · - · • · ... · ..
.•.........•..
.. - . - · · - .••..•
- .•. · .........

i;:d
ttj
~

................... ...................
500. 00
1,628.76
1,000.00
2,000.00

----··········
-----······-··

400. 90

······2:s85." ss

-----·---·---· ······ i,"500."oo
----------····
282. 35
....................
·----------····
7,500.00
5,000.00
···---········
.....................
-·------------· ........................
2,000.00

28,000.00
2. 500. 00
5,000.00
17,000.00
5,000.00
6,500.00
6,000.00

----·----------·----------·

.....................
.....................
....................

---·······----

·---------·-··

1,500.00
2,159.27
25,000.00
2,500.00
5,000.00
15,000.00
3,500.00
3,500.00
4,000.00

499. 39 -----·········
----·-···-··--·
7,000.00 .....................
11,000.00
40,000.00
6,000.00

·······------...................

75,018.27
8,000.00

................... ................
4, 839.20
................... ---------·---2,500.00
2,000.00 ..................... ..................
3,000.00
···---·-·······
·······-----··
5,000.00
······--·-···4,000.00 ............... __ ., ___
........................ ....................

-------------·
1,000.00

.......................

59,695.71 .•...•.••.....

140,304 . 29
2,996.70
785.12
7,500.00
5,000.00

:::~:~~;~;;:I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

i;:d

>-3
0

l'zj

>-3
~

ttj

m.
ttj

a

i;:d

ttj

>-3
~

i;:d

"<
0
l'zj

~

~

1,000.00

4,000. co ....................
1,000.00

--------·-·--·
·--·········--- .....................

0

3,000.00
10. 75

-.1

-:t

Statement of appropriations under direction of the Wa1· Depart1nent for the fiscal year ending June 901 18971 etc.-Continued.
Balance
July 1, 1896.

Title of appropriation.

PUBLIO

I Repavments
IAppropriated
July 1, 189fi, Ju1y·1, 1896,
to June 30,
to Jlllle 30,
1J:n:it~
1897.
1897.

Payments
Julv 1, 1896,
to June 30,
1897.

-:i

;X)

Carried to
sur_plns fund
Balance
June 30,
June 30, 1897.
1897.

I

WORKS-continued.

Harbor, and river,-Continued.

~

Improving-Continued.
Alabama Riyeri....4Ja. ..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•
Black Warrior itlYer, Ala ...,- .............. ....... ............. ...
Tallapoosa River, Ala.............................................
Warrior ancl Tombigbee rivera, Ala. and Miss . . • . . ..••...........

1--d
0

t;cj

.............. .

$15,000.00
28. 08
138,000.00

i:¥f.lt>!~:~1l\HHHEH/\\)\.
_
,;::;;;
~!!~al~~~~-~~~~·.~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ...... ~·.
1

~~~: ~~

Tallahntohee River, Miss ...........................................•.............
Mississippi R\ver........................................ .. . . . . • . .
895,720.14
Mississippi River from Minneapolis to Des Moines Rapids, Minn.,
Iowa, Mo ......111., and Wis........................................
S, 000. 00
Mississippi .Kiver from mouth of the Ohio River to Minneapolis,
Minn............... . ..... . ......................................
625,258. SO

~~.t~~~~~

0

204,000.00
370,000.00
6,000.00
2,000.00
2,600.00
3,000.00
6,000.00
12. 900. 00
4,000.00
3, 808, 333. 00

~~. ~~~. ~~~ .~~~~.i~. ~~~~~~:.

MTit::K~o~~ ~·e·r·
.~. .~~~~.
31, 100. 00
Closin~ crevasse rn Pass fl. Lontre, Mississippi River ......•........•••
Preventing break in Mississippi River at Beach Ridge, Ill ........... .
Gaugin~ the waters of the Lower Mississippi and it!! tributaries ...•................
Reservoirs at head waters of Mississippi Ri,er. .. . . . . ... ... ...••.. .•.
1,840.26
Operatillg s1rng and dredge boats on Upper Mississippi River ..........•••.•........
Constr1;1otin~ jattie::i aud. otbe_r":or~s ~t S?uth Pass, Missisaippi River ..•.• ..........
Remonng oostruohons m M1ss1ss1pp1 River..........................
15, 000. 00
Examinations and surveys at South Pass, Mississippi River .....•.••..•..••.........
Mississippi River Commission........................................
60. lO
Improving-

i~~~~~~!s~:iz~:~;: ~: : :::::::::: :::::::::::::::~ ::::::::: :::::: :::: : ~.:i ~:~~:
Bayou "Bartholomew, La. and .Ark.................................

2,000.00

r:m It~~;;: : : \: : : : : \: :\: :\: : : : )~~~~~~~~ : :: ; :~;~:·- -·---···

Connecting Bayou Teohe with Grand Lake at Charenton, La.........

22, 100. 05

$40,000.00
$33, 039, 74
25,000.00
7,500.00
28. 08 ...... .........
342,000.00
131, 000. 00
659,100.00
44, 100. 31
5,000.00 ..•............
2,000.00
2,000.00
5,000.00
5,000.00
3,000.00
11,000.00
11,000.00
12,900.00
8,000.00
4,000.00
4, 704, 053. 14
1, 39*:

. . . . . ••. . . . •. .
$6, 960. 26
. . • . . • • . . .. . . .
17,500.00
$28. 08 .••...........
. ••. . •• . . •••••
211, 000. 00
. . . . . . • . . •. . . .
514, 999. 69
·······••··•··
5,000.00

8
0

~

8
3,000.00

~

t;cj

········1 ,, 900. 00
i~: ~ 1······
::::::::::::::
··a; aoo; 52s:~1

'i:f1

3,000.00

~
t;cj

3,000.00
2, 700, 258. 30

:;ti

909, 758. 30

I •••••••••••• •

31,100.00
250,000.00
100,000.00
6,000.00
81,840.26
25,000.00
87,500.00
115,000.00
10,000.00
50.40

···············1·············
2,000.00

1,000.00
5,000.00
8,000.00
6,000.00
2,500.00
319. 31
457,007.77
10,000.00
22,100.05

-----·-- -·-----1. , •••.•••••••.

5,854.17
13,911.68
25,000.00
87,500.00
83,495.06
8,871.94

1, 790, 500. 00

::_:cj

Q

~
~
0

l'zj

81,504.94

· · ••· •· ·60~ 4o l ..... ~·. ~~: ~~
1,000.00
2,000.00
8,000.00

3,000.00

2,500.00
319. 31

I••••

422,-407. 77

•···· 2f ioo:05

~
r=1

Improving-

fg;fi1i:1~:i)~~i:; \ \:::::;:;::L\::;::::::::::::

158. 90
51,000.00
i. 50
21,864.00

~~!!~f~{i
LRi:e~\~~~:::: ::::: ::: :::: :::::::: :::: ::::::::: :::: ::
Atobafalaya nnd Red River, La . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • .

ig~: i~
52, 500. 00

Tensas River, La ............ •··················· ................. .
Tickfaw River, La ...........•....•...............................
Tchefuucte- River, La .................•.........................•................

Sabine Pails, Tex . .......... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •......
Aransas Pass and Bay, Tex.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
Mouth of Brazos River, Tex......................................

3
~;

33, 700. 00
40, 667. 35
16,051.57

l;i:i:c1~Wti:~·:::: :_:_:_-: ::::::::: ·: ·: ·:·:::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~~·- ~~~-. :~. · -··2:::::::·

Cypr_ess B_ayou, Tex. and La. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10, 000. 00
Trm1t:y River, Tex................................................
2,700.00
Ouachita River, Ark. and La......................................
7,476.88
Sabine River, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . • •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Removing obstructions in Arkansas River, Ark. and Kans..........................
ImprovingBlack-:River, Ark. and Mo.........................................
3,000. oo
Fourche Le Favre River, Ark.....................................
892. 75
St. Francis River, Ark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . • • • • . • . . • • .
i99. 73
Red River, above Fulton, Ark ..........••...•••.........••.•......•.............
Arkansas River, Ark..............................................
55,595. 50
Examination of improvements at Aransas Pass, Tex ....••...•.•.•.•.
Improving-

~~~: f~;tk~~/r;~·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

5, 000. oo
5 000. oo
701 000 00
2' ooo· 00
20' ooo: oo

•

11,000.00
892. 75
8,299.73
3,000.00
155,595.50
5,000.00

~g: gg

33,550.00
20.00
3,300.00
4,000.00
104,000.00
485,000.00
5,000.00
6,000.00
39,500.00
459,014.36
17. 86
6, 5(10. 00
32. 98
360,000.00
410,870.86
43,000.00
485. 00
97,788.12
9,565.92

11 5
•

Ourrent River, Ark. and :Mo . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . • • • . . . • . . • . . . • • . •• • • • • .
1, 300. 00
Clinch River, Tenn................ . ..............................
4,000.00
Cumberland River, below Nashville, Tenn........................
24,000.00
Cumberland River, above Nashville, Tenn........................
115,000.00
French Broad River, Tenn ......................•...........•..••................
Forked Deer River, Tenn .......................................•.................
Tennessee River above Chattanooga, Tenn........................
24,500.00
Tennessee Ri,er below Chattanooga, Tenn., Ala., and Ky........
409, 01'. 36

8~tl:
fl::,· :f:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::: :: :::::::::::: :::
South Fork Cumberland River, Ky ....... - • . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5~b:
g~
32. 98

Falls of the Ohio River at Louisville, Ky ...............••.......................

Fl!iJ:r,;ir~(::: :: : : : : : :::::::::::::::::)::::: ·-·- ; :;~;

Snrvey of the Ohio River below Pittsburg, Pa........................

9,565.92

ImpM:!tf;-gum River, Ohio . ................................... •·····
Ohio River, below Pittsburg, Pa ..... .

5,000.00
152,000.00

158. 90
76, 000.00
2, 502.50
101,864.00
5,000.00
], 000. 00
1. 000. 00
135,469.11
10,000.00
92,500.00
458,700.00
40,667.35
16,651.57
5,000.00
35,368.78
20,000.00
15,000.00
7,700.00
77,476.88
2,000.00
20,000.00

755,000.00

I••••••••••••••

5,000.00
907,000.00

.............. ·1

1···· .........
.
59, 700. 00

158. 90
16. 300. 00 • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

2,502.50
12,764.00
4,999.30

1,000.00
97,400.00
10,000.00
80,500.00
421,500.00
40,667.35
16,651.57
5,000.00
35,368.78
18,500.00
15,000.00
7,600.00
50,000.00
2,000.00
16,995.54

100. 00 1··· ... ····· ...
27,476.88 ··••••••••••••
31 004. 46
6,000, 00

I ••••••••••••••

l'zj

8

Ill

l_zj

I· ....:~·-~~~:~~

ij

...... ~: ~~~: ~~ _, .•••.••. 20: oo-

1, 499. 32
4,000. GO
83,000.00
405,000.00
5,000.00
3,000.00
22. 000. 00

.. ·-~~~·.~~~--~: .,........ ii: 86·1· ...:~: :~~: :~
1, 500. 00 . . • . . • • . . • • • . •
5, 000. 00
32.98 ••••···•······
357,500.00
260,000.09
8,000.00
410. 00
85,188.12
9,565.92

75,000.00 , •••• ••••••••••

~

0

UJ
l_zj

106, 276. 34 1••••• • •• • •• • • •

:~: ggg: gg 1::::::::::: :::

~

5,000.00
892. 75
2,905.38
3,000.00
49,319.16
5,000.00

! ••••••••••••••

• _5,. 394. 35. ............. .

1, 800. 68 • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

~
l_zj

1-d
0

5,000.00
83~,000.00

a

~

l_zj

0

l'zj

~
~

c.o

Statmnent of appropriations under direction of the Wa1· Depa1·tment for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1897, etc.-Contill:ued.
Balance
July 1, 1896.

Title of appropriation.

Appropriated I Repayments
July 1,1896, July 1,1896,
to June 30,
to Jnne 30,
1897.

POBLlO

1897.

!::n:tt!~

Payments
July 1, 1896,
to .Tune 30,
1897.

00
0

Carried to
surplus fund
Balance
June 30,
June 30, 1897,

I

1897.

W0RKS--Oontinued.

Harbor, and rivers-Continued.

l

Improvin.i_-Continued.
Oh~o ivor ............._. ...........................................
$131,617.61
pera.~mg. song bontll on Ohio River ........... ~ ..... _..................
92. 31
Exnmlll.nhon of Portage Lake nnd Lake Superior ship canals.........
2 310. 92
Impronn"'
Detroft River, Mich ............... ............................... .
30,000.00
Uay Lnko Channel Sault Ste. Marie Ri,er, Mich ..... .
2G5, 000. 00
St. Clair Flnts Cnnal, Mioh .......................... .
4,720.71
Black River.Mich .............. .................................. .
6,500.00
Belle River, Mich ........... .
Clinton River, Mioh . ..... .
Grand River, Mich ................................... .
Improvingllenominee River, Mioh. nnd Wis
Sagiunw llfrer, Mich .... .
Rouge River, Mich
rine River, Mioh ............................... .
St. Joseph Ri,er, Mioh ...... ...... ............ .
Sebewaing Ri'ver, Miob .......................................................... .
St. Marys River and St. Mn.rye Falls Canal.......................
182. 31
St. :M arys River, Mich............................................ 1,371,061.08

~~~~ ~~.

i~~=~o!~i!!;,et:~~~~--:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ...... ~•.
Waterway from Keweenaw Bay to Lake Superior, Mich.........
2,999.08
Turning Basin, Rouge River, Mioh....................................
2, 000. 00
Sturgeon Bay and Lake Michigan Ship Canal, Wis....................
1,000.00
Improving.

~tiB~~;;a l~~:~:•~~~ ·~~a.· Mi~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::1,004.76
:::::::::

Fox River, Wis ....... . ......................................... ·1
Dama~es by improvement of Fox and Wisconsin rivers..............

400. 00

In~f{~f
;~~f~~o~~~~; ~~~~t.~ ~~-?.~~~ ~t.~~~ ~~ .i~~~~.~~~~~~ ~.f. ~~~ ............. _..
ImprovingMinne!'ota Ri,er, Minn ........................................... ,.............. .
l!ed Rh-er of the North, Minn and Dak .......................... .
,Vhite Ri,er, Ind ............. ................................... .
Wabash River, Ind. nml Ill. ...................................... ............. ..
Illinois and :Mississip11i Canal......................................... 1
. 50

~
t,=_j

$381,617.61
50,092.31
2,310.92
60,000.00
265,000.00
4,720.71
14,500.00
5,000.00
14,000.00
50,000.00
. 15,000.00
40,000.00
10,000.00
5,000.00
500. 00
5,000.00
182. 31
1, 371, 061. 08
2,000.00
5,000.00
402,999.08
5,000.00
31,000.00
10,000.00
16,000.00
38,504.76
400. 00

$117,227.50
49,990.00

I ............. .

• ., .. • • • • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

$264, 390. 11
102. 31
2,310.92
50,000.00
220,000.00
4,720.71
8,000.00
2,000.00
12, ooo. 00
40, ooo. 00

~

1-3
0

l'tj

1-3

Ill
t,=_j

fn
t,=_j

C

~
t,=_j

5,

ooo. 00

...................... __

1, 191, 060. 41
2,000.00
4, ooo. oo
385,000. oo
5, ooo. 00
14,107.15

~

~
~

0

l'tj

~
~

3,000.00
4,000.00
20,078.44
2,600.00
21,000.00
920,000.50

"'O
0

···0:200:20
··· •·········'······,;:500:oo
895,000.50

~

►

~

ImprovingChicago River, Ill ..................... .
Calumet River, lll. and Inrl . .
Kaskaskia River, Ill ......... .

163,000.00
56,500.00
39. 20
40,000.00
645,657.35
105,500.00
5,000.00
2,070.53
1,027.45
290,582.50
21,720.41

6,500.00
39. 20

ll\ii!~\~r~t~~~f¥;o~
~~;{ih -t~- Si~~; ·cit;-: -j~~~:::::::::::::::::: ..... 45.-657: 35.
Osage RiYer, Mo. and Kuns .. - - • •- •. --.................... -. . . . . . .
55, 500. 00

~::o;rfi!t;:_~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::::::::::: ······rgtf !~·

Mi!lsonri River, from Stubbs Ferry, Mont., to Sioux City, Iowa..
5: 582. 50
Yellowstone River, Mont. ancl Dak . ... .. ..•. .. . . ...... ....... ...•.
11 720. 41
Examination of Missouri River from Three Forks to Canyon Ferry,
'
o:i Mont .............. . .. --....... •· • •· -• • • • • • - - • • • --• • • • •· • • •.... ... . . .
754. 01
ImprovingFlathead River, Mont .. ........... .
Napa River Cal ........ .... -• • • • • -• • • • - -•· • • · · · · · · ·
Sacramento 'and Feather rivers, Cal
San .Joaquin River, Cal. ................ .
Coos River Oreg ............................... - . - -.................... .
Mouth of Coluuibia, River, Oreg. and Wash.......................
67,°iso.· cici.
Al sea River, Oreg ..... ................................................ .... ...... .
Columbia. R~Yer, at Cascades, Oreg................................
112,651.72 I

I

~i~~}!b~~ ~~:i6.r:o~~~\ym~~ette·;f;e;~; be·l~-,~ ·:e~·r-ti~~"ci.· o;eg:::: ...... 2: soo: 00 ·1
1

~s~t1~~tl?Yi.~t~;, \:

.......................
147. 92
157,477.01
18,210.52
754. 01

I

.

23,000.00 ............. .
67,000.00 .....•....•.•.

i:••li ::lI••i i••••I•I:••ll•:::::~~fil ii: ::::·ii:1~'P::::::: ::
766. 96 .•..........••. 1............. .

0

~

0

t:tj

1-3

178,491.50
3,169.49
250. 00

=
l.:i:J

'(fl

t.zj

a

l;)j
t.zj

84,700.00
27,500.00
7,200.00
6,000.00
500. 00
520. 51
243,300.00
2,650.00
2. 00
3,000.00
3,000.00
80,001.80
29,000.00
67,000.00

~
trj
t-tj

~

1···· .......... ···········
.. .
72, 342. 10

~ti1tf!:!1i~~it:::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::i66i:ib: 7i:~8:~ 1::::::::::::::

SurYeys for deep-water harbor, Gulf of Mexico .... -- . - . - - . - . -. - .. - . . .

25,000.00
289,444.35
55,725.87
5,000.00
2,070.53
879. 53
133,105.49
8,509.89

10,000.00
4,000.00
363,221.42
46,037.58
71, 738.39
6,008.09
5,000.00
1,000.00
67,180.00
13,033.98
3,000.00
3,000.00
342,248.72
342,248.72
6,000.00
6,000. 00
102,500.00
30, 157. 90 . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
200,000.00
21,508.50 .. • • . . . . . . . . . .
3, 169.49 .... · · · · · ....••.... ··••··· .. .
1,000.00
750. 00 . • • • • • . • . . • • • .

1oi: :g_ gg

Coquille River, Oreg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 700. 00
Siuslaw River, Oreg...............................................
500. 00
Upper Columbia and Snake rivers, Oreg. and Wash...............
2,200.00
Umpqua River, Ore$······ ..........................................•............
Willamette River aoove Portland, Oreg...........................
500. 00
Examinations of ol>struotions in Columbia River.....................
520. 51
Improving-:- .
.
.
Columlna River at Three Mile Rapids, Oreg. and Wash.......... .
93,300.00
Willa pa River and Harl1or, ·wash ..... :...........................
2,650.00 .••.........•..
Columbia River from Rock Island Rapids to Priest Rapids,Wash.
2. oo ... ............

Swmomish Slou~ Wash ... - . - - • -• --• - • - •. --.. - • - ... • -. -.. - ... - . .
4, 000.00
Columbia River, ash .. - .... • - • • • - • - - - • • - - • - - - • • - • - • • - • - • - - .. • - .. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WaterwayoonneotingPuget Sound with Lakes Union anu Wash-

39. 20

754. 01

W:illa'?ette and Yamhill Rivers,_ Ore~ . .. - ..... ... -.... -........................ -;
200,000.00
Exam_mahon and survey of_ Col!,lmbia River, Oreg....................
3,169. 49 .............. .
Gaugmi waters of Columbia River, Oreg. ...... ... ................... ........ .. .. .. .
1 ooo. oo
~~~

123,000.00
23,000.00

40,000.00
33,500.00

.................

~
~
0
236,763.05
2,650.00

······ i:200.·oo
60,499.25
3,000.00
66,500.00

170,000.00
169, 999. 00
1. 00 1· ............ ·1
25,000.00
7,335.02 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17,664.98
5,000.00
2, 200. 00 . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
2, 800. 00
218. 25 · · ..•. ·. · ·. - • . .
218. 25 .....••......
4,500.00
4,600.00
766. 06
766. 96

t:tj

~

p:,,

rO

00
r---4

Statement of appropriationa under direction of the War Departrnent for the jiBcal year ending June 30 ,1897, etc.-Continued.
Balance
July 1, 1896.

Title of appropriation.

PUBLIO

I
I

t-::.

Appropriated Repayments
July 1, 1!<96, July 1, 1896,
to lune 30,
to .Tune 30,

I

1897.

00

1897.

Payments
July 1, 1896,
to .June 30,

~~fn~fit!~

1897.

Carried to
surplus fund I Balance
.June 30,
.June 30, 1897.
1897 .

WORKS-continued.

Harbors and ,·ivers-Continued.
Operating nnd care of canals and other works of navign.tion .•.•...•..
Removing sunken vessels or craft obstructing or endangering navi•

Ef!!f:~ti~-,;~;
s;.{~~;,~; ·a~d· co~t~gei:i~ies·~r ri~~is ~ci·h~bois:::::
Total harbors and rivers........................................

Repayments in excess of payments .......... .

$672, 795. 45
1· ...

i1i; s62: 66.

9, 876, 985. 43

$672, 795. 45

31, 409.40
31,409.40
200,000.00
271, 562. 66
36, 606, 264. 76 . " .. "." "" .... · 1
$3,771.10 46,487,021.29

!:o
t=:l

$672, 795. 45

I

31,409.40 ______ ••..•••. .... __ ...... _.
131, 834. 68 1.. " .. " .. ".....
$139, 727. 98
13,686,874.91
$8,518.50 32,791,627.88
1
3,771.10

Actual expenditures

"'d
0
~

""3
0

t,;j

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS.

""3

Signal Servi.:e.

t=:l
m
t=:l

~

Road to the signal station on Pikes Peak, Colo .•.•••...•••.•••........
Military road from El Paso, Tex., to New Fort Bliss, Tex ........... .
Military telegraph line from Fort Ringgold, Tex., to Fort McIntosh,
Tex ......... ... .........................•............ .. .............
Military telegraph line, El Paso, Tex., and New Fort Bliss, Tex .•.•.•
Total Signal Service .........................•.........•......•..
Repayments in excess of payments .. ... .
Actual 9xpenditures ..... .

10,000.00
4, ooo. oo

1i~: : I::::::: ::::::::
10, 234. 29

4, 000. 00

1
•-- • • -• -

ss.- 23 -

I"

88. 23

!. ........... .

I

0

!;tl

67. 63
254. 89

t=:l
t-3

~

14,322.52

-<

········ . ···•-1-•------- -----• t••··· .... ·.·····.:. ............. ····1- .. ·····-··-----

0

t,;j

National cemeteries.
National cemeteries ••••••...•........ ....... ..••.•.......••..•........
Pay of superintendents of national cemeteries ..... .
Repairing roaus to national cemeteries .............................•..
Road to the national cemetery at Hampton, Va ....................... .
Road to the national cemetery, Illinois ............................... .
Road to the national cemetery, Presidio of San Francisco, Cal ..••.....
Military cemetery at Key West, Fla ..•....................
Headstones for graves of soldiers ........................ .
Burial of indigent soldiers ............. . .......
C

Total national cemeteries ............. .

--• - -. . . . . . .

4,649.61
100, 000. 00 ... • • • • · • · · · · 936. 00
61, 880. O<> ..• • · • · · · · · • • •
1,607.21
8, 000. 00 - - · · · · · · · · · • • ·
2,000.00 ........•.. . ....... · · · · · .. · •.
15,000.00 .••... . .••. ...... .•. · - • • · · · • ·
10, 000. 00 - · · - · · • · · · · • • ·
2, 058. 00 ... " . • . . . . . • • .
13,415.17
20, 000. 00 . · • · • · · · • · · · · ·
4,200.00
3, 000. 00 - · - • · · · · · · · · • ·
41,807.99

204,938.00

104, 6!i9. 61
62, 816. 00
9, 607. 21
2,000.00
15, 000. 00
10, 000. 00
2, 058. 00
33, 415. 17
7, 200. 00

1·............ -,~ . 745. 99

~

>

~
15, 000. 00
10, 000. 00
2, 058. 00 1· .......... " . . . ............ .
30, 203. 46
1,742.09
1, 469. 62
3, 031. 83
1, 801. 67
2, 366. 50
220,779.42

6,587.86

19,378.71

Artificial limbs and appliances .
.Artifioiallimbs ... . ... .. . ... . ...... • • • •· • • •· · · • · ···
.Applianoes for disabled soldiers ...................•..........•.. ••·•••
Trusses for disabled soldiers .....

1, 956. 19
1,240. 00

575,000.00
2,000.00
10,000.00

--1- -587,-000.
--1
3,196.19
00

Total artifioial limbs anc.l applianoes.

576,956.19
3,240.00
10,000.00

564,970.21
1,006.85
10,000.00

2,451.12
1,273. 15

9,534.86
900. 00

590,196.19

576,037.06

3,724.27

10,434.86

Oivil surveys.
Survey of road from .A.queduot Bridge t o MountVernon ............. .
Survey of northern and northwestern lakes ...•..•..... . ..............

2,112.71
_ _4_,_89_6. 40

Total oivil surveys . ..... .

6, 509. 11

1·............. ··1 · ............ ·1

I

27,000. 0 0 ~ =

2,112.71
31,396. 40

27, uoo. oo

83, 509. 11

. . . ... . . . . . . . .

======----1--===·

Miscellaneou.s.

.Anning and eq 1:-ippin~ the mi~tia ..... : •.. ~ ••••••• , ...... , •• , ••••••••..
520,343.44
400,000.
Seaooast ba1ter1es for mstrnotlon of miht1a .......................... .
Infantry and Cavalry-School, Fort L eavenworth, Kans .............. .
. . ... ·i:500:
Artillery School, Fortress Monroe, Va ............................ . ................ .
5,000.
Support of military prison, Fort Leavenworth, Kans...... . . . . . . . . . . . .
7 no 94
1;ublioation of .O,flioial Reo?rds of 7 ar of the Rebellion...............
14: 527: 27
145,000.
Expeni;es of military convrnts.. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .
4 1 073 25
500.
State or Territorial homes for disabled soldiers and sailors............
168 999' 27
725,000.
Support of National ~ome for Disabled Vol!}nteer Soltiiers .. .. . . . . . . .
309: 10
National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers.......................
348 877 17 ·········-··
2,483,478.
Support of Soldiers' Home............................................ 2, 7181 432: 52
334, 66
Tents for sufferers from floods in the Mississippi RiYer ...................... '... . ... .
Arms and quartermaRters stores for State of ,vyoming .............. ·1
51 666. 64
Military stores for Montana militia.. . ... .............................
11 792. 29 ..
Expenses California. Debris Commission ..................................... .'.. . . . . . . . .. 000.
Investigating the mining debris question in California. ... . ..........
3 766. 01 1
'
·
Establishment of Apache pril:!oners upon military reservation.. ......
'
Deportation of Tiofugee Canadian Cree Indians ...................... .
Post-office, FortrPSS Monroe, Va . ... . ............ . .................... .
Establishin.,. Branch National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers,
150, 000. oo
Danville, Ill. .. .... .... ••••••••••.•.•.••• ........................... · I· ............. ·I
Estimate for memorial bridge aoross Potomac River .•••.....•...................... _
2, 500. oo

1:

is. oo.
. . . . . .. .. . . . . .
............. _

2,112. 7~ 1· ............ .
8,399.99

22, 9!)6.41

2, 112. 71

8, 899. 99

0

~
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Total miscellaneous .... . ............•........................... l7soZs97.90f 4,297, 977. 11.
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8,112,421.24
Repayments in excess of payments... ...... .. ......................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3,998,805.52 1 294,894.42 1 3,818,721.30
9,546. 23 ......... _. ......•..........

Actual expenditures . ..... .............. ............. .. ........... .. ..... ... ... . ................. ... .............................
War claims of States .
j
I
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Statement of apptopriationB 1tnde1' direction of the War Department for the fiscal year endi11g June 30, 1897, etc.-Continued.
Balance
July 1, 1896.

Title of appropriation.

~

I

Appropriated Repayments
Jul)- 1, 1896, July 1, 1896,
to .'.tnne 30,
to .June 30,
1897.

00

1897.

Payments
July 1, 1896,
to .Juno 30,

~ifil:t:t!~

1897.

Carried to
surplus fund\ Balance
J" uno 30,
J"uno 30, 1897.
1897.

.MISCi,;LLANEOUS OBJECTS-continued.

lVar claim, ofvohmteers.
Bounty to voluntc-ors, their widows nrnl lognl heirs....................
$56,787.81
Bouuty to Fifteenth uud Sixteenth Missouri Cavalry Volunteers .................... .
Bounty under not of July 28, 1866.......... .••.•... .. . . . . . . .. . . . . ... .•
2,097.45
Pny of two and throe yenr volunteers.................. ...............
9,683.47
Services nnd eup11lies of .Moutrurnvolunteers in the Nez Perce Indian
war . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .

$246, 787. 81
66.66
24,097. 45
309,683.47

657. 00

'I'hree1uontb·s pay proper ..........•.•....... ... ..................... ...•............
llorst'B aml other property lost iu the military sor,ico................
37, 950. 60
Commutation of rations to prbonors of wnr in rebel States nnd to
soldiers on furlough............ . ....................................
19,005.61
Traveling oxpc-nses, California and Nevada volunteers................
187. 21 ,... .. .••.......
Extra pay to oflicers nucl men who served in tho :Mexican war ...................... .
apture of Jpfforsou Davis ..................................•.........
1,503.38

I

657. 00
2,191.10
37,950.60
23,005.61
187. 21
!180.00
1,503.38
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301,417.08
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Total wnr olaims of volunteers.................................. 1.
127, 872. 53
647, no. 29 I
Relief acts.
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112, 788. 83
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Claims of oflicers and men of tho Army for destruotion of pri,ate

?a~~!se~ri~~;~i ~iti;e~s ·f~l~ ·s~pplie~·r~~isb.ed d~;·i~g· th~· ;eb~ii.i"~~::: ...... 6: 939: 00.

Claims for quartermaster's stores ancl commissary supplies, act July

4, 1861 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . • . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . .

1, 0-18. 74

A wards for quartermaster's stores and oommissary supplies taken by
Army in Tennessee........... .. ....................................
130. 00
P ay men ts on account of tho Ford Theater disaster. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
14, 440. 00
Reimbursement to Col. F. C. Ainsworth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
96. 37
ReliefofJohnFinn....................................................
6,363.95
Par_ment to le~!ll representath:e~ of George Case .. ·.; ... ·;· ........ ......•............
Rehofof H.J. van Vleck, adnmnstrator of Henry"\ an"\ leek ........ .
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Relief of Augustus P. Burditt, sun-i viug partner of Burditt & Fisk ..

1• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

llolicf of sutl1•rers from oYerftow of Mississippi River and its tribu•
taries and Red Rn-er oftbe North ...... .
Reliot of widow of 'rhomns L. Y oun;r ..... .
Rdief of William Gemmill .• ..........
Total reliof act~
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1. • • . . . . . . . . . . . I
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........... - ... - .. 543.11
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RECAPITULATION.
S~ies, contin~enoies, monuments, e~c... .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .... .. . .. . . .

$2, 485, 258. 94
26, 573, 393. 04
67, 304, 302. 06
9, 911, 013. 04

$1, 713, 812. 36
22, 519, 667. 77
21, 035, 393. 57
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..............
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Military Establishment, Army and Military Academy................
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ANNUAL REPORT

MAJOR-GENERAL COMMANDING THE ARMY.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, October .21, 1897.
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith the annual reports of
Major-General Merritt, commanding Departmeut or the East· MajorGeneral Brooke, commanding Department of the 1is 'Ouri; BrigadierGeneral Oti , commanding Departmellt of the Colora lo; BrigadierGeneral Coppinger, commanding Department of the Platte; 13rigadierGeneral hafter commallding Department of California; BrigadierGeneral Wade, commandi1w Departm ut of Dakota; Brigadier-General Graham, commanding Department of Te a8, and Brigadier-General Merriam, commanding Department of tlle Columbia; al o the reports of the .Adjutant-General and Inspector-General of the rrny,
commandant of the .Artillery School, Fort Monroe; commandant of the
Cavalry and Light rtillery :1 chool, Fort Riley, Kan ., and the commandant of the Infantry and Cavalry chool, Fort Leavenworth, Kans.
The e report give the hi tory of the military force of tlie different
departments, the movement of troops, the important military •hanges
that have occurred during the year, admini:-:itration and discipline, th
r . ults of in pections, the in.·truct10n and progres, mad at the variou
military schools of practice; al o the report· of :fi~l<l op ration , practice marche , target pra ·t1ce, etc.
Duri ug the la t year there has been, with one exc ption, a ornplete
change in the statio11s of the Department commander .
.
The Army, althongll inadequate in poiut of number , was nev r in a
higher state of efficie11cy, bot,h a to the character and qnali.fi.catiou of
it officer and illtellig nee allCl loyalty of its oldi r . In the r port
of Major-General .M rritt will be noticed. th important change and
improvements that have been made aloug the tlantic and Gulf ·oa t,,
especially in the mounting of modern artillery and the < pp1ian e
adopted for the defen. e of the coast . Iu thi: r port Major-G u •ral
Merritt, call. pe ·ial attention to the report of Colon 1 Rodger in peetor of artillery of tile department al o to th r port f th dii ford9
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nance officer of the department, and in their recommendations concerning the increased efficiency of the artillery service, and especially that
the artillery soldiers who qualify as gunners and gunnery specialists
shall receive proper compensation, I fully concur.
I also concur in the recommendations of Major-General Brooke concerning the necessity for gymnasiums and drill halls, required especially
along the line of northern military posts to .enable the commands to be
properly instructed and exercised during inclement weather or during
the winter season; also in his recommendation concerning general
service clerks ..
The progress that has been made on the Pacific Coast in the establishment of modern batteries of artillery has made it necessary to
occupy new ground and to adopt a new system of defense. The very
commanding position known formerly as Lime Point has received a
portion of its armament, and will soon become a most formidable part
of the defense of the harbor of San Francisco. The name of Lime
Point has been changed to '' Fort Baker," in honor of the distinguished
statesman and hero of two wars, Col. Edward Dickinson Baker, who
was killed at Balls Bluff, Va., October 21, 1861. It will be noticed by
General Shafter's report that very active and earnest work is being
done ht putting that important harbor in condition of proper defense.
The same work is in progress along the Pacific Coast, especially at Sau
Diego, Cal., and will in time be completed at the mouth of Columbia
River, Oregon, and also the entrance to Puget Sound, Washington.
Attention is also invited to the report of General Merriam, commanding Department of the Columbia, especially to the importance of
a larger garrison at the entrance of the Columbia River, Oregon, and
to his report on the condition and necessities of the great Territory of
Alaska.
Alaska is in extent eleven times the area of the State of New York.
The recent discovery of rich gold fields, together with valuable silver
and copper mines, the timber and :fishery interests of that Territory,
are attracting and will attract a very large population to that region,
necessitating a more table civil government, and also the occupation
of important point by military and by naval force . As all the other
Territories have been occupied by military po ts, and appropriations
have been made for military road , establi hment of telegraph line ,
bridging of rivers, and, in fact, aiding and blocking out the way for
occupation of the va t territorie by citizens, it is deemed but ju t and
advi able that the ame liberal spirit should be manifested toward that
great and important Territory.
As far a practicable it would, in my opinion, be advisable to have its
water thoroughly examined by such of the naval forces a could be
u ed for that purpose, and as military reconnoitering and exploring
parti . in pa t year have been ent into that country to furni h knowledo-e of it character, re ource , and necessities, this, in my judgment,
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should be continued on a larger and more liberal scale.
bile there is
now no conflict between the population, composed of some 20,000 Indians
and the white explorers and settlers, as the former are supplied with
modern arms they may become turbulent and troublesome. Such has
been the history of nearly all the tribes in other Territories. Hence, it
would be but reasonable to anticipate the neces ities for military force
iu that Territory by the establi hment of at least three military posts to
support the civil authorities, to give protection to the white ettlers, and
to aid in maintaining law and order in that remote part of our country.
In the report of General Otis it will be observed that during the year
there has been conflict with the authoritie and disturbance of the
peace by the Indians cattered through that portion of the Rocky
Mouutain region, but, by judicious management and prompt action of
tbe civil authoritie and military forces, serious disturbances of the
peace have been avoided.
The report of General Coppinger is very complete and quite important, especially concerning the instruction of troops, practice marches,
and practical instruction in minor tactics. His views concerning the
inspection ystem of the Army are also worthy of notice.
The condition of the Indians is better to-day than it has been for
many years, and during the la t year there bas been no serious disturbance of the pea e. The Indians are making rapid progre s toward
· permanent settlement and semicivilizatiou. It was a wi e provision
of Congress that authorized the Pre ideut to detail e,•perienced officers
of the Army to act as Indian agent , and I tru t this system will be
continued. The number of Indian children that are now receiving the
advantages of school education is very large, and it is having a very
excellent effect upon the condition of the tribe as well as upon their
progress a a pa toral and an agricultural 1>eople. Their condition is
being benefited in many ways.
During the last ten years much attention has been given by the
Government to the subject of coast defenses, and most beneficial r ults
are now becoming apparent. Approximately, 26,000,000 have been
appropriated by the Government, which is nearly one-third of what is
required to put the country in a safe condition of defense. This has
been expended in the construction of modern fortifications and highpower guns of great force and magnitude. These weapons of defense
are entirely different from what was known to the world a gen ration
ago. A modern gun, with its carriage, emplacement, and ammunition
costs on an average 100,000. To properly preserve, keep in working
order, and man them in time of hostility requires a most expert and
skillful knowledge on the part of both officers and soldier in the artill ry
service. Although the general desire of our people i to maintain a
condition of peace with all nations and the policy of the Governm nt
is one of good will and peaceful r~lation with all oth r , yet nothing
could be more injudicious than to remain in a condition of in ecurity
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and permit the lives of millions and the accumulated wealth of many
generations to be destroyed or endangered by any foreign power with
which we are liable to come into contact, and the general plan for defense
which bas been adopted by the Government should be steadily pursued
until the nation is in a condition of security and safety which a due
regard to self-preservation would demand. I therefore recommend that
in the appropriations for the coming fiscal year the following snms
be appropriated for the work which is required under the Engineer,
Ordnance, and Quartermaster departments: For the purchase of land
needed for fortifications-construction of platforms, emplacements, and
fortifications; construction of modern high-power guns, mortars, ammunition, gun and mortar carriages, and buildings, quarters, and barracks
for troops:
For the mouth of Penobscot River, $175,000; mouth of the Kennebec River, Maine, 19<,500; Portland, Me., 1,173,000; Portsmouth,
. H., ..,77,000; Boston IIarbor, 1,347,000;
ew Bedford, Mas .,
204,000; Narragan ettBay, 33 000; defen e ofLonO'I Janel Sound,
1,070,000; eastern entrance New York, 4 D,000; outhern entrance
ew York, , 1,419,000; approaches to Philadelphia, 441,000; approaches to Baltimore, , 499,000; approaches to Washington, D. C.,
, 004,000; Hampton Road , $463,000; approaches to Wilmington, N. C.,
397,000; harleston Ilarbor, S. C., $150,000; approach s to Savannah,
Ga., 415,000; Key "\Vest, Fla., $50,000; Pen. acola Harbor, $32,000;
approaches to Mobile, la., $397,000; a,pproacbe to New Orleans,
319,000; Galve ton, Tex., , 4L,000; San Diego, al., 725,000; an
Franci co, .,al., $1,336,000; olumbia River, 605,000; Puget Sound,
1,140,000; Lake hamplain, 48,000.
It is impo ible to anticipate the exact co t of every foot of concrete,
every ton of steel, or every yard of ma onry required for the construction of forti:fi atiou ·, guns, carriages and ammunition, and military
building . I therefore earne tly recommend that fo the appropriation
that are to be made autllority b granted by Congre to the Secretary
of War to expend th , um. appropriated, a far a practicable, according to the plan ubD1itted or make such chan<re a in hi judgment
are ab olutely requir d by the n cessitie of the Government during
the :fl. cal year, in order that the different branch s of the Governm nt
may work in harmony and the ork be compl ted a rapidly a po ibl , in tead of ome portion b fog in exce and other wholly inadequ te, a ha been the r ult in ome ca e in pa t year .
The nece ity for an army i twofold-one t avoid for ign and
dome tic war · the otb r to r tore peace with th l a t po ible delay
and acrifice of life and pr perty when war oc ·ur . When uch a mi fortune com in the hi t ry of a nation the purpo e of an army is to
maintain peace or re tore it with the 1 ast po , ible delay; h nee, t11e
rmy, hould be adequate to he growth, development, and nece ities
of n tiou.
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demand for additional infantry imperative, and I recommend that Congress authorize the addition of five regiments to that arm of the service.
In 1866 the A.rmy was organized with 54,000 men; and that, in the
judgment of the best military minds and most eminent statesmen of
that day, was the minimum force which this nation should maintain.
Owing to the fact that the Government was burdened with an unusual
and enormous debt, and the depressed :financial condition of the
country at that time, caused a reduction to be made from 54,000 to
45,000, and then later to 30,000, and :finally to 25,000 men, and this
standard has remained so loug that the impression has become crystallized that such a number is sufficient for any and all conditions of
the country. The number has no significance whatever as to the
requirements and necessities of the Government. In my opinion, it
would be wise and judicious for Congress to establish a standard
limiting the recruiting of the A.rmy for all future time, unless the
conditions of the. country should be other than what can now be
anticipated. The nation is developing in most unusual and extraordinary proportions-in wealth and population-and as the A.rmy is
one of the pillars of the Republic it is proper that it should grow as
the nation grows, commensurate with the needs and requirements of
the latter, and I therefore recommend that a standard be :fixed and
authorized by which the strength of the A.rmy should be regulated in
time of peace in proportion to the population a.nd wealth of the nation,
and that the maximum of enlisted men be limited to one soldier to
every 1,000 population, and the minimum, one soldier to every 2,000
population, the n:umber actually in service within this limit to be
determined by the President, according to the necessities and requirements of the Government. If such a policy is adopted it would, in my
judgment, put our Government 011 a safe basis, and while we should
neither maintain a great standing army that would be a burden or a
menace to our people and in titutions, neither should we become a
nation of noncombatants, and neglect to take the proper precautions
that due regard to safety a.nd elf-preservation demands. By adopting
uch a course we would be following the wi e injunctions of the first
Command r in Chief and Pre ident, Washington, not only in maintaining a suitable military force to support the civil government and protect the Republic, but at the same time we would adopt such a ystem
that if properly administered could in time be commended to the people
of other countrie .
I again renew the recommendation I have made concerning the
granting of commi ion' and di barg to meritorious noncommisioued officers after five years' ervice who shall successfully pass the
requir d examination, a an encouragement and just recognition of
their merit and ervice .
Th p r onnel of the A.rmy, as before tated, is in mo t excellent
condition and i con tautly improving. That there i room for much
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improvement in the war material I am equally confident, both in
arms, equipment, uniform, and transportation, and uch improvements would, in my opinion, promote the efiiciency of the service.
These, however, are matters of detail, requiring executive action
rather than legislative, and will be made the ubject of special reports
in due time.
The record of the .Army for the past one hundred years has been a
record of heroic deeds and honorable servi ·e. It i at present and
will in the future be entitled to the highest regard and generous
support of our Government and people.
Yery respectfully, your obedient servant,
NELSON .A, MILES,
Major-General, Commanding.
Hon. RUSSELL .A. ALGER,
Secretary of War.
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MAJOR-GENERAL COMMANDING THE ARMY.
REPORT OF THE ADJUTANT-GENERAL.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
.A.DJU'.l.'AN'l'-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, October 19, 1897.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the annual returns of the .Army:
A.-Showing the actual strength of the .Army, June 30, 1897.
B.-Showing position and distribution of the troops, by departments,
taken from the latest returns on file in the Adjuta11t-Ge11eral's Office.
C.-Geographical departments and post , with distribution of troops,
post-offices, telegraph stations, and nearest railroad station and boat
landing .
D.- tatement bowing gain and Jos in the enlisted strength of the
Army duriug th fl cal year ended June 30, 1897.
The numb r of nli 't d men in ervice Jnue 30, 1R97, receiving
increa ed pay under the act of Co11gre s of Angu t 4, 1854, wa as

fu~~=

•

.

Five years' continuous service ($2 per month)---·-· __ ·----· ·----·-·---··----· 3,978
Ten year 'continuous service ($3 per month). __ . __ . ____ .. ________ ... ________ 2,207
Fifteen y ars' continuous service ($4 per month) .. _____ . ___________ . __ ._. ____ 1, 137
Twenty years' continuous service ($5 per month)------·----··-----__________
731
Twenty-five years' continuous service ($6 per month). __ .. _. __ .. _____ . ___ . _ __ 414
Tl1irty years' continuous service ($7 per month) _____ ····-· ____ ···-·· ·-·-···
51
Thirty-five yea.rs' continuous service ($8 per month)_ ......... _ .. _.... _.. __ ..
4
Total .........•...... ___ .... _......... __ . .. . __ ........... _. _. . . . . . . . . 8, 522
DETACHED SERVICE OF OFFICERS.

The detached service of officers for dutie · at schools and colleges,
with tbe miJitia, and other duty separating them from service with the
Army makes a heavy draft on the effective strength of its officers,
being in addition to details for the service necessary for the .Army,
details at the Military Academy, tlte service school , recruiting service,
etc., anditjs believed. ha· reached a maximum which can not be exceeded
without very seriou damage to the service. The artillery especially
suffers much from the ab ence of so many of its officers; the first lieutenants of artillery, whose long service in that grade has given them a
natural feeling of discouragement at their prospects, frequently seek
such details at the colleges to assist in the education of their childre1?,
which their small pay and advancing years make a heavy tax on th1
highly meritorious cla s of officers. These officers are m?ch sought
after for duty at the Military .Academy, etc. The re ult 1s that the
artillery is much embarrassed by the absence of its _oflic~rs, who ~re
specially needed at this time when the new a.rm_ament 1s berng uppl~ed
and new defensive batteries are being occupied. For the foregomg
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reasons I Tecommend that the number of officers detailed to schools
and colleges be not increased, as is frequently proposed.
LAND FOR MINOR TACTICAL EXERCISES .A.ND RIFLE RANGES.

Grounds for minor tactical exercises and rifle ranges, which your
orders now require, are needed for all permanent cavalry and infantry
posts. A number have heretofore been provide<l., but Columbus Bar
ra('ks, Fort Sam Houston, Washington Barracks, and Fort Myer especially need such provision for instruction. It is recommended that they
be provided. Also, that at least one tract of ample size be provided in
the West, say near Columbus Barracks, Ohio, where the militia of several States can join with the Army for instruction in field duties and
exercise , and tbat provision be made hy law for the command and
service of such a, camp and of calling the militia to it. The advantage
of this to the country is too evident to need more than mention to be
appreciated.
INCREASE OF THE ARTILLERY .A.ND INF .A.N'.l'RY.

A bill to reorganize the line of the Army, etc., increasing the artillery by two regiments and each infantry regiment by two companies,
was introduced in CongresR during the first session of the Fifty-fourth
Congress (S. 2202 and H. 5835) and favorably reported by the Senate
Committee on Military Affairs, its title changed to "A bill to proYide a
mordern organization for the line of the Army." I J1ave been informed
that it was also favorably considered by the military committee of the
House of Representatives. It is still pendiu 0 • before Congress and
has heretofore been strongly recommended by the Commanding General
of the Army and by the Secretary of War. It is an absolutely net5essary provision for the preservation, car ", and use of our seacoast armament, and as an indispensable preparation to meet emergencies of the
country's service as they arise, as they are certain to do. I recommend
that the passage of this bill be urged upon Congress.
ENLISTED MEN.

Under the provi ions of the law of September 27, 1890, dishonorable
discharge was :fixed as the peuaity to be awarded by a general courtmartial on conviction of an often e cognizable only by a general court,
when proof wa adduced of :five or more previous convictions within
two year .
•
The act of Congres , approved July 27, 1892, declared fraudulent
enli tment a military o:ffen e, punishable by court-martial under the
ixty- ·econd article of war.
Tb e two law , together with perfect d methods of detecting fraudulent enli, tment of old offenders, and the great care exercised in making
enlistment. , have proved powerful factors in improving the morale and
disciplin of the men. The number of di honorable di charge for
fraudulent enli tm nt, which wa 394 in 1 .,92, has teadily decrea ed,
and while it wa 4 for the year ended September 1, 1 96, it was reduced
to 41 during the pa t y ar.
June 16 1890, Congre pa ed a law authorizing the discharge of
men at the xpiration of a tlu e month furlough granted, on application to men who had erved faithfully for three ear , the furlough so
lat d a to expir at the nd of the third month after three ear ervi •e. Thi mea ure, iutend d to relie
the ranks from m n who had
be om di cont nt d by rea on of lack of ta te for military s rvic or of
au adapt, ion
it requir m nt pr ved b n ficial but co ly and,
ugu t 1, 1 94, a law wa pa d :ft ing tbe term of nli tm nt at three
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years. The number of men availing themselves of the benefit of the
act of June 16, 1890, has increased steadily, but th number (2,895)
discharged in 1896, indicated the high-water mark of t).iat cause of loss
to the _A..rmy. During the past year the number of discharges was
2,603. After November 1, 1807, however, 110 more discharges can be
claimed under the provisio11s of the law of 18D0. Sin ·e the passage of
that law 13,3,5 men have l>een released from their obligations of military service under it..
The character and efficiency of the enli~ted men of the Al'my has
never been hig"ber than at the pre ent time. The short term of service
and liberal di ·charge, l>y purchase or order, of men who find themselves, or are fouud, unsuited to the service, bas eliminated from the
Army most of tho e wl10 are a disadvantageous element. Rifle practice, physical training, exercises iu minor tactics, atliletic sport , aud
careful instructions in appropriate military subjects, with a judicious
and humane discipline in which the Commanding General of the Army
has had tlle hearty cooperation of commanding generals and of the
offic~rs under them, cou-p led with a careful and judicious recruiting
service conducted under my predece sor, Brigadier-General Ruggle ,
have placed in the Army at this time en1i ted men of good character
and intellig~uce, :fine pby ical development, and highly efficient. It is
a pleasure to record that when they have l>e n brought in irn1nediate
contact with civilians at the variou mi1itia ·amp of in truction, expositions, on practice marches, etc., the offi ·ials and the pres p ak warmly
in their praise.
DE ERTIONS.

It is gratifying to report that the number of desertion from the
Army duriug the pa t y •ar Jias bee11 lower than at any p i-iod during
the last decade. While this erion military crime will pel'hap never
be entirely eradicated, yet the adoption of m a ures tending to guard
the service again t m )u of ba.d charncter, to increase the well-being,
moral and physical, of the Arnt>ricau "olrlier, togetl1er with the g- nerally
superior class of men 110w attracted to the ranks l>id fair to relieve the
Army from the unmerited odium cast upon it in th pa t by de ertion .
POST EXCHANGES.

The post excbauge coutinues to fulfill in a sati factory manner the
purpo es for which it wa creatC'd. Devi cl eight yeal' ago as a ubstitute for the po t trader' store, who e di continua11ce ha<l been
decided upon, it ha develop cl into a very n~efnl auxiliary to Army
admini tration a an aid to di cipline, contentm nt, and g:ood conduct
in the Army; nearly eYery commanding officer bear te timony to its
value. Originally mod led after th plan of canteen iu European
armie ', with beverage' a a prominent feature, it ba progre' iv ly
minimized tllis feature and e tabli ued a po, ition that L peeuliar1y its
own, iu ~upp1ying the wants of the oldier, not met by Government
supp lie~', at price very little abov the co. t, the 11 t profits bein er u ed
for th improvement of his table fare, readi11g and r creation rooms,
gymna ia, tc. The capital with wbich the._ c e. tabli bmentH are organized and conducted, tli e<]uipment, and in ·ey ral ca
the building
in which they are locate,l, are virtually tlle prop rty of th
ldiers
them elve , and the net profit derived from the bu in , ar thus
returned to them th1 ongh the company fund w bi h ar expended for
their benefit. Beyond the time of au offic r to upedntend the bu ines and the servi ·e of a few enli ted m n a, nttendant at ome post ,
the, e exchange are conducted without expen e to ~he Government,
which also has no pecuniary respon ibility for the busmes;s.
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During the year ended June O, 1 97, the aggregate receipts of the
75 exchanges in operation in the Army amounted to 1,606,4 ~.71; there
was on baud, in cash, on the 30th of June, 1 96, $54,977.43, and there
was received as money on depo it, 154,1 4.6 , making the total amount
of money received, $1,815,647.82. There "as expended for merchandise purchased, rent, :fixtures and repairs, nnd expense of operation,
$1,267,104.47, which, less deposit", gave net profit of $3ij4,358.G7.
From tbis amount there was donated to the fund· uf the several regimeHtal bauds, $~,621.91; to the maintenance of post gardens, $4,575.!.H;
as 11rizes for the encoura.gemeut of atbletic ports, 5,158.24; and, after
setting aside the sum of $117,739.08 a. a reserve foud to meet anticipated expenses for at least one month, there was retumed to tbe members in the form of dividends the sum of $255,164.01.
The Jlet value of these exchanges, that is to say, tbe balance of their
comhined assets over their liabilities, w.as, on June 30, 18U7, $259,147.28.
In the experimental stage it was 11ecessary that the stewards and
at.tendauts should be enlisted men, aud at isolated posts, where it is
impracticable to find competent civiliam1, and at a few smaU ones, where
the business will not justify their employment, the practice still obtains.
Tbe number of enlisted men thus ('mployed has been reduced, bowcver,
nearly 15 per cent during the past year, a11d the number of civilians
correspondingly jucreased. The exchanges now employ lu9 civilians,
at a monthly compensation of $G,rn2.
POST-GRADUATE SCHOOLS.

The reports from the several post-graduate schools, viz, the .Artillery
School at Fort Monroe, Va.., the Infantry and Cavalry School at Leavenworth, Kans., the Cavalry and Light ..Artillery School at Fort Riley,
Kans., evirlence efficiency on the part of officers of the schools, and the
maintenance of the excellent and thorough method of instruction that
have clrnracterized those schools in the past show, in general, industry,
zeal, and creditable proficiency on the part of the students. They are
of very great benefit to the service.
The rearraugemeut of tbe cour. e at the Infantry a11d Cavalry chool
during the last session and the rednctiou in the 1mmber of iu tru_ctors
there wa in the line of improvement. If the tudent at the Artillery
School and the Infantry and avalry School were arranged into two
cla, , e , oue cla ' entering every y ar, th number of officer employed
as in tructor , could be further reduced and othe.r mauife t ad vantage
could be obtained.
LYCEUM'.
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knowledge of military affairs," with provisions for a careful supervision
of its work, for the examination, publication, and use of its papers,.and
for a lyceum library, many books for which have already been &upplie<l.
It is believed that the new system will now be a decided advance in its
usefulness to the .Army.
GYMNASIUMS .AND PHYSIC.AL TRAINING.

The troops have generally given much attention to physical training
an<l have shown expertness in the exercises. In the absence of necessary facilities and appurtenances mueh bas been improvised through
the determination and ingenuity of the officers interested. Instruction
through continual systematic work is, of course, under great disadvantage in posts having a severe winter without the necessary buildings
which are still needed at most of such posts. Our experience has
already shown that calisthenics, gymnastics, and athletics are an important aid to military trail ting" in mitigating and removing bodily defects,
promoting strength, agility, and endurance, as well as in awakening
courage, determiuatiou, and self-reliance." I quote from the report of
General Coppinger. This end being of very great importance to the
Government, building , when necessary, should be 11rovided, especially
at permanent po t .
First Lieut. Edmund L. Butts, Fifth Infantry (formerly of the
Twenty-first Infantry), under your orders employed for several years
in in trncting officers a11d men at a number of military posts in physical <lrill, devoted last winter, under your approvaJ, to the preparation of ri, manual of I llysical Drill for tbe .Army, which has been
publi b d, and copies purcha ed and distributed to the service. The
preparation of Lieutenant Butts for this work was extended, and he is
believed to be an expert in tbis work. It i confidently believed that
tl.Jis manual will be of very great service in Army physical trainhio-.
The record of thi department how that in this work you Lave had
the cordial and effective cooperation of the commanding generals of
the department and, g nerally, of the service, with an increasing
appreciation of its value.
POST SCHOOLS.

Section 1231 of the Revfaed Statutes provides for the establishment
at all po ts of school in which enlisted men shall be instructed in the
common Engli ·h branch R, specially in tue hi tory of the United
States, but this provi ion was made many yeara ago, aud the .Army has
largely outo-rown it.
The educational qualifications now required before euli tmeut have
very much les ened tlie neeessity for po t cbools a provided for in
that act, and t1ie time ha arrived for the adoption of a higher plane of
instruction tllat shall bear a more direct relation to the duties of a
oldier. It is recommended that in schools for enlisted men, provision
be made for iu truction in military corre pondence, in the making of
company and regimental report , returns, etc., and, when practicable,
in horthand and typewriting, officers to take a more active part in
such in truction than her tofore. With uch in truction, the usefolne . of the men can be much 11larged. The, chooJ for children till
show a 11 d of comp tent tea hers, and the building accommodations
at certain post are inad quat .
R pectfuUy , ubmitted.
.AM'L BRECK,

Maj.

Geu .

.i:

ELSO

. MILE ,

Commanding the Army.

Adjutant-General.

-
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
B.-Position and dist1·ibution of t1·oops, by depa1·tments, takenf1·011i
GARRISONS.

Posts.

Situations.

Commanding officer.

PRESENT.

Regiment..

Department of the
East.
H eadquarters ... .. .. . Governors Island, Maj. Gen. W. Merritt .... .. Department 1 3 1 1 4
staff.
N.Y.
1 2cl Art ................. .
Fort Preble, Me...... Portland .......... . Capt. R. M. Rogers, 2d
Art.
4 3d Cav ............... . . .
Fort Ethan Allen, Vt. Near Burlington .. . Col. G. V. Henry, 10th
Cav.
2 2d Art ..•......... -· ·· ..
Fort Warren, Mass .. Boston Harbor ... . Maj. C. A. Woodruff, 2d
A1t.
4 2cl .Art ......•..... • - .. ..
Fort Adams, R. I. ... Newport .......... . Col. A. C. M. Penning•
ton, 2d Art.
FortTrumbull,Conn. New London ...... . Capt. F. C. Grugan, 2d
1 2d Art ........ ·· .. ······
Art.
3 13th Inf ...... . . ...... ..
FortColumbus, N.Y. New York Harbor. Lieut. Col. W. S. Worth,
13th Inf.
Fort Hamilton,N. Y. 1..... do ......... ... . Maj. J. G. Ramsay, 5th
4 5th Art ....... -· .. -· ·· ..
Art.
3 5th Art ............ .. .. .
Fort
Wad11worth, ..... do . ...•... ..... Lient. Col.Wm. Sinclair,
N.Y.
5th Art.
Fort Schuyler, N. Y.. Throgs :reck ..... . Lieut. Col.W. L. Haskin, 21 2d Art ..... .. .
2d Art.
Fort Slocum, N. Y .. . NearNewRochelle. Maj. Tully McCrea , 5th
31 5th Art ...... .
Art.
Fort Niagara, N. Y .. Youngstown ..... . Col. A. T. Smitb,13th Inf. 31 13th Inf ..... .
Fort Porter N. Y .... Buffalo .... •....... Ma,i. P.H. Elli , 13th Inf. 2 13th Inf ............... .
Madison Barracks, Sack et Harbor .... . Col, W. H. Powell, 9th Inf. 8 9th Inf ............. .. . .
N.Y.
8 21st Inf. ...•.. ..........
Plattsburg Barracks, Plattsburg ....... . Col. Jacob Kline, 21st
N.Y.
Inf.
3 4th Art ................ .
Fort McHenry, Md .. Baltimore ......... . Ma.j. G. B. Rodney, 4th
Art.
1 4th rt ..............
Fort Washington, Potomac River ... . Capt. Walter Howe, 4th
Md.
Art.
lfort Myer, Va....... Near Washington, Col. S.S. umner,6th Cav. 4j 6th Cav ............... 1
D.C.
Fort Monroe, Va..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Col. R. T. Frank, 1st Art. 8 1st, 2d, 8d,4th, .. •.... - ..
ancl 5th :A.rt.
81 17th Inf. ...... .. ...... 1
Columbus Barracks, Columbus .... .. .. . Col. J.
Poland, 17th
Ohio.
Inf.
1
1
8 6th Inf..........•.......
Fort Thomas, Ky .... Near Newport ..... Col. M. A . Co bran, 6th
Inf.
Fort McPherson, Ga. Atlanta ........... . Col. H. C. Cook, 5th Inf... 8 5th Inf.. .. ...... •• ......
2 1st.Art ......... ••..... .
Jackson Barracks, La. New Orleans ...... . Ca_x~·t.E. K. Russ ll, lat
2 lat Art ...... . ... . ..... .
St. Francis Barracks, St. Augnstine ..... . Lieut. Col. J. B. Rawles,
Fla.
1st Art .
Key West Barracks, Key West ...... •.. Capt. A. Merrill, 1st Art. 2 lat Art ................ .
Fla.
Fort Barranca, Fla .. Warrington ....... Capt.J.W. MacMurray,
2 1st Art ................ .
1 tArt.
Washington Bar• 1 Washington ....... Col. F. L. Guenther, 4th
4 1st and 4th ·· /·· ..... .
Art.
Art.
racks, n. C.

I

l.

I

13

Total Depa1tment of the East .................................. JOO ••••••••••••••••
1 1j 6
Department of the '
Missouri.
Headquarters ... .. .•. Chicago, Ill. ....... Maj. Gen. J. R. Brooke . •• ... Department 1 3 1 1 3
staff.
Fort Wayne, Mich ... Detroit ............ Col. S. Snyder, 19th Inf.. . 4 19th Inf ......... .. ..... .
Fort Brady, Mich.... Sault Ste. Marie . . . Lieut. Col. C. C. Ilood,
4 19thinf.. ..... . . . . . . . . .
19th Inf.
Fort Sheridan, Ill.... Highwood... .. .... Col. R.H. Hall, 4th Iuf... 11 1st Cav., 2d
Art.. au cl
4th Inf.

== =
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MAJOR-GENER.AL COMMANDING THE ARMY.
the latest 1·eturns on file in the Adjutant-General's <~ffece, 1897.
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REPORT OF THE SECRET.A.RY OF WAR.
B.-Position and dist?-ibntion of t1·oops, by departments, taken from
PRESENT.

GARRISONS.

~IP

,§ . ~
1i1 -~

8

i:;i.-+"""
~ " ' F-<

Posts.

Situations.

A~ 3.
a, t,-, IP
~ 1;1A

Commanding officer.

~~~;t!-=

Regiment.

~,s

~S~~l

;s
0

<ll C!)

i..:.

~

rt)

,;I~_;
pt
s ~ = ~ "t:

.;~r-i:e 'l&
i:l "O

F-<

<ll

F('rt Leavenworth, Leavenworth...... Col. H. S. H awkins, 20th
Kans.
Inf.
FortRiley,Kans ..... Junction City ..... Col. A. K. Arnold, let
Cav.

12 6th Cav. and .... .... 1
20th Inf.
11 1st and 2d Cav. . . . . . . . . 1
and 4th and
5th Art.
FortReno,Okla .. • . . Near Cheyenne Col. E. P. Pearson, 10th
6 1st Cav. and ......... .
10th Inf.
Inf.
Fort Sill, Okla. . . . . . . 29 !f1~~1t~m Rush Li e
E. R. K ellogg, I 6 1st Cav. and ......... .
10th Inf.
Springs.
10
Fort Logan H. Roots,
2 11th Inf................ .
ear Little Rock •. Capt. J . A. Buchanau,
Ark.
11th Inf.
I
Jeffers on Barracks, 10 miles below St. M~
6 3d Cav ..... .... .... ... .
Wessells,jr.,
Mo.
Louis.

~t y~}_

!"av~·

-----

Total -Department of the Missouri.. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 3 1 1 5

Depa,·tment of Da•
kota.
Headquarters ...•.... St. Paul, Minn ..•.. Brig. Gen. J. F. Wade ...... . Department 1 2 1 .. 2
staff.
Fort Snelling, Minn.. Near St. P11,ul...... Col. J. H. Page, 3d Inf. . . . 8 3dlnf . ........ . ... .... . .
Fort Yates, N. Dak .. 60 miles from Bis- Ma,j. J. N. Wheelan, 8th
3 8th Cav. and ......... .
2d Inf.
marck.
Cav.
Fort Keogh, Mont . ..
ear Mile City... . Col. J.C. Bates, 2c1 Inf. .. 5 8th Cav. and ......... .
2d Inf.
Fort Custer, Mont.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A . S. Daggett, O 10th Cav. and ......... .
25th Inf.
Fort Assinniboine, Assinniboine ...... Lieut. Col. T. A. Bald - 1 8 10th Cav. and ....... .. .
25th Inf.
Mont.
win. 10th Cav.
FortHarrison, Mont. Helena ............ Litjut. Col.W.M.Wherry , 2 2dlnf.................. .
2d Inf.
Fort Missoula, Mont. Missoula........... Col. A.. . Burt, 25th Iuf.. 4 25th Inf. ............... .
Fort Yellowstone, YellowstonePark .. Col. S. B. M. Young, 3d
2 4th Cav ................ .
Wyo.
Cav.
_
_____ _

Li:~it 1~}=.

I

I

-

Department of the
Colorado.

_:I_: ..

--i---

Total Department of Dakota........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38 .••.••••.•.•.••. _:

2

Headquarter11 ........ Denver, Colo....... Brig. Gen. F.. . Otis...... . . . Department 1 2 1 . . 2
staff.
FortLogan,Colo .......... do ............. Col. D. W. Benham, 7th 10 2d Cav. and ........ ..
Inf.
7th Inf.
Fort Du Chesne, Uintah Agency ... . Maj. C. S. Ilsley, 9th Cav. 2 0th Cav ................ .
tab.
1
FortDougla , Utah . . alt Lake City .... . Col. J. F. Kent, 24th Inf.. 8 24th Inf.. . ............. .
}'ort Wingate, N.
ear Wingate . ... . Col. G. G. lluntt, 2d Cav .. 2 2d Cav ....... .. ........ .
Mex.
Fort Bayard, . Mex. Halls.............. Col. E. Moal , 15th Inf.... 6I1 7th Cav. ancl ......... .
15th Inf.
Fort Grant, Ariz..... 27 miles from Will- Col. E. V. umner, 7th
0/ 7th Cav. and .... . .... .
cox.
Cav.
15th Inf.
Fort Apache, Ariz ... 00 miles from Hol- Lieut. Col. M. Cooney,
6! 7th Cav. and ..... ... . .
brook.
7th Cav.
11th Inf.
FortHuacbuca,Ariz . Near Huachuca Maj. H. J". Nowlan, 7th
6 1st and 7th ......... .
Station.
Cav.
Ca v. an cl
1 15th Inf.
W_k~~le Barracks, Prescott ...... . ....
D· De Rossy, 11th
2 llthlnf. • ..... .. •· •· ·· ··

.

I

Coi~f

Total D partme~t of the Colorado ........... • • • .. • • • •.. -• .. -

•.•I48!.••·•· ••·•·•·•·· J~}: ~
1

1
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B.-Position and distribntion of troops, by departments, takenf1·om
PRESENT.

GAltRISONS.

i,

Posts.

Situations.

Commanding officer.

.:!;

§

p,

Ifogiment.

E:0

Q

'""
0

~

~

s

-

1z
- - - - - - - - 1 - - -- - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - ·f-- - - - - - 1Department of the
Platte.

Headquarters ..•..... Omaha,Nebr ···-·· Brig.Gen.J.J.Coppinger --· Departmc,nt 1 2 1 .. 2
ta:ff.
8 22il.Inf.......... . ...... .
8 12thlnf........... . .... .

Fort Crook, Nebr .... Bellevue ......•.... Col. C. .A. Wikoff, 22d Inf.
Fort Niobrara, Nebr. Valentine .... -. . . . . Col. J. N . .Andrews, 12th
Inf.
Fort Robinson, Nebr. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . Col. David Perry, 10th
Cav.
Fort D . .A. Russell, Cheyenne .......... Col. J. J. Van Horn, 8th
Wyo.
Inf.
Fort'Wa~hakie,Wyo. hoshone.Agency .. Maj.W. C. Forbush,9th
Cav.
Fort Meade, S. Dak .. Near Sturgis ..... .. Col. J.M. Bacon, 8th Cav.

8 6th and 10th ......... .
I Cav.
8 8thinf................. .

2l 9th Cav ................ .
8 8th Cav ............... ..

Total Department of the Platte . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 421. . . • . . . • • • • . . . . . 1 2 1 . . 2

=1

Department of Texas.

=1= = = =

Headquarters ....... San .Antonio, Tex .. :Brig. Gen.W. M.Grabam .... Department
staff.
Fort Sam Houston, ..... do .... ·...•..... Col. L. H. Carpenter, 5th 11 5th Cav., 1st
Tex.
Cav.
.Art., and
, 18th Inf.
2 5th Cav. ancl
Fort Brown, Tex ..... Brownsville ....... Maj. Ilenry Wagner, 5th
23c1 Inf.
Cav.
2 5th Cav. and
Fort Ringgold, Tex.. Riogrande......... Maj. D. W. Burke, 23d
23d Inf.
Inf.
Fort McIntosh, Tex. Laredo ............ Maj. WirtDavis,5thCav. 2 5th Cav. and
\ 23d Inf.
Fort Clark, Tex ...... Brackettville ..... . Col. S. Ovenshine, 23d
6 5th Cav. and
Inf.
23d Inf.
Fort Bliss, Tex...... El Paso ........... . Col. D. D. Van Volzal1 ,
5th Cax. and
18th Inf.
18th Inf.
Eagle Pass, Tex .........•................
23d Inf .......
Lea Febiger, 23d

11 2 1..

c¥n1.

Total Department of Texas.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 ............... ·

1

.. .. . . .. 1
. . ....... .
......... .
......... .
...... . .. .
......... .
. . .. ..... .

::! :! ,li;;, :::

Department of Oali•
fornia.
Headquarters ...•.... an Francisco, Cal. Brig. Gen. W.R. Shafter . ... Department 1 2 1 l 1
1
staff.
Fort Baker, Cal.. ........ . do ............. Capt. H. C. Danes, 3d
3d .Art ........
.Art.
Fort Ma on, Cal.. ........ do . . . . . . . . . . . . . Capt. . Pratt, 3cl rt.... l 3d .A rt ........... . ..... .
Presidio of anl!'ran• ..... do ...••..•..... Col. Evan Miles, 1st Inf .. 12 4th Cav. , :ld . . . . . . . . 1
cisco, Cal.
.A rt. , andlst
Inf.
.Angel Island, Cal ......... do ............ . Col. M. P. Miller, 3d .Art .. 2 :lcl Art ....... . 1. . . . . . . . . .
.Alcatraz Island, Cal . ..... do .. .. . ...... . Maj. D. H.Riuzie, 3d.Art . 2 3d Art ... . .... / ......... .
Benicia Barracks, Cal. Benicia ........... . Maj . T. M. K. 'mitb, 1st 3 1st Inf.... . ............ .
Inf.
an Diego ........ . Capt. L. 0. Parker, 1st
San Diego Barracks,
lat Inf....... . .... 1• • • • • •
Cal.
Inf.

··I·· ..... .

Total Department of California..... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 1 1. 2

Department of the
Oolumbia.

.

.

1~1-r

Headqnarters ........ Vancouver Bar
Bng.Gen.H.C.Mernam .... Department 1 1 1 •· 3
racks.
staff.
I
11
Vancouver Barracks, Vancouver ......•.. Col. T. M . .Anderson, 14th 9I 4th Cav. ancl ......... .
1 1
Inf.
14th Inf.
.
Wash.
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B.-Position and dist1-ibution of t?-oops, by depa1·trnents, taken from
GARRISONS.

Posts.

Situations.

PRESENT.

Commanding officer.

Department of the Oo•
lumbia-Continued.
Fort Canby, Wash... Columbia River ... . Capt. W . .A. KobM, 3cl

1 3d .Art ................. .

.Art.

Fort Walla Walla, Walla.Walla ...... . Col. C. E. Compton, 4th
Wash.
Cav.
Fort Spokane, Wash. Spokane Falls ..... . Ma.j. W. H. McLaughlin,
16th Inf.
Fort Sherman, Idaho. Crenr d'Alene .... . Col. H . .A. Theaker, 16th
Iut'.
Boise Barracks,Idaho Boise ............. . Lieut. Col. E. M. Coates,
16th Inf,

2 4th Cav ................ .
2 16th Inf ............... .
5 16th Inf . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 4th Cav. and ......... .
16th Inf.

TotalDopartmentoftbeColumbia ........ , .................... 21 ................ 1 1 \ · 3
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REPORT OJ!' THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

0.-MiZitary commandB and posts, with post-offices, teleg1·aph stations, and nea1·est rail1·oad stations or boat landings.
ARMY OF THE UNITED STATES.
Headquarters, Washington, D. C., Maj. Gen. N. A. MILES, commanding.
DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST.
Maj. Gen. WESLEY MERRITT, commanding. Headquarters, Governors Island, New
York City .
Geographical limits.-'rhe New England States, States of New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, :Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Ohio, and the District of Columbia.
DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI.
Maj. Gen. J. R. BROOKE, commanding.

Headquarters, Chicago, Ill.

Geographical limits.-States of Michio-an , "\Visconsin, Indiana, Illinois, Miesouri,
Kansas, and Arkansas, Indian and Oklahoma 'l'errit.ories.
DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA.
Brig. Gen. J. F. W.ADE, commanding . Headquarters, St. Paul, Minn.
Geog1·aphical liniits.-States of Minnesota, South Dakota (excepting so much as lies
south of the forty-fifth parallel west of the Missonri River, an<l all south of t!Je
forty-fourth parallel east of that, river), North Dakota, and Montana, and the post
of Fort Yellowstone, W yo.
DEPARTMENT OF THE COLORADO.
Brig. Gen. E. S. OTIS, commanding.

Headquarters, Denver, Colo.

Geographical lintits.-States of Colorado and Utah and the Tenitories of Arizona ana.
Now Mexico.
DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA.
Brig. Gen. H. C. MERRIAM, commanding . Headquarters, Vancouver Barracks, Wash.
Geographical limits.-States of Oregon, ·w ashington, and Idaho, and Alaska Territory, excepting so much of Idaho as is embraced in the Department of the
Platte.
DEPA.RTME T OF CALIFOR IA.
Brig. Gen. W.R. SHAFTER, co.mmanding.

Headquarters, San Francisco, Cal.

Geographical limits.- tates of alifornia and

evada.

DEPARTMENT OF 'l'EXAS.
Brig. Gen. W. M. GRAHAM, commanding.

Headquarter , San Antonio, Tex .

Geographical lintits.-State of T xas.
DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE.
Brig. Gen. JOHN J. COPPINGER, commanding.

Headquarters, Omaha,

ebr.

Geographical liniits.- tates of Iowa, Nebraska, and Wyoming (excepting the post
of Fort Yellowstone, Wyo. ) ; so much of Idaho a lies east of a line forme<l by
the extension of the western boundary of Utah to the northeastern bonndary of
Idaho, a~d so mnch of outh Dakota as lies south of the forty-fifth parnllel west
of the Missouri River, and all south of the forty-fourth parallel east of that river.

MAJOR-GENERAL CO 1MANDING THE ARMY.
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PO TS.
[Those not garrisoned are indicated thus*.]

Adams, Ji'o1·t, R. I. (Dept. East).-P. 0., R.R. and tel. stn.

ewport, H. I.; boat from
Newport, dist.1-½ m.
Alcatraz !Bland, Cal. (Dept. Cal. ).-P. 0. same; tel. and R.R. stn. 'au Francisco, Cal.,
dist. 4 m.; Govt. steamer daily (except uu<lay) to post.
Angel Island, Cal. (Dept. Cal.) .-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R. R. stn. an Francisco,
Cal., dist. 7 m.; Govt . steamer daily (except unday) to post.
Apache Fort. Ariz. (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; stage daily from Holbrook,
on A. and P.R. R., dist. 90 m.
A1·niy and Navy General Hospital, Ark.-P. O., tel. ancl R.R. stn. Hot prings, Ark.
Assi1111iboi11e, Fort, Mont. (Dept. Dak. ).-P. 0 . same; tel. and R. R. stn . (G. . R.)
Assinniboine, font., dist. 1¾ 111.
Baker, Fort, Cal. (Dept. Cal.).-P. 0. , tel. and R. R. stn. Sausalito,Cal., dist. 2 m.;
ferryboat, from San Francisco to au alito, dist. 6 m.
"8a1Tancas, Fort, Fla. (Dept. East).-P. 0. Warrington, Fla.; tel. stn. PensacolaNavyYard, Fla.; R.R. ·tu. at post.
Bayard, I/ort, N . Alex. (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. (S. C. and . R.R.)
same.
BeniciaBa1·mcks,Cal.(Dept. Cal.).-P. 0 ., tel. stn., R.R. stn. and boat landing Benicia,
Cal., dist. 1 m.
Bliss, Fo1·t, Tex. (D pt. Tex.).-P. 0. andR. R. stn. El Paso Tex., d1 t. 6 m.; tel. stn. at
post.
Boise Barracks, Idaho (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0., tel. an<l R.R. tn. Boi e, Idaho.
Brady, Fort, Mich. (Dept. Mo.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stu. Saultl::ite. Marie, Mich., dist.
lm.
Brown, F01·t, 1'eJ'.(Dept. Tex.).-P. 0., tel. andR. R. stn. (R. G. R. R.)Brownsville, Tex.
Canby, Fo1·t, Waslt. (Dept. Colnmbia).-P. 0. and t l. stn. at post; Jaily stenmer from

Portland, Oreg., to Astoria, dist. 98 m., and thence l>y steam tug daily (except
unda,y) to pm,t, di t . 14 m.
*Carl'oll, Fort, Md.-P. 0. aucl tel. stn. Baltimore, Md., dist. 6t m. by water from
Light . . t. wbarf.
*Caswell, Fort, .N. C.-P. 0. and tel. stn. outhport, . C., dist. 2 m.; teamer daily
from Wilmington to Southport, dist. 22 m.
Cltickamau!Jci and Chattanooga 7ational Pal'k (Camp Al()'er), Ga. (East).-P. 0. and
R.R. stn. L;\·tle, Ga.; uist. ½m.; tel. ·tu. Chickamauga, Ga.
Clark, Fort, 'J.'cJ'. (Dept. Tex.).-P. 0 . Brackettville, Tex.; tel. stn. Fort lark, via
Spofford Junction, Tex.; <laily stage from Spofford Junction, on . P.R. R.; <list.
9m.
*Clarks l'oint, Mass., Fort at .-P. 0. and tel. stn . ew Bedford, Mass., dist. 4 rn.
*Clin ch, Fort, Pla.-P. 0., tel. an<l R.H. stn. Fernandina, l◄'la., dist. 3 ru.
Col111nb11s Barl'acks, Ohio (Dept. East) .-P. 0. and R.R. st11. Coluwbus, Ohio; tel. stn.
at post.
Colmnbus, Forl, .N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0. and tel. ·tn. Govnnors Island, r . Y. City;
Govt. teamer to post.
*Consfitulio u, Fol'I, .1 • H.-P. 0. J wrastle, . 11.; tel. and R.R. stn. Portsmouth',
T . II.; stag or steamer from Port month, dist. 3 m.
Crook, Fol'I, ebr. (Dept. PhLtte) (10 miles south of Omaha) .-P. 0., tel. and R.R.
stn., i1me.
Custr•1·, Fort, .Mont. (1 ept. Dak.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. same.
D ..11 . R11sscll,,Ji'ort, Wyo. (l ept. Platte).-P. 0., tel. and R.H. stn. (U. P ., D. and G.)
Fort Rnssell, Wyo.
*Delawal'e, Fol'/, Dcl.-P. 0. an<l tel. stn. Delaware City, Del.; daily steamer from
Phila<lelpbia. to Delaware City, <list.~ rn . from post.
Do11r1las, Fol'I, ·tah (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0. same; tel. and R.R. stn. a,lt Lake City,
tah, di t. 3 m.; city railwa_y to post.
Du Chesne, Ji'ol'I, talt (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0. :mrl tel. stn. me; R.R. stn. (R. G. W.
R.R.) Price, Utah; di t . 90 m.; stage line to post daily.
*Dutch Island, R. l., Fort 011.-P. O. ,Jame torn, R. I.; tel. stn. srewport, R. I.; tf'_am
ferry from •ewport to Jamestown, dist. 4 m., and :private boat thence to po t, ch t.
lm.
Eafjle Pass, Cmnp (subpost of Fort Clark, Tex.) (Dept. T •x.) .-P. O., tel. and R. R.

stn . Eagle Pas , Tex.
.
.
n. (Dept. Ea t ).-P. O. andR. R. stn. J!;ssexJunet1on, Vt., chst. 2m .;
tel. stn. Bnrlington, Vt., di t. 5 m.
.
*Finns Point, . J., Batte1·y at.-P. O., R.R. and tel. stu. alem1 • J., dist. 6 m.
*Foote, Fort, Md.-P. 0. 1Tew Glatz, Mel.; tel. stn. Alexandria, Va.; team r from
Wahington, D. C., dist. 9 m.

Ethan.Allen, Fort,
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*Gaines, Fort, .Ala.-P. O., tel. and R.R. stn. Mobile, Ala., boat from Mobile, dist. 30m.
'+Gorges, Fort, Me.-P. 0., R.R. and tel. stn. Portland, Me., dist. 3 m.
Grant, Fort, L1.1·iz. (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily stage (except Sunday)
from Wilcox, on S. P.R. R., dist. 27 m.
*Griswolll, Fort, Conn.-P. 0. Groton, Conn.; tel. and R.R. stn. New London, Conn.;
ferr y from New London, dist. l m.
Harnilton, Fo>"t, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; city railroad from
Brook1yn, dist. 6 m.
Hancock, Fort, Ne1w York Ha•rbo1·. (Dept. East).-P. 0. Governors Island, New York
City, tel. stn. Sandy Hook, N. J.; Govt. steamer daily from ew York City, dist. 20m.
Ha1-rison, Fort, Mont. (Dept. Dak. ).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Helena, Mont., dist. 4m.
Huachuca, Fort, Ariz. (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily buckboard from
Huachuca Siding on N. Mex. and A. R.R., dist. 7 m.
*Independence, Fort, Mass.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Boston, Mass.; Govt. tug from Boston,
dist.3 m.
Jackson Ba1·racks, La. (Dept. East).-P. 0. and R.R. stn. New Orleans, La., dist. 6 m.;
street cars from New Orleans pass the post; tel. stn. Slaughter House, St. Bernard
Parish, La.
*Jackson, Fort, La.-P. 0. and R.R. stn. Buras, La., dist. 5 m.; tel. stn. Quarantine, La..
Jefferson Ba1·racks, Mo. (Dept. Mo.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. same.
*Je:tf'erson, Fort, Fla.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Key West, Fla.; boat from Key ,vest, dist.
71m.
*Johnston, Fort, N. C.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Southport, . C.; steamer daily from ,vnmingtori, N. C., dist. 25 m.
Keogh, Fort, Mont. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn . ( . P.R. R.) sarue.
Key West Em-racks, F'la. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. stn. and boat Mg. l{ey West, Fla.
-+Knox, Fort, Me.-P. 0. Prospect Ferry, Me.; tel. and R.R. stn. Bucksport, Me.; ferry
from Bucksport, dist.¼ m.
*Lafayette, Fort, N. Y. H.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Fort Hamilton, N. Y.; city railroad from
Brooklyn, dist. 6 m.
Leavenworth, Fort, Kans. (Dept. l\fo.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. same.
"Livingston, Fort, La.-P. 0. Grand l8le, La.; tel. stn. New Orlean, La.; st amer
weekly from New Orleans, dist. 95 m.
Logan, Fort, Colo. (10 miles south of Denver) (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0., tel. and R. R tn.
(D. and R. G. and U. P.R. R.) same.
Lo{fan H. Roots, Fort, .cl.rlc. (Dept. Mo.).-P. O. Baring Cross, Ark.; tel. and R.R. stn.
Little Rock, Ark., dist. 4 m.
*Macon, Fo1·t, N. C.--P. O. and tel. stn. Beaufort, N. C.; R.R. stn. forehead ity,.:.. . C.,
dist. 2 m.
Madison Barracks, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. O., tel. and R.R. stn. Sacke~ Har~>0r, . Y.
"Marion, Port, Fla. (Dept. East).-P. 0., te~. and~- R. stu. S~. Augnstm~ l!la.
Mason, Fort, Cal. (Dept. Cal.).-P. 0. tat10n A,, an Francisco, al.; ~- R. stn. an
Francisco, Cal., dist. 3 m.; street cars t m. from post; tel. stn. at post.
"McClary, Fort, Me.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Kittery Point, Me._
McHenry, Fort, Md. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Balt1mor , Md.
McIntosh, Fort, Tex. (Dept. Tex.).-P. O., tel. and R.R. stn. Laredo, Tex.
McPherson, Fort, Ga. (Dept. East).-(4 m. from Atlanta, Ga.); P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn.
sam.
Meade, Fort, S. Dak. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0. same; tel. and R R. stn . (F., E. and L V.)
turgis City, <list. 3 111.
Merritt Camp ( nbpost of Fort K ogb, Mont.) (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0. Lame Deer,
Mont.; tel. and R.R. tn. ( . P.R. R.) Ro.- uud Mont.; triw ekly tage from Ro. ebncl, di t. 60 m.
*Mi,Uli11, Fort, Pa.-P. 0. Pas ·ballville stn., Philadelphia, Pa.; R. R. aud tel. stn.
Philadelphia, Pa., dist. 5 01.
Missoula, Fort, Mont. (Dept. Dak.).-P. . same; tel. and R.R. stn. ( . P.) Mi ·soula.,
:Mont., cli t. 4 m.
Mouroe, Fort, Va. (Dept. East).-P. . ancl tel. tn. same; tearuers daily from Baltimore, v ruibmgton, ' orfolk, and ' ew York, and railroad (C. and 0.) from Hichrnon<l, Va .
., M.ontgo111er.11, Fort, . Y.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Rouses Point, . Y., dist.1½ m.
~ .M01·9an, Fort, Ala.-P. . Herndon, Ala.; tel. stn. at post; steamer from Mobile, dist.
30m.
*.M~11ltrie, Fort, . C.-P. 0. Moultrieville, . . ; tel. and R.R. stn. harleston, . C.,
d1 t.5 m.
Myer, Jtort, Va. (Dept. Ea t).-P. . sam ; tel. and R.R. stn. Washington, D. ., dist.
4 m. · telephone to po. t .
.Ni~r1m·a, Fort, . . cDept. East).-P. O. Youngstown, . Y.; tel. stn. iagara Falls,
• Y• ; telephone to Youngstown· R. R. stn. Lewiston . Y ., dist. 7. m. ,· electric road
to po t.
'
'
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Niobrara, Fort, Nebr. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R.R. stn. (F., E. and
M. V.) Valentine, Neur., dist. 4½ m.
*Oglethorpe, Fort, Ga.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Savannah, Ga., di~t. 3 m.
*Ontario, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0 ., tel. and R.R. stn. Oswego, N. Y.
* Pham·ix, Fort, Mass.-P. 0., R.R. and tel. stn. Fairhaven, Mass .
* Pickens, Fort, Fla. -P. 0. Warringtou, Fla.; tel. stu. Pensacola Navy-Yard; R.R.
stn. at Fort Barraucas, Fla., dh,t. 1 m.
Pilot Butte, Carnp (subpost of Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo.) (Dept. Platte).-P. 0., tel.
ancl R.R. stn . (U. P.) Rock Springs, Wyo.
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y . (Dept. East) .-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Plattsbmg, N. Y.
* Popham, Fort, Me.-P. 0. Popham Beach, Me.; tel. and R. R. stn. Bath, Me., dist.12
m. by water, 15 m. by land.
P01·ter·, Fort, N. Y . (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Buffalo, N. Y.
Preble, Fort, Me. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stu. Portland, Me., dist.1¾ m.
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal. (Dept. Cal.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R.R. etn. San
Francisco, Cal., dist. 4½ m.; city railway to post.
* Pulaski, Fort, Ga.-P. 0., R.R. and tel. stn. Savannah, Ga., dist.14 m.
R eno, Fort, Okla. (Dept. Mo.).-P. O., tel. and R.R. stn. same.
Riley, Fort, Kans. (Dept. Mo.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. same.
Ringgold, Fort, Tex. (Dept. Tex. ).-P. 0. Rio Grande, Tex.; tel. stn. at post; stage from
Hebbronville, on Mex. N. R.R., dist. 76 m ,, and from San .fy.[iguel, Mex., on Mex. N.
R.R., dist. 23 m.
Robinson, Fort, Nebr·. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. (F., E. ancl M. V.) same.
Sarn Houston, Fort, Tex. (Dept. Tex.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. San Antonio, Tex.
San Carlos (subpostof Fort Grant), Ariz. (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily
stage from Geronimo, Ariz., terminus of Gila Valley, Globe and orthern R. R.,
dist. 35 m.
San Diego BarTacks, Cal. (Dept. Cal.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. (C. S.) and boat ldg.
San Diego, Cal.
*Scammel, Fort, Me.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Portland, Me., dist. 2 m.
Schuyler·, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. West Chester, N. Y.,
dist. 4½ m.
Sequoia National Park, Cal. (Dept. Cal.).-P. 0. Three Rivers, Cal.; tel. and R.R. stn.
Exeter, Cal., dist. 36 m.
ii Sewall, Fort, Mass.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Marblehead, Mass., dist. 1½ m.
Sheridan, Fort, Ill. (Dept. Mo.),-P. 0., R.R. and tel. stn. same.
Sherman, Fort, Idaho (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0. Sherman, Idaho; tel. and R. R. stn.
Creur d'Alene, Iclaho (on branch N. P.R. R.), di t . ¾ m.
*Ship Island, .M-iss., Fort at.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. (L. and N.) Biloxi, Miss., dist.
15 m.; special boat to post.
Sill, Fol't, Olcla. (D pt. Mo.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; stage daily from Rush
Springs, Ind. T., on C., R. l. and P .R. R., dist. 29 m.
Slocum, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0. and tel. stn. New Rochelle, N. Y.; horse car
and boat from New Rochelle, dist. 3 m.
Snelling, Fort, Minn. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0 ., tel. and R.R. stn. same; electric st. R.R.
to St. Paul, Minn., dist. 7 m.
Spokane, Fort, Wash. (Dept. Columbia) .-P. 0. Miles, Wash.; tel. and R.R. stn. Davenport, Wash., on C. W.R. R ., dist. 25 m.
*Stevens, Fort, O1·eg.-P. 0. and tel. stn. (Govt. tel. to post) Astoria, Oreg.; steamer
daily from R.R. stn. Pol'tlan<l, Oreg., to Astoria, dist. 98 m.
St. Francis Ba1Tacks, Fla. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. St. Augustine, Fla.
*St. Philip, Fort, La.-P. 0. Neptune, La.; tel. stn. Old Quarantine stn., La.; steamer
daily (except Sunday) from New Orleans, dist. 73 m .
... Snmte1·, Fort, S. C.-P . 0 . Moultrieville, S. C,; tel. and R . R. stn. Charleston, S. C.,
dist. 5 m.
"Taylor, Fort, Fla-.-P. 0., tel. stn. and boat ldg. Key West, Fla.
'l'homa8, Fort, Ky. (Dept. East) .-P. 0 ., tel. an<l R.R. stn. Newport, Ky., dist. 3 m .
Trumbull, Fort, Conn. (Dept-. East).-P. O., tel. and R. R. stn. New London, Conn.,
<li t. 1 m.
Vanconver Barl'aolcs, Wash . (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0. and boat ldg. Vanconver, Wash.;
tel. stn. at post; R.R. stn. at Portland, Oreg.; boat from Portland, Oreg., daily, dist.
18 m., and uy ferry and city railroad, dist. 9 m.
Waclsworlh, Fort, 7• Y . (Dept. East).-P. 0. Rosebank, Staten I land, . Y.; tel. stn.
Qnara11tine, lifton, Staten Island, . Y.
Walla ll'alla, Fort, Wash. (Dept. Colnmbia).-P. O., tel. andR. R. stn. (0. R. and . Co.
and W. and C.R. R.R.) Walla Walla, Wash., dist.1 ru.
Warren, Port, Mass. (Dept. East).-P. 0. aud tel. stn. Boston, Mass.; steamer from
Bo ton, dist. 7 m.
Washakie, Fort, W110. (Dept. Platt ).-P. 0. au<l tel. stn. ame; daily stair from Rawlins, Wyo., on . P.R. R., clist.147 m.
WAR 97--8
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rFa8hington Barracks, D. C. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Washington, D. C.
WaRhington, Fort, Md. (Dept. East).-P. 0. same; tel. stn. Alexandria, Va.; stmbt.
from Washington, D. C., dist.13 m.
Wa.1Jne, Fort, Jlich. (Dept. Mo. ).-P. 0. and tel. stn. Detroit, Mich.; city railway from
Detroit, diqt. 4 m.
West Point, N. Y. (U.S. Mil. Acad.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. same.
Whipple Barracks, Ariz. (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0. and R. R. stn. Whipple, Ariz.; tel. stn.
Pre1:1cott, Ariz.
Willets Point, N. Y. (U.S. Engineer School).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R.R. stn. Whitestone, N. Y., dist. 2½ m. (See Engineer Depot.)
* Win/ield Scott, Fort, Cal. (Dept. Cal.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. Presidio of San Francisco,
Cal.; R.R. stn. San Francisco, Cal.
Wingate, Fort, N. Mex. (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R.R. stn. (A. and P.)
Wingate, dist. 3 m.
* Winthrop, Fort, Mass.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Boston, Mass.; stmbt. from Boston, dist.
2m.
Wood, Fort (subpost of Fort Columbus), N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. O., tel. and R.R. stn.
N. Y. City.
Yates, Fort, N. Dale. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R.R. stn. Mandan, on
N. P.R. R.; stage daily (except Sunday) from Bismarck, N. Dak., dist. 60 m.
Yellowstone, Fort, Wyo. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0. Mammoth Hot Springs, W?o,; tel. stn.
,June 1 to October 1, Mammoth Hot Springs, October 1 to May 31, Uinnabar, Mont.;
R.R. stn. Cinnabar, Mont., via Livingston, on N. P.R. R., dist. 8 m.
Yoseniite National Park, Cal, (Dept, Cal.).-P, 0. and tel, stn, Wawona, Cal.
ARMORIES, ARSENALS, AND DEPOTS.
ARMORIES, ARSENALS, AND ORDNANCE DEPOTS •

.Allegheny .A1·senal, Pa. -P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Pittsburg, Pa.; Lt. Col. J.P. Farley,
comdg .
.Augusta Arsenal, Ga.-P. O., tel. and R.R. stn. Augu ta, Ga., dist. 3 m.; electric R.R.
from Augusta to Arsenal; Capt. D. M. Taylor, comdg.
.
. .
.
Benicia ..tlrse11al, Cal.-P. 0., te1. and R.R. stn., and boat landmg Bemcia, Cal., d1 t. 1
m.; Lieut. Col. L. S. Babbitt, comdg.
Columbia Arsenal, Tenn.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Columbia, Tenn.; Maj. J. E. Greer,
comclg.
Fort Monroe Arsenal, ,a.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Fort Monroe, Va.; stmbts. daily from
New York, Baltimore, ·washington, and orfolk, aud railroad (C. and 0.) from
Ricbmoud, Va.; Lieut. Col. W. A. Mary , comdg.
Frankford Arsenal, Pu.-P. 0. ( tation F) and tel. stn. (tel phone to post) Philadelphia, Pa.; 'ol. J.M. Whittemore, comdg.
Indianapolis Arsenal, lnd.-P. O., tel. and R. R. tn. Indianapolis, Ind.; Maj. A. L.
Varney, con1dg.
Kennebec .Araenal, Me.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Augusta, Me.; Maj. J. R. McGinne s,
comdg.
.
New York .Arsenlll, . Y.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Governors Island, ew York City; Govt.
steam r to post; Iaj. F. H. Phipps, omdg.
Rock Jsla1ul .Ar8e11al, lll.-P. 0. and t l. stn. Ro k Island, Ill.; special conveyan e from
R.R. stns. and boat ldgs. in Rock I land, Ill., and Davenport, Iowa, dist. 2 m.; apt .
. E. Blnut, ('Omdo-.
St. Louis Powder Depot, Mo.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Jeffer on Barracks, Mo.; Maj.
J. A. I r
comclg.
Sandy Tiook ProrinrJ Gronncl, . J.-P. 0., Governors I land, ew York City; tel. stn.
andy Hook, . J.; ovt. steamer daily from ew York ity, di t. 20 m.; Capt.
Frank Heath, comdg.
an.A11to11io ..lrsenal, 1.'ex.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. an Antonio, Tex.; faj. C. E. Dutton omdo-.
Spri11gfielcl A1·mory, Mass.-P. 0. tel. and R. R. tn. pringfield, Ma . ; Col. A. fordeca.i, conidg.
. , . Poll'der Depot, N. J.-P. . t 1. (telepbon to po t) a:ad R.R. tn. Dover, . J.,
di . 4½ m.; Col. A. R. Buffington, omdg.
Wat<.:1•fown A1·s 11al, Mass.-P. . tel. and R. R. stn. Watertown, Mas . ; Maj. J. W.
H ill. comdg.
Wat ·r1·li I Arsenal, X. Y.-P. . and t 1. tn. (t 1ephon to post) Watervliet, .... Y.;
R. R. Htn. Troy . Y. cli t. 1 ru.; lectric street cars to Albany, . Y.; Lieut. 'ol.
Isaac Arnold, jr., comdg.
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Fort Slocum, N. Y.-P. 0. and tel. stn. New Rochelle, N. Y.; horse car and boat from
New Rochelle, dist. 3 m.
Colu1nbus Barracks, Ohio.-P. 0. and R.R. stn. Columbus, Ohio; tel. stn. at post.
Jefferson Barracks, Mo.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. same.
Fo'r t Shm·-idan, Ill.-P. O., tel. and R.R. stn. same.
ENGINEER DEPOT.

Willets Point, N. Y.-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R. R. stn. Whitestone, Queens County,
N. Y., dist. 2t m.; Maj. J. G.D. Knight, comdg.
HEADQUARTERS OF REGIMENTS.
CA.VALRY.

1. Fort Riley, Kans.
Fort Wingate, N. Mex.
Fort Ethan Allen, Vt.
Fort Walla Walla, Wash.
Fort Sam Houston, Tex.

6. Fort Myer, Va.
7. Fort Grant, Ariz.

2.
3.
4.
5.

8. Fort Meade, S. Dak.
9. Fort Robinson, Nebr.
10. Fort Assinniboine, Mont.
ARTILLERY.

1. St. Francis Barracks, Fla..
2. Fort Adams, H.. I.
3. Angel Island, Cal.

4. Washington Barracks, D.
5. Fort Hamilton, . Y.

1
I FANTRY,

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Presidio of San Francisco, Cal.
Fort Keogh, Mont.
Fort Snelling, Minn.
Fort Sheridan, Ill.
Fort McPb crson, Ga.
:Fort Thomas, Ky.
Fort Logan, Colo.
Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo.
Madison Barracks, N. Y.
Fort Heno, Okla.
Whipple Barracks, Ariz.
Fort Jiobrara, Nebr.
Fort Porter, N. Y.

14. Vancouver Barracks, Wash.
15. Fort Bayard, N. Mex.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

23.
24 .
25.

Fort Sherma.n, Idaho.
Columbus Barracks, Ohio.
Fort Bliss, Tex.
Fort Wayne, Mich.
Fort Leavenworth, Kans.
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y.
Fort Crook, Nebr.
Fort Clark, Tex.
.Fort Douglas, Utah.
Fort Missoula, Mont.

ADJUTANT GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, D, O., October 1, 1897.

D.-Statement showing gain and loss in the enlisted strength of the Army during the fiscal
yea1· ended June 30, 1897.
G.A.IN.

Enlisted ...•..............................................................
Re nlisted ....... . ....................................................... .
From desertion ......................................................•.....

5,332
3,112
304

Total ......................................•.•......................

8,748

LOSS.

Discharged for promotion .••••••••••........•...•.....••.......•..........
Dii;cbarged by expiration of service ............ ... . ... ........... . ....... .
Dis ·barged for diaability ............ .. ......... ... .. ..... ... ............ . .
Discharged by sentence of general court-martial .. .................... -... .
Discharged for fraudulent enlistment .......... ... ........... .. ........... .
DiRcharged by favor .......................... ......... ..............•....
Discharged as veterans.. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...• ..•••••..••••....•••.••.••.

19
2,374
381
533

41
332
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D.-Staternent showing gain and loss in the enlisted strength of the Army dii1·ing the fisoal
year ended Ju,ne 30, 1897-Continued.
Discharged by purchase ................................... _.. _. _.. _____ .. .
Discharged under General Orders No. 80 of 1890 ..................... ___ .. _
Discharged for other causes .................. _... _.. ____ ..... _. __ ..... __ . _
H.etirecl ....................................... - .......................... .
Di1•d of disease ............................................... _... ___ . __ . _
Deserted ... . .......•....••............................................... _

140
2,603
398
155
125
1,051

Total ....................................... _..... _... .. ......... _. _

8,264

Enlisted strength June 30, 1896 ....•....... _. ____ .... _... _____ ... _.... _ . . . .
Gain ................................ _..... ____ .................... _.......

24, 869
8, 748

'rotal ................................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33, 617
Loss ...................•.......... . .. _...... _.......... _........ _... _. _. __ 8, 264
Enlisted strength June 30, 1897 ...... . ........ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .

1

25, 353

1 In this are included 710 men of the Hospital Corps, which by law are exclu<'led
from the 25,000 enlisted men authorized, leaving the actual strength on June 30, 1897,
of 24,643 enlisted men, including 72 Indian scouts.
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REPORT OF THE INSPECTOR-GENERAL.
WAR DEPARTMENT, INSPECTOR-GENER.A.L'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. O., October 18, 1897.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report of matter pertaining to this department:
INSPECTOR-GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT.

There has been no change in the personnel of the permanent officers
of the In pector-General's Department during the past fiscal year.
The subordiuate officers of the department have been on duty during
the year at stations as follows:
Col. R. P. Hughes, inspector-general, North tlantic district, ew
York City, . Y., returned from travel abroad on leave of absrnce
granted by Special Order , No. 66, .Adjutant-G{'neral's Office, of March
19, 1890, a1Hl r~sumed bis duties November 2, 1896.
Col. G. H. Burton, inspector-general, Pacific di trict, San Francisco,
Cal.
Lieut. Col. H. W. Lawton, inspector-genera], Southern di trict, Santa
Fe, N. Mex., bis station now being Los \ ngeles, Oa1.
Lieut. Col. P. D. Vroom, inspector-general, Middle district, Chica.go,
Ill.
.
M3:j. J.P. Sanger and Maj . E . .A. Garlington, in pectorR-general, continued on duty a as istant8 to the Inspector-General of the Army, 2tnd
as in pectors-general of the South Atlantic district, the latter officer
retnrniug from leave of absence on Augu t 21, 18D6.
M~j. Francis Moore, Fifth Cavalry, acting inspector-general 1 orthern district, Denver, Colo.
Maj. Il. C. Ha brouck, Fourth Artillery, continu d on duty a acting
inspector general, North Atlantic di trict, until the return of Oolouel
Hughe , when he wa relieved.
'l'he fo1lowing- officers were detailed as inspectors of the military
departments of certain educational i11 titution where officer of the
Army are detailed under section 1225, Revi ed Statute , a amended
by the act of ovember 3, 1893, under instructiou contained in letter
from the Adjutant-General of the Army of April 19, 1807, , n<~ Mar
17, 18!17, and letters from the In. pector-Ge11eral of the Army of pr1l
21, 1897, and May 25, 1897: Col. J. Ford Kent, Twenty-fourth lnfa!11try;
Maj. Jam Jack on, Second Cavalry; Capt. . S. Robert , v nt ~th
Infantry; Capt. Wm. V. Richard , Sixte nth Infantry; Capt. E. w1ft,
Fiftli Cavalry; Capt. eo. K. Hunter, Third Cavalry; Capt. G o. B.
Walker, ixth Infantry; Capt. A. R. Paxton, Fifteenth Infantry; Fir t
Lieut. J. de L. Lafitte, First Infantry.
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Statement of work pe1jormed by the permanent o:tficm·s of the Inspector-General's Departnient and the officers specially detailed.
Disbursements.

Officer.

Station or district.

Brig. Gen. J.C. Breckinridge ..
Col. R. P. Hughes ..............
Col. G. H. Burton ..............
Lt. Col. H. W. Lawton .........
Lt. Col. P. D. Vroom ...........
M3ij.J.P.Sanger ..............
Maj. E. A. Garlington ..........
Maj . Francis Moore ....... . ....
Maj. H. C. Hasbrouck ......•.•.

Washington, D. C ..•....•..
North Atlantic ............
Pacific .....................
Southern ..................
Middle .......•............
South Atlantic ............
..... do .....................
Northern .......•..........
North Atlantic . , •.........

Amount
involved.

Total .................... ............................................

10
78
189
73
19&
89
64
79
08

$8, 597, 368. 85
10, 727, 350. 59
6, 1!33, 305. 03
3, 9:18, 473. 42
20,155,581.06
10, 033, 765. 63
5, 885, 922. 79
6, 469, 20H. 38
4, 560, 925. 27

16
1($

793

77, 201, 894. 92

80

15
16

8
9

2
21
3
5
6
11
18
16

69

82

== =

1===11=====::::.I•=

Special inspectors.

8
4
5
1
11
12
14
4
10

Uol. J. Ford Kent . . . • . . . • • . . • . . Fort Douglas, Utah ........................................... .

~:J/c.s~k·~~~~fs
~~r~~~b~'s0J!ff~~~k~:ohi~:: :::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::: ::::::::
Capt. W. V. Richards .......... Fort Sherman, Idaho .......................................... .
8!et !: i~~~~t~~· :::::::::::: ~~11e~gi: ~·J~~ck~~·.·~i~:::: :::::::: :::::: :::::::::: :::: ::::::::
8:~t r-. ~: r:1i~-.:::::: :::::: ~c:i'.~~!g~~~~~~:::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::::::·
Lieut. J. de L. Lafitte .......... New Orleans, La ...................................... . ....... .

1
2

0

~.:::::::::::

1

Total .............................................................................
Grand total.. ........................................ /

'°.

,;,

Q

Officer.

$

15$

Q

~

't:I

B

z

rn

255 ·--·2, &63
1
642
3
580
7
907
24
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GENERAL IMPRESSION.

Beginning with the line as the principal part of the military establishment, it may be submitted that the scope of both t,beoretical and
practical military instruction in each of the three arms of tbe service
appears to have been more comprehensive than in any preceding year
anrl with promising efforts toward further improvement. Tile beneficial
effects of this careful attention appear noticeable even in details.
In the cavalry, instruction in individual horsemanship bas received
general attention. The course of equitation, as prescribed in the Cavalry Drill Regulations, is being very tborougbly and extensively applied.
Wherever proper facilities exist, this instruction bas progressed systemati-cally with reasouable succe8s. The good results are evidenced
in the better horsemanship of the individual soldier and improvement
in the training of the cavalry horse and the more perfect ensemble of
the organizations.
TlJe recent change in artillery armament has at some places been
very radica.1, and tlJorough familiarity with aud instruction in the new
system are of the first importance, and any adequate test of the practical efficiency for immediate military service under the modern system
for the artillery must embrace the complete service of the cannon, torpedoes, magazines, range finding, supply of ammu11ition, mt•a11 of rapid
communication, field defenses, the care and transport of the wounded,
mobility of the light artillery, and all that is es eutial to a state of
sudden war.
For the infantry the proficiency required was never so great, and the
time, if not the means, for instruction and preparation may eem severely
limited; so the efforts of the officers have to be redoubled. Thoroughness rather than show, reliability rather than display, are e ential; and
the testimouy of the inspectors-general has general1y been favorable
to the good qualities di played by the several military organizations.
All recognize how novel the weapons placed in the band of the
soldiers at present are, and how exacting must be the practice with
them until the men are familiarized with the peculiaritie and powers
of the new implements. As far as the dutie8 of thi department
touched specially upon the instruction, discipline, harmony, economy,
and efficiency of the line the report throughout still generally indicated the customary satisfactory condition during the past fiscal year.
MILITARY POSTS.

During the past fiscal year the officers of this department have
inspected an tbe garrisoned posts; which, for the purposes of the
in pections, were di tributed among the inspection di tricts as follow :
North Atlantic, 16; South Atlantic, 9; Middle, 8; Northern, 16; Southern, 16; and the Pacific, 15; or O in all, including 2 subposts. This
is the fir t thue for several year that every permanently garri oned
po t ha been thus in, pectecl, and this succes may be partially due
to the prevaHing syotem. The various reports how that the work has
been done in a thorouo·hly efficient manner, and it is gratifying to note
the pirit with which this ystem of rigid inspection is receiv d by
the large body of progre sive officers in our ervfoe; each advance in
the test applied ha more clearly demonstrated the general excellence
of the organization inspected.
The po t are generally reported in good repair and excellent police.
At some, even permanent, posts, particularly in the orth and South
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Atlantic districts and on the southern portion of our country, the officers'
quarters a11d barracks are reported as unsuitable or unsanitary. The
most suitab le form for dormitory or ward is said to be that which allows
only two rows of beds, with equal provision for light and air to each;
and prefere11ce is expressed for a fairer al1owance of porches, lockers,
aud artificial light: and the proper distance for barracks and quarterf
seems an important question, both of propriety and comfort; and
doubtless it is duly recognized that the people who have to live at tlrn
post must have some experience worthy of consideration in such matters. Tlrn greatly improved quality of rec@t constructions is generally
very noticeable.
REVIEWS AND INSPECTIONS.

The troop at all the posts were habitually reviewed and inspected
in full dre s, and subsequently seeu in heavy marching order. The
uniforms, arms, and equipme11ts were generally found in excellent
order. Where defects were reported, they were of a minor character
and easi]y remedied. At some of the posts the troops were not provided
with shelter tents.
The scope of inspection during the year has included practical problems for each arm and for combined operatious where opportunity and
means are provided; and the seacoast batteries were also thus tested
when practicable. That every branch of military activity is fairly
entitled to sjmilar and equally skillful tests and scrutiny seems selfevident; and the requirements of war, simulated when not actual, are
recognized among soldiers generally as the only complete tests of military fitness a11d condition.
To fully test the practical knowledge and effectiveness of the drill,
in close and extended order and firing exercises, re.quires occasioually
the expenditure of ufficient ammunition and target material, which of
cour e should be properly provided.
The following return gives data concerning the troops at the time of
in,.pection; the percentage abseut from inspection seems noticeable.
[The data in the colums under •·Pr sent and absent" and "Present at po t" is complete for all the
posts ; and in th c:11lum11s under " Present at inspection" the data i& complete except, under "Commissioned officer. '' 12 posts, anu •' Enlisteu men' 11 posts. J
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YO NGER AND BETTER MEN AND HOR ES.

The enthu ia m for oldiering, pure and simple, wbetber at po. t or
in the field, i finding a n w impetu . Officer and m n •are iwbu d
with the nece , ity for a still higlier trainiug than eve1· known before.
Schools have improved, and nm. t continue to impl'ove a th dema11d
and requirement of the , rvice upon all ranks ontinua11y increa
AlJ admit w hould have th be t attainable men, hor
and weapon ,
and that these men and horses hould be trained as perf ctly a po si-
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ble and familiarized, not only with the simple and individual and
easiest, but also with the combined and most difficult use of the
weapons of tbe three arms of tl.Je service.
The earnest efforts of the departments of the service immediately in
charge of these matters have effected great improvements in the past;
and the service can not soon, and will probably never, Jose the benefit
of these efforts; and such steadily energetic administration of affairs
must still insure great improvement and development in the estahli~hed
system. There may have been a time when the best could hardly be
attaiued: but that was be.fore our service received its men and horses
young enough to be properly receptive to a perfect military training, or
wlien only our officers were received in the plastic years of youth and
trained to tl!e finest quality they were capable of. But with so large a
country and so small au army as ours there is no adequate rea~on that the
same principle which bas given us the best attainable results in one direction should not be applied an around, so our Army shall be recognized
as fully representative of our people and our noncommissioned officers
everywhern shall be as absolutely satisfactory as most. of them are now.
Despite the great ad-vance already effected, perhaps it might still be
submitted that the system of training both recruits and remounts needs
attention and readjustment. The quality and suitability of those
recently furnished are a decided improvement upon the past, and the
training should keep pace with this improvement. When horRes were
received in our service at an age at which they begin to condemn them
in Europe, alld men were enlisted here at an age after their military
training bad been completed there, tbe difficulties here in the way of
perfect military traini11g were iutroduced at the beginning, and our line
officers are entitled to the greatest credit for creating from such obdurate material as was formerly ful'Uished them such admirable organizatioIJs as have establi~bed the fame of our Army. The practice may
never have been as bad as tl1e regulations, when in old time even
stripes were allowed as punishment; but tbe improvement bas been
mnrked, and every advantage should be taken to benefit from the
opportunities now given.
INSTRUCTION OF RECRUITS.

it seems that the best re ult in the in trnction and training of the
recruit are often obtained by oro·a11izing iu each regiment or po t recruit
detachments, to which each recruit is attached upon his arrival at the
po t; an officer po Rsing , pecial quaJificatio11 for thi chara ter of
work being as igued to command the detachmeut, and the neces ary
non ommi ''ioned officer , spe fally elected, detailed as bi a i tant ·.
Where thi
y tem i adopted each recruit bonld remain with tbe
detachrn nt until be i r ported. "ready for guard" by ]ti d tacbment
commander. But in thi' a in all things, it i not cl irable that tbe
co,rn ction b tween th ,·olcli r and hi compan and it commander
bould ever be ev r d; nor i thi divorce required. to allow the military ervice th full benefit of the graded aud be t y tern of in truction.
GDIN..A. 'l'IC •

In truction in gymna. tic. in , ome form or other appear to hav been
given at about 5 p •r ceHt of the military po. t and th teu<l n y to
recoO'niz th imp rtan · of haviu uli :ted m n a ·quire th art of imming
m to be on th increa e. At oue po t it ha been reported
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that the commanding officer is determined to have all his men learn to
swim. The percentage of posts having uitably equipped gymna ium
buildings i smaller than the importance of the subject would seem to
warraut. That the physical development of the oldier is of tbe very
highest importance-greater, perhap , than in auyotberprofe 'ion-will
hardly be questioned, and the most approved way of securing it is by
systematic athletic exercise, both indoors and out, under the direction
of experienced in tru ·tors. TlJat the soldiers tllemselves are much
interested in this branch of training is evident from the fact that in
many organizations they have bought apparatus and .fitted up, with little
or no expense to the Government, small gymnasiurnA iu their barracks.
Both the physical aud meutal training of our oldiers continues to
call·for special attention. The demands upon them in the centuries of
savage warfare, and as workmen at the po ·ts con ta11tly being con•
structed, and as experienced and hardy soldiers always ready for every
emergency, have hitherto been well met, and nothing more seemed possible. But now there seems an awakening to the demands of tlle future,
and the best means of phy ical and mental training may uow be adopted,
so tbat every .fine old trait may be retained and, if pos i.ble, improved
under the new, more comfortable, and less exacting surroundings.
APPRENTICE BATTALION.

During the height of the earnest and ucce sful effort to improve our
old, effete m tbods and elevate tlrn type of our 11oncommi , ion d officers
and soldiers, one of the mo t promising ug 0 ·e t.ions was to establish
appreutice battalions, which are till sadly needed. 'rbeir introduction
would mark an epoch iu the tborouo-h training and proper in truction
of our Army. The proportion of citizens of military age already habituated to band ling arm and experienced in .field ervice mu t be expected
to steadily diminish until it reaches a minimum. Nearly three centuries
have marked tlrn coute t with the aborigines and our conquest of a
contine11t, as well as occa ional civilized war . Evidently ome military
re"'erve is now needed, and some special effort to meet thi lack of
experience with whatever instruction and training can be properly
given. Doubtle s worthy youths would flock eagerly into the rankEI of
an apprentice battalion, affording, a it will, not only a11 education but
profitable employment at exactly the age when la<l b gin to cast about
for mean of maintaining them elve , and promisi11g them a career of
u efuln sand honor.
owaday , wh n it e m wars are half fought
before they are formally declared, no time will be given us to train
officers; and if all Americans are born general , still ome training will
not iujure them. Coming, a they will, from our native vopulation,
these young oldier , comparatively few in number though they might
be, would tend by their presence and influence to Americanize the
Army and el vate its general tone. It i a matt~r which de erves
earne t attention, and the practical adoption of , u ·h a feature in our
ervice will be economical, creditable, and an e11during benefit. .
If the man from the rank , i ever to be given an equal ~bow m the
race of life be mu8t be tak n young enough for the tart and for ~raining and for w~eding out. The rmy hould be made repre, entat_1ve of
the nation. Wear hardly given a fair chance to in ' truct and tram our
soldier . Our boy will take arm when war come,, nd we can not let
them fail in thi high duty, nor make them throw away th ir youn live
from den e ignoranee of the .fir tel ments of oldierly life aud habits;
and there i a d pth of pity in their u ele s deaths fr m lack of
military knowledge and experience. Bullets are not the mo t deadly
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things in war. There is a fatality in ignorance; and every effort to
minimize and remove it becomes the bounden duty of a free country,
which relies wholly upon the voluntary pledges of its sons to defend it.
Our Army deserves to be held in high esteem, and the regiments are
held in kindly esteem where they are known, especially by the classes
of the people who have a taste for military affairs. Two methods offer
themselves to acquaint our people always with the commendable character of our veteran soldiers. One, to localize certain regiments under
the best recruiting officers, so in the course of years t~e character of
the recruits will necessarily be known at their own homes when they
start to eulist, and witbin the regiments when they arrive, and no incorrigibles can be admitted; and the other is to establish a battalion of
apprentices, raised so as to represent the whole country, and assigned,
after thorough training, to certain designated permanent organizations
until the type is thoroughly established in the service. Both pJans
have great merits, and, together or separate, would tend to elevate the
tone of the service; and all see that a regiment of trained eleves from
such an apprentice system will have qualities any army. should desire,
and regiments. of such a thoroughly trained personnel would especially
be of ill estimable advantage as models to our~ ational Guard.
DRILLS, EXERCISES, AND PRAC'l'ICAL MILITARY PROBLEMS.

The reports indicate an improvement in drill, and in several reports
special mention is made of an advance in individual training; but it is
apparent that there is still room for improvement in tl.tis regard, as
practically nearly all of the defects noted are traceable to superficial
work in the school of the soldier or lack of recent and personal command in certain military exercises by some individual present.
Upon the interestiug and important subject of artilJery drill, as to
which there appears to be some difference in practice now de 'erving
special attention in this time of rearmament, Major Sanger says:
Paragraph 24 of the Manual prescribes thfl formation of a foot battery, and para.graph 127 that of an artillery battalion, and their maneuvers are fully described.
Paragraph 130, referring to the battalion formation, de tines it to be "The habitual
formation of an artillery battalion, serving as artillery, to be used for occa!:lions of
drill and ceremonies." It has been the practice to ignore these r~quirements; the
battalions have been babitnally formed and maneuvered as iurantry, aud know but
little of the pre cribed artillery maneuvers. It is only when foot batteries "are
armed, equipped, and serving as infantry or cavalry, and organized into commands of
these arrus, that they are to conform to the formation anrl. tactics prescribed respectively for these branches." (M. II. A., par. 4-9). Apart from the timo consumed in
teaching infantry drill, which in view of all that is now require<l of foot artillery,
i a great imposition on the offif'ers and enlisted men, it would seem that there should
be an encl to the anomaly of maintaining batteries of artillery on an infantry
ba is when there is nor a on for doing so. Occa ional street marc·hing, whether to
suppress riot or forcer ruonial purposes, is certainly no reason, when Hean bedemonstrated that the prescribed marching maneuver are all snffici nt for thispurpo e.
The daily formation and instrnction of the batteri<'s should b in harmony with
their oq~anizaion, n pre crihed hy law ancl the DriJ1 R gnlations, ancl i-lrnnld b confined to the snhj rt PS. ntialtotheir ffidencyinwar. Tb yshonldnotbe xpected,
nor hould th y be r qnirrcl to deYote their time to the lo e order clrill of infantry,
for wbi h th ir own marching drill i an xc llent and all-sufficient sub titute.
Organized and mploye<l a artill r.r, the batteries honld always be form d and
in tructetl a artill r.v, and not ha ve their tirn occnpiecl and their :tttention div rted
by even an xc· ptional T<' ort to the formation and in trnction of anotb r an l di tinc·t arm of th~ rvfre, if it i_ xp ~tecl tha~ they ar ever to I, pr ficient in the
cour e of pra heal and th oret1cal artillery drill now pre cribecl.

Lieut. ol. H.

. Ha brouck on th

ame ubj

t, ay

The rvi of the guns and th m chanical maneuv r were well execut d by the
h • v., artillny. Tb •nnner bow cl familiarity and adclre in tbe u e of angle•
measurin , in truments and the plotting board. ·.
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In the cavalry the reports show the individual training of the trooper
and horse is improving, but there is yet something to be accomplished
in this field. TlJe chief object of cavalry trainiug i to ,,o train tlJe nnit
as to successfully deliver a clJarµ:e, and in order to do tbi:::; the OaYalry
Drill Regulations of 18!)6 prescribt• that (1) tl1e troop r lllust have complete control over his horse; (2) the horse must ue thoroughly trained;
(3) the trooper must be taught to rioe straight to the front; (4) tbe gait
must be uniform in speed, and (5) that the horse must not arrive at the
charging point in a blown or distressed condition.
The reports of inspection show that these conditions have not been
attained, though approximated more closely than heretofore. Uniformity of gait and riding straight to tbe front are the basis of cavalry
drill. Every drill ground should have a straigllt course of a mile, permanently marked; if that is not practicable a half a mile, at least, should
be marked. , The troops and quaclron should at every drill be marclrnd
over this course at all gaits and in different formations until the gaits
are firmly establislied. Every officer in charge of a drill should iusist
that all maneuvering be done at tlle regulation gaits.
The track in every riding- hall should be accurately mea ured and the
rate of march over it at the different gaits be plainly po ted in the hall ,
and this rat,e be insisted upon, under all condition , by the officer
superintending drill. It is ouly by strict ob ervauce of these details
that uniformity of gait can be attained. In thi ' co1rnection it may be
well to repeat my recommendation of last year, viz:
It is suggested that, in the interest of good instruction and as a measme of economy,
at each cM·alry post a school for training remounts sbonM b established nuder an
officer, with the n ece sary assistant , selected for skill in training and handling
young horses. While in this chool horses should be bitted, suppled, ,,.aited to the
reguhttion paces, and accnstomed to fire; they should not be turned over to the
troops until the officer in charge report them fit.

M~i. F. Moore, acting inspector general of the orthern district, a
distinguished cavalry officer of large experience, say :
I agree fully with tho views of the Inspector-General of tho Army, expressed in his
last annual report to the Commanding General of the Ar111y, ns rrgards the traininO' of
re111ounts; bnt even after n, remount is well train eel he sboulcl be kept ont of th hands
of a young soldier. It often happens that a fairly well-trained horse is spoiled by being
given to a recruit. The troop comma,nder is responsible for thi , and it should be
the rule that remounts mnst be as igned to the older soldiers.

Upon the subject of infantry instruction Major Sauger says:
The attack in extended order merely confirmed the opinion previously expressed
by me as to the Drill Hegnlations on this subject. It ma,y be stated in this ·onnection that the German niul French armies, from which th e extended ord r drill of our
infantry has been largely if not ntirely taken, are by no mean ati fled with its
adaptability to battle, and eem likely to revert to formation. fam1lh:r to our armies
during the ivil war. It is holievcd that the maintenance of a line of supports formed
and disposed as prescribed in our Drill Regnlations is not possible under ihe fire of
tho magazine rifle. Even at drill it i8 diffi cult to carry ont the regulations in making
an attack, and it is probable that to attempt it und r lire, as prescribed, wonlcl r ult
in fatal on fusion and demoralization. The supports " ·ould rm1h forwarcl to tbe 1iring
]irn· or be scattered over most of the gronnd between the firing line ancl tho rt•serve,
where they would fall an easy prey to the far-ranging and d adly bullet of the m~d •rn
rifle. The whole theory of a regiment of thn e battalion of four farO' comptlllH·R, to
be J1andled as prescribed in our Infantry Drill I egnlations, whil_e perltap aclapte<l
to the Jar o tanding armies of coontri in whi he,· ry ahle-bod1ed man lieloi:igs to
a company and is mor or le s iu truct din drill mu t be, for that rearmn, nn mtahle
for any army we are likely to have for years to C'~me. To tbo!-1 who took pa~t in th
late civil war nothing onlcl be more path tic than a volnnte r infantr,y recr1m nt of
21 000 or 3,000 men, compo e<l of compa,nies of 250 men each, th wbol_e ommandecl
b y inexperienced offic r . 1 uring the war the averag infantry reg1m nt, after a
few months, did not exc1>eil th ·treno·th of a 'erinan infantry company •'.f the present
day, yet its size was quite up to the abilities of many colonels. Agam, the squad
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system, on which the entire infantry superstructure rests in battle, will find but little
favor with the American Yolnnteer, whose courage, intelligence, and self-reliance
should ha.Ye full scope on th e battlefield.
Successive deployed lines of attack at suitable distanues, no matter by what names
they may be designated, offer the smallest target and at the same time the greatest
firing fro11t; the companies, battalions, and even reg-irnents can preserve their identity throughout the attack with all the steadying and encouraging influences which
thiH imparts, and can be more easily directed to the front or rear than when broken
into such detachments as tho books prescribe.

The reports show that in all of the districts the
inspection iucluded the solution of a problem in minor
tactics, aud in addition to those mentioned in Appendix
.A the following may serve as samples to indicate their spirit and scope.
The artillery posts of this district were ca1led upon
No~ati~f.tio "to make details for the magazine and other accessory
service and ·w ith the remainder of the garrison to man
as many guns as possible to prevent the passage of an imaginary hostile
fleet." Lieute11ant-Oolonel Hasbrouck, acting inspector-general, North
.Atlantic district, says, "This work was geue.ra1ly well done;" and of
the infantry exercises he says, ''The normal formations and maneuvers
in extended order and the normal types of advance guards and outposts
are genera.Uy well executed."
In this district the problem given to the garrison of
.
soutafrl~t~tic the artillery posts having seacoast batteries was "the
defenses of the forts against an attack of battle ships,
armored cruisers, and torpedo boats; dispositions to prevent a landing;
for the arrangement and protection ·of the mine field, the service of the
magazine and the care of the wounded."
Major Sanger, inspector-general, South Atlantic district, says:
Practical problems.

In general, the defects noted were due to a want of proper artillery organization
and previous practice; to lack of proper corumunication between base-end observers
and the plotting stations and betw en the latter and the gnn group , and to faulty
positions and direction of base lines and their stations with reference to the batteries.

Concerning the solution of the infantry problem, M~jor Sanger says:
The problem indicated that the rank and ule • * " aro very much in need of
this kind of instruction, and that some of th officers would no doubt be benefited
by more froquent practice.

And concerning the cavalry problem he says:
The problem, .,. " " while well executed, indicated some carelessue s on the
part of subordinate oommanders in ob erving the usual precautions when marching
in the presence of the nemy.

In ouuection with the solution of problem in minor tactics within
the South Atlantic di trict, Major Sanger ay
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am fully satisfied that while occasions may arise when tlle nli ted men of a company, troop, or battery may be used as stretcher bearers, this duty should <l.evolve
on a special body of J'nen having no other duty when an engagement or battle is in
progress. It is only necessary to see four able-bodied soldier , with their arms slung,
leave the firing line to ca,rry off a wou1Hleu companion in order to apprecia,te how
entirely inappropriate StH:h an arrangemeut is and how disastrom: it may prove in
·the hour of trial. It wonld appear that the whole subject of teaching first aid to
our Army has been misunderstood and carried to an extent never contemplated.
If its object was to convert our able-bodied and instructed soldiers into sketcher
bearers, the sooner it is discontinued the better. If, on the other band, its object is
to give onr officers anu. men greater self-reliance in action by teaching them how to
help themselves until they can receive surgical attendance, then it is a wise provision, deserving every kind of encouragement.
As under the stress of battle soldiers are very apt to do whatever they have been
trained to do i.n time of peace, and as owing to casualit,ies it will be of very great
.consequence that no detachments be made from the combatant force in time of action
for any but fighting purposes, I recommend that the position and msignia of litter
bearer be abolished from the line of the Army and transferred to the hospital corps,
with the understanding that during the progress of an action the woun<led must lie
where they fell, unJe s removed by the ho pita] orps, r eceiving in the meanwhile,
from themselves or their comrades, such assistance only as can be given without
impairing in any sensible degree the efficiency of the force E.\ngage<l. lt is not, of
course, the intention by this suggestion to discontinue instruction. in first aid, as
now required.

Problems were given to the garrisons at every post
within this district, except two of the maller po ts
where it was impracticable, and they usually consi ted
of some phase of the general problem of attack and d fen e of position,
with tbe u ual incidents leading up to it, and uited to the terrain,
strength of garrison, etc.
Of the solution of the problem at Fort Riley, Kans., the only post
where the three arm were brou 0 ·bt into action, Major Moore, acting
inspector-general, Northern district, say :
Northern district.

The day on which this exercise came off was so very foggy that it wa impossible
However, I rode along tlrn ·ontactline for some
distance, and fonnd the troops prop rly disposed. The troops at thi s po t have had
so much in, truction in field exercises that it is impossible for them to be anything
but well instructed.

to see the di position of the troops.

On the solution of problems in general fajor Moore ay :
At some of the posts the solution of these problems was very good, showing good
judgment on the part of the officers concerned. The maps and reports submitted
showed care and attention.

In thi district problems were given at twelve posts.
Tho e at Forts Sil1, Huachuca, and Wingate will be
found in A. ppendix A. The others u ually included some form of attack
and defense suited to the locality.
Southern district.

OOMMI SIONED OFFIOERS.

The atisfactory condition of affair as to harmony and efficiency
among the commis ioned officer , reported la t y ar, till ·ontiuue .
The high tandard of profe ional attainment is frequently commented
upon by in p ctor .
It i ngg~ ted that the individual service report call d for by paragraph 06, Army R ·u1ation , be di continued, as the report r q_nir d
by the next paragraph can be made to include all he nece ary- rnformation re pecting- ach officer. It eem. to be a policy of que t10nable
propriety to require a man to report upon bi own qualification., and
what he ha read or tudied can be of lit le practical a1ue un1e it
has developed him profe ionally, which will be apparent to hi com-
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manding officer, who is the proper person to bring the fact to the notice
of higlrnr autl.10rity.
.
It is also suggested that copies of unfavorable reports be usually furnished by tLe commandi11g officer to tlie officer reported upo11, for his
remarks, and these, wheu received, be fi]ed with the original report, so
tbat all i11.i ustice,- wbetber of severity or undue leuie11('e, be avoided,
and all sides be fairly heard and recorded for proper official attention.
COMMAND OF POSTS.

The reports as a rule show that commanding officers are able, zealous,
and effic1eut; that tbe system of instruction prescrilJed is faithfully
observed, aud that justice is promptly and legally administered.
Wl.iere there liave been exceptions extracts have been furnished to
the Secretary 01 War.
The appearance of the new posts, with carefully conGrounds and
structed and well-laid -out roads and walks aud wellbuildings.
built houses, is a great improvement upon the old state
of things. The police of grounds a.lid buildings is reported to be very
satisfactory. At some p0sts there still remain old huildillgs and fences
which detract very much from the otherwise neat appearance of the
posts; and there is some criticism of tbe plan and location of buildings, etc.
No serious breach of discipline has been reported durD~scipli_neaud be~av- ing the past fiscal year.
The behavior of the enlisted
1or
troops smce men 1s
· genera11 y repor t,e d t o h ave b een very sat·1s f'aclast of
inspection.
tory.
Lieutenant-Uolonel Vroom, inspector-general, Middle district, says:
The men as a rule are well behaved. The old-time discipline, however, which
could be relied upon in any emergency, no longer exists and seems to have disappeared with the passing of the old soldiers.

Lieutenaut-Co]onel Hasbrouck, acting inspector-general, North .Atlantic district, ays:
It was noticed that while the salute prescribed by Army Regulations, paragraph 894-, was generally given by the younger to tho older officers, i t was often
neo-Jected hy officers of the ame grade among them elves. I believe that complian<'e with this regulation wonlcl be a,n important object lesson to the enlisted man
in discipline aucl re pect for rank, and would have a be11eficia,l effect.

An examination of court-martial orders di clo e a very great di parity in euteuces awarded offend r who have committed sorue breach
of di cipline. While General Orders o. 21, 1891, Headquart r of
the rmy, ha, les ened thi evil, bad it fixed a minimum limit of puni hment it i tbought that tbe practice of court -ma.rtial would be more
m1ifol'm and better re 'Ult would "mme. It i, th refore ugge ted that
tb ord r bt amend d o a to fix a minimum a well as a maximum
limit of puni l1111ent for the of:feu e therein e11umerated.
uar<l are report d al It, ffi ·i nt, a11d well inTh guar cl,~ua r clhouse, truct d
b •n no lar i:,0 ·er t]1an tlrn
and pri on rs.
.
• They have u uallv
J
1tuati !1 r quir d.
ome po, t parti ularly in
the .J.. or~h and outh .A tlanti · di ·tri ·tR th guar lhou , e ar r ported
a un, u1tabl for th~ puq>o, . Jt mi ht be w 11 if ven in garri on
th guard_ wa
c·_c, io11ally rnonnt(,d prop rly eciuipp ct, read for the
fl l<l: Th1:-,
a ·trng duty , hould 11ot b ~ tr ated nor r garded in any
partlC'ular a .· wholly a 1· mollial fuu •tion.
Li ntf'll< 11 - 'olouel Ha brouck ac ing jn p t r- en ral
orth tlanti · li. tri ·t ·a :
. Th e_ · utin l in ('barg of th g n r, 1 pri on rs hacl bi rifl Ioadecl. 'l'h prin1
·ori ·t, for en tin 1 ·an not b b ld re pon. ible for the saf -keeping of
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prisoners unless furnished with loac.led :firearms, but at a pm;t like this, in the
midst of a city, the modern rifle is a most dangerous weapon on a count of its great
ra,nge and penetration. For the purpose of guarding prisoners here, I think it
would be advisable to issue one or two breech-loadino- shoto-un · and buckshotcartridges.
* *
Some difficulty is experienced in always finding work enouo-h for the prisoners
and in keeping them busily employed during fatigue hours. The police of the post
furnishes the only constant demand for their ervices. " " *
•)f

Locating criminals among the busy in any avocation of life, whether
military or civil, is a matter which has doubtless been given close consideration by experts upon the wisest treatment of tbe criminal clas es.
F" ld
.
Field service, properly speaking, has been confined
1
:ce s~:;i:~s.pr!~: to the Department of Colorado. Annual practice
campments, etc.
marches have been reported as being made by the garrisons of fifty-eight. posts. During these marclles war conditions have
been simulated and the march generally conducted as if in the enemy's
country. .Advantage has generally been taken of the opportunity to
instruct the troops in minor tactics, iutrenchments, map making, a11d
hasty sketching, castrametation, field cooking, etc. On this important
subject the following remarks are made by the inspector and acting
inspector-general.
Lieutenant-Colonel Ha brouck say :
The infantry would be restrict d to short mar h s for the fn·st few days if unexpectedly turned out of garrison to take the fi ld. They can be accustomed to the
marching kit ancl kept iu readiness to carry it by requiring them to make a stated
number of marches in heavy marching order every month throughout the year when
outdoor work is pra ticable.

Lieutenant-Colonel Vroom say :
The utility of a practice march of 150 or 200 miles one a year is not apparent.
Troops should be constantly practiced in marching, if they are to be at all t,imes
ready for field service.

Major Moore says:
* -I!- * This has given rise to well-grounded complaint on the part of some of
the infantry officers that the distance is too great for the infrequen ·y of the practice.
I renew my recommendation of last year, that marches of two or three days' duration, monthly, in heavj- marching order, without transportation, would accustom
tho soldier to care for himself and give him that experience so much needed in actual
service.

The following table exhibits a summary of the number of organizations, so far as reported, making practice and other marches and
engaged in field service, expeditions, scouting, pursuing violators of
neutrality laws, etc.:
Practice and other marches.

I

Field service.

Av rage
Average
Comp1;1-?3Y Miles
per
Or~aniza- Miles
per
or~amza- traveled. organiza. t1ons. travel d. organizations.
tion.
tion .

rms of servic .

Artillery . . _-_-_.-..-_-_.-. -. . -..-. -_.-..-. -_.-..-.-. .-. - - 7 - 1,-]2_8_. 2- - -]-01-. 2Cavalry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
72 23,507.2
312. 6
Infantry................................
120 21,262.6
177. 2
+_

.Army....... . ... ..................

199

]03 1· .. 25 ·. iiio
7

·I·.. i,· iloi"i

7, 44.8

45, 89-8- l---23-0.-6-1---20-133,358

1, 06,l

1, 66~

-------------'---~---:-Considerable field service wa performed by detachment . The
Seventh Cavalry, in the Department of Colorado, seem to :tiave been
the mo t actively engaged, its troops and detachments co ermg a total
distance of ome 10,000 miles.
W.A.R97--9
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The reports as to practice marches are not as full as (lesired iu sowe
respects. There were some 28 artillery and 39 infantry organizations
(not included in the table) reported to have made them, but the distances covered were not given. In practice marches the Eighth Cavalry and Second Infantry led in their respective arms, the former
covering a total of 4,532 and the latter of 2,687 miles.
In all the departments except one the orders required
.Annual
course
of in- bY paragrap h 230 , A_ rmy R egul a t·IOns, b ave b een pu b·
struction
in drills,
tactics, hasty cover, lished, and are very comprehensive in their scope, covotc.
ering in an excellent manner the entire field of practical
and theoretical instruction of troops. If these orders are enforced with
spirit and intelligence, the state of efficiency developed will place the
troops of the United States .Army upon a plane never occupied by
it in previous times, as far as instruction goes.
In the Department of the East, excepL at Fort Monroe, the course of
drills, etc., was prepared by the commanding officers, by direction of the
department commander, to whom plans were subsequently sent for
approval.
Upon this subject Major Sanger, inspector-general South Atlantic
district, says:
In Jauuary, 1897, Department General Orders No. 3 was issued, under paragraph
230, Army Regulations, prescribing the annual instruction of the artillery troops in
drills and in problems of seacoast defense. This order was very much needed, as
the artillery post commanders in the South Atlantic district, with but one exception,
had not organized or in&.tructed their commands with a view to proper :fire discipline,
or, in other words, the direction and control of tlle :fire of the armament by the post
commander. In this connection I desire again to invite attention to General 01'ders
No. 108, Headquarters of the Army, 1888, and to the fact that the system of squares
and the method of locating objects on tlle water by polar coordinates restricted to
square centers has no practical application in the South Atlantic district. This
system was tentative and was established because no other system was conside1;ed
practical le at that time. It has never been generally observed, not-withstanding
the orders, or exhaustively tried at any post; and whether it is better adapted to the
actual con(Utions of artillery defense than t,h system now observed at a majority of
artillery posts can not be answered in the light of experiment. Stated briefly, it
consists of locating objects by means of the squares into which, by the order referred
to, the harbor charts are divided. Tables showing the azimuth and distance of the
square centers from each gun are prepared, the traverse circles of tho platforms are
graduated in azimuth, and before observing the object the instrr1ments at _b ase ends
aro set up in azimuth. As soon as the object is plotted the number of the square on
which it is found is telephoned or signaled to the gunn r, who aims his gun at the
center of that square by means of his azimuth and range table and graduated traverse center. WhHo answering fairly well as an experiment with the old armament,
thi sy tern was not without many apparent objections which became more manifest
with the introduction of the high-power guns. These objections were th Jaro-e
charts and great number of squares 1·equire<l to cover the field of fir , t,he labor of
J>reparing the azimuth and rn,nge tabl s, the time lost by the gunner in consulting
them, and the error betwe n the plotted position of tho object and the point aimed at.
For the purpose of devising something mor accurate ancl not open to these obje ·tions, a board wns appointed by the Secretary of War
•tob r 24., 1 90, on the
recommendation of the major-g neral commanding tho Army, to test the range and
po8ition finders, and on ovem ber 20, 1 94, a second board to devise regulations for
· the control of seacoast artillery :fire. As soon a the r sult of their invcsti ation
nncl experiment. became known to the artillery, so mu ·h of eneral rders o. 108
a prescribed the square system :£ 11 into disuse at a majority of our artill ry post ,
and the syst ru, which is beli v d to have r eceiv d the qualified if not th full
approval of th se board wa attempted, without, as far as an be learned any otb r
authority than the intel1i_gent onvi tion on the part of the artill ry that it was
better than th one pres ·nbed. The fundamental bnsis of the system, a stat d by
the hoard, i _the practic-al apvlica1ion of 1he general principal of polar coor1iuat
1,~ the us of ra~ue find rs and the couver iou f ih azimuth and range, as d termm cl 1 y thPm, mto corre pondin, oorclinates r fnr •d to th po it ion of the gun
a n. • n r. _Thi' i done l>y a 1·e]ocator or ·onverter, and i . aid to give more a(• ·urat r u]~ , lll le tim , than the other syst •u1. It 1·ertaiuly i. mor ac·rurate,
mathemati ·ally peaking, and ohviat s th, n •cc ity of platt.,ing and tabulating
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squares and tho preparation of the tLziruuth tables. I have not had an opportunity
of forming a definit opinion as to tho relative merits of th two systems in all their
bearings, but as far as I am able to judge the latter system is the better, and at all
events is the only one in practical operation to-day, and for this reason hac.l better
be authorized. If this is not deemed advisable, th n the execution of General Orders
No. 108 should be insisted on at all artill ry l)osts, so thnt wo may have some system
of artillery firing which shall be observed by the entir body of artill ry.
In other rnspects the instruction of the battE1ries of artillery stationecl at s aeoast
posts Laving un armament answers very well, but does not comply with the Manual
of Heavy Artillery, which requires practical instruction in tracing and profiling
earthworks, in preparing auxiliary means of defense, such as fa cines, gabions, wire
entanglements, abatis, etc. ; building traverses, magazines, bomb and plinter proofs,
land min s, or torpedoe ; mantelet , and finally ubmariue mines. At no post, save
the Artillery School and only to a very limited extent there, are the foregoing duties
faught practically. This is especially true of ubmariuo mining, which in all human
probability will devolve largely on the artillery. Hence th y should h:.w practice in
planting the mines, preparing the fuse, making the electric conn ctions, and, in fine,
performing practicall.v every operation which the service requires. To this nd I
recommend that at l"ast one torpedo case of each kind, with anchors, ch ains, ,tc.,
complete, be provided for every seacoa 't post garrisoned by the artillery.
As for tho other matters of instruction, it seems to me that too much time is sp nt
over theory and not enough given to practic , and ev n in tho latter doma,in the
tendency has been to go to extremes, as in the matter of cordag , for example, where
men am taught the mechanism of knots they will probably never use. This may b e
attributed l argely to the annual battery competition for qualifi d gunners and the
requirements of existin()' orders and th e artillery examming boards.
It is well enough tot •ach all the enlisted men the how, but not always or oven
generally n c ary to tea ·h thorn th why, and i is in the att mpt to do th latter
that the time and patience of teachers and pupils are exhausted. Any man of ordinary intelligen e can be taught how to read av rnier or to u ea range finder or a
breech sight without knowing a single prin iple juvolved in their construction;
and yet so much time is consumed in trying to teach the theory to a few men that a
inajority of the rank ancl file of each battery do not know oven the necessary nomenclature of the gun , earrfa.O'es, implement , etc., and ,ery li ttl about ighting guns .
.A rearrangement of the course of artillery instruction which will re ult in teaching
mo t of the meu a few e sential subj cts, and possibly the sergeants the more
abstruse subj eta, would greatly improve tb general efficiency of the artillery.
Infantry drill, oxceptas pre cribell in paragraph 10, !fanunl of Heavy Artillery,
should be sn pended whenever the batt ries are serving as artillery.
:Finally, it jg most important that the garri ons of all our seacoast forts should
be organized for seacoast defense and that the chain of command and every accessory
thoroughly t sted by freq neut practice-say once each month. TJ1is project, having
been carefully prepar d, should be written out in all its details, entered in a book,
and retained in the personal possE\ssion of the post commander for the information
of his successor, who would thus have at hand all information necessary to the
efficient command of the post.

At several of the posts where light batteries of artillery are stationed
the limits of the reservation make it impossible to cover the scope or
reach the perfection contemplated by the drill regulations and orders.
It would seem to be the part of wisdom to station the e batteries at
points where every facility of terrain, space, range, etc., would be
available. Thi arm of the service, except tho e batteries having had
the ad van tag of station at Fort l iley, threatens to lag from lack of
opportunity relatively behind the other arms in point of practical
in truction rn firing.
General Order , o. 53, Headquarter of the Army, 1896, ha proved
to be of great benefit in the matter of practical in, truction, in that it
ha brought about uniformity in method; and it has given to tbe ystem of in pe tion a needed support and impetu,' a well a developed
the tate of practical efficiency for actual ervice m1der the e order
and the approval of the commanding general. 'Ih vari d cba,r3:cter of
tl,e dutie inher nt to thj department, bringing it nearly to the mmo t
rm~, ~equire
court.· of du y of all the other military branch s f: tb
from it· offic r a pecial vigilan •e, kill, and e 'P r1 •u : ·, and 1t 1s very
essential, therefore, for the efficiency of the service and the e onomy of
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iti:; administration that the duties required from these officers should be
fairly sustained and encouraged, that they may be performed with a confident completeness and thoroughness that will satisfy every requirement.
There is, in places, a tendency to neglect practical
Hasty cover.
instruction in hasty cover. It would. probably receive
more attention if a practical intrenching tool were devised and made
part of the soldier's equipment; the knife bayonet does not appear to
be wholly satisfactory in the role of intrenching tool; as a knife it
might well be lighter, or as an intrenching tool be different. The passing of the triangular bayonet may appear slow and difficult; and the
present one is possibly but one step in the evolution of the best one to
meet future demands.
The subject of physical exercise has received careful
Athletics.
attention in all the departments. Orders have been
issued prescribing courses of trn,ining and establishing field days and
departmental competitions. Much interest has been developed in this
field, which has now become a promiuen tfeature of the soldier's education.
The work is seriously handicapped for want of properly equipped
rooms or buildings. Each permanent post should be provided with a
well-equipped gymnasium.
Most of the garrisons seem to be ready for any
Readiness and condi- service likely to be demanded and the proper authortion
· ·
th?IS SO ld'Ierly reaumess
,1 •
fiOr
mandsofforthe
bothcomfield 1•t·10S are COil t an tl y g1vrng
~nd garrison serv- emergencies the closest attention.
The fortification
ice.
along the seaboard are at last assuming a condition of
defensive and offensive use by their garrisons.
GENER.AL MESS,

.At the new posts recently established the barracks are provided
with company kitchens, and it is understood uo more mess halls are
being construvted. At several of the larger po ts having large mess
balls and no facilitie · for me ·sing in barracks the post mess is still
maintained.
The food furnished i · generally reported excellent iu (]_uality and
sufficient in quantity.
POS'I' LYCEUMS AND SCHOOLS FOR Ol◄ FICERS .A D NONCOMMISSIONED
OFFICERS.

Lyceum and chool for 11oucommissioned officer have bee11 carri d
on a pre cribed in Army I egulations, supplemented in ome iu tances
by order from clepartm nt head uarter .
On this ubject Lieutenant-Colonel Vroom, in pector-general, Middle
di trict, ays:
.A commendable degree of i11ter t in the work of the lyceums is r ported to ha,e
b en manifeste~.
ome modification in the work of the lye ums is, in my opinion,
nece sary.

Major San 00 r ,·ay :
It is ugg ted tha h .for di en ing o her snbje ·t our artill ry offi. r pr<•par
plan of defen e of th ev ral artill •ry po ts and the harbors in which th y aro
locat d a a part of the lyceum c·our ·_.
Maj r .Moor ' . ay::
The nonconnnie io11 cl otUcer ' chool:-1 .·h 111'1 have a pr rib d nrri<-nlum. The
cour · ~ . now practil-all~· pt! u · 1 , i t;h c·ompany command r , and onl,v th , mor
n_ rpr1 mg .•• 11 l 1t to. nbJ<•<Jt h son<l. th lllOSt ordin ry. I think tha r c n •
JlOl . an· , , 1th map malong,• tc., &hould be ta.ught to all noncomwis ion <l ofilc
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ecessarily these schools are the intellectual center of much of the
best work in their l'espective arm'. The main diffi ·ulty experienced in
operating these schools is the lack of sufficient funds, and it is urgently
recommended that an effort be made during the ne t regular se. ~ion of
Congress to secure au adequate appropriation. Their great importance
to our military interests hould render such schools objects of pecial
solicitude to the Government. They rank wen among- the similar schools
of the world, and their instructors al'e quoted at borne a,nd abroad as
eminent authorities on their special subjects.
The attention it de erves may have already been given to the occasional repetitfon of identically similar studies in tead of having the
instruction at our 'everal institutions so coordinated that student officers could beneficially attend more than one school without wasting
time duplicating studies. The military studies and exercise which are
generally considered necessary in all armie as a preparation for general staff work should be carefully developed and required at one of
them, and the practical exercise with the three arm should be possible, and officer of all arms might be offered ad quate opportunity to
practice and master them. The results from these institution show
bow important the founding of a good chool is and what r proach
should visit tbe destroyer of one. The effort to elevate and improve
the course of study have been o recent and succe sful that co11fidence
i · given that all future demands will be adequately met. The local
desire is certainly equal to the need for wise modification or exten 'ion
of the curriculum.
,')I

LL-ARM

'11 RGJ,,T PR.A. TI 'E.

Small-arms target practice has been held this year by all organizations except twenty-three. The sight of the small arm invite much
criticism. Though it is rather early for comparison, the re. ult with
the new weapon are said to be improved at known distances and not so
good as yet in skirmish run . A new illustration was given at the
National Guard camp in southern California thhi year of what efficient
instruction in .fi.riug can be given ty practicing it proper principles,
even without a great expenditure of ammunition.
Major Moore, acting inspector-general ortbern di trict, says:
Two months in the best sea on of the year ts entirely too much time devoted to
irn~truction iu turg t practi e. I think the Firing Regulation should be modified in
thi resp ct. I know from practical exp rien e that one month is ufficient for cavu.lry, including the r volver practic , in which to gi v careful trainin"' and exhaust
the authorized allowa,nc of ammunition. Then why wa te another month of the
training s ason, which conld be devoted to other equally u cessary instruction
Tbis particularly applies to the northern posts, where the season i bort, and al1-10
more particularly to tho mounted arm, in which a1 solute precision is not so ' ential. Ther wonlcl be no objection to two months when one half of th omrua13:d.
was devoting it c•lf to drilling arnl training and the other half to target· ~)Ut as it
is now generally nsecl tbe two months are fritt reel away ,vaiting for th wrnd to ~o
c1owu, an l oth r excn es. Lot us have ono month only, or whc>n the c~mmancl_u:J
J:irge, two month , with one half the command training in other ex rc1s '8 while
1ho othor half i engagocl in target practice .
.A.R'l'ILLERY TARGET PRACTICE.

This practice ha b en conducted as prescribed, but at known and mmnder th pr sur
of economy and for the , ake f the full t attainable xperi ll
ad ire
al1y short di tance.·, a11d tationary target only.
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for subcaliber peaetiee has l>een ex.pressed lJy tlte more prog-ressirn
officers on a, similal' principle to galiery practice for small arrus; but
the means are not yet fnrnhihed. With the National Guard opportunity
is offered jn their splendid armories for dummy practice with models of
artillery as well as gallery practice with small arms.
Lieutenant-Colonel Hasbrouck, acting inspector-general, North .Atlantic district, says :
The system of practice now in vogue for the hen,vy artillery gives good training in
laying individual guns. For training in technical firing, in the control and direction of the fire of several groups of batteries that constitnte a modern sea-coast
command, snbcalibers seem to be absolutely necessary. With subcalibel'rifles throwiug cheap cast-iron pro,ieetiles of an inch or inch and a half in diameter and giving a
splash easily discernible at the range of a mile or two, frequent and inexpensive
practice conld be held against a 1111mber of targets, either anchored or floating with
wind and tide, a,nd the command exercised in the distribution and conceutration of
the fire of the different groups. Practice could be held over waters where it would
be impossible to fire tho service guns, and would train the garrison and test all tho
accessory services in everything to be done in war except the handling of ammunition. A couple of subcalibers for each gronp of guns wonlcl be sufficient. They
would be light and easily handled and might be sent from post to post for use.

In the matter of instruction of field artillery, Lieutenant-Colonel
Hasbrouck says:
Firing the annual allowance of ammunition at fixed targets over one or at most
two or three ranges, selected by the captain himself, and which he may be fortun ate
euongh to secure during the practice march, is better than no firing at all; but it is
very elementary. A suitable practice ground which would afford opportunities to
exercise judgment in the selection an,I practice in the occupation of positions in
battery, and a number of safe ranges, are necessary to train this arm for clnties in
war. The captains should not know beforehand the targets to be fired at. These
should be prepared without his knowledge and pointed out to him at the moment
of coming into action. As soon as the range of a target is foun<l, :fire shonlcl be
limited to the few rounds sufficient to show its efficiency, and than a new target
should be designated. The difficulty in field practice is to determine quickly tho
ricrbt ele-vation and length of fuse. After these are found, hitting the target is a
simple matter. A series of targets arranged to appear ancl disappear can represent
an euemy advancing or retiring, bis different positions, a.nd the varying phases of n.
fig-ht. The European :field artillery haYe sn h facilities for their practice, :ind w
cm1 1iot expect to copo with them on •cprnl terms nnless we possess them too.
COMBINING ARTILLERY POS'l'S.

Perhaps the unwi dom of ships fighting independently without
regard to the due cohe ion of ti.Je fleet and it attack, i' no more
marked than to have the fort di regard the trength given by combination for the defen. e. In prepal'ing- to practically meet the problem
of coa t d fen e, while the di. tinct fort are being placed iu a ,·tate of
complete readines , con ideration j al o clue to tlJe exigencie. involving
more than on n io-hboring garri on; but thi' broader vi wand control
may 11cod full r r cognition than formerly given.
i\10VA.BL}~ TARGET.

Years ago both the
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Post schools a,re ma,i ntaine<l nt all ganisou , and about as many men
n.ttend them as compose four infantry regiments.
rajor Sanger, inspector-general, South tlantic di trict, say. :
lJnt little over 12 per cent of the men attended the post schools, and of this number only 3 p er cent wern voluntary attendants.
The subjects taught at nll po ts have been reacling, writing, arithmetic, geography,
history, and spelling. At \Vashiogton Barra •k' the hio-hcr mathematics n.nd physical sciences were fought to a few pnpil ·. At this post certificates of proficiency are
giYen tho8e who complete the (liffercnt courses snccessfnlly, and hitve proven nu
incentive to stlidy. Tlli,i shoul<l be done at all post school , under ·war Department
or<l.crs, the ertificates being classified according to the requirements of tho schools
and nttainme11ts of tho papils. ·w hile progress iu elementary instnwtion has generally been gootl with the yonuger men, but very little h as been clone with the older
soldiers.

A11d in

a,

special report on this subject be . ays:

Of 23,780 culisted men composing the garrisons of the posts insp<'cted dnl'ing tho
year, a.bout 2,000, or n, frnction over 10 per cent, attended the post schools. The
inspectors report tL bencr,11 lack of interest on the p:ut of the officers and enlist d
men, and a8 there are 1n1t v ry few in stances of volnntary att D(lance, the totnl
nnmbe1:ofpupUs reportell-to wit, 2,000-inclnclos all who need or clm,iro instrnction.
(See par. 318, A. R.)
Doubtless 1iho atteud:111ce woulu. hav' been la.r 0 ·er a.t most of the schools wer the
instruction more mili.tary in chttrar•ter, for there i no doubt hut that many enlisted
men refuse to nttrnd tho schools as n t pre en t administered from fear of riclicul or
of showing t.heir ignoranc·o of elem nt:iry snbjects. Decision o. 2 in circular 1,
Heauquarters of tho Army, of 1891 wn s 110 doubt intendel to remedy this clefe ·t by
vn.rying and raising tho ebaraC"ter ofil.Je in tr11ctio11; bHt, ox ept at posts where tbe
commnn<ling officer hM heen an en1.hu iastic beliov t in the s ·hool aJHl tho officers
an<l e11li, tecl m<'n have l>c•en ordered to nttencl, f'V n the propose<l variation from the
common English brnnrbes bas been t1ilncult, nncl whero possible by no means sncces ·fnl, if t,he interest or the officers n-ncl enlisted men may uo t aken as a -rit rion.
The effect of section 2 of tho act of C'ongr ss appro,Te<l Angnst 2, 1 94, regulatincr
all future enlistments nn<lreenlistmenis in time of peace, will no c1onbt be to entirely
eliminatefro1 ,t the Armytboignorant le111 ntwhose du ·ational<lcilcienci sresnltecl
in tl1e enactment of sect,ion 1~31 R •vi ed Atatut s in 1 66; and whil this section
ebonld rem::.in on tho statnto books to provide for foture contingencies, as well as for
the e<1ncation of the few enlistcc.l men who ne clit, t110maintenance of tho post schools
for thi!:1 purpose a1ono cems no longer ne ·ess:uy or ac.lvisahle. I therefore pr-0poso
that tbry he given tho cJ1amcter of military schools, intended more for the profesAio11al advnncement of th onli tecl 111en than their education in t he common English
hranches. This is entin•ly feasible and proper nncler Article XXVIII of tho Army
Regulations, an1l will go far towar<l the clncation of oursolcliers in their duties, noel
will do away, it is helicn-ecl, with tho objection which so many enlisted men now havo
to attending the post sclioo1.
'fbero is ono other point to whi ·h atto11tion is invited. The act approved July 30,
1892, repealing sertio11s 3 an<l 4 of tho net approv d Jnne 18, 1 7 , providing for the
promotion of meritorion. noncommissioned officers, authorizes private oldi rs of
no Jes than two y ar ' rrvico, etc. to compct for promotion.
nder this act munhers of young m narc now onlerino· tlie Army for the express pnrpose of obtain ing
commissiono. Whether it w:1 in tho intere t of discipline to thus ignore the grado
of Honcommissioue<l officer ns a nece sary step in the promotion of enlisted men,
time will probably determine; bnt as tho only school established nn]er tho regubtions are for the prof s •jonnl instrnction of noncommi sioned officers (see par. 230,
.A. R.) it woi:hl soem that somo provision sboulcl be made for tho e who, whil~ th~y
have tbe intellectual arnl eclnc:ttiouttl attainments for a-ppointment, ar lackrng m
1nilitary instrnctiou au<l cxpcricnc . In fact, those who ne d detailed in trnction
most, receive tho least attention under tho r egnlations at t.he hands of the officers i
and while I do not favor in the least such a sociation between th omc rs an<L
enlisted meu of our Army as prevailR in the arruie of countries wliern cln s di. tinction js a perpetual sa~ gual'(l anu. 1,arrier again t nn<lue familiarity or t Wl'ak uing
of clisciplinP, l am <J,nil 1uo that th ~i ciplino of onr Anny woul(l l1e vaRt~y
improve<l wern the officer to becomo the mstructors of the rank and file as herem
proposed.
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PLAN.

Tho post school should. l,o pfaceu in charge of a field officer when practicable,
otherwise of a captain, who should be known officially as the superintendent of the
post school.
All ofilcern and all enlisted men of the line should be members of the school, anu
should perform such duties as may be prescribed.
The enlisted men should form four classes, as follows: J<'irst class, noncommissioned, sta:ff officers and sergeants; second class, corporals; third class, mnsicians
and privates; fourth class, mnsicians and privates.
Each class should be divi<led into as many sections as may be necessary for thorough
instruction, and the latter shonld be in charge of commissioned officers as instructors.
Each section should recito for one hour daily, and the standing and proficiency of
the pupils should be determined by marks given by the instructor on a scale of ten.
Those pupils who complete the course of their grade and whose average mark for
the course, including the annual examination, is not less than seven, should receive
a certificate of proficiency. Condnct and neatness should bo considered in determining proficiency, and hereafter no private should be promotetl to corporal and no corporal to the grade of sergeant without having received a certificate of proficiency in
the lower gr:1 e.
The names of those receiving certificates shoultl be published in orders from the
headquarters of the Army or of the Department.
'I'he school t erm should continue during the four months of the calendar year when
the outside drills would be su pended or most interrupted on account of the weather,
and should be announced in orders by department comruanders.

Major Moore, acting inspector-general, Northern district, says:
The post school has been practically abandoned by tho soldier, but its usefnlness
still survives in the instrnction of tho children of the posts, who are liberal attendants at all stations not convenie11t to publie schools.
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men, or an average of over 28 men attending· at "ach poi;;t; though at
some posts the teacher is paid while giving little or no instruction as
compared with the successful ones.
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b 21

posts.

c 17 posts.

d 23

posts.

e 20 posts.

Since the enactment of the law in 1894 requiring recruits to be able
to read and write, the school attendance has decrea ed some 30 per
cent, but it seems the :field of instruction has been widened; and the
study of somewhat advanced mathematics and other branches and
greater voluntary attendance at many schools may indicate the drift of
opinion and beneficial expansion of which these institutions are capa•
ble if properly conducted.
Except at posts not accessible to public chools, the school for children could be abandoned.
RECRUITING OFFICERS AND RECR ITS.

Many of the organization are maintained principa1ly by local enli t .
ments. The mental, moral, aud phy ical character f tb accepted
applicant are reported good and decidedly improved under the new
system.
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A tten t.iou is invited to th e following extract from the report of J\fajor
Sa11ger, inspcetor-gcneral of the South .Atlantic district:
Two methods of handling the recruHs on their arrival at posts prevail in tllis tUstrict. Under one system the recrnits :1re assigne<l t o companies as soon as recefred;
under the other they aro kept apart under the supervision of :m officer until sufficiently instructed to p erform duty . I believe that where a snitablo officer is available for this duty the latter plan shon1d prevail at all largo posts, ::tnrl whenever farge
<letachments of recruits are received ::it any post. Assisted by even-tern110red, intelligent, and capable noncommissioned officers, the officer is aUe to giYe a thorough
course of training in the school of the soldier, guard duty, and the rules of conrtesy,
including tho parts of tho Soldiers' Hand Book which shonld he tanght every recruit.
When ass igned to companies irnme,1iately on arrival the instruction of the recruit
is often interrupted, or, if not, is imparted by anyone, apt or inapt, wllo may be
available for the purpose. As a result, the instruction is not thorough an<l the attributes of the recruits not well understood. Again, untler this system, they are tho
fags of tho company, being calle(l on for all kinds of fatigue. In some companies
this id ea becomes paramonnt, and when carried out with a certain amount of rou gh
treatment soon convinces the average American recrnit that he has made a mistake,
which, as it can not be rectified by him, he avoids by deserting. After a few months,
when, under the other system, be bas become accustomecl to his surr011nclings and
overcome all feeling of Lomesiclrness, he takes a very different view of bis 1ifo, and
looks with indifference or amusement on successive r ecrnits as they learn tlleir paces
or respond to the peremptory and sometimes ill-tempered orders of those over them.
QU .A.RTERM.A.S'l.'ER'S DEP .ARTMENT.

The supplies furnished by the Quartermaster's Department are
reported generally satisfactory. There is still some fault found with
the quality and allowance of gauntlets for mounted troops. Campn,ign
hats and leggings have not always been of uniform color.
A lighter steel shoe for cavalry horses bas been recommended.
The care of animals, harness, and wheel transportation is reported
to be good; except in a few cases, vehicles are still exposed to the elements from lack of sheds and buildings.
Colonel Burton, inspector-general, Pacific district, suggests:
The allowance of straw for bedding for public animals i inadequate. The grain
allowance in garrison for troop and light-artillery horses is more than snilicient,
while the bay a1lowancc is short. Post commanders can rednce the forage a11ow::mce, and often reduce the ~rain allowance, but can not increase the h ay allowance.
I suggest that the Regulations be changed to permit troop and light-battery commanders, whenever the clnty is not arduous and in their judgment the animals will
be improved by increasing one and decreasing the other component of the 1•ation, to
t:tke a proportional amount of hay, according to the cost of hay :mcl grain, in lieu
of ~rain. The allowance for traw should be double the amount now allowed.

There is ome complaint on the part of company commanders that the present allowance of tentao-e i not
suffici nt under all circum tance , and it is . ugo-e ted
that the cbaracter and exigency of tbe service bould enter as a factor
into the d termination of the allowa11ce of tentage. In a p rman n or
emipermanent camp, nch a target camp , etc., more tentage is required
and allowable than on a march, h re tran portation i lin1ited and con. id rable e pen ive hauling i ne · ar. ', In marching tllr ugh . ettl d
commnnitie , t nt are r quir d for purpo e for which th y are uot
n d d wh n marching over the prairie· and Hi re are man occa ion
of m re in trn tion in time of p ac that a mor comfortabl allowauce
i permi ible than may b po . ibl in th rough exig nci of war to
wbi ·hall good oldi r. r adil ouform. P rbap tl1 re i • no gre, t r
n cl in h training of an army than that all , boulcl a . mbJe habitu, 11 un l r w, r r quir m nt · hnt bi.· do 110t f rhi<l or<linary c ID·
f rt. itl1 r in garri on or •am1 , t h r tim , .
Tentage.
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It is respectfully submitted that the smalle t preseu t
suflic1ent for gentlemen, and
no officer willingly restricts himself to such ridiculous
limits as one room and a kitchen, so as to mix living, eating, and bedroom into one; and practically the so-called allowance means a fine of
several hundred dolla1·s per annum to every man whose orders require
him to hire quarters. It is therefore respectfulJy recommended that, at
least for company officers, Congress authorize the Secretary of War to
regulate thi. allowance more equitably.
Possibly an extended argument might be made for this, but a sense
of justice and mercy seems to indorse it, and may be all that is necessary to win favor for it. Practically the so-called allowance is less
than is allowed some college boys nowadays, and is unseemly for professional geutlernen. Evidently the law bas lagged far behind the
progress of tbe time , and is not sustained by public opinion nor the
private opinions of the Congressmen. Congress has repeatedly passed
appropriations for constructing posts with an allowance of quarters
not so humiliating; and it is time this allowance should be applied
equally to all officers, whether residing at a military post or not. The
restrictions as to the number of rooms allowed, being no longer enforced,
should be abolished.
·
Change. of tation in our great country i oue of the
Allowance or b~ggag mo t trying exJ)el'ience of our officer . Such moves
transportation.
,
are made at the will of the Government, and all reasonable expense hould be met by it. That favored officers get concessions may not be an actual economy or de irable arrangement for t.be
Government. Equal and nece. ary privil ges to all i'"' the ju t and wi e
policy.
The pre ent allowance of baggage is ludicrously insufficient for the
requirements of gentlemen, and army officers are expected to be gentlemen; and there need be no lack of consideration fortbeirfamilies. l\1ea uring the transportation allowance by the pound seems out of elate when
the average railroad cost per pound per mile in a long haul is ometbing
like thirty-three hun<lrecl thousandths of a cent ($0.00033), as it i less
th an a cent a ton per mile.
It is submitted th:-it either by weight or measure a second lieutenant
be allowed 2 ton ; first lieutenant (as all have served :five years at
least), 4 tons; captain (they have generally served over twenty-five
years), (3 ton ; field officer , tons; and the Government need not order
any more officers to change station than it can afford to. Perhaps no
item need more carefu l attention than the cost and methods of tra11 portation, and the distinction deserves clear recognition between the
xces ivo expense of changing tation and the comparatively comfortable travel on temporary duty. Great improvement has been effected,
and more eems needed.

Allowaue of <11 mrt •rs . allowance of quarters is not

BSISTEN E DEP .A.RTMEN'l',

The quality of the ubsistence tores i generally report d to be
exc llen . It ha been ugge ted that family flour in 25-pound ac~.
be kept for ale and rock ·alt be kept for i su to cavahy troop m
garri on.
The evid nt intent of the law of July gg, 1866, ~· to furni._b tb troop
everytlJinO' th y need as fuJly a,· the utlers did, a?d. with a much
con. ideration for th ir wi. lies and nece. itie ; n,11(11t 1 a pl a ur to
heartily cooperat in accompfo1bi11g· thi. . The consid rate and generon
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spirit which pervades the law 0au wisely be di ·played in its administration without incurring any undue expense. .Evidently the law
contemplated credit as well as cash sales, and the volume of sales ha
possibly been considerably decreased by preventing them. The complaints at posts are, if possible, less concerning- post exchange than
commissary stores.
In this connection a comparison of sales by the subsistence department with those of post exchanges may not be uninteresting. The
following table exhibits the sales of each for the periods indicated, a11d
indicates the subsistence sales are over $200,000 less than nine years
ago:
ubsistence department.
Year;;.

Total
amount.

'l'o officers.
f----- - -

1888 ...... ..... .....•..•........ .
1889 ....... . .................... .
1890 ..•..........................
1891 ........ ··- ...... ....... .... .
1892 ··-- . .... .. ................. .
1893 ......... ····-- ..... ........ .
1894 .................. .......... .

m~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1

$372, 818. 22
35G. 349. 56
332,243.70
323. 894. 94
306,212.29
312,438.82
290,906.35
287,790.55
255,354.66

I

Excha11ges.

-

$430, 521. 80 .......•....
436, 639. 08
$18. 46
4<18, 721. 82
259. 53
450, 369. 66 ........... .
451, 980. 55
2, 991. 58
434,997.38
2,434. 74
425, 867. 01
2, 750. 58
350, 788. 64
7, 428. 90"
328,961.86
1,847.44

$803, 340. 02 ... .......... .
793, 007. 10 .......... ... .
771, 225. 05
$984, 109. 07
774, 26J. 60
1, 194, 060. 36
761, 184. 42
1, 383, 310. 57
749, 870. 94 1, 461, 062. 82
719, 523. 94
1, 487, 44 . 63
646, 008. 09
1, 518, 45&. 94
586,163.96 1,513,829.52

Whether in any way caused or increased by the difference in business
methods and facilities of purchase, it seems a stea<ly decrease of the
totals of commissary sales llas been in progress and increase of the sales
of the post exchange, which have outstripped the commissary, though
it is at a profit from the soldiers of $349,154.28, or about 30 per cent.
What complications have occurred, and which of the two methods of
business and supervision is most conducive to good order and military
discipline, have more than once called for attention.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.

The Medical Department seems to be generally in excellent condition.
The Ho pital Corps ha frequently been pecially menti011ed for excellence in appearance and efficiency.
ORDNANCE.

A marked improvement i reported in the care and condition of the
armament and ordnance . tore, of the eacoa t forts, and of the ordnauc
orehon e. generally. The armame11t of all the po ts, xcept
tho
the eaboard, eem to be complete except as to ammunition
for
1 arm .
tore and upplie furni bed during the year have O' nera11
gi
·
·
· 10r defi t have b n elev 1 ped and 1·eport.
th
Ordnance.
'
ba been v ry fa orably receiv d b th
· rence of opinion a t whi h ide of th
in the
ir leatll
r of d
r trial.
l' , (jll

·

nti i ,

·e
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obsolete ordnance and ordnance stores, which are a nuisance and a
burden to those _who have to care for them. It would se~m to be good
policy to have them condemned and distributed or di posed of.
In this connection Lieut. Col. H. C. Hasbrouck, acting inspectorgeneral, North Atlantic district, says:
There is a great deal of obsolete ordnance material at nearly all th artillery
posts, for which there is no further use. I think it ought to b turnecl into il pot a,nd
disposed of. Its presence entails much labor on the part of small garrisons to keep
it in order and in good appearance. It is of no use, but if ignored it set a bad
example of neglect in tbe care of public property .

Col. G. H. Burton, jnspector-geueral, Pacific district, also reports:
At Benicia Arsenal there is parked and exposed to the weather a large quantity of
old, obsolete, and rotten field carria 0 ·es. I have recommended on two different occasions that this material be either so~d for scrap iron on it or, if it will not sell, to be
burned. It can never be more valuable than it is at pre ent, but it is growing less
valuable every year through rust. The whole mass of thiE, material is an ey sore.
It consumes space which could be utilized and its presenc is annoying to the commanding officer. There is a large amount of round shot aud some old O'uns at the
arsenal and at Fort Point that can never be utilized excep"t for ornament~ purpos s.
I suggest thnt the shot not now ju use at the station named and as many old guns as
may be desired be sent to permanent posts for ornamental use around parades, .flagstaffs, etc.
Arniarnent.
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10
24
86
42
457
11
38
18
6
17
2
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...• ~- : : : : : :
~ .•. ~~- , -.•
21
2
3
23
36
8
6
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477 1 103 1

~~-

67 1

99
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134 1 675

28 _ 70 I_

~~-

45

7 .

17

985
4

~~

155

ig
1,731

.Average ........... 79.5 / 17.2 , ...... , ...... .. .•..••••••... . .. ······ /······ ...... , ...... 288.5

Upon the subject of the appointment of ordnance-sergeants LieutenantColonel Vroom says:
'rhe age limit (45 y ars) imposecl by Army R gulations, paragraph 91, upon ap~licants for the position of ordnan e- ergeant works a great injustice to many cl servmg
noncommis ioned officers. 0th r po t noncommis ioned staff officers are appointed
regard! ss of age, and, considering the charact r of the examination pre crib d in
Army Regulation , paragraphs 95 and 96, for applicants for po t noncommis ioned
staff appointments (including ordnance-sergeants), the object of the age limit is not
apparent. It certainly debars from well-merited promotion some excellent noncommi ioned offic rs who are in every way fully competent to perform the duties of
ordnance- ergeant. I recommend that the age limit be abolished.

A.nd M~ior Sanger says:
After long eAl)erience as an artillery officer, and some as an in pector, I ventnr to
suggest that ordnance-sergeants be appointecl from er eants of artillery and not
from er(J'eants of the cavalry or infantry. In the course of my in p ction I h, ve
frequeutYy found ord~ance-sergean_ts who did not know, and were too old t~ lea.n:1,
the names and use of th . manr different articles (upward of a, thonsan~l) m the11·
charge, and who were entirely ignorant of their proper care. By 1·eservrng fi r meritorious serg ants of infantry a,nd cavalry a,11 vaca,n io in tho grade of J?OSt quarterma ter-serO'eant and po t comm is ary-sergeant, a,nd fixing the nu~ ber of urclnaucesercreants so that they shall not exc~ d at any time tbe number ot po ts, _th thr a
ax~s would be sufficiently provi<lotl with noncommission l staff appomtmeufa,,
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although the proportion woulu not be the same. If onlnancc-sergeants appointccl
from the infantry and cavalry could always be assigned to infantry and cavalry
posts, the evils rAsulting from the present system of appointments would be somewhat mitigated, but probably this is not practicable, and therefore the ouly way to
insure to each of our fortifications thoroughly qualified ordnance-sergeants is to take
them from the artillery. The importance of this snbject will grow with the change
in the anuament, and it will be unreasonable to expect efficient ordnance service
with sergeants of infantry and cavalry, who, as a rnle, a.re entirely unacquainted
with guns, carriages, and the tools, implements, equipments, machines, and ammunition necessary for their service and for keeping them in repair. This knowledge
only <'omes by absorption after long years of ftctual se1Tice, all(l can be acquirell by
the average enlisted man in no other way.
SIGNAL SERVICE.

Signaling has been practiced at all the posts in compliance with the
regulations. The signal stores are in good order, but not as complete as
could be desired. At the artillery post, eBpecially, telephones, etc., are
required for target practice and rapid communication between the central plotting stations, the base ends, and the gun groups.
VE'l'ERINARY SURGEONS.

Tho veterinary surgeons appear to be efficient and attentive to their
duties.
There is a demand for the revision of the veterinary supply table.
Attention is invited to the following extract from the report of Major
Moore:
The supplies now furnished are inadequate where veterinarians are stationed. One
grain of aserine, administered hypodermically, replace · a quart of oil forced down
a horse's throat; a few grains of cocaine replace five or six assistants, with ropes,
hobbles, and other brutal means of restraint. As a matter of humanity and economy,
amesthetics for local and general administration should be supplied to the veterinary
surgeon.
PRO'l'ECTION AGAINST FIRE.

Organizations for the protection of Government property are generally maintained and, with few exceptions, fire drills have been regularly
held.
Iusufficieucy of pressure or supply of water has bceu reported at a
few posts.
POS'.l' LIBR.A.RIE .

The condition of the post libraries i generally reported to be
un atisfactory. Attention is invited to the following extract from the
report of Major Sanger:
A, a, rul the room are not suitable, and among the books are Yery f, w volum s
of history, biography, or fi tion. In fact, the librari s ne d a r gular ov rhaulio,,.
with a vi w to th ir r novation and perfection. It is r commend d that po t •001manders be called on for catalogues of the library book , an<l tbn,t post exchange
councils be instructed to make a r gular appropriation for the purchase of book .
fanv f the standard military hi tori s n.nd bio"'raphi s ar suitable for our po t
librarie , whi b, with a good encyclopedia and a prop r sel ction of hooks of tra.vel
and fi tion, wonlcl mak a u fnl au l popular collection. It i only n c' ary to
no the batt r d condition of mo t of tho readabl book to understand how mucll
they ar appr ciated by th m n.

And fajor Moore a
The
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the exchange. A gootl many of the old books need rebinding, autl exchange councils
need urging to appropriato for their repair.
I recommend that all librnry books be dropped from tho property returno of post
quartermasters. I believe that this has been done in some case , but at some posts
they are still so carried. There is no good reason why tho Quartermaster's Department should have anything to clo with the books. The new paper1:1 and magazines
are partly contributed. by the Quartermaster's Department, bot books never. Compla.int is made that funds of the soldier, a.rising at the exchange, are diverted for the
rnpair of quartermaster property (librnry uooks). If the l>ooks were transferred to
the pm;t treasurer, this complaint woulcl 1Jo groundless. To make np somewhat for
the fack of new books in the post libraries, n, larO'O nnmber of companies have associations l>y which they are npplied at their own oxpense with books and periodirals. l Iowever, they are generally of a light character, and but few standard works
are to be found iu the company library.
POS'.J.' EXCHANGE'.

They are reported in good conditiou an<l. only a few post
without the advantages of an exchange.
The following suggestions are made by Major Moore:

remain

As regards the exchange regulations, I would recommend that
instead of taking inventory ev ry month l>y a cbaueing council
one be macle each q uartcr and by a more permanent couucil. The
tiru con ·urned io. making the monthly statement and inv ntory, wh n not clone
verfunctorily, is unnecessary and burden ·ome on tho exchange. The council should
be composecl of the senior officers of the -post, and not company officer . The latter
are too desirous of big dividends, have different id >as about it management, and,
wheu changed monthly, briner conflict insteacl of harmony into its working .
It might also be well to limit the dividend. 1 think $1 a month
Dividends.
per ma,u shoulu be the maximum. I beli vo it wonlcl also bo well
to fix a basi by which profits are to be distributed. This is a
cause of dissension at som posts, and departm nt omrnand rs may differ iu their
·dews on the subj ect. A the exchange is nece sarily cooperative, it seems to me a
fair way would be, first, to pay a certain per cent on the capital to each organization., then distribute the remainder according to the volume of business, exclusive
of sale of beer, given by each organization.
It would also be fairer to organizations buyin~ or elling exExchange. member• cLange membership to base the value on their max1mum strength,
ship.
rather than per capita. It often happens that compani s arrive
at a post with r duceu numbers. Iu a few clays, by r ceiving re ruit , they are up
to tho maximum, allfl ad vantage is thus gained over an organization arriving at tho
same time with maxiumm strength.
.I<;xchati~~;:egula•

Post exchange profits (pe1· cent).
Por di strict.
Im;pccl ion dis tricts.

J3eer :-- - Cigars

South .Atlantic .... . .. ............ ...... . .................... .
Middle ...................................................... .
Pacific .... .•...... .. ..... ........ .. . . ........ . ...............
Northern .......... . ..................................... . .. .
Southern ........................ . ...................... . ... .

85. 6
133
82. 5
114
62. 8

Sum of percentages . .... ..... .. . .................. .... .

477. 9

~~:~·::::::::::::::
:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Minimmu .. .......•...•.•.......... .... ............. ...

95. 6
133
62. 8

1

·

32. 1
39
26. G
31
33. 3
162
32. 4
30
26. G

IEatable ·I.All
.0th0 r
articles.

I- -i- 14. 3
lG
9.4
10

1!)

14.]

20
13
17
16. l

63. 8

85.1

12. 8
16

17

o. 4

20

n
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Po11t exchange profits (pm· ccnt)-Continued.
Maximum at posts.
Cigars.

Beer.

Inspection districts .
Per
cent.

I

Per
cent.

Posts.

South Atlantic ......... .
Middle ... - -........ .. . - .
Paci.fie ...•...............

125
200
100

Fort McHenry, Md ........ .
Fort Thomas, Ky .......... .
(a)

40

Northern ............... .
Southern ............... .

250
100

Fort Leavenworth, Kans ...
Fort Reno, Okla., and Fort
Wingate, N. Mex.

55
75

Sum of percentages

775 ••••..••••.• , •••••••••.•.••.••

Average .......... .
Maximum .•.......
Minimum ...•...•..

155
250
100

Posts.

66
66. 6

Key West Barracks, Fla.
Fort Logan H. Roots, Ark.
Alcatraz Island and Fort
Mason, Cal.
Fort Washakie, Wyo.
Fort McIntosh, Tex.

~~

60. 5

Fort Leavenworth, Kans ...
(b)

Fort McIntosh, Ter.
Alcatraz Islancl and Fort
Mason,Cal.

75
40

Minimum at posts.
Cigars.

Beer.

Inspection districts.
I

Per
cent.

South Atlantic . . . . . . . . . .
Middle...................
Pacific...................
Northern . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Southern • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . .

40
25

Sumofpercentages

203

50

63
25

40. 6

63
25

I

Posts.

Per
cent.

Key West Ba1Tacks, Fla. ...
Fort Logan H. Roots, Ark..
Fort Duchesne, Utah . . . . . . .
Fort Logan, Colo............
]tort Grant, Ariz., and ]'ort
Ringiold, Tex.

10

10
24
10

17

Posts.
Fort Monroe, Va.
Fort Sheridan, Ill.
Fort Walla Walla, Wash.
]'ort Logan, Colo.
Fort Apache, Ariz.

71

F~~t L~g~;_- -R~~t~:

.
ii:
·bk::
Fort Duchesne, Utah; Fort
Grant, Ariz. ; Fort Ring•
gold, Tex.

14. 2

24

10

Fort Sheridan, Ill.
(C)

a .A.lcatraz Island, Cal.; Boise Barracks, Idaho; Fort Mason, Cal.; Fort Missoula, Mont.; Fort
Sherman, Idaho; Fort; Spokane, Wash., and Fort Walla Walla, Wash.
b even vosts in the Pacific district and two in the Southern district.
cFort Monroe, Va.; Fort Walla Walla Wash., and Fort Logan, Colo.

POST BAKERIBS.

The post bakeries are generally reported in good repair, aud excellent police, and their product satisfactory.
POST CEME'.l'ERIES.

The regulations in regard to post cemeteries seem to have been generally carried out. They are reported in good condition and well
cared for.
At posts located near a national cemetery it appear to be good policy
to di continue the cemetery at the post and to remove the dead to the
national cemetery.
..A. FUND FOR THE WID WS
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recognized contingency. The heedles ness of men who habituauy carry
their lives in their hands at the orders of others is proverbial; and the
duty is imposed and recognized as resting upon tho e who conduct a
particularly dangerous business to furni ·h proper care for the sufferers.
That the Government has been generous with pecuniary relief may
make it all the more willing to exercise due though inexpensive care to
perfect the relief bestowed.
Generally, what is fair for one person is fair for all. There is a stoppage against the soldier's pay to insure care for bis old age, in addition
to any pension, and if a similar per cent of the l)ay of all persons hereafter appointed in the Army could be retained until they finally leave
the service, and all fines and forfeitures imposed upon commi sioned
officers by courts-martial and not otherwise expressly dedicated, could
go to this fund, a commendable relief to the desolation and poverty of
these widows and orphans could be insured, under such regulations as
the Secretary of War might establish, without any increa ed expense
to the Government. But an inexpensive and humane suggestion {Day
deserve rather than find warm. upporters. This suggestion has received
favorable attention and support from distinguished officers.
POS'l' GARDENS.

Post gardens are reported maintained at 52 posts, and the incomplete
information received concerning them may be sufficiently indicated
tersely iu a table.
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INTERIOR ECONOMY OF COMP .A. IES.

The reports show that the companies are generally well commanded
and admini tered, their barracks and grounds thoroughly p liced and
the uniforms, arms, and equipments neatly kept.
Attention is invited to the following extract from the report of Major
Sanger:
In some instances the companies were divided into three squads in place of four
as required by yara1rraph 267, Army Regulations, so as to conform to th~ numher of
squad rooms; m many instances the canteens were mark d a pr• ·nb , dfo~·the
knapsack, an~ th r wa hut little uniformity in packin~ th ku~psa k, _1th r
in r espect to 1ts contents or the arrangem nt of th articl s. Of_ 23 batt ·n s of
artillery, but 3 were providecl with shelter tent . Iu titiR conn ct1011 I b g leave
to recommend an order from Army Headqu::irter, whi ·h will r em <ly th o dcfo~ts,
and which will prescribe what shall be carried in th k napsa.ck lJy all foot oldiers
WAR
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an<l. light artillerymen, and what shall be 01:Lrried iu the ulanket roll. In some
regiments, as for example the :Fourth Artillery, the expressions "heavy" and "light
marching order" have been defined, but they do not seem to have a significance
corresponding to the usages of the Army. Tho knapsack is indispensable in time
of peace for short marches, encampments, and when changing station as a receptacle for the articles necessary for the soldier's omfort, but the list of articles should
be 1n·escribed by the highest authority, and not left to the whim or inex11erience
of the so1dier. But while the knapsack is, and probably always will be, a recognized part of the foot soldier's equipment, no one at all familiar with the characteristics of Americans will expect them to carry it when recinired to march and
fight; the blanket roll is at once substituted, and every article except the clothes
actually worn, the blanket, and a change of underclothing, is discarded.
The shelter tent desi~ned by Capt. E .. Rice, Fifth Infantry, and packed as he prescribes, meets the reqmrements of the service more completely than anything I have
seen, and I recommend its trial.
In concluding this subject, I do not think sufficient attention is paid in some
companies to paragraphs 255, 256, 267 and 271, Army Regulations. Ins 11ection by
11oncommissioned officers of their squads is by no means common, and I have questioned privates who did not know the number of their squad, or wh() was in charge
of it.
CENSUS OF POS'l'S.

The following table shows the ceusus of the persons not on the morning report at the military posts:
Enlisted men's
families.

Officer ' families.
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IRREG UL.A.RI'.l'IES AND DEFECTS.

The number of irregularities reported under the operation of ..Army
Regulations, paragraph 875, was 1,385. Of this number 645 were acted
upon by post commanders and 740 remain unexplained or Bot acted upon.
Tho not yet reported a acted upon or remedied refer to matters
relating to con truction, arrangement , or repairs of building .
1 ' P
~
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The Tepol't · contain 3,382,088 article , including units of weights all(.l
measures, wl1ich, from the most accurate approximation possible, appear
to have originally cost in the neighborhood of $2,459,251.61. Of this,
property which cost when new, approximately, $1,G62 956.98, wa
condemned, and $796,294.63 was retained ju ervice. La t year,
$1,332,206.50 (approximately) was condemned, aud 96,250.85 retained
in service.
The increase this year over the :figures of last year is a c unted for
in the m~jor part by a large in pectiou of ordnance and ordnance ·tores
made at Augusta ·Ar enal in May, 1896, tbe third copy of the report of
which failed to reach this office until Augu t, too late to be includ din
the :figures for that year.
About the same number (90 per cent) as last year have the cost price
given on a m~jority of the articles inventoried.
In quarterma ter supplies some confu ion is reported from the Northern inspection district in regard to the method in pre ·enting the e tores
to the inspector. An extract from Maj. Francis Moore' ummary of his
annual tour of in pection is as follows:
Different methods prevail at posts reo-arding the presentation of unserviceable
quartermaster property for inspection. At some posts th property is held until the
m·rival of tb inspector and then presentell by tho r spon il.>le olli ·or while at oLhers
the property is turnell back to the q_ uartei-master from time to time, who holds it ancl
presents it for inspection. The first method is, in my opi'nion, the h st a11<l mo t
economical, although involvill{J' moro labor for the inspector.
ot iofre11u ntl. I
fouml property that had been turned back to the Quar rmast •r'H J epartment which
in my judgment was still ·erviceablc, and if in the hand, of au organization woulcl
not have b en ·ondemncd hy m ; bnt having gott n ba k into thl Quart rmai;ter's
Depal'tment it ·onlcl not agaiu b is. ued. Again at mo. t posts it i8 difficult for tho
Quartorma tee's J epartment to find storage room :for thi lass or property, while
thore is u uaJly , ufficient room about the barra k s or stables for the purpo ·e.

Ooal has been exten ively condemned during the pa t year.
t thr e
pot inuiboine, 80,000pound ; DougJa ,234,o 4pound ·, andRu sell, 114,770 pounds-over 190 long ton became laked and unfit for
use. Fifty thousand pounds were reported condemned at A inniboine
during the fiscal year 1 96. The 114,770 pouud reported a slaked at
Ru ell was part of a shipment of 688,000 pounds, and repre eut about
17 per cent, costing 1n.rn. This was ordered old by the inspector
and brought 7 at the sale.
'fhe condemnation of ubsistence tore for the year wa 2,308.66,
which is 21 .80 le than was condemned last year and 1,414.0"" le s
than the year before.
The amount of potatoe · condemned thi year, a hown by the report
received to June 30, 1897, was 37,451 pound , again t 67,411 pound
last year, a de rea e of 29,060 pound . The pecially clo e attention
paid to the matter by thi Bureau eem to secure due economy.
One hundred and seveuty-three inspection of engineer property were
made during the year, and all but three were made by officer of thi
department. La t year there were 16 in pection . It i a diffi ult
matter to make an e timate of the original value of thi property, owing
to a great number of the reports failing to contain the required data;
but takin · the article that have the price given a a ba is, he value
of the articl eliminated i estimated to be $441,934.99.
ugge tion in regard to placing a certain percentage of u h articl .·
p t , po n,·,
on an expendable li t-as broom , bru bes can , kettl
forks, knive , dishe , bucket , ba. ket , and article of a like natureha. been under con ider, tion.
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PUBLIC .ANIMALS.

The inventory and inspection reports received to June 30, 1897, show
that 1,290 public animals, costing when purchased about $171,217.44,
were offered for condemnation, and of this number 1,156, approximating
$154,072.63, were condemned, and 134, whose purchase price was about
$17,144.81, were retained in service.
For the corresponding period last year 1,514 animals were presented
to inspectors, and 1,332 condemned and 182 retaiued in service.
A tabulation of the cavalry and artillery horses condemned during the year, exhibiting the number in each inspection district, is presented. Eight hundred and sixty-five animals-750 originally valued
at $93,599.12, pertaining to the cavalry, and 115, whose cost price was
$18,406.18, belonging to the artillery-were eliminated from the service.
The average age of the animals condemned, as far as can be ascertained, was 12.98 years for the cavalry and 11.92 years for the artillery.
Four horses were condemned at 4 years of age, and two reached the age
of 20, two 30, and one 31 years. A good deal of sentiment is displayed
concerning these old horses both in and out of the ranks. The absolute efficiency of a military organization makes exacting demands, and
how and when elderly animals should be relieved from farther duty in
the ranks may deserve more attention. It is believed the Army was
never furnished with a better mount than it is getting now, and most
of the horses are being bought at an age that, with proper handling,
they should improve in the service and receive the best instruction
readily and give the full advantage of the improved training they
receive during a fair amount of service, I was informed by the captain
commanding Troop A, VVisconsin Cavalry, that the troop, as an orgauization, owned its mounts and the horses cost about an average of 70.
So it appears that the present time is peculiarly well chosen to perfect
the moq.nt of our cavalry.
The oldest horses condemned appear to be in the southern inspection
district, and the youngest in the middle inspection district.
The average length of service of 681 horses (e 'Cluding those that
served le s than a year and those for which the data was not given) is
6.12 years for cavalry and a fraction le ·s than 6 years for artillery.
Last year the figures were 6.02 year for cavalry and 7.02 for artillery.
In thi connection it may be well to invite attention to the small
average length of service of some of the e hor e._ , even with sucll
exce ive retention, in compari on with tho e of foreign ervic . In
Eu gland in 1895, for in tance, tatistics eem to indicate that tbe average time in ervice was about ten yt ars. There doe not appear to be
any good reason why hor e , if properly handled, lJOuld not la t a
long in our ervice a l ewhere, more e pecially during the pre, ent
comparatively qui t time.
·
Fifty hor e -44 in tb cavalry and 6 in the artillery-wer concl mned before they ha<l. completed a y ar'
rvi . La t ear 2 iu
he avalry au l 9 iu h artill ry failed to complet tb ir fir t y ar.
One bor e in the orth rn in pe ·tion di trict i reported to ha had
tweut -one year ·' r i . Perhap th r i no bing upplied wbi ·hi
more a t to r efre ritici m r · nd mnati n b fi r
ing fol] br k n
into the ervi then th h r,
but the < ppr val of tho furni lt d
ha
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unmanageable, 84 of which were in one inspection district, where 38 out
of 65 inspections of animals were made by special inspectors. This
large condemnation resulted, on September 3, ·1896, in the following
instructions from the office of the Secretary of War:
Let department commanders be informed that during the past year 970 cavalry
horses have been condemned, ancl among them 36 for viciousness and 117 for being
intractable. It is estimated that these 153horses cost the United States about$20,000.

The reports this year show a great reduction in the condemnation
for these causes.
The responsibility for the selection or reexamination of the horses
might be thrown more upon each troop and battery commander, and if
one exceeded a due allowance of horse while performing garrison
service atteution might be attracted to it in the same way as to other
supplies. Perhaps there is nothing in the company economy which
has received less attention. heretofore from superior authority. The
training of the horses in the companies, as reported, was as ill-advised
in many respects, in former times, as the method of purchase; but it is
time both should be perfected and the Government receive the benefit
of the best the Army can do.
A small table is appended, showing the number of inspections made
in each inspection district by regular and special in pector , and attention is invited to the quite unnecessarily large number made by the
latter. It has been observed that special inspectors are sometimes
designated for this duty when a regular inspector was available, as
illustrated by the five inspections made at a single post in May while
several officers of the Inspect.or-General's Department, whose proper
function it is to perform this special duty, were in the immediate neighborlwod. It is recommended that these details be discontinued except
in urgent cases. It is well for the shoemaker to stick to bis last, and
it is well to leave tlrn recommendation of the destruction and sale of
public property generally to the body of officers appointed by the President and designated by the law for that duty.
Cfivalry and artillery horses, 1897-Nutnber of inspections rnade and mimber of horses
inspected in each dist1·ict.
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ACCO NT OF SALES AT AUCTION.

During the past fl cal year 758 inspection reports, directing the sa~e
of condemned stores, were received under paragraph 8 9. Of th1
number but 188 were reported under paragraph 679, howi'?g a culpable degree of negligence in carrying out the Army Regulations, which
Rhould be corrected.
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.All inveutories of public animals and the a,uctioueer's account of
sales should invariably give the names by which they are known in
service. Neglect in this respect has resulted in the substitution and
sale of an animal which had not been inspected for one which had been
condemned. However much this may be thought to be in the interests
of the service, only one method of selling worn•out property is a11owed
by law .
.A uniform blank for the use of the different branches of the service
in reporting these sales has been submitted and recommended as a substitute for the diverse forms now authorized. The object of the prepared form is to establish uniformity and simplicity in such reports,
with a view to their easy tabulation and comparison. In this connection your attention is invited to Circular No. 6, Treasury Department,
Comptroller's Office, January 9, 1897, which prescribes a form and regulations for rendering accounts of sales of old materials, and directs
that this form be accompanied by a complete i11ventory of the property
sold.
The total amount received from the sales reported is shown in the
following table:
Repo1·l o.f sales cit auction, 1897.
[Army Regulations, paragraph 679.]
Net
Number of Nnrnber of amount
reports
animals
received
received.
. olcl.
from sales.
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In conclusion it may be permitted to expres gratification that in
many dire tion , but especially in the matter of promotion , a feeling
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A.

PROBLEM ' IN MI . OR TAUTI ' ' 'UBMITTED A D , OLVED AT THE
IN PECTIO , .
NORTH ATLANTIC DJ, TIUCT.

Macliaon Barracks, N. Y.-To act as an advance guanl for a supposed for<'o in its
rear, with orders that if attackecl by a snperior force ad fensive po ition would l,o
selected and held until the arrival of reenforc men ts from the main body.
Po1·t Niagara, N. Y.-Cover a desiO'nat d front with outposts using Uossa ·k po ts
instead of sentinels and pickets.
Plattabnrg Barraclcs, . Y.-Cover a clesignatecl front with a line of outposts, Cossack posts to be used in pl nee of s ntinels mHl pickets.
Fo1·t Ethan Allen, Vt.-Tlie sq11:1dron wns tak n about a mile up the Es ex ron.d
and directecl to form as an aclvauce guard for a cavalry for e marchinO' to Burlington. * * * The information fnrnished the commander of the advance gnard was
that he woul<l. be opposetl by hostile cavalry tha would b • 011tlinecl, and his in tmctions were to drive them off so that the march of the mnin column wonlcl not bo
delayed. Tho ho tile cavalry w re outlined by ii few troopers po tecl nea,l' tho edge
0f th~ open woods on the reservation some hunclrecl yards off tho road.
TH ATLANTI

Dl TIU 'I',

Fol't li-IcPhel'aon, Ga.-'fhe attack of n, position (ontlined) to take place this p. m.
at 2 o'clo k, on grounds leetecl southeast of the post; ancl i.;econdly, tho attack ancl
defense of au outpo ·t (actual) to bo o ·tablishecl on ground east and south of tho
post, to be executed to-morrow morning. Assembl_y at 9.45 o'clo ·k.
In the execution of thi problem tho folJowing situation is nssumed: A brigade of
infantry (imaginary) with a sma,11 forco of ca,valry and artiller attached, moving
via Tampa aml We t Atlanta and ou Haasville, goes into camp on orth Utoy Creek,
wostof tho Atlanta ancl West Point Railroad. 'l'heheadoftlrnadvance gnardof the
brigade, consisting of eight companies of tho Fifth Infantry, has 1· a l1ed the road
from Lakewood to Knox at tbo point 011 tho map. On r ceiving orders tho adrn11cc
g-itard will piclcet the gl'o1tn<l between the cnat and weal Jonesboro 1·oads. As tb country
is open the system of outposts pre cribecl in paragraph 64 , Infantry Drill Reg11lation,, will he obs rvecl. Assoona. th outpo tsaroestablishedtheywillbeinspec-t<'d
by the inspector. When tho inspection is completccl, of whi ·h un notic will ho
given, it will be a. sumecl thnt the line is attack cl. This will be made known by tho
firing of the sentinels when the u ual di. positions will be made, ancl the lines will
11 again in pectecl.
The commander of each company wHl designate two men of his company n
wounded; th first aid will he given by the company stretcher bearers, who will
then carry tho wonndod to such points as may bed ignated by tho surgeon, where
thoy will be hold to await the arrival of the inspector. At the conclusion of the
exercise, , a. rrporL will b r ll(lerecl to the post commander by the 1Jatta1ion commander , of the operations of tho resp ctivo battalions ancl companies, an,l by tho
po t commander to th inspedor, to whom all th reports will be forwar<le1l a ·compauiecl by a toporrrnpbical drawing or k tch of the gro1111cl o cupi cl antl clescribecl
in this letter.
·
Fort Mye1·, Va.- force of the enemy, consisting of one bri ade of infantry, with
cavalry and Hrtillery attached, is movinrr from Gre, t Fall down th r1°·bt bank of
tbe Potomac.
Our forco bolds tho left brtnk from the 'hain to the Long Bridge.
brigade of
our caxalry (imao-ina.ry) croa. es Aque<lnct Bridge at daylight with_orders to reccmnoitet· in tlio clircrtion of Great Fnlls for the p11rposo ol' a c rta,inmg tho str ngth
and clispo ition · of tho on my. Tho <Jna,cl~ou of tho i ·th 'a,valry tLt Fort My l'i8
tlio aclv:w ·<' gnarl! (actnal) of tho brigade.
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li'ort Riley, Kans.-A h~rge force of the eneruy is moving up the Kansas River;
their scouts are reported west of Manhattnn. Fort Riley bas been reenforced 1 nud it
is determined to attack the enemy.
'rhe cavalry troops will be form eel into a cavalry screen; the batteries and assumed
reenforcements will advance under cover of the screen.
The strength and composition of the garrison at Riley wm be assumed i11 pl'oper
proportion to the cavalry screen and the assumed strength of the enemy.
Fort Crook, Nebr.-Fort Crook will be defended by one battalion of infantry
against the attack of another battalion. All conditions for attack and defense will
be assumed by the commanding officer.
l 101·t D. A. Russell, Wyo.-A hostile force is moving west from Nebraska along the
line of the Union Pacific Railroad. The advance party has reached Cheyenne and
is about to reconnoiter Fort Russell, which post has been reenforced. With the
troops of the present garrison and its available resources;. drive back this party and
establish an outpost, so as to cover tlie east side of the fort. The rest of tl1e territory, for its protection, will be covered by assumed troops.
Fort Niobrara, Nebr.-.Fort Niobrara ,vill be defended by one battalion of infantry
against the attack of another battalion. All conditions for attack ancl defense will
be assumed by the commanding otrfoer.
Ji'o1·t .Assinniboine, Mont.-The United States are at war with Great Britain. 'fhe
garrison of Fort Assinniboine has been streugthened. A force of the enemy is
approaching from the Canadian frontier. The garrison bns been ordered to destroy
all stores and withdraw.
The present garrison, with ten companies of infantry added, will become the 1·ear
guard. Our forces will withdmw down the Montaua Ucntral Railroacl for the
defense of Great Falls. The rear gnard is so closely pursued that it is forcecl to
take up a position for defense.
The commanding officer will assume the line of the enemy's advance, the strength
ofthe garrison and oftbe enemy, so that the rear guard will correspond.
Fort Washakie, Wyo.-Ahostile force is moving north against Fort Washakie from
the line of the Sweetwater; Washakie has been reenforced, but it has been determined to destroy the stores and ab::mdon the post.
The present garrison wil1 form tl1e aclvnnce guard, moving down t he Little Wind
River. A hostile cavalry detachment is presumed to be trying to intercept the
retreat.
The strength and composition of the assumed garrison and th enemy will ho
assumed by the commanding officer.
Port Meade, . Dalc.-The commanding officer will detail one squadron to form an
outpost for the defense of Port Meade; the other squadron will attack it. .All conditions for this exercise will be assumed by the commanding officer.
Fort Robinson, ~ebr.-The country to the west has arisen in rebellion. 'fhe garrison at Robin on has been largely re nforced. The enemy i pre ·urned to be marching
ea t along the Fremont, Elkhorn and l\fi souri Valley Railroad.
The pr ent garrison at Robinson will be formed into a cavalry screen to cov r the
a(1vanc of the main body against the enemy.
•
The position and strenath of the enemy will he as nmed. Tbe strength and compo. ition of the new ganii-on at Robin on will he as urned in propel' proportion to the
cavalry creen and the assumed trenath of the f\nemy.
Fo1·t Custer, 21font.-The couutry i in great di order. ·w yoming and ebra ka are
in rob Ilion. The nited ta,tes arc concentrating troops ancl tores at Cu ter Station, on :rorthern Pacific Railroad. Fort 'u ·ter ontaius valuable stores which are
to be withdrawrt to the ba eat 'uster tat10n. The Hnrlinaton Ra,ilroad ha l)eeu
destroyed from Port 'nster to the ('row AgeHcy, at which latter point rebel troop
have ju. t arriv d de. tined for the rapture of the fort .
in check 11ntil reenforcement
. The pre ent garri,' on will hold tb enemy' for
arrive from 'n ter tation.
Th
mmancling offi r will ae!lnme the trength and composition of tlie enemy
and tho r nforc ment o a . to b ar a. proper proportion to the ,.arri. on.
Fort Keo{Jlt, Mont.-An in nrr ction ha sprung up in th ,- t. Th Pacific oa t
~ tat<' and w :t rn ::c\Iontam ar h(•lcl by the r b ls. Au io urg nt army i moving
a down tb Y llow torn' and ar now at Ro .bnd. 'fh
orth<>rn Pacific Railroad
ha b en d · stroy d w t f Fort I · g b. Tl1
nitNl ta
have cletnmio d to reenfi rcC' J{ ogh and make a stand tllC'r .
iYe companic of infantry have alr acly
arriv d. Th r(•b I, knowing thi , b, v d<'tach cl a, regim nt of cav, lry to make a
'1, b anc1 captnr th . p t. " ' ith th fi\'e c·omp:mic•. of infantry a,nd a runecl re nf r ·enwntl tak po:ition for (ll'frns of th po t :ig"ain t the va.lry raid.
Th tr ,op at th po. twill b(• mwd to ' Pl' . ,·n th c•u rn,r.
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MAJOR-GENERAL COMMANDING THE ARMY.

'l'he c-ommn.nning officer will ns. nme the time of re eipt of information of the
movement n,rnl the time it wHl rea ·h K ogb.
Fort Lea-venworth, Kans.-Fort Leavenworth will be attacked by a battalion of
infantry and two troops of cavalry; it will be defended by a, like number of troop .
'rhe commanding officer will assume all conditions for attack and defense.
Fort Logan, Colo.-The commancl will be equally divided; on -half will defend
Fort Lo~an against attack from the other half. The commanding officer will assnme
all conditions for the defense and attack.
Fort Yates, N. Dak.-A hostile force is moving up the Mi ouri River. Fort Yates
has been reenforced.
The commanding officer will establish hi present garrison on outpost duty so as to
cover the quadrant extending from south to we. t. The remainder of the territory
will be coverecl by assumed troops.
The commanding offic r will assume th ·ize and charact r of his reenforcements
so as to be in proper proportion to the covering troop, .
'OUTHERN DISTRI T.

F01·t Sill, Okla.-Rear guard attack and defense.
Fort Huachuca, .,fri.z.-Tbe attack and defense of a convoy.
Fort Wingate, N. Mex.-The destruction of a depot of supplies, and the cntting of
the railroad at Wingate tation.
F01·t Clarlc, 1cx.-Tbo defense of an intrenched cam1>. Two troops cavalry an<l
four companies of infantry against like imagi,n ary force advancing from tho Rio
Grande l1y way of Dolo1·es.
l'ACIFJ

DISTRI T.

Presidio of San Francisco, Cal.-The dofens of th bn.tf eri s at Fort Point f't·om :rn
attack in rear.
i1IJDDL1!: DJ THIC.'f.

Fm·t Ura<ly, ,}ffrh.-The e. ta.hlisbme11t of ontposts ancl n.tta<'k :incl <l
same.
,f<,j/'e1·Non Harraeks, .Afo.-'l'he att:1<·k 11,Jl(l a fense of outposts.
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A.VALRY AND ARTILLERY HORSES AND CAVALRY ORDNANCE CONDEMNED, FISCAL YEAR 1897.
Inspected by 1·eoula1· and

ablt·s 3howi11g 1mmbe1· of animals, rnlue when purchased, age at condenination, length of strrvice., and cause of condemnation.
special inspectors.
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REPORTED LENGTH OF SERVICE.
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ables showin[J 1111,mber of ani1nals, value when pnrc1tasea, age at condemnation, length of senice, a11d cause of condcni11atfon, etc.-Continued.
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GAUSE OF CONDEMNATIO~-Continued.
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North Atlnntic di strict:
Jnv~lry .....••........... I
,\ rt1!1ery ...... ..........
Total...................

79

107

vcrnn-JCn,~lry ...... .... .
,.. '\Artillery ...... .... .

South Atlantic district :

I
.S

36

Artillery ................ ·
Total.................. .

55
,\ •
..,._JCa,R hT . ....... ... .
- ' 0 r.11 <>"\ Artille ry . ... . ..... .

Mid11ie district:
CaV"alry ...... ...... ......
j,.rttllery ..... . .. ... . .....

61
-I

Total...... .... .. . .. ... .
65
Avernge{Cn.v~lry · · · · : · · · · · ··
Al'tillery ....... ... .

Total ....

Cn~~-l~y ~~~ :::I·.~~~.
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Northrrn district :
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rtillery ... .
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Soutl.Jern district:
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nparatil'c statement showi11g the relation between the enlisted men and condemned horses in the ca1:alry for the fiscal years 1894, 1895, 1896J and 1897.

---189-1.

Jtogimcnl.

I

I

1895.

--

~!~

:Number
Enlisted \ Number
Eoli11to'1 of horses Ratio. ,:;trcngth of~i!~es Ratio. Enlisted I ~ 11-C::1
str onp:th
con
~t rcngth
con
June 30 · dem11~d.
J11ue 30. tlemuecl.
Juue 30 · derunecl.

I

----1--

Fir,-t . ··· ···· ·· · ·.. I
Sl•cond • · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Thirtl. .•... ·•···••·
Fu11rt h • · · · · · · · · · · ·
J•'il'th . · · · · · · · · · · ·..
Sh.th. ··· ········..
Sl\\'Cllt h · · · · · · ·....
l~i!i;hth ···· ·· ·•·· ..
Ninth ....... ·······
'1\mth ............ .
rotnl....... . .

618
61.i

·1

613
(\5:i
555 ·
008
619
61:1
lill
583

55
60
59
65
50
32
56
52

36
56

5, 08~! _5:n

·I

)la-ci11111111 ......... Fo11rth
)Ii11im11111 ..... ..... Sixth...

65
32

0. 089
. 097
. 096
. 117
. 09
. 053

:~~5 1
. 059
.0!!6

082
604
591
582
58-1
590
595
608
567
565

36 I
76
77
G3
31
94
73
42
51
49

---:os;-1--5-, 868 --592

·---,---------Sixth ...
. 053 1 Fifth .. · I
.117

94
31

o.. 962
126
. 130
. 108
. 053
.151)
.123·
. 069
. 09
. 087

--,-619 '
635
597
587
577
030
675
573
582
570

131
98
102
62
89
125
48
90
128
47

Number Ratio \:
Number
Enlisted of hor ses
Enlisted of horses per ruan l
Ratio. strength.
Ratio. strength
per
con•
COD·
Jnno 30. deruned.
demned.
year. I

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -,•
0. 212
.154
.171
.106
.15'1
.198
.071
. 157
. 22
. 083

-·- - - - -:-;:-;u - 6,045
a920
.15

I

...
.159 {First
Ninth ..
. 053 Seventh

131
128
48

~

I

Total.

1897.

1896.

~

615
642
588
583
593
617
51)1
605
584
592 I

I

6,010

. 2l2} Third . ..
. 22
. 071 E ighth .

62
51
139
63
46
91
95
32
62
109

0.101
.079
. 236
.108
.077
.147
. 161
. 053
.106
.184

2,430
2,499
2,389
2,307
2,309
2,445
2,480
2,399
2,344
2,310

284
285
377
253
216
342
272
216
277
261

750

. 125

23,912

2, 783 1

139
32

. 236
. 053

Third .. .
E ig l1 tb .

377 1
216

0.11 7
.11
.158
. 109
.094
.14
.11
. 089
.118
.113

8
6
2
6
6

9
6
6
2
2

~
t_zj

1-'d

~8
0

,rj

.116 \

5

8
~

.158 1
.089

2

UJ.

6

0

rr Gl'o,'rnl Orders 15, 181l5, created some confusion in quartermaster supplies for a time, making it diffic ult to classify the horses by r egiments; howeYcr , 920 out of 970
.nr1:l'la"!'liticll.

t_zj
t_zj

~
t_zj

8

p,.
~

i-<
0

,rj

~
~

CAVALRY.

,Statement showing !ffre11 rnlue of orcl11a11ce and ordnance stores condemned 'in the .fiscal yea,·s 1894, 1895, 1896, and 1897, and amount per rnanfor oach
1·egiment and year.

---Regiment.

1894.

I

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----

Tenth ............
Total. ......

6,423 40,893.91

~~!~~~. :::~ ~::::::

1896.

Actual A.mount
Amount Actual .A.mount
Amount .A.ct.nal .A.mount
strength
con•
con.
strength
strength
con•
June 30. damned. per man. June 30. demned . perman. June 30 . demned.
658 $3,092.55
661 4,443.46
656 4,971.44
598 3,430.94
508 3,603.61
651 3,063.74
662 5,547.93
657 4,855.64
655 1, 63-l. 38
627 6,250.22

First .•..••.......
Second ............
Third .............
Fourth ...........
Fifth .............
Sixth ......•......
Seventh ...........

--

1895.

·---

.Maximum .•...... Tenth . .............. .
Minimum .......•. Ninth . ..............

=

$4. 70
6. 72
7. 58
5. 74
6.03
4.71
8.38
7. 39
2. 40
9. 96

626 $1,774.34
6!7 3,663. 75
635 3,108.66
626 5,124.33
628 ], 359. 39
633 4,945.15
638 3,041.00
651 1 4,401.52
612 2, 710. 63
610 5,417.24

$2.83
5. 66
4.89
8.19
2.16
7. 81
4. 76
6. 76
4. 43
8. 88

664 !$4, 390. 78
680 3,875.42
642 5, 3111. 92
632 3, 29!. 31
623 3,070.02
675 3,645.59
721 2,246.42
618 3,882.84
628 4, 099. 34
616 2,362.78

6. 37

6, 306 35, 546. 01 _

5. 63

6, 499 36, 259. 42

9.96 Tenth ...........
2. 49 , l!'ifth ... .. .......

8. 88 1 Third ............
2.16 SeYenth ...•.•..• .
1

1897.

I

Total.

tistrength
Actual IAmount
Amount

COD·
Sum
n. June 30. demned. lperman.l stated.

..A.monnt
- - ..A.mount
con•
I..A.mount perfour
demned. perman. years .

---,---1----1---1---• ----·---•--658 1$4, 442. 78
684 2, 716. 56
630 5, 099. 96
626 4,990.82
635 4, 123. 84
660 2, 814. 88
634 6, 128. 09
647 3,028.07
630 2,407.18
636 1, 997. 26

I--s-,6.ttO 37, 749~
9 1' Se,;,enth ....... •··

1 Tenth.. .•• . .• . . . .

$6 75
3: 97
8. 09
7. 97
6. 49
4. 26
9. 66
4. 68
3.82
3.14
5. 86
9. 66
3.14

u:

2 606 $13 700. 45
699. 19
2: 672
? 563
18, 571. 98
2' 482 16,840.40
2: 484 12, 156. 86
2 610 14 4-69. 36
2: 655 16: 963. 44
2,573 16,168.07
2,525 10,851.53
2,489 Hi, 027. 50
25,668

150,448.78

$5. 25
5. 50
7. 24
6. 78
4. 89
5. 52
6. 38
6. 28
4.29
6. 43

I

Third ............. ,·
Ninth . •••• .. . . . . .

5. 86 .

$21. 05
22. 00
28. 96
27. 16
19. 56
22. 08
25. 55
25.12
17.19
25. 78
23. 44

7. 24 ,--28. 96
4. 29
17.10

ts:
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0
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ti=j
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REPOR'l' OP 'l'HE SECRETARY OF WAR.

AVERA.GE COST PER PO T OF FUEL Ar D FORAGE, WITH MAXHI
AND MINIMUM RATES.

}f

-- Wood (percord). Coal (per ton).

----

I11specUou district .

HaTcl.

Soft.

Sontl1 Atlantic ............
.Mi(ldle .... ---------·-·-··
l':vific ....................
Northern ..................
Southern .................•

$4.44
4. 40

---·-···

-------3.00

General average ... . · 1- - 3 ~

-- -

$3. 59
$4. 99
5. 75
3. 20
3. 56
4. 78 ............
a. 78

----------·-··--3. 78

Soft.

Hard.

---

H ay
(per
ton).

- - ---·

$3. 52
2. 78
7. ]8
3. 82
18. 74

Corn
(per
cwt.).

---

-

10. 99

$14. 60
6. 56
6. 54

8. 80
11. 71

8. 99

$1. 01
. 81
.!J4
.87
1. 21

12. 35

8. 53

. 97

$17. 80
12. 46

-5:a-r,~

Oats
(per
wt.J.

Straw
(per
ton).

5. 94

I Dran
(per

--

cwt.).

---·····

-

$0.n

_$':'!
I
. 65
1.04
. 80

. 6L
.08
• 75
. 98

.75

MAXIMUM RA.TES.
\Vood.
Inspection districts.

I

Hard.

Sofi.

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ ,_
c_o_st_._,._ __ _ _
P_o_st_._ _ _ _ _ _
C_o_st_._

P_o_s_t,_ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ __
1

So:ath Atlantic........... $8. 00 Key Weat Barracks, Fla.... $4. 65 Jackson Barracks, La.
MHldle . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..
6. 50 Fort Thomas, Ky .................. .
Pacific................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
6. 49 Presidio of San Frauci ·co,
Cal.
Northern................ . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . .. . . . .. ... .
6. 69 Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo.
Southern .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . .
4. 51 Fort Sill, Okla..............
6. 00 San Carlos, Ariz.
General maximum.

Key ,Vest Barracks, Fla ....

8. 00

16:-00

Fort D . .A.. Russell, Wyo.

I

Coal.
Inspection districts.
Cost.

Post.

j

South Atlantic........... $6. 27
Miclclle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8. 2J
PacHic . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 30. 00
NortlH,rn .. ........ ...... . . .. ....
Southern .....•... ~ ......

co~

-

$5. 60 Fort Monroe, Va.
4. 70 Fort Snelling, i1 inu.
9. 00 / San Diego, Cal.

a

I- _

Inspection districts.

tion di trict8.

8. 41
12. 60

t··· ·· do ..................... .

22. 18

Key W

~........ I~~

Pa ·ifi ....... ..... . ......
..."orth rn .... .. . . . . . .. . . .
uth rn ... . .. . . . . ...•..
G m·ral m:u:imnm .

Key West J3nrracks, ]'la ... . $22. 18
!I. 00
.F ort Sherida11,Ill .......... .
10. 0

ats.

.,

..\Iid<ll ......... .. .... .. . ,

Pot.

Cost.

Key West Barrack. , Fla.
'olum bus Barrack , Ohio.
an Die~o. Cal.
.F ortITarri ·011 1 Mo11t.
Fort Wingat , ::S. :M1•J1..
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!+Rt.

outl1 .Atlnnti

Post.

13. 80 1 • an Di go, Cal. ............ .
15. 00 Fort Harri. on, Mont ....... .
26. 60 Fort .Apache, Ariz ......... .

$22. J

Gen ral maximum ./~

Insp

Straw.

l'---------

o.uTh .Atlantic ...........
M1clclle ................... ,
Pacific............ . . . . . . .
orthern . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
outhern . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Do.

Hay.

Cost.

--- --

]'ort Yellowstone, "\Yyo.
Whjpple Barracks, Ariz.

Fort Sherman, Idal.io . ...... /a(5. 00

30. 00

- fu'lt-.-----

I

K y WeRt Barracks, Fla....
Fort Snelling, Minn........
Fort 8herman, Idaho.......
...... ...•... ........... .. . . . .
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==i·............................. 45~1

General maximum.
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Post.

Fort, Barran As,
l!' la.
.!14,•o :Fort Logan II .
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Ariz .

t, Barracks, Fla.
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Cost. ,--

~ ~. . ...•• ~... ,0. 92 \

.•••• . , .. ..

l •'ort ·uelling,
Minn .
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•..... . . . • • • . . . . . . • • • • . .
1.23

12.64

I

Fort Yat R, ~· .
Dak.
Fort A 11ach ,
.Ariz.

•• • •• 110 • • . • •• ••.. 2.04 ....

uo

. 70

Post.

Fort Ila rr:rnt~
Fla.
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Bnr•
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·1
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1.46
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Fort Wa bnki
Wyo.
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.A.paC'l1 ,
.Ariz .
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1
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.d.verag() coBp per post of fuel aml forage, etc.-Coutiuued.
MINIMUM RATE .
Wood.
Inspection districts.

Rarcl.

Soft.

Post.

Cost.

--------1---1--------- - -

Post.

$2. 75
2. 25
l. 46
2. 35
2. 47

Fort McPh rson, Ga.
Fort w ·ayne, Mich.
Vauco11v r J3arracks, Wa h.
l•'ort Robinson, Nebr.
.Fort 'Wingate, N. Mex.

1. 46

Vancouver Barracks, Wash.

- - - - - - - - - - ---

South Atlantic.......... $2. 95 Fort McPh rson, Ga ...... .
a. 35 Fort Logan H . Roots, Ark ..
l'acific. . ... . . ... . . . . . . . . .
2. 10 Fort 'poka11 . ,vash ....... .
Northern ...... ...... .......................... .......... ..... .
Southern . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1. 58 .F ort Ringgold, Tex ........ .

Mi1ltlle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .

General minimum.

Cost.

1.58 ..•.. do ................ ....... ,

I
Coal.
Inspection districts.

Hard.
Post.

Cost.

Post.

$4.13 1 Fort Mcilenry. Md.........
4. 07 l!'ort Sheridan, Ill...........

$2. 25

l!'ort McPherson, Ga.
Columbus Barracks, Ohio.
l •atraz Islantl, Cal.
Fort L av nworth, Kans.
ForL Wingate, ' . Mex.

Fort 1cHenry, Md ..... ....

1. 40

Cost.
South Atlantic.......... .
Mic1.clle. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .

Soft.

1. 6\)

t;t;1::-::::::::: :: ::::::::::::::F::::::::::••:: ::::::: :::::: t: *G n ral minimum ..

4.13

Fort L av nwortl1, Kan ..

Hay.
Inspection district. .

--

Cost.

------

traw.

Post.

Co8t.

South A.tlantic ........•.. $15. 50 FortMcII nrv, Md .......... $10. 64
Middle...... . .......... . .
7. 60 Fort Loga11 fr. Roots, .Ark. .
4. 00
Pacilio...... .. ...... .....
7. 43 F'ort 8horma11, Idaho....... .
3. 02 1,
ortl1 rn . . . . . . . . . . ... • . .
3. 21 l!'ort Riley, Kans............
2. 80
Soutliern .... .. . . . .......
5. 80 .F ortBl'own, Tex............
2. 00
neral minimum..
Inspection d~=i~~

:J. 21

Fort Riley, Kans... . ........

I

~0~1

Oats.
Post.

-Cost. I

2. 80

Post.
Fort Monro . Va.
I•'ort Logan H. Roots, Ark.
l•'ort 'hnmnn, Idaho.
l!'ort Ril y, Kans.
FortR,mo, Okla.
Fort Riley, Kans.

Corn.

- - - Bran.

Post.

Vost. ,

South Atlantic .... . ...... $0. 89

Fort Myer, Va., ........................ $0. 62
Washiugton
Barracks,l).C.
Middle....... ...... ...... . 64,"J'11 Fort )1 ridan, $0. 52 Jefferson B a,r.
. 55
111.
I
racks, Mo.
Pacilio ........ ...... .. . _. . 67
Fort Sherman, . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • . . . .. . . . . 47
Idaho.
orlhern ........... .... . ,48½
Fort ·iobram,
.38 Fort Riley,
.34
Nebr.
Kaus .
• outh rn ............... ·1
_:2'.:_ FortR no, Okla.I~
Fort Reno, Okla.,~

I

General minimum..

. 48½

I

Fort Niobrara ,
Nebr.

.38

Fort Riley ,
Kans.

. 34

I

Post.

I l!'ort

My r, Va.
Washington
l3arracks, D. C.
Fort Logan H.
lfoots, Ark.
Fort Sherman,
Idaho.
FortRiloy,Kans.

Fort R no, Okfa .
ForLRil y,Kaus.
l!'ortl eno.Okla.
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REPORT OF MAJ. GEN. WESLEY MERRITT.
HEADQUARTERS DEPAH,TMENT OF THE EAST,

Governors Island, New York City, September 23, 1897.
SIR: I have tbe honor to submit report of the operations and affairs
in this departmeut since the date, September 16, 1896, of the annual
report of my predecessor in command, M3:jor General Ruger.
As my command of the department commenced about the middle of
last April, I hesitate to make remarks or suggestions which a longer
service in the command may modify.
So far as my inspection of the posts in the department extends, I
ha.ve found the discipline and instructiou of men and officers fully up
to the high standard heretofore established in the Army.
I am convinced that au increase of the artillery of the Army is the
greatest necessity of the service.
. .
A modification of the instruction and possibly of the character of tl!e
small arms of the ar~illery will, in my opiuion, soon be necessary m
order that the batteries may have time for instruction in the management and care of the high-power guns which are being· established ou
the seacoast. Iu this connection I call special attention to the report
of the in spector of artillery of the department and also to his report as
chief ordnance officer of the department.
The reports of the other department Rtaff officers are complete as to
the condition of affairs in their several responsibilities.
Very respectfu11y,
W. MERRI'.l'T,
Major-General, Commanding.
The ADJU'l'ANT-GENERAL OF '.l'HE ARMY,
Washington, D. C.

REPORT OF MAJ. GEN. JOHN R. BROOKE.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTME '.l' OF THE MISSOURI,

Chicago, Ill., September 25, 18.97.
Sm: I l1ave the honor to ubrnit my annual report of affairs in tbi.
department from eptember 15, 1 96, to S pt mber 25, 1 97.
I a. ·urned command of thi department on tbe 11th of April la
·
which time I bav be nab n
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There bas been 110 difficulty in the Indian country. One troop of
cavalry bas been at the site of old Fort Gibson since February lti for
the purpose of preserving order during the disbursement of funds to
the Ube.rokee freedmen. A. troop is still at that point, though I have
heard of no difficulties, and there bas apparently been no trouble such
as was anticipated might occur.
I have been unable to make an inspection of the whole department
for many reasons, chief of which has been the delay in the target practice, due to the lateness of the receipt of the revised regulations. This
makes it impracticable for me to include my remark, on t]rn whole
department in this report. I have, however, inspected Forts Brady
and Wayne, Mich., posts occupied by the Nineteenth Infa11try. I found
the garrisons and the posts in good condition throughout. Mauy
improvementR are required at each post, which have been called to the
attention of the proper authorities by Colonel Lee, chief quartermaster.
The other po ts I propo8e to inspect later in the sea on. From tile
reports of the in pectors-general of the di tricts of which the department forms a part, I am satisfied that the general c011dition of the
troops is excellent. In this connection I would say that our posts
require a great. deal more in the way of con tructiou, uotably Irort
Sheridan, Ill. Thi post has never been completed according to the
original 11lan. Thi should receive at.tention, and there ·liould be no
effort parecl to put it on a proper footing a8 regard· buildings.
Tbe Indian troop at Fort Sill ba been disbamled. The oflicer, wl10
were ou duty with it are still there, baving charge of th
pacbe prisoners of war. I regard the pre euce of officer wl o know tl1 e Indian
well and are known and trusted by them a· nee ,' ary, a" well as be11eficial in the direction and care of th se peopl . Th e Indian ar, till
under the care of tbe .Army, and I do not think it would b advL·able
to 11mke any change, for the pre ent at least. Duriug thi y ar th y
l1ave fumi.·bed :ome supplies to tlrn quarterma ter' uepartment. l
would call attention to the reports of Capt. II. L. cott, Seventb Cavalry, heretofore forwarded, who haR them in charge. I de. ire to commend him and the officers with him for the ucce s obtained, which I
have no doubt will continue if they remaiu in charge.
J would call attention to the recommendatious of my predecessor,
Major-General Merritt, regarding the 11eces ity for riding halls at the
large cavalry posts, and would suo-gest that riding hall be established
at posts where cavalry is maintained at an early date. Gymna,'iums
and dri11 ba11s are also needed at all post , particularly tho e in the
northern portion of the department-Fort Sheridan, Brady, a11d
Wayne. The maintaining of proper iustrnction can only be accompli herl by continual y tematic work, which i · impos ible at posts
without the necessary building .
Rifle practice, which was delayed, is now about approaching completion. The competition for the infantry of thi department and f r the
cavalry of the department of the .Ea ·t and the Mi ·sotui is in progr .
at Fort heridan. Reports on tbi ubject will necessarily be delay_ecl .
Work in the lyceum for the pa t ea. on wa carriefl on ac onlmgto regulations and order,, and sati factory progre was r ported. r1 he
<li cu ion of ome milita.ry problem or problem wa, l1ad at ad1 po.·t,
and this di cu sion . eem to have aroused more int re t , nd 1 d Lo
harder work on the part of the officers concern d than any oth 1· part
of tbe lye um course. The two months' in struction in photograpl1y,
given by Lieut. Samuel Reber, Signal Corp , at Fort L avenworth, wa8
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satisfactory in the main. .A. synopsis of the Jyceum reports from the
different posts in the department accompanies this report.
I would again call attention -to the di crimination against tbe clerks
employed at these headquarters who ,,ere formerly classed under the
head of general-servfoe clerks. The matter ha.s been treated iu previous reports, and I hope that Congress may now be asked to place
these clerks on the same footing as other clerks employed at military
headquarters.
I deRire to express my appr(?ciation of the value of the labors of the
departmental and personal staff, who have maintained their reputation,
if they have not added to it.
Very respec-tfn11y,
JOHN R. BROOKE,
11fajor-General, Commanding.
The AD.JU'l'.A.N'.l'·GENER.A.L, U NITED ST.A.TES ARMY,
Washfogton, D. C.

REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. EL WELL S. OTIS.
HE.A.DQU.A.R'l'ERS DEP.A.R1.'MENT OF 'l'HE COLOR.A.DO~

Denver, Colo., September 10, 1897.
SIR: For annual report called for in War Departmeut communication
of the 14th ultimo, I have the honor to submit the following:
.
The number apd locations of military posts of the department remam
as shown by my predecessor iu his annual report of departmental
affairs dated September 30 of last year, as do also, with slight exceptions, the number aud character as to arm of service of orga.niza1tion
composing their garrisons. .Fort Grant has lost two troops of cavalry
aud gained a company of infantry, making its present garrison to consi t of four cavalry troops and two infantry companies instead of six
troops of cavalry and an infantry company as formerly; and Fort Huachuca has gaine<l. two troops of cavalry and 10 · tau infantry compan~,
having now four troops and two companies instead of its former garrison of two troop and three companies. Otherwi e, the character and
strength, ub tantially, of an post garrison continue as la t year
reported.
Change , however, iu the stations of particular troop aud company
organization , resulting mo tly from the interchangiug during last
0 ·tober of regiment
r vino· in different military departmeut , have
modified to a con iderable ext ut the per onnel of garri on~, e pecially
a r gard th irinfantryportion . TheTwenty-fourthinfantry,r lieved
at Fort Bayard, Huaclmcn, and Grant by the ◄ ift enth Infantry,
which wa drawn from the Department of the fi ouri, wa ent to
garri on ort I ougla , tab, on the d parture therefrom of' the ixt enth Infantry for the Der artm nt of th
bu ff cting
· · ry portion
off ur of tll e
n
went.
.
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ern and i:;outhem portions of the department (it central one-half uot
having any present army representation), and it permanent stations
were determined by conditions which exi tetl at tbe various periods of
their establishment. In most instance these same condition till
dominate, certainly in the South, through Arizona and we tem ew
1exico, where an Indian populatiou, aggr gating about 4.0,000, demands,
for the preservation of the· public trauquilJity, mi1itary observance and
repre sio11.
Oomiug to the department very recently, I have not yet had opportunity to arive at conclusion ba ed upon personal in pection regarding
particular ad vantages wbich pecial locations offer to meet mo t ucsce fully the purpo es for which troops are maintailletl in thi · ection,
whether it b e to a i t in tbe care aud control of tbe large native population under the immediate supervision of the Gen ral Governwent or
to aid the civil authorities in the enforcement of law, when they are
powerless to execute it una. isted, or to con titute an ob erving force
along our international boundal'y line.
fy per ' onal knowledge thus
far extend only to the post in the north, to Fort Huachuca, and
Graut with its subpo t of San Carlos in the outh, and the e tion of
country which it is uece ary to traver e tor ach tho e point . Thi
in pe ·tion and inquiry into uch attendino- advantage a. would natu rally determine the problem of mo t beu ft ·ial tro p lo ·ation <lemontrat
that, a regard the northern po ·t b th r;ort Dought and
Logan are admirably place<l. for quartering larg o-arri on , and bear
the im1 r ... of p ermanency. Situated at center of population and
trade, ·ontiguou to competing line of railway projected in various
direction , a11d fumi 'bin · the readie t m au for mov ment of tl'oop
if requir d for peedy u e in any part of th
uutr , with . uperior
climat i condition , and ec nomically main tain cl th .y bav all those
more ' ntial requirement which w ll- el cted army po t hould posto Fort Du h sne it rves the ingle purpo e of a· i ting
the ci il authorities in Indian control and manag 11ieut, and it · importance will terminate with the promised ucce~s which i expe ·ted to
follow the practical application of the Indian allotment law, .
Tlrn nece ity for the con taut military ob ervanc and occa ional
forcible l'epres ion of the large Indian population in the outbern portion of the d partment has alway determined the tation of its permanent garri ·on . 'Ibey have be n abandoned when the improv m nt of
tbe Indian or bi, new or abridged localization ha r ndered their longer
maintenance unimportant.
ix remain, and the demands whi ·h they
are exp cted to meet are to keep this population under prop r re traint
a nd fumi ha istauce to it Government agent wh n the intere t of
th civilizing policy pursued require jt. Two have lo t their importance
cl1iefly because their g-arri on have been o reduced tbat a force adequate to accompli h any decided result in ca e of Indian ho, tilitie
can not be drawn fr9m them. One, Fort Bayard, i' con id rably ea t
of he line of re ent Indian depredation and will gradually a, e
be
tl emed
ential, even for the ignal object which originally <let rmin d
it e tabli hmeut. The remaining three, ]forts Apa •be, Grant,. and
lluachuca, werewi elylocated for purpo e intended, a . they are 1th r
in the midst of or near to the abiding place of t~1e mo t re, ~1 '. , nd
trouble ·om of the native population, or ha e qmcl,. •ommumc, t1on to
routes of rav 1 it ha been accu tomed to pur u wh n ab.· ut fr m
r ervation with ho tiJ intent. Fort Huacbuc ancl Grant hav vigoron , ly maintained their outlying station at 'a11 J ernardino mHl i~an
Carlo durirw the year. Th 011 at th form r 1 la· ha. · b om ~ ·en-
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tral point for observation detachments and a border police, while the
otl1er, with its single cavalry troop, has given and will continue to give
the important ageucy there situated all the military aid and protection
required, or which present indications would denote as needed in the
future. 'rhis force could be augmented from Fort Grant before any
undue excitement could manifest itself in dangerous demonstrations.
With this possibility in mind, a recommendation of last year to resurrect San Carlos as an independent post which was referred a short time
ago to these headquarters for remark did not receive favorable comment,
as such action was thought to be unnecessary in Indian interest ancl
opposed to Army welfare.
But a more comprehensive view of the legitimate and probably future
indispensable employment of troops should be taken when determining
their permanent stations, than that which concerns mere Indian supervision; and even that hitherto determining consideration as regards
post location has recently been affected by modified conditions. With
the increase of white population, the growth of communities, the development of business enterprises, the extension of railroads, and that
spirit of unrest or desire for change which is apt to incite clas es of
citizens to unlawful procedure, calls for the assistance of troops for
many and varied purposes other than those which concern Indians, aud
to which troops must respond, are possible; whereas the manifestation
of a more quiet disposition on the part of the Indian, aud his growingtendency to agricultural pursuits and fixed domicile render him less
troublesome. All these possibilities and probabilities should receive
due weight when deciding upon sites for permauent posts, and snch
should be selected as will best enaule garrisons to fulfill all expected
obligatious. The quick response of troops in adequate force wben summoned to meet an emergency is very essential to the successful accomplishment of their duties, and some of these Southern garrisons, a now
circumstanced, are neither so placed nor have they the strength to satisfy these requirements. · However, as my limited inspection of the
posts and country in tltat section does not enable me to arrive at decided
conclusions upon this suoiect it is reserved for more mature consideration and subsequent recommendation. Still, it would appear from personal knowledge already gained that there is need for an efficient garri on at some railroad point in ew Mexico, which will admit of speedy
commuuicati011 with a11 important places along and contiguou to tbe
railway lines of travel, and that tbe post of Fort Wingate and Whipple Barracks , hould eitl.Jcr have increa ed garrisons or be abandoned.
otbing has tran pired during the pa t y ar to demand the , ervico
of troop. either in the enforcement of law or for the prote tion of citizen , exc pt the raid of the M xican band of Yaqui llldian into outllern Ariz naduring la t ugu t, unle it be the receutcallfor a ··i::ita11c
in the matter of contemplated Zuni Indian arre t , to whi hr f, r nee
will h reafter be rnade. The particular of tbe Yaqui raid and tbe n, queut and ery ffi ient ac ion on the part of the garri. 011 of Fort.
Huachuca and Grant were fully reported by my p1 eel ce or and n cl
no furth r comment av po ibly a t, tement of opinion that the r c ut
tr aty mad b th fexican Governm nt with tho e Indian i a11 arn l a i:fa ·tory to tb m and ha t rminat d for tbe pre nt at 1 a t
tb h tilit
hi h t11 form r1 ·1rnri h d. I lo not appr b ud difliult from thi firm r tu
f d ng rwhile the 'o rnm ut f l\J ·i ·o
ob r ., it. und r t od i tfog polic
f Indian tr atm nt a. appli l
t h . ban cl. , nd think b, tll
tJ r ' alou the bord r Jiv in
, ur d
·urit .
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Notwith tanding the unusual quiet which bas prevailed during the
year, measures to arrest the raiding of the Apaches, should it be reimmed,
have been pursued continually. Their a cnstorued routes of passage
into Mexican territory after committing depredations have been kept
covered, and troops are frequently moving within the limits of their
reservation, which late1y has been traversed by the cavalry of Forts
Bayard and Grant as well as by that of the post maintained in their
midst. It would Reem that last year's successful effort of t he troops
in punishing t.heir smaU raiding parties, th n engaged in the work of
robbery and murder, put an end to any inclination on their part to pursue their long practiced lawle"sne s, and the belief prevails generally
that the leaders in their late enterprise were shot la ·t season by the
pursuin°· oldiers. It must be said, however, that the great rn~jority of
the Apache tribe is peaceably inclined aud is endeavoring, with the
a sistance of agents, to make permanent settlement on a,gricultnral
lands. Mauy are quite successful in stock and grain raising an<l have
made salrs to Government of fuel and forage amountio~ in Yalue to
large sums of money.
The a sistance a k:e<l. for in the Zuni matter, above referred to, i for
the protection of the agent and officer of the territorial Clmrts of ew
Mexico while making intended arrests or some of the headmen of that
tribe charged I believe, under the law of 1885 with the conimis, ion of
an indictable offen e a 0 ·ai.n tone of their number. A tbe Indians to
be arreRted and th 1·eafter to bernmoved to plac of trial exerci a controlling influence in the affair of their p ople, it wa feared that tbe
tribe would offer a determin d resi tauce to the oflicer of the law
when the arrest should l>e attempted. lien under War Department
in structions, is ued on the rec1u t of the Department of the Interior,
the cavalry of Fort Apache and rt much of t.hc g·arrison of Fort Wingate a could be deta •h <l were ordered to proceed to the Znni gency
and protect the agent aml t rritorial officer iu tl1e execution of their
impo, d <lutieA. Thi force, to t.lle commaud of which Major Godfrey,
of the Seventh Cavalry, ha been a signed, was directed to reach Zuni
on or before the15thin tant-thedateon which,a lbave been iuformed,
the arrest were to be made.. It will arrive there 011 the evening of 14th
and then be in condition to render all the protection which the civil
autborities may require. Report of action of the troop in executing
the ord r i Rued for their gufrlance will be received at the e headquarters in a few days, but until then no further information on this subject
is obtainable.
Verbal complaint of attlemen, located on the eastern slopes of the
Baboquivari Mountain1-; (a range in southern rizona and southwe t of
Tucson), made to Lieutenaut Shuttleworth, of the Eleventh Infantry,
while engaged in topographical work in that section of the department,
and by him reported to the commanding officer of the lluachuca district, to the effect that Papago Indians were constantly tealiug th ir
, tock, were received at these bead(]uarter on July 26 la, t. The report
wa ent back for more explicit statement with such furtl1er information
a it might be possible to ecure, and ha. not yet been returned. La t
winter M xican authorities at ogale and Torin telegraph d Colouel
BacOIJ, then commanding Fort Huachu a, that inhabitan~, of 011ora
a.pprebended a predatory incur ion from tbosc ame In~ang, and re
que ted hi interference. Uolonel Bacon reported the mrcum. tance,
sugge. tino- a visit to thePapago country, which having b n f!J)])rov d,
h , takiug Troops I and K, of the even th Cavalry, and a, mall <1 ta •h ment of Indian. cont, , proceed d to the mountain. muned, c1·osHecl the
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range, and entered the arid plains beyond. He reported his march and
the condition of the Papagoes in part, as follows:
Of these Baboquivari Mountains, very little information could be obtained. They
are seldom crossecl by white m en and never before by United States troops, so far as
could b e ascertained. The country beyond ·was found to be a vast plain or valley
containing; occasional buttes and mountains, ::mclabsolutely without water save that
found in sta,gnant pools, which was muddy and fouled b y presence of cattle. '!'here
are located within the area, of this valley, of, say, 40 miles square, about twen ty
Papago Indian villages averaging three to six or seven families. These villagers
cultivate occasionally small patches of wheat or barley, but their chief source of
livelihood is raising cattle. The first village encountered was that of SnbchiefMaguel very near the border line, where I was fortunate in finding an Indian capable of
acting as interpreter. Camping near the village, I sent out Indian runners calling
upon the various subchiefs and headmen to meet me the next day (.February 28), at
Chief Pablo's village in the Aivare:;r, Hills. Arriving at this latter place in due time
the next day, I saw many Indians assembling, an d held council with Chief Pablo and
something over a hundred of his principal men. Theyappea,red deeply concerned and
alarmed by our presence, following, as it did, so soon after the recent disturbances
immediately across the border at El Plomo. I explained to these Indians the friencliy
relatfonsofthis Government with Mex ico, stated that no one would be allowed tocross
the line with hostile intent, rtnd that it wa,s my duty to make war upon ancl arrest
those who violated the law. 'l'hey were fully posted as to all that lrncl rece~tly
occurred over at l~l Plomo, viz, that a Papago lndian had been lodged in the Mexican
jail _and snbsequently killed, and th:1t a body of India.11s attempting to resc_u? the
one m custody had met defeat, and the loss of three of their number. They pos1t1v _ly
declared that they had 1iot themselves taken part in the riots nor crossed into Mexico
at that time, but claimed that many hundreds, perhaps thousands, of their trihe
(Papagoes) resided permane11tly in Sonora, Mexico, and that the rioters were composeJ. excl11sively of these Mexican Papa,goes; and further, that since tho affair: at
El PlomomanyPapa,g ocshadleftMexicowith the intention of going to there ervation
and taking permanent residence in Arizona. Some of these refugee Iuclians were
found, and a more stupicllyforlorn, ragged, poverty-stricken lot of wretches was never
se n. They claimed innocence of participation in the attack, and, having no proof
to the contrary, I let them go.
Hearing complaints from American citizens living across the range thnt the e
Papago Indians were stealing cattle, I took occasion also to warn them against such
transgres ions.
The journey, though a difficult one, I believe will re ult in :wcom.plishing much
goo<l, and could not well have been made at any other season for want of water.
The country these people occupy is not theirs. It is off their reservation, but I
can not believe any one else will ever ;want it, and would recommend that they be
allowed to remain there as lono- as they behave them elves.

The mo t of the Papago Indians within United States territory of
whom there about 600, are fairly well settled upon their reservation
9 mile from Tucson, and bave taken land under the allotment law .
It is not believed that tlley indulge in thieving- raid , bnt it is probable
that the portion of the tribe which for generations has iubabitecl the
plaiu and mountain along the international border increa the canty
suhsi teuce which th y are able to gather in the arid land over which
they wander by occa ·ionally appropriating the ·tray stock of the cattered ranchmen who have become th ir ea tern neighbor'.
Thcyhaveno been accn dof ommittingoff u e again tthep r on
or prop rty of white
ttl r oth r tban cattle thieving. Th charg
will be more thoroughly inv tigated later in th ea 011 wheu nece, iti
for th movement· of ·avalry a r 0 ·ard gra aud water au b
pro ·ur d with gr •ater fa ·ilit .
Th for goinrr i ' a ,•ummar of or
r
efi ld ervi of
troop dnriug th pa t ar which i
med rn
· portant, and f
whi<-h detail· , ith <l i 0 ·uatiou f rgc niz tion or portion, th r of
pnr i ·ipa ing, ·au b found ill b c ta ·h cl
tatem 11t of e p di i n ·
a11 l ,· ·ont , nbmitt l by th , ·i~t 11 acljutc n -<r ueral of th <l I artIll nt m rk ,l app ntli.·
Th t m ut al
ntain · th I, rti ul r
f < 11 fi 1d lu i . J) .rt' rm •d ( t •
{', hi •h I li
mitt d to, llud ).
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which, taken in its entirety, indicates an active year, especially for the
cavalry stationed in the south.
Military instruction as pre cribed in orders has been conducted without interruption when the demands of the service did not interfere.
Theoretically it was pursued at all post ' through lyceums under department direction from November 1 to the end of February. A synopsis
of the reports received from po t commanders at the termination of
tbc lyceum season and hereto appended exhibits the nature of the
in::;truction given and the work accomplished. By reference thereto it
will be seen that tho e portions of prescribed courses devoted to lectures, the reading of e ays, the discussion of actual campaigns, and to
a study of the principles of minor tactfos through problems assigned for
olution with imagined conditions illustrated by map representations,
were pursued with interest and profit. This last-nam d feature oflyceum
instruction, which has been recently introduced, and which to a considerable e rtent has taken the place of the old recitation plan of procedure, has supplied a new incentive to military study and research
and relieved lyceum essions of much of the monotony which formerly
attended them. It i , too, accompanied by the further advantage of
more thoroughly preparing officer to impart the practical instruction
which i' now demanded. With regard to that in trnction I am of
opinion, ba eel upon the per, onal observation which limiteu inspection
ha permitted aucl the report of field xerci es which are con tautly
being rec ived, that the requirement contained in General Orders, No.
53, of t 96 from the Headquarters of the Army and which direct the
giving up of forty days of the year to the practical solution of problems
in minor tactic , ar being ·omplied with, and generally in quite a
satisfactory manner. The introduction of the cour e wa naturally
ac ompanied with ome difficulty, e peciaIJy in the determination of
definite problem, for application uited to the varied post conditions
a. reo-ard chara ter ancl trength of garrison and nature of urrounding ountry, but with growing experience original schemes have
been modified or develo11ed and the work intended to be accomplislled
is progres ·in°· favorably. Many of the r port received indicate intelligent criticism of exerci es which have been very beneficial to the troops,
and a rapidly progres ive knowledge on the part of the enli ted men
for sketching and mapping those pJ:iy ical feature of country which
have military significance. All troo1 s of the department have rec ntly
made, are now makincr, or will soon make quite extended practice
marche , except the cavalry at Forts Grant and Huachuca which ha
been obliged to perform a great deal of neces 'ary :field service <luring
the pa t year. The e marcheR offer the be ·t opportunities for field
maneuver and instruction in the principle of minor tactics, a varying topographical condition are con tantly met wi b, and are taken
advantage of by the troops for such purpo e . The troop, ha e o-iv n
f v ry
a good deal of attention to athletic , to mounted exerci
character (carrying the latter in some in tances, a I think, too far ror
the benefit of both hor e and rider), and bave sought to ~omp1y w1th
the pirit and intent of General Order , o. 53, already 1te~.
~ry
re ently they have been engaged in mall arm target Ira ·t1ce ~v~ich
ha been completed and the directecl •avalry and inf ntry comp tit1011
ar to be held th latter part of the month.
orr t r por >f the
re nl at targ t firing have not yet been r eei ed, nd h n
1~ not
be ummarized. They will be pr otecl in J1
nnnal r por of th
departm nt ilh pe ·t r f ,• mall arm practi
which ha b 1.l d l yed

with that end iu vi , ,
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As previously mentioned, my inspection of posts has been confined,
thus far, to Forts Douglas, Du Ohesne, Grant, Huachuca, the subpost
of San Carlos, with visits to Fort Logan, where the inspection of troops
has been deferred. for the reasou that some portion of the garrison has
been absent engaged in target practice at Colorado Springs during
almost the entire seaso11, I am unable to make i □ ternge11t criticism on
the posts of Forts Bayard, Wingate, Apache, arnl Whipple Barracks,
but expect to make the prescribed annual journey to them within a
short time.
At all the posts visited myinspections extended to troops, their instruction, diRcipline and efficiency, to particulars in methods of administration, to buildings, supplies, water ad vantageR or privileges, and sanitary
conditions. At all I found organizations well instructed and efficient,
and observed in a number of instances marked proficiency in a knowledge of drill regulations, denoting careful teaching on the part of
officers. Also expertness in athletic exercises.
.
The clothing furnished is serviceable and satisfactory, although m
the matter of foot wear complaints are beard of the weight and stiffness of the shoe. The troops are very generously subsisted-~he
articles comprising the ration, wbich are of excellent quality, be~mg
supplemented by large subsistence purchases from exchange profits.
~rbeir health has lJeen good. Deducting from the sick list all cases ?f
accidental injury and those in which disea$eS were not contracted rn
lille of duty, the sick rate co11tinues liglit. The conduct of the tr~ops
(and here I refer to all tbe troops of the command), if judged by tnal
punishme11ts, and desertions, has bee11 measurably satisfactory. Au
iucrease at some of the larger posts in snrnmary court trials is observed,
also a slight increase in cases brought before general courts. The percentage of desertions to mean en listed strength which for 1896 was 3.03
is for the year closing with tTune last 3.58. For more particular information on these subjects, I respectfully invite attention to the annexed
n"ports of the chief surgeon and judge-advocate of the depart~ent,
and especially to the recommendatious therein contained in which I
COllCllr.

But again confining my rernal'ks to the po ts which I have in pected
I found the quarters of officers in fair conditiou generally, neediug but
mall expenditures of money (the money ha recently been furni bed
by the ciuarterma 'ter-General) to make them comfortable. Tll • barracks at Fort Dougla and rant are poorly constructed :md inadequate,
e of them are mu ·h out of repair. Sufficient fund bave
lately
en the po t authorities to make th
uitable for the
·
. tht>y ba
11 at any time in
; but if the e
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minor importance, and those affairs of po ts not yet im;pected which
require atteution, will be communicated at future period .
The report of officers having charge of the several staff departments
at the e headquarters for tb~ fl cal year ending June 30 last are herewith submitted. They show the character and extent of bu 'iness trans•
acted in the separate divisions of ad111inistration and supply, together
with all expenditures attending the same, and to them I would respectfully refer for much valuable information not found in thi report. Certain subjects which theydi8cuss or mention will prohab]y be brougllt to
the attention of superior authority when a more intiu1ate knowledge of
departmental affairs enables me to do so.
Very respectfully,
E . S. OTIS,
Brigadier- General, Commanding.
The ADJU'l'.A.NT-GENERAL UNITED S 1'.A.TE, ' H,MY,
Washington, JJ. C.
1

REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. J. J. COPPINGER.
IlE DQ AI TER '

DEP AR'l'ME

'l' OF 'l 'Ill1: PLA'l''.I'E,

Ornaha, 1 ebr.,

eptmnber 1, J .97.
Tb followiucr r port, snbmitt d in ac ordall(•e with your Jetter
of Augu t 14 ·ontain a. gen ral a· ·ount of the affair of tlrn department from he date of tho re11dition of my la, t a1111nal r port up to the
pr s nt tim , though cov ring, a· r crard th bn in .-.· of the Htaff
d :.partment at th ·e headquarter , tb y •ar n<l cl ,July 31. Ou fay
4, 1 97, Lieut. Col. Jame M. :Iarsball aHHnmed th dnti H of ehief
quarterma ter of the departm 11t., wl1ich had b en r li11qui::-J1 d by M~j.
Daniel D. Whe ler on March 17, apt. amuel I. Jone· a ·ting a ·hief
quarterma tel' during the iuterval.
The only cl.Jange in the troop lrn · b e11 tl1e aC'ce .' ion to the o·arri on
of Fort Robin 011, ebr., on Augu t l , 18U7, of th two troop' of the
Sixth Cavalry, which, under Capt. G orge . 11dcr. on, ixth Cavalry,
had been on duty for about five year i11 the Yellow.' tone ational Park.
The march l>y which this cbange of ·tation wa. eff •t d led over a route
6 0 miles long, and wa. a •complished witl1ou noteworthy foci<lent in
tbirty-six marchin°· day~, m Hand hor
arriving iu good condition.
The organizations 110w serving hi the department compri ·e tw ntyfour companie · of infantry aud :.ig-hteeH troops of cavalry, aL o the
beadquart rs of three regiment of the form r and two regime11t. of
the latter arm. Their di ·tributiou amoug the sev ral po, t , a sh wn
in the roster appended to the report of the adjutaut-g nernl of the
department, I rngard asjndicious, both from the point of iew of th ir
availability for actual , ervice and of their military in tructiou tb two
object of mo t importance.
.
The troop have not been engaged in ac ive operation
f an): kmd
the pa t year.
quadron of the inth avalry at F rt Robm'
con i ting of four troop ~ filled to HO mounted m n ea ·b , w, ,' h w v r
actually placed 011 a train of rar on ,July 1, with or<1er,· t proc ~l to
Hailey, Idaho, 90.., mile, <li tant, to prot ct Hi ~ and pr _t> r Y a am , t
Indian reporte<l. a committing- depredation in the r g1 n kn wn a
Cama Prairi ~, about W mil " to the north we t. Tb r_ J> rt up .11
which under iu truction fr m the
ar Departm nt I dir ·t d h1.
IR:
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movement came from the governor of Idaho, who named as his informants "the sheriff and settlers." It was embodied in two teleg-rams
addressed to officials in the city of Washington, and in substance et
forth that a large number of Indians, supposed to be for the most part
from the Fort Hall Agency, and estimated at 300, were burning fences
and killing cattle, and that unless speedily returned to their agencies
serious trouble seemed imminent. Fortunately I bad, immediately upon
being advised by the War Department of tlie contents of the first of
tbeRe telegrams, wired the Fort Hall Indian agent, Lieut. F. G. Irwiu,jr.,
Second Cavalry, for full particulars respecting the situation at CamaR
Prairie, his reply-that from the best information at hand he believed
the report of Indian depredations to be exaggerated, if not wholly
unfounded-reaching me in time to stop the cavalry, thus saving to the
Government the expense of an extensive and unnecessary movement.
A detailed report since received from Lieutenant Irwin, who, in order
that his investigation might be thorough, visited Hailey and the scene
of the alleged disturbance in person , fully confirmed the intelligence
he had previously sent me. It showed that in going to the prairie for
their winter supply of tbe camass ·and other roots growing on public
lauds and of no use to the white mau, the Indians, whose number did
not exceed 40, were following a well-establisbed custom of their people,
and committed no act that could have alarmed, or actually <lid alarm,
"the settlers;" and that the representations which the latter made_ to
the governor, hundreds of miles distant, without notifying or invokmg
the as, istance of the sheriff and citizens of Hafley, were without ubstantial foundation, and must have been inspired by improper moti~e~,
the nature of which, be pointed out, it was not difficult to ::sm·m~"e.
The incident illustrates afresh that reports from settlers of Indian
depredations in remote places must be received with great caution.
The inst ruction of tbe troops has been conducted systematically au<l
on the whole, effectively. For this purpose it has been found convenient in this d epartment to allot the period from ovember 1 to March
::n to theoretical instruction and to such practicnl exerci es only as can
be carried on outdoorR without discomfort during tbe winter or indoor ,
and to re erve the remaining seven months for practical training
exclu ively.
An account of the operations of the post lyceum appears in an exhi?it
to this report. U nder the pre ent separate classification of captam,
and lieutenant , officer' undoubtedly derive con iderab]e benefit ~rom
the re itations held in the more important military brnnche , e 'P crnlly
when the knowledge acquired can be practical1y applied in the fi Id;
int r Rt in the work is al oh igbtencd in the ca e of tho e ubje t to
examination for promotion, by the consideration that it prepare, them
for thi te t of their profe ·ional fi.tne s. But a · peace ervice do not
always conduce to th development of ind p D<l nt tbought aud action
and under nnfav rabl ondition, may t nd to make macbin of m u
I appreh nd that h hi f aJue of th lyceum lie in th opportunity
it afford e r., ffic r to tak up for original inve, tigation a, military.
ubj ct of hi h ic and to , ubmit tb paper mbodying th r ul of
lli re,·earc-h
t o h r. omp t 11t of judgincr i , for di: -n. i n and
riti i m. Wb tb r thi, oppor unity i
n h whole fully a ppr iated
an l mad tb m . t f in tbi d pc rtm nt, I hav n m • n: f <1 t r mining.
nd r th pr i ion f n· Ii 1mulicatiou of m rit rion, 1 ap r
b th int llig n · <livi. i u, <1 nb l , . int nd .d t , timnlat
tfort in
thi dir ·ti n, but n J ' nm r por
a: forward l t cl 1 artm 11
h ad uart r luring th
, ·on h ' pa · tu l bi · o viug to tll ub-
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ject it treated, though not for lack of merit, was <leemed unsnitablefor
general publication. To guard aga.inst this, iu my ,iu<lgmcut, pa,rtitmlarly valuable feature of the sy tem being· tifled by apathy and perfunctory performan ·e, I submit whether it would not be advisable to
require a profe sional paper of an officer but once in two years; such
paper after its discussion in the lyceum to be further critically examined
by suitable officers senior to thee ayist, and the es ·ence of their comment ·, a revised by the po t and department commander , to be
entered in his efficiency report.
Under orders from and upon lines indi ·ated by these headquarters,
the theoretical instruction of noncommi' ·ioued officers of compa11ies
was carried on during the indoor seasou-mostly under tlJe irnm diate
charge of their company officer, -according to plans prepared by the
several po 't commander and approved bv me. Be ides the nsual recitations in the variou manuals fQr the training of the oldicr, instruction was given in the leading principles of the service of security all(.l
inforruation and in the element of orientation a11d map reading and of
military ketching, ubjects the fo1portan re of ome acquaintance with
which on the part of noncomrnissione<l officer. the exercise, in minor
tactics wbich have been carried on in this departm nt the last few year::;
have demon trated. In the cavalry the branch s taught included al o
table mana(J'ernent, are of tl10 bor e, bit an(l bitting, etr. From the
report of ornmanu.illg offi ·en, I learn t,hat comm ndablc progr s ba,
been made in the e noucommis ioned officers' , chools ; although j Ii has i u
some iu ta11ce been pointed out tbat in~truetion i u map readiug a11d
military i:1 ketcbi1JO' wa · eriou ly lrnmper d f, r th e la ·k of a few simple
instrument . The , though a1>plied for, tl1 office of the hief of Engineer did not ee it way clear UJH.1 r the law to ·upply.
nitabl
provision for tbi purpo ill tbe 11ext appropriation a ·t wonlcl , it seem·,
be amply compen ated for by the iucren snl efficie11 cy of tbi. class of
m n, upon whom ·o much (lepernls both in pea<' alld war.
Po t , hoo1 ' Jiave been helcl in accordm1ee ·wi lih th Army l egu1ations. I refer you for specific iuformatio11 conC'eruin g them to a tabular
tatement of the a,ljutant-genera1. Tbe increased average in the voluntary attendan e of oldier' would indicate some revival of intere ·t
among th m in 1.hi work. But I a.db re to th e opinion heretofore
expre ' e<l, that all theoretical in struction which military p rson are
required to undergo ~ h ul<l bear a, direct relation to their carnng. Tue
statement mentioned al o , how a falling- off in tlie att ndance at the
po" t librarie and reading room , , donbtle <lne to he ,' mall m1mber of
new book that Lave been received during the year. Thi. cir um stance
seems to point to thP. nece , ity of providing, in the pl ace of th e ol<l
Io ·t fund, a new source of ·applying readi11g matt r. Po . . ibly a ti.x <l
percentage of the n t profit of th excbauge might b set apart for
tbjs purpo e with advantage to the soldier.
.
To facilitate th ir ill, truction, tbeoreti ·al :md pra tica.1. th recrmtR
r eceiv cl at t he larg r post during th wint r , ea.·on w r plac d under
t he charge of a uitabl officer aud forme<l i11to la ses or , qua<l. J a ·h
under a carefully elect .d non ·ommi ' ·ion cl offi · r, and pa <l from a
lower to a higlrnr one a.ccordi11g· to their rnanif t e<l profi ·i n ·y . . 'J lii H
y -tern of in . truction aim · to have r ecruits prepar d ~o t ake part 11~ tl~ e
compa11y drills on the opening of , prin o·. ] or obv1ou, rea ·on .-, it rn
more rationc 1, an<l certainly accompli sh .- b tter r .-ul1 , t han th . H })!'rate in trn ction of recrnits in th, compa11i s to wluch_ t lH'Y ar a ·:1~·ne<l ..
II that is 11 cl cl to hi. are its com1)l te i-- ncce~s 1. 1 th at th e bnlk of
recruits b . uppli din tlrn late faJl or nrly wint r .
h quality of the
WAR 07--12
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recruits who joined their regiments during the past year is reported
as good.
Included ht the winter's practical work were practice marches, covering from 10 to 12 miles, and military gymnastics, forty-five minutes on
each of four days of the week being devoted to the latter work; al. ·o
(during the months of February and March) drills preliminary to target
firing, especial attention being paid to o·atlery practice. The practice
marche8 were genera1Jy by battalion (sqnadron), and, Vlleather permi tting, were combined with field movements which had been plann ed
beforehand under tlie direction of post commanders. Occasionallr,
the t,rn battalions serving at a post were united for a practice march
which occupied the entire day, the midday meal beiug cooked aml
eaten while the command was in bivouac. Each company, whether in
battalion or regiment, was expected to make such a march once a week,
but at times the weather interfered with the execution of it. It was
most frequently omitted at Fort Russell, which lies in a district of~eu
swept by severe storms during- the winter, only eleven marches bemg
performed. 'J:he garrison of Fort Meade performed the greatest number of such rnarches (tweuty). Of the 1rnture of the exercises gon
through with in counectiou with both the weekly a.nd the more extended
marches, exllibit No. 6 to snbreport No.1 gives particular informati?n.
The cllaracter of tlrn athletic and gymnastic drill necessarily varied
accordiJig to the convenieuces available at the several posts. At some
no building can be spared or adapte<l for use as a gymnasium, and at
others a sufficient apparatus is still Jacking. At posts so deficieut tho
exercises had to be carried on outdoors, a11d were confined to such a arc
prescribed in the drill reg·ulations (bayonet, sabrr, setting-up, mount~d
exercises) or as are outlined in a pamphlet of which copies were th ·
tributed from these headquarters. At en.ch of the rrgimental post_ a
suitable officer was detailed to assist the post commander in prf'parrng
a plan of instruction and in supervi::-,ing tbe execution of it.
In this connection I may be permitted to repeat wllat in effect I have
already bad tile honor of representilig to the vVar D: ·partment. Gymnastics are au important aid .to military trninfog, in that they mitigate
or remove bodily defects, promote strength, agility, and endurance,_ a_nd
awaken courage, re oluteue s, and self-co11.fide11ce. If tl!is propo 1t10n
be accepted a true (as it is in other armies), it wonld ·cem to follow tbat
the Govemment sllould provide the nece8sary a,ppnrntu and gynrnaium,. A , ucces ful beginning in the supplyi11g of the latter, nuder
the name of "garri on buildingi--;," wai:i ma<le y ar' ago by a former
quart rma ·tcr-general, ,Yho in other re ·pect did much to improve ~h
c mfort and efficiency of the rmy.
uother tbiug ueeded to l.n•rnO'
about the 'Y tewatic aud beueficial practice of g-ymna tic i the prep;uation of a man nal of in 'tructiou ba , d upon the alJove con i<l raion , by officer who have gaiued an xpert kuowledge of tlrn ubject
antl of wbom ·orue (medical offi ·er·) are ·omp t 11t to fix the limit ·
witliiu which the xerci:e, ·an be carri don without pr ~jn<lice to l1ealtll.
uch a manual mio-ht w 11 u adopted a11d pnbli he,l by the ·w ar
D partm nt, but it: r qnirem nts 11 d apply only to tbe fo t troop .
In my judgment tl1e ph · i ·al p w r
f t h •a all'yrnan hould t
de lop d rnai11ly in conjun ·tion with hi mount.
inc
pril l, th <·ornm H 'Ill 11t of the 01 011 or umm r ea on th
tr, iniur: f tll tr op· ha: b n rcgulat 1 ~. tl1 r •gula io11 ' ·ou t mpJat in a<· '.Orda11tt· with a g 11 n l plan publi ·h <l in or<l 1, fr 111
d •partrneu h a<lquart r ·. Thi· pro T mme allott d to •ach ta ·tical
1
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unit in its proper tnrn a porioll of appropriate length for its in.·trnctiou,
gave the leader a,11 possible latitude co11. istent with regnlatio11 in the
conduct of it, but held him re::;ponsible for the re "nlt, ruHl Ket ap:,trt as
many con ·ecntive honr for the im;tru t:on each week day except Sn,turday, as would, with the time required for 1>arade , gnar<l mounting,
et<'., occnpy tho forenoon; the objet~t beiug, by di ' pen ·i ng in tho afternoon with all drill e ' C pt for p:un a11d ,· ign:il d etachme111 ·, to lea,ye that
vart of the day free for administrative work and recreation.
o intlexi l>1o rules were laid down in the order, 01· ·ucll a would prevent the
comnm11der of a po t from antltorizing deviations from the programme
the propriety or ntility of which mig-l1t Le iudicated l>y local couditious.
Au i11tcre ti11g feature of the snmm r's work has been the exerci es
of the troop in minor tactic'. 'J1hc:e ex(•rcises are carried on, nuder the
1irovi;-;io11 · of the order 111e11tio11ed, by company (troop), battalion (.'q uaclnm), and i11 0111e ·a ·es by regi111eut. The problem worked ont by each
unit is in evel'y ca e formulated by the immediate superior of its leader,
wlwse l'eport, a ceo111 pa,nied by the sketche nece ary for th illustration of the movcm 11t, j ' forwttrdcd through intermediate commander,
to depart111cnt 1t a<lqm1rterR. H ere the r ports ar carefully xamined,
aud the 1:-ieveral po ~t commandel'' are in formed from time to time of the
criticism.-, favorab1e or oth nvi ·e, which th ornma11di11g g 11cral has
pa ' ed np n them or the movem nt th' · d crib . 'fhey indicl'tte that
on the whole tllis cla of worl , RO differ nt iu it ' character from the
routine drill wlti ·h u11til within r ceut year alu10. t monopolized the
attentio11 of our rmy, ha· aron:ecl a ·on~id rable <.leo-ree of intern t iu
both offi ers and m n and that the performanc , crud' at fir t, ha
Rteadily improY d. Jn pa ~in°· it may be m utio11 d that among tlrn
· ketcb ' tumed j11 wer ome Yery creditable ou 'pr pared hy oldierR.
At two of the po ·t:,; (Fort: Urook :rnd Meade) th• availauJc area ha,
b en found to he too r ·trict ll for a sufficie.n t variation of t be tactical
operatiou jn wbi t h th higl1er u11its take part. 'rlti diilicnlty ha
been especially felt a,t Fort 1 rook, iu the viciuity of which tlte entrn11<:c
of troop iuto cuJtirnted and in ·lo ed tracts was 11aturaJI.v o~j 'cted. to
by tbe owner . In such ca e the more xten iv tactical movemeuts
will ejtlJer b
xecuted in combiuati n with tlrn practice nmrcbe ·
orclered for thi. month or put off until the crop have been g:1thered.
when it is tl1ougbt tl:e u ·e of i--tubble field.· will be readily granted
the purpose for a t--m all consideration, for which I recommend tllat the
ne ·e~ 'a1·y pr ,vi ion 1 e made.
If I fouucl fault a ·; · . vith th e conduct of miuor tactical work, I would
point out tlJat tl1er • ia::; uot alway or even generally been the amount
of discus ion of t-l1e di po ition ._ that seeme<l <le ·irable, ei b er 011 the
fl ld , upon tbe coudu 'ion of an exerci e, or ju tl1e indor. emeuts tran ·mitting- the report:. This defect, I con ceive, gl'Ow partly out of the
lack of experieuce on the part of our troops, i 'olatecl and , plit up into
1-,mall fractiou a they l1ave been until a comparntively rr rut date;
bn tit i~ n L'o L 'lieved to bo in some mea ' Ure <lue to a n c,·tr m 'en iti rnn(, .,.: to eritici , ms which ·ncb i olation l.la:-; developed in ome
officers. 'L,bis fi eliug will, I am con viiic 1 d, di app .ar wit n the !'act iH
better r ecognize<l (a it soon will be) tlJat even expcri n cu ·m~1.rn.1gners
a11d other otlicerR 11ote(l for quicknesi;; in formh1g ·onect d c1 ·10ns are
liable to errors which they are o·lad to aclmowl d re.
. .
..A 11 accurate ac ·ount is ke1>t at h •adquarter a,ll(l P ~r10dwally c·ompare<l with the records of th pm;t Loth of th 11nmb _1· ancl the kind ol'
tho tactical exercises performed by each garritmu, m oruer that the
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requirements of the order of the 1\1 ajor-General Commanding tl1e Army
relative to the subject may before the end of the calendar year be
fully met.
With respect to the working out of problems based upon an assumed
situation, according to the leaders' judgment of its requirements, and
uutrammeled by hard and fast rules, I trust and believe its effect will
be to sharpen the tactical understaudillg of officers and increase their
control over their men, besides accustoming them to rapid decision and
action. Such work ought not to lead to a, Rlipshod manner of executing
moveme11ts for which precise and invariable rules are laid down in the
drill book. The contrary is likely to be its effect, for the uninterrupted
grind the year round in those movements was well calculated to produce
surfeit and consequeut slackness.
Apart from its value per se, the work of collecting material for the
progressive military map of the country to be compiled by the military
information division, in which one or more officers from each post are
now engaged, will be found to be an admirable preparation for the
handling of troops in war, as it; will develop that eye for country and
that quick judgment of the ad vantages of terrain w!Jich count for so
much. Officers fresh from the .Academy or one of the service schools
are also thus given a cliauce of applying practically theoretical knowl edge there gained. Moreover, their temporary detachment from immediate supervision, coupled with the obligation to look after the wants
of men and animals and to render accounts of public property and
fun<ls, can not fail to give them a valuable (and nowadays a comparatively rare) experience and to broaden and professionally benefit them.
Here it seems proper to recur to the question of providing mounts for
commanders and adjutauts of battalions not :field or staff officers.
'l'hat they can not efficiently do their duty ou foot can hardly be
doubted. Our compa11ies now often turn out for drill fifty or more
strong.
o one familiar with the facts wm contend that four such companies, some or all ueing in di 'persed order, can be properly maueu•
vered, especially on broken ground, with the cbief' or adjutaut of the
command dismounted. In some foreign services eveu the company
leader a.re 110w on horseback.
othiug would seem to be more obvious
thnn that, if any duty requires for its satisfactory performance the
ervice of a mounted o:ffi ·er, it i · that of a battalion commander or adjutant, whether iu garri on or in the field. The battalion i now recoguizc<l a' a tactical uuit not only by the Drill I eo-ulatiom.;, but al 'Oby
toe Army Regulation .
regiment, ay tb fatter (paragraph 22G)
will be divided into battalions for 1rnrpo. e · of di cipline and in truction.
If th 11ece ity for the mounting of thiH cfa of officers is admitted the
a t of 'on Te
approved F bruary 27 1 77 amendatory of ' ction
L70, I vi ed Statute , would eem to inve" t th, v ar Departm ut with
the ll0wer to give offi er· .-o employed tbc pay bLtu. of cavalry officer,
of th ir reRp ctive rade.. I am aware that the <Jue tiou ha been
her tofor ad,· rs 1y de •ided bu I am inclined to think 011 in uffi ·i 11t
cou.-ideration of the fa ·t and tl1 law ju volv <l. The I a that" hould
b don in th .. m, tt r wonlcl b to ,' cnre authority for th pr per tatt'
1 partment to provid then CC'-' < r mount ancl equipment ..
n in p ·tion whi ·h I mad <l nri ,w July of all the po t' ati, fi cl me
that on the wh 1 th tr, ining of h tr 01 i pr gr .. inO' f, voral ly
~1a th ar iu an x •ell 11t :tar of di' ·iplin , ar ' Uit, b]y and uiJi 1 n J
qnip1 <l f r both g, rri on and fi Icl er ic ~ ar w 11 armed,\ ll
·loth d well f cl and a· a g n ral rule c mfortably quarter d.
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At the time of my visit of the post the target practice, delayed under
War Department directions beyond the time fixed in the general
in'•trnction programme, had only jn t begun. It has since beeu completed at all save one of t h po ts. The weight of opinion, o far a.·
as crtained, i that the conditions uud r which it has been carried on
according to the revised firin g regulation approach more nearly tbosl:'
of nctive service than do the old re 0 ·nlation , a,ud that consequently
the revision is based on ound prin ·iples. Wh ,ther the troops get all
the practice in firing they need i , I think, open to question. Doubtles
the course pre. •ribecl for the regular practice 'ea on, including the proud o may be the amount of
vi ion for "field practice," i · uffieient.
ammunition allowecl therefor. But the interval between the "sea ons"
i long-, and wben we co11 ider that , nperiority of fire action has become
a de i ive factor in military contests, it app ars to me that ball cartridge, at the rat of five rounds per man per month during the interveni11g mouths hould he a<lded to the allowance; the o~ject being to
l1ave tile o1dier operate hi arm so con tautly and mootbly that he
go · through tho operation intuitively and that even the sen e of great
per onal danger will not materially detract from its effi ctivene s. Like
con ideration · call for an increa d supply of bla,nk cartridge , a liberal
uR of which al o hei 0 ·ht n' the intere tin and goocl effect of tactical
exe1·ci,e .
Th magazine gnn in the hand' of th troop e m to be gradually
winning it way into fov r.
a,turally nongh th oldier wa slow in
conceding it up l'iority ov r the ► pringfi.eld rifle or carbiue for which,
th ugh an inanimate thing, he had conceived a genuine affection. But
such conce ion i' now · n ~rally mad . Th w a,kne · or ill 'ufficiency
of some of it part·, uch as th~ . afoty lo I , cnt-ofl', tc. once definitely
det rminecl by the rough usa()' of arm, in iJent to a c:unpaio-n, an, of
conr ·e, be over ·ome and do~ not affect tb vn]u of the sy tern. I
o-athered, however, that ome offieer of large e ?perienc are . till of
opiuion tliat a wind gauge would form a valuable addition to tli gun.
Mechanical appliances, they contend, , honld. when ver practi able b
utilized to determin the allowance to be made fol' drift or wind, a wen
as the elevation, qne tion the determination of which by an act of the
judgment alone is rendered donbly difficult in the excitement of battle.
I ]1a,ve heretofore expre, sed ands ill am of th belief that the r qnil'ernents of the Bervice will be 1mfficiently m t by fitting up a few gun,
for each company with a wind gauge to be i su d to xpert hot who
may be utilized a . harp hoot r in war time.
~L.1 he con en us of opinion among cavalry officers is under. tood to be
favorable to the rec nt reviRion of (embracing no far-renching change
in) the Cavalry DriJI Regulationi::. Infantry oflicer. are naturally
anxiou to have whatever modifications ar contemplated in the drill
rcguJatiorn; of their arm put into op ration as sooi1 as pos ibl , the
pro. pect of an early change detracting more or le. s from the int re t
nrnnife ··ted in pur uing instruction accordiug to the Jff ent y tem.
'J'h y recognize that . ince the future wars of the country will hav to
h · fought, a. have its war. in the pa t, with ha tiJy levi "cl hough: iT;1t_ellig nt troop and a in modern times more than ev r before th m1tial
engag m 11ts are likel_y to have a deci ive effect upon th L1t om~ ~ a
war, simplicity of tho Infantry Dri11 Regulation and ~he om1s. 1011
tb r from of all movementH not necessary for ll manenv r1~10' of troops
in activ Rerviee, are, nece,, ity. What iR de m d ~o be of pa~amount
irnporta11ce for infantry i ability to deliver a rapul ancl t llrng :fire,
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cohesive but mobile compauies aTHl platoons in compact formation, and
the highest mobility of these :fighting units under perfect control when
in disper~ed order.
U uder the regulations of the War Department which went into effect
on April ~m, 1895, a radical change (though perhaps intended to l>e
tentative only) was made in the inspection system of the Army. The
officers theretofore attached as inspectors to the staffs of department
commanders were relieved from such duty, and the country was divided
into inspection districts, uot conterminous with territorial department ,
to which inspectors-gen eral aml acting inspectors-general were a.ssigned,
who were placed m1der the orders of the Secretary of War and the
Commanding General of the Army only. These inspectors are not 01ily
to "exercise a comprehensive and general observation within tlJ eir
respective districts over all that pertaius to the efficiency of the Army,'
as regar<ls its personnel, materiel, funds, aud accou11ts, but they are
expressly charged to report on the "zeal of the commanding officer
[post commander] and his ability to perform his duties;" also "whether
officers are efficient." Tllis new system has now been in operation more
than two years, and though somewhat reluctant to discuss it, aud wliile
wishing to empbasize my appreciation of the ability and efficiency of
the officer in charge of the inspection district embracing my department., I feel constrained to record the conviction that it ]ms scrio_ns
defects which make its continua.uce of doubtful expediency. Clnef
among these is that it sometimes prevents tbe commander of a department from getting a fu]l insight into the merits of r,ontroversies and
other incidents which may arise in his cornmaud and in a high degree
affect its discipline and efficiency. For not only has the inspector
through whom he formerly pursued such inquiries been taken from !Jim,
but a, clause of the Army appropriation act of August u, 1894, seem ~o
deprive him of tue power to designate for the purpo e an officer of 111
taff, or any other offi er save one on duty at the post where the i11ve ·tigation is to be carried on. It is true he may investigate himself; but
there are many reasolls t11at must be patent to any one aequainted with
military affairs why this i geuerally impractieable, including the 01~e
that upon the couc1u. ion reached by the investigation may depend his
action in ordering a court-martial. Numerous cases, in which I felt
crippled in the exerci. e of my functions and antbority by his provi ion
have o curred in thi~ departmeut. Another objection to the pre ~nt
in ·pection ystem i' that it require. a junior to pa s upon tbe que t10n
of the profe_. ional :fitne , and of the efficiency of the command, of a
enior.
o one knowing bow d eply rooted in the average militaryma;u
i the n of power inb rent in grade and rank, and bowimporta11ti~1
that tbi. feeli11g hould not be impaired, will underestimate the gravity
of' thi · objection. I may be. aicl that in, pector were req uired to repor
on fficer.· of all grade ~ including those enior to them elve , under the
old y, t m. But the Jatt r vi wed tuem a repre. entative and mouth1>i
of the omman<ler 011 who e tafi> they were erving and with
whom th y were in consta11t aud imm <1iate cont rence. At pre ent
in pector are a a rnl far removed from th , pher of per oual in:fluenr
f the high official und r who:e immediate order they are. The '
o ·n1 y the anomalou po ition of taff officers not on the . ta.ff of au
·onnnand r f tro p · , d, 11 ron y tem, whi h in th nd mu t ten<l
to we, k n the chain f re. pon, ibili y a11d command.
t j g u r, lly under t cl that th 1 au ity of offi er in the In pector}. n r, ls D partm 11 t and th cl . ir tor tr n h in th expenditure of
m11 aO' w r h can • f' th ador tiou of lt r •gulati n in qu . tion.
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But. in my judg~e~t the difficulty in the former case could be readily
obviated by requmng the adjutants-general of the maller departments
to perform, in audition to their own duties, those of inspector, -general,
a requirement which would be strictly based upon section 1130 of the
Revised Statutes. Such an arrangement would not only conduce to
the general convenience of the service, but would keep the officer. of
the Adjutant-General's Department, now largely compo ed of officers
recently captains of the line, in touch with the troops, obviomily a
great desideratum. An occasional interchange iu their re pective
duties between the adjutant-general and the in, pector-general of a
large department would also be to the professional advantage of both.
As regards the saving to the appropriation for mileage, I believe au
examination would l1ow t12at, considering the concentration of troops
tbat is in progress and the greater acce ibility of their tations, the
e.xpectation of such saving has not been realized.
The report of the chief surgeon shows that the daily ineffective percentage of troops serving in the department (3.84) was, omewhat higher
during the year reported upon than in previous years. This exce s, it
is gratifying to learn, was not due to the in ·reasecl number of admissions to hospital on account of alcoholi m, of which there wer only 72
as again t 144 for the year 1896; resulting~ a· compared with the latt r
year, in a gain for du y of 990 days. It i attributed to an pidemic
of influenza that prevailed at omeof the pot, notably Fort Robin on,
al o to a gradual increa e in the number of injuri , which latter, I am
inclined to think, is in turn explainable by the gr ater e ,tent to wbieh
nowaday troop engage in military gymnastic , practice nutrches aud ·
(in the cavalry) mouuted exercise'. I ao-ree with the chi f uro-eon in
believing that the notable falling off in alcoholism i iu ome mea ure
traceable to the application of corr ctive mea, ures, of which tbe
expulsion from the :,,ervice of confirmed drinker , either in a nmmary
way or through the agency of a court-martial, is deemed the mo t
effective. 'rhe, light ill crea e in the aclmi ion rate for venereal disease
the chief surgeon accou ut · for (juRtly, I think) by the u11favorable
s nrrouncling of one of tl:e larger post . It i a queHtion for onsideration, l1owever, whether, though disability from this cau e be beyond
military co11trnl, tlte lo s to the Government that is occasioned thereby
mi ght not be Jes. ene<.l by depl'iviug Rolcliers of pay for the time they
are so ui:ahled . 1t ,'eem~ to me that a careful peru al of the tbouo-htful
paper of thi~ cfo,tingni:.;;hed m dical offi er must prolluce the conviction
tliat a vi it of all 1he poPits by the chief sanitary officer of a department
as often as once a year is de ' irable not only for the di. cover.v of defects
in the administration of the medical service, but for the getting of that
per onal knowledge of the medical per onnel and t he local sanitary
conditiom; at tl.Je ::-cver:11 tations which i o e..:sential to intelligent
action upo11 medieal q ne tions that are submitted to him.
From t he report of-the judge-advocate of the department, it will be
. cen tlrn t the pr ceding year's record as to court-martial trial . _the ?e?t
i11 the hi ·tory of the department, ha been substantially ma_mtamed
tl1i.· year. 'fhisco11tinne<l excell 11t record indicate a steady1mproverne11t in tho ,·obriety aud deportm 11t of the rank and file. ~s corroborative and illtv trative of thi conclusion, it may be me_nt10n d t~at
1JOt a ·ing'le ca.' e of serious misconduct, r such as called for the actwn
of n, g-eneralcourt-martia1, occurred during the vi,it tl~e Twenty- ec !!d
Infantry r '(:P-ntlynrnde to Chicago, wb re it took part m th c r morual
attc11da11t n pon the an veiling of tbe Logan statu .
n inve.·tigation wliicli, p11r nant to War Departm nt in tructions,
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was made 1ast April into the subject establisl1ed, ns regards this department, the fact that the present pay system is more ecouomical and in
other respects more satisfactory than the one which it superseded, and
that a return to tbe latter would not be advantageous to the public
interests.
·
The recent additions to the barracks at Forts Niobrara and Russell,
originally de~igned for companies of smaller size than those of the preseut day, have effectualJy relieved the crowded c011dition of the men
complained of last year and have provided ample air and 1ioor f::pace in
the dorrnitodes. A similar condition still existing at Fort Crook in the
case of 011e barrack, occupied jointly by a company and a regimental
band, is about to be remedied by the erection of separc1,te quarters for
the latter organfaation. Two double sets of officers' qm1rters are now
in course of construction at Fort Crook, and when completed will obviate the necessity for" doubling up" or for that freque11t reas ignment
of quarters which occasions so much discomfort and ill feeling. At Fort
Russell a new gnardhonse is greatly ueeded, the present structure having passed the stage when repair or rnodificat.ion is profitable. .Modern
structures should also replace at least five of the old frame buildin o-s
now used as officers' quarters Ht 1his post, ancl a new building would be
desirable there to serve tbe several purposes of bachelors' quart~rs, an
officers' mess, aud an officers' dub. The qnarters should, however, be
divided by a solid wall from the apartmcuts intended for the mess and
club, and each set should have its separate entrance and hall, an arrangement of unmarried officers' quarters such as that at Fort Crook, which
precludes the needed privacy, being objectiollable. At Fort Robin on
there is greatneedfor an administration buildiHg; also for a gymna ium,
the rooms heretofore used for indoor gymnastic exerci. es being 110w occupied by troops. Attention is again requested to the llecessity of replacing by new structures those of the buildinp:s of the original post of Fort
l\leade which have become unfit for use or 110 Jonger an wer modern
requirement . In fact, the post ought to be for the most part rebuilt;
tllougb, the site being an excellent one, the buildings tbat have been
put up in recent year can doubtle s be preserved in a plan of a new
)Jost. Among the valuable improvements at po -ts effected by the labor
of troops are t.l1e con truction of a new rifle range at Fort Russell and
the construction nt Fort Crook, in rear of the liue of target , of a
number of embankmeutf::, which have materially added to the safety of
the rauge there.
Th exchauge system, long tbe subject of attack, has o far overcome
~u opposition that few now que tion it utility a an in trumentality for
tl1e promotion of di:cipline and for the convenience and comfort of all
tl1 re ident at po t . Be ide the chauge in the r gulations o-oyerning th conduct of it, affair that were propo eel in my ]a t annual
r port;! ugo-e t the omis ion therefrom of the clau e whi 11 eem' to
autlJorize the withdrawal from th ex ·ban°·e of a cumpany at tl1 opti n
of it ·0U1mander al thou h the latt r mHy be unable to xplain l1i action
to the . ati faction f tlJ commanding om · r.
I fo lo
hrr wit11, arid i11vit
ur a t ntion to th report of th
lwad. of :taff <l pa.rtm 11t.' n th . e h adqnart r , all of wh m hav
di 'Charged th ir <ln i wi h abili , nd to my ntire i--, ti ·factiou.
Y ry re p fully
J. ,J. OPPINGER
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REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. WILLIAM R. SHAFTER.
HEAD0 ARTERS, DEPARTMENT

F O.ALIF0Rr IA,

San Fra,ncisco, Cal., ..,eptember 23, 18.97.
Srn: I have the honor to ubmit the following- report of operations
and condition of affair8 in the Department of California ince the annual
report of August 18, 1896.
Pursuant to General Orders, No. 29, current eries, vVar Department,
Adjutant-General'' Office, 1 too]- commaud of the department May lo
of thi year. For the reason that I hnve been in command but a :-;l10rt
time, and on account of tlJc Rea on of the year, I have not made au
offieial inspection of the post i 11 tllP- department. From my l011g- service in thi' department and the fact that I 1.ia-ve ret·ently been in
commaud of the larg- ,' t J>O~t in H, al ' O the fact that the regime11t I
commanded garriHon theothel'])O t:--, I am tborougblyconver ant with
the condition of the command:-; as regard drill and discipline, and geuei-ally a to the need of the departmeut.
The progres of tli work a lfort Baker and the turning over to the
d partment commander of tile a.rnrn,111 11t 110w in plac 1m ma<1o it
11 ce ,ary to tal>li ' h a battery of artill ry there for the ·ar and presrvation of the gun,. In (luly la t a battery wa sent there from
ngel I land on t mporary duty. Thi, batt ry ,' houl<l be placc<l in
barrack' b fore tl1e rainy ·ea'on begfo ', and recommenchttion' have
been made to mov there two unoccupi d barra k from the PreRidio
for that purpo e.
Tlle approaching completion of a portion of the oa t defense in San
Diego Harbor mak it, in my opinion, n ce sary to replace the ompany of infantry How there hy a battery of heavy artil1 ry. The work
of mounting the ca1Tiages aud gun , liould be performed by troops,
both on account of e onomy and instruction, and thi duty pertains
e clu ively to artill ry troops. Thi battery hould be tak n from
Angel Island, which would leave there the headquarter , band and oue
battery, a force s ufficient, at pre 'ent, for that po t.
The large post at Prn idio should have for it care and police a regiment of infa11try, in addition to the cavalry and light artillery. The
Ilea y artillery now , tationed there is exclu ively engaged in the care
of the eacoa t armament at Fort Point and vicinity, and iR at pre eut
all of this cla of troops required. The pre ·ent ·arriRon of infa11try
and cavalry can not, without <l triment to their proper military in truction do thi work; the light artillery batteries l>eing olely engaged in
their e. pecial dntie ·, and two troop. of the cavalry Aquadron b iog
absent about seven mouth of the y ar, guarding' and patrolliu(l' tho
oRemite, Sequoia, and General Grant national park ··. The garri. on,
ill my opinion, should be augmented, with as little d lay a I><_> • i_l>le, by
at 1 ast two companies of infantry. Thi can be done by r l1evrng ~l~c
company at a.n Die 0 ·c, and re<lncing the trenO'th of tlie po t < t Be1~1cu1i
by 0110 compa11y, th two compauie now ther being an ampl g-arn ou
at tllat })O t. There are new quarter at the Pr sidio }~lready. ·?mpl ted for theim companies, a11d there will be no trouble 111 prov1drng
qnart rs for tl1 oflicf'r,' of two companie of infantry, a' a large munher of oflicer are absent. There should be several et. of <Juart r
lrnilt at Pr •sidio a. soon as the commi ary and quart rma.t r's . torcl1ousc. , at pre. e11t in cour:e of on. trn ·tion, ar
mpl f Nl. 'fh .
quarter, arc tlte 1ir:-;t 11cee" ·ity at that po, t, an<l 11a • aln•,uly b n
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asked for in a letter forwarded through these headquarters, datetl
December 30, 1896. If necessary, the urick fort on tile south side of
the Golden Gate, known as Fort Winfield Scott,, can very comfortably
quarter the enlisted men of two batteries at a trifling expense in making repairs. Very near the fort are five sets of officers' quarters, built
and used as such ur, to the time the,troops were moved from Fort Scott
to Presidio. The field officers' set is in good repair and now occupied
by a civilian employee; the others are occupied by soldiers' families
and need somewhat extensive repairs. TheRe will accommodate five
officers.
With the small amount of artillery in this department and the rapidly increasing need of their employment with the seacoast armament,
they should be no longer used nor expected to perform the duties of
infantry and ordinary garrison duty, as heretofore.
Pursuant to instructions of the Major-Geueral Oomrnanding the 1\ rmy,
dated February 26, 1897, Troop O, Fourth Cavalry, in May of this year,
was detailed to guard and patrol the Sequoia aud General Grant Jational Parks, ~ml Troop K, of the same regiment, detailed at the same
time for the same duty in the Yosemite National Park. The two troops
(B and T) remaining at the Presidio have made a short practice march
to Redwood City and return. .At the request of the commauding general, Third Brigade, National Guard of California, Troop I, Fourth Uavalry, Captain Lockett, was encamped with the Third Brigade at Santa
Cruz from .August 14 to 21 of this year. The services of tlle troop
with that brigade have been reported to me as very satisfactory and
jnstructive. .A.JI the companies of the First Infantry, except FI a,t San
Diego, were ordered to Redwood City ap.d return, by marching·, au<l_ at
that viace held their volley firing. Light Batteries C an<l F, Th1rl
Artillery, will go to the same place for their target practice some time
about October 1. Neither of these batteries has Lad any practice for
several years. Reports of the target practice of the light artillery,
infantry, and cavalry wi11 be forwarded as soon as completed.
It js my purpose to soon assemble all the batteries of heavy artillery
in San Franci ' CO Harbor on the rresi<lio Reservation and at Fort Baker,
under the command of the colo11el of the regimeut, for a period of about
twenty or thirty day , for tlie purpose of a thorough course of instruction in problems of coast defense and tbe rehearsal of the proposed
system of "I• ire control and direction" a· outlined in the report of the
Secretary of War, volume 1, 1 96, page 953, et eq.
In .April and May of thi year, pur naut to the requirement of General
Orders, o. o3, Headquarters of the .Army, Adjutant- eneral', Office
. eries 1 DG, full time was d voted by the combined arm (infantry, cavalry, and light artiliery) to the olution of problem in mi11or tactic , o
far a the limit of the Pre.·idio Re rvation permitted which pro ed to
be highly intere._ ting and in trnctive for all eugaged.
Tue han~e of troop ju the department during the year have been
a follow : The Fifth rtillery wa tran ·fezred to the Department of
th Ea t, and the '.rhir<l. rtilJ ry to thi department, in O tober 1 96
tHl, in the ame mouth, a change f headquart r band, and four com pani of he Fir t Infantry from TICYel I land to The re idio.
Cl.1be di ciplin of all tbe tro p in the department j excell nt.
..1.. umb r of d
rtioo f r
ar n<ling ugu t 1, 1 97, 5:- • for ear
n<ling u u
1 1 Ou 5 · number of ri, l b g neral urt -martial
f r
ar e11ding ugn t 1 \ 7
· for ear nding ugu t :n l
,
10,3 · numb r of trial. b
umm, r. conrt:-martial fi r ear ndin g
1, 1 "" :--. for ar n inrr ngn. t 31 1 06 93G.
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Officers arnl men have been zealous in perfecting themselves in their
profession; especially is this the case with the 'fhird Artillery, which
for the fir ·t time has had an opportunity of service with the modern
armament. Great benefit is expected from tue concentration of the
heavy artillery troops and operations in their especial branch, of which
full and s1 ecia1 reports will be made.
Tbe annual target practice of the heavy artill ry was held iu June,
a11<l was highly satisfactory, full report of which will be found in
Ueneral Orders, No. 21, current series, :from the:e bead quarter .
Four officer , with parties, are in the field engaged iu the work directed
in instructions from the Acljuta11t-General's Office, d~tted April 7, 1897,
and another officer will soon be sent out on the i;;ame duty. A full
report of what ha been accomplished by them will be made at the
close of the working season.
For the detail ' of the workings of t.he different department at these
headquarters, attention is re pectfully invited to the accompanying
reports of tlleir respective chiefs.
Very respectfully,
WM. R. SH.A.F'l'ER,
Rri{Ja<7fo1 ·-Geneml, 001nrnandin{J.

The

AD.JUT.A.NT-GENERAL UNI'.rED "'l'A.'l'l<j' ARMY,

Washrington, D. 0.

REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. JAMES F. WADE.
IlEADQU.A.RTER,' DEPJ\R'l'MR 'l' OF DAKOTA,

SIR:

't. Paul, Jlliun., Sept mber 22, 1 97.
I bave the honor to ubmit my annual r<1port, in compliance

with direction from tile War Department.
Since tlle la t annual report tile followiug ellaurre, in tlte tations of
troops have occnrr din thi department:
Troop G, ~renth Cavalry, from li'ort <Ju ter, M011t., to Irort .Assinniboine, .M011t. Left former po 't :1eptember 21, J8!H>, a nd arrived at 11ew
tation October IO, 1 96. Di tance marched, :-<70 mile.-.
Troop A, 11 enth Cavalry, from Fort Keogh, Mo 11 t., to Fort Uuster,
font. Left foriller po 't September 21, 1890, and arrived at the latter
September 2G, 1896. Distance marched, 150 mile .
Troop A, Eighth Cavalry, from Fort Yate , .r • Dal.:., to l!'or Keogb 1
Mollt. Left former po t September 25, 1 96, and arrived at new tatiou
October 8, 1 9U. Distan e marched, 364 miles.
Troop D and H, Fourth Cavalry, from Fort Walla Walla, ·w ash.,
il1 the Department of the Columbia, to Fort Yellowsto11°, Wyo., in this
cl partment. Arrived in the Yellowstone ational Pal'k June 25, 18U7,
a11d took station, the form er at Lower Gey er Basin ,June 27, relieving
troop D, Sixth Cavalry, anu the latter at Fort Y How ·tone June ~n,
relieving troop I, Sixth (J:;1,valry.
'froopR D and I, Sixth Cavalry, from Fort e11owstone, Wyo., in thi
department, to Fort Robin. on, ebr., ill tho Departm nt of the Platte.
Left Fort rcllowi-;tone July 8, ]897.
PRACTI E i\fA RCIIE, '.

Practica marche were made by troopR in this department during the
year as follow :
FRO;\f FORT A8 , INNIBOTNE, l\lOXT.

September 12 to 26, 1896, by lrnadquartcr , l>ancl, and Troops C, F,
and TI, Tenth Cavalry Companies I and E, Twenty-fifth Infantry, one
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medical officer and detachment of hospital corps, l\Iaj. Theo. J. Wint,
Tenth Cavalry, commanding, around Bear Paw J\fomifains. 'J1otnl di tance marched, 137 miles.
August 14 to 28, 1807, by Companies C and E, Twenty-fifth Iufa11try,
with one medical officer and detachment of hospital corps, Major Hooton, Twenty-fifth Infantry, commanding, around Bear :Paw J\fouutains,
a distance of 150 miles.
l"ROM FORT CUSTER, MONT.

September -25 to October o, 1896, by Troops B, E, and K, Tenth
Cavalry, and Companies A and D, Twenty-fifth Infantry, Ma,i. S. T.
Norvell, Tenth Cavalry, commanding, to War Mans Creek, about 5
miles from Fort C. Ii'. Smith. Total distance marched, 111 miles.
August 25 to September 9, 1897, by Companfos A and D, Twentyfifth Infantry, 011e sergeant anrl three prjvates Tenth Cavalry, one
medical officer and one acting hospital steward, Lieutenant-Colonel
Daggett, Twenty-fifth Infantry, commanding, up the left bank of the
Big Horn River to Prior subagency and return to post via Billiugs, a
total distance of 159 miles.
FROi\I FORT HARRISON, l\IONT.

September 17 to October 7, 1896, by Companies B and O, Second
Infantry, with one medical officer and two enlisted men of hospital
corps, Lieut. Col. William M. Wherry, Second Infantry, comruandi11g, a
total distance of 153 miles.
October 15, 1896, by Companies Band C, Second Infantry, a di t:mce
of 13 miles.
December 30, 189G, by Companies B and C; Second Infantry a <li tance of 12½ miles.
.
April 13 to 15, 189,, by Companies B and C, Second Infa11tr,v, a distance of 28 miles.
May l!) to 27, 1897, by Companies Band C, Second Infantry, and three
men of the ho pital corps, to a point near Mitchell, Mont., aud return a
total distance of 52 miles.
Jun~ 8, 1 97, by Uompanie B au<l C, Second Infantry, with one Gatling gun, to Helena, Mont., illustrating a f,,rmation in putting <lown a
riot. Total rli. tance marched, 9 miles.
Augu t D to 14, 1897, by Oompanje. R and C, Second Infantry, and
d tachm nt of hospital corp , to Hilger':-; ranch font .. and return a
total di, tanc of 52 mile·.
FRO)f FORT KRO ,II, )TO . •T.
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Ilockctts, on Powder River, aml Ekalaka, on East Fork of O'Fallons
Creek, a, total distance of 176 miles.
FROM FORT 1\11

0

LA, l\10 T.

September 9 to 26, 1896, by headquarters, band, and Compa11ies B,
I~, G, and H, Twenty-fifth Infautry and clctachme11t of bo ' pital COl'})S,
Col. A. S. Burt, 'rweuty-.fifth Infantry, commanding, up Bitter Root
Valley au<l. return, a total distance of 145 miles.
November 11, 1896, by Companies B, F, G, and II, Twent,y-fifth
Infantry; tllrougll Bitter Root Valley, a total <li ' ta,nce of 10 mil s.
ovember 23, 1 '96, by Companies ll, Ir, G, and Il, Twenty-fifth
Infantry, through Bitter Root Valley, a total di ·tauce of 12 miles.
1

l!'R()l\1 FOJt'l'

·

.NELLI 'H, :111.NN,

fay 17, 1807, l>y Oompa11i B, O, E, and F, Third Iufalltry (Second
Battalion ~, nuder commaud of Capt. M. C. Wilkillso11, a, total distance
uf JO mile ' .
fay 1 , 1 n,·, uy Oompaui H A, D, G, an<l. II, 'rhir<l fofa1,rlry (Fir ' t
.Ba,ttalion )~ under comrnau<l. of Ca,pt. Jo eph Ilale, a total di ·tance of 10
mile·.
May 2-1 1 '97, oy ompanie · B, , E, and F, Third Infantry ( , ·ond
Battali u), under command of Captain ilkin on, a total di tauco of 5
mil

'H.

May 25, 1 U7, by Companie
, D, G, and H, Third Infautry (First
Bat a lion), under c mma11d of Captain Hal a total cli ta11ce of 5 miles.
J uuc 2u to Augu t G, 1 07, by h adquarter , baud, aud Compa11ie A,
B, U, D, E, ] , G, and Il, Tbir<l Infantry, one medical officer and five
11list d m •n of the ho pital corp , UoJ. John H. Page, 'Ibird Infantry,
·omllla.ncling, to Camp Lake iew, Lake City, Minn., for en ·ampment
with ational Guard, tate of' Miu11e.·otc:.1 and for target practice .
.Anfr d at Camp Lake iew July 2, l 97; J ft there on r etnrn march
,J uJy 31, a11d arrived at Fort Snelling Augu 't G, 1897. Total di tance
marcued, 144 mile .
FRO.:\I FORT YATE ',

• ]).\JC

eptemoer 25 to Octoh r 10, 1 OG, by Troop D, Eightll Cavalry, and
'ompauie D a.n<l. G, ~1 eco11d lilfantry, iaj. Jam
. ,vheela11, rnighth
'avalry, comnnwdiu 0 ·, to a voiut on Grand Riv r, in 11eigllborhood of
Deadwood . Dak. Total di tau ·c marche<l., 16 mile ' .
J?HO:\I FORT YELL WHTO~'E, WY .

October 10 to 22, 1896, by Troop I, Sixth 1avalry, Fir,·t Lieut. Johu T.
auc , Sixth Cavalry, commanding, a total distance of 220 miles.
FIRES.

The only fires of any con ·equence at po ·t in tbi de1 artm nt during
tile yea,r occurred at Fort u 'ter, Mont., where, ou January' O, 1 97,
hal'ra ·k , o. 20, occupied by the po. t exchang , w re partially, ~~ n~ on
Ma. U, le 97, building o. 24:, o cupied as team ter,' mess and lHlhard
hall, was totally destroyed.
ause of fire unknowu.
I DIA S.

Uamp M rritt, at Tougue Wver Agency, 1 nt.. a ,• nopo t of Fort
Keogh, Mont., was garri oned, a during the precedmg year, l>y letach-
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ments of one officer and fifteen enlisted meu fr0m the latter post, each
detachment remainiug at the camp one month aud beiug re]jeved at the
end of that period by another one. However, in consequence of the following narrated events, an additional force has beeu stationed there
since May fast.
foformation having been received at these headquarters that great
exciteme11t prevailed among the Indians at Tongue River Agen cy and
the settlers in the vicinity of the Indian reservatiou, caused by the killing of a sheep herder, named John Hoover, by Iudians, and that rnnchmen, anticipatillg an outbreak of the Indians, wereleaviug their home ·
and seeki11g safety at Miles City, two troops of cavalry from Fort Custer,
Mollt., were ordered to the scene of the trouble nuder instructiom,from
the vVar Department. These troops, A and K, Teuth Cavalry, un<1er
command of Capt. Robert D. Read, jr., left Fort Custer May 2J, and
arrived at the agency on the 27th. Here Captain Read fouud a large
delegation of citfaens in consultation with the actiug Indian agent, Capt.
George W. Il. Stouch, Third Infantry, rega,r<ling the arrest of tllemnrdererormur<lerers, who, from :ill tbe evidence brongbtforwar<l, appeared
to be Cheyenne Indians, and were, supposedly, members of White Bull s
band, located on To11gue River, nearest the scene of the murder. The
citizens left the agm1cy shortly after Captain Read's arrival, leaviug
four deputy sheriffs there to receive prisoners, if apprehended, and collect evidence.
Two days later the acting Indian agent reported that White Bull bad
given him the name of the murderer, but tbat be thought it unwi e to
make the arrest with the force present (two troops of cavalry ) all(~
requeste,l that t"·o additional troops of cavalry and 011e company of
iufautry be sent to the agency. Tbe murderer, as a,ppears from a su~ _cquent report of Oaptaiu Read, was a Cheyenne Indian kuown as Plnll1p
Btanley (Whirlwind). Be coufessed the crime, lmt would not surreu<ler,
wisbi11g· the deputy sheriffs to come out and take bim. Ju accorchwce
with the age11t's request, orders were is 'ueu directing M~j. S. T. Nol'vell,
Tenth Cavalry, and one troop of cavalry from Fort 1 u ter aud 011e
troop of cavalry a1i'd one company of infantry from Fort Keogh. to
proceed at once to Oamp Merritt. These troops left their re pectnpo ·ts on May 2D and arriwd at their destiuation, l\fajor orvell nud
T~'oop E, Tenth Cavalry, from Fort Ouster, on May 31, and Troop .\..,
E1ghth Cavalry, and Company ID, Second Infantry, under command of
Capt. J lm Kinzie, Second Infantry, accompanied by 011e a i, ta.nt
urgeou and a detachment of the hospital corp , from l•1 ort K ogh on
Ju11e 1. ~pon arrival of the latter troop , Major orvell a: umed
command of all tho troop ' present at the agency, nam Jy, Tr op A,
Eighth "'avalry, and Tro p A, E, and K, Tenth Cavalry, aud Company
E, econd Infantry.
On tbe day of fajor orvell ' arrival at the ao-ency Phillip tauley,
the rnurd r r, wa arre ted by the actiug Indian ao-eut withou trouu_l'
an<l se11t under guard of Troop I , Tenth Cavalry, colllmand d by aptam
l{ al to Ro ebud ·tation, and th re turned over to tlrn sheriff of 'u t 1
onnty. do t of th . ettl r.' had now r turned to their ]1ome. but
~ 110th r tam1 eel wa · r at l among tb m n the Ho elmd by a report
tba tw Iudia11s, ,.ellow ilair an<l am Crow who w r uppo. cl t
b implicated in the murd r a11d :fi r bom the h riff f u t r 1 unty
lla<l warrant w ulcl r ·i , t arrc ·tan l h, d <1etermin d to tight. Th •r
w, h w v r no truth in tlti. r port a' th w r arre t cl ;\'ithon
di turban · by th , ·tin o- luiliau a · ·u aud i:; ut uu<l r guard f Tr p
1
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A, Eighth Cavalry,Lieutenaut Morgan commanding, to Rosebud station,
and there turned over to the civil authorities.
The prompt action on the part of the military authoritie in arresting
the culprits cellled to luwe a salutary effect upon the Indians a well
as upou the settler , as immediately after the second arre ·ts word was
received at these h eadqua,rter from Acting ~gent Stoueh that the crish,
had pa,ssed, aml that, iu his opinion, Troop A, Eighth Cavalry, and
ompany E, Second Infantry, could be returued to ] ort Keog-b, the
• three troops of t~e Tenth Uavalry remaining at the agency being all
that prndence deurnnded. The Keog·h troo1Js were thernfore ordered to
return to thei1· station. They left the agency on June 23 and arrived
at Fort Keogh on J u11e 26.
Everything bein°· 110w quiet at the agency, and M:-:ijor Norvell having
reported that there was 110 loug-cr m1y 11 ce sity for the Ou ter troops
remaining t here, ord rs were is ·ued dir cting Major Norvell and two
troops of tbe Teuth Cavalry to return to F ort Custer and one troop to
remain at Camp Merritt until ,July 31. Tl1ese orders, however, were
countermanded upon receipt of instruction ' from tlie War Department
on tho ~mbject, and fajor .i.:rorvell was directed to remain wl1 .re 11e was
with Troop A, E, and K, Te11th Cavalry, until further ordt'.r .
In the meautime the l)rosecutiug attor11 .y and the sli -'rift' of 'u ter
County ha<l co11tinued their h1ve stigation into the cir ·um ,· tanccs eon11e tcd with the rnurcl T, and fajor orv 11 reported thHt, a a re ult
of this i11Ye tig·ati011, thr<>c more w·arraut. were is'n d for Cheyenne
In Ihm , Spotted Hawk, Liltl vVhirlwi11d, and houlder Blade; tbat
thefir ttwome11tiou eclwer 6qui etlyarre t d bytheacti11gimlianagent,
sf'11tu11d r g 1ard commanded by Lieutenant Livermor , T 'nth Cavalry,
to the ,' tage ·tation midwa.y betw •e u tuc ag nc·y mid l{o · uud, and tlJere
tunwd O\'Cr to the county , herifl'. To iuformation of the arre t of
bonh1rr l3lade lia been received so far.
fajor orvell al o reported
that Yellow llaie and Sam Oeow, previously arr ted and confined iu
jail at .1\IiJe.' Uity, font., had made their c cape a nd had 11ot, at tl.Je
time of Jiii-; report, been apprehended, uor ha<l they made their appearance on tile Indian res rvatio11, and that, hould they retum to the
r servatio11, they would be rearre tea and returue<l to the civil autboritie~. Jr e al o tated that a careful investigation made Ly Capb.in Read,
Tenth 'avall'y, di clo'e,_ the fact tliat tbero wa.· no truth what ver in
a11yoftl1ereport·which lmve ap1rarcdi11 uew paper a"tol1o 'tileacts
colllrnitt cl hy Cheyenne ln<lians ou or u ar the re8ervation.
Upon l'C<'Oi pt of in ·trnctiom; from the"'\ ar Department l\'.f ajor orvell
and t"·o tl'oops of cavalry were ou Augu t 11 ordered to retur11 to Fort
1
u. ·ter, leaving one troop of cavalry and a detachme11t of one officer
aiHl fil'te 11 ~11Ji ted meu at Camp ferritt. Troop E remain d at the
·amp :111<1 Troop. A andK, under cornmandofJ\f~jor orvell, lefttl.1 re
August 1~ and arrived. at Fort Ouster on the 14th. Troop B waH "ubqneutly relieYed by Troop B and rejoi11ed Fort Custer on Augu t 20.
Brig. G '11. J ohu R Brook , having been reli v d from ·om maud of
tbi: depa,rtment, relinqui ·bed command on pril 10, 1 97. From that
clat until ,June 14, 1807, all bu ioet' at thee beadquart _r wa tran,-.
ad d m1del'iu tructiou from the War Department, :first m_ th ' 11am of
Ge11 -ral 1i1 , commanding the Army, and after fay 5 m th name
of t be Seer tary of War.
In compliance with the order of the Pre ident a , :u1:ecl comma nd
of thi~ department on June 14 laHt. On Augu, t 1 I 1,ft depar ment
]lead quarters and mad the annual inspection of po t requir d by reg-
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uJatious. .All troops were found in excellent condition, well i11structecl
a,u<l equipped, aud ready for auy duty that may be required of them.
Of the eigllt posts in the departmeut two, l<'orts Snelling and Harrison (the latter uow uuder construction), ruay be considered a·
permanent; 011e, Fort Yellowst011e, being for the protection of the
N atioual Park, will probably be a permanent post, but the buildings
being frame can only he corn,idered temporary; four, Forts Yate ·,
Keogh, Ouster, a,nd Missoula are almosteutirely c011structed of wood;
Fort Assinuiboine is much uetter constructed than tlle four la st named,
nearly all of the lmildiugs being of brick, and is ht the temporary cla s
only ou accouut of its locatiou , tbe five having been located. and built
many years.ago m:; necessity for them arose on acconutof Indian trouble ,
the opening of the country to settlement, constrnction of railroads, etc.
Forts Yates, Keogh, Missoula, and Assi unihoiue are all in fair condition ,
and with a reasonable amount annually for repairs can be garrisoned
for several years. :Uort Ouster is now in the worst condition of anypo~t
I have seen occupied by troops within the past twenty years, and should
be either almost entirely reconstructed or be abandoued within tbe
next few months. In my opinion the former course is both impra,t·ticable
and unnecessary, and I recomme11d the latter. The water upply at
this post has become contaminated from sewerage at the Crow reek
Agency, slaughterhouses, and Indian camps located on the Little Ilom
above the post. Attention is invited to a, special report aud the opinion
of medical officers on this subject. Ji'ort ARsiuuiboine is the mo t
northern post in the United States. The winters are very loug and
severe and the time that can be devoted to drills and instruction exceedingly, hort. This post was probably necessary when it wa? co11sLrncted
but this nece~sity has long passed, and on account of the bard liip:
imposed upon the garrison I think the troops i-;hould be provided for at
sorue other station where the climate is less severe, where they can be
kept in better coHdition and be more available wuen needed. Fort
Harri on is, I believe, nearly r eady for an increase of its garri ou by
two companies of infantry; but complications in regard to water upply
have arisen and have been made the nQje ·t of pecial correspondence,
which ·hould receive attention before anything furtller is done in regard
to con trnction.
ttention i respectfully invited to the accompauying report · of tlle
chief of the staff departments at the e headquarter .
Re pectfully,
J. }. W DE
Brigadier- General, onnnanding.
Th ...1.DJ '.l'ANT-G ENEl AL NI'.l.'ED '.I'A'l'E ' R ff.
Washington, D. '

REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. WILLIAM MONTROSE GRAHAM.
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MOVEMENT OF TROOPS.

The conditions prevailing during the year have been essentially
pacific in all particulars, with the result that nothing in the nature of
active service has been required of the troops.
Troop B, Fifth Cavalry, Fort Clark, and Troop C, of the same regiment, J?ort McIntosh, exchanged posts by marchiug.
Light Battery F, Third Artillery, was relieved from and Light Battery K, First Artillery, was assigned to the department by Geueral
Orders, No. 43, Adjutant-General's Office, 1896. The former left Fort
Sam Houston October 27, 1896, en route for the Department of California, and the latter arrived at Fort Sam Hou8ton October 30 from the
Department of the East.
Otherwise the stations of troops are the same as the date of the last
annual report.
Practice marches have been made as indicated by the adjutant-general of the department in Abstract .A, appended to his report.
The entire voluuteer guard of the State of Texas was mobilized at a
camp of instruction in the vicinity of -t his city from July 17 to 25, 18U7,
to which point, upon request of the governor, I ordered four companies Eighteenth Infantry, band and four troops Fifth Cavalry, aud
Light Batter:y K, First Artillery. The camp wa regarded a a great
sncces by the State authorities, who have rep atedly e pressed the
warmest appreciation of the presence or the Regular troops.
SUMMARY OF POST INSPECTIONS.

Accompanied by my senior aide-de-camp, Fir t Lieut. T. R. Adams,
Ififtb .Artillery, I vi 'ited Forts Blis , OJark, and Camp Eagle Pa s
between the 4th and 11th of .Augu t. The W<'ather being unfit, I have
po tpo11ed my visits to ],ort Brown, Ringgold, and Mclnto, h until
later in the season. I inspected the troops at li''ort Sam. IIouston on
the 13th of July. The command, consisting of six compauie of the
Eigllteenth Infantry, and the headquarters, band and four troop of the
Fifth Cavalry, and Light Battery K, First .Artillery, was reviewed and
minutely inspected at the barracks, stables, etc. The conditions exi ting
were fouud to be very good in all re pects. I have never seen marching, precision of ·tep, and correctness of distances a observed by the
Eigbteent,h Infantry excelled in perfectiou by any troops. The troops
at thi po tare joined in a general me' , which j conducted on a plan
of the highe t degree of efficieney, reflecting credit upon the po t authoritie and adding greatly to the comfort and welfare of the garri on .
.At Fort Bli s tlle garri on, consi ting of the headquarter , band and
two companies of tLe Eighteenth Infantry, and on troop of the Fifth
Cavalry, was reviewed and minutely in pected at the barrack , tueir
coudition in all re pect being found to be very good. The health of
this command was good, excepting that nine ca e of fever of a malignant type were found in the ho pital and reported by the po t ur on
to be due, in his opinion, to exposure to the night air in the p llut~d
districts of the towns adjoining the post on both id of the ~IO
Grande. The anitary conditions of the po t, su h a _water, police,
cleanline s of the men, etc., are excellent, and would m no mann r
account for this sickne s. The post being on a higli m a,.expo ed to the.
purifying effects of strong winds, and having good drarnag , and the
water being all obtained from two deep well of 200 3:ncl 300 f; et depth,
l'espectively, and pronounced to be of excellent quality, would eem to
WAR97-13
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preclude the suspicion of local causes for this sickness. New screens
or canopies over the ranges in the kitchens are urgently demanded as
a necessary protection to the excellent and somewhat expensive ceilings
to the rooms, which are almost completely exposed to damage by the
present condition of the former. The present condition of these canopies will not admit of repairs by the troops. A. new building is under
construction by contract for use as a subsistence storehouse. The material of which the foundation and upper walls are to be constructed
appears to be of excellent quality. The condition of the buildings and
the methods in use for the protection and care of the public property
were found to be good. A. building for use as a gymnasium in co1mection with the operation of the post exchange is much needed. The post
exchange is well conducted. There is a general mess at this post,
which appears to be well administered and successful in reaching the
desirerl end, the comfort of the men. A. new road between this post
and El Paso has been surveyed and estimated for, and, if constructed,
will be of great advantage to the public interests on the score of quicker
and safer transit.
The garrison and post at Fort Clark were inspected, that of the troops
preceded by a review, and found in excellent condition.
The garrison, consisting of the headquarters, band, and four companies
of the Twenty-third Infantry, and two troops of the Fifth Cavalry, is
in v ery good condition as regar(ls di cipline and police. The troops on
account of the heat were not subjected to tactical maneuvers at either
of the posts vi ited beyond such as is embraced in the passage in review,
the mounted troops at the increased gaits. These tests exhibited a very
good condition of instruction. The conditions existiug at Fort Clark
in the character of the public buildings are most excellent; the methods
adopted for the care and preservation of the public property are the
most perfect I have ever seen at any post. The health of this command
i excellent; there was but one case of fever of the nature of that
described as exi ting at Fort Bliss. The presence of this di ease at
this post is attributed to the impure character of the water by the
medical officer; and yet tlle water is obtained from numberle, s springs
at the bead of tlie Las Moras Creek, which are inclosed in a large and
deep ba in of rock formation, which should be susceptible of ab olute
prote tion from contamination by outside surrounding", but tlie peculia r
conditions exi ting there at the pre ent time appear to have defeated
tbi im1 ortant re ·ult, and innumerable scheme for the impro ement of
tho e condition bave been and are till beiug di cu d with a view to a
peedy relief. In them anwbile tlrn wateri obtained for the u e of the
garri on from one 1 articular pring, which is urrounded by a wooden
cai on of sufli ient height to preveut contamination by overflow fro m
the ont: icle, but thi do s not completely prote t this origin of upply,
and ther fore it i v ry important and nece ary that a concrete or iron
cai on be nb ti tut d for th wooden one, and that an iron supply pipe
~e in ert c~ into the ri..fi ·e from which the pri11g emanate in order to
m ur punty. Tue ch m i now under con ideration and will no
doubt oon olv the pr bl m. Jn company with the po t comma nder
LU' .· n and quart. r~a
r I vi it d and carefully examined into t hi
ub.1 ·t. In m opm10n a ·oner t e ai on, the fouudation of w hich
uld a · omm?dat . it lf to th :fi ure and projection in the
.ro k ar nud h1 , prrng, would be better than iron for the rea on
~a~ ~. Tim b i1 ran l ma biner of th ic plant in the immediate
·1 ·m1t of b Jar
r m in s t m of pring might be utili z d to
pump ut the, at r in rd r th t the ba in may be thoroughly cleaned.
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If practicable, this would seem to be the quickest and most desirable
way. A wall should be constructed around the head of this spring,
supplemented by a deep ditch outside of it to carry oft' all surface water
and prevent its contaminating that in the spring. The house in which
the machinery of tbe ice plant is supposed to be secured and protected
is in a lamentably tumble-down and generally disreputable state, owing
to age and decay, beyond repair or remedy, except by tearing it down
and building a suitable house for the purpose. This should be done
without delay, in the interests in the trictest sense of public economy.
Company D, Twenty-third Infantry, and the post of Camp Eagle
Pas8 were minutely inspected. The condition of the troops as regards
discipline was most satisfactory, there being but one prisoner, who was
suffering from acute alcoholism. The police of the quarter , storehouses,
and grounds was excellent. No drills or maneuvers of any kind were
held; the thermometer was at 106° F. The station is a , ubpost of Fort
Clark, and as such under the authority and supervision for all administrative purposes of the commanding officer of Clark.
I returned to San .Antonio on the 11th of .August.
TRAINING.

Individual and collective instruction in everything appertctinmg to
discipline and drill regulations has been actively conducted during the
year at the various posts in the most satisfactory manner.
The importance of athletic and gymna tic training ha , from time to
time, been empha ized by the department commander, in orders, memorandums, and advisory letters, with the effect of engaging more sy tematic consideration than bas heretofore been given the em, tter . In
tbe absence of authorized facilities and appurtenance , everything in
connection with this important branch of military work ha beeu improvi ed; it i therefore e pecially pleasant to report that through the
determination and ingenuity of the officers concerned, a ati factory
sy tern bas been established, or is in progress of development at every
po t in the department. Pretty nearly everything po ible to unaided
inveutivene s ha been accomplished however, and further progre s
must of necessity depend largely upon encouragement and material
a si tance that can only be given by the War Department.
Practical in trnction in minor tactics as contemplated by General
Order No. 53, .Adjutant-General's Office, 1896, has b en sy tematically
carried out, and the accomplished results in respect thereof are bown
in t a bulated form in .Ab tract O appended to the report of the adjutantgeneral of the department. This important and in tructive work has
been considerably obstructed at most of the posts m the department
by rea on of dense chaparral, intersecting wire fence , cultivated fields
and pastures, and prickly shrubs of various description . Similar
difficulties apply with still greater force, on account of danger to the
inhabitants of the surrounding country, to :field target practice as precribed in the amended :firing regulations.
The experience of the year in these particulars has _r~n~wed and
empha ized the nece sity for the establishment in the vimmty of our
large permanent posts of practice grounds of sufficient t:xtent to ac_commodate all arms in combined maneuvers, and to admit of the w1~e t
practical exemplification of tactical methods, as nearly ~ . po~ 1ble,
under service conditions. The value attached to uch trarnmg 1 too
well understood to require discus ion, and it i now apparent that o~~tbing wil1 have to be done at an early day to afford the necessary facihties therefor in this department.
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Lookmg to this end in behalf of Fort Sam Houston, the only post in
the command, perhaps, at which actual purchase of ground will be
• necessary, proceedings were instituted early in the year 1895 with a
view to acquiring a large tract in the vicinity of this city. Two boards
of officers have examiued the tract and declared it to be admirably
adapted to all purposes of military training; especial reference Laving
been made to the fact that it affords numerous target ranges in different directions suitable for both light artillery aud sma1l arms firing;
and to the further fact that the diversified terrain would admit of unlimited scope in the development of all kinds of tactical problems.
The tract consisting of something more than.8,000 acres, is located
only 14 miles from San Antonio and at present is offered for only ::3.75
per acre, making the total price about $30,000. .A.11 things considered
it is a most favorable opportunity for the United States to acquire a
property which, from a purely military standpoint, would be of inestimable benefit to the service at present, and increasingly valuable witli the
progress of time .
.A.11 the papers in this important transaction are of record in Wa hington, the last communication in the premises having been forwarded
from these headquarters on December 29, 1896.
I should regard my command of this department as especially fortunate if by any action within my power I could attract the favorable
attention of the War Department to this significant subject.
.
In further illustration of the matters touched upon in the foregomg
paragraphs, attention is respectfully invited to appended extracts from
reports of post commanders.
FORT BROWN RIVER FRONT.

The defensive works on the river fro11t at Fort Brown, described in
the last annual report, have been extended and strengthened. They
seem up to this time to have been very successful, but are just now
being subject to a very great strain.
Just as this report is beiug completed, the commanding officer report
the river higher than at any time during the past five years, and that
although the brush revetments are m1der water, they fully protect the
river bank.
GENERAL SERVIOE CLERKS A D MES ENGERS.

Attention i respectfu11y invited to that part of tbe last annual report
of my pr dece or, in which r forence i made to the clerks and m~ eng rs at the e headquart r , formerly known a general erv1ce
detachm nt. I have examiued the subject in tlle light of the fact and
concur mo t heartily in the view expre ed by the adjutant-general of
the department in the r port ubmitt d from hi office in 1896, aml in
tho e embodiecl fo hi r port for the current year appended beret .
The pre ent condition of th
men, under th law of 1894, i certainlv
worthy of careful con ideration ith a view to legi lation in their
behalf.
REP R'I.'S

DEPARTMENT

TAFF OFFICER .

The following- taff om er, ar on duty at the e heatlqnart r and
att ntion i r .,pectfu11y invit cl to their compl t and xc 11 ut report :
Li ut. ol. .Arthur :Mac r bur a L ta11 adjutant- n ral · apt. •rank
L. Dodcl , acting judge-ad ocate; Lieut. Col. John imp ·on, chief qu· ·
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termaster; Capt. Edward E. Dravo, chief commissary ; M~i- Peter J. A.
Cleary, cl.lief surgeon; Maj. Francis S. Dodge, chief paymaster; Maj.
Clarence E . Dutton, chief ordnance officer, and Fir, t Lieut. Samuel
Reber, signal officer, who is also temporarily in charge of the engiueer
office.
PERSONAL ST.A.FF.

First Lieut. Thomas R. Adams, Fifth Artil1ery, reported for duty
under Special Orders No. 129, current series, Adjutant-General's Office,
aud was duly appointed aid-de-camp on my staff and subsequently
appointed to the duties of inspector of small-arms practice. Bis report
of the annual target tiring of the troops in the department will be forwarded as soon as practicable after the clo e of the target season.
First Lieut. George F. Barney, Second Artillery, ordered to report to
me for appointment as junior aid-de-camp on my staff has not yet
arrived. He will be assigned the duties pertaining to the office of the
engineer officer.
Very respectfully,
WM. MONTROSE GR.A.Il.A.M,

Brigadier-General, Oornmanding.
The

ADJUTANT-GENERAL

NITED ST.A.'l'ES ARMY,

Washington, D. 0.

REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. HENRY C. MERRIAM.
IlEADQ ARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE COL MBI.A.,

Vancouver Barracks, Wash., Septmnber 14, 1 97.
Sm: I have the honor to report the bi tory and a<lmini tration of
this department for tbe pa t year a follows: Under General Order No.
27,currentserie,, Headquarter oftbeArmy, Brig. Gen. E . . Oti transfened command to Col. T. M. A nderson, Fourteenth fofantry, on May
21. Colonel Anderson coutinued in command until July 31, wl1en I
anived in the department and a ' urned ommaud, under the authority
promulgated iu Geueral Order,· o. 44, current series,War D partment.
Tranquility bas prevail d throughout the department during- the
entire year, leaving tLe troop· to pursue without interruption the
course of in truction provided by regulations and order' f'rom Army
Headquarters. Tl.le re, ult·, as shown lJy my in pe tion of the <lifferrut
po ts, are enti rely ati factory. I found the troop in a commendable
, tate of g 11 ral efficiency and the ad mini, tratio1l of the various upply
departments con ducted with economy aud efficiency.
For details a to per onnel of the department, it edu~ational and
profe ional training, a well as for the fi cal, sanitary, and di ·iplinary
admini.·tration, reference is made to the very full appendixe · hereto
atta ·hed and desiguat.ed by letters from A to H, in clu.'ive. ~hey em
to contain no feature demanding e pecia1 comment unle' it be tbaE
referriug to de. ertion; in tbi the percentao·e is reduced fro1~1 5.:3 to 4.t>
per cent of tbe corumaud, a compared with the pr v~ou rear.
Yet thi i by far th~ greate t evil pur uing our ervic _. I~ 1.· b l,eved
that no other civilized nation looks o lig·htly upon tlu cmn a our=",
afford so little justification for it, or i. so indi fler ~1t to tlt r~n equences it involve , uch a the habit of trifling with the 11at10nal
uniform and flag and poisoning· the patriotism of the people. lncreased
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reward for apprehension of deserters and more adequate and effective
punishment are earnestly recommended.
DISTRIBUTION OF TROOPS.

The conditions which determined the location of most of the posts in
this department have greatly changed, as results of railroad coustruction and the consequent development and settlement of the countryAll questions growing out of our relations with Indian tril>es are
practically settled. Forts Spokane and Sherman, although comparatively new, may be said to have already fulfilled their missions, and
the new post now under construction at the city of Spokane, admirably
located at that notable railroad and supply center, will soon be ready
to receive the troops thus to be available for its garrison. Fort Walla
Walla, an old and popular station, bas · Jost much of its strategical
importance, while its defective and inadequate water supply adds
another argument for its possible early abaudonmeut. Almost the
same remarks may be applied to Boise Barracks. It would seem that
in the near future at least one of these sl.10uld be given up, and pos ibly
the other might be increased in stre11gth for better administration and
instruction. Vancouver Barracks, the oldest station in the department, is situated in the strategical e<mter of the region we t of the
Cascade Range, now traversed in all directions by railroads, as well as
a navigable river. Improved means of immediate connection with the
railways entering Portland are all that is needed to render this an
ideal station for a larger garrison, including all arms.
Forts Canby and Stevens (the latter now ungarrisoned) have been
greatly magnified in importance by the recent ~ucces ful improvemen_t
at the mouth of the Columbia, rendering that maritime gateway available to the navies of the world. A larger garrison of artillery troop ·,
equipped with the best of modern armament, should be supplied tho e
and their auxiliary stations at the earliest date possible.
The new artillery post now under preparation near Seattle, in connection with the.fresh-water basin proposed in that vicinity for naval
vesi:-el , is al o a point of equal importance and should be forwarded a
rapidly as possible to effectiveness .
.AL.A.SK.A..

Time not permitting a personal vi it to that large and remote portion
of this territorial department, I quote the following from the annual
report of my predece or, Brig. Gen. E. S. Otis, for I 96:
My inspe ting tour of the presents a on included a trip to southeastern Al_aska.
Very little official information cone rning that Territory, whi h form a portion of
this department, has been obtained at tll se headquarters since the final withdrawal
of troop ther from in.June, 1 77, when its public property was turned over to t~e
Trea ury Department and all military ontrol over its affairs t rminat d. .A._ fa_1r
e iimate of its white population, if' that element which employs ite ummer w1t~m
it and return onth to remain during the winter month is counted, wonld place 1
numb r betwe n 7,000 and ,000 about on -half of whom are n aged in minin ~ and
the remainder in trade and fl bing. Po ibly one-fourth of it white inhabitants, re
on the Yukon iver and tributari . Th mo t reliable data hows its native population to b about 27,000 (10,000 Indian and 17,000
kimo ), and 5,000 of th
Indian dwell in the southea t ru part of the Territory below i unt t. Elias.
l ntil 1
the Territory wa without a ivil go~ernment. The rather anoroa_Io
ongr ional act of that year which organized jt into a di trict, which provid d
fir it xecutive ancljadicia.l ta.bli hment but withheld all le~1 lative power~nd
repr •nta iou from it people, which till continues in force without m dification
x pt that provi ion has b n made wh reby acqui ition of land may b
nr
for bu ine purpose , wae d pted to it condition·s at th time and h
ork
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more satisfactorily than the former methods of control when it was in fact an outlying province of the United States without political autonomy of any character.
With increase of population and the development of bu iness interests, the people
de ire a code of laws better suited to their present status than the one now souo·ht
to be enforced an d which is drawn from those g neral laws of the United tates and
of the State of Oregon applicable to their existing condition , snpplem nted, in cases
in which those general laws do not apply, by the practical employment of such legal
maxims as the district judiciary believ s that r emedial action demands. They have no
wish to seek this code through the legi l ative as emuly of at rritorial 01·ganization,
for that would impose individual expense aud burden ome tax , but rather through
such Congres ional legi lation as a permitted repre entative in Congress mi~ht
advise and urge as necessary for their welfare. It is possible that an act grantrng
this desired representation without taxation would be no greater departure from the
uniform practice of supplying civil government for United tates t erritory than was
the law of 18 4: which created the di trict; and doubtles its repre entative, chosen
by the people, would nnclerstancl and could more efficiently demonstrate and succe sfully secure the measures of r lier or as i tance hop d for than any party, power, or
means which, under J)revailing circumstan ces, is available.
Since the passag.e of the act of 1891, which to a certain extent gave relief in the
matter of individual land title, the objection made to the pre ent code, asi<le from
assertions ofit insufficiency for the growing communitie and increa ing industries
of the di trfot, are more particularly addres ed to it strictly prohibitory features
regarding tho timber of the country and the introdu tion and ale of a-r<l nt pirit .
Neither of these provision have been, nor can b , rigidly enf'or ed. A to the fir t,
the people a k that it be at least so far modifi d as top rmit the free use of the
forest by the manufacturing enterpri es of the district and for domestic purposes.
The second is especially difficult of ex cntion. The Army and the Tr asury D partment nd •avor d for fift .n years to carry it out, but ouly mea. urflbly su ceeded.
The judiciary of th district, backed l,y th civil pow r of th country, by the customs authorities, aml b y assistau
from tb
av. lrns failed to apply then cled
restraint, althourrh ai<l~d by th mor iutellig nt and b t-intentioned citiz ns its
efforts for r pre ion have been mor ff ctivo than any which preceded them . Tbe
only practicable r m dy for the evil i s b li Y d to ,xit1t in an •xchange of prohibition for hirrh licen e,, nmmarily r vo ·al le for forbidden a tion, wh n till who av~iil
them lv s of th rio·ht m~der tb law to trad in liq nor will b p cuniarily intersted in conducting a stri tly l gal bu ·in ss and in suppressing illicit traffic.
Under the pre nt and long prevailing condition th native population, if it bas
not retrograd •d certainly bas not advanc d, notwithstanding notabl xceptions of
marked improvement ar iu evi<len r to u ta.in a contrary opinion, and when under
the influence of intoxicants, for which it barters freely ev ry availabl commodity,
it bas been quite thrnatening in its nnfrif'ndly d mon1:1trations and difficult to control. Probably the pre ence of the marine detachment at , itka prevented au ontbr ak of the In<lians ther a. short time ago, and occasional manifestations of hostile
intention on their part bas ~iven some importance to the request of citizens for the
p ermanent e tabli hment of a body of troops in th ir midst. The civil and educational authorities of the di trict, however, say that troops are not required in southeastern Alatika either for protection or any other purpo e, but for ibly a sert that
tbey are quite neces ary on the Yukon River near the international boundary line
where mining interest are xtensively conducted . 'l'hey say that the Dominion of
anada is repre ente<l in tliat section by its mounted police, while on our side of the
line tl.Je nited tates has no 1 ga.lly orgauized force to impose re traint nor protect
its inhabitants. To b sure, the civil jurisdiction stablish d by the act of 1 4 is
coexten ive with the ntire Alaskan territory, but the means provided are not adequate to give it that practical extension which recently developed conditions in the
Yukon country demand.
In considering such a disposition of t roops it is difficult to understand what use
could be made of them nnle s 1:1ome special legislation should authorize their employroe,,t. The law which createtl the mounted police of Canada vest d it with certam
well-defined criminal juri diction, with power to punish by impri onment for I_)erific
periods of time. Unaided it can apply all the police r gulation nec~s ary to 1~ ure
the p acefnl conduct of a community. But tile Army can not ex rc1 e aut~or}fY of
ucb a natnre. The act of 1878 make it unlawful to employ auy part of 1~ as a
po se commitatus or otherwi e for the purpose of executiog th la"'. , oxc pt m f! nch
cai-es and under such circnm tances as snch mployment of saICl force m~y be
expressly·authorizecl by th
onstitution or by act of ongre _." 1 roop tattoo d
on the Yukon mightreprt-ss au Indian outbreak, but that is unlikely to occur, as the
natives of that section are too few in numbers, too much . s?att_ red, and too poorly
equipped to no-age in any serious disturbance, even i~ so rn, :Irned. Furth r than
this, legitimatooccupation for the troops would be wantm~. I hey could n?t engage
in an attempted enforcement of the prohibito1·y measures of the law of 1868 m respect
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to -firearms, ammunition, and distilled spirits without special authorization, and
administration in such matters has been given to the civil government provided for
the district. Under existing couditions, then, no beneficialresults could be expected
from the service of troops in the interior of the Territory, and as the civil authorities do 11ot need their aid in its southern and more populous sections, their presence
in Alaska is not req uirerl. Still, I do not understand nor believe that an arm eel force
is not essential for the safety and prosperity of its inhabitants. 'l'be Navy and
Treasury vessels which ply its waters, and the excellent marine detachment at its
capital enable the civil power to hold the natives in chBck and to signally obstruct
lawlessness on the part of its large floating white population.

The foregoing presents many difficulties in the way of a successful
use of troops for any purpose in Alaska, under conditions existing a
year ago. To this date no legislative action bas been had to improve
tbe situation in that respect. Meantime the discoveries of gold mines
of almost fabulous richness along the tributaries of the upper Yukon
have already added seyeral tlwusands of miners and speculators to the
white population of that region, with the prospect that many more
thonsallds will go there with the first opening of its waterways and
trails next year. While most of the mines so far developed are in the
jurisdiction of the Dominion of Canada, the mineral region indudes
both sides of the international line and all routes of travel to and from
it Ue across our territory, while their many difficulties of transport and
supply will insure points of congestion where large numbers; perhaps
tl1ous:rnds, of people will be stranded under circumstances especially
calculated to promote disorder and require the restraint of some form
of competent executive authority. This subject seems therefore to
demand tLe immediate attention of Congress. Should the prospective
emergeney fail to be met by early legislation, it is almost certain that
executive action under some form of military government will become
an absolute necessity.
·
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. C. MERRIAM,
Brigadier- General, Commanding.

The ADJUTANT-GENERAL

UNITED ST.A.TES ARMY,

Washington, D. 0.
REPORT OF THE COMMANDANT OF THE CAVALRY AND LIGHT
ARTILLERY SCHOOL.
CAVALRY AND LIGHT ARTILLERY SCHOOL,

Fort Riley, Kans., September 1, 1897.
SIR: I have the honor, in compliance with paragraph 10 of the cbool
regulation , to submit for the information of the Major-General Comma11ding tlie Army a report of the progre ' aud want of thi chool.
'Ib s hool year begin January 10 and close December 20 con. equentlythe ubmi ionoftbeannualreporton eptemberln ce .itate
b~ginning at a point in the progre of the year' cour e of in tru tion
ome month prior to the clo of th preceding chool y ar.
The iu trnction for cavalry from eptember 1, 1 96, to the end of the
fir t w kin O ·tober wa •ootiuuecl in the chool of the quadron relria detailed revort of which will be fouu 1 in
m nt aud fi Id x rci:-th r por of the dir. ·tor of h cavalry ub cbool, lier to app nd d
and marked . During thi p ri d the artillery wa drill d in the
cho I of tb batt ry and battalion, and in practical problem pr par ry to ·om bined field exercise .
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Early in October a battalion of six companies of infantry and one
squadron of four troops of cavalry from Fort Leavenworth arrived at
the post and the remainder of the month was devoted to field exercises
with the three arms combine_d, and after the departure of the Fort
Leavenworth troops for their proper station, exercises were continued
with the regular garrison, together with target practice for artillery.
A special report covering that part of the course in detail was submitted to the War Department December 1 and is hereto appended.
Attention i ~ respectfully invited to the recommendations contained
therein relative to the assembling of troops on this reservation, annually, for these exercises. Preparatory drills leading up to the solution
of problems for the three arms combined can be held at other posts,
but it is believed that the beneficial results of thus a sembling troops
more than justifies the small expense attendant thereon.
I am at pre ent under orders to send a squadron of cavalry and one
light battery to the encampment of the Grand Army of the Republic at
Topeka and Leavenworth, which will necessitate their ab ence from the
post from about September 20 until the last week in October, thus precluding the possibility of having any important combined exercises
of the cavalry and artillery until November. The weather in this 'ection is then very uncertain and at times disagreeable. The course of
instruction is progressive and leads up to thi work as a practical test
of the efficiency of officers and men as a result of the year's training.
It is therefm e earnestly suggested that thi be borne in mind and that
except in cases of an emergency the troops be not detached from this
school during the autumn months.
Beginning January 10 and continuing throughout the winter months
instruction was continued in the riding hall, in athletics and 0 ·ymllastics,
according to tbe schedule adopted by the school staff. During this
period officers were assembled, in compliance with regulation , for recitations and reading or es ays twice a week in the post lyceums, 0110
hour being devoted to the former, after which the clas es were combined in the lecture rooms and an essay read. The progress and re ul ts
w ere satisfactory.
Instruction to noncommissioned officers and selected privates was
given, theoretically and practically, during this period in reconnaissance, k tching, outposts, advance and rear guards, element of field
en grn ering, drill regulations, and to those of the artillery, in addition,
special duties applicable to that arm.
eries of lecture by the vet rinary surgeon on hippology, and
theoretical and practical in tru tion in horse hoeing by the chief farrier
were al o given with very ati factory result .
The sy tern has been adopted of giving to uch of these men a were
deemed proficient parchment certificate w hicb it is beli ved will have
a beneficial effect. Attention is re pectfully invited to the report of the
in structors appended as an inclosure to the report of the director of
t be cavalry subschool.
W ith the opening of spring, drills were resumed in the open, and the
troops and batteries carried regularly through th~ school of the. qua~,
t roop, squadron, battery, and battalion. In true 10n ~a _al o given m
signaling, packin g, manuals, and athletics. The orga--?1zat1on have al o
been in trut'ted in the dutieR of litter bearer as reqmred by order .
In conformity with General Orders, o. ra:3, Adjntant-G n ral Office,
series 1896, field exerci e , ince April 1, have b eD: bP-1~ for cavalry
and artillery separately once a week (with tbe except1 n of a tempor~ry
suspen ion during July owing to exces ive heat), the work progre ,smg
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regularly through the subjects embraced in minor tactics. These exercises are still in progress and will be continued, together with regimental
drills, until one squadron starts on its practice march to Leavenworth
via Topeka.
During the field exercises above referred t.o signaling was conducted
practically by establishing a home station and another at the water
tower, with orders for troops on the various roads to locate a heliograph
station on some prominent point in sight of the water tower and have
messages transmitted. In this way communication at distances as
much as 5 miles has been had.
Owing to the delay in receiving the firing regulations target practice for the cavalry was not held until later than scheduled. The econd squadron was in camp during the month of July for this purpo e
and the first squadron during August. In these two months the two
squadrons were practically instructed iu all the duties pertainiug to
camp life.
Since my last annual report the company of instruction of the hospital corps has been broken up.
A jumping chute for training horses has been constructed, but was
completed too late to be utilized in co11nection with riding-hall in truction last winter. It will be of great value in future, as practical experience has shown that it make~ clean, fearless, and" safe jumper. of
horses over various obstacles.
The school received this year an appropriation of $2,000, which will
enable it to be supplied with much material that is absolutely nece ary
and begin the equipment of a professional library, thus filling a lon~felt want and affol'ding officers facilities for professional study. It 1
earnestly recommended that this appropriation be continued from year
to year.
An accurate topographical survey of the reservation and the construction of a contoured map is now in progress, which, when comple~d
will be of inestimable value to officers in the school exerci e . Fir t
Lieut. M. M. Macomb, Fourth .Artillery, has the work in charge. Rei
particularly well fitted for this duty.
The building the construction of which was authorized from the
appropriation made for this post last year are now nearing completion
an<l are in ke piug with others at the po t.
The school ha , ince my last report, Io t the service of a mo t valuable as i taut by Lieut. Col. L. H . arpenter, Seventh Cavalry being
eparatetl from it by rea on of bi promotion. He ha been identified
with it for a number of year , and it. succe i larg ly due to hi earne t aud able work.
He ha been replaced by Lieut. Col. . R. Chaffee, Third Oavalr a
dir tor of the cavalry ubschool.
I particularly invite att ntion to the following recomm ndation r lativ to the chool om of which ar r n w d:
The po. t "hould be applied with an I tric plant for lighting h
bmlding and tr t . It would be cheaper than th pr n rn th
and far mor
ti ·f~ tor .
In order to mpl t tb po ta ont mplated (tw lv troop of v-alr. and fl e batt ri .· of light ar ill~r ) th r , h uld b re t d in th
main po.ta barra ·k for tb b, 11d four tabl for troo bor
i
t
of cavalr Ii ut uant,' quart r a
t rill r ho pital c nd l addo k.
In th , rtill ry, uhpo, will h r <]uir d wo · t., f barra k four
d ubl
t' of artill ry li ut n n ' qu rt r , ud thr
·un 11 d .
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The above-mentioned buildings are absolutely necessary in case it is
proposed to increase the garrison to tbe size originally contemplated.
At one time during the past year so many officers were detached from
their troops in the cavalry post that I felt it necessary to call the attention of the War Department to the fact, and request that additional
officers be sent here, as the proper fostruction in the course as scheduled was being seriously interfered with.
It is earnestly requested and recommended that a full complement of
officers be kept on duty at this school, and in case an officer is detached
for any length of time he be immediately replaced by transfer.
The post should be supplied with a fir t-class ice machine. The records show that in six out of the pa t ten years the natural ice crop has
failed totally or partially. AH ice for the post for the pa t two years
has been procured uy purcha e and shipped here at considerable
expense and waste.
Should it be the intention of the War Department to increase the
garrison to the strength originally contemplated (twelve troops of cavalry and :five light batteries of artillery), it is recommended that the
cavalry command consist of three squadrons from different regiments,
and that one squadron be relieved each year, thus making the tour of
duty three years. The troops of the squadron relieved, on going to
other post , would be in a condition to dis eminate the practical knowledge obtained at this school to the remaining troop of it regiment.
This change should. be made about December 1 of each year, as the
new squadron would then begin its duties in the chool at the commencement of the school year.
At present but two cavalry regiment are repre ented at the school
(six troopR of the second and two troops of the fir t con titutiug the
cavalry command).
It is believed that it would be a wise provision to send graduate
of the Military Academy (assigned as additional lieutenant to the
cavalry branch) here for the :fir t year of th ir ervice, or at lea t until
they are p rmanently as ig-ned to regiment . They would undoubtedly
derive much greater benefit from duty here for a short time~ with a
large command po ses ing exceptioual facilities for instruction, than at
the ordi11ary po t.
The con truction of a suitable building for their accommodation, as
well a for all bachelor lieutenants, would be a desirable feature, and
would involve much le expense for construction than would be necessary in building sepa,r ate quarters.
Attention i · e pecially invited to the report of the director of the
artillery ub chool relative to a larger upply of ammunition for target
practice. The range llere i exceptionally fine, and every facility should
be afforded for thi important instruction.
Two letters have been written reque ting that two Berthon collap ible
boats be furnished the school for experimental and practical purpo e
during the combined :field exerci es. Photograph with de cription
were ent to the War Department December 21, 1 95, and application
fortheboatsrenewedJanuary23 1897. Noreplyba ev rbeenr ceived.
It is respectfully requested that' these boats (which can be purcha ed
at a low figure) be furnished.
.
Attention is particularly invited to the report of the director of ~he
cavalry ub choolrelativetotheschoolofinstructi n forcavalryr r~t.
~[be training of the recruit is y tematic, thorough aud pr~gr s1ve,
under -an effi ·ient officer. The e young soldier go to their troops,
after pas ing through the chool, fully prepared to enter upon their
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regular duties without having to learn so many things that discourage
them in the first few months of their enlistment. It is recommended
that I be authorized to appoint three noncommissioned officers in the
skeleton troops of my regiment for permanent dutyin therecruit scbool
as instructors, their warrants to be canceled when the present regimental headquarters change station, the authority to be transferred to
the incoming headquarters.
Very respectfully,
A. K. ARNOLD,
Colonel First Oa·valry, Commandant.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL UNITED ST.A.TES ARMY,
Washington, D. 0.

REPORT OF THE COMMANDANT OF THE UNITED STATES
INFANTRY AND CAVALRY SCHOOL.
UNITED ST.A.TES lNF.A.N'.l'RY .A.ND O.A.V.A.LRY SCHOOL,
Fort Leavenworth, Kans., June 3V, 1 97.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report of tbe operations of the United States Infantry and Cavalry School for the econd
school year, commencing September 1, 1896, and ending with the graduating exercises on June 15, 1897.
.
The student class which completed the course at the school wa r.omposed of the following-named officers:
.
Second Lieut. William M. Crofton, First Infantry; Second Lieut.
Peter E. Marquart, Second Infantry; First Lieut. John 0. Gregg
Fourth Infautry; First Lieut. Paul .A. Wolf, Fourth Infantry; Second
Lieut. Guy B. B. Smith, Fourth Infantry; Second Lieut. Joh!l F. ~Iadclen, Fifth Infantry; Capt. Edgar Hubert, Eighth Infantry; Fir tLieut.
James R. Lindsay, Eiglith Infantry; Second Lieut. John F. Stephen •
Teuth Infantry; Hrst Lieut. Willi Uline, Eleventh Infantry; S~c?nd
Lieut. Herbert 0. Williams, Eleventh Infantry; First Lieut. 1lham
N. Hughes, Thirteenth Infantry; Second Lieut. George McD. Week
Fifteenth Infantry; Seconcl. Lieut. George D. Guyer, ixteenth I~fantry; Fir t Lieut. James T. Kerr, Seveuteenthinfautry; SeconrlL1 nt.
Jo,eph Frazier, ineteenth Infantry; Fir t Lieut. Frank D. Web ter.
Twentieth Infantry; Second Lieut. Robert W. Mearn , Twentieth Infantry; 'econd Lieut. William M. Morrow, Twenty-fir t Iufan try; Second
Lieut. Orrin R. Wolfe, Tw nty- econd Infautry; Fir t Lieut. John 1 ·
M. Taylor, Twenty-tliird Infa11try; econd Lieut. Thoma. F. S •hley.
Twenty-third Infantry· ecoud Li ut. Barri on J. Price, Twenty-fourtll
Infantry) Fir, t Lieut. erPon
. Cald w ll, infantry (nua igned}:
e ond Lieut. George P. Whit Third avalry· econd Li ut. Jame
H. I~ ve. Fourth Cavalry· 'econd Lieut. .I ow Jl Olaytou, jr., Fifth
avalry; ir t i ut. John M. tot enburcr i th Oavalr · Fir t Li n •
dward And r. 011, venth 'avaJry ·ond Li nt. Fra11k Tompkin •
oud Li ut. 0 org W. Kirkpatri k igh h ay' v nth .,aval1-yalr · 11 ir t Lieut. harl J. t
n,
in b avalry; ii Li ut. 11liam II. mith Tenth 'avalr .
Th ·la originall r p rt d with tbirt. -fiv m mb r . Of tb
offic r, ne wa r lie d from ln Tat th , •hool to 1m bl him to a
po iti n a r im nt, 1 quart rma' r and n wa found inc pabl
compl in th cour .
1
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The class has shown ability, and through its efforts progress has been
attainable in the development of the school.
'rhe following-named officers are recommended by the staff to be
declared "honor graduates" of the school: First Lieut. Edward
Anderson, Seventh Cavalry; Second Lieut. Guy H. B. Smith, Fourth
Infantry; Secoud Lieut. Herbert 0. William s, Eleveuth Infantry;
First Lieut. William H. Smith, Tenth Cavalry; First Lieut. James T.
KPrr, Seventeenth Iufautry.
For a synop is of the work done in this last year attention is inv.ited
to the accompanying report of instructors in charge of the several
departments.
CHANGES IN SCHOOL REGULATIONS.

After mature deliberation it has been determined to submit for
approval a revision of the regulations, by which it will appear that
some important changes are recommended, chief among which is the
proposed plan of doing away with the department of infautry, the
department of cavalry, and the department of artillery, and consolidating these with tbe department of military art, as suggested in my
annual report for 1896. If approved and authorized, the school will then
be divided into five departments instead of seven, a now constituted,
and they will be known as the departments of tactics, strategy, engineering, law, and hygiene.
Tile proposition has been discussed to do away with the department
of law, becan8e its cour e is much of a repetition of that goue over at
the Military Academy or required from candidate for promotion.
It is contemplated, however, to gradually enlarge thi coarse on the
line~ indicated in my la t annual report, by citing for solution supposable
ca,:e in interuational que tions which might require immediate action
l>y an officer. It is al ·o intended to intrust this department with the
kindred subjects of military admini 'tration, embracing all the bu ine s
department., quarterma ter, commi sary, and ordnance, and to develop
something of their practical features in problems of rapid supply during
:mpposed active field operations.
MO

T ' FOR STUDEN'I' OFFICER .

Fortunately for cavalry officers detailed iu the next class, transportation i to be furnished by the Government for their horses from
pre ent station to Fort Leavenworth, so that for the large amount of
work to be done in the a<l.dle during the school cour e the cavalry
officer will have tlie benefit of a mount to which he i thoroughly habituate<l. Under exi ting condition the infantry officer has to depend
upon the cavalry troops tationed at Fort Leavenworth, and it i not
always practicable to furni.'h the ame mount daily. Tbi re ult in
trouble all around-to t he student officer, to the troop commaud r, and
to the oldier whose bor, e i taken for uch extra work.
ttention i
invited to the following remark , taken from the report of the instructor,
department of eugin ering:
Another recommcnclation I would make is with r ference to horses. The propo ed
s hool regulation contemplate a moro extended com· e in m untecl w<!rk in tho subjects cov r d by tilo d partmcnt of tactics, and it is believed that tb1 clepa~tment
would be much hen fited as well were it practicable for each offic r to have his own
horse for u e on clnty. Two methods of attaining thls sn"'gest h •ms lve . The
fir ti to have a. cbool deta hmn1t of horses an<l men. Thirt hors and a detachm nt conRi, ting of two noncommi sioned officers an<l ton nlist"cl men, to b known
as the United 'tates infantry and cavalry school detachment of cavalry, would be
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ample for the purpose. rrhe secretary of the school could command the detachment.
The men need have no arms issued to them, and when not required for other duty
they could be u sed as a police detachment for the school and arsenal grounds, thus
relieving the garrison troops of much fatigue duty. They could be assigned to the
companies serving at the post for quarters and rations.
.
The second m ethod, and probably the more feasible one, would be to transport the
horses of mounted student officers from their stations to the school, to give each
infantry officer (instructor and student) mounted pay and forage during his course,
and then require all to ride their own horses.
The subject is one worthy of serious consideration, and I believe one or the other
of tht3 above propositions would be of distinct benefit to the school. Mounted work
would then be carried on more assiduously, because the heads of departments would
have no hesitation in making use of the horses more frequently than now, when
each animal is assigned to and ridden by a trooper as well as the student.
NECESSI'.l'Y FOR INCREASE OF MONEY ALLOWANOE.

Attention is invited to the following remarks, taken from the report
of the instructor, department of engineering:
One of the great est needs of the school at the present time is a more liberal appropriation for its support. The department of engineering has receh·ed it full sh~re
ofthe $1,500 annual allotmenttotheschool, and yet it has been impossible to furmsh
all the instruments and material desired.
There is urgent need, in order to properly carry out the course, to begin eptember
15, 1897, of another surveyor's compass ancl a wye-level, as well as a Saegmuller sol~r
attachment for the transit, also a complete outfit (40 each) of steel rulers and triangl es. Many of the smaJler instruments, such as clinometers an<.l compasse~, hav_e
b een in use for a number of years and should be r eplaced by new one . It 1s e _t1mated that $450 could be judiciously expended at once on new instruments be 1de
that necessary for the ordinary repairs incident to two years field use.

The following is a list of instruments, the use of which is taught both
practically and theoretically: Chains, steel tapes, scales of equal par_t ,
odometers, engineer's transit; same, with stadia wires, etc.; same, w1~h
solar attachments; compass, surveyor's; compass, box; com pas , pri matic; protractors, plane table, wye-level, slope board, leveling rod ,
sextantr range :finders, Pratt, Green, Gordon, Labbez, Weldon (~wo
forms), Souchier, Watkin; tallying regh,ter, clinometer, field sketcbmg
case.
Instruments taught only theoretically: Wheelbarrow odometer, pedometer, cyclometer, aneroid barometer.
All cameras, len e , and other attachments u ed in photography are
taught both theoretically and practically.
.
All tudent officer are required to become familiar with the prinmp~e
upon which each in trurnent i constructed and to practically apply m
the field what i learned iu the ection room. Thi in vol e t he frequent u e of large number of the instrument and incidentally the
repair or 11urcha e of n w 011e .
The con ·tant purpo:e of the departm nt i to increa e practical work
and, if thi i not to be di courage 1 t.be increa e of co t
t be me_t.
Tber can be 110 doub that work in th field with t
ment 1
·
t no amount of m r th ory will tak
ce. Th
ir d to both I
nd practi e and
one with
f topograph
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student officers and consequently no practical application of a previously studied theoretical course.
If the performance of ordinary garrison duty with incidental drills
and field exercises constitutes a service school, then there are two service schools at Fort Leavenworth, one established by reo-ulations aud
known as the Infantry and Calvary School, and the other constituted by
the presence of a larger number of organizations than are at any other
post in the Army and doing J)ractical field work with the post proper
and with tlle Infantry and Cavalry School.
The request for greater allowauce of funds is earnestly renewed.
LIGHT BATTERY.

In practical field exercises, during which the whole enlisted force of
the garrison is officered and controlled by student officers under the
observation of the instructors, it is impracticable to make the imaginary
presence and maneuvering _of field batteries at all correspond to what
would be the case in the actual use of rifted guns.
If a field battery with its entire personnel can not be stationed here,
it is requested that necessary action be taken to provide six of the modern guns with necessary equipment and harness, and that forty-eight
horses be furnished for the field work.
Very respectfully,
H. S. HAWKINS,
Colonel, Twentieth Infantry, Commandant.
The AD.JUT.A.NT-GENERAL UNITED ST.A.TES .ARMY,
Washington, D. 0.

REPORT OF THE COMMANDANT OF THE UNITED STATES
ARTILLERY SCHOOL.
UNI'.l.'ED ST.A.TES ARTILLERY SCHOOL,

Fort Monroe, Va., August 31, 1897.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report of the Artill~ry
School for the year ending Augu t 31, 1897:
The following officer reported to the commandant on September 1,
1896, and constitute tbe present tudent cla · ' :
First Lieut . H. R. Lemly, Third Artillery; E. T. Brown, Fifth
ArtiUery; E. S. Benton, Third Artillery; J. K. Cree, Third Artillery;
J. E. McMahon, Fourth Artillery; E. Hind , Sec~nd Artillery; G. W.
Gatchell, Fifth Artil1ery; J. L. llayden, Fir t Artillery; P. C. March,
Fifth .Artillery; W. E. Ellis, Fourth .Artillery. Second Li uts. W. J.
Snow, Fir. t Artillery; LeRoy S. Lyon, Second .Artillery; T. . Horn,
Second .Artillery; F. E. Barri , Fir t Artillery; K. Morton, Third
.Artillery; J. A. Shipton, First Artillery; G. H. McManu , Third
.Artillery; E. J. Timberlake, jr., Second Artillery; W. P. P~nc , ]'ifth
.A.rt~llery; C.C. William, Fourth.Artillery; and J. Wbeeler,Jr., Fourth
.Artillery. Of tbe foregoing, Lieutenant Pence and Wb ler have
since been relieved from further duty at the Ar_till r.v choo\ and
ordered to report to the Superintendent of the Umted State Military
.Academy.
~ a<ldition to the regular class, Lieuts. Andrew :S:e~o, jr., Fourth
Art11Jery; rtbur W. Chase, Second Artillery, and W1lllam hamberlaine, First Artillery, have been pursuing a special cour e of studies
du.ring the past year.
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The purpose of the .A.rtillery School is to provide a comprehensive
course of instruction and practical training for artillery officers which
shall be supplementary to that which they have already had. The
course is divided into eight departmeuts, to wit: .Artillery, balli tic',
engineering, steam and mechanism, electricity and mines, chemistry
and explosives, military science and military practical exercises. To
eaeh department one instructor is assigned, and, except in the la t
named, instruction is given in each department every alternate yeartwo years being required to complete the entire course. Besides small
technical libraries for the m:;e of' teachers and otliers in each department, the school is provided with a well-selected military library of
about12,000 volumes. It also has well equipped laboratories, affording
ample facilities not only for thorough theoretical and practical training,
but for the specialized work of special students: and for individual
investigations.
Instruction is given by lectures, recitations and practical exercises
in the field and in the laboratories. Text-books are used of which the
instructors in some cases are the authors; in other cases the instruction
given differs so much from the available text-books that these are
largely supplemented by notes and pamphlets prepared by instructor .
Written examinations are held at the end of each course, and the
grading of student officers according to merit in each department is
based entirely upon the result of these examinations.
The period covered by this report includes courses of instruction in
engineering, artillery, ballistics, and photography,
ENGINEERING.

On the subject of military engineering, Capt. J.M. K. Davis, Fir t
.Artillery, instructor, occupied the time from September 10 to N ovember 19, and included military topography, field works, military bridges
and roads, reconnaissance, and harbor defense.
ARTILLERY.

lnstruction in the course of artillery, Capt. J. P. Story, Fourth
Artillery, instructor, was given from November 19 to March 26 and
embraced metallurgy of steel and iron, ela tic strength of gun..,
problems in shrinkage, gunnery, gun making, gun carriage , armor and
it attack by artillery.
During the progre.2s of thi course the opportunity was afforded the
class to vi it and examine the battle ship Indiana, then in Hampton
Road . Through the courtesy of it commander, Capt. H. C. Taylor.
Uuited States avy, all parts of the hip were carefully examin d and
it principal feature explained to each officer of the cla by an officer
of the ship, making the vi it one of great intere t and in traction to all.
BALLI TICS.

Exterior and interior balli tic , apt. (now Major) James :f. In all .
Fir t rti11ery, in tru tor, wa under in trnction from April 1 to June
30. The inter t hown by the entir cla in thi rather difficul
ubje t i reported by th in tru tor to have been mo t gratif. in~.
and th ability di played in th di cu 'ion and olution of balli U
problem wa con picuou . Ill tructi n in this cour e wa we
abr a t of the advan e made in thi eminently progre i e cienc •
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PHO~'OGR..A.PHY.

The subject of photography bas heretofore held only a tentative place
in the curriculum of the school. Its iucrea ing importance for military
purposes as well as for scientific investigations, requires that it be given
a more prominent place, and this question is now under consideration.
First Lieut. J. K. Cree, Third Artillery, a member of the student class
and an expert photographer, had charge of this branch of in truction
for the present class. Much credit is due to him for his voluntary and
efficient services in this course. The afternoons in J auuary and February were given to tlte subject. On account of the limited facilities
afforded by the photographic studio, the class attended in groups of
four at a time. Instruction embraced all the ordinary operation of photography, including the use of bromide and platinum paper, enlargement and reduction, and other processes of special application in
reconnais ance and to other military purposes
Steam and mechanism, electricity and mines, and chemistry and
explo ives belong to the second year of the course. While no instruction of the regular class has been given in the e courses during the pa t
year, special students have been constantly under instruction in the
two latter departments, and the laboratories have been con tautly
available for special work and individual investigation . Experimental
work authorized by the Board of Ordnance and Fortification ha been
actively pro:-:ecuted by Lieutenants Squier, Allen, an<l. Ruckman in the
electrical laboratory, and in the department of explo, ives Lieutenant
Walke has prepared a second edition of his lectures on explosives.
The first edition of this work ha bP-en used a a text-book in thi chool
since 1891. In the new edition the subject-matter ha been enlarged,
new matter introduced, and the wol'k generally brought up to date,
greatly enhancing it value both as a text-book and a book of reference.
In addition to tbe foregoing, the laboratorie of the e department have
been much improved during the year by the addition of new machine
aud apparatus.
The shops connected with the department of steam and mechanism,
and which are under the direction of Lieutenant Homer, instructor in
tbat department, besides being valuable adjuncts to theoretical in ·truction, manufacture much of the machinery and apparatu required by
other departments, thu, making it po sible to amplify the equipment
of tbe chool, beyond that obtainable from the limited appropriations
available.
SPECIAL ST DENTS.

o definite course of study has been pre cribed for special tudents,
but each i allowed to elect his subjects, and with the ad vice and
a istance of the instructor to whose department they pertain, a cour e
of studies i arranged in each case, subject to the approval of the taff'.
Excellent advantag R are afforded such tudent , and tho e pur uing
the e cour es during tue past year have achieved gratifying u cc ,',
Prompted by a de ire to acquire such knowledge of the G rman
language a will make tbe ample military literatt1r of that language
available to them, a voluntt•er cla s wa form d with Li ut. W. P.
Duvall, Fifth Artill ry, in tructor, for the tudy of it. Th _hour of
study and recitation were o arranged as not to iut rfi re w1 b other
tudy or military duty. The cla s tarted with
ve11te n m mber ,
butfour oonfoundit11ece, arytorelinqui btheund rt kingona com1t
of other dutie . The attendauce of the remaining member wa conWAR 97--14
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stant, and their interest and progress marked until July 30, when, after
a session of nine weeks, instruction was suspended until September, at
which time, the instructor reports, it is the wish of all to resume the
study. The interest shown and the progress made suggest the wisdom
of considering whether provision should not be made for an optional
course in that study.
ENLISTED MEN'S DIVISION.

The enlisted division, First Lieut. C. D. Parkhurst, Fourth Artillery,
instructor, has had its share in the general growth and development of
tbe sehool, and has maintained its efficiency as a means of instruction
for the noncommissioned officers and private soldiers of the po t. I t
is believed, also, that the education .offered tends to attract into the
service a class of bright, intelligent recruits whose opportunities in
civil life are far below their ambitions-. With the addition of such men
the general grade of intelligence is raised, and no difficulty is foun d,
even under tlrn steadily increasing demands for technical knowledge
made upon the enlisted man by the modern material, in fitting them
for the intelligent performance of their duties as noncommis ioned
officers and gunners.
During the last session of 130 school days the average daily attendance was 53. Of the 57 members of the school in attendance at the
close, 13 were proficient on the entire two years' course and were given
diplomas; 15 were proficient on the first year's course, and 29 will be
permitted to take the first-class course again. It is worthy of note that
7 of the 13 to whom diplomas were given are privates.
LIBRARY.

The Artillery School library numbers about 121000 volumes, mostly
standard military and scientific works aud other book of reference;
al o many pamphlets and scientific and military periodical . There
have been added during the year 3o3 volumes. The card indexing which
has been ucce fu11y prosecuted for the past few years by the librarian
Captain 0aziarc, become" more valuable as the number of referenc
increa e . The frame structure in which the library i now contained
afford inadequate room and in ufficient protection for. o valuable a collection of book . Its shelve' have become year by year more crowded
u11til now th ir overflowing condition and cramped pace make the book
difficult of acce and their use inconvenient. .A. new and more commodiou fireproof or nearly :fireproof building in a safer locality is an
urgent nece sity.
BINDER

AND PRINTING PRE S.

These indi pensable auxiliaries to the efficiency of the chool are
und r the mangem nt of the adjutant, Fir t Lieut. harle L. P hil1ip .
Fourth rtillery. Tb kind and character of the work don i abou
the ame a in former year , and it ex cution ha been mo t a · factory.
PR.A. TIO.AL .A..RTILLER

EXER I E .
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railway station and mounting on their emplacements three 10-inch
B. L. R. and disappearing carriages, sixteeen 12-inch mortar carriages,
and dismounting and shipping one 12-inch mortar and carriage. The
guns and carriages were moved and mounted under the direction of Lieutenant Duva11, the mortar carriages under the direction of Lieutenant
Ruckman.
·Moving and hauling this modern ordnance was a new experience, and
with ~he meager facilities at first available, called for the solution of
origin;:1,l problems an<l. new methods of execution which were product,ive
of a maximum of instruction and benefit to the command. 'l'he work
was speedily and successfully accomplished-how succe sfully was
shown by the perfect working of the guns and carriages throughout the
season's t~rget practice by fifteen batteries.
The enlisted men not only showed interest but great inteJligence in
this work, and there are among them several noncommissioned officers
and some privates who his believed could ue in trusted if necessary with
the entire supervision of such work.
Target :firing was bad with the 15-inch S. B., the 8-inch M. L. R., the
8-inch B. L. R., and the 10-inch B. L. R., all of which except that with
the latter gun was very satisfactory. The unsatisfactory result with
the 10-inch B. L. R. were principally, if not wholly, due to the poor
quality or condition of the powder used. Including the troops of the
Fourth Artillery from W a hington Barracks and Fort McHenry, :fifteen
batteries practiced with thi gun, each battery firino- three rounds, the
three rounds being divided between two ranges, with different powder
charges for each range. With so mall an allowance thus distributed,
no knowledge of the capabilitie of the gun could be expected. There
seem to be no rea on for practicing with any but service charge . If
the three rounds allowed a battery had all been fired at one range with
service charges, and the firing of one battery had be n followed by that
of other batterie, at the same range and under the ame conditions
until a group had been obtained from which reliable deduction could
be made, much valuable information would have been the re ult. As
it was, beyond familiarity with the working of the gun and carriage, no
useful instruction was gained by the practice with thi. gun.
Tl.le record of the firiug was made by means of the horizontal base
heretofore in use; but a Lewi depression range finder and a Rafferty
relocator having recently been installed at this po t, ob ervatious anrl.
plottings w re also made by means of the e instruments, not only to
familiarize officer ~ and men with the use of them, but in order to compare the results thus obtained with tho e obtained with the horizontal
ba e. When these re ults shall have been tabulated, they will afford
the means of determining the relative merits of the two system .
The installation of modern breech-loading- artillery at this post should
mark an important epoch in the artillery in truction of the school.
When supplied with the other auxiliary means nece sary for the complete service of a modern seacoast fortress, drills and other exerci, e
that would follow would turn the attention of officers and men to the
new artillery problems that await solution.
REOOMMENDATIONS.

A.sat pre ent organized the curriculum of the school i divided into
eight departments or courses of study, each department having one
in tructor, who instructs in his course once every two Y ar . _In ~be
opinion of the staff~ better results would be obtained by consolidatmg
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these courses in to departments, as follows: (1) Artillery and ballistics;
(2) military engineering and the art of war; (3) steam and mechanism
and electricity and mines; (4) chemistry and explosives and photography·
practical military instruction to be given by the commanders of batteries
to which student officers belong or ·are attached. This reduce the
number of departrp.ents and consequently the number of in tructor
from eight to four, brings kindred subjects under one 'instructor, and
will enable him to instruct in one of the courses every year. A each
instructor would thus be occupied from but three to five mouth each
year, he would have ample time for necessary study and researeh.
Two members of the student class, Lieutenants Pence and Wb~Pler,
after having completed the first year's course of study, were relieved
from duty at the Artillery School and ordered to duty at the :Military
.Academy. I believe it to be detrimental to the best interest of the
school and service and to the student officers themselves, to detach them
for duty elsewhere, except in case of emergency.
Very respectfully,
ROYAL T. FRANK,
,
Colonel, Jlirst Artillery, Omwmanding.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL UNITED STA.TES .ARMY,
Washington, D. 0.
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE

ADJUTANT-GENERAL TO THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
W .AR DEP.A.RTMENT 7
ADJUT.A.NT-GENER.A.L'S OFFIOE,

Washington, October 19, 1897.

Hon.

RUSSELL

.A.

ALGER,

Secretary of War.
SIR: I have the honor to submit my annual report for the year ended

September 1, 1897 .
.A.DJUT.A.NT-GENER.A.L'

DEP .A.RTMENT.

By the retirement,-on account of age, of Colonel Vincent,

ovember

15, 1 96, the death of Major Wil on, January 12, 1897, the retirement
Colonel Greene, January 25, 1897, and of my honored predece or,
G~neral Ruggles, eptember 11, 1897, my own appointm nt to be

Adjutant-General on the latter date and the promotions con equent
thereon, four vacancie in the jnnior grade of the Department were
made and .filled by the appointment of Major Wagner, ~ovember 17,
1896; Major Carter, January 29, 1897; Major Barry, January 29, 1897,
and Major Hei tand, September 11, 1897.
THE MILITARY INFORMATION DIVISION.

Col. Thomas M. Vincent, .Assistant .Adjutant-General, in charge of
the <livi ion, having been retired ovember 15, 1896, and no officer of
the Department being immediately available, the duties of the position
devolved upon the senior officer of the line present, Fir t Lieut. J. R.
Williams, Third .Artillery, who continued to perform them until.April 7,
1897, with a high degree of capacity and usefulness. Maj. rthur L.
istant Adjutant-General, whose previous studies had peWagner,
cially fitted him for this work, assumed charge of the division, following
Lieutenant William . His untiring devotion to its work ha already
added much to its value. Two officers-officer of the line-ha e been
as igned to duty in the division, two have been relieved, and everal
others have been on temporary duty from dates varying from pril to
June, 1897.
~umerous change have taken place among the military attaches
during the past year. Switzerland and Japan have been added to the
countries where our embas ie or legations have a military_ a_tta b . ~he
service of thi class of officers j of great value to our ~1litary erv1ce,
enabling u to profit by the experience of other , covermg, a they do,
information of new developments in military science, new inv ntions
215
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in weapons of war, new designs in equipment, etc. The usefulness and
importance of the work of this division is too well known to need further comment now, but its progress and helpfulness are much hindered
by its limited accommodation of rooms-four only. The military illformation division is an especial field for the work of our junior officer: of
the line who have shown their capacity in the service, and they boul<l
be given better working accommodations and more of them should b
employed on this duty. Better accommodations should also be provided
for the indexing, classification, and arrangement of its original paper.,
books, reports, etc., to make them available for the constant u e to
which they are put. The usefulness of this division is much impaired
for lack of rooms.
The work of collecting military information from abroad has been
steadily pursued and is now as much systematized as the limited number of officers on duty in the division will permit.
Pamphlet No. 12, published early this year, contains a report on the
Swedish army and other papers selected for publication. This was followed in April by No. 13, ''The organized militia of the United State
in 1896," and later No. 14 was prepared under the title, "The military
systems of Greece and Turkey, including- a description of the GrecoTurkish frontiers." Several other publications are now ready for the
press. The demand for the publications of the division far exceed the
authorized edition of 1,000 copies.
A. large number of foreign publications, etc., have been received and
catalogued in the military-progress section, and War Department publicatious have been sent to our military attaches abroad for exchange.
An increase in the appropriation for the expense of this division, now
$3,640, to 6,000, to enable it to obtain by purchase more material from
abroad, is recommended, as we are, with the present means, unable to
obtain much that would be of advantage.
THE RECRUITING SERVICE.

During the past year the recruiting service has been conducted with
unu ually good re ult under the system established three year, ago
of ending recruits enli,'ted at the various station to regime11t and
po t with the lea t practicable delay. Not only have a signment
been regularly made from recruiting tations and rendezvou es every ten
days, but a very large proportion of the men enli ted at city tation
during the year have been sent at once from the place of enli tment to
tLe po ts wb r they were to erve, without pas iug through a rendezvou .
During the
ear ending June 30, 1 97, 4,762 recruits were forward d to regj
, 3, 79 directly from recruitino- tation and
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expense of city stations have met with marked success, as will appear
from the following statement:
Enlistments during fiscal year 1897.

fPercentage
!:ftt~~a;i;~\;
~::::::::::: ~::::: ·.::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ·: :::::::::::: t g~g
of post enlistments to whole number.............................
51
This is au increase of 6 per cent over the preceding year in the relative number of post enlistments.
Recruiting for the line of the Army is carried on without intermi sion
at every garrisoned post, subpost, and camp at which there is a commissioned officer, and also at city stations, limited in number according
to the necessities of the service. So great bas been the number of men
offering that recruiting at all stations has been restricted throughout
the past year to enlistment of exceptionally desirable men without
prior service and to former soldiers with good discharges. In addition,.
it has been necessary at times to confine recruiting at city stations to
enlistments of former soldiers.
The number of vacancies in the Army July 31, 1897 (the latest date
for which full returns have been received), was 350. Of tlrnse, 333
were in the line of the Army and 17 in the staff d partments. The
average number of vacancies during the year ending July 31, 1897,
was 355, the greatest number was 553, and the mallest numLer was
203. When the Army was lea t in strength the vacancie averaged
only between one and two to each of tbe 364 organized companie , and
the general average for the year has been le than one to the company.
In October, 1 96 1 there were in operation 23 general recruiting station , with 23 officers in charge.
ev n of tll e tations have been
clo ed <luring the pa t year, viz: Lynchburg, a., November 10, 1896;
Buffalo, . ., Detroit, Mich., and San Franci co, Cal., May 31, 1897;
Baltimore, Md ., June 30, 1897; Harrisburg, Pa., August 6, 1897, and
St. Paul, Minn., September 30, 1897. The general recruiting tation at
Evansville, Ind., was tran ferred in December, 1896, to the light artillery recruitiug service, and ha since been maintained as a special
recruiting t.ation. The remaining 15 general recruiting stations are
located as follows:
One each in Boston, Mass., New York City and Albany, N. Y., Philadelphia and Pittsburg, Pa., Cincinnati and levela11d, Ohio, Indianapoli , Iud., Chicago, Ill., Milwaukee, Wis., t. Loui , Mo., Loui vil1e,
Ky., a hville, Tenn., Richmond, Va., and eattle, Wa8h. The officer
for the tation at Seattle is detailed by the commanding general,
Department of the Columbia, from a regiment erving in hi command.
Officer of the general recruiting detail at city stations, as a part of
their dutie , make enlistment for their own regiments to :fill actual
vacancie reported by their regimental command rs.
Special recruiting is carried on for two regiment and for the light
artillery by officer at the following-named stations: Portland, Oreg.,
Dallas, Tex., and Evan ville, Ind. Enli tment for the general ervi e
are al o made at the e tations. Three pecial re ruiting tations have
been closed during the year, viz, those at Jersey City, . J., Providence, R. I., and Syracuse, . Y.
Since October 1, 1 93, there bas been a total reduction of 3 in the
number of city recruiting tation , viz, 21 general and 12 pecial. With
a return of general pro perity and larger opportuniti for employment
it will no doubt be necessary to increase the number of recruiting
stations and officers.
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General results.
The total number of enlistments and reenlistments in the Army during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1897, for the legal limit of 25,000
men wa~8,285, classified as fqllows:
For the general recruiting service ........••..................•.............. 7,638
For the special recruiting service. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42
8. 06t1
For staff departments ..................... ___ .. _..... ___ ................... .

21ft

Total ...••............................................................ 8, 2,

Of the 8,285 accepted applicants 6,239 were native born and 2,046 of
foreig-n birth. Seven thousand six hundred and ninety-seven were
white, 569 colored, and 19 Indians. The enlistments numbered 5 ~ 0
and the reenlistments 3,005.
Excluding reenlistments, the percentage of native born among the
accepted applicants for original enlistment was 831, and the balance
were naturalized citizens.
Reports show that the recruiting officers making the 8,066 enlistments
embraced in the first two items of the foregoing list rejected 41,058
applicants, a little over 83½ per cent of the number seeking enlistment
as Jacking in legal, moral, physical, or mental qualifications; 2,791 of
these were rejected as aliens, and 2,333 for illiteracy.
.
The aim has been to maintain, from month to month, a rate of enh_ tment commensurate with the losses, and at the same time to exermse
every care to keep undesirable men from entering the Army.
The acceptance of less than 17 per cent of those offering indicate
that, as a rule, recruiting officers have selected only the very be t
applicants for enlistments, and the ranks of the Army are filled by a
superior class of men.
The average age of those enlisted and reenlisted was about 27½ ye~r .·
Excluding reenlistments, the average ages of those accepted for original enlistments were as fo1lows: White, 24.13 years; colored, 25.24
years, and Indians, 37 .17 years.

Indian enlistments .
.r o enli tment nor reenlistments for the Indian contingent were
made during the :ti cal y ar ended June 30, 1897, but 19 Indian were
, enli ted or reenlisted for duty as scouts.
The discharge, May 31, 1 97, of the 53 Indian compri ing Troop L
eventh Cava.lry, ended the cheme-formulated by General Or~~
o. 2 , from g n ral headquarter , dated March 9, 1 91-of recrmt~n
troop of cavalry and 19 companie of infantry to form an Indian
ontingent a part of th r gular e tabli bment. :rotwith tandincr
tr nnou and int lligent :ffort on the part of the officer el ted for
the r crniting, ommand, and managem ut of tb ev ral Indian troo ~
and compani
the Indi n contingent ha never r a be l a degr o
ub tantial su ce a u , eful
ldier . Tb total number of Indi
olclier enli t d and r euli t d inc Mar h 1 91 wa 1,071.
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years of age. The number reported capable of military duty was
26,227; the number required to be enrolled as military students, 15,516;
the number un;iformed, 12,221, and the total number that received

military instruction was 15,608. The attendance at artillery and infantry drills was, respectively, 1,214 and 11,138.
Accumulated experienM points out the necessity of amending the
law under which details are made. The present requirement that, to
receive the benefit of a detail, the institution seeking it shall have
capacity to instruct not less than 150 puJ>ilS at the same time should be
replaced by the condition that not less than that number of students
are actually present. It will be seen from the table herewith that at 23
institutions the number of pupils present ranged from 50 to 100, while
at 7 of them the number was less than 50.
As evidencing the value of military training as an important factor
of discipline, it is noted that, in most in~tances, the degree of discipline
maintained at an institution is in direct ratio with the amount of interest in military instruction manifested by its faculty.
The reports of the military professors disclose a great lack of facilities at many of the colleges for both indoor and outdoor exercises.
Indoor facilities do not exist at 25 college , while at 30 others they are
characterized as poor or inadequate. Of outdoor facilities there are
none at 6 institutions, and at 10 others they are poor. When it is
considered that the scholastic year embraces the winter months the
deplorable lack of proper facilities seriously interferes with the full
development of the military course of instruction and would indicate
but slight appreciation of its value. In one instance a hall about 1
mile from the college i hired for indoor exercises, while for outdoor
drill the ground provided is equa.lly di tant.
The good work of the officers, Lieutenants Penn and Clement, who,
with the consent of the War Department, succes ively commanded the
battalion of the "Omaha High School Cadets," is steadily increa ing.
The battalion is now organized with four uniformed companie , a drum
corps, and one ununiformed company, with the regulation number of
officers and noncommissioned officers. The average attendance at all
drills was 248. The uniforms, costing- only, complete, $12.65, proved very
satisfactory, as shown by the fact that over 200 were voluntarily purchased. The system of in truction embraced simply etting up exercises, quad and company drill , with occa ional lectures and parade .
As but two hours per week were devoted to drills, the military exercises
did not interfere with the course of studies, proving, in fact, a healthy
and highly beneficial variation.
High schools embrace an element of our population that makes our
greate t military strength that is not extensively reached through the
class of educational in titntions to which officers are a signed a professors of military science and tactics. With a view, however, to the
dissemination of some of the elements of' military instruction to our
youths at the most receptive condition of mind, higlt chool are logical
objectives, but it appears that a capable sergeant could in general perform these duties without calling upon officers for them.
THE MILIT.A.RY .A.OADEMY.

The number of cadets on September 1, 1897, was 338, including one
foreigner reciving in trnction by special authority of Congre s, and is
the largest number of cadets that has ever been pre ent at the Acad my
at one time. During the past year 68 cadet were graduated, 48 were
discharged for deficiency in studies, 1 for disability, and 6 resigned,
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The total number of admissions at the examinations held in March,
June, and August last was 129, leaving 34 vacancies.
It is recommended, as a matter of equity, that the adjutant of the
Military Academy, whose duties are both important and exacting, be
given the pay of captain, mounted. It is also hoped tba,t the bill, now
pending, giving the master of the sword the pay of a first lieutenant
of infantry will become a law at the approaching session of Congress. It has already been favorably recommended by both military
committees.
The improvement of the library building has become a pressing
need, as the library has absolutely outgrown its present capacity.
The discipline and drill of the corps of cadets has been maintained
at its usual high standard.
It is gratifying to state that the health of the command during the
past year was decidedly better than during the preceding year.
OH.APL.A.INS.

The laws governing the appointment of chaplains in the _Army ~i~ply
require that a chaplain shall have been a regularly ordamed ~nm _ter
of some religious denomination and shall have presented test11:1oma!s
of his good standing as such, while his new duties are prescribed m
general terms.
.
Premising that the conditions which surround the Army chaplam
differ largely from those which, in civil life, he has been accustome_d
to in regular parish work, it becomes apparent that the measure of ~1s
efficiency in the new field of duty will depend on three important factors-sound physical health, suitable age, and adaptability and preparation. On the second and third requirements depend the degree of ea .e
and facility with which he will learn the duties of his position, and hi
capacity to become thoroughly imbued with the spirit of militarr organizations, their conditions and needs, and not only to recogmze but
actively meet the demands of his new sphere of action. These latter
qualifications, though of the utmost importance with a view to the b_ t
results, are, necessarily, difficult of acquirement by a man who, bavincr
reached the meridian of life, can not, therefore, readily change the mode
of thought and action and settled ways of life which, in a large mea ·
ure, have become to him a second nature.
The average age of the cha.J>lain, now in the service, a hown by an
examination of the ro ter, wa , at date of appointment, nearly 44 yea~
the o1de t (now retired) being 59 years of age when appointed, while
the youngest wa 35 year old. It appears al that the age of over
one-half of the whole number ranged between 40 and 55 years.
Deeply imp re , ed by the above consi<leration and facts, I am impelled
to rec mmend
1
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INCREASE OF THE ARTILLERY AND INFANTRY.

A bill to reorganize the line of the Army, etc., increasing the artillery
by two regiments and each infantry regiment by two companies, was
introduced in Oongress during the first session of the Fifty-fourth Congress (S. 2202 and H . R. 5835) and favorably reported by the Senate Uommittee on Military Affairs, its title being changed to "A bill to provide a
modern organization for the line of the Army." I have been informed
that it was also favorably considered by the. Military Committee of the
House of Representatives. It is still pending before Congress and bas
heretofore been strongly recommended by the Commanding General of
the Army and by the Secretary of ¥\r ar. It is an absolutely necessary
provision for the preservation, care, and use of our seacoast armament,
and, as an indispensable preparation to meet emergencies of the country's service as they arise, as they are certain to do, I recommend that
the passage of this bill be urged upon Congress.
DETACHED SERVICE OF OFFICERS.

The detached service of officers for duties at schools and colleges,
with the militia, and other duty separating them from service with the
Army makes a heavy draft on the effective strength of its officer , being
in addition to details for the service neces ary for the Army, details at
the Military .Academy, the service schools, recruiting service, etc., and
it is believed has reached a maximum which can not be exceeded without very serious damage to the service. The artillery e pecial1y suffers
much from the absence of so many of it officers. The fir t lieutenants
of artillery, whose long service in that grade has given them a natural
feeling of discouragement at their prospects, frequently seek uch details
at the colleges to assist in the education of their children, which their
small pay and advancing year make a heavy tax on thi highly meritorious class of officers. These officers are much sought after for dnty
at the .Military Academy, etc. The result is that the artillery i much
embarrassed by the absence of its officers, who are specially needed at
this time when the new armament is being supplied and new defensive
batteries are being occupied. For the foregoiug rea ons I recommend
that the number of officers detailed to schools and colleges be not
increased, as is frequently proposed.
LAND FOR MINOR TACTICAL EXERCISES .A.ND RIFLE RANGES.

Grounds for minor tactical exercises and rifle ranges are needed for
all permanent cavalry and infantry posts. A number have heretofore
been provided, but Columbus Barracks, Fort Sam Houston, Washington Barrack , and Fort Myer especially need such provi ion for in truction. It is recommended that they be provided. Al o, that at least one
tract of ample size be provided in the We t, say near olum bu Barrack , Ohio, where the militia of several States ean join with the Army
for jnstructiou in field duties and exercises, and that such provi ion be
made by law for the command and ervice of such a camp and of calling
the militia to it. The advantage of this to the country i too evident
to need more than mention to be appreciated.
ENLISTED MEN.

The character and efficiency of the enlisted men of the rmy have
never been higher than at the present time. The bort term of ervi e
and liberal discharge, by purchase or order, of men who find them elve ,
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or are found, unsuited to the service, ha,s eliminated from the Army
most of those who are a disadvantageous element. Rifle practice,
physical training, exercises in minor tactics, athletic sports, and careful
instruction in appropriate miUtary subjects, with a judicious aijd humane
discipline, in which the Commanding General of the Army has had the
hearty cooperation of commanding generals and of the officers under
them, coupled with a careful and judicious recruiting service conducted
under my predecessor, Brigadier-General Ruggles, have placed in the
Army at this time enlisted men of good character, intelligence, :fine
physical development, and highly efficie~t. It is a pleasure to record
that where they have been brought in immediate contact with civilian
at the various militia camps of instruction, expositions, on practice
marches, etc., the officials and the press speak warmly in their praise.
P.A. Y OF NO~COMMISSIONED OFFICERS.

Too much stress can hardly be laid on the importance of the recognition of the duties and responsibilities of the noncommissioned officer
of the line, and the demands made on their intelligence and capacity
by the advance in the equipment and training of the Army, and the
consequent necessity of remedying the inadequacy of the present pay
of that class which is a factor of no small importance to the success of
military operations and training. The noncommissioned officers of ~he
artillery, especially, must meet requirements for their duties with
modem, high-power and rapid-fire guns, which call for a high degree
of acquirement and training.
A bill to regulate the pay of noncommissioned officers has passed the
Senate and is now pending in the House. It is earne tly recommended
that the attention of Congress be called to the subject, with a view to
the early passage of a comprehensive measure covering _this s~bject,
which is deemed vital to the best interests of the 4,rmy, that 1t may
retain the trained men capable of filling the requirements of the service.
NEWSP.APER PUBLIC.A.TIO NS.

By General Orders, o. 52, dated War Department, Adjutant-General's Office, August 24, 1897, no person, other than officers of the
Army and Navy, or persons in the ervice of the United tates employed
in direct connection with the construction or care of defen ive work ,
i allowed to vi it any portion of the lake or coast defenses of the
United tates, without the written authority of the commanding officer
in charge, to be given only for proper military rea on .
pecial permit , grant d by the Secretary of War, are limited to nited tat
euator' Member of ongr
and the governor (or hi adjutant-general) of the State in which the work are lo at d. Th order forth r
forbid the making of writt n or pictorial de ription. of the work
for publi ation, or giv·
rmation respectiug them without th
authority of tbe ecr
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CLERICAL DUTY.

The present organization of the force of civilian clerks for duty with
the commanding general of the Army and the coll).manding generals of
the several departments, is as follows: Ten clerks of class $1,200,
eighteen clerks of class $1,100, seventy-two clerks of class $1,000.
The duties performed by these clerk assimilate to those devolved on
the clerical force of the War Department, while their compensation is
graded on a much lower scale. Thi is especially true with reference to
the clerks selected for the position of chief clerk at general and department headquarters. These clerk are selected for capacity and acquirements after service in the Army, and are charged with imJJortant duties
demanding an extended acquaintance with correct methods of military
administration, the Army Regulations, military laws, etc. rro remedy,
in part, the inequality of compensation not at all warranted by existing
conditions of duties performed, I have the honor to recommend that the
grade of chief clerk at the Headquarters of the Army be of Class IV,
and at the several military department headquarter of Class III. This
force would then be graded as follows: One clerk of class $1,800, eight
clerks of class $1,600, ten clerks of clas $1,200, eighteen clerks of class
$1,100, sixty-three clerks of class $1,000.
The partial rerating involves an increase of but $5,600 in the appropriation for the force, and will be an act of simple justice to the highly
efficient and deserving men benefited.
HALL OF RECORDS.

The crowded condition of the rooms of thi office with employees and
records makes a pressing demand for at lea t ten more rooms of average size to meet the needs of its service and to give room for each one
to work without impeding others or ri king accidents from the u e of
the high ca es for files and books. A "hall of records," where tho e
record8 of the War Department least u ed can be arranged to serve
their purposes, is a nece sity which I can not too strongly urge upon
your attention, and I recommend its construction at an early date.
rrhe multiplication of patriotic societies composed of tho 'e who served
honorably in the recent wars, and the descendant of those who so served
in those more remote, has created an unusual demand for information
from the older records, which a due regard for the encouragement of
patrioti m. requires should be met in a liberal pirit, and that the older
records should be made and kept acces ible for this purpo e.
A new building for a ball of record , properly equipped, would enable
this and other work from those records to be done with speed and
economy, and afford a very much-needed relief to the War Department
proper to give it pace for the speedy and convenient di patch of current administrative bu iness. I recommend that Congres be urgently
requested to authorize this additional building.
GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL FOR THE INS.A.NE.

The following is a list of per on committed to the Government Hospital for the Insan~, under the order of the Secretary of War, from
September 1, 1896, to September 1, 1897:
Officers of the United Stats .A:rmy ...... ------ -----· -----· -·---· •····- •----Officer of the United States Army (retired) ..... --------------------------·Enlisted men of the United States .A:rmy ....... - - . - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -• ---Enlisted men of th
nited States .A:rmy (retired) . -....• - - • • .. - - . • • • - -... -. -

2
1
21
1

Total ... ___ ...................... - ... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - -- - - -• -- -- -- .

25
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During the past year two officers and eleven enlisted men, including
one retired enlisted man, have been discllarged from tlle institution;
during the same period one officer (retired) and eleven enlistt-d men
have died.
·
THE .A.DJUT.A.N'l'·GENER.A.L'S OFFICE.

The legal organization of this office remains the same as at the date
of the last report, and its entire clerical force bas been actively
employed on the current work pertaining to the Army.
The calls for reports to the Pension Office, the Auditors for the War
and Navy Departments, the General Land Office, and the several
bureaus of the War Department, on pension and kindred claims, up to
September 1, 1897, were all rP,sponded to.
The current business of the office, although conducted under the
serious disadvantage of crowded quarters and increasing inadequacy
of space for the records and ti.Jes, bas been satisfactorily dispatched.
The commencement of the work of examining and indexing the records relating to the officers and men of the Hegular Army in the war
of 1812, recently. transferred to this office from the offices of the Auditor for the Interior Department atld the .Auditor for the War Department (the transfer is not yet completed), has now been undertaken
with a temporary detail of five clerks transferred to this office.
While the duties performed by the clerical force of the AdjutantGeneral's Office are second to none in importance, the organization of
that force with regard to grades above that of Class I is much below
that in other bureaus, and operates to deprive efficient and experienced
clerks in the lower classes of the just and reasonable expectation of
advancement due to efficient, intelligent, faithful, and prolonged ervice. I have, therefore, the honor to recommend that the number of
clerks of Olasses III, II, and I be fixed as follows: Twenty clerks of
Class III, twenty-five clerks of Olass II, an<l forty clerks of Ola s I.
The above will increa e the numl>er of clerks in Class III from 14 to
20; in Class II from 13 to 25; while the number of those in Ola s I will
be reduced from 58 to 40. While the total force remains unchanged in
number , and the appropriation therefor is increased by only 4,800
the reeommendation i in the line not only of justice but al o of
increased efficiency. The proposed trength of Ola ses III and II will
still be in lo.wer ratio to total force than exi ts in several of the bureau
of the War Department.
I take pleasure, in clo ing this report, in recording my appre iation
of the general intelligence, zeal, and efficiency of the clerks of this
office.
Re pectfully ubmitt d.
SAM'L BRECK,

Adjutant- General.
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Tabulated statement from reports of professors of milita1-y science and

Arms (United States
P!<)perty) at institution.

Universities and colleges. ·
Condition.

Alabama Agricultural and
500 270 270 254
Mechanical College, Auburn.
University of Alabama, Tus- 250 120 120 120
caloosa County.
Arkansas Industrial U ni- 1,000 245 245 245
varsity, Fayetteville.
Ouachita Baptist College,
150
97
90
92
Arkadelphia, .A.rk.
University of California, 1,000 717 717 648
Berkeley.
Mount Tamalpais Military
HiO
68
50
50
Academy, San Rafael, Cai.
State Agricultural College,
250 HS 148 160
Fort Collins, Colo.
Yale University, New: Ba- (b) 2,400 2,400 2,400
ven,Conn.

238

3

2

2

210 Fair- -·-··

74

74

3

1 None.

150 Fair ..... .

245 270

270

3

5 None.

275 Excellent .

242 242
74

78

27

575 575

504

1

68

64

4

2

80 Good------

138 (a)

2

150 Good.---- -

78

68

159 ]59

5 12! None. None.------· ··--·

184 120. -- ---

3

2

2

1 ···••·

525 Good- ----.

80 Good-----·
75 Good ; fair .

Delaware College, Newark,
Del.
Florida Agricultural College, Lake City, Fla.

150

65

65

61

(c)

55

55

3

300

90

80

94

(d)

87

86

4

East Florida Seminary,
Gainesville, Fla. e
North Georgia Agricultural
College, Dahlonega.
Gordon Institute, Barnesville, Ga.
Middle Georgia Military
an d Agricultural CoUege,
Milledgeville.
University of Idaho, Moscow.
University of I 11 in o is,
Champaign.
Knox College, Galesburg, Ill.
Northern lliinois
ormal
School, Dixon.
Western Military Academy,
pper Alton, Ill.
DePauw University, Greencastle, Ind.
Vincennes University, Vincennes, Ind.
Purdue niversity, Lafayette, Ind.
Culver .Military Academy,
Culver, Ind. e
Cornell College, Mount Vernon , Iowa.
Iowa ·tat~ n iv er 1d t y,
Iowa.City.
Iowa Wesleyan niver ity
Mount Plea ant.
Iowa tate ormal chool,
edar Fall .
State Agricultural Colleg ,
Manhattan, Kans
niversity, Baldwill,

150

38

35

37

37

37

37

3

300

55

50

50

50

50

50

5

Sf

250

175

109

92

87

87

5

500

250

45

76

76

76

76

4

2 ·•••••
2
2i

200

77

77

75

75

83

73

3

1

2

100 Good------

1,500

753

753

248

248 248

248

4

8

2

300 Good --··-·

500

272
200

272
200

267
88 119
300 None. 37

119
37

3
5

.....

2
2

90 Good -----100 Fair---· ·

64

50

64

4¼

2

2

65 Good-- -- ··

2

2

150 Good---- -·

B~!~s.

Agricultural and
ecbanical Colleg of K entucky,
Lexington.
a ot elated.

1 000

'
150

50

(f)

62

62

--- . ........

1

1

:: ::~~·;, I
worn.

148 Good ----- ·

100 Very good .
98 Good-- --··

1,000

313

311

300

106

94

84

6

150

80

75

80

62

62

30

3

1 ··••••

7

1

2

70 16

5

2

3

4

2

250 Good---- ··

2

200 Good -- --· ·

700
160!
500

600

600

550

86/

75

86

196

195

185

173 182
86

86

196 175

182

100

298

298

274

205 213

205

3

5001 10!

104

97

8-11 90

84

3

2501 237
255 244

230: 230

200

3

230 2il

230

5

400

500

250

400

255

300
500

136

134'

169

]64

1311
159

b nknown.

81
16

81

210

Ii

2

62 3
184 5 in all.

I

60 Not stated
174

Good------

90 Excellen .

1

1001 Fair------

2

2251 Good---- --

2

-----1
2

225! Good -- -· ··
107

Good--- --·

150

ervi ce·
able.

c .All x ept s nior .
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tactics, showing average attendance of students at universities and ool-leges .

.A.ttend•
anceat-

ii

Students.

D~2lt!"e Interest manifested
by the faculty.
institution.

~

~

Facilities for drill.

"'I:> "'

Outdoor.

I>,

Indoor.

Aptitude.

Interest.

.ts

~

8

~

~

t::
--it

-16

·--· ·

----·
. ......

~

208 Good .. ..... None ....... Good ... .... Fair ........ Fair ........ Fair.
64

Fine ........ None .. .•••. Good ....... Small .... ... Fair ........ Very Ii ttle.

235 Fair ........ Fair ....... . Excellent ... Excellent ... Excellent ... Very marked.
58 Ample ...... Inadequate. Fair ........ Good ....... Satisfactory

Satisfactory.

63

869 Good ....•.. None ....... Excellent ... Fair ...•• •.. CiYil ..... ... Desire to support
the law.
63 Ample ...... Ample .. ..•. Good ....•.. Good ..•.... Excellent ... Very good.

18

14.2 Fair ........ Poor .•.. .... Good ....... Satisfactory Excellent ... Satisfactory.

17

---·17
10

·· -··
8

83 None ..•.•.. .Armoryof2d
Regt.N.G.
avrulable.
.A.th!.
Drill
field,
52
hall,
5 acres.
4.0 by 60.
73 College cam• None ....•..
pus; too
small.
30 Par'degr'nd; None . ...••.
too small.
Good ....... Poor .•....•.

,o

Excellent ... Considerable Good ....... Great.
Good ..••.•. Good ....•.. Good ....... .A.bout as in other
G::s_artments.

Very good .. Very good .. Fair ........

Good ...••• , Fair .••..... Very good .. Great.
Fair .•...... Fair ........ Poor ........ Encourag;ng.

21

74 Space some. Inadequate . Great ...••.. .A.ll that can Excellent ... .A.JI that can be
whatbr'kn
desired.
be desired.
69 Drill ground Halls efcol. Good ....... Good ....... Good ....... Good.
l ege.

18

71 Good .•..... Poor ..•..... Good ..••••• Good ....... Good ....... Fair.

9

163 .............. Drill Lall, Great ....... Great ... .... Excellent ...
100byl50.
89 Good .. ..... Poor ........ Good ....... Excellent ... Mildbutfirm
25
30
Fair
.••.....
Poor
......•. Very good .. Very good .. Poorbatim•
-·-··
proving.
19 55 Paradegr'nd Gymnasium Good ....... Fair ........ Deteriorated
16

Very satisfactory.

12

Good.
Good aml improv•
ing.
Not so good as
usu.al.
Fair .. .•• ... Good.

----]9

13

66 Good .. ..... Fair ........ Good ....... Generally
good.
53 Good ....... Good ...•... Good ....... Goocl ....... Good ..•.•.• GooJ..

137 Good ....•.. Good ....... Good ....... Great and Excellent ... Great.
increasing.
82 Ample ...... Ample ...... Excellent ... Excellent ... Very good .. Excellent.

16

105 Excellent .. . None ....... Good ....... Good ....... Good ..•.... Good.

17

150 College cam. Armory Very good .. Very satis- Exe llent ... Highly
pus, 4-acres
factory.
rented.
88 Fair ........ Poor ........ Good ....... Good ......• Good .... ... G~~a_:·

9

18

---· ·
..... .
21

satiafac.

220 Good ....... Small drill Good . ...... Good . . ..... Good ... .... .A.ll that could be
expected.
hall.
201 Inadequate . Inadequate. Good . ...•.. Good ....... Good . ...•.. Increasing.
65 Good .......

one ....•.. Fair ........ Poo, .•..•• · 1 Fai< .. •••••. Good.

119 College cam• None ..•.•.. Good . ...•.. Fair ....•... Good ....... Very good.

pns.

(l.A.Jl qualliied unless excused.

e Retired officers as military professors.

,Voluntary.
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Tabulated staternent f1·orn reports of professors of military science and tactic,,

Universities and colleges.

Central University of Kentucky, Richmond.
Georgetown College,George- 300 162 133 141
105 102
rn
town,Ky.
Louisiana State University
300 185 182 178
166 166
166 5
and .A.gricultural and Mechanical College, Baton
Rouge.
The University of Maine,
250 230 230 225
:i13 213
213
Orono.
St.,Jobn's College, .A.nnapo200 1]7 105 109
108 110
110 5
lis,Md.
Maryland Agricultural Col150 109 104 106
107 114
106 7½
lege, College Park, Prince
George County.
1
MassachnsettsAgricultural 250
75
75
74
74 74
74
College, mherst.
Massachusetts Institute of 1,200 1,0701, 070Jl' 000
260 264! 258 2
Technology, Boston.
Howard University, Cam- (a) 3 6603,6602 122None. 1 94None.....
bridgo, Mao,.

150 Good ... .. .

2

I

I

1½ .•••..

220 Good ... .. .

1 -·····

128! Good .... . .

2½

2

150 Goocl ..... .

2

147 V ry good.
260!1 Good . .... .

I

Michigan Military .A.cad175 117
emy, Orchard Lake.
Michigan .A.~ricultural Col500 JOO
lege, Lansmi.
Umversity of Minne ota, 2,500 666
Minueapolis.
BishoP.
eabury n.lission,
200 161
Fanbault, Minn. b
.A~ricultural and Meclian350 2:J8
1cal Colle~e of the · tate
of Miasis 1ppi. Oktibbeha
Counti.
niv ra1ty of th
tate of I, 500 487
Mis ouri, olumbia.
St. Loui
niverait,y,
t.
500 1 300
Lows, Mo.
W ntworth Military cad•
]501 84
emy, L xin)rton, Mo.
Univer ity of
e bras ka, 2, 000/ 625
Lincoln.
Doane Coll ge, Cr t , '"tlhr. . '.JOO
66
State niveraity of • vada,
Reno.
w Hampsbir
oll ge of
gn ulture and the M cbanic rts, Durham.
RutgersColleg ,.i?cwl3nin
· Collo>g ,

outh

150

2J
300
150

113! 117

117 1]7

117 .... 10

190/ 175

175 ]55

150

452

460 317

316

1511 161

666

161 161

161

238

2381 24

238

235

,tJo
D

Man
La
York

ood ..... .

250

ervi ccable.

449

(c)

126

126

3 .•••

150 Good ... . . .

40

(di

128

128

1!

62

4

86

86

150 Excellent .
1001Good . .... .

625

800

800 355

270

5

65

65

65

3

I

1

75
61

.J.

11
o

2

487

86

65

67

147 147
75
160

50

I

6;,o

100

140

125

L

150

70

66

77

w

250

1 7

1 7

157

50

111 lJO

5

iver ity, Ithaca, :J, 000 I, 500 I, 500 I , 400

ham,

300 Goo,L. ... .
175

175

162 (/)
72

96 R~ood~ot
150 Poor ..... .

2

I

1

1491 135
751

68 New ..... .

60

½···•··

5 . ........ .

I5

ood .. . . . .

ood . .. .. .

1

1471 2! ....
50

!lO' V

llOI 2
5

125

500 400

2

1

:j

I

701

184

701

102 192

I

r\'

ood .

65 Good ..... .

4 1 1

2

I

b H tir ·d ofli •r a military 11roi

ors.

I
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.A.DJUT .A.NT-GENERAL.
showing ave-rage attendance of students at universities and colleges-Continued.

A.ttendanceat-

Facilities for drill.

Students,

rngrtlf}!n e Interestmanifested
institution.
by the faculty .
Outdoor.

15

Indoor.

Aptitude.

Interest.

63 Good------- Verypoor ___ Good _______ Gooa. ------- Poor ________ Satisfactory.
08 Ample ---___ Inadeq nate _ Good _______ Fair ________ Fair __ ... _- . Good.

154 Good . . _____ None.-----· Good ______ _ Good _______ Fair _______ _ Fair.

166 Good·· ----- N ono··- ---· Good··-·--- Very good .. Very good-· Very good.
102 Fair--······ None·- ----· Good _______ Active ____ _
07 Good ·-- ---· Good; no

21

drill hall.

Collegiate . . Excellent.

Verygood . .. V ry~reat .. Good ---- --· Lively.

71 Excellent ... Excellent ... Good·------ Good··----· Good ·------ Great .

17

216 None····--- Good · ·----· Verygootl. -. Uonsider-

Good for
light.
unfrersity. .
alJle.
· --· · ---·· None·····-· None ....... Excellent ... Iu military That of Fair.
instrnc•
other uni•
varsities. 1
tion , ex•
cellen_t;in
I
exercises,
slight.
75 llOI Good . ·----- Good . . . . . . . Excellent. . . Very great.. Excellent . .. Comparatively little.
10 1221 Excellent . . . Excellent ... Excellent ... Good ....... .Fair ........ Very little except
by theprOAident.
13 253/ Excellent . . . Excellent... Very good... All that can
o t mil i · Very good.
tary.
be desired.
19 158! Good ...... . Good .... .. Very apt .... Great ...... . Good ..... -· Fair.
. · -··

I

49\ Good .. .... .

31

Verypoor ... Good···---· Good ....... Excellent ... Good.

71 Good .. ..... Good . . ... . . Good ... -··· Good ..... .. Fair .. -..... Not very great.

102 Inadequate. Jnadeqnate. Very good .. Satisfactory
8

25

Very good .. , atisfactory.

71 Inadequate . Inadequate. Good ....... Very credit-

210 Camp u s,

600by225.

Goo<l. ·--·-· Very en couraging.
able.
one . . . . . . . Good ... _... Good . . . . . . . Good . . . . . . .
ood.

60 Ample ...... Inadequate . Good-······ Genera.Uy

16

Good .. ··- .. Very satisfactory.
satisfactory.
100 N one . -. . . . . Drill ha 11, Fair._...... Fair ....... . Poor ...... -. No n whatever,
except by the
100 by 60.
president.
50 Good . . . . . • . Good . . . . . . . Good ... _... Good .. .. _.. Civil. . . . . . . . Good.
106 Good . . . . . . . Good .. . _... Good . .. __ .• Great inter•
55 Ample ...... Inadequate. Good··-·--· [',a1~!ractory

Good . . .. . . . V ry good.
Good.......

light.

15! 2i3 Fair.... .... Fair ..... __. Good .... _.. Good . . . . . .. Good ..... - . Favorabl .
14
13

157 Excellent ... Good . ··-·-- Good . ... . . . Good .. ..... Excellent...

ery atisfa iory.

a.me a in any
other hra.ncb.
167 Poor. _-·· ... Poor ....... . Good . ...••. Generally Fairly good. Earn 11t,butnot n
tir ly effectual
good.
/Not stated.
e aber only.
c All appointed cadets.
d Voluntary.
76 Good ....... Good ....... Good ... .... Good ··----- Very good. •
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Tabulated statement f1·om 1·eports of professors of rnilitary science and tactics,

.Arms (United States
pro1ierty) at institu•
tion.

Universities and colleges.
Condition.

- - - - - - - - - - --!- - - - - - - - --- - - - New York Military Acad•
emY:, Cornwall-on-the•
Hudson.
Clinton Liberal Institute,
Fort Plain, N. Y.
CollegeofSt. FrancisXavier,
New York Ci.ty, N. Y.
Riverview Academy, Pough•
keepsie, N. Y.
School, Asheville,

mw.g~

16()

- 1---J-----1---1-- - ---1

106

88 Fairlygooo

5

150

46

42

45

43

43

5½

105 Vecy good.

645

365

365

240 240

240

3

230 Good ...•••

175

128

117 1 117

117 117

150

250

150 Notstated.

128

4

2

89 . 86!

85

86

89

5

2

150 Verygood.

54

55

57

47

47

3i

3, ..... .

115 Good .•.•.•

140 140

140

3

180

49

1761 160

I

400

70

70

175

43

43

1

I

I

I

I

I
I

I
I

I

I

1

b

42

85

1

otsta

150 Good ....••

67

53

53

52

4

2 ••••••

43

33

33

33

3

1 ......

Ohio State University, 1,500 710 710 500
Columbus.
Ohio Normal University, 1,200 800 800 700
Ada.
Ohio Wesleyan University,
750 370 370 263
Delaware.
Wilberforce University,
175
98
98 105
Wilberforce, Ohio.
·
/
150
20
20
20
Ohio Military Institute, Col•
leJ$6 Hill, Cincinnati. e
/
Damson University, Gran•
500 200 190 190
ville, Ohio.
Stat.e Agricultural College,
400 184 134 151
Corvallis, Oreg.
ThePennsylvaniaStateCol500 289 239/ 234
lege, tate CollegA.
Allegheny College, Mead•
400 197 1971
ville, Pa.
Pennsylvania Military Col150 112 104
lege, Chester.
Grove City College, Grove
500 278 278
City,Pa.
Girard College, PhiJad 1. 1, 6001, 480 116 5861
~~h
Franklin and Marshall Col• 1Over 168 168 163
lege, Lancaster, Pa.
150
Brown University, Provi. 1, 100 700 700 650
dence, R. L
College of Agriculture and
150
67
67
65
M chanic Arts, Kingston,
1
R.I.
Sooth Carolina Military
2001 119 119 119
cademy, Charle ton.
Clem on .A.grtcaltu.ral Col•
300' 299 297 308
leJ$e, Clemson ollege, . C.
.A.gr1caltural CollegE of 300 150 149 1'5
Sooth Dakota, Brooking .
niversity of Sooth Dakota., 250 107j 101 100
1
rmili n.
~ o ~ e . of Tenn ee,
500 179 170 179/

a Since withdrawn.

77 106

77

800

DavisSchool,Winston,N.C.a (b)
North Carolina College of
Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts, Raleigh.
UniversityofNorthDakota,
Grand Forks. a
North Dakota Agricultural
College, Fargo.

75

106

00 Good .••.••
(c)

Vecybad ..

300 Fairly good

385 226

385

5

(d)

280

30%

5

2

200 Servi ce -

(d)

177

99

3

2

300 Fair ... . . . .

2

100 Vecy good .

105 105
20

2

able.

60

4

20

20

5

2

87 Notstated.

93

03

120 Good . .... .

145 145

145

2½ ½••••••
3¾ ......... .

186 186

186

4

1½

2

150 Requiring

73

62

4

2

2

H6 Good ••••••

(d)

71

100 Good . ..•. .

armorer.

115 115

115

6

2½

2

145 Good . ... . .

246 227

152

4

1

2

150 V ry good .

586 586

534

2

50(l

65

V cy good .

95 Very ood .

87

45

144 173

173

2

1

260 Good ..•••.

65

65

3

2

80 Good .. . .••

65

2

119 119,

119

7

10

2

150 Old . ... ••.

308 307

308

:!

1

2

500 Good .. . . ••

150

91 115

86

3

1

2

64

69

63

4

1

2

120 120,

120

6

1

ood .... . .

1111Quit

ood

150j Goocl.. .•••

c 50 pringfi Id belonging to ta

ADJUTANT-GENERAL.
showing average attendance of studentB at univerBitifJB and colleges-Continued.

Attendanceat-

Facilities for drill.

Students.

D~t&~ne Interest manifested
by the faculty.
institution.

s

~

·~
>,;I

~

t~

Outdoor.

I»

Indoor.

Aptitude.

Interest.

.!;I

<I)

!l
-17
17

.......
13
20

---- ..... ..

---·........
........
20

I
77 Ample ...... Rather small Good··----- Excellent .. _ Excellent ___ Most gratifying.
39 Good------- Very good __ Very good-Good _______
one --·---- Armory 9th
.Y.N.G.
44 Good------- Rather hm- Good··----Good _______ ited.
78
Inadequate. Good------·

109

........

----17
18

Good-·----· Good-·-·--- Excellent.

Good·------ Very good-· Very1:ood.
38 Inadequate _ Drill hall 35 Fair·---·-·· Fair, _______ Fair ________ Small.
by 65.
Fair ________
134 Notgood .. _. None .. _____
Fair--- -·--- Notgood--- - Small.
47 Good-----·- Poor---·---- Good···--··
28 Good _______ Drill ball 40 Very good-by 80 is
beingconstructed.
188 Good··----- None·------ Good·-----·
198 Ample .. ____ Ample ______ Excellent. __

20 )07 Fair---··-·· None·------ Good----·-39
75 Excellent ___ Poor ________ Very good_.
Fair ________
20 ----- Good ... ____ Good------·
None_,
_____
Better than
......... 85 Good------average.
..... . 127 Good-· ---·- Very poor ___ Good-·----9 117 Good _______ Good------- Good-··---46 Good .. _____ Good-··---- Good - ·--··14
---·- 109 Good--- ---- Good------· Decided ____
26

Very good __ Very good._ Generally good.
Good __ _____
Good · ------ Good.

Good-·----- Good-·----- Good.
Very good ·-_ Excellent __ . Considerable.
Fair ________ Only fair. ___ Fairly good.
Very good·- Good-·----- Great.
Good _______ Good---··-- Fair.
Good _____ Very good.
High ·-- ---Good·------ Good------- Good.
Fa,ir ________
Good----·-- Fair.
Good·------ Fair---·---- Fair.
Good-----· - Good _______ Good.
Fair ________ Very mild -· Fair.

V ry great._ Excell nt ... Very great.
176 Good _______ Good · ··-·-- Very goo(l __ Great int r- Excellent_ .. Perfectly satisfactory.
est.
485 Very good _. Very good -- Excellent __ . Excellent. __ Excellent .. - Great.

44 Campus--·· Gymnasium Very good-- Very good .. Very good-· Very good.
)50 Good _______ Poor ________ Excellent ___ Excellent- _. Good-----·- Earnest as a whole.
64 Good------- None _______ Good·---·-- Consider a-

bl .

God---·--· Great.

-----

105 Good. ______ None - -----· Excellent_

Excellent-_. Ex ellent- ·- V ry satisfactory.

. . ...

258 Very poor __ None ------- Fairly good87 Good------- Very lim - Fair ___ ., ___
ited.
60 Fair----····· Very lim - Very good __
ited.
91 Good----·-- Very poor .. Good _______

Fair---·---· Good------· Favorable.
Fair ___ .. ___
Fnir ----·· -- Consid rabl.
Consider a- Good-····-· Favorable.
bl
Good·······- Fair---···-· Good.

15

22
19

a Voluntary.

eRetir d officers

militaryprofi sors.
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Tabulated statements froni 1·eports of profeRsors of military science and tactics,

Arms (United tate
property) at institution.

Universities and colleg~s.
Con,lition.

-------------<-- -- -- - -

- - -

-- -

Mempllis Institnte, Memphis, Tenn. a

150

23

14

16

22

22

Cumberland University,
LebaLon, Tenn.
A~ricultnral and Mechanical College of Texas, College Station.
Baylor Unhersity, Waco,
Tex.
Austin College, Sherman,
Tex.a
Agricultural College of
Utah. Logan.
University of Vermont, Burlington.

600

200

175

165

48

54

240

217

217

222

222 222

300

219' 204

202

111 103

Norwich University, Northfield, Vt.
Vermont Academy, Saxtons
River.a
Virginia Agricultural and
Mechanical College,
.Blacksbur~.
Virginia Military Institute,
Lexing!-0n.
Danville Military Institute,
Danville, Va.
University of Washington,
eattle.
Washington .Agricultural
(Joll ~ge Pullman.
West Virginia. University,
Morgantown.
State University of Wiscon sin, Madison .
Lawrence 11iversity,
P·
pleton , Wi A.
t . .John's Military .Academy, Delah Id, Wis.
niver i_ty of Wyoming,
Laramie.

a ince withdrawn.

4a _________ _

100 Good.-----

3

229 Good ..... .

222

107 107

32

200

204

204 191

185

43

42

70

800

142

142

300

200

100

43

72

6 ----··

63 Excellent .
75 Fair··--·-

2

150 Excell nt -

166 166

1661
74

12°' 120

500

3521 3521 349

I
(c)

1

112

140 Fair·---·-

4

166

100

2

13!

4¼ ---· ··----

2651 1621 162

74

8

100 Fair···---

43

260

621

140 Good .. ---·

44

260 260

75

2

43

48

ll711171(b)

4¼----

44

262

100

150 Goocl .... --

<i4

51

500

30:~:. ; 30

43

3121 309

1501
325

001·

2

95

142

66

53

40

72

72

- - - - -1- -- - - 1

5 ---- ------

72

200

-

8

74

74

6~ - -·.

200 Excellent :!

59

61

58

108

90

88

99

99

363 181

181

2
3
4

144

60 Good-----1501 Excell nt .

150 Good-----·
12712 O n w ;

4

rt>stworn .

I

1, ooo 1, 6oo'i, 200

2:;o

1 0

100

175

136

150

49

1

95

77

77

77

125

140

137

140

137

49

30

41

41

b

ot stat d.

2

395

ood.--- - .

100 Goocl------

60 Good.-----

c

ot limit d.
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showing ave-rage at.fcndance of students at universities and colleges-Continued.

Attendance at-

~

Facilities for drill.

Students.

Discipline Interest manifested
of tho
by the faculty.
institution.

Cl}

::::

-~

,-::

"O

I>,

s t'
~ ~H
I'<

Outdoor.

Indoor.

Aptitude.

Interest.

Q)

--

----·
......

.....
1'

Schoolroom. Small _______ Not great . .. Poor·-···--· Principal is interested.
street.
32 Good··-·--- Good···· -· · Good ....... Us n nll y Lax·-····-· By some, goocl.
good.
184 ExcelJeI1t ... Inacleq nate . Very good .. Very good .. Excellent ... Very fair.
17 Small back
yard and

67 Excellent ...

one--··--- Good

··-----

Good ....... Fair ........ Fair.
Notgooc1 .... Fair.

--·--

54 Good .... - .. None------- Fair ........ Fair by one-

........
.........

96 Good ....... Poor ... •.•.. Fair ........ Fair ........ Fair .... .... Good.

half.

o real inloro3t .
:rot stated ..
o real .... . None wor•
thy of the
name.
mile from
college.
36 None ....... None ....... Very good .. Excellent ... Excellent ... Exe llont.

101 Drill ground Rall hired;
about 1
about l

mileaway.

18
10

42 Good ....... Inadequate . Good ... .... Good . .. .... Good . ...... Vory great.

33

161 Ample ...... None ....... Very g ood .. Very good .. Very good .. Satisfactory.

35

157 Very good . . None ....... Excellent ... Excellent ... Ex ·ellent ... Excellent.

10

......
8

.....
11

----·
···· ·
27

65 Good ....... Good--···-· Good ....... Satisfactory Fair ........ Satisfactory.
53 Excellent . .. Excellent ...

\Tory good .. Very good .. Very good .. Very good.

58 Ample ...... Very

Good ....... Good ....... Fair ........ Not good.

poor
armory.
Gymnasium
and halls.

Fair ........ Fair ........ Poor ........ Pres id nt ancl
about half of the
faculty ehow
some interest.
173 Ample ...... Ample ...... Good ....... Good ....... Good ....... Goou.
83 About
acres.

2

68 Drill ground

5 acr s.

Armory .... Good . ...... Good ....... Fair .. ...... Goocl.

125 Excellent . .. Fair ........ Excellent ... Excellent ... Excell nt ..

Very ean1 rst.

33 Excellent ... l!'air ....•• .. Good ....... Good ....... Good·····-· Good.
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OF THE

IN PECTOR-GENERAL OF THE ARMY.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
lNSPECTOR-GEr ER.A.L'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. O., October 18, 1897.
SIR: I have the honor to ubmit the followiug report of the past work
and pre ent condition of this Department, pecially affecting the matters under your immediate upervision.
INSP~C'.I.'ION AND INSTRUCTION OF THE NATIONAL GUARD.

The general policy of our nation ha never favored in p ace tim s
the maintenance of a large tandiug or regular army, though our growth
gives additional importance to our po ition in the family of nations and
lends weight to our judgment, which becomes more and more difficult
for others to ignore. Our geographical position with reference to other
powers i such that the possibWty of war easily appears very remote
at any given time and the sudden precipitation of 'uch conditions
almost impossible. A regular e tablisbment of sufficient strength to
contend, unaided by the militia or volunteers, with any declared euemy
has never existed. Therefore we may never hope for a permanent army
strong enough to bear unaided even the fir t shock of hostile demonstration from any power likely to invade our borders, much les to fight
a war to a successful termination or to invade the territory of another
power; and the fact is self-evident that hereafter, as heretofore, onr
wars must be fought by vol unteen; fre h from peaceful avocation , undet'
new relations with their comrades and omewhat unfamiliar with the
environment and requirements of campaign, and the organization of
the regular e tabli hment will become a part of tbi army in all exc pt
its de ignation as ''Regulars."
E ach ucceeding war since the estabU hment of the Government,
through the exce sive wa te of life and money, has demonstrated that
there i no intcre t of more vital importance than the proper organization and instruction of the militia, and no cla. s of individual can be
more intere ted therein than the officers of the Regular Army, ~s th ir
fortunes mu t be indi olubly ,ioined together for succes or failure as
comrade in any great war. Every tep that can be taken in ime of
peace toward perfe ting thi comrade hip would eem b part. of wi ,lorn, and the importance of thi, eem to be con, tautly O'rowmg ancl
b ecoming more clearly r cog1iized. Greater zeal and int r t ha
recently been manife ted in military ubject throughout the nation
237
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generally; but this interest is largely maintained through the personal
efforts of the members of the several organizations, while often receiving inadequate encouragement from the States or from the General Government. The Secretary of War assigned (vide letter of the AdjutantGeueral of November 13, 18891) the duty of formulating instruction
for officers assigned to the inspection and instruction of militia, and of
receiving, considering, and distributing their reports, to the InspectorGeneral of the .Army. About the time this order was made the A sociation of the National Guard of the United States met in convention
in the city of Washington, which afforded an excellent opportunity to
elicit the views of the representatives from all the States on the subject
of inspection or instruction by officers of the Army.
This office was favored with visits from the president of the association and other prominent representatives of the National Guard; and
later, a number of these gentlemen were invited to express their views
and indicate their wishes as to the best course to be pursued and
methods to be adopted in the inspection and instruction of the N atioual
Guard by Army officers at their annual encampments. Valuable
responses were received, and the letter of instruction to inRpecting
officers was made to conform as far as practicable to the views and
suggestions expressed by these gentlemen; since which time the
interest of this Department in the development of the National G~ard,
or volunteer militia, has been second to none, and extracts p~bhshed
in former reports will show the interest and the tenor of the mstructions, and the spirit shown in this duty under the supervi~ion of the
Inspector-General's Department. For instance, in 1891, Col. F. V.
Greene, of the Seventy-first New York Infantry, late captain of the
Corps of Engineers, said:
I think it would add to the value of these inspection reports if they were invariably
made by field officers of the rank of lieutenant-colonel or major, and the sel ctio1;1 of
inspecting officers to be made as a rule from officers in active service on the plam .
It would also be advantageous if officers of the Inspector-General's Department could
be sent to one or more of the States having large bodies of troops, like ew York,
Pennsylvania, or Massachusetts.

The inspection of the regulars, under the supervision of this Department, is believed to be sufficiently beneficial to be maintained; and of
course it would be of similar service to these force , and if tbe Department can be of service it is not only a duty but also a gratification. If
the encampments of the several States could follow each other con ecuI

w AR

DEPARTMENT, ADJ T

T-GENERAL'

Washinqton,

OFFICE,

o ernber 13, 1889.

SIR: I have the honor to acknowledg the receipt, by reference from the ecretary
of"\ ar, of yolll.' indorsement of the 19th ultimo, submitting to the ecretary _
requ st of enator S. M. ullom for a, copy of a r c nt inspe tion report of Illino1
ational Guard encampments, in which you remark that these in pections can
more efficiently conducted through the Inspe tor- eneral's D partment and tba
the pr ent mode of conductin~ them is a reflection upon the In pector-Generar
orps, and requ t that the origrnal inspection reports of militia. be sent to and filed
in our office, et .
I b g to say, in rep] , that your vi ws are concurred in by the ecretary of W
and that accordingly h reaft r offic rs of the Army who may be directed b ord from this ofi?.c. to in }) t militia. organizations or. encamp men will be in· true.
to make their m p bona and r por under such JD tractions as th y may re enour offic .
from, and to send their report dir t t
The original in p ction reports c~vering the pa t sea on are herewith transmi
.
agreeably to your request, for file m our offi e.
imilar reports made in form
years ill be sent al o, if d ired.
Y ry r ap ctfnlly, your ob di nt rv nt,
J. '. KlcLT , .Adjutanttral.
Th I ' PE T R- E ERAL
ITED
TATE
RMY,
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tively and progressively from year to year, then there might be less
impediment in the way of having each of the encampments as instructive as possible, and having the whole system lead through all the
experiences of an army, up at least to an army corps, as it would actually appear in war. This can easily be managed without much additional expense, and merely requires a wise and proper combination of
what already exists both among the State and national forces.
The most reliable national feeling and effective comradery between
the citizens, but especially amoug the armed forces of the States, must
be found and maintained in the National Guard, whether the guard is
run wholly on State lines, or with such combinations as the best interests of the military service demand, and which have been exemplified
both in camps and rifle practice. .All feel that there is a broader and
hig her view, which everyone recognizes must be immediately accepted
in case of war, and could be partially accepted now by mutual consent
under those higher patriotic motives which may lie dormant in peace
but are the very soul of every branch of the military establishment,
whether regular or militia; and it is this view of our present military
service, which is but preparatory to the more exacting demands of war,
that deserves the most attention.
The appropriation of a more adequate sum by the General Government for the maintenance of the National Guard may be essential to
any great or rapid progress. It is the duty of the nation to provi<le for
the common defense-and every dollar spent in wise preparation aves
two in war-so it is evident in a purely busine s way that the General
Government can well afford to give a dollar for every dollar raised by
a State.
Much more could be said in commendation of these national military
forces, and numerous instances could be quoted in evidence of the willingness, readines , and promptness, with which the volunteer forces
respond to calls in time of trouble. But it is known to all men. The
militia has done its duty and acquitted itself creditably in the past. It
should be supported un tintingly, and the Government could make no
expenditure with better results than a liberal provision for its soldiery.
The National Guard deserve it, the stability of the Republic and the
safety of the people demand it; and the respect for our flag abroad is
gauged by the strength of its defenders. And it is believed that the
utmost efficiency for war will be advanced by all parts of the military
e tablishment working together intelligently, zealously, and harmoniously, just as they would have to act in war. Perhaps a fail' illustration of the good results of this intelligent and patriotic concert of action
can be found in the is uance of some of the most important general
orders concerning military instruction and practice2 and also in some
of the books of regulations. This Department l1as ct.one what it could,
and is connected necessarily with every branch of the military e tablishment where the best di cipline, efficiency, instruction, ore onomy
is desired, and it ha thoroughly realized the importance of joining
h ands with the National Guard by all proper mean ; and it is believed
the beneficial intercourse between the two branches of our military
e tabli hment-the regular and the National Guar<l-wa never more
pleasant and complete than w bile it was a recognized part of the duties
of this Bureau.
TRAINING OF INFANTRY.

Present military condition perhaps till permit quoting tbi ummary
as to training infantry for approaching battle:
(1) Greatly increa ed importance of the ground; therefor acquire
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familiarity with every variety by every exercise suitable to war and at
all hours.
(2) Less elan; a fresh force at the last; a turning as well as front
movement.
(3) Effective reconnoitering; the best trained officers promise victory.
(4) Accurately judging distance.
(5) The spade is raised almost to the rank of a weapon.
(6) Instruction; ignorance is a military crime; officers must not only
master their business but perfect themselves as instructors able to
arouse enthusiasm for the cause; not only the captain and other leaders
must be skillful and determined, avoiding unnecessary losses, but the
individual infantryman should be a good shot, a skillful skirmisher, a.
determined soldier, well knowing how he is to act in every situation
of the :fight, and trusting in his own capacity; and losses must be
met with courage as well as skill, though at the most important distances-when the opponents are close together-the danger of death
is possibly not sq great as formerly.
(7) Gymnastics, fencing, overcoming obstacles, :fighting in masse .,
long-range :firing, developing the br:st mental condition, so the individual and his organization will be evidently well trained.
REGIMENTAL CAVALRY POS'.1.'.

In view of the tendency to move some of the Army eastward, it
would probably be highly beneficial to establish a regimelltal cavalry
post at some point in the Ohio Valley, east of the Mississippi River.
NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICERS.

We can not recognize too clearly that modern warfare makes e~arged
demands upon the abilities of noncommissioned officer , and their ch~racter, instruction, a11d familiarity with responsibility is of very special
importance to us, as from them we take a considerable number of our
officers; and it would be well if all the enlisted men could be a efficiently brought into a single system of chool as all the commi ioned
class have been, and better results thus be attained with less labor.
GOOD-CONDUCT BADGES.

Attention wa invited in a previous report to the need of ome Y ·
tern of rewards for good conduct; but the ubject i of uch importance
and o intimately related to the di:.;ciplh1e of our Army as to de erve
further mention.
ome armie have adopted a system of good-condn t
1rny and badges and have derived marked beuefit therefrom; and i
introduction into our rmy would prove equally beneficial.
'Ibe total number f men iu the rmy wotthy of good-conduct badge
wa formerly tate l to be 4 614 and over 17,500 men were r ported
uot haviug been tri d and 20 ;- 0 had not b en in con:fiuem nt, or 7 .
and 9~.9 per c ut, r pe tivel, of the total number of euli ted m n
report d pre nt and ab ent. The e .figure brillg th trouble m 1 meut itllin 1 p r ent and p ak w 11 for th Army· and th
a fair indi ati n of the beha 1 r of our troop .
It i at to ay that the al ption f g od-conduct bad
would
the moral f ur
m
nd uppl m nt th mu h-Y lu
impr
m 1 l of hon r an · rtificat of m rit
hich ar hardly ·thin
r a ·h in uiet time of p ace.
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MANEUVERS.

The distinctive quality of soldiers is their ability to act efficiently in
masses under all circumstances, according to the will of one man.
Individually the unsoldierly may or may not be superior; but collectively
the power of rigid di cipline is recognized. It is gratifying to note,
therefore, that gymnastics, target practice, practice marches, and the
professional and practical illustration and olution of ordinary military
problems (or in other words, collective as well as individual training) are
receiving increasing considera.tion and attention among our national
forces. Some States have already inaugurated consolidated encamp
ments of their military forces with beneficial results. It is only a step
further to bring the troops of several States into one camp, and it h;
earnestly recommended that this be done. With the present rate of
shrinkage in the ranks of our veteran officers who are able to handle
large bodies of troops, there will soon be no one left possessed of experience gained in the late war. Our standing Army is too scattered to
permit the concentration of a corps into one camp without great
expense, but never too much so to be able to attend in limited numbers a con olidated encampment of several State . Money could not
be expended for a better and wiser military purpose.
ARMY .A.ND NAVY SM.A.LL .A.RMS.

Our Navy has adopted .236 as the proper caliber for small arms,
while our army rifle, the Krag-Jorgensen, is caliber .30; and tbi may
prevent the interchangeability of ammunition between the two ervices.
A difference of 25 per cent between the two service a to t he theoretically perfect caliber eems exces ive, and might be re ·oncil <1.
It would not be uninteresting to note through what nationalities and
during what years the calibers decreased from .69 to .58;or .57 to .45,
till at la t .236 is reached.
Reductions in caliber have accompanied greater initial velocity, a
flatter tr~jectory, greater range and penetration, and le s hock of
recoil, with the additional advantage of allowing each man to carry a
greater number of round. . So in recent years instead of bloodsli d
there has been a battle of rearmaments.
DE TRUO'.rION .A.ND SALE OF STORE

In regard to the ale of stores, it seem only right that all bureaus of
tue War Department be treated fairly alike, and the general law on thi
. ubject, pas ' eel in 1825, has been found to answer for more than seventy
years and give to the Secretary of War the fulie.:t I)Ower. , and ba in
it the es ential quality, of in nring fair publicity and the di intere tecl
_judgment of officers 11ot connecte,l with the bureau re pou ibl for the
prop rty it i desired to eliminate, in the wise t mann r, from tb public ervic . This law affect all mihtar. stores or upplies and ~a. b~en
carefully guarded, and deserve con ideration again in conne t1on with
recent enactments. It is as follow :
A • .A.CT to authoriz the sal e of unserviceable ordnance, arms, and military stor

11.

That the President of the United ta.tes be, and he i. her by, authorized ~o cause
to be sold any ordnance, arms, ammunition, or oth r military tor , r sub I tenc ,
or medi al supplies, which, upon proper im1pe tion or snrvey, shal~ appear .t~ be
damal!ed or otherwise nn nit.able for the pnblic service, when ver, 1~ his op1010n,
the sale of such unserviceable stores will be advantag ous to the publH· erv1re.
W R

97--16
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SEC. 2. That the inspection or survey of the unserviceable stores shall be made by
an inspector-general, or such other officer or officers as the Secretary of War may
appoint for that purpose; and the sales shall be made under such rules and regulations as may b e prescribed by the Secretary of War.
Approved, March 3, 1825.

The work done and amounts involved under this head deserve particularly careful attention. What has been the percentage of loss under
any appropriation and where it has been largest or with a tendency to
increase during the past decade can doubtless be shown by the records
of each office and bureau. The totals for the present year shown in thi
office are 3,382,088 articles, including units of weight and measure,
which, from the most accurate approximation possible, appear to have
cost when new about $2,459,251.61. Of this, property costing, when
new, approximately $1,662,956.98 was con<lemned and $796,294.63 wa
retained in service.
LEGAL ESTABLISHMENT OF INSPECTIONS.

The duties of the bureaus of the War Department have been partly
established by law and partly by orders and partly by immemorial
m1stom, and the Inspector-General's department is not an exception to
this rule. The designation of subsistence stores kept for sale, and the
inspection of army disbursements and unserviceable property, and tbe
Soldiers' Home, District of Columbia, and the Home for Disabled Volunteers, have been legal1y established. Duties so established by law end
discussions; their continuance and steadfastness are assured, and
evidently the general inspec ion of the .Army should be constan~,
rather than spasmodic, thorough, and not perfunctory. All adm!t
that inspectors should inspect, and inspect all fairly alike. If there 1
any temptation for others to assume, deflect, or thwart their prop~r
functions, it can hardly be for the permanent good of the pubhc
service.
To accomplish the best possible results, the Inspector-General department should have an adquate permanent force of independent
inspectors. .According to .Army Regulation , the inspector's phere of
inquiry include every branch of military affairs. In war time the
in. pections were monthly, and there were about 500 inspector . ....Tow
di bur ements are in this way only in pected triyearly or le , and
commands annually, and ungarrisoned fortifications, etc., biennial1y,
the number of inspection have nece sarily long since been minimized,
as the in pector are o few. Evidently inspections hould be m de
thoroughly and impartially in all ca e and the dutie hould be ad guate]y met. Thi can not be done more effectually than by clearly
tabli bing the dutie of the department by law and giving to it a
numb r of perman nt fi:icer
uffi ci 11t for th performance of tb
duti .·. Thi ha been oft 11 re ommend d by the able t anthoritie .
P BLI' WORK.
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have the fullest confidence in and responsibility for their employees,
and be relieved as much as possible from office details and routine, so
that they may give all the time possible to visits of inspection and
supervision. That, under the circumstance attending their work,
officers are not frequently involved in seriou financial and professional
<lifficulties is the best evidence of their painstaking and intelligent
supervision and the integrity and ability of their assistants.
SOLDIERS' HOME.

Under the act of March 3, 1883, the Inspector-General of the Army
is required to make, in person, once in each year, a thorough inspection
of the Home, its records, accounts, management, discipline, and sanitary condition, and make report thereof in writing, together with such
suggestions as he desires to make. During the past year the inspection
was mad'e in November, 1896, and report the1·eof submitted on the 16th
of the month following, accompanied by the usual statistics concerning
tbe inmates, expenditures, contracts, supplies, and other information.
The buildings and grounds were generally in excellent condition and
police. The debris of the hurricane of September 29, which uprooted
or damaged 450 tree , as well as the roofs of some of the buildings, bad
nearly all been cleared away.
The new amusement hall erected during the year at a cost of over
$60,000 wa nearly, and is since, completed, and it i hoped will prove a
gratification and benefit to the inmates of the Home. There is no public canteen or exchange on the ground fthough the privilege of selling
cigars, etc., is given an inmate] and the 'ale of intoxicants within a
radius of 1 mile of the Home i prohibited by law.
The excellent condition of the grounds and roadway of this expensive reservation (502 acre ) refl cts much credit upon the management.
During the year ending September 30, 1896, the average numb r of
officers and members pre ent was 688, with an averag of 3 0 ab eut.
The field return of October 15, 1896, showed a total member hip of
1,113, of whom 724 were present and 389 absent. Of the ab en.tees,
322 received outdoor relief, 45 were on furlough, 1 in the insane asylum, and 4 on suspen ion. The average number receiving outdoor
relief during the year was 318.58, who were paid a total of 26,471.06,
or an av rage of 83.09 each. In thi connection I beg leave to sugge t that this plan of giving relief is authorized by law, and if practically adopted by the ational Home for Di abled olnnteer Soldier
according to tbis ame form and with prop r limitation , would enable
that institution to care for many worthy and helples old oldierR,
especially those with familie , who under the pre ent arrangem nts
apply in vain for admi' ion. It is evident that this Home would be a
unduly overcrowded a the olunteer Home if all were present.
The length of service of the 724 men present at the Home wa
between five months and thirty years, with an average length of 1 :69
year ; 575 received pensions ranging from 6 to 70 perm nth, with
an average of 11.78.
The di bur ements and accounts of the Treasurer appeared c rr ct
and the record neatly kept, but the practice of keeping ca h bal~n e~
on band would eem to be unneces ary when a Unit d ~c: te depo _1tory
i. available. It was al o uoted that in , t ad of takrng a r empted
voucher from each p r on to whom a payment wa du , and making the
ab tract a record of all di bur ement made, and to whom mad , a
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required by law, reimbursements were entered for cash payment. It
is submitted that the books and accounts presented for inspection
under the law are similar to public accounts, and should be used and
recognized as the only official accounts of the Home. No property
books were exhibited in the treasurer's office, and the returns appeared
to have been made up from the purchase vouchers every six month .
The method of competitive bids adopted during tlle past year for the
purchase of many articles has apparently been advantageous to the
Home and could perhaps be extended.
Tho balance of the permanent fund on hand September 30, 1895, was .. $2,690,042. 3
Credit settlements __ .• _... ____ . _______________________ ... __ ... . . . . . .
145, 700. 49
Total . _•••. ___________________ . ________________ __ _. ____ .. ____ . 2, 835, 7-13. 32
Withdrawn for current expenses .. _____ . __ . ____________ ..............
124, 61 . 0
Balance Sep tern ber 30, 1896 _. __ . _________ . _____ . ________ . . . . . . 2, 711, 12t 52

The growth of this fund for the past :five years has been nearly
$300,000, though the receipts for several years have been dimini hiug.

The annual expenses, exclusive of permanent improvements, have been
reduced to $146,415.82, of which nearly $81,000 was met from the interest of the permanent fund; and the expense per capita wa reduced
from $188.0l to $171.71, which, compared with last year's expen ',
gives a reduction of $16.30, and with that of the preceding year, of
$26.18. The ratio of employees to average membersllip ha been about
39 per cent, which is slightly less than for the previous year, and mu, t
be considered in connection with the large and attractive ground aIHl
the fact that officers, noncommissioned officers, and band are included.
Including members on outdoor relief, ti.le per capita becomes $143.GG
which is $10.30 less than last year and $Hl.81 les than the year before
last.
The hospital was found in its usual excellent condition under th
present management, and the sick well cared for; but the dining room
seems too small, a:-; the tables have to be et three times for each meal.
The consideration hown the old soldjers is commendable, and what
i fairly practicable appears to have been done for their comfort and
contentment, and the di cipline has been good. Tlrn many detail connected with the administrative and executive dutie require con tant
attention, and to thi end another officer might be added ad antageou ly to the four staff officers of the Home.
ATION..A.L HOME FOR DIS.A.BLED VOLUNTEER SOLDIER

The in , pection made during tbe fi cal year ju t rlo ed of t ·
in titution a · required by law, cover d a period of ·
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to Congress, where. it was printed as House Doc.No. 27 4, second session
Fifty-fourth OongresR.
The Branch Homes were found generally in good condition in almost
every important particular; many of t.he buildings were all that could
be desired as to care and condition, and the grounds, as a rule, were
well kept. No deterioration was noted anywhere. The admirable and
economical system of repairing and cleaning outside clothing at some
of the Branches, and especially the repair of wire-woven spring beds,
might be readily and easily adopted in the Army. But attention has
been invited in a previous report to the unnecessary wasto in this matter of unrepaired property when worn or injured, and perhaps the time
is not yet ripe to effect any change.
During the fiscal year 1897 the population of the Home, as shown
by the trimonthly reports from the Branches, ranged from 17,304 on
July 10, 1896, to 18,685 on February 20, 1897; and the average population for tbe entire year was 18,l 78, a net gain of 727 over the preceding
year. The net gain in population since 1893 is 3,517, while the nnmber
of barracks erected since then has been 12.
While the appropriation for the fiscal year 1897 was less than that
for the fiscal year 1896, and notwithstanding a net gain of 7~7 in average
population during the year, still the average co t of maintenance per
capita for 1897 was only $121.15 as against the average cost of $126.08
for 1896, a decrease of $4.93. The average yearly cost of maintenance
at the Home (notwithstanding a yearly growth in population and regularly decreasing appropriations for maintenauce) has recently been
marked and steady. The law bas been modified now, and it will be
interesting to note if a change of method is not again accompanied by
a difference in expen e. The decrease per capita since 1894 is shown
by the following table:
Year.

1894 ... .... ···•········ ...... ······ ..............•..•.....• ······•••·••·••·•····•·
1895 . .... ....................... . ...•..................... .. .•...... ... .... · .. .. · · ·
1896 ........ ····················· ........•. . ........•.•.•..... ... ....•.......•.....
1897 .... . ........................... ···•••• .....••..•... ••··••••••••••• . •.•........

Population.

Expense
c!i>~~a.

15,601
16,480
17,451
18,178

$141.41

Deurease per capita since 1894 ..•...•.......••..••..........•....••.••••.....•••••...•.

128. 78
126.08
121.15
20.26

D1J,ring the year the accounts have been received promptly and the only
delay worth mentioning may be in some requisitions or in the response
to suspensions, or exceptions occasionally, and the general improvement
in the manner and methods of doing business has been very marked
indeed, and if it bas, as believed, resulted in saving to the public, it is
certainly without in any way decreasing the comforts and conveniences
of the old soldiers. .And it is believed that the authoritie of the Home
and its Branche generally would gladly welcome any wise and prudent
suggestions calculated to throw additional, afeguards around their own
interests, as well a the interests of the veterans and of the public.
During the past year there has been no increase in the number of the
defects and irregularities found in examining the vouchers over tho e
noted during the preceding year, and they are g nerally of th ame
character. The main difficulty encountered eems to be a to what ubheads of appropriation certain expen e
hould be charged. For
instance why should more be paid for coffin merely becau e carpenters
or lumbJr are not mentioned in the appropriation for ho pitals There
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has also been more or less carelessness in transcribing the name of
deceased members who left posthumous effects, so the funds occasionally appear taken up under one name and to be paid out under a dif.
ferent (though somewhat similar) one, though the utmost care should
be exercised in keeping records relating to the property of deceased
members with the strictest accuracy. When the Government receive
in trust this posthumous money, like it receives soldiers' deposits, surely
it should be perfectly prompt in paying the heirs what is justly their
due. The law seems to fully authorize these disbursements from current expense appropriations as well as directly from the funds received
from the men, but nevertheless there appears to have been some ca e
of untoward delay; and there was some complaint again this year about
delay in receiving pay for services.
The following is a summary of the receipts and disbursements for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1897:
STATEMENT

A.-Receipts and disbursements, National Horne for Disabled Volunteer
Soldiers during fiscal year 1897.
Fiscal yearTotal.
1894.

1895.

$7,222.02
1, ao11. 10

....................

1896.

1897.

Gene,·al fimd.

Balance on hand June 30, 1896 .• _
Received from Treasury ... __ .. __ .
Posthumous fund, act .A.ug. 18,

$65,704.74

-- ................ .................
a, 303.13

--······· . ...................
Sales, etc . __ .. __ .. _..... _. ___ ... _. .................
Transfers and disallowances .. __ . 2,755.20
82. 77
1895. ·-· -- -·· --··--·· - .. ---··. --

TotaL __ . _. __ .. __ .... __ .....

$275, 774. 56
29,900.00

494, 322. 20
i2: 463: iii io· 2,$348,701.32

838. 08

49,451.15
55,623.69
1,662.97

49,451.15
58,926.82
5,339.02

11,286.32

65,787.51

309,815.77

2, 569, 850. 91

2, 956,740.51

Accounted for as follows:
Disbursements ...... __ .. _........
], 309.10
9,977.22
Deposite<l in 'l'reasury as surplus.
Transfers and allowances . _•... - . .... --.... ---- ..

83. 72
62,810.39
2,755.20

190,746.96
99,785.68
71. 84

2, 361, 326. 15

·····2,-ass:iw·

2, 553, 465. 93
172,573.29
5,180.1

Total. - - . - - - ... - - ... - ....... 11,286.32
Balance on hand .Tune 30, 1897 .• _. ......................

65,649.31
138. 20

290,603.98
19,211.79

2, 868, 679. 79
206,171.12

2, 731, 219. 40
225,521.11

65,787.51

309,815.77

2, 569, 850. 91

2, 956,740.51

Balance on hand June 30, 1896 .. _. .............. ................
Received from Trea ury _.. _.. __ . ...............
18,799.74

53,093.16
150,000.00

· -·s1«i."26<i: oo-

53,093.16
745,049.7'

Total__-··- - -·· - ... - - .. --· ..
State aid fund11.

11,286. d2

.

Total. - - .. __ ... - - ... - .. - - ...

-----··--·--

18,799.74

203,093.16

Accounted for as follows:
Disbursements._.·-._ ..... __ · ·--· --·······--18,799.74
181,510.23
D po itedinTreasuryassurplus. ----·-·····- ----------·-··
21,682.93
Total .......... - - .. _...... _. ------·----203,093.16
18,799.74
Balance on hand .run 30, 1 97. --· --------·--- .. ............ . ...............
Total. __ ....... __ .. __ .. __ ... .... ..........

---

18,799.74

203,093. lti

576,250.00

798,U2.

564,463.78

764, 'f 1 . ~a
21,582.

564, 4113. 7
11, 7 6. 22

786,356.
11,i -~

------ -----·-·

-- ----'i ,U:!.
576,250.00
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The appropriation accounts for the various fiscal years may be summarized as follows:
STATEMENT

B.-Appropriatio11s.
Fis al year.

1893
and
prior.

.A.ppropriation s.

1894.

-

1895.

--

-

I
Total.

1 97.

1896.

-

- -

I

Generai Jund.

Balance in Treasury July 1, 1896. $1. 00 $1,427.39 $213, 977. 17 $134, 900. 00 -- -··········· $350, 305. 56
.A.mount of appropriations ..... . .
............. ------------ $2, 483, 478. 75 2,483,478. 75
Unexpended balances deposited
62,810.39
172,573.29
99,785.68 ................
by general treasurer .•....•.•.. ------ 9,977.22

Total ........ .............. 1.00 11,404. 61

276,787.56

234,685.68

2, 483, 478. 75

3, 006, :i57. 60

Remitted to disbnridng officers .. ------ 1,309.10
Paid on 'l'reasury statements ....
Covered into surplus fund . ..•... 1. 00 10,095.51

-------·-···

29,900.00
379. 31

2, 463, 113. 10
4. 86

2, 494, 322. 20
381.17
286,884.07

-------·-···

30,279.31
204,406.37

2,463,117.96
20,360.79

2, 781, 590. 44
224,767.16

276,787.56

234,685.68

2,483,478.75

8,006, 357. 60

18,799. 74

150,000.00

.......... .......

......... ....
276,787.56

Total ...................... 1.00 11,404.61 276,787.56
:Balance in Treasury June 30, 1897

........

Total ••.••.••••••••.•••.... 1. 00 11,404.61

--

State•aid funds.

------

199. 53

Total .. • •...•...•......•.•. .......

199. 53

Balance in Treasury July 1, 1896.
.A.mount of appropriations ... ... .
Unexpended balances deposited
by general treasurer ...........

.............. ----····------

······-----· ..............

]68, 909. 27
725,000.00

725,000.00

···· ·····- --

21,582.93

18,799.74

171,582.93

725,000.00

915,582.20

18, 791'1. 74

150,000.00

57G, 250. 00

745,040.74
199. 53

21,582.93

··············

Romitted to disbursin~ officers ..
Covered into surplus fund ..•....

·---··

Total . .....................
Balance in Treasury ;June SO, 1897

------ 199. 58 18,799.74
------ ---------- ...... . ......

150,000.00
21 ,583.93

576,250.00
1~8. 750. 00

745,240.27
170,332.93

......

171,582.93

725,000.00

915,582.20

Total .................... ..

199. 53

199. 53

·······-··· - ··········-- ··· ······-----

18,799.74

--

There wa received during the past :fowal year from the effects of
decea ed members or '' poRthumous fund'' the sum of rn,451.15, and
paid out on the same account the sum of $25,466.47, leaving a balance
of $23,984.68 to be added to the appropriation for "current expenses"
at the Branch Homes, as follows :
.A.mount
received.

I exp
.A.mount
nded.

Central ..•......•..••.•••.••••.............•••••......•... ....... $20,014.83
6,424. 60
Northwestern ............. . ............. . ................•..•...•
Southern •.••....•.•............•.........•..•....................
6,854.64
4,002.80
Eastern ••••.. .•• •.. ..............•...........•...•...............
Western ............................................. .... ....... .
6, 92f>. 99
1,985.09
Pacific ..••.........••.........•..•...••........ ... .............
2,343. 20
Marion •..........................•••...••.....•.........•••..... .

$11,741.31
3,273.47
3,470. 6!)
1,023.54
2,978.91
796. 01
1, 581.94

Branch.

Total ...••..................•....•...............• .. ........

Balance to
current
expenses.
$8,273.52
3,151.13
a, 383. 95
3,279.26
3,947.08
1,188.48
761. 26

49, 451.15 1 26,466.47 1

23,984.68

"--- -
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The transfer of posthnmous funds to the appropriation for cnrrent
expenses, sinee this was required to be done by the act of Augu 't 18
1894, has been as follows:
Received.
.A.mount transferred 1894 .••••••••••••••.•• ___ . a $152, 232. 63
.A.mount for fiscal year 1895 ••••••••. _.. ______ ..
46,954.98
.A.mount for fiscal year 1896 ...• _•.•.....• ___ . ..
43,674. 74
.A.mount for fiscal year 1897 ................. __ .
49,451.15
Total . _.....••..•.•......................

292, 313. 50

Disbursed on 1 Balance to
current
posthumous
expenses.
account.

Covered
into the
Treasury.

I

. . . . . .·-r
$22, 143. 56
22, 841. 63
25,466. 47

I

70, 451.66 1

- -- -

20, 833. 11
23, 984. 68

$29,173.89
24,811. 42
20,SJ:i. ll
23,984.68

192,687.95

98,803.10

$123, 058. 7'
24, 811. 42

a$29,173.89 of this was cover ed into the Treasury.

b 1895.

Using the posthumous funds under the appropriation for the current
expenses, thereby makhig them available for immediate use and temporarily relieving the Brancbes and the Treasury to that extent while
the funds are b('.ing collected and transmitted t.hrough the Home to
the United States Treasury, is exactly in accord with precedent established by law for other soldiers which have worked to the ati faction
of all concerned. Evidently the United States is now the trustee and
the funds are always available for the heirs of the decea ed member
when their claims are satisfactorily established, and there are instauce
where such claims have been paid more than twenty years after the
death of a member. If any better trustee or method of making thi
fuud useful or safe has been discovered its announcement has not been
seen. But whatever method is adopted, evidently as long a ~he
receipts are nearly twice the disbursements the heirs should receive
their dues promptly.
.
The following is a brief statement of the appropriations, the net d1 ·
bursements, and unexpended balances relating to the several fi cal
years involved:
1893.

I

1894.

1 95.

-----------------1-----A.ppropriated .. .... ··---- ...... ..•. ..... ... ..... _... . $2,618,013.67 1 $2,379,872.99
Posthumous fund .............. ..•. ............................... .• . ..... . ....... ...

$2, 324.,473.00
al~: 2

ff:~

1

Total. .•... ...... .............. _..... __ ... ... _.. _2, ~-18_,0_1 3~ =2,,;,=37=9,~8=72=.=99=l==2=,5=01=,5=1=
7.=5
.Net disburs m nts. ... . . . •• • • • ...•.. .•........• •• • . • . b 2,505, 224.98
Balance unexp nd d . ........................ _.......
112, 788. 69
Total .. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2, 61 , 013. 67

2,197,441.06 --2, ~
182, 431. 93
276, 9".l5. -5
2, 379, 72. 99 --2, ~

nit cl tats Tr a nry ........................... ..•.... ....... .. ... ...... ... ~~~
Covered in~o Tr •ae°'ry on surplus warrants..........
112,788.69
182,431.93
276, 7 i. •
In hands of disbursing officers ....... _........ ...... .... _......... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
131. -

In

Total ........... -- ............................. .

a

ct of August I , 189,1.

112,788.69

182,431.93

2i6, 25. i

/J Dit:1bursements, les11 proceeds of sales and r paymen •
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1896.

tJls1h~~~ai:1~~d::::::::::::::::: ~:::::::::::::::::: 1-$-2, 5-M;-~;t-~~-

$2, 483, 478. 75 1 $12,320,684.41
23,984.68
221,861.84

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .

2, 535, 679. 11

~ ,., •,oa. "

Net disbursements......................... .. . .. .. . .
Bal11,nce unexpended . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2,312,060.95
223, 618. 16

2, 280, 931. 52
226, 531. 91

1- - - - - l

Total...........................................

Total.

1897.

2, 5:J5, 679.11

2,501,463.43

I

11, 520, 249. 80
1, 022, 296. 4;,

I

In United States Treasury...........................
204,406.87
20,360.79
Covered into Treasury on surplus warrants ......................................... .
In hands of disbursing officers...................... .
19,211.79
206,171.12
Total. ...................... . .. . .. ......... .. .. .

223,618.16

12, 542, 546. 25

226,581.91

:2, 5-12, 546. 25
224,767.16
572,008.18
225,521.11
1, 022, 296. 45

When tbe estimate is received in time the remittance is usually
made to the Home from Washington in the fir t half of the month.
The monthly disbursements from these appropriations a.veraged about
$257,000, including State Home funds, so the amount on deposit during
the first quarter of thi :fiscal year seems larger than is usual among
the disbursing officers inspected by this Department. The la-;rge t and
smallest sums reported by the Treasury were $604,178.04 on J a11uary
31, 1897, and $334,438.54: on Auge t 31, 1896.
The subjoined tabulation shows the amount appropriated for maintenance of members and for special construction for the :fi. 'cal years
involved, viz:
Fiscal year.

Average
member.
ship.

1893........... .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . .
14,661
189-L........... .. • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
15,601
1895.......... ... ..................... ... ...... .
16,480
1896................. .. • . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . • . . . . . • . .
17,451
] 897 ..... .. ......................•..•........... , 18,178
1898............................................ • • • • • • . . . .

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

82, 371

.A.ppropria•
tion.
$2,618,013.67
2,379, 87:&. 99
2, 824, 473. 00
2,514,846.00
2,483,478.75
b 2, 566, 846. 00

For special For mainteconstruction.
nance.
$207, 540. 00 $2,410,473. 67
l, 309. 10
2, 378, 563. 89
9,, 100. 00 a 2, 230, 373. 00
173,500. 00
2,341,340.00
101,814. 75
2,321,664.00
b 229, 800. 00
2, 836, 546. oo

14, 887,080.41

868, 063. 85

11,018,966.50

a Exclusive of $128,058.74 appropriated from posthumous fund .

b Includillg $160,000 for the construction of a new Branch at Danv ille, Ill.

The annual inspection of the ational Home for Di ablecl Volunteer
Soldiers is now in progres , and all the Branches but the outhern have
been vi ited. The ame enthusiastic sense of duty and energy in it
performance generally prevails, and the commendable co11dition and
some hitherto reported evils continue. The latest census received
(September 30, 1897) shows 18,572 present, a net gain of 153 since eptember 10, 1896. The ground for new Branch at Danville has beeu
acquired and the contract for some building made, beginning with the
bo. pital. At the other Branches the additions have been in part:
Eastern, new _barn; Southern, addition to latrine, new gasoline P!ant,
sewage pump mg works; We tern, insane ward: renewal of ste~m pipe ,
amusementhallfrompostfund; Pacifi.c,additional barrack, boll rhou e
and stack; Marion, three new barracks, a new boiler hou e and a new
gas well; Central, additional chapel from po t and ~ard fund_ .
mong matters apparently <leserving prompt remed1_al a~tent1on occasionally, perhap may be mentioned the need of certam 1ze of hoe ;
tardy deposit of moneys and untested check ; dormitories neal'ly under-
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ground or in dark crannies, ill ventilated or overcrowded: unlaundered
underclothes, dirty towels ·a nd bedding, etc. And doubtless the mention of such items in previous reports has insured their receiving such
attention as was deemed needful or possible. Whether the marked
difference in the death rate at the several Branches without a corresponding difference in sites bas any remedial causes may also deserve
the most careful consideration. The tender by the Surgeon-General of
the Army of a thoroughly experienced and competent surgeon to aet
as medical director would, if accepted, seem fairly economical, in ure
a suitable supply of medicines, etc., a proper control and management
of the hospitals, and lead to the wise consideration of hygienic and
sanitary conditions throughout the Homes and welHnformed judgment
thereon. So simple and effective a solution of a condition in which
apparently the lives of men are involved appears to have something in
it that should commend it. In this connection it might be well to te t
whether the cleanest and best ventilated Home is also the healtbie t,
and what has been the effect of water and site and food and dormitories
upon health.
DISBURSEMENTS.

The reports of the inspections required by law of the money accou~ts
of disbursing officers of the Army and others for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1897, may be summarized as follows:
Balances taken up...... . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4, 853, 592. 25
Rece~pts from Treasury .............................. $47,439,027.18
Receipts from sales and other sources...... . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 367, 986. 73

-----49,807,013.91
Transfers from others officers .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15, 523,
Error in addition, Eastern Branch National Home for
Disabled Volunteer Soldiers... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6. r
• 40

Total to be accounted for. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70, 1 , 473. 3-!
Disbursement ....................................... $49, 577, 037. 91
Deposited to credit Treasur r United States...........
1,259, 170. 08
50, 6,207.99
Transfecred to other officel's.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13, 796, 431. 11
- - - - - 64,632 639.10
Balance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ba.Jance distributed as follows:
United tat s Tr a ury..... . ... . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
United tate d p sitories................ . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cash on hand.... . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5 551

. :!4-

$4,179, 45-1. 96
1,296 890. 2475, 489. 04

.2
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by them. It seems preferable for the best accounting that the balance
on hand, but especially the actual cash, sball be kept at the minimum.
The extreme and average cash with Army disbursing officers were,
respectively, $3,830.37 and $35.32, and in depositories, respectively,
$204,653.88 and $8,861.81.
The disbursements for the past four :fiscal years may be designated
in groups as follows:

.

1894.

1895.

1896.

1897 .

Army disbursement .. ...•..•...... .. $29, 943, 766. 34 $28, 632, 335. 86 $26, 594, 408. 37
River and harbor disbursements .... . 18,777,043.89 2.1, 455, 330. 44 18, 275, 977. 87
1, 122, 131. 48
6, 359, 017. 86
Other civil disbursements .•••..••...
7,473,534.38

$29, 873, 506. 2i
14,357,562.56
5, 345, 969. 08

68 1 51, 230, 004. 10

49,577,037.91

Total ..........................

49, 842, 941. 71

57' 561, 200.

The statement above shows a decrease of $1,652,966.19 from the
amount inspected duriug the preceding :fiscal year, which is accounted
for by the following statement:
Decreased disbursements:
Engineer Department. • • • • • . . . • • . . • • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • . . • • • . . $3, 918, 415. 31
Recruiting officers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7, 106. 16
National Homes for Disabled olnnte r olcliers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 161, 061. 39
Miscellaneoue.. • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
121, 185. 26
5,207,768.12
Increased disbursements:
Adjutant-General's Department...... • •• . . . . . . . . . . . .
$366. 93
Quartermaster-Gen ral's Department .. .. ___ .... _...
434,744.27
Subsistence Department ...... _..... ...... _........
4fi3, 792. 95
Ordnance Department...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
552, 949. 65
Pay Department ..... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 769, 791. 40
Medical ••••••••••••••••••....•••• ·• • • • • • • • • . . . • . . . . . 343, 156. 73
Net decrease ................ _•.................. _. . . . . . . . .

3, 554, 801. 93
1, 652, 966. 19

During the past seven fiscal years the relation between the total
amount involved and the disbursements, transfers, deposits in the
Treasury, and balance on hand appears as follows:
1891.

1892.

1893.

Disbursements ............•........ .. ......
Transfers between officers ............... ...

0.609
. 214

0. 703
. 212

~:J'a~s~!!nh~::t~~ .~~~~~~:::::::::::::

.014

.027

.103

.058

1894.

1895.

1896.

1897.

0.710
.207
.013
.070

0. 706
.197
. 018
.079

-- --

0. 727
.191
• 025
.057

0. 760
.163
. 015
.062

0. 756
.158
. 018
. 068

This statement shows improvement in some respects over the preceding year's transactions and deterioration in other re pect . There i an
improvement of more than 1 per cent in transfers and a falling back
of nearly 1 per cent in balances on hand.
The average monthly di bursements of officers of the Army for the
year was 3,686,922.40, and their final balance repre ented ~18 per
cent of this average, as against 114 in 1896, 103 in 1 95, and 89 m 1894.
At the Soldiers' Home, Washington, D. C., the final bala~ce represented 46 per cent of the average monthly di bur ements m 1894, 192
per cent in 1895, and 102 per cent in 1896.
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The following table shows the variation of these percentages in the
principal disbursing departments during seven fl.seal years, viz:
Percentages.
Department.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,__
18_9_1._ I 1892.

1893.

!_1_8_95_.-J-_18_96_._

1894.

18_9_7_-

__
1

~~£~~~~-_-_-_- _-_-_-_-_-_-_- _- _- _-_-_- _- _-_· _-_-_-_- _- _-_-_-_-_- _- _- _- _- _-:

m

lg;

116
83
75
104
293
113
139
115
124
191
170
Quarterruastel'- -- --- ---- - _________________
120
179
~~~
185
53
130
89
Subsistenc1:, ___ . ___ ......•.. _. ___ .. __ . ___ .. _
39
119
73
102
99
71
205
131
• Medical .•... _.. __ . _........ _... ...... _.....
186
83
102
82
101
77
83
Pay·-···· __ __ ____ ____ ---------·-·__________
90
ll6
57
48
'- - -'- - - - l - - -l- - - l - - - - t - - -i, --:-1::::18
107
Average for the Army _........... __ .
94
88
125 1
99
191

I

The proportion of balances kept in personal possession by officers _of
tlle Army was about 0.002u of the whole amount, as against 0.0030 for
the preceding year, a slight improyement.
The total number of inspections made, including statements made
under .Army Regulations, paragraph 877, verified by the inspector, was
as follows:
1897.

1896.

1895.

1894.

Accounts.

Inspec- Officers. Inspec- Officers. luspecOfficers. Inspectionstions.
tions. Officers. tions.

- - - - - ---

- - - --

General staff officers._ ..... ....
233
Post staff officers .... .. ___ .....
219
Other line officers. ______ .... .. .
37
Soldiers' Homes .... ________ . __
5
Disbursing clerk, WarDepartment· -· ···· ··· · · · · · --- ---- ··- ---·----·
Total-------- --- · __ --···Average for each staff officer_ . _
Average for each post officer. _.

604
811
48
5

235
205
10
8

588
536
12
8

---··--·

1

1

459

1,145

494-

2. G
3_ 7

1,468

10

---·-----

.............
881

421

2. 6

10

---- ------------ 943

420

2. 5
2.0

2.1
1. 6

2. 5

558
352
23

216
176
18
10

546
292
33
10

211
178
22

-

Of the 943 inspections, involving $70,184,472.94, it appears from the
following tabulation that 802 inspections (includillg 250 account ?f
post officers), involving 67,975,315.22, were made by officers of th1
Department, and 14 inspections (wholly in the Quarterma ter aud
Sub istence Department , and none of which were of staff officer ),
involving 25,057.55, were made by other officers:
Departm nt.
Adjutant-G n ral ...... _____ . ___ .... _.. ___ . ___ . ... __ . _... _. _.
Quartenuu
t •r-Uen ral:
taff. ___________________
. ________________________________ _
Pot--···----·---------------------------·----------·--··Snb ltaff.
tt-nc
:
_________________
, __________________________________ ,

reJcar:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -::::::

!;£ii(:;~:::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

H <·rnitinir otli r . _. _.. _.. -. - - - • -- • - - _--... - -• - - - . -· - - - - __ . _.
·auonal Hom for Di. abl I \' olnnt tr .'oldi , -· ___ . -··- __ _
cellau oua ____ ,, -··-····---------- -····· ------ --- - -- -----Total--····-·····-····------·--·-·--------- ---------·--·

inspected.

I

HI

I

Officers

60
87

24
6
24
6-1
2j

11

u

11

~

In11pectiOnB-

.Amount

involn,d.
,062-.

,:
I
172
60
1 0
14
71
172
50
1-l
9

19

13
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By officers of fo.

spector•General's
Department.

Department.

No.
.A.djutant•General . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Quartermaster-General:
Staff.................................
Post .................................
Subsistence:
Staff.................................
Post .................................
Medical..................................
Pay ......................................

.A.mount.

By other officers.

No.

!Under Army Reg•
ulations, para•
graph 877.

.A.mount.

No.

A.mount.

$4, G62. 80 .••...••........••...•...•. . ••••.••...

22
143
121

12,776,455.23 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
765,017.60
7
$13, 8!Jl. 36

17
44

$4-43, 031. 81
348,684.08

53
129
14

1, 810, 695. 46
693,144.60
771,769.93
21,572, 852.24
16, 226,134.49
4,657,842.46
3, 833. 01

7
44

91, 298. 23
217,068.87

1i~

~~fn~!~~ :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::::::: :::
ii:~f~~~tfr~!~et~~ ·.oi~~bii<i.v·~1~~t~~;.

48
12

Soldiers................................

9

Miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

14

Total . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 802
Per cent of total......................... . . . . .

...

. . . . .. .
7. ....ii; 166.
19

:::::
. . •. .
.....
. • • •.

::::::::::::::
. ••. . •. . . . •••.
• . • . . .. . .. . . . .
. .. .. • . .. .. . • .

···i· ··
5
2
2

8, 229, 326. 86 ..........................
5
464,180.54 ..... . . • . • •• . . • . . . .
67, 975, 315. 22
. 968+

14

•

·a15:s1i:2s
379, 740. 38
276,597.14
550. 79

--------------

41,257. 59

25,057.55 127 1 2,184,100.17
• 0003+ . . . . .
. 031+

APPLYING SAYINGS.

If the form of the law in the pay and subsistence departments were
applietl to other bureaus, so all but the exceptional appropriations could
be expended m1der one head, it ought to make it possible to save money.
The minuteness of the details, both in appropriations and allotments,
sometimes works injuriously.
DEPOTS.

The affairs of the army depots have generally been
well administered, as usual. For many years after the
recent civil war tlle practice, which was rendered absolutely necessary by that fact, of purchasing huge quantities of supplies
and storing them iu depots prevailed largely, if not entirely, in respect
to subsistence and all other supplies required for the Army. With the
concentration and sedentary duties of the Army and the increase in the
number and location of commercial centers this system has gradually
given way to another, which has been found adequate to meet the wants
of the .Army, and far more economical, and attention is invited to the
beneficial change, which tends, too, to secure fresher and more suitable
upplies.
In place of storing all purchases in depots and shipping from thence
to posts, they are inspected as purchased and shipped from the warehon e of merchant to the posts, thus securing promptness of delivery
to the cornmmer and saving to the Government the transportation to
aud from the depot warehouses and the cost of repa;cking. This system
of handling and hipping subsistence supplies has now been extended
to all the purchasing points mentioned in the reports except tl.Jree,
though at one of these also a large part of the stores purchased follow
tlii rule.
Major Moore reports in regard to one thatSubsiste~!ntepart-

Stores kept on hand are a reserve supply of nonperishable article~ for posts ancl
all articles of ubsistence stores for sales to officers and for issue to civilian ewployees
of the Quarterma tar's Department.

In regard to another, Colonel Burton says on this point:
They ship from merchants' warehouses direct to posts issue, and family flour, but
such articles of great bulk as potatoes, onions, etc., are first brought to the ware-
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rooms to verify weight , to examine, and to compare them with samples upon which
awards are made.
To my question as to whetber it would not be more economical to ha.ve such articles shipped direct to posts or to the wharf for the harbor posts the officer iu charge
replied that "there being no regular authorized inspector designated for the particular purpose, it is absolutely necessary that these and all other stores purchased,
which are not acted upon by an authorized inspector, should be delivered at the
depot to prevent substitution and deception."
I can not understand why such stores could not as readily be examined at the
merchants' warerooms by the same employees who are now performing this dut;y in
the depot warerooms, and by doing this ~ave the Government cost in ti:ansportat~on,
as the merchants could, after the stores have so been ·examined and weighed, deliver
them to the posts, or to freight depots, or to the wharves.

Colonel Vroom calls attention to this as follows:
The question naturally arises, Is it for the best interests of the Government to
purchase supplies that could be purchased in St. Louis at Chicago, New York, Boston, and New Orleans and ship them via St. Louis to their destinationf The number of such shipments through St. Louis during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1~96,
was 93, and their total weight 269,564 pounds. It will hardly be claimed, I th~nk,
that any difference in prices that might exist between St. Louis and the pomts
before mentioned would compensate for the loss in freight charges sustained by the
Government. Take, for example, the shipment of February 24, 1896, from New York
to Fort Clark, Tex. This shipment consisted of 6 boxes of olives, 4 cases of cranberry sauce, and 2 cases of Worcesteria:hire sauce. The weight was 648 pounds and
the freight charges from New York to St.Louis were $4.41.

The total amount reported as expended for subsistence sup~lies d_uring the past fiscal year was about $853,680.57. The cost of d1sbursmg
this amount was apparently about $91,001.42.
Colonel Hughes reports:
There are about 280 chairs now on hand.

Some two hundred
TheY: occupf a
room in this building, and rentals are too high in this locah_ty
to authorize such employment of space. It would seem feasible to pui:chase chairs
of this quality in the vicinity of a very large majority of our posts, a~d it would certainly be economical to do so instead of buying them here and bavmg them tran ported to distant posts at the expense of the Quartermaster's Department..
A. lot of gr~nulated sugar has just been delivered to be tinned for shipment to
posts as hospital stores. The Medical Department can not buy any better sugar than
I saw in the ubsistence Departll!ent on another :floor. A.s the latter Department
supplies sugar to all the military posts, the nece sity for buying and tinning sugar
by the Medical Department for post hospitals is not quite apparent to me.
The volume of business in the office of the medical depot is diminishing, but. the
office force eems to be the same. A.n examination of the a counts for the past eight
months indicates that the purchases amounted to about $25,000, and dnring the same
period the pay rolls of the offic force footed up $6,400, or over one-fourth of the
total volume of busin s measured by the money involved.
Medical Department. of these are of a quality that cost 65 cents each.

Colonel Burton says:
The experienc of the officer in charge is in favor of purchasing all stores be~
they
ed.
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This condition at the medical depots did not occur under the present
administration of the Medical Department, and is being gradually
adjusted.
In bis report of inspection of one of these depots
Qnartermast-er's
Department.
Major Sanger says:
While the shipment of unserviceabfo supplies, or obsolete articles, to the depot
from posts still continues, and is most distinctly an evil to be abolished entirely, the
practice is not so general or frequent as a year ago, ancl will, no doubt, cease
entirely as the views of the ecretary of War and the Quartermaster-General become
better known and the detail of special inspectors to act on unserviceable property
is discontinued. I again renew the suggestion that orders be issued from the War
Department providing for the inspection, destruction, or sale of unserviceable property at the place where it may be found, and the sale or transfer to military posts
of property which has been in use, but is no longer required;

and Colonel Vroom says:
In the examination of the unserviceable property submitted to me for inspection,
my attention was called to the fact that unserviceable and obsolete property is
frequently shipped to this depot from military posts only to be condemned and sold,
or oth rwise disposed of. For example, a quantity of old iron bunks was recently
received from Fort Omaha, Nebr. TheRe articles would no doubt have realized as
much had they been sold at that place as they will here, and the cost of their transportation would have been saved to the Government. Four hundred and fifty-one
old bnn k bottoms were also received from l! ort Omaha, which were sold at once, by
order of the Quartermaster-General, and realized $4.50. The cost of their transportation from Omaha to St. Louis is, of course, a dead loss to the Government.

Major Moore says:
I found a large quantity of obsolete and valueless property on hand, snch as large
horse and mule shoes, tools, etc., which should be sold, as they will never be of any
use in the service.
THE ARMY AND NAVY GENERAL HOSPITAL.

This fastitution was inspected September 26, 1896, by Lieut. Col. P.
D. Vroom, inspector-general Middle district, and was found well administered in all respects. In referring to the treatment of patients Colonel room says:
The commanding officer invites attention to the fact that many cases of rheumatism occurring in the fall and winter at Northern posts are kept too long at their
posts, and a permanent recovery could be effected much sooner if they could be sent
here as soon as they were able to travel.
W A'.l'ERVLIET ARSENAL.

The following extracts from the report of tbe annual inspection of
the Watervliet Arsenal, We t Troy, N. Y., made by Col. R. P. Hughes,
inspector-general North Atlantic district, may be of interest:
The Governm nt has s t up a plant here at great cost, and the
Plant and personnel. Ordnance Department has assembled a personn 1 that ran not be

surpassed in intelligence ancl skill in this specialty in the world.
To allow a portion of the plant to lie idle and retain a highly paid corps of specialists
only partially employed (which must be done for fnture work) adds a veryperc ptible per ·entage to the cost of work don . The field of forgings provid d under appropriations made some years ago, which supplied the requir m nts of the factory
when I last went over it, bas now disappeared, as was then pr diet d, and no ade<Jnate
supply has as yet been furnished to take its plac . * * * Provisions s 111 to Jrn.~
b nmacl byobtainingtheverybestmachin ryandtools,andbyacareful,syst mat1c
organization of them for securing all possible economies in that direction and a11 that
now r mains is that the nee ssary m ans be grant d for drawinrr th u t results from
the e provisions. * * *
A complete system of electric illumination bas a,1 o be n put in,
Proving ground. which is run by water power and is a m:irk d con?my. .
.
Ther i only one item of xp n r m co?n ct1on with this
cstab!i hment for which it would eem advisable to make car ful search for a r m-
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edy. Tha,t is a proving ground for service trials. The proving gronnd at Sandy
Hook, Now Jersey, answers all tbe requirements for all tests, but after the test for
type guns for endurance is once made it woul<l. seem possible to make service t~sts ~f
new g nn s at some point that is more accessible and consequently less expensive 1Il
transportation.
NATIONAL CEMETERIES.

The reports indicate that an increase of ·space is needed at some of
the nat ional cemeteries and it would seem, too, that new ones are
needed, as for instance in the vicinity of some of the branches of the
N ational Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers which may not be so
well organized or equipped to care for the dead as for the living.
Fifty-two, or about 62k per cent of the entire number of national
cemeteries have been inspected during the past fiscal year. The
buildings and inclosures are generally reported in satisfactory condition, with a few exceptions where minor repairs are needed. How
llandsomely cared for many of them are has become proverbial. The
inspector reiterates bis recommendation, made in 1896, relative to the
purchase of an additional plot of ground at Fort Leavenworth, Kans.,
as the present area is about filled. The lot in tb'3 Crown Hill Cemeterr,
at Indianapolis, Ind., known as the " national cemetery," is kept ID
order by the cemetery authorities. The inspector reports the lot now
full and no more interments can be made therein, and recommends that
steps be taken to secure an additional lot and make provisions for the
care of the one now used. Among the list of cemeteries which are
nearly full are mentioned twelve in Virginia, two in Maryland, and o'!1e
each in the District of Columbia, New Jersey, Indiana, Pennsylvama,
West Virginia, .Alabama, North Uarolina, and Florida.
Th;e daily press has stated that there has been a recent disinter~ient
of .American dead at Ohapultepec and the President of our I ter
Republic had them decorously reinterred. If so, it is not the first
display of his coustant courteous consideration.
We have a national cemetery in the city of Mexico, possibly _inadequate; and attention was invited in a former report to tbe propnety of
collecting such dead for as seemly care as has been hown ome_ of
those who have died for our country within it borders. The question
i presented whether fairly equal care should ue hown to all.
MILITARY COLLEGES.

The earliest instruction in military tactics at civil in titution oflearnin o- now baving au army officer detailed a profe or of military cience
and tactic
hown by the report received for the pa t year
to _ha:ve been given in t . .:,:olrn' Oollege, at .A.nnapoli , Md. in
W1thrn. the next decade, or m 1 34, the military feature wa a<l
the
·
at the orwich ni ver ity
by
··
artm
In
.
..
in
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Jaw on July 2, 1862, which granted to each State then existing, and to
each new State when admitted into the Union, 30,000 acres of public
land,or scrip in lieu thereof,foreach Senator and Representative to which
the State was entitled in 1860 or at the time of its admission, for the
purpose of endowing, supporting, and maintaining at least one college
in each State, where the leading object should be "the teaching of agriculture and the mechanic arts, including military tactics." Under this
act 10,230,000 acres of land or scrip was granted to the States. Subsequently the agricultural colleges which were benefited by this act
were given further aid under the laws of March 2, 1887, and August 30,
1890,knownas the Hatch Act andMorrill Act,respectively. The former
granted an anuual subsidy of $15,000 to each of these colleges for the
maintenance of an "agricultural experiment station," and the latter
15,000, with an annual increase of $1,000 until the appropriation should
be $25,000, for the more complete endowment and maintenance of these
colleges for the benefit of agriculture aud tbe mechanic arts. lfrom
the above ources the 42 agricultural colleges, to which army officers
are now detailed, derived an income dnring the past year of $1,491,489,
or an avera.g e of $35,511 each.
While the law of July 2, 1862, made instruction in military tactics
compulsory on the college be11efited by that act, the detail of army
officer, as military inRtructors was not 1ega11y authorized until after
the clo e of the civil war, b, the act of July 26, 1866, which markecl
the beginning of a sy tern of military instruction, und~r the auspicrs
of the Government, that bas become popular and successful. Its
growth may be partially indicat d by the following resume of some of
the law found u ce. ary to meet tl1e demands for officers, which has
u. ually exce ded the supply:
Dute of acts.

l'urport.

,July 21i, l GO................... ......... ... Authorizes detail of 20 army oflicers.
:May 14 1870
Authorizes issn of arms arid rquipment~.

¥u~f

f~ij'.Illlll/ li/ l\I•:::•: g1gtlill um1U*:i~f~:fiKi:

eptem ber 26, 188 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
uthorizes detail of bO army ancl 10 navy officers.
Ja nv1e1 amryelr3 . 18o1 ._._·.·.·.·.· .·.·.· .· .·.·.·.· .... ._·....· .· ·.·.·_ .·.· Authorizes detail of 75 army and 10 navy officers.
0
b 31 1803
Authorizes detail of 100 army and 10 navy officers.

In 1886 an in, pe ·tion by officer of this department of the colleges
having an army detail was ordered, and in 1887 the fir t inspecti01ts
were made. It is worthy of note that duriug the ten years of inspection by the officers of tbi department the increase in military instructors from the Army over the original twenty bas been three times
greater than during the twenty years preceding the establi hm nt of
these inspections, aud that the number of scholars under military
.
in tructiou ha about quadrupl d in the past decade.
From time to time rules and regulations governing the det~Il of
officer and the is, ue of arms and equipment ,.etc., were prescrib d;
tho e at present in force having b en pre cribed in Gen ral Order , No.
93, Headquarter of the Army, December 27, 1893.
After creating such a profe sional duty, worthy of the mo t earne t
efforts of our .b est officers, organizing it o tbat the higho t re ult . ~re
a ured, and uniting al1 in an harmoniou and zealous e!-fo!t to ~~1h~e
the opportunities offered in the same lib ral and patriotic ~pmt. m
which this wide pread in truction in military cieuce and tactic. ong-w au. 97--17
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inated, all concerned can then rest satisfied that what can be so easily
accomplished in these military departments at colleges must result
in the benefit of the other departments, the welfare of the student ,
and the ultimate security and benefit of our people and their Government. The purpose for which such instruction was extended to every
section of our country is sufficiently clear. It may be pointed to a~ an
illustration of the higher statesmanship shown in legislation at a time
when the highest was needed. The results can not be unimportant, and
may proy~ as commendable in every respect as the legislatio°: itself._
The military professors should be selected with all the care with which
instructors to West Point are chosen, and given something of the ame
recognition, status, and duties. Out of the 102 officers who performed
this duty during the year, 97 were detailed from the active list and 5
were retired officers, and under both classes some of the best successe
were attained. Eighty-one were graduates of West Point, and 21 were
not; and about 20 had graduated from the army service school •
.Among the military professors there were 31 captains, 70 first lieutenants, and 1 second lieutenant, whose length of service was as follow :
Fifty-three have twenty years or over to their credit; 20 bad erved
between fifteen and twenty years, and 29 between ten and fifteen year •
The scholarship, experience, and skill of many of the officers who have
been detailed on this increasingly important duty is well knowu~ and
they have given ample practical evideuce of what admirable profe . 10ual
work can be done in promoting a knowledge of military science, drill and
discipline in our civil colleges. The marked interest of the Sec!etary of
War in all that pertains to it is well known, and a period of improvement and success is looked forward to unexcelled by any in the past.
There is but a limited opportunity given iu our country for any mi_litar~~
instruction and discipline, and all agiee it should be worthy of!~ and
as good as the circumstances will permit; and in case of an;y military
emergency the graduates of these institutions hould prove an important
factor in our national defen e and military organizatio11.
Harmonious cooperation between the college autl.10ritie , the Government, the student , and the military profe or i e , ential to ncces , and when firmly e tablisbed the best result are as, ured-as wher
the military profes ors are members of the faculty in full tanding; but
if antipathy i entertaiued by ome profi sors toward military in truction it is extremely difficult to make progre where it e.x.i t , whether
covertly or openly.
The report how that during the pa t year 39,394
tudent11.
tuden
atriculated in the in titution in P
aud36,,
4p rcent of thi numb rw rere
ov r 1.J.
ag .
b r of matriculant per school av
390 a a
year. Of thi number
on -half
milit, ry d partm n and ove
und r
·1 •
t
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C
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instruction is of the first importance. At over half of the schools
practica11y all of the students were enrolled in the military department;
and it seems that the aid given by the Government in the dissemination of military knowledge is in keeping with our national policy for
security and defense. The problem is to secure the best results.
There have been about 1,800 graduates of the military tlepartments
reported from the institutions, many of whom are fairly well prepared
to a sume the functions of officers of volunteers. If it were possible
to follow the career of these young graduates, it would perhaps furnish
good. proof of the value of their military training, both to the country
and to tllemselve . The reports show that the alumni of 27 institution
are represented in the commissioned force of the .Army, and 31 are
re pre ented in the National Guard. .Among those reporting their alumni
in the Regular .Army or National Guard may be mentioned Knox Colleg , of Illinois; Michigan Military .Academy; Bishop Seabury Mission,
of Minne ota; Wentworth Military .Academy, of Missouri; Bingham
School, of North Carolina; Ohio Normal University; Pennsylvania
Military College, South Carolina Military .Academy, University of
Tennes::iee, .Agricultural College of Texas; Norwich University, of Vermont; Virginia Military Institute, and West Virginia University. One
of the older of these institutions is said to have furnished from its
alumni for tlle civil war 12 general officers, 25 colonels, 40 field officers,
and 198 company officers.
The Army Regj ter from year to year publi hes the names of scores
of the most proficient of these tudents. The thoroughness and scope
of the in truction i incompa,r ably superior to the early, uncertain,
meager, and perfuuctory efforts; and the present tatus deserve every
proper recognition and development. How to advance and elevate the
knowledge and discipline acquired at the few places that may yet be
un atisfactory deserves the most earne t attention.
The iufantry company i the unit of organization
Collegc _mil.i tary organ- and battalions and regiments have been organized
1zat1ons.
. 1s
. suffi men
. t f'or t ha t
wh ere th e num ber of compames
purpose. There are 4 institutions with regimental, 84 with battalion, ·
and 13 with only company organizations. .At Harvard Univer ity the
instruction is confined to a higher theoretical cour e, embracing military
history, law, and engineering, electricity in warfare, and kindred subjects, and there is no military organization; which is perllaps an anomaly
under the law.
·
The following table exhibits the number of organizations and their
strength reported at the clo e of the school year:
Organizations.

I In,titn
tions.

Field and staff.

Rogiment.

Battalions.

Companie.

- - - - - - ·4
ll4
13
101

trength .

---

4

............

8
84

-·-·--··-- ............

Line.

NoncomOnCOill·
d
ione<l Offi rs. mission
om ·era
Officers. mis
officers
and prland band.
vates.

Fl
Total.

-26
262
13

19
199
8

- - 4- - -92-- -301-- -226l
-

81
94
771
858
_ _11
_ 1_ _ 44
_
963

8!16

1,428
1,234
11,561
9,733
504
_ _ _ ,_ _ 567
__

I

11,471

13,556

This gives an average per chool of nearly 3 companie a ·h on i t
ing of 45 men, which may indicate how far ome fall b low_ th av rage.
In addition, there are over 50 detachment , including artillery signal,
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bicycle, recr~1it, m~ll boy , cavalry, saber, etc., which are formf;d f.
purposes of ~nstruct10n and usually composed of members beloug_n~ g
the regular rnfantry organizations. That these 13,000 or more nnhtar
students are pretty fairly distributed in proportion to population throng
out the whole country is indicated by 1,111 being west of the R~c~
~ou"?ta~ns, 3,203 east of the Rocky Mountains but west of the l\b s I :
s1pp1 River, 2,360 north of the Ohio River and west of tbe Allegban
Mountains, 3,933 north of the Potomac and east of the Alleghany _l\iiou 1 tains, and 2,949 in the remaining States from the Mississippi River t
the Atlantic Ocean.
No military organization can exist without discipline Discipline.
it is a concomitant to its efficiency, and the one may b
measured by the other. The reports show that at 21
sc:iiools the discipline is purely military, and at the others, ci':il, ~r a
~1xture of the two. The best discipline is reported from those m_st 1 t~1.t10ns where the cadet officers and noncommissioned officers assist 1. n
its mai"?tenance or where the student body is domiciled in dormito~ie
belongmg to the institutions and constantly under military restraint·
and the best military appearance seems secured where there a!e the
most frequent formations, no matter for how short a time or ummportant purpose. Maj. J. P. Sanger reports:
Except in those institutions where tho upper classes and special students are
exempted from drill, the attitude of the cadets toward the military departme~t
has LE:en satisfactory, and in some instances all that could be expected. Th<:~r
b_eb~v1or has been good, and with but two exceptions, no :flagrant breaches of d 1 ""c1 plrn e occurred .

.At 30 institutions the cadets are required to march to meals, church,
chapel, recitations, or other exercises. There are still a numbe 1: of
other ~cbools at which students mess together aud these ~arclung
format10ns could be adopted with advantage. Where once tr1~d !her
have usually been permanent. Observance of uch minor details rn~hcate a well-regulated military institution, and give either special
opportunities and zeal or favorable impres ions and illu tration of a
methodical ystem and orderly conduct. There may be institution at
which this practice is not feasible.
Uniforms have long been accepted a an e ential
r niform s .
requi ·ite of military organization , and without them
.
. . there eems to be lack of coherence, stability a~d true
, oldierly spmt. In our educational in titution where the commg· au<l
going of tuaent can not well be controlled the anomalous condition
of having partially uniformed cadet or even' cadet without uniform
in their military organizatio11 preva'il to ome e tent. About 4 P r
cen~ of the cadet. in the militarydepartm nt b long to thi cla •, bu
an 1mpro m nt 1 noted over the condition of the pr vi u year a
, bown by the followiug table:
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poverty of the students; but as a uniform is as cheap and usually better than the
or<linary civilian dress used by students, I can see no reason why there should be
any without uniform. Of course it would be still better if the cadet were required
to wear his uniform at all times, but it is doubtful if we have as yet progressed
that far.

Of course the cost is a consideration with the poorer class of students,
who find it difficult to add a uniform to the civilian garments they
already possess and whose stay at the school is uncertain or dependent
upon their success in working their way through college. But a uniform
of some kind is essential to uccessful military drill, and any aid that
can be given by the ational or State Governments, or even by the colleges themselves, to uch deserving students as desire to profit by the
military instruction, would be well bestowed. At four institutions, the
State Agricultural ollege of Kansas, the University of the State of
Mis ouri, the Girard College of Philadelphia, and the South Carolina
Military Academy, all the cadets receive their uniforms free, and at
the Agricultural College of South Dakota, nearly all, and at a few
others, a limited number of students, are given this advantage. At 30
per cent of the institutions the uniform is practically worn at all times
and these cadets seem to excite specially favorable comment as to their
appearance, discipline, re pect, and courtesy, though some others may
equal them.
The reports show that under the provision of
Colleg!} arms a n cl General Orders
o. 93 ' HeadquartersoftheArmy
1893
eqmpments.
.
'·
'
.
,
. ,
regulatmg the ISsue of arms and eqmprueuts for mlli
tary instruction and practice, G6 schools have been supplied with :field
pieces, 100 with ~priugfield cadet rifles and accouterments, 2 with carbine , 1 With revolver , and 53 with sabers or word . These issues
compriseforty3.2-inchB. L.,eighty-eight3-inchM. L.,and twoG-pounder
field piece , 16,121 Springfield rifles and sets of accouterments, 65 carbines, 10 revolver.,, and 1,465 sabers or sword , representing a value of
over ·350,000. Nine of th~ old pattern 3-inch wrought-iron muzzle
loader , 1G5 Springfield rifles, and 7 words were reported in unserviceable condition. Signal equipments have been issued to 51 institutions,
consisting principally of a supply of practice kits and 48 heliographs,
an in serviceable condition, except 2 heliograpbs and 6 sig11al staffs.
The field pieces seem fairly well protected from the weather and are
reported housed or covered by paulins when not in u e. About twotbirds of the schools have an armorer, who i u ua1ly one of the
students or the janitor. Some of tb~ college have happily employed
a man for this purpo e, who has seen military ·ervice and understands
the care of arms Th value represented by the Government property
would seem to ju tify the detail or employment of an enli ted man,
retired or otberwi e, to act as armorer and a . i t the military profe or.
In all instruction of our citizen oldiery the presence of a traineiJ oldier
bas been found most beneficial. The care and erotection of the public
prop rty at these school , iu many ca e , needs bett r attention than
bas been shown in the past. There are almo t a many student at
the e college a there are oldiers in the Regular Army, aud the rigllt
of the Government a · well a the individual de ·erve to be carefully
guarded, Maj. J.P. auger reports:
As a. rule the •ad ts are r spon ible for their arms aud acconterm nt , in re P ct
to the issuing of which there ha been some improvement during the Y ar .. 1 su~g t that the prot sors of military cience and tactic be instruct <l t_o give tins
subject personal attention, with a vi ew to protectina the co~lege agamst. ~o s~. .
* * The system of iudividnal responsibility in respect to issue , pre\'a1lrng JU
the Arm~· should be carried out at the colleg s, and for this the army officer should
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be held responsible. The college protects the Government against loss by giving
bond, and the military professor should protect the college. Any officer should b_e
able to devise a. way to do this even if he had not learned the army method in bis
company.

Some colleges have held encampments and practice
marches during five years, by which nearly 15,000 students have obtained tb~ first essential knowledge of
soldierly and camp life, and in several instances colleges have united
for the purpose of such fundamental tactical instruction.
The following table exhibits some of the exercises held at these
institutions:
Military exercises.

Number
of institutions
at which
heJd.

Military exercises.

93
8

59
60
3

62
80
61
38
13
.61
16
23
~

53

52
26

0

Some of the inspectors have required th e solution of simple problem
at their inspections, as they do at tho e of the army garrisons. The
results have been encouraging.
Maj. E. A. Garlington report .
Tber has been some advance in the character of this instruction. Of the 18
institutionR inspe ted, at 11 the cad ts were fairly well prepared to go through ome
of the imple exercise , su has the formation of a mall advance guard, thee tablishmeut of a line of outposts, and the attack of an imaginary euemy. These
m~n nver _w re ne essarily crude, ancl frequently, owin to contract cl pace, ?nly
tlie formation wa att mpted; but, where the ground permitt d, the pre crihcd
methods were followed through the Yariou tages sufficiently to illustrate, to ,ome
<•xtent at lea t the principle involv cl.

m, II-arm targ t practice ha improved during the year and it j~
hoped th, t a11oth r
ar may how till furtb r improvement, thoucrh
at a gre· number of chool thi pra ti e i not po ible on account ~f
la k of fa iliti . or opp r unitie . Con id rable int re t and enthn Ia m were manifi ted in the inter on giat rifle onte t b Id la t prin •
The following ircnl, r I tt r
nt from the military department of the
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mark manship of the various schools participating. (See article in Army and Navy
Journal, May 23.) Therefore, at the request of the officer in charge of the military
department of this university, I wish to suggest a contest, to be held as follow1:1:
(1) Every competing school to be represented by a team composed of 10 men,
each man to have been a member of the battalion which he represents throughout
the whole of the current school year.
(2) Each team to hoot on its own grounds.
(3) Each tea,m to shoot on the same day, the date to b decided upon later, but to
be as late in the spring of 1897 as possible.
(4) Each team to shoot 100 rounds-10 rounds per man-at 200 yards, according to
small-arms.firing regulations governing ri-Be contests in United States Army.
(5) The rifle used to be the Springfield rifle issued by the Government to the
institution.
(6) The president of each in titution, or officer in charge of military department
of same, to select an entirely disinterested person, who shall be present at the range
durinO' the conte t. He shall end a telegraphic report of the total scores made by
the team whose hooting he witnessed, to uch staff officer, United States Army, as
shall be selected. He shall also mail score sheets to that officer, and shall certify
that b witnessetl the entire contest, and that it was conducted strictly in accordance with above-mentioned regulations. The officer receiving these scores will
report the records made to the daily press. The adjutant, or other competent officer
of each battalion, to forward by mail a copy of score record to each competing
school.
The above plan, with the exception of a few changes made necessary by increased
number of participants, was tried last year in contest between the teams of the
University of California (Berkeley) and University of Illinoi . The contest waR a
decided succ68s, both as to the working of the plan above outlined and as regards
beneficial effect 11 pon this battalion.
Very respectfully, yours,
A. ST . .J. WILLIAMSON,
raptain Company B, University of Illinois Battalion.
Acldre s repli s to Dauiel H. Brm,h, 'aptain eventeenth Infantry, U.S. A., Champaign, Ill.

The plan, with few modification , was practically carried out as
above outlined, Lieut. H. S. Hale, inspector of smaU-arm practice,
Department of the Missouri, consented to receive and report the scores
made by the competing teams; and about 25 colleges responded and
took part in the conte t.
Such competitions necessarily increase the interest in the military
department , create a healthy rivalry among the students, and are au
important factor in improving the efficiency of the cad.et soldiery.
It would seem that the importance of mall-arm practice might be
still further enhanced by the issue of one of the Krag-Jorgensen rilleH
for the purpo e of instruction and practice at the e exercise . Familiarity with the arms used u11der actnal coil<lition' i es ntial. And
the old-time muzzle-loader :field pieces could with equal propriety be
replaced by the modern breech loaders, ·where in truction in artillery
drill is desirable. There ha. been no pi tol practice, nor arti11ery target practice except with the machine gun, ; but tbe cadets at12 school
have been exercised in firing blank cartridge .
The remarks of Maj. J. P. anger on the subjett or
nooks and records. a uniform y-tem of military bool
and re ·ord, for
these college organization seem to cover the. ground
tborougl1ly and deserve due con idel'ation in any attempt to mcrea '
their effi ·ien y. He says:
"For th proper instruction of the cadets in a,cronnting for th~ por8on1;1~l a_n<l
material of a company, it is incli p nsablo that they have some practical familiarity
with the u ual record , and th refor the ordinary record books, return , and reports
houl<l be prepared by them a nfficient numb r of time, to ua_ble th m to undertand them. Every company honld have a, morning report, which honld b ma.cl
out invariably on drill day ', ancl Ahow accnr:1,toly the status of th coml?any. ~Vb 11
there i more than one company, the morning reports should be consolidated m tho
adjutant's offi e.
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"An order book, letter book, roster, and record o.f Government stores issued to
each cadet would complete the list of books. Each member of the graduating clas
should be requiretl to make a return of the company from time to time and prepare
muster 1·olls, and the captain should muster his company in proper form. 1:'hey
should also be required to prepare a ration return occasionally, and have explained
to them the method of arming and paying soldiers and the system of property
accountability prevailing.
"Therecorus of each battalion should correspond in part to our post records, and
when there is a cadet major he should be required to supervise their preparation by
the battalion staff. Too little attention has been paid to this subject in our Army,
and throughout the war the greatest neglect prevailed. As a result we will ne':"er
have accurate data upon which to make estirnates or base conclnsions. The historie
of companies and regiments, as compiled, even in the Regular Army, have been to
some extent a matter of guesswork, while a correct histo:ry of many volunteer
organizations has been usually impossible.
"That a cadet should be able to say after being under the military instruction of
a Regular Army officer four years that he never saw a morning report book seems
incredible, but there is indisputable evidence that such is the case. 'Military scie0:ce,
strategy, and the organization of armies' have usually been taught to cadets having
no knowlege of the ordinary method of accounting for the men of a company. I
claim that to the ordinary company officer, a correct knowledge of the duties devolving on him is of far greater importance than vague speculations in the domain of
strategy, or any other branch of military science whatever. But the character of
this report and its purpose forbid a more extended criticism of this subject. An
effort has heen made to present plainly such a view of the eolleges inspected by me
as will enable the authorities to remedy existing defects. It is evident to me that
too much latitude Las been given the colleges and t.oo much left to the discretion of
the Army officers detailed to them, and that new regulations, based on our mor~recent
experience, would do much to bring about a uniform system of discipline and mstruction, far better adapted to the needs of the military service than the curriculum of
the average colleges.''

Generally, the officers seem to have doue as well a
can be reasonably expected, under existing regulations
and with the limited time at their disposal, and a large
number of the students have shown commendable zeal and aptitude in
this instruction. Perhaps if the course were made progressive from
class to class, like the study of other branches of science, from the mere
recitation in drill book' as tactics in the preparatory course, to the
highest instruction practicable, an ideal ystem might be perfected. It
would of course be neces ary to prescribe a uniform ystem of in truction within certain limits for each class of schools, and th indi criminate
eJe_ctfon of text-books, referred to in last year's, report, would thu be
avoided.
At 6 chool the military profe, o
·ave lecture , ome of hem
elaborate and ilJu trated, requiring con erable pain for preparation.
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tions should be the preparation of student cadets to assume the duties
of officers. These young gentlemen can not expect to learn how to
command before they have acquired the art of obeying intelligently,
properly, and promptly. The reports show what has been accomplished
and what still needs to be done-and should be done now-to meet the
spirit of the law. It is the indisputable right of the Government to
prescribe the scope and nature of military education and to demand
compliance with the conditions and regulations connected with the
detail of an Army officer, and it is the duty of the college authorities
in accepting the detail to comply with all the conditions imposed. On
the one hand, we have schools that have been munificiently endowed
by the Government as a condition of military instruction, and are lawfully required to in truct in military tactics; on the other, schools that
have agreed to military in truction by accepting the services of an
Army officer, and both are equally bound in good faith to make the
instruction efficient. And the Government and its officials are equally
bound to aid and promote this efficiency.
Cuch bas been accomplished, and more could be, under a uniform and
more progressive sy tern and method . Much tbat has been done seems
to l.iave been done well; and many of the college cadets who annually
leave these institutions, well instructed ill military tactics and imbued
with a military and patriotic spirit, are well entitled to be relied upon
by their country in case of any emergency all(l have a claim upon the
Governme11t which can be wi. e]y recoguized in an appropriate way
by such legislation a will sub erve the be t interests of the Governmei1t, and stimulate and elevate military instruction in our civil colleg-, , and produce the higbe t result possible under the law under
which such military instruction was established; even, if necessary,
providing for the appointment to the .Army of a proper number of college cadets, and, if it should be found to produce the results anticipated,
al o in ure the accessibility and proper employment of the whole body
of graduated and qualified college cadets iu time of war.
Perhap an apt illu tration of the broad ground properly occupied by
the in peetion service is given by its touch with the personnel, extending from the 'tudents in these in titutions to the disabled volunteer
of the civil wnr, and the conscieutious eftort toward improvement in
each and all is con. tant and effective.
INSPECTION SERVICE.

The work performed during the year, and the results obtained by the
limited corp of iu pectors in accompli bing all that was a igned, are
comm Clndable. Their labors embrace every pha e of military affair
whether pertaining to line or staff, and considerate attention is re. pectful1y invited to them. The value of their work depends mainly on the
thoroughnes and judgment with which it is done, and it is sincerely
hoped that it is accepted as satisfactory, though they have been obliged
to travel by night arnl work by day regardless of per onal comfor_t, and to
utilize every opportunity in the preparation of their reports 10 ord~r
to render them iu r asonable time. Tltey eem to have more than their
share to do, and some relief from the constant train and re tle. e ertion nece ary to keep their work up to date "eem due them. PreviouR
to 1 95, six officer were attached to the in pection dep~rtmen , and th
nece ity of a larg r per onnel was repeatedly ub1~1tt d.
?W but
one officer is attach d and a proportionate increa rn tb dut1 s ha
thu, be"n thrown upon the officer of the corp_. The foll 'Ying ~omparative table , how ome of the tated work as 1gn cl to the .1 ofl1eer
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of this department in 1893 and during the past year, indicating an
increase of over 50 per cent in their work:
Total inspec- 1 Average per
tions.
officer.

Nature of duties.

1893.

1897.

1893.

J 8!)7_

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1- ----- - - - Disbursements ..... - ................... ..... -..................... .. .

~~~-i;;!t3!~ots~ -e~:::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~!l\~~li ~~~et~ies:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-:::::::::
Recruiting rendezvous and stations .... , ............................ .
0

Property (sets of I. and

I.) ............................ _...... _..... .

•

Total _. ____ ...... __ .......... _.... _.... .. _. ____ . _........ _. _.. .

440
34
61
50
37
15
648

704
77. 33
64
5. 67
57 10.17
8. 33
64
6. 17
51
29
2. 50
1,006 108. 00

1---1-----1
1,285
1,975 214.17

117.33
10. 67
!1.50
10. 07
8 . .:iO
4. 3
167. U7

329.17

It i , of course, impossible to sum up all the work done in figures and
tables, but the exhibit is sufficient to illustrate the largely-increased
demands and the necessity of a larger force, if we desire to maintain thoroughness and efficiency without excessive or unjust exertion ..
Whether it is to the best interests of the service to increase the personnel of the corps for this purpose, or to take other officers from their
legitimate duties and attach them temporarily, is not difficult to determine in this age of specialties. It is but fair, too, to invite att,ention to
the intelligent, zealous, and effective work of the civilian force of the
Department, which, under certain discouraging circumstance , have
done o much toward increasing efficiency and economy in the pub1ic
service.
The orders of April 5, 1895, prescribing the stated inspections of thi '
department and bringing tbe troops into more immediate and per oual
touch with their commanders, were, in a rnea ure, intended to offi et
the reduction in the commissioned force by bringing- the inspection
ervice directly under the control of the War Department and Geueral
Commanding the Army, and to a, very limited extent this was accom.
; but the orders were maudatory in character aud left too little
to the judgm nt of the in pector. To remedy exi _tm o<l e:ffi ct a more quable <li tribution of work for the sev ral
w orders were recently ·
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MAP SHOWING LOCATION OF MILITARY POSTS, ARMORIES, ARSENALS, DEPOTS, RECRUITING STATIONS, ETC., AND STATIONS OF DISBURSING
OFFICERS OF THE ARMY
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APPENDIX A.
COLLEGE DEPARTMENTS OF MILITARY 'CIENCE AND TACTICS.
During the past year th military department of 102 edncational institutions having an army detail were inspected, and an
inspection was made at another, though it had been temporaril:y
without a military professor. During the preceding year 104. colleges were inspected.
This important duty was performed by the 8 regular inspectors of this department,
who visited 82 institutions, and by 9 special in pectors, who visited 21. The following table exhibits the names of the officers who made the inspections and the number
of colleges and students inspected by each :
•
Inspections.

Regular i11spectors.
Gen.J. C. Breckinridg~ ........ .
Col. R. P. Hughes ............. .
Col.G. H.Burton .•........... _.
Lieut. Col. H. ,v. Lawton ..•••..
Lieut. Col. P. D. Vroom .. ...... .
:Haj. J.P. Sanj!er .............. .
Ma;f. E. A. Garlington ......... .
ll&J. F. Moore ................. .

~

- - -'r-'o-ta- l.~... ............ . ·· /

~

ColPresent
leges. at

tr:yec-

2
21
3
5
6
11

18
16

255
2,563
642
580

907
1,777
2,045
1,750

_ i -10, 519

ColPresent
leg s. at

!rosJ'. .

Special im~pectorA.
Col. J. F. K nt ................. 1
Maj. J . Jackson ....... .... ....
Capt. C. . Roberti\ ........ ... .
Capt. W. V. Ri ·hards ...... ... . 1
Capt. E . ·wift ...... .... ...... .
Capt. G. K. Hunter ............ ,
Capt. G.B. Walker ........... .
Capt. A. R. Paxton . ........... 1
Lieut.J.deL. Lafitte .. ....... .
Total. ...................

1

1
2

85

5

178
762

2
5
1

568

ta,

121

3

65

l
1

67
146

21

2,127

Fifty of these colleo-es were inspe ted this year by the same officers who visiteil
them la t year~ and a number of the special in pectors had had previous exp rieuce
in this duty and showed tact and zeal iu its performance. The influence of an
inspector upon the in pected shoulu be far-reaching, and it is therefore rlesimble
that the in pections be conducted, whenever practicabl , by officers familiar with
th subject.
For the pnrpo e of interestincr the State military authorities in the ollege ::u lcts
of th ir respective tate , 1 tters were addre sed by Maj. J. P. anger, inspectorgen ral, to the adjutant-general of the Sta,tes vi itecl by him, notifiying them of the
inspection ancl inviting them or their r pre entativ s to be present. In reportinothe resnlt Major ano-•r ays:
"At all the inspections, sav at Girard Coll ge, the two irn,titutions in Virginia,
and the Allegheny Coll gc, officertl of th<l ational Gnard of the tate in whic-h the
inspe<'tion wa made accompanied th in:pector, at bis reque t, with a vi w to prorooting great r intere ton the part of the 'tate military anthoriti sin th coll •obattnlions. In three instance tbe officers pre nt were of the staff of the overnor
of the, ta.te; in oth r ca e thry were memh r of local compani s of the · atioual
Guard, detail cl by the adjutant .general of the , tato.
"
n. '. J. Anderson, adjutant-general of Virainia, wa preventecl from h ing
pre ent by sudden illness.
"Iv •nture to nggest that the In p e tor- 'eneral of the Army reqne t the goy rnors of th , t· t . to cl1•tail an officer of their r pective statfs-pret ra.bly the
inspect r- neral or his a i. tant-to l> pre ent at the college in p ctions of the
ensuing y :ir, on notification of th <lnte of in pectiou by the in. p ctor.
report
of the in. p c ion bonld be ma.de by sn h officer to the acljntant-gener~~ of the
., tat . Thi annot fail to aron, e an inter tin the tate military antbont1 · , and,
where it i d ired, r nder the incorporation of the cadet into the Tatioual Guard
less difficnlt."
Maj. F. Moorer port :
enerally accompanied ~y th pr.e id nts
"In the cour e of my in pec·tion I wa
of the in titutfons, though not in :ill ca . They ovinc •d con 1der1 hl rnt_<'re ~'
and a k d me to point ont ju what way improvement could be macl , saymg 1t
2 7
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would be done as far as conditions would permit. I also noticed that con iderable
interest was taken by people residing near the colleges, who turned out in large
numbers to see the inspection; this, of course, tends to encourage the military
department."
A copy of the inspection report of each institution has been furnished its president
uuder the requirements of General Orders, No. 93, Headquarters of the Army, 1893.
These reports are frequently consulted by military professors and others interested
in this work and .contain many useful suggestions and serve as a guide to better
succes , and wonld furnish much-needed information .that more than one battalion
among these 12,000 students should find useful or interesting.
During the past year no change in the officers at 78 institutions
Military profe sors. was made; at the remaining 24, new officers were detailed, and
this seems to be about the normal annual change. It is quite
evident that with judicious manao-ement and complete and accurate knowledge a
selection and as ignm.en t of the be t officers to the best colleges will produce the best
result . Maj. J.P. Sanger reports:
"Th re is no doubt som difference in the aptitude of the several officers for this
duty, a w 11 as in their personal influence with the college authorities and students,
re ulting from the p r onality of the officer. The main obstacle to succes Ii in
th attitude of the college authorities and their liberality toward the military
d partm nt.''
\: bile suo-gesting that General Orders. No. 93 of 1893, be modified, h e sars:
" iwilarYy, at many other colleges, officers are u ed as school-teachers and a compli. h but little in behalf of the War Department. In hort, their civil duti are
paramount, and 'military tactic 'whi h th y ar alon authorized by law to teach,
r c ive econdhand consideration. This i, natural, and results from the situation.
Prop r military in truction is impo ible at the e in titutions for lack of numbers.
Under the pr sent sy ·tern of coll o· details, officers may apply for college duty, and
college are permitted to apply for officer by nam . The agr ement to teach in the
acad mic branch and the r muneration to be paid, are always arranged in advance,
and in many instances con titute the ole reason for the application on the part of
th coll ge and the sole object of the officer in accepting the detail.
"How can there be military efficiency under such a system, and who can tl:)11 how
far-rea bing the lack of discipline and instruction may be 'i
"Officer should be detailed on account of their fitness alone, and should be imbued
with the desire to make efficiency in 'military tactics' the test of their abilities as
soldier , and not their knowledge of mathematics or law.
"2. When details are changed both officer should be pre ent at the institution,
and the old officer should be required to turn over to the new, receiving a memorandum re ipt therefor to be forwarded to the War Department, all the property
of the nited tates for whi ·h the college i responsible, together with the booke
and records of the Department.
"'J'be relieving officer should arrive, when practicabl , before the last parade of
th cadet , and should accompany the old officer in a formal inspeo tion of the cadets.
f this inspection a report should be mad to the Inspector-General of the Army by
each offi c r.
.
"1he new officer should also receive from the old u h information concerning
the military department a the experienc of the previou four years had developed,
and hould not begin his tour, a many do, with no knowledge of the situation and
no experience to "Uide b im.
" s bas b n ngge tecl by Colonel Vroom, before making an oriainal detail to a
college, the in pector-general or acting in pector-general of the inspection di trict
in which the colleae is located, should visit the coll ge and confer with the pre id nt, to whom he hould explain the r quirem nts of the ord rs and the xpectation of th War Department that all undergraduates, not physically incapacitated,
will procure uniforms and take the our e of military in truction, and that profi iency
in the prescribed cour e of the military dep rtment will be a muoh a profici ncy
in any other course a ondition of graduation a nd of a diploma. Both the e poi~t
boulcl be in i ted on, and should be incorporated in any sub equent order which
may be i ued, more Jlarticularly th latt r.
'' When a colleg furni h cadet enough to enabl th profe or of military ie~c
ancl tactic to form ::tu. infantry battalion of not 1 than four g od-siz d comparu ,
th, qu tion of exemption may be coo idered, and not befor , but OD; ~11 accoun
profi iency in the course of in truction hould b in i ted on a a cond1t1on of graduation.
bl
" f 104 colleaes insp c d la t y ar, but 56 had adopt cl thi rul
o indi P n a e
in the averaae colleg , to attendanc , and con qu ntly to in tru tion.
l_oo
coll g cadet know that their tanclin in th ir cla
and the rtai?ty of a d1ploru:
ar n t affected by their record in th m1litary lepartmcnt, th y ~-ill do v ry muc
a they please. In th be managed colleges proficiency in the military departrucnt
i ' a requirement, and should be in all.
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· "Having concluded his interview, the inspector should make a written report of
the views of the pre ident or other college authorities as to the status to be given
the military department, the probable number and obligations of the cadets, the
facilities for instruction and for tile care of Government property. On the character of this report the detail may be mad or withh ld."
Lieut. Col. P. D. Vroom r eports :
,
''Some progress has undoubtedly been made in military instruction in colleges
during the last few ye:us, but the whole ystem could, in my opinion, be mat rially
improved. " " " I believe the law should be so amended as to further require
the in titution to have not less than one hunclrecl male tudents capable of bearing
arms habitually in attend~nce. The law should fnrthflr provide that no offic r shall
be detailed to college duty who has not bad at lea. tten years' service in the Army."
Capt. George B. Walker, ixth United States Infantry, who inspected three
colleges, says:
"It appear t o me proper that no officer should be detailed to a college until such
institution ha formally agreed to certain conditions, which, if not carried out by
the end of the first year, should cause the discontinuance of the military department
at that institution.
ome such conditions might be the following: (1) An effective
support of the military instructor by the faculty in matters of discipline. (2) Every
cadet should appear in complete uniform for military duty. (3) " " " (4.) Cadet
chevrons should be worn to indicate all rank . (5) A flag should be hoisted at all
times during daylight.
"In looking for proper stations for military instructors, probably the following
would furnish the mo t fruitfnl field: (1) tate universities or agricultural colleges.
(2) Highly endowed pay schools, such as the Cathedral School of New ork. Sectarian s hool are too often dependent on tuit.ion fee to have tbe pow r to prop rly
support the military instructor. (3) Privat military schools." " " *
The regulations gov ruiner the detail of officers, pres ribecl by the
cretary of
War, permit military professor to perform al o other duties than those pertaining
to military in. truction, and receiv compensation th r for. The rc•ports 'how that
at 56 institutions tliey utilized th ir spar tim with profit to them olve and the
coll ges, a,nd at 4.8 they rec ived extra compensation, rangin,r from $100 to $1,200
per annum. In 13 case ther wa no compen ati n for the extra. labor, an<l iu 5
cases there wa~ no additional labor for th extra, compensation. At 12 institutions
th y were also provided with quart rs in addition to the comp nsation, ancl at 7
they received quarters without additional compen ation. The extrn dntie performed by them included instruction in mathematic , language , la.w, hi tor,v, and
other branches of science as well as clisciplina y urp rvision, serving on committees,
inspection of quarters, etc. At one institution the military professor reports that
be instructed a cla of militia officers in the neighboring city.
At 5 schools bands or drum corp have b n organized which
Band.
are usually upport d by th institution, st1ppleruent cl in many
instanc s by voluntary contributions and subscriptions. The
provi ions for the bao.d seem to be liberal at some schools, where the members
are paid a regular salary, or allowed their tuition fees, or uniform d and equipped
free of charge. A well-conducted band is an important adjun t to a military organization. On of the military profes or , who rai eel a band during the past yc•ar by
subscription, reports that it adds more than anything lse to his department, as he is
now enabled to haYe ceremonies to relieve the monotony of drill.
The national flag is di play d at 75 institutions from a flagFlag di play.
staff on the grounds or from one of the a ademic buildino- , but
there seems to be no uniform rule for its display. At 51 in titutions it is ordinarily di played from morning until evening with som variation, ,
and at 24 it flies only on special occasions. The di play of tbe national flag at in titntions where an officer of the Army is the in tructor se m most proper, ancl it has
been engge t d that this requirement be made one of the conditions for tbe <1 tail
of an army officer. It is also suggested that the flag b raised and lower cl and
saluted daily, and at all times as pres ·ribed in the Army regulation . At 1 institutions the military organizations carr.v the national color ; 18 also the, tate, s~bool,
regimental or battalion flag; at 7 institutions a flag is ' arrie<l, but it is not national,
and at 14 no flag i carried.
At the following in titution lo ated in as many tat , , the
Legal recognition.
military organizations have b n made a pai:t of th Jati nal
Guard of the tata or giv n at least a legal ex1st nee nnd r the
tate laws: State Agri ultural oll g~ of Colorado,
rthern llli~oi . orm~l ch 1,
.Agricultural and Me hanical College of the tate of Mi si ipp1, Umv~r 1ty ?! the
tate of Mi ouri, Bingham chool of orth arolina, out? C~r bn_a. 11htary
Academy, A~ri ultural Colleg of outh Dakota, orw~ ·h Ill". r_1ty o~
rmont,
Virginia Military In titnte, and West irginia nivers1ty. This 1s a~ mer_,
of
three over the number reported in 1 95. Maj. J.P., anger r p~rt on tb1R nl),Ject:
' ' It would seem that the coll g battalions should b , orgamzecl ull(ler the laws of
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the States in which they are located, and form part of the State military force,just
as the Corps of Cadets, West Point, is a part of the Regular Army. Otherwise they
ar anomalies of military organization, recognizing no military authority, State or
ational. No military organization whatever shuuld be permitted in this country,
in peace or war, except b y authority of law, and our colleges and universities should
recognize and teach this.principle. Again, no better plan of raising th e standard of
discipline and instruction in college battalions has suggested it elf to me than by
incorporating them in the National Guards of the States, and to a qualified extent
bringing them under the laws of t he State.
"The officers should be commissioned by the governors of the St::Ltes, and forcertain offenses the cadets should be amenable to trial by c~mrt-martial, as is now the
case at several institutions. The cadets would not necessarily b e called on for military duty, ave in great emergencies, but be given all available time for their
aca.demic work. As a certain result, they would come in time to provide the States
with well-instructed, well-di ciplined young officers and noncommissioned officers
ompetent in all respects to serYe in the National Guard or volunteers, and this
would se m to be their 1 gitimate purpo e."
This seems specially applicable to State im1titutions, many of which already
receive sub tantial aid from their State government for t]J.eir military department,·
such as funds for various purposes, loan of tents, arms, and equipments, use of armory,
tc. The tate of Rhod Islan,1, for instance, appropriated $45,000 for a drill hall
and a recitation ball at the College of Ao-ricultur and Mechanic Arts at Kingston;
outh Carolina $20,000 for the maintenan e of 6 b neficiary State cadets at the
outh Caro~ina Military Acad my; Virginia $30,000, part of which for the maintenance of 50 tate cadets at the Vir~inia Military In ti tut ; Missouri $5,000 for clothil}.g for it tate University, and otn r States are on record as rendering substantial
aid to these schools.
The orders of 1893 prescribed the course of instruction and the
:llilitar,Y course.
minimum number of hours to be devoted thereto, which, fo1·theoretical instruction, must be at least one hour per week, and for
:practical, at least two hours. The former shall be by recitation!J and lectures includm o-, as far as practicable, a systematic an<1 progressive course in the drill regulo.tions, preparation of the usual reports and returns pertaining to a company, the
organization and administration of the United l';tate Army, and the elementary prindples ~overning the art of war.
urely less than this could hardly be accepted aa
the mam work of a profe sional soldier under full pa,y and as io-nment to duty under
regular orders. The practi al course em braces i:imall-arms target practice and, as far
as po ible, all the movements prescribed by th e Drill Regulations applicable to a
battnlion; artillery instruction pertainino- to the formation of detachments, manual
of tho piece, mechanical man n \'ere, aimrng drill, sab r exerci
and target practice;
in.· truction in tbe dut,r of entfoels and, where practicable, astraruetation. In the,
prac·tical onrse especially the be t results are mmalJy obtained where all the cla . es
are in the military departm nt ancl wher asy tematic and progressive course is possibl ; bot where only one class i under in traction, 'Ompelling the military profe sor
to begin each. ear anew with a new set of studentR, the reverse onditions obtain.
Tb followin(J' scheme of in truction i sugg68t cl by Maj. E. A. Garlington a
appli ·abl to th averao- instHution having 100 cadets or mor
PB

TICAL COUR E.

All cla.. :
Infantry Drill Re(J'ulation
chool of the oldi r, ompany, and Battalion.
Extended order to includ th 1 a.ttalion.
Advance guard, r r gnard, outpo t.
remoni applicable to th organizati n.
Camp and mar b s.
mall-arm tar et pra ·tice.
uard dutyMannal of uard J uty, A. G. . 1 3 .
..Iinor Tactic , lution of ]em ntar~, problem. suitecl to the locality and org::mjzation.
,'enior or fir, t cla :
Preparation of r turn and r por pertaining to a company.
Junior or cond cla :
Artillery Drill R gulation oruenclature of pie and arri g .
cho 1 of the annone r.
Exer is for two or more gun det chm nts di mounted.
ophomor or third cla :
ign, 1 drillignaling with flag , nd h liogr ph-Arm. code.
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THEORETICAL COURSE,

Senior and junior, or first and second classes:
Infantry Drill Regulations.
Maunal of Guard Duty.
Senior or first class:
Minor Tactics'\Vagnrr's Cat chi ·m.
Outposts, advance and rear guards.
Army Regulations.
LecturesA short course to amplify and explain above scheme.
Army organization ( nited tate ) and administration.
Militir~ of tate where institution i located.
Volunteer forces and their relation to the United States.
ignificance of military instruction in civil institutions.
Junior or second cla s:
Artillery Drill Regnlationschool of annoneer.
Exercises for two or more gun detachments dismounted.
Theory and use of sights. (Artillery circular ro. 1 of 1 93.)
He says that:
"In some ca e the president and some of the faculty favor the department, while
other members oppose it, sometimes overtly, but usually indirectly. I think I am
safe in sayin~ that the case is rare when ~1nyone in authority favors the clepartment
a a means of educating young men in military science and tactics with a view to
graduating them sufficiently well trained to be of value a officers of volunteers iu
case the country should need them."
To make any onrso succe ful, the hearty ooperation of the colleg authorities i
nece ·sary. There :ue now about 17 schools at which it appears military instruction
is not fully encouraged by the college authorities, or where it is merely permitted to
comply with t he law.
.
.And it inay indicate the favorable conditions and proO'ress <:luring the past year
that a t 92 school · the military department and in traction is 1·egnlarly pr scrilled,
cata)ogued, and published; at 571 proficiency in the military department is ne essary
for a diploma, and at several a separate military diploma or certificat is given. At
66, m dals, prize , and other inducements are o1fored for ex cellence in military work,
and the Arm y Register publi I.Jes annually the names of the graduates fFom ach
coll o·e who have shown the greatest proficiency in military work.
redit is al o
g iYen in cJa A standing at 56 schools for theoret.ical militar y tudies, and at 41 for
practical military work. But there seems to be still inuch room for improvement,
as shown by the report of Maj. F. Moore, who says:
" There are even of these institution wh1-1re no c1· dit i O'iven for instruction in
the military department, and at other various value are g iven. It will only be
thorouO'hly learned and popular when students are required to be proficient in the
departm nt before they an graduate, and credit i given them for their work th
same as in any other bran ·h taught."
It bas been sngge ted in previons reports, and is again submitted for con ideration, tbat a board, composed of officer who have h,td experien e with the matter of
military instruction at the e institutions, be convened for the purpo of devi. i,ng a
scheme of in traction elastic en01wh to be applicable to all la se of civil schools
a n d at the same time in UI'e th greatest uniformity practicabl . Maj. J.P. Sanger
report :
" ome modification of this cour.c;e of instruction and of the time to be giv nit,
a s pre cribed in Oeneral Orders No. 93 of 189S, is most e 1:1ential. Nor hould the
cours be the same for all institutions. .A colleg like the irginia Military Institute, or outh Carolina Military Academy , or Pennsylvania or Michigan military
a ademies, which a. pire to the reputations of fir t-cla1:1s military schools, should
certainly have a more extended coarse of instruct ion than a purely classical school
w ith a military annex.
" But the minimum course in any college should be sufficient to comp nsate th
Go vernment for the services of the offi er, and insure well-trained offi ·era and noncomm i sioned officers of infantry .11
Perhap th best plan might be to cla sify these institutions, and grade t hose of
ea h class to uniform methods. On this subject 'apt. E. wilt reports :
" From my observation of th se an(l oth r school I am of opinion that they should
be :la sified as follows:
·
'
" 1. chools where students appear in uniform at all times and are onst antly under
military discipline.
.
'' 2. Colleges which receive assistance from the Government and are r qmrecl hy
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law to maintain a military department, where the students are under military snpervision for abont three hours per week.
"3. Colleges, private institutions, and the like, re('eiving no ai<l from the Government and very little from other sonrces, in which the students are nnder th same
military upervision as in the second class.
"4-. Public schools which have not yet been recognized by a detail of an oflfrer.
"It is my opinion that the detail of an officer to an institution of the first class is
only justified when the number of. students able to bear arm is 100 at least an11
where facilities for instruction are ample in all respects. At an institution of the
second claAs the authorities should bo required to furnish ample facilities for the
instruction of at least 150 students. It should be insisted that this number will be
available, and that attendance will be compulsory for more than three hours in a
week. It is observed that the minimum requirements of the War Department are
not faithfully complied with in many case., although the acceptance of the services
of an officer of th Army ought to be a tacit agreement to those condition A. In some
ca es students are excus d on pretexts that should not be admitted; the theoretical
cour e is sometimes voluntary, sometimes only ouligatory on the cadet officers, and
often the entire course is voluntary.
"InAtitutions of the third-class above mentioned are often unable, even if they
wish, to give proper standing an<l dignity to the military department. They som times u e the military d partment as an advertisement, do not fulfill what they
promise, and thus th officer is placed in an anomalous and embarrassing position.
, uch an institution should not be recogniz d. It appears to me that the employment
of an excellent officer at some plac with a little company of poorly nniformed and
in tructed students is ridiculous, ancl tends to belittle the offic r in the eyes of the
people at large. Better employment would uot be ha1·d to :find.
"The law which styles these officers as professor of' military science . nd tactics'
should be hanged. An examination of the course pursued n t our n t famous
schools might 1 ave some doubt. in the profe sional millll if eYen yet th, have succeeded in perfecting a ourse of that de ription . Tbe <:our eat these t .ool mu t
be elementary, and tbe so-called theoretical ourse appears to be largely tak en up
with a study of the drill book. Of all the courses taught at most of these institution the military has the least time given to it and the military certificate or diploma
is the mo t heaply obtained. It mt11:1t give the people of these places-faculty as
well as students-a mean and rroneons idea of our profo sion to :find that tlter<' i
so little in a course of' military science and tactic . . ' The opposite impres ion must
ha,e been intended by ongress in authorizing these details.
"Much of the difficulty is du to the lack of a uniform system. If the more
mode t title of 'military training' were accepted in place of 'military scienc and
tactic ,' ancl if a uniform ystem of 1 cture and recitations were pre cribed for all
it would improY the ·ervice. The lectures ne d not be elaborate-some of them
should be no more than careful di en ions of portion of the drill hook. It might
be well tor quir that opie of all lecture be ubmitted to the In pector-Gcneral.
" fore tim shonld be in istecl on £ r the military department of institution ,
which now gi ,·o tw hours in a week for drill and one hour for theor<'tical work.
Two hour in :L week i not uffici nt for proper practical in trnctions in drill, target practice, marchina, and gnard dnty. As a con equence·tho who are tron,,. in
one direction will be weak in another-accordina to the branch that they have practiced mo t. It hould be under tood that a fair proficiency in a few drill mov meat
is not all that i required in the pra tical cour e. A higher tan<lard hould also be
s t for the theor ti al cour e."
lfaj. E. A. Garlington, who in p ted 18 chool. located in th , onth Atlanti di tri t, cla sified th m a follow :
1. Tational in titutions receiving an in ome from the nitecl tat .
2. tate institution r c iving an inc m from the tate.
3. Town instituti ns re hing income or a sistanc of som kind from th town
or village in which locat d.
4-.
cta.rian in titution receivin in ome or as i tanc of iom kind, or wbich
are gornrned, in wh le or in part, by, religious d nomination.
5. Privat institution own d and controlled by individual or corporation , and
dep nd nt on tuition£
Following out thi icl
following table with ea<:h in titution in:
its proper c1a :
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Institution.

National. .............. .Alabama Agricultural and Mechanical Colleg , Auburn.
Florida .Agricultural Colleiro, Lake City.
NorLh Georgia A.,.ricultural ollege, Dahlonega.
Agricultural a,nu"Mechanical College of Kentucky, Lexi11gton.
Agricultural ancl M.echimical College of the State of Missi sippi, Oktil,b ha
I County.
orth Carolina Col1'1ge of Agri ultmal and fecbanical .Arts, Raleigh.
Clemson .Agri ·ultural College, l mson, S. C.
niv rsity of Tennessee, Knoxvill , Tenn.
Slate . .. . . . . ... . . . ... . .
niversity of lal>ama, Tuscnloosa.
East l!'londa eminary, Gainesville.
outh Carolina Military .Academy, Charleston.
Towu. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gordon Institute, Barno. vHl , Ga.
M.iddl Georgia Military and .Agricultural College, hlilledg vill .
larian ........ ...... Central University of Kentucky, Richmond.
eorgetown Colleg<¼, Georgetown, Ky.
Private................ Bingham cl.1001, .Asheville, N. C.
Davis cbool, 1Vinston, . C.
Danville Military Institute, Dan\'ille, Va.

I

•

Of the national chools ho says:
"The national schools have receiv d during the year approximately $260,000
(including th appropriation und r the Hatch act- xp rimenta,l stations), anc1 have
appropriated for th ir military d partments about $1,500, or sli~htly ov r on -1.ialf
of 1 p r cent. The greateBt amount was approprin,ted at th Agncultmal Coll ge of
Alribama, $-l 3.2 ; the small st at the Florid:t Agri ultnral Coll g , $35.75.
"It will be observ ·<-1 that the nitc<l , tat s has directly appropriat t1 a larg sum
of mon y toward the suppoYt of the n:itjonal s ·bools. When w adcl to this tho
pay and allowances of the prof. ssors of military s ·i nco and tacti R, ancl the value
of eq uipm nt proviclN1 by th
ov rnm •nt, the aggregat sum will a,v racr ahout
$40 000 p er scliool of this class.
'' Th law says of these schools that * * * 'Th 1 ading obje t shall be, without ex ·luding- oth r scientific aucl classical stucli s ancl including military ta:}tics,
to teach such bran hes as are r lated to agricultnral and rn chanic art .' * * *
While the agricultural and mechanic art., or the indu trial foatnr , is th preclominant idea, tho tucly of military tactics ia requir cl by the rganic law, and tb
military department should have the same titanding a any other department of the
coJlege."
fad, J. P. anger, who in pe ted 11 colle~os also located in the onth Atlantic
clistrict, arranged them in three classes, as follows:
CLA s

A-Military coll ges.

1. Virginia Military Institute.
2. Pennsylvania Military Col1eg
CLASS

B-.Agricullural colleges.

1. Virginia Polytechnic Institut .

2. PC'nnsylvania tat
ollege.
3. Maryland Agricnltnral 'oll g
4. niver ity of W st irginia.
5. Delaware State College.
CLASS

C-.tl..ll oth

1'

coll ues.

1. Girard 'ollege.
2. Grove City oll ge.
3. t. John's Coll ge.
4-. Allegheny Coll gc.
In this onuo ·tion he reports:
.
", hen we ·onsider the larg amount, $12,000,000, in land and _rip clonat •cl.by th
overum nt to the agri nltural college , th amount in,: t cl rn arm , tc ·, n w
loaned for purpo es of instro tion, ov r $350,000, th a,lan a.ncl allo~ an · s of tlio
Army offi · ,rs who h:.w e b en en:raged on this cluty sin ·e 1 2, amounti_u g D?W t nu
annual expenditure of $255 596 .56, we may form some id a, fth I> cmnary lll_ter ts
of the Govemment in th ~ev •ral institutions and of the ff~rts pnt for ht impart
military training to the yontb of this C'ountry. That th m " tmeut hr been a
:poor one in many in tan •e. , few will dii-;pute who know the fa ·ts.
n the other
w.A.It 07--18
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hand, no one can deny the wisdom of the legislation or the plain duty of the War
Department to make it effective, not in a few institutions only, but in every one to
which an officer of the Army may be detailed. There is a natural tenden cy amon g
all classes of our people, not professional soldiers, to shirk military duty. It is
natural enough, for we are not a military people, making but little or no preparation
for war until war is upon us, when, following a purely commercial instinct, we
vainly try to make dollars do for discipline as well as for all other essentials.
"The theory that it is the duty of ev-ery citizen to arm in the defense of the country
bas in times past enrolled hundreds of thousands of American citizens in the ranks
of our army, but with the passing of the enthusiasm which has prompted the movement, and being unsustained by discipline, straggling, absence, ancl desertion have
followed in every army we have ever raised. These are grave military gffenses in
all armies, in a,ll countries, and have been so from the beginning, because of their
demoralizing and clisintegratingin:fluences. Military instruction in our colleges can
do a great deal toward the suppression of these evils in the future by the inculcation of correct military principles. But in order to do this the colleges must be protected against tho malingering influences to which they are exposed, and to which
many of them yield. The legislation which had its ori~in in our deplorable lack of
preparation disclosed by the civil war, muet receive a different interpretation. It is
probably correct to say that the statute of 1866 did not contemplate the detail of an
officer to any institution at which there were less than 150 male students, or that •
any of them physically qualified would be exempt by the college authorities from
drill, or at that any institution to which an officer might be sent there would be no
practical military instruction whatever.
"Of the 104 colleges to which officers were detailed last year, 45 had less than 100
students under instruction, and 7 of these had less than 50. At Harvard Colle~e there
has been no military organization and no drill, which are the principal, in fact, the
only, means at the disposal of the officer of teaching discipline; for, unlike many
other military accomplishments to which men are born, discipline must be learned.
* " "' Our unquestioned duty is to correct the defect made manifest b y our experience in dealing with the subject through a p eriod of thirty-five years. As the
statute of 1862 and those enacted subsequently are apparently capable of different
coustru tion, I suggest such a modification as will limit the detail of officers to
institutions having not less than 150 male students capable of receiving practical
military fostruction."
Theoretical in truction has been given at all schools, except 8;
Theoretical course. at 14 it was confined to the cadet officer and noncommi ioued
officer · at 12 it was optional or elective or voluntary, and at 68
it was compulsory npon one or more or all classes. The time devoted to this cour e
durincrtho year at the several hool variedfromfivetoovertwo hundred hours, and at
24 it ex eeded :fifty hours. The s ope and nature of the in trnction ha u ually been
left to the discretion of t,h military in tructor, thns enabling him to establi h de irable coheren e between theorcti al and practical in truction and apply to the one
what is taught in the other.
Maj. E. A. Garlin crton reports:
"Each profes or of military science and tactics has arranged a schedule of
instruction presumably best suited to the local conditions; a a rul , it includes the
Infantr Drill R ulation , Guard fanual, portions of the Army Regulations, Elements of 1ilitary cience, and 1 ctures on a variety of ubject more or le s related
to the military . Where text-1 ook are u ed and recitation re11uired, the stnden
r tain om knowledge of the subjects treated; but where the l ctur sy tern, withont recitation , prevail the impr i n left upon the mincl of the students is very
vague and hadowy, There has been a very general improvement, howev r, ince
1895.
"The 'pr pa.ration of the u ual report and returns pertaining to a company' i ,
with on or two xception , n gle ted entirely. 'Tho organi7,ation and admim tration of the nitecl tate rmy' rec ives s me attention, but not enou h, and th r
i a t nd ncy to negle ·t th ' lem nta.ry principles governing the • rt of war in an
att mpt to deal with hi tori al ev nt involving tactical questions beyond the compreh nsion of the ud n .
Pra tical in truction ha been given at all chool exc pt one,
m racing tting-up and cali thenicex rcise · sqnad, company,
Practical cours .
and battalion drills; artiller ·, c, valr , and ignal drill · par. d
r vi w , and insp ction ; guard moantin , patrol , advan e nard and outpo t.
targ pr, ctic , minor ta tic , campin and field xerci . At 64. chool prachcaJly all th la
are nroll d in the militar department; at 30, one o~ mo_r ~f
th la e r x u 1, and , t 7 th cour e i volnnt,
or 1 ctive, which 1 m
clonbtful a cord with the r qnir m n of th law.
her bat one cla i x n d
fr m th se ]rill. it i u ually tho nior. Tb time devoted to thi work ,ari <1 from
2 to 100 hours daring th
ar. A 47 hools it e ce ded 100 hours a ·h antl
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it was less than 80 hours eaeh. It would seem that with :m average school year of
40 weeks these 30 colleges hardly come up to the minimum roquirements of the vVar
D partment,, and 2 hours p r week for this work looks like a meager allotm nt of
time. At sorno of the school. a progr ssive, systematic instruction in drill provails,
and admirable results have been obtained, while at others the results leave much to
bed sired.
Maj. E. A. Garlington says:
"At all the schools except four, where th number of students would not permit,
instruction has included the school of tho battalion in closo ord r. The drills
before the inspector cleveloped t.be n ed of more carefn l instruction in the school of
t he soldier. Jearly all of tho faults observecl were traceable to tho fact that instructiou in this school was lmuiecl and sup rficial. The result is that there are only a
few organizations in which the adets are well set up or show a smart, snappy,
alert demeanor. The :first principles of marching, Jeno-th of step, and handling of
the legs are in most in tance neglected altogether after a few drills, so that the
cadets walk rather than march. To show the value of l)ractice in marching, one of
the best battalions inspected has less than three hours of instruction per week, but
marches to music to and from meals three times a day.
"Ignoran e of tho proper commands for 'the firings' is vory general. As these
commands form the basis of fire discipline, and in their 11hraseology teach the lem nts of fire control, failure to tea h tb mis a very serious omi sion.
"Many of the instructors apparently fail to grasp the fnll significance of the idea
that thorough work in the school of the soldier makes the ubsequent drill very
n arly in truction of offic rs only. Of course ther are difficulties in carrying out
th idea, such as fluctuations in attenclanc , want of ki.lled in tructore, the d sire
of the stud nts th ms lv s to 'g t into the ompany,' and of th authoritie to 'make
a sh w,' but I think it is entil' ly f asible to devote more time to individual instruction if th officer, will insist upon it."
But th r are oth r obstacl . Thero ar 5 school that have practically no drill
ground, and at 1 school the only drill gronncl availabl is a mil di t ant; and at
4 of thes tho provision
ven for indoor <lri11 are inad qnat . At ev ral oth rs
the siz of tb drill ground is limited, and over 50 per c nt report insufficient faciliti s
for indoor exerci es. Of course these conditions affect the scope and thoroughness
of military exercises to some extent .

.APPE DI

B.

LIST OF THE INSPECTIONS A SIG ED THE SEVERAL DISTRICTS.
ORTII ATLANTIC.

Posts.-Forts Schuyler :mcl Slocum,N. Y.; Fort Trumbull, Conn.; Fort Adams, R. I.;
Fort Warren, Mass.; Fort Prebl , Me.; Fort Ethan .Allen, Vt.; Plattsburg Barracks,
Madison Barracks, Forts iagaraand Porter, vVest Point, Forts Columbus, Hamilton,
Wood, and Wadsworth, and Will ts Point, . Y.
Arniories and arsenals.-Springfield Armory and Wat rtown Arsenal, Mass.; Kennel)ec Arsenal, Me.; "\i\Tatervliet and ew ork Arsenal, N. Y., and andy Hook
Proving Ground and nited tates Powder Depot, . J.
Supply clepots.- ubsist nc depot at Boston, Mass., and ew York, . Y.; Quart rma ter' depot and medical d pot at ew York, . Y.
Recniiling slctlions.- ew York, , Y.; Bo ton, Mass.; Albany, . Y., aud military
posts where e. tablisbed.
Collegea.-The military department of civil institutions of learning at whi h an
officer of the Army i detailed are located , t "ew Haven, Conn.; Kingston ancl
Providen e, R. I.; Amher t, Bo. ton, and Cambridg , fa, s.; urham
. H. · Orono,
Me.; axtons River, orthfield, and Burlington, t.; Ithaca,, Maulin , Fort Pla.111,
Poughkeepsie, Cornwall n Hudson, Fordham, and ew York, . Y.; and ew
Brun wick and South Orange, . J.
Di. lmr ruent. and account of dislmr ing offi ers at the ahove-namecl o. tH,
ar enal , armories, supply d potH, ancl at ew Loudon, 'onn.;
wport, R. I.;
Bo. ton, Mas . ; Portland, Me.; Burlington, t., and Oswogo, Buffalo, 'overnor
Island, and New York, , Y.
80 TU ATLANTIC.

Poats.-Forts McHenry and Washington, d.; Washington Barracks, D. C. · Forts
My r nncl Monr , Va.; , t. Francis Barra •ks, K y \' , t B, rracks, and Fort Barrancas, :F la. ; Jackson Barracks, La., and Fort M ·Pherson, a.
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.L1.rsc1uils ancl ci1·11wl'ics.-Allegbcny and Frankford arsenals, Pa.; Fort Monroe
Ars nal, Va., and Augusta Arsenal, Ga.
upply depots.-Quartermaster's depots at Philadelphia, PcL., aucl Washington, D.
C., ancl subsistence depot at New Orleans, La.
Recrniting stations.-Pittsburg, Harrisburg, ancl Philadelphia, Pa.; Richmond,
Va., ancl military post were e.,tn,blished.
Collcff''S.-The military departments of civil institutions of learning tit which an
officer of the Army is detailed, located at Morgantown, W. Va.; incimrnti, Wilberforce, Granville, ancl Columb1v, Ohio; Meadville, Grove City, Stntc College, Lancaster, Philadelphia, and ()bester, Pa.; Newark, Del.; Coll ge Park autl Annapolis,
Md.; Lexington, Blacksbmg, and Danville, Va.; Asheville and Raleigh, . C.;
Charleston, ·. C.; GainesvHle ancl Lake City, li'la.; Milledgeville, Barnesville, and
Dahlonega, Ga.; Clemson, S. C.; Auburn, Ala.; Baton Rouge, La.; University, Ala.;
A 0 Ticultural College and St. Thomas Hall, Holly 'priugs, Miss.; Knoxville, Tenn.;
and Richmond, Lexington, and Georgetown, Ky.
Disbursements and accounts of disbursing officers at the above-named posts, arsenal , armories, supply depots, and at Washington, D. C.; Pittsburg, MiclYale,, outh
Bethlehem, and Philadelphia, Pa.; Wilmington, Du Pont Powder Works, near Wilruinaton, ancl Delaware City, Del.; Baltimore, Md.; Norfolk, Ya.; Wilmington, N.
C.; Charl ston, S. C.; avaonah, Ga.; St. Augustine, Fla.; Montgomery and Mobile,
Ala.; ew Orleans and Fort St. Phihp, La.; Vicksburg, Miss.; Atlanta, Ga.; and
Chattanooga, Tenn.
·
J\IIDDLE.

Posts-Fort herhlan, Ill.; Fort Bracly, Mich.; Fort Snelling, Minn.; Jefferson Barra ks, Mo.; Fort Logan H. Roots, Ark.; Fort Thomas, Ky.; Uolnmbus Barracks,
Ohio; and Fort Wayne, Mich .
.Arsenals a1ul annoriea.-Rock Island Arsenal, Ill.; St. Louis powder depot, fo.;
Columbia An;enal, Tenn.; and Indianapolis Arsenal, Ind.
npply depots.-Quartermaster's, subsistence, and m dical depots at St. Louis, Mo.;
quartermaster's clepot .at Jeffersonville, Ind.; and subsistence depot at Chicago, Ill.
Reol'uiting Blalions.-Cbicao-o, Ill.; Milwaukee, Wis.; St. Paul, Minn.; St. Louis,
Mo.; ashville, Teun.; Evansvill and Indianapolis, Ind.; Louisville, Ky.; Cincinnati and Cleveland, Ohio; and military posts were establish d.
Army and avy Hospital at Hot 'prings, Ark.
CollegeB.-Tho military departments of ch,jl fastitutions of learning at which a.n
offic r of tl10 Army is detailed, lo ated at Delafi ld and Appl t n, Wis.; Fargo, N.
Dak.; Minn apolisandFaribault, Minn.; Madison, Wi . ; Dixon, Gal sburg, and Upper
.Alton, Ill.; , 't.Lonis, lo.; Mempbi anclL banon, Tenn.; Vincenu s, Ind.; Delaware
and Ada, Ohio; Orchard Lake and Lansing, Mich.; Greencastle, Culver, and Lafayett , Ind. · and hampaign, Ill.
Disbursem ·nts and a. count of clislnm~ing oflic rs at tho above-named po ts,
ar ena.l, armori , supply d pot , hospital , and at Milwaukee, Wis.; Duluth and
t. Paul, Minn.; Rock I land, Ill.; St. Loni , Io.; Little Ro k, Ark.; I mph is and
n hville, Tenn.; Lonisvill •,Ky. ; Cincinnati and Cl veland, Ohio; Detroit and Grand
Rapid 1 .. 1icb,; and Chicago, Ill.
ORTIIER .

Post~.-Fort Lognn, olo.; Forts Riley :mcl L avenworth, Kans.; Forts rook,
Tiobrara, and Robinson, T br.; Fort :M ade, . Da.k.; I• ort
, Camp feITitt, and
FortKeogb, :M ont.;FortYate, T.D.k.·FortYellowtone,
111patLower yer
in,\ yo., and 'amp Pilot Batte, and 1''orts \Va bakie,
. A. Ru, s 11, Wyo.
lt]Jply depot .-. 'uh ·
t
01wer, Colo.; Kan
ty, fo,, and maha,
>r., and qnart rma
a, ebr.
ollege.~.-'fbe mili
civil institutions of learni.ng at which an
offic r of th
· c
f, nhattan and Baldwin,
·ington, Boouvi
ol
t Pleasant, Iowa 'ity, don
and
dar Ji all
r
ilion, . Dak.; Lincoln an
br.;
Laramie, :\
o
olo.
i bur e
ac
bur mg officer at the a.boY -named p t
ncl
upply d p
t K
, )Io.; Omaha, Tebr. · ioux 'i y, low · Bi marck,
J , Dak,, and Denver, Colo.

F
P,
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n Di<' o B.
an
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z
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Sau - ntouio
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Recniiting stations.-Dallas, Tex., ancl military posts where establishecl.
Collcges.-Arkansas IlHlustrial Univer ity, Fayetteville, Ark.; Ouachita Baptist
College, Arkadelphia, Ark.; Austin College, Sherman, Tex.; Baylor University,
·waco, Tex., and the Agricultural ancl Mechanical College of Texas: College tation,
Tex.
Disbursements and accounts of di bursing officers at the above.named post. and
arsenal, and of other dis1)ursing officers at San Antonio and Galveston, 'l'ex., and
Albuquerque, N. Mex.
PACIFIC.

Posts.-Angcl Island, Alcatraz Island, Fort Mason, and B u:.cia Barracks, 'al.;
Vancouv r Barracks, ancl Forts Canby, Walla Walla, and pokane, \Vash.; Fort
Sherman, Idaho; Forts Missoula, I-farrison, aod As inniboinc, Mont.; Boise Bar•
racks, Idaho; :Forts Douglas and Du Chcsll{~, Utah, aucl Pre i<lio of Sau Francisco,
Cal.
.Arsencils.-B nicia Arsenal, al.
Siipply depots.--Quartermast r's, subsi tencc, and medical depots, San Franci co,
Cal.
R cruiting stations.-Portland, Or g.;
attle, ·wash., ancl military posts where
establi h d.
Colleges.-'fbe military departments of civil institutions of learning at whicl1 an
offi cer of the Army is d tail <l, locat <1 at B rkc] •y and an Rafael, Cal. ; Corvallis,
Oreg.; attle, Wash.; Moscow, Idaho; Pullman, Wah.; Bos •man, Mont.; Logan,
Utah , and R no, N v .
Disbursements autl accounts of c1ishursing offic rs at the above•namcd posts,
arsena.1, supply depot. , aud at Portlan<1, Or g.; Vaucouv r Barracks,, attl ', a,ml
pokane, Wash.; 11 1 na, font., an<l n.n Francisco, Cal.
OTR.- ot to exce cl three l)erio,li al tourr; of insp ·tion will he maclo ach year
to such of tbe places :ui th In pector·G n nil of tbe Army may designate, and such
ung-arrisoned posts and national c moteries a are a.long the general route of travel
will l e inspect d once in two years.

PPE DI

0.

Statements showing confract price, and amount Jlltrcliased, of 20 princi11al a1·ticles oj food
at the several Branch es of the ational Honie for Disablecl Volnnteer oldiers, ancl the
niled latcs oldiers' Horne, TVasltinglon, D. 0.
Contract pri c for quart rending ,June 30, 1897.
Brancbes.

i

Corn- - , -,~alt--, Pota• ]'r h I Uod•
Flour, beef,
b •f, Coll e T <>a, l3acon, pork,
to s,
Jisl1,
flsh,
poulld. ponml. pom1d. po1md. j pound. pound. ]>~cl-_ pound. 1>0 □ 11<1. ponn<l.
Fresb

Cents.
2. 48
1. 96
Pacific............
2. 60
Western .......... {

Eastern...........

orthwes rn . . . .

U~}

C1!7ltS.
6. 73
5. 8!
5. 60
5.96

g: ~!

1

Cents.
4. 94

~ents.
11;;
18. 5
3
19. 2
4.97 19

I OentB.
2.t. 5
29

....... .

}

1

13. 5
28
1

Marion .. . . . . . . . . .
2. 90 {
5g
l!J. 5
Central....... ....
2.17
5. 515 , ... ... . .. 1\ 625 1
.'outhnn ......... 1487
5 59
5 38 1 58
11itocl tates ol{
di rs'Home 3 ••••
1

2.00

Perbarr ].

5.75

2.G3

2

13.24

P r bushel.

24
29. 43
30
24
30

Gent.~; OentB.
6. 7o
4. 24
6. 45 1 4
8. 85
6. 75
7.70
5.23

7. 25
5. 47
5g
7.5

1

900

5. 47

1

1

9'.W

6.35

entB. Oents. Oenta.
O. I
3to 6!
5~
. 433
6. 5
5. 5
. 69 .............. ..
.65
7
7.6
2

39
29. 00
2 4.3

5

2

6. 2

3. r,

5

4

.75

5

3. 45

3Quart,,rending, pt.30, J 07.
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Statements showing contract price, and amount pn1·chased, etc.-Continued.
Contract price for quarter ending June 30, 1897.

Branches.

I

Fresh Navy
Sugar,
Sugar, Su&"ar,
Lima
mack- beans, beans
franuHam, Butter, Sirup, Cheese, A,
C,
erel, pound. pound'. / pound, pound. gallon. pound.
ated,
pound. pound. pound.
pound.
- -- - - Gents. Gents. Gents. Gents. Gents. Gents. Gent<1. Gents. Gents. Gents.

Eastern •....•••..
5. 24
Northwestern ....
7. 95
Paci1lc .......•.... .........
·western ....•.....
8. 25
Marion ........... 87
Central ...........
7.10
Sontbern .........
5}3
United States Solcliers' Home * ... .........
1

Per dozen cans.

Branches.

Eastern ......••••.
Northwestern ....
Pacific .........•.
\Vestern-. .........
Marion ...........
Central ...........
Southern ...... ...
U11itcd States Soldiers' Home* ...

2. 35 160
3. 75
1. 75
2. 37
1. 77
2
3. 50

1. 75
2. 23

3.132
2. 97

8. 72
9
10
9. 45
9. 25
9. 37
10. 05

1. 5

2.49

9.84

lH ·-------

2

H½

16
15
2 11. 39
17. 5

-------10. 5
2

4 12.

2

Oleomargarine.

3

18
10½
22
9. 875
26. 75 . ..........
28
11. 75
19
10. 25
16.95 10.125
23
11. 5
8. 98

15

Salt mackerel.

......... .
4. 2

--------

4. 34
4. 34

4. 485
4. 51
5. 025
4. 72
4. 4399
4.4.88
4.5

4.12

4.93

3. 77

.......... - .

...........
4.1249 ...........
3. 94
4. 243
3. 63
4.165
4.81

4 Butterine .

.A.mount (pounds) purcbasecl during quarter encling .June 30, 1897 .
..
Corn Coffee. Tea. Bacon. Salt
Pota- Fresh
F lour. Fresh
beef.
beef.
:fish.
pork.
toes.
--- --- --- --- - -- --- --- --91,532 41,586
94,080 110,000
82,320 82,618
131,600 89,673
90,000 28,239
245,000 277,019
1 800 149,356
38,512

30,276

10,283

4,800
12,000
16,400
28,000

8,704
13,797
9, ODO
38,442
22,296

8,838

4,795

.......... 15,000

.........

34,257

1,595
6,980
800 13, 000
1,595
8,983
1,164
4,914
911½ 5,300
4,165
3,850
2,137 13,500
555

1,985

7,600 113,700 12,700
3,000 150,000 15,000
2,000 96, 568 ·-----··
9,258
2,000 165, 960
18 2 1, 369
4,750
14,221 2 6,105 18,850
3,'200 2 3, 277! 7,555
5,629

24,671

Codfish.

--4,337
3,500

........ .

4,800

............

8,888
6,000
1,240

3, 010

.A.mount (pounds) purchased during quarter ending .June 30, 1897.
Branches.

Fresb. Navy Lima
mack- beans.
beans.
erel.

Ham. Butter. Sirup. Cheese. Su__er, su ~r,

- - - - - - --- - - - - - -

Eastern ........... 7,400
9,082
4,500
Northwestern .... 2,000
Pacific ...........
4,000
Western .......... 13, 200 8,400
Marion ........... 6 {, 200
5,077
Central ........... 18, 000 10,042
1,375
outhern ..... ... . 20,000
United tates old:iers' Home 7 • • •• --······ 1,200
1 :Barrels.
2

Bushels.

8 500
8,758
2,250 15,000
500
5,000
1,200 2,992
11,574
---·-···
3,757 44, 54.6
2,900 1,960

8 Cans.
• Oleomargarine.

50

5, 356.

17,746
16, 000
15,835
'20,304
14,205.5

426,,oc,·
si5 5, 760

6 Salt mackerel.
s Butterine.

Sugar,

ranu6 1ated.

--- - -- - - -

Galls.
358½ 5,209
75
3,500
1,084
895
3,696
212
3,300
737 13,200
329
7,150
57
7

1,423

21,467
43,958
10,700

.........
24,092
31,500

3,255
25,000
2, 365
4, 992
3, 092
8, 800
3, 342

6,598

6, 599

285

19, 099
8, 000
........

19,088
17,939

Quarter ending Sept. 30, 1897.
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J U DGE -ADV OCAT E - GE N E R AL, U. S. A.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
JUDGE•.ADVOO.A.TE GENER.A.L'S OFFICE,

Hon.

Washington, lJ, O., September 27, 1897.
RUSSELL A . .ALGER,

Secretary of War.
SIR: I ha e the honor to ubmit the annual report of the Judge•
Advocate•General Depal'tment for the twelve month ending Augu 't
31, 1897.
Commi ·sioned officer tried by general court-martial :
R cor<ls reported 11pou and ubmitted to the e retary of War for action
of the Pr ident ..... . ···-·· .............................. . : .. .... ....
3
Records rec ived, revised, and re ·orded, not r quirinO' tbe a tion of the
1~re id nt ( con \'ictecl).... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Cadets of tlrn United 'tates Military Academy tci <1 by general court-martial:
Re ords r ported upon and submitted to th , cretary of War...........
1
Enli teclmen tried by g(\neral court-martial (convicted, 1,263; acquitted, 116) .. 1,379
'fotal trhtls by general court-martial. ................................. 1 3
Trials by general onrt-martial:
'lwelve months ending Augu t 31, 1 96 ............ ...... ... ............ . 1 4 6
Twelve mouths ending An ust 31, 1 97 .................. . ............... J, 3 4.
Decrease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Decrease in number of tl'ials hy general ·ourt-martia], as compared wjt]1 pt· vions twelve montb :
Twelve months ending August 31, 1893 ..... .. . _... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .
Twelve months ending Augn , t 31, 1894 .... _.... __..... _........... ......
Twelv month ending Augnst31, 1 95...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ....
Twelve months ondin Augu t 31, 1896 ..... _............ _..... _. _. _.....
, Twelve months ending August 31, 1897 ................. __ ...............

102

28

9
461
2.J2
102

The followiug table hows, approximat ly, the numb r of conviction
of differentoffi nc by g neral court-martial during the tw lv month.·
ending ugu t 31, 1 07:
event enth article of war :
Losiu O' <·lotbing ..... _.... .................. _............. _. _ ... . _. .... _.
Lo: ing overnm nt property ..................... _.............. . _..... .
Tw~nil~itilga~i?;1h,i~L~~r·:· ··· ··· ···· ···· ······ ······ ···· ···· ···· ···· ···· ····
Di sr spect to commanding officer ....................................... .
Twenty·first artiC'le of war:
Assaulting superior offi cer..... . ....................................... .
A~tempt_in r to st~ike superior oflic-er .. ~··· ... .............. _ ........... .
D1 obeyrng upenor offic r ........ ................ __ ........... _ ....... .
Lifting up we~pon arr~dnst superior oflicer ........... _.. __ .... . ......... .

281

18

15
12

12
1
1

61
1
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Thirty-first article of war:
Lying out of quarters ...•••••.••••••••••..•.••.•...•...•....••••.... ___ _
Thirty-second article of war:
Absence without leave ...•.•....•••.•.•.•••••••••••••••.•.........•.••••
Thirty-third article of war:
Failure to attend drill, roll call, etc .•.••.••••••••••••••••••••......... _..
Thirik:{~!~::8t~c~ed:~;~~ ~ __ .••• _____ •• _•••••••••••••••••••• ________ . ____ _
Thirty-ninth article of war:
Quitting post.-----· ...•.••••.••••.•••••••••••.•••••••••.•••••••••••••••
Sleeping on post •.••.•.••••••...••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Fortieth article of war:
Quitting guard ...••......•.•....••.•..•..••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••
Forty-seventh article of war:
Desertion ....•...••••..•.••..•••••.•••••.•••••.•.••..•••••.•• _..••.•.•••
Sixtieth article of war :
Larceny ...•.•...............•••.••••........•....•••.••••••....•..•••••
Selling Government property ...•...•.•••••••••.•••••.•••••••...•.•••••••
Sixty-first article of war:
Duplication of pay vouchers .......••..•••.•••••.••••.•..•..•..........•
Other offences charged as "conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman" ..................•••....••..•.•..••••••..••...••••..............
Sixty-second article of war:
Absence without leave, not chargeable under the Thirty-second article of
war ....•...••...................••..........•.......•.•....••.....•..
Abusing public animal ......•..........••....•...........•....•••••.••..
Allowing prisoner to escape ..... ____ .....••••....••......•.......••• ---Assault ..•.••.......•.....••••...•.......................•••..••....•••.
Assault and battery ....•.......••..............•...................••••.
Assault with dangerous or deadly weapon .......••••....................
Assault with intent to kill ......•••. ________ ..••.•........•....•••..•••.
Assaulting a sentinel .............••••..............................•••..
Attempt to suborn a witness ...•••••••....••.......••..•.....•...... ---·
Breach of arrest ..••..............•••.....••.............•...... - . - - - - - Carrying concealed weapons ...•••••.•••..............•...•..•.•••••••..
Committing a nuisance ...•.......•.....•...•.•....•.•...•••.........••..
Disobedience of standing orders or regulations ....•..........•••.. - .. - . Disobeying commissioned officer ..•.•..........•••.................•. - - .•
Disobeying noncommissioned officer ...••...........•.....•...•.••••• - -..
Disobeying sentinel ....•..••.•.•••....••.•.......................• - •••. Disposing of clothing ....•.........••••....•.......••.....•......••••••.
Disorderly conduct ....................•••...•.........••...........•...
Disre pect to noncommissioned officer ....••....•...••••.....•....•...•..
Disrespect to superior officer ......•••......•...........•......••.•..••..
Disrespect to sentinel ....•.....•••••...•.••......•••.......•.•.•••••• - ..
Drunkenness ................•...•.•.......•...........•...........•• - - Drunk and disorderly .................•.........................•••.....
Drunkenness, etc., causing arrest, etc., by civil authorities ...........•..
Embezzlement ..................••••...............•.••...•....••.... - ..
Escaping from military prison ..•...........•.................•••...•.•..
Failure to pay debi;s .......•••••....•...•••....•...............••. - - - - - •
Fal1:1e statement or report ....•.... .....................•.......... -...•..
Fa.I e swearing .••......•....•........•.......•.........•••.....•...•••..
Fighting .......••......•.....•...•............................••••......
Forgery ................•................•••.• _........................ .
Fraudnl nt enlistment ........... ...........•....... ..•... ......... - - .. Indecent xposure of person ........................•............•• - - - - - In ubordinate conduct toward commissioned officer .................. - - - Insubordinate conduct toward noncommissioned officer ..••...••.•.. - • - •.
Larceny ...•......................................•........•... - - - - - -- • •
Malingering ...............................•.•.............••... - -..• - .•
Mali iously etting fii-e to a public building ••••.............••.......•.•
egle t of duty .........................•..•.................... -.. - - - . Perj nry ............••....•....................•.......... .... - --• • · - · • · •
Re i ting arrest .......................................•..... -.• - - • - · - - - •
Robbery ... ......•.•. ........................................... - • . • - - - •
elling, lo ing, oi- w, ting Gov rnm nt property .....•......... - . -. • - · - - ·
Thr a.tening superior officer .... ....•.......................... .. • - . • • • • Threatening noncommi ioned officer ................. .......... .. - • - •: •.·
i ord r tc., bar" la
concln t to th pr dudice of ood ord •rand military disciplin " (not includ d and r previous heads) .......... ••••·····

2
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249
122
32
29
21
244
11
3

2
6

52
5

12
30

47
22
8

1
1

59
2

5
30
25
165
10

2
50

19
9

1
105
55

2

1
1

50
1
4
4
2

2

66
1

.1
43
1
1
1
19
1
1
1
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The following table shows the d~sertions, classified according to the
limit of punishment prescribed in the executive order of the President,
published in General Orders, No. 16, Headquarters of the Army, 1895:
Num• \ Limit of
ber.
c~e~t~·

---------------------------1
Surrendered:
.After an absence of not more than 30 days ................................... .
.After an absence of more than 30 days .............•.......•..•........••...•.
.After an absence of moro than 30 days and prior conviction considered .•••••.
.Apprehended:
In service not more than 6 months at time of desertion........................
In service more than 6 months. . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • • • • • • . .
In service more than 6 mouths and prior conviction considered...............
l~t::a~~!°i~

~~ ~i:ir~~~:~i::: ::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::: :: :: :

Monthi .

22
81
2

12
18

64

18

3

42

30

=~,.··
72 1

30

2i: ail+

The number of trials by inferior courts.martial, the number resulting
i.n acquittal, and the number of different men tried in the different
departments are shown by the following table:
Trials.

Department of-

California .................................................. .
Colorado .............•.....••.......•..•...•.....•.•...•..•.
Columbia .... .................•.•.••......•.•................
J~ast ...........................••............. ... ............

~t!s J~i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Platte ........•......•..........•..•..•.•.•...•.•.•..........
0

Texas ....... ............................................... .
.At posts not in any of the above departments ..•••••.••..•..
Total .. .. . .............•...•.......••........•........

Garri• Sum•
ma1-y.
son.
18
36
20
90
15
'4
4tl
13
7
289

965
1,594
746
4,084
1,142
2,235
1,236
825
323
13, 140

973
1,630
766
4,174
1,167
2,279
1,282
838
330
13,429

29
48

669
995
475

21
220
66
106

794
1,410

48
34
6

632
182

2,536
912

667 , 8,505

The number of trials by inferior courts-martial for the twelve months
ending August 31, 1896, was 13,556, as against 13,429 for the twelve
months covered by this report; showing a decrease of 127 cases.
CRIMINAL JURISDICTION IN MILITARY RESERV.A.TIONS.

The House of Representatives, on the 24th of March, 1 96, pa sed a
bill (H. R. 6345) to the following effect:
That when any offense is committed in any place jurisdiction over which has been
retained by the United States, or ceded to it by a, tate, or which has been pur ha ed
with the consent of a State for the erection of a fort, magazine, arsenal_, dockyard,
or other needful building, the punishment for which offense is not provided for °!>Y
any law of the Unit d States, the person committing such offense sh!3-ll, ?POD ~onv1 tion in a circuit or district court of the nited tates for the district m which the
off nse wa& committed, be liable to, and receive, the same punishment as the laws of
the tate in which such :place is situated now provide for the like offense wh n ommitted within the jurisdiction of such State, and the said ourts are her by vest d
with jurisdiction for such purpose; and no ub equent repeal of an y such tnte L w
shall affect any such pro ecut1on.

The Senate, however, did not take any action on th bil!,
I now invite attention to the ubject again. T1:1e tc: blt, hm nt f a
system of criminal procedur in military re rvati n , and th r plac
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over which the United States exercises similar jurisdiction is of great
importance, and I strongly recommend that the matter be laid before
the uext Congress, with a view to remedying the existing condition.
In the report of the Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives (Bouse Report No. 446, Fifty-fourth Congress, :first session)
the necessity for such legislation is thus explained:
The reasons for its enactment are fully set forth in the following from a letter from
the Judge-Advocate-General of the Army :
"Section 5391 of the Revised Statutes prescribes that" 'If any offense be committed in any place which has been or may hereafter be
ceded to and under the jurisdiction of the United States, wliich offense is not prohibited, or the punishment thereof is not specially provided for by any law of the
United States, such offense shall be liable to and receive the same punishment as t~ c
laws of the State in which such place is situated, now in force, provide for the likr
offense when committed within the jurisdiction of such State; and no subsequent
repeal of any such State law shall affect any prosecution for such offense in any court.
of the United States.'
"In the case of the United States v. Barnaby (51 Fed. Rep., 20) Judge Knowles,
discussing thi1:1 section, says:
"'This statute has been construed by the Supreme Court in the case of United
States v. Paul (6 P t., Lil) and h eld to apply to State statutes punishing crimes which
existed at the time of the pas age of this statute. This decision bas at no time been
reversed or doubted by that court, and was a contemporaneous judicial construction
of th same, and should be adhered to. Considering the languao-e of the statute (ancl
I do not see how any other conclusion could be reached), Congress might be willing
to adopt the laws of a tate which existed at the time of the passage of a statute by
it, but would hardly be willing b forehand to adopt all the crimin al statutes a tate
might in future enact. A statute to this effect might be classed as delegating legi lative authority, whi ch is not proper. This statute was passed in 1 25. But the con
strnc·tion contend d for, namely, that it applied to any laws which might exist in any
tate, at any tim when a place might be ceded by it to the United States, brings u
to no_different conclusion.'
"And in tho case of the United States v. Curran, in the United States di trict court
for the district of Colora<lo, in 1892, Judge Hallett held as follows:
'"The United tates ao-ainst William E. Curran and others is a prosecution for
incitin g- a riot and committin o· an assault upon certain Chinamen on the reservation
at Fort Logan .
"' This is alleo-ed to be in violation of tho law of the State, which is put in force
by section 5391 of the R vi ed , tatutes of the United tates. 'rhis section wa.
enact d first in 1825 and again in 1866, and jt refers to the laws of ta,tes then exi ting. The act was o construed in Paul's ase, 6 Peter , 14-1 (U. , . Supr me Court).
"'As olorado wa not then a tate in the nion, none of its law were acloptecl or
put in fore b~· thi1:1 a ct. This s ction will never be operative in Colorado to JH1 ti11
force laws of the State in re pect to crimes committed on Government re ervation.
unle. re nacted.
"'Tbe motion to qua h will be su tained.'
" ncl r thi oustrn tion the only riminal law in fore on a place nncler th ex ln nited, tates i snch riminal law of the nited tate. a·
siYe jnrisdictiou of tb
may be applicahl ", and, if it is a place juri ·diction over which has been ced d by a
, tat <•xi ting in 1866. tb laws of the ' tate in fore at that time. In the two ca 1·
it cl th criruiua.J laws of'tho, tat could not be nforcecl over the edecl terri tor,,
be<'an th
tate wa not in xi t nco at the time of the enactru nt of 1 6 , fro •:i
which ection 5391 of th Revi •cl tatute!I wa taken. And ill , 'tate which w1•n·
in x i te11ce at tl1at time th crirniu:il Jaw adopt d inc can not nnd r tho legi J; tion a. int rpret d by th ourt , lH• ext nd <l v r ncb territory.
", o clef• tivc i th Jaw that in th above-mention d ca1:1es riot, acrgravate<l a. anlt.
fal impri onm nt, a.ncl a ault with int nt to commit murcl r, commi t d on trrritor, within tl1 ex ·In iv jnri diction of th
nit d , tate , wer h h1 to h •
nnprovid d for ancl uopuni babl . That the faw neecl1:1 to be amend dis vident,
ancl t that encl I nbmitthc draft of' a. bill t ' tabli ha, riminaljuri ,li tion o,·~r
p]ac ~ cecl d to tho nit cl , t, t • for cert, in purp e .' It is app nd d to tl11
r port, and th r C' mm ndaUon i, mad tb, tit be brought to th att ntion of Congr . It i in ub tantia1J y tb am ], ngnag as a. bill favorahJy r ported by th
mmitt on th ,J1Hli iary of th Hon of l pr ntatiYe at tll fir t
· :ou of
1110 J, ifty-thir<l Congre . It pr po e to , clop for t1H' · pla
only th
xi tin!?
·riminal law · f tb 'tat in whi h tb y ar i uatecl, and tbi will n
itut th
r n, tm nt f the faw from tim 1o tim · bu it i all that C'an h don , h
a wa 1win rl 011t wh u thi. , ubj t w, . be for t]J F ifty-foir(l 'on•rr
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adopting in advance all the criminal laws of a State in force at the time of the commission of the criminal act would be, as to any such criminal legislation of a later
date thau the Federal enactment, a delegation of legislative power to the State, and
therefore inoperative."

· Inexamining this matter at the presenttime,I find that the titleofthe
bill i defective. The object of the bill is to establish a system of criminal jurisdiction in military reservations and other places held by the
United State , in whatever way, whether by cession or otherwise, the
places them elves have been actually acquired. The bill is in effect an
amendment of section 5391 of the Revised Statutes, and I would suggest that it be so modified as to show this, and that the title be also
cbang u so as to read: "A bill to amend section five thousand three
hundred and ninety-one of the .Revised Statutes."
AME DMEN1' OF THE SUM if.A.RY COURT .A.CT.

The Committee on 1ilitary ffairs of the House of Representatives,
Fifty-fourth .,ongress, reported favorably the following bill for the
amendment of the summary court act:
A BILL to amend an act entitl d "An a.ct to promot tl1 administration of justice in Lh Army,"
approv1,d October first, igbteon hundred and 11inety, and for olh r puqlos s.

Be it enacted by the Senate a1ul Ilouse of Represe11tati1!es of the nitecl 1 'tates of .Arnerica
in Conffress assembled, That tho act outit1 •cl "An act to promoto the admini tratiou
of justice in the Army," approved Octob r first, ighteen hundred and niuety, as
snpplem nted :mcl amended by snbseq 11 nt legislation, h , and the same i hereby,
amend cl so as to read as follows:
"That in time of p ace the commanding officor of ec ch p st, station, and command
in the Army hall, when practi able, appoint for such place a ummary court, to consist of one officer f such post, station or command, to b d signatccl by him, before
whom enlisted men who are to be tried for o.ffeus 'S such ns were prior to th passao-o
oi' th act 'to promo to the administration of ju tic in th Army,' approved Oclouor
first, eighteen hundred and uincty, cognizabl by garri on or regim011tal courts-martial, shall lie brought to trial within twenty-four hours of the time of tho arre t, or as
soon thereafter as practicable, except when tho accu ed i to Lo tried by general courtmartial; but such summary court may bo a.Ppoint d and tlie officer clesigoat cl by
superior authority wh n by him deemed desll'able; and the officer holding the summary court shall hav o power to administer oaths and to hPar ancl determine such
cases, and when satisfied of the guilt of the accused adjudge the puni hment·to bo
in:fl.ictecl, whieh said pnniRbment shall not exceed confinement aL hard labor for ono
month and forfeiture of one month's pay, ancl, in the case of a nonconimis ion •d
officer, r eduction to th ranks in addition thereto; that th re shall be a summary
court record book kept a,t each military post and in the field at the headquarters of
the command, in which shall be entered a record of all cases heard and determin d
and the action bad tber on; and no entence adjudged by said ummary court hall
be executed until it shall hav been approved by the post or other command r: Provided, That when but one commis ion d officer is pres nt witll a command he shall
hear and finally determine such cases: .ilnd 1n·ovidedfurthe1', That no one while holdino- the privileges of a, certificate of eligibility to promotion shall be brou ht before
a summary court, and that noncommi sioned officers shall not, if they object ther to,
be brought to trial b fore ·ammary courts without the authority of the ffi r competent to order their trial by general court-m~Lrtial, bntshalliu such ases b hronght
to trial before garrison, regimental, or geueral court ·-martial, as the ca e may b •
'' EC. 2. That the commancling officers authorized to approv . th
n e of
summary court and superior authority shall hav power to r m1t or m1t1g t tho
sam.
" E • 3. That post and other commanders shall, on the la.st day of each mouth,
make a report to the Department headquarters of the number of ca. . s cl tennin <l
by summary court during the month, sett10g forth the off n. e o.mm1tt cl and the
penalties awarded, which 1·eport shall be filed in tho office of tb Judg -advocat of
the Department, and ma be de troyed when no lo.ng r of. use.
.
", 1~ •. 4. That soldiers sentenced by court-martial to d1shonorn~le dis. harg and
confinement shall, until cli char e<l from such confin m u_t, r ma~ .suh,J
t? the
Arti les of War and other laws relating to the a,lmini tr<t1. n of m11Lt~ry J ust1c .
'' E •. 5. 'I hat it shall be lawful for any civil offic r haVJng authority under the

.n~

:t
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laws of the United States, or of any State, Territory, or district to arrest offenders,
to summarily arrest a deserter from the military service of the United States, and
deliver him into the custody of the military authority of the General Government.
"SEC. 6. That this act shall take effect sixty days after its passage."
.

I extract the following from the report of the Committee on Military
Affairs (Rep. No. 2132, H. R., Fifty-fourth Congress, first session):
The law proposed to be amenderl by this bill was enacted in 1890, and became
chapter 1259 of the acts of the :F'ifty-first Congress. A favorable report, made to
the House on March 25, 1890, upon the bill, by the Committee on Military Affairs,
contains the following:
"The subject of courts-martial and the punishment of military offenses is one that
has attracted unusual attention within the past few years, and several bills have
already been reported favorably at this session looking to the simplification of the
procedure, the limitat.ion of the powers of the court-martial to inflict punishment
within certa.in prescribed limits, to be fixed l>y the President, and to provide that
judge-advocates shall not be permitted to be present with the courts while they are
deliberating on their verdict."
The Secretary of War, in his annual report preceding such report of the Committee on Military Affairs of the House of Representatives, recommended "the revision
of the Articles of War, and that provision be made for the punishment of certain
minor offenses, under well-defined restrictions, without the intervention of a courtmartial, and oftentimes long precedent confinement in the guardhouse."
In respect to the then proposed measure the Secretary of War, on March 17, 1890,
stated in a letter, among other things, "that the provisions of the bill as framed,
with the amendments sug~ested, should they become a law, would accomplish in
their execution a reformation which has long been deemed desirable by officers of
the Army who have given the subject-matter thoughtful consideration, and meet
my approval."
The law accordingly then enacted has been in force between five and six year,
and as the true test of the efficacy of every law is its practical application to the
subjects to which it specially relates, proceedings under this l aw have developed its
imperfections, and the present measure is designed to remedy those defects. This
bill was prepared in the office of the Judge-Advocate-General, United States Army,
and therefore has the approval of that officer. In his annual report to the Secretary
of War for the year ending August 31, 1895, page 7, are found the following suggestions with reference to the subjects embraced in this bill:
"The summary court; has proved to be a practical substitute for the garrison and
regimental court-martial, and has given satisfaction throughout the Army, but when
the summary court act was pa ed we were making an experiment, and it i not s1uprising that in the course of five years of this court's existence we have discovered
that the system can be materially improved. The summary court, under the act
creating it, can only exist at posts where there is a 'line officer second in rank,' or
at stations where only staff officers are on duty, or where but one commissioned
officer is present with a command. But these do not cover all cases intended to be
provid d for.
o provi ion j made for a command with which there is present a
line officer (in command) and one or more staff officers-a detached command, for
or do the summary a t provide
example, with one line officer and a surgeon.
for a command under a staff officer, and with which there is one and only one line
officer on dnty. A further obje tion to the pre nt system is that certain offic rs
' econcl in command' are designated by the statut as the summary court, and pnrs1!ant to this fixed de ignation they must hold the court, whether fitted for the
d1 charg of tho duty r not."
The ena tm nt f the substitute herewith reported would remedy these deficien·fo .

The rea on for h legi lation propo d in the fourth ection of this
bill i explained in my annual report for 189-, a foUow :
nother matt r, to which I
ed a requiring legislation, i
to tho Articl s of W, r of mili
ner di barged from the
entence of court -martial.
ction 1361 of the Revi ed
in confinement in the military
1''
th under s
martial wer ' liable to trial
h
-martial u
Arti le of ,, ar for o
· d du
onfin ment.'
tionality of this pro
ly r
1 con ideratio
of the honorable Am
it.·
judge who
u h importanc iu
hat
ta an appendix
It w ill be noti eel that Judge Thayer dis
ng oth r t;hin~ , th

· tion
· g
e
d
ud
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ff ct of
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discharge from the service by sentence of conrt-martia.l when accompanied with
the imposition of a term of confinement; explaining it in the following language:
"A discharge executed under these circumstances and for such a purpose can not
be said to have had the effect of severing his connection with t.be Army and of freeing him forthwith from all tho restraints of military law. The discharge was no
doubt operative to deprive him of pay and allowances, but so long as he was held
in custody under sentence of a conrt-martial, for the purpose of enforcing discipline
and punishing him for desertion, he remained subject to military law which prevailed in the prison where he was confined, and subject also to thej urisdi tion of a
court-martial for all violations of such law committed while he was so held."
The military prison has now been discontinued, and military prisoners who have
been discharged from t he service by virtue of their sentences, but are held under
military authority to serve terms of confinement, are now serving their terms at
military posts. There is, however, no )aw which subjects them to the discipline of
trial by court-martial under the Articles of War, and an important means of making
confinement an effective military punishment is, therefore, lacking. To announce
to the prisoner that, no matter what he may do, he can not have the term of his confinement extended is a direct encouragement to insubordination and must impair
the effl ct of military imprisonment as an exemplary punishment. In order to r~medy this evil, it is very desirable that there should be legislation declaring that
soldiers sentenced by court-martial to dishonorable discharge and confinement shall,
until discharged from snch confinement, remain subject to the Articles of War and
other laws relating to the administration of military justice.

Neither of the two bills mentioned ba become law, but there is no
oppo ition to either of them. They are recognized as being judicious
measures, and I therefore bring them forward again with the hope that
Congress will pass them at its next session.
REW.A.RD FOR THE APPREHENSION OF DESERTERS.

I beg leave again to call attention to the entire in u:fficiency of the
present reward for the apprehension of deserters. Formerly the amount
of the reward was not fixed by statute, but was left to the Secretary of
War to regulate. For many years $30 was the amount designated, but
this not being considered sufficient it was increased to 60. In 1894
the power of :fixing the amount was taken away from the Secretary of
War by Congress itself prescribing what it should be, namely, $10.
So entirely insufficient is this amount that it is little better than none
at all, and, in the opinion of many who are in the best po 'ition for
judging, it encourages desertion. I think that the best plan would be
to return to the former system, when the amount of the reward was
regulated by the Secretary of War, but in any event it should be largely
increa ed.
The reports of the judge-advocates of the Departments are appended
hereto.
Very respectfully,
G. NORM.AN LIEBER,
Judge-Advocate-General.

REPORT OF LIEUT. COL. EDWARD HUNTER, DEPUTY JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL,
JUDGE-ADVOCATE, DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA.

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT 01!' DAKOTA,
OFFICE OF THE JUDGE-ADVOCATE,
St. Paul, Minn., Septmnber 24, 1897.
The JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, UNITED STATES ARMY,
Washington., D. C.
Sm: Under the requirements of paragraph No. 891, Army Regulations of 1895, I
have the honor to submit the following report based upon the records of this office
for the twelve months ending August 31, 1897.
Enlisted men tried by general courts-martial................................
149
Convictions...... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
125
Acquittals...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . ••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14
Number of cases trie(l by inferior courts during the year ..................... 1, 157
Summary courts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 142
Garrison courts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15
Total number of men tried by inferior courts................................
794
The following list shows th number of convictions of different offenses by general
courts-martial during the year:
·
Seventeenth article of war:
Losing Government prop rty ............................................. .
1
1
Selling clothing .....•....................... __ ........................... .
Twentieth article of war:
Disrespect to commanding officer .................................... ..... .
1
Twenty-first article of war:
Disobeying superior officer...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Thirty-:firi:;t article of war:
Lying out of quarters.....................................................
1
Thirty-second article of war:
·
Absence without leave.................................................... 32
Thirty-third article of war:
.
Failure to attend drill, roll call, etc....................................... 13
Thirg~e~{!::r;~!edou\;~~-=- .. ___ .. _....... ___ . _ . ______ • _____ .. ___ . ____ .. ____ 11
Thirty-ninth article of war:

~~ ;~;t::::::::::::::: .·::::::::::::: ."::: .":::::::::: :::::::::::::: ~

Ql1e~~~f
Forti th article of war:
Quitting guard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Forty-seventh article of war:
De ertion... . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ixtieth article of war:
elling overnm nt property.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lare ny .... .... .... ...... .... .... .... .... .... ...... .... ...... ...... ......
ixty-second article of war:
Ab ence without l ave not chargeable under thirty-se ond arti le of war .. .
A sault ................................................................. . .
As a.ult with dangerous or deadly weapon ....... ......... ........ ........ .
As ault with inf<•nt to kill .............................................. . .
Breach of arr t .....................•....................................
Disobeying commis1:1ion d o.ffi er ........................................ . .
i obeying non mmi sioned offi er ..................................... . .
Di re pect to uperior offi c r............ .. . . ... . .. . . ....... .. . ... . . .. . . . . .
Dru.nkenne ............ ........ ........................................ .
Drunkenne etc., ausing aIT thy civil anthoritie .................. ... .
E~ ap.ing from guard or arr t ...... ... .... .. ............................ . .
1ght1ng ................................................................ .

~~g~il~~t. -~ii~t~~~t ~::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::: :~~:: ~:::::::::::::::::::

In u bord.in ato onclo ct towards noncommi i ned officer ................. . .
Larceny...... .. . . .... ... . . ... . . . ... . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. .... ... . . . ... . . ..... ..

!~ing:~FH~ii:::::::::::::::: ~:::::::::::::: _-::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::
2

3

15
2
4

1
5
2
2
6
2

7
2
1
3
1
9

7
1
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Sixty-second article of war-Continued.
I'.esist1ng arrest...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Disorders, etc., charged as "conduct tu the prejudice of good order and
military discipline" (not included under previous heads)................ 56
Total ............••.•.••••.•................ - . - .. -. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 268
Dishon01·ably discharged by general courts-rna1·tial.
For desertion .•....................................•............. . -- ~---...... 8
Through use of previous convictions.......................................... 12
F or serious offenses.... • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • . . • . . . • • . . . . . . • . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34:

Total.. . • . . . • . • . . . . • • • . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

54

N01icomrnissioned officers reduced.
By sentence of ~eneral courts-martial.........................................
By senten ce of mferior courts .....••. ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2
9

Total .......................••....... ~.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11
Amount of fines imposed by summary courts, $4,019.25.
I think commanding officers should have discr etion as to the submission, to a
summary court, of previous convictions.
I recommend that when sentences of general prisoners are for t wo years or more,
ten day 'good conduct time be allowed in. tead of five, as at present.
I am of the opinion that our court• martial pract ice would b improved if one or
more officers or enlisted men ,'1t our l arge posts wore instruct d in tenography.
Respectfully submitted.
EDWARD Hu TER,
De1Juty Judge-.Aclvocate-General, United tates .Arrny.
APPE DIX.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA,
OFFICE OF TIIE J DGE-ADV CATE,

St. Paul, Mi nn., J uly U , 1897.

The

ADJUTANT- GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA,

St. Paul, Minn .
Srn: In compliance with instructions from your office dated July 3, 1897 I have
the honor to submit the follo wing report of the business of thi. office for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1897:
One commissioned officer was tried.
The number of enlisted men tried and the places of t rial are shown by the following table :
Inferior courts.

~

2i
0
"'
A

$

~

0

'd

~

....0""

~4l

General courts.

~0

~a

.s ,. ;

+'

~~

A

Posts.

0 4l

4l

~8

·EjA

~4l

i:i..

Fort Assinuiboine, Mont ... ...............
Fort Custer, Mont .. . .............. .. ......
Fort Harrison, Mont ......... .. ...........
]fort Keogh, Mont . ..... .. .. ......•........
Fort Mis ou1a, Mont .................... ..
Fort Snellinj, Minn ...... ... . ........... . .
Fort Yat s, . Dak .... . . . ............. ... .
Fort YollowsfJone, Wyo ... . .............. .

~o....

~o

o'd

~

0~

~o

~A!::

t,£11)

~

.Am..,; .!:: A iJ4l
·a~~ .S.8
~
ias -ei
Q·'"' p.

P-1

P-1

------ 32
26

1
7

7

14
16
28
9

2

2
3

bl)
A

§~

1
1
1

........
········ ....... .

Q)

~

.s

Q

'd

Q)

i::i

E

·c

30

1il

c!)

8

~

~

a
ad

30

~

0

11)

Cl)

.El

t:.O

e4l

~

8

(fl

- - --- --- --

33
33
8
15

6
1
2

31

5
1

)9
9

. ....... . ............

238
203

238
197
30
147
134
255
84
91

2

a1

149
134
260
85
91

~ - 1 2 - 4 WO.~~ 1,101

Total ................................
Acquittals.••••···•·••·••••··············· · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · .. · · ·
Convict1ons .. . ............................ . ..... . ....... .. ...... .
Noncommissioned otlicers reduc d daring
year .......................... ... ....... .. ..... ··· ·····r ···· ···
\ AR

97-- 19

1

5~

2

i

1

1,

11~

8

J,

1:i

4_ 8
361
132
329
208
534
196

110

2,365
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Table showing tlie organizations in tvkich the trials originated.
Inferior courts.
General - - - - - courts. Garri- Summary
-son.
-- --

Organizations.

___________________________ ,___

1 .............. ..

2

7
9
53
16
27
30
1

Total ..................................................... ............ .

'

150

1

9

4
3
5

2

90
67
328
173
253
256

15

1,176

Table affm·ding a coniparison of the number of t1'ials and the percentage as to the enlisted
strength fo1· the years 1895-96 and 1896-97.
Trials by
general Percent.
courtsmartial.

Years.

1895-96 ............... .................... ......... ...... .
1896-97 .................................................. .
1

1145
1 146

5. 5
6.1

Trials by
inferior Per cent.
courts.
1, 29!)
1. 191

49. 6
50. 3

I

Cases pertaiuing to organizations outside of department are not included in figures or percentage.

Number of men charged with desertion, returned to duty without trial . . . . . .. . ..

1

Nwrnber of men dishonombly discharged by sentence of gene,•al court8-martial.

For desertion.................................................................. 9
Through use of previous convictions ...••......................•................ 16
For serious offenses where previous convictions could not be considered ......... 35
Total . . • • • . • • • • • . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . • • . . 60
DESERTIONS.

From the special reports of board of survey upon desertions received and filed in
this office the following data has been obtained:
Total number of desertions .........•...•••..••.•....•.•••....••.••••.•••• . •••. 69
Posts and organizations front which the men deserted.
Posts.
F rt A11sinniboin , Mout ................... .
Fort uster, Mont . .............. . ......... .
Fort Harri on, Mont ....................... .
Fort K ogb, .Mont . ......•..•. .... .......•••
:Fort Mis oula, Mont . ............... .. ...•..

j~~t y~fi~i.~~°it: :::::::: ::: ::: :::::::::
Fort Y llo

tone,

Organizations.

um-

- - - - - - - - -- - - -- - -I ber.

yo .................... .

15
2

1
12
6

10
g

5

I

beum•

II----------------~
ixth Cavalry (2troop ) ................... .
Eighth Cavalry (2 troop ) ....•...•. . .•....

::fS{i::~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Twenty.fifth infantry .................... .

5

13

12
19
l!

Total . .............................. . .

Total ... .••... . ........... . ...•... .•..

Pla

of nlistme11t.

,&{{!P?f~j~if :~~: ::::::: ::: ::: ::::: :::::::: :::::: :::: :::: ::::::::::: ::: :: :
ut ide of d partment ......................................... -. • • - • • • • • • • · · · ·

T t. 1 .........•....... . .........•............. - .... -... - · · · - · · · · - - - - · · · · ·
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Length in service at time of desertion.

Lass than three months ....•....•..... -..... - --. - . -- - . - -- -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . 9
'rhree to six months .............••• -... -•... -..... -- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13

Six to twelve months .............•.................. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
One to two years..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Twotothr eyears ........................•..•...•.•...........................
Three to four years.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
}!'our to five years ......•••....•............... -.....•.... -. . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Five yea.rs and over............................................................

12
15
4
5
2
9

Total . . . • . . • • . . . • . • • . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • • • . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69
Condition as to sobriety when last seen.

Drunk . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . 1
Under the influence of liquor................................................... 7
Sober . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
Total .......•••••...•...•••.....•.................•...•.•....•.•... _• • . . . 69
Number of trials previ-qus to desertion:

Once . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
Twice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Three times . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~'our times ............•........................................................
Five times. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ix times or over. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Never tried. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

14
9
5

5
6

30

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69
Character as given by troop o,· CO'»tpany cornmanclers.

Excell nt.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Very good .........•...........................................................
Good . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fair . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Indifferent................................................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Poor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
W ortbless . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2
1
17

21
9
6
6

7

Total .........••................•........................................ 69
Moneys due, and to whorn, at tinie of desertion.

To the United 'ta.tea .................................•.................... $836. 16
To the soldier...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . 589. 77
Pre11aration made bejore depart1we.

Took all belonging to them ..........•....••...............•....................
Took part ouJy ..........•...........•..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
old everything...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Unknown. . . . • • • . • • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .

10
2

9

22

Total . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69
Percentage of desertions to enlisted sh·ength for the years indicated .
Y are.

1894-95. ··········•· .... ·······•··••·••·•••• ..................•.•.
1895-96 ... .......•.. ...... ·•········•· .••... ···•·•. ········· ..... .
1896-97. ···•·· ...•••.••..•••.•••.•... ····•··••·• •....•...••.......

.Average
enlisted
atr ngtb.
3,284
2,617
2,365

120
18
09

I

4. 07
4. 58
2. 01
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Opinions given in reports as bearing upon the causes of desertions.

1

',

Fear of punishment for neglect of duty •..•........•........ ____ .. _. __ . ____ • _. _
3
D eepl y in debt ................ - - - - •.••• - .• - • - .. - - •• - . -- - ...• - ... - ..... - . . . • . . .
2
Mind unbalanced . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . • • . • . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
3
Theft, fear of punishment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
3
Fraudulent enlistment, fear of trial...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Roving and restless disposition.... . . • • . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • .
2
Enlisted for transportation. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .
l
Influenced by relatives and others. ____ .... -----· ______ ...........•.••..... ---3
Supposedrepeaters ........................................................ ---1
Applied for transfer to cavalry and thought it was disapproved . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . .
1
General dissatisfaction ................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
2
General worthlessness ................ _.......•....•...... _....... _.. . • . . . . . . . .
3
Absolute fear of a horse .... _... ____ . ___ ......... _. __ .... _.... ___ ... __ .•. . . . . . .
l
Fear of arrest by civil authorities for theft off of reservation..................
l
Escaped from civil authorities (held for assault with intent to kill) ..... _.. ____
1
Unknown ....................... ________ .•.. ________ .............. ____ ........ 31
Total ....•...•. _... __ .••.....••... _. _.• __ ••.. _. _..... __ .. ___ .. ___ .... _. .

69

While the statistics show an increased percentage of trials this year over last, they
also show the desertions to be almost 50 per cent. less.
In my opinion the interests of the service would be subserved if 20 general prisoners could be provided for at Fort Harrison, M:ont. Such provision would prevent
the overcrowding of the guardhouse ~Lt Fort, Snelling, and save much of the expense
that is now incurred for the transportation of prisoners.
Respectfully submitted.
EDWARD HUNTER,

Deputy Judge-Advocate-General, U. S. A., Judge-Advocate.

REPORT OF MAJ. S. W. GROESBECK, JUDGE-ADVOCATE UNITED STATES ARMY, JUDGEADVOCATE, DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA,
OFFICE OF JUDGE-ADVOCATE,

San Francisco, Cal., ept6mber 7, 1897.
The

JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GE ER.AL, UNITED STATE

ARMY,

Washington, D. C.
'rn : I hav the honor to ubmit the following report of th bu ine
from eptember 1, 1896, to and iuclu ive of August 31, current y ear:

of thi office

GE ER.AL C URT -1\1.A.RTl.A.L,

om ber of et of charg

r c ived for trial by general courts-martial... . . . . . . . 7
Of tbi number, 4 were re urned for trial by inferior court· 3 were not r comm ndecl for trial; in 1 ca the accus l clcs rted, and 2 are awaiting trial.
umb r of trjals by gen ral court -martial. .................................. .
Acc1uittals... ... .. .... .... .. ...... .... .... .... .... .... .. ...... .... .... .... .... :?
The offen
for which th
men w r tri d are cla ifi I a follow :
Thirty- e nd articl of war:
Ab nc without 1 • v . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Thirty-thirl n.rticl of war:
Failur to a tt ncl roll t 11. ....•..•..•.•.•......••.•••••..• .. ...•..•..•....
Thirt - igbtb.rticl ofw.r:
runkeno . n duty ................................................... -..
Thirty-ninth articl of war:
1 ping on p ·t ................. ... .....•...................... - • - - • · · · ·
ortic• h arti 1 of war:
uittjug guarc.l .................................................. - • - • · · · · ·
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Forty-seventh article of war:
Desertion . _............... __ ..... _..............• _... _••............. _. _..
Sixty-second article of w ar:
Assault .....•.......•...•...•... _....................................... _.
Breach of arre t .. _........... __ •..................•......•...............
Disobeying commissioned officer ........... ............................... .
Disobeying noncommissioned officer ...................................... .
Disorderly conduct .. _..... _.......................... . ....... _........... .
Drunkenness ......•..... _................................................ .
Drunk and disorderly ................................... ··-·····--·· ..... .
False accusation against a noncommissioned officer ....................... .

i:~~d~1::t:n11;t~~;;t·:::::::::::
.·::::::::::: .-: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Neglect of duty .. _.................. _............ _....• _. _.............. . .
Purchasing uniform clothing from a comrade .... _.••.•...... ..............

1
2
2
5

1
5
3

1
1
3
4

1

Su1nrna1·y of punish?nents imposed by gene1·al coiwts-rnartial.

Am01mt of forfeitures (in some cases with confinement) ...................... $ 09
Dishonorably dischargocl with forfeiture of pay and allowances .. _.... . . . . . . . .
13
Dishonorably discharged with forfeitures an<l confinement. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16
Of the foregoing nnmber of men shown a. dishonorn.bly dischargecl, 19 were upon
citation of previous convictions.
INFERIOR COURT -MARTIAL.

umber of trials by inferior courts-ma1·tial:
By snmmarr court ........................................................ 955
By garri on court-martial.. ............................................... 18
Total ............ _...........•......................... _............ • ... 973
Acquittals ........................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29
The offenses for which these men were tried are clas ified as follows:
Thirty-second article of war:
Absence without leave ...... ····-· ...... ···--····-····-··· •••. ···-·· ..... . 331
Thirty-third article of war:
Failure to attend drills, stables, parades, roll calls ... _..................... . 254
Thi~~~~f~!~:a~t~~i~{y~~1~:... _....•••....••... ____ . _·- _-· .. ____ ... _-· ____ --·
Thirty-ninth article of war:
Sleeping on post .•..••••.. ·-··-··· ........ ··-·-·- -- ··-·· .......... -··· ... .
Fortieth article of war:
Quitting guard ............ ..... ..... --· .. _...... _...... __ ._ .... __ -·· ..... .
Sixty-seconcl article of war:
Aou ive, threatening, or obsc ne fangnage ..................... - ... .... ... .
Abusing public animals .... ·-·· ...................... ··-· ........ -·--.....
Allowing prisoner to escape...............................................
Assanlt .................. ·-·······················-···---··· · ·-···········
Disobeymg noncommissioned officer .. _._ .................. _. . . .. . . . . . . .. . .
Disorderly conduct........................................................
Drun~enne s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Drunk and disorderly ... _... _........... _.. . ... _........... _.. .. . . . . .. .. . .
Fighting and other di turb~nces·-·-·· ...... ···-·- ...... ··--·· ···-·· ......
Gambling ...•......... _. _..................... _....... _...... _. . . . . . . . . . . .
Neglect of duty ...... ··-······-·· ............ •····· ~·· --··-········ ·······
Minor offenses (not included under ])revfou heads) ..••.... - - .... • • • • · • · • - ·

56
1
7

38
2
1
7
50
6
4.9
32
21
~

28

Sumrnary of piinishments imposed by inferior courts-martial.

Amount of forfeitures ...•... __ ••.. _•••... __ .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . $2, 955. 2um ber of days' confinement ............................... _...... ••.••·
1, 0
1

Includes six deserters from organizations in other department •
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DiBtribution of triaZB by general courts-martial.
Organization.

Band. A. B.

C. D. E.

F. G. H.

- - - - - - - - - 1 - - -1- - 1 - - - - - - - -

I. K.

L. :M.

ITotal.

Det.

- - - - - - --

I

~rs;ltS0c~~;::::::::::
:::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ·2
Fourth Cavalry . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 2 3 . .. . .. • . . • • . .. . . .. • . 5 2 ............... .

Third Artillery . .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. . 1 . .. .
Fifth Artillery..........
1 .. . . .. . .
Firstlnfantry...........
1 .... 2

5 .. . .
1
2
7
4

2

12
16
12
19
3
1
1
1

3
1
2
2 1 . .. . 1 ........... .
2 .. .. . . . . . . . . 3 . .. . 3 .......... ..
1
2
1
1 ............... .. ....... .

i§i!~N';~;; :::):: t t : : ~i: :::: t :) ~'.: : : : : : ;: : : : : ~;:
Total .............

,~,===~ . . · · · · . . .:. . . · · . . . . . .

68

a Deserters from other departments.

Number of ·men tried once, and 11io1·e than once.
I

Men. Trials.
Tried once .................................................................. ·. ..... .. . .. .
Tried twice .................................... . . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .

56
6

56
12

Total..............................................................................

62

68

DiBtribution of trialB by i11ferio1· com·tB•nia1·tial.
Organization.

Band. .A.. B. C. D. E. F. G. H.

I.

K.

L. :M.

Det.

Total.

- - - - - - - - - l- - - t -- l - - t -- - f - - l - -1 - - 1 - -1- - - - - - - - - - - -

fg~!~c~~:J>~:::::::::
::::::::6 ::::
·21· ·s!i· :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ·42· ·14· :::: :::: ...... ~.
Third.Artillery..........
67 .... 25 35 43 32 20 25 24 43 34 ........... .

Fifth Artillery .................. JO
Firstlnfantry...........
6 21

2
34

22
29

12
50

10
48

a ..... ...

65

47

I 25

9 11 13 13 ...... ..
....................... .

Total. ..................................... ····/···· ... . ;............

~ j-·--1····--··

9
179
354
116
315
973

Number of men tried once, and more titan once.

Tried once....................................................... .. . .. .... . . .. .. .. . . . .
Tried twice.... ........ .................................... ...........................
Tri d thr times.. .............. ............................ .......... . ..............
Tried four times.................................... ...... ............................

Men.

Trials.

465
137
45

27"
135

14

465

56

----J/-J.

~:g:::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
A comparison with prec ding year i

ubmitted, a follow :

Averaa onli ted tr ngth f th departm nt ....... ·---·------------------·· 1 373
Fr m pt
1
o and ·
st 31
tdin de ert
from orga ·
milit::
e t
r of trial
1, 3" (99 b
u
by ~n
cing
er nt enli t
men, or 56.
.
enhe
department.

fro

pt rub
izati

o ancl i

militnr

nt .... ··---- ...... ··--·· ____ .
1
din
t
r o
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1,035 (62 by general court, 973 by inferior court), embracing only 725 different enlisted
men, or 48.98 per cent. of the enlisted strength of the department.
Excluding deserters from other departments, tried and sentenced here, the number
of men dishonorably discharged during the last four years in Department of California is as follows:
On previous Without

convictions.

September 1, 1893-.A.ugust 31, 1894. .. .•• • ...• .. .... .. .•.•.. .... .. .•..••. .• .. • . .
September 1, 1894---.A.ugust 31, 1895. ..•••• .•••.• •... .• ...... .•••••. .. • . . . •• .. . . .
September 1, 1895-A.ngust 31, 1896.. .. • • • .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . • • .. • . . .. .. . . . • . . ..
Septemper 1, 1896-A.ugust 31, 1897....................................... . • • . ..
Total ....................................................... ...•...•...•

such convictiona.

21
22
25

31
4
11

19

4

1----1----87
50

The elimination of 87 troublesome characters, upon citation of previous convictions, explains in p art the gratifying reduction in the number of trials by general
courts-martial for the twelve months just closed. Assuming each man of the 87 to
represent the minimum of six trials, they have added a total of 522 trials to the
record during the time they were in service. But, in fact, the total number is
greater-closely approximating 600 trials. The facts cited indicate that the law by
which it has been ma<l.e practicable to discharge these men has not yet reached its
full efficacy in its working for the good of the service.
The faw referred to, the method of detecting the fraudulent enlistment of old
offenders, and the increased ca.re exercised in making enlistments, are the three factors which have, in the r cent past, most efficiently operated to improve the. moral
status and discipline of the enlisted men.
Very respectfully,
S. W. GROESBECK,
Judge-.Advocate, Unitecl States .Arniy.

REPORT OF MA.T. E. H. CROWDER, J'UDGE-ADVOOATE UNITED STATES ARMY, JUDG:E!ADVOOATE, DEPARTMENT OF THE PLA'ITE.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF TIIE PLATTE,
JUDGE-A.DVOCATE' S OFFICE 1

Omaha, Ne7Jr., September 10, 1897.

The JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL,

UNITED STATE

ARMY,

WasMngton, D. 0.
Sm: Under the requirements of paragraph 891, Army Regulations, I have the honor
to submit the following report of the business of this office for the period commencing eptember 1, 1896, and ending August 31, 1897:
GENERAL COURTS-MARTIAL,

During the period named 156 sets ·of charges were received, of which number 133
were triecl by general courts-martial; 3 recommended for trial by sumnw,ry court;
4 recommended for trial in other departments; 7 withdrawn; 2 discharge l before
trial; 1 restored to duty without trial; 1 turned over to the civil authorities for trial;
5 pending.
The cases tried includeNoncommis ioned officers .•••.......•. __ . . . • • . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . . • • • . . • . • . . . .
10
Priv.ates, etc ..••..• _••••.••••.••.•.•. _..............•............•••. - - - ... - -. 123
Total ..• -••. - - - .•.•• -•.. - .••.. -....••.....•. -••. - - - .. - - - ... - .•.• -. . . . . . . 133
f these trials, 19 resulted in acquittal; in one case the sentence wa. di approv cl,

and 6 were of men belonging to other tlepartments.
The offenses tried include violations of the following Articl
even teen th article of war:

f War:

L~~f;:_::::::::: ·.::: ~::: ~:::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

2
5
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Twentieth article of war:
Disrespect to commanding officer ............•.............................
Twenty-first article of war:
Disobeying superior officer ..........•............••....•.............•••..
Thirty.second article of war:
Absence without leave ...•.....••.....•.................•...••.....••.....
Thirty-third inticle of war:
Failure to attend drill, roll call, etc ...................•.....•......•......
Thirty-eill'hth article of war:
Drunk on gnard ......................................................... .
Drunk on other duty ..................................................... .
Thirty.ninth article of war:
Quitting post .....................•.....••................................
Sleeping on post ..........................................•...............
Fortieth article of wa,r:
·
Quitting guard ..........••..••••.........................................
Leaving ranks ...................................•.........•.....•........
Forty-seventh article of war:
Desertion.................................................................
ixty-second article of war:
Assault .................•...•••....••... .............................. ....
Assault with intent to kill .....................•..........................
Assault with dangerous or deadly weapon .............•.. ............... ..
Assault with intent to do bodily injury ................................... .
Breach of arrest .........••...............................................
Committing nuisance ........•............................................
Destroying private property ............................................. .
Disobeying noncommissioned officer ...................................... .
Disobedience of post or company orders .................................. .
Disrespect to sentinel. ................................................... .
Drunk and disorderly in post or quarters ................................. .
Drunk in quarters ....................................................... .
Drunk and di orderly, causing arrest by civil authorities ................. .
Drunkennes ......................................•.................... -. •
Embezzlement ..........•............................•....................
False r port .......................................................... -. • •
False statement ............................••........................... • •

5

12
19
12
2
2

7
2

1
l
22
9
2
4
2
8
1
2

30
7
1
5
3
1
3
1
1
7
1

t~;~i:::::: :::: :::::::: :::::: :: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: ::::

6
~~~~~~ri~~t·a"~ii"
Insubordinate and disrespectful language or manner to noncommissioned
officer ............................... __ ................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
1

t;r~~:. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1
p:~ll ~; .~~ .~~~~::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:tr~j r~~: ~~p. :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::::::::: :::~::
Re isting ar re t ............. ~ ................... _........................ •
etting tire to public building ............................................ .
0

1
2
1
1
2

~~~;fnat;~i
onduct to the prejudice of goo(l ord r and military di cipliue not included
under previous heading .............•... __ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36

Tb following table how th a_:pportionment of the ca
triNl b • gen ral onr ·
martial among the different orgamzation , with the record for th same period las
year:

_ _ _ _rg_n_n_i_zn_t_io_n_._ _ _ J • 96-97.
Fir

Infantry ..... ..•... ....

l~!/___

1 . ······;,··

•v ~~1f¥~af~~it; :::::: :::::: ··· ··· ··2· ·· · •· ·· ~~.
0

Eighth Infantry:.............
68
Tw lfth Infantry............ 1
11
F.ift enth Infantry ........... ..........
1xt nth Infantry .. ......... . . . . . . . . . .
Tw nt . cond Infantry . ....
Fir. t avalry • . .. . . . . . • . . . • . .
2
1

l 96-97.

o_r_g_a_
m_·z_a_ti_
on_ . _ __

33
12

1
1
2
1j

I

1 9S-96.

ond a.vnlry.. ... . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . .
. ~
1
Eighth avnlry..... .. .. ... . .
9
10
Ninth Cavalry...............
20
Fourth Artillery . . . . . • • . . . . .
1 · ··· ·· ·· · ·
1
Ho pital 'orp . ...... . .• ........ •··· • •
Indians out................
1 ····· ··
1
.1toncommi ioned staff.............•..
Total.. ...•...•••.•....

-----ii;

1

133 I
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The following table affords a comparison as to the average enlisted strength of the
department and the number of trials by general courts-martial, with percentage of
l atter to former, for each of the :five years last past:

bf

Average Trials
a Percentenlisted gener
age.
courtsstrength. martial.

Year.

Year.

.Average
enlisted
strength .

- - - - --

---

I

1892-93 .....•.......
18!13-94 ......•.•....
189-!-95 .............

3,539
2,740
2,116

307
248
191

8. 6
9.0
9.0

Trials by
general Percentcourtsage.
martial.

1895-96 ....••......
1896-97 .•. •.. ..•. . .

2,523
2,586

113
133

4.4
5.1

These recorcls have all be-en examined in this office, the decisions and orders of the
department commander indorsed thereon, promulgated in orders, and forwarded to
the office of the Judge-Advocate General of the Army.
rNFERIOR COURTS.

Gan·i8on cowrt8-1na1·tial.
During the period covered by this report there were 46 trials by garrison courtsmartial. The records of these tritLls have been received, revised, and filed in this
office. Of the total number of' trials by garrison courts-martial 12 resulted in acquittal, and in 2 cases the fincliugs were disapproved,
These trials include violations of the following articles of warThirty-second article of war:
Absence without leave . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . • . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . 6
Thirty-third article of war:
Failure to attend drill. roll all, etc...... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

;!~1°m°tn:r~.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Thir{>~~~~~:
Drunk at drill............................................................
Sixty-second article of war:
Assault ............................•.........................•............
D!sord~rly conduct i!1 ~ost or q'!lart rs .................................... .
D1obeymg noucomm1 s10ned offic r ....................................... .
Disobeying regimental orders ............................................. .

1
2

B~:t::ni~:~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

3

1
1
4

1

1
False statement .............................. .......... ............... .. . . 2
Insubordinate and direspectful language or manner to noncommissioned
officer .............................................................. . .. .
5
Insubordinate conduct to offic;er .......................................... . 1
N glect of duty ............................................ - .... -... -• -- -- 5
Neglect of duty (sentinel) .......................... . ............... ... . -- . 1
Conduct to the prejudice of good order and military discipline not included
under previous headings................................................ 20
The following table shows the apportionment of the cases trieu by garrison conrts
martial among the different organizations with the record for the same period last
year:
Organizations.

1896-97.

1895-96.

Organizations.

1896-97.

1895-96.

3
2
Second Infantry.............. . . . . . . . . • .
1 l{inth Cavalry .............•.
3
Eigbth Infantry............ ..
34
88 Twenty-Second Infantry ... Hospital Corps ......•....••. _ _ _ _ __
1.'welftblnfantry............. .. ..••••.•
2
Seventeenth Infantry..................
a
45
40
Eighth Cavalry .......... .. ...................... .
Total ............ ······
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The following table affords a comparison as to the average enlisted strength of
the department and the number and percentage of trials by garrison courts-martial,
with the number and percentage of men tried, during. the five years last past:
Trials by garrison
Men tried.
Average
courts-martial.
enlisted
strength. Number. Per cent. Number. Percent.

Year.

1892-93
1893-94
1894-95
1895-96
1896-97

........................................... .
........................................... .
........................................... .
. .......................................... .
....................... •••••••• •••••• ••.••..

3,539
2,740
2,116
2,523
2,586

43
46
47
45
46

1. 2
1. 6
2. 2
1. 7
1. 7

42
46
41
39
43

1.1
1.6
L9
1.5
1.6

SUMMARY COURTS.

During the period covered by this report there were 1,236 trials by summary courts.
The monthly transcripts of these trials have been received, examined, and filed in
this office. Of the total number of trials by summary courts, 34 resulted in acquittal. In on case the sentence was set a. ideas illegal.
These trials include violation of the following articles of war:
Seventeenth article of war ... ........................ _........ . • • • . . . • . • . . •••• 2
Thirty-first article of war .................................•............. ----·· 1
Thirty-second article of war .... _..•..•....... _....... _. __ .. _•....••........... 257
Thirty-third article of war ........... _.... __ ............... _•......•.......... 490
Thirty-eighth article of war ....................................... _. . . . . . . • • . . 50
Fortieth article of war ._ ..... _.•.•.••. _.................. _ . __ •.... _... • . • • . . . . 1
ixtieth article of war.... . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . 1
Sixty-second article of war:
Absences not charged tmder thirty-second or thirty-third.................. 60
Assault ... _.. . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18

t~::~~t~~:;t:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1~
Committing nuisance . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
Dirty gun, clothing, etc........... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. 32
Disrespectful and insubordinate language or manner to noncommissioned
officer .................................••........... _....... _... . . . . . . . . 80
Di obeying noncommissioned officer........................... . . . . . . . . . . . . 76
Disobeying post or company orders........................................ 32
Di respectful l anguage or manner to superior officer _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 5
Drunkennes ....................... __ .. _................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 58
Drunkenness, etc., causing arr st by civil authorities.... . . . . .•. . . . . . . . . .. . 4
Drunk and disorderly at po tor in quarters . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . •. .. . 50
Drunk and disorderly in city . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
Falser port (noncommi ioned officer) ............ _.................... _... 3
False statement ....................•..... _.......... _................. _. _. 18
Introducin liq nor in to post ............................. _. _........... _... 3
eglect of duty ...... _..................•............... __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39
glect of duty (sentinel).. ............................................... 13
Resi ting arr t .. __ .... _....... ............... _.................. __ ....... 2
Di ~r~er , e~c.? c?arf,ed a. "conduct to the prejudice of good order and
military d1 c_1plin , ' not mclnded under pr vions beadin<YS. _. _........... 136
(Y

The follow_in table ho~s _he app?rtionmentofthe ca
tried by ummary on.rta
among th different orgamzat10ns, Wlth the record for the same period la t ear:
lligonfaat!on .

1 11>-00. ,,

O,ganfaation,.

,..._.,_

1 ,.,_,.

on<linf:llltry ............ ...... •.....
239 Eighth Cavalry..............
205
2"6
Eighthinfantry.............
220
274
inthC valry ..............
380
219
T w Uth Infantry .. . . .. . .. . . .
153
142 Hospital
rp . . . . . . .. .. . • . .
22
9
v n enthlnfantry........ ........ ..
'
-----nty. econd Infantry .. . . .
24
To 1...... .... .. . .. . . .
1,236
1, . 1
'ixth Cavalry........ ....... .
.. ...... --11

,.i

I

I
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'l'he following table exhibits the number of cases tried by summary courts at the
several posts in the department during the years 1895-96 and 1896-97:
I

Posts.
Fort Crook .......•••.•.••••••
Fort Meade .•....••.•.•.••••.
Fort Niobrara .......••••••••.
Fort Omaha ..•.•••••••.•••••.
Fort Robinson ....•.•••••••..

1896-97.

1895--96.

252
211
155

45
248

······---·
321

145

235
206

Posts.

1896-97.

1895--96.

Fort D. A. Russell .•••••..••.
Fort Washakie ....•..•.•....
Camp Pilot Butte .••.•••••••

218
74
5

264
60

Total. .••...•••••••••••

1,236

1,201

8

'rhe following table shows the average enlisted strength of the department, the
number and percentage of trials by summary court, and the number and percentage
of men tried, during the fiv~ years last past:
Average Trials~~~ary
Men tried.
enlisted i - - - - - , - - - - · 1 - - - - - - - strength· Number. Per cent. Number. Per cent.

Year.

1892-93 .......•••.•..•••••. , ....•••••••••••••••••••
1893-94 ................••. ····••·•···•·•··•·· .•••••
1804-95
·•···••••··••••·····• ··•···•••••••·•····
1895--96 ··••
..••.••......•.......•••.•..•......•••...•..
1896-97 ·····••·••••••···•••••••••·••••••••••• .•• : ••

3,539
2,740
2,116
2,523
2,586

1,736
1,720
1,327
1,201
1,236

49. 0
63.1
62. 7
47. 6
47. 7

1, 043
977
791
772
869

29.4

35.6
37. 3
30. 5
33. 0

The following table shows the average enlisted strength of the department, the
number and percentage of trials of enlisted men by both general and inferior court martial, during the period covered by this report, together with the record for the
same period last year:
Garrison.
Summary.
General.
Avera~
strengt . Number. Percent. Number. Percent. Number. Percent.

Y ar.

--- --- ------------

1895-96 ...•...........••......
1896-97. ·········· ....•.......

2,523
2,586

113

!U.

133

5.1

45
46

1. 7
1. 7

1,201
1,236

47.6

47. 7

The percentages of trials by the different courts-martial for the year 1895-96, set
forth above, were the !owe t theretofore report d from this department since the
institution of the summary court. 'l'he report this year exhibits but slight increases
over the percentages of last year, thus showing that the favorable record of the
department as to trials by courts-martial last year has been substantially repeated
this year.
The following tabl exhibits a comparison in respect of posts of approximately
the same enlisted strength as to the number of appeals from summary to garrison
court:
Appeals f1·oni sum,mary to garrison courts-martial.
Post.

1894-95.

1895-96.

1896-97.

Total.

----------------------1---- ---- ---- -- Fort Meade....................................................
0
Fort Niobrara.. ... .. .... .... ................. ... ..............
3
Fort Robin on.................................................
0
Fort D . .A. Russell.............................................
36
Fort Crook···············••••••••••••························· ..•.••••..

0
2

0

33
3

0

0
1
34
11

0
5

1
103
14

These statistics indicate that the summary comt continues to meet with O'eneral
approval in this department, although considerable local dissatisfaction seem to
exist at Fort D. A. Ra sell, the cause for which is not apparent.
Very respectfully,
E. H. CROWDER,
Major and Judge-Advocate, United States Army.
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REPORT OF CAPT. EDWIN F. GLENN, ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE, DEPARTMENT OF
THE COLUMBIA.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA,
JUDGE-A.DVOCATE'S OFFICE,

Vancouve1· Barracks, Wash., Septenibe1· 11, 1897.

The

J U DGE-ADVO CATE-GENERAL, UNITED STATES ARMY,

Washington, D . C.
SIR: Pursuant to the requirements of paragraph 891, Army Regulations, I ha,ve

the honor to submit the following report of tho trials of officers and enlisted men in
thi s department during the year enrling August 31, 1897. These trials are classified
as directed in said paragraph and the acquittals noted as directed:
GENERAL COU RTS-MARTIAL.

Number of general court-martial 1·ecords received, revised, recorded, and forw arded to the .Judge-Advocate-General during the y ear endmg August 31, 1897,
six t y-one cases of f'nlisted men:
Convictions ....... _...........•......... __ . _•...... _•...... _....... _. . . . . . . . . . . 57
Acquitt als...................................... . ........................... .. . 4
Total cases ........ . ........ __ .. . ...... _.•... __ . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
Comparison of total number tvith that of two previous years.

Cases tried 1894-95. _••......•.... _•.•......••...........••• _••• _••..•.• __ • . • • • • 72
Ca es tried 1895-96 .•.• _•••.... . ..... _•.... _••....• _.......•... _... . . . . . . . • . . . . . 65
Cases tried 1896-97 ....•.•...........• __ .•••• _................•................ . 61
Decrease from last year .. . .....• __ .... _•.. _. _..........• _. _. . . . • . . . . . . . . . .

4
Case .

53 men t r ied once._. ___ ............. _.. _. _.. __ . _.••••. _.•..••.. _... _... . . . . . . . . 53
4 men tried twice ...••....•................... - . - .•...•·• - -- .•... - . - - - - • -- • • • · · ·
57 men tried, with a total of...•..............•........................•..... ... 61

One commissioned officer of th F ourteent h Infantry t ried and dismissed during
t he year.
D istribtttion of cases t?·ied by general cottrts among the different rni litary p osts in th~
depat·tnient.

Post..
P-4

- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - t - - - l · - - - - - - - - - - - - - -, -125
69
332
150

61

44

2. 7

2.5
6. 6

6.4

244

3. 3
3.
6.1

1.6
3.(
.1

54 1 ],505

3. 6

4.0

5 5

Total and a"t'erag . .•.•... ... . .

2.4

mnber of con victions of different offenses tried by gene1'al courts in the depm·tm nt duri g
the year nding ugU8t 91, 1897.
vente nth ar ticle of war:
Hing lothincr ... .. . ...•.•••••.. .... . ... ••.. ... • . . . . •••.• •• • •• . •. • . . ••.• •• 2
Tw n~y.fir 1: arti 1 • of wa r.:
1 b ymg sup ri r olJJc r . ...... .............. .. ... . ... ....... . ... • • • • -- · ·
Thi rt • ond articl of war :
Ab en cewith ont I a ·e . . . ... ..... . ......... . .... ... ... . . ... .. ...... .. .... .. 11
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Thirty.third article of war:
Failure to attend drill, roll call, etc.............................. ..........
Thirty.eighth article of war:
Drunkenness on duty ......................................................
Thirty.ninth article of war:
Quitting post .................................... ............ ............. .
Sleeping on post ....................................................... ---Forty.seventh article of war:
Desertion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Six.ty.seconcl article of war :
Allowing prisoner to obtain liquor............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Assau1t aud battery. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Assault with a dangerous weapon..........................................
Breach of arrest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Committing a nuisance....................................................
Destroying soldier's handbook................................. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Disregard of orders........................................................
Drnnkcnness . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fraudulent enlistment............................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Larceny...................................................................

5
10
2
2

15

1
1

1
2

1

1
2
6
5
3

Lying.....................................................................

1

Neglect; of duty........................................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Resisting arrest................... ... ......................................
Striking 11oncommissioned offic~r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Suffering a prison1:Jr to escape.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Threatening to strike noncommissioned offic r.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
sing foul and profane language...........................................
Using insulting and threa.tening language..................................

1
1
1
1
1
2

4

Comparison of nurnber of cases tried for clesertion with that of 1Jrevious year.

Number of convictions of desertion ............................................. 15
Convicted of "absence without leave," charge ''desertion" ...•...•............ 2
Number of cases tried for desertion, 1896-97 .........••.•.•••..•.•........•...... 17
Number tried last yea:v ................•..•..................................... 20
Decrease ...........................•....... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Number of men dishonorably discharged .......................................
ame, last year ................................... _..... _......................
Number of men dishonorably discharged for minor ofilmses on account of previous
convictions (included in above)................................. ... .. . . . . . . . .
Same, last year ...................... ........ ...... __ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
uml,er of trials in which evidence of previous convictions was introdu ed .....
, ame, last year ........ __ ...... _.. __ .... _.............. __ ..... __ ........... _...
Number of noncommissioned officers reduced to the ranks......................

3

32

38
9
9

17
21
3

Table exhibiting the organization to which the enlistecl ni n tried by general coiwts belong.
Organizatio'l.

Band . .A.. B.

C.

D. E.

F.

G. H.

L. M. Total.
1
19
1
2

1
18
13
1
1

A~ain there is a, small de r ase in th number of trials by g eneral co~rts·martial
durmg the year, and it is worth y of note that there has been a. de ·rea am th numb er of such trials ach year ov r the preceding ear since 1
, r a. far b a ·k a the
r ecords of this office can l>e accurately traced. The off n cs ·omm_1 tt cl have ~ on
ssontially military in th ir natur a ·ontradis1inguishe<l from 'fJID and m1sclrmean rs. The thr •e cases of larceny woulcl 1,roporly b classed as petit larceny in
an y jurisdi tiou.
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Ga1·rison coitrts-rnartial.
Number of cases tried by garrison courts-martial during the year ending
August 31, 1897. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • .
Number of men tried.......................................................

20
20

Convictions .•••••................... •..........................•..••..••••.
Acquittals ••...•.••.•.•...... . ... _...............•.......••••.••••••..•••..

17

'fotal cases ••••.•.••.•••..••.•.••.•..•..•••••••••.••..•..••..•...••..

20

3

Summary courts.

Number of cases tried by summary courts during the year ending August 31,
1897 .......... - -- - -. -- -• - -· · -· · · · · · · • • · · • · · · • • · · · • • · • · · · · · · · • • • · · · · · · • · · ·
Number of men tried ...•......•...••.•.••.....•.••••......•....•..••••••.• .
Convictions.... • . . • . • • . . . . . • • . . . . • • • . • . . • • • . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . • • . • . • • . . • • • • • . .
Acquittals.................................................................

746
463
728

18

Total cases ..•..••...........••.•...........•..•...•••.... _. • • . . • • • • . .
746
Noncommissioned officers reduced to the ranks by sentence of inferior court.
9
Forfeitures imposed and executed .......••.. •. .. . •....••.......•..•....•..• $2, 653
Number of days confinement at hard labor ..... : ............................ 2, 235
Number of days solitary confinement......... . . . . .. . • .. . . . ••• •• • •• . ••. • • •• •
4
Number of days solitary confinement on bread and water diet...............
66
Number of days confinement to limits of quarters except when on duty. . . ..
60
Distribution of cases tried by inferi01· cou.rt8, with number confoned and 1·eleased without
trial, at the p osts in the departrnent.
Average
stren gth
of garri•

P oat.

BOD.

Men tried.

Cases tried.
Summary.

Garri•
BOD,

--- Boise Barr Mka .••••........ . .•••••••••••••••• • •

i~~! c:;t~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~~~~J~k:B~~~a:ok~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fort Walla W alla .......................... . .. .

125
69
332
150
585
244

Total and average.... ... . . . ... ...... ..... .

1,505

Confined
and
released
without
trial.

P er
cen t .

Num•
ber.

- - - -- - - -

98
19
192

8

88

207
142

2
9
1

115
56
143
!)2

746

20

a475

1
44.0
20. 3
34. 6
37. 3 ··• ···· 2
24. 4
37. 7

55
14

'

7

31. 6

a Eight men tried by both summary and garrison courts.

Di8t1,ibution of cases and 1nen tried by inferior courts anwng the different organizat'om
serving in the department.
Organization.
Fourth Cavalry

I Trials .

{Coses. -.
· ··· ·· · ·· · ······ Men. . ..

Band.
15
13

~

~-=-~

~~ ~~

32 . . . . . . . . 21
21 . . .. . ... 14

22
17

38
22

83
21

~;

M. TotaL

38 . • . . . . . .
20 ....... .

199

=dA::.:.~:::::::::::::::1/fi: ;:)::: :::: :::: :::::::::::: :::: :::: :i :::: :~:
F

{Coe . . .
th Inf +..-.,,
our
tha:::ctry·
· ·· · ········ ·{Co n.:::
our n .u.uan
· · · •· · · · · · · M n . . . .
· •-A-thI f t d,
{ a&es.. .
u:...,.,,_.
u an ry · · · • · · · · · · · ·
en . . . .

F

1

i
1
1
1

5

4

3

it J 1?

10
63
30

13 14
40 40
24 24

6

~:
39
22

it
60
32

2 . ...... . ... .

J 2! ·ii·::::j::::
20
29
19

16
26
18

1 ... . -. -•
30 ... . ... .
16 .... . . • •

Ilo pital orp ............. .... f 0 n.::: :::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::::,::::

6

·1·................
···I·........... ,...... ··1~
I

T 0tal ........... .. .. ...... {C
- .....
. . .. . .... ....... . ... .. .... .. ........ .. ...
MD..... ..
........
I

D, E, and JI Fourth Infantry, bo

4,5
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Nwmbe,· of tinies tried by inferior courts.

Cases.

287 men tried once . • • . • • • • • . • • . . . . • • . • . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • . . • • . . • • • • • • • • . . . • • • . • . . . 287
120 men tried twice . . . . • . . . • • • • . . . • . . . . • • . . • • . • . . • • . • • • . • • • • . . . • . . . . . . • • . . • • • • 240
47 men tried three times.... . . . • • . • . . . . • . • .. . • • • . • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • . . • • . . 141
12 men tried four times .....•..•.•••..•........••.....••...•••..••...•••..• _.. 48
6 men tried ft ve times. . • • . . . . . • . . • . • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . . • • • . . . . • 30
2 men tried six times . • • • • • • • • • . • • • . . • • • • • . . . . • . . . . . • • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • . . . • • • . • 12
1 man tried eight times...... • • • • • • . • . • • • • . . • • • . • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • . . . • . . . . . • • . . 8
475 men tried with a total of. . • • • • . • • • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • . . . • • • • . • • • • . . . • • • • • 766
Number of cases tried by inferior courts .•••• ...••..•.•.•••. ••••••.••••........ 766
Number tried last year .......•.•.............•.•..•••••••..•••••••...•.•..•... 642
Increase .....•••••.•• ~.. . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • • . . • . • . . . .. . . • • • • • • 124
Classification of offenses tried by inferio1· oou1·ts.

Spoiling accc,utrements (laid under seventeenth article) .•••••.••••••• ·• ••• • • • • • .
Losin O' clothing (laid under seventeenth article)..... • . . . . . • • • . • • • • • . . . • . . • • • . .
Lying out of quarters (laid nnder thirty-first article)..........................
Absence without leave (laid under thirty-second article)....... . . . . . • • • . . • • . • . .
Absence from drill, roll call, etc. (laid under thirty-third article) ...............
Drunkenne son duty (laid under thirty-eighth article).........................
Disorder charged as "ccr,duct to tbe prejudice of good order and military
discipline" (laid under sixty-second article). • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . . . . . . .

1
1
13
130
300
48
343

Total number of offenses ................................................ 836
That th garrison court was resorted to by twenty men durinO' the year shows
simply that thi court continues to serve certain useful purposes. The percentage of
acquittals by this court being twice as ~reat as by the summary court does not nece sarily indicate that more even ju tice Iij meted out. Nor does this fact account for
the incr a in the number of men tri d by thi court, which is accounted for in part
by other ca.uses. Inquiry develops th fact that certain changes in the summary
court officer aused a number of men to ask for trial by garrison court.
The foregoing tables contain the u ual data and from them can be drawn such
infer n es as to the discipline of the different organizations and garrisons in this
department as such information wilJ admit of. The p rcentage of trials at on or
two of the smaller garrisons seems unnecessarily large, parti ularly at Boise Barracks, Idaho. .Attention is invited to the fact that there is an increase of about one.
sixth in the number of trials by this court in this department.
DESERTIONS,

Number of desertions during the year ending August 31, 1 97............ . . . . • . . . 62
Number reported last year ......•••...••...•...••••. , ••••.•••••..•••...•...•.••. 89
Decrease . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • • • . . . • • • • . . • • • • . . • • . . • • . . 27
Caiu1es, etc., of desertions, asce1·tained 'l.tncle,· the pro isions of pat·agraph 115, A rmy Regulations, and com1Jarison of same data for three preceding years.
Character
aa set
forth in reports
of Causes of d esertion-opinions given in reports of b oar ds
boards of survey.
of surv Y·

aUv-

ity.

Year.

2
8

1 1
1
4 ....... 12

48
74

3 4 • • • • • • • JO
4 . . . . .. . . . . 7

67

17

32

15

I

1
15
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Number tried
by courts-martial ancl number
of trials.

Length of service.

Months in which desertions occurred.

1896.

1896--97. . .
1895-96 ...
1894-95...
1893-94...

l
4
6
2

10
14
11
13

20
17
20
11

32 14 24
57 .... 38
4'1 .... 32
22 . . . . 21

10
19
18
15

1

2
5

4

7
3

3

1

4
5
5
2

1897.

725543
26955
15 3 4 6 6 3 4 10 14 8 4 6
12 9 6 7 2 1 2 4 4 111 4 10
5 3 3 5 2 6 11 1 1 5 5 8

Dist1·ibibtion of cases of dese1·tion among the different military posts in the department.
A..verafie
Per cent.
stren~t 1 of umb~r of Percent. laat
year.
garri on. desertions.

Post.
Boise Barracks ......................................... .

j~~: ~:~:i~~--:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Fort Spokane .............•••..............•.............
Vancouver Barracks .....••..•............•..........•...
Fort Walla Walla ................... . ................... .
Total and average . .•••••..........................

1,505

8

8. 8
4.3
4. 2
3. 3
3. 6
3.3

5. 0
5.8
12.1
1.1
5.5
3.3

62

4.1

5.8

11
3
14

125 1
69
332
150
585
244

5

21

I

Distribution of cases of desertion among the d(ff'erent organizations se1'ving in tile
department.

Band. A. , B.

Organization.

-

I

Fourth Cavalry ..........
Third Artillery .•........
Fifth Artillery ...........
Fourth Tnfantl·y ...... . ..
F_onrt nthltantry .... .
1 ·t
nth Iu an try ......
Ho pita!Corps .......... .

c. D.

-

4 (a) Ca) 1
(a) (aJ (a) (a)
(a) (a) (a) (a)

I

(a)
(a)

1

· o·h·
6

2

1
1

6
4

E.

F.

G. H.

Averago
str ngth Per
L. M. Total.
cent.

~~~[Fo~~-

- -345
- -- . -- - 2 - 1 -.......
3. 5
12
.... 4

-

(a) (a)
(a) (a)

(a) (a) (a)
(a)
2 (a)

1
(a)

--·· ........... . ....... ...... ... .
1
3

2
3

2
4

1 . . .. ....
2 .. ......

.. ··r ....... .... .... 1....

1
2
1
21
25

1.6
3. 4
58
ro
.2
499
4.1
516
4. 7
533
17 . ... . ..

I

a :rot s rving in the departm nt.
OTE.-.Batlery M , Third Artillery, enterecl d partment in O tober, 1 06, ancl Battery H , Fifth
Artll!ery. 1 ft cl ,purtment ame month. Th ll' ourth Infantry left d partment in ctob r, 1 96, and
th 1x t entb Infantry entered d partment am e month.

The number of de ertion · j about the av rage for the pa t six or ight year . The
all g cl can e ar g iYen in the tab] .
Y ry re pectfully, your obedient ervant,
EDWIN Ji'. Gu:,&
Captain and .doting Judge-..tldi·ocal ,

REPORT OF CAPT. FRANK L. DODDS, ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE DEPARTMENT OF
TEXAS.
liEAV l • RTE R ·

J

E PA.RT IE. T OF TE.
D E· DV
A TE'
F F I CI::

an ..J 11 tonio, ' i>t mbcr JO, 1 9i.

Th J

D E-.A.DY

ATE- E ••EHAL

• ... ITED • ' TAT E

H~lY,

Waahillgton, D. •
, 'rn: I hav th ]10nor to nhmit th following r p r of th bu in
for th y ar •1Hliog An u t :31 l !)7:
Th ·r w •r ll • Willi iomcl om . r

of bi offic
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The following table shows the number of general, garrison, and summary courtsmartial cases tried at the several posts in the department, with the percentage of
trials:
Number and percentage of trials.
Average
Percent•
enlisted
Total Percentage of Garrison Summary inferior
strength General
of gar•
general
cases
oases
i:r:Jo~
cases
cases
cases
tried.
tried.
cases
rison.
tried.
tried.
tried.
tried.

Post.

i

- - - - - - - - ---Headquarters Department of
Texas .••...................
Fort Bliss ....•........ ...... .
Fort Brown .•.••.............
Fort Clark ..•. .•.......... ...

i!rlPJ:fi!~t~~:::::: :: :: :::

j~~~ i~~t1~~~:: ::: ::::::

Total. ..................
Convictions ....•.............
AcquittaJs ...................

6
214
126
398
63
128
146
719

...........

2
3

76
77
191
31
44
124
282

77
79
195
81
45
126
285

35. 98
62. 70
48. 90
49.21
35.16
86.80
39.64

13
10
3

825
794
81

888
804
84

--······-. ................

9
9
85

4. 21
7.14
8. 79

1
2
4

1
27

. 68
3. 76
4. 78

..............
-----·-···5 ------·-··
8. 91
1

1,800

----······

86
72
14

-----··--·
...............

46.56

' There were 532 different enlisted men tried by inferior courts-martial.
The different offenses tried by general courts-martial were as follows:
N a.ture of offense.

Article of war
violated.

Losing Government property............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Disre pect toward commanding officer...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
Absence witboutleave ...................•.••.........••..................
Failure to attend drill, roll call, etc ..............................•........

Seventeenth ..... .
Twentieth .•......
Tbirty•second ....
Thirty.third •.. ...

i~ifi~~E1H::::::+::+iH/IE:)/E:E ·;;;,Jflt:{

fh~~;~;~\~i!!;i~::c~;~~~.~~~~~~~ -~~.~~~ ~~~:_·~~~~~ -~~~i_c!~.~: ~~: .~~~.\i~s~~~~::::::
.Assault upon a noncomrrussioned officer ..........••.................••........ do ......•••...
f:::ii:~?~;~e:i~~.~~~~~~~~::::
:::: :: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::: ::: ::: :: :::i~ :::::: ::::::
Challenging to fight ... .... ... ................. .. ........................•...... do ........... .

Conduct to the prejudice of good order and military discipline ................. do
Creating a disturbance in post or quarters ..•..............................•... do
Disobeying the orders of a noncommissioned officer .••••••........•••.......... do
Disorderly conduct in pos.., or quarters ..........•...•.•..........•............. do
Disrespect toward commissioned officer . .........•. •. .. ......... .......... ..... do
Drunkenness in post or quarters ............................................•.. do
Failing to report the intended desertion of a soldier .••. ...... ........• _...•... do

Cases
tried.
2
2
11
9
10

4
1
1
8

2
3
2

4
8

1

...... ..... .
•.••••......
........ ... .
..........•.
...•........
...•••... ...
.....•......

13
4
12
8

Felonious assault upon a. noncommissioned officer .........•................... do ....... .... .
Felonious assault upon a fellow•soldier .•...................................... do ...•...... ..

2
1
2
2

j:}:: ~!~~~~g~~~~~~·t·~~~.~~~::: ::: :::::::::::: :: :::: ::: ::::::::: :::::: ::: ::i~ :::::::: :: ::

tt~~~~·te~·u~i~~~t:::: :::::: ::: :: :::: :::::::: :::::: ::: :::::: ::: :::: ::: :::::~~ :::::: ::::::

1
5

1
1
1

Furnishing money to a soldiPr about to desert ......•....••.................... do .....•......
Insubordinate conduct toward commissioned officer .......................... . do ........... .
Insubordinate language toward commissioned officer .......................... do .......... -•

1
1
1

Prisoner refn ing to obeJ the orders of a sentinel. ............................ do • • •· ··

1
1
1

Resisting and striking a noncommissioned officer ................... . .... .... • .do ·• ·· · • · · · · · ·
Threatening and attackiniz a fellow .soldier ................................. - • •do · · • · · · · · · · · ·
Sent)nel d! ~beying the orders of the serge1tnt of the guard ....•......... • • • ·
Sentmel s1ttmg down on post ...........•.... ••••.••••••••••·············· · • • • · d
Unlawfully disposing of uniform clothing .. ..............•............... •· ... do············
Ueing insubordinate, profane, filthy, or abusive language .......•..•.•••• • • • · · 0 ••• • • • ••••••

1
1
1

l~i!t::~t:ti~i\r:i~it~~i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::!~ ::::::::::::
l ~7£€~tt~;~~;~:~:~~~:: : :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::: : :::::::::::!~ ::::::::::::
·i~ :::::: ::::::

WAR 97-20

4
2
2

a
1
2

10
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The total of cases tried is distributed among organizations as follows:
Inferior trials.

General
trials.

Regiment or corps.

1------Garri• Sum•
son.
mary.

---------------------------1---- ------

Total ................................................................ .

86

825

13

The following table affords comparisons as to average enlisted strength of the
department, and number and percentage of trials for the periods stated:
Average Tria:a~1~f.°rts•
Perfrfa\!~e of
enlisted l- -- - - - - ·1 - - - - - - , - - -strength. General. Inferior. General, Inferior.

Year.

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - f - - - -1·--- - - - - - - - - - - - 1896 ...... ·· ·······• •······· ···············•·· ..• . .
1897 ...•.•..• ~ ••••••••••••••..•••........••..•.•...

1,803
1,800

106

86

864
838

5.88
4. 78

47. 92

46.56

My annual report to the department commander for the past :fiscal year upon the
subject of' desertions is made an appendix hereto.
Respectfully submitted.
FRANK L. DODDS,
Captain and Acting ,Judge-Advocate.

APPENDIX.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS,
JUDGE•ADV0CATE'S OFFICE,

San Antonio, July 24, 1897.

The

ADJUTANT-GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS.

IR: I have the honor to submit, for the information of the department commander, in accordance with paragraph 116, Army Regulations, the following report
of desertions within thi department for the preceding :fiscal year:
American born ... _..... __ ................... . ......................•........... 52
Foreign born ...................................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

Total ........................................................ _........... 61
Of the e, 31 enli ted ou ide of the d partment, and 30 in the department.
Cauaes of desertion, taken from, the separate special 1·ep01·ts rende1·ed in each case.
ava.lryman, afraid of a horse ...•••............................................
Debts .... ............................... .. ..... .... ........ --·· .... •········· ··
Di content retmlting from compulsory marriage ............................... .
Di a.ti fled on account of i olation of tation .................................. .
Di a.ti fied with the service ............•......................................
Drink and debt ........................................................ •······ ·
ar of puni bment for offenses ommitted .................................... .
n ralworthl sne ........................•............................... ..
Roving cli po ition ................................................... - .. • • • · - · ·
To tnk po
ion of prop rtyfoh rit din ermany ........................... .
Toa.Yoi<larr th• ivilantboriti ............................................. .
To t> 1•ap con qu oc of imprudent marriage............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
To join baseball club in Mexico................................................

1
1
l

l
1

l
1
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To join Cuban insurgents......................................................
To join wife...... . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . • . • . . • . . . • • • . . . • • . • . .
Trouble with a woman. . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • • • . . . • • . . .
Weak-mindedness.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • • • . . . .
Unknown causes.... . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . • . • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • . • . • • • . . . . • • . . .
19
6
16
4
3
5
8

1
2
1
3
27

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • . . 61
had served one day to six months.
had served six months to one year.
had served one year to two years.
had served two years to three years.
had served three years to four years.
had served four years to five years.
had served over :five years.

61
The following table gives the posts and organfaations from which the men deserted:
Posts.
Num• 1
Regiment or corps.
Num.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - b _ e r _._ 1- - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - 1 - -b_e_r_.
Fort Bliss..................................

~~~l ~f~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Hostital Corps...........................

14

~

1
2

t

lt~~t x~I~fe~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~~~tJ:f~~!':~~: :: :: :: :::::::::::::::: ::: ! ~~~~~tt;:~r!~{ry::::::::::::::::::::
l~~ l~ir~~~~~:::::::::::::·:.::::::::: 2;
Total...............................
Total....... ...... ... . ...............

~~

61

61

The following table exhibits the character and rank of these deserters:
Charact.er.

Num.
ber.

Rank.

Excellent ................................. .

i i~!~1~~~·: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Good whensober .... ...................... .
Not good .................................. .
Fair ........ .... . ........... ... ........... ,
Indifferent ................................ .
Poor ...................................... .

~:i ~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

:;;~:~~:::
·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Unknown ........ ...........•.........•••..
Total ............ .................. . .

Gorporals ....•......•............ .........

8

1
1
1

Blacksmiths .. ... ........................ .
f18 it:~J!!~r~::::::
:: ::::::: ::::::::::: ::: ::
1 Privates ............•...•........•........
1

2

56

2

3

6
4
1

Total ......•..•............ ..... ····

61

2

1

a
a

61

The number of desertions for the year ending June 30, 1896, and the percentage of
loss from this cause, with comparison with the fiscal year just closed, are given
below:
Av .rage
umber of
enliSt.ed desertions.
strength.

Year.

1896 ··•·•··•••••·•••••·••••··• •••••••• · ·•••·••••·•••••••••••••••••••
1897 .••.••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..••.•••.•••• • ••••••

Respectfully submitted.

1,845
1,799

98
61

5. 81

3.80

FRANK L. D DD I
Captain and .Acting Judge-Advocate.
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REPORT OF OAPT. JOHNS. MALLORY, ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE, DEPARTMENT OF
THE COLORADO.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE COLORADO,
OFFICE OF THE JUDGE-ADVOCATE,

Denver, Colo., September 20, 1897.
The

JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, UNITED STATES ARMY,

Washington, D. C.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the annual report of the business of this office
for the year ending August 31, 1897.
GENERAL COURTS-MARTIAL.

Commissioned officers tried.. . . . • • . . . • • • • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • • • • . • • • • • . . • • • . . • . • • .
Enlisted men tried ....•..............•... _••• _...•...... _•. _.. __ . • • • • . . . . • . .
Number ofacquittals...... .••••• ...• ...•.. ...... .... .••••. ..•••. .•.••. ...•..
Number of discharges on citation of previous convictions • . • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . • . .

0

132
4

19

Number of convictions of diffe1·ent offenses.
Seventeenth article of war:
Losing clothing .•••••••..•• _•............•... __ ••.... _••.••••.••••...••.
Selling clothing •...••.•..•..••...........•..............••.•.••••...•••.
Twentieth article of war:
Disrespect to commanding officer .....................•....•••........•..
Twenty-first article of war:
Disobeying superior officer .....••............................•••....•••.
Lifting up weapon against superior officer .....................••.•......
Thirty-second article of war:
Absence without leave ........•..........................••..•.••..•••..
'Thiny-third article of war:
Failure to attend drill, roll call, etc ......................••.....•..•..•.
Thirt~~~f!!~~:t~~ed~;~~ ~ ... _____ . _________ . ______ .. __ . ___ .. ___________ ..
Thirty-ninth article of war:
Quitting post .........••.•................................••••......••..
Forty-seventh article of war:
Desertion ........................•...........••••......•••••••• _•.......
Sixty-second article of war:
Absence without leave not chargeable under thirty-second article ..••....
Allowing prisoner to escape ................ ..... ......•. •...... ..... .•..
Assault ................. . ........ .... .......... .•.......................
Assault with deadly weapon ........................................... .
Breach of arr st .... ........ .................. .. .......... _............. .
Carrying concealed weapons ........................................... .

g~::m:~: :oa~:;~~~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~: ::::::::::::::::

Di obedience of standing orders . .......................................•
Disobeying commi ioned officer ....................................... .
Disob ying noncommis ioned officer .................................... .
Disorderly conduct .............................. ...... ................ .
Disre pect to noncom mi ioned officer .................................. .
Di re p ct to superior offic r ..................... .. .................... .
Drunkenn
..............•........................................ ....
Drunk and di ord rly .... . ........•................. ... ........•........
Drunkenne can ing arre t, etc., by civil authorities ................... .
Embezzlement ...............................................•••........
False tat ment ................................................•...•.•..

~1!:~~~t-~~ii;t·~- ~-t·:: :::::: :: :::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::: :: ::::::

1
1
2
9

1
17
15
14
6

16
6
1
1
5
11

2
1
1
1
3
13
3
4
2

13
10
3
2

6
1

13

Insubordinat condo t to ard noncom mi ioned offic r ................. .
Insubordinate condo t tow rd commi ioned offic r ..................... .
Lare n ......... - • -· - • · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··· · ·· · · · · · · ·· · · ·· · · ·· · · ·· · · ····

2

R i tino- arr t ............. --• -· - --- - -...... -. - -- ...... ---• • -• -·· · ·····
Threa uin . up rior ffi er .......................................... .
ontloc to th pr judic · of ood order • nd military di iplin no included in th foregoin it m .................. ..•...•.•••.•....••••.

1

Jt!:l;~~;~;~~t .:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1
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The following table shows the convictions of desertion, classifiecl according to the
limit of punishment prescribed by the President's order of March 20, 1895:

r ..

Number.
Surrendered:
.After an absence of not over 80 days .•••••••.•..•••••.......................
.After an absence of over 80 days ...............•............................
Apprehended:
In service not over 6 months at time of desertion .........•...............•.
In service over 6 months at time of desertion .............................. .

8

Limit of
confinement.
Months.

2

12
18

4

18

80

7

Total number of convictions of desertion..................................
16 .••••..•••.
22g
Average limit of confinement ..•.••.................................................

Convictions of desertion:
Year ending August 31, 1896......... . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • •
Year ending August 31, 1897. . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . .

18
16

Decrease.... . • • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .

2

INFERIOR COURTS.

The number of trials by inferior courts, the number of acquittals, and the number
of different men tried are as follows:
Trials by garrison court. . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36
Trials by summary court .............•..•..........•..... _.. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 594:
Total ............................... _.•...•.... _......... __ . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 630
Acquittals by garrison court . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Acquittals by summary court................................................

9
39

Total . . . . . . . . • . . • • . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

48

Different men tried by garrison court ......... _.. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Different men tried by summary court._ ,..••.••.••• _....... _. _...... . . . . . . . .

33
962

Total .••••••...•• _•••.. _. __ ....••.... _........•• _. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

995

DESERTIONS,

The number of desertions, the probable cause therefor, and the post from which
the desertions occurred are shown in the following tables:
Causes of desertion as found, by boards of S1,!,rvey.
The year of enlistment.
The probable cause.
Cause unknown . . . . . . • •• • • • • • • • • • • •• .. .. •• .. • • •• .. .. .. • • . . • •
General dissatisfaction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . • . . . . . .
To avoid ~rial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • .
Debts.......................................................

First. Second. Third. Fourth. Total.
81
15
4

4
,
4

2 . . ..... .
1 ....... -

1

2

r{;::~:f1:::~::~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·---·-r :::=:::: -----.~-::::::i:
.Fa t women.................................................

a •••••••••••.••..•••• ••••
1

Arizona.......................................................

Total ...........•.....••..•............................

l
3
7

2

:{

1 · •· • · · · · · · · · · · · ·

l
l
l
1

~iZJliit\:ii:ii:::)\\\ii::::::\:::::i i i:::\: ····-+ --- J ::::::::::::::::
Theft and fear of punishment...............................
Embezzlement................................................................
Dislike of

3

1 . ... -· -- •·· · ·· · ·

~Ztf;li:t7:h):::::::::::)\\\):/:::::::::: :::3: ::::/ :::< ) )i
Infatuation with another's wife....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .

87
20
11

2 ······2· :::::::: ::::::::
1 ........ ········ ········
1 .............. ········ ········
8
20
71

2
l

l
l
I
l
1
102
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The following table shows the·average enlisted strength of each post in tbe department, the number of desertions t.h erefrom, and the per cent. of desertions to the
average strength:
Posts.

Strength. Desertions. Per cent.

Fort Apache .................................•••.......•...••••••....
Fort Bayard ......................................................... .

j~~~ E~UJl;:~~-:::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

376
400
529
124

;:~t~in~:r~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::

352
640
156
156

Fort Grant .......................................................... .
Fort Huachuca ......................................... ,............ .
FortLogan .......................................................... .

417

4

11
9
2

12
11
36
10
7

]. 06
2.75
1. 70
1. 60
2.87
8.12
5.54
6.40
4.48

The per cent. of desertions in the department to the average enlisted strength is as
follows:
For the year ending August 31, 1896 .•••••..•••..••••.........•... ______ .•.••• 3. 96
For the year ending August 31, 1897 ••••••••••.••••....•....•.•••••••...•••••. 3.22
REMARKS.

The Manual for Courts-Martial, approved by the Secretary of W.ar and published
for the information and guidance of all concerned, in defining the jurisdiction of
general courts-martial, declares that "As r egards offenses, they have exolusive _jurisdiotion * * * over those for which the limit of punishment prescribed by the President, previous convictions being considered, is in excess of the limit of the punishing
power of an inferior court as defined by the eighty-third article of war.'' * " *
This construction has the effect of increasing the number of cases which must be
tried by general courts, if tried at all, and renders illegal the trial by inferior courts
of a class of cases formerly considered triable by them. Thus, if the maxim.mn 1rnnishment, previous convictions considered, which can be awarded may be more than
a month's confinement and forfeiture of a month's pay, the offense, if tried at all,
must be tried by a general court-martial, even if it is not allowable to impose dishonorable discharge.
In view of the ignificant fact that what is mandatory in the President's order is
that certain punishments must not be exceeded, not that certain punishments must be
awarded upon conviction, it is difficult to understand why inferior courts should not
be allowed concurrent ,iurisdiction with general courts over the class of offense
referred to above, especially in view of what is declared in Article V of the Pre ident's order.
A construction which would require charges for such offenses to be forwarded to
the d partment commander, and which would allow him to exercise his discretion
in either referring them for trial to a general court, or in remanding them for trial
by :i. summary court, would, in my opinion, be in the interest of the admini tration
of military justice.
·
The foregoing remarks were also made in my report to the department commander
for the year ending June 30, 1897.
Desertions.-I am of opinion that the large number of desertion from the Army
annually can b attributed, in general, to the following causes:
(1) ,.atural re tl
ne , which is an American characteristic, and dispo ition ~
chang on s occupation for temporary and often trivial reasons, which, however m
the case of men who commit the crime of d sertion, provt, stronger than their r pe t
for th sanctity of the oath of enli tment.
(2) The ease with which the crime can be accompli hed and the light probabilirr
of ub e'}uent apprehension ancl con equent punishment.
Among civilian there i a.pt to be much mi taken sympathy for deserters in ti m
of peace, and the mall reward offered i not officiant to encourage civil office t
make run h tfort to a.ppr hend tbi cla of criminal . The remedy would
mt
betocaltivateth ame entimentwithontthe erviceinregardtod rtiona exit ~
within the rv1 e and to largely incr a e the reward for appreben ion.
It may not b practicable by legislation to do the former; it is certainly pra:ticable to do th latt r.
Jo~ · . )!ALL RY,
ery r spectfully,
Captain, United

tatu .J.rmy, .doting Judge-.Jdru ate.
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REPORT OF OFFICER IN CHARGE OF JlJDGE-ADVOCATE'S OFFICE, DEPARTMENT OF
THE EAST.

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST,
JUDGE-ADVOCATE'S OFFICE,
Governors Island, New York, September 10, 1897.
The. JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, UNITED STATES ARMY,
Washington, D. C.
Srn: In obedience to the provisions of paragraph 891, Army Regulations, I have
the honor to submit the following report of the business of this office for the period
commencing September 1, 1896, and ending August 31, 1897:
Commissioned officers tried by general court-martial....... . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Enlisted men tried by general court-martial (convicted, 439; acquitted, 23) ..... 462
Total. . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 463
Trials by general courts-martial, year ending August 31, 1896...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 490
Decrease . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

27

Cases apparently brought before general courts-martial with a view to discharge
on proof of five or more previous convictions:
Year ending August 31, 1896...... . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
Year ending August 31, 1897. . • • • • • . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102
Increase . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

41

Trials for fraudulent enlistment alone: ·
Year ending A.ugust 31, 1896...... . . . . . • . • • • . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
Year ending August 31, 1897.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
Decrease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Decrease of trials tbiA year as compared with last, leaving out trials with a view
to discharge on proof of prior convictions, and trials for fraudulent nlistments, 59.
Number of convictions of different offenses, taken front the records of trials by general courtsmartial, in the depa1·tment during the year ending .August 31, 1897.
Seventeenth article of war:
Losing or selling clothing .............•.••......••••..........•........... 12
Twentieth article of war:
Disrespect to commanding officer ....•...•....••••............. . ......•.... 1
Twenty-first article of war:
Disobeying superior officer...... . • . • . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
Thirty-second article of war:
Absence without leave .......•...•...••••.••••..........•... . ............. 113
Thirty -third article of war:
Failure to attend drill, roll call, etc........................ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48
Tbirt~:!f~!~::stii~e ~~t;~~-: _______________________ •.•. _________________ .. ___ _
46
Thirty-ninth article of war:
Quitting post .... . ....•.....•.....••••..•••....•••........................
9
Sleeping on po1:1t .............•.•...•.•..•......•...•......•.......... . ....
9
Fortieth article of war:
Quitting guard .................••.•......... . .............................
7
Forty-seventh article of war:
Desertion (18 found guilty of absence without leave; 2 acquitted) . ... - - -- . 99
Sixtieth article of war:
2
Larceny ............•........••.•... . ... . ................. . ..... - - - - -- - - • ·
Sixty-second article of war:
Absence without leave, not chargeable under t hirty-second article . • - • - · · - ·
2
Allowing prisoner to escape .................. . ..•.. - - . - - - - - - - · - - - · · · · · · · · · 2
Assault ..............•......•. - ... - ... - - - - . -- - - - - -- - · - · · - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 9
1
Assault with intent to kill ..... - ... - - - - ... - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - · · · · · · · · · · .. · ·..
Breach of arrest .............. - - - ..... - -- - . - - - - - - · • - · - · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 10
3
Disobeying commi sioned o:ffic~r - - .. - -- - - ... -- - - - - - · - · - · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1
D~sobey~ng non~ommissioned officer ... - . - • - - - - - - - - - - - · -· · · · : :: : ·.: : :::: : : :: 2
D1sobeymg sentmel ......... - . - - - - . -- - - - • • - - - · · · · ·
1
Disposing of clothing and camp equipage ... - - - - - - • - · · · · • · · · • • • · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Disrespect to commanding officer .......... -- - - - - - - - · • - · - · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · • · ·
Drunkenness ........•••••.......••. - .• - - - - - - - · · • - - • · · · • • • • • · · · • • • · · · · · • • · •
Drunk and waorderly .................... - - .. · · · - • · · • · • • · · • · · • · · • • • · · · • · · · 8

J
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Sixt:v• second article of war-Continued.
Drunkenness, etc., causing arrest by civil authorities ........ _. _.. ___ . _ . . . .
False statement ...........••.................. ··-· .... __ ...........••.....

5
4

:~!::1~~t ~;;li~t~~~t::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::: 21
Indecent exposure of person ...... __ ... ___ ................. _. _. . . . • . . . . . . .
Insubordinate conduct toward noncommissioned officer ...... _.............
Introducing liquor into post .....................................•...... - .
Larceny .. __ ... ___ ........... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
Making an immoral and foul proposition to another soldier .... _. . . . . . . . . . .

1
8
1

13

1

::flset1!:fair~!{::::::::::::::::::: ."::: ."::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
:
Disorders, etc., charged as '' conduct to the prejudice of good order and military discipline," not included unqer previous headings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115
The following table shows the desertions, classified_, according to the limit of punishment prescribed in the Executive order of the President, published in General
Orders, No. 16, Headquarters of the Army, 1895:
Number.
Surrendered:
After an absence of not more than 30 days .................................. .
After an absence of more than 30 days ...................................... .
Apprehended:
In service not more than 6 months ................••.........................
In service more than 6 months ....................••.•.......................

23
39

Limit of
confine.
ment.
Months.
12

18

32

18

30

25

Total number of desertions................................................
119 ... ..•..•..
19. 36
A.verage limit of confinement ..................•.....................................

Trials for desertion :
Year ending August 31, 1896 ..• _•...•••...•••......•••.•.......•.•.••...•.. 131
Year ending August 31, 1897 .•.••...• _.. . . . • . • . . • • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . 119
Decrease ........................................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Of the number brought to trial, 34 were of cases originating in other departments.
umber of desertions in the department from July 1, 1895, to June 30, 1896 ...... 412
Number of desertions in the department from July 1, 1896, to June 30, 1897 ...... ~
Decrease .......... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73
The average enlisted strength, the number of trials by inferior courts-martial, the
number resulting in acquittal, and the number of different men tried at the different
posts in the department, are shown in the following table:
Poets.
Fort A.dame . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FortBarrancas ...... .....................
Columbus Barracks.......................
Fort Columbus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Ethan Allen......... ................
Fort Hamilton .... .............. ..........
Jack on Barracks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A.enlTsr~~e Garri•
um
~
eon
mary·.
strength.
·
289
134
538
225

238

6

2
12

4

295
137

13
5

i~~rn~t:nrJ~~:::::::::::::::::::::::: ::

~~
~~g
508

i~~ ~fu~a~~ :::::::: ::::: :::: ::: ::::: :: ::

1
1

~gg
527

4
9
2

12'

2

~~i!! t~~tcsk.. :::::::::::::: ::: : : : : :
Fort Monroe....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Plattsburg Barra ks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Porter....... ........................
Fort Pr ble. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i~~

1:C~e~_::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

8

67

m

5

Different
Total. Acquitted. men tri d.

- - ---1-----1----221
132
365
119
173
221
51
77
286
75
266
197
180
151
262
56
22
71
257

227
134
377
123
173
234
51
82
286
83
267
19
184
160
26'
58

22
71
262

4

1
12
5
5
13

4

·-·--- .... ---2
2
7
6

4
3
6

ll

68
169

90
137
il

39
l
51

1·
1 •
15!

156

3
1
2
13

157 1· · · · · · · ·
68
68
t. Francie Barrack .. .... • • • • -· · · · · · · · · · ·
527
1
7
339
3-10
FortTrombull...... ............ ..... .....
67 ••••.. ..
44
44 --· --· ······
133
137
Fort Wadsworth ........... ......... .... •·
1 O
4
ortWarr n....... ............ ......... ..
130
2
59
61
hington .Barracks . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
350
9
169
17
'
11
90
90
·····-······
.............
In camp , eto .........••.•..•.... • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Total .......... •... ················· ~
,--O-O+---•l-1- - - 4,0
, 174
220
Fort Thomae..............................

I

'

i

I "
I
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The number of trials by inferior courts for the period ending August 31, 1896, was
4,232, as against 4,174 for the year covered by this report, showing a decrease of 58
cases this year, as compared with the corresponding period last year.
Very respectfully,
L. H. STROTHER,
· Fir8t Lieutenant, First Infantry, .A. D. C., in Charge of Offioo.

REPORT OF OFFICER IN CHARGE JUDGE-ADVOCATE'S OFFICE, DEPARTMENT OF THE
MISSOURI.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI,
OFl!'ICE OF THE J UDGE-ADVOCA.TE,

Chicago, Ill., September 9, 1897.

The

JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, UNITED STATES ARMY,

Washington, D. C.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the annual report of the business of this office
for the year ending August 31, 1897.
TRIALS BY GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL.

Commission~d officers tried ... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
The case is published in G. 0. No. 7, c. s., these headquarters.
E nl isteil. men tried. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 248
Numberofacquittals ............................•............................. 24
Number of discharges on citation of previous convictions. . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . 25
Number of convictions of dijferent offenses.

Seventeenth article of war:
Losing clothing ..............•.••.....•.•............•.................... 3
Losing overnment property ..••.....•...... .......• ...................... 5
Selling clotbin
2
Twentieth article of war:
Disrespect to commanding officer ............•............................. 1
Twenty-first article of war:
Disobeying superior officer .............•.....•...••....•........ -........ .
6
Thirty-first article of war:
1
Lying out of quarters ..••....••.....•..................•.......... •···•···
Thirty•second article of war:
Ab8eucewitboutleaYe .........•..........•...•.•...• •••..•................ 45
Thirty.third article of war:
I! ailure to attend drill, roll call, etc ...•...........•....•................... 16
(1' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

ThiWr:~{~!~::st~~e0~~;~~~ ••.••. .••. •.••.. .••... •. .•.• .•.• .... .... ...... ....
Thirty.ninth article of war:

11

~1:!;~~i ~~s~~~t:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fortieth article of war:

7
7

7
Qui ttj n:.r guard ...............•••...•....•••....••..........•.....•.. -..•.•
Forty•seve~th article of war:
Desertion ......•....•..•••.......••••...••...•...••.•.... • - • · · · · · · · · · · · · • • 68
Sixtieth article of war:
Larceny .............•.............•................... • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 2
ixty•second article of war:
.
2
Absence without leave not chargeable under the thirty-second article····· ·
2
Abu i~g pu~lic animal ................................. -·············· .. ..
3
Allowrng pr1 oner to escape ............•..............• - • • • · · · · · · · · • · · · · · ·
2
Assault . ... ..........•••............... • • • • • · · · • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • · · ·
Assault with dangerous or deadly weapon ................. • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 2
6
Breach of arrest .................. - ..... - • • • • • • • • · · · · · · · • · · · · ·
Disobeying noncommissioned officer ...•..........••... - • • · · · · · · · · ~ · · · • • • · · · 17
10
Di respect to noncommissioned officer ................ • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · ·
Drunkenne s ........•.•••. ...•....... • -- · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · lO
Drunk and disorderly ........ - ............. - • • • •.- : · · · · · • - · · · • · · · · · • · · · · · · · ·
2
Drunkenness, etc., ca.using arrest by civil authont1es ..... · · ···· ······ ·•···
1
Forgery ••• _•••••••• -· ••• - • • • • • • • - - · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~-- • • · • • • • • • • • • • • •
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Sixty-second article of war-Continued.
Fraudulent enlistment ... ___ . _. __ ....... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • • • • . • . . • 12
Larceny ..•• _.. __ ..........•........ _.... ___ •......•......•.•.......... _. • 10
Neglect of duty .................••.....•.........•.................... ···- 11
Perjury _... _••••. __ ... __ .. _. _.... __ ...... _.. _........ _..... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . •
1
Disorders, etc., charged un<l.er the sixty.second article of war, not included
under pre nous heads ... _........ __ ... _.... _..........•....•.......... - - . 23
The following table shows the convictions of desertion, classified according to the
limit of punishment prescribed in the President's orders of March 20, 1895:
Number.

Limit of
confinement.

MonthJI.
Surrendered:
12
4
After an absence of not more than 30 days .••••...........................••.
18
26
After an absence of more tban 30 days •••••••.•••..........••••••.••••••.....
Apprehended:
18
19
In service not more than 6 months at time of desertion ........•..•..........
30
18
In service more than 6 months .......•••••.••••••...................•........
42
1
In service more tban 6 months and prior conviction considered ........••.... ____ ,_____

i: i 76

Total number of convictions of desertion •••••• .. ...................•... - - 68 · · · · ·
2
Average limit of confinement ••••••••••••••••••...•••.••...••.••.....•.......•... • •··

Convictions of desertion:
Year ending August 31, 1896. •••. •••• .... .... •.•••• ...•.. .•.•.. ...... ...••.
Year ending August 31, 1897 ..•••...•••.••••..•.•...•.•..•.•.....•..... - • • -

68

68

TRIALS BY INFERIOR COURTS.

The trials by inferior courts, the numberofacquittals, and the numberofdifferent
men tried are as follows:

~=~~

_-: _- _-: _-: _-_-:_-: _-_-: _- _- _- _- _-_-: _-:_-:_-_-: _-_-: _-: _- _- _-: _- _-::_-::_- _-

2, 2~

Total ... _.......... _. _.•.•...••....•........... _.. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 279
.A.cqujttals by garrison court ...... _... . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.Acquittals by summary court ....•..•.•..•...................................

=

1~

Total. . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

umber of different men tried ............... __ ........ .. .. _................ 1 410
The following table give the average enlisted strength and number of tri
general and inf rior courts for the years named:

IPr
Year.

1891. .................................... ••••••••••••••···•··
1892 .••••• ••••••••••••·•••·• •• •••..•••...•• .•.••..••••....•..

1 93 ••.•.•............ ··········•· ·•·•·· · .•. . .•.••. •··•··•···
1 •.....• ...... ...... ...... ..• . .......... ··· ···· ··········
18 5 ............ ..•....•.....•••....•••. ·····•··•••···•·· ... .
1896 ........................................ . ............... .

by
n.

Average Trial by Trial by of tri
enlist d g n ral inferior .bY ot
strength. courts. courts.

n=r' .

3,004
3,393
3, 30
3, 2
3, 9
4,020
',180
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DESERTIONS,

The number of desertions, the probable cause therefor as found by boards of survey, and the posts from which the desertion occurred are shown in the following
tables:
Number of desertions and the probable cause therefor.
Year of enlistment.
Probable cause.

I

First. Second. Third. Fourth. Fifth.

Total.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ --1--Causeunknown....... .....•••••.. .•...•.•••.. ••....
General dissatisfaction.............................
To avoid trial and punishment.....................

~~!~~ti~t~i~ti;;~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
General unfitness for the service....... . . . . . . . . . . . .

Roving or restless disposition......................
Had considerable money....... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
Fear of recognition as former deserter. . . . . . . . . . . . .
General worthlessness..............................
Supposed to be insane..............................
Homesickness . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . .
Intoxicants.........................................
l!'ear of horses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Constitutional timidity..............................
Enlisted to eet transportation west.................
Fea! of bodily harm from comradtis...... ..... .... ..
Enlisted for the winter.............................
Lack of moral strength . ............................

69

10

16
9

1

4 ...... ..

6 . •• .• • •. . . • .• . . .
7
3
2
6
::::::::
4 . • • •• • • . • • • • • • • . . • • . • • • •
3 . ••. . . . . . . . .. ••. . . . . . . . .
1
1 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .

~

~

. . . .. . . .
1

84
22
22

::::::::
. . •.. . . .

1&

. . . .. . . .
. . . .. . . .

3
2

2 • • • •• • • • . • • . • • • . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . .
2 • ••••••• • •• •• • • . • •• •• • • . • • •.. • • .

2
2

1

1 . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .

2

4

2 •••.. •. . . ••. . . •. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .

2

1 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

l
l

1
1
1
1

1

. . . .. . . .
. . . .. . . .
. .. .. . . .
........

. . . .. . . .
. . . .. . . .
. . . .. . . .
. . . .. . . .

. . . .. . . .
.. . .. . . .
. . . .. . . .
. . . ... . .

. . . .. . . .
.. . .... .
. . . . . .. .
.. . .. . . .

1 . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . ... .. . . . . .. .. .

l
l
1
1

i - - - l -- -• i -- - - 1 - - --J-- • -• l- - • -

Total ...•.•. .•.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. •.•... ... . . .

128

29

9

173

.Average enlisted strength and the desertions from, posts in the departrnent.
Posts.

Strength. Desertions. Per cent.
265

6

404

45
26

760

131

10

3114
802
722
426
286

14

28
2/J
9

10

2.36
11.11
3.28
7. 63
3.55
3.4_9

a. 60

2.11
3.49

The percentage of desertions for 1897 is 4.13; the percentage of desertions for 1896
was 6.74; a decrease this year of 2.61 per cent.
Respectfully submitted.
JAMES T. DEA '
First Lieut. Fourteenth lnfootry, .Aide-de-Camp, in Charge of Office.
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REPORT
OF

THE QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
QU.A.RTERM.A.STER·GENER.A.L'S OFFICE,

Washington, October 1, 1897.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the annual report of the Quarter•
master's Department for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1897.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

By acts of Congress approved March 16 and June 6 and 11, 1896, there
was appropriated for the service of th Qua1·termaster's Department
for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1897, the sum of.......•.......... $8, 162, 938. 00
During the fiscal year there was depo ited to the credi,ji of appropriations 1896-97, amounts received from sales to officers, etc., the sum
of .•••....•••..••••••••••..••••...••••...•......•...•...•.• _.. . . . .
423, 663. 12
Making a total of....•...•••..•....•..•.•..•..........••...... 8, 586, 601. 12
Of this amount there was remitted to disbursing officers. $6, 718, 957. 63
There was paid out on account of settlements made at
11,798.23
Treasury of claims and accounts ................... .
There was charged against appropriations by Treasury
18,000.00
transfer warrants .••••....•..•••••••••......•.......
6, 748, 755. 6
Leaving a balance available for payment of outstanding obliga•
tions incurred or fulfillment of contracts properly entered
into within the fiscal year of···-··.......................... 1,837,845.26
On the 1st of July, 1896, there was on hand from regular appropria•
tions for the service of the Quartermaster's Department pertaining
to the fiscal year ended June 30, 1896 ............................. . 1, 401, 341. 51
And from appropriations pertaining to previou fiscal years, includ•
803,347,27
ing those for specific purposes, the sum of........................ .
Making a total balance on hand from all appropriations July 1,
. 78
1896, of ............•....•...................... -....... • • • • · 2,204,
For specific purposes th re waa appropriated during the fiscal year
53,6
.92
ended June 30, 1897 .............................................. • ·
During the year there was deposited and transferred to er dit of the
appropriations other than those of 1896-97, shown above, the sum of.

------

Making a total of ............••......•....•........ • • • • · · · · · · ·
Of said amount there was remitted to disbursing officers
the sumof..••.........•....•......................•.. $761,43 .44.
There was paid out on account of Trea ury settlements
and transferred the sum of...... .. . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . • . . 324, 600. 88
There was carried to surplus fund the sum of............ 577,204.63
Leaving a balance of....................••.•.. • • • • · · · • • · · · • • · ·

1,
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DUTIES OF THE QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMEN1.\

Under existing laws the Quartermaster's Department, under the
direction of the Secretary of War, provides the Army with military
stores and supplies requisite for its use, such as clothing and equipage,
tents, band instruments, tableware and mess furniture, equipments
for post bakeries, fuel, forage, stationery, lumber, straw for bedding for
men and animals, all materials for camp, and for shelter for troops and
stores, furniture for barracks, such as bunks, benches, chairs, table ,
lockers, heating and cooking stoves for use in public barracks and quarters, tools for mechanics and laborers in the Quartermaster's Department, furniture, text-books, papers, and equipment for post schools,
reading matter for post libraries, wagons, ambulances, carts, saddles,
harness, water supply, sewerage, plumbing, illuminating supplies, and
heating for all military posts and buildings.
The Department is also charged with the duty of transporting, by
land and water, troops, munitions of war, equipments, and all articles
of military supplies from the place of purchase to the several armies,
garrisons, posts, and recruiting places.
Under act of Congres amending section 1661, Revised Statutes, for
arming and equipping the militia, this Department supplies quartermaster stores, clothing, and equipage to the militia of the several States
and Territories, and transports the same to said States and Territories.
It also furnishes transportation for ordnance and ordnance stores issued
by the United States to the militia of the several States and Territories. It also transports the property for other Executive Departments
on requisitions, payments.therefor being made by the respective Departments to the carriers upon accounts forwarded through the Quartermaster-General's Office for that purpose.
This Department prepares the nece ary plans and con truct all
buildings at military po t , such as barrack , quarters, storehou~e
hospitals, etc., build wharve , con truct and repair roads for military
purpose , builds all neces ary military bridge , provide , by hire or purcha e, grounds for military encampment and buildings; contracts for
all horses for cavalry, artillery~nd for the Indian scouts, and for uch
infantry and members of the Hospital Corp in the field campaign a
may be required to be mouuted; pay for all incidental expen es of the
military ervice which are not provided by other corps.
The care and maintenance of national cemeterie i an additional
duty of thi Department. It also provides uitab1e bead tone to mark
the gra e of' all soldier ailor or marine who erved during the late
war including tho e who have been buried in private cemeteri and
oth r burial place .
ecti n 1139, Revi <l ta ute , make it the duty of the Quarterma ter-Gen ral, under the direction of the
er tary of ar to pr ·
crib an l nforc a y tern f a ·c unt bilit for all qua1 terrua ter up·
p]ie furni bed the rmy, it ffi er , e men and m rine .
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Of this amount the sum of $1,024,307.25 was paid out during the
year, leaving a balance on hand of $274,810.79, of which $241,700.94
will be required to pay outstanding obligations. The remaining sum
of $33,109.85, together with the sum of $15,000, estimated to be collected by the pay department after July 1, 1897, and credited to clothing appropriation for last fiscal year, will represent a total of $48,109.85
to be covered into the Treasury.
The issues to the militia of the several States and Territories during
the last :fiscal year amounted to the sum of $164,294.29, which includes
the sum of $1,412.15 from appropriation'' Regular supplies," and $37.09
from appropriation "Army transportation."
To the militia of thA District of Columbia there were issued during
the year clothing and equipage, transportation supplies and regular
supplies to the value of $744.79, which sum will not be reimbursed to
the appropriations from which taken.
Under act of Congress approved March 16, 1896, the sum of $4,221.25
was expended during the year for the purchase of citizens outer clothing, at a cost not to exceed $10 a suit, to be issued upon release from
confinement to each prisoner who has been confined under a courtmartial sentence involving dishonorable discharge.
Tbe sum of $18,492.03 was realized at general depots from the sale
of old pattern and unserviceable articles of clothing and equipage,
which sum was covered into the Treasury and credited to miscellaneous receipts as required by law.
There was expended during the last fiscal year from the appropriations of the Quartermaster's Department the sum of $11,654.06 for the
maintenance of the .Apache Indian pri oners of war, confined by the
military authorities at Fort Sill, Okla., which is $114.26 less than the
expenditure for the same object during tlle previous fiscal year.
O.A.P DEVICES FOR ENLISTED 1\1:EN .

.A. full supply of the new cap devices bas been purchased and i sued

to the entire Army. They seem to give general ati faction. Steps
have been taken to extend the i sue of the same to the militia of the
States.
SHOES.

· The mo t important part of the equipment of a soldier is hi tbot
gear. It ha been the constant aim of thi Department to procure and
furni h the Army the most comfortable and best marching shoe obtainable. The present shoe was adopted in 1893, and was considered a
great improvement upon any heretofore upplied to the troop . The
uppers are made of calfskin weighing from 55 to 60 pounds to the dozen
skins, and the material used in their con truction are the be t and
most durable that can be procured. Notwithstanding thi , the shoe
are not entirely satisfactory, and the Department is studying this subject with great care with a view to providing a shoe that will more
perfectly meet all the requirement of the service.
IMPROVEMENT IN TENTS,

Complaints having been received in regard to the waterproof qualitie , etc., of helter tents, the Department has taken steps to improve
the ame by the u e of duck made of yarn having a firmer twist and
being more closely woven.
WAR97-21
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There were manufactured at the Philadelphia depot during the last
fiscal year 250 of the improved conical tents, conforming to the design
submitted by Maj. Charles W. Williams, quartermaster, United States
Army, and which was patented by him so that the Government could
have the benefit of the invention without cost for royalty.
A number of these tents have already been issued, and it is the intention of the Department to issue the remainder to extreme uorthern
posts when required, and where their use and trial in winter will demonstrate whether the tent should entirely supersede the regular conical
wall tent.
TENTS FOR FLOOD .A.ND CYCLONE SUFFERERS.

The demand for the loan of tents for use of the people who were
rendered homeless by the inundations of the Mississippi .River during
the spring of the present year became so urgent that Congress, by
joint resolution, approved March 24, 18D7, appropriated funds for the
purchase of 1,000 tents to shelter and relieve these sufferers. Under
this authority the number of tents authorized were purchased at a cost
of $7,837.97. There were at the St. Louis depot 348 additional tents
which were left on hand from tho e purchased under a previous authority of Congress, which made a total of 1,348 tents available. Nearly
all of these tents were distributed to Memphis, Helena, and Vicksburg.
Tents were also loaned during the fiscal year, by authority of the
Secretary of War, to the citizens of El Paso, Tex., who were rendered
homeless by the inundations of Rio Grande River, and also to the cyclone sufferers at Chandler, Okla.
COLORS .A.ND FL.A.GS FOR THE SECRET.A.RY OF W .A.R.

A silken flag and bunting color having been established for the use
of the Secretary of War, standard amples and pecification have been
adopted. Both color and flag are of scarlet, and the design con ·i t of
an eagle with out pread wing , and a tar in each of the four corner .
TRANSPORTATION.

Tran portation wa furni bed by the Quarterma ter' Department
during the la t fi cal year for 371,611 person , 4,295 animal , and 98,590
tons of mat rial, .
The
f tlle principal movement of troop , e clu i ve of deduction
on ac
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ear t
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CA.VALRY .A.ND ARTILLERY HORSES.

During the fiscal year 888 cavalry and 81 artillery horses were provided at an average cost of $133.10 each for cavalry horses and $146
each for artillery horses.
There were also purchased 42 team horses and 344 mules at a cost of
$37,685.53. The average cost of the former was $158.54 each and of
the latter $90.19 each.
There were sold and died during the year 1,061 cavalry and artillery
horses, 30 team bor es, and 305 mules, leaving on hand at the close of
the year 6,006 cavalry and artillery horses, 525 team horses, and 3,148
mules.
RO.ADS, W .A.LKS, ETC.

Tbe sum of 88,415.03 was expended during the fiscal year for roads,
walks, grading, and bridges; 3,539.19 for wharves, and $224,881.39
for water supply, sewerage, plumbing, and drainage.
REG UL.A.R SUPPLIES.

The sum of $103,699.30 wa expended for lighting, heating, and cooking apparatu , and $8,422.5~ for tableware and kitchen utensils.
BA.RR.A.OKS .A.ND QUARTERS.

Congre , by act approved March 16, 1896, provided the sum of
$750,000 under the head of "Barracks and quarters," and under the
act approved June 6, 1896, making appropriation for fortifications,
appropriated a um not e ceeding 100,000 for the construction of necessary building connected therewith, making a total of 850,000
available for con truction.
Thi sum wa expended during the last :fiscal year in the con truction
of barracks, officers' quarters, storehou es, stable , etc., and for the
repair and alteration of buildings, and for rent.
The sum of 74,852.82 was also expended during the year in the construction and repair of ho pitals at military po ts, which includes a
new hospital under construction at Fort Monroe, Va., at a cost of
$17,954.38, and one at Fort Wadsworth, N. Y., at a cost of $16,240.
MILITARY POSTS.

By act of Congres approved June 11, 1896, the sum of 300,000 was
appropriated "for the con truction of buildings at, and the enlargement of, such military posts as in the judgment of the Secretary of
War may be nece sary."
This sum was apportioned as follows:
Presitlio of an Francisco, Cal. ... __ ................... ___ ..............
Jefferson Barracks, Mo .. ____ . ________ . _..... ____ .. ____ .. ____ . . . . . . . . . . .
Plattsburg Barrack , . Y .. ___ .. __ . ____ .. ____ .. _____ . _______ . _........
Fort Harrison, Mont. __ ... _____ . ____ ._ ... . _________ . _____ . __ .......... Fort Hancock, N. J .. _________ .. ____ .. _____ .. ___ .. _____ . ____ ..... - - . - - .
Fort Ethan Allen, Vt ............ ______ ................ ____ ---·--------

$77,959.25
19, 4. 72. 61
42,977.11
4, 739. 00
0, 000. 00
1 ,94. 0

iljI~it~]\\\\tt\\tt~t\tt\\t/\/X\~\// l~\~
Total . - - - -.. - - - - - - - - . - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - . 300, 000. 00
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Some of the buildings authorized at the above-mentioned posts have
already been completed, some are in course of erection, and others are
under con tract.
FORT HARRISON, MON'.l.'.

This post is being enlarged by the construction of o~e double barrack
and one double set of officers' quarters, which cost, including plumbing,
heating, gas-piping, etc., $54,817, $40,000 of which is provided under
act approved June 11, 1896, and the remainder from other funds of
Quartermaster's Department.
FORT WAYNE, MIOH.

In addition to the construction of one double set of officers' quarters
and double set of. noncommissioned staff officers' quarters at Fort
Wayne, Mich., there bas been expended on this reservation the sum
of $20,000 by grading and filling in the river front, .which sum was
appropriated by act of Congress approved June 11, 1896.
PRESIDIO OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A't this post two double barrack buildings were erected during the
year at a cost, including plumbing, gas piping, and lockers for same, of
$83,999.25.
In addition to the above, various other improvements were made on
this reservation during the year from the special appropriations provided for the purpose. These improvements consisted mainly of planting of trees, repair of fences and gates, construction of stone wing and
inclosing walls, and construction of roadways, etc.
Out of the appropriation of $10,000 provided for the improvement of
this reservation by act approved June 11, 1896, there remained on band
at the close of the fiscal year the sum of $7,081.44, which will be required
to pay for the construction of the inclosing wall, under contract with
A. E. Buckman.
·
FORT HANCOCK, N. J.

The construction of a military post at Sandy Hook having been
authorized by the Secretary of War, thirty-two buildings have been contracted for and are in cour e of erection at this po t, which improvement include the water-supply and ewer system , together with the
ne e ary plumbing, ga -piping, and heating apparatu , for such of
the e buildings a require it. Uost of the work is 324,752.50.
MILITARY POST AT SPO.K.L'IB, WASH.

Congrea , under act appro ed June 11, 1896, appropriated the nm
of 100,000 for beginnin er the con truction of permanent building
providing sewerage, water upply, and other nece sary improvement
at pokane, W a h.
Thi money i being expended in the on truction of four double et
officer quart r and one double barrack in brick including plumbinrr
b ating, and ga -piping for ame; al o two double et non ommi ·
ioued taff officers' quarter (brick), including plumbing and ga piping, o ting 97,500.
FORT RILEY,

nd r the ame act
ongr
pro id d the um of
ntinue the con truction of building at ort Riley, Kan .
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which the following buildings have been contracted for and are being
erected:
One artillery barrack and outhouse (stone) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $20, 480. 00
Two double sets artillery officers' quarters (stone)...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18, 172. 00
One quartermaster's stable (stone)..................................... 8,109.00
:Five cavalry-stable guard buildings (stone)............................ 4,975.00
One wagon and two ambulance sheds and stone wa,1 1.... .. . . . ... . . .. ... 2,875.00
Quartermaster's shops and quarters (stone).............................
7,100.00
One office and stable guard building (stone).... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
881. 00
Stone wall around quartermaster's corral...............................
501. 60
One chapel and school building (stone)..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,500.00
Total • • • • • • . • • • . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

74, 593. 60

FORT D, A. RUSSELL, WYO.

Congress also provided by the same act the sum of $40,000 to extend
the barracks at this post, which has been expended in making brick
additions to existing barracks.
FORT PORTER, NEAR BUFFALO, N. Y.

The sum of $24,170.20 was allotted during the year for the construction of three double sets of officers' quarters and one double set of
noncommi. sioned staff officers' quarters, including plumbing, heating,
and gas-J)iping for same.
A portion of this work i already completed and the remainder in
course of construction.
FORT MONROE, V.A.

Under the same act, Congre s appropriated the, sum of 15,000 to
erect upon the Government re ervation at this po ta po t-office building, to cover quarters for the po ·tmaster aud office accommodations for
customs officer and United States commissioner.
This building is now being erected under contract, at the following
cost:
For construction. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $11, 940. 00
For plum.bing, h eating, etc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 985. 01
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

13, 925. 01

MILITARY POST .AT BISM.A.ROK, N. D.AK.

By act of Congres approved June 11, 1896, the sum of 40,000 was
.Provided for beginning the construction of permanent building for a
military po t at Bismarck, . Dak., which the Secretary of War was
authorized to e tablish by act of Congre s approved March 2, 1895, provided that a sufficient quantity of land, not less than 640 acre , suitable for the purpose, should be donated free of cost to the United
State .
As none of the sites offered by the citizens of Bismarck and vicinity
were uitable for the establishment of a military po t ther on, no t P
have been taken for the erection of buildings at that place, aud no portion of the funds provided for that special object ha been. P nd d.
The appropriation for this purpo e wa an annual one, and i. th refore
no longer available.
RESERV .ATIONS.

Forty-t~o lot comprising part of old Fort Brady, 1ich., have b n
sold, under the ~ct approved July 8, 18 6, and the um of · 6 0 r alized therefrom. Twenty-two lot till remain un old. .
. .
The um of 4,950 has been realized from the ale of lot ·ompr1smg
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old Fort Bliss, Tex., under act approved March 1, 1890. Out of the
receipts from the sale of this reservation a military road between the
city of El Paso and new Fort Bliss, Tex., is to be constructed, at a
cost not exceeding $4,000, as provided for by act approved August9,
1894.

The citizens of Seattle, Wash., representing the chamber of commerce,
first tendered about 703 acres of land about 3 miles from Seattle, for
the construction of a military post at that place, but it having sub equently bee11 shown to the satisfaction of the War Department that
insurmountable obstacles prevented the citizens from acquiring the full
tract, as originally tendered, a slightly reduced area has been made
acceptable to the Department, the title papers of which are being collected for action of the Department of Justice.
The act of Oongre 'S approved June 11, 1896, provided $18,000 for the
purchase of land for a target range for the use of troops stationed at
Jefferson Barracks, Mo., provided that any land purchased "shall be
unencumbere<l. by any private or public ways or roads."
This office pos es~es no information as to what steps, if any, the War
Departme11t bas taken with a view to securing the range. The $18,000
provided for this purpose bas been again appropriated by act approved
June 4, 1897, and made available for expenditure during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1898.
Owing to business depression, etc., no steps have yet been taken
looking to the disposition by sale of the valuable land, some 80 acre ,
which comprise old Fort Omaha, the sale of which is provided for by
act approved July 23, 1888.
Portions of the reservations of Fort Robinson, Nebr., Sucia Island, ,
Gulf of Georgia, Washington, and Fort Clinch, Fla., have been tran ·ferred to the Interior Department.
NATIONAL CEMETERIES.

There are 83 national cemeteries aud 75 superintendent . Nine
thousand nine hundred and fourteen white marble headstone' were provided during the year to mark the graves of known Union soldier ,
sailor , ancl mariue in national, po t: city, and village cemeterie.
The road way authorized by act of Oongre s approved June 8, 18
from the north ide of Uacbe River briclge, in Pulaski Ooun ty, III., to
connect with the graveled road running from Mound City, Ill., to the
Illinoi' Oeutral Railroa 1, i nearly completed. The um of 15,000 wa
appropriat d for thi work, and the sum of. 10,656.75 wa expend d
during the year.
·
The draining and repairing of the road to the Hampton ( a.)
em tery autb rized by act apprnved March 2, 18 9, and t
1 90, till aw, it the actiou of the board of upervisor of Eliza
City Uounty, a., r latiug to obtaining the right of way required b ~
law.
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HALL OF RECORDS.

Attention is again called to the necessity of a suitable fireproof building to contain the records of all the Executive Departments. The congested conditions of the space for the storage of valuable papers in the
War Department calls for early action. This subject was considered
at the.second session of the Fifty-fourth Congress, but no legislation
resulted. It is earnestly hoped that Congress will give further consideration to this importaut matter at its coming session.
The location of this building is of great importance, and should be
within convenient access to all the Executive Departments.
Respectfully,
GEO. H. WEEKS,

Quartermaster- General, United States- Army.
Hon. R.

A. ALGER,

Secretary of War.
List of papers accompanying the annual report of the Quartermaster-General for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1897.
1. Report of Lieut. Col. James Gilliss, deputy quartermaster-~eneral, U. S. A., of
the operations of the correspondence and examining division (which includes finance,
inspection, money ace nnts, returns of quartermaster supplies, and clothing supply)
fort.he fiscal year ended June 30, 1897.
A. Statement showing articles of clothing and equipage and material on hand at
the i suing depots of the Quarterma ter's Department, June 30, 1896, tbe quautities
purchased, manufactured, rec ived from posts and d pot1:1, taken up, sol<l, transferred
to gen ral depot , expend ed, i. ned to the Army and the militia, and the quantities
remaming in the depots, Juno 30, 1 97.
2. Report of faj. harle Bird, quartermaster, U. . A., of th operations of the
supply and transportation division (which includes regular upplies and transportation) for the fi cal y ar ended Juue 30, 1 97.
3. Report of Capt. Cro by P. Mtller, as i tant quartermaster, . . A., of the operation of the construction and repair division ( which includes barracks and quarters
and reservations) for the fiscal y ar ended June 30, 1897.
4. Report of Capt. John T . .Fren h, _jr., as i tant quartermaster, U. . A., of the
operations of the mail and record division (which includes mail and record, records,
:files and claims, and national cemeteries) for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1897.
A. Statement showing national cemeteries, giving cla s, location, size, number of
interments, etc., on June 30, 1897.

W .AR DEPARTMENT,
QUARTERMASTER-GE ER.A.L'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. 0., .August 13, 1897.
I have the honor to submit a report of the operation of
the correspondence and examming divi,ion of thi offfoe for the fl ·al
year ended June 30, 1897, which will be considered in the following order
of bu iness:
Finance, in, pection, money accounts, return of quarterma ter upplie , and clothing and equipage upplies.
GENERAL:

FINANCE.

Under tbi head all matters are considered re
ment and (li 'tribution of fund , the ompil ti
Congre, of the annual e timat of fuil<ls
terma:t r Department, and for fund.' req
General' office, the examination of tim
di. bursing officer,, and the i ue of requi
bur ing officer , be action upon , C' tlC'me
claims and account pertaining t the Qua

·
·r
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Financial statement for fiscal year ending June SO, 1897.
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[From tbe balance books in which all debits and credits are recorded.]
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Construction and repair of
hospitals .......•..•......
National cemeteries ...... . .
Pay of superintendent& of
national cemeteries ...... .
Shooting gal 1 er i es and
ranges .......... ... .. .... .
Quarters for hospital stew.
ards . ......•............•.
Military posts ............. .
Repairing roads to national
cemeteries ...... ..... .... .
Burial of 1mligentsoldiers ..
Headstones for graves of
soldiers .........•.... .. ...
Land for rifle range near
Madison Barracks, N. Y ..

69.00
710.80

.............
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833. 01
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1,428.14

.....................
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Regular supplies •..••••.....
Incidental expenses . ......•
Horses for cavalry and ar•
tillery ...... . ...... . ..... .
Trans\>ortation of the Army
and its supplies .......... .
Cloth.in~. camp and garri•
son equipage ............. .
Construction and repair of
hospitals ................ .
National cemeteries ....... .
Pay of superintendents of
national cemeteries ...... .
Shooting galleries and
n1nges ...•. ... .... .. .....
Quarters for hospital stew•
nrds .............•.•... . ..
Military posts ...... ....... .
Repairinl,! roads to national
cemeteries ............... .
Burial of indi,irent aoldiers ..
Headstones for graves of
soldiers . .•............... .
Total

447,204.23
46,227.11
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27,816.50

674,588.72
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Financial statement for fiscal yea1· ending June 30, 1897-Continued.
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Military post, Fort Harri•
s~n, Mont ...... . .••.•.... -i ••···· ..... .
Military post, Fort D. A.
Rn-1sell 1 ,1',ro ........... .

M~~t])~\. ~~~~•.. ~~~~~~~~~.

Fort ~ayne :Military Res•
ervahon ................. .
.Additional lanclsFortEthan
.Allen Military Reserva.
tion .. .................... .
Target range, J effer;,on Bar•
raoks, Mo ................ .
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lndtfinite or special.

.Allditional lands Fort Ethan
Allen Military Reserva.
tion ..................... .
Burial of indigent soldiers ..
Bellevue riflerange, Omaha,
Nebr .................... .
Deportation ofrefugee Cun•
adinu Cree Inllinns .... .. .
Heatlstoues tor graves of
soldiers . ........... .. .....
Hospital,FortMeade,S.Dak.

~
~

$200. 00

87,042.54 ·•••••· ...
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lost in the military service.
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Tex . .......... ... .................... .
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~
mihtary])OSt,i.............
9,P,7.48
Purohnso of land for target
r~ugei'!, Fort McPherson,

Ga ...................... . . ..... ....... 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4.82,.•...••...•.
423. 65

4. 82
530. 32

11,019.13

11,019.13

9,977.48

9, !)77.48

3.20

3.20

11,019.13

4, 000. 00j Aug. 9, 1894

4,000, 00

3.20

9, 97::

~

5,000.00

4,961.28

g~1· ·····ioo: 011::::: :: :::i::::: :: :::

~

t:d

4,000.00

4,000,001. • · • • • • • • • I• •• • · · • • ••

::i: ~:::::: •::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::I••••••.. •••

~
~

I-""

.Financial ,tatenwmt for fiscal year ending June
Appropriated.

so, 1897-Continned.

Placed to

1- - -- - - . - - - - - - 1 credit of

tff:s
!:~f:C
ing the appropria•
0

.Appropriations.

Balancoin
Treasury
undrawn

JrsU·

~~

Total to
beac•
counted
for.

yoar, be• tions by
.A.mount. I Date of aot.
ing the Treasury
proceeds transfer
of sales to warrants.
officers,
etc.

Requisi.
tions
issued on
settle.
Remitte?men ts
disbursmg made at
officers. Treasury
of claims
and accounts.

tol

~
~
~

Amounts
charged
against
aµpro•
priations
by Treasurytransfer war•
rants.

A.monnts
carried to
surplus
fund, act
June 20,
1874.

Balance in
Treasury
undrawn
June 30,
Tota.lac•
1897, a11d counted for.
available
for outstanding
obligations.

$6, 363. 951..•..••.•.. · I $5, 820. 84,.....••...

$6,863.951 June 8, 1896

P~~
~~~~::t~~~~.~·.
Post-office, FortressMonroe,
Va ......... .............. .
Rond
tbe national cemetery nt llamptcn, Ya .•..•
.Road to the national ceme•
ter~\ Illinois .............•
Relief of August P. Burditt,

irt
to

$543.111

0

i75. 001 Mar. 27, 1896
15,000. OOI June 11, 1896

t'tt1t½1!,r~~~.~~ ~!·.~.~~.

from
floods in the Mississippi
River ...................•.

9,860. OOI June 8, 1896

9,860.00

9,860.ool. •••••.••. , .••••••.••

7,837.97

7,837.97, ....••••.• ,.••....•..

0

475. 00

8

~

15,000.00

II:

2,000.00

2,000.00

UJ

15,000.00

Q
~
t_rj'

.................. ,

5,130. 00,.••.•.•••.

5,130. 00I Mar. 27, 1896

~~~~~~•I••••••••••••

$6,363.95

15,000.001
15, 000. 001 $15, 000. 00, .•••...••. I. • • . • • • • • •

Soir!~~I
v:~~~~
Tents for sufferers

t_:,j

~

Ind,jinite or apeciaZ.-Cont'd.
Payment to John Finn ..... .

~

I'd'
0

5,130.00
9,860.00

t:r.1
t:r.1
8

~

1-<j'

7,837.97

---

0

l'rj

I '"'· '°'· "l~':":""I"· .....:_";1=i·=··=·=··==·=··=·l=====l====:I===== ~
;o

Totnl inueflnitv ....•..

38,966.571

100,501.87

2U.04............
214.04[2·········1·····•·····1············1
6,812.27 . •• •• • . .• • . • 6,812.27 .• . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . • • . • •• • . . . •. . . •
88, 657. 72 . . . • . • . . . . . . 88, 657. 72 • • • • • • • • • . • . . • • • . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . .
21,176.20 .•••.•...... 21,176.20 ...••• , . •• .••••• .. .. . ..••.• ...• ..

214·04
6,812.27
88, 657. 72
21,176.20

--1--........ ·\·.......... ·

116, 860. 23

$4.821

Pacific roads.
1894 nntl prior years .•...
1895 ..•...•.•......•..••
1896 ...... .
1897 .. .... .

$214.04
6,775.53
88, 542. 23
21,176.20

l====I

I

I

152. 23\ 116, 708. oo

116, 860. 23 ..•...••••.• 116, 860. 23,_
.._._·._..•

1

116,708. oo 11, 13a, 591. so 7,480,396.01336, 243. 77 $18,155.34 577,204.6312, 121,591.6911, 133,591.50
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The records of this office show the following amounts remitted from
regular and from indefinite or special appropriations:
Remitted from regular appropriations,fiscal year .189'7.

Department, etc.

Regular
supplies.

Horses
Transpor•
Inciden• for cav• Barracks tation of Clotllini;
tal ex•
and
the Army and eqm•
nd
quarters.
and its
page.
penses. alr;y a
artillery.
supplies.

Department of the East.......... $287,442.12 $71,171.40 .........• $153,385.35 $215,623.41 $2, 33g_ 05
Department of tl1e Missouri...... 269,596.62 61,667.14.......... 72,107.60 238,163.75 1,793.05
Department of Texas...... . ...... 115,335.25 29,750.92 .. .• . . . . • . 35,480.19
76,034.25
280. 00
Department of the Platte . . . . . . . . 197, 037. 51 39, 440.19 . . . . . . . . • . 38, 901. 50 113,077.24
732. 00
Department of Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . 224,538. 57 43, 922. 31 . . . . . . . • . . 38,521. 78 130, 446. 91 1, 816. 75
Department of California.........
87,699.39 27,770.40 $8,167.87 24,730.15
81,977.88
530. 00
Department of Colorado..... ..... 265,343. 98 43, 106 80 . . . . . . . . • . 51, 940. 40 224,307.04 16, 367. 90
Department of Columbia.........
98,963. 79 24,550.43 2, 741. 4/i 13,923.81
71,591.80
225. 00
Depot at New York......... . ....
70,136.14 28,518.19.... ..••..
6,067.47 218,672.07
68. 73
Depot at Philadelphia ............
20,658.93 25,543.42..........
7, 7'9. 64
64,597.53 910,748.09
Depot at San Francisco...........
13,395.44 17,399.98.......... 14,271.92
32,900.23 24,114.20
Depot at St. Louis................
12,830.56 15,407 98 17,050.00
3,627.24 109,246.81 10,556.44
Depot at Washington . . . . . . . . . . . .
26,841.98 28,863.05 . . . . . . • • . .
5,734.47 106,485.06
55. 00
Depot at Jeffersonville . . . . . . . . .. .
58,879.97 23,650.50.. •• .•• • . .
1,225.90
83,568.65 54,659.29
Columbus Barracks, Ohio......... . . . . . . . . . . . .
133. 33 ••••.•................•.•...................
J effer.. on Barracks, Mo . . . . . . . . . . .
6, 310. 16 2, 753. 51 . . • . . • . . . . 24, 253. 60
14,580.15 ........•..
PlattsburgBarracks,N.Y........
21,035.35 5,980.59 ........• . 49,787.80
14,403.17 .... . •..••.
Hot Springs, .A.rk.................
2,929.00 2,227.67 • .•. . . . . . .
272. 00
1,259.50 •..........
Little Rock, A.rk.. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . ..
567. 99 2,258.32.... ...••.
2,079.67
1,411.06 .......•...
Springfield Armory, Mass . . . . . . . .
1, 859. 12
830. 00 •••.......•••..••••••...•.........••........
West-Point,N.Y .... .............
24,892. 1111 , 035.08.. ..... ..............
6,227.64 .......... .
Willets Point, N. Y.......... . ....
1, 600. 10 1, 960. 54 . . . . . . • • . . 12,580. 59
2, 774. 93
10. 00
Atlanta, Ga.......................
1,720. oo a, 748. 50.... ......
800. 00
563. 00 .....•.....
l3ismarck, N. Dak........... ... ...
436. 49 1, 708. 22 . . . .. . . . . .
180. 00
103. 05 ...... .. .. .
Chicago, Ill.......................
457.10 2,917. 94102, 319. 50
415. 00
10,004.60 ........•.•
Seattle, Wash........... ........ ..
106. 83 1,867.56... . •.•••.
260. 50
1,475.60 .•....... . .
pokane, Wash...................
362. 98 2,747.86 .... .. . . . .
280. 00
2,170.37
1. 76
Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo..........
207. 00 1, 994.00 . . . . . . . . . . 10,633.00
7,850.00 .....•.••.•
J<' ort Delaware, De! .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .
661. 06
645. 50 . • . . . . . • . . 15, 749. 19
3,873.80 .......... .
J,'o rt Ethan Allen, Vt.............
2, 686. 04 3,402.33 . . . . . . . • . .
864. 78
6,424.44 .......... .
Fort Ifarnson, Mont..... . ........
16, 925.13 6, 333. 13 . . . . . . . . . .
9!l6. 00
6, 198. 66 .... . ..... .
Fort Hancock, N. J... .. . . . . . . .. . .
1,511.15 2,917.57..... .• • . . 45,130.75
25,722.59 .......... .
Fort Myer, Va....... . .. . . . . . . . . .
1,680.00 1,258.32 . . . . .. . . . . • • • . • •• • • • .
3,472.50 ......•. ...
Fort Porter, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
613. 67 . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . • • .
25. 00 .......... .
Fort Riley, Kans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
650. 00 3, 099. 96 . . . . . • . . • . • • . • . . . . . • .
1, 574. 00 .... .... .. .

J~~ ~Br,rt:i!.~~:: ::::::::: :::::: ...... ~~~~~~

3
'

~g~J~ :::::::::: :::::::.::: --··a;ooi"uci :::::::::::

Fort Thomas, Ky.... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 286. 80 1, 860. 15 . . . . . • . • . .
754. 00
290. 00 .......... .
Fort W asbington, Md . . . . . . . . . . . .
148. 00 . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000. 00
4.63. 00 ..•........
Fort Wayne, Mich................
2,721.94 1,172.08... . ...• •.
300. 00
556. 50 .......... .
Fort Wingate, ·.Mex............
3. 00 1,133.32 . • . . . • • • • . 13, 804. 70
1, 668. 49 .•.........
Allegheny Arsenal, Pa . . . . . . . . . . .
574. 95 . . . . . • . • . . . • • . • . . . . . • • . • . • . . • . .
129. 24 .......... .
Aul!usta Arsenal, Ga.............
559. 69
6. 50 . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . • • . .
98. 86 .•.........
Beni ia Araenal, Cal......... . ....
1,288.40
108. 40 . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
226. 81 .........•.
Columbia Arsenal, Tenn..........
764. 56
38. 00.......... . .. . .. . . ••.
60. 00 ..•........
Frankford Arsenal, Pa............
140. 00
10. 00 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
1, 026. 96 ...... . ... .
Indianapolis Arsenal, Ind . . . . . . . .
326. 78 .....•.•...•.........••.........••....••.............•
X nuebec Arsenal, Me............
1,155.00
15. 00..... ... •. . . . . . ..•. •.
25. 00 ....•...•..
Rock Island Arsflnal, ill..........
1, 283. 99
148. 06 . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . .
978. 94 ........•..
Watertown Arsenal, Mass..... . ..
1,802.36
170. 45. •. . ..•• . . .•. ••. . . . ..
884. 98 ..•. . .•....
Watervli t Arsenal, N. Y.. .. .....
2, 124. 56
154. 91 . • . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . .
122. 4.0 .... .• ..•.•
Military attacbe, London, England . . . . . . . . . . . .
64. 40 . • • . . . . . . .
72. 00 ..•.•••.•....••...•••..
Total .......•••............. 1, 849,944.39 549, 369. 77 130, 278. 82 655, 769. 95 1, 891, 4.00. 271,024,297.25
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Remitted from regular appropriations, fiscal year 1897-Continued.

Department, etc.

Pay of
Construe• :N t·
superin- Shooting Q rte
tion and -" a rnna1 tendents galleries
ua rs
repair of
t~~::: of nationand
f~~;!tfs~l
hospitals.
al ceme• ranges.
teries.

Military
posts.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1-- - -- 1---- - - - - ----1- ----1----Department of the East . . . . . .. . . . $43, 157. 06 • • • • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
$729. 65
$1, 218. 71
$14. 00
Department of the Missouri......
5, 290. 72
$15. 00 . . . . . . . • . . 5, 082. 60
449.15 ...•..•••.••
Department of Texas.............
2,389.30 ..•• .. . • . . . . . . . ... .. 1,108.22
95. 48 .•.••.......
Department of the Platte . • . . . . . .
5, 134. 15 • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .
696. 37
405. 09
12, 000. 00
Department of Dakota...........
2,877.84.......... .•.. .. . .•.
74. 78
1,136.76 ........... •
Department of California.........
4, 035. 04 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,097.25
138. 31
77, 959. 25
Department of Colorado..........
4, 649. 07 . • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
961). 79
108. 20 .•••...•...•
Department of Columbia . . . . . . . . .
1, 031. 21 . • . . . . • . . . . • • • • • . . . .
215. 64
8. 00 ••.••..•••••
Depot at New York.............. ......•••••• 2,073.35 $900. 00 .•....•••..•••••.•.......•.......•
Depot at Philadelphia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . 4, 094. 68 2, 290. 00 ............••••..•..........•.•.•
Depot at San Francisco........... . . . . . . . • . . . . 1,296.86 · 720. 00 .....•.................•.......•.•
Depot at St. Louis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 211. 50 10, 620. 00 ........•...••••................••
Depot at Washington.............
7. 00 39,976.66 21,914.67 ..........
3,100.11 .•.•...•...•
Depot at J efl'ersonville............ . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 188. 06 3, 840. 00 .•.•..............•......••..•••••
Jefferson BarracksJ Mo ... . . . . . . . .
4,370.29 .•••••.•.. . ... .. . •. . .•.. .. . . . . . . . . .. ...•..
19,472.61
Plattsburg BarracKs, N. Y........
18. 00 . • . • • . • • • . . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
42, 977.11

ii:r:io~t~~Y::::::::::::::: m: g~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .......«: oo ::::::::::::
t;~~~.~~~h:::::::::::::::::::
::::::::::::
.~:·.~~:~~ -~~·.~~~:~ :::::::::: :::::::::::: ······i40:oo
Fort Delaware, Del . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 188. 00 .•......•..•..................•..••...•..•...••...••.•
Fort Ethan .A.lleu, Vt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Harrison, Mont.............. . . . . . . ..•. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .• . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . .

7, Ul . 80

4,835.79

tiYstEiir;~fiiii:::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::~i:ii :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::~;:~~ ---~~: ;!~~;
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Department, etc.

1-----1-----l--------1- - - - -1-----75, 110. 90 88, 262. 34 61,879. 07

9, 974. 30

Repairing
Head•
Fort
roads to 1:1tonesfor ~ur:ialof ~~yne
national graves of rnd1~ent Military
cemeteries. soldiers. soldiers. Re~ervation.

7,529.41

188, 164. 55

I

Road to
the nation
Military
cemetery, cemetery at
presidio of Key Wes t,
San FranFla.
cisco, Cal.

-------------4-------1---- --- - ____ ,_____ ,_ ___
Department of the East........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~:t~: ::

$2, 058. 00

N:nwF~~~i~~~:::::::: ::: :::::::::::: !~~:~~~:~~
$iii;
Depot at t. Louis................
$1,058.50 ••••....•...........••••••.................•••••.•.. . .
Der,ot at Washington.............
3,858.38
437. 00 $2,000.00 ....•..••...•.......•......... .. . .

:::: :::::: :::: :::::: .. ooo:·· :::::: ::::::

t!rf~~~e,.ilich:::::: ::::::: ::: ....~'. ~~:-.~~ :::::::::: :::::::: :: iiii;sai:ss: ::::: ::: ::: ::: :: :::::::
Total.......................

Department, etc.

7, 944. 28 18, 607. 45

-------2, 000. 00 19, 861. 95

2, 058.00

Total.
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Remitted from regula1· appropriations, fiscal year 1897-Continned.

Department, etc.

At!!:i~nal Military Military Military
FortEthan post,
post,
post,
.Allen Mill FortD.A. Fort
Fort
tary Res- - Russell, Harrison, Riley,
ervation.
·wyo.
Mont.
Kans.

Military
post, \
Spokane,
Wash.

Total.

Remitted J,-om indefinite or special appropriations.

Department, etc.

Military
road from Hospital,
El Paso, Fort Meade,
Tex., to
S.Dak.
new Fort
Bliss, Tex.

Deportation of

c~~:!i~~
Cree
Indians.

Tents for
sufferers
Road to
from floods national
in the Mis- cemetery,
sissippi
Illinois.
River.

!~fil~Jl!~~mlmmtIl~ 57fr :;rt~: ::fift}i~H{ jii1wi;;
Fort Monroe, Va •••••• _....•..• -. - - .......• . ..•.... . .•••....• _... . . . . •• ..••....•..••..•..•..•.. _..••
Total ....... ··- .. ··-·._ ...... -··-..

Department, etc.

4,000.00 /

106. 67

4, 961.28

.Additional
land for Fort Sewer system,
Eth an .A.llen
Fortress
Militar.Y
Monroe, Va.
Reservation.

7,837.97

Burial
of indigent
soldiers.

15,000. 00

Totala.

$4,000.00
106. 67

4,961.28
7,837.97
15, 700.00
7, 000.00
9, 860.00

Total ..... _·--···-···---·-· . -·· . ...

7,000.00

9,860.00

700. 00

49,465.92
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INSPECTION.

The work of the office assigned under thi head con ists of matters
pertaining to the personnel of the officers of the Quartermaster
Department, their assignments to stations, etc., to the clerk and other
employees in the office of the Quartermaster.General and in the Quartermaster's Department at large, including those governed by the civilservice rules; also to the preparation of the biennial and annual
reports, monthly return of officers, monthly and emimontbly pay roll.
of the employees of this office, to the po t quarterma, ter. ergeant
and to the detachment of army service men, Quarterma ter' Depart•
ment, at West Point, N. Y.
The 80 post quartermaster.sergeants and the 116 men compo ing
the detachment of army service men, Quarterma ter' D partm nt are
reported to have generally performed ati factory service during the
pa t :fiscal year.
Capt. J.B. Bellinger, assistant quarterma ter, commanding the latter
organization at We t Point, reports, in refer nee ther to a follow :
Number of men in detachment July 1, 1896 .....................•.............. 114
Number of men transferred or discharged during fiscal y ar ending June 30, 1 97. 39

75
Number of men enlisted in and transferr d t detachm nt clurin fi cal y a.r nding June 30, 1897.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 37

112
Number of vacancies ind tachm nt, Jun 30, 1 97. ...... .... ..•... .... .... ....

4

Total .................................................................. . 11

'aptain Bellinger furth r report.-' t
me
ign d to
·
·
ma
· an
te
la
eng
a

.

o

made

,1

~n

n

D tachm t of arniy art- •i 1n ,1 Quart rmaat r', D wartm ,t.
Fir t serg ant ...................... .. . --- . -.... -.......... - -.... - ..... • • • • • • •
r, ant ............... . .. . . •····· ····· · ···· ······ ···· ···· ···· ······ ···· ···· •
'orporal ................. . ... . . . ........................................ . .. . .
Pri vat ......................................• - - - ........................ -.. .

Total ................................. - .. . ....................•....... ..

Fi

nralry deta 111n 111.
au ... . ........ ... . ... ... .. ......... •..........•...........•. •••• .•
. . . . . . . ... . .. . . . . . . . . - .... -............................ -..... .. ...... .

0

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •• •• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• • ••••

Fa

.......... -. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · • • · · · · · · · -· -· · · · • · • · • • • • • • -

1'\'

---

.•. - • • . • • • . . . .• - ....• - .. • ••• - ..•••••.•.•••••.•••••• - - .•••.• • ••• - - • - •

addl r ................. ···· ······ ···· ·· • · • · ···· •• · • ·•·• ....•.•.••• •••••.•••••
Privat ........... • • • • • · · · · · · · -· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • · · · · · · · · · ·• • • • • ••• •• · · • •

Total ....... - .... •· · •·· · · · · · · · ···· ···· •·• • •··· · ··· ···• ···· ··•• ... . ··••••

urth r iu

1
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MONEY ACCOUNTS.

The assignment of work under this head consists of the administrative examination of the money accounts of officers serving in the Quartermaster's Department before their transmission to the Auditor for
the War Department.
The following is a statement showing the number of accounts received,
examined, and forwar.ded to the Auditor during the :fiscal year ending
June 30, 1897:
Received during the year ending June 30, 1897..... . . • . . . . . • • • . • • • • . . . • . • • • • • 2, 281
Forwarded to the Auditor for the War Department during the yea,r ending
June 30, 1897. • • • • . . • . • . . . • • • • . . . • . . . . • • . • • . • . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • • • • • • 2, 281
RETURNS OF QUARTERMASTER SUPPLIES.

The work under this head consists of the examination of quarterly
returns of quartermaster supplies for use of the Army; of annual returns of contingent fund property; of annual returns of supplies for
use of militia of the several States and Territories and of the District
of Columbia, and a quarterly return of property for improvement and
protection of Yellowstone Park, and conducting the correspondence
relating thereto. This branch also takes preliminary action on reports
of boards of survey and inspection reports from quartermaster depots
and independent posts and stat.ions.
The following statement shows the work accomplished during the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1897, viz:
Quarterly returns of quartermaster supplies examined....................... 953
Quarterly return of Yellowstone Park property examined....................
1
Annual 1'0turns of militia property examined . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
48
Annual returns of contingent fund property examined.......................
5
Letters written ..••..•••.••••••.••.............••••.•....•••...•.•.......... 2,344
CLOTHING .A.ND EQUIP .A.GE SUPPLIES.

All work connected with the purchase, manufacture, and issue of
clothing and equipage to the Army and to the organized militia of the
States and Territories · is grouped under this particular heading, of
which the following is a summary:
Receipts and expendittwes.
The appropriation for clothing and equipage for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1897, was .........................••..................... $1, 050, 000. 00
To which were redited during the last fiscal year the following
a.mounts:
Reimbursements on account of i sues to the militia of the ta,t s
and Territories. . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
162, 855. 05
Coll ctions by Pay Department on account of clothing drawn by
the nli ted men in xce s of th ir allowance, from purchas s of
discharges by nlist d men under sec. 4, act of Con gr ss of June
16, 1890, al o from sal s to officers, to the militia, and surv ying
expeditions authorized by law, • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • . . • . .
86, 262. 99
Total ......•.....•....•••••••••.••.•.••....••.•.....••••... - - - 1, 299,118.04
Tho r mittance to officers of th Quart rma ter' Departm nt at th general depot and ls wh r for the
purcha and manufactu.r of clothing and quipage
and other exp nditures hargeabl to the appr priat ion for clothing and quipag amount d to .........• $1,024,297.25
The amount r funded to th appropriation for arming
and equipping th militia-on account of clothing and
q uipag uppli r turn d to th Quar rma t r'
10.00
Department was ..••••.•••...•.•....•••.••.•••••.•• 1, 24,307.25

-----

L aving a balance of..................... -- - : - - - - · · · · · · • · · · · · ·

W.A.R97--22

274, 10.79
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In the Treasury of the United States on the 30th of June, 1897, of
which but........................................................

$241,700.94

Will be requirccl to pay outstanding obligations, leaving an unexpended balance of .............•............................ ·----To which will be added the collections by the Pay Department after
July 1, 1897, and which will be credited to the appropriation for
· clothing and equipage, estimated at...............................

33,109.85
15,000. 00

Making a total of. .... ___ ... _. __ . _... _..... _.... ___ :.. . . . . . . . .
48, 109. 85
That will, it is estimated, be covered into the Treasury of the United States.
REMI'.J.'TANCES.

· The following are the amounts that were remitted to officers during
the last :fiscal year :
Depot at Philadelphia, Pa ......................... ~.................. $910,748.09
Depot at Jeffersonville, Ind..........................................
54, 65H. 29
Depot at San Francisco, Cal..........................................
24,114.20
Depot at St. Louis, Mo ...... __ ........ ___ ... ___ .. __ . _. • • . . . . . . . . . . . . •
10, 556. 44
Various departments and posts.......................................
24,219. 23
Total. __ ._ ....... _.. __ . _. _. _.. ___ . _.... _.. ___ .. ____ . _.. _..... _. 1, 024, 297. 25
COLLECTIONS BY PAY DEPARTMENT.

There were placed to the credit of the appropriation for clothing and
equipage for the :fiscal year 1896-97, from collections by the Pay Department, the following amounts, viz:
On account of clothing drawn by enlisted men in excess of their clothingmoney allowance .. _........... _...... __ .............................. $41,087.51
On account of purchases of discharges by enlisted men under section 4 of
the act of Congress approved June 16, 1890, and which, under t-Jie decision of the Secretary of War, are placed to the credit of the appropriation for clothing and equipage........................................ 8, 169. 00
~

Total .. _. _.. • _. _•... _. _.. _.. ____ .......... ___ .. _•••.. ____ . ___ . _. _.

49, 256. 51

Owing to a deficiency in pay, etc., for the Army of 1897, the amount
of $8,169, collected and credited to the appropriation for clothing and
equipage on account of soldiers' discharges ha , upon the application ot
the Paymaster.General and by authority of the Secretary of War, be n
reimbursed to the Pay Department since the close of the last fiscal year.
PURCHA E •

The following are the principal articl of clothing, equipage and
material which were purcha ed by thi Department during the la t
ft cal year, viz :
H 1m ts, untrimm d ........... . 2,500 I Mattr ses •..••................
Campaign bat ................ . 16, 02
Pillows ..... _... _............. _
ora.
ap .......•............ 37, 6 P
Fur ~auntl t ........... pair .. 10, 09
I
with b tt m .. L
............. d .. . 33, 042 B
_......••...... kinds ......... .
--. -.. -..... - - ---...............
- ---- - .. ---. - . ....... pair ..
- ..... -.. -- .. --. - . -

.

••••.•.•• cl •••

e ••• -·· •••.•••

......... do ...

. ........ a.rd ..
• ........ . do .. .
- ---. --. . . -..
-- .... - . -- . . -.

. . . . • • - •. cl ..•
. .... .... d .. -

• • • • • • • • • cl •• . ........ do .. ......... do ..•
. . . -.... --.. -.. ............................

.:~:::::::::::::

.. -- ... -... -.

1:,000

. --

nn 1...... . ..
.......... do .. .
u ·k, all kind.· .... d .. .
n clu ·k l>r wn, fi r fatigu
thing .••••••• , • • . . . ards.. 1 .

-
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MANUFACTURES.

There were manufactured at the Philadelphia, Jeffersonville, and San
l?rancisco depots, from materials purchased under contract, during the
last fiscal year, the following articles of clothing aud equipage, viz:
Dress coatsi all kinds...........
Overcoats, kersey, made and unmade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Blouses, made and unmade.....
Coats, canvas fatigue...........
Trousers, canvas fatigue........
'rrou ers, kersey, mounted, made
an 'l unmade..................
Trouser , kersey, foot, made and
unmade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ov rail ,allkinds ..............
Stable frock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pillowcases .... .... .... .... ....

3,820

S4irts, D. B. flannel............
Drawers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 311 Chevrons, gold lace, all kinds,
37,599
pairs.........................
6,336 Chevrons, cloth, all kinds, pairs.
18,770 Tents, conical wall, improved
pattern ..................... .
15,567 Tents, conical wall, regulation
pattern ..................... .
55, 397 Tents, hospital ................ .
3,580 Tent ,wall .................... .
3, 422 Tents, common ................ .
4,200 'l'ents, shelter .......... halves ..

23,516
32, 010
5, 4.26
14,410
250
35
173
723
1,209
23,220

ISSUES TO THE MILI1'I.A..

There were issued to the several States and Territories, a· specified
below, under the provisions of the act of Congress of July 1, 1 87,
amending section 1661, Revised Statutes, articles of clothing and equi•
page and other stores, for which the appropriation of the Quarter•
master's Department have been reimbursed from that for arming and
equipping the militia, as follows:
Clothin~
and equ1.
pag.

Regular
.A.rmy
supplies. tra~ig;~ta.

$4, 134. 51

$223.00
•••••• ...••..••.•...••••
.••...•••••.•..••.••.•.•
.• •• •••• •••.. ••......•••
....•.••••..
$26. 69
....................... .
636. 38
1. 60
.....•.............•...•

- - -- - - -- - - - - - ---------1- - - -

Alabama . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Arizona. . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . .. . ..... ...... .... .. .... .. . .. .. . . .. ... . . . .
Arkansas................... ........ ................ ..............
Colorado . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Connecticut....... .. ... .......... ........ ........ ... . ..... ..... ..
Delaware.........................................................
District of Columbia.......... ........... .... .... . ....... ........
Florida. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1,484.21
674. 32
l, 790. 89
3, 285. 77
1, 601. 64
1, 998. 72
932. 93

rd~:r~.:::: :::: :: :::::::::::: ::::: ::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::::: f: m: ~; ...... ~~:~~. ::::::: :::::

Illinois...........................................................
Indiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kansas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

!i~:!rl~~t
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Maine.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~~Kl;~!.·.::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

g~=~~r~.

1
: ::: : : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :: :::::::::::

N braska . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nevada..... . ..................... ......... .......................
New Hampshire..................................................
r ew Jersey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NewMexico............ .. ........................ ..... ..... .. ....
New York ..................................... ······.............
North Carolina.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ohio.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Oklahoma........................ ........ ........................
l'enns~lvania
Rhode Island.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
outh Carolina........... ......... ...............................
South Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tennessee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Texas............ . ...............................................
tah ............................................................ .
Vermont

~.~.=. :. ~.~.~.:. ~..: :. :. ~.i.~.~.~.~.:.· :. :. ~.~.~.~.~.

2, 102. 63 .••••••••••••..•••.•••••
6, 418. 86 .••.••.•• • •...••..••.. ••

6, 946. 78 .•••••..•••. .• •••• ..•• ••
5, 225. 40
6-0. 30 ••••••••••••
1
::

m: ~~ ::::::::::::::~:::::::::

938. 42 •...••...•..•••.•.....•.

t: m: ~l ::::::::: ::: ::: ::: ::::::
~:

m: ~ ::::: :~~:66: :::::: ::::::

3, 227. 95 .....•...•.....•..•...•.
1,311.10
10. 93 ...•••.••..•

2, 203. 85 ....•.•.•.• . .....•••.•••

32. 3 ... . ..•..••..•.......•••
887.40 .••.•.••••...••..•.•..••
94,, 861981 •. 9063 ••••.. ;1··. 1·0·

,..

·1·...... ·s: 80

4, 719. 00
744. 46 ..•. . •....• • • • · • • • • • • • • •
G, 681. 24 ••••.•.• • • • • · • • • • · · • • • • •
1,364.19
7,063.74
l, 778. 07
7, 766. 46
4,4 59 -. ~~
79 0

1. • · • · · · · · · • ·
•••... •·····
300.
.• • • • • • • • • · •
::::::::::::

••• · · • · · · · · •
•·•••· ·•••··
· · •• · • · •• • ••
•••• •• · ••• ••
::::::::::::

3,048.61 . •·· • • •··· •• •••• •• •••• • •

git 1g ::::::::::::::: :::::: :::

=~:: : ~;~;~- ~~-;~~-~~~:~; ~;;~: -~~~; ~~~;~~~:::: ,.:~ I::~!~; ::tr:::::w~
iwial~S:C~oin~allil:tni.-~.~.:.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.:.. :..

7,

Net amount rocei ved on account of issues by this Deparlm_ n_t ._._
· ._ :_1_02_,_84_5_. _
os_l_ 1_,412_._1_s _ _ _a1_._oo
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The act of Congress of March 1, 1889, contains a proviso whic h
authorizes the War Department to issue to the militia of the District
of Columbia such supplies as can be spared from those procured for u s e
of the Army.
Under this authority there were issued to the commanding general
of the District of Columbia militia the following:
Clothing and equipage to the value of............. __________ ....... ____ .... $7 . 7 1
Transportation supplies ..................................•................. 250. 99
Regular supplies .......................•••................................. 415. 09
'l'otal ...........................•..... __ ......... __ ............... _.. 744. 79

The appropriation from which the stores were originally procured will
not be reimbursed for the money value of the property thus issued.
CLOTHING FOR DISCHARGED PRISONERS.

There were remitted to various officers during the last fiscal year
$4,2~H.25 for the purpose of purchasiug suits of outer clothing at a
cost of not to exceed $10 per suit, for issue to prisoners upon relea e
from confinement under court-martial sentenees involving dishonora ble
discharge, as provided by the act of Congress approved March 16, 1896
making appropriations for the support of the Army for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1897.
SALES TO THE MILITIA..

Congress, by section 3 of the act approved February 24, 1897, provided that any State or Territory may, in addition to the tore i u ed
under section 1661 of the Revised Statutes, as amended by act of J uly
1, 1887, purchase for the nse of its National Guard or reserve militia
for cash, at cost at place of sale, such stores and supplies from any
department of the Army as, in the opinion of the Secretary of War,
can be spared.
Under this authority articles of equipage to the value of 2,592 were
sold to the State of Ohio. Thi amount will be placed to the credit of
the appropriation from which procured.
ALE

TO THE GEOLOGIO.A.L S RVEY.

There were old to the Director of the nited States Geological nrey, and placed to the credit of the appropriation during the la t :fi • l
y ar, under the provi ions of ction 3692, Revised tatute for u e of
urve in g partie in the field, tents and appurtenance to the value of
2,091.33.
ALE

Th amount realized
n
·

TA CTIO •
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The following is a detailed statement showing the expenditures connected with the keeping of these Indians, and which were defrayed
from the appropriations for the Quartermaster's Departm~nt, viz:
Employees, sup rinten<1ent interpreter, and packer ....... __ .•..•....•... $1,946.00
Fuel ............ _..... __ .......................•........... __ . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 046. 16
Forage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 994. 99
Clothing and cqnipage .. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 666. 91
Totn 1 .•••.••••••• _. • • • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • . . • • • . . • • . . . . . . . 11, 654. 06

The expenditures during the previous fiscal year for the same object
were $11,768.32.
Of the many subject considered by this Department in connection
with the purchase, manufacture, and issue of clothing and equipage,
the following are considered of special interest to the Army:
CAP DEVICES FOR ENLISTED MEN.

A full supply of the new cap devices has been purchased and issued
to the entire Army. They seem to give general satisfaction; so much
so that steps have been taken to extend the issue of same to the militia
of the States. A contract has been awarded under which such ornament can be purcha ed as may be needed. from time to time during the
present fiscal year.
U DRESS FOR.A.GE CA.PS.

Tbe attention of thi office having been called to the fact that differeut manufacturers of the new undre cap for officer were makiug
the hape of tlrn vi or at such varying angles from the horizontal as to
destroy all uuiformity, this office prepared a general order de cribing
the cap more fully, and recommended that the ame be published to
the rmy.
o action has been taken upon this recommendation, and
the evil complained of still exi ts at almo t every post.
The difficulty of constructing the present pattern undress cap for
the enlisted men so as to retain its proper shape has been overcome
by using a heavier cloth and better stiffening material for the sides and
omitting tbe heavy lining- for the top. The caps now purchased seem
to be satisfactory.
BLOUSES.

As heretofore tated, the requisitions for clothing and equipage
received at thi office, in nearly every instance, call for a very large
proportion of unmade blou e of exclusively large izes, which is done
for the purpose of cutting them down o as to make a more styli h fit.
To overcome thi con tantly increa ing practice, which re ult in
unneces ary wa te of material, it has been decided to hereafter cllar e
to the enlisted men the actual cost of each size of blouse drawn by
them, and in truction to carry the foregoing into effect ar c ~tail.~ <l
in the new price Ji t of clothing and equipage published by_ d1r ~ 1 _n
of th ecretaryof War, General Order o. 37, urr nt r1 • rln,
involve the neces ity of carrying and accounting for th
arm 11 t
upon the r turn of officers according to ize. It i b p ~l tha bJ
thi.' ·our e tbe evil referr d t wm to some extent be rem di , and it
i b Jievecl that he difficulty will be ntirel vercom •
on a. th
ize wllich tbi Departm nt i, endeavoring to improve ball b, v
n
adopt d.
veral , t f blou e of new aud revi ed p tt rn ,_ ba ed
up011 a tnal mea urem nt tak n of s v ral hundr d m n tc 1 n at
the Washington Barrack , D. ., Fort Myer, a. and Fort Oolumbn ,
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N. Y., were manufactured at the Philadelphia depot and tried on the
enlisted men at the posts named, as well as at J?orts Sheridan, Ill., and
Leavenworth, Kans. The result has not been entirely satisfactory,
owing to the widely differing views expressed by the officers in command, all agreeing, however, that the garments were a vast improvement upon those now issued. The principal objections were that the
blouses did not provide sufficient room for an expansion of the chest.
The difficulty of providing a satisfactory garment lies in the fact that
if sufficient room is given for the expansion of the chest the back of
the garment cannot be made to fit.
However, this Department is still studying the problem involved, and
trusts that ere long a satisfactory conclusion will be arrived at.
Steps have also been taken to substitute a different, lining for the
blouses so soon as the present stock of the garments referred to shall
have become exhausted by issues. The present lining consists of a blue
flannel, half wool and half cotton, while the new lining is what is known
as "lasting." It is an all-wool fabric, black in color, and similar in
appearance to the black Italian cloth. It will make a much neater
looking garment, and will give equal service with scarcely any increa. e
in cost. Contracts to purchase a supply of this new fabric have already
been made.
rt has also been decided to hereafter line the sleeves of the blouses
with gray silesia instead of unbleached muslin, which no doubt will
add to the desirability of the garment.
To utilize the large supply of blouse-lining flannel on band, it has
been decided to dye the same to a dark-blue color and use it in the
manufacture ofOVERCO.A.TS.

'fhese garments are made of kersey and have heretofore been provided simply with a body lining, leaving the skirts of the coats without
any lining whatever, thus giving very little warmth to the wearer below
the waist. The overcoats hereafter manufactur d and i sued will be
lined throughout aud will undoubtedly be much more desirable.
BUCKSKIN GAUNTLETS FOR OFFICERS AND MEN.

The buck kin gauntlet procured and i ued to the enli ted men
appear to give general ati faction. By their adoption the mauy objection rai ed again t tho e of former make have been uc
full
et.
It ba been demon trated that a buck kin i the oul m
al
ir ally nitable for military purpo e . Th Det artment i
l
into the q
·
· hing a uitable tandard gaui
or
officer , m
n taken to procure light b
1 o
k it d irable for fli r t
ur th m
reliable ta
ad of paying exorbitant pric
n arti 1
for th ir p
po. e ing very little merit.
HOE.
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Notwithstanding, complaint is occasionally made that the shoes supplied are not what they should be, and the Department finds itself again
confronted with a question so difficult to solve and which occupies the
best minds of other nations.
It seems well established that the u1wers are too heavy and the
shape, which is very much like that of a brogan, is more or less objectionable.
Samples of two shapes, more like those worn by civilians, having
uppers of reduced weights, viz, 45 to 50 and 50 to 55 pounds to the
dozen skins, respectively, lighter linings, and thinner, more flexible
shanks, are now being procured. It is the intention, before making
any changes, to distribute a limited number of pairs of each to various
posts for trial, in order that an intelligent and fair expression of opinion
may be had. In the meantime this Department will continue to study
the matter from an anatomical standpoint, in the hope that something
practicable may be evolved.
UNIFORM FOR THE HOSPITAL CORPS.

The dress uniform for the enlisted men of the Hospital Corps having
been abolished under the provisions of General Order o. 37 of 1896,
all the dress coats and metallic trimmings pertaining to said corps were
ordered into depot-the coats for the purpose of having them refaced
and thereby r_endered fit for issue to other arms of the service, and the
ob olete metallic trimmings with a view to their ale at public auction.
This change has neces itated the establishment ofOL0'.1.'H

ERVIOE CHEVRONS

For the enlisted men of the Ho pital Corp , in lieu of tho e of gold
lace heretofore worn upon the dress coats.
DYEING OF PRISONERS' CLOTHING.

In making issues of clothing to general prisoners confined under
sentence of court-martial, recourse is had, as far as practicable, to such
articles a are obsolete or have become damaged by moth or otherwi e.
Heretofore thi clothing was dyed to a dark-blue color, aud prior to
is ue all military buttons were removed therefrom. Complaints were
made, howeverz that this was not sati factory, the color not being
sufficiently di tmct from that worn by the enlist d men of the rmy.
Steps have been taken o that all this class of clothing is now being
dyed to a dark-brown or butternut color.
SUSPENDERS.

The que tion of improving the quality of the suspenders i sued by
tbis Department ha also been under con ideration, and , am1)l of
various kinds have been obtained. from manufactur r for futur r £ rence. It i. contemplated to make a hange o soon as the stock on he nd
at the present time shall have become exhausted.
SHELTER TENT .

Complaints having b en received that the belt r tent ar. not ufficiently waterproof aud that h y afford ry li. tl
rote 1 n to th
men who have occa ion to u e them, thi offic has taken t ps to
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improve, if practicable, the quality of the material of which they are
made.
The tents are manufactured from cotton duck 33 inches wide, weighing from 7½to 8 ounces- to the linear yard. The question involved can
readily be solved by making them of heavier cotton duck. But this i s
objectionable, as the tendency of tlie times is that the soldier's equipments and burden should be lightened, if possible, and not increased
in weight.
.
, The matter is being studied and efforts are being made to obtain a
duck of present weight, made of yarn having a firmer twi.st and being
more closely woven.
The desirability of having the tents of a dark-brown color has also
been advanced and experiments will be made so as to ascertain whether
duck made as indicated and dyed afterwards will not be more satisfactory .
SHELTER TENT AND CLOTHING ROLLS.

At the request of the Surgeon-General of the Army, there were ordered
to be manufactured aud distributed to the several ·po ts at which the
enlisted men of the Hospital Corps are stationed 725 shelter-tent halve 1
having straps and buckles attached for the purpose of packing therein
certain articles of clothing. These tents conform to a model which was
designed by the Medical Department. Their cost is l.94~ each, which
includes both material and labor.
The attention of this office wa also called, by Capt. Edmund Rice,
Fifth Infantry, to a shelter tent and clothing roll combined devised by
him, which he claimed possessed superior merits. Upon _examination
it wa found that the tent was simply an exact reproduction of the
United States regulation shelter tent, having a few straps attached in
which to pack and carry articles of clothing or other neces arie .
Captain Rice secured letters patent upon the same, and the royalty
demanded being exce sive the Secretary of War, upon the recommendation of the Quartermaster-General, decided that no action be tak n
in the matter until the que tion of royalty be waived forever. Thi
Department ha been ad vi ed that Captain Rice ha di posed of hi
pat nt.
n offer to furni h the tent has ince been made, but decliued.
Maj. Charle
. Williams, quartermaster,
., on duty at th
Philadelphia depot of the Quarterma ter' Department, ha recently
submitted a helter tent and clothing roll devi ed by him and differin '"'
entir ]y from hat patented by Captain Rice, with a view to having th
same patented by the D partment, hould the£ ature pr ented po e
ufficient merit. The ubject will be con idered o oon a th
material f whi ·h the future belt r tents are to be made hall hav
been :fl.nan cl termin d u1 on, a it may be deemed advjsable to al ~
change the dimension of th tent it If.
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l'ENTS FOR FLOOD AND CYCLONE SUFFERERS.

The demand for the loan of tents for use of the people who were rendered homeless by the inundations of the Mississippi River during the
spring of the present year became so urgent that Congress, by joint
resolution, approved March 24, 1897, appropriated sufficient funds to
purchase 1,000 tents to shelter and relieve the sufferers referred to.
Under this authority there were purchased, after public competition,
the number of tents authorized, at a cost of $7,837.97. There were at
the St. Louis, Mo., depot 348 additional tents, which were left on hand
from those purchased under previous joint resolution of Congress granting relief on similar occasions, making a total of 1,348 available tents.
Nearly all of these were distributed to Memphis, Helena., and Vicksburg, at a co t of 779.63 on account of transportation, pay of agents,
etc., and which must be defrayed from the appropriations for the support of the Army.
Efforts have been and are being made to return the tents to the custody of this Department. From reports received it appears that 421
are still out tanding. Whether any or all of these will be returned is
problematical. An additional expense of 313.09 bas thus far been
incurred on this account.
There were al o loaned in May last by authority of the Se retary of
War to tbe citizens of El Pa o, Tex., who were rendered bomeles by
the iuundation of the Rio Grande River such tentage a could be
spared from that in pos s ion of the troops at Fort Bli , T x.
one
of the tent have thu far been returned, and it j doubtful whether
th ame can ever be utilized for military purpos hereafter.
Under authority of the Secretary of War of pril la t, there were
loaned to the cyclone sufferer at Chandler, Okla., 30 tent belonging
to the garri on at Fort Reno, Okla.
TENT

FOR REU IO

OF THE GR.A.ND ARMY OF TIIE REPUBLIO.

Congress, by Public Resolutions No . 18 and 19, having authorized
the loan of tent to the reunions of the Grand rmy of the I epublic
to be held at Buffalo, . Y., and Leaveuwortb, Kan ., the available
pplication for the use of
flood- ufferer tent wi11 be made use of.
these tents from other military organizations are pending.
BAND INSTRUMENTS.

In order to a certain the amount of money that will annually be
ne ded to supply the variou military band with instrument· of th
be. t dome .. tic production, a careful regi ter of i sues to each parti n}ar
baud i kept in thj office. It app ar that there were expended durmg
the la t three fl cal years the following amounts, viz:
1 91-9- . __ • _.. _____ . _____ . ____ • _. _. _.•• ___ .•• _••• _••• ______ . __ • __ • _. ___ , ·11, 2:-9, 96
1 !)," -96 __ ... ____ . ____ . ____ . _• _. ___ . _.. ____ . __ . __ . _. __ . _- - - . - - - - - - - - - · - ·
1896-97 . _____ . ___ •.. ___ •... _•. _. _- . _• _. _. __ .• __ •••••••.••• - • - - · - - - - - - - -

Total . ________ . ___ . -- - . - - . - - . -- --- .. -- --- . - - - -.. - . - • - · - - - ---- - ---

. 72

The above doe not includ tl1e co t f r pairing b in run nt
already in 1)0 e sion of the band , but it may afi _ly
, · um ~ th, t
the annual expenditure in connection wi h h lil rum nt ' 11J 1>
about 10,000.
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HAND LITTERS.

There were purchased during the last fiscal year 400 hand litters, conforming to model furnished this office by the Surgeon-General of the
.Army,of which 276 have been issued to companies as required by paragraph 1417 of the regulations.
Judging from a few reports which have recently reached this office,
it would seem that the braces are not sufficiently strong. Steps have
been taken to remedy the defect.
SP .A.DES, SHOVELS, .A.ND AXES.

Finding that the shovels and spades purchased by this Department
were of a pattern which had become antiquated, samples of latest production were procured and adopted as the future standards for the
.Army. Specifications conforming thereto were also approved.
The specifications for axes have also been amended so as to provide
that axes hereafter to be procured shall be of soft steel instead of extra
refined iron.
COLORS .A.ND FL.A.GS FOR THE SECRET.A.RY OF W.A.R .

.A silken color and bunting flag having by General Orders, No. 10,
current series, been e ·tablished for use of the Secretary of War: t a n dard samples and specifications have been adopted. Both color and flag
are of scarlet, and the design consists of an eagle with outspread wings
and a star iu each of the four corners.
CLOTHING REGULATIONS.

Under paragraph 1548 of the regulations of 1895, the uniform and
equipment of officer · and enli ted men are to be prescribed in pecial
regulations anclpubli hed by authority of the Secretary of War. Thi
n ces itated a compilation of the regulations and decisions relating to
the uniform that exi ted at the time the .Army regulation went into
effi ct, to which were added such changes as bad been made to date.
Thi compilation baviug been approved by the ecretary of War the
ame has been publi bed in pamphlet form and distributed in the u ual
manner.
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.A.,-Statement s~~wing m·ticles of clothing and equipage and mate-rial 011 hand at the isa1ting depots of the Quarte1'1naster's D epa1·t11~ent June 30, 1896,
the quantt~1~s .pm·chased, 1na1mf<-!'ctiwed, received f1·<mt posts and depots, taken up, sold, transferred to general depots, expended, issued to the A 7·my
and the Militia, and the quantitieB remaining in depots June so, 1897.
On band
June 30,

Articles.

1896.

I

I

Mann• Received!
from Received
.
chased. lraotured.l o-eneral from
Gained. ~~i~ed~·
'depots. posts.
Pur•

I

- - ~ -- - - - -- - - - 1- - - 1 - - - 1- - -1---1

I

I

I

I

ferred
Trans.to , Ex end• Issued Issued
Sold. general
or
t<? ~h.e to the
depots. dropped. Militia . .Army.

eif

Remain•
on
Total is• ing
band
sued.
June 30,
1897.

1 - 1- - -1 - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - •- - - • - - -

lathing.

.Aiguillettes and shoulder knots .. sets ..
:Blankets, woolen .... .
:Blouses:

1,664
42,447

1,050 1·········
34,669 .•....•. ·1 17,000

~!!~~1~· :_::: :: :: ::::::: :::::::::::: 5u:~ :::: :::::: ~: ~~~

8, 500
6,549

2,718
94, 182

4

66
779
54

Blouse tnmmrngs .......•......•. s~ts.. .••....... . . . .......
831
1,075 1
43 ··········
:Boots, sewed .............. ••••••pairs..
11, 518
1, 100 .••...•.
:Brassnrds..... .........................
1,269 .•••...••.
1,107
1,115
3
aps:
Canvas . . . . .. . . .. ...••. .•.. .. .... ..
3,774
2
3,300
2
Forage, new pattern...............
35,358
37,846 1..• •.~~~
28,437
2
old pattern................
16, 885
410
12,354
Fur ..............••• •····· •· • •....
16, 154
3, 960
6-1
'ap ornaments: .
Old style (all k11;1ds)................ 292,847
10,000
80,874
1,088
:New style (all kinds) ....•••.•......
92,412 ,.....•••.
4,958
GheY-rons:
Gold lace . ............ •·····Pa,irs.
3,351
5,426
5
203
14,410
Cloth ...••....... · ·•· ·· ······do.···
14,566
7,465
330 1•·······
oats :
22, 366
6,336
:an,as fatigue
8,600
413
7,381
9,570
ummer sack ..
2,350
108
niform dress393
:lCusicians, made ..•....••......
1, 37t
90
34
unmade ........... .
1
Noncommissioned officers',
128
made .......... ........ • •·· •·
:Xoncommissioned officers', on•
made .. ........... •···· · ··· · ·
I:==:::==: 3.-426 . .. ·2.-fr, . ..... 4~9
Privates', made ....... .. ...... .
3,444 .••.....•.
1
11
218
368
unmade ........... •• •
8, 829 . . . . . . . . . .
1, 197
27
3, 822
oat fndni::s •. •.••••••...•••.•.•. sets ..
105, 089 . • • . . . • . . 1100, 900 1
8
312, 042
ollan;, lint•n ..... .
JJrawers:
38,500
53
Canton flnnnol. . .........•.. 11airs ..
84, 372 1·········· 1 32,010
.2, 500
24
Knit wool ..... . . ... ..... .... do....
27,489 ...•. ...•.......•..
2, 600
392
Frocks,slablo •••••• .. .................
7,':73 ......••••
3,422

I::::::::l" .s; sas.

·j

8,2i:

l

:i···

·i:: =::: =: ·

222
17,069

396
30,189

2,322
63,993

9,749
23,199

43,447
2,373

2,225
1,228

27,675
29,259
831
3,390
2,455

2,855
34,529
378
6,140

6,283
86,952
25,847
17,226

3,568
14,691
3,802
11,480

37,462
290

12,626
50,361

380, 747
55,009

4,062
41,761

g;

453
3,378

4,807
11,236

5,679
22,360

3,306
14,411

t;d

11,309
8,616

19,958
10,975

17,757
8,434

180

54-7

1,344

2

2

3

61

67

3~ ho:soi·l······iiis·I 1.i~~

71,122
31,632
831
13,736
3,554

435
23

9,851
101,643
29, 649
28,706

3
200
23, 970
36

1··········

8,167
312
831
82
172

9,324,
5,725 ··•··•····

81
3

1,075
1,050 I

2

3,425
25, 232 1 12,354 , 14, 637
.. ..... ·····••··· 1,499
11, 050 .•.••..........••.

384, 809 321, 159
97,370

9,500
4,958

8,985
36, 7il

323
279

5
7,467

37,715
19,409

49
4

8,600
2,355

1,891

16

90

91

20

I

232

5

61

128

19 1·····123
...
350

14,250
4, 102
rn, 875
518,039

1, 939
'"

154,935
30,013
14,187

105
25
1

2, 179
14

44
317
40 ...... .
98
104

1 90,900 1......... .1.. ..... .
3, 241

38,500
2,500
2,600

48

19
4,166

,!O

~

~
t,,j
iii,"s46
1,099

~>

UJ_

1-3

t,,j
pj
I

zt:rj

~

7,421
19 1-·····3,519
....

179
497
102,729

6,829
583
5, 87!J
193, 966

7, !)96
324, 073

63,743
5,205
3,971

102,348
7,730
6,620

52,587
22,283
7,567

~
~

-:J

A.-Statc-ment showing a,·ticles of clothing and eqitipage and material on hand at the isstting depots, etc.-Continued.

Articl<'!I.

u hnncl
June
30,
1800.

I

I

Pur•
Manu. \R~;~~edlReceived
.
Total re.
chased. faotured. general frotsm Gamed. j ceived.
depots. pos ·
1
- -

lothi11y-Contiuuctl.

CJ.:>
,.p..
00

I

Trans.
Sold 1ferred to Expend. , Issued Issued
· general dred or
to the tot.he
depots. 1 opped. Militia . .A.rmy.

I

Remain•

Total is• ingon
hand
sued.
June 30,

1897.
- - - · - - - 1 - - - • - - - • - - - -1 - -- 1 - - - 1 - - - - 1- - - 1 - - -1 - -- - 1 - - - -

,nnntlet.,.
Fnr •••• ••••••••••••••••••••• pnirs ..
Lcnthor (oltlRtyfo) .•••.•.... do ... .
(new 11nttorn) ....•.. do ... .
Ho'"ell, norllu ••••••••••••••••••• do ... .
llat11, ca111mll1m ••• •••••.••••••••••.••.•

lsfor .............. .

13,021
10,098
11, 603
721
918
16,500
218,832
215, 013
56,022
15, 028
18,955 ·••·•· ....

..........................

tor ...........•.......

3,195
2,500
5,000
~.800
2,000
8,000

!I for ......••..••..•..
ngs for .•••••••.•...••
for
Spik<'~ for .. ••..
'l'op bnso!I for .............•....... .
Lei?gings, cnnvns . .••.•••.•••... pnirs ..
~ltteus:

8,000
9,000
33,000
15,000
20,000
33,042

ds for . .•••...•.....•.
for •••. • .•• . •••.....••

.............................

Cauvas ........•............. do .•• .

Wool
fusio po

Necktit•s ......••...........•.•.•....•..
Over~ll!I_:
,
.
},uguwors .................. 11nirs ..
Mounted ..••••.. ...• •..•... . do .•..
vcrc·oat!I:
llull'alo ................•......•••..
Cnnnl!I (blnnkct lined) ........... .
Kor~ey,

\\'~::~;;,ie:::: :::: :::::::::::

h-1 1 rro11t,1•npo llulngs ...•...•........•.
<h·1•rKhow1, nr,:Uc ...••..•....... pnirR ..
l'o11d1os, n1b\111r •••••••••••.
1,hlrtM:
1~11111111•1, 1\nrk hlnn, 111111\., ••••••••••

:Hl1111110I, 1l11rk \1111 .. , 1111111111l11 •••••••

3,776
10,832
864
24,613

~

29
. . •. ••••.
7,500
40
. ••. . . ••.
252
372
7
····· ·••· ····· .... ··•···· •...•......
. . • . . . • . . Hi9, ilOO
62 .•.....•
. • . . . • • • . 24, 796
43 •
207
·••···••· .•... ....
294
632
6,500
8,214
1, 900
6,200
11
1,820
4,000
2,000
3,000
11,452
4,500
5,200
25,775
2,970

344

OOl
17,830

I •••••••••

3,57t

2,735
875
25
7,800

59
2

26
1,122
10
678

1. fit3

2

961 •·········
152
129
349
7

i- ··.i;i;or···atii· 1--·-- ·•···

2,030 ·•····· .•. . ..... ... .•.. .. . ..
3, lO!l .••• .• . .•.

74

482 ......•..

2 •••..•••.•••..•••..••..•••.

13,811 . . . . . . . . . .
4,432
1,310
199 ........ .
1, 602 . . . • . . . . . .
870
1, 730
50 ..•...•.
3 . .. . . . . . ..
619 . . . . . . . . . . •.......
35
10, 146
14, 100 . . . . . • . . . 11, 051
66 ......•..
'· 227
0, 1161.........
4,000 .••..•.........•..
30,00~

1::::::::::. :~·.~~~ ...~~·.~~~

8~ :::::::::

31,588
12,055
17,418
593,307
96,096
10,881

22
5,921
100
208
4,586
3,413

7,500
253
4,620
159, 400
24,800

22,950
28,464
11,043
47,027
6,901
16,788
145,925
16,776
24,307
108,804
31,373
41,848
126,261

63
95
61

6,500
8,180
1,900
6,200
500
1,820
4,000
2,000
1,500
12,254
4,500
5,200
25,775

9,610
12,056
1,240
32,413
26,

7

501

233
135
212
4

130
l
36

trj

214
160
9,563
5,067

7

14

3,000
875
25
7,800

3, !Jl8

I

859
949
235
865
156
204
341
233
307
1,754
682
840

:~r::

13,085
6, 209
9,018
182,038
23,151
434

20,607
12,598
13,898
351,209
58,511
3,861

10,981
357
3,520
242,098
37,585
16,020

3,925
6,263
1, 713
5,667
1,190
1,509
7,657
1,455
2,290
10,767
4,200
016

11,347
15,487
3,909
12,739
2,347
3,533
11,998
3,688
8,015
24,918
9,517
11,746
59,681

11, 603
12,977
7,134
34,288
4,554
13,255
133,927
13,088
l!l, 292
83,886
21,856
30,102
66,580

2,357
2,782
205
5,871

' 5,431
3,787
272
13,707

4,179
8,269
968
18, 70G

,,5, z26
~0,

igi 1··i;isEiT··4:1si·1::::::::::i-····20l ··.i;tioor·io;oi1·

2,512
3,111
19,758
41327
657
41,375
14,343

641
1,823
60
63
5,548
120

11,054
4,000

10 I 1,250

80,904

63

50

21,300

lU

2

126

2

1,317
1,736

7~

I.. ~·.~~~.
I

4

608
15,906

196
7,061
1,211
457
10,854
4,581

837
12,057
3,077
520
27,456
9,961

2,508
2,274
7,701
1,250
137
13,919
4,382

32,064

53,542

27,362

12

38

~

0

~

1-3
0

Pzj

t-3

~
t?:l
Ul
trj

C

~
trj

~
~

1-1

0

P,:j

~

Mnslin ........•..•......•.••••.••.
Shirt studs, bone ....•.••..••.•.•.•.•••.
Shoes:

165, 431
91, 560

177,305

~:f{s~~-·:.·.· :: ::: :: :::::: :: :~<1~~~::

59,768
44,679

224
72,413

Stockings:
Cotton .........•. . .. .••...•.. do .... 386, 397
Woolen ........ .• ............ do .... 164,694
Suspenders ...................••. do ....
23,166
Trousers :
Canvas fatigue ..... ........ . do ....
12,498
]foot, made ......... : ...... . . do ....
25,137
unmnde .... .••......... do ....
6,233
Mounted, made . ...•....... .. do ..•.
22,347
unmade ..•........ do ....
6,805
Summer .••........•...••.•.. do ....
6,331
Trousers stripes:
Corporals' .......•. . ...•.... pairs ..
7,566
Hospital corps and noncommis•
sioned staff ...... ......... pnirs ..
525
Sergenn~s• · · ;··· ............. do....
5,998
Trousers tnmilllDgs ....••• •••••. sets ............
ndershirts:
Cotton ....••...•..... ....••..•..•.. 150,287
Woolen ..........•......•......•... 131,699
Eqttipage.
.Axes .••••••••... ........... •.••.......
.A:x. helves ... .........•...•.......•....

i~~{i~0~::::::::::::::::::::::::::

sheets .... ... ......................
Bedsteads with woYen•wire bottoms .. .
Books :
.
omfndix~~~e~~.~~~~~~~::::: :: : ::
ompany letters sent ..............
Index ..... •.. .• . . ..•...........
'ompany order ... •: •: • • · · ·: · · · · · · ·
P ost council of ndm1mstration ...• •
o~t letters received ............ - -.
Indt>:s: ....... ........ ...........
Post letters sent ........... •••• •• ·•
lntlex ........... . ........ ......
ost. order .................. ··· · ···
Rt>giml'ntal letters receivecl. ..... - •
lntle:s: ......•.. .. ...............

Re~imr·ntal lettcr~ sent ....... ... ••
I111lex. .•••••• •• •.••••• ••••••••••

Re~mentnl order .•. .. ....•• .. .•. ••

4,547
6,277
1,166
1. 961
1,850
41,766
1, 997
363
237
365
263
405
274
155
146
140

·--·---- •

93,364

- ·-----· -10,166
---······ 33,
340
-----··-·

··· ·····-

436,111
95, 930

43

79,194

36

··-···--·

345 . 46 ····-----

70,503
150,478

30
58

10,166
33,062

261
126
83

115,480
63,400
3,000

21
4,370

······-··
- ----·

129,091
111,011
6,000

----·----

190, 480
03, 400
3,000

39
297
83

..........

-----·-- ·

706,007
339,502
32, 249

··········
..............

18,770
31,368
24,029
5,028
10, 539
15,649

15,300
12,800
15,617
4,460
9, 172
5,000

390
696
25
198
258

...........
...........
. .........
............
····-··-·

46,958
70,001
45,904
32,033
26, 774
26, 980

50
804
121
5, 396
89
9

15,300
12,800
15, 617
4,460
9, 172
5,000

18,498

10,400

36, 649

91

10,400

2,664
11,031
2,188

1,850
6,700

19
135

---------

81,150
25,400

529

...........
. .............
................

-·········
·······--·
...........
56,338

--

............. - . - ...... ..

4,000 ·--····-·
4,050 .............

..............

····g;ilili.

4,258
2,716
200

1,150

..............
...... . ......
.............
·-·····-..............
.............. .......... ......
200 ··-····-·
175 ...............
175 ...............
500
350
300
300
550

175 ··-······
350 ...............................
85
71
60 ····· ·•· ·
50 ..•...••.
93
50 .......•.
88
50 .••...••.
95

1(1

l------

500

·····--··

3

3

100

182

---···-··
--------·

5,058
23,864
2,188

---·-····

287,775
157,028

.... ......

2
3,200 ··••··••·
............. ---· -····
1,750 ·••• ··••·
1
11,500 ·--·-·--· ..... . .......
1,560 ···•·•••·
240
69 ·········'·········
59 ··-· ····· ..............
80 ............................
58 ········· ·······-·
199 .............. . . . ........
10 .........................

~//[/

"I·- --T·--- -30
15
25
10

..•...... ··•····•·
..••.•... ·•····••·
.••...•...•..•.••.
......... ··•···••·

9,050
10, 1127
1,168
9,419
6,317
63,127
4,947
932
646
745
621
1,164
2-84
397
368
363
365
370
153
161
158
163
155

1,850
1
6,727
425
1 ..•... .• .
22
82

66,870
25,400

500
1
2 ..•...••.
814 -·-··---3,200
3
1, 750
30
11,500
212
1,570
278

...........

----····
............
............
.............
............

.............
............

-------·

................
...... .....

.............
..........
..............
...........

......•.

..........
-········
]O ••••••••

39,499
1,283

118,736
1,329

317,375
94,601,

······s·

13,287
148, USO

23,490
81,803

47. 013
68,675

---------- ............
·-- ------- .... .......
-- --·----· ------··
94
----·----- 9,841

63,617
82,761
7,193

279,358
146,287
10,276

420,049
193,215
21, 973

--- ·····
1,528

16,146
22,200
18,928
5,909
8,487
13, 187

31,590
45,654
35,010
15,870
]7, 748
19,724

14,363
24,347
10,894
16,163
9,026
7,256

3,447

11,688

25,626

11,023

94
1,712
2,187

1,737
7,242

7

··········
10

··----·--·
...............

······------------······----

334
105

---·-----............
---·· ····
............... ......... 00, 028

·--------· -------·
.............

99
··-···---- 148
2 ·••·····
................
50
1,000
·-·------·
..............
898
12
65

--- ---------- -·

69 .
1
.... ..
59
1
80 ..............
1
58
1
1
22
174
1
10 ................... ...........
2
6
38
6
43 .............
38 ······---·
5
45 ·-----·--·
5
20 ................. ..........
10 ...............
5
28 .................
5
]0 ................
5
20 -----·····
5
10 ..•.•.•••.

·····-··

'

1,376
3,682
7,758
16,106
2,188 ............ . .
126,920
54,700

160,855
102,928

2,715
8,376
32
2., 691
1,449
18,544
1,259

3,315
8,526
848
5, 9(4
4,229
31,154
3,184

5,735
1,801
320
3,475
2,088
31,973
1,763

86
95
126
124
215
21
85
91
57
68
43
18
24
15
19
·9

156
155
207
184
412
31
131
140
100
118
63
33
57
30
44
19

776
491
538
437
742
253
266
228
263
247
307
120
104
128
119
136

29,218

•

,!:)

q

>

~

8

~

~I>-

UJ

8

t,:j
~
I

~
~
trj
~
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t-1

~

~
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A,-Statenient Bhowing the articles of clothing and equipage and matm·ial on hand at the issuing depots, etc,-Continued.

Art icles.

nhand
June 30,
1896.

Pur•
chased.

Ifaotured.
Manu• jR°fr';;;edlReceived
.
I Total re•
general
frotm IGa.med. ceived.
depots.

1 - --

I

pos s.

Trans• 1 Expend• 1 Issued I Issued
ferred to eel or
to the to the
Sold. I general dropped. Militia. Army•
depots.

1 - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - - 1 - -- 1--

-

l- --

-+--- - -I

CJ,!)

01
0

I Total
is•
sued.

R emain•
ing on
hand
June 30,
1897.

1--------1----

Equipage-Continued.
Brooms, corn .........••••...•••••••••..
lkushes, scrubbing ................... .

~~~:, ·i~~·~:::::: =:::::::::::::::::::::

Carel holders for . ..........••......
\Voven•wire bottoms for .......... .
Chnirs, barrack
Colors:
Camp . ....••.....•••............ . . .
National • . .•..........•..•.........
Regimental ............•.......•...
Colors aud guidons :
Belts ancl slings for ••••••.•.•......
Cases for ......•••.•..•...........•.
Staffs for .....•...•••..••..••...•...
Drums ... . .••....•..•..•••..•... . ......
Drum cases ...•••.•...••..••..•......•.
cords ... . ..........•.••...•......
Drum heads, batter
snare .............•...•.•.••.....

~::. ~-~~~~::: ::::::: ::: ::: :::::::1

:~:t:s·: :::::::::::::::::::~et;::
sticks ......••..•.••••.... pairs ..
s tick carriages .••..•••... • • .....

Fifes
Flags:
Garrison .........•..•••••.•........

::sst~~•. ~;~~~~~~:: : : : : : : :

Storm and recruiting
Flag hal yards:
Garrison and pos t

Fla:l~~r;!~dae;;ice~· ...•..
Guiaons:
Ambulance .•••••.•••••..•••.......

16, 321
7, 393
61
906
4, 316
4, 9ti8
2, 317

38,708
20, 000

............. ..............

··· -··-··

10,400 ..•..•••..•• ·• · • • ·

14

9

·••• • •••· ••••••••·

400
1,490 ..•. . ....
4,500 ..........••......
1, 000
477 .•...•• • .
600 ··•······ ·••••••··

1·. ·······1

6, 500
1, 000 . . • . . • • • .
5,441 . ····••··

,·······;,··1·········1

27~
100 1·········1·········
13
,o ······•·· ·········
····•···· ·········
6
26 ······••· ·••·•·••· ·••···•·· ·••···••·
14
20
1 I •••••••••
17
121
··········
66
··•·•····
·••••····
4
·•••·····
114
100 1. ·•··•...
61
4
1
70
20
·•••··
...
41
2
13
96
303
438 . . •.•....
50 ......••...•...••.
:.114
726 ·········
100 ··•··••·· ·•···•·•·
11
40
····
··
··
··•······
·•····••· ·•····
310
50
............ . ... ......
538
~, 634
50 .......•...•...••.
3, 118 . --- -... - -.. - -... - ... -.... -....... - ................ -......
1 .••...• •. .• ··••••·
3 .••...••.
2,315
2 •••••••••
1,235 ·••••••·•· ••••••••• •••••••••

······---,--·······1·········1·········

1·········1·········1·········1·········
-----

... ·1·..... ···1

·••••••••· ·•••••••• •••••••••

123
38
14
623
982
227
1,696
2,452
13

8
5

l

--·

6 ·••••••••

20

• •••••••••!•••••••• .
............. . .............. . . ,._ . . .. •• • I •- .. - • • • • •

·····-·- ------··· ........... ..

28

105 ··••····· ··•······
253
1 .••••••..

310

51

............. \••-------

75 ······ ... ·••••• ...

...... ,......... ,.............3 1---.........1 ,········
.............. ..
8

•••••••••• • ••••••••• • •••••••••I•••••••••

55,029
37,793
84
2,796
15,316
7,445
8,388

34
14

10, 400

6

I

3791········
144 ..•.....

9 ····-·····

7

·········1··········1 ········

1,512

4,500 ········•· ········
1,000 ·••••••••· ....... .
6
10

509
70

100

376
83
32

5
9
5

4
7

1

35
4
17
191 · · · ·· 69
:!80
61 ·····•·•·•
21
133
20 ··••••··•·
19
109
791
1,140
51
360
50
i46 .
588 ..... ·1
2,634 .••..... ·········
144 ·•····•·
3,122
30 ·•· · ··•··
6
31
2,317
18
1,241
18

26,844
13,335
25
999
2,754
1,795
3,582

27,257
23,893
47
2, 511
7,254
3,304
3,668

27,772
13,900
37
285
8,062
4,141
4,720

77
65
22

186
81
28

190
2
4

1

5

30
6

112
45

30
17
80
168
88
35
538
852
45
332
351
2,473
3,025
2,290
1,054

r: ::: ::: :::::: ::: :····· ·s· ····•· u· ····· ·iii.

····t[·1· .....~~:!t·1::::::::
~~~~~~J ~~~)( .....!!t ~i
:: 1· ...
28
34
17
30
9
19

28
237
161
97
27
187

23
7
1
138
231

57
8
312
560

................ .. ------ ..

86
10

181
11

1 , ....... .

10

····iso ·1:::::::::I::::::::::

151
43
15
756
1,546
353
1,700
2,452
21

2

.............
24
44

20

·------·113
261

3
77
1 ··-······

2
1 .••..••.
3 ..•.....
21
16
15
9
10

3

12

4

- - .. • • • - • I • • • • • • • • • ! • • • • • • • • • - I • .. • • • • • - 1• ••'"••••• I • • • • • • • .. ••

•••••••••I•••••••••

11

94
35
11
444
986
172
1,689
2,452
10

~

ti:l

1-d

0

~

~

0

l'tj

8

~

t_:rj
Ul

t::t.1

a

~

t::t.1

8
P>

~
~

0

l'zj

~
~

\l

Artillery, cavalry, and Indian
. scouts...........................
.Hatchets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Helves for.........................

I1~:i,!~li~~~~:i~iii~~:::~: ::::: ::

28
80 .••••.......•.....
8, 521 . • • . . . . • • • . • • . • • • . .
500
7,639
2,000 ...•... ..
1,500

2
11
23

~~! ::::: ~~~: ::: :::::: :::: :~~~:1: :::::: :1:::: :: :::

.Mattresses.............................
Covers for... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mess pans . . . .. ...... ... . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .
Mosquito bars..........................
Mosquito head nets....................
Pickaxes...............................
Helves for.........................

3
•
1,740
4,528 . . . . . . • • .
3,540
16
1
21, 994
1, 207 . . . . . . • • .
3, 500
38 ..•.•....
45,152
11,575
750
1, 42:> ..•...••.•••.......••...••......•••.
2,551 ········•· ······••·
250 .••...••...•..•••.
5,491 ...•...••. .•.....•.
500 .•• ..•.... ·•··· ...

Cases for. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
Pillow sacks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pots, iron..............................
Shovels................................

15, 000
4, 200
23, 000
34 .•••.....
2, 234 ......... . ......... ..•...••. ······••·
149
407 ·•• • ••••·• .•••••••. ••••••••·
2 •••••·••·
7,472
1, 600 . . . . . . • . .
100
1
6

· · · ·5: 002·1
::::::::: 1· ··s: 5co ·1:::::::: :I:::::::::

·· ··iJ; ooo · ::::::::: · ··4."2oii · ·· · ···ifi · : : : :: : : : :
Pm~!~~~.~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: 38,4, m
656

:::ilti:~~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::...~~·. ;~~ .1::::::::i:1::: ::::::I::::·:::::I:::::::::I:::::::~~
Stencils:
Alphabets ............ .
Boxes (complete) .......... . ...... .
Company marking stamps ..•......
Numbers
Tents:
Common .......................... .
Conical wall ...................... .
Hospital. .........•................
Shelter (halves)
Sibley ........ .
Wall .............................. .
Tent chains ..•.•....•
Tent flies:

Wltlt~~~:::::::::: :: ::::: :::: ::::::

Tent pins:

42
200
22
62

4fi

10

3,231
567

1

: 1:::::::::

1. 209
232
285 I. • . . . 200
. •. .I
25 .•..•..•.
173
88
1 .•....••.
23,220
7,202 .......•. 1........ .

199

10, 930
179
831
696

I ••• • • • • • •

•• • • •. • • • • I •••••

269
814

723 •1• . • • . 400 ·1• . . • .. 20 ·1: : : : : : : : :

373
1,148

166
450

~½ 1:::::::::

~~!Jt::::::: ::·.·.::: ::::: ..... ·1 149,!; 430
½~~ 1::::::: :::1::: ::::: :1: :: ::: :::1: :: ::: :: :1:: ::: ::::
370, 835 . . • . . . • • • . • . . . . • • .
256 ..•......

Iron,
Wooden (all kinds) .......... : : : : : :
Tent poles:

Common,;i~f-;Jii:::::::::::::::::::
Conical wa~l and Sibley ........... .
Hospital~~~fght::::: :::::::: ::::::
Shelter ............ .
Wall, rid~e ........ .
upnght

5,849
10,325
1,592
618
1,333
9,386
1,240
2,398

200 . . ............... .
400 ..•.......•....•..
200
400
21, 000
1,000
2,000

1········· 1·····::::
2g :::::::::
.... , ..•. ······ ...
2 ........ .
. •. . .. . . .
1, 000 ..•...... .••. •....
20
107
.••...... ·•·· · ····
40
71 J
······•·· ··•··•••·

110
9,032
11,162
955
3,365
404
9,825
26,730
45,152
20,555
2,175
2,801
5,991
188
14,537
80,890
2,383
409
9,170
10,253
183
12
42
251
37
62
4,872
877
461
41,352
179
1,974
696
819
2,484
2,183
4,291
520,521
6,049
10,725
1,617
820
1,735
31,386
2,367
4,509

............

·····--·-

1
5
500
5
3
76
1,500 ..............
1
74
890 ··-··---· ....................
2
18
300
G2
196
4 .••.•..••
10
91
3,822
19
12
2(
108
3,500
8,503
50
45
103
2,577
3,500
2
224
9 ··•···•·· .................. .............
3
250
1
16
1
500
2
16
45 ........... ..................
03
2,760
2
12
197
23,000 .............
24
146 ··-···--· ....... -. .....
274 ............. .............. ...........
13
100
13
38
28 ...........
8
38
44 ................ ---------- ..............
-------- ..............
1 ·••·····

78
1,322
3,703
40
665
262
4,514
6,403
669
4,619
339
576
1,474
20
4,757
27, 3li2
130
24
1,854
629
90
3

84
1,906
5,278
932
1,241
276
8,458
10,035
9,370
10,922
348
846
1,993
65
7,594
50,583
276
298
2,018
703
134
4

26
7,126
5,884
23
2,124
128
1,367
16,704
35,782
9,633
1,827
1,955
3,998
123
6,943
30,307
2,107
111
7,161
9,550
49
8

----------------·
---------- ..............l

13
51
9
10

13
98
10
10

29
153
27
52

1,155
70
107
736

236
206
20
10,229

1,782
294
235
20,880

401
12

141
52

1,032
114

3,090
583
226
20,472
179
943
582

263
717

29
202

489
1,543

330
941

252
1,000
193,006

252
1,000
295,146

1,931
3,291
225,375

881
524
112
12
2:'>
4,656
90
175

1,692
3,207
203
143
285
8,007
590
1,173

4,357
7,518
1,414
677
1,450
23,379
1,777
3,336

----------

·---·-----

--------

-

............... --------·

1
45
1 .•.....•.

-------101
14
12
2,513

--------

.............. -······--.............. ..............
200

..... . .......
96
7,202

----------4

---------·
200

........... --------- ---------70
420 ................
50
-------- .............
13
82

182
542

2

----------

...............
---·-----------............ ------ --- --------------- ---· -------14,404
74 ---------- 87,662
58
200
113
150
400
03
12 ..•...... --------·3 ..•...... ................
4 ·•······· -----·---1,600
1,000
15
24
1
2
46
2.
4

440
2,040
79
128
256
736
473
046

..................

,!:)

C1

>~

1-3
e;l

:;cl

~

-00

1-3
e;l

:;cl

~z

e;l

~

>-

r<

CJ.:>

o-t
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A.-Statement showing articles of clothing and equipage and 1nate1·ial on hand at the issu.ing depots, etc.-Continued.

Articles.

On hand
.June 30,
1896.

Pur• j 'Manu• jRf~~~edlReceived
.
Total re•
chased, factured. general
frotm Gamed. \ ceived.
depots. pos s.

I

Trans• 1 Expend- 1Issued I I ssued
ferred to ed or
to the to the
Sold. I general dropped. Militia. Army.
_depots.

~
~
~

Remainon
Total is- ing
hand
sued.
.June 30,
1897.

1- - - l- - - l - - - l - - - l - -- l - - - l- - -1 - - - , - - -,- - -, - - - ,- - Equipage-Continued.
Tent-pole sockets

~{r;s~
~e·t~i:::::: ::::::: ::: :::: :::
straps . .... .

stoves ........................... .
stovepipe . ............... . joints ..
tripods . ......... . ....... .. .. .. .. .
Trum1)ets ............................. .
ords and tassels for . ....... .
rooks for ... ..... .. ....... ..
mouthpieces for . .......... ..
Whistles ............ .

209
50
. . . . . . . . . 1. . . . . . . . . 1
. . . . . . . . 1. . . . . . . . .
5,088 ...........
.........
50 1..................
.
41, 631
43, 500 . .. . . . .. .
450 .... . ............ .
1,134 ............................
25 ........ .
3,010
!!56 .................................. ..
6,215
702 :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : .. -.. ·25
1,255
400 .........
765
2
2
1,110
2, 200 . .. . . • .. .
1, 225
1
4
1,028 .......... .........
150
2
125
250 .........
22 ......... , ........ .
1,336 ••"'••••••• I ••••••• •• I• .. ••••••• / •••••• ••• I •••••••••

·I:::::::::

259
5,138
85,581
1,159
8,266
6,215
727
2,424
4,540
1,180
897
1,836

............

--------

50
50
450

12

............ ..............
12
178
2
370

--------8

--------765
1,225
150
22
10

................ ..........

---------43,578
5
10

..............

..............
2
2
70

... ... ........

6
600
73
102
610
88
277
291
65
6

--------

15
15
4,301
96
70
895
96
872
696
67
51
183

65
71
48,929
186
182
1,505
196
1,592
2,216
654
149
196

194
5,067
36,652
973
3,084
4,710
581
882
2,324
526
248
l , 140

414,371 13,542,477

3,410,005

MATERIALS.

-----·--·· ·--------

li!t~f: :: :::: :: :::·.::: ::::::~~::::

Lacf1:i\~~::::::::::::::::::::it:::
Muslin, unbleached . .... _....... do ....

0

~

t-3
0

~

t-3

l:I:l

t_zj

m

.Buttons, all kinds ............ number .. 2, 621, 036 3, 935, 376 . .. .. • • • . 391, 578
Ototh:
Blanket lining ............. yards ..
6,914
1,102
Dark blue . . ............ . .... do ....
17, 716
11,085 .............
1
Doeskin , sky blue ............... do ....
Drilling ........... .... . .... . .... do ....
Duck:
Brown ...................... do ....
Illeached and unbleached (all
kinds) ................... yards ..
Flannel:
Blouse, dark blue ...... ... ... do ....
lining, dark blue . ... do ....
Canton ...................... do ....
Shirting and cape lining .... do ....
Jeans, corset .................... do ....
Kersev:
Dark blne .... _.............. do ....

~

t_zj
i,j

8,563
6,900
7
65,245

51,513

8,111 ··------6,000 ............

897

t_zj

1,788
64

1,614

2,704 6,952,482
805

·--------

....... ...... ........... ...........

. ..... ·-------- ............
-----·------------ .....8,068
107,425 ·······-·
........... ······--·
114, 345 ............. 28,505 ............
----- . ---

280,775

607, 847

.............

14, 582

199,992
137,666
133,933
85,619
96,125

147,969
28,228
219,733
25,924
40,048

--------·---------------..............

80,568
50,847
79,168
51,059
5,517

6, 290
2,797
936 ...... ....
140, 968
192, 040
2,703
6 017
132, 626
10: 809

. .........

............. . .............

·--a,°2oi·
600

8,885
30,416
17,071
12,900
7
180,788
194,863

89,586

407,418 2,624,784

6,318

46
6,559
3,591
1,794

30
3,499
6
1,700

50

1 ·········
102
2,377
31
398
49 .......... ...

· -·oi;610· --------

6

8,068

18

28,506

97,101

956
999

---···20 ·I
10

--------·

1,033
13,536
4,026
8,563
99,754

7,852
16, 880
13, 045
9,837
7
80, 9&4

125,675

68,688

--------- ............

903,154

81

14,548

879,445

185

674

394,933

508,221

...........

429,050
216,185
432,873
112,636
141,690

310

180, 580
85,858
79,163
791
10, 517

79,798
42,027
70,890
31,509
41,865

3,896
870

1,419
498
3,709
319
91

215,498
128,758
153,788
32,745
53,380

213,552
87,432
279,085
79,891
88,310

521
43
44
34

..............

--------·-------·

··-----·- ...........

--------- ................
120

9,087
936
336,319
9,320
152,435

-------26
]26
357

····----

------·
1,050

2,310 .............. --------2,318
.............. ---· -·--- ---------·------------·····
3,002
128,911
4,309
1,506
137,955

8 .........

-·-----·
227

...............

600

.............. ................

6,696
29,411

..............
·------·
290 .............

7,"296
29,701

,,,

6,769
936
198,364
2,024
122,734

a

~
t_zj

~

~

kl

0

~

~
►
~

ru!~\~~:: :: :::::::::: ::::: :::: ::i~::::

130, 978
80,426

3,5001 ·········1 3,982 1·········1·········
9,876 ·•••••••· ···• ••.. ·•••••••· ···••·••·

138,460
90,302

1········•1·•······· 1••·······1••·······

27
17
21
25
35

4

3,982

48,691
20,824

290
145

171

52,970
21,140

85,490
69,162

26
14
19
18
31

1

BAND INSTRUMENTS AND P .ARTS THEREOF.

~

Instruments.

I> Altos

6
4
2

~ Barit,
e,o Basso
-:J Clario
Corne
Cymb
.Drum

4
9
2

I

3

~Flute
c.>:ipicco
Triangles .........•....................
Trombones

3

1

21
13
17
21
25
7

2

1

I •••••••••

..•..••.
.....••.
........
1
.••..••.

·•••••••· •••••••••·
5
·····•··· .•••••.••.
1
..•.. • ... ..........
4
................ . ......... .
·•······· .•..••••.•
7

1:::::::: ::::::::r::::::::
6

1~

10
3
5

1

I •••••••••

§1·······i2· 1:::::::::1·······i·1 :::::::::1:::::::::

~

7
1
18

21
13
15
17
24
6

10
3
5

11

7

13
3

3
2

7
4

2

3

5

2
1

16

2

!:)

q

I>-

Parus .

~

~!f:.~::::::::::::::::::::: ............ .

79

Cords, bass drum ..................... .
Head s, bass drum .................. ·... .
:Music holders
lilusic stands •.........•...........•...
Pads ..............•....................
R eeds ..............•.......
Springs .... .... ............ .
Sticks, bass drum ......•..••..•...••...

14
128
139

7,705
I, 185
884
8

I ••••••••••

5
50
62
37
500
144
4,458
323
1

42

l ••••••••• I •••••••••

10

131
5

4

68
190
38
639
7,849
5,643
1,207
9

12

131
5
22
59
36
277
5, 04.7
3,127
855
5

131
5
22
59
36
289
5,047
3,127
855
5

8

46
131
2
350

2,802
2,516
352
4

t,zj
~

~

I>-

Ul

~

t,zj
~
I

0

t,zj

~
t,zj
~

I>-

r

~

Ct
~
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
REPORT OF MAJ, CHARLES BIRD, QUARTERMASTER, UNITED STATES ARMY,

WAR DEPARTMENT,
QUARTERM.ASTElt-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, .D. O., August 13, 1897".

GENERAL: I have the honor to submit herewith the following report
of the operations of the supplies and transportation division of the
office during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1897:
TRANSPORTATION BRANCH,

The Quartermaster-General supervises and controls, through the transportation branch, the equipment for the transportation service of the
Army, including wagons, ambulances, and vehicles, draft and pack
animals, and cavalry and artillery horses.
Through it he also drafts all regulations and promulgates and enforces
instructions for the government of the transportation service for the
Army-rail, water, wagon, and stage. All transportation accounts
which for legal or technical reasons can not be paid by disbursing quartermasters under existing regulations are settled through this branch,
including the voluminous accounts of the bond-aided Pacific railroads.
Telegraph and telephone accounts for military service under similar
conditions are settled through this branch.
Estimates of funds for the maintenance of these features of military
administration are prepared and their economical expenditure under
existing laws and regulations is directed through the transportation
branch of this office.
The following statement shows that during the fiscal year 1897
transportation was furnished for 371,611 persons, 4,295 animals, and
98,590 tons of material:
Railroad.

Water.

Wagon.

Stage.

Vessels.

Total.

Passengers:
Officers .........••..........
Men •.•••..••..••..••..•.•..

1,967
22,514

245
4,625 .................

············

27
940

26,712
314,581

28,951
342,660

Total .........•.•..•....•.

24,481

4,870

···-·-----·-

967

341,293

371,611

.Animals:
Horses ...•...•.•....•••.....
Mules ...•••...•..••.•..•...

3,134
553

220
217

...............
................

········
··-·····

165
6

3,519
776

Total ...........•.........

3,687

437

.............. ··-·····

171

4,295

Stores (pounds) :
ubsi tence ....... ,, •••• •.....
8uarterrnastor .•....... . ....
rclnance ........•.... •·····
Medical. ....................
Sil?Jlal service ..•............
Miscellaneous ..•..•.•••.•..

23,635, 763
31,779,630
24,133,810
723,463
363, 330
lG, 855,485

2,279,303
2,285,055
11, 328,956
61,524
3,067
1, 702,818

9,720,806
29,183, 740
2,777,566
527,615
74, 696
23,009,943

2,289,547
2,155, 584
3,040,944
34,789
60
9,212,310

37,925, 69!)
65,404,172
41,281,318
1,347,391
441,198
50,780,556

Total ..........•.......... 97,491, 481

17, 660,723

65,294,366

280
163
42

........
45
. .......
530

16, 733, 234 , 197, 180, 334

QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
MOVEMENTS OF TROOPS.

The principal movements of troops during the year, with cost of
same, exclusive of deductions on account of land-grant and bond-aided
railroads, have been as follows:
Troops.

Movements.

Cost.

First.Artillery .•••••..••..•.. Nine batteries changing station in Department of the East.
Do ...•.•.....•....•...••. 01:e~!~~1:fe~i:1 Department of the East to the DepartDo ..•...........•........ One battery from Department of the Missouri to Department of the East.
Second Artillery .••.•........ One battery changing station in Department of the Missouri.
Do ..... . ......•.•.•••.... One battery from Department of the Missouri to Department of the East.
Do ..........•...•••....•. Two batteries changing station in Department of the East.
Third Artillery ..••.......... Headquarters, band, and ten batteries from Department of
the East to the Department of California.
Do ..............•.•....•. One battery from Department of Texas to the Department
of California.
]'ourth Artillery ..•.••••.•••. One battery from Department of the East to Department of
the Missouri.
Fifth Artillery .•............ Headquarters, band, and nine batterie3 from Department
of California to Department of the East.
Do .....•....••..•..•..••. One battery from Department of California to Department
of the Mfosouri.
Do ........•••••••••.•.... One battery from Department of the Columbia to Department of the East.
First Cavalry ....... ...•.•••. Two troops chan~ing station in Department of the Missouri.
Do ...........••...•...... One troop cbangrng station in Department of the Colorado.
Second Cavalry ...........••. 'l'wo troops from Department of the Colorado to Department of the Missouri.
Third Cavalry ..• .•.......... H eadquarters and band from Department of the Missouri
to Department of the East.
Fourth Cavalry ............•. Two troops from Department of the Columbia to Department of Dakota.
Do ..........•............ Four troops changing station in Department of California ..
Fifth Cavalry ........••...... Two troops changing station in Department of Texas ..... .
Seventh Cavalry ............ . Two troops changing station in Department of the Colorado.
Eighth Uavalry ........•..... One troop changing station in Department of Dakota ..... .
'l'enth Cavalry .............. . Two troops changing station in Department of Dakota .... .
Second Infantry ..........•.. Detachment from Department of the Platte to Department
of Dakota.
I
Fourth Infantry ........•.... Transfer of regiment from Department of the Columbia to
Department of the Missouri.
.
.
.
Fifteenth Infantry .......... . Transfer of regiment from Department of the Missouri to
Department of the Colorado.
Sixteenth Infantry ......... . Transfer of regiment from Department of the Colorado to
Department of the Columbia.
Nineteenth Infantry ......•. Eig:ht co1ppanies changing station in Department of the
Missour1.
T_wenty-fourth Infantry ..... Regimentcbangingstation in Department of the Colorado.
Sixth Cavalry ............••. Band and four troops, l!'ort Myer to Fort Hamilton and re•
turn, escort duty for Chinese Viceroy Li Hung Chang.
Available command ......... . Madison Barracks to Oswego, N. Y., andreturn, centennial of evacuation of Fort Ontario.
Do ...••...............•.. Fort Porter to J!'ort Niagara and return, centennial of
evacuation of Fort Niagara.
Twenty-first Infantry ...... . Plattsburg Barracks to Burlington and return, reunion of
Society of Army of the Potomac.
Various ..•.................. Inaugural ceremonies, transportation of troops to Washington and return.
Do ...•......•.....•...•.. Memorial Day, May 31, NewYorkCityandBrooklyn,N. Y ..
Do ............•...•...... Memorial Day, May 31, Chicag_oJ Ill ........................ .
Do ..•.................... R. G. Shawniemorial, Boston, .M.ttss .•••••• ...•.•.••..••.••••
Do ....... .......•.•...... Dedication of General Grant's tomb, New York City ...... .
Do .•••••••••••••••••••••• Dedication of Washington monument, Philadelphia, Pa ... .

:f;9, 099. 54
1,431.50
1,229.87
669. 45
2,195.40
254.41
27,243.34
3,718.79
1,713.60
11,535.12
621. 60
1,485.88
1, 676.78
365. 01
4,485.03
1, 363.04
968.12
1,681.35
243. 51
754. 79
315. 69
835. 95
649. 02
11,726.62
25,317.94
15,997.15 .
1,039.25
19,531.82
3,085.95
637. 50
50.00
200. 00
16,381.63
211. 05
247. 75
212. 96
11,522.90
1,941.68

i - -- - -

Xotal amount expendecl in the principal movements
of troops during the yeax........................... 182, 64.0. 99

SUMMER ENCAMPMENTS AND RIFLE COMPETITION.

From reports received it is shown that there was expended during
the fiscal year 1897 in the transportation of troops in connection with
s~mmer encampments, practice marches, field maneuvers, and instruct10ns the sum of $22.898.06; also for the transportation of enlisted
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men to engage in rifle competition and target practice, the sum of
$5,577.59.
Summer
camps.

·where exp ended.

Rifle comp etition.

BOND-AIDED PACIFIC RAILROADS.

Six thousand seven hundred and twenty-six persons, 889 animals, and
34,307,732 pounds of freight were transported for the Army over the
bond-aided Pacific railroads, their branches, and leased lines during
the year. The service performed by each road is shown in the following table:
P er sons
Animals
Freight
transported. transported . transpor ted.

Company,

Pou n ds.

Union P acific ............ •.............. : ........ . .... . ..... . .
Central Pacific (branches and leased lines operatecl by the
South ern P aci tic Company ) ..........•.. _.. _. _.. . .......... .
Sioux City a nd Pacific .....••...•••• . ••...••...... . ......... . ..
T otal . . _. ..............•..... . .......•. . ....•. . ..... •....

4,215

544

16, 877, 556

2,210
301

149
196

13, 896, 549
3, 533, 627

6,726

889

34, 307, 732

1- - - - -1-- - - - - - -

Seventeen hundred and seventy-three accounts of these railroads,
aggregating $214,205.75, were received at this office during the year,
examined, and transmitted for settlement through the Treasury, as
required by law. Of this amount, $122,643.56 inured to the Union
Pacific; $90,674.41 to the Central Pacific, branches and leased lines
operated by the Southern Pacific Company, and $887. 78 to the Sioux
City and Pacific Railway Compauy.
Of these accounts 996, aggregating $31,933.21, were for transportation ervice performed for other departments of the Government under
the law of July 5, 1884, and of this amount $16,534.89 was for service
over the Union Pacific, $15,383.15 over the Central Pacific, with its
branches and lea ed lines operated by the Southern Pacific Compauy,
and $ 15.17 over the Sioux City and Pacific Railway.
The following statement is an aualysi of the accounts of these companie for the year, showing a mounts for troops and stores and for
bonded and nonbonded service, respectively:
~~~~t
Company.

.,

Esti•

conn ts r e. a1!~~t
ceived in • of acQuarter• counts
master t
Gener al ' no r n ftice .
der d.

I ii~~pi~r•
. · ~~~Pf!:
u~omg
uriug

I troops.
r

_Prop or•. Prto1·opnort10~sn bs1• un subsi•
d1z d.
clized.

for
stores .

J.'

-nion Pacific
-. .--i-/-1. . . . . . . . . . . 122, G43. 56, 18, 207. 81' 50,522. 76 90, 41 . 61 . 134, 011. 45
.

outhern Pacific Co., op r•
ating Centr al Pa ·ific
R. R . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sionx Ci ty and Pacific.. . . .

I

I

90, 074. 41 15, 150. 00 26, 378. 3311 79, 446. 08
887. 78
778. 66
471. 94 1, 18 . 50

---------

/

T otal
amoun t .

1-

I

61 020. 92 140, 041. 37

4 I 013. 80 57, 10. 611 105, 824. 41
l , 612. 92
48. 52
1, 661. 44

Total . . . . .•........ .. 214,205. 75 34, 221.47 77, 373. 03,171, 054. 19/ lSJ, 538. 17 63, 889.05 24 , 427. 22
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VESSELS IN SERVICE OF THE QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT.

This Department has kept in service, a.t points where constant use
is required, ten steamboats which it owns. The cost of maintaining
these, including repairs, for the year ended June 30, 1897, was $79,894.03,
as follows:
Name.

Class.

Tonnage.

General Meigs ................... Propeller .................. .
Ordnance ............................. do ..................... .

~iTti :::::::::::::::::::::::: .~~;ii;~~~~~:::::::::::::::

Monroe ............................... do .................... ..
Resolute ......................... Steamtug .................. .
General McDowell............... Propeller .................. .
General Rufus Ingalls........... Alcohol-vapor launch ..... .
General D. H. Rucker ................. do ..................... .

Name.

By whom empioyed.

175
May 11, 1892 $64,436.43
27,870.80
97
Sept. 1, 1883
60. 31 Oct. 15, 1878
13,865.56
32. 36 Oct. 8, 1874 . 7,200.00
37. 68 Feb. 1, 1875
7, 800.00
15,200.00
62. 36 Nov. 30, 1875
17,947.46
70. 30 Nov. 14, 1879
160
Nov. 17, 1886
56,150.00
Unknown. July 29, 1896
4,950.00
4,950.00
Unknown ...... do ......

Where employed.

Paid for Paid _for
Total
11
repairs. :x; e~~e~. expenses.

General Meigs .. . .. .. Depot quartermaster . New York Harbor .... $2, 497. 66 $12, 879.59 $15,377.25
8,086.21
8,296.92
Ordnance ................. do ..................... clo ...... ....... ...
210. 71
Atlantic ............. Post quartermaster ... Governors faland ..... 1,074.26 11,188.53 12,262.79
320. 82
Thayer .................... clo ..................... do ................ 2,709.64
3,030.46
4,420.39
Hamiltion ................. clo ................ Fort Slocum, New ......... . 4,420.39
York Harbor.
Monroe ................... do .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Fort Adams, R. I..... 1,307.06 4,196.71
5,503.77
8, ]10. 92
Resolute .................. do ................ J3oston, Mass.........
545. 88
8,656.80
General McDowell... Chief quartermaster.. San Francisco Harbor. 1, 441. 10 20,203.75 21,644.85
53.10
GeneralRufus ingii,lls Post quartermaster... Governors Island .............. .
53.10
647. 70
647. 70
General D.H.Rucker ...... do ................ Fort Monroe, Va ............... .
--·--1-----tTotal........... .. . . . • .. .. . • . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . • . • • . . 9, 786. 31 70,107.72 79,894.03

STATEMENT OF CHARTERED VESSELS.

The following is a list of vessels temporarily used at .times during the
year by charter and hire, showiug cost of such service to have been
$2,741.37.
Name.

Sea

Class.

ti~~-::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: .~~~~cro ~~~-: :::::::::::

~~lli~~-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: fi~~;~~~ ~~~]~~~-::::::

Period of service.
Tonnage. , --F-, r-o-m--- - i - -'.I-'o--- -

{~~

r:i: i!; m~ r:i: ~6'. m~

Unk1zwn. July 1,1:9ies}i::~ 30, 1897
24
Peter B. Bra<lley....... . .. . . . . . . .. .. . Steam tug .. .. .. .. . . . .
81. 94{ ~~:.- 2
;
Nov. 2, 1896 Nov. 2, 1896
Alice ..................................... do ................ Unknowu Nov. 5, 1896 Nov. 5, 1896
{ Nov. 6, 1896 Nov. 6, 1896
Mobile .................................... clo ................ U nknown. Dec. 18, 1896 Dec. 18, 1896
Sept. 1, 1890
ept. ';!, 1896
M c 1 ·n
Nov. 16, 1896 Nov. 16, 1896
. au . .• . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . ... .• . . Steam launch ......... Unknown June 7, 10, 11, 18, rn, 21, nncl
22, 1897.
Unknown.
Feb. 2 ancl 26, 1897.
Unknown.
Feb. 4 aucl 27, 1897.
Unknown.
Unknown.
nknown. July 1, 1896 / Aug. 31, 1896
Oct. 6, 7, and 10, 189G.
Sampson ................................. . do ............... . Unknown Oct. 24, 1896 / Oct. 24, 1896
{ June 17, 18, and 21, 1897.
Unknown. July,
1896 Sept., 1896
Unknown. Juue 4,189i - June 4,1897
70. 58 Aug. 27, 1896 A.ug. 27, 1896
99. 26 'e!Jt, 15, 1806 Oct. 12, 1896
Unknown. June 10, 1897 June 23, 1897

nm ~~:.- m:

1

t1!~¥/?/Iii/ii:ii! -~~t/iiE:i
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Name.

Where and by whom
employed.

Rate.

SeaQueen •••...... Chief juartermaster, $50perday ......
San rancisco, Cal.
Do ...•••....... ..... do ...•• ••••••..•.. $70perday ..•. ..

$50. 00

Urania •.••••••••.• Quartermaster, San $3.50 per trip .•..
Diego Barracks, Cal.

59.50

Nellie ...•••....... Quartermaster, Fort
.A.dams, R. I.
Peter B. Bradley .. Depot quartermaster,
Boston, Mass.
..A.lice .•••...••.•... Quartermaster, Fort
Barrancas, Fla.
Mobile .••.....•.... •.•.. clo ................

M. Cahill ...•....•. Quartermaster, Gov-

ernors Island, N. Y.
Ella Andrews ..••.. Quartermaster, Jackson Barracks, La.

$5perday ....•..

381. 00

Substitute for the General
McDowell while disabled.
Substitute for the General
McDowell while being repaired.
Carrying officers on official
visits to men-of-war in San
Diego Harbor.
Replacing Monroe.

$10 round trip ...

110.00

Replacing Resolute.

420. 00

$15perday .•••••

45.00

Towing and placing targets.

Tl1e trip .•....•.

30. 00

$20 per day ..... {

40. 00
20. 00
140. 00
20.00

Mobile,.A.la., to Fort Gaines,
..A.la., moving ill soldier
(Ordnance Sergeant Benjamin).
}Settingtar~ts at Forts Hamilton and adsworth, New
York Harbor.
Carrying officers on official
visits to men-of-war in
harbor.
Do.
Placing and recovering tar•
gets.
Setting targets.

$10 the trip .....

D.B. Wood ...... .. ..... do ................ $15 the trip .....
Not known •••.•... Quartermaster, Key ThAjob ........ .
West Barracks, Fla.
Annie •....•..•••.• Quartermaster, Fort $3 per hour .....
Monroe, Va.
Sampson .••....••.. Quartermaster, F o rt
Preble, Me.

Tho job .••••. ••·

Unknown .......•.. Quartermaster, Madi- $10 round trip ...
son Barracks, N. Y.
Canby ........ ..•.. Quartermaster, ]'or t $19 per day .....
Canby, Wash.
N.B. Starbuck .•... D~ot i'.uartermaster, $25 per day ..••.
ew ork Harbor.

30. 00
40. 00

l

412. 50

12. 00
engineer
3. 00 } Transporting
Do
stores, Portland to Fort
Gorges,Me.
12. 50 Setting tarrrets.
94. 50 Transporting rations, etc.,
from post to target range.
19. 00 Placing targets.
25. 00

Dorothy Annan .•.. ..•.. do ............. . .. $22 per day .....

616. 00

Sallie .•.... ........ Quartermaster, Fort
Monroe, Va.

]61. 87

Total .••...•.

Remarks.

Earnings.

$2. 50 per hour ..

............................... .......................

Towing tarrts at Fort
Wadswort , New York
Harbor.
Replacing Ordnance, under•
~oing repairs.
Se ting targets.

--2,741.37

ACCOUNTS AND CL.A.IMS FOR TRANSPORTATION AND TELEGRAPHING.

The records show that 4,260 accounts and claims, amounting to
$274,085.87 were received, examined, and transmitted for settlement in
this branch during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1897.
Of these, 267 accounts, amounting to $21,207.26, were chargeable to
the appropriation for army transportation for the several year in which
the services were rendered; 1,773 accounts, amounting to $214,205.75,
were for tran portation over the bond.aided Pacific railroads, their
branches and leased lines; 1,652 account , amounting to 32,489.70,
(exclu ive of 996 accounts of the bond-aided Pacific roads amounting to
31,933.21) were for other Departments of the Government and were
payable from the appropriation for the several Department for which
the services were performed; and 568 account , amounting to 6,18 .16,
were for the transmission of telegraphic message upon official military
business.
CAVALRY AND ARTILLER

HORSES.

There have been 888 cavalry and 81 artillery hor e provided from
funds of the fiscal year 1 97, at an avera e co t for cavalry hor e of
133.10 each and for artillery hor es of 146 each.
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Forty-two team horses and 344 mules were purchased from same funds
at a cost of $37,685.53, the average cost of the former being $158.54
each and the latter $90.19 each.
During the fiscal year there were sold and died 1,061 cavalry and
artillery horses, 30 team horses, and 305 mules (no other casualties
being reported), leaving on hand at the close of the year 6,00G cavalry
and artillery horses, 525 team horses, and 3,148 mules.
.Animals pU'rchased, sold, died, etc., ditring the year.
CavalrY.

and artillery
horses.

Team
horses.

0, 004
1,063

238
317

3,082
371

Mules.

7,067

555

3,453

Sold ..••••..••..•.•••••..••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.•••••
Died .... . .............................................................. .

871
190

23
7

237
68

1,061

30

805

On band July 1, 1897 .............................................. .

6,006

525

3,148

Statement of draft and pack animals purchased and disposed of d'U1·ing the fiscal yea1· 1897.

Number.
Department of the East ••...
Department of the Missouri.
Department of Dakota .•.•..
Department of the Colorado.
Department of the Columbia.
Department of California ..•.
Department of Texas .•.•..•.
Department of the Platte .••.
West Point, N. Y .••••••••.••
Washington depot .........•.
St. Louis depot ....•.•..•..••.
Philadelphia de£ot .•.•.•.•...
San Francisco epot .........
Benicia .Arsenal .....•..•..•.
Willets Point, N, Y ••••••••••
Total ..••....•••••••••.

17
5
2
3
2
1
6
2
2
2

'l'otal Average Numcost. cost each. ber.
---- -$155. 38 ~
$2,041.50
162. (10
67
810. 00
200. 00
41
400.00
07
425. 00
141. 07
12
87.50
175. 00
52
40
48
107. 50
141. 58
1
849. 50
300. 00
600.00
350. 00
300. 00

Number of ani•
mals solcl and
died.

Mules.

Horses.
For what department, depot,
or post.

,

Total
cost.

Average
cost each. Horses. Mules.

1

$93. 21
$1, 491. 40
5,908.40
88.19
83. 79
3,435.20
81.18
5,439.20
135. 00
J, 620. 00
109.15
5,676.00
78. 91
3,156.20
87. 59
4,204.23
9G. 40 ............

............

175. 00
150. 00

6,658.50

158. 54

14
48

2
1

1

-·-·--··

36
76
19
42
15
49

2
2

1

......... ............. . .............. ····-·· .............. .. . .........
42

10
3
5
2
3
2

344 31,027.03

90.19

1
1 .........
30

805

REGULAR SUPPLIES.

This branch has charge of all matters relating to the procurement
and distribution of supplies, stoves and heating apparatus, and repair
and maintenance of same, for heating barracks and quarters; of ranges,
stoves, and apparatus for cooking; of fuel aud lights for enlisted men,
guards, hospitals, storehouses, and offices, and for sales to officers; of
equipment of bakebouses to carry on post bakeries; of the necessary
furniture, text-books, paper, and equipments for the post schools; for
the tableware and mess furniture for kitchens and mess halls for enlisted
men; of forage and bedding for the public animals of the Quartermaster' Department, and for the authorized number of officers' horses; of
straw for soldiers' bedding; of stationery and blank books for the Quartermaster's Department, certificates for discharged soldiers, blank forms
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for the Paymaster's and Quartermaster's Departments, and of the nec•
essary correspondence connected with the Yrnrk of this branch.
This branch has also charge of matters relating to all contracts to
which the Quartermaster's Department is a party.
CONTR.A.CTS.

During fiscal year ended June 30, 1897, 1,160 contracts were received,
examined, and filed in this office. Seven hundred and fifty-one were
for 33,451,210 pounds of oats, 58,212,090 pounds of hay, 7,509,100 pounds
of straw, 3,879,300 pounds of bran, 248,163,207 pounds of coal, 5,590,490
pounds of corn, 5,109,990 pounds of barley, 65,444 cords of wood, 7,155
bushels of charcoal, and 40,000 pounds of middlings; 66 for clothing,
camp, and garrison equipage; 31 for transportation; 6 for packing
boxes; 10 for road ways and sidewalks; 54 for leases; 5 for mineral oil;
12 for water and water supply; 8 for services; 1 for illuminating gas; 12
for printing; 76 for buildings and building material; 24 for plumbing
and gas piping; 26 for horses and mules; 13 for heating apparatus; 12
for repair of buildings; 3 for sewerage; 2 for telephones; 1 for repair
of steamer; 1 for stoves and ranges; 2 for wagons and wagon parts; 2
for lockers; 6 for tableware and kitchen utensils; 2 for gasoline; 1 for
barrels; 1 for tunneling; 3 for drainage; 1 for steel trestle and water
tank; 1 for pumping engine and fixtures; 3 for stone walls; 1 for topsoil for parade ground; 2 for grading; 1 for sea wall; 1 for wagonette;
2 for lamps; 2 for remodeling beating plants; 1 for railroad track; 2 for
rubber hose; 2 for steel bridges; 1 for headstones; 1 for reservation
for interments; 1 for repair of wharf; 1 for railroad trestle; 1 for gas
fixtures, globes, etc.; 1 for removal of remains of soldiers; 1 for office
furniture; 2 for typewriters; and 1 for artesian well.
PURCHASES .A.T GENER.AL DEPOTS.

The following are the payments made by quartermasters for purchases for the Army at general depots for use thereat, and for shipment
elsewhere, during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1897, from appropriations pertaining to t.hat period:
.Army
Barracks
and quar- transporta•
tion.
ters.

Regular
supplies.

Incidental
expenses.

;reffersonville ..•••••••••••••.•••••••••.•. $39,564.17
New ork ........••................•.... 65,090.51
Philad lphia ...........•...••........... 15,818. '27
t. Louis ............................ . ... 12,018.58
San Francisco . ..... ..............••. .... 14,833.75
Washington ............................. 63,380.70

$3,649. 76
4,780.07
589.14
297. 86
2,112.50
537. 45

$460. 25
180. 42
1,069.15
109. 62
18,644.41
88. 70

$22,440.79
28,270. 63
9,260.12
29,604.04
11,025.42
4, 565.05

;jl66, 114. 97
9 , 321. 63
26,286.68
42, 030.05
46, 116.08
68,521. 90

Total. .........•.......••.•.•.•.•.• 209,705.93

11, 966.78

20,502.55

105, 166.05

347,341.31

Depots.

T.A.BLEW.A.RE .A. D KITOJJEN

Total.

TENSIL .

I Total co t of all tableware and kitchen utensil purchased at Pbila·
delphia depot amounted to 8,422.59.
Re pectfully,
CHA • Bran,
Major and Quarterma.ster, United States Army.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,
QUARTERMASTER·GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. 0., August 12, 1897.
I have the honor to submit my report of the work of the
construction and repair devision of t his office during tile past fiscal year:
GENERAL:

Congress b y the act making appropriations for the support of the Army,
approved March 16, 1896, under head of ' ' BlLrr acks and quarters '' provided._ ........... _................ . .. - • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $750, 000. 00
In the act making appropri ations for fortifications, etc., approved June
6, 1896, jt was provided that of the $2,500,000 appropriated for gun and
mortar batteries, a Bum "not exceeding one hundred thousand dollars
m ay be expended for the construction of necessa ry buildings connected
therewith" • • • • • . • • • • • . • . . . . • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . 100, 000. 00
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • . . . • . • . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 850, 000. 00
Authorized for construction and rep airs ................... $741, 153. 82
Aut horized· for rent of recruiting stations, lodgings for
recruits, etc ................ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
19, 010. 90
Authorized for labor and for rent of offices, barracks, quart ers, etc . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
89, 777. 59
849,942.31
Balance June 30, 1897....... .... ...... .... ...... .... ...... ......

57.69

NEW CONSTRUCTION.

During the year there has been authorized from the barracks and
quarters appropriation, for the erection of public buildings at different
military posts, consisting of barracks, officers' quarters, storehouses,
stables, etc., the sum of $468,183.81.
For the construction and repair of hospitals at military posts already
established and occupied, there has been authorized from the appropriation for that purpose expenditures amounting to $74,852.82.
REPAIRS.

' There bas been authorized for repairs, alterations, and improvements
in connect.ion with public buildings, and for the purchase of building
materials and tools at various posts, from the barracks and quarters
appropriation, expenditures amounting to $272,970.01.
The different military departments, depots, etc., to which the bar.
racks and quarters appropriation has been allotted are shown in the
following statement:
Recapitulation of the expenditures authorized fo1· consfruction, 1·epai1's, etc., from the
appropriation for barracks and quarte1·8, 1896- 97:
Department, depot, etc.

Construction .

Repairs.

Total.

Department of tl1e East......................................
Department of the Missouri.... ...... ... . .... ................
Department of the Platte.. ... ....... ............ .. ..........
Department of Dakota... ..... .. .. .... ........... ..... .. . ....
Department of Texas . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Department of the Colorado..................................
Department of California.. ....... ......... . ....... ...... .. ...
Des,artme:r;t of tho Columbia.................................

$353,287. 43
31, 344. 37
19,934.65
12,519. 30
11,095.22
27,367.88
550. 00
1,637.69

!J;lOl, 387. 69
41,487. 94
21,170.31
25,269.21
22,664.08
81,645.77
11,922.54
9,294.30
1,210.00
24 8. 87
1,889.90
], 177. 08
90. 00
12. 75
3,227.57
272. 00

$454, 675.12
72, 832.31
41, 104. 96
37,788.51
33,759. 30
59,013.65
12,472.54
10,931.99
1,210. 00
248. 87
2,984.15
1,177. 08
90.00
12. 75
12,680. 59
272. 00

272,970.0 1

741,153.82

f:iJ~tt&~o;:t::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::i,:iii,: ;i:

i~E~17~;~~•::::)::::/::::: ::: : ::: :::: ::;::: ::;_:;;;;ii

Hot prings Army and

avy General Hospital. ....•. . .......... .. ...... ..

Total .................................. .... ..... . . ..... .

468,183.81
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The following list shows the different buildings which have been
authorized to be constructed at the various posts, the expenditures
therefor being included in the foregoing statement under the head of
''Construction:"
Post.

Designation.

Department of the East.
Fort Adams .••••••.....•..•.

3,392.50
:U1~~e8J1.~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
.::. .a.~·: :::· $2,150.00
120. 00
Relocator house ....•.•............................. do ... .
0

Fort Ba.rrancas ..•.•......... Kitchen addition to noncommissioned staff ..... do ... .
officers' quarters.
Iron piazzas on barracks . . • • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . Iron ..... .
Ordnance storehouse .......................... Wood .... .
Fort Delaware ••••••••••.•... Earth closets .•.............................•....•.. do ... .
Fort Ethan Allen ..•..••...•. Ordnance storehouse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brick .... .
Finns Point ...••..•••........ Temporary barracks and earth closet .•....... Wood . ... .
Governors Island .••..••..•.. Quartermaster's stable .•.•••...............•.. Brick .... .
1 double set noncommissioned staff officers' ..... do .•..
Fort Hamilton ....•••..•.•... 3 ~~!bi:r:ets noncommissioned staff officers' ..... do .•..
quarters.
Fort Hancock .•.•••.••....... Ad.ministration building ........................... do ... .
Guardhouse ...........•............•.......... ..... do ... .
Quartermaster and subsistence storehouse ..•...... do ... .
Fuel storehouse ............................... Wood .. .. .

~r~~~~~~~::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: .~-~i~J~-::::

Wagon shed ..... ........................•.. ... '\Vood .... .
2 double sets noncommissioned staff officers' Brick .... .
quarters.
4 barracks ........ ..............•...•.....•••... .•. . do ... .
Commanding officer's quarters ......•....•••••..... do ... .
6 captains' quarters ..........••.................... do ... .
11 lieutenants' quarters ......•.•.•..........•...... do ... .
9_uarters for 4 bachelor officers •...••........•...... do ... .
Engineers' quarters........................... Wood .... . ,

389. 79

4,130.00
1,661.61
1,650.00
1,399.50
1,785.00
5,872.00
4,412.00
12,342.00
9,675.00
8,295.00
10,175.00
3,375.00
3,745.00
8,175.00
2,425.00
8,790.00
67,900.00
7,725.00
74,370.00
78,375.00
12,028.00
1,500.00

_____

Less amount charged to military posts........ . .. • . . . . . . . .

296, 55~. 00
80, 000. 00
216,553.00

Key West Barracks ........ . 1 addition each to quarters Nos. 4 and 8........ Wood ..••.
Madison Barracks ....•...... 1 double set officers' quarters ......•...•....•.. Brick .....
Shelter for hose cart........................... Wood ..•..
Ordnance storehouse.......................... Brick .... .
Fort McHenry ..........•••.. Fuel sheds .................................... Wood .... .
Fort McPherson ......•...... Subsist.ence storehouse........................ Brick .... .
Fort Myer •••...••..••....... Wagon shed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wood .... .
Band stand .•....................................... do ... .
Fort Niagara ............... .

8,821.82
13,877.50
41. 00
1,435.00
176. 91
7,200.00
225. 00
500. 00
863. 00
94. 95
576. 00

Plattsburg Barracks •........ 3 double acts officers' quarters ............•.•.. Brick .•...
Extra work on same ............ . ......................... .
Finishing attics of !) double sets officers' Brick .... .

37,800.00
1, 459.73
2,787.12

lo;~ie~~~::::::
::::::::::::::: ::: :::::::: ::: :::::~~: :::
Wood shed and shop building ....... .... ...... ..... do ... . ,_____

Su~!!~=~~a storehouse ...........•................ do ... .

7,288.00

Fort Porter .................. 3 double sflts officer ' quarters ............•••.•..... do ... .
1 double set noncommissioned staff officers' .... . do ... .
quarters.

10,500.00
2, 995.00

Leas amount charged to military posts ................... .

19,495.00
7,500.00
11, 995.00

Fort Schuyler ............... Coal shed .........................•••.......... Wood .... .
Fort Thomas . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fist:!bfe~p basement of wagon shed for use as Brick .... .

1,500.00
664.00

Total····································· · · · · · · • · · · · ·

353, 287.43

,Teffersonilarracks ........... 2 double sets officer ' quarters ......•••........ Brick .... .
Fort Leavenworth ........... Bathroom addition to commisaary-sergennt's
ood •....
quarters, o. 96.
Fence around shops, etc .•••.•..............•....... do ....
Fort Lo,,.an H. Roots . . . . . • . . Corral fenc and wagon sh d ..........•........... . do .•..

23,920.00
91. 66

Department of the Mi,souri. ,

i~;h~l~
~i1g;t ::n ·:::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~~ ::::
Oil house • • • .. . . . . . . . . . . • • .. . . . • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • . Iron .•••.•

299. 30
577. 00
1,047.00
15. 00
185, 00
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Post.

Designation.

Department of the MissouriContinued.
Fort Reno ...•........•..•.•. Coa1shed ...................................... Wood .... .
Fort Sheridan . . . . . . . . . •.. . .. Cold-storage house............................ Brick .... .
Fort Sill ..................... Ambulance shed .............................. Wood .... .

$3,043.61
2,087.00
78.80

Total.................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31,344.37
Department of the Platte.
Fort Crook . • • • . • • • • . . . • . . . . . .Addition to quartermaster storehouse . . . . . . . . Brick .... .
2,912.00
Oil house. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Iron ..... .
238. 00
Fence at quartermaster stable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wood .... .
61. 10
Band stand ......................................... do ... .
81. 25
Fort D . .A.. Russell ..•.•...... Two additions each to barracks Nos. 35, 36, 37, Brick .... .
89, 40, 41, 43 and 44, and 1 addition to band
barracks, No. 42.
Less amount charged to special appropriation ............ .

50,428.00
40,000.00
10,428.00

Fort Meade ...•....•...•..... Two privies for new officers' quarters ......... ·w ood .... .
Fort Niobrara ••••••.....•••. .Addition of squad room to each of barracks, ..... do ... .
No. 13, 17, 18, 19 and 20.

289. 30
5, 925.00

Total ............................................... .

19,934.65

Fort .A.ssinniboine .......... . .Addition to office building No. 22 .••••••••••..• Brick .....
Stable and wagon shed........................ .Brick and
wood.
Rebuilding officers' quarters No. 5....... ... . . . Wood .... .
)fort Harrison .•.........••.. .Addition to wagon shed ..........•............... . . do ... .
Oil house...................................... Iron ..... .
Hose-cart house............................... ·wood .... .
Fort K eogh .•••..........••.. Earth closets for buildings Nos. 3, 5, 9, 12, 16, .••.. do ... .
45, 17, 19, 20, and 21, and converting 28 openpit closets into earth closets.
Fort Missoula .............. . Gymnasium ........................................ do....

254. 02
5,095.00

Department of Dakota.

2,012.10
567. 00
235. 00
662. 00
3,521.08
173.10

Total .. ·;·............................... . . . . . . .. . . . .

----12,519.30

Kitchen addition to barrack No 7.............. Brick.....
One double set of officers' quarters ................. do . . . .
Coal-room addition to mess hall .................... do....
.A.ddit.on to signal-service building........... Brick.....

630. 96
9,400.00
319. 26
745. 00

Total.................................... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Department of California.
Benicia Barracks . . . . . . . . . . . . Oil house ........•................ ,............ Iron ..... .
Presidio of San Francisco . . . Temporary gun shed.......................... Wood .... .

11,095. 22

Department of Texas.
Camp Eagle Pass .........•..
Fort Ringgold . ............. .
Fort-Sam Houston .......... .
San .Antonio .....•.•.••••....

Department of the Colorado.
Fort .A.pache ................ .
Fort Bayard .•••••...•.•.•...

Total. ....•.....•..............••....................

~::r?e ::o~si~i~l:bl:N~: 27°::::::::::::::::: .~-~i~·::::
1

Additions to barracks Nos. 14, 15, and 16 •••••• Wood and
brick.
Fort Douglas ......••........ Bath house.................................... Brick .....
Remodeling commanding officer's quarters ......... do .•..
Fort Grant ................. . Fire department building .................•... Wood .... .
Addition to root house ................................... .
Knee board for new riding inclosure ..••..................
Fort.Logan ...•.............. Balloon shelter ................................ Wood .... .
A.ddition to quartermaster workshops .............. do ... .
Fort Wingate ............... . Barrack building.............................. .A.dobe ... .
.Addition to building No. 13 for uso as band ..•.. do ... .
quarters.
.
Total. ...................•.••..••..••.•••............
Department of the Columbia.

!lOO. 00
350. 00
550. 00
1,000.00
159. 87
4,330.67
2,549.00
964. 68
607. 72
75.00
165. 75
2,258.75
515. 50
14,148.94
592. 00
27,367.88

'Boise Barracks .....•........ · Wagon shed ................................... Wood .... .
VancouverBarraeks .•••.•... Second story additions to barracks Nos. 35 .••.. do ... .
and 41.
Fence along line of officers' quarters ................ -•····

146. 37
1,049.68

Depot, and independent po 8t 8 •

1,637.69

Total•••••• • • • • • • •.........•.••. • ..... • • • • • · · · · · • · • ..

Philadelphia depot........... .Addition to officers' quarters at Schuylkill
Arsenal

441. 64

Brick .....

1,094.25

Willets Point ...•............ Additions to buihlinga Nos. 3, 53, and 86 ..••••• Wood .....
Quartermaster and subsistence storehouse .•......••.•....

137. 02
9,216.00

Total ............................•....... •···········

9,353, 02
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.Authorizations have also been made from the appropriation for regu•
lar supplies, for construction of buildings, etc., as follows:
Post.

a~:~Y~!i.

Designation.

Material. 1

0

Fort .A.dams, R. I ............ Forage storehouse ............................. Brick.....
Fort.Apache, .Ariz ........... Haystorehouse ................................ Iron......
:Fort Brady, Mich ............ Forage storehouse ..................•.......... Brick.....
Fort Crook, Nebr ................. do .............................................. do....
Fort Douglas, Utah .......... Hays~rehouse ................................ W?od.. ...
Fort Ethan .Allen, Vt........ Exteus10n of forage storehouse............... .Brick.....
Fort Hancock, N . .J.......... Bakery and oven ................................... do . . . .
Fort Harrison, Mont......... Forage storehouse .................................. do . . . .
Fort Meade, S. Dak .......... Hay storehouse ................................ Iron......
Fort Niagara, N. Y........... Forage storehouse............................. Brick.....
:Fort Niobrara, Nebr......... Hay storehouse................................ Iron . . . . . .
Presidio of SanFraJicisco, Cal . Bakery and ovens.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brick . . . . .
Forage storehouse ............................. Wood.....
Fort Robinson, Nebr ......... Hay storehouse .................•................... do....
:Fort Thomas, Ky............ Forage storehouse............................. Brick.....
Fort Wayne, Mich ................ do .............. . ............................... do....
Willets Point, N, Y.......... Bakehouse and ovens ...................••.......... do . . . .

$3,939.00
3,660.80
3,489.00
4,146.00
], 050. 00
3,289.00
4, 090. 25
3,950.00
2,995.00
3,098.99
2,940.00
4, 200. 00
9,939.00
,2, 208. 00
1, 249. 00
2,690.00
3,494.00

Total. .................... _...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

60,428.04

MILITARY POSTS.

In the act making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the
Government for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1897, Congress provided
$300,000 "for the construction of buildings at and the enlargement of
such military posts as in the judgment of the Secretary of War may
be necessary."
This sum has been apportioned as follows:
Post.

.Allotment.

Character of work.

Presidio of SanFrancisco, Cal. 2 double barracks ......................................... .
Jefferson Barracks........... 1 double barrack ............................... $19, 396. 00
Printing and advertising......................
76. 61

$77,959.25
19,472.61

Platts burg Barracks......... 4 c!lmpany barracks ; . .- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 42, 904. 05
Prmtmg and advertismg.... .. ... . . . . . . . . .. . . .
73. 06
42,977.11

Fort Harrison ............... 1 double barrack............................... 32,924.00
1 double set officers' quarters.... ........... ... 11,815. 00
44,739.00

Less amount charged to special appropriation . 40, 000. 00
Fort IlaJicock . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . Part cost of buildings enumerated under head of barracks
and quarters.
Fort Ethan .Allan............ 1 double set officers' quarters .................. $1.s, 300. 00
Band barrack. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 450. 00
Printing and advertising......................
198. 80

4,739.00
80,000.00

18,948.80

Fort Myer................... Commanding officer's quarters................. 11, 5GO. 10

iJ~~:~.~ :':~~ .

C~~vb:Jt~fo~
~~~~. ~~.~~t.~~~ ~~~
Ex~r.a work on buildings, printing and adver•
t1s1ng ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1

Fort Wayne.................

40
..

i dcfo~~~f/~!f~~~~~J~~;:i:c~i" et~fr° oili~e1:;,

7, 905.

oo

l 29. 88
19,594.98
9,769.69

quarters ..................... . .............. .
Ex~r.a. work on buildin g , printing and adver.
t1 1ng . .. . ................................... .

3, 102.00

Fort Hamilton ............... Quartermaster's stable ...................... . .
Printing ..................................... .

6, R70. 00
14. 00

5fl0. 60

13,471.29

----

6,884.00
8, 143.00

Fort Bliss.................... ubsi tence storehouse ....................... • .... . ...... .
te
3 double sets officers' quarters . ............ . .. . 16, 500. 00
or r · ·· · · · ···· ·· ······ 1 double set noncommissioned staff officers'
quarters..................................... 2, 995. 00

F 0 rt p

JO, '195. 00

Less amo~nt_ charged to barracks and quarter s
appropriation.... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 995. 00

7 ,500 . 00

Balance June 30, 1897 .•. • •••••.•.••.•••.••• • • . • . . • • • • • • • . • - _ __3_0_9 ._9_6
1

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

300, 000. 00
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The character and cost of the buildings authorized during the year
at the different military posts, and chargeable to the amount indicated
in the preceding table, are as stated below.
The expense of plumbing, heating, and gas piping in the buildings,
unless otherwise shown, is chargeable to other appropriations of the
Quartermaster's Department.
JEFFERSON BARRACKS, MO.

There has been built at this post during the yearOne double barrack (brick), No. 26... . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • . . . . • . . $19, 396. 00
Plumbing in same................................... .. . . . . • . . . . . . . . 1, 976. 00

~::t;gi~~Si~:~~:.-:_-_-.-::.-.-:.-::.·_-_-_-_-_-~------.-:.-.-.-:.-.-.-:.·:::.-:::::::::

Lockers in same .......... , . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
Total ..•••.......•.........•.•..•................••.·.•. . . . . . . . . . .

2,

i:g: gg

504. 00

25, 046. 00

PLATTSBURG BARRACKS, N, Y,

At this post there is being erectedA. four.company barrack (brick), Nos. 9 to 12 ........................... $45,016.05
Plumbing in same.................................................. 5,009.37
Heatmg in same................................................... 8,852.75
Gas piping in same. . ..............................................
300. 00
Lockers iu same . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 260. 00

Total .................................. ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

60, 438. 17

FORT ETHAl.~ ALLEN, VT.

At the above.named post the following are being erected under contract:
One double set officers' quarters (brick), No. 5 .......................... $13,300.00

X:~ti!it:::~~:::: :::::::: : :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::: :: t ~: ~
'fotal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

15, 650. 00

One band ba1'rack (brick), No. 48 ...................................... .
Plumbing in a1ue ................................................. .
Heating iu same ................................................... .
Gas piping in same .....•.................•••......•................

5,450.00
590.00
685.00
25.00

Total .........................•...............•........ •.•.......

6,750.00

FORT MYER, VA.

This post is being improved by the erection ofOne commanding officer's quarters (brick), No. 1 .......••.•••.........• $11,560.10
Plum bing 1n ame...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 072. 00
1
1
'
~;~~:: .- : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : .- : : : : : : : .- : : : .-: : : : : : : : : .-

~::~rp1~; ::

:J:: gg

Total . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

14, 313. 10

Converting old barrack o. 40 into quarters for 11 bachelor officers (wood).
Plumbingi11 am ..........•..•..................•.................
IIeating in s~ime ...•....•.•............•..••••.•.•........•.........

7,905.00
1,942.00
1,6 0.00

'fotal...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

11, 527. 00
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FORT HAMILTON, NEW YORK HARBOR.

At the above station there is being constructedOne quartermaster stable (brick) ............•.•....••.........•..••.•. - $6,870.00
Plumbing in same..................................................
384. 00
Total . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . • . . • • . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • • . • . . . . . . • .

7, 254, 00

FORT BLISS, TEX.

At this post there has been authorized and contracted forOne subsistence storehouse (brick), No. 49....... • • • • • • . . • . . . .. .. • • . • • • • .

$8, 143. 00

FORT PORTER,, NY.

There is being built at the above.named postThree double sets officers' quarters (brick), Nos. 27, 28, and 29 .......... $16,500.00
Plumbin~ in same ..•...................... ,.......................
2,100.00
Heating 1n same ............................•••...• _. _........ _....
2, 029. 20
Gas piping in same................................................
117.00
Total ......•..........••.....•..............•............. _. . • . • .

20, 746. 20

One double set noncommissioned officers' quarters (brick), No. 30 ..•••••
Plumbing in same ........................••............•..••••...••
Heati!1~ in _same ....•..............•.•.......•••..................•
Gas p1p1ng 1n same ..•.•...•••.....••..•.•...•••••••••.•..•.•.......

2,995.00

'£otal ........................................................... .

3,424.00

321. 00
75.00
33.00

Seven thousand five hundred dollars only of the cost of these buildings is payable from the appropriation for military posts, and the
remainder from other appropriations of this Department.
FORT WAYNE, MICH.

There are now under constructionne double set officers' quarters (brick) ............................... .
Plumbing in same ...................•.......••...•.•....... _...... .
Heating in same ..................•.••...........•.......... _..... .
Gas pi ping in same ...••....•.....•...•••..•••••..••• _•..••.•...••..

$9,892.29
1,071.10
971.00
60.00

'£otal,...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .

11, 994. 39

One double set noncommis ioned ta:ff officers' quarters (brick) ..•...... :
Plumbing in same ......................................... _..... __ •
i:m:di~:: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : •. : : : : : : : : : : :

3. 503. 50
451. 00
85.00
24.00

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4, 063. 50

~:a~i~1~;

In addition to the above, there has been expended for improvement
of tbi military reservation, by the grading and filling in the river
front, 20,000, which sum was appropriated for that purpose by act
approved June 11, 1896.
l!'ORT IIARRI O , MONT,

This post i being enlarged by the construction of the followfog
building :
One double barra. k (bri k), No. 2 .• - .................................. $32,924.00
Plumbma- in same ... - .... - - - • • - •. ... . . . . •. . . . • •• . . . . ... . . . . •. . . .. .. 2,646.00
flea ti Oer 1n same . -.................. --.......••.. -.. - - - ••...... - - . .
4, 142. 00
Ga pipincrin ame.................................................
250.00
Lockers in ame...... . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . • • . . . • . • . • • • • . . . • . . • . . .
4 76. 00
Total ................. -..... -... - . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .

40, 43 . 00

QUARTERMASTER-GENER.AL.
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One doul>le set officers' quarters (brick), No 26 .......................... $11,815.00
Plumbing in same.................................................. 1,055.00
Heating in same.............................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 4-16. 00
Gas piping in same...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
93. 00
'l'otal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

11.i, 379. 00

The cost of the above structures is being paid from the $40,000
appropriated by the act of Congress of June 11, 1896, and other funds
of the Quartermaster's Department, including $4:,739 of the appropriation for military posts.
PRESIDIO OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Further improvements have been made at this post during the year
by the erection of the following-named buildings aud other work on the
reservation :
Two double barracks (brick), Nos. 4 and 5 .............................. $77,959.25
Plumbing in same...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4,250.00
290. 00
Gas piping in same.................................................
Lockers in same...... . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
1, 500. 00
'l'otal ....................•.. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

83, 999. 25

TREES .A.NI> TREE CULTURE,

During the months of January, February, and March, 1897, there
were planted 1,290 pine trees, 20,920 cypress, 20,760 eucalyptus, and 50
acacia. These trees were planted to fill vacant spaces caused by trees
that died or that had been destroyed by storms, etc.
INCLOSING FENCES.

Portion of fence along southern boundary of the reservation and
wooden fence west of Central avenue gateway were removed to admit
of constmction of inclosing wall, and necessary repairs were made to
fences inclosing trees, etc.
ROADWAYS.

Construction of roadway to connect McDowell avenue with the road
in the ravine to the southwest of the San Francisco National Cemetery,
under contract with McCoy & O'Neil, continued during the first six
months of the fiscal year; the contractors being without means to properly carry on the work, and the contract having expired, the roadway
was completed by the depot quartermaster under the failure clause of
the contract.
ERIDGES.

To preserve the bridge which crosses the arm of Mountain Lake it
was thoroughly lime washed.
OATEWAYS AND WALLS.

The iron gates at First avenue and Lombard street entrances were
cleaued, scraped, and the old paint removed, and newly painted.
Con truction of stone wing walls to new gateways at Lombard treet
and First avenue entrances were completed.
Inclosing wall along boundaries of the reservation, under contract
with George M. Perine, wa · completed and accepted.
Con trnction of inclosing wall under contract with A. E. Buckman
has progr s ed lo'171y owing to the contractor being unable to obtain
rock iu sufficient qµantities of the required color to keep bis ma ons at
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work. On account of the great depression in the gTound it was found
necessary to lay additional concrete footings .. The amount available
for building of the wall is $7,081.44, or about 80 per cent of the number
of feet of wall contracted for; if this amount will not bu-ild the 80 per
cent, the contractor is willing to waive his rights to build the full number of feet on account of the additioual footings put in. To date 750
feet of wall has been built, and 1,010 cubic feet of additional concrete
foundation has been put in.
The following is a statement of expenditures during the year from
the special appropriations made for the above purposes, and their condition on June 30, 1807, viz:
From appropriation of $10,000, act of Congress approved March 2, 1895, fiscal year
1895-96:
Final payment to D. McPhee, for wing walls......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$925. 74
Hire of team and driver, in connection with tree culture ...... . . . . . .
4. 00
Expenditures previously reported.... . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9, 070. 26
Total.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
From appropriation of $10,000, act of Congress approved March 3, 1893,
no fiscal year:
First and second partial payments made to James McCoy and James
O'Neil, contractors for roadway ................................. .
Final payment to George M. P erine, contractor for stone wall ...... .
Services of civil engineer, superintending construction of stone wall
and road way, making detailed drawings, etc ..................... .
Hire of teams, foreman, mechanics, la.borers, and purchase. of necessary t6ols for construction of roadway under contract of James
McCoy and James O'Neil, and charged against thorn under the failure clause of their contract ..................................... .
On h:md to pay final voucher to James McCoy and James O'Neil,
awaiting decision of Comptroller of Treasury .................... .
On hand not required ............................................. .
Expenditures previously reported ................................. .
'.fotal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
From appropriation of $10,000, act of Congress approved June 11, 1896,
£seal year 1896-97:
Services of civil engineer in charge of construction of wing walls,
in closing walls, and road way, making detailed drawings, etc .... .
SerYices of inspector of inclosing walls ........................... .
Services of inspector of roadway .................................. .
Services of rodman making survey of south line of Presidio Reservation ................................... _. _.... ___ . _...... __ .. ___ _
Hire of labor for cultivation of young trees, and repairing fences
in closing trees, etc ...... _. _..................................... .
Planting trees .................................................... .
Cleaning and pain ting iron gates .................................. .
Cleaning gutters of road ways ... _................................. .
Ad verti ·in g ...................................... _................ .
Purcha e of whitewash brushes .................................... .
Balance on hand to pa,y for inclosing wall ......................... .
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10, 000. 00

851. 75
7,461.65
125.00

1,153.29
307.46
5.76
95.09
10, 000. 00

707.50
572.50
262.50
4.38
386.76
803.02
128.00
12.25
38.40
3.25
7,081.44
10, 000. 00

FORT IIANCOCK, N , J,

The construction of a military post at Sandy Hook having been authorized by the Secretary of ar, the following buildings have been contracted for and are now iu process of erection, together with the water
upply and sewer ystem :
Four sin~le barracks (brick) .................... ...... ................. $67, 900. 00
One admmistration building (brick).... ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9, GT. 00
One guardhouse (brick) ............ . • . • .. . . . . . . .. . . • . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . .
, 295. 00

QUAR'fERMAS'l'ER-GENERAL.
One quartermaster an cl subsistence storehouse (brick) ........... __ .. _. _
One coal shed (wood)._ ................................... _.... __ . ___ ..
One workshop (brick) .................................. __________ .... .
One bakehouse (brick) ............. ___ •... _.... ____ ... ___ ... __ ...... __ .
One stable (brick) ............... _.. _................................. .
One wagon shed (wood) ................................ __ ... _. _...... _.
' Two don ble sets non commissioned staff officers' quarters (brick) ....... .
One commanding officers' quarters (brick) ..................... __ ... __ ..
Six captains' quarters (brick) ....................................... _..
Eleven lieutenants' quarters (brick) ................................. __ .
Plumbing in 28 of the above buildings ................................ .
Heating apparatus in 24 of these buildings .................. _...... _.. .
Gas piping in 26 of these buildings ............................... __ .. __

369
$10,175.00
3,375.00
3,745.00
4,090.25
8,175.00
2,425.00
8,790.00
7,725.00
74,370.00
78,375.00
14,243.70
22,066.00
1,327.55

'l'otal ....................................................... _.... 324,752.50

Eighty thousand dollars of the app;ropriatiou for military posts is
made chargeable to the cost of this work, the balance being taken from
other funds of the Quartermaster's Department.
MILITARY POST AT SPOKANE, WASH.

For beginning the construction of permanent buildings, providing
sewerage, water supply, and other necessary improvements at the abovenamed place, Congress by act of June 11, 1896, provided $100,000.
This money is being expended in the construction ofFour double sets officers' quarters (brick), Nos. 11, 13, 15, and 17 ........ . $44,387.56
Plumbing in same ................................... --- ........ - .. .
3,928.08
4,713. 7;:
1
1~~ : ~ ~: : : : ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
369.24
One double barrack (brick), No. 25 .................................... . 31,424.82
2,455.07
3,633.50
245.51

~::; I~1~: f

r::1r;111£f:1~:: :: ::::::::::: ::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::

Two double sets noncommissioned staff officers' 1J_narters (brick), Nos.
37 and 38 .................................... •····· •····· --·· ···· ····

~~~~~!~!~~~<;:~~~: ·.::: ·.::: :~:::: ::::::::::::~::::::::::: ::::::::::

5,450.58
792.82
99.10

Total. ............ _................................... , _. _........ 97,500. 00
FORT RILEY, KANS,

To continue construction of buildings at this post there was appropriated by act of June 11, 1896, $75,000, with which the following buildings have been contracted for and are being erected:
One artillery barrack ancl outhouse (stone), No. 92.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $20, 480. 00
Plumbing in same..................................................
1,800.00
Heating in same ......................................•.... ____ .....
2,300.00
Total ...•..................... _... _....... _......... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . 24, 580. 00
Two <.louble sets artillery offic rs' quarters (stone), Nos. 105 and 106.....

18,172.00

l:'·~f:'!i:i~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

t;frg:;

'l'otal _...... _.... _................... _............•... ___ . . . . . . . .

22, 851. 00

One quarterma t rstable( tono) ...................................... .
F1vo cavalry stable guard building ( ton o), No . 45 59, 61, 63, and 65 .... .
One wa•ron and t wo ambulanc sh ds and stono·wall .................•..

8,109.00
4,975.00
2,875.00

'fot:tl .......................•........•..•.•......................

15,959.00

WAR
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Quartermaster shops and quarters (stone) ..............................
Plumbing in same .................................... -~-...........

$7,100.00
670. 00

1'otal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

7, 770. 00

Ono office and stable gu.ml building (stone)............................
Wall around quartermaster corral (stone) ..............................

8 1. 00
501. 60

One chapel arnl school buihfo1g (stone).................................
Heating in same...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

11,500.00
600. 00

Total ................................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12, 100. 00

I<'ORT D. A, RUSSELL, WYO.

To extend the barracks at this post, Congress appropriated, by act of
June 11, 1896, $40,000, with which and other funds of this Department
there has been builtSeventeen brick additions to barracks, Nos. 35, 36, 37, 39,40,41, 42, 43, and 44. $50, 428. 00
Plumbing in same ................. _.......... _.......... ____ .......
7, (i49. 87
Lockers in same. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 595. 00
Total .......................................... ;.................

59,672.87

FORT MONROE,

By act of June 11, 1896, the sum of $15,000 was provided to erect
upon the Government reservation of this post, to cover quarters for the
postmaster and office accommodations for customs officer aud Uuited
States commissiouer, a post-office building, which is now being built
under contract, after plans and specifications prepared in this office, at
the following cost:
For construction.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $11, 940. 00
Plumbing in same................... .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ... . .
570. 00
For heating apparatus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 022. 00
Por electric wiring... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
393. 01
'l'otal............. . ...................................... . . . . . . . .

13,925.01

MILITARY POST AT BISMARCif, N, DAIL .

By the act of June 11, 1896, $40,000 was appropriated for beginning
the construction of permane11t buildings for a military post at Bismarck, which the Secretary of War was authorized to establish by the
act of March 2, 1895, provided that a sufficient quantity of land, not
less than 640 acre , uitable for the purpose should be donated free of
cost to the United States.
A' none of the ite offered by the citizens of Bismarck and vicinity
were uitable for the establishing of a military post thereon, no steps
have been taken for the erection of buildings at that place; and no
portion of the fund provided for that special object has been expended.
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Expenditures aiithorized fo1· water supply, sewerage, plnrnbing, and drainage j also for
roads, walks, grad,ing, bridges, wharves, etc., chargeable to tlle appropriation for army
transpo1·tation.

Post.

Water
supply,
sewerage,
plumbing,
and
drainage.

Fort Adams .............................. : .. . . . . . . . . . . .
Alcatraz Island.........................................

$2, 879. 37
1,635.74

Roads,
walks,
gradi11g,
bridges,
etc.
$110. 95
237. 50

I

Wharves . Miscellaneous.

1

$25. 00
$64. 00
338. 80 ......... .

~rf'l~~i~:.:::
:::::::: :::::::::: ::::::: ::: :::::: :::::: ~: g~~J: ..... ~~~:~~- ...... ~-- ~~. 2, 3sg: ~g
Arlington, Va...... . • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . 10, 203. 22 . •...........•..•...•

l!'ort Assinniboine.................... . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .
Fort Barranras . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2,176.06 ................................ .
364. 56
500. 00 . • • • • • .. • . .
827.12

~~~!1~t);:~t Neb~-::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ... ~: 804.
~~~:~~- ··· ··450:00· :::: ::::: :: ..... ~~:~~
88
35. 00 ................•....

Benicia Barracks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bismarck, N. Dak.... .... .. ...... ...... ... .... .... .. ....
Fort Bliss . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . .
Boise Barracks................................... ... ...

1. 05
424. 27
251. 86

······55: oo· ··········· ····24i oi
31. 00 .. •........ ··········
4. 80
2, 994. 12

~~t ~~

:~~!~~:~~k:::: :: :::::: ::::::: :: :::::::: ::::::::::: ::: ::
~~~~ 8~!Il.:::: :. :::: ::::::::: :::::: ::: :::::::::::: :: :::

102. 10 . . • . . . . . • • .

352. 75 . . • . . . • . • . .

m: ti -··-··--·· ·· ----··---·----·
---- -····i25:oo

]'ortClinch.............................................
110.00 :::::::::::: :::::::::::
Columbus Barracks . ....................................
1,967.25
553. 70 ................... ..
l!'ort Columbus ......................................... ... .. . . . .. ..
3,071.73 ..••.. . ••......... - ..
Fort Crook . . . • . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
182. 45
904. 50 . . . . . . . . • . .
64. li5
Fort Custer............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
506. 21
20. 00
265. 00
Fort D. A . Russell........ ... ...........................
8,175.69
500. 00 .•••••. .•• .
436. 00
Fort Delaware..... ................... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
2, 325. 00
1, 045. 00 .... . .•.......•......
7
1
FF~•0o°rr~tt"nDe\u•ucc;1e~s~n-:e: _: ·_. :_ :__: _: :_ :_ ·_. ·_. :_ :__: _: ·.· :_ ·.· ·_. ·.· :_ ·_· _: _: :_ :_ ·_. ·_. ·.· :_ :_ ·_. :_ :__: _: :_ ·.· ·_· ·_· ·.· :_ 7' 2/22!1:. 8i°O; ••••••.•••.•.•..•••••••.•.•..••••
Ii
: ::: :: ::: : : : :::: :: :: : : : ·····aii.' j5

~~~lE~tfefii!~: ::::::::::: :::: :: :::::::::: :: :: :: :: :::

~~~~~-!~~:t~~t::: :: ::::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

Fort Grant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Hamil ton........ ....................... . ..........
Fort Hancock . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

2,

~!t !~

m: ~;

4 8
'

l~~tsl:f!~ i;~y-~~~lN~~yH~;pit;c:::::::::::::::1 ~~J~
~i~: i~
0

3, 6~t

gg :::::: ::::: 5{t g~

~g ::::::::::: ::::::::::
6. 20

1,
1. 5~~:
1, 109. 14 . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2,214.43 . .. . . . . ... . . . ... .. . .• • .
49, 841. 23
19, 950. 06
1,389.00

Ji~tso~a~a~;:Ck;:::: ::: : :: ::: : : : : :: : :: : ::: : : ::: : : : : : : : 1 1,
.Jefferson Barracks...................................... 17,076.01

243. 70
8, 187. 00

m:ig ::::::::::: ::::::::::
~~i: t~ :::: ::::::: :::::::: ::
1,417.37 . . •. . .. .. .. 1,853.77

i1~fE!t;;f:::: : : :: ::;::: :: ;::::) } d!!:i ·'ii· ::)i\iii: :::iii
Fort Loo-an H Roots

864 65

;~{f;Jti~~tL~;::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ j i~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ !!~ ! :it!~
j

j

i~;.~ ::~~: :: ::: :::: :::::: ::: ::: :::: :: ::::::::::: ::::::

l!,ort McHenrv. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort McIntosh..........................................
Fort McPh r1,on. ..... ...... .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .
l◄'ort Meade...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Missoula . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Monroe . ...........................................
Fort My r.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5,

2,621.12 . . •. . •.•••.
498. 04
122 65
- - - - - -- · - · -,- - - -- --- - ·

6it: ~g ;;;; ;; ~~~;~;

: : ~~~_:~i:,;; ~~~~~~

882. 33
185. 50 . . • . . . • . • . .
44. 4.0
366. 21 ........... . ..•....... -1-•••...••.
488. 74
227. 50 .••..........••••....
829. 39
411. 75 ........... , ...•......
155. 55
4. 55 .. • • • • . . . . .
7. 20
876. 06
1,403.15 .•........ -1 250. 00
5, 804. 64
5, 768. 93 . • . . . • . . . . . 1, 715. 89

fl~ !~l:Fit~: ~:::::::::: ::::::: :~: ::::::::::: ::: s. ~!Ui ·---·ttnr ::_: ::::::: ~ ~:: : ~:~~
iobrara River, N br .. . . .................. . ......... - . - ...... -. . . . .

i~;.!
8~t!~fo:::::: :::: :: :::: ::::::::::::::: :: :: :::: :: :::
Philadelphia Do1)ot.....................................

Fort Pickens, Fla....... ....... .........................
Platt burg Barracks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Popliam, Me.... .... ................... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Port r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Preble............................................ .
Pre iclio of an Francisco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Reno.................................... ..... .....

792. 58
150. 48
10, 543. 32
559. 4.3

i~;.~
~I~8J~~id :: :::: :.:::: :::::: :::: ::: :: :::::: ::::::: :: 2,572.87
~: ~~~: :~
l•'ort Rob~nson ..........................................
't. Francis Barracloi. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

t. Louis, Mo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

495. 98
54. 05

-~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::l 1J~U~

0 8

F:~t.a!:u1fo ~.

254.15 - · · · · • · • · · ·1··· · · · · · · ·

g~ :::::: ::::
:: :::: ::::::: ::::441.
::: :65::
630. 25
7. 00 . . . . . . . . . . .
32. 25
..••.•.................
8, 651. 06 · · · 5,' 40i 63 . . . . . . . . . . .
30. 00
25. 00 ....••.••....•.•....•....•.......
2
~~:

219. 40 ....... ............. .
115. 50 . • . . . . . . . . . 1, 951. 04
973. 00 . . . .. . . . • • .
515. 00
316. 00 . • • . • • . . • . .
8. 25
4
l,
21~:
JOS. 50 ................ . ..•.
162. 50 .................... .
120. 00 . . . . . . . . . . .
128. oo

J!: ~g :::::: :: :::

3

~b

fui ::::::::::: ··--~~--~~
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ExpenditureB anth01·izecl for water Bupply, etc.-Continued.
Water
supply,
sewerage,
plumbing,
and
drainage.

Post.

Roads,
walks,
grading,
oridges,
etc.

y·
Wharves.

ll
;e~~/·

Gr1mil total, $347,840.41.

ExpenclitureB authorized /01· lighting, heating, and cooking apparatzis, clta1·geable to the
approprfotion /01· regnlar B1tpplieB for 1896-97.
Station.

Station.

.A.mount.

Amount.

Fort Adams, R. I. ................... .
$24. 07 Fort Monroe, Va ..................... . $2,970.15
3,538.70
Fort Ai,sinniboine, Mont . ........... .
180. 88 Fort Myer, Va ....................... .
72. 50
Fort Bayard, N. Mex ................ .
2. 38 Fort Nja~ara, N. Y .............•••....
739. 00
Benicfa Barracks, Cal. .............. .
137. 70 Fort N1ourara, ebr ................. .
56.
05
Jfort Blis , Tex .................. ... . .
148. 68 Omaha Depot, 'ebr .................. .
85. 00
Boston, Mas ......................... .
50. 00 Philadelphia Depot, Pa ............. . .
21,288.53
Fort Brady, Mich ................... .
64. 74 1 Platt burg narracks, . Y ........... .
42. 06
Fort Canby, ,vash ................... .
16.00 Fort_P~ ble,Me .. ....._. ....., ......... .
355. 00
Fort Clark, Tex ..................... .
100. 70 Pres1d10 of an Francisco, Cal. ...... .
2.00
1,356.17 Fort Reno, Okla ..................... .
Columbo Barracks, Ohio ........ .... .
5,121.43
Fort 'rook, ebr .................... .
22. 40 Fort Riley, Kans ..................... .
35. 00
Fort Cu st r, Mont ................... .
150. 50
t. l!'ranc1i, Barra •ks, Fla ............ .
977. 67
Fort Dl•laware, D 1. ......•.•.••..•...
154. 74
't. Paul, Minu ....................... .
246. 45
Denv r, Colo ...... ..... ....... ... ... .
3. 40 I .F ort 'am Hons ton, Tex ... ........... .
101.
20
457.50
.'an
Antonia,'£
..................•..
Fort Dougla , tah ................. .
!l. 00
20. 00
an l?rm1ci!! o De]lot, 'nl. ........... .
Camp Eagle Pass, 'l' x ....... ........ .
106.00
I,
937.
56
Fort
Sch11~lor,
.
.
.................
.
Fort Ethan Allon, Vt ........ ..... ... .
2,147.58
3 l. 00 I!'ort . 'b •rulan, Ill. ........... . ....... .
G-overnor11 faland, .,_ ew York Harbor.
41. 50
322. 00 Fort b rman, Idaho ................. .
Fort Hamilton, . Y .......•..........
22. 00
Fort II an cock, '". ;J ................ • • • 24,383.55 .f!'ort 'ill, Okla .... ........ ........... .
118.
65
6,
345.
25
J!'ort
locum,
.
.
..................
.
.
Fort Harrison, Mont ................. .
1,755.75
Fort nelling-, )!inn .••..... ...........
7. 50
144. 0 , pokan , \ a. h. (new post) ... • .......
H~it~~i~ts....
~~l- ...~~:. ~~.: ·
1,077.26
7,434.31 I•'ort '.l.'homa!!, Kl· ................... .
;Jetrer on Barra k , Mo .......... • ... .
110. 00
50 . 32 I!'ort Trnmlmll,Conu ...... ........... .
;J fii r>1onYille I epot, Ind ............. I
I, 855. 05
4 . 75 l<'ort ,vncl nrorth, .1 '. • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • •
Fort Keogh, Mont .......... ••••• • •• • •
o. 00
2.
2
2.
04
J<'ort
"'at-ren,
!ass
.
•.....
...........
.
I•'ortLc,av nworth, Ram; ............ •
55. 5
JU.40 "'asbington Barr:u·ks, U. . ......... .
l!'ort Logan, ('olo .............. • • • • • • ·
1,140.00
Fort
"Ta.rm•,
Mirh
...................
.
:J.00
.l!'ort Logan Il. Hoots, ~\ rk ........ • • • •
1,740.44
0, 350. 71i
Wilh·ts l'oint, . Y .................. .
facli!!ou Barracks, . Y ............. .
3. 00
5 J.00
l;ort .\fa 1111, ('al. ..................... ,
13. 00
57. ;>0
I• orL\lcll nry, )Id . ........ ........ ··
Fort. fr Ph r on, Ga .........•... •••••
22. 75 1
'1'otal .......................... / 103, 60 . 30
60.00
l-'ort .1 ·ad , . Dak . ............... • •·

I
i

~rr:.~.

~t~'tt}~~!t·, ~!:'lDik::: :: ::::::::: ::::::
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For shelter, shooting galleries, rauges for small-arms target practice,
repairs and expenses incident thereto Congress, in the act making
appropriations for the support of the Army, approved March 16, 1896,
provided $10,000, which has been apportioned as follows:
Department.

Character of work.

.A.mount.
$729. 65
5,082.60
696. 37
74. 78
1,133.92
969. 79
1,097.25
215. 64

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 10, uOO. 00

HOSPITALS.

In the act making appropriations for the support of the .Army for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1897, Congress a,ppropriated $75,000 for
construction and repairs of hospitals at military posts already established and occupied, including the extra-duty pay of enlisted men
employed on the same, and including also all expenditures for construction and repairs required at the Army and Navy Hospital at Hot
Springs, Ark., except quarters for the officers. This fund has been disbursed by officers of the Quartermaster's Department on estimates
approved by the Surgeon-General of the Army, as follows:
Department and post.

.A.mount.

Department of the East.

Department and post.

.A.mount.

Department of the Platte.

Fort .A.dams ..••.•....................
$710. 85
Fort Barrancas .........•...•.........
285. 55
Columbus Barracks ................ .. .
108. 82
Fort Delaware ..........•.............
1, ]88. 00
Fort Ethan Allen ................... .
12. 27
.Jackson Barracks ................... .
553. 00
Key _West Barracks ••................
416. 44
Madison Barracks ................... .
399. 98
Fort McHenry ....................... .
3. 50
Fort McPherson ..•...................
515. 00
Fort Monroe ......•................... 21,170.58
Fort M.ver ..........•.................
671.10
276. 92
Fort Niagara ........................ .
246. 20
Plattsburg Barracks ........•••.......
:Fort Schuyler ....................... .
10.88
3. 00
St. Francis Barracks ................. .
Fort Slocum .....•....................
150. 00
Fort Thomas ...........•.............
2. 25
Fort Wadsworth .................... . 16,297.10
Fo1:t Warren ........................ .
20. 94
1,224.61
1Vashington Barracks ... . ........... .
Total . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

44, 266. 99

Fort Crook ............••........••...
Fort D . .A.. Russell ..............•.....
Fort Niobrara .......................•
Fort Robinso11 ......•.....••..........
Fort Was!Jakie ........••.............

$151. 90
700. 00
2,976.75
800. 00
499. 80

Total ...........•...............

5,128.45

Department of Dakota.
Fort .A.ssinniboine ..•....•.....•......
Fort Custer .....•....................
Fort Harrison ..................•.....

Fort Yellowstone ..•...•..........•...

156.13
149. 73
252. 85
300. 00
399. 86
981. 36
156. 92
387. 81

Total ....•••.•..................

2,784.66

~~~~ ~!~l!i-1~::::: :: :::::::::: :::::::

i~~~ i1:t1~!n_~ ·. ·_:: ·.::: ·_:: :::::::::·_::::

D epartment of the Missouri.

JiJt:1;~:c1ar~~~l~~::::::::::::::::::::
Port Leavenworth ................... .
Fort Logan H. Roots ................. .
Fort Rifey .... ......... .. .......... .. .
Fort Sheridan •.......................
Fort Sill .••.............. .... .........
Fort "\Vayne ....................•.....
Total ........••.......•.........

Fort Ringgold ...... ...............•..
Fort am Houston ..•..•••.••...•.•...

263.10
436. 05
200. 00
308. 95
'707. 00
135.11
299. 90

9,600.53

Total ......•.•••...•..•...•.....

2,350.11

____

,

Department of Texas.

239. 89
4,626.71
3,936.00
75.15
285. 77
87. 96
268. 45
140. 60

Fort Bliss ......•.......•.....• •······
FortBrown •................. .... .•...
Fort Clark ...... .. ................... .

~~~~~~~i~:i:~~~:::::::::::::::::::::
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Amount. I

Department and post.

Amount.

De1ntrtment ancl post.

I

Depa,r tment of the Columbia.

Department of California.
Alcatraz Island .......... ..... ....... .

$62. 48
417. 29
123. 75
3,423.55

tir\eir~!~~~:
::::::::::::::::::::::::
Presidio of San Francisco ............ .
Total........................ . . .

Boise Barracks .....•. .. ...........• ..
Fort Canby ..••.•.•..... . .......... ...
Fort Spokane .•........ .. ........... ..
Vancouver Barracks .•.•.•...... .....
Fort Walla Walla .................... .

139. 07

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1, 031. 14

$15.38
178. 84

49. 93
647. 92

4,027.07

D epartment of the Colorado.

Independent poats.
156. 71
2,151.36
699. 25
299. 00
885. 22
150. 00
259.11

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Hot Springs Army aml N iivy Hospital.
Willets Point ........................ .

840. 00
163. 22

Total ... •..... . ..•........ .. ....

l , 003. 22

147.18
___

Balance .June 30, 1897 • •••••• . .•••.... . ,
Grand total. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4, 600. 65

_,

75, 000. 00

The above statement includes a new hospital under construction at
Fort Monroe, Va., at a cost of $17,954.38; a new hospital uuder construction at Fort Warlsworth, N. Y., at a cost of $16,240; and a building for dormitory, etc., at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., which has been.
completed at a cost of $2,906.
HOSPITAL STEWARDS' QUARTERS.

In the army appropriation act for the :fiscal year ending J mie 30, 1897,
Congress also appropriated $7,000 for construction of quarters for
hospital stewards at military posts already establ~shed . and occupied,
including the extra duty pay of enlisted men employed on same. This
sum has been apportioned to the posts named below:
Post.

Post.

/ .Amount.

.Amount.

- - - - - - - - - - -- - :
Fort .A.clams .•..•..•............... .....
Fort .Apa-0be .....•......................
Fort Brady ............................ .
Fort Brown ....... ..................... .
Colnmbns Barracks .................... .
:For t Custer . ...... ... ......... . ........ .
Fort Grant ..•..... ........ . .... . ...... .
Fort Harrison ...... .. .... .. . .......... .
.Jackson Barracks ...... .. ...• ... .. .....
.Jefferson Barracks .............. .....••.

j~~t !:;f!:::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::
Fort Logan H. Roots . .... .. ............ .

Madison Barracks .. . .... .............. .
Fort Ma on .. ........ .... ... . .. . ....... .

i~~t :~::~;~~::::::::::::::::::::::::

FortMcade ............................ .
F ort Missoula. ......................... .

$48. 00
16. 66
20. 50
69. 78
19. 40
69. 62
68. 08
504. 63
120. 00
121. 60
74.63
10. 95
23.00
225. 00
38. 00
6. 00
102. 00
259. 90
156. 46

:~~! Irot~~~"a: ::::::::::::::::::::::::.·

Fort Monroe .......................... .

$37.18
3,824.50

Fort Porter ........................... .
Presidio of San Francisco ............. .

28.23
130. 00

l~~~ l~brn"s~~:::::::: :::::::::::::::::
i~~~ sf!~~!8_r_:: :::::::::::::::::::::::

161. 2i

Fort Sill ..•........... ..... . ...........

;~~~ ~;ir!~t:::::::::::::::::::::::::

Washington Barracks ... ... • ..•.......
Fort Wayne .......... ..... ..... .. . ... .
Willets Point . ....... •. ...... ... .......
Balance Jun 30, 18!)7 .... . . . ........ . . .
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Included in the abo e i a t of teward
Va., completed at co t of . 0 6.06.
DAM.A.GE

BY

68.48

72. 00
31. 97
56. 00
49.20
215.10
8. 00
182. 40

63. 00
44.60
73.86
7, 000. 00

quarters at •ort Myer,

TORMS.

On July 7, 1896, the wharf and boathou e at Fort Barrancas, Fla.,
w re wept away by a torm . The co t of rebuildin sam wa
timat dat .., 100.
t t he am tim buildiI1g at the po tweredama,ged
to the xt nt of abont 193. The iron flan- taff wa al. o w ecked, for
th r pair of wbi •lt ·; 50 ha ' b n a1lotted.
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On May 18, 1897, Fort Bayard, N. Mex., was struck by a violent
windstorm. Sixty-three feet of roof was blown off' the quartermaster's
storeroom (building No. 22) aud completely demolished, and 100 feet of
the corral (No. 26) and 1~0 feet of fence were blown down.
Losses by jfre.
Building.

Post.
Fort WiJ1gate, N. Mex.

Fort Du Chesne, Utah, ......
Fort Apache, Ariz •..........
Fort Assinniboine, Mont ... .
Fort Niobrara, Nebr ........ .
·w ashington Barracks, D. C ..
Fort Ringgold, Tex ......... .
Fort Keogh, Mont ...•.......

Fort Sam Houston, Tex ..... .
Fort Custer, Mont .......... .
Fort Missoula, Mont . ...... .
Jefferson Barracks, Mo ..... .
Fort Bayard, N. Mex ....... .
Fort Spokane, vVasl1 ....... .
Fort Huachuca, Ariz ....... .

Damages.

Barracks for 8 companies (Nos. 24 to 27
and 29 to 32).
Coal sheds for same (Nos. 24 to 27 Band
29 to 32 B).
Bath and wash houses (Nos. 14, 15, 16,
and 17).
1 double and 2 single sets officers' quarters (Nos. 10, 11, and 12).
Administration building (No. 18) ....... .
Post chapel (No. 19) .................... .
Ordnance storehouse (No. 28) ........... .
En O'ine house ........................... .
Ca,alry stable (No. 3 C) ................. .
1 double set officers' quarters (No. 5) . ... .
Gymnasium (No. 22) .................... .
Officers' quarters (No. 22, building N o.15).
1 double set officers' quarters (Nos. 6
and 7).
Hospital (No. 23) ............. . ......... .
Noncommissioned staff officers' quarters
(No. 55).
Noncommissioned staff officers' quarters
(No. 22).
Officers' quarters (No. 35) ............... .
Post exchange (No. 20) ...............••.
Teamsters' mess, etc. (No. 24) .......... .

De troyed.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
About $250 damaged.
.A.bout $2,000 damaged.
Slightly damaged.
Do.
Destroyed.
Slightly damaged.
Do.
Do.

About $290 damage.
Destroyed.
_
Destroyed; building worth•
less.
Barracks (No. 21) ...................... . Slightly damaged.
Offices and quarters for enlisted men Destroyed.
(No. A).
Teamsters'mess (No. 0) ..•. . ............ Upper portion clestroyecl
Bakery (No. 31) ...............•......... Slightly damaged,
One double set officers' quarters (Nos. 9 Destroyed.
and 10).
Do.
Cavalry stable (No. 33) ................. .

Statcrnent of p1·operty 1·ented by the Qum·termaster's Departrnentfor use as o:tfices, ban·acks,
quat·ters, e11ca1nprnents, etc., d·uring tliefiscal yea1·, and the amoimt of rent paicl the1·ef01·.
DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST.
Post or station.

Kind of
property.

Total
Monthlr
rate of amount
rent.
for year.

Purpose for which used.

----

Boston, Mass . ......... 8 rooms ..... Offices and storerooms, quartermaster.and
$90. 00 $1,080.00
subsistence departments.
Baltimore, Md ......... 2rooms ..... Offices quartermaster's department .......
47.92
143. 75
099. 96
New Orleans, La ....•.. Building .... Offices and storerooms, quartermaster and
83. 33
subsistence departments.
Atlanta, Ga ............ 2 rooms ..... Office paymaster ............•.............
300. 00
25. 00
..... do ..•...
275. 00
25. 00
lo~r~:l1t:tr:i:~iftl~I~f~~~~- ~~ -l~~~t~ ...........
Winston, Ga ........... Ground .....
5. 00
Waco, Ga., to Fort McPherson, Ga.
144. 00
Washington, D. C ...... 1 room ...... Quarters for veterinary surgeon, Fort
12. 00
Myer, Va.
84.00
7. 00
Plattsbur,t N. Y ....... .•... do ...... Stable ...............•...........•.••.....
16.00
10. 00
Stable accommodations for public animals.
·····--···--·New~r•
18.00
12. 00
Fort :ver eights,Va. 1 room ...... Hos1)ital steward's quarters ..............
37. 80
Kendall, Parm.a,Hilton, Grounds .... Camp for Thirteen th Infantry on practice ··········
Carlyon , Wilson, and
march.
Som rs t, N. Y.
F ernandina, Fla .... ... 5 rooms ..... Quarters' ordnance sergeant at Fort
10. 00
68.00
Clincb,Fla.
20.00
50. 00
St. Augustinecl Fla ... - . 12 rooms .... Quarters for N. C. S. officers ............ - ..
Charlotte, A cli sou, Grounds .... Camp for Third Cavalry, Fort Ethan Allen,
30. 00
Middl bur1'i Vt., and
Vt., while on practice march.
Fort Ann, . Y.
NewYork ............. ,rounds .. .. Camp for Light Batterii K, First .A.rtil- ······ ·-··
77. 00
ler:v, while on
ice march Fort
Hamilton to Cats ·11 Mountains.
'ap f'o1l reninsuln , .. . . do ...... Camp for L ight Battery, J?ourth rtill ry, ....... ....
19. 50
,\1a ~whil 0111wncti o march.

g~n';;

.

i-·-·······

t·ac
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State1nent of p1·opcrty 1·c11tecl by tlio Qua1·termaster's Depa1·t1ne11t, etc.-Contjnned.
DEP.A.RTME T OF THE E.A.S.i-Continued.
Kind of
property.

I>ost or station.

Monthly Total
rate of amount
rent.
for year.

Pnrpose for whic}j used.

I

K entuckv .......••.... 1 Grounds .... Camp for Sixthinfantrywhileonpractice
•
I
march Fort Thomas to Licking River.
Burlington, Vt ........ · '. 1 room...... Office constructing quartermaster, Fort
j
Ethan .A.lien, Vt.

Tot.I ........... -/

$75. 00
$14. 58

175. 00

~nildi-~g:::: .Sta~!~ f:~ pn~l'.:.•ni~al.'.: ::::::::::::::::.... 12: ~-

3,742.0]

144. 00

DEP.A.R'l'MEN'I. OF THE MISSOURI.

I

I

Chicago, Ill .... . ..... . 28 rooms.... Offices, headquarters department .••...... $1,000.00 $12,000.00
Bnildi11g .... Offices, sutJsistencedepartment, and store•
416. 66 1 4, 999.92
houses for qua.rtermaster and subsist•
ence department .
150. 00
1,800.00
. . . . . do . . . . . . Stables for animals of the quartermaster's
uepartment.
144. 00
1 room...... Quarters for hospital steward . . . . . . . . . . . .
12. 00
144. 00
.. ... do . • . . . . Quarters for signal sergeant. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12. 00 1
325. 00
2 rooms ..... Office of quartermaster purchasing cav•
30. 00
alry and artillery horses.
90.00
15. 00
1 room ...... Storeroom quartermaster purchasingcav•
alry aud artillery horses.
00
720.
60.
00
Kansas City, Mo ...... 2 rooms .... . Office, subsistence departmeut ........... .
120. 00
1 room ..... . Quarters commissary sergeant ........... .
10. oo
300.
00
25. 00
Rush Springs, Ind. T ............. . . Shelter for teamsters .. .......... .... .... .
300. 00
25. 00
Detroit, Mich ..... ..... Building . . . . Office and drafting, constructing quarter•
master, Fort, Wayne, Mich.
162. 00
Easton, Osawkie, Win• Grotmds. ... Camp for troops on practice march from
chester, Silver Lalrn,
] ort Leavenworth.
St. Mary's, Manhat.
tan, and W am ego,
Kans.
87. 85
Clarenceville,New .............. Camp for troops changing stations from ......... .
Hudson, Brighton,
Fort Brady to Fort Wayne.
Fleming, Williamston, Lansing, Novi,
and Sand Hills, Miol1.
26.00
Six Mile Honse, Farm• Gronmls .... Camp for troops from Fort Wayne, Mich.,
on march to and from encampments
~Teti~, New Hudson,
with the militia of the State of Michjgan.
10.00
McHem·y, Ill ........ ... .... do ..... . Camp for troops from JJ'ort Sheridan, Ill.,
on practice marcl1.
30. 00
Connors Cr ek, Mich ..... . . do ..... . Camp for troops from Fort Wayne, Mich.,
on practice march.
4.00
Goldman, Mo ............... do ..... . Camp for troops from Jefferson Barracks,
Mo. 1-'arget practice.
136.00
Little Rock, .A.rk ....... 3 rooms .... . Office, constructing q nartcrmaster new
30. 00
post.
22. 67
5. 00
Building ... . Stable for public animals .........••...••.

I

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • . . 21, 421. '4
DEP .A.RTMENT OF THE PLATTE.
Omaha, ebr . . ........
h

Ogd•n~ot: .:: ::::

·141~room
room11... .
......

Oflices, de~artment.headquarters . . . . . . . . .
8martersdto~comm1s5lry ergeant. .. .. ...

$666. 67
12. 00

$8,000.04

I '~~:: : :- ~~::~ •.: : :~. ::_4~_::.•.~~~••.1-.-.-.-'.-'.:-~.-

-i--8-,4-4·4--.04-

St. Paul, Minn......... 1 room. . .... Quart re for signal ergeant... .. • . . . . . . . .
Camp Lak vi w, Minn . GroundR... . Camp for troops from Fort nelling on

Mh1soula, Mont. ............ do .... . .
Rel na, ~font.......... 5 room . . . ..
1 room ..... .
... .. do.... . .
Bi. marck, . Dak ..•. . 4 rooms .. .. .

½tt: gg

. 12. 00

pra ti e march.
Camp for troops from Fort Missoula on ... . .... . .
pra tire mar h.
Ollice , quart rma r's d pa.rtm nt . . . . . .
50. 00
.'tor room, qnart rmast r 's department..
10. 00
tnhl , quart rma ter'R department......
10. 00
tlic· , constrnctingqnnrterma ter. .. ..•..
20. 00

I

Total .•. . ... . .... /. ...... . ... .. ... . . . . .. ................................... . ~
1

$144. 00
113. 00
3. 00
6\JO. 00
120. 00
120. 00
180. 00

1, 280.00
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Statenient of property 1·ented by the Qua1·teiniaste1·'s Depa1·trne11t, etc.-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS.

Kind of
Purpose for which used.
~~~t~7 a!~~~t
property.
rent.
for year.
- - - - - -- ---1 - - - - --1--- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -1-- -Hebronvme; TtlX . .• . . . 1 room...... Office for quartermaster's agent...........
$8. 00
$96. 00
Santa Maria, Tex ...... Building and Quarters and storeroom fora detachment .......... .
150. 00
ground.
Laredo, Tex . . . . . .. . .. 1 room ...... Quarters for signal sergeant, Fort McIn12. 00
12.00
tosh.
San Antonio, Tex ..••....... do ...... Quarters for commissary sergeant ....... .
40.00
12. 00
..... do ... .. . Quarters for veterinary surgeon, Fort
12.00
144.00
Sam Houston .
. . .. . do ... ••. Quarters for signal sergeant ............ ..
12.00
24.00
Post or station.

..... do ........... do ................................... .

.•... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do
..... do

........... do
........... do
..•........ do
........... do
........... do
... , ....... do

................................... .
................................... .
................................... .
................................... .
................................... .
.................................. ..

12. 00
12. 00
12. 00
12.00
12. 00
12. 00
12. 00

24.00
139. 20
129. 60
127. 20
121. 20
144.00
144. 00

Total . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . • . • • • • . • . 1, 295. 20
DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.
San Francisco, Cal ..... 45 rooms .•..
Building....
1 room......
San Diego Barracks, Cal Building....
66 rooms ....

Offices for department headquarter& ..••.•
Stable, headquarters department ..•......
Quarters, signal sergeant ...•. .....••.....
Post hospital ..........•...•..•...........
Officers' quarters ........................ .

$750. 00
45. 00
12. 00
70. 00
12. 00

$9, 000. 00
540. 00
144. 00
840. 00
1, 769. 60

Total . . . . . . . • . • • . . .. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . • .. . . . . • • • . . • . . . • .. . . . .. . . . . . 12, 293. 60
DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA.
Portland, Oreg ... '. . . . . . 7 rooms . . • • . Offices, paymasters and depot quarter•

$111. 00

$1, 332. 00

12.00
25.00
10. 00
23. 50

132. 00
287. 50
110.00
258. 50

mal!lter.

Vancouver, Wash ...... 1 room ...•• .
Spokane, Wash ........ 2 rooms ..•..
Building ....
Seattle, Wash . ......... 2 rooms ...•.

Quarters for signal sergeant ............. .
Office, constructing quartermaster .••.....
Stable for public animals ................ .
Office, constructing quartermaster ..•.....

Total . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2, 120. 00

DEPARTMENT OF THE COLORADO.
Albuquerque, M. Mex. 1 room...... Office forpaymaster ..................... .
Brock, Utah ..... ........... do ...... Quarters for signal sergeant ...•••........

g~~f:y~.Pf~i~~:~~~~: :: : : ::
:~~
Denver, Colo ...... .. ... 46 rooms.... Headquarters Department of the Colorado
Building . . . Stable, quartermaster's department ...... .
2 rooms ..... Quarters for signal sergeant ............. .
Holbrook, Ariz........ 1 roon:.. .. . . . Office, quartermaster's a.gent ............ ..
..... do ...... Quarters, signal sergeant ............ . ... .
Fort Logan, Colo...... 2 rooms..... Quarters, for signal sergeant ....•.........
Mammotn, Ariz .. ..... 1 room .....•..... do ...... .....•..••.•..••.••.••........
Price, Utah ................. do ........... do .............. .... ................. .
Building ..•. Quartermaster's warehouse ...••.........
San Bernardino, Ariz .. 1 room ....•• Quarters for signal sergeant ............ ..

:a~:::::: :::: :::: :: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::: :::::::::

$25. 00
10. 00
12. 00
12. 00
666. 66
50.00
24.00
5. 00
12. 00
12.00
12.00
12.00
15.00
12.00
12. 00
12.or

$300. 00
63.67
144. 00
144. 00
7,999.92
600. 00
288. 00
25. 00
144. 00
22. 80
144.00
144. 00
180. 00
80.00
144. 00
144. 00

~#Jfc~~:~~~: ~~~:: :: ::: ::~~ :::: :: ::::J~ :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::: :: :::: ::1------+----1.'otal . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . • • • . • • • • . . • • • • . • • • . . .. . . . . . . . . . • . • .. • • . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 10,567. 3!)
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Statement of property rented by the Qnartennaster's Department, etc.-Continn d.
GENERAL DEPOTS OF THE QUARTERMASTER'
Post or station.

I

Kind of
1n·o1)erty.

DEPARTMENT.

Purpose for which used.

- - - - - - - - - - --

Monthly Total
rate of amount
for year.
rent.

---- ----

$126. 40
$14.to
New York depot_. .. . . . 1 room...... Quarters for hospital steward ........... .
1,350.00
112. 50
Building .... Stable and carriage-house for public animals, etc.
2,150.04
179.17
Philadelphia <l.epot .... P:utoflmild- Offices and stables ................•.......
ing.
210. 00
1 room ..... . Office for attendiug surgeon ............. .
18. 00
87. 20
• • • • • do .... ·..
12. 00
Quarters for post quartermaster's ser1
geant.
St. Louis depot . . • . . . . . Building.... Storehouse for medical department.......
166. 67
2, 000. 00
Ran Francisco depot ........ do . . . . . . Offices and storehouses for medical, sub833. 33
9,999.00
sistence, and quartermaster's departments. •
125. 00
1,500.00
Storehouse for quartermaster supplies . ..
Storage of oils aud turpentine, la cent 1·... .. . .. .
715. 05
p er case and 10 cents p er barrel.
1 room.,,... Quarters for commissary sergeant........
12. 00
144. 00
Washington depot . .... Groand..... Stables, s~rehouses, etc ... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lt>O. 00
1, 800. 00
1 room...... Quarters for hospital steward . . . . . . . . . . . .
21. 00
252. 00
..... do ..•••...... <lo . • • . . •• . • . . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • •• • ••
12. 00
144. 00
..... do ........... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
12. 00
144. 00
..... do . • . . • . Quarter<, for private hospital corps.......
12. 00
144. 00
. .... do ........... do . . . . . ............ .. . . . . . . . . . . ..•....
12. 00
144. 00
..... uo . . . . . . Quarters for sergeant Signal Corps.......
12. 00
144. 00
. .... do .•......... do . ...................................
12.00
144.00
.••.. clo ••••••.••.• do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12. 00
144. 00
..... do ........... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12. 00
114. 80
..... do .......•... do . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12. 00
16. 80
..... do ...... Quarters• for ordnance serg-eaut, Fort
12. 00
12. 00
Pulaski, Ga.
Su. 00
12. 00
..... do ...... Quarters for post quartermaster's serge'.tnt at Nashville, Tenn.
28.80
..... do . . . . . . Quarters for sergeant Signal Corps, Nash12. oo
ville, T enn.
12. 00 I
28. 80
..... do . .. . .. Quarters for ordnauce sergeant, Nashville,
Tenn.
28.
80
..... do ...... Quarters for sergeant, battalion engineers.
12. 00
28. 80
..•. . do . . . . . . Quarters for private, bat~allioD; en~ineers.
12. 00
360. 00
. .•. . . . . . . . . . Office for military attache, Paris,] ranee ... -- ...... 180. 00
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . OJiice for military attache, Berlin, Ger- ......... .
many.
72. 00
. • • . . . . . . . . . . . Otlice for mHitary attaebe, London, Eng- ......... .
la11d .
300. 00
. . . . . . . . ... . . . O~ce for miJi_tary attache, Ro!Ue, Italy ............. .
mo. oo
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Office for m1htary attach(;, Vienna, .A us- ......... .
tria .
152. 52
...... ....... . Office for military attaeb6, Madrid, Spain ....•••....
180. 00
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Office for military attache, Brnssels, Bel- ......... .
gium.
Total ....................•........•......................... ...... .... . .... .. ........ 23,047.07

I

I

REC.A.PITUL.A.TIO
Departments, etc.

.Amount.

D partment of the East .............. , , ................................................... .

$3,742.01
21, 42L. 44
8,444. 0-1
1,280.00
1,295.20
12,293. 60
2, 120.00
10, 5G7. 39
1, 41a. 46
2,453. 2-1
4, 759. 32
2,000.00
12, 3j . 05

~~!Im!1jii~lUH/i!!iii'.:!/iii!C<H//!!!!/i!HH
i,~KaI~;t~e£ ;~i:: :: :::::::: :::: ::: :: ::: ::::::: ::::: :::: :::::::: :::: :: :::::: :: ::: ::::::::
0

J~\~~~gtnp~t~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
·an Francisco depot .......... .. -. • -• • • • •· • · • • • - -•...................•........... -•· -- -.. •• -

1----

Total. ............... .. •····· ····· ···•··• · ·······•·•············· · · ··· ·· · · · ·· ···•·· ···

84,210.75
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Statement showing property 1·cnlcd by the Quartermaster's Department llm·ing the fiscal
yea1· ending June 80, 1897, for ,use as recruiting stations, etc., ancl a1noimt paid Jo1·
lodgings.

Place where r ented.

Number of
room . .

Purpose for which used.

Richmond, Va ......... 2 floors ..... Recruiting station........................
Lynchburg, Va ........ 5 rooms . ......... do................ . ...................

t~~n~:::: :::::i~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

::~t!ffr~~i~t·u;i:::::
St. Louis, Mo.. ........ 3 rooms..... Lodgings.:...............................
l'hiladelphia, Pa ...... . 9 rooms ..... Recruiting station........................

~i~;~fsb~~l,'i~: :::::::

:~i~~~~: ::: :::: j~ :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::: ::::::

lir!~'cftlN~·j::::::

r~i~~~~: ::: :::::~~ :::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::

New York City ........ 14 rooms ......... do .................................... 1
Albany,N.Y ......... 6rooms .......... do ....................................

i '.I.'ota1
Monthl,}7 amount
r:~tf
for the
year.

$50. 00
34. 50

$1i00. 00
165. 25

~gJg I ~~g:gg
37. 00
444. 00
~;: gg I 850. 00
47. oo
~i~: gg

130. 00
40.00

1,560.00
480.00

:t gg

Lodgin~s................................. . • • . . . . . . .
Syracuse N. Y .... . ......... do...... Recruitmg station .. ......................
20. 00
Lodginis... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. . . . . .
St. Paul, Minn ........ -16 rooms ..... Recruitmg station..................... . ..
66. 33
Do ......... . .. do .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ..
56. 33
Do ............ do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
43. 00

:~~: g~

175. 50
llO. 00
55. 25
331. 65
56. 33
258. 00

Portland, Oreg ......... ,.............. -~~~a~n-~~: :::::::::::: :::: :: : : : : :::::::::: ::::::::::
2M:
5 rooms... .. Recruiting station . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
43. 00
516. 00
eattle, Wash ......... 3rooms .......... do....................................
25.00 1 300.00
I House . . . . . . Domitory ........... - ..... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
~~: :
· · ..

gg

C!-J.ic~go, ~1- •. : ..•..••. ' 8 rooms . . . . . Recruiting station . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cincrnnati, Oh10....... 15 rooms ......... do .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

:::::i~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

g~t:~lf,n i?i~?~~:::::::: , :~~~:::::::
E,·ansville, Ind ....... . 8 rooms .......... do ................................. : . .
Inclinnnpolls, Ind ........... do ........... do . . . . . .. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Louisville, Ky. ........ 5 rooms . .. .. ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Milwaukee, Wis ....... 6 rooms .......... do....................................
Nashville, 'l'enn ....... 1 9rooms . .. ....... do....................................
Des Moines, Iowa ...... I 2 rooms .......... do . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . .
::ipringfield, Ill ........ ·,· i ·r·~: :::::: . i,'oci~fni;: :: :::::: :::: :: : : : ::::: ::::::: :::
Wheeling, W. Va ...... 2 rooms ..... Recruitmg station........................
Grand Rapids, Micl1 . .. 2 rooms . ......... do . ... ... .. ... . . .. .... .. ... . .. . .. .. ...

~2. 00
12. 00

I

aai: 50

984. 00
864. 00

iu~ m:~

50. 41
50. 00
57. 00
50. 00
50.00
55. 00

I
J

604. 92
600. 00
684. 00
672. 00
600.00
179. 6i

it19. gg33 I 96.l~: 65~~

17. 00

~f[t~~1!t1J~~V:.:.~:
:: :::: :: ::::: ::: .~.~~~~n~~: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::
Dallas, Tex ............ 3 rooms ..... Recruiting station........................
34. 00

Lodgings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cumberland, Md ....... 3 rooms ..... Recruiting station ........................
29. 00
Loclrrings .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . • . . .. .. . . .
Boston, Mass . . . . . . . . . . 3 floors . . . . . Recruiting station. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
60. 00
Providence, R. I ..•..•. 2 rooms ...... .... do....................................
a 1. 00
Lodgings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

51. 00
14

t ~~

408. 00
112. 75
87. 00
14. 75
720. 00
835. 00
232. 00

Total . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19, 010. 90

a Per day.

RESERV.ATIONS.

Under terms of act approved July 8, 1886 (G. 0. 52 of 1886), the
grounds comprising Old Fort Brady, Mich., authorized to be sold were
duly platted, appraised, etc.~ and under public advertisement the buildings and fencing were dispoBed of at auction in October, 1893, for the
sum of $2,072.50.
Forty-two lots have thus far under the act been sold at public and
private sale (at not Jess than appraised value), total amount realized
being$ 6,400, which sum (less cost attending sales) has been deposited
in the 'rrea. ·ury.
Th remaining 22 unsold lots are in charge of the quartermaster,
Fort Brady, Mich., to whom application for pnrcha e is made.
l nder act approved March l, 1 90, the military re ervation of Old
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l 1'ort Bliss was platted, appraised, and advertised for sale at public
auction July 3, 1895.
At that. salo lots Nos. 5, 6, 21, 22, 24, and 25 were disposed of, amount realized being _. __ •. __ .. __ .. __ .. _..... _. _..•.••• __ ..• _•• _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2, 570. 00
Lots 4 and 12 were sold May 7, 1896, at privn,te sale at appraised valuation. 2,380.00
'rotal thus far realized._.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4,950.00

Which sum, less expenses attending sales, has been deposited in the
Treasury.
March 9, 1897, Secretary of War executed an agreement giving
James R. Harper, county judge, as agent for and on behalf of the
county of El Paso, Tex., option, etc., to purchase within one year from
date, at appraised value of $2,920, lot 18, with appurtenances thereon.
If not so purchased within the year, then the county js to pay au
annual rentaJ of $150 to the quartermaster at the new post and deliver
up the property in as good condition as at time of execution of
agreement.
Remaining lots are in charge of the quartermaster at new Fort Bliss
for disposal.
The act of August 9, 1894, provides that when this reservation shall
have been sold, "so much of the receipts therefrom as may be neces•
sary, not to ·exceed four thousand dollars, are hereby appropriated to
the construction of a military road between the city of El Paso and
new Fort Bliss, Texas, said money to be expended under the direction
of tbe Secretary of War."
This road has not as yet been constructed.
Under sundry civil acts approved August 18, 1894, and June 11, 189G,
an additional 161.8 acres of land l1ave been acquired for Fort Ethau
Allen, Vt., at a cost of $10,000, title thereto having been approved by
the Department of Justice November 3, 1896, and deeds duly recorded
among county records.
In sundry civil act approved March 2, 1895 (General Orders 13, of
1805), the foJlowing appears:
Tho Secretary of War is h reby authorized, within his discretion, to establish n,
military post at such point on Pug t ound as shall in his judgment best . nbserve
the publi c int re, t , provided that six hundrnd :1ncl forty acres of land suitable for
th purpos sha,11 he <l.onated fr of cost to the United tate , or such greater qnn,ntity of land n in the opinion of th ecretary of War shall be nece ary for the
pnrpos<'.

Citizens of Seattle, representing the chamber of commerce, having
fir t tendered a tract of 703 acres on Magnolia Bluff, about 3 miles
from eattle, the ite was approved by the Secretary of War March 2,
1896, subject to Department of Justice rendering favorable opinion
regarding title, etc.
It having been ubsequently shown to the satisfaction of the War
Department that insurmountable obstacle prevented the citizens
from acquiring the full tract a originally tendered, a lightly reduced
area has been made acceptable to the Departm ent, the title paper of
which are being collected for action of Department of Ju ti e.
Sundry civil act of farch 2, 1 95 (Gen ral Order 13, of 1 95), authorize tlrn Secretary of War within hi ' discretion to e tabli h a military
po:t at or near the city of Bi marck . Dak. provided a ufficient
q nan tit of uitabJe land, not le . than 640 acr , be donated free of
co. t to the United tat . and further, by undry ivil act approv d
Jun 11, 1 !1G, 10 000 i,' appropriat d "for b inning th con truction
of p rrnan nt building
tc.
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No site acceptable to the Department has thus far been tendered and
no portion of the $40,000 above referred to has been used, it having been
held by the Treasury to be au annual appropriation, good only for use
during the fiscal year to which it pertained.
Sundry civil act, approved June 11, 1896, further provides:
]?or the purchase of land for a target range for the use of troops statione<l. at .J efferson Barracks, Missouri, eighteen thousand dollars, provided that any land pmchased hereunder shall be unincumbered by any private or public ways or roads.

This office possesses no information as to what steps, if any, the War
Department has taken with view of securing the range, the $18,000
above referred to being again appropriated in sundry civil act. approved
June 4, 1897, and "made available for expenditure during the fiscal
year eighteen hundred and ninety-eight."
.Act approved July 23, 1888 (General Orders, No. 60, of 1888), authorizes the Secretary of War, after purchase of site and construction of
new post (now known as Fort Crook, Nebr.), to sell the military reservation known as Fort Omaha.
The new post has been built and occupied, but no definite steps have
yet been taken for disposing of the valuable land-some 80 acres which
comprise Old Fort Omaha-owing to business depression, etc., of recent
years.
General orders, .Adjutant-General's Office, affecting military reservations, etc., issued during the year, are as follows:
General Orders, No. 28, of 1896, publishes President's order of July 1, 1896, directing
that the military post and fortifications on Davids Island, New York, will hereafter
be known and designatec1 as Fort Slocum, in honor of the late Maj. Gen. Henry Vv.
Slocum, United States Volunteers.
General Orders, No. 44, of 1896, announces President's action of September 22, 1896,
transferring portion of Fort Robinson (Nebr.) Reservation to Interior Department.
General Orders, No. 48, of 1896, publishes President's action of November 20, 1896,
reserving as a military reservation certain lands at Marrowstone Point, Admiralty
Inlet, Washington.
General Orders, No. 52, of 1896, publishes President's action of December 18, 1896,
' transferring to Interior Department certain portion of the military reservation on
the Sllcia Islands, Gulf of Georgia, ·washington.
General Orders, No. 2, of 1897, announces enlargement of limits of the Arlington
(Va.) National Cemetery.
General Orders, No. 7, of 1897, publishes President's action of February 25, 1897,
reserving for military purposes certain lands in Dade and Monroe counties, Fla.
General Orders, No. 14, of 1897, publishes President's action of Februai·y 26, 1897,
add:i.ug to the Fort Sill (Okla.) Military Reservation certain lands "for exclusive use
for military purposes and for the permanent location thereon of the Apache prisoners
of war."
General Orders, No. 15, of 1897, publishes act approved Ma1·ch 2, 1897, granting
l'ight of way to St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba Railway Company through Fort
Spokane Reservation, Wash.
General Orders, No. 21, of 1897, publishes President's action of March 23, 1897,
transferring certain portion of the Fort Clinch, Fla., Reservation to the Interior
Department.
General Orders, No. 24, of 1897, publishes President's action of April 22, 1897, directing that new post at Little Rock, Ark., b e hereafter known and designated a Fort
Logan H. Roots, in honor of th late Bvt. Col. Logan H. Roots, United State
Volunte r .
General Orders, To. 25, of 1897, publishes President's order of April 29, 1897, directing that the fortification at Lime Point, San Francisco Harbor, hereafter be known
and cl signated as Fort Baker, in honor of th late Col. E. D. Baker, United tates
Volunt er ·.
G neral Orders, o. 2 , of 1 97, publishes President's action of fay 10, 1 97, reserving certain lands for defense of St. Andrews Bav, Florida.
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Custodians are employed and paid by the Quartermaster' Department
in caring for the following- reservatious:
Old Fort Bliss, Tex., Franl· R Tm~ten, $60 p r month.
Madison Barracks Target Hange, New York, James Fl miuo·, $15 p r month.
Fort Omaha, Nebr., Jerry Howard and 'eth T. Col', $Jr.: p er month each.
At Fort Townsend, Wa h., J. W. Brown; at Fort Da, is, T x., J. L. Janes; at
Monterey, Cal., Francis Doud, serve without money consideration.

Very respectfully,

C. P.

MILLER,

Captain and Assistant Q1tartermaster, U. S. A.

The

QuAR'l'ERM.A.STER-GENER.A.L, UNITED ST.A.TES ARMY,

Washington, IJ. 0.

WAR DEP ARTMEN'.l',
QUARTERMASTER-GENER.A.L'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. G., Ai1,gi1,st -, 1897.
I have the honor to report the operations of the mail and
record division for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1897.
GENER.AL:

MAIL AND RECORD DIVISION.

The following communications were received, and letters and indorse•
rnents mailed:

MISCELLANEOUS CLAii\l

AND ACCOUNTS.

At the beginning of the fiscal year there were on hand awaiting action:
14 miscellaneous claims, amounting to...... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . $7, 000. 50
1 accounts, amounting to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
78. 17
There wer received during the year:
177 misc llaneous claims, amounting to... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 31, 221. 30
232 accounts, amounting to . . • • . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 21,608.60
Total 427 claims and accountR, amounting to . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

59, 908. 57

Final action was taken on these as follows:
3 claims wer approved for paym nt of.................•.••••...•••....
$170. 73
2 claims w re r :£ rred to other D partments ........................... .
190. 00
76 claims w .r s nt to Tr asury Department for S<'ttl m nt ............ . 13,142.72
43 laims w 'r r dect d ........ _....................................... . 8,226.33
R duction upon claims approv d and r :£ rrecl. .......•••............ _.. 2,623.82
198 account wer approv d for paym nt of ............................ . 14, 30. 37
B ing a r du tion of .................................................. .
44.12
13 ac onnt w r r £ 1T d to other D 'partment ....................... .
1,293.16
11 accounts w r rej ct d,, mounting to ................•.•....•••......
192. .!9

Total npon which final a tion was tak n, 12J !aims and 222 account , amonntin<Y to .....................•.................... 40,713.74

There w r ou hand awaitino- action July I 1 97:
67 ·laims, am untin<Y to ........... -. . ... .. . ............................ $W, 6 . 20
14 ac ount , amounting to . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .
5,326.63
Total, I ·laim and a· ounts .... . ............ . ................. .

19,194.83
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CLAIMS UNDBR 'l'HE ACT OF JULY 4, 1864.

Tb.ere remained in this office on July 1, 1897, not :finally acted upon,
97 claims presented under the act of July 4, 1864, amounting to
$120,668.37.
Action upon these claims has been suspended awaiting- additional evidence.
The papers pertaining to 19 claims, amounting to $46,877.93, which
had previously been investigated and disallowed by the QuartermasterGeneral, were, during the year, transmitted to the Court of C1aims or
to the Department of Justice for use as evidence in such cases as had
been appealed to the Court of Claims under provisions of the law of
M~rch 3, 1883, known as the Bowman .A.ct.
NEWSP A.PERS A.ND PERIODIC.A.LS.

During the fiscal year, newspapers and periodicals have been supplied
for the enlisted men of the Army at 95 military post libraries at a cost
of $3,339.79. These posts were garrisoned by 392 companies or detachments.
PRINTING A.ND BINDING.

During the fiscal year 355 requisitions were made 011 the Public
Printer for printing and binding. The cost for the work, so far as bills
have beeu received, is $5,588.98, which sum does not include the cost
of work done in the War Department branch printing office.
NA.TIONA.L CEl\ffiTERIES.

The national cemeteries are classed as follows:
} i rst

class . .. _.................. _..... - - .... _.... -. . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
Secon d class . . __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Third class .................•.•..................................... _. . . . . . . . . .
Fourth class . . • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • • .

25
20
16
22

'l'otal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83

The interments therein to June 30, 1897, are:
l{nown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 185, 412
Unkno-,vn .......................••••.....•..••.•..•.••••.••••.••..•..•.... 150, 864

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 336, 276

There are 75 superintendents, the total number authorized. Changes
during the year: Appointed, 3; discharged, 2; died, 1. Two assistant
superintendents have completed the probationary service required by
the rules of the Department and are awaiting appointment wheu vacancies occur.
Removals of rem ains of officers, enlisted men, and others from abandoned post cemeteries and elsewhere to other permanent post or national cemeterie were as follows:
From-

'1. 0 national or otber cemetery at1

INumber.

------,
Springhill, Maury C~unty, Tenn .....•.•..
,vest-Pa cagoula, Mies...................
ear Glendale, a .............. ... .......
Fort Mifflin, Pa ................. .... ......
'ear Rappahannock Riv r, Virginia......
Adams County, Ohio ..... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
J•'ol'ts .'tcadman nucl Rice, Va.............
1''ort ,Tackson, Ala . ... .... .............. .

Nashville (Tenn.) National Cemetery .. ... .. .. . .
Chalmette (La.) National Cemetery . ... ...... . . .
Glendale (Va.) ation al Cemetery ............. .
Philadelphia (Pa.) National Cemetery ......... .
Fredericksburg (Va.) ational Cemetery . ..... .
Cave Hill (Ky.) atio1ial Cemetery ............ .
Poplar Grove (Va.) National Cemetery ......... .
lUobilo (AJ~,) National Cemetery .• ••. .. . .... . .. 1

2
l
2
10
l

1
2

70
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From-

To national or ot,her cemetery at-

Number.

Fort Monroe, Va .•.......••..•............ Hampton (Va.) National Cemetery . .. ......... .
lfort McPherson, Ga .......... ....... ... .. Marietta (Ga.) N:Ltional Cemetery ............. .
Potters' fielcl, San Antonio, Tex ..•.••..... San Antonio (Tex.) National Cemetery ........ .
Colliersville, Tenn ........................ Memphis (Tenn.) National Cemetery .......... .
Near Forest City, Ark ..............•.•........ clo ... ............. ..... ..•...... ..... .......
Fort ·way ne (post cemetery), Mich . . • • . • . Woodmere Cemetery, Fort Wayne (Mich.) .. .. .
Colmnbu·s Barracks (post cemetery), Ohio. Green Lawn Cemetery, Columbus (Ohio) .... .

303

Total reinterrecl ....... . ............................................................. .

684

33
l
2
B
161
87

Instructions have also been given for removal of the remains of
United States soldiers from the abandoned military post of Fort
Coucho, Tex., to the San Antonio (Tex.) National Cemetery.
There being no national cemetery in the vicinity of the military posts
of Fort ,vayne, Mich., and Columbus Barracks, Ohio, and the continuance of the post cemeteries being deemed undesirable for sanitary and
other reasons, arrangements were made for removal of the remains to,
aucl for the interment of officers and enlisted men who may hereafter
<lie at these posts in, incorporated cemeteries in the vicinity, at a stipulated cost for each interment, to include digging, filling, sodding, and
future care of the graves, without further expense to the United States.
Headstones.-To mark the graves of known Union soldiers, sailors,
and marines in national, post, city, and village cemeteries, 9,914 white
marble headstones were provided.
Indigent soldiers.-Uuder the acts of Congress (sundry civil) making
appropriations for" Expenses of burying in the Arlington National Cemetery, or in the cemeteries of the District of Columbia, indigent ex -Union
soldiers, sailors, and marines of the ]ate civil war who die in the District of Columbia," claims for the burial of 69 such persons have been
paid, at a total cost of $2,685.
Roaclways.-The road way authorized by Congress June 8, 1896, from
the north side of 0ache River Bridge, in Pulaski County, Ill., to connect
with the graveled road running from Mound City, Ill., to the Illinois
Central Railroad in said county, is nearly completed.
Amount appropriatecl. ................................................. $15,000.00
Amount expended during the year...... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 656. 75
Length of road, 4,960 feet.

The draining and repairing of the road to the Hampton (Va.)
National Cemetery, authorized by acts of Congress (sundry civil) approved March 2, 1889, and August 30, 1890, still awaits the action of
the board of supervisor" of Elizabeth City County, Va.
Under the acts of Congre s (sundry civil) making appropriations for
'' .Repairing roadway to national cemeteries," repairs have been made to
roadways leading to the national cemeteries at .Alexandria, Va.; .Antietam, id.; Corinth, fi . ; Culpeper, Va.; Fayetteville, Ark.; Florence,
S. C.; Frederick burg, Va.; Marietta, Ga.; Mound City, Ill.; Natchez,
Mis . ; Newbern, . 0.; Port Hudson, La.; Richmond, Va.; Springfield, Mo.; Staunton, a. and icksburg, Miss. Amount expended,
8,805.7 .
Thee timated requirement for maintenance and improvement of the e
roadway during the .fi cal . ear was 10,545.60, but in consequence of
the Jimited appropriation for the purpo e the repairs were confined
to ·uch a were ab olut ly nece-sary for their protection, deferring
impro ement until an adequate appropriation therefor bould b
authorized.
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Memorial Day (May 31) was duly observed at the several cemeteries,
in most fostances by appropriate services conducted hy the Grand
Army of the Republic and similar patriotic organizations, and at some
of the smaller cemeteries by the citizens, school children, and others,
under the direction of the superintendents.
Improvements ancl repairs of national cemeteries.-At the Alexandria
(Va.) National Cemetery, repairs were made to the lodge and a new
porch constructed.
At the Arlington (Va.) National Cemetery, repairs were made to the
inclosing wall, gates, mansion, outbuildings, water supply and drainage,
and an iron :flagstaff 100 feet in length erected to replace a similar staff
50 feet in length. The granolithic walk from the principal entrance
on the eastern side of the cemetery to the mansion, contracted for during the previous fiscal year, has been completed, and a contract awarded
for the construction of 3,770 linear feet of stone wall along the western
and southern boundaries of the reservation to inclose an addition to
the national cemetery, authorized January 11, 1897.
At the Barrancas (Fla.) National Cemetery, a wooden :flagstaff 65 feet
in length has been erected.
At the Baton Rouge (La.) National Cemetery, the rostrum contracted
for during the previous fiscal year has been completed, and a system
for underdraining the lodge provided to prevent further settling of the
walls, preparatory to repairing the same.
At the Battle Ground (D. C.) National Cemetery, repairs were made
to the inclosing wall, lodge, outbuilding, water supply, and drainage,
and an iron :flagstaff 50 feet in length, removed from Arlington National
Cemetery, erected.
At the Beaufort (S. C.) National Cemetery, the rostrum contracted for
during the previous fiscal year bas been completed.
At the Camp Butler (Ill.) National Cemetery, the rostrum contracted
for during the previous fiscal year has been completed, and necessary
repairs made to the lodge, outbuildings, inclosing wall, and drainage.
At the Chalmette (La.) National Cemetery, the brick outbuilding
contracted for during the previous fiscal year has been completed, and
repairs made to the lodge and water supply.
At the Chattanooga (Tenn.) National Cemetery, repairs were made
to the inclosing walls and gates, the driveways put in good order, and
the outbuilding which was damaged by fire .August 10, 1896, thoroughly
repaired.
At the Corinth (Miss.) National Cemetery, the lodge, outbuildings,
and drainage were repaired, and a new wooden :flagstaff 65 feet in
length erected.
·
At the Custer Battlefield (Mont.) National Cemetery, repairs were
made to the water supply, and a wooden :flagstaff 65 feet in length
erected .
.At the Finns Point (N. J.) National Cemetery, repairs were made to
the lodge, and 244 cublc yards of stone riprap placed along the inclosing
wall at the river bank to protect the foundation of the wall during high
water.
At the Fort McPherson (Nebr.) National Cemetery, the lodge, inclosing wall, and water supply were repaired, and a brick stable erected.
At the Fredericksburg (Va.) National Oemetery, repairs were made
to the inclosing wall, lodge, outbuilding, water supply, and drainage.
At the Glendale (Va.) ational Cemetery, repairs were made to the
lodge and an addition to the outbuilding constructed.
At the Jefferson Barracks (Mo.) National Cemetery, repair were
W.A.R
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made to the lodge, outbuildings, and drainage, and the inclosing walls
repaired and repointed.
At the Marietta (Ga.) Natiopal Cemetery, the water supply was
improved by connection with the city main.
_At the Mound City (Ill.) National Cemetery~ the iron fence inclosing
the cemetery was repaired and painted.
·
At the Natchez (Miss.) National Cemetery, a wooden flagstaff 65 feet
in length was ordered to replace the iron flagstaff damaged April 30,
1897, while being repaired.
At the Poplar Grove (Va.) .N ational Cemetery, the rostrum contracted for during the previous :fiscal year was completed.
At the Salisbury (N. Q.) National Cemetery, the rostrum contracted
for during the previous :B.scal year was completed.
At the San Francisco (Cal.) National Cemetery, repairs were made to
the lodge. A. white bronze monument, surmounted by a statue of a
soldier, was erected by the "Regular Army and Navy Union" in the
center of plot 7, on the east side of the cemetery, and was unveiled
with appropriate ceremonies on Decoration Day.
The stone wall contracted for during the previom; :fiscal year to
inclose the addition to the cemetery, authorized February 29, 1896, has
been completed.
A.t the Santa Fe (N. Mex.) National Cemetery, repairs were made to
the lodge, outbuilding, and drainage, and a wooden flagstaff 65 feet in
length erected to replace one de.3troyed by lightning July 13, 1896.
At the Winchester (Va.) National Oemetery, the water supply was
improved by connection with the city waterworks.
At all the national cemeteries necessary repairs were made and the
grounds properly cared for.
Soldiers' lots.-Jfor the soldiers' lot, owned by the United States, iu
the city cemetery, Mound City, Kans., a wooden flagstaff 60 feet
in length was provided and a national flag supplied.
A. statement showing the expenditures at the several national cemeteries is submitted herewith, marked "A."
Very respectfully,
J. T. FRENCH, Jr.,
Captain and Assistant Quartermaster, United States .Army.
The QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
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.A statement of the disbursements of approp1·iations f01· national cemeteries during the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1897.
Name of' cemetery.
.Alexandria, La ...................... .
.Alexandria, Va ...................... .
.Andersonville, Ga ...............•....
.Annapolis, Md .... ... .... .. .... ...... .
.Antietam, Md ... ... ....... . ......... .

f!H~~f
irlf,~::::::::::::::::::::::: :
Barrancas, Fla ....................... .

Baton Rouge, La ..................... .
Battle Ground, D. C .•.................

1;:1;;:~t~;~~~:::::::::::::::::::::
Camp Butler, Ill ..................... .
Cam~elson, Ky .................... .

8~:im~!t!L:::::::::::::::::::::::::
Chattanooga, Tenn ... ·..... .... ..... . .
8~\~
ir°~~i~:.1v~::::::: ::: :: ::::: :::::
Corinth, Miss ..•......................

Crown Hill, Ind ...................... .
Culpeper, Va·-····-···················
Custer Battlefield, Mont ............. .
Cypress Hills, N. Y ............ . .... . .

~~~U:: lt::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::

~fJ:!\~~}~t tr}:::::: :::::::::::::::

Florence, S. C ........................ .
Fort Donelson, Tenn ................. .
Fort Gibson, Ind. T ................. . .
]'ort Harrison, Va .................... .
Fort Leavenworth, Kans ............ .
Fort McPherson, N ebr ..........•.....
Fort Scott, Kans .............•.••.....
Fort Smit-b1 .Ark .... .. ............... .
Fredericksourg, Va .........•.........

g[;1;~J:a:::::::::: : ::::::: ~:: :

Hampton,Va ..............••.•.....•..
J etferson Barracks, Mo •.•••..•••••...
Jefferson City, Mo ................... .

Amount.
$685. 95
722.19
887. 24
459. 4-3
726. 40
24,259.53
25.00
629. 60
l, 726. 92
284. 87
1,338.37
367. 33
862. 70
1,212.16
487.17
128. 46
4,016.80
4,172.21
1,115.88
350.14
1,590.44
10. 00
587. 71
772. 24
1,958.85
100. 00
408.13
680. 00
314. 74
322. 29
389. 65
408. 25
454. 98
1,213.71
1, 672.66
500.19
553. 12
1,431.14
929. 84
517. 21
241.16
852. 47
2,280.35
201. 55

Name of cemetery.
Keokuk, Iowa . .. ..,_ .................. .
Knoxville, Tenn ..................•...
Lebanon, K y ......................... .
Lexington, Ky ....................... .
Little Rock, Ark ..................... .
Loudon Park, Md .................... .
Marietta, Ga ....•....•............... .
Memphis, Tenn ...................... .
Mexico City, Mex .................... .
Mill Springs, Ky ..................... .
Mobile, .Ala .......................... .
Mound City, ill ...................... .
Nashville, Tenn ...................... .
Natchez, Miss .........•..............

:::b~~~w.•'!!:~:::::::::::::::::::::
Philadelphia, Pa ..................... .
Poplar Grove, Va ........••....•...••.
Port Hudson, La ..................... .

i;i~{i-t :::::: : ::::::::::::::::

Rock Island, Ill. ..................... .
Salisbury, N. C ..............•••••...•.
San .Antonio, Tex .................... .
San Francisco, Cal .... . ......••.......
Sante .Fe, N.Mex .............•.......
Seven Pines, Va ................ .•••••.
Shiloh, Tenn ......................... .
Soldiers' Home, District of' Columbia.
Springfield. Mo ••............•••.•.•••
St. .Augustine, Fla ................... .
Staunton, Va ........................ .
Stones River, Tenn .................. .

;~f~1:!!i~~::::::::: : :::::: :::
Woodlawn, N. Y ••.•..................
Yorktown, Va ............•...........
Soldiers' lots .....................•.•.•
Miscellaneous ••••••••••.•••••••••.•..

.Amom1t .
$245. 87
528. 71
384. 56
60. 00
955. 83
669. 83
1,306.12
1,448.88
564. 69
282. 60
179. 34
1,018.24
2,579.62
838. 80
379. 51
494.66
1,227.15
1,394.86
496. 29
25. 00
322. 07
1, 512. !)0
400. 00
1,578.26
250. 50
5,569.62
1,311.03
294. 63
988. 24
1,334.26
399. 27
75.00
235. 60
895. 86
3,486.59
288. 55
711. 74
114. 50
210.41
347. ]4
2,806.56

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101, 062, 32

•
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REPORT
OF TTIE

COMMISSARY-GENERAL OF SUBSISTENCE.
WAR DEP .A.RTMENT,
OFFIOE C0MMISS.A.RY-GENER.A.L OF SUBSISTENCE,

Washington, D. C., October 1, 1897.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report of the operations of the Subsistence Department for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1897.
RESOURCES AND EXPENDITURES.

The following statement exhibits the aggregate fiscal resources and
expenditures of the Department for the year mentioned and the balances at the close of the fiscal year:
RESOURCES,

Amounts in the Treasury to the credit of the appropriations of the Subsistence Department on June 30,
1896, as follows :
Subsistence of the Army, 1895 ..••.•..•...... . - ...
Snbsistence of the Army, 1896 ...................•
Snbsisteuce of the Army, certified claims, act June
8, 1896 ...............•... - .•.. -- . - - .. - - - - - · · - -- ·
Commutation of rations t o prisoners of war in rebel
tates and soldier on fnrloughCertified cfaims, act March 2, 1889, and April 4,
1890 .............................. - .... - - .. ·
Certified claims, 1895, act August 18, 1894 .... .
Certified claims, 1896, ac t March 2, 1895 ... ... .
Claims for quartermaster stores and commissary
supplies, acts July 4, 1864, and March 2, 1895 ••..

$21,309.78
154,881.64
7.12

2,044.11
9,975.25
6,986.25
. 08
$195,204.23

Amounts to the credit of officers of tbe Subsistence
Department, and of officers dojug duty in the Subsistence Department, with the Treasurer, assistant
treasurers, and designated depositaries, and in their
personal possession, on June 30, 1896, as follows:
Snbsistence of the Army, 1896 ................•••••
Commutation of rations t o prisoners of war in rebel
State and soldiers on furloughCertified claims, 1895, act August 18, 1894 ..••••
Certified claims, 1896, act March 2., 1895 ..••••.

107, 796.26
197.85
756.57

Amounts refunded to the Treasury near close of fiscal
year 1896, but not carried to the credit of the appropriations by June 30, 1 96, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1896 .•••••.••••...........•••••........

108,750.68

11,953.47
391
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Amounts approprin,tecl for the ubsistence Department
for the fiscal year en cling June 30, 1897, as follows:
Subsistence of tlle Army, 1897, act of March 16, 1896. $1, 650,000.00
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and sohl.iers on furlough4-,000.00
Certified claims, 1897, act of Jnne 11, 1896 .....
Relief of sufferers from overflow of Mississippi River
and its tributaries and the Red River of the
North-joint resolution approved April 7, 1897...
200,000.00
- - - - - $1, 854-, 000. 00
Amounts collected from various sources and refunded·to
the appropriations of the Subsistence Department on
the books of the Treasury during the fiscal year 1897,
as follows:
87.09
Subsistence of the Army, 1894-, a:1d prior years .....
Subsistence of the Army, 1894-, and prior years,
6.62
transfer account ............................... .
25.56
Subsistence of the Army, 1895 ...•......•..........
951. 26
Subsistence of the Army, 1896 ..•......•••..••.....
lM.66
Subsistence of the Army, 1897 ..••••....•.•••......
1,215.19
Amounts received by officers of tho Subsistence Depn,rtment and by officers doing duty in the Subsistence
Department from sales of subsistence stores to the
following purchasers during the :fiscal year 1897, and
taken up for immediate disbursement under the following appropriations:
Subsistence of the Army, 1896: Sales to officers,
$84-7.34; to enlisted men, companies, detachments,
and hospitals, $2,230.65; to post exchange, $426.91.
Subsistence of the Army, 1897: Sales to officers,
$253,170.87; to enlisted men, companies, detachments, n.nd hospitals, $326,655.91; to post exchanges, $27,831.33; to civilian employees, $10,731.94-; to Quartermaster's Dep:trtment, $48.07;
to India,n agents and employees, $2,654.03; headquarters Army, 84- cents; to circuit conrt commission, $90.22; to naval officers, $86.4-4-; to Bureau
Ethnology, Smithsonian Institution, $124.03; of
garden seeds, $239.50; of surplus and condemned
stores and property at auction, $597.71; of boxes,
bn.rrels, etc.1- $222. 03.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
Relief of sutterers from overflow of Mississippi
River ancl its tributaries and the Red River of
the North-joint resolution approved April 7,
1897: Sales at auction.... • . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Amounts taken up by officers doing duty in the Subsistence Department on account of reclamations for stores
lost, damaged, etc., and in corr ction of errors in their
account , etc., during the fiscal year 1897:
ubsistence of the Army, 1897. ··-··· ··-··· .•......
Relief of sufferers from overflow of Mississippi
River and its tributaries and the Red River of the
North-joint resolution approved April 7, 1897,
correction of errors ...•.••....••.........••.....
Amounts charged n,<Tainst officers still in the service on
account of funds and tor s alleged to have been lo t
by theft, etc., for which relief can only be obtained
in Court of 'laim under ections 1059 and 1062, Revised tatute , or from Congre s, a follows:
Sub istence of the rmy, 1 0 ... -................ .
, ubsistence of the Army, 1889 ..............•..... .

3, 504-. 90

622, 452. 92

51. 77

626, 009.59

1,078. OG

443.66
1,521.71

75.92
24.0-!

Total resource .. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

99.96
2 798, 754. 83
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EXPENDITURES.

Amounts expended on the books of the Treasury from
the appropriations of the Subsistence Department during the fiscal year 1897, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 18~4, and prior years,
transfer account ............................... .
Snbsistence of the Army_. 1895 .....•.•.••...........
Subsistence of the Army, 1896 ...•..••..............
Subsistence of the Army, 1897 ..................... .
Subsistence of the Army, certified claims, act June
8, 1896 .•.•...........•......•..................•
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furloughCertified claims, 1897, act June 11, 1896 ...•....

$6.62
197.79
2,146.21
2,135.80
7.12
14.87
$4,508.4i

Amounts disbursed by officers of the Subsistence Department and officers doing duty in the Subsistence Department during the fiscal year 1897, as follows:
82,246.43
Subsistence of the Army, 1896 ....•.•..............
Subsistence of the Army, 1897 ...•................. 1, 972, 702. 83
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough2.25
Certified claims, 1895, act August 18, 1894 ..•...
156.09
Certified claims, 1896, act March 2, 1895 ...... .
2,891.80
Certified claims, 1897, act June 11, 1896 ....... .
Relief of sufferers from overflow of Mississippi River
and its tributaries and the Red River of the North71,170.70
joint resolution a,pproved April 7, 1897 .... , ..... .
- - - - - 2,129,170.10
Amounts dropped by officers doing duty in the Subsistence Department in correction of errors in their
accounts during the fiscal year 1897:
Subsistence of the Army, 1896 .•...................
Subsistence of the Army, 1897 ........... -...... -- .

1.00
134.58
135.58

Amounts carried to the surplus fund on June 30, 1897:
Subsistence of the Army, 1894, and prior years ....
Subsistence of the Army, 1895 .........•...........
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furloughCe tified claims, 1895, act August 18, 1894 ....•.

87.09
21,137.55
10,170.85
31,395.49

Total expenditures...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2, 165, 209. 58

BALANCER.

Amounts in the Treasury to the credit of the appropriations of the Subsistence De11artment on .June 30, 1897,
as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1896 •.•..•...........•...
Subsistence of the Army, 1897 ...•...••....•.......
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furloughCertified claims, acts March 2, 1889, and April 4,
1890 •••••...•....•••••...•.....•.....•.. -- -Certified claims, 1896, act March 2, 1895 ....... .
Certified claims, 1897, act June 11, 1896 .••...••
Clai!fi for quartermaster stores and commissary supplies, acts July 4, 1864, and March 2, 1895 .......•
Relief of sufferers from overflow of Mississippi River
and its tributaries and tbe Red River of the
North-joint resolution approved April 7, 1897 ...

194,693.89
203, 84-9. 89

2,044.11
7,586.73
485.13
. 08
108,685.11

rm, 344.94
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Amounts to the credit of officers of the Subsistence Department timl of officers doing llnty in the Subsistence
Department, with the Treasurer, assistant treasurers,
and designa,ted depo itaries, and in their personal
possession, on June 30, 1897, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1897 ......... _.. . . . . . . . . . .
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furloughCertified claims, 1897, act June 11, 1896 ..... __ .•
Relief of sufferers from overflow of Mississippi River
and its tribntaries and the Red River of the
North-joint resolntion, approved April 7, 1897. ..

$63, 893. 77
608. 20
20,639.62
$85,141.59

Amounts refunded to the Treasury near close of fiscal
year 1897, but not carried to the credit of the appropriation by June 30, 1897, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1897 .. __ .. _.......... _.... _......... _.. .
Amounts charged against officers still in the service on
account of funds and stores allege<l to have been lost
by theft, etc., for which relief can only be obtained in
the Court of Claims under sections 1059 and 1062, Revised Statutes, or from Congress as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1880 ..........••.........
75.92
24.04
Subsistence of the A1·my, 1889 .•••••••••••••...•••.

30,958.76

99.96
Total balances ... ___ .• _. __ .... _.... _. _ . __ ... _.. _.•. _..... .

633,545.25

EXPERIM:EN'.I.'AL TRIAL OF '.l.'HE EMERGENCY RATION •

.A.n experimental trial of the emergency ration established by General
Order No. 49, Headquarters Army, 1896, was undertaken by Troop E,
First Cavalry, at Fort SiU, Okla., upon a twelve days' practice march
in May, 1897. The commanding officer of the troop on this march bad
been the recorder of the board which, under Special Order No. 74,
Headquarters Army, 1896, bad examined the reports of the several
military department boards and the views of the Major-General Commanding the Army and the Commissary General of Subsistence con. cerning tbe proper rations for troops operating in emergencies; and the
troop was accompanied on the march l>y the medical officer who had
been a member of that board, a copy of whose report i hereto appended.
This march was made the occasion for the :first practical test of the
emergency ration. For the first two days the men were subsisted on the
foll field ration, and for the remaining ten days officers and men came
down to the half-allowance emerg·ency ration prescribed by General
Order o. 49. The march wa genera11y aero s country, off wagon
roads, and the average number of miles covered per day in the ten
day ' te t wa 21. The weather up to the last two days of the march
wa · exceptionally fine, and then heavy and almost continuous rains
set in.
The test wa made und r conditions in which the men were not
affe ted by the excitement , anxietie , and fatigues attendant upon
dangerou proximity to, or actual conflict with, an enemy. A a test
under the condition given, the results seem to go a long way toward
e._ tab Ii bing the efficiency of the emergency ration a a mean of u taining the mn cular po er ancl activity of men under prolonged phy •
ical train; but its full e:ffi ien y need yet to be tested by men ituated
in or moving in a more critical environment.
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RELIEF OJ:!' SUFFERERS FROM OVERFLOW OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER
AND ITS '.l'RIBUT.ARIES, 'l'HE RED RIVER OF THE NORTH, .AND THE
RIO GRANDE .AT EL PASO, TEX.

The Subsistence Department was charged by the Secretary of War
with the duty of purchasing and distributing the subsistence supplies
directed by the joint resolutions of April 7 and June 9, 1897, to be
furnished to destitute persons requiring assistance in the districts
overflowed by the Mississippi River and its tributaries, by the Red
River of the North, and _b y the Rio Grande at El Paso, 'rex. Maj. H.
G. Sharpe, C. S., Capt. D. L. Brainard, C. S., and Capt. George B.
Davis, C. S., were assigned to this duty. M~jor Sharpe was assisted
by Lieut. C. .A. Hedekin, Third Cavalry, and Lieut. J. M. T. Partello,
Fifth Infantry; Capt. Brainard by Lieut. J. Pope, jr., Lieut. J. T. Honeycutt, and Lfout. W. L. Kenly, all of the First Artillery; and Captain
Davis by Lieut. E. C. Carnahan, Fifth Infantry, Lieut. Matthias Crowley, Fifth Infantry, Lieut. R. S. Turman, Sixth Infantry, Lieut. E.T.
Cole, Sixth Infantry, and Lieut. H. H. Pattison, Third Cavalry. These
officers of the line were specially detailed by the Secretary of War for
this duty, and they rendered efficient service in connection with the
distribution of stores.
M~jor Sharpe was stationed at St. Louis, and afterwards at Cairo
and Memphis; Captain Brainard at New Orleans; and Uaptain Davis
at Vicksburg and Memphis.
MISSISSIPPI RIVER .AND ITS TRIBUTARIES.

The distribution by Major Sharpe was generally made upon the basis
of the so-called "plantation ration," consisting of 7 ounces of salt meat,
26 ounces of corn meal, and one-half pint of molasses. The daily
allowance for animals was 6 pounds corn and 6 pounds hay. He estimates the quantities distributed by him to be 205,910 rations for sufferers, at a cost of 2.938 cents per ration; and 79,045 forage rations, at
3.857 cents per ration. Two thousand packages of' seeds received from
the Department of Agriculture were also distributed. The following
is a statement of the stores in bulk purchased by him, and the distribution made of same, viz:
States in which
distributed.

Salt
meat.

Corn Rice. Hom•/ s I Sirup. SorFlour. meal.
iny.
at.
g-hum.

- - - -- - - - · - - - - - -

Lbs.
Bbls. Bbla. LbB. Bbls. Bbls. Galli. Galla.
:Missouri .•••... 17,698
61
154 1,595
9
383
165
7½
Kentucky .•.... 2,972
34
93
221 ........
1
5½
½
Arkansas ...... 9,908
7
149
200 ...... .......
110
'I'ennessee ...... 11,950
37
159
500
662
3
2
330
:MississiJlpi .... 27,539 ........
511¾ ·······
-······ ........

- --- - -110½
1, 007¾

•rota!. .... 70,067

------ ------

2,388

11 1

12

1,044

Molasses.

Hay.

Corn.

Galls.

Lbs.

Lbs.

213
12,000 .........
55 . ............ ..............
1,005
153,888 134,497
106
5,000
3,633.5 147,815 144,478

827 1 5,012.5 318,703

278,975

The distribution by Captain Davis was also upon the basis, generally, of a plantation allowance, consisting of 3 pounds of pork, 12
pounds of corn meal, and one-half pint of molasses where there were
children, per person per week, in the case of children the molasses in
a measure taking the pJace of the pork. He estimates the quantities
distributed by him to amom1t to 565,166 rations for sufferers, at a cost
of 3.268 cents per ration, and 259,399 forage rations, at 4.168 cents per
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ration. The following is a statement of the stores in bulk purchased
by him and distribution made of same, viz:
States in which
distributed.
- - - -- - - 1 - - - - Lbs.
Missouri ••••• . .•.....
842
Arkansas ........... .
83,822
Tennessee ........... .
20, 083
Mississippi ......... . 131, 488
Louisiana ••..........
3, 405
Total...... . . . . .
States in which
distributed.

~g~:;•

Corn Yeast Maca• •
_OnTea.
roni. Rice. 10nR. ed.
meal.
---1---1--- 1 - -- - - - - - - - - - - ....-Lbs. Lbs. Lbs.
Lbs. Cans. Lbs. Lbs. Pks. Lbs. Lbs.

1a~';.-

Ham. Lard. Flour.

............ ·••·•••·
5,280
73½ 317,260
38
30
. . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 940
69, 120
. • . • . . . • • • • • 2, 352 536, 440
. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 12, 952

239, 640 ~

,

30

SuSa It.
ga,
r . Molas•
ses.

::) /'.: ::~: ::/ :::iil)

5, 365½ 941, 052

Corn.

Oa t s.

6

15

Hay.

ri:1!1:~1:F.i.:::: :::::: :::::: _. ~·-~'.~. ::: :::
Total...........

363

11, 304 1, 400

3

150

I

5

Cotton- / Gnat
oil. Soap.

h!t~.

Bran.

- - - - - --1-- - - - - - - -- - - - - - Lbs. Galls. Lbs.
Lbs.
Lbs.
Missouri .. • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . .
52 . • . • • • 21, 460
Arkansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 648 . • • • • . 241, 887 ....••..
Tennessee............ 363
1, 332 1, 400
87, 992

200

- - - -- - - - -

Lbs.

Lbs.

Lbs.

Galla. Lbs.

30,312 ............. .•. ..•• •.• ······
633, 629
5, 960
89, 184
328 .... -·
131, 724 42, 875 1 30, 366
10
300
379, 478 . . . . . • . . 49, 900
35 ...•..
1, 590
1, 100 ........... .

23f: g~~

1~. 414

589, 240

18, 414 1, 176, 733

48, 835

I 170, 550

373

I

300

The distribution by Captain Brainard was upon the basis, generally,
of 8 ounces of salt meat, 16 ounces of corn meal, and 1 gill of molasses
for sufferers, and the a11owance for animals was irregular in amonut.
He estimates the quantities distributed by him to be 159,377 rations
for sufferers, at ~ cost of 3. 7944 cents per ration; and 85,632' rations for
animals, at 5.1334 cents per ration. In addition, $128.10 worth of medicines were distributed, as well as 1,000 packages of vegetable seeds
received from the Department of Agriculture. The following is a
statement of the stores in bulk purchased and distributed by him, viz:
State in which distributed.

Bacon.

Corn
meal.

Molasses.

Hay.

Corn.

Oats.

--Louisiana .................................

Pounds.

Pounds.

78, 709

159,624

Gallons. Pounds.
4, 870

I

277,295

Pounds. Pounds.
378,965

4,000

The relief committee of Canton, Mo., was authorized by the Secretary
of War to purchase and distribute $1,166.39 worth of stores for the
relief of persons in that town and vicinity.
RED RIVER OF THE NORTH.

By authority of the Secretary of War, the mayors of the following
places were authorized to purchase and distribute stores to u:fferer
by the overflow of the Red River of the .r ortlJ, and they were reimbur ed in the amounts herein tated, viz: Mayor of Pembina, . Dak.,
294.98; of t. incent, Minn., ""600; of Hallock, Minn., 302.70· of
Drayton, . Dak., 499.95; of Grand Fork , .r . Dak., 671. 6; of Ea t
Grand Forks, finn., 600; and of Moorhead Iinn., 1,112.78.
RIO GRANDE RIVER 1.• TIIE VICINITY OF EL PA 0 1 TEX.

Under the joint re olution of Jun 9, 1897, aptain Davi purcha ed
ub i 'tence , tore and turn d th m over to th mayor of El Pa o for
di tribution tQ de titute person in _th di trict overflow d b the Rio
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G-ra.nde. The basis of the distribution was an allowance of 4i pounds
of flour, 2 pounds of pork, 2--f-6 pounds beans per person per week. He
estimates the quantities distributed to be 13,804 rations, at a cost of
3.4 76 cents per ration. The following is a statement of the stores in
bulk purchased and turned over, viz:
Where distributed.

Pork.

E l Paso, Tex ...•...............

Pounds.
3,853

Flour.

Beans.

I

Coffee. ,~

I

Pounds. Pounds. Pound,.
4, 176
50
8,624

I Pounds.50

Salt.

Soa1l.

Poimds. Pounds.
300
500

DISBURSEMENTS FOR· FLOOD SUFFERERS.

The expenses in connection with the relief of flood sufferers were as
follows:
Relief on Missjssippi River and tribtrtaries:
Disbursements by Maj. H. G. Sharpe, C. S ......................... . $11,366.66
Disbursements by Capt. D. L. Brainard, C. S ....•.................. 12,891.57
Disbursements by Capt. Geol'ge B. Davis, C. S ..................... . 44,393.91
Disbursements by relief committee, Canton, Mo ..... ,. ............. .
1,166.39
598.74
Outstanding indebtedness, Oakville, Iowa ......................... .
Relief on Red River of the North:
.
Disbursements by mayorR in region of Red River of the North ..... .
4,082.27
Outstanding indebtedness, Grauel Forks, N. Dak .................. . .
802.39
Uelief on Rio Grande at El Paso, Tex. :
Disbursements by Capt. George B. Davis, C. S ............ .. . . ..... .
579.44
Total expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

75, 881. 37

After the payment of a small amount for clerical services and other
small expenses in addition to the above, the unexpended portion of
the appropriation of $200,000 will be carried as an entirety to the
surplus fund.
ISSUES TO INDIANS.
To wh.om made.

I~alue
of
1Ssues.
1

Apache Indian prisoners at Fort Sill, Okla. (Army appropriation act, March 16, 1806) ....•. $8,448.55
19. 60
Incl!an pr!s?~ers a~ ~ort Grant, Ariz .... . ............ . .......... . ............... ... ....... -1
Indians v1s1trng military posts (Rev. Stat., 2110)....... . ....... .... . .... ..... . ....... . ......
91. 87
:British Cree Indians deported and delivered to the Canadian authorities (act of Congress
approved May 13, 1896) .....•••••..•••......••.•••...•...•.••••.•.••...•.••• , ••••••.•• , . • • .
360. 87
Total. ..... . ........ .... •.... .. ...... . .. . . •.. . .. .......... . ... .... .... .... ......... .... I $8, 920. 98

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENDITURES.

For liquid coffee there was expended $4,285.64, an increase over previous year of $1,277.24; for extra-duty service, $20,803.65, au iucrease
of $622.26; for advertising, $4,197.61, a decrease of $381.06; for meals
for recruiting parties and recruits, $35,487.77, a decrease of $7,975.90.
LOSSES OF STORES AND PROPERTY.

The value of the stores lost by accident, by wastage in transportation, while in store, etc., dnring the year, for which no one was held
responsible, was $2,758.16, being greater by 354.91 than that of similar
losses in the previous year.
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Supplies lost during the year for which responsibility was fixed
amounted to $263.95, of which $233.91 has been collected, leaving still
to be collected $30.04. Above shows a very large decrease from losses
of like character for a number of years, except in 1895, when like losses
amounted to but $183.58.
SALE OF CONDEMNED .A.ND OBSOLETE STORES.
Subsistence stores.

Original cost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • .
Amounts realizecl from sales ... ... .....••. •u~•· •••• •• • • • • ••••••

Condemned.

Obsolete.

$2, 350. 70
174. 54

$700. 36
202. 36

Total.
$3,051.06
376. 90

1-----·1----f----

Losa.................... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. . . . •.•• .• . . . . . .

2,176, 16

$498. 00

2, 674.16

A decrease from previous year in stores condemned of $594.92, and in
obsolete stores of $1,366.53. From sales of condemned subsistence
property there was realized the sum of $220,81.
CREDIT SALES.

Sales to officers reported as credit sales and not deducted on pay
accounts amount to $86.94; the sales to enlisted men on credit amounted
to $ 1,646.26; and the collections therefrom during the year on muster
and pay rolls, and final statements, on account of credit sales in the
current and previous fiscal years, amounted to $1,429.46.
OOMMISSARY SERGEANTS.

The number of commissary sergeants in service at the beginning of
the fiscal year was 90. During the year 15 were appointed; 1 died, 2
were discharged, and 12 were retired; leaving 90 in service at the end
of the year.
CLERICAL FORCE, OFFICE COMMISSARY-GENERAL OF SUBSISTENCE.

I earnestly invite attention to the recommendation made in the annual
estimate for salaries in this office for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1899 (see Book of Estimates, fiscal year 1899), and urgently request
that the rearrangement of the clerical force in accordance with that
estimate be authorized by Congress at its next session, so that the
classification shall be as follows:
Chief clerk ..•...............••..••...•...••... __ .... • •• __ ........ _.... _• _. $2, 000
Two clerks of class 4 ...•.....•...........•..... __ ...... _. __ ............•. _ 3, 600
Two clerks of class 3 ..................................................... _ 3,200
:E our clerks of class 2.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 600
Thirteen clerks of class 1 ............. __ .......... _....... _. ............ _.. 15, 600
Ten clerks, at$1,000each ................ ················· ·······---····-·· 10,000
Two assistant messengers, at $720 each ................... _..... . ........ _.. 1, 440
Two laborers, at $660 each • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . • • • • . . • . • • • • • • • • . . • . • • • . . . . • . . • • • 1., 320
Total .......... - - ... - . - -.. - - - •.... - .................. _.....• __ ..• __ . . 42, 760

Thi rearrangement has met the approval of everal preceding Secretarie of War and doe uot in rea e th amount to b appropriated for
the clerical force over the amotmt annuaJly appropriated.
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CLERICAL WORK OF '.l'HE OFFICE OF '.l'HE COlVIMISS.A.RY-GENER.A.L OF
SUBSISTENCE.
Accounts
current.

Returns of Return of
subsistence subsistence
stores.
property.

_______
13

Total.

On hancl .Jnne 30, 1896................................
Received during fiscal year 1897............... ...... ,

1,854

58
1, 396

480

2

73
3, 730

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Examined during the year...........................

1, 867
1, 863

1,454
1,414

482
481

3, 803
3, 758

On hand .June 30, 1897 ............................... ------4•1----4-o-l;.- -----1---4-5

The examina,tion of the accounts current required the verification of
34,010 vouchers; tbe returns of subsistence stores, 23,107 vouchers; and
the returns of subsistence property, 1,208 vouchers. The accounts were
rendered by 269 officers.
In connection with the examinations 2,293 postal cards were used,
2,315 letters and 2,008 indorsements written and recorded, and 180
papers copied.
Contracts for supplies, etc., to the number of 341, were received and
acted on.
Certificates of services as acting commissary of subsistence were
issued to the uumber of 437, and of nonindebtedness to the number
of 107.
Statement showing the nitmbm· of clai1ns on hand, received, and disposed of dU1'ing the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1897.
Claims for
Claims for
commutation commutation
of rations
of rations
while held as while on furprisoners of
lough, and
war in
mi1:1cellaneous
rebel States.
claims.

Total.

'l'here were on hand .June 30, 1896. ... . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . ......
Received during the fiscal year..............................

17
30
4.7
296
194
490
1 - - - - - - + - - - - -1- - - - Total..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
313
224
537
Disposed of during year.. ........ ............... ... ..... .....
286
203
489

On baud .June 30, 1897..... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

---- · - - - - - - -1----27

21

48

The number of letters and indorsements written during the year in
connection with the above claims was 1,805.
DUTIES .A.ND STATIONS OF OFFICERS OF THE SUBSISTENCE
DEP .A.RTMEN'.l'.

.A. roster of the officers of the Subsistence Department on June 30,
1897, showing their duties and stations on that date, and the duration
of their present assignments, is hereto appended.
Very respectfully,
Tnos. 0. SULLIVAN,
Commissary- General of Subsistence.
Hon. I USSELL A. ALGER,
Secretary of War.
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.Roster of the Subsistence lJepartnient, United States .A.rniy, June 30, 1897.
Assigned

to present

Duty and station.

Name and rank.

station.
COMMISSARY·GENERAL OF
SUBSISTENCE,

Bri11adie1·• General.
Thomas C. Sullivan.......... Commissary.General of Su!Jsistencc, Washington, D. C.. Jan. 18, 1897
ASSISTANT COMMISSARIESGENERAL 01r SUBSISTENCE,

Oolonela.
William H.Bell .....•...•.... Principal assistant to the Commissary.General of Sub.
sistence, Washillgton, D. C.
Samuel T. Cushing ........... Assistant to the Commissary•Goneral of Subsistence,
Washington, D. C.
Lieutenant• Ooloneli.

Mar. 19, 1897
May

3, 189!

William A. Elderkin ........ . Chief commissary, Department of the Missouri, Chicago, May 9, 1896
Ill.
William H. Na h ........... . Purchasing commissary, old Custom.House building, St. .A.pr. 20, 1897
Louis,Mo.
Charles P. Eagan ........... . Chief commissary, Department of California, San Fran• Aug. 8, 1892
cisco, Cal.
COJ\1MISS.ARIES OF SUBSlS'l'·
ENCE.

Major,.
John F. WeRton ........•.... Purchasing commissary, New York City ..•......... .... May
Charles A. Woodruff........ . Chief commissary, Department of the East, Governors May
Island, N. Y.
John J. Clague ............. . Chief commissary, Department of Dakota, and purcbas- 1 Feb.
ini commissary, St. Paul, Minn.
""\V ells ·w illard ....... _...... . Assistant to the purchasing commissary, Army build- Apr.
ing, New York City.
Henry G. Sharpe ............ . Purchasing commissary, 159 High street, Boston, Mass .. June
Frank E. Nye ...••........... Chief commissary, Department of the Platte, and pnr• Apr.
chasing commissary, Omaha, Nebr.
William L. Alexander ...... . Chief commissary, Department of' the Colorado, and pnr• Mar.
chasing commissary, Denver, Colo.
Henry B. Osgood .. . . ........ . Under orders for duty as purchasing commissary, Den•
ver, Colo.

I

29, 1896
27, 1896

8, 1892
18, 1895
SO, 1897
25, 1894

24, 1894

Captains.
Oskaloosa M. Smith ........ . Purchasing commissary, 250 Illinois street, Chicago, Ill.
Ed ward E. Dravo ..•••....... Chief commissary, Department of '.l'exas, and purchas•
ing commissary, San Antonio, Tex.
Abiel L. Smith ...•.......... Purchasing commissary, 716 New York Life Building,
Kansas City, Mo.
Tasker H. Bliss ...•......... On special duty under direction of the Secretary of War,
Washington, D. C.
James N. Allison .•.......... Chief commissary, Department of the Columbia. and
purchasing commissary, Vancouver Barracks, Wash.
'WHliam H. Bald win ........ . Purchasing commissary, 36 New Montgomery street,
an Francisco, Cal.
Da\'icl L. Brainard . ......... . Purchasing commissary, 1201 Prytania street,
ew
Orleans, La.
George 13. Davis ............ . On temporary duty in Office Commissary.General o.f
ub istence, connected with relief of sufferers from
ov rfiow of Mississippi River and its tributaries,
Washington, D. C.

Oct. 31, 1895
July 10, 1896
June 30, 1893
June 30, 1897
Apr. 10, 1807
Jau. 31, 1897
Mar. 31, 1897
June 28, 1897

I

During the last fi scal year the following casualty occurred in the ."ubsistence Department:
Brig. Gen. Cichacl R. Morgan , Commissary-General of ubsistence, retired January 18, 1897, by
operation of law (section 1, act of June 30, 1882),

APPENDIX.

REPORT OF A PRACTICAL TEST OF THE USE OF THE EMERGENCY
RATION BY UNITED STATES TROOPS ON ACTIVE SERVICE.
The emergency ration was authorized and announced in General Orders, No. 49,
Headquarters of the Army, Adjutant-General's Office, Washington, December 5, 1896.
These or<lers were based on the recommendations of a board of officers convened by
Sp,·cial Order 74, Adjutant-General's Office, March 28, 1896, of which board I had the
honor to be chairman. The board was called upon to make recommendations on the
subject of an emergency ration, and to report upop the minimum amount of articles
of food necessary to susta,in a soldier in health and activity while in active service
in the field for a limited period. This at first sight seemed a great responsibility;
but to aid it in its deliberations the board had the benefit of the well-considered
views of 110 less than forty officers of experience, for in each of the eight military
departments a board had already been convened, each consisting of one medical,
one subsistence, and three line officers, and the reports of these boards, together with
the views of the Commissary General o f Subsistence thereon, were among the materials submitted for the considt\ration of the War Department board aforesaid. The
work of the eight departmental boards made that of the War Department board an
easy one. The experience of the many officers constitnting the various boards inc1icatecl so clearly the main points of consideration that the War Department board
had before it little more than a work of verification. Practically, the result of its
d eliberations confirmed the average results reached by the departmental hoards.
Certain propositious were accepted as proved by the experience of the members.
An emergency, for instance, is no time to attemrt a change of diet, hence all special
articles prepared with the utmm,t care to supply the system with the theoretical
amonnt of the theoretically need.fol nutrients must be set asi<le and only those
articles be recommended for issue to the use of which the soldier is accustomed.
Again, an emergl"ncy might occur at any time and special rations might not be on
hand when wanted, therefore the emergency ration sl1ould consist of those articles
which the Subsistence Department would have always on hand for th'1 subsistenre
of troops. In othn words, hard bread, bacou, arn l coffee shoulcl form the staple!-! of
the emer 0 ·ency ration; and to insure that there slionlrl be no misunderstanding on
this bead th~ board specHied that the hard br ad shonld be such as the Subsistence
Department was th n issuing for the use of troops, and a similar r emark was made
in re_gard to the bacon. Concerning the coffee, 1hPre st•emed to be no room for misunderstanding. Pepper and salt were recommended .is condiments, and tobacco as
an accessory, which conld not always be procured by private purchase in an t>mergeo,·y in war time. The only ad vance<l steps taken by the board were the acct>ptance
of sac-charine instead of sngar, and for the weig_ht of the sugar thns saved, thA substitution of a weight of soup-making material (pea meal being snggested provisiona1ly) ·ontaiuing a large percentage of protein, as this seemed necessary on scientific
or theoretical ground to complete the proper dietary.
Iu the pnhlished articles on the subjec·t an emergency ration was assnmecl to be a
winimnm of diet, and tbe orders convening the \ ar Depart-meut lJOard appeare<l to
imply the same view, lmt the boanl in it,s report made the un xpeeted proposition
that thiR ration shonl<l consi t of the maximum diet for hard Jal>or. It was con idercd that there would be bard work ahead of troops ordered out on emergeu , s1•rvice, nnd that, therefore, uo re1:1triction sLonld, if possible, be placed ou the :•monnt
of foo<l available for the men. Emergencies would seldon1 la t beyond a few days.
The maximum diet for hard labor is set down by the scientific authoriti sat about
2 pound . As.the ?Oard consi dered that on au emergency the_ sol<lier could carry
10 pounds of food, it recommended that the ration should co11s11:1t of 2 ponrnl , hnt
that 110 more tbnn five clays' rations shonld be authoriz tl to be carried. Thus if the
emergency should la t less than five days the soldier would always have the fnllest
diet to su tain him. This would provide for m:1ny of the emercrencies of milit.ary
service; bnt, on the other hand, should th~ emercrenc.v bo expectecl to fast for a longer
period than five clayt:1 Here the board became ;onfronted with the call to determine
WAR 97-26
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the minimum amount of food necessary to sustain a soldier in health and activity for
a limited period in active :fielcl service.
Physiologists are well acquainted with what is called subsistence diet. It is the
diet that is needful to carry on the internal work of th~ human system, the work
involved in the mere act of living, without consideration for active, live muscular
work productive of external results. This is usually set down as about 16 ounces
of water-free food. Parkes, in his widely known work on hygiene, gives the weight
of snbsistence diet as 15 or 16 ounces, not including coffee in this weight; and he
states that although this wm keep a man alive, it will probably not prevent him
from losing w.e ight, and therefore is not really sufficient. In consideration of this
minimum, declared by the scientific and practical hygi enists to be absolutely needful, the boa.r d decided that when au emergency occurred which was expected to
continue for a longer period than :five days, the command should be required to so
use its fiye days' rations as to make them last for the expected number of d ays ; but
that ten days should be the limit of use of the five days' emergency rations, because,
when made to last for this number of days, the men would be practically living on
the subsistence diet of the physiologists, and all muscular work productive of external results would necessarily be at the expense of their own tissues. It was conceived that emergencies would rarely last for so long a period as ten days, but that
when such an emergency did occur, it would be one of extreme gravity and of such
a character as to call for self-sacrifice on the part of the troops. That they would
lose weight on such a spare dietary was accepted; but it was considered by the
board, from the experience of its members, that troops could undergo ten days of
active service on the limited ratiop. without material l oss of efficiency and with no
more injury to the constitution of the men than could be repaired by a week or two
of full diet when the emergency was at an end.
The quality of the components of the ration was decided upon, so that while the
whole ration should have the highest calorific value, its half should c.ontain the
proteids or nitrogenous principles of the physiologic subsistence diet.
It is needless to speak of the whole ration, its sufficiency being guaranteed by
daily experience where bard bread, bacon, and coffee are used as food.
The ability of the soldier to pack on his person and carry :five days' rations was a
question to be determined by the experience of military men. The members of the
vVar Department board concluded that it could be done, but left the details to be
elaborated in the future. The report of Capt. W. C. Brown's test trip in Oklahoma
Territory shows that the five rations, the required amount for an emergency of five
or more days, can be carried by mounted men, and shows also what seems under present conditions to be the best mode of packing. Future experiments with infantry
troops will determine this for them.
The sufficiency of the five days' rations, when spread over six or seven days, may
also be taken for granted; but when spread over eight, nine, or ten days, when the
physiologic subsistence diet was approached or reached, the pract.ical question arose,
vVould the men he able to stand it~ Woul<l they, having food h1 their possession, be
able to limit themselves to a small regulation allowa11cE:', or would they satisfy the
cravings of the day and let the morrow look to it elfj This was the uncertain question that could he decided only by a practical test-not by one or two men who might
be enthusiasts, but by a military command composed of unselected men, many of
w horn should be young soldiers who bad nev er undergone any privation or r estriction
of diet.
It fortunately happened that Lieut. W. C. Brown, who bad been recorder of the
War Department board, was shortly thereafter promoted to the captaincy of Troop
E, First Cavalry, stationed at Fort Sill, Okla., and it occurred to tliis officer that
from no other post in th United tates could the sufficiency or inefficiency of the
emergency ration b demonstrated so satisfactorily, because on account of the absence
of settlers on the Indian reservatiou a command could march for the required 1rnmbcr of days without having to camp or to pa s within 20 or more miles of any settlement wh re the troops might obtain any articles of food 1mknown to their offic·er .
Ca})tain Brown repre ented thi , to the Adj ntant-Gencral of the Army, and r q ue ted
permis, ion to take hi troor out to test the su.ffi iency of the ration when u ed for
the maximum limit of ten days.
This 1w1·mi Aion wa granted, and I wa detailed by Special Order 7, Headquarters
Army, Adjutant- 'en ral. Office, "\Va hin°-ton D. C., April 15, 1897, to accompany the
command a.· it medical officer. Th duty of a medical o.ffic r iu this a. e involved
mor than the or<linar)' duty of a medical officer with an expeditionary column. It
involved a pecial inquiry into the conditiou of the men as affected froru day to day
by th limited dietary.
To nable me to make thi inquiry, I joined the command at :F'ort , ill, kla. evral clay before the troop start <l on it march. Through the court y f the
uart rmaster- en ral Offi · I obtain d a, portahle platfor111 cale hy wJn h the
weight of the men ould he tak n wh u de ir d. From the Army IecUcal 1u emu
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I procured two dynamometers, one of which determined the upward pull of the men,
the other the muscular power of their arms. It was not the intention to use both
of these, but the average relation between them was determined, so that if any accident destroyed the utility of the ono in use the other might be substituted and its
results be comparable with those already made and recorded. The dynamometer
which recorded the upward pull was used throughout the expedition, as its efficiency
continued unimpaired. It was made by Tiemann, of New York, and consisted of an
elongated oblong steel spring with a dial plate and index to show in pounds avoirdupois the approxi1Uation of the sides of the oblong, when nuder strain from below
upward. To use it: A strong iron book was riveted into the center of a board, 2
feet long by 1 foot wide, and 2 foches thick. The soldier stood upon this board
one foot on either side of the hook. He then caught the lower end of the oblong
spring in the hook, adjusted a crossbar by means of the links of a chain to its upper
end, aD<l then with the crossbar in both hands pnlled upward with all his strength.
The muscles of the legs, loins, back, shoulders, and arms were all concerned in this
effort to pull the hook out of the board.
From the Army Medical Museum I obtained also a portable filter the c::tpacity and
efficiency of which had been under test for some time in the bacteriological laboratory. It was iucumbent upon me, as upon all medical officers with troops, to protect
the men from all unnecessary e~posures to iusani tary influences; but in this instance
I regarded it a especially needful to take no risks from impuro water. In another
communication (letter to the Surgeon-General, dated July 6, 1897) I have dealt with
this subject at greater length and made appropriate recommendat,ions. Diarrhea
from impure water occurring in the commn.rnl would interfere with the special
object of the expedition . Such diarrheas might even be attributed to the diet. To
protect the emergency ration, as well as to protect the rneu, I 1· garded it as essential to provide the command with pure water on the expedition, particularly aa I
understood that tho surface waters of the region in which tho march was to be made
had a notoriously bad repntation. I ·was therefore gratified to find myself provided
with a iilter which had given satisfactory results in bacteriological experimentations.
During the few days of my stay at Fort Sill I examined the mou who were to
undertake the march, and found them all sound and hearty. The party consisted of
two officers aud forty-four men. \YHh tho exception of the officers and six of the
men, they were all under 30 years of age, the avorao·e age being 27•,At years. The
youngest man was 21f\!', the oldest (myself),55lii years. 'l'wenty-two of the men were
under 2 .I: years of age, and mo t of these had never been on field sorYice before. The
average height was that of the American soldier, 67.5 incheR, the extremes being 64
and 72 inches. The averag weight was 158 pounds, tho extrnues 140 and 1 8.
In connection with this expedi tiou the Surgeon-General of the Army snggestecl the
desirability of making a control experiment by liaving a detachment of troops undertake a ten da,ys' march on full field rntions, that a comparison of the condition of the
men in the two corumanch; might he made at the end of their march. Only one officer
(Lieut. ·wmiam H. Osborne) and nine men coul<l be spared for this purpo ·e. The
average age of this party was 29i8~, the extremes beino· 21H and 44f2; height 67.9
focbes, the extremes 65. 75 and 71.5; weight 163.4 ponnds, the extremes 135 and 182
pounds.
The two commands marched from Fort Sill on the moruing of Monday, May 17.
They were accompanied by a wagon carrying rations for the ruen aud grain for the
horses, as it was the intention to keep the men on field servi o on full rations for two
or three clays before beginning the emergency march, the better to simulate the
conditions that would be present iu a case of actual emergen cy.
* * * The command as a whole lost weight during the two days' preliminary
mn.rch while on full field ration , whieh loss must be attributed to the change from
the quietude of gHrison duty to the activity of field ervice. On the eYening- of.May
15 the command of 46 officer and ru en wei~hed at Fort ~ill 7,275 pounds, and on tbe
evening of May 18, after a two days' marcn, their weight was 7,217.5 pounds, n. lo. s
of_57.5 ponnds, or an avera~e of 1. 25 per man; but the lo s was not thu_s eveuly _di stnbutecl, for seven men gamed 10 pounds, or 1.43 pounds per man; umo re111arned
nu altered in their weight, aud thirty incurred a lo ::1 of 67. 5 ponurls, or 1. 9 pounds
per man. Four men lost 0.5, thr e 1, six 1.5, five 2, three 2.5, two 3, three 3.5, one
4, one 4.51 one 5, aud one 6 pounds.
Of those who gained, three were Jio-bt weight , one averao-e, and three b avy
weights, the greate t gains being 2 pou11ds by a man who wei()'hed at starting 138
ponncl and 3 ponnds by oue who weio·hed 171 J)Onnds. These two men were respect·
ively 64 and 7'2, inches. Five were under and two over 30 vears of age.
The men who neither gained nor lost varied from 144: to 166.5 pounds, iu height
from 64.25 to 70 inches, and in age from 221¼ to 30f,r; but nve of them were under
23 y ars of ao·e.
The thirty men who lost weight were men who weighed from 14.0 to 188 pounds,
They varied in height from 64 to 70,25 inches, and in age from 21-i\ to 55f:r years,
1
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During this preliminary march members of the detachment intended for tbe control experiment were somewhat similarly affected in their weight. Of the ten in
the party, three gaine<L an aggregate of 4 pounds; two neither gained nor lost,
while five lost au aggregate of 6.5 pounds.
On the morning of W eduesday, 1\1 ay 19, the detachment forming the control experiment moved ont on its ten cla,ys' march, with its field rations on pack mules. After
the departure of this detachment the emergency rations were distributed from the
wagon, which was then dispatched to Fort Sill, leaving the command with no transportation except two mules on which were packed the platform scales, dynamometers,
and filter, and a box containing a r eserve supply of rations in case of the insufficiency
of the official rations issued to tho command. It may here be observed that there
was no occasion to make use of these extra rations. The box was opened on the
return of the command to Fort Sill to verify its contents and show that they had
been untouched during the proQTess of the expedition. Each member of the command, officers included, then paci:ed his ratfons in his haversack a.nd saddlebag . In
the bottom of the haversack were placed the coffee, saccharin, pea meal, salt, and
pepper, with two 16-ounce boxe of bard bread on top. The bacon, wrapped in
parchment paper, with one box of bard bread and the meat can were placed in the
near sadtllebag; the two remaining boxes of bard bread, with towel, soap, etc., in
the off saddlebag, the cup on the rear strap of tbe ne~ saddlebag, and the canteen
on the off cantle ring. The command then mounted and the trial of the emergency
ration was begun.
.
The avernge '1.aily .march of the troop was about 21 miles. The men could easily
have made longer marches, but long marches would have been a test of the endurance
of the hor es rather than of the men. A it was, the men of tbo troop, through the
untiring energy of their captain, were kept a ctively en~aged either on tho march or
in camp from reveille until taps. Breakfast consisted of coffee, bard bread, and
bacon; some of the men prepared soup over night, so that it rnquired merely to be
w armecl up in the morning for breakfast. A few crackers with some coffee or pure
water from the canteen made a satisfactory lunch, taken either dnring a halt on the
march or immediately after reaching camp. Diuner or supper after stables constituted tho meal of the day. Soup was always prepared at this time. Soldiers in
frying bacon in tho field run about two-thirds of the food material to waste. As the
fat melts from tho bacon in tho pan in the process of frying, they tilt it into tho fire
and the resultant piece of crisp fried bacon weighs l ess than a third of the uncooked
slice. Many of the men economized their bacon by frying their bard urea,l, previously softened in cold water, fa the melted greas . I am aware that thi prnctice
is denounced by most anthoritics on di<'tetics, but I have yet to di cover any harmful effect from this method of cookin~ either among healthy young soldiers or hardy
old solcli rs. Others utilized the wnole of their bacon by chopping it into small
fragment · and boiling it with the pea-meal soup. In this way none of tho fat was lo t.
In p ctiou of rations was held on alternate days to check any tendon y to an
extravagant use of supplies. As a rnlo the men wore careful and seldom had to be
cautioned as to the shorta,ge of any articl of the ration. Under tho conditions of
this mar •h ther was no vossibility for the m en to pro ·nre unknown to their offi ers
any addition to the food supply canied in their b~tver a ks ancl adcllebags. On
a •tual rvi · the diet of the comrna.nd could asily have been in r a eel by killing larg O':Un<', hut as th obj d of the exp dition woulcl have he u frustrated by
any aclclition to the ration, no effort wa mad in thi dir •tion. The men r ecogniz •d
tbiH, aucl on one o asion wh n a, fi•w mulberries were found in amp, them n made
incptiry as to whether they coul<l at th m without interfering with the experimental trial of the ration .
n another oc asiou some wilcl onions w •re dug np at a
halting place ancl brought into <·arup to sea. on the p a-m al oup. The e were the
only ad<li ion to the ration which a, few of the men had clurinu the ten clar' mar h.
Tb y were Rapicl substance an<l anti ·orbutic, but as a fool uppJy the weight used
amount cl t nothing.
During the mar ·h th m n W<'ro bright, a. tive h erful, and appeared to u:ffer in
no way from th ir re tric-t :1 cli t. Ev ry ev niug h fore ta.bl ·all the ommancl
r port cl in blou · campaiO'n hat and leggiu to b wc•i h cl. Each took au int rest
in tb i proC'e , ancl the w igb t r c·or<letl wa u uall v<•rifiecl b the man him ·elf
befi re he st<'pped from th
·al 8. A Rimilar int r t wa shown in the t t of
trenoth hy the cl:rnamom t r.
n s veral o<· ·asiou the pnl. e rat wa taken b f r
the rn° n w re weighed. Th intention "\\a to have tb . heart b eat not d while the
men w re tandin•Y at a. e hut it wa not po ibl to et this in all ca
me of
th men ,in t having be u r !i ,. cl f~om 11 rd guard or oth r duty bad the vul e
ac •el rat <l b y xer ·i . l)unng tb<' Ill" t ev n day th w ather wa dry and favor< bl
to c ·uracy in w igbing. II avy rain Ji 11 on th ighth and ninth clays of he
mar b. The wei rbt of them u wa tak non th ighth day, ~fay 27, but th re ulta
w r of n value as th :,· m r ly Hhow <l approxirnat<•Jy how mnch rnoi tnr there
wa in th ·lothin". Tho veuiug of May 28 was so wet that the scales w 1·e not
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unpacked. The wet weather of these two days showed how fortun ate the expedition
had been during the first seven days. Damp weather during the trip would have
rendered accuracy in weighing impossible, for moisture in the clothing would have
obscured the slight changes in weight from day to day.
The wear and tear of the human machine in keeping up the vital processes and
m aintaining the animal heat at its normal requires the expenditure of an amonnt of
energy which has been variously stated by different authorities. Probably the lowest estimate of what is needful as subsistence diet is that given by Playfair, who
calls for 14.5 ounces of water-free food, the proximate principles being protein 2
ounces, fat 5 ounces, and carbohydrates 12 ounces, fnrnishing to the system 137
grains of nitrogen and barely 3,000 grains of carbon and having an energy equal to
1, 758 calories.
The half ration or daily allowance of food used by the command on its recent
march consisted of 8 ounces hard bread, 5 ounces bacon, and 2 ounces pea meal, with
coffee, saccharin, salt, pepper, and tobacco. Excluding the accessories and calculating
the staples into their proximate principles, they are found to be composed of protein
2.128 ounces, fat 3.809 ounces, and carbohydrates 6.93 onn ces, a total of only 12.867
ounces of water-free food. This allowance is considerably less than Playfair's minimum, but its r eparative and calorific values are much greater. It furnishes 147
grains of nitrogen for ·the :reparation of muscle, 3,159 ~rains carbon for respiratory
purposes, and provides the system with an energy equal to 2,055 calories.
In accordance with the views of the authorities on di etetics it was to be anticipated t hat men on a diet of this kind would not only lose w eight by having to
utilize the carbon of their tissne, but would lose strength also on account of an
insufficiency of nitrogen to repair muscular waste. It is generally accepted that on
active service men should have at least 300 grains of nitrogen daily to provide for
the r epair of muscular tissues. Parkes mentions the experiments, but does not
detail them, of a British medical officer ju lndht, who found that men lost weight on
active service when snpplied with less than this quantity of nitrogen.
\Vith the exception of a few ounces of pea meal, the whole of the five days' emergency rations was consu111ed hy the expeditionary command, and it may be accepted
that each man disposed of hi own allowance. To go into detail woulrl show that
two or three of the young men had to be helped out by a handful of hard bread or a
slice or two of b acon from some older comrade, th at salt and pepper were in excess,
and that saccharin was thought little of by many, who liked their coffee just as well
without as with any sweetening, either of sugar or saccharin. It is to be observed
that saccharin has no food value, and this appeared to be appreciated by the men.
'l'bere was an excuse for the few mm who hau to go a little short on bacon during
the last d ay or two in that this article of the ration had been issued in 50-ounce
blocks, and it required an accurate eye to slice off the proper allowance for breakfast
or dinner in the early d ays of the march. Had it be..e n issued in five pieces of 10
ounces each, the young soldier would have been better able to recognize his daily
allowance.
The loss of weight incurred by the command during the ten days' march on the
limited ration was 135 pounds, or an average of 2.935 pounds per man. On May 18
the agiregate weight was 7,217.5, and on May 29, 7,082.5 pounds. But the loss was
not evenly distributed. In fact, 5 individuals, including the commanding officer of
the troop, gained in weight an aggregate of 7.5 pounds, and 2 men neither gained
nor lost, so that a loss of 142.5 pounds was incurred by 39 men, or 3. 654 pounds per
man. This loss was as follows :
I

Loss in
Loss in
Number of pounds
of pounds
per A ggregate. Number
per .Aggregate.
men.
men.
man.
man.
2
3
1
3
1
2
4
2

1

8.5
7
6. 5
6
5. 5
5
4. 5
4
3. 5

17
21
6. 5
18
5. 5
10
18
8
3.5

4

3
1
5
5
2
39

3
2.5
2
1. 5
1
.5

12
7. 5
2
7.5
5
1
142.5

On look~ng at [the tabl~J which records the weiihings made day b~ d_ay in t~e field,
to determme whether gam or loss of wei(J'ht was rn:f:luenced by age, It IS reachly seen
that the men who suffered the greatest ioss were mostly young soldiers. Of the 6
who lost from 6.5 to 8.5 pounds only 1 was over 221\ years of age, while those who
gained in weight were much more advanced in years; but, on the other hand, 2 of 5
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men who lost only 1.5 pounds were under 22 y ars of age, and one of those who
neither gained nor lost was only 22t years. The relation of the loss to a 0 ·e may be
shown best by aggregating the m en into three groups-those und er 24, those between
24 and 30, and those over 30 years of age. 'l'wenty-two were under 24, and t,heselost
87 pounds, or an average of 3.95 per man; 15 wero between 24 and 30, and these lot
41.5 pounds, reduced to 40 pounds by a gain of 1.5 pounds on the part of 2 of their
number, equaling an average loss of 2.66 per man; 9 men were over 30 year , and
their loss was 14 pounds, reduced to 8 pounds by a gain of 6 pounds on the part of 3
of their number, equaling a loss of 0.89 pounds per man.
The relation of height to the gain or loss is not so clear, but it would seem that
the tall men lost less than 1hose who were under the average in height. None of the
8 men who lost 1,.7 and 8.5 pounds each was over 67 inches, but inasmuch as
those who gained were also under the average height, it is to be concluded that
other conditions wero much more powerful in their influence. Nevertheless, when
the men are divided into two classes, those uncler 68 inches and those over that
height, it is found that the former suffered the greater loss. Twenty-five men were
under 68 inches in height, and these lost 84 pounds, reduced to 77.5 pounds by a gain
of 6.5 pounds on the part of 4 of their number, equaling au average loss of 3.10
pounds; 21 men were over 68 inches j n height, and these lost 58.5 pounds, reduced
to 57.5 pounds by a gain of 1 pound on the part of 1 of their number, equaling
an average loss of 2.74 pounds for the class.
Height and weight do not a.I ways go together, else the heavier men would have
lost loss than the lighter men, but, as a matter of fact, the heavier men lost relatively
more than the lighter men. On starting from Fort Sill the mean weight was 158
pounds. Dividing tho mcm into two groups, those above ancl those below this
weight, it may be seen that in the former were 22 men and in the latter 24. The 22
men above the mean weight, aggregating 31750 pounds, lost 83 pounds, or 2.21 per
cent, equaling 3. 77 pounds p er man. 'rhe 24 men under the mean weight, ago-regating 3,525 pounds, lost 59.5 pounds, reduced to 52 pounds by a gain of 7.5 on the part
of 5 of their number, equivalent to a loss of only 1.48 per cent, or an average of 2.17
pounds per man. The mean height of the 22 men was 68.9 inches, their mean weight
170.5 pounds; the mean height of the 24 men was 66.25 faches, their weight 146.66
pounds.
Whatever may have been the influence of age, height, and weight on the loss of
weight of the individual soldier it js certain that the manner in which tho men
cooked their bacon was an important factor in the case. It js to be regretted that
careful observations were not made daily on this point. Every evening the officers
of the command inspecfed the cooking processes at the various ca,mp fires to show
their interest in the welfare of the command, bnt no record ,vas kept of each man's
daily cooking,. The majority of the men fried their bacon and lost two-thirds of the
fat of the slices thus cooked. Some occasionally fried their hard bread in the melted
fat and thus utilized a considerable quantity ofit, and when they boiled the chopped
bacon in their can of pea soup the whole of the fat was saved and ingested. These
differences in the method of cooking make it cvide~t that although each man had 50
ounces issued to him, and was reported as having consumed the whole of it, the men
individually took into their systems Yery different quantities of that part of their
ration which had the highest calorific value. Captain Brown, for instance, obtaiued
the full value of his ration of bacon by usino- it all in soup, while I lost much of
mine by having it all fried to a crisp. He gained in weight, I lost. We were nominally on the same ration, but actually used very different quantities of the hydrocarbon. It may be assumed that the other members of the command gained or lost
more or less in accordance in part with their method of cooking their bacon.
The ration prescribed by the J1yo-ienic authorities for a soldier undergoing hard
labor in the fielcl consi ts of from 25.5 to 29.5 ounces of water-free food as compared
with 12.86 onnces us cl by the men of E Troop, First Cavalry, on this expedition. It
was therefore to be expe ted that the command would lose weigllt; but the facts
that 5 gained in weight, that 2 n 1ther ained nor lo t, that the average lo s
in 27 of the 46 men did not ex eed 3 pounds, and that in 36 of the 46 it <lid not
exceed 5pound , although not all of the bacon was utilized, show that the estimate
of the hygienists err 011 tbe sicle of liberality, and that men can do hard work and
be in fine athletic condition for at least ten day on a much le s generou dietary.
It i to be observed al o that not all of the los of weight is to be attributed to the
shortage of food, for the ten me0: of the control experiment lost weight, althon ah they
had all they desired to at, and, m fact, turned in a certain percentage of their rations
on th ir return to Fort ill.
Their allowan e p r man per day was 12 onnce8 hacon, 11.2 hard bread, 5.4 flour,
2.4- bean , 1.2 sugar, and 16 potatoe , with coffi e, salt. aocl pepper. Tlleir me was
a common mes., and ont of this each man ate a mu <" h as L de ired. Th y turn din
on th ir return 11.2 pound bacon, 3 pound. hard brPad, 20 pounds flour, 10 pound
bean , and 1.5 pounds ngar. Th averag quantity •on urned daily per man wa
10.2 ounces bacon, 11.2 hard br ad, 2.2 flour, 0. bean , 16 potatoes, and 0.95 sugar.
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This average was equivalent to a total per man of 26 ounces of water-free food,
consisting of protein 3.32 ounces, fat 7.68 ounces, and carbohydrates 15 ounces. It
furnished about 230 grains of nitrogen, 6,377 grains of carbon, and an energy 4,145
calories. Some of the men consumed more, some Jess, but all had as much as they
cared to eat. Ne vertheless, the detachment lost 13.5 pounds in w eight, an average
of 1.35 pounds per man during tho t en days. Four gained in w eight, the largest gain
being 4.5 pounds ; 6 lost, the largest loss being no less than 7 pounds.
In tbis may be seen an alteration to a normal relation of fat to muscle in tho individu al soldier under conditions of active field service as compared with conditions
of g arrison dut y. This must be taken into consideration in appreciating the maximum losses and g ains of the forty-six men of the emergency march.
It was feared that the deficiency of nitrogen in the half ration of the men in the
emergency command would sap their strength by defective repair of muscular tissue,
but this fear was not realized, for the daily t ests with the dynamometer showed that
there was no falling away in strength. Iu fact, the command as a whole gained in
upwaru pull 1,079 pounds during the ten days from May 18 to May 29, an average
gain of 24 p ounds per man.
!'
'fhe notes of each day's pull are matter of
official r ecord, which can be furnished if desired. The pull of the men of the control experiment was increased by 32.8 pounds per man, but when the difference
b etween 12.86 ounces and 26 ounces of water-free food per day for ten days is considered, this increase in the muscular pull of the individual must be regardecl as
inconsidera ble.
It will be gather ed from what I have submitted above that I regard the value of
the emergency ration as proved, even when used to its maximum limit of ten days,
not only b y veteran t r oops, but by young and untried soldiers. On the forenoon of
their return to Fort Sill, Troop E, First Cavalry, was in better training and athletic
condition than when it rode out twelvo days before, and as I am confident that I
myself could have started out that day and r epeated the ten days' experiment, so am
I couficlcnt th at every soldier in the troop could have done so.
As the r es nlts of this experimental expedition have proved so satisfactory, I see
no reason why troops should not b e accustomed to the use of tho emergency ration
when out from their permanent stations on practice marches and fi eld maneuvers.
The experience wonld be as v alua ble as any ot her experience to be gained on such
occasions. It woul<l be particularly vr~luable to company officers, who would have
in th e actual emergencies of wa,r to look after the individual cooking and the condition of tho men's h itversacks from day to day . I need say nothing of the <lemonstrat ed practicability of the emergency ration from the military point of view. The
advantage of having a cavalry or infantry command able to cut loose from transportation for t en days an d take up au unexpected position or make an unexpected
attack is self-evident; but such movements can be b etter effected if the men, and
part icularly the officers, have had some experience in carrying ont their details. The
desirability of sending out emergency commands during autumn maneuvers and
practice fi eld opera tions is therefore manifest. But under existing orders thi can
not b e done.
General Order 49, Headquarters of the Army, Adjutant-General's Office, Washington, D. C., December 5, 1896, e tablishing the emergency ration, was issued under
the dominance of theoretical views as to th e insufficiency of this ration on half
allowance. It prescribed that "the ration be resorted to only on occasions arising
in active operations when the use of the regularly established ration may be impracticable," and that" although the nutritive qualities of the ration permitted its use on
half allowanc , it will not be so used except in cases of overruling necessity." I
would therefore suggest that the said requirements be omitted from paragraph 2 of
General Order 49 and that the p aragraph be modified so as to read:
2. The Secretary of ,var directs that the emergency ration will never be used for
a longer period than t en days, and that not more than five days' rations be carried
on the p erson at one time.
L Respectfully submitted.
•)f

->:-

CH. SMART,

Depiity Sm·geon- Genernl.
[First indon1ement.]

Septenibe1· 21; 1897.
Rei::ipectfu11y forwarded to the Adjutant-General of the .Army.
In my opinion this is an extremely valuable r eport aucl reflects great credit upon
Lie?-tenant-Colonel Smart, deputy surgeon-general, ~hose carefully conducted expenmental test shows that the emergen cy ration for five clays may be made to serve
for ten days wi tbont an y injury to the health of the troops using it. I concur in the
recommendation made by Lieutenant-Colonel Smart at the cloae of his r eport.
GEO, M. STERNBE R G,
Surgeon-General, Unitecl States .A.1-niy.
WAR DEPARTMENT, SURGE ON-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
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WAR DEPARTMENT, SURGEON-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. 0., September 22, 1897.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report of my administration of the duties pertaining to the office of the Surgeon-GeDeral
of the Army:
Among tbe expenditures authorized by Congress for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1897, were those for artificial limbs, for .surgical appliances and for trusses for persons disabled in the line of duty, for the
Army Medical Museum, for tbe library of the Surgeon-General's Office,
for the support and treatment of destitute patients in the city of
Washing-ton, D. C., for the construction and repair of army hospitals,
and for the support of the Medical Department of the Army .
.ARTIFICIAL LIMBS.

During the year endecl June 30, 1897, there were furnished under
the laws relating to artificial limbs 301 artificial legs, 7 arms, 4 feet and
1 apparatus; and the commuted value of an artificial leg was paid in
2,856 cases of amputated leg, of an artificial arm in 2,993 cases of
amputated arm, and of an artificial foot in 69 cases of amputated foot.
Commutation was paid also in 3,297 cases in which the use of a limb
was lost. The mo:ney expended amounted t<;> $555,347.51, of which
$552,854.46 was from the current appropriation, $2,452.35 from the
appropriation for 1896, and $40. 70 from that for 1895.
Artificfal limbs, 1897:
Appropriated by act approved June 11, 1896 ..........•••••••••••.. $575,000.00
Disbursed during the year .. . •. . . . . . .. . . . •• . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. •.••. 552,854.46
Balance on hand Jone 30, 1897 . . . . . . .. • . .. . . . . ... . •. . . .. . . . . . . . .

22,145.54

Artificial limbs, 1896, act March 2, 1895:
Balance on hand July 1, 1896.... . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
Disbursed during the year . . • •• . •. • . . . • ••. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•

2, 452. 54
2,452.35

Balance on hancl June 30, 1897. .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .

. 19

Artificial limbs, 1895, act August 18, 1894:
Balance on hand July 1, 1896.... .••••. .••... .... ...... ..•... ....•.
Disbursed during the year . . . • • • . • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • .

2,196.71
40. 70

Transferred to surplus fund Juno 30, 1897 .. . . . .. . . .. • . . . . . . .. . ••.

2,156.01

The number of cases paid during the year does not include the whole
number that matured during that time. Cases occurring toward the
end of the year have to be carried over into the next year before settlement can be effected. The following tabulation shows the cases now
411
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on the rolls of this office and the years in which tbe approved claims
mature:
Due during the y ears ending June30-

Cases.

Value.

Cases.

Value.

---

]899.

1898.

1897.

Cases.
62
121

Value.

Arms, artificial, at $50 e:i;;b ........••.......•••
L eg s, artifi cial. at $75 eac h ....................
Feet, artificial. a t $50 ea •l.t ..•..•..•••••••••••••
Loss of use of limb, commutation, $50 .....•.

3,016
3,192
75
3,474

$150, 800
2a9, 400
5, 625
173, 700

114
15'1.
15
3, 300

$5,700
ll , 325
750
165,000

2,255

$3,100
9,075
650
112,750

Annual total ...••.•••••••••••.....•......

9,757

569,525

3,580

182, 775 1 2,451

125,575

13

Total cases, 15,788; value, $877,875.

Tbe value stated is the commuted value without including the cost
of transportation when the artificial limb is drawn in kind. The commuted value of the cases wl.Jich matured during the past year was
$5uV,525, to cover which and tbe expenditures for transportation the
sum of $575,000 was appropriated by the act approved June 11, 1896.
Maturing during the current fiscal year are 3,580 caRes, the commuted
value of which is $182,775, and for this an appropriation of $183,000
was made by the act approved July 19, 1897. There are now in the
files 2,451 cases that come to maturity in the year e11ding June 30, 1899.
TlieHe have a commuted value of $125,575, and estimates for this sum
have already been submitted .
.A.PPLI.ANCES.

The nnm ber of appliances issued during the year was 176, for which
was disbursed the sum of $1,045.:n from the appropriation approved
Juue 11, 1896, and $136.50 from that approved March 2, 1895, a total of
$1,181.77.
TRUSSES.

There was expended in furnishing and fitting trusses to disabled soldiers uuder sections 117H-1178, Revised Statutes of the United States,
and the act of March 3, 1879, the sum of $7,26..:.so. The number of
trus 'es issued and fitted during the year was 1,043.
HOSPITAL CORPS.

During the year 70 original enlistments into the corps were made,
89 men ree11li ·ted, 114 were transferred from tbe line, and 3 returned
from de ertion, making a total gaiu of 276. The losses were as follows:
Di charge for expiration of term of service ...••••••••••.••••••••••..•••••••••.
Discharge for di ability ........ _ ...•....•.••.......... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
Discharge by orders .................................... _. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
Disch3:rge bl' general courts-martial. _..•...•.... __ ....... _••........ __ . _. . . . . .
Tran fer to 1ne ............. - . - ....••..... _.... _..... __ ..... _.. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
Retirem nt from active servi e ...•......•........ _. _.... __ ..•••••.. __ ..... .•. .
Dea th ............. -... - . - - ... - • -.. - ...... ___ ............. __ ....... _.. . . . . . . . .
Desertion .•••••.•.•.......• - - .. - •..••........• _....• _•.. _. __ .•• _••.. _. • • . • • . . .

113
14
99

5

13
7

5
17

Total ...............•.••.. - ••..••••..• _••..••• __ •••••••. __ •......... _. . . 273

Ther r rnainecl in er ice June 30, 1 97, 98 hospital steward , 99
a ting ho pital :t ward and 513 private , a total of 710.
Th act of Iar •h 16, 1 ' Ub, reduc d the number of ho pital stewards
and fi · d it ther after at 100. The number is now reduced by casualty

to u .

.An a

rage of 21 men were con tantly absent under the furlough
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provision of the act approved June 16, 1890. Most of these men had
to be replaced during their furloughs, so that the numerical strength
of the corps was correspondingly increased. Of those entitled to furlough and discha,r ge u11der the act cited, 69 availed themselves of the
privilege. As all enlistments from .August 2, 1894, were for three years,
there will be no more such furloughs and discllarges after August 2,
1897, so far as thes.e enlistments are concerned, and none for the remaining five-year enlistments after November I, 1897. The abolition of the
furlough and discharge privilege will add much to the efficiency of the
corps.
Four men purchased their discharge under the act allowing this procedure.
Au examination of privates for detail as acting hospital stewards
was hel<l in February, 1897, by written questions sent to tl.Je posts of
the applicants. Thirty-one caudidates were examined, of wllom 23 were
successful and have been detailed and assigned.
No examination for hospital stewards has been held, as the number
until lately was up to the limit allowed by law.
The hospital company of instruction at Washington Barracks and
the smaller detachments in the western departments contrihute materially to the training of the men in their important duties, and serve also
as depots from which vacancies in the respective departments are filled.
The iustruction given them includes nursing, cooking, first aid to sick,
litter and ambulance drill, pharmacy, assisting in operations a11d disinfection, taught both theoretically and practically, with field work as
far as possible. The company at Wasllington Banacks received 4(i rnen
during the year, and from it 42 trained men were seut to other posts.
The appropriation for the support of the Corps for the fiscal year
1896-97 was $206,280. .As this was more than sufficient, the appropriation for 1897-98 was reduced to $202,800.
A reviRed edition of the Drill Hegulations for the Hospital Corps of
the Army was issued during the year. The uew edition was called for
by changes in the equipment. The opportunity was taken to embody
in it out,lines of first aid for use in instructing the men of the line.
The infantry blanket bags have been done away wit)l for members of
the Hospital Corps. 'l'hcse bag·s were u eless for men on mounted service and were never carried by hospital corps men on foot. When on
active service, the clothrng of each man is now rolled up in the shelter
canvas supplied to him and is held in place by straps. It is or<liuarily
carried in a wagon, but can be made fast behind the saddle when the
man is mounted.
The uniform of the Corps consists of three snits, a uniform for ordinary wear, a suit for ward service, and a campaign uniform.
The first (see fig. 1) consists of a dark-blue flannel blouse, lined,
with five gilt buttons. The private wears on tlle left arm above the
elbow a brassard of white cloth, 3 inches wide, with a cross of red cloth
in the center. The chevrons of the acting hospital steward consist of
three bars of emerald-green cloth with a 1·e<.l cross within, the bars onehalf inch wide, separated by white silk stitching, and worn above the
elbow, points down. Those of the hospital steward have, in addition,
an arc of green cloth over the ends of the bars. Service chevrons are
worn on both sleeves below the elbow.
The collars worn are of white linen, the cravats of black silk, the
gloves of white Berlin, and the shoes of calfskin.
Tlle cap is similar to that worn by other enlisted men of the Armyof dark blue cloth, with a visor of black patent leather rounded a11d sloping downward from the horizontal. The private and acting hospital
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steward wear a cros of w lJite metal on the front of the cap; the hospital
steward a similar cros inclo ed by a wreath of white metal.
The trou ers are of light-blue ker, ey with stripe of emerald green,
the latter beiug one-half inch wide for private·, 1 inch for acting hospital stewards, and li inch for hospital stewards. The waist belt is of
leather, black, with plate.
The equipment for service with tllis uniform consists of the litter
sling and the hospital corps or orderly pouch.
The ack coat and trouser of the uniform for ward service (see fig-. 2)
are made of cotton duck, bleached for hospital stewards and acting hospital stewards, unbleached for privates.
For .field service the blouse, shoes, waist belt, and trousers are the
same as those of the ordinary uniform. Instead of the cap the campaign hat of drab colored felt is worn, and the lower limbs from the knee
down are protected by leggings of strong cotton duck (see fig. 3). The
overcoat is of sky-blue cloth, double-breasted, and with a detachable
cape lined to conform in color with the facing on the uniform. The
chevrons on the overcoat of the hospital steward and acting hospital
steward are worn below the elbow with the point one-half inch above
the cuff.
The equipment for field service consists of the litter sling, hospital
corps or orderly pouch, canteen and strap, haversack and strap with
meat can, tin cup, knife, fork, and spoon.
No side arms are worn, but revolvers or other available firearms may
be carried when serving in the field during Indian wars, or when the
rights of the hospital corps as noncombatants under the Geneva Convention will not be recognized.
MEDICAL .AND HOSPITAL SUPPLIES.

The disbursements during the year ended June 30, 1897, from the
appropriation made by act of Congress, approved March l d, 1896, for
the expenses of the Medical Department of the Army, and from the
balances of previous appropriations on hand at the beginning of the
said fiscal year are presented in the followillg statement:
Appropriated by act approved March 16, 1896 ... _. _. _. ______ .. _________ $140, 500. 00
Refunded (luring the year. ____________ . ___ . ______ . _________ ... __ . _. __ _
10. 20
Total to be accounted for ____ . ____ ... _._. ____ •. ________ • __ . ____ . 140,510.20
Disbursed during the year:
Medical supplies. ___ . ___ . ______ . ____ . ______ .. ____ . ____ . $4.0, 114. 00
Pay of employees _____ . ___ •.•. ____ . ___ .... __ . ____ .. _. __ . 31, 720. 34
Expen es at supply depots . . ____ ... _... ___ •... __ .. __ . _. _
109. 70
Medical attendance and medicines. ___ ... ________ .. _. __ . 12, 426. 10
Washing at post hospitals .. _.... ___ .... __ ... _________ ..
1,346.07
Material for experimental cooking .......... _.. _____ .. __
250. 00
Miscellaneous expen es ________ . _.. _.. __ .. _. ____ .. ____ .
126. 75
Total disbursed. - - - -- - - - - -•. _____ . ____ . ________ .. _______ .. _____ .

86, 092. 96

Balance on hand to be accounted for ________ ••• --· _____ ._._______

54,417.24

As follows:
In nited ta.tea Treasury ..... - - - _.. _________ . _______ .. $27,969.99
In band di bursing oflicer :

ti:.,!~f::::: :::.- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 2J; 5ff ~

Wa bington ---·-----------··----·-----·---·-----· ·
an Fraoci co. - - - - . -- - - . - - - -.... - - _. __ . ____ . _. _. ___
.Army and avy General Ho pital. __ .•.••••. __ . ___ ..

294.61
2, 175. 88
10. 25

54,417.24

FIG. 1. UNIFORM FOR
ORDINARY WEAR.

FIG. 2. UNIFORM FOR
WARD SERVICE.

FIG. 3. UNIFORM FOR
FIELD SERVICE.
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Of the amount, $;'54,417.24, on hand July 1, 1897, about $30,000 will
be required for payment of supplies contracted for and other obligations incurred prior to July 1, 18U7. The balance will revert to the
United States Treasury.
The approximate value of medical supplies actually issued during the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1897, is $102,084.27.
Medical and Hospital Department, 1896:
Balance on hand July 1, 1896, u.ct F ebruary 12, 1895...... . . . . . . . • . . . . $84, 724. 51
Refunded during the year.................... ......................
7.17
Total to be accounted for .................••..•..•......••••••.•.. 84,731.68
Disbursed during the year:
Medical supplies .........•.............................. $18,513.09
174.00
Pay of employees ...•........ ••w••· ••• _.••••••••••• •• ••••
Medical attendance and medicines ...................... .
3,466.73
207.90
Washing at post hospitals ..............................•
25.00
Miscellaneous expenses ...••.............................
Total disbursed..................................... .............

22,386.72

Balance on hand to be accounted for ............................. . 62,344.96
As follows:
In United States 'freasury .......•.•....•...........•.... $53,789.61
In hands of disbUl'siug officers :
New York............... ............................
4,973.25
St. Louis............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
875. 48
San Francisco. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 661. 99
Washington........................................
44-.63
62,344.96
Medical and Hospital Department, 1895:
Balance on hand July 1, 1896, act of August 6, 189-!.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56, 013. 63
Disbursed during the year . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ... . . .. . .. . . . . . ... . . .. .
229. 70
Transferred to surplus fund . . • • • . • . . . . • • • . . . • . • . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . .

55, 783. 93

Recently issued medical works and improved appliances of various
ki1;1d~ have been supplied to the hospitals during the year. A few of the
prmmpal posts have been provided with the Roentgen ray apparatus.
To insure uniformity in the supplies furnished to post hospitals from
the three medical supply depots, standard samples have been selected
and distributed to the depots as the basis for future purchases. Medi•
cal supplies, especially bulky ones, are obtained at the depots nearest
the posts to be supplied, thus avoiding unnecessary cost for transportation.
The therapeiltic value of medicinal tablets.-During the year an inves•
tigation was made into the efficiency of those medicines that have for
some time past been supplied to Army medical officers in the tablet form.
The results were so far satisfactory as to show tliat in general the tablets do not suffer any more from deteriorating influences than other
preparations of the ame medicines. The intention in issuing medici•
nal sub. tances in this form was to provide medical officers with known
weights or doses of the various articles while economizing in the bulk
of the articles and in the tran 'portation required for medical supplies on
field service. It app ar , however, from the investigations made that
the tablets are ometime regarded as being pharmaceutical prepara.
tions ready for admini tration. In some i11stances this is the case, but
in many oth r th~ tablet ha to be prepared for use by solution in
water or other men truum, or, if insoluble, by being cru bed to powder
and admini ·tered in u pen ·ion or ernulRiou. Tablets, for instance, of .
bromide , forlides, chlorate ·, and other salts would be highly irritant
to the ga ' tric mu ou membrane if wallowed without previous solu.
tion and dilution. 'Iablets of more or less insoluble substances such
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as quinine, phenacetin, salol, and sulphonal would be slow to act, or
even inert, unless crushed to a fine powder or otherwise specially
treated before administration.
Reports on this subject were made by Capts. W. L. Kneedler, San
Diego Barracks, Cal.; J. L. Phillips, Fort Walla WaJla, Wash.; W. J.
Wakeman, Fort Huachuca, Ariz., and Dr. William M. Mew, of the
chemical laboratory of this office. The accuracy of the specified weights
of the tablets was established by all these investigators. Any loss of
weight was due to evident breakage or attrition, except in tbe case
of such as contained chloral or camphor, the former of which evaporated
and the latter condensed on the inside of the bottle. The physiological action of the tablets was tested with the utmost care and thoroughness by Dr. Kneedler on himself and others, the majority of the tests
being made on himself, partly in the absence of other available subjects and partly that the effects might be observed with accuracy.
'l'his officer, after testing the stock from the Army Medical Supply Depot,
purchased for comparative trials from two of the most reliable firms in
the conn try a line of tablets of recent and improved manufacture, and
in a second paper reported his results. These were satisfactory as
showing rapid solution or disintegration in all cases. Dr. Mew's tests
were made in the chemical laboratory. The method by which the other
reporters determined the therapeutic value is not specified. The fol.
lowing tabulation sbows the results of the examination:
Effect.
Drug.

Kneedler.

Phillips.

Wakeman.

Mew.
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Effect.

Drag.

Kneedler.

Phillips.

Wakeman.

Mew.

Pil. carminativre............................... .. Ex:r.111!ent ... . . • • . . . . . . . . Effective .. . Good.
Pil. cathm'tic comp .................................... do ............................... .
Do.
Plnmbi acetas .................................. . ..... do ...... Good ...... ........... . .
Do.
Do.
1
Do.

i~!It~rrf~]d~t~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::J~ :::::: :~~~~:: : : :~~~~ii
!'.~~~~~:: : : ::::::::: :::::::::::.:r~-~J~~~;: .:~~~1:: : : :ir:ti~: i~-~::::
~~::::

Pota11sii chloras ..................................... . do . . . • . . Good .......... clo ..... .
Pot:111sii ioclidum . .................................. . . rlo ....... .... clo ......... do ..... .

0
~~;~;; ~~:~~-

Santoninnm ................... . ........ . ........ Indifferent ....... do ................. .
Sod ii bicarb . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . Exe( llent ........ .................... .
Sodii bicarb. et rnenth. pip ........................... . do ...... Good .................. .

i;ml;~l~~~~;~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~i)~.:::::: :::J~ :::: :~~]r~::::
Zinci sulph ....•..•.•.......•..•••............... E xcellent ........................... ..

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

[Extract from Dr. Kneedler's second report, March 12. 1897.)

As was stated in my previous report, I took four tablets of apomorphine by the
mouth at one time without an.v appreciable effect. I injected two tahJets at one
time hypoclermically. From the latter dose moderatt, emesis resulte<l. Several
times do -es of two and three tablets by the month failed to canse even nansea. Of
the tablets purchased a dose of 0.006 has in three inst an res caused prompt and active
emesis. One of the cases was that of a Christian S('ientist of some prominence in
this community. Desiring to emphasize hit! assertion that strong faith would prevent the act.ion of any emetic, and uncler promise of a convnt to his belief if the
medicine failed to a ct, he received 0.006 of apomorpbine hypod(•rn1ically. After violent and prolonged vomiting he stated that "tl10 conditions for tht• teAt.of faith were
not favorable." I have twice ta.ken ono•tablet doses of this preparation of apomorphine. Each dose was effective .
.
Repeated tests of tablets of bismuth subnit. showed that beca111'le of their slow
disintegration the therapeutic effects were '' indifferent." Of thP tablets purchai-;ed
disintegration took place in ten seconds. They gave a prompt and satisfactory
therapeuti c effect.
Tile therapeutic effect of the tab1ets of cannabis indica was given as "nil," becam~e
220 tablets ta.ken within five honrs failed to produce any appreciabl effect. The
tablets were rea<'lily soluble, but they were inert. The want of uniformity in the preparations of Indian hemp is well known. Of the tablets purchased a dost-' of 30
tablets, repeated in two hours produced the marked physiological action of the
drug. The same effect was produced by 60 tablets, taken in 20-tablet <loses at an
hour apart.
Previous experiments show that tablets of copaiba comp. were particnla,rly insoluble in water, and that when administered internally they passed unchange,\ through
the alimentary canal. The tablets purch nsetl disinte~rated in one minute, anrl tl1 e
prompt action of the drug is thus assured. The taoular statement of solubility
shows that these tablets grow less solnble with age.
While testing tablets of coniin re bromohyd. 1 took large and repeated doses, both
hypodermicall y and by the mouth, without being able to detect a sing1e eviclence of
the action of tho drug. Of the tablets, issue of 1897, a two.tablet dose, taken h _,·pod ermically, produced in one hour a fall of 15 beats in the pnlt1e, a heavy feel in g of
the eyelids, a marked lassitude, and nnmbness of the lower extremities. This headache could be traced to nothing but the action of the drug. Three tablets taken at
one time by the mouth produced the same symptoms, but in a less degree.
The expf'riments with tablets of tin cture of digitalis that I have been able to make
have been upon myself and others in perfe t health. The tablets, taken 4 at a dose,
repeated every hour until fonrJoses had been taken, cause some slowingandstrengthing of the hPart beat and an apparent in crease in the flow of the urine. While these
effects of the drug have not been especially marked, I am of the opinion thut they
indicate a good quality of the foblets, as it is only upon diseased structures that
digitalis has its full effect.
The therapeutic effects of tablets of ergotm and santonin were given in my pre ..
vious report as "indifferent." I was unah1e to secure satisfactory resnlts from the
use of tablets of these drugs. Their variability, so far as power is concerned, is very
great-so great as to make them unreliable.
My previous report gave negative results from the use of 40 ta.bleta of physostigma,

W.A..R97-27
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ta.ken within one and a half hours, and of 85 tablets, taken within ten hours. Absolutely no effect was produced by the use of this dmg. 1he tablets of physostigma.
that were purchased have been satisfactory. A dose of 30 tablets, followed in two
and a half hours· by a dose of 35 tablets, produced the physiological action of the
drug. Some headache and almost absolute insomnia, for one night, resulted from
the above doses of physostigma.
The therapeutic action of quinine tablets was previously reported as "indifferent,"
because it was found that tablets from the same bottle varied in time of c~ integTation from twelve minutes to seven hours. It was believed that in fevers the tablets
of slow disintegration would pass from the bowel wholly or in part unab orbed.
'l'he tablets purchased were of quinine bisulph., 0.13 each. These tablets di inteO'rate
in from ten to twenty seconds, are practically unaffected by changes of temperature
and of humidity, and do not break or wear when subjected to continued trau portation. Such tablets of so important a drug as quinine are a very valuable addition
to the pbarmacopooia.
The unfavorable report, previously made, of the therapeutic effect of tablets of
salol and sulfonal was bec:tuse of the fact that tablets of these drugs had been found
in the stools some hours after the,v bad been administered by the mouth. Of the
issue of 1897, the tablets of both of these drugs have been in water for sixteen days
without even a suspicion of solution or disintegration. Under the same conditions,
ta,blets of sulfonal that I purchased disintegrated in fifty-five minutes, and of salol
in fifty seconds. I am of the opinion that such tablets give the full effect of the
clrugs.
I is not the intention of this report to criticise in the slightest manner, the quality of the tablets furnished for the use of the medical department. I simply give
facts, or what, after five months' study, seem to me to be facts in regard to the tablets
with which I have had to deal. Through my ignorance of the nature of tablets I
can recall many cases of injustice to my patients, and some of actual malpractice.
Both in the garrison and in the field the utility of the tablet will be increased when
it is generally understood and constantly remembered that the purpose of the tablet
is to represent an accurate quantity of a given drug, put up in the tablet form for
increased safety in dosage and for greater convenience in dispensing.
There is no question but that ignorance of the true nature and purpose of the
tablet leads to administration of drugs in the tablet form when such administration
is hurtful alike to the welfare of the patient and the reputation of the practitioner.
If attention were called to this matter the conscientious practitioner would seek a
knowledge of the nature of tablets, and this knowledge would prevent the blunders
that are now made.
Drugs, of which potassium bromide may be taken as a type, would not be daily
given in the form of tablets, when it was known how slow of disinteo-ration such
tablets often are, and how very irritating is their effect upon the deligate mucous
membrane of the alimentary canal.
The discomforts of acute indigestion would not be temporarily aggravated by
tablets of bicarbonate of soda, soda mint, and carminatives, when tests of the solubility of these tablets had been made, and it was fully understood how slow if any,
must be the effects of such tablets, unless they were dis1::1olved or powdered before
administration.
A prompt and uniform result would not be anticipated when tablets of quinine
sulph. were given, if it were known that such tablets, taken from the same bottle,
require from min.utes to hours for disintegration.
Little but moral effect would b e expected from the use of tablets of sulfonal, if
such tablet were of the variety that experiment ha shown capable of pas ing
unchanged through the alimentary canal.
o medical officer would burden his sick report with oases of gonorrhea while
treating the di ease with compound tablets of copaibn, if he bad found such tablets
unchanged in the stools a few hours after they had been admini tered by the mouth.
The indications for a prompt and reliable remedy are mark d in uch a di ea e as
acute articular rheumati m.
alol, in tablet form, would em to be a pre cription
above criticism for such a ase. A ha been said, repeated experiments in this
ho pital showed that the tablet of salol on hand were in oluble in the fluids of the
inte tines. Finding the tablet in the pa ages from the bowels was only a matter
of intere t, a the table w re taken by those in perfect health. Thne would be
le opportunity for olution, when, from di ea e, tho murous membrane of the
stomach and inte tine w irritable; and if the ca e were a erioua one where prompt
tr atment wa requir d, the re. _ult.might be di a trou .
Inve ti ation would e m to 1~d1_cate that tablet capable of rapid disintegration
can be manufactured of the m J rity of drug .
om of the e tahlets gro more
an<l some 1 . s oluble with ag _u~ ith exp nre to the atmo pher . They beaf
hange of temp raturc and hum1cbty w ll, an<l ar apable of continued tran porta.tion, withoqt breaka~ , and with little lo s of weight from attrition.
uch ideal
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tabfots can be manufactured, but, until the tablets are tested to determine their
qualities, it would not be well to regard the supply on hand as of the ideal type.
Until oppor tunity offers for such tests, if prompt and reliable effect is desired, and
tablets are used, it would be well to administer them in the form of powder or solution. Such course would be followed by every practitioner, who, knowing the
defects to which tablets are liable, hesitated to administer his r emedies in any but
such form as -would most improve his patient's physical condition, and best advance
his own professional reputation.
[Extra.ct from Dr. Yew's report, September 3, 1897.]

°It will be seen that Captain Kneedler in his first paper reported upon the therapeutic effect of 61 ·amples, against 11 of which t he word "indifferent;' or "nill" is
pla.ced. It may be here remarked that not less than six of these are so marked, not
because of inherent inefficiency of the tabellated drug, but because they were
exhibited in acconlance with what Captain Kneedler has, in his later report,
described as "a vicious custom." Captain Phillips reported upon the effect of 36
samples against which, in all hut two cases, the word "good" is placed. Captain
·wakeman reported on the effect of 26 samples, all of which are marked effective.
I report upon 46 samples, of which four are marked "doubtful." Eliminating
those in Captain Kneedler's report, which could without the least _d ifficulty have
b een made effective, we have from his investigation 56 out of 61, or nearly 92 per
cent of efficient samples; from Captain Phirnps's investigatious, 94.4 per cent; from
Captain Wakemau's investigation, 100 per cent, and from my laboratory tests, 91
per cent. The mean of these percentages is, in round numbers, 94 per cent.
Basing my opinion upon frequent examination of old fluid extracts and tinctures
during the last quarter of a century, I feel warranted in stating that the advantage
in permanence of efficiency is on the side of the tablets.
'l'he tablets included in my tests were probably from three to five years old. Of
these only the following were found to be in a condition which would not warrant
their a cceptance as bid samples prior to a purchase: .A.pomorphine h ydrochlorate,
a notoriously unstable salt, which had undergone a ch ange, not well understood but
supposed to be one of oxidation; escrine tablets, which, while chemically perfect, had
run together in the containing tube and conlil. not be separated for use; the cannabis
indica tincture, also an unstable drug which had evidently deteriorated, and the
eraotine, which was of doubtful value.
The discussion of this subject bas been enriched by a second report by Captain
Kneedler, of March 12 last, marked by evidence of that care ai1d thoroughness
which was a feature of his earlier report.
Acceptin~ th e results of his previous investigation, so far as they relate to the integrity of the ctrug included in the tablet mass, as favorable in all but a few instances,
the present paper is designed to establish the proposition that, in certain specified
instances, the failure to secure physiological effect was attr:ibutable to the insolubility of the tablet, or if not normally soluble in water, to its failure to disintegrate
rapidly, thus resulting in its passage through the alimentary canal; that ccrteris paribus, the rapidity of disintegrat ion of insoluble drugs, is a fair measure of theirprobable therapeutic value. To this proposition there is not much room for dissent if it
can be safely assumed that the exhibition of whole tablets is the better way. Hut
it is very doubtful if such an assumption could find acceptance with any experienced
physician. Captain Kneedler pertinently refers to it, as I have above remarked,
as "a vicious custom." The exhibition of the salts of the halogens in any other
than a state of solution may very properly be so regarded, and the snme is true of
the salt s of quinine. Othflr substances, the salts of bismuth, for instance, are much
more easily and effectively exhibited in suspension than in any other way, while
salol, sulfonal, and other more or less insoluble drugs can with equal ease be made
to do good service in emulsion or in suspension. Tinctures or extracts can be removed
from the tablet mass in solution by moans of a little alcohol. Had Captain Kneedler
reduced his quinine tablet to powder, added water to it, and then stirred it with a
rod moistened with a suitable acid, sulphuric or hydrochloric, for example, be would
in a couple of minutes have secured its solut ion and with it its efficiency. By such
means prompt therapeusis can be assured in cases where in a stomach loaded with
catarrhal mucus, whole tablets of powdered drugs may be reasonably expected to
become entangled and hence inoperative. .A.s a matter of fact, this often occnrs,
thanks to the r evelations of the stomach tube, by means of which I have found pills,
capsules, powders, and food protect ed by catarrhal mucus from solution, disintegration, and absorption, hours after their ingestion. By such means and under sµcb
circumstances the question of therapeutic value ceases to be dominated by the consistency of the tablet mass.
The foregoing remarks are intended to point out in a general way what, in my
judgment, are the surest methods of securing complete th rapensis in such pathological states as may demand prompt action. But it must be admitted that there
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are circums liances under which it would be impracticable to apply them. They could
not be applied in :field service, for example, and it is on such sc1·vice tl.Htt a rapidly
soluble or an easily disintegrating tablet may be of great vahw. It must also be
admitted that Captain Kneedler h:1s pro,·ed by his carnfnlJy and thoroucrJy conclucted
experiments that such tablets can be made, thus securing much greater facility in
manipulation ancl preparation for use. lt rema,ins, however, to be proved that th<·se
clearly demonstrated advantages a,re not attained at a sacrifice of the intt'grity,
after a few weeks or months of storage, of some of the more unstable preparations,
the mydriatic and some other allrnloids, for example.
There is one other matter connected with this subject to which I beg to call your
attention. Many firms Jrnve a<lopted the practice of makiug their galenical preparations of a definite str J1gth, deterwrned by assay, and I see no reason why such
methods may not beexteHded to the tablet form of medication. It would, it appears
to me, be a decided ad\'antage in every way.
]?mm a consideration of the experiments recorded in these papers the following
conclusions, briefly sumruarized, may, in my jndgment, be safely drawn:
Tbat the tablet furnishes the most convenient mode of transporting aud storing
and measuriug medicines for army use.
That the therapeutic effects of drugs supplied in tablet form are, to say the least,
as well preserved as they are by any other means .
That a widespread misconception of the functions and proper use of the tablet
has led to an unwarranted distrnst of the therapeutic efficiency of some tablets supplied by the Medical Department of the .Army to army posts.
Thftit experience has proved what a priori considerations should have made clearthat to secure prompt and salutary results, it is desirable that before adminhitering
medicines so prepared they shonld be dissolved or suspended in a suitable medium.
That properly used, the question of the consistency of the tablet mass is not one
of vital importance, but there can be no donbt that for convenience in manipulation,
tablets, such as those experimented upon by Captain Kneedler and reported upon in
his latest report would be a decided im;:irovement upon those now in use, provided
it can be proved that convenience is not gained by a sacrifice of the integrity of the
drug.
That this question is of sufficient importance to warrant a trial of samples of such
tablets by testing them in the laboratory when freshly made and at intervals during
a year theTeafter.
That if tests conducted in that way prove that the integrity of the drug is not
impaired, it would be wise in advertising for bids to insert a clause in the circular
making rapid solution or disintegration a requirement.
That there appears to be no limit to the availability of the tablet as a means of
medication.
That the deterioration found in the tablets examined in the laboratory was not
greater than would have occurred in any other form of preparation.
That more frequent purcha es of apomorphine, cannabis indica, Calabar bean,
and cocaine hydrochlorate are desirable.
'l'hat it would also be an advant::ige to ende:wor to secure tablets prepared from
tinctures or extracts of definite strength, alkaloidal or other, to be determined by
analysis.
HOSPITALS .AT MILIT RY POSTS.

Great improvement has been made during the pa, t few year in the
ho pital accommodatiou · at many of our military po t ·. At the pre ent
time 11ew ho. pital are in progre. ' of con 'true ti on at .ti ve posts: Forts
Hamilton and ad worth, . Y., Fort Haucock, . J., Fort Mourne,
Va., and For Spokane '1Va b. In 1 96 a ho pital was completed at
Fort Logan H. Ro t. , Ark. In 1895 new ho pital ' were erected at Fort
1:yer, a., ort Mell nry, Md., Platt burg Barra ks, . Y., Fort M ade,
S. Dak., a11d Fort Harri 011, font., and in 1 94 at Wa hington Barra ·k, D. 0.
The e ho 1 ital are of bri ·k with a 2•inch air pace iu th exterior
walls and no furring on b ill id · the pla t r j ' applied direct to the
brick rk and ba a oap t u finish. Pre . ed te I c ili11 o- ar u ed
on a •h fl or above th ba ment. Each building i heated by hot
wat r nd ve11tilat cl tbr u ·h galvaniz d iron duct and brick flue by
dir ·t•indir ct radiati n. 'Ihe ua, ernent i con r tecl, well ventilated,
and u ·u lly contain a boiler room, coal room, everal storel'oom , a

FIG.
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HOSPITAL AT PLATTSBURG BARRACKS, NEW YORK.
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vegetable cellar, and a large room under the ward wing, which is used
as a drill room for the detacbrneut of the hospital corps in bad weather.
The hospitals are for 12, 24, or 36 beds, according to the size of the
post. The building- at Plattsbnrg Barracks, N. Y., fig. 4, is two stories
high with a mansard roof. It has accommodation for 36 patients.
PROVIDENCE IIOSPIT.AL.

1:he act of Congress approved June 11, 1896, appropriated $19,000
for the support and rnedic~l treatment of destitute patients in the city
of Washington, D. C., under a contract to be made with the Providence
Hospital by tbe Surgeon-General of the Army. The amount of relief
afforded under this appropriation was as follows:
Patients in hospital July 1, 1896 ..........•....... ~..... . . . • • . • • • • • . . . . . . . . .
Admitted during tho year ...... _..... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

105
1, 214

Total number treated...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 1, 319
Average number admitted per month_ .. ___ ........................... _.....
109
Number remaining in hospital June 30, 1897 .. . ... .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .
118
Total number days treatment afforded_ .. - _................................. 41,292
Average number of days treatment per patient ... ....... -···................
31
Average number of patients treated per day................................
113
Longest term of treatment (days)...........................................
365
Shortest term of treatment (days) ............... _..........................
1
Number of patients in hospital during the whole year....... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
30
.ARMY .AND N.AVY GENER.AL HOSPITAL, HOT SPRINGS, .ARK.

The capacity of the hospital is 15 beds for officers and 64 for enlisted
men. Four of the beds for enlisted men are occupied by the nurses in
the wards, and the remaining 60 is the maximum number available
under ordinary sanitary conditions.
Including 3 officers remaining in hospital December 31, 1895, the
whole number treated during the calenda,r year 18U6, was 25, of whom
19 belonged to the active list of the Army. Five of these officers
remained under treatment December 31, 1896; 1 died and 19 were
returned to duty or left the hospital very much improved after an average treatment of about sixty-nine days. The maximum number under
treatment at one time was 11, the miuinrnm 1.
During the year 84 enlisted men of the Army were regularly transferred to tlie hospital for treatment. Sixteen of these were from the
cavalry, 7 from the artilJery, 52 from the infantry, and 9 from other
corps. They were received from 47 stations; the largest number from
any one station was 9. The Department of the East sent 18; the
Missouri, 10; Dakota, 8; the Platte, l 6; Texas, 9; Colorado, 14; California, 5, and the Columbia, 4. These admissions were distributed as to
disease: Rheumatism in its various forms, 53; diseaRes of the skin, 4;
diseases of the nervous sy tern, 10; disea es of the digestive sy tern, 5;
disease of the heart, 2; disabilities from injuries, 4, and other disabilities, 6. In addition to these enli ted men regularly transferred there
were received into hospital 2 enlisted men of the Army on furlough and
sick in Hot Springs, 1 man from the Navy, and 1 from the Marine Uorps.
These, with 18 men remaining from the previous year, make a total of
106 men treated during the year. Of this number, 30 remained on sick
report December 31, 1896, 56 had been returned to duty, 15 discharged
on certificate of disability, 1 had died, and 4 bad been discharged or
transferred. The average duration of the 76 completed ca es was
eighty-nine days at their station and one hundred and twenty-one days
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in this hospital. Reports received from the surgeons of the various
posts six months after the 56 men had been returned to duty show that
39 were doing full duty with their companies, 5 bad been discharged
on expiration of term of service but were in good health at the time of
their discharge, 2 had deserted, and 10 bad been discharged on account
of a recurrence of their disease.
· .Almost every case sent to this hospital is a case for discharge on
certificate of disability at a post. .All the benefits to be derived from
treatment there have been unavailing, and but for the special facilities
afforded for treating such cases at the Hot Springs, many men who
are now returned to duty would become pensioners of the Government
for years.
On my recommendation, in May last the President directed the amendment of the regulations governing admission to this hospital so as to
admit to its benefits honorably discharged soldiers and sailors of the
Regular and Volunteer Army and Navy of the United States when
there are vacant beds in the hospital for their occupancy. Circular
No. 1, May 8, 1897, from this office, published full information for the
guidance of applicants for admission. Since then 12 individuals belouging to the classes mentioned have taken advantage of the privilege.
When the authority for their admission for treatment becomes generally
known, there is no doubt that many veterans of the war disabled by
rhenmatism and other diseases which the waters of the Hot Springs
have an established reputation in benefiting will become applicants
for admission. The circular cited above reads as follows:
[ Circular No. 1.]
WAR DEPARTMENT, SURGEON-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. 0., Ma118, 1897.
By direction of the Secretary of War the following information is published for
the guidance of applicants desiring admission to the Army and Navy General Hospital, Hot Springs, Ark.
·
The hospital is under the direction of the Secretary of War, and js devoted to the
treatment of officers and enlisted men of the miUtary and naval service of the United
States, officers of the Revenue-Cutter Service and of the Mariue-Hospital Service,
and honorably discharged soldiers and sailors of the Regular and Volunteer Army
and Navy of the United States for such diseases as the waters of the Hot Springs of
Arkansas have an established reputation in benefiting, except that cases of venereal disease will not be admitted.
.
Admission to this hospital is restricted to those of the above-named classes who
require medical treatment in the following order of preference: (1) Officers and
enlisted men of the A.rmy, the Navy and the Marine Corps on tbe active lists, and
cadets at the Military and Naval Academies; (2) officers and enlisted men of the
A.rmy, the Navy and the Marine Corps on the retired lists; (3) officers of the RevenueCutter ervice and of tbe Marine-Hospital Service; ( 4) honorably discharged soldiers
and sailors of the Regular and Volunteer Army and Navy of the United States may
also be admitted by authority of the Surgeon-General when there are vacant beds
in the ho pital.
Authority for the admission of an officer of the Army on the active list will be
granted on bis per onal application, through the regular military channels to the
Adjutant-General of the A.rmy, for a sick leave of absonce, based upon a medical
officer's certificate pecifying the disability for which treatment at this hospital is
recommended. Retired otfic r of the A.rmy may make direct application, accompanied by a medical certifi at , to the Adjutant-General for permis ion to enter the
hospital. Officers and enli ted men of the Tavy are admitted nod r r gulations
prescribed by the ecr tary ef t~e avy. Officer. of the R venue-Cutter ervice and
Marine-Hospital ervic are a<lm1tt don the r qu t of the Secretary of the Tr asnry
to the Secretary of War, and upon approval of the urg on-Gen ral of the Army.
Officers under treatment, when nb isted in th hospital, will be subje t to a charge
for subsistence not to exc ed $1.5 per day. Hlitary and naval cadets are required
to pay a subsistence charge of 1 p r day.
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For the admission of an eulisted man of the Army, application should be made by
the immediate commanding officer to the department commander on the recommendation of the surgeon, which will accompany the application. Should the chief surgeon so advise, the department commander may order the soldier to report to the
commanding officer of the hospital for admission for treatment.
Honorably discharged soldiers and sailors of the Regular and Volunteer Army and
Navy of the United States are admitted upon the approval of the Surgeon-General
of the Army, from whom blank forms of application can be obtained. These must
be properly filled up, giving all necessary information in relation to the applicant,
and should be certified to IJy a practicing physician, who will state the nature of
the disability and the probable period required fo_.: hospital treatment. Patients
admitte<l. under this authority may be discharged from the hospital by the commanding officer at any time he may deem proper. Expenses to and from the hospital must
be defrayed by the applicant.
Enlisted men on the active list while under treatment or on duty in the hospital
will have the usual allowance of rations commuted at the rate of not less than 30
cents per day. Enlisted men of the Army, the Navy, and the Marine Corps on the
retired list and honorably discharged soldiers ancl sailors of the Regular and Volunteer Army an<l Navy of the United States will pay for subsistence 30 cents per day.
In certifying cases for admission to this hospital medical officers and physicians
should r ecommend only those that are serious or obstinate and in which there is a.
reasonable probability that tho facilities there afforded will materially aid in the
rapidity and permanence of recovery.
Patients reach the hospital from the west, north, and east moHt conveniently by
way of St. Louis, over the Iron Mormtain Road to Malvern, 25 miles from Hot
Springs, thence by rail. By leaving St. Lonis at night patients arrive at a convenient hour next day. Those from the south should go by way of Memphis, Little
Rock, and Malvern.
.
Relief may reasonably be expected at the Hot Springs in the following conditions:
In the various forms of gout and rheumatism, after the acute or infl.amma,tory stage;
neuralgia, especially when depending upon gout, rheumatism, metallic or malarial
poisoning; paralysis, not of 9rganic origin; the earlier stages of locomotor at:.txia;
chronic Bright's disease (the early stages only), and other diseases of the urinary
organs; functional diseases of the liver; gastric dyspepsia, not of organic origin;
chronic diarrhea; catarrhal affections of the digestive and respiratory tracts;
chronic skin diseases, especially the squamous varieties, aml chronic conditions due
to malarial infection.
GEO. M. STERNBERG,
Siwgeon-General United States Anny.
Approved:

R.

A. ALGER,

Secretary of War.
ARMY MEDICAL MUSEUM.

The amount expended during the year on behalf of the Army Medical
Museum is shown in the following statement:
Appropriated by act approved March 16, 1896 ........•••••..•.••••. ·-···· $5,000.00
Disbursed during the year.·-----··-··· .••.••.•........ ····-· ...........• 4,882.76
Balance on hand June 30, 1897 ................................. .. . .
Army Medical Museum, 1896, act of Febrnary 12, 1895:
Balance on hand July 1, 1896 .... ····-· .............•••••......•. ·-··
Disbursed during the year ......•••............. ··--·· ............. .
Balance on hand June 30, 1897 .•. _•... _........... __ ....•••.. _. _.. .
Army Meclical Museum, 1895, act of August 6, 1894:
Balance on band July 1, 1896 .....................• ··--·· .•.••..•••••
Transferred to surplus fond June 30, 1897 .•••••..•.••..••••.•••••••••

117.24

====
439.39
438.92

.47

====
38.58
38.58
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Tbe total number of specimens in the Army Medical Museum at the
end of the fiscal year, June 30, 1897, was 36,897. Tbe following statement shows in detail the additions and changes in the different sections:
Pathological section:
In museum June 30, 1896 .••••.•••..•••••...•.....•.•.•.......•• ____ •..•• 11,021
Discarded .•••••.•••••.• ____ . ___ ... _... ____ .. _. __ .. __ .... ____ ...... _. . .
1
TranAferrecl from anatomical sectjou. _.... ___ .. ___ .. ; _. __ . . . . . . . . . . . . • 1
Transferred from provisional pathological section ... __ •............... 1
Transferred from provisional anatomical section. __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

11,020

3

Received during the year ..•••••••••••.• _••... ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

239

In museum June 30, 1897 ..• _•••• _••.. _. __ ..• ___ . _•• ______ .. __ •••. ___ •• 11, 262
Anatomfoal section:
ln museum June 30, 1896 ..• _..... _•...•.......•....... _............. _•• . 3,645
Transferred to pathological section .................. _................ 1
Transferred to provisional anatomical section ......•. _ •.......... __ ... 1
2

Received during the year .••••••.•••........•. _... _... __ ., .. _...... _ . . . .

3,643
67

In museum June 30, 1897...... • . • • • • • • • . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .

3, 710

Section of comparative anatomy:
In museum June 30, 1896. .•• •. .••• .•• •.. .•••.. ... . . . . . .•.• .. . ••. .... ....

1,689

In museum June 30, 1897 .• _•••••••••.• _•••.. __ ••. _•. _•......•. _.......

1, 689

Microscopical section:
In museum June 30, 1896 .•••••...•...............•.••................... 12,360
Adu.ell during the year ...... _•............................ _... . . . . . . . . . .
390
In museum June 30, 1897 .••••.••...........••..•.•.............•...... 12,750
Miscellaneous section:
In mnsenm June 30, 1896............. ... .. . ..• ... . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. 2,270
Received during the year ............................... . ............... _
94
In museum June 30, 1897 ... . .. . ••.. ... . ... . ..•. ... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .

2,364

ProviRional pa1bological section:
ln run enm Jnne 30, 1896.. •••. .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ..•....... 1,923
Dis,·arded during the year ............................................ 2
Tl'ansforred to pathological section ................................... 1
3

Received during the year .. _.................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1,920
· 73

In museum June 30, 1897....... •. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

1, 9!)3

Provisional anatomi al s ction:
In mnsenm Juue 30, 1896. .... ...• ..... .. . . ... . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Discarded ........................................................... 2
Tra.ns1erred to pathological ction...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

83
3

Trani,ferred from anatomical section.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rec~i ved during the year . - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • •
In museum June 30, 1 97 . -. - . - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Photographic sari :
In ruueeum June 30, 1897 .•.••... - • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . .

35
1
55
891
2, 238
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RECAPITULATION.

Specimens in museum June 30, 1897 ... • ............................•..•.... 33, 746
Discarded . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
Added . . • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

33,741
3, 156

Specimens in museum June 30, 1897 .................................. 36,897

Tl10 following are some of the more interesting specimens added to
the museum collection during the fiscal year ended J uuc 30, 1897:
1. Three specimens of malformation. One, showing union of two individna]s by the
·
head aml thomx, contributed by Dr. S. L. Hannon and Mr. H. M. Crowell,
Washington, D. C.; another showing encephalocele, contributed by Dr. D. H.
Hazen, Washington, D. C.; a third showing extroversion of abdominal viscera
toget,her with spina bitirla and absence of external genitals, contributed by
Dr. A. W. Tancil, Washington, D. C. The first specimen is from the pig and
the other two are hnman.
2. Specimens of anomalies, diseases and injuries of bone. (1) Portions of fretal
skeleton showing frutal rickets, contributed by Dr. D. S. Lamb, pathologist,
Army Medical Museum. (2) Bilateral bony anchy losis of jaw of twenty years'
standing, supposed to be of rheumatic origin; death from genernl tubercnlosis;
contributed by lJr. D.S. Lamb, pathologi t, Army Medical .Museum. (3) Tuberculosis of hip joint with total destruction of head of femur, contributed by
Dr. D. S. Lamb, pathologist, Army Medical Museum. (4) Fracture of sknll,
with repair; injured at 13 years, died at 62; served twenty-one years in the
United States Arms; showed mental weakness in the last ten years of bis life;
contributed by Col. W. H. Forwood, Assistant Surgeon-General, United States
Army. (5) A skull showing deep cut over frontal bone, with repair. (6) Shot
fracture of sixth thoracic vertebra and sixth and seventh ribs; death; contributed by Maj. L. M. Maus, snrgeon, Unite<l States Army. (7) Shot fracture of
tibia, with repair; the soldier died from fracture of the skull; contributed by
Maj. J. B. Girard, surgeon, United States Army.
3. Series of bones from mounds in Florida and Georgia, some showing fracture with
repair, others the results of inflammation believed to be syphilitic; also such
anomalies as pilasterism of femur and platycnemism. Contributed by Mr.
Clarence B. Moore, Philadelphia, Pa.
4. "Melon seed" bodies from synovial sheaths of hand. Contributed by Mr. W. T.
W. Moritz, Washington, D. C.
5. Large pelvic sarcoma in a man 20 years old, supposed to have originated in a
cryptorchism. Contributed by Dr. E. A. Ba1loch, Washington, D. C.
6. Three specimens of cerebral hemorrhage from colored women. One from a woman,
age 49; there was an old clot in the caudate nucleus. The second from a
woman, age 21, who died of general tuberculosis; the hemorrhages were cortical and the veins thrombosed. The third from a woman, age 18, who was
sick twenty-four hours; the hemorrhages were large and mainly cortical and
there was much acute soitening. Contributed by Dr. D. S. Lamb, pathologist, Army Medical Mu eum.
7. Tumor and cyst of cerebellum in a man, age 45, from whom a portion of cerebellum had been excised by Dr. James Kerr, with partial relief. Contributed by
Dr. J. F. Moran, Washington, D . .J.
8. Nenroma from a Atump of nerve of a borAe. Excised and contributed by C. B.
Robinson, veterinary surgeon, Wa shington, D. C.
9. Heart of a child, i:;howing interventricular fora.men. Contributed by Dr. G. N.
Acker, WaRhington, D. C.
10. Ulcerative endocarditis with death from acute peritonitis. Contributed by Dr.
D. S. Lamb, pathologist, Army Medical Museum ..
11. Fibrous myocarditis. Contributed by Dr. J. R. Francis, ·wasbington, D. C.
12. Arterio-venous aneurism of neck. No history of tranmatism. Contributed by
Dr. D.S. Lamb, patholoiist, Army Medical Museum.
13. Two specimens of Jeucrennc sple n. One weighed 108½ ounces, removed post
mortem. Contributed by Dr. R. B. Adams, Washington, D. C, :rhe other
weighed 80 ounces, and was removed by operation, but the patient died. Contributed by Dr. J. W. Bov c, Washington, D. C.
14 Two specimens of tumor of snprarenal capsule. In one, contrihnted by Dr. I._S.
tone, of Washington, D. C., t,he tumor is a carcinoma; in the other, contributed by Dr. Jarues Kerr, of Washington, D. C., it is a sarcoma. In each case
the capsule and kidney were removed by a lumbar operation with partial
relief.
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15. Cheesy degeneration of bronchial glands with multiple ulceration into trachea
and bronchi, followed by fatal hemorrhage, apparently from bronchial arteries;
from a case of general tuberculosis. .Contributed by Dr. D. S. Lamb, pathologist, Army Medical Museum.
16. Extreme sloughing of tonsil in a man, age 20, who bad also vegetative endocarditis and subpleural hemorrhages. Contributed by Dr. D.S. Lamb, pathologist, Army Medical Museum.
17. Larynx, nearly filled by an irregular tumor, extirpated. Patient died. Contributed by Dr. J. Kerr, Washington, D. C.
18. Large hemorrhagic infarctions of lung with recent lymph on pleura, from a boy,
age 17, who had also a large subdural hemorrhage, many subpericardial
ecchymoses and ecchymosis of stomach. A case of acute infection apparently
from arthritis, which was supposed to be gonorrheal. Contributed by Dr.
W. K. Butler, Washington, D. C.
19. Tumor and ulceration of tongue of a horse. Contributed by C. B. Robinson,
veterinary surgeon, Washington, D. C.
20. A series of anomalies of teeth; one of malposition of tooth, contributed by W. H.
Brown, D. D. S., Na.shville, Tenn.; one of malposition of tooth and one of
supernumerary teeth, contributed by M. ]'. Finley, D. D.S., Washington, D. C.;
two of supernumerary teeth and a set of plaster casts showing correction of
prognatbism by appliances, contributed by Williams Donally, D. D.S., Washington, D. C.; one of transposition of teeth, contributed by J. Searle Hurlbert,
Springfield, Mass.; two of malposition of teeth with corrective appliances,
contributed by V. H. Jackson, D. D.S., New York, N. Y.; one of malposition of
tooth, contributed by E. C. Sloan, D. D. S., Ironton, Ohio.
21. Cancer of stomach and greater omentum in a woman, aged 20. Contributed by
Dr. D. S. Lamb, pathologist, Army Medical Museum.
22. Inflamed vermiform appendix, from a soldier, removed by operation; recovery.
Contributed by Col. W. H. Forwood, Assistant Surgeon-General, United States
Army.
23. Large portion of omentum from inguinal hernia which was strangulated. Contributed by Col. W. H. Forwood, Assistant Surgeon-General, United States
Army.
24. Extreme atrophy of kidney from a soldier, a~e 60, who had general arteriosclerosis, cerebral softening, hypertrophy of heart with mitral insnfficiency
and congestion and infarction of lungs. Contributed by Col. W. H. Forwood,
Assistant Surgeon-General, United States Army.
25. Kidney with abscess cavities and calculus, from a woman, age 21. Removed and
contributed by Asst. Surg. E. B. Frick, United States Anny.
26. Portion of penis showing unusual exaggeration of papillm on the corona; from
a negro. Contributed by Dr. D.S. Lamb, pathologist, Army Medical Museum.
27. Testicles removed on account of prostatic hypertrophy; behind one testis is a
large granular mass, apparently inspissated pus. Removed and contributed by
Dr. A. A. Snyder, \Vashington, D. C. Recovery with relief.
28. Labia majora enlarged by myxo-fibroma. Removed and contributed by Dr. J.
W. Bovee, Washington, D. C. Recovery.
29. Pus tnbes from a colored woman, age 47. Removed and contributed by Capt. A.
E. Bradley, as istant surgeon, United States Army. The patient died.
30. Hemorrhage into ovary and fallopian tubes. Removed and contributed by Dr. J.
W. Bovee, Washington, D. C. Recovery.
31. Large cyst of ornry, from a mulatto woman. Removed and contributed by Dr. D.
II. Williams, surgeon in chief, Freedmen's Hospital, Washington, D. C.
32. Serie of 26 preparations made by J. Baretta, of Hospital St. Louis, Paris, showing the following lesions: Three showing lupus of tongue, face, and anal
region; five tuberculosis of bnttock, of peni , of finger, of leg, and foot; one
suppuration of skin from iodide of potas ium; one ordinary suppuration of
skin; one suppuration of skin1 with cicatrices from injection of morphia; one
rrumma of leg; one suppuratmg lymphoma of face; one keloid of thorax;
ne sarcoma of buttock; one angioma. of foot; one ypbilis of tongue; one
psoria is of vulva; ono herpes of foot; one ichtbyo is of thigh; one papular
inflammation of buttock due to pedera ty; one varico · e vein of band; one
bydroa, of hand; one acantbosis of neck, shoulder, etc., and one of pseuclo-xantboma of arm.
33. A series of 12 wax mode] bowing the development of the human heart, ma.de
by F. Ziegler, of Freibur_g, Germany, after preparations of Prof. W. Hi .
34. A series of mod l howmg th developm nt of the human brain, made by
F. ~ gler, of Fr iburg. . .
35. A series of 16 dis e ted ancl mJected p cimens of mammals, birds, reptiles, etc.,
showing their internal organs in position.
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86. A series of 7 nerve preparations showing the system of nerves in vertebrates and
invertebrates.
37. A series of 32 instantaneous photographs representing anatomical movements in
certain abnormal conditions of the human body and of normal anatomical
movements in the drill of the soldier.
LIBRARY OF '.l'HE SURGEON-GENERAL'S OFFICE.

The amount expended during the year on behalf of the library was
as follows:
Appropriated by act approved March 16, 1896 ........................... $10, 000. 00
Disbursed during the year...... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000. 00
Library Surgeon-Gen eral's Office, act February 12, 1895:
Balance on hand July 1, 1896 ............................••.•..•••..
Disbursed during the year ..••........•... __ .......• ___ ....•........

802.22
791.12

Balance on hand Jun e 30, 1897. __ ..... ___ . __ . _. ___ ........... _ ____

11.10

The additions made to the ' library dnriug the fiscal year are shown
below:
On band Addeclduring
Total
Jnuo 30, 1896. fiscal year. June 30, 1897.

Description.

Meclicaljournals .... ....•.. ...............•................
Medical transactions ....................••.................
Bound theses .... ..........•............•............. - .... .
Bound pamphlets .................. .. ... ..... .............. .
Other medical books .....•...... .. ..........................

Volumes.
35,396
5,269
1,829
2,614
75,236

Volume,.
1,151
237
70
31
2,091

Volume,.
36,547
5,506
1,899
2,645
77,327

Total ...••••••••. ..••. ............••......••..........

120, 344

3,580

123,924

Medical theses . .. .•.. .. ..••......... .. ..... ...... ........ ..
Medical pamphlets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . .

a57, 872
141, 728

2,328
9,284

59,140
151,012

199, 600

11,612

210, 152

Total ..•••...••.... _............ . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . .

------+------I-

a Of the t,otal number of tlleses on hancl June 30, 1896, there were 1,060 bound in 70 volumes during
the year.

There were presented to tbe library during the year 457 books and
6,467 pamphlets and journals.
Volume II, second series, of the Index Catalogue includes the letter
''B" and forms a volume of 954 pages. It will be ready for distribution
at the usual time. The appropriation for Volume III, second series,
having been made, the manuscript is in course of preparation for the
printer.
MEDIC.AL OFFICERS.

There were 108 medical officers reported to this office as having been
on duty with scouting parties and on other field service during the year.
Deaths.-Two surgeons with the rank of major.
Retirements.-On request, after thirty years' service, 1 assistant surgeon.general with the rauk of colonel; 1 surgeon with the rank of major.
For disability, 2 assistant surgeons with the rank of captain. By operation of law, 1 assistant surgeon-general with the rank of colonel; 1
surgeon with the rank of major.
Promotions.-Two deputy sur:geons-general with the rank of lieutenant colonel to be assi tant surgeons-general with tbe rank of colonel;
2 surgeon with the rank of major to be deputy surgeons-general with
the r3:nk of lieutenant.colonel; 6 assistant surgeons with the rank of
captam to be surgeons with the rank of major; 11 assistant surgeons
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witu the rank of first lieutenant to be assistant surgeons witb the rank
of captain.
Appointments.-Eight assistant surgeons with the rank of first lieutenant. These were selected by a board convened in Washington, D . C.,
September 23, 18U6. Forty-seven candidates were invited to appear
before the board; 6 failed to appear; 12 were r~jected for physical disability; 14 were found disqualified professionally; 3 were rejected at
preliminary examination; 4 withdrew after partial examination; 8 were
fou11d qualified antl were recommended for appointment.
Vaoa,noies.-There are now (June 30, 1897) five vacancies in the Med ical Department.
THE ARMY MEDICAL SCHOOL.

The report of the president of the Army Medical School on the work
of tbe past year shows the earnest endeavors of the members of the
faculty to make the course of study one of the best of its kind with
the facilities at command. The practical instruction in operative surgery is a valuable preparation for the responsibilities of service in the
Army, where tbe surgeon has frequently to act for himself in cases
which in civil life would be treated only after professional consultation. The laboratory work in bacteriology a11d sanitary chemistry
is also of great importance. The teachers of these branches have
reported, as the rmmlt of their experience during the past three sessions, tbat a course of four months does not give them time to deal
with their sul>jects in a thorough and satisfactory mam1er. To enable
them to do this General Orders 43, War Department, Adjutant-General's
Offiee, Wa hington, D. 0., July 6, 1897, extended the course of instruction from four to five months, the session beginning as heretofore on
the first Monday of November.
The student officers during the past year are credited with having
pursued the course with an interest which gave great sati faction to
the faculty. Nevertheless it appears to me that better results would be
obtained if the class standing of the students at the end of the ses ion
were to have weight in deterniining their relative rank. The work of
a student, wbethrr good or bad during the course of instruction, has
no effect upon Lis rrlative rauk, which is at present determined by
competitive examination before entering the school. The pas age of
an aet of Congre. s giving weight to the cour e of instruction in determi11ing the lineal rank of officers appointed on the ame date would be
of much benefit to the school and to the Medical Department of the
Army.
REPORT OF PRESIDEN'.I.' OF ARl\IY MEDICAL SCHOOL.
ARMY MEDICAL SCIIOOL,

To the

s

Washington, JJ. C., March $5, 1897.
RGEON-GEc.EP.AJ, OF TIIE ARMY.

Sm: I hav the honor, a requirP,<l uy General Orders 78, Headquarters of the
Army, eptemb r 22, 1 lJ3, to nhmit th following detailed report of the condition
of the Army fodical cho 1, of the in tructfon given dnring the e ion jn tended,
and of the r lative profi i ncy of the pupil a d t rmined by examinations held at
the lose of the cours .
Thi the third se ion of tl1e chool b gan ovember 4-, 1896, an<l ndecl March
The main conrs ,,f io. trn<'tion hav h en given as laid <'!own in the order
tahli bing the s bool in 18H3,_ 11anwl~\ dnti of m diral officers, military snrg ry,
ruilitary m dicin , military hyg1 •nc, ·an1t~r · b mi try, lini al and sanitary micro copy, ancl Ho pital 'orp. dnll and ur.·t aHl.
nd r anthorit of th War DepartnH·n and <lir ction of 'olont·l •'11nm r, co1_nman<lino-, in trn ·tion in ri11ing wa giv n
at ForL ~ly r, Va., v ry , ~t111<la~ mornrng by Li 11t. H. A. White, . i · th 'avalry.
pra tical cour <' in op rat1
11rg1•rr ,·a
oncln t d by th prof 1-1 or of military
surg •ry, as wo don€' last y ar, and th stntl nt officers att ud d surgical clinics at
Barnes llo pital, oliliers' Home.
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Auxiliary lectures have been delivered as follows: On military law, by LieutenantColonel Davis, deputy judge-advocate-general; on mental diseases at theGoverument
Hospital for the Insane, under the direction of the superintendent, by Dr. George W.
Foster, assistant; on the Army Medical Library, by Dr. Robert Fletcher, F. R. C. S.,
Washington, and on parasites in man, by Prof. C. W. Stiles, Ph.D., of the Agricultural Department. The lectures and instruction outside the regular courses have
been of gre~1t interest and benefit to the class, and the thanks of the faculty are due
the gentlemen who gave them for their valuable aid.
The class in attendance on the full course was composed of the eight newly
appointed medical officers, approve<l by the Army medical examining board in October, 1896. In addition there were five older medical officers, either on leave or statioue<l. in the city and vicinity, who took part at least of the practical courses in
the pathological and chemical laboratories.
'l'he daily order of duties for the session just passed is appended, marked A.
There bas been no interruption of the work of the school by sickness or other cause,
and the student officers have, as a rule, been prompt in attendance, attentive to
their duties, ancl have greatly ~ratified the instructors by their diligence and the
interest they have shown in their work.
Faculty meetings have been held on the :first Monday in each month, as required
by orders, and at other times when necP-ssary.
•
At the examination held at the close of the session the relative proficiency of the
student officers was found to be as follows:
Duties of medical officers: Dutcher, Fuller, Kemp and Skinner ( equal), Cloud,
Darnall, Richards, Smith.
Military surgery: Kemp, Fuller, Richards, Skinner and Darnall (equal), Du-tcher,
Smith, Cloud.
Military medicine: Kemp, Richards, l!.,uller, Darnall and Dutcher (equal), Skinner,
Smith, Cloud.
Military hygiene: Kemp, Darnall, Richards, Skinner, Dutcher, Fuller, Smith,
Cloud.
Sanitary chemistry: Kemp, Darnall, Richards, Skinner, Dutcher and Cloud ( equal),
Fuller, Sm1tll.
Clinical and sanitary microscopy: Kemp and Darnall (equal), Dutcher, Richards,
Skinner, Fuller, Cloud, mitll.
Hospital Corps drill: Darnall, Fuller, Dutcher, Richards and Smith (equal),
Kemp, Skinner, Cloud.
'l'he relative standing and percentages attained by each, taking all the branches
into account, were as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Asst.Surg.F.M.Kemp.-······--··
Asst. Snrg. C.R. Darnall ...•••.•••
Asst. Surg. W. E. Richards ...•....
Asst.Surg.B.H.Dutcher ...... __ •.

9215.
88 6.
85 7.
83 8.

Asst.Surg.L.A. Fu~ler ...•..... _..
Asst. Surg. G. A. Skmner ... - ......
Asst. Surg. M. M. Cloud·-·-·· .....
Asst.Surg.L. P. Smith .. ·--·······

82
81
74
73

The closing exercises of the session were held on Friday, March 12, at 3 p. m., in
the library hall of the museum building. After introductory remarks ~y the President of the Faculty, the certificates of attendance were presented to the student
officers, in the order of their standing at the school, by the Surgeon-General of the
Army, with some brief words of advice. The exercises were concluded by a highly
interesting address by Dr. S. C. Busey, of Washington, President of the District
Medical Society.
Attention is respectfully invited to the reports of instruction in each branch by
the professor or instructor therein, hereto appended and marked B, C, D, E, F, and G.
It will be noted that several of these reports, especially those of the professors of
military surgery, of military hygiene (who is also the director of the laboratory of
sanitary chemistry), and the professor of clinical microscopy, show that more time
is needecl for instruction than the limit of the session-four months-now fixed by
orders, allows. I heartily concur in their views and recommend that the term of
instruction be extended to five months. This will give more time not only for the
branches laid down in the official curriculum, but for instruction in operative surgery and optometry, which are considered highly desirable additions.
It is suggested that the 15th of November would be a preferable date for the beginning of the session to November 1, as at present. There is now hardly time between
the close of the session of the examining board in October and the opening of the
sch?ol f?r the appointments of the new assistant surgeons to be ?lade out and ~cc~pted,
for ui~umg th~ ~ece~sary_ orders, and for the journey from their bom~s to this city.
A b1ll prov1dmg m eftect that the rank of medical officers passmg through the
school shall be d termined by a combination of their marks at the entriJ,nce examination and at the close of instruction was introduced into the Fifty-fourth Congress, but was not finally acted on. Its passage would unquestionably be for the
interests of the service.
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The faculty of the school continues to be gratified by the good reports of efficiency and high standing of the young medical officers who have passed from their
instruction.
Very respectfully,
C.H. ALDEN,
AssiBtant Surgeon-General, U.S. A., P1·esident Anny Medical School.

A.
ARMY

MEDICAL SCHOOL, WASHINGTON, D. C.

[Session of 1896-97, beginning November 4, 1896; ending March 12, 1897.]
ORDER OF DUTIES.

Daily, except Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays: 9 a. m. to 12 m., instruction in
patllologica.l laboratory; 1 p. m. to 2.50 p. m., instruction in chemical laboratory;
3 p. m., lecture. Satw:days: 9 a. m. to 10.15 a. m., instruction in Hospital Corps
drill and first aid at Washington Barracks, D. C.; 11 a. m. to 12 m., instruction in
equitation at Fort Myer.
There are no exercises on Sundays, Thanksgiving Day, December 25 to January l,
inclusive, and Washington's Birthday.
The lectures will be delivered as follows: Duties of medical officers, Wednesdays;
military surgery, Thursdays; military medicine, Mondays; military hygiene, Tuesdays.
Hours for instruction in operative surgery and optometry will be announced hereafter .
.Au,xilia1·y lectures.-Military law, Lieut. Col. G. B. Davis, d~puty judge-advocategeneral, professor military law, .United States Military Academy; mental diseases
(cliuical), at Government Hospital for Insane, Washington, Fridays, November 13
and 27, December 11, January 15; the Army Medical Library, Dr. Robert Fletcher,
F. R. C. S., Eng., Monday, February 8; parasites in man, Prof. C. W. Stiles, Ph .D.,
Department of Agriculture, Fri<lays, beginning January 30.
Due notice of any change of programme will be posted on the bulletin board.
WALTER R1'~ED,
Major and Surgeon, United States .ch-my, Secretary of the Faculty.

B.
DUTIES OF MEDICAL OFFICERS, ARMY MEDICAL S<1HOOL, SESSION

1896-97.

By Asst. Surg. Gen. C.H. ALDEN, U. S. A.
Norn.-The subjects taken up were substantially the same as those treated in
former years, but owing to the appearance of a, new edition of the Army Regulations, 1 95, and of the Manual for the Medical Department, 1896, the lectures were
neces arily revised. As far as possible the course baa been made a practical one,
exercises being conducted in the examination of recruits, the sanitary inspection of
a post, the preparation of official reports, c·ertificates, and other papers. I am under
much obligation to Asst. urg. Charles M. Gandy, U.S. A., the examiner of recruits at
Wa hington Barracks, for valuable assistance in the instruction of the class in this
important duty.
Lecture I.-Preliminary. The work of the medical officer compared with that of
the civil practition r. Iili~ary discipline; its nature, necessity, how it is secured,
it obligation upon the medical of?cer. The importance of his sanitary and admiui. trative duties. Change of duties with progr ss of art of war and civilization.
Th position of them dical ?fficer in the military stabli hment, rank, title, command. Th Geneva Convention. The Army R gulations; sketch of their dev lopment from firstissoe in 1779 to the pr sent, especially a a-IB cting the medical officer.
Lecture JJ.-Examination of recruitd. How for i n armies are recruited. Organization of the nit d tat _Army recruiting, ervioe. 'l'h requirements of the general
regulation and of th M d1 al fanual. Mod of xamination.
ece ity for method
and thoroughne . De£ rt· mo t commonly found. The personal-identification
sy t m and outline-figur car<y .
.
.
Lectm·es III and IV.-Prnrt1 al , rc1s s 111 th xamination of r cruits at Washington Barra k . M thou ho n and student officers required to examine recruit.s
and to pr par neces ary papers.
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Lectiir~ V.-The sanitary duties of medical officers; their importance, origin, and
deYelopment. Paragraph 1393, Army Regulations. Duties advisory, not executive.
Regu1ar monthly and emergency inspection and reports. Two classes of defects, of
construction and of administ1·ation. Subjects to be looked into and r eported on.
Points requiring special attention in inspecting barracks and oth er buildings.
Lecture VI.-Practical exercises in sanitary inspection at Washington Barracks,
D. C. Student officers shown method, and points requiring particular attention
pointed out. Notes taken and report required.
Lectnre VII.-Medical attendance. Regulations. P ersons entitled to it, to issue
of m edicines, and to admission to hospital. Sick call; how conducted. Records
and reports required. Private practice.
Lectttre VIII.-Certificates of disability for discharge. Regulations. Met,hod of
pl'Ocedure. Points to be specially regarded. P ension Bureall and its work in relation to Medical Department. Practical exercises in preparing certificates.
Lecture IX.-Disposition of insane soldiers, admission to Soldiers' Home, to Army
and Navy General Hospital, Hot Springs. Transfer of enlisted men on account of
health. Methods pursued and papers required. Certificates for sick leave for officers.
Infonuation specially demanded . Practical exercises in preparing certificates.
Lect.nre X.-Offici:11 correspondence; its channels and its forms. Property responsibility and accountability. How public property is received and how disposed of.
Obligations resting upon tho medical officer for the proper care, the economical and
aut~orized use of public property.
Lecture XL-Medical property. Special regulations of the manual taken up in
detail. Necessar.v papers and r eturns. Exa,mination of articles supplied by medical department depm,ited in the Army Medical Museum.
Lectu,re X II.-Service of hospitals. Paragraphs 1435 to 1449, Army Regulations.
Assignment of duties, daily routino. Reports and returns. Army ration. Hospital
fund; how it accrues, how it is expended. Durable property. Statement and
returns. Construction and repair of hospita1s . Estimates; how preprLred. Inspection of work and report thereof.
Lecture XIII.-Medical officers in field. Importance of readiness for emergencies
and detached service, inspection of field equipment, etc. Duties-with scouting parties and larger commands, on the march, in camp, in action. Organization of the
medical department of a division, brigade, and army corps. Duties on board transports. Pield reports.
Lecture XIV.-Malingering, including concealment, feigning, and artificial production of disabilities. The principal diseases and injuries which are the subjects
of malingering and the mode of detection.
Lecture XV.-Duties of the medical officer in command of a hospital corps detachment. Subsistence, clothing, equipment, instruction. Methods of enforc~ng discipline, force of example, division of duties, employment in personal service, transfer,
discharge, death. Records k ept. Repo1·ts and returns required.

C.
COURSE OF LECTURES ON MILITARY SURGERY, CARE AND TRANSPORTATION OF
Wou TDED, AND ON HOSPITAL ADMlNI STRATION, WITH A REPORT OF OPERATIONS
DO 'E ON THE CADAVER AND S01\JE CLINICAL WORK AT BARNES HOSPITAL, SOL·
DIERS' HOME, ARMY MEDICAL SCHOOL, SESSION 1896-97.

Lecture I.-Introductory. The care of sick and wounded in time of war. Early
history among different nations. Evolution of modern methods. Ancient and modern campaigns. Surgical literature of the subject. Influence of warfare on the
progress of surgery.
Lecture II.-Military weapons, old and new, contrasted in their relation to military surgery. Evolution of the uew small-caliber :firearms; the new steel-cased
bullet. The new artillery field guns and missiles; lightness, mobility and ran~e,
rapidity of fire, destructive effect. Chemical and physical properties of the smokeless powders. Specimens of ancient aud modern o-uns, pistols and side arms, new
and old missiles and powders. Target maps. Charts giving ballistic data of the
small-caliber rifles now in use among different nations.
Lectu1·e 111.-Experimental effects of the new small-caliber, steel-cased rifle projootile and of the old lead bullet on inanimate objects. Openings of entrance and
exit and the tracks of the bullet through various substances illustrated. Effects
upon open and closed vessel9 with gaseous, fluid, semifluid, moi.at, and dry contents
shown. Initial velocity, rotation, penetration active energy, and heat produced in
the barrel and by impact. Hydrodynamic the~ry of the so-called explosive effects
of missiles. The trajectory, angle of ascending and descending limb, maximum ordinate, effective range and velocity at different ranges. Practical deductions. Numerous specimens, with tables, charts, plateti, and drawings.
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Lecl'u1·e IV.-Effects of the small-caliber steel-cased bullet as a wonnd-producing
missile on animal structures. Modifying influence of higher or lower velocHies,
larger or smaller caliber, and of greater or lesser resistance in the tissue. Moist
and. solid structures; fluid in the hollow viscera. Stability of the bnllet, deformation, ruptne, lo(lgment, lodgm ent of fragments. Literature of the subject, statistics, charts and illnstrations from various sources.
Lecture V.-Explosive projectiles or those used with the artillery arms. Character
and rela,tive frequency of wounds by these missiles. The mm of hollow explosive
bullets with small arms; history and character; prohibition by international law.
Illustrative cases and specimens.
Lecture VI."7"General character of gnnsbot wounds made by modern :firearms. Relative percentage of slight and severewoonds; mortality. Tracks of missiles through
various structures. F#'agruents of compact bone as secondary missiles. Other
secondary missiles. Lines of perforation, injury to vessels, nerves, and viscera.
Influence of modern armaments on military tactics and the handling of wounded.
Lecture VII.-Hemorrbage and shock. Symptoms, comparison, and differential
diag nosis. Character and frequency of gunshot hemorrhage, immediate, primary,
and sePondary. Regional injuries to vessels and hemorrhage; nature, diagnosis,
prognosis, and treatment. Ligation in continuit,v and in the wound. Ca,uses and
management of secondary.hemorrhage. Hemonhage on the field, mortality, the
touruiq uct, a,-epsis. Nature, symptoms, diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of shock.
Statistics, illustrations, and specimens from the museum.
Lectm·e V III.-Gunsliot injuries of the head and neck. General and specific characters. ~ymptoms, diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of common forms. Sequeloo.
Illustrative cases and specimens.
Lectiu e I X .-Gunshot wounds of the chest and spine; superficial, penetrating,
perforating, symptoms, complications, management. Illustrative cases from recent
reports of chest wounds with the new small-caliber rifles.
Lecture X.-Gunshot wounds of the abdomen; symptoms, diagnosis, prognosis,
and treatment. Penetrating and perforating wounds with and w~tbout visceral
lesious, methods of differential diagnosis. Wounds in the different viscera. diagnostic symptoms. relative frequency, mortality. Laparotomy, methods of dealing with
intestinal, h epatic, and other abdominal gunshot wounds. Comparative mortality
under operative and expectant treatment. Illustrative cases.
Lecture XI.-Gunshot wounds oft.be extremities; relative frequency, descTiption,
prognosis, and management. Illustrated by numerous clinical reports showing the
geueral character, course, and results of these injuries by the new small-caliher
steel-cai-ed bullet at various ranges. Colored plates of frozen sections and specimens.
Lecture XII.-Treatment of gunshot injuries. General treatment in hospital.
Treatment of special cases. Treatment on the field. A.t the first-dressing stations,
at the ambulance stations. Resources, material, deficiencies, contingencies. The
question of asepsis in field practice, the protection of wounds, methods and practical
suggestions.
Lectwre XIII...-First aid to the wounded. Removal from firing line. Classification. Diagno is ta.O's, First-dressing stations, ambulance stations, field hospitals.
Means oftranBportation. BriO'ade pack mules. A.dvance ambulance detachment.
Lecture XI JT.-Practical application of the principles of military surgery cliscnssed
in foregoing lectures. Theoretical and practical lines of medical aid. Experience
gai11ecl in past wars. Importance of treating for a time all the more severely wounded
at or near the battlefield. War maps and charts.
Lecture X JT.-Hospital administration. General principles which underlie administrative dut-i es. Personal knowledge of details. Organization. Frequent inspection. Hahits of indastry, neatness, and order. Evil effects of idle time. Practical
illustrations, blanks, forms, and methods.
OPH:RATIONS ON THE CADAVER.

Ligation of arteri s .• - - - - . - - - - •. - • - - •. - - - • - . - • - _..• ___ • ___ •• _. __ •••• _•• __ •• ___ • 73

fg

~:iini~ti~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Re ections _....... _-.. - - - - ... - - •.. - - - - .. - . - .. --- . - - - - - - - - ____ .. _... _. _. __ . __ . _. 6

gt~1~1i~:~::tf~Hl~~l~;: : : ~: ~: ~:: ~:::::::: ~ ~::::::::::::::::::::::::~:: : !

Ex i ion G
rian ganglion (Krau -Ifar tl y) ._ .. ·-·. ___. __ .. --·. ·--. ___ . _. ____
Enucl ation yebaJI .. _... --·- ---- --·· --·- ---· ---· .... ·-·· ·-·- --·· ____ ·-·- ·----·
Op ning antru111 of Highmore .. ---·•----··----··-·--···--···----··----···-·--·Divi ion of inft>riord ntal n rv •·----·-----···---·--···--···-·-····-··--···-·Partial xci ·ion tongu•, Ko·h r' m thod .. ·--····---···----·----··-··---------Removal suumaxillary glands,----·--------·-··-· ____ ·----···---· ____ ··--·--··-

1
2

1
1
1
1
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Opening crico-th yroid membrane ... - ..... - - ... _..... _...........•..............
'l'racheotomy, upper two rings ................................................. .

i~~~~~~ ;~~l~ta:X{~~~:::::::::: ~ ~:: ~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Tapping pleural sac . .......•..............•....................................
Laminectomy, upper dorsal. .•••...................... _....................... .
1' ephrecton1y ................................................................. .
Operatiou for varicocele (Bennet's) ............................................ .
Gastrostomy, Witzel's method ... _....•.........................................
Pyloroplasty (Heinecke-Mikulicz) .•....................... _.... _.............. .
C holecystostomy .... _..... _.......................•............................
Cholecystenterostomy, Murphy button ......................................... .
Opening ductus communis choledochus ........................................ .
Removal of appendix vermiform is ............................................. .
Intestinal anastomosis (M aunsell's) ............................................ .
Intestinal anastomosis, various other methods ..........•.......•...............
Suturing laparotomy wound .............................. _................... .
Supra-pubic cystotomy ........................ ·.••..............................
Litholapaxy, Bigelow's method ........................•••..•..................
Dissections of hand, foot, and leg ....•.••••..•••...•..•..•....••.••••...••.•.•..

1
2

1
1
1
1
2

I
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
6

1
1
l
5

During the operative course t,he student officers were invited to attend the surgical clinics at Barnes Hospital on Sunday mornings, where during five Sundays
they bad an opportunity to assist in turn at the following oper:1tions: For radical
cure of inguinal hernia; removal of cancer of the face; amputation leg, middle third;
excision of old cicatrix, groin; for stricture urethra; exploration bladder, Leiter's
oystoscope; paracentesis abdominis; for prolapsus ani with recto-perinea} fistula;
double orchidectomy for enlarged prostate and complete retention of mine; exploratory laparotoruy for maliguant tumor; ligation of hemorrhoids; clearing out knee
joint for old adhesions and diseased tissue and wiring patella.
The operated cases were followed up and other cases iu hospita,l studied. Every
member of the class has worked hard and ttLken great intere1;t in the course, both
operative and didactic.
Candidates for admission to the Medical Corps are often found deficient in the practical defatils of operative surgery. The opportunities afforded for careful instruction of the student officers in this important branch h[tve been thus far somewhat
limited, being only available at irregu~ar hours deducted from the already overcrowded and equally necessary work m the laboratory or lecture room. ·when
operations on the cadaver are begun they should continue on consooutive days until
the material is used up to prevent deterioration and waste. Under these circumstances and in view of the great benefits to be derived from this practical part of
the course, it would seem desirable that more time and some regular hours should
be devoted to it as ,L subject of instruction independent of the other branches.
W. H. FORWOOD,
Lieut. Col. Deputy Surgeon-General, U.S. A.,
'
Profeasor of Military Surgery.

D.
UNITED STATES ARMY MUSEUM AND LIBRAUY,

Washington, D. C., March 15, 1897.
Sm: I have the honor to report that durin~ the session of the Army Medical
School just closed the subject of military medicine has been discussed in a course
of nine lectures, a synopsis of which is herewith appended.
.
In view of tho fact that the etudents have but recently :finished the usual curnculnm of medical aud hospital study, and also that clinical facilities are not at lrnnd,
the conrse has dealt largely with the historical and geographical features of di_seases
and epidemic invasions which have affected armies in the past, as well as i_n the
enunciation of the practical principles to be observed for the prevention of disease
and the conservation of the health and efficiency of our Army.
I am, v ry respectfully,
D. L. HUNTINGTON,
Deputy Snrgeon-Genernl, U.S. A., Professo1· of Milita1·y Medicine.
Col. C. H. ALDEN,
.Assistant Surgeon-General, U.S. A., President Anny Medical School.
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MILITARY MEDICINE, COURSE OF

1896-97.

Lectm·e I.-Military medicine. Definition and application. Sketch of early history of military medicine and its literature. Modern military medicine. Consideration of the soldier as the unit of military organization with reference to qualities
demanded for military service. Gene:ral remarks on diseases of armies. Intimate
relation of military medicine, surgery, and hygiene. Considerations affecting the
health of .armies, as active military operations in times of war; conditions of peace;
water and food supplies; climate; ochlesis; malarial influences; scorbutic influences; moral conditions; social or individual conditions, with general observations
and illustrations.
Lecture IL-Diseases prevalent in armies in time of peace and particularly with
reference to tlte United States Army. Geographical extent of the United States;
climatic features; geographical features; ethnological and sociological features;
military posts, their location and purposes. Duties and occupation of soldiers in
· time of peace with relation to health and disease. Diseases most commonly met
with at all posts. Diseases of the digestive system. Diseases of the respiratory
system, etc.
Lecture TII.-Conditiona of health and disease in armies in time of peace, continued. Diseases of the circulatory system. Diseases of the nervous system.
Rheumatic affections. Venereal diseases. Alcoholism. General remarks on army
practice.
Lecture IV.-Diseases and conditions affecting troops on field duty and during
marches, whether in pence or war. Mohilization and centralization. Transportation by land or water. Conditions to be observed as affecting health and comfort
of troops on marches, with general observations on marching troops, and status of
active field duty.
Lect1we V.-Specific infectious diseases; measle!l, scarlet fever, diphtheria, and
smallpox. Vaccination and revaccination. Remarks on army diarrhea and dysentery. Importance of military hygiene with reference to invasion and diffusion of
disease.
Lecture VL-Specific infectious diseases, continued. Malarial fevers and malarial
cachexioo, with historical sketch.
Lectm·e VIL-Specific infectious diseases, continued. Typhoid fever in armies,
epidemic influenza, dengue, and the febriculoo, with historical sketches.
Lecture VJII.-Specific infectious diseases, continued. Typhus fever, yellow fever,
cerebrospinal meningitis, with historical accounts of each.
Lecture IX.-Specific infectious diseases, continued. Asiatic cholera, with historical review of epidemics; glanders, with its relation to the military service. General
observations on preventive medicine.

E.
WAR

DEPARTM1rnT,

SuRGEON-GENERAL's OFFICE,

Washington, Maroh 11, 1897.
Sm: I have the honor to report that work in the chemical laboratory for the session
1896-97 ended on Friday, March 5, and that the course on military hygiene was concluded by a written examination on the afternoon of ·w ednesday, March 10, 1897.
It gives me great pleasure to have this opportunity of commending the student
officers of this cla s for the earn~st manner in which they conducted their work in
the la.boratory. Tbis work began officially at 1 p. ru. daily (Saturdays excepted),
but it actually began with most of the class twenty or thirty minutes before that
hour, and many experiments were finished or repeated in hours that were outside of
the scheduled time. It wa a pleasure to teach where the desire to learn was so
manifest. The attendance ~as excellent. ro one was absent, either from sickness
or other cause, on any occasion. The course covered the same ground as during the
previous year.
n no o~mt of the u!lfamiliarity of the students with the analytical
methods of general ch m1Atry, a coos1derab]e part of the earlier half of the session had
to be spent in work preliminary to the special processes of volumetric and sanitary
analy is. The addition of two or three weeks to the length of the session would Jlid
materially in per~ cting this oour e of study.
I .finil al o that the we kly lecture during the session, in all fifteen or sixteen
lectures, is in nfficient to do justice to the various subjects that have to be con idered
in a cour e of military hygiene. La t year I reported to you the outline of the course
n pr ented in fifteen lectur _s. 'l'hi year I dealt with the same subject.6 in ixteen
lecture , bnt many of the nbJects could h~ve been presented at greater len~th with
material advantagetothe tudents. I de 1retosugge tthat, ifconsistentw1thother
inter t , the course on milit ry hygiene be extended to iwenty lectures.
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Capt. I!'. R. Keeferspentsometimein the lallOratory while the subject under investigation was the sanitary analysis of waters. He distinguished himself by the car8
and manipulative tact with which he conducted his experiments.
Respectfully,
CH. SMART,
Major and Surgeon, U.S. A., Professor of Military Hygiene
· and Direct01· of the Chmnical Laboratory,
Col. C. H. ALDEN,
President of the Faculty, Arrny Medical School.
SUMMARY OF

LECTURES

ON MILITARY HYGIENE,

I. The general history of hy~iene, l eading up to present sanitary conditions and
the present status and duties of health officers.
II. Sites of camps. Surface configuration; natural dra,inage ; subsoil w a ter;
malaria; m ade ground; old camping grounds. Plan of military camps; density of
:popu1ation. 'l'ents.
III. Campaigning. Shelter tents; brushshanties; clugoutsand loghuts; drainage,
sinks, and water supplies. Cleanness; regimental and company police; personal
police. March es. Physical training.
IV. Plan of permanent posts. Dryness of barracks; cellars; subfl.oor spaces ;
ground air; rainfall. Casemates. Cleanness. Lighting; mineral oil; coal gas;
water gas. ,varming; open :fireplaces; stoves.
V. \Yarmino- continued. Hot-air systems; hot-water systems; steam l10ating.
VI. Physicil aspects of air. Pressure; light; heat; moisture; electrical conclitions. General circulation. Local conditions; storms; climate.
VII. Medical climatology. Prevention of diseases of exposure. Chemical aspects
of air; oxygen; carbon clioxid; organic matters.
VIII. Respil'ed air. Analysis; calculation of ventilation from results of analysis.
Ventilation, natural and artificial.
IX. Impurities of air. Methods of investigating; dust; nitrogenous exhalations;
sewer air.
X. Character of waters. Cistern waters; pond, ditch, and swamp waters; lake
and river waters; subsoil waters; deep well waters. Effects of impure waters from
dissolved matters; from suspended matters.
XI. Effects of impure waters continued. Cholera; typhoid fever; malarial fever.
Analysis of waters; history; the residue on evaporation; the ox idation of organic
matter.
XII. Analysis continued. Ammonia from albuminoids; from urea; nitrites;
nitrates; chlorine; examination of sediment; inspection of surroundings of source
of supply.
XIII. Purification of water. Distillation; sedimentation; :filtration; mechanical
:filtration; coagulants; special processes.
XIV. Sewage. Dry-earth methods of disposal; cesspools; pneumatic methods.
The soil pipe and its attached :fixtures.
XV. Sewers. Combined system; separate system. Disposal of sewage; chemical
treatment; irrigation; :filtration.
XVI. Calculation of the calorific value of articles of diet. St::i.ndard diets; emergency rations.

F.
U N ITED STATES

ARMY

MEDICAL MUSEUM AND LIBRARY,

Washington, D. C., March 22, 1897.
SIR: I beg to submit the following report of the work done in th e pathological
laboratory during the third session of the Army Medical School:
.
At the commencement of the session I had proposed to divide the work mto a
course in bacteriology to cover the time up to tho Christmas holidays, and a cour e
in clinical microscopy to embrace the latter half of the session, as had been done
durin g the secon d session of the school.
With this idea in view, the preparation by the several members of the claEls ?ftbe
various culture media was at first taught; and when this had been accomplished,
the techniq ue of cover-slip staining, plating, Esmarch rolls, etc., was d emo~strated.
F or acquiring the necessary facility in this particular, several chrom.ogemc organisms, such as B, J?rodigiosus, B. violaceus, and B. pyocyaneus, _were st1;1died. .
As soon as possible thereafter the group of pathogenic m1crococc1 w~s given out
for study, including the pyogenic bacteria and micrococcue pneumomre crouposre.
Inoculations of animals were made, and the method of takin~ cnltur s from th~ various organs was demonstrated in connection with the stuay of these bacteria.. A
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group of bacilli was next carefully studied, i:acluding FriedJander's colon bacillus,
lactis rerogenes, typhoid bacillus, anthrax, bacillus of diphtheria, etc. Spore and
:flage11a staining were successfully and repeatedly ruade by the students. Particnlar
attention was given, as heretofore, to the biological charncters of the bacillus aud
psendobacillns diphtborire. Practical work was ol>tained in the examination of
serum lube1,1 inoculat ,(l from the throats of sick children, through tlie courtesy of the
health officer of the District of Columbia.
The succel:ls of the several members of the clas8 in deciding the <:haracter of the
thro:it infrctions was very encouraging. In connection with the study of the typhoi<l
bacillu1,1, the class was repeatedly exe1·cised with the use of Johnston's modification of
Wirlal s te t for the diagnosis of tyJ)hoid fover, not only with the blood of typhoiclfover patients, but with specimens of normal blood and the blootl of other disen s<'s .
With the tndy of tho group of spirilla, including S. cholercu asiatiocc, S. Deneke,
S. Finkler-Prior, S. Metchnilcovii, etc., the bacteriological part of the work was
brought to a close.
The latter balf of the session was devoted to the microscopic in vcstigatiou of sputum, urine, blood, and tumors. In addition to this work an attempt was made to
give a course in pathological histology, especially as it was discornred that only one
or two at most of the students had any familiarity with the micros ·opic appearances
of diseased tissues.
Mnch to my own gratification, it had been for some time evident that this particular class, by reason of the faithful and earnest efforts of its members, was capable
of more ·work than had already been mapped out for the session. For this reason,
early in Jannar?, a careful and system:1tic study of inflamm:1tion was begun and followed ,vith the several diseases of the liver a,nd lung. I lutd hoped to omplete this
course with the study of the diseases of the kidney, splee n, and iut stine, but the
time at my disposal was not snfficient for this purpose. Imlced, mncll to my regret,
I was unaiile to complete the full and necessary study of the va1·ious pathological
conditions of the blood.
Coming to this work without previous experience as a teacher, I :.tm only now just
learning what the course in my de1rnrtmeut should embrace, and l am convinced
that until such time as tho medical 1:Jchools gradnate men who are well-grouncle<1 in
pathological histology, provision must l,e made for this instruction in the Army
Medical School. This can not be done and ·w ill not again be undertaken unless the
session of the school can be extendecl. Five months will hard!~· he sufficient. ~ix
would be better. 'l'hcn n either students nor instructor would feel that they wero
bein(Y' daily hurried with the important work in hand. I respectfully urge this
roatt~r upon the attention of the proper authority.
In addition to the eight stndent oftfoers, three other medical officers of the Army
availed themselves of special parts of the course of instruction.
Very respectfully,

w ALTER Rmm,
S1l1'geon, United Stales Anny, Professor of Clinical and Sanita1·y Microscopy.
Col. C. H. ALDI~N,
Assistant S1wgeon-Gene1·al, U.S.A., President Army Medical School.

G.
vVASHINGTON

BARRACKS,

D. c.,

Ma1'Ch 13, 1897.

rn.: I have the honor to reJJort as follows upon the course of instruction in Hospital Corps drill and first aid duriug tho s ssion of the Army Medical chool just
terminated.
During the early part of the sesl:lion an active drill in t lrn school of tb e soldier
was given daily for one-half hour. This drill included the position of the soldier,
facings, salute with the hand, manual of t he sword, marchings, turnings, halts,
setting-up exerci es, nnd in truction in the xecution of all command necessary for
the drilling and ma11envering of a detachment.
nnring the remainder of the session t he student officers reported at th e barracks
of the company of in traction of the Hos1)ital Corps at \.Vashington Bnrrack at
9.10 a. m., every aturrlay. Here they were roquirerl to take parL in th official
inspections of tho company, after which they were drillet1 for one-half to threequarter of an hour iu the various movements contemplat d by the drill regulations
for the Hospital 'orps.
In these, a in the school of the soldier, they became markedly proficient, when
the brevity aud fewo s of drills is considered.
Freqnent informal talk on cm;toms of the 8e1·vice, military deportment, disciplme,
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first rLid, equipment of the ·Army Medical Corps, and dnty of its officers in active
service were held.
The course in equitation, given at Fort Myer, Va., on each Saturday morning by
Lieut. H. A. White, Six.th Cavalry, was found to be not only of great benefit to the
officers of the class, but of great interest to them.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
FRANK R. KEEFER,
Captain and .Assistant Sm·geon, Unitecl States .Arniy.
Col. CHARLES H. ALDEN,
.Assistant Su.rgeon-General, U. S. A., P1·esident Army Medical School.
RECRUITING.

rrhe total number of men examined for enlistment during the calendar

year was 14",(i59, of whom 8,654, or 590.35 per thousand, were accepted,
5,448, or 371.65 per thousand, were r~jected on primary examination, and
557, or 38 per thousand, subsequently declined enlistment. 'l'be ratio
of accepted men per thousand of those examined is considerably larger
than the rates of previous years. In 1893 the rate was 433.35; in 1894,
451.04, and in 1895, 489.83. This must be regarded as meaning tliat
better men physically are coming up as candidates for enlistment.
The rejections among the colored men were relatively somewhat more
numerous than among the white candidates for enlistment-379 as
compared with 371.04 per thousand, Tespeetively.
Of every thou1'and men examined, 115.36 were rejected on account of
irn perfect physique, under or over weight or height; 51.50 for diseases
of the eye; 33.36 for <liseases of the genito-urinary organs; 30.36 for
diseases of the circulatory organs; 21.15 for diseases of the digestive
system; 16.10 for venereal diseases; 6. 75 for rupture; 10.09 for illiteracy
a11d imperfect 1rnowledge of English, and 22.92 for general unfitness or
undesirable character.
Of every tl10usand accepted recruits, 750.87 were natives of the United
States-674.26 white and 76.61 colored. In 1895 the proportion of German and Irish born recruits fe11 for the first time to less tlmn 90 per
thousand. This decrease continued during the past year, when Oel'many furnished only 74.53 and Ireland 74.30. England contributed
25.20; Canada, 15.37; Sweden, 11.67; Denmark, 8.09; Austria, 7.16, aud
. other countries less than tbe last-mentioned rate.
Of the 8,654 accepted recruits only 53 were under 20 years of age
(mean age, 17 years). Nearly one-half or a total of 4,039 men were
between the ages of 20 and 24 years (mean age, 22 years); 515 of these
were foreign-born, 244 were negroes, and 3,280 native born whites. The
mean height of the colored recruit of this age was 67.25 inches; of the
native white recruit 67.76 inches, and of the foreign-born G7.11 inches.
The mean weights did not correspond with the heights, for the 1iati vc
whites were the Ughtest, having an average weight of 143.47 pounds,
w11ile the foreign-born weighed 143.98 and the colored men 144.56
pounds. The foreign-born had the advantage in capacity of chest, the
average measureme11ts being 37.27 inch es at inspiration and 34.3i at
expiration, the native whites measuring 36.82 and 33.93, and the colored
men 36.31 and 33. 76 inclies.
There were 2,455 recruits between the ages of 25 to 29 (mean, 26.7
years); 1,550 of these were native white , 730 foreign-born, and. 175
colored. The average height of these recruits did not differ ?1atenally
from that of t~e ~ounger men. The weight was sornewb~_t mcreas~d,
the negro contmurng to lead with 149.4-2 pounds, tbe fore1gn-born following wi~h 147.16 pounds, and the native whites wi~h 14u.24 poun_ds.
The capacity of tbe chest was slightly increased at this a.ge, the foreign
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born continuing to have the ad vantage; inspiration, 37. 74 inches; expiration, 34.67, while the native whites measured 37.26 and 34.28, and the
negroes 36.82 and 34.16 inches.
'.rhe averages for the whole number of .recruits give the foreign-born
the advantage over the native white in weight and chest measurement,
although the latter is taller by half an inch. These results are practically the same as those derived from the statistics of previous years.
PHYSICAL

EXAMINATION OF CADETS, UNITED STATES
ACADEMY, WES'.I.' POINT, N. Y.

MILI'.I.'ARY

The report of a medical examining board convened at West Point,
N. Y., August 20, 1894, indicated that a considerable number of cadets
had become affected with heart disease while at the Military Academy.
The usual character of the disease as reported was said to be aortic
obstruction. The board found each of the cadets in whom this condition was recognized as "physically disqualified," but recommended
that he be continued at the Academy on probation for six months.
Maj. George H. Torney, surgeon, United States Army, was directed by
me to make a careful investigation of these cases and to inquire into the
medical history of the cadets so affected prior to their appointment and
while at West Point, and into their habits, as to the use of tobacco,
athletic exercises, etc., with a view to determine the probable cause of
the diseased condition. He was required also to keep these cadets
under special medical observation to ascertain whether there was evidence that the valvular disease was progressive in character. Under
date June 23, 1897, Major Torney made his report, which is a very
gratifying one, as it shows that in nine of the ten cases reported by
tlle board as disqualified, but fortunately saved to the service by the
clause allowing a probationary continuance at the Academy, the heart
was free from structural lesion, and there was no symptom of mechanical derangement of the circulation or of heart strain. The observations on these cases were made from time to time as each individual
came under treatment for incidental ailments and in the ordinary routine of clinical examination, without the knowledge of the patient as
to its intent and purpose.
The first and second cases reported were under observation for five
months, when both were discharged for academic deficiencies. No heart
murmur was heard in either of these cases. The third and fourth cases
were under observation for ten months, until their graduation, in June,
1895, when both pa sed the medical examining board without question.
Case 4 was a young man of fine physique, in whom no heart murmur
was heard at any of the examinations, but in case 3 there was at times
an indi tinct fu11ctional murmur at the base of the heart, but never
heard at the apex. Cases 5 and 6 were under observation until June,
1896. No heart murmur wa heard at any of the examination , and
the medical board at graduation pa ed both without question, although
aware of their previou hi tory. The four remaining cases were under
ob ervation for thirty-two month , until their graduation, in June of
the pres ut year. In ca e 7 the report of the board which found him
di qualifi d in 1894 read a follow :
Be au of defective_ ph ic~l p~opo_rtions:-h ight, 5 fi et 9 inches; w ight, 121
pounds; expiration, 30 mch ; msp~ration 33 m he -and becau e of incipi nt symp·
tom of con olidation at ap x of right lung; slight valvular dis ase of the heart,
with quick, irritable pulse and moderate varicocele left side.
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At no time during the period of observation did this cadet present
any evidence of heart disease. It is reported of him that, although
slenderhis muscular power and activity were very great. He had been a prize winner for
three years in many of the athletic events of the Academy, and in March, 1897, ho
was awarded by the Army Officers' Athletic Association the prize for all-round athletics, J1aving won the greatest number of prizes in the individual contests.

He was the only one of the ten cadets under observation who was in
the habit of using tobacco. In cases 8 and 9 no evidence of heart disease was discovered. In case 10 the murmur beard by the board in
1894: persisted, and appeared to be due to a slight thickening of the
aortic valves, but there was no derangement of the circulation and no
hypertrophy of the organ. He was examined by a medical board June
11, 1897, and in reviewing his case the prognosis was considered favorable aud the condition not incompatible with the· exigencies of the
military service.
As a result of the continued observation and study of these cases, the
conclnsion was reached that in all except the last-mentioneo. case the
murmur heard in each individual at the time of the examination of these
cadets in 1894 was due to '' a temporary irritability of the heart, causecl
by the nervous excitement attending the ordeal of examination."
IDENTIFIO.A.'.rION OF DESER'.rERS .A.ND OTHER UNDESIRABLE MEN.

Every man prior to enlistment in the Army is examined as to his
physical qualifications to undertake military duty, but in addition to
this he is subjected to a careful scrutiny for scars, moles, tattooings,
and other permanent marks on his person by which his identification
may subsequently be effected. These are set down in their proper
regional location on an "identification card"-a card having in outline
a front and back view of the human figure. The card of each recruit as
soon as completed is forwarded to tbis office, where it is compared with
the cards of the deserters, ex military convicts, and other undesirable
men that have been accumulated during the eight years since this . ystem was instituted. Should the result of this investigation be favorable
to the man, his card is then placed in the alphabetical file of the Army.
'fhis office is thus provided with an identification card for every enli ted
ma.n now in the military service, and with similar cards for all tlte men
that have deserted or been dishonorably discharged for cause during
the past eight years. When a man deserts or is shown by his record
to be an undesirable man, transcripts of his card are made and placed
in tbe files of undesirable men, with such precautions as wiJl in ure the
identification of the individual when search is made. To effect thi ,
each transcript is filed in accordance with the location of one of the
prominent scars delineated upon it. For instance, a deserter who has
a notable scar on the right forehead, another on the left wrist, and a
third over the right tarsus has three transcripts of his card made and
filed in his case, so that if he comes up again as a recruit any one of
these three scars will suffice to suggest further inquiry leading to his
identification.
The transcript cards are filed, in accordance with the location of the
scars, into 105 regions or divisions of the surface of the body. Each of
these divisions of the files is subdivided by height into 17 sections,
beginning with '' 64 inches and under" ·and proeeeding by half-inch
gradations to "72 inches and over," and each of these sections is, if
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need be, separated into two groups by color of eyes-blue or brown. To
permit of accuracy in the determination of color, chromolitbographed
standard eye colors have been issued to medical and recruiting officers,
by which the various shades may be indicated with precision, as
blue No. 10, brown No. 4, etc. The cards of all undesirable men l1aving the same heiglJt and color of eyes, with prominent scars similarly
situated on the body, are thus brought together and used with facility
for purposes of comparison and identification. Another division of
the files is arranged in accor<lance with the location of birthmarks,
including moles, and these are subdivided, as in the case of scars, by
height and color of eyes. These two divisions give 7,140 final groups2 x 105 x 17 x 2=7,140. Up to this time some of the subfiles have not
required division by height or color of eyes, on account of the sma11
accumulation of cards of that particular kind. The cards of men who
have suffered slight mutilation, such as Joss of part of the ear, toes, or
fingers, give 23 subfiles, without subdivision by heigbt or eye color. A
fourth 1mbdiviRion consists of tattoo markings, including letters, initials,
words, phrases, numerals, hearts, crosses, anchors, sunbursts, flags,
coats of arms, ballet girls, etc., all of which are grouped by location.
Separate files are kept for white and for colored men. The negroes
are not subdivided by eye color.
When the identification card of a reenlisted man is received it is
placed in the alphabetic file with the card of his previous enlistment,
with which it is compared. A deserter or other nndesirable man e11listing under the name and claiming the former service of another man
who has an honorable record is thus detected as a11 impostor. If tbe
ease is claimed to be one of first enlistment, the card is compared with
those in the transcript files baving prominent scars, etc., simiJarly situated. The subdivisions of height are examined for 1 inch be]ow and
half an incb above the height recorded on the recruit card. If the man
is not identified by this searcl1, his card is placed in the alphabetic file;
but if he is identified, copies of the cards of bis present and former
enlistments and of tlle examination forms pertaining to bis case are
transmitted to the Adjutant-General, with a letter reporting the identificati011. If the man is a deserter, the Adjutant-General telegraphs
the order for his arrest, sending the papers in the case by ma.iJ. When
tbese reach tbe post where the recruit is stationed, the surgeon i usually required by the commanding officer to examine the suspected man
in connection with the identification cards and to express his views on
the question of identity. If the evidence of identity appears to be sati factory, the commanding officer cau es appropriate charges to be preferred again t the man, who is then tried by a general court-martiaJ, or
in ome ca e discharged uy order of the War Department without the
delay and expen e of a court.
Tlle total number of identification card of recruits in the file June
30, 1 07, wa' u8, 34. A large proportion of these ards are for o1dier
reenli ting, and do not require compari on with the tran. cript card of
d linquent ex- oldier but take their place at once fa the alphabetical
file. Of ,575 card received in 1896 4,032, or 47 p r cent and of 3 GD6
recei ed up to Jun O 1 o~ 1 32 or 49½ p r ent wer for re •nli.... t•
ment .
ard of fir t euli. tment requiring compari ou of th tran•
• cript during- 1 06 and up t June 30, 1 97, numbered 6,407, or 52 p r
cent of the whole.
n addition to the 6 34 ard of recruit refi rr d to above 4 ...,22
J1~n• b en re ·eived to June 30 1 07 for r 1 a l military onvi t or
oldier di charged di honorably or without honor. The total numb r
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of identification cards in the files was, therefore, at that date 73,056.
This number does not, however, represent so many men, as two or more
cards for the same individual are not uncommon. Nearly all the cards
now rendered at reenlistment or dishonorable discharge are for men
who have prevfous cards on file. These double records furnish the
best of evidence as to the permanency of marks and prove an invaluable guide in making the transcripts for the delinquent file.
The work of making transcripts was begun in 1803. . To June 30, 1897,
46,417 had been made for 15,436 delinquent soldiers, an avera.g·e of
3.01 per man; 5,062 were made in 1896, or 2.61 per man, and J ,840 to
June 30, 1897, equaling 2.37 per man. The diminishing average represents not only increased excellence in the identification cards, but
greater experience in this office as to the relative reliability of marks.
Meanwhile 13,206 transcripts of 2,796 men have been canceled; some
upon the receipt of later and better cards, whereupon new transcripts
have been made and filed; others because the identification cards from
which they were taken, made early in the history of the system, gave
too poor a description to be satisfactory as a means of identification,
and the remainder because the men described thereon had by the lap e
of time grown too old, it is thought, to pass themselves off as under 30,
the maximum age of first enlistment.
On June 30, 1897, there remained in the transcript files 33,211 cards
of 12,640 delinquent soldiers-2.63 per man. A revision of these files
fa in progress to lessen the unmber of transcripts. During the six
months ending ,June 30 last the average for new delinquents has been
2.37; thi~, for the 12,640 men now in the file, would give 29,957 transcripts, indicating tliat there are still in the nei 0 ·hborhood of 3,300
which may safely be canceled without impairing the efficiency of the
system.
The identification system has proved an exceJlent safeguard to the
Army. The Bertillon system of measurements is merely an index by
which the card or record of an individual may be discovered in a mass
of others; his identity is determined or corroborated subsequently by
a ~tudy of personal marks and other data. An error in any one of the
various measurements will throw the investigator off the track of the
required individual. In the system of this office the personal marks
themselves constitute the index, and there is no liability to get off the
track except in the case of height, which is specially guarded, as above
stated.
The identification card, or outline-figure card as it was originally
ca11ed, divides the surface of the body into regions on which not only
the location but also the relative size aud otlrnr special characteristics
of the scars and marks may be deJineated with accuracy, thus avoiding
the necessity of writing and reading deRcriptions, which, however
accurately they may be worded, can not give as prompt and ckar ~n
idea as the outline of the scar properly placed upon its anatomical site
on the card. Since the identification card has been in use 820 id ntification have been made. The weeding out of these men from the rank
has undoubtedly improved the morale of tl1e Army. There are now in
the :files of this office data sufficient for the identificatiou of 12,640 men
whose records show them to be undesirable associate for honorable
young men serving in the ranks, and who can be denied enlistment as
soon as their cards are received from the recruiting office.
From July 19, 1890, when the first identification was made, to Jane
30, 1897, the whole number of identificati011s by means of the cards
was 820 (deserters, 366; solcliers dishonorably discharged from former
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service, 248; others, 206). In 200 cases (deserters, 124; dishonorably
discharged soldiers, 36; others, 40) the identification was of value only
to connect the several enlistments of men no longer in service. Three
cases were applicants for enlistment identified at the instance of
recruiting officers. One, a deserter, and another, a former military convict, left the recruiting station pending the receipt of information from
this office concerning their identity; the third, also a former military
convict, was rejected by the recruiting officer when the information
arrived.
In 617 cases the men were in service and amenable to punishment when
identified-241 as deserters, 2 lO as soldiers dishonorably discharged
from former service, and 166 as frauds of a minor grade. Of these, 53
deserted before final dis:i,osition was made of their cases, 477 were discharged the service by sentence of court-martial or by orders from the
Adjutant-General's Office, 86 were held to service for the time being,
and 1 at present awaits :final action.
Of the whole number of identifications, 18 were made in the calendar year 1890, 111 in 1891, 215 in 1892, 104 in 1893, 110 in 1894, 121 in
1895, 108 in 1896, and 33 during the first six months of 1897. Of the
identifications of men still in service, 18 were made in 1890, 88 in 1891,
123 iu 1892, 88 in 1893, 80 in 1894, 101 in 1895, 95 in 1896, and 24 to Ju:qe
30, 1897.
The 121 identifications made in 1895 represent the ''repeating" element of 4,929 recruits, whose identification cards were examined-i. e.,
of every 1,000 recruits from civil life, 24.55 were identified through the
cards as deserters, military convicts, or otherwise bad characters. Similar results appear for 1896 (identifications, 108; recruit cards examined,
4,658; identified, per thousand, 23.19); likewise for the first six months
of 1897 (identifications, 33; recruit cards examined, 2,076; identified,
per thousand, 15.90).
CAMP AT THE TENNESSEE CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION GROUNDS.

The following report from Capt. R. J. Gibson, assistant surgeon,
U . S. A., shows the condition of the troops on the establishment of
Camp Taylor on the exposition grounds at Nashville, Tenn. :
I have the honor to report that the band and Companies .A., E, F, and H, Sixth
Infantry, commanded by Maj. C. W. Miner, Sixth Infantry, arrived on the exposition
grounds on the evening of June 7, 1897. 'l'he command was accompanied by one
medical officer, one acting hospital steward, and two privates of the Hospital Corps.
The site selected for the camp is located on tht\ east side of the exposition grounds.
It 8lope gently toward the north and west, and is well drained. Bounding the
camp site on the west and north is a creek, which, with its branches, drains the
entire exposition grounds. This creek flows toward the north. An inspection of
its course through the ground showed that it had its origin from prings just be~•oncl
the exposition feuce.
o water-closets or sewers could be di covered di charging
into the creek, but I under tand that some of the vaults connected with the exposition buildio()'s do occasionally overflow and discharge their contents iuto the creek.
Beyond the creek is a small lake with inlet and outlet, the wator con ·tautly changing. Close to this lake and about 100 yards from the camp is a spring of cool, clear
water. This spring is so located that it is certain to be contaminated by surface
washings and ovor_flow from the vn:alt referred ~o. On this account company commanders were advi ed to warn their men to avoid the use of this water for all purpo e . A y tern of pipe connected with the city system wa completed Jnne 8, and
an abundance of water of xcellent character furnished for the command. The
fanc t are conv nient to the company kitchen . The city water is obtain d from
the umberland River, above the ity of ashville, and it i filtered through gra,v l
bed b fore being pumped into the !O ervoir . As the water is likely to produce
di rrh a in per ons unaccustomed to 1t 1;l e, company commanders were ad vised to
have it boiled before using. loo was furrushed in limited quantity by the exposition
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authorities at first for six water barrels, but later for three only. The supply of ice
has not been sufficent. A frame bath house, with separate compartments for officers
and men, was in readiness for the command, and is furnished with facilities for
takhig sixteen shower baths at one time. Frame buildings, one for each company
and one for the officers, were erected and in readiness for the troops. They are supplied with urinals, and all disc4arges are received in galvanized-iron boxes, and
removed daily beyond the exposition grounds. They are disinfected daily under the
direction of the centennial health officer. They are also inspected daily by both
the quartermaster and the surgeon of the camp. The rations have been sufficient
in quantity and variety, and have been well cooked and served. An abundant supply of tents was received, and in no case are there more than two men to one tent.
Undress uniform, with white helmets, has been worn at most of the parades and
ceremonies. The change of water produced diarrheal trouble among the men at the
beginning of the camp; 22 were taken on sick report on this account and a Jarge
nnmber treated for this complaint without being excused from any duty. One case
of typhoid fever was taken into the camp hospital June 25, eighteen days after
arrival in Nashville; a case of fever, apparently of rualnrial origin, was admitted on
June 24. Both patfonts were transferred to Fort Thomas, Ky., June 30. There
were 36 cases admitted upon sick report during tbemonth; 32 were returned to duty,
2 ~ere transferred to Fort Thomas, and 2 were remaining under treatment on the
last day of the month.
PROBLEMS ON MILITARY MEDICAL ADMINISTRATION.

Lieut. Col. A. A. Woodhull, deputy surgeon-general, chief surgeon
Department of the Colorado, has for some time past issued at regular
intervals to the medical officers in his department certain problems on
military medical administration. Some of these were intended for discussion by lieutenants, others by captains, and others again by majors.
Each medical officer in the department was required to discuss the
problems submitted to those of his grade, and was invited to report on
the other problems. No attempt was made to establish a merit roll for
the papers sent in or in any way to give to these discussions the character of an examination, but it was announced that the attention of the
Surgeon-General would be invited to papers, which were considered to
be particularly meritorious. Practically the problems and their solution constituted a consideration by the chief surgeon of the department
and his medical officers of the best method of action to be adopted by
army medical officers under certain given conditions.
The nature of the dism1ssions may be understood from the following
outline of some of the problems issued. For lieutentants: (1) The measures to be adopted on the occurrence of smallpox on a transport with
5 per cent of the troops wholly unprotected and 20 per cent but partially protected by vaccination, and no vaccine lymph available; (2)
the measures to be adopted on the occurrence of smallpox aud measles
in a detachment of recruits in march to a western military post; (3)
the medical provision for and management of a command of one brigade
of infantry and one regiment of cavalry operating for three month
against guerrillas. For captains: (1) The medical arrangements for
and management of 600 infantry and 120 cavalry in march from Fort
Bliss, Tex., to Fort Bayard, N. Mex., under ordinary summer conditions,
aud again when a probability of choleraic infection bas been reported;
(2) the action to be taken by a post surgeon on the arrival at bis post
of a party of recruits with the infection of measles and smallpox; (3)
the diseases which would be likely to affect 10 per cent of the c<;>mmand
and cau e many deaths in a division of newly raised volunteer mfantry
encamped from June to September on the banks of the Ohio River, near
Fort Thomas, with the conditions which a medical inspector would be
likely to find in the camp and the recommendations he would probably
have occasion to make. For majors: (1) The arguments for accepting
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one of two sites proposed as a camping ground for a command of 1,000
infantry and 200 cavalry, the environment having a possible influence
on the sanitary conditions being fully described; also the arrangement
of the ea,mp, the equipment of the medical department, and the strength
and organization of its hospital corps; (2) the needs as to quarters,
rations, clothing, medical service, hospital organization, etc., of a division of troops going· into winter quarters near Houlton, Me.; (3) the
probable duties that would engage the attention of a chief surgeon,
and the orders he would have occasion to write during an action in
which 25,000 men were engaged under stated conditions.
The solutions of certain problems by Majors Gardner and Kimball and
Captains Everts and Polhemus were forwarded to this office and due
acknowledgment was made to these officers for their able and earnest
discussion of the subjects.
An excellent paper by Captain Everts, discussing the insanitary conditions that would prove dangerous to a division of newly raised volunteer troops camped in the autumn on the Ohio, near Fort Thomas, Ky.,
is herewith submitted, as illustrative of the thoughtful consideration
given to the solution of these administrative problems in the Department of the Colorado.
The troops are in three brigade camps, a mi.le apart, on the left bank of the Ohio,
above Fort Thomas.
From the best information at hand concerning this locality, the followfog conditions are believed to exist: The Kentucky shore of the Ohio, along the camp, rises
in precipitous clay bluffs some 200 or 300 feet above the river. Back from the river,
the laud stretches comparatively level to the foothills, 3 to 5 miles away. Tllere is
a good 1:1lope down the river, which should afford surface drainage. The country
around is farmed. 'rhe natnre of tho grnuncl under the camps is not known, bn t
it is presnmed that there is a considerable depth of loose soil containing vegetahlo
mold. The ann ual rainfall is about 40 inches, half of which falls from May to September1 inclusive. Elevation above sea level is 800 to 900 foot. During the mouths
above unmed, the daytime temperature runs from 80° to 95°. The nights are warm,
not going often below 60° . 'l'he Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad rnus along the Kentneky side of the Ohio, through or near the camp.
Tho camp is occupied by a division of newly rai ed infantry volunteers, recrnited
from the central Wostorn States.
Tbis means that the soldiers and company officers are mostly drawn from the small
towns and country districts. The medical officers too, come from civil life, aucl with
little knowloclge and less experience of the unusual requirem nts of their po. itious.
tatistics of the recruiting service of our Regnlar Army show that half of those presenting them elves for enlistment are rej ected, and that most of those rejected have
di abilities that would cause them to break down under the conditions of army life.
~~perience has shown that in recruiting volunteers, r~jections for phy ical di _abil1ties represent a small percentnge of those who want to join the Army. Experrnnce
h~s shown too, that, under like conditions, troops raised newly, in rural districts,
will suffer from sickness twice as mnch as those taken from cities, an<l abont four
times as much as seasoned soldiers. This arises prohably from the later pby ical
and mental immn.tnrity common to both sexes n.nd to their monotonons habits oflife
ancl con equent inability to meet quickly the unusual conditious in which they are
pl~ ed. The chan~e of food and water,. the nights of broken rest, the constrnint of
nmform ancl physical deportment, their inaptitnde for helpin(l' themselve , homesickness, all con ·pire to lo~er the standard of health. Fnrtbe~more, a small r per
cent are prote tecl b,r prev10118 .attacks o_f the ordinary infectious d.iseaseo.
!he camp, whe? inst ~cc11p1 cl, was !ntendecl _onl,v- for temporary pu~·pose , and
t}n k110wlecl(l'e m1ght e~ ily l atl tho e m a.uthor1 ty to uegle t trict samtary men. ure . The troop went rnto camp June 1, aud l>y .Jnly 10 tho sick li tr pre ented 10
per cent of the OI?-rnancl, ~nd niuety deaths had occnrrecl. The high rate of ickne woulcl not xcite snrpn e, bnt th death rate, occurring so early, woul l not be
exp cted,
Yi _i~ing the amp as me<~ical dire tor July 15, I wonl<l expect to find the mecl.ical
concht10n of the camp had rn many or all of the followin"' particnlars:
'l'ent overcrowd cl; ventilation of tent and. beclclin cr neirle •ted .
. Poor drain a re of urface water aft r rninfalls; tent gro1~nd damp and men sleepmg on ground; tents standing, still, as originally pitched.
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:Food badly cooked; some of the issues of inferior quality or in bad condition.
Service and quality of water poor; neglect of needed sedimentation or :filtcl'ing or
boiling; water vessels not pl'O]Jerly cleaned.
Troops insufficiently employed as to work and recreation.
Camp police bad in respect of removal and destruction of kitchen and other waste,
and of covering contents of privy vaults.
Medical offi cers insufficient in numbers and lacking in knowledge and pl'actice of
nec.essary sanitary measures, even in their application to the hospitals.
Nursing done by inexperienced soldiers either detailed from the companies or as
members of the volunteer hospital corps.
A large number on sick r ej,ort from disabilities existing prior to enlistment.
'fhe following would probably have been prevailing: Diarrhea, typhoid fever,
catarrhs of the respiratory tract and perba,ps epidemic influenza, rheumatism and its
complica,tions, venereal diseases, measles, mala.rial fevers as a r eappearance in those
who had formerly suffered from them (it is possible that nnnsnal conditions of the
season which would greatly disturb the relationship between soil fermentation and
vegetable growth, or that even an unconsidered way of ditching and drainage could
lead to malarial fevers), continued (septic'?) fevers not recognized M specific fevers
and due to absorption of products of food decomposition in uigestive tract.
If recent cases of typhoid fever had occlµT ed, I would expect many more cases.
If measles had been found in camp, 1 would expect to find many mol'0 cases.
In considering even the best practicable ways for the b etterment of amp hygiene,
one may expect to meet with embarrassment of th eir execution by lack of authority
and of means. Sanita,ry measures that n,re thought necessary and practicable should
be demanded persistently and emphatically.
·w hen it is remembered that aside from the present worth of a woll soldier to the
Government many of the cases of sicluiess will be tho basis of p ension •Ja.ims, th e
enlarged obligations of those responsible shonld emphasize the need of sparinrr no
rueans practicable for preventing sicknrss.
I would hope to improve so materially tl10 heaJt.h of tho troops by removiug or
less nbw the canses of sickness that by the last of August not more than 4 1) r cent
of t l.J e command would be on sick report.
If I found that the soil in camp had been badly and hopelessly contaminat cl I
would advise that tho pl'esent site b abandoned and that new camps be establish d
on new ground, say thr e-fourths of a mile up or down the riv •1·. In this event
the old 0 Tound should be cleaned, trenches m1d pits filled up and .arth pa-eked in
them, and all rnfuse bul'ied, or burned, or carted away. If camp was not mov d
the tents should be struck and moved to new o-round. Whether the compa,uy t ents
were arranged in one or in two lines, the intervals between t ents on a liu sho uld
be at least two feet more than the width of the tent. Once a week (after a day of
fair wenthe1·) the t ents should be shifted to their intervals and the old ground
cleansed and l eft to freshen for its week. The tentage should bo suffi ·i nt so that
their occnpancy should not exceed these limits: Common tent, 3 men; 8ibl y, 10
men; conical wall, 12 men ; wall tents, 4 men. Shelter tents would not give good
p1·otection against the h eavy rains, but their use, on tho re~ulation allowauce, would
be much less harmful than the use of the allowance only of the larger t nt . If
enough tents are uot obtainable to prevent crowding enough men could be withdrawn from them and placed under sh lter tents. Ex •ept during inclement w aLh r
the tent walls should be raised and kept up all day for ventilation, and b eddfo rr all(l
clothing hould be taken out and afr cl for two hours. The la.rge rainfalls and
h eavy clews would keep the tent ground da mp, and the men would suffer if beds w ere
made on the ground. To obvjate this probably the most satisfactory way woul(l be
to :floor each t en t by placing sills of 4 by 4 inches on the ()"round, 2 feet apart, and
running across tent, and laying inch planks on them. Such lumber coulcl be delivrred at about $10 per 1,000. Ea h soldi l' would r equire 30 feet at a cost of 30 nts.
If th quartermaster's d epa1·tment could not fm·nish the lumber doubtless ea ·h company would snpply Hs (1uota of the xpeuse by subscriptions or from company fuml.
FacilHi s conl<l easily he given to the mr n to huy straw for bedding. If purcha d
in lots by companie it shonl<l not cost more ihan $10 per ton or 10 cents for ach
so]cli~r s sh.ar e. Smoking in t nts :10~ to be allowed, nor chewing, .u~l ss t~e us~r
provules bis own 1·eccptacle for sp1ttmo·. There will be heavy ramfalls of shor t
<lnration. To carry off the surface water there should bo a w eli-con sid r d sy tom
of ditching for the camp as w 11 as for the individual t ents. A comp •t •nt officer
should bo d etail cl in each brigade cnmp to la.y out and direct the ditching. The
ground should uot he disturb cl more than necessary and the excavated arth shoulcl
b packed smooth aml even.
·
.
. The _foo~ of ach company should be inspected daily by a medical offic rand his
rnvestigat10n must not be confined to an examination of the food as cooked, but should
be extended to the raw i1:1sues as to their quality mode of issue, and facilit.i s for keo1 1ing them. Cooked beans, left over, should not be kept over night, but thrown away,
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as they are liable to ferment in a few hours in hot weather. The full allowance of
canned tomatoes should be drawn, as they would be a healthful addition to the other
more concentrated food, but they should not stand in cans that have been opened.
Except in bread making, any man of average common sense, who is anxious to do
well, ougl1t to do camp cooking satisfactorily after a few days' trial. The Manual
for Army Cooks, or its equivalent, should be in each company and the attention of
tbe cook drawn to any defects in his cookery or care of food. Bread making, especially in camp, is entirely beyond the average company cook, who lacks the skill as
well as the necessary facilities. As bread is the most important part of t,he ration,
it is of importance that it should be wholesome and palatable. Camp bakeries
should be established for each brigade, or soft bread issued if it was impracticable
to make it in camp.
Privy vaults must be dug deep and narrow, supplied with board seats and such
shelter of brush or canvas as will afford shelter from the weather as well as sufficient privacy, and yet allow ventilation. Once a day the designated detail should
throw in a 6-inch layer of earth over contents. When within 3 feet of tbe top the pit
should be filled in and mounded. Good walks to trenches ought to be made. Kitchen
slops should be thrown into covered barrels and carted away daily to a safe distance
and emptied on new ground. Kitchen or camp refuse to be burned or buried.
'l'he troops should not be permitted to fall into indolent ways. The formaJ. drills
would be especially trying to these troops and might easily become excessive. Continuous occupation should be required for eight or ten hours daily and with as much
diversity as practicable. Bodily cleanliness should be required. It is not likely
that any stream would be used for bathing, but a tin ba in, wash rag and towel
would be in the reach of everyone.
Efforts should be made to keep prostitutes and gambling dens beyond reach of tbe
soldie1·s. Canteens should be established.
The water for camp use is probably obtained from the Ohio. Better and more
accessible water might be obtained from wells dug in safe places. The daily supply
for each man should be at least 1 gallon for drinking and 5 gallons for all purposes.
Cinciunati ancl Evansville take their water supply from the Ohio, and it is noted
that these cities have only a moderate death rate from typhoid. If the water needs
only removal of vegetable cl bris and earthy matter, this removal ought to be effected
by some of the simpler methods of sedimentation or filtration; but if it held infective germs, nothing short of boiling or the use of scientifically constructed :filters
would be of much use.
MEDICAL DEP..A.RTMENT OF THE NATION.AL GU.A.RD.

No medical officer of the Army was on duty during the year with
troops of the N atfonal Guard, but the meeting of the Association of
Military Surgeons in Columbus, Ohio, afforded an opportunity to many
of our medical officers of formiug a professional and social acquaintance with delegates and others belonging to the medical staff of the
National Guard of many of the States. Lieut. Col. W. E. Water ,
deputy surgeon general, United States Army, Columbus Barracks, Ohio;
Maj. Henry Lippincott, Lugeon, United States Army, Fort Sheridan,
DI., and Capt. Robert J. Gibson, assistant surgeon, United State Army,
Fort Thomas, Ky., w re detailed to represent the Medical Departmeut
of the Army at the meeting. Major Lippincott made a full report of
the proceedings, an ab tract of which is here given.
The op ning e sion was public and wash Id in High Street Theater at 10 a. m.,
'l'bo ~ emblage w:a very l~rge and composed of surgeons of th Army,
"avy, and ahonal . uard _m full umform, tog th r with many of the b st citizen
of olumbu an~ n 1ghborrna town . _Capt am Pilcher, of tho Army, a member of
the local committee o~ arrang: m nt. , mtroduced the , p aker , which he did in a
!rrac ful manner and with er d1t t l.11m. If and the 1edical Corp of the .A.rmy.
Mayor Black, of Co~umbn ,. th n d liv r d an addre of welcome on b half of
th cit , and rei rred 1~ glo~mg t rm to th 1v:ork of military urgeon , and aid
thcr wa n way of e timatm~ h w much suffermg and pa.in could hav been sparrcl
in war of the pa t. He wa: ~lad that wai: w re h coming 1
and le fr queut
and h wa al o glad that m1bt ry urgery 1 making uch advanc s along all lin .
Thron h th iutcllig nt work f th m dical pro£ ion th horrors of tho e wa.r
wbjch mu. t come will he con iclorahly 1 . n d.
The ma or wa foll w d b, th II n. A . a . Bu hnell gov rnor of Ohio who iu
hiH p
h, paid a g<>n rou tribnt' to military m dical d:ie>n.
'
'l'h m d.ical prof · ion of Ohio was ably repre ented by Dr. Milliken, ex-president
fay 25.
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of the Ohio State Medical Society. The Doctor spoke very highly of the work of
the surgeons during the late war, giving great praise to those who risked their own
for the lives of others. He paid high tribute to the advancement of military surgery, and emphasized his delight at the progress made by this society. He referred
to the great Laney in the most laudatory terms, saying that the work accomplished
by that smgeon should be an example for all military medical men.
Adjutant-Gen~al Axline, referring to the the medical department of his own State,
said there wns no rued.ical department in the National Guard of any State superior
to that of the Ohio National Guard, which contains 225 officers and enlisted men.
He mentioned the fact that great improvement had been made in the medical service
of the guard. He asked that the society consider the importance of uniformity in
the supplies of medical stores for the Army, Navy, and National Guards. General
Axline's address impressed me with his great interest in the medical department of
the State troops, and it is_to be hoped that his good words found a responsive impulse
in the hea1·ts of all who heard him. The members of the medical department with
whom I became acquainted certainly showed themselves worthy of holding commissions of a great State, and I am sure would give a good account of themselves if
called into active service by the General Government.
Deputy Surg. Gen. W. S. Oliver, representing the British Army, was the next
speaker. As he arose to address the large audience he was greeted with marked
applause. He acknowledged great pleasure in being present and in wearing the
badge of the Association of Military Surgeons. He referred to the military medical
department of other countries, and said this Association of Military Surgeons was
the only one of its kind he knew of, but was certain that England would follow the
American example. He spoke of the people of the United States in a most friendly
way; said it was a great honor to be with us, and his voice and manner indicated
his heartfelt expressions.
Surg. Gen. Nicholas Senn, of Illinois, being called to the front of the stage, made
a few remarks on the State of Ohio and referred in eloquent terms to some of her
illustrious sons. In speaking of the association, which he founded, he said it was
only 6 years old, but still it had done much good. He referred to the fact that at
first the association was composed of the medical men of the National Guards of the
country. The Army and Navy early sent representatives to the sessions of the association. Soon recognizing the value of the association, the representatives of the
Army and Navy asked to become active members of the association. They were
gladly accepted as members. In conclusion, General Senn spoke of the bright outlook for the association, saying the future was especia11y auspicious.
Medical Director Gihon, president of the association., was next introduced and
delivered his presidential address, at the close of which .he recommended the assignment of special subjects of inquiry to selected committees, ancl suggest d as such
special committees the following:
(1) On securing uniformity of organization of . the medical department in the
military establishments of the several States.
(2) On seeming uniformity of outfit and supply for field service in the medical
departments of the several States.
(3) On the rationing of bodies of men in peace and during hostile operations, on
shore and afloat.
(4) On the institution of post exchanges (canteens) at all permanent posts and
stations of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and National Guard.
(5) On the thorough disinfection of men-of-war, trcmsports, and other Gov rnment vessels.
·
(6) On the best m ans of identification of enlisted men.
Maj or Moore, of the Ohio National Guard, followed, briefly reviewing the work
of the committee of arrangements. The work clone by the committee wa enormous,
and elicited the admiration of all members attending the meetings of the association .
Captain Pilcher h aving then read letters of regret from tlie President of the
United States, the Secretari s of War and Navy, General Miles, General Sternberg,
and Surgeon-General Tryon, the morning session was adjourned.
The second session, May 25, was held in the senate chamber and was called to
order by President Gillon at 2 p. m. Uniform, undress.
The r eports of officers and committees were then ordered.
.
The first r ad wa that of the secretary, Major Burgin, of Philadelphia, who
Rtated among other things that the membership of the association is n?w 460, an
increase of 130 during the year. Major Burgin spoke of the high stand mg _of the
society, and said that the outlook was very promising. Major Carr, of Ob10, ,formerly trea urer of the a sociation, gave an account of the financial trans~ctions
during his terms of office, and told of the difficulties and trials through which the
a.ssociation had passed.
. .
Capt. James J. Erwin, Ohio National Guard treasurer of the a so01at1on, 11ext
submitted his report, and presented a certified ~heck for $648.86, in order to show
the successful status of the society, all bills having been :Paid.
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Other reports were then rendered, and after the appointment of the nominating
Cfllllmittee the following papers were read in full or by title: "A plea for the moro
efficient organization of the Medical Department on our ships of war," by Medic-al
Iuspector (Commander) John C. Wise, United States Navy, ,vashington, D. C.; "The
work of the Medical Department on naval vessels," by Surg. (Lieut. Commander)
C. A. Seigfried, United States Navy, Newport, R. I.; "The medical officer of the
National Guard," by Lieut. Col. Leonard B. Almy, medical director (retired) Connecticut National Guard, Norwich, Conn.; ''The hospital corps of the National
Guard of Pennsylvania," by Maj. J. K. Weaver, surgeon, First Brigade, National
Gnard of PennsylvanirL, Norristown, Pa.; "The hospital corps in Connecticut," by
Maj. Julian La Pierre, surgeon, National Guard of Connecticut, Norwich, Conn.; "The
L eadville campaign,'' by Col. Clayton Parkhill, surgeon-general National Guard of
Colorado, Denver, Colo., and Maj. L. H. Kemble, surgeon, National Guard of Colorn.do, Aspen, Colo.; "The medical department of the Me~ican national army," by
.Maj. Lonis M. Mans, surgeon, United States Army, Washing-ton, D. C.; "A military
delegate to tbe Second Pan-American Medical Congress, Mexico, November, 1896"
(read uext day), by Col. Charles H. Alden, assistant surgeon-general, United States
Anny, Washington, D. C.; "Some suggestions as to the medical department of the
National Guard," by Capt. Gilbert I. Cullen, assistant surgeon, Ohio National Guard,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
.
The pa,pers and the discussions on them were of great interest to all present.
Commander Wise's paper was well received. He showed that the so-called humane
element in the modern missile is erroneous and misleading, and said that the mortality in future wars will be decidedly increased and that from conditions obtaining
in naval actions the casualties therein will be greater than in the operations of
armies; tlin.t tho large number of wounded ruen suffering from shock and hemorrhage
will nee<l immecfo1te relief; t,hat the organization of the Medical Department of the
Navy, in its relation t o the relief of the wounded, has made no advance commensurate
with that of the instrnmentalities of destruction, and that the detail for the relief
of wounded in action must be organized as a permanent hospital corps.
Surgeon Seigfried's paper on '' The work of the Medical Department on naval vessels" was read by Commander John C. Wise, United States Navy. This paper
described the medical, surgical, and military duties of the Medical Department on
ships of the United States Navy. It told of the diseases incident to life on board
v essels, overcrnwding, diet, etc., and the confinement consequent upon narrow limits.
It was stated tha,t autointoxication and infection were factors in the etiology of
many of the common disorders met with; that the class of simple ephemeral fe, ers
are almost wholly due to this cause. The paper referred to disease due to rapid
changes of temperature tending to chronicity, discharge, etc.; skin di"eases consequent upon handling certain materials; frequency of accidents, etc.; eye disorders
duo to excess of artificial light; vitiated air and tubercle; typhoid fever; vaccination, smallpox and venereal diseases. Reference was also made to malingering.
The author dis ussod the military dnties of the naval surgeon and referred to th
eqnipm nt of the ambulance corps, the equipment of boats, and of the use of appliances for handling wounded on board ship. This paper covered enormous ground,
and I must leave its further consideration for the editor of the Association of Military
urg ons.
Colonel Almy'a paper, among other things, showed the difficulties which must be
m t by surgeons of State troops, the first and most important of th se being due
to the faulty method of appointment of State medical officers, which results injurion ly, at lea t so far as r sponsibility is concerned.
[ was parti cularly inter sted in the excellent showing made by Colonel Parkhill in
hi· paper on tho Lead ville ampaign. The harclships the men had uudergone, and
th v ry great privations they h cl cheerfully met, was, indeed, a noble lesson for
older troops. Theil' devotion to duty was well told by Colonel Parkhill, and their
small sid<: report wa. a splendid example of th result of discipline.
The third e sion, fay 26, was nJso held in the senate chamber, and was opened at
10 a. m., President Gihon pre idinO', After the usual business formalities were di po d of, urgeon Murray, on belialf of tho United States Marine-Hospital Corps,
rai d th question of"Reaw:nis ion into active membership of the ational Asso •iatiou of .Militar urg ons of that body, numb rinO' 150 m n. l'h corps was one on the active memberhip Ji t. ltwas sub c1uently pla. · cl on tho a socia.tem mbership list. Them rubers
of it now want to b active lllerub rs."
ome di cussion followed, th t nd ncy of which seemed to be in favor of r admi ion. The subj ·t th 1;1 und 1· a onatitutional r quirement, was ]aid over to b
vot tl on at th n xt m tmg.
The pr ident th n anuou11 ·ed tha~ readin_g of paper wa in order whereupon 'olonel Ald n of the .Aim.v, read nn arti ·le ut1tlod '' A military clele.,at to th , c ·on«I
Pan-Am rican M dical 'ougr , )iexico, ovember, 1896.n The ;uthor gave a full
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account of the meeting in the City of Mexico, in 1896, and described places, persons,
etc., and tolcl of the great hospitality extended to the delegates. The address of
Colonel Alden was made especially interesting by the circulation of photographs of
prominent hospitals, medical officers, and also of President and Mrs. Diaz. These
pictures were the cause of much favorable comment on the part of the 1nembers of
the asso<.liation. In conclncling his address, Colonel Aldeu made a plea for closer
relations between the United States and Mexico, assuring all that this would be of
mutual advantage. This paper was a great treat to many of us who know little
personally of the better Mexican people, and when published will be read with
infinite pleasure.
The reading of other papers, either in full or by title, next followed. "Venereal
disease in tho Navy and its prev.entiou ," by P.A. Surg. (Lieut.) R. Percy Crandall,
United States Navy, Norfolk, Va.; "The hygiene of enlisted men," by Maj. G. C.
Ashmnn, surgeon, Ohio National Guard, Cleveland, Ohio; "On military medical
problems," by Lieut. Col. Alfred A. Wooclhnll, Medical Department, United States
Army, Denver, Colo.; "Accouterments for the infantry soldier," by Deputy Surg.
Gen. W. S. Oliver, British army medical department, Halifax, Nova Scoti:t; "The
practical disinfection of ships of war," by Surg. (Lieut.) T. C. Craig, United States
Navy, Brooklyn, N. Y.; "Some practical points on antisepsis in tho Navy, embracing
hygiene and disinfection of ships, barracks, and yards, with a view to preventing
the importation of ~erms of disease and the spread of contagious affections/ by
Medical Director (capt.) G. W. Woods, United States Navy, Mare Island, Cal.;
"Camp sanitation in the National Guard," by Capt. James .J. Erwin, assistant s urgeon, Ohio National Guard, Cleveland, Ohio; "Some remarks on mountain campaigning from a medical standpoint," by Capt. Henry P. Birmingham, assistant surgeon,
United States Army, 1'..,ort 'l'rum bull, Conn.; "The adoption of an emergency ration
for the National Guard,'' by Maj. Thomas J. Sullivan, surgeon, Illinois National
Gua-rd, Chicago, 111.
In the absence of Colonel Woodhull, Captain Pilcher read a great portion of the
Colonel's -paper on "Military medical problems," which dealt chiefly with measures
having in view the prevention of disease ancl the avoidance of confusion and suffering
in the field.
Deputy Surgeon-General Oliver, of the British army, exhibited and explained his
"Accouterments for tho infantry soldier." The president of the association, Commodore Gihou, made a motiou, which was carried, that Surgeon-General Oliver be
requested to write a paper on-the subject assigned him on the programme, and that
it be incorporated in the record of the transactions of the seventh annual convention
of the National Association of Military Surgeons, as if it bad been read before the
convention. Another motion was made and carried, that his article be illustrated
fully. The En~lish delegate was informed that the cost of illustrating tho paper
will be assumecL by the association. It will be one of the most valuable contributions to the literature of military surgery when completed. A vote of thanks was
tendered Geneml Oliver before he retired.
Captain Erwin's paper on "Camp sanitation in the National Guard" was heard
with marked attention. He painted one camp in rather dismal colors, and demonstrnted the necessity of placing camp sanitation under competent medical officers.
The discussion on this paper was quite fnll and will doubtless bring good r esults.
Fourth session, 2 p. m., May 26, senate chamber. ''Di ability discharge in the
United tates A.rmy," by Col. Dallas Bache, assistant surgeon-general, United States
Army, Omaha, Nebr.; "Identification," by Maj. George W. Adair, surgeon, United
States Army, Washington Barracks, D. C.; "Objections to the system of identification in use in tho United States Army," by Maj. Paul R. Brown, surgeon, United
States Army, Fort Hamilton, N. Y.; "A field applia,nce for the extempore preparation of hypodermic sol11tions," by Maj. Henry Mel. W. Moore, sur?,eon, Ohio
National Guard, Col nm bus, Ohio; "The better type of medical officer, ' by Lieut.
Col. Alfred A. Woodhull, Medicai Department, United States Army, Denver, Colo.;
"The use of kola in military practice," by Col. George H. Penrose, surgeon-general
Utah National Guard, Salt Lake City, Utah; "Degeneration in military life," by
Capt. Charles E . Woodruff, assistant surgeon, United States Army, Fort "lieridan,
Ill.; "Regimental instruction in first aid," by Surg. Capt. Rory Fletcher, Eighth V.
B. King's Royal Rifles, London, England; "Personal equipment for field service,"
by Lieut. Col. Henry R. Tilton, deputy suro-eon-general, United State8 Army, St.
Paul, Minn._; "1.!'~st aid on the firing line/'by Capt. James J. Erwin, assistant
surgeon, Oh10 National Guard, Cleveland, Ohio.
Few papers were read at this session, but all noted in the foregoing list were read
by title, if not in full .
. Major Adair's article, "Identification," elicited much discussion, but I doubt that
~t made any converts to the system he proposed. The present system seems to hold
its ground, so far as I could determine as I believe it will as long as any method
thus far matlo public.
'
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Major Moore, of the Ohio National Guard, exhibited a simple and couve11ient
appliance for extempore preparation of hypodermic 1,mlutions. The chief merit
claimed for it was sterili½ation, which could be secured under all circumstances.
Fifth session, 9.30 a. m., May 27, senate chamber. The meeting haYing been called
to order and the opening business completed, the report of the nominating committee
was announced and confirmed.
The officers elected for the coming year are: President, Brig. Gen. (Retired) Jefferson
D. Griffith, surgeon-general National Guard of Missouri, Kansas City, Mo.; first
vice-president, Maj. John Van Rensselaer Hoff, surgeon, United States Army; second
·vice-president, Commander John C. Wise, medical inspector, United States Navy;
treasurer, Maj. James J. Erwin, assistant surgeon-general Ohio National Guard;
secretary, Capt. James E. Pilcher, assistant surgeon, United States Army. Kansas
City was selected as the place for the 18!:18 meeting. The following list of papers
was then submitted: '''l'he radical cure of inguinal hernia from the standpoint of
the military surgeon," by Maj. John M. Banister, surgeon, United States Army, Fort
Leavenworth, Kans.; "On fracture of the lower extremity of the radius in its general and milita.ry aspects," by Dr. Lewis Stephen Pilcher, formerly passed assistant
surgeon, United States Navy, Brooklyn, N. Y.; "Slowly ubsorbable catgut by a modification of the Boeckman method," by Capt. W. C. Borden, assistant surgeon, United
States Army, Fort Snelling, Minn.; "The ambulant treatmentof fractures," by Maj.
Ed ward Martin, surgeon, National Guard of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. ; '' On the
management of acute or sudden recurrent appendicitis in camp and in the :field,"by
Brig. Gen. M. 0. Terry, surgeon-general, National Guard of State of New York,
Utica, N. Y.; '' Some effects of bullets with stereopticon illustrations," by Brig. Gen.
(Retired) Jefferson D. Griffith, surgeon-general, MissouriN ational Guard, Kansas City,
Mo.; "The place of military medicine and sur~ery in the medical college curriculum,"
by Dr. George M. Kober, professor of military surgery in the Georgetown University
Medical School, Washington, D. C. General Griffith, Missouri National Guard, gave
a most instructive lecture on "Some effects of bullets," illustrated by large pictures
thrown upon a screen by a stereopticon. A number of bones and skulls were exhibited, showing the effects of bullets, together with photos of the t ests made by shooting
bullets into human bodies at different distances. This work showed great ingenu ity
and perseverance, and demonstrated the destructive effects of th e service rifl e as
well as of larger missiles. General Griffith's experiments were made at Fort Riley
last year. The pictures (stcreopticon views) of tlle destructive effects of shrapnel
fired at horses were very interesting, As illustrating the great destructiveness of
the service rifle, h e presented 64 fragments of bone the result of one shot fired tLt a
skull in the r ecent state. This paper will be read with interest when it appear1:1 in
the annual proceedings. At the couclusion of General Griffith's paper the association
adjourned to meet at the Starling Medical College.
The association having met at the Starling Medical College, Colonel Alden, in the
absence of Maj. John M. Banister, pre1:1ented three cases upon whom Major Banister
had operated successfu l1y for the radical cure of inguinal h ern ia, and spoke of the
excellent work done by others in the same field. JJr. L. S. Pilcher read a paper on
fracture of the lower extremity of the radius and showed plates and recent specimens illustrating this fracture. Other papers were to have been read at this meeting, but were deferred.
Sixth se sion, Columbus Barracks, 2 p. m., May 27. From 1 to 2 p. m. the United
tates Army Battalion Field Hospital was on exhibitiou, g iving demonstrations of
the <lrill of the ho pital corps and company bearers. '' The lines of surgi ·al aid on
the battlefield, as modified by modern military conditions/I by Capt. Jame1:1 E . Pilcher,
assistant surg on , United States Army, Columbus Barracks, Ohio; 11 Military sanitary organization on the lines of communication and a,t the base," by Maj. John Van
Rensselaer Hoff, surg on, nited tates Army, Vancouver Barracks, Wa h.; "A new
method oflifting and carrying a p atient by a single bearer," by Maj. Heury Mel. W.
Moore, surgeon, Ohio 1 ational Guard, Columbus, Ohio; "A medical chest suitable
for a battery, troop, or independent company/' by Lieut. Herbert A. Arnold, a i tant surgeon, Battery , ational Guard of Pennsylvania, Ardmore, Pa.; "A portable
folding geu ra.l operating table for use on nava,l ve seJ ," by urg. (Lieut. ommander) C. A. 'eigfried. nited, tate
avy, ewport, R. I.; '' The physique of the
American soldier," by faj . Henry . Kilbourne, surgeon, nited tates Army, fadison Barracks, . Y.; "Phy ical training in our Army and N:wy," by urg. (Lieut.)
Henry G. Beyer, United tate ~ayy, Wa bington, D. C.; '' Physical training in t~e
ational Guard," by Capt. W~ll1am AJfr d We t rvelt, assi taut surpeou, Ohio
ational Guard, Colnmbn , Ohio· ""\ hat to avoid in army athletics,' by Lient.
John . Kulp, a ·sistant surO"eon,. nit d tates Army, ancouver Barracks, Wash.;
"The oldier a an a.tblet ," by Lrnnt. Guy C. f. Godfrey, as istant surgeon, nited
, tates Army, L Paul, Minn ..
The fi ld hospital wa cred1taul;i: arranged and was an excellent object le son for
many of the surgeon . Here were d1 pla ed all th appliances necessary for the proper
management of a battalion "field hospital." In it alao were shown some new med-
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ical and surgical chests-improvements on those now in use in the Army-in that
the cases are constructed of galvanized iron aucl the vials are made of hard rubber
instead of glass. A bicycle ambulance also on exhibition attracted attention and
was indeed a wonderfully ingenious contrivance.
The drill of hospital corps and company bearers was good and showed that the
medical department of Col um bus Barracks is alive to the Surgeon-General's requirements. I was especialJy well pleased with Captain Pilcher's one- bearer drill. This
did not deviate from the aut,horized manual, but the work was done by the entire
corps and company bearers at the same time and was very interesting. I have since
adopted his method here and find the men take to it kindly.
Major Moore's method of lifting and carrying a patient by a single bearer was
demonstrated by himself. He caused the bearer to kneel on one knee on which the
patient sits. As the bearor rises he lifts the patient, left arm being under the
thighs, right arm around the back. I have tried this method here and must say
that I consider it a great improvement on our corresponding manner of lifting the
patient.
Lieutenant Arnold, assistant surgeon, National Guard of Pennsylvania, exhibited a
small and convenient medical chest for a battery,· troop, or single company. This
was a very ingenious and useful chest, and contained the articles most likely to be
needed on a scout or on any detached duty of limited dumtion.
Captain Westervelt, assfatant surgeon, read a pa,per on "Physical training in the
National Guard." This young officer showed commenclable zen,l in bis work, and
hfa instructive paper was a splendid reflex of what is now being done by the volunteers. The other papers were, as my memory serves me, rnad by title.
I have tried to give a fair outline of what I saw and board a,t the me tings of the
As ociation of Miiitary Surgeons, and regret that I am unable to write a b ttor
account of them. I wish to say that I am aware of the great good the ociety is
doiug, that I regard it as a high compliment that I was selected to attend tho m otings officially, and that I believe this association is destined to become of the greatest
value to the Government and country, and that it should be acknowledged a,i:ul
cherished by National and Stn,te authorities alike. I do ire to state that my observations at the meetings have led me to believe that tho United States has, in the corps
of volunteer surgeons, at this time a body of medical officers who, as a whole, are
thoroughly competent to take the field and perform every duty in a manner that
would reflect a high degree of excellence.
It is my duty now to refer to tho ocial manifestations incident to our gath ring
in Columbus, and here I must mention the reception given the society by His Excellency Governor Bushnell of Ohio at bis residence on the night of May 25. The officers
were in full uniform and had the pleasure of meeting many of the best people of
Columbus and vicinity. The Governor and bis wife were exceedingly affable, and
made one and all feel they had not only a cordial welcome to Ohio, but to their home
as well. This was emphasized by the brilliancy of the mansion, as well as by everything else which contributed to make the event enjoyable and impressive.
On the night of May 26, Colonel and Mrs. Poland and the officers and ladies of
Columbus Barracks gave a reception to the association at the post. 'l'his al o was
an extremely agreeable diversion which brought the volunteers and regulars into
friendly and desirable relationship, and demonstrated that each should be proud of
the other.
The Columbus Academy of Medicine entertained the association at tho Columbus
Club on the night of tho 27th, and, although I did not attend, having left the city
that night, I was informed by others that it too was in keeping with all the other
hand ome things the good people of the city did for our society.
SECOND P.A.N-.A.MERIC.A.N MEDICAL CONGRESS.

4rbe second Pan-American Medical Oongress was held in the City of
Mexico, November 16-19, 1896. Col. Oharles R. Alden, as i tant surgeon-general, and Maj. Calvin De Witt, surgeon, attended the meeting as
delegates from tlle Medical Department of the Army. Oolonel Aldeu's
report, submitted below, gives a general view of the proceedings of this
important medical congress and of the advantages derived from it.
He pays a graceful tribute to the high standard of the medical profe sio~ in ~exico and makes brief but suggestive mention of ~h~ great
samtary improvements in progress and of the excellen_t cond1t10n and
advanced equipment of its hospitals, schools, laboratories, etc.
1 haye the honor to report that in compliance with Special Ord~rs 236, H_eadq~arters of the.Army, current series, I attended the Second Pan~Amer~ca~ Medical Congress held m the City of Mexico, November 16-19, 1896, leaving thiB city on the 10th
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of November. Surg. Calvin De Witt, United States .Army, the other delegate from
the Medical Department of the .Army, joined me in San .Antonio, and we reached the
City of Mexico on the 15th.
The Congress was forma.Ily opened on the night of November 16 at the "Teatro
Nacional," or National Theater, when the President of the Republic, Gen. Porfirio
Diaz, made a most cordial and graceful address of welcome. He was followed by
Dr. Liceaga, secretary of the Congress, Dr. Carmona y Va,l le, the president, and
Sen.or Gamboa of the board of health of the federal district. Dr. William Pepper,
of Philadelphia, who was the first president of the Pan-American Medical Congress,
and is regarded as one of its founders, made the closing address and was most
warmly received. The tastefnl decorations, the exquisite music, and the large
audienne, nearly 3,000, includiirg many ladies, contributed to make the occasion a
brilliant a,n d most interesting one.
The second general meeting of the Congress was held on Tuesd[LY night the 17th,
in the Chamber of Deputies, when interesting addresses were delivered by Dr. Ji ernandez, of Havana, on "Yellow fever;" by Dr. La Chappelle, of Canada,, on "Pasteur and his discoveries;" one by Dr. vValter Wyman, Supervising Surgeon-General
of the Marine-Hospital Service, on "Qua,r antine," in which he ably discussed international obligations from a sanitary point of view, and one by Dr. La Vista, of Mexico,
on "Therapeutics."
The third and closing general session, lield in the same place, was devotecl chiefly
to the presentation of reports and to brief addresses from the representatives of the
nationalities represented at the congress, who returned thanks for the courtesies
extended by the Government and people of Mexico.
It appears from the treasurer's report that 445 delegates and members had registered; about 200 from Mexico itself, about 200 from the Uuited States, and the
remainder from other nationalities in the Western Hemisphere, inclu<ling Canada,
the West India Islands, and the Republics of Central and Soutl.1 America. No list
of physicians actually present at the congress was published, but there was a good
representation of the best element of the profession in all the countries referred to.
That this number did not embrace more of the promineut physicians and surgeons
of this country was no doubt due to the fact that at this senson our medical colleges
are in session, and many notable men, who are teachers, could not spare the time for
so long a journey. Among the attendants upon this congress ·wore quite a number
of lady physicians from the United States. ·
.
The principal scientific work of the congress was done not at the general sessions
but at the meetings of the many sections into which the congress was <lidded.
There were fifteen of these sections, the most important being those of general medicine, general surgery, obstetrics and abdominal surgery, and hygiene, the others
representing all the more important specialties in medicine, and including one of
military and naval surgery. All the sections, except a few minor ones, met in the
National School of Engineers, a large building with central court affording ample
and convenient accommodations. The principal sections, those of general medicine,
of general surgery, of obstetrics and abdominal surgery, and of hygiene, held meetings twice daily during the congress and were well attended. The less importa,nt
sections held fewer meetings, and some of them had so little business and so small
an attendance that their separate organization seemed hardly needed.
Although the novel and interesting sights of the beautiful City of Mexico, particularly attractive at this season, naturally diverted the attention of foreign meru bers,
great intere twas shown in the proceedings of the congres , and the contributions to
medicals ience were numerous and important. .According to the published official
list there were 340 papers pre ented at the general or section me •tings, though but
a part were actually read. It was, of course, impossibl for one por on to do more
than attend the general se ions and to listen to a few of the papers read at the section , so that only an outline of the work done can be given.
In the section of J;eneral medicine the subjects of malarial and yellow fevers
claimed much attention. There were twenty papers ou th se and allied subjectfl.
Amoncr them were articles on "The urine in yellow fe,· r," by Dr. asabo and by
Drs. Acosta and Davalo , of Havana; one on "The biolo~ical character of the bloocl
of yellow fever," by Dr. Coronado, of Havana, specially mtere ting as confirming n t
thi time the conclusions of nrgeon, now General, tern b rg in his investigatiou
in 1
9 and other by Brazilian a.nd en zuelan physi ian .
In surg~ry many papers wore pre nte<l, covering the fi Id pretty generally, :mtl
in Jodincr
the interesting subject of abdominal urgery, th radical cure of hernia,
0
cerebral surgery, and Roentg n ra. s a an aid in diagno i .
urgica.l operations
w r performed before the section at ome of the ity ho pital .
The
tion of hygi n , demography, anu alli d subject wa an important on o,
an~ the pap r w renomero~1 an_d_inter tiug a illu tratio~ the varying: conditio~s
·1 tin er in the different nat1onaht1 r pr ntad.
uarantm and public health rn
its international relations naturally m iu for much discussion.
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Under the direction of the international executive commission, a body maue up of
representatives of the various nationalities and which bad in special charge the
bnsi ness arrangements of the congress, three important special commissions were
appointed-one on "Public health, quarantine, and medical legislation," Dr. E.
Liceaga, of Mexico, chairman; another on a "Pftn-American pharmacoproia," Prof.
,J.P. Remington, of Philadelphia, chairman; and a third on the "Pan-American
medicinal flora," Dr. H. H. Rusby, of New York, chairman. These special commissions were charged with the consideration of the important subjects assigned them
during the interval between this and the next congress, to which they are to make
their report.
Upon the invitation of the delegate from Venezuela, the international commission
selected Caracas, the capital of that Republlc, as the place of the next meeting in
December, 1899.
My own contribution to the work of the congress was a paper on "Examinations
in medicine, an inquiry into their effects on education, and the best methods of conducting them," read before the section on medical edncation, and one on '' Recent
improvements in the equipment of the United States Hospital Corps," preaented at
the section of military and naval snrgery, of which section I had the honor of being
made one of the honorary presidents.
'l'bis meeting of the Pan-American Congress in the City of Mexico will be especially remembered by the delegates and members from other countries for the generous and gracious hospitality extended to them. It is impossible in this report to
give an adequate idea of the magnificence of the public entertainments, and of the
a~tentions showered upon the visitors by both government officials and private individuals. The arrangements made for the pleasure and comfort of guests were not
only extensive and elaborate in the planning but most successfully carried out.
'fhe traditional courtesy of the Mexican nation exceeded itself on this occasion.
The notable openin~ of the congress by the President of the Republic at the Teatro
Nacional has been referred to. On Wednesday, the 18th, there was a reception by
the governor and municipality of the City of Mexico at the National Palace. Not
only was this in itself a brilliant occasion, but the Cathedral and the Plaza Mayor,
upon which tho palace fronts, were illuminated, and there was a grand dispfay of
fireworks in the square. The central court or "patio" of the pa1ace was transformed into a fairy grotto n.nd used as the supper room. The next day, 'fhur day,
the 19th, was the principal social event, the re eption by th President and Mrs.
Diaz at the Castle of Chapultepec. The castle or palace, situated on a hill overlooking the valley of Mexico, with its snow-clad mountains in the distance and
approached by the fine boulevard of the Paseo do la Reforma, was in it elf a great
attraction. The gracious greetinfo- of the distinguished President oftbe nation and
his charming wife, the delightfu music, and g nerous entertainment combined to
make this a memorable event. An elaborate ball by the Jockey Club of the City of
Mexico was the last great festivity of the week.
A number of interesting and instructive excursions took place during the intervals
of or after the daily meetings of tbe congress. The most important only can be
enumerated. Special trains on the street railway or steam lines were provided in
all cases, and a generous luncheon when needed. On Tuesday the new slaughterhouses in the suburbs of the city, completed but not yet occupied, were visited.
They are on a very extensive scale and equal in their appointments to the best anywhere. On Wednesday the guests were taken to the new g neral hospital, now under
construction, destined to be a large establishment of some 35 buildings with the
most approved modern arrangements, ancl to the new penitentiary, a model building
of its kind, both several miles from the city. On the 20th, aftertbeclo e of the congres , there was an all-day excursion to the draina~e works of the valley of Mexico
and the ~Teat tunnel connected with them. This colossal and most interesting
undertakmg, practically complete but not yet fully utilized, is destined, when connected with the improved sewerage system of the city, to remedy the one great defect
now existing in its sanitary condition. On Saturday the visitors were taken by
mil to the ruins of San Juan Teotihuacan where, after inspecting the pyramids and
other interesting monuments, they were hospitably entertained by the governor of
the State of Mexico, within whose jurisdiction they were.
r_r:he Citr ?f Mexico co~ta~ns many i~stitutions of interest to medical men, most of
which_ I v1s1ted . _The prmmpal are bn~fl,y as follows: The National Medical CoJlege,
at wh~ch a reception was held on the mght of t~e 15th; the Pathological Institute;
the ?ffices of ~he supr~me lward of health and its well-equipped laboratories; the
National M d1cal Institute, devoted to the collection, cultivation study analysis
etc., of the medical flora of_ the coun~ry and the ~e~ina, Jesus? S~n Hipolito, Sa~
Andres, Ju~rez, and Amerwan hospitaia. The M1htary Hospital of Instruction,
~broug~ which I was shown by the courtesy of Colonel Lopez, the director, I found
m admuable order, the operating room being particularly complete in its appointments and fully up to the requirements of modern antiseptic surgery.
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I was most cordially received by the officers of the congress-Dr. Carmona y Valle,
the president; Dr. Liceaga, the secretary; Dr. Ln, Vista, and others, and by the head
of the national medical service, General Cacho. The sending of delegates from the
Army, Navy, and Marine-Hospital services by the Unite<l States Government was
highly appreciated. The delegates are under special obligations to Captain Dwyer,
military attache at the United States legation, who placed his carriage at our disposal and contributed much to the success and pleasure of our visit. Our thanks
are also due to Maj. Federico Abrego, professor in the military medical school, for
many kind attentions.
The success of such a meeting as the Pan-American Congress is not to be measured
by the number or character of the papers on general professional topics presented.
It is in the increased stimulus given to the study of diseases likely to spread from
one nation to another, of the means of prevention, of the obligations of international
hygiene and quarantine, that its importance lies. Climatology and the medical flora
of the countries concerned also receive increased attention. Much benefit arises
from the interchange of ideas, the examination. of methods of medical education and
practice other than those existing in one's own country.
The members of the congress from the United States could not fail to be impressed
with the high standard of the profession of medicine in Mexico, a fact which possibly some had not fully understood. It is simple fact, not the language of compliment,
that the improvements in the sanitary and reformatory institutions in the hospitals
and schools in the city already made or in pros-ress under the present enlightened
hea-d of the Republic, guided by scientific advisers of tho highest character, place
Mexico fully abreast with the most advanced nations of the world. This wonderful
progress is more striking from the fact that it has been so rapid in its development
that old conditions have not yet entirely passed away.
UNIFORMITY IN MEDICO-MILITARY STATISTICS.

Embodied in this report are the data concerning recruiting and the
movements of sick in our Army, tabulated on the forms suggested by
the Intemational Commission of Military Medical Officers, which met
at Budapest in September, 1894. It was reported to this office that
at that meeting the decision was made to begin publication of Army
medical statistics on the international forms with the data of the calendar year 1895. In my annual report for the year ended June 30, 1895,
I submitted the statistics of the calendar year 1894 on the international
forms, and in the foIJowing year the statistics of the calendar year 1895.
Copies of these reports were sent to each of the members of the commission and to the chiefs of the Army medical departments represented
at the meeting at Budapest.
HEALTH OF THE ARMY.

The health of the Army bas been excellent during the calendar year
1896, the medical statistics of which are embodied in the present report.
In tbe previous year all the rates that are usually considered by statisticians and health officers as throwing light on the physical condition
of a community were lower than in any former year of the hi tory of onr
Army. Practically the rates of 1895 and 1896 are the same, but when
accurate expre siou is given to them in :figures, those of 1895 continue
to be the standard of comparison a the lowc t recorded rate .
The admission to ick report per thousand of trength were 1,110.39,
as compared with 1,110.22 in the previous year, and with 1,089.73 in
1894, which was the lowe t recorded admission rate for all causes; but
it is to be observed tha~ an xce of injuries in the past two year
rai ed the total rate while the admi ion rate for disea e in both year
wa lower than in 1 94- 30.65 during the past year, 837.53 in 1895 and
45.52 in 1894. The av rag Ieng b of time each case was under treatment wa 11.19 day a ompared with 11.14 in 1895 and 11.69 a the
average of the previou decade. The number of days lost on account
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of sickness for each man in the Army was 12.43 days, as compared with
12.37 in the previous year and 14.93 the average of the previous rl.ecade.
~rhe number consta11tly noneffective per thousand of strength was 33.97,
as compared with 33.89 in 1895. The noneffective rate during the
decade prior to 1895 averaged 40.92 per thousand of strength. The
discharge rate for disability was 10.15 per thousand of strength, as
against 9.15 in the previous ye9,r; but that the lessened noneffieiency
of recent years does not result from discharging men for disability is
easily recognized when we observe that the discharge rate of the decade
prior to 1895 was 21. 77 per thousand of strength. In those ten years
a higher nonetlicient rate prevailed notwithstanding the consider,1 bly
larger number of men discharged from the ranks on account of persisting disability.
The absolute number of discharges was 276. Injury was the cause
in 55 cases; disease in 221 cases. Sixteen of the cases due to injury
were ruptures for which the men declined operation; 10 were the result
of gunshot wounds. Of the discharges due to disease, 34 were occasioned by tuberculosis of the lungs, ~7 by rheumatism and myalgia, 24
by disease of the heart, and 13 each by diseases of the eye and ear.
The largest number discharged from any one post was 12 from Fort
Thomas, Ky., equal to a rate of 24.84 per thousand of strength; but
larger rates than this were reported from three other posts-26.95 given
by 10 discharges at Fort Clark, Tex.; 27.21 by 8 at Fort Grant, Ariz.,
and 38.10 by 8 at Whipple Barracks, Ariz. Besides these discharges,
there were 118 men discharged in accordance with the provisions of
section 3, paragraph 140, Army Regulations, for disability contracted
before enlistment, or by' misconduct or bad habits; 51 of these discharges were on account of venereal diseases.
The death rate from all causes constituted 5.44 per thousand of the
strength-not much higher than that of the previous year, and much
lower than the average annual rate, 7.51, of the previous ten years.
The oorresponding rates from disease were 3.83, 3.55, and 5.10; from
injury, 1.62, 1.61, and 2.41. 'fhe absolute number of deaths was 148,
of which 44 were results of injury and 104 of disease. Typhoid fever
caused 17 of these deaths; disease of the heart, 13; pneumonia, 9; disease of the kidneys, 8; alcoholism, 7; tuberculosis of the lungs, 6; gunshot injuries, 14, and fractures uot gunshot, 7. The largest nur_n~er of
deaths at any one post was 10 at Fort Sam Houston, Tex., g1Vm g a
death rate of 15.48 per thousand of strength; but leaving arsenals and
small posts out of consideration, the largest death rates were 23.81,
caused by 3 deaths at Fort Ringgold, Tex., 18.47 by 7 deaths at Fort
Robinson, Nebr., and 17.39 by 6 deaths at Jefferson Barracks, Mo.
It may be well to notice the great improvement that ha~ taken place
in the past few years in the sanitary condition of th e colored troops as
manifested by their lessened rates of sickness, disability., and deat~.
The white troops have pa,rticipated in the improvement, although their
rates have not fallen so rapidly as those of the colored meu. There
was no doubt greater room for improvement in the sanitary status of
the colored troops, and the men may have responded with more earne. tness to efforts in this direction. During the past year the total
admission rate for all causes among the colored troops was 86~.88 per
thousand of strength, as compared with 1,132.49 among the wb1t_e for
the same year, and as compared with 915.88 among themselves m the
previous year, and with 1,368.64 their own annual average for the previous decade, the annual average of the white troops having . been
1,284.95. The nonefficiency from all causes among the colored troops
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during the year was 25.75 per thousand of strength, as compared with
34. 72 among the white troops. The colored soldier lost 9.42 days from
disability during the year, the white soldier 12.71; and the average
time of treatment of each case was among the colored troops, 10.82 days;
among the whites, 11.'.32 days. The causes of disability from which the
colored men suffered less than the white troops were malarial fevers,
venereal diseases, alcoholism, diarrhea, and injuries; those from which
they suffered more were neuralgia, rheumatism and myalgia, tonsillitis,
colic ~nd constipation, conjunctivitis, and pneumonia.
HEALTH OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS,

The admission rate varied in the different military departments from
1,246.37 per thousand of strength in the Department of the East to 762. 18
in the Department of California. It was above the army average in
the Departments of the East, Texas, the Platte, the Colorado and the
Missouri; but this was offset by lessened rates in the Departments of
the Columbia, Dakota, and California.
The rate of nonefficieucy, or constant disability, was above the army
average of 33.97 per thousand of strength in three of the departmentsthe Missouri, Texas, and the l'latte; but the highest rate, that of the
Department of the Missouri, was only 37.23. The rates in the Departments of the East and the Colorado were below the average, but above
3 per cent of each command. Those of the Departments of Dakota,
the Columbia, and California were below 3 per cent, that of California,
the lowest, being only 24.02 per thousand of strength.
The death rate in the Department of Ttrxas, 9.28 per thousand of
strength, was considerably higher than the average of tlie Army, 5.44.
This rate in the Departments of the Missouri, the Colorado, and the
Platte was slightly above the average, while in the Departments of
Dakota, the East, California, and the Columbia it was below the average, the rate of the last-mentioned department being only 2.01 per
thousand of strength.
The rates of discharge for disability varied from 12.29 per thousand
of strength in the Department of Dakota to 7.15 in the Department of
California, as compared with the army average of 10.15. In three
of the other department -Texas, tbe Colorado, and the Missouri-the
rates were above the avera.ge. In the Departments of the Platte,
the East, and Columbia they were below the average.
Con idering all the rates for the calendar year, the Department of
Texa had probably the worst record and the Department of California
the be t record amoug the military departments.
DEPARTMre T OF THE EAS'l'.

This department had a mean trength of 7,980, all white troop ; a°:
admi ion rate of 1,2!6.37, a nonefliciency rate of 33.65, a death r, te of
4.89, and a di charge rate of 8.27. The e rate are practically the ame
a tho e of the previous year an<l differ from the army av rag ouJ ·
in having the adrni ion rate omewhat in exce . In 1 95 thi ex
wa due to an increas d prevalence of malarial fi vers in the d partm nt. The exce in 1 06 wa lue to a imilar au e the admi ion
re t for malarial fev r ha in b u 175.1 in the department, a ompar d with .0 in the Arm geu rally. Diarrh al di , · al
om what more pr al nt in tlli d partm "Ut than in th
lJ 1 •

The po t whic~ contributed m terially to the e ce

of admis i n
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in this department, as compared with the average rate for the Army,
were Washington Barracks, D. C., Fort Myer, Va., and Fort Slocum,
N. Y., which showed, respectively, rates of 2,250.71, 2,250, and 1,680.41
per thousand of strength. But, although the admission rates were thus
high, the rates of constant sickness were higher at certain other posts,
as at Fort Barrancas, Fla., Fort Thomas, Ky., and Fort Monroe, Va.,
where these rates were, respectively, 53.30, 50.U4, and 44.70, although
the admission rate at each of these was consider-ably lower than at Fort
Slocum. At Washington Barracks the excess of admissions was caused
chiefly by rnaJarial infections, 1,071.22, as against the army rate of 83.08;
venereal diseases, 136.7 5, as against 78.08, and boils and abscesses, 122.51,
as agaim,t 42; its rate for injuries waR smaller than the average. In
1895 Fort Myer had the largest sick rates of any post not only in the
department but in the Army. During the past year its rates fell considerably, so as to be a little l>elow those of Washington Barracks. Its
excess of admissions was clue to malarial fevers, i11juries, bronchitis,
and venereal diseases; but the malarial cases were equivalent to only
644.37 per thousand of strength as compared with 1,092.59 in the previous year, and its rate of constant sickness from this infection was
reduced from 14.07 to 5.83 per thousand. This lessened prevalence of
malarial cases was the chief factor in the improved condition of this
post during the past year.
'fhe large admission rate at Fort Slocum was due mainly to malarial
fevers aud injuries, with a small excess contributed by alcoholism and
vaccinia. The rate for venereal diseases at this post was small-30.93
per thousand, as compared with the army rate of 78.08. At Fort Barrancas the large rate of nonefficiency was due to a slightly.prolonged
duration of cases generally, and particularly to the occurrence of 3
cases of typhoid fever, an increased number of diarrheal cases, while
injuries caused a rate of 12.4-4 constantly disabled, as compared with
the army rate of 8. 73. At Fort Thorn as the large rate of corn:itant
sickness was the result of a greater prevalence of vaccinia, tonsillitis,
rheumatism, myalg-ia, and venereal di~eases, tlJ.e last having occasioned a rate of 11.82, as compared with the army rate of 5.26 daily
sick out of every thousand men present. At this post there were 12
discharges and 3 deaths during the year. At Fort Monroe the larger
rate of constant sickness was caused by a ·light increase in the rates
of malarial fevers, vaccinia, tonsillitis, diarrhea, and injuries. Fort
McPher on, Ga., had an admission rate no larger than the army average, but its noneffi.ciency was high, 40.86 per thousand, with 8 discharges
and 6 deaths.
The record of Col um bus Barracks, Ohio, for the year 1896 is a great
improvement on that of the previous year, its admission rate having
become reduced from 1,418.32 to 1,200.85 and its constant sickness from
60.05 to 42.20. If the lessened prevalence of sickness be taken as an
index of sanitary collditions, the e have undergone much improvement
at Fort Hamilton, N. Y., during the past few years. Jn 1892 thi po t
had the largest admission rate of any post in the Army. Its high rates
led to an inve tigation into the conditions causing them. In 1893 the
rates continued high, but since then they have been nearer the average,
and during the past year the admis ion rate has been reduced to 1,097.01
and the con tant sickness to 29.63.
Excluding from con ideration arsenals an<l small garri ons of le s than
100 men, the post in this department which gave the be t medical record
during the past year was Fort Porter, N. Y., which bad the small admission rate of 486.96 and only 21.72 daily sick per tl~ou. and of strength,
and this notwithstanding the fact that its adm1ss10ns for veuereal
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diseases were fully up to the army average. The admissions at Fort
Wadsworth, N. Y., equaled 885.57 per thousand, but its rate of non e:ffieiency was 28.83. Malarial affections were considerably in excess of
the army average at this post; they constituted more than one-fourth
of the total admissions. Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y., bad a rate of constant sickness equal to 22.99 per thousand of strength, with an admis sion rate of 955.51, and Jackson Barracks, La., had corresponding rate ....
of 25.40 and 944.83. The rate of non efficiency at Fort Adams, Hi. I.,
slightly exceeded 3 per cent-31.60 per thousand-with an admission
rate of 943.86.
DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI,

Reported strength, 4,298. Admission rate, 1,158.68; constant sickness, 37.23; discharge for disability, 10.93; death rate, 6.28. These rates
differ from the average rates of the Army only in having the constan t
sickness somewhat in excess. This was occasioned largely by injuries
and venereal diseases and slightly by an increased prevalence of
malarial infections and typhoid fever.
Jefferson Barracks, Mo., and Fort Riley, Kans., had large admission
rates, 1,573.91 and 1,592.01, respectively, but the constant sickness at
the former post, 67.23, was much greater than at the latter, 44.13, per
thousand of strength. The large admission rate at Jefferson Barracks
was due to malarial and venereal diseases, with a slight increase in the
frequency of injuries. The malarial admission rate amounted to 356.52,
as compared with the army rate of 83.08 per thousand of strength, and
the venereal rate to 211.59, as compared with 78.08. The high rate of
constant sickness was mainly occasioned by the malarial cases, which
caused a daily sick rate of 16.05 per thousand of strength, a rate t en
times greater than the average rate of the Army, l.65. The venereal
cases added materially to the daily sickness, 14.53, as compared with
the army average of 5.26. Typhoid fever, of which there were 10 ca. e ,
3 fatal, and the excess of injuries also contributed to the high rate of
nonefficiency at this po t. ~ix discharges for disability and 6 death
occurred during the year. The large admi sion rate at Fort Riley wa
due in part to an increased prevalence of venereal diseases, rheumatism
and myalgia, but chiefly to injuries, the rate for which amounted _to
601.69 per thousand of strength, or considerably more than the adm1 ·
sion rate for all diseases and injuries at Fort Wayne, Mich. .Eleven
discharges for disability, 4 of which were occasioned by injury, and 3
dea~hs, 2 of which were caused by injury, were reported from thi po, t
durrng the year. Fort Leavenworth, Kans., and Fort Brady, M1 h.,
bad their noneffective rates, 39.46 and 38.08, respectively, omewhat
above the average, but while the admis ion rate of the one wa no
higher than the army rate, that of the other was con iderably low r.
At Fort Sheridan, Ill., and Fort Sill, Okla., the rate differ d little from
the average; at Fort Reno, Okla., they w re Iow-admi ion , 877. -!,
and noneffective, 2 .93, per thou. and of strength. Fort ·w ayne fie~ ..
bad the be, t record in the department-568 admis ions and 20.85 daily
sick per thou and of trength.
DEPART.\1RNT OF DAKOTA.

Reported ctrengtb, 2 442. Admi ion rate, 782.15; rate of con tan
sickn , 29. 0; di harO'e rate, 12,.,,,9 · death rate, 4.91. Onl n po t
in thi department, Fort ate , . Dak., bad an admi ion rate Jar" r
than the army average, 1,214.95, as compared with 1,110.39 per thousan
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of strength; and only two, "Fort Yates, N. Dak., and Fort Snelling, Minn.,
had their rates of nonetliciency above the average, 44.50 and 43.05,
respectively, as compared with 33.07. The admission rate at Irort
Snelling was only 1,008.28. The excess of admissions and constant sickness at Fort Yates was due to vaccinia, tonsillitis, and injuries, the
excess of constant sickness at Fort Sne11ing to il\juries and diseases of
the organs of the special senses, for which four disellarges on certi:ficateR
of disability werP- effected during the year. Forts Custer and Keogh,
Mont., had their rates of nonefficiency nearly as high as the army average, but their admisRion rates were low, 818. 71 and 982.52, respectively,
notwithstanding that at Fort Custer t;be venereal rate was above the
average. Forts Missoula and Harrison, Mont., had particularly low
admission rates, 628.68 and 653.22, respectively, while their constant
sickness was much below the average. Fort Assinniboine, Mont., had
both rates low, admission 540.60 and noneffective 18.12, while the small
post, Fort Yellowstone, Wyo., bad the unusual :rates of 398.15 for admissions and 9.59 for nonefficiency.
DEPARTiVfJ<JNT OF THE PLATTE,

Reported strength, 2,529. Admission rate, 1,202.85; rate of noneili ciency, 34.11; discharge rate, 9.09; death rate, 5.93. Io this department the only variation from the army average consisted of a slight
excess of admissions. Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo., bad a large admission rate, 1,663.07, but its constant sickness was not correspondiugly
large-37.89. The excess of admissions was due to tonsillitis, bronchitis, rheumatism and myalgia, alcoholism, diarrhea, and injuries.
The slight excess of nonefficiency was attributable chiefly to tbe three
:first-mentioned causes. Fort Crook, Nebr., bad a large r ate of con tant
sickness, 46.41 per thousand of strength, although its admi sions did
not greatly exceed the average. The increased rate was the result of
venereal affections, diseases of the eye, injuries, and heart disease, two
cases of which were discharged on certificates of disability. At Fort
Washakie, Wyo., the admission rate was considerably larger than the
average; at Fort Niobrara, Nebr., it exceeded the average but slightly,
while at both posts the noneffiective rate was the same as that of the ·
Army as a whole. Fort Meade, S. Dak., aud Fort Robinson, Nebr.,
had rates well below the army standard for the year-admission, respectively, 1,000 and 1,002.64; noneffective, 28.40 and 27.82.
DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS.

Reported strength, 1,725. Admission rate, 1,203.48; rate of nonefficiency, 36.41; discharge rate, 11.01; death rate, 9.28. All these rates
are somewhat higher than the average rates of the Army, the death
rate being specially high. The slight excess of admissions was chiefly
due to diarrheal cases; the slight excess of nonefficiency to venereal
case , boils and abscesses, and typhoid fever; the excess of di ch a rges
to tuberculosis of the lungs and rheumatism• the excess of deaths to
alcoboli m, diseases of the digestive system, ~nd injuries. Fort Clark
had the highest admission rate, 1,970.35, but its constant sicknes ,
48. 70, was exceedP;d by several of the other posts. The small camp at
Eagle Pass had nearly as high an admission rate 1,926.47, with a uonefficiency of 65.74. Fort McIntosh also had a Ia;ge constant sickne s,
63.67, although its admission rate was relatively low, 1,436.97. The
nonefficiency at Fort Brown was high 47.23 although its admissions
were but slightly in excess of those of 'the Afmy. Fort Ringgold had
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both rates a little higher than the average. The high rate of admi i
at Fort Olark was occasioned by diarrhea, boils and abscesses, inj uri
and venereal diseases. Diarrheal cases equaled 301.89 per thousand
strength, as compared with the army rate of 80.02; boils and absces
218.33, as compared with 42; injuries, 471.70, as compared with 279. 7 5:
and venereal cases, 121.30, as compared with 78.08. The nonefficien c_
at Camp Eagle Pass was caused by injuries, boils and abscesses, v a cinia and typhoid fever, and particularly by venereal cases, which adde
19.37 to the rate, instead of the army average of 5.26. At Fort McI tosh, also, the large nonefficiency was mainly t,he result of venerea
infection, the rate for which alone amounted to 22.36, equivalent to n1or
constant sickness than was occasioned at Fort Bliss by all di ·eases a nd
injuries. At Fort Brown a marked increase in the rates for venerea
diseases, alcoholism, neuralgia, rheumatism and myalgia, diarrhea
typhoid fever, and injuries made up the sum of the excess of th e
constant sickness over that of the Army as a whole.
But for the two posts, Fort Sam Houston and Fort Bliss, the rate
of this department would have been much higher than they are. The
excellent medical records of these posts offset the bad records of th e
others. The admission rate at Fort Sam Houston was 800.31, the constant sickness, 27.70, while the corresponding rates at Fort Bliss were
945 and 21.31.
DEPARTMENT OF THE COLORADO.

Reported strength, 3,072. Admission rate, 1,117.51; rate of noneffi ciency, 32.11; discharge rate, 11.72; death rate, 6.18. These rates differ
but little from the average of the Army. Fort Wingate, N. Mex., is the
only post in this department with a decidedly bad medical record fo r
the year, as compared with the general army record, its admi. sion
rate being 1,570.75 and its noneffective rate 4G.44. The excess of
admissions was due to an increased prevaleuce of tonsillitis, dial'rb ea,
bronchitis, rheumatism and myalgia, and injuries, wllile the excess of
none:ffectiveness wa attributable to the same causes with, in addition,
a high rate for typhoid fever and for heart disease, of which last there
were four cases, with one discharge for disability and oue death. Fort
Logan, Colo., and Fort Huachuca, Ariz., had both rates higher than the
standard of the Army for the year. There was an excess of diarrheal
and venereal ca es at both po ts, with, in addition, at Fort Huachuca
an excess of injuries and rlrnumatism and myalgia. The frequency of
iujuries at Fort Grant raised the rates of this post somewhat above the
average.
The other po ts in thi department had e cellent rate , the be t
admi sion rate bein o- that recorded at Fort Apache, Ariz., 7 4.62
nearly one-half of which was cau ed by injury, and the be t rat of
constant ickne , , 21.25, at Fort Bayard, . Mex.
DEPARTME T OF CALIFOR IA.

Reported trengtb, 1 539. Admi ion rate, 762.18; rate of nouefficiency, ~4.02; di charge rate, 7.15; deatll rate, 3.90; all of which < r
far below the av rage of tb Army for the year. The e low ~ < ~
r ulted from a g n rall le, n d pre al nc of all di ea e and IDJU·
ri , xcept v n r al di ea. e. , for which the admi ion rate wa ,,.,.3:!.
and the con tantly non ffi ctive, 5. 5 a
mpared with the orr 'pon ling army rate 7 .0 and 5. 6. The mall po t, an Diego Bamwk .
had a large non efficient rate owing to the pre alerice of ven real di
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and rheumatism and the occurrence of a prolonged case of tuberculosis
of tbe lung. The Presidio of San Francisco bad an admission rate of
994.63 and a non efficient rate of 30.15. .AU the other posts had JSmaller
rates, the lowest admission rate, 523.44, having been recorded by Angel
Island, with a noneflicieut rate of 21.56, and the lowest nonefficient rate,
13.96, by Benicia Barracks, with an admission rate of 540.67.
DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA.

Reported strength, 1,491. Admission rate, 880.62; nonefficient rate,
28. 78; discharge rate, 7.38; death rate, 2.01. Venereal diseases were
less frequent in this department than in Ca1ifornia, but a slight excess
of injuries and such diseases as tonsillitis, alcoholism, colic and constipation, boils and abscesses, rheumatism and myalgia raised the admission aud nonefficient rates above those of tbe latter department. No
post in the Department of the Columbia had an admission rate higher
than that of the Army, and Fort Walla Walla was the only one which
had a nonefficient rate alJove t,l1e army average. The admission rates
varied from a ruaximn111 of 1,()39.37 at the post just mentioned to a
mi11imum of 734.0.! at Fort Oanby, and the 11ouefficient rates from 41.42
at Fort Walla Walla to 22.52 at Vancouver Barracks. Venereal affections and injuries occasioned the relatively high rates at Fort Walla
Walla.
Till£ HIGHEST AND LOWEST RATE

AT INDIVIDUAL I'OSTS.

The largest admission rates for the year were reported from Washington Barracks, D. 0., and Fort Myer, Va., 2,250.71 and 2,250, respectively, per thousand of st,r ength. The8e two posts have bad high rates
for a number of years; malarial infection was the principal cause of
these high rates. An investigation was made during the past year by
-Burg. W. Reed, who concluded that tbe fevers at both posts were to be
attributed to the marsh lands of the Potomac valley. His report was
published in my last annual report, page 66. The 1miJarial rate continued high at Washington Barr·acks during the past year, but the
cases at Fort Myer were relatively not so numerous. These two posts,
although heading the list of sickness as represented by frequency of
admissions, take ouly the twelfth and the fifteenth place, respectively,
wlien the posts are arranged in order of nonefficiency from siclrne~s.
Following Fort Myer in frequency of entries on the sick ret)Ort are
Fort Olark, and Camp Eagle Pass, '.rex., each with over J ,900 entries
per thousand of strength; l!'ort Slocum, N. Y., and Fort, D. A. Ru sen,
Wyo.> with over 1,600, and lrort Riley, Kans., Fort Monroe, Va., Jefferson Barracks, Mo., Fort Wingate, . Mex., and Fort Barrancas, Fla.,
with over 1,500. The causation of these rates has already been stated
in discussing the health of the departments. Jefferson Barracks, Mo.,
had the highest rate, 67.23, of constant sickness, although only ninth in
order of frequency of admissions. ~I.1bis was owing to the prolong d
duration of it fever cases, malarial and typhoid. Two otl1 er po ·t ,
Camp Eagle Pa s and Fort McIntosh, Tex., had a constant sicknes of
over 60 per thou and of streugth. Three post , Fort Barrancas, F la.,
Fort Thoma , Ky., and Sa.n Diego Barracks, Cal., ha<l. each over 5 per
cent of con ·tant llonefficiency. Following these in the order of dimi11ishing rate are Forts Clark and Brown, Tex., Fort Wing·ate, . Mex.,
Fort Crook, Nebr., Fort fonroe, Va., and Wasbiugton Barrack , D. 0.,
the last with a rate of 44.51 for the year. Fort Yellowstone, "\¥yo., llad
the best medical record during the year, it having· bad the lowest
admission and nonefficieut rates, with no death and no discharge. Its
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admission rate was 398.15, with less than 1 per cent of constant sickness, 9.59 per thousand. Including this garrison there were eight po t
which h.ad an admission rate of less than 600. Alcatraz Island, Cal.
477.61; Fort Porter, N. Y., 486.96; Angel Island, Cal., 523.44; For ·
Assinniboine, Mont., 540:60; Benicia Barracks, Cal., 540.67; Fort Trunibull, Conn., 558.82, and Fort Wayne, Mich., 568. Sandy Hook Pro vi n
Ground, N. J., had less than 1 per cent of constant sickness, 9. 71 pe
tl10usand; Benicia Barr~cks, Cal., had 13.96, and the large post, For
Assinuiboine; Mont., 18.12.
PREV.A.LENOE OF SPECIAL DISEASES.
SCARLET FEVER.

Only 2 cases of this fever occurred among the troops during the calendar year, both cases at Angel Island, Cal. Since the close of the year
several cases have been reported from military posts. On December 31,
1896, the surgeon of Fort .Apache, Ariz., reported 1 case in each of tw-o
families; quarantine was raised Februa,ry 2, and no fresh case wa
developed. At Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y., 3 cases occurred among
cllildren attending school in the town; isolation and disinfection prevented further spread of the disease. In March, 1897, a case was
reported as present in the family of an officer at Columbus Barrack
Ohio; the infection was suppressed in this instance also. .A.bout the
same time the disease made its appearance at West Point, N. Y., in
the family of an enlisted man, attacking four children and resulting in
the death of one girl 6 years of age. In May 2 cases were discovered
in another family at this post, but no cormection could be traced between
these cases and those which had appeared earlier in the season. In
April the son of the hospital steward at Fort Schuyler, N. Y., became
infected by attending school in the city. In May 2 cases were reported
in families at Fort Missoula, Mont., but no spread of the disease took
place. Twelve cases in four families. occurred at Fort Adams, R. I.,
between February and May. The families lived next to each other and
bad daily contact. Three enlisted men are included in these 12 cases;
the original infection in this instance came from Newport, R. I.
The importance of inquiry into the source of the milk supply of a
military post is demonstrated by an outbreak of scarlet fever at Fort
Niobrara, Nebr., in January last. An officer was taken into the isolation ward of the hospital on acoount of a suspicion of this fever. It
was discovered that he had been exposed to the infection in the town
of alentine. This Jed to au inve tigation, during which it was found
that 3 cases had occurred in the family of a ranchman who sold milk in
the garri on. Milk from this source was, of course, immediately interdict d. The importance of a supervision of th_e milk supply by the
medical officer i suggest d as wen by this incident at Fort Niobrar
a by the careful in ·pection of the sources of milk supply at Fort
heridan, Ill., made by Capt. Charle E . W oodru.ff, a sistant surgeon.
(Seep. 162.)
MEASLES.

During th calendar y ar 244 ca e of thi di ea e were report d.
They were di tributed at 3 po t , nine of which had 1 ca e each an<.l
nine 2 ca ·e ea h; four po~ t had 4 ca es each, one 5, one 6, on 7 nd
tw 10 ca:e .
oluml>u Barra k., Ohio, r port d 20 ca e ; Wa hinO'ton Barrack, D. . 21; Fort Leav nworth Kan . ~ ; Fort Th ma •
Ky., 26; Fort McPher on, Ga., 31, and Fort ~iley, Kans., 40 ca e .
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Since the close of the year the disease has shown itself at a number
of posts: In January, 1 case among the enlisted men at Fort Crook,
Nebr.; in February, 1 among civilian employees at Fort Apache, Ariz.,
where the disease was prevailing extensively among the Indians; in
March, 1 at Angel Island, Cal., aud 9 at Fort Walla Walla, Wash., the
disease being epidemic in the town adjoining the latter po~t; in April,
1 among children at Vancouver Barracks, Wash., and 1 among enlisted
men at Fort Custer, Mont.; at Madison Barracks, N. Y., 1 in April, 2 in
May, and 2 in June, and at Boise Barracks, Idaho, 9 in May. Isolation
and disinfection appear to have controlled these outbreaks. At Fort
Monroe, Va., however, a large number of cases occurrred, 52 among
enlisted men in March and April, and 4 among civilians in May.
Recurrences of the disease were reported by two medical officers.
At Fort V\T arren, Mass., 2 children, 4 and 6 years of age, of the same family had a mild attack in April, both having already bad a severe attack
in January. The other instance of recurrence was reported by Surg.
George W. Adair, from Washington Barracks, D. C. Oases 6166 and
6167 of the hospital register of that post were admitted together February 20, 1896, from the same battery. Both were affected with fever,
bronchitis, sore throat, and eruption. The cases were apparently identical, and no doubt were cases of measles. 'fhey were isolated in a
spare room in adjacent beds and their eruptions admitted of ready
comparison. One was returned to duty March 4, the other on March 5.
Ten dH,ys later the man who bad been reported as 6 l67 was readmitted
with the same symptoms. The eruption was closely scrutinized by the
surgeon and his two assistants, and no difference between it and that of
other cases of measles could be discovered.
SMALLPOX.

lfo case of smallpox occurred during the year 1896. One case of
variofoid was reported from Madison Barracks, N. Y., January 25, 1897;
no spread of' the infection from this case was permitted.
INFLUENZA...

The number of cases of influenza reported during the calendar year
was 942, two of which ended fatally. The largest number at any one
post was 117, at Fort Logan, Colo; 74 cases were reported from the
Presidio of San Francisco, Ual. Little is said in the reports concerning
this disease. At Fort Reno, where a number of cases occurred in January, 1897, it is said to have been of a mild type. In the same month
112 cases were recorded at Fort Robinson, Nebr. The surgeon at this
post considered the spread of the disease to have been favored by
defective ventilation of barracks. At Fort McHenry, Md., the ca es
under observation complained of headache and acute pains in the
limbs, accompanied by either slight sore throat or bronchial symptoms, but with. an elevation of temperature out of all proportion with
their other symptoms. After the subsidence of the abnormal temperature by lysis there remained for a few days lassitude and weakne , not
observed in ordinary colds or sore throats.
TO SILLITIS.

There were reported during the year 1,023 cases of tonsillitis, ~qua1
to a rate of 40.73 p r thousand of strength. This prevalence differs
but little from that of 1895 or from the annual mean of the Army for
the preceding decade, 41.74 and 42.73, respectively. The rate was
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higher for the colored troops than for the white troops, 55.58 and 39.37.
The rates for this disease were lowest in the Department of California,
11.05; Texas also had the rate low, 15.07. In fact, the rates were lower
than the Army average in all the departments, except the Department
of the Platte, which had 94.50, and the Department of the Colorado,
whieb had 60.88. Colored troops were stationed in both of these departments, but the large rates are not due to _their presence, for the proportion of colored troops in the Department of Dakota was much greater
than in either of these commands, and its rate was only 34.40 per
thousand of strength.
The posts from which the largest absolute number of cases were
reported were also those which had the highest rates. The rate of Fort
Bayard, N. Mex., was 192.09 per thousand, caused by the occurrence of
62 cases. At Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo., 71 cases gave a rate of 153.35,
while the 73 cases at Fort Niol>rara were equiva.l<.• nt to a rate of 145.42.
The surgcou at the first-named post called attention to deficient air
space and ventilation in the barracks, to which he attributed the cases
of tonsillitis and febricula, which constituted 25 per cent of all his admissiom; to sick report during the month of November. (See infra, p.14O. )
The snrg·eon at Fort D. A. Russell reported the occurrence of tonsillitis
of a severe type during the month of February, but was unable to
determine the insanitary conditions in which the cases originated.
Defective drainage was the notable fault in the sauitary system at Fort
Niobrara.
MUMPS.

Mumps occasioned 71 admissions to sick report among the enlisted
men of the .Army during the calendar year. Fort .McPlierson, Ga., had
32 cases and Fort Barrancas, Fla., 17, while the remaiuing cases were
scattered, 1, 2, or 3 at each of 14 posts.
DIPHTHERIA.

Forty-seven cases of diphtheria were reported from six military station
durillg 1896. Fort Crook, Nebr., furnished 29 of these, but there wa
some doubt as to the accuracy of the diagnosis of many of them, as tbe
bacillus of diphtheria was not found in any oue of four tubes sent to
the Army Medical Museum for verification, although it wa present
in two out of three slides that were submitted. .An abstract of Dr.
Kieffer's description of these cases was published in my last annual
report, page 3 . Fort Ouster, Mont., had 13 case , resulting from an
outbreak which took place in 1895 and extended into 1896. Other thnn
these the only ca e reported during tbe year were 1 each at Fol't Colum bus, .r . ., Fort Le:-tven worth, Kans., and Fort iobrara, ebr., and
at Fort ate , . Dair. Tlle infreque11cy of the ca es thus reporteq wa
no doubt due in part to the care taken in verifying them by bacteriological method . During the continuance of t1rn di ea eat Fort Yate
pharyngiti and ton illiti -particularlythefollicularform of thelatterwere uuu ually pr valent, but ill none of them did cover- lip examination re eal diph b ria bacilli nor did the sub equent cliuical cour
f
the ailment re emble diphtheria,· but n vertbele all nece ary pre autiou were ta,k n to pre nt th pread of dip11th rial infection .
ince tb c1o of the al ndar ear th di ea e La b en almo ~t
ab nt from ur mi1itar garri on . In 1ay, 1 97, a ca e o • ·urr cl iu
b family of an nli
l m, n at the Pre idio of an 1 , u i c
, 1.
b n th ·am time he di a wa pr ailing in th t wn f < n a h., , h r, f 6 ca , <lied; butnoca eappeared mong
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the residents of the military reservation. In June a case was reported
as isolated and under treatment at Fort Custer, Mont.
Favoral>le results continue to be obtained by the use of antitoxin, as
illustrated by a report furuislled by .M.aj. James P. Kimball, surgeon,
FortOolumbus,N. Y. A case of diphtheria of moderate severity occurred
in the family of a private soldier, the patient being a boy aged 9 yea.rs.
The diagnosis was verified by bacteriological examination. Diphtheria
antitoxin (750 units) obtained from the New York health department
was administered. This was followed by the disappearance of the membrane and marked improvement at the expiration of thirty-six hours,
with speedy convalescence. In the family were four other children, the
youngest 2 months of age and the oldest 10 years. To these immunizing injections of 100 to 250 units were given, and they escaped attack,
although living in tbe same room with the affected cllild. A culture
from the throat of the patient, June 24, showed none of the KlebsLoeffler bacilli, and on June 25 tbe quarters were disinfected and the
quarantine raised. The dif-ease was probably contracted in New York
City, where the patient bad been atteuding a public school. On June 23
another case of diphtheria appeared in the family of a civilian employed
at headquarters Department of the East, the patient a boy aged 5 years.
In this case the exudation extended from the pharynx into the po 'terior
nares. Autitoxin (900 units) was injected on the second day, and at the
end of twenty-four hours the false membrane bad begun. to melt away,
and at the expiration of thirty-six hours had disappeared. In this family
were two other children aged respectively 2 years and 6 years, to whom
immunizing injections were given of 175 and 225 units.
Similar favorable results are recorded by Lieut. J. H. Stone, assistant
surgeon, Fort Leaven worth, Kans., in two cases that occurred during the
calendar year.
CASE No. 1.-Private R., band, Twentieth Infantry, consnlted me October 24, complaining of headache and sore throat. A diphtheritic membrane covered the grenter
portion of both tonsils and extended upon the pharynx and posterior surface of the
uvnla. 'Ihe fauces were much inflamed, tongue coaterl, and snbmaxillary lymphatic
glan<ls enlarged; temperature, 101.4° . .An agar tube was inoculated with some of
the exudate, which was also examined microscopically. This latter showed the
presence of Klebs-Loeffier bacilli in considerable 1rnmber. It is of interest to note
that the pus organisms were almost entirely absent. The patient was isolated at
the hospital and the following treatment instituted: A saline purge was given and
light diet ordered. He was instructed to gargle his throat every honr with a 1-per
ceut carbolic acid solution; tincture of the chloride of iron and gly cerine were
given internally at s\Jort intervals. Antitoxin was sent for and administered at 8
p. m. of the same day, the patient receiving 10 c. c. of a serum of 1,000 immunizing
units. Rapid recornry ensued, and on October 28 tbe membrane had completely
dil:lappeared, leaving a raw and bleeding surface. His temperature remained subnormal for two days after the use of the antitoxin. Microscopical examination of
mucus from the throat showed the presence of specific organisms, but a similar
examination on November 2 proved negative. After the room and the patient's
clothing had been disinfected he was sent to duty November 5. No after effects
resulted.
C.!SE No. 2.-An officer of the Second Infantry called me in to see his son, who bad
a son, throat. On examination, a small patch, which the microscope showed to b6
<l.i pbtheritic in character, partly covered the right tonsil. The throat and fauces were
much inflamed, an~ he suffered from dysph~gia, headache, and fever; temperature,
102:4° F_. Quarant,me was or~ere~, the pat10nt isolated, and local troatm~n.t ( carbohc-ac1d gargle, 1 per cent) mst1tuted. Antitoxin was sent for and admm1stered
on the e_vening of the same .day. By morning the temperature had dropped to 9_7.8°
F. Patient went on to rapid recovery. Microscopical examination of mucus from
tile throat proved the absence of the organisms of diphtheria on November 5, and
quarantine was raised 1 overuber 8. No after effects.

Both of these cases were undoubtedly contracted in the city of Leavenworth, where diphtheria is prevalent. No connection with any previous case at this post could be traced.
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CEREBROSPINAL MENINGITIS.

No case of this disease was reported during the calendar year, but on.
the monthly report of sick and wounded, April, 1897, from Fort AssinnilJoine, Mout., the diagnosis of cerebral meningitis was made in the
case of an officer of the Tenth Cavalry. Lieut. E. L. Munson, r.ssistant
surgeon, in a special report on this case, gives the history of several
other cases seen by him about the same time. These cases are suggestive of the spotted fever reported from Idaho in my last annual
report, page 60. In the spring mouths a fever with marked clinical
characters prevails in the mountains and val1eys in the neighborhood of
Boise Barracks, Idaho. The course of tue febrile movement is somewhat
similar to tl1at of typhoid fever, but there is no indication of any local
intestinal lesion. There is illteuse headache with afterwards dullness
of mind aud grievous pains in tbe muscles, bones, and joints, and an
eruption of circular red spots one-eighth of an inch in diameter, but
which subsequently become larger, purplish in color, and desqnamate
as convalescence is established. The disease is seldom fatal. Dr. Muns011's report fram Fort Assinniboine is as follows:
An infection similar in its essential symptoms to tl10se with which this officer has been
a:ffectell has occurred at this post ten tirues clming the year, eight appearing during
the latter half of April, and one in May, 1896. Besides these 1 have bad the opportunity of treating another such cruse, in September, 1896, in a ranch man resident in this
vicinity. This cl-isease presents all the 1-1rodromic and early characteristics of cerebral
or cerebrospinal meuingitis, according to the extent of the meningeal involvement,
and is typical of the usual course of the disease during the early stage. The Jater
sympto1rn, are a,bscnt, coma does not develop, the affection manifests no tendency
toward a fatal termination, and complete recovery foJlows a lengthy convalescence.
I have been able to find no reference to any such affection, with a mortality of zero,
in any of the authorities accessible. In Ziemssen alone is described a "cerebrospinal meningitis abortiva," but this is said to be a miJd form, only seen in a few
individuals town.rd the end of an epidemic accompanied by high mortality. The
symptoms, as observed here, are inclicative rather of meningeal irritation than actual
inflammation, and there lias been no reason to believe that there has been purulent
exndatiou in any of these cases, the majority of which have been of only a few days'
duration. '1 he disease appears to be much more prevalent in the spring, 10 of the
11 cases occurring at that time, but does not seem to be dependent upon any constant meteorological conclitions. Nearly all the cases having occurred in negroes,
it was impossible to determine the presence of any characteristic eruption. ln ~he
two more severe cases occurring in whites ono showed a few irregnlar, purpll h
red maculm over the chest and ab<lnmcn, the other nothing more than a herp~s
labialia. The disease first appeared in Company C, Twenty-fifth Infantry, an<l th1
organization subsequently furnished half the ca es. There was nndoulJted crow~ing in the quarters occupied by this company, but not to a greater degrefl than m
those used by other organization in which the disease at no time appeared, and
furthermore it was not limited to the occupants of any one sqnad room. As far a
could be seen, the surronndino·s and conditions governing this orgnnization differ. d
in no wa.v from those obtaining throughout the post. In its clinical course the disea e beO'ins suddenly, always with severe headache, a sociatecl with fullne ~nd
tens ion _ancl u uall.v _witb_ m~s c_u]~r pains in the back, loins and lower extrernit1~ :
In some instance th1 pam 1 lumteu to tho back of the neck, whi<·h ma,y feel t1tl'
and more or les tender to th touch. There is often a prodromic sta~e of chiJJine.
and bivering. The beada be is on tant, confiued to no part of tne bead, and 1
increa eel by light, sound, or motion.
ansea, an,l vomitio~ occur iu about half the
cases. The conjunctivm are injected, and there is anorexia and constipation .. In
the majorit.v of in. tance the ymptoms advance no further. With rest, qmet
bromide , and po sibly the i ce cap, recovery is only a matter of a, few day .
Eiabt such ca. e appear ou th r port of s ick aud wouudecl for thi po. t for Apr
and fay, 1 96,
being'' r mitt< nt fiver" bocau e it wa thought impo !!il>Je th
an affection <le crib d IJy th. ~ext-boo~
having an avera e mortality of a.boot 6
per c nt conlcl pr eut a umformly mild a type a wa seen iu the e a e .
ome of
the e patieuts r eiYecl quinine and ome did not, but alJ made rapid recoveri •
Blood examination were ma,le in sev ml in tauces, but the pr ence of the pl modium walarire could not be d t rmine<l. Inasmuch as malarial infection h be n
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otherwise unknown in this post and vicinity, it would seem as if this diagnosis
was hardly tenable, especially in the light of later cases. Several cases have also
appeared which approach a more severe type. In these instances there has been
100m or less rachialgia, the spinal ice bag being indicated in two instances. One
case presented mild nocturnal delirium, two had hallucinations on shutting the eyes,
one double vision with "muscoo volitantes" and unequally dilated pupils. There
was one case of stupor or semicoma. The inception of one case was marked by
suclclen unconsci ousness with no premonitory symptom, in another the disease began
with oustinate vomiting, induced by light or motion of the head, while in a third
the attack was ushered in by severe chills. Intense headache was an invariable
concomitant. Marked rigi<lit.y of the muscles of the back of the neck, with retraction of the head was seen in several instances. Involuntary twitching of the muscles of the lower extremities has beeJ,1 noted. The tongue is h eavily furred, the
teeth coatecl with tenacious sordes, the breath extremely fetid, and the bowels constipated. The temperatme is never greatl.v elevated, a slight rise of a degree or so
being the usual condition. When the cerebral symptoms are most marked fever
may be entirely absent. Treatment, consisting of salines, bromides, and the ice
cap, renders the patient much more comfort:11.lle, uut has no apparent inflnence on
the affection itself. Convalescence is tedious, and for some weeks the patient is
indifferent, easily exhausted, an<l subject to headache and vertigo. During convalescence, exposure to a hot suninvariauly produces severe headache. The history
of the following case, which was the first noted in this vicinity, was kindly furnished by C::ipt. P. R. Egan, assistant surgeon:
CASE 1.-Private .J. R., Company C, Twenty-fifth Infantry. No premonitor.v
symptoms except a slight headache, suddenly fainted while at morning drill, with
vomiting on recovery. Remained in a dazecl or semicomatose condition for three
days, only rousing on interrogation, to complain of intense headache. On the third
day there was marked retraction of the head, with tende1·ness of the muscles of the
back and neck, and along the spinal vertebrre. This condition lasted four days.
The ymptoms gradually abn.ted and the patient was discharged from hospital ou
the fourteenth day. The pulse was slow, ranging about 50, and the temper~ture, at
first subnormal, never rose as high as 100°.
CASR 2.-A. C., white, sheep raiser. Early in September, 1896, wolves killed a
sheep and were set upon by the shepherd dogs. In order to save his doo-s Mr. C.
,joined in the fight and became greatly overheated, excited, and exhausted. A few
hours la ter he had severe chills and headache, shortly followed by nau8ea, vomiting,
and uoneaches. I saw the case on the second day. Temperature was slightly subnormal, pulse 42, full and strong. There was intense headache, greatly aggravated
by light, motion, or sound. Nausea was present, though vomiting had shortly
before cea,sed. There were nocturnal delirium, spots before the eyes when open, and
hallucinations when shut. The pupils were u11equa1Jy dilated and the conjunctivre
fojected. The patient was very r estless, and there was involuntary twitching of the
lower extremities. The head was not retracted, although the muscles of the back
of the neck were sensitive t,o touch, and percussion along the upper half of the spine
was painful. A few atypical, purplish spots were scattered over the chest and
alidomen. Constipation was marked, the breath extremely foul, and the teeth covered w ith sorn.es. I saw the patient a week later and noted marked general improvement. A week after this second visit, the patient being still very weak, he attempted
to walk some distance in the hot sun. This imprudence was promptly followed to
some extent by a return of the original symptoms, lasting nearly ten days. Convalescence was long and tedious, the vatient being weak, easily e::.:hausted, and prone to
headaches for several months afterwards.
CASE 3.-L ientenant, Tenth Cavalry. Patient had returned within the week from
a, t11ree months' leave, spent chiefly in Alabama. Applied for "someth ing for headache" about 10 o'clock in the morning, and feeling much better shortly afterwards
went out with the hounds. After having gone about 5 miles, heada che returned,
with vertigo ancl nausea. He could scarcely sit his horse, and havino- dismounted
was almost unable to remount and get home. At 2 o'clock the headache was intense
and vomiting set in, occurring every few minutes, being induced by 1igllt or motion
of the head. Firm pressure on the temples and forehead enabled patient to turn in
bed, with less nausea. Later symptom1nvere marked photophobia with pain in loins
and legs. There was irritability to sound, difficulty in remembering wonlA, and
double vision, the latter persisting for several weeks. Sleep was obtained only by
the use of hypnoti cs and was diaturbrd by dreams. There was fever at no time.
The pulse, 62 at the outset of the disease, was only 4.0 on the tllird day, after which
it gradually retnrne<l to normal. 'l'here was a herpes labialis and the nsual disordered condition of the intestinal tract. Convalescence was tedious, an d recovery
not complete for over six week~.
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TYPHOID !!'EVER,

The admi.sRfon rate for typhoid fever, 5.89 per thousand of stren gth
with a nonefficiency of 0.85, is an increase over tlie rates of the previous year, which were 4-.3:3 and 0.67. The absolute number of cases was
148, of which 17 were fatal. The largest number of caises occurred at
Fort Brady, Mich., 15, with 1 sent in from the field; 12 were reported
from ·F ort Logan, Colo., 11 Jrom Fort Sam Houston, Tex., 10 from Jefferson Barracks, Mo., 8 from Fort Sill, Okla., and 7 from Fort Ouster,
Mont. The remaining- cases were scattered, 1, 2, or more at each of
forty-two different posts.
Recently a local outbreak was reported from Fort Barrancas, Fla.
In May a large number of malarial cases occurred in Battery H, First
Artillery. The surgeon saw no obvious cause for this, as the sanitary
condition of the post was good, and Battery L, which lived in the sam e
building, drank the sarrie water supply, and had th~ same fatigue duty
and exposures, was not affected by the malarial influence. Battery H
haid suffered severely from the disease at Davids Island, N. Y., duri ng
the previous summer. The unusual prevalence was therefore referred
to an infection brought from New York Harbor, and developed into
activity by favorable conditfons independent of local sources of malaria.
Meanwhile, in May and June, 7 cases of typhoid fever occurred, but
tllese were confined to the men of Battery L. This battery came to
Jfort Barrancas from Fort Wadsworth, N. Y., where typhoid fever was
present at the time of its departure. Two cases were taken into hospital within a short time after its arrival at Fort Barrancas. It is supposed, therefore, that the typhoid bacillus was brought from the North
with this command, as the plasmodium was brought by the other
battery.
The frequent association of malarial and typhoid cases is seen in the
history of the febrile outbreak among the troops at Jefferson Barracks,
Mo., after their return from the target range at Arcadia, submitted
below (p. 77).
In August, 1896, an epidemic of typhoid occurred at Fort Brady,
Mich., among the men of Oompanies C and F, Nineteenth Infantry.
'l'hese commands had been in camp near Rexford at target practice
from July 22 to August 6. Companies B and D of the same regiment
and from the same post had preceded them at the range, but the e
companies <lid not become affected with the fever. Capt. Charle
Richard, aA i tant surgeon, made a pecial report on the outbreak.
which he attributed to foul surface water drank on the return march
from the target camp to the post. It app ars that later in the ea on
Companies C and F were ordered to Fort Wayne. While en route tu
thi po t, and near Lan ing, . . eptember 4, two men belonging to ompany F became ick with lever and were immediately forwarded to bo ·
pital at Fort Wayne. After the arrival of the compa1lie at this po t.
September IO, two men belongi11g to Company C be •ame ick and w r
taken into llo pital with typhoid f ver. Deputy urg. Gen. J. f. Bro u
referred the can ation of the e ca es to the target camp. Followin,.,.
tbi i the report of 'aptain Richard with th r mark of Depu r
Surgeon-General Brown 11 th origin of the ca e :
(Re1>ort of Captain Richard.]
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affected companies had ueen encamped at the target range from July 22 to August 6,
and on the latter date began the march back to the post, which was reached on
August 7. They lrnd been preceded at the rifle.camp uy the otber two companies of
the garrison (B an<l D, Nineteenth Infantry) from June 29 to July 17. At the camp
both battalions were subject to the same conditions as regards water and place of
encampment, yet no case of the disease appearncl among tho men of the first battalion. 'l'his fact would apparently exclude the conditions existing in the camp as
causative factors in the outbreak of the disease.
At the post all t1Je companies are quartered in the same barrack building; each
affected company occupying with a nonaffected company half of the barrack buildbig; they all use the same water, supplied by a common main, and al] mess together
at the consolidated mess; the water-closets, plumbing, and sewen1 of all the company quarters are practic>-ally identical. There are no conditions at the post which
could in any way affect one company differently from another.
Investigation showed that on the return march from camp Companies C and F
(the affected companies) marched over a somewhat different route from that taken
by the first battalion, and that they made a halt at a crossing of a stream at a
point where two railroads run over it. This stream is here narrow and sluggish,
ancl at a considerable depth below the railroad trestle which crosses it. At the time
of my inspection of this place, fecal deposits were abundant on the banks of the
ravine made by the railroad grade through which the stream passes, and its pollution is unavoidable. The men drank freely of this water, and all of those stricken
with disease acknowledge to have partaken of it. None of the men of the affected
companies wbo were with the wagons, which did not come over this route, were
taken sick with the disea·se. No case of typhoid fever llas heretofore occurred at
this post following encampment of the troops at the rifle i-ange. From these facts
it is but fair to presum that the water of this $tream was the source of the infection
of the command.
The other case referred to above, which appeared at the post, was in the son of
one of the officers. This boy had also been at the rifl.~ camp from July 26 to July
31, but went there and returned from there by rail, so be conld not have l>een
infected by this water. He was taken sick almost immedintely n,fter his return, two
weeks before any of the enfo~ted men were affected, so that a different origin in this
case must be sought for. While at the post this boy drank only sterilized watn,
but on seveml occasions previous to bis visit to the camp he drank water from wells
in different parts of t.be surrounding country, of the quality of which I am unable
to express au opinion, but from the fact that typhoid fever is quite prevalent
throngl.tout the country surrounding this post such waters may be considered to be
suspicious.
The number of cases among the enlisted men was 16, equally divided l>etween the
two companies. The first case reported sick on August 15, on the eighth day after
partaking of the suspected water; the last case was admitted on September 2. The
latter patient admits having been sick for at least six days prior to admission. If
the assnmption that the water from the stream was the source of infection is correct, the period of incubation in this instance would range from eight to twenty
days, which i consistent with the experiences of others.
Following n.retbe histories in brief of some of the cases, with the results of autopsies in tlie two fatal cases. These histories are in part made up from notes taken by
Asst. Surg. Henry A. Shaw, who was in charge from the beginning of the outbreak
to Septem uer 1.
CASE 1.-Private B. F. B., Company C, Nineteenth Infantry, aged 29 years, was
admitted to tlle hospital on August 14, 1896. He stated that he had been suffering
for two days with headache and muscular pains, and that on the previous evening
lie had had a chill, which wai, not followed by a sweat. On admission he complained
only of headache and pains in back; bowels are conRtipated; tongue slightly coated.
On the day after admission morning temperature was 100° ; eveningtemperatnre102.4° .
Abdomen was now tyrupanitic; there ·w as some tendemess in the right iliac fossa,
and the spleen was di tiuctly enlarged. Slept poorly during the night. Patient presented no other symptoms except occasional diarrhea for a few days, temperature
ranging about the same until the 21st, when it began to go down, ancl he expressed
himself as feeling better, though he still slept poorly and complain eel of some headache. On the tenth day after admission he still bad a sliuht diarrhea, but on the
eleventh day the temperature was normal in the morning atd 99° in the evening, and
he was apparently convalescing. Two days after, however, the temperature l>egan
to ascend jn the evening, with marked remi!,sions in the morning; headache and
anorexia. now returned; diarrhea continued, the evacuations being of a pea-soup
character· n.bdomen became more tympanitic and tender, splenic enlargement more
marked, and on September 1 rose spots over abdomen were first noted. 'l'h 1• tongue
was now brown, dry, and fissured; teeth were covered with sordes, and ~he pulse
soon lJecnme more rapid, feeble, and dicrotic; delirium appeared, and patient was
very restless at night and dull and stupid during the day, picking at the bedclothes;
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subsultns tendinum present; bowels moderately loose. Temperature continueci t o
ascend in spite of the Laths, which were administered whenever the thermometer
showed a temperature of 102.4°, un~il September 6, the twenty-foarth day after
admission, when it began to decline, a.nd fell steadily until the evening of Septem ber 10, when it rose again to 104° without any discoverable cause. After this it continned to fall, reaching tho normal on September 12, the twenty-ninth day after
admission. From this date patient made a slow but steady recovery, and was return e d
to duty on October 27, 1896.
CASE 2.-Private C. W. L., Company F, Nineteenth Infantry, aged 22 years, was
admitted to the hospital August 15, 18961 complaining of severe headache and pain
in bones. He stated that he had been sutfering from headache and pain in bones and
back, and with cough, for two or three days prior to admission, which he ascribed to
"catching cold." The chest symptoms in this case were so prominent from the
start &s to mask the diagnosis for several days. His cough was severe, paroxysm a,l
in character, with profuse muco-purulent expectoration, which two da,ys after admission contained streaks of blood. Examination of cl.lest showed a few :fine, moist
ri'.l,lcs over base of right lung posteriorly. Pulse was of good volume and forceabout 100. Spleen was somewhat enlarged; abdomen slightly tympani tic, tend er
on pressure over right iliac fossa; no rose spots were observed; bowels constipated;
urine negative; temperature on evening of day of admission, 102.2°. During the ten
days following admission patient complained mostly of his cough. Bowels alternately loose a.nil constipated; stools light yellow in color; abdomen continued to be
tympanitic, and he slept very poorly and looked badly. Tongue was comparatively
clean and moist. About the end of this time there was evidence of a small patch of
consolidation over the base of the right lung posteriorly. · By the end of the second
week the consolidated portion of the lung appeared to clear up, though tho cough
still continued, and the patient appeared brighter than for some time, the temperature having been falling for several days, morning remissions being well marked.
On the sixteentb day after admission the temperature began to rise again, cough
increased in severity and frequency, and patient became very restless and sleepless.
The lungs showed the presence of hypostatic congestion, but his tongue remained
moist and comparatively clean; no rose spots were observed. He had a characteristic diarrhea, though slight; he was at no time delirious; bis pulse was of good
volume and force, and he was apparently doing well,... when on the twenty-fifth day
n.fter admission be had a profuse bloody stool, containing both clots and fluid blood.
Two more large, bloody stools followed within six hours, in spite of astringents and
opium. Pulse now became rapid (140) and feeble, and, though he bad no further
discharges from the bowels, it was evident that the bleeding was still going on, and
he rapidly sank into a state of collapse and died in about twenty hours after the first
hemorrbage.
Autopsy (three hou1'8 after death).-Rigor mortis present. Body emaciated. Head
not examined. The lungs were the seat of hypostatic congestion, with splenization
of both bases. Heart apparently normal. Liver perhaps slightly enlnrged, pale
aud firm i otherwise app~ared to be normal. Spleen enlarged to about twice t~e
normal size, almost black m color, and greatly softened. Pure cultures of the typhoid
bacillus were obtained from the spleen. KMneys were apparently normal. The
periton al surface of the intestines was reddened and markedly injected. The small
intestine, for about its lowei- 3 feet, was distended with <lark, coagulated blood. The
mucous mern brnne showed the presence of numerous thickened and infiltrated Peyer'
patches and solitary gland , and numerous ulcerations, varying in size from 3 to 1
cm., with overhanging edges and sloughing base . The large intestine contained
about a liter of coagulated blood, ancl presented the same anatomical changes as the
small intestine. The mesen teric glands were considerably enlarged.
CA, E 3.-Private J. McM., Company F, ineteenth Infantry, aged 23 years. Wa
admitted to the hospital August 26, 1896. He stated that be had been feeling badly
for t n clays, with headache, anorexia, muscular pains, and weakne s. When fir t
se n hi.s temperature was 102° , 1)Ulse 110, compressible and dicrotic. Face flush ed
aucl anxi ous, tongue dry, brown, ancl fissured, and t eth covered with sordes.
pleen
was consiclcrahly enlarg d, abdomen tympani tic and tender. Bowel had been irren-nJ:u ince fir t taken sick, at times const ipated, and at other times h ad bad slight
cliarrbea. Dnriug the nigh~ of the day of admission patient became deliriou , the
delirium being of the mntterrng type. On tlle <lay following odmi sion he ben-an. to
vomit, was very restle s, p1ckrng ttt tlie bedclothes, ancl delirium was more active
in character; bowels co1;1 tip~t~d. On th next clay no change was ob erved in bi
condition, except that his d lmnm became still more active, so as to require con tant
, atching to keep bicn _from g ttin~ ~>nt of bed. Th e nnfavorahle symptom gradually incr ased in sev rit , the von11tmg becam uncontrollable, pu1Re became more
rapid and feeble, delirium and I npor alternat ing and he died on the morning of the
v nth day after entrance. A slight rnption of rose spots appeared on th al,domen
on the day before death which appeared to b due to exhaustion. In this case tbere'ult
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might hav e been different had the patient presented himself promptly on the appearance of the disease.
A.1itopsy ( sei-en hours afte'I' death. )-Rigor mortis present. Bocly extremely emaciated,
For certain reasons chest was not examined. Spleen was enlarged about three times
the normal size and greatly softened. On section the spleen pulp was almost black
in color and diffluent. The peritoneal surface of the small intestine was deeply
injected, presenting in patches a dark purple color corresponding to the ulcerations
found on the mucous surface. The small intestine contained yellowish fluid, anu for
a distance of 3 foet or more from the ileo-crocal valve was tbe seat of enlarged
and infiltrated solitary glands and Peyer's patches and ulcer a tions, varying in size
from 1 to 2 cm. The ulcerations had sha rply d e fined edges with uneven bases and in
spots were covered with black and coagul ated blood. The as cending colon likewise
contained numerous ulcerations and enlnrged solitary glands. The mesenteric glands
were firm and greatly enlarged, especially those situ:.Lted in the mesentery near the
ileo-crecal valve, some of which were as large as pullet's eggs. The mucous membrane of the stomach was injected and inflamed. Liver antl kidneys apparently
normal. Cultures from the spleen g a ve pnre growths of the typhoid bacillus.
CASE 4.-Private H. D. L., Company F, Nineteenth Infantry, aged 30 years, was
admitted to tbe hospital on the evening of Angust 26, 1896, complaining of headache,
pain in back and limbs, and dizziness and chills. He stated that he bad been suffering from these symptoms and cough for seven or eight clays. On admission he bad a,
temperature of 102°, pulse about 100, of good v olume and force. Coug h was dry
and hacking, without expectoration. Bowels loose; tongue coated, but moist; abdomen tympanitic, spleen enlarged. Examination of lungs at this time was n egative.
Two days after admission, patient began to have pt'ofuse muco-purulent expectoration, occasionally streaked with blood. Examination of chest now sl10weu a patch
of consolidation in lower lobe of right lung, po1:1teriorly. Morning tempera ture 102°,
evening temperature 103°. On the third <lay after entrance he hacl a profuse nosebleed. Cough continued to be very troublesome, and during the day he ha<l two
copious pea-sonp stools. Two days later p atient became delirious. Abdomen was
now markedly tympani tic and very tender on pressure in right iliac fossa; diarrhea
slight, but chiuacteristic; face dusky-; pulse more rapid and feeble; couglti ug
almost incessantly when awake, expectoration bloody. A well-marked eruption
appeared on the seventh day after admission. On the ninth day after admission he
had another nasal hemorrhage, a profuse sweat on the tenth, and a severe chill on
the twelfth day after admission, r espectiv ely. His condition now became much
worse, movements of the bowels became more frequent, some of which were pas,rnd
in bed; abdom en tense and very t ender on pressure; he was const antly d elirious
except immediately after coming out of the bath tub; pulse small, rapid (lrom 110
to 120), compressihle, and dicrotic; subsultus tendinum marked; tongue brown, dry,
and fissured; sordes on t he teeth, and respiration shallow and frequent (36 to 40).
On the morning of September 10, sixteen days after admission, he had a la rge stool
which contained a consi<lerab]e amount of liquid blood. He had no further movement of the bowels until the following day, when be had several chocolate-cvloretl
stools, bat none which showed any signs of fresh bleeding. Baths were discoutim1 ed
immediately after the bloody stool, and bis cornlition now became extrem e. Delirium became more markeel; respirations were more shallow and rapid (50 to 60); cough
still persisting but ineffective; pulse 120, and gaseous in character in spi t e of free
stimulation. He was able to take his nourishment and alcohol, however, tbongh his
condition was becomin~ gradually worse. Bowels were still loose but stools contain ed no evidence of blood. 1'wo da,ys aft& the first appearance of blood in the
stools bis morning temperature was 103.2° , and his condition appeared dflsperate.
Cold tub baths were now again begu n and he immediately showed some signs of
improvemeut. His delirium quieted down and he slept soundly for an hour or two
after the first b a th. R espiraiion became less fre quent (40), and pulse thou gh still
rapid becnme fuller. Baths were now pre8cribed again when ever indicated, and
improvement became more marked; bowel movements soon became less fre quent ;
delirium gradually disappettred; respfratious became deeper and less fre quent; co1~gh
was less troublesome, the pulse dimini hed in frequency and improved in q uality,
and on eptember 19, the twenty-fifth day after admission t he moruin rr : ·mp erature
reached the normal. Slight .fluctuations occurred fot· some time after thi s d ate, but
be co1ttin11ed to improve, tl10ugh the cough persisted for about a w eek longer, and
the pulse remained rapid for a much longer period. He remained very weak [or a
long time after convalescence bad been fully established, and was not able to sit up
until nearl.v two months after a11mis ion.
The above histories are of the severer cases. The following are examples of milder
types:
CASE 5.-Corporal J. M., Company F, Nin et eenth Infantry, aged 40 years, was
ad!Dittecl to t_he hospital August 23, 1896. Two days before entrance h e b_eg~n to have
chilly semmt1on~ followed by fever and sweating. The day before adm1ss1on he had
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some paiu in bowels, accompanied by a slight diarrhen and nausea. On admission
he complained of headacll , pain in back and limbs, ancl anorexia; tongue moist
an<l. coated; abdomen tympanitic and slightly tender on deep pressure in right iliac
fossa; spleen slightly enlarged. Morning temperature, 99°; evening temperature,
102° . During the next two or three days be complained of chilly sensations, with
slight headache; bowels were loose, di:rnhnrges thin and light colored. On September 1, tho ninth day after admission, rose spots were noted over the abdomen, which
was still tympanitic an<l. ten<ler on pressure. Diarrhea soon ceased; headache disappeared; and temperature, which had at no time exceeded 102° and which was distinctly remittAnt in character, reached th~ normal on September 7, the sixteenth day
after admi sion, and practically remained so afterwards. Ab1lominal distension
remained for a few days longer, and patient made a speedy convalescence.
CASE 6.-Private E. H. W., Company F, Nineteenth Infantry, was admitted to sick
report Augn t 29, complaining of having chilly sensations and sweats, with h"udache
and constipation. Temperature normal. During the next two days he expressed
himself as fooling much better, but without any appetite. Temperature morning
au<l eYening remained normal. On September 1 he was admittt>d to the hospital.
Morning temperature normal; evening temperature, 100°. Ou a<lmission abdomen
was markedly tympanitic, but wilhont any tenderness on preseure in iliac fos a;
bowels constipated; spleen enlarge<l; pulse not accelerated and of good volume and
force; ton(Yue moist and coated with a white fur. Patient complained only of a
slight headache. On the second day after admission to the hospital the eveni'!~ temperature bad risen to 103° , the morning temperature having been normal. .He was
bat.hed in the tub, the only bath administered to him. Shortly after this time bis
hea1lacbo had disappearetl and he expressed himself as feeling well. On September
7, th ninth day after admission to the sick report, a characteristic eruption, distril>uted over the abdomen and lower portion of the chest, made its appearance.
Two <lays lator he was apparently convalescent. He had had no morniug elevation
of temperature throughout the attack, and no diarrhea. •Tympanites persisted for some days after, and the spleen did not return to its normal size for more than two
weeks after his fever had entirely disappeared. On September 23, twenty-five days
after coming on the sick report, his diet was increased by eggs beaten up in milk
(which latter had been bis sole article of diet). The evening temperaturA rose to
102° , and the abdomen again became tympanitic, tllongh no diarrhea was pre cnt.
Within twent)·-four hours thereafter the temperature reached the normal again, and
patient had no further trouble and made a rapid and complete recovery.
Of the 16 cases, 7 were Bevere, 5 were moderately severe, and 4 were mild. The
spleen was enlarged in all cases. The eruption was present in 11 cases, in the ot~~r
5 it had not been observed. Catarrhal pneumonia was present in 3 ca es, bronch1t1
occurred in all the severe ca es, anci iu 3 of the moderately severe cases ·bin tile
others it was ab ent. Chills and sweats were noted in 7 of the cases; diarr ea was
present in 10 of the cases; intestinal hemorrhage occurred in 2. Phlebitis of tile
external saphenous and popliteal veins occurred once. In this ca. e, the patient bad
passed thrvugh a moderately severe attack and was apparentl,v convalescing, t~e
temperature havinCY been normal for four t.lays1 when he complained of in ten e pam
in the calf of the leg and inability to flex the limb. Examination showed the upper
portion of the external saphenous and the poplitoal veins to be hard, swollen, and
exquisite!· tender. 'l'he temperature rose to 104:0 , and remained efovated for several
day , then became remittent, and after a week from the beginning of the attack
1·eacbcd the normal. Suppuration <lit.I not follow, and though more or le s tenderne remained for ome time lie made a complete recovery. One patient who had
pa ed tllrough a mild attack of the di ea e, three week after con vale cence bad
been apparently fully established, developed a persistent and almost continuous
tachycardia. The heart was apparentl,v normal, there wa no digestive di tnrbance
whatever, no tobacco poi oning, and there was no marke<l anreruia. The patient
omplained of sleeples ne sand smothering sensations in the che ·t. The pnl e rate
varied from 120 to 150, and at times was irregular. When the rate was at it hirrbe, t a, sy. tolic murmnr1 oft and hlowinO' in character, was beard near the apex,
which wa uot tra.n m1tte,l to the ve sel of the neck. This murmur di appoared
wl1 u tho heart's action became slow r. At the date of thi report, October 27
P:tti nt has improved ~orne,yhat_; tho le ple ne s and mothering en ation have
di ''.lpp ared · tile heart a ·tion 1 lower (80 to 90), thonO'b still prone to run up to
about 120 with the sliO'bt st e -cit meot, and it i till irr !!'ll.lar at time , while the
murmur i uo lonrrer detect •d. R lap
o curred in 3 ca c . In 2 of the ea cond
eruption appear •cf· in the other a e uo eruption was observed either in the primary
attack or in the r lap ·e.
In the tr atm nt of tlles a
up to
ptember 1, wh never the temperatnre of
th pati •nt ro e abo\·e 102.1 b wa pon <'d with cold wat r. After that date the
Braud treatment was institut ·d. Temp r tores were taken every three hours, and
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whenever the thermometer recorded 102.4° or over the patient was placed in the
bath tub wit,h water at about 75°, which was gradually reduced to 70° hy allowing
cold water to flow into the tub. "\Vhilo in the tub the patient's limbs and chest were
vigorously rnbbed by the attoudants, and cold water potued upon the head. As
soon as be beg-an to show chilliness, as evidenced by chattering of the teeth, which
occurred in from ten to fifteen minutes, he was given 15 c. c. of whii:;ky, lifted out and
quickly dried, and placed in bed and well cc.vered. All the patients bore the bathing well; tlrn temperature would fall from 2° to 4°, the pulse become slower and
stronger, t.he delirium would disappear, and the patient would fall into a refreshing
sleep. Only exceptionally would the t ernpewture rise again to the bathing point
within thenextthreehours. No ill results whateverwereobserved from thismethod
of treatment. When constipation existed the patient was given small doses (0.032)
of calomel, ropcated evtiry two hours until the bowels moved freely. When the
pulse became rapid, frequent and compressible, strychnin and alcohol were administered. :F or the sleeplessness sulpbonal in gram doses was administered, usually with
good effect. 'fhe diet <luring the febrile sta~e was milk exclusively. This was supplemented by eggs beaten up with the milK after the temperature bad remained
normal for eight days. If this did not give rilrn to disturbance, bread soaked in
milk was tentatively added, then soft-boiled eggs, and finally meat. Patients did
not receive full diet until the temperature had been at the normal point for at least
three weeks. It should be added, to complete the history of this outbreak, that a
bacteriological exn,mi nation of the suspected water by Elsner's method was attempted,
but no results were obtained, owing to the rapid liquifaction of the gelatin by what
appen.red to be the-bacillus subtilis.
(Remarks of Deputy Surgeon-General Brown.]

Referring to the 4 cases of t·yphoid fever (Nos. 2839, 2840, 2850, and 2851) treated at
thi post in September and Odober, 1896, after careful t1tndy of all the attainable
facts, I am of the opinion thn.t the point of infection was the target camp near Rexford, Mich. In support of this opinion 1 submit the following, which I have obtained
from different sources: About July 4, 1896, Companies Band D, Nineteenth Infantry,
arrived and made camp preparatory to target practice. The camp selected was on
the site of that of 1895. This camp was on or near the top of a sand ridge, with the
slope of the ground toward the lake. This lake (pond) was one of a clrnin, but disconnected, was fed by springs from the bottom, and has no outflow, at this time being
evi,lently 2 feet below tlrn usual level. Sinks were dug near the kitchens for refuse.
Wells wern opened about 15 feet from the water's edge in front of the camp. Vaults
were du(J' back of the camp on the other slope of the ridge. These two companies
r emaine~ at tbis camp about three weeks, during which time the weather was clear
and very hot. They returned to Fort Brady about July 18. About July 23 Companies C and J? arrived from Fort Brady and occupied thfl same camp. About the
time of their arrival there was a very hard rain. These companies remained about
two weeks and returned to the post, reaching there August 7. Shortly after, typhoid
fever broke out, 10 cases being in F company. These companies made the return
•march in two days. After leaving camp, while on the march, a halt was made at
the railroad tank, and of the 10 men all drank this water. During the next day's
march the first ha.lt was made at a small brook running out from a marsh, and at this
place bnt 8 of the men drank. Continuing on, the next halt was made at a spriug,
and here 9 of the 10 men drank. The next stop was at the post. In addition to
these 10 cases the son of one of the officers of Company F visited him in camp for
about five days and returned to the post, going and returning by rail. By a study
of the foregoing it will be seen that all these persons drank of the water at the camp
and at Fort Brady. The infection could not have been at the post for the reason
that the other companies miing the same water and living under the same conditions
had no cases, supposing the young lad to have been exposed to the infection at some
place other than the camp. It appears that at four places the 10 enlisted men drank
of the water. Inquiry has been made since, and no fever existed in the n eighborhood
of two of these places before or since. I am forced to exclude t,he other two halts as
points of infection, as part of the men did not drink of the water. From all. these
facts I conclude that the point of infection was the tars-et camp, an<l that the immediate cause of the contamination of the water was the neavy rain which washed t~e
refuse of the camp into the lake (pond). I am advised that it is not infrequent m
Michigan for typhoid fever to follow heavy rains, as they police the ground and
wash refuse into and thus pollute the streams.

The frequency of outbreaks of low fevers in troops operating in the
field has led many medical officerR to caution their commands against
the use of contaminated water. The following, by Capt.John L. Phillips,
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as1:iistant surgeon, Fort Walla Walla, Wash., is an illustration, and
this connection the practicability and advisability of carrying porta
filters with such commands, as represented in letter of Deputy Surgeo
General Smart (infra p. 160), is of interest.
[Extract from recommendations of Captain Phillips.]

That care be enjoined upon the command going into the field to-morrow from tb i
post against the indiscriminate drinking of water. There is typhoid fever all th ro ~g
this country, and in the majority of instances the disease is contracted by drink in er
water contaminated with typhoid dejecta. Water from streams running through o
near by towns or a thickly settled country is particularly liable to contamination.
A very good plan is to have the cooks each morning before emptying their coffee pot
pour fresh water on the coffee grounds, boil it for half or three-quarters of an hour.
and allow the men to fill their canteens with this before starting_out on the day's
march.
SERUM DIAGNOSIS IN TYPHOID FEVER,

With the view of aiding in the diagnosis of doubtful febrile ca8es
and of determining at the same time the diagnostic value of Widal's
serum test in cases of typhoid fever, medical officers were requested to
forward to this office samples of blood from cases of fever, together
with a clinical record of each case to date, and to follow these with a
special report of the further progress of the. case on its completion.
Microscope slides in slide boxes were sent to each of the posts with
directions for obtaining and mailing the samples of blood. On the
arrival of each sample at this office it was sent to Dr. Walter Reed for
examination at the bacteriological laboratory of the .Army Medical
Museum. The clinical records were not submitted to Dr. Reed, but
were retained jn this office for consideration in connection with the
laboratory results reported. The diagnostic method adopted was t~at
brought into practical use by Dr. Wyatt Johnston, of the provincial
board of health of Quebec. This method depends on the action of a
weak aqueous solution of the suspected dried blood upon a culture of
the typhoid bacillus grown in a liquid medium. .According to Dr.
Reed:
The particular fluid medium selected was old 1 per cent glucose bouillon, which
proved so favorable with each of the two cultures on hand that no other medium
has been substituted therefor.
A_ tube of such glucose bouillon is planted with a culture of the typhoid bacillus,
which, as a rule, bas grown on agar for several weeks. At first the inoculated tnbe
~as grown at a temperature of 37° C. for eighteen to twenty-fonr hours, but as experrnnce has shown that a loop taken from the deeper part of such tu be often contains
already small masses of agglutinated bacilli, it was decided to keep the flnid culture
at room temperature. The ]atter not only eliminates the danger of previous clum~ing, but serves to keep the bacilli in good motility for three to five days, which 18
not the case with thermostat cu]tares.
The drop of dried blood is moistened at its margin with sterilized distilled water
so as to obtain a pale straw-colored solution. This is transferred, by the loop, to the
center of a clean cover slip which has been well flamed. Generally the content ?f
two loops are transferred and immediat ly thereafter an eqnal quantity of the flt11d
culture, whose motility lrns been previously t.e ted, is carefully mixed with the blood
solution. 'l'he drop is then examined with a dry lens, one-sixth, to observe motility
and ao-glntination.
The time adopted within which the reaction hould be complete was one hour.
This seemed aclvi able, as observers w re differing so much in opinion a to t~e
exact time limit within which the reaction should be complete. Practically in only
two cases ba the reaction appeared a late as nine minutes, and in these case wa
complete after twenty mino .
.
If all motility ha ce ed and the m~jority of the bacilli are gathered together 1n
lar1re or small masse at the e pi ration of one hour, the case is reported as giving a
positive reaction.
1f a. rglutina.tion of half or two-thirds of the bacilli ha occurred, while there are
till to be seen a few motile bacilli in all fields at the end of one hour, the reaction
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has been designated as pa1·tial or incomplete. While the case is considered to be probably one of typhoid fever, a second sample of blood, at the expiration of one week,
has been asked for.
If agglut.ination is present to some extent on1y around the margin of the drop,
while the nonagglutinatecl bacilli retain their motility, the case is reported as one
giving doubtful reaction. The case is considered to be possibly one of typhoid fever,
and a second sample is asked for at the end of one week.
If there is present at the end of one hour active motility and no clumping, the
reaction is reported negative .
.t.'be test has been made in each case with the greatest care so asto avoid any incorrect observation, and as the examiner has been quite ignorant oftbe clinical history
of the cases, his observation has been purely subjective and his opinion absolutely
unbiased.

The cases reported from tlle various posts were as follows:
Fort Adams, R. 1.-From 1 case negative results on two occasions;
plasm odium recognized in the blood; prompt cure by quinin. Case
clinically recognized as restivo-autumnal fever.
Fort Barrancas, Fla.-.Eigbt cases. In 5 positive reactions were
obtained, the earliest on the eighth <lay. In 1, doubtful, on the tenth
day and in 2 incomplete on the seventh and eleventh days, respectively;
but these gave positive reactions one week later. In none of these
cases was any diarrhea present or eruption discovered, and in only 1
was there tenderness in the right iliac region. The cases were reported
by the surgeon as good examples of the continued fever of Florida,
which he regards as a mild typhoid.
Fort Bliss, Tex.-Seven cases were examined. One gave n~gative
results on two examinations, a remitting fever in a man who died two
months afterwards of acute miliary tuberculosis. A case recognized
cliuically as a remittent fever amenable to quinin gave a slight agglutination at the end of an hour, but active motility continued at the end
of seventy-five minutes. In 2 cases reported as Texas fever positive
reactions were obtained from blood drawn on the ninth and tenth days.
This fever was described as like typhoid, but without the abdominal
symptoms. Several other similar cases were in the hospital at the same
time under the diagnosis of fever of undetermined causation. Three
other cases sent on .August 11 g·ave prompt agglutination and loss of
motility. Clinically, one of these was regarded as typhoid fever on
account of the abdominal symptoms, but the other two were recorded
as Texas fever.
Fort Brady, Mich., furnished blood from 1 typical typhoid case, which,
taken on the sixth day, gave a positive reaction.
Fort Brown, Tex.-Two cases from this post gave negative results on
two examinations at intervals of twenty-one days. The surgeon called
these cases typhoid fever, but the clinical data did not sustain him in
his diagnosis. In one case, which was under treatment for twentyseven days, there was merely a slight bronchitis, and in the other,
whicll was under treatment for sixty-eight days, the glands in the
groin beeame inflamed and suppurated.
Fort Olark, Tex., furnished 1 case with a positive reaction from blood
drawn on the fifteenth day, but there was no pathognomonic symptom
of typhoid. The malarial parasite was not present.
Fort Ouster, Mont., furnished 2 cases of special interest. In the first
a negative reaction was obtained from blood drawn on the twentysecond day. A similar result was obtained by Dr. Howa~d at J!?rt
Custer, but with serum from a blister he obtained complete unmot1hty
and marked agglutination in a bouillon culture twent-y-four hours old.
Erlicb's diazo r~a?tion was present; the malarial parasite was not ~iscovered, and qurnme had no specific effect. There was some tympamtes-
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and a tern1erness over the whole of the abdomen, with relaxed bowel~ On the thirty-fifth day of the illness, the eruption of measles appeared.
The patient, a colored man, was under treatment fifty-five days. The
seco11d case tllrows light on tbe earlier one. The patient was the hospital
corps member who nurs_e d the previous case. Tlle blood sample wa_
taken two days before the nnfortunate man died. There was agglutination, and the post-mortem appearances were those of typhoid fever.
Fort Et/tan Allen, Vt.-One case gave negative results on two occasions, the diagnosis from clinical observation being ma.Ja1fal fever.
Two blood s_a mples were sent from the Army and Na,vy General Ho pital, Hot Spr-in,qs, Ark. One, from a typical case of typhoid fever, gave
positive results; another, from a case of traumatic hysteria, gave
negative results.
·
Fort Leavenworth, Kans.-Two examinations of one case gave negative results, the clinical data indica1ing malarial fever.
Fort Lo,qan, Oolo.-BJoou. drawn from a convalescent on the ninetyseventh day gave positive resuJts. This was a well-defined case of
typlioid fever.
Jlfodison Barracks, N. Y.-Two samples at an interval of ten days
gave negntive results, the clinical data indicating a case of chronic
gastrodnodenitis.
Fort .McPherson, Ga.-A positive result was obtained in one case in
which the disease was called rernittent fever. The man came on sick
report Decemller 16, 1896. Temperature 104.2°, with slight oscillations.
TJrn febrHe action subsided on the 25th and tl1e patient was returned
to duty January 3, 1897. On the 12th be had an accession of fever,
105°, which graduaJly subsided, his temperature reaching the normal
on the 25th. He remained free from fever until February 10, when the
temperature again rose to 105° and was in progress of falling, when on
tile 16th tlle rliagnosis was cbanged to typhoid fever primarily because
of the positive results of the blood test, but also because another man
similarly affected bad died and the post-mortem examination had
shown typhoid ulcerations. Two otller cases at this post gave positive
reactions with clinical support of the cases as being cases of typhoid
fever.
Fort 111eade, S. Dak.-One case gave a poRitive result, with blood
drawn about the thirtieth day. Tlle disease was believed to have been
contracted in San Antonio, Tex. The symptoms were not marked.
Fort JJ1yer, Va.-In one case a po itive reaction was obtained on the
:fifth day. The symptom, were not characteristic, but death took place
ou the twelfth day and the lesions of typhoid fever were found po trnortem.
Fort ldobrara,, Nebr.-Tbree ca es were examined. Onegavepositive
re nlt and its clinical bi tory indicnt d typhoid fever. 0110 gave
negative re ult and was afterwar<l, regarded a::; a case of influen za.
Tl1 third case gave negative re ult on the nineteenth and twentytbird days of tl.10 attack. Tbe pati ut, a boy 12 year old wa, aid to
have had an attack of typhoid fever at Fort Yates in 18!J0. The
Ji niral note. fnrni heel by Dr. Fauntleroy in thi ca e, February 15
1 97, were a follows:
J11nnnry 28, I found the patient with at mperntnre of 102°; pul e rapid and w nk ·
ron. ·t ipatPd; xtreniitios col<l; pallor and~ neral wen.kn
mark d. For the we k
prior to my vi it patient bncl howu_ ad ci,locl Jo . . of app tite, av ,._ ion to bi food,
ancl al o little of hi u.-nal iut re t 10 outdoor · rci.·o. He wa given calomel aud
salt ancl put to becl · milk di t. F r th next w k bi temp ratnre ranrr rl from
101° to 102° in the morning, and from 103° to 1 5° in be afternoon. At tbi tim h
hnd uo ·ol,leecl every da.y; hie pulse was weak and intermitt nt. On Febrnar. ,
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rose-colored spots were noticed on the lower portion of the abdomen. His bowels
were kept open by enemata allfl occasional doses of calomel. Strychnin sulph. 1
mgrm. was given three times da,ily; milk 60 cc. and whisky 4 cc. every two hours.
Sponge baths were ordered for temperaturn of 102° or over, together with.ice cap.
Temperature has gradually declined, and since February 13 has been 98.6° in the
morning and 99.4° in the evening. Pulse ceased to intermit; whisky was stopped
an<l milk increased on February 14. Patient was delirious every night from February
1 to 8. He is gaining strength every day now and !!bowing a decided interest in his
surroundings. Excreta and clothing have been disinfected throughout.

Plattsburg Ba,rraclcs, N. Y.-One case yielding negative results; diagnosis, from cliuical study, cellulitis in which pelvis of right kidney is
involved.
Blood from a typhoid fever convalescent at Fort Reno, Okla., about
the seventieth day of the disease gave positive results.
Fort Riley, Kan8.-In one instance giving negative results the patient
died afterwards of acute tuberculosis. In another instance, which gave
negative results on two occasions, the onset was suggestive of perforntive appendicitis folJowed by general peritonitis.
Fort Sam Houston, Tex.-Six cases were reported by the post surgeon as cases of typhoid fever, although in but one of them was any
characteristic symptom mentioned. Blood from 2 of these cases drawn
about the twelfth day gave positive results. In one of the 4 other
cases the report on blood drawn about the tenth day was:
It gives a reaction which is not quite complete at the end of one hour, although
arrest of motility together with agglutination begins within two minutes and is well
marked after the lapse of fifteen minutes; still, there are some motile bacilli to be
seen even at the expiration of one hour.

The case may be accepted as one giving a positive reaction. In two
cases blood drawn from one about the thirty-fifth and from the other
about the forty-seventh day gave what were con&idered to be doubtful
reactions. There was arrest of motility at the end of an hour, but
scarcely any agglutination. Samples from these cases sent two weeks
later gave positive results. Lastly, in tbe sixth case blood drawn on
the twenty-seventh day gave negative results. Request was made for
another sample if the patient still had fever. Unfortunately, no sample
was sent, as by the time the request was received the patient had
ceased to have fever. The clinical notes furnished by Dr. L. M. Maus
with this case were as follows:
CASE 86<19.-Age, 24. A.dmitted December 2, 1896. 'l'emperature at 5 p. m. of tl..H-.,t
date, 103° ; pulse, 78. He had slight chills December 1 and 2, followed by more or
less fever mornings and evenings . Temperature at 5 p. m. December 27, 99.8°; pnlse,
64. Fever ceased January 2, 1897; returned to duty January 10. No typical symptom of typhoid fever during illness. Diagnosis: Typhoid fever of a mild form.

Fort Sheridan, Ill.-Blood from 2 cases of weU-defined typhoid gave
prompt positive reactions. Similar results were obtained from 2 convalesceu t cases at Fort Slocum, N. Y., and from 2 characteristic cases at
Fort Snelling, Minn. In one of these the blood was drawn on the fourth
day of sickness.
Fort Thomas, Ky.-Positive results were obtained from a typical case
on the ninth day and negative results from blood drawn on the i teenth day of a case which had been treated as malarial fever prior to
admission into hospital. Dr. W. H. Gardner reported of this C' e:
The symptoms were undoubtedly those of tvphoid fever, and not only were the
symptoms markedly typl.Joi<l, but for three days consecutively he ha~ taken 2 gr~rus
of quinin witl10ut influencing the temperature which rose to 101:0 rn the evemng.
I had on hand, for private use, Dr. Woodbridg~'s medicines for typhoid fever, and
placed the patient on the treatment with the result that by the end of two weeks
the typhoid symptoms disappeared, and it was j~st previou!l to this time that the
sample of blood was drawn and sent for examination.
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Vancouver Barracks, Wash.-Negative results were obtained in a ca
of lobar nneumonia.

Fort Warren, J.lfass.-A case which gave a positive reaction on th
:fifteenth day of the fever was, apparently from that very fact, eBtere
on the register as typhoid. It had been treated at first as malaria
fever.
Washington Barracks, D. O•....:..Samples of blood from 7 cases were
examined. Two cases gave positive results on the first examination.,
the sample taken on the fourth day in one case and on the twentysecond in the other. Both cases were recognized clinically as typhoi d
fever. In a third case blood drawn on the fourth day gave a fairly
good reaction in twenty minutes, but at the end of an hour some bacilli
continued motile. A second sample drawn one week later gave positive results, and the progress of the case indicated the existence of
typhoid fever. Four cases gave negative results; two of these were
recognized clinically as malarial fever and two as pneumonias.
One case at Fort Wayne, J.lfich., which gave negative results was
regarded as continued malarial fever.
A febrile case at West Point, N. Y., gave negative results on th,e seventh and thirteenth days. Dr. Torney reported this case as simple
continued fever.
Whipple Barracks, Ariz.-Positive results were obtained about the
seventh or eighth day of a case regarded clinically as typhoid fever.
In a second case the reaction on the :fifteenth day was incomplete, but
positive results were obtained from blood on the twenty-eighth day.
In a third case, clinically similar to those already mentioned, an incomplete reaction was observed on the seventh and twentieth days; but on
the thirty-fourth day, or eleven days after convalescence had set in, a
negative result was obtained. In a fourth case which presented chilliness, malaise, diarrhea, with some gurgling, blood taken on the third
day gave negative results. The patient was returned to duty on the
eighth day.
Fort Yellowstone, Wyo.-Blood drawn on the sixth day of a wellmarked typhoid-fever case gave a positive reaction.
Summary.-Observations were made on the blood of 71 cases of disease. These were instituted with the view of determining the value of
the test; but by many medical officers this value was accepted and the
observations were regarded as tests for the presence of typhoid fever.
In 27 well-defined cases of typhoid fever positive results were
obtained in 25. A negative result was furnished by one ca eat Fort
Cu ter on the twenty-second day; but positive result were obtained in
this case from erum of a blister. In a case at Whipple Barrack
incomplete reaction were followed by negative results.
In 19 cases of well-defined diseases, not fevers, negative results were
obtained.
From the result in the e 46 case a po itive reaction would be
trongly uggestive of the pre ence of typhoid, while a negative would
require to be u 'tained aud verified at a later dat to how that typhoid
wa probably not pre ut.
There remained 25 fi brile ·a e in , hich ob ervation were made.
In 19 of the e the ymptom of t ph id fever were not charact ri 'tic.
In fact they were with one ex •eption a e of o- alled Fl rida fi v r
and Texa fever; but ea •h f the 'H. g ve po:itive r , ction in th
laborc tory, and it i extremely probable that they w re in fa· a
of
typhoid in.C ction.
lu four of th rem, ining c, e th r cti n w re negativ
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each at the posts of Fort Niobrara, Fort Sam Houston, Fort Thomas,
and West Point. The cases are described above.
The single remaining case regarded clinically as a remittent fever and
amenable to quinin was the only case of fever not probably typhoid in
which a doubtful reaction was obtained.
MALARIAL INFECTIONS.

The admission rate for malarial infections for the year was 83.08, and
the rate of nonefficiency 1.65, as compared with 82.56 and l.70 in 1895,
and with 96.67 and 2.48 as the average of tbe decade 1885--1894. The
total number of cases was 2,087, of which 1,771 were intermittents, 297
remittents and continued malarial fevers, 1 pernicious, and 18 registered
as malarial cachexia. One death and one discharge were occasioned by
these diseases. The admission rate for the colored troops was 16.63;
for the white troops, 89.16.
The Department of the East had the la.rg·est number of cases, 175.18
per thousand of strength. None of t,he other departmenti.; exceeded the
Army rate of 83.08. The Department of Dakota had the smallest rate,
18.43. Texas, in which some years ago these infections were very prevalent, had a rate of only 34.78. The posts which had high rates were
mostly eastern posts, Washington Barracks, D. O., and Fort Myer, Va.,
being at the head of the list with 1,071.22 and 644-.37, respectively, giving 9.82 and 5·,s3 of nonefficiency. Jefferson Barracks, Mo., followed
with 356.52, and the high nonefficient rate of 16.05. 'l'hese cases are
described below. West Point, N. Y., had an admission rate of 317.5D,
and Fort Slocum and Willets Point, N. Y., Fort Monroe, Va., and Fort
Wadsworth, N. Y., had rates of over 200 per thousand. Fort Sill was
the only western post that bad a rate (290.64) approaching tbose found
at these eastern stations. Forts Clark and Mclntosl1, Tex., which
formerly bad large rates, reported during the year only 13.48 and 16.81
admissions, respectively, per thousand of strength. Even Fort Brown
bad only 90.09, and Fort Ring·gold 103.17.
The epidemic which prevail eel at J e:fferson Barracks, Mo., bad its
origin at the rifle range, .Arcadia, Mo. Asst. Surg. Ubar]es B. Ewing
reported that all his fever cases at Arcadia were cases of malarial
disease, with no indication of' the presence of a specific typhoid infection,
although in two cases he acknowledged having seen an eruption resembli11 g the rose spots of this fever. Many of bis cases when under treatment subsequently at Jefferson Barracks were found to be distinctly
cases of specific typhoid, there being even post-mortem evideuce as to
the condition of Peyer's patches and the mesenteric glands. Special
reports from Arcadia and Jefferson Barracks were rendered as follow s :
SPECIAL REPORT FROM ARCADIA, Mo.-This report embraces a period extending
from June 14 to September 8, 1896. The troops in camp were officers and men of B,
D, H, I, and K, Third United States Cavalry, who were at target practice during the
time specified. Three troops, B, I, and K, consisting of 12~ officer~ and m n, were
at the range from Jnne 14 to July 31, while the offi cers and men of t roops D :m<l H,
82 in number, were in camp from August 8 to September 8. A report upon the p~ysical aspects of the present and that of the prospective ran ge was made some time
since, hence will not now be considered.
'£he febrile diseases which affected the troops were of two kinds, viz, simple cont,inued and malarial fevers, though one case continuing sick during my tempor~ry
absence from camp was transferred to the hospital at J efferson Barra ks, pr entmg
c~rtain symp~orus not unlike incipient typhoid. This cas~ pass~<l from my obs rv:1t1on, though 1t would have heen observed by me in its entuety 1f 1t bad not been. m
the person of an acting hospital steward which made it necessary to llave one of like
grade to perform bis very neces. ary duties. An examination of _the blood made _on
the day of his transfer, and more hurriedly than I should have hked, gave negative
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results in so far as malaria was concerned. I understand that this patient
diagnosed later on as" remittent fever;" which case was the only one under my car
that presented anything like initial typhoid symptoms, a,nd being negatived, gi Ye
the camp a clear hill of heal th so far as this preventable disease is concerned.
_
Of the simple continued fevers there were three cases, which I may dismiss ~rt
thiH mere mention, as all were returned to duty after a very short stay in the ho pit.. The malarial ferers.-Of these I noted 22 cases, distributed as follows: June 14 r-o
30, 1896, inclusive, 1 tertian malaria] fever; July, 2 tertian malarial fever, 1 don bl
tertfan malarial fever, 1 restivo-autumnal malarial fever; August, 7 tertian malari
fever, 5 double tertian mafarial fever; September, 1 tertian malarial fever, 4 doul>l
tertian malarial fever. The temperatures of patients were taken every two hour
daily between 6 a. m. and 9 p. m.
'l'here were chiJls in 12 cases; chilly sensations in 5; headache, anorexia, and muscular pains in 5. Vomiting was noted in a few cases, though it may have been more
general previous to entrance. Epistaxis was seen in 2 or 3 cases. 'rhe bowels were
regular in 14 of the cases, constipation in 6, and diarrhea in the remaining 5. Tbe
urine was normal in all of the cases except 1. This man complained of persistent pain
in tlle lumbar region of the back during paroxysms, and a few weeks later developed
a diffuse nephritis, as indicated by a high specific gravity of urine, a large quant ity
of albumen, aucl casts with marked radema of the lower extremities and urremic seizures at a later period. Hrema,turia was absent in all of the cases. Marked an, mia.
was observed in 3, and pallor of the red cells in 12. Herpes labialis was seen in 2
cases, and an eruption resembling the rose spots in typhoid fever in a like number;
urticaria was noted in 3 cases. In a few patients bronchial catarrh of modera te
degree was observed, as evidenced by substernal pain and slight hacking cough .
It might be well to mention 3 cases (civilians) observed by me in the immediate
neighborhood of the camp, all being males, white; 1 a boy of 16, and2 iu men between
25 and 30 years of age. One of the latter, a thin, sallow, markedly anremic individual of 30 years, said that he had been "chill!n' for a year," and hoped to effect a ure
by drinking large qnantities of spring water. I found upon examination a readily
palpable spleen and marked jaundice, as indicated by the yellowness of the skin and
sclerre. He complained of great weakness and faintness upon exertion. He had
recently returned from the swampy region of Arkansas, where he had been at work
for some months.
Besides the 15 charts submitted, representing three-fifths of the number seen by
me in the camp at Arcadia, I respectfully submit, through the kindnes of Maj.
J. B. Girard, the thermographic charts of 6 cases of rostivo autumnal malaria which
were treated by him in the post hospital at Jefferson Barrarks. I was also kindly
permitted to make one or more blood exnminations in all of these cases, as well as in
a number of cases of tertian malaria, one of which is of suchinterAstfrom the inten ely
acute gastric symptoms presented, completely masking for the time the real trouble,
that I shall make it the subject of special mention later.
The l'arieties of ltrematozoa observecl and the 1nethods itsed in tliei?- determinafio11.-Tb a
method generally adopted was that of examining fresh blood, which has been found
in an experience of some 70 cases to be by far the most satisfactory. In some instan ce'
cover-slip preparations were made after the plan of Ehrlich, and the blood fixe ,1 by
beating on a copper plate at 150° C., or fixing by immersion in equal parts of alcohol and ether, and in ome instances alcohol alone.
'l'he staining methods used have been those of Chenzinzky and the modified
Romauowsky, but not as a meu.us of diagno is. In my humblejudcrment, no metbocl
yet devised can improYe upon the graphic pictures shown b.v the fresh blood, wben
een through th aid of a .,. o. 4 eyepiece and a one-fifteenth oil immersion objecti ve
with the aicl of an Abbe conden er, and a very ncce ·a.ry adjunct, a mechnni ·al
stacr , which I did not posses . I bave never been satisfied with merely finding the
immature hyaline plasmodia without pigmentation, but have per isted in my examinations as often as ix or eight times daily, at intervals of an honr, until the picrmentetl form have been found. In one or two ca es the pigmented forms were o
illu iYe, or so few in number in tho peripheral blood, that it was only after a bun
of -everal days that I ·ucceecled in fin,ling them. For many reasons the lobe of tlrn
ear i preferable to the finger tip as the part from which bloocl shonld be drawn,
thongb where mnch hail' is fonntl on tbi organ its u efulness for the pnrpo e rn ntioned i partially d troy d. A preliminar.v washing of the part with arm water
an<l soap bonlcl precede th thorough use of alcohol. Another v ry n ce ar:r wor •
waR the cleaning of ·ov •r lip and gla, slides bv pla incr them in acid, w bin" in
water, and finall immersion io <•qua! parts of aicohol a;d eth r, or akohol alou •
fy xa.minatiou · were mad with tl1e Bau ch
Lomb micro cope furni:hed t tu
1 <lical orp • bont wo year . incl', no particular attPntion being paid to th u
of tb preparc•d licle of Ha· Ill a r ,comm oded by Piffard and other , a th ord111ar.'· ov r lips furni h «l wer,• u <1 ancl, fonud to nb. n·e ev ry purpo. . T o
m 1eb c r ·an n t be :erci ed in cl auing thoroughly the field of oper: tion, nu 1
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the glass slides and cover slips used. A majority of the forms characteristic of tl10
t~rtian and the restivo-autumnal malarial fevers were observed by me in the oases
cited. The parasite of the quartan form of malarial fever was not noted amono- the
cases mentioned, neither seen in the entire 70 cases, from which [ conclude that it is
as rare in this section of the country as in Baltimore and its surroundings, where
Osler has found only 4 or 5 cases in as many years. The .flagellate forms were more
frequently observed in the oosti vo-autumnal than in the tertian types of fever.
From the microscopical appearances of the blood I was enabled to determine the
presence of the malarial infection, as well as the species of fever, the type, and often
· approximately the severity of the attack. With regard to the species, I adopted
the method of deciding whether the parasite found was to be placed in the first
group which does not form crescents, or in the second group which does; or if a
mixed infection in both groups. A donble contour of the spherical bodies of the
crescent series with their striking pjgment granules should be, as a rule, readily
differentiated from the larger pigmented endocorpuscular forms of the first group
and more especially the tertian members of this group, and while there should be
no difficulty in making a dia$nosis between these tertian plasmodia on the one
band and the quaTtan and rest1vo-autumnal upon the other, by reason of the very
characteristic pigment granules of these organisms, yet as between the two latter,
the pigment being equally black, I should think some doubt would arise, inasmuch
as the crescentic plnsmodinm of the chronic or irregular malaria does not form untH
the seventh day, the temperature curve and the periodicity of the quartan t-ype
would give the clue, but it is not a,l ways easy to make a distinction between these
forms until the crescent appears.
Phagocytosis was observed more particularly in connection with plasmodia of the
rostivo-antumnal fever, and to a lesser degree among the tertians.
The accompanying a11remia was found to vary in the 25 cases studied, and in one
case this was very marked, as shown by the blood count, but as a rule it was no
greater than was to be expect,ed in malarial diseases generally. It is certainly the
most logical conclusion to infer that the accompanying anremia is due to the destruction of the red blood cells by the plasmodia. A brief mention may be made of the
different forms of the tertian and rostivo-autumnalhrematozoa observed by me.
1'he tertian hcematozoon.-Intra-corpuscular forms. (a) Small hyaline forms without pigment, very active. (.b) Small hyaline forms with reddish-brown pigment
granules, granules in active motion. (c) Two and three pigmented plasmodia in a
single red blood cell, granules in active motion. (cl) Pla modia twenty-four hours
old, pigment granules active. (e) ¥aturer forms with piJ:!ment granules motionle s,
.i ust before segmentation. (/) Maturer forms with pigment granules central, motionless, radiating lines dividing organism into segments just previous to segmentation.
Extra-corpuscular forms. (a) Flagellate plasmodiawhere flageJ1a, three to :five in
number, with knob bed ends and rapitl lashing motion, pigment granules motionles ,
collected usually around center of body. (b) Spherical forms with motionless pigment granules scattered throughout the body of organism. These forms have been of
various sizes, usually smaller than red cell. ( c) Flagella seem to separate themselves
from body of brematozoon and move through blood current. (d) Clumps or blocks of
pigment ( cadaveric t) seen in blood current in neutrophile leucocytes and seemingly
limited to these. (e) Budding forms.
1'he mBtiro-autmnnal hmmatozoon.-Intra-corpuscular forms. (a) Small immature
hyaline forms with double contour or central shading, 1·apid motion. (b) Small
immature forms with very black pigment granules, and these in motion. (c) Multiple pla{!modia seen in single red celJs. ( d) Spherical pigmented forms with black
granules arranged around the center and in rapid motion. (e) Mature pigmented
forms, granules black, lying in central mass, motionless. (f) Same as above, with
pigment granules agglutinated in clumps or blocks, motionless.
Extra-corpuscular forms. (a) Mature plasmodia with formed segments and central
clump of motionless black pigment. (b) Segmentation forms, broken up into segments 01· spores, and the pigment in blocks or clumps free in blood stream. (c)
Crescentic forms, with pigment central, and in all cases motionless . I hav e never
been able to find crescents in blood cells with protoplasm of the cell lying around
it, as is portrayed hr Thayer and Hewitson in their "Malarial fevers of BaltiD?-or~."
(d) Crescent oYerlymg p art of blood cell, presenting the appearance graphically
described by Manson as the "new moon with the old moon in its arms." It may be
added _that th~ new moon in such fostauces bas lost much h remoglobin. (e) Flagellated forms with knobbed flageJJa and motionless black pigment granules arranged
around center of body of plasmodium. Phagocytosis also seen and limited to neutropbiles (polynnclear leucocytes).
The very hot weather, and the bloo? examinations being conducted ~n a tent where
the temp~~ature w:i,s us1_rnlly at a high point for several hours daily, gave go?d
opportnn1t1es for WJtllessmg the amceboid movement in leucocytes and phagocytos1s,
although the exammer was usually in a perspiring condition.
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In all cases the sulphate of quinin was used, and in the tertian and the double ter •
forms of fever with a strikingly specific effect, though the oostivo-antumnal -fo
was more intractable. Special mention should be made of 6 cases of restivo-autum:i:
malaria seen at Jefferson Barracks. Througll the kinoness of Major Girard, I
1rnrmitted to examine the blood in these cas s, and found the usual plasmodia ch_
acteristic of the irregular or chronic malaria. In 5 of the 6 cases my examinat:io_
was made about four weeks after admission in hospital. During which time, 8:
shown graphically by the charts transmitted, quinin, iron, and Fowler's solut:10
also quinin in combiuation with iron, were given at various times. I found up
examination of the blood, Septe!'.llber 19, 20, and 21 (about four weeks after entran..
in hospital as stated), t.he plasmodiuru in its various forms, and in 5 out of the
cases, the crescent. These crescentic forms were still to be found in consi<lera b
numbers in some of the cases even after the temperature bad become normal nnde
the influence of the qninin. The case in which the crescents were absent showed
number of pigment clumps or blocks, which I believe to be the fragmented crescen"t
the mature crescent having disappeared under the influence of the quinin. Th
consensus of opinion seems to be in favor of the belief that each species of the malarial hrumatozoon bas a biological cycle, and that the specific should be given durin.!!"
the developing phaHes of the life of the p]asmodium rather than after it bae matured,
and further, t:eat quinin should be in solut,ion in the blood at the time of segm entation. This relates especiaJly to the tertian types seen by rue. In the restivo-autumnal
or chronic malaria even larger doses must be given and persisted in, especia,Jly a
the life history of the hrematozoon is not folly understood. MarchiafaYa and Celli
strongly advise the giving of quinin in large dosage, say 32 grains in two doses at
au interval of two hours, commencing an hour or two before the chill comes on.
Hypodermic medication bas yielded the best results, and should consist of quinin
in large doses, especialJy in cases of pernicious malaria, where it should be pushed
almost to cinchonism, if necessary.
The blood examination and diagnosis invariably preceded the use of quinin in
all of the cases observed in camp at Arcadia, while some of the ca es seen e]sew here
ha.cl received quinin, which, while it negatived completely the blood examinations
in the tertian forms, did not affect the plasmodium of tl10 restivo-autumnal type211alaria masked by acute gastritis.-'I'his case was seen by me here at the post hospital, May, 1896, in the person of a sergeant of cavalr.v, of good physique, a.g~<l ?5
yen.rs. He bad been brought to the hospital on a stretcher for the second time within
the short period of a week suffering froru extreme l>eneral weakness, being unable ~o
walk, together with persistent uncontrollable vomiting and pain over tbe epigastric
region. I was kinclly permitted to examine the blood in this case, and found very
readily two generations of tl.Je tertian malarial plasmodium, which characterizes the
do11 ble tertian form of malarial fever. Togetl.Jer with the symptoms ennmera.ted the
patient complained of slight coolness, but no marked chill. The vomiting was, as
has been stated, persistent, finally yielding to remedies. Quinin was given without any return of the paroxysm. This case is cited as showing how malaria can be
so completely masked as to make it necessary that blood examinations should be the
routine rather than the exception in hospital practice.
Conclusio11.-Fina1Iy I wish to state quite po itively that the sanitary condition of
the camp generally was good. As particular attention was paid to this feature and
special care was given to the early determinn.tion of all febrile diseases, I ca11 sta~e
positively that typhoid fever was not seen by mo during any part of our sojourn ID
camp. It is still a vexed question as to whether malaria is a water-borne disea e or
an atmospheric,.or a combination of the two; hence, not knowing its origin, w~ c_an
not look upon 1t as preventable, except through the use of the pecific qt11Dtn.
·wh ile much bas been said as to malaria beino- pnrely a water-borne disease, yet
the part played by the atmospl.Jere has not been entirely told. .An illustration of the
role the atmOSJ?here plays has been graphically portra,recl by a recent writer in the
New York .Medical Record upon the malarial feverb of Jerusalem. This city, he ay .
lies on a plateau 2,500feet bighertl.Jan thesurroundin~barren d sert, tbewat rsuppJ '
coming entirely from oi tern ; not a welJ or wat r cour e being found on this hi!?h
tableland; yet the intermittent and the restivo-autumnal types of malarial fe,er
abonncl. The ingenion mosquito theory of Mansoe, while it has something to commend it, is stiU faulty, as the plasmodia w re only fonncl in the stomach of the mo quito and not in the bloo~, showing that the plasmodfa, bad not pa ed through !h
wall of any part of the alimentary tract; hence, up to the present time this q a tion
is still sub judice.
To conclude, from my experience with ca es at Camp Arcadia, Jeffer on Barrac
and other plac s in this ction, a total of abont 70 ca. e , where the diagno i of
m. larial fever wa mad by the blood xamiuation , I found the majority of c
of m larial infection due to th t rtian para ite, and that th
infection not onl
form th<' great majority of ~ho that occur during the first half of the y ar, bn
occur tbrou hont tbe inalanal 8 a on.
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The single tertian infection seems to afflict as many people as the double tertian,
though the cases seon by me have been too few to warrant a stn,tement as to general
preponderance, so far as this section of country is concerned. 'l'bese two groups of
one biological form seem to go hand in hand up to August, when the aoi:;tivo-antumnul are seen largely in the majority. I have thus far failed to note a case of mixed
infection.
·
SPECIAL REPORT ON.- THE FEBRILE CASES TREATED AT JEFFERSON BARRACKS,
Mo., DURING TUE SUMMER SEASON 0.1!' 1896, BY MAJ. J. B. GIRARD.-The garrison of
.Jefferson Barracks consists of the headquarters, and Troops A, H, D, H, I, and K,
Third Cavalry, a detachment of recr uits of varying strength, under charge of 9 nou~
commissioned officers, borne on the post returns us Troop M, Third Cavalry, an<l. a
dotaehrneut of the Hospital Corps, to whom must Le added 22 ordnance men
attached to the St. Louis Powder Depot and receivinf(1' medfoal attendance at t,he barracks. Thero are also a variable number of genera prisoners serving sentence in
the -post gunrclhouse.
The average health of the garrison during the spring months may be said to have
been exce11ent; the sick list was chiefly made up of catarrhal affections, venereal
disorders, and the injurice ordina,rily met with at cavalry posts. Until the latter
part of June, few, if any, indications of malarial or other toxic influences were
observed upon the reservation.
The military authorities having effected the lease of a tract of ground for a rifle
range at Arcadia, l\fo., some 80 miles southwest of the ba,rracks, on the line of the
Iron Mountain Railroad, one-half of the garrison, consisting of Troops B, I, and
K, organized as the First Battalion, were ordered to proceed to that place for their
annual rifle practice, and left the post June 11. They were absent from that date
until August 3, when they returned to the barracks. On August 5 Troops D and H
left the post to go to an<1 occupy the camp left vacant at Arcadia by the First Battalion, and were gone until September 13, when the whole garrison was again united.
In the meanwhile Troop A bad been ordered to Cleveland, Ohio, and was away from
the post from July 18 to September 10.
During tbe absence of the First Battalion at Arcadia the troops left in garrison
enjoyed relatively good health; some cases of malarial fever were, however, taken
on the sick reports from time to time, though of no great severity or duration. The
hospital records show for Jn]y twenty such cases, all but pne short and easily cured,
only 14 pertaining to the three cavalry troops, the rest scattered among the general
prisoners and tbe ordnance men.
The First Battalion broke camp for their return march on the 31st of July. The
weather had been for over a week intensely hot ancl oppressive, and remained so
un t il August 15. Five men considered uu:fit for the march were sent home by rail
and taken in hospital that day. On August 1, 6 others gave out, and reached tho
post in the same manner, all sick with fever; on the 2d 7 more, antl on the arrival of
the command at the barracks the followiug day, anothor squad of 6 men reported at
the hospital for treatment. Thus far the admissions of febrile cases aggregated
24 since the departure of the battalion from Arcadia. From that time till the end
of August additional cases of the same character kept coming in from day to day,
bringing the total of fever cases furnished by Troops B, I, and K, between July 31
and August 31 up to 63 out of a command of about 125 men, a proportion of almost
50 per cent. None of the officers were affected.
By the beginning of September the epidemic seems to haveexbausteditself among
the members of the First Battalion, and they furnished no new cases during that
month. The Second Battalion, after their return from Arcadia, contributed to the
sick report some 14 cases up to October 1, since which time the disease ha virtually
disappeared from the garrison. On the 3d of October the greater portion of the
command started on a 500-mile march, returning home on the 26th with almost a
clean bill of health, while of the troopa left in the post very few were taken sick,
and most of the old hospital patients became convalescent and were restored to
duty as soon as their strength permitted.
.
On the 1st of the present month, November, the sanitary condition of the ga~nson was, and has remained ever since that time, as satisfactory as during the sprrncr
months.
The disease, as observed on the return of the First Battalion from Arcadia,
commenced in the same manner as ordinary malarial fever of the intermittent
type, developing after a day or two into remittent or continu d fever. Many of
the cases were not seen in the tlrst stage, as the men often kept away from the hospital in the vain hope of "working off'' the disease, until they were no longer able
to perform their duties. When admitted, they usually presented the symptoms of
remittent fever, an abnormally elevated temperature, higher in the evening than in
the morning, a pulse somewhat increased in rato, a slightly coated tongue, loss of
appetite, feeling of lassitude, general weakness and discomfol't; bowels in moat
cases inclined to costiveness, in a fow others rather loose.
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A few cases aclvanccd no fnrthe1· than this sta,g e and then with proper treatm u
began to improve, returning to clnty after a week or two of illness. Wit.h t_h
greater uumber, as time went on and tlle fobrile state persisted, as it generally d1! 1.
loss of strength and emaciation focrcasetl, sometimes Yery rapidly, and in a certa 1 :n.
proportion of cases diarrhea set iu which was difficult to control by remedies; th
tongue became covered with a thick brown fur, tl.Je fauces ,lry and parched, the spee
thick, and the facial expression listless. In the meanwhile the oscillations of te1 peratnre were of the wildest character; the curves on the temperature charts can
uot be reduced to auy syS"tem or assimilated to any normal type of fover. Sudden
rises and equally snclrlen fallR a.re numerous and difficult to account for; in man~
cases the normal point would be reached and held for a day or two, and the pati n
·would be thought to be convalescent, when, withont ostensible reason, the temp rature wonld rise again by degrees and in a week or so reach the same height a
before, with the other alrnormal conditions aggravated in proportion to the forrne r
debility of the sufferer. Astbenic and adynamic symptons of serious import woul<.l
then set in and inspire fears for the ultimate iss11e of the case. The apathy and
stupor increased, restlessness and insomnia tortured the patient, and at this stage
his pulse would beat with increased rapidity and weakness, threatening ueath
through failnre of the lrnart'8 action. In two cases ending fatally the pulse was for
days almost too fast and weak to be counted.
During a considerable time the writer, who has had much experience with malari al
fevers in the western part of this country, considered the cases as of the same nature,
until his inability to check the di sense by means of the usual anti periodic treatment
led him to suspect Rome complicating morbid element; the existence of dinrrb a
and in two cases the occnncnce of dangerous hemorrhages from the boweJR "Onvinced him that in a certain proportion of his patients, if not in the majority, th
toxic element of typhoid was combined with that of malaria. From that time ou a
close search was made for ihe characteristic manifestation of the former affecti on
and in some of the recent cnses the rose colored spots on the abdomen were readily
discovered.
The course of the disease, especially where both affections were undoubtedly combined, was exceedingly tedious and prolonged. Of the 63 patients furnished by the
First Battaliou during the month of August only 24 were sick less than ten day. :
the avernge duration of the illness was, in rou11d numbers, fo11r weeks, but tb
majority were sick much longer ancl a few remained on tlte sick report from two to
three montlls, convalescence beino· very slow. The case whose intestinal hemorrhap:t
gave the writer a clew to the nature of the disease, was admitted iu hospital Ang 11 . t
20, and at the date of this report is still unfit for duty. As weeks went by a11cl tl : ·
fe,er persisted most patients lost considerable flesh; men of average size fell from
40 to 50 pounds below their normal weight.
,vitb the settiug in of convalescence, a few patient. were exceedingly annoyed h,r
crops of ab ·ce ses in various portions of the body, chiefly the Joins and hip , t!Je face,
and the axi1lm. One case, apparently cured, of uncomplicated remittent fever, a.ntl
with normal temperature au entire week1 returned to dnty and came back to the ho pital the next da,y with typhoid fornr.
Three "ases proved fatal. The first, Private H. C., Troop I, Third Cavalry, wa
sick iu hospital twenty-two days, from August 22 to eptembcr 12, l>ut had b~en
ailing 80111€ time before admis ·ion. Hi con<lition was not particularly alarromg
until the last four days, when the di ease uddenl_y assumed a grave form, with t~e
most serio u abdominal and c phalic symptom , ending in death. The autop ~- <h.·closed exteush cly ulcerated l'oJ·er's patches, and very much enlarged me ent r1 ·
glands. The ~1ext fatal ca e was that of Private P. IL, Troop K, Third Carnlry
taken in bospHal .A.ugnst 13. He lingered from this time on, with Yarious cle~r
of fever, ah<lominal symptoms, intestinal bemorrhag , etc., until October HJ, when
he <liod of e.·han tion due to his prolonged illnel.ls antl an iutercurr nt attack o
pn umonia. Hut for this complication he might have re over cl, as he was fr
from fev rand almost convalescl'nt when the pulmonarytlifficulty supervened. Th
la t ca e, Private . E., Troop D, 'l'bird Cavalry, belon<>'l'd to th~· ·ecoud battalion
whi •h returned to the arracks S ptombcr 13. He ente1ed th ho pital the following day, and lay ill uutil October... . Io his ca e there wer no manife tation
of intestinal trouble, uo al>domiual pain or diarrhea, but a t, ncloucy to aggra\"at d
cephnlic and 11 rvou Hymptom , i111pnfred mental power, tupor, delirium, gr t
re tle sn s , antl uh ultn t ndinum. At one time b grew bett r, lo t bi f•,· r.
r cov red hi mental f, cultie , and was pronounced con vale eut. Three day lot r
h uffered a relap e, all the alarming symptom returned, and he finally died from
xhau tion.
11111111al'y.-To nm up on of th fir t battalion 6' pati nt were tre, t d, of
whom perhap one-half w r affe t d by both mal rial and t. phoid poisons, aJtbon h
th lin<' could not be drawn n cnrat ly; 2 ca e succumbed to th di ·ea e. The
ou<l 1,attalion furni he<l bnt 14 ca e , 3 of them di tinctly typhoid, with one cl
the r ·t ofm larinl char, ·t r,
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Troop A, on its arrival from Cleveland: contributed but 2 more cases of simple
remittent fever. Among the troops that did not visit Arcadia, viz, the recruit
detachment, general prisoners, ordnance men, etc., as well as among the civil population of the post, a number of fever cases broke ont during the mouths of August
and September, all of exclusively malarial nature of moderate duration and easily
controlled by treatment, though inclined to relapses from time to time until the
advent of frosty weather put a stop to them.
The last case of typhoid fever on the list is that of Private Peck, of the hospital
corps, who, after nursing the sick with great zeal and self-denial, joined with hard
work and loss of rest throughout the epidemic, himself contracted the disease, probably through contact, about October 12, and is now fortunately convalescent.
Treat1nent.-1'he treatment invariably commenced with small doses of calomel and
bicarbonate of soda, followed by a mild saline purgative to relieve the portal circulation; then qninin, usually 1.700 in divided quantities, as soon as the bowels bad
been evacuated. The antiperiodic was repeated the following days in diminishing
do:<es, 1 gram or 0.700 per day. The simple ma.larial cases yielded grndnally to this
treatment, but when it proved ineffectual other drugs were tried, such as \Varburg's
tincture, salol, etc., till tho supply gave out, but with no bett.er results. vVhen the
temperature rose abovfl 104- 0 the patient was immersed in a bath at ordinary bodily
temperature and then cooled to about 75° P., wben he was replaced in his bed with
heat lowered, nerves quieted, and a feeling of gl'eat comfort lasting an hour or two.
Antipyretics, such as acetanilid, antipyrin, phenacetin, failed to operate as effectually
as the bath, but were considerably used to quiet the nervous system and to allay
headaches. Chloral, sulphonal, Dover's powders, and trianol were rogularly given
to relieve the general tendency to insomnia; the last mentioued proved to be the
most satisfactory where adynamic conditions predominated.
After the t~1 phoid character of the disease was duly ascert,ained reliance was no
longer placed on quinin except as an agent to rednce the excessive temperatures; all
cases with abdominal symptoms were made to take three or four times daily au
emnlsioo of gum arabic containing 10 or 12 drops of oil of turpentine to the dose, a
moue of treatment that the writer con fi<lently believes to be very satisfactory in
typhoid fever. As the case lengthened and the patient's heart became gradually
weaker, whisky or branrly was given in small but often repeated doses, besides a
pill containg 0.070 of quinin anu 0.001 of strychnin three or four times daily. The
diet throughout the entire course of the disease was milk sterilized by boiling, broth.,
wine j elly, milk toast, ancl, when the appetite returned with convalescence, eggs,
custards, and other light articles of fooct, tender meats, and potatoes well cooked.
Water, filtered and boiled, then cooled, was freely given; also lemonade when
desire<l. In a number of cases where constipation existed rather than diarrhea the
occasional administration of a mild mercurial followed by a l:txative relieved tho
patient and was attended by excel1ent results. Intestinal hemorrhage was treated
and apparently controlled by oft<"n repeated doses of acetate of lead and opium in
the two cases where that complicat,ion supervened.
As convalescence set in the patients were put upon a course of bitter tonics when
their appetite was poor, on iron and qninin or the mineral acids, according to the
prevailing indications. A few patients obtained furloughs for twent y days to visit
their homes, and returned to the post much benefited by the change of climate and
surroundings.
Causation.-With regard to the causation of tb e disease, a forthcoming report of
the medical officer (Dr. Ewing's report, submitted above) who attendf•d the troops
at Arcadia will give an account of the sanitary condition of the camp and of the
morbid influences to which the men were expoHecl. The writer, from lack of person al knowledge of these conditions, is unable to formulate a decided opinion on tho
matter, but he wishes to invite attention to the following facts, viz:
(1) That a majority of the men were yonng and insufficiently inured to the fatigues
of the service1 and devoid of that experience which induces older soldiers to ta,ke
better care ot themsel vefl and avoid the causes of disease.
(2) That the past spring was quite wet, and the troops were exposed to much min
and dampness in the camp luring t he month of June.
(3) That the heat increased in July and reached a height such as had n t been
observed for a long time iu this part of the conntry.
(4) Thnt the retnrn march of the fir t battalion was made while the weatber was
hottest, and that the men could not be prevented from drinking in excess any sort
of beverage they could obtain on the way.
(5) That malarial fevers have, from ail accounts prevailed extensively all over
this State the past summer, especially along the valley of the Mississippi River.
Under the circ~1m~tancos, it is not surprising that many of ~h~ me? sh_ould h~ve
contracted malaria m. an aggra!ated form; and considering their mcl10 at10n durm_g
the _bot _weathe! to _d, mk anythm~ i,hey could get bold of, regardless of danger, their
takmg In of typhoid fever germs 1s readily accounted for.
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The year at Fort Clark, Tex., according to a report by Surg. H. S.
Kilbourne, was notable for the small number of fevers. Only 4 case
were treated, 1 eacb in July, August, September, and November. Tl.le
first was regarded as a simple irritative fever, the cause of which wa
undetermined; the second as a rela.psing malarial fever; the third as ..
mild remittent, promptly mitigated by guinin, and the fourth a co tinned fever witliout any observable complication, but with a protracted
convalescence. Two slides with specimens of dried blood from the la · tmentioned case were forwarded to the laboratory of the Army Medi caJ
School for diagnostic purposes, but in both samples the blood had been
covered by a slip which had dried down and become fixed, so that it wa
impossible to make the examination.
Capt. .Allen M. Smith, assistant surgeon, in reporting on the fevers
that he had treated at Fort Reno, Okla., in 1896, described only 4 case_s
2 diagnosed as typhoid and 2 as intermittents. The latter were sent In
from a command which had been on field service since August 21. One
case, an officer, had chills at intervals of a week, with fever intervening.
He reached the post October 20, when he had a continuous fever for a
week, temperature ranging from 100° to 102.4°. The diazo-reacti~n
was not obtained, but two intracellular tertian parasites were found In
one of six slides examined. Be recovered on quinin and laxatives.
The other case, an enlisted man, had a chill October 18, and every succeeding day thereafter until he was admit,ted into hospital, November 1.
No parasite was found in the blood examined during and immediately
after the chiUs, but the diagnosis of malarial fever was made on an
enlarged spleen and recurring chills followed by characteristic sw~atiug, suppressed by quinin in an individual who had been exposed m a
malarious district. The cases treated by Maj. S. Q. Robinson, surgeon,
at Fort Reno, formed the subject of a special report by this officer. He
shows that typhoid fever is rare, only 2 imported cases having been
recorded during the year. Tbe malarial cases were by no means numerous, particularly as compared with t.h ir prevaJence in former years.
Most of these cases were developed among the men of commands that
bad been on active service in the field, and as there was but little field
service during the year this accounts in 11art for the lessened prevalence.
Bis report js as follows:
At Fort Reno, Okla., 13 aclruissions for 9 individuals. Quotidian, 5; tertia.ni 4;
single paroxysms, 4. The tertian cases did not appear until July, a reversal of the
usual order, but the cases are so few that no inference can be safely drawn.
Chills or chiJly sensations, fo1lowed by fever and sweating, witliout other di co,erable causes, wero the principal symptoms on which the diagnosis wa ba ed.
Blood examination were negative until December 3. This must be attributed to my
lack of trainino-, as from 6 to 10 specimens, fresh, and stained by the Romanow _ky
or Chenzimiky method , wero cxamin<'d in each case. I bad seen under instruction
a few hyaline and segmenting form , but not the intermediate stages. Even with
plates and photographs to guide, perhaps the mental picture that I had formed,
differing som what from tJ10 real, bJincl d me. Once reco"nized, it seems remarkable
that they shoulcl have been overlooked, althono-h iu t,~o sfained 1:1pccimcns from
Ca e 5527 and 5312, both unclo11bteclly malarial intermittent submitted to Major
Reccl, para ite were ab eut.
'
.All patient were tr ated in ho pital an 1 confiued to bed. Quiniu w:i uot giv n
until the bloorl had been examined. If the time of tli
hill were known, 0. qninin nlphate or an equivalen. of the bi nlphato, three homs pr •vionsly the am
or a 1 . er quantity in the sweatrn" stag<', aft r which 0.325 thrice daily for a. week.
The patient was u ually dir ct cl to ta.ke a larg do on the eventb day.
The record w re examined to how tbe relation between meteoroJo.rical conditions ancl the prevalence of _fev r. (,
ApJler,clix: .A.) The clcpartn~ from tile
n ual rnle that aw t ca: on_ 1 an nnh altu?: on in 1 91, is explained ur th_ I, rg
nmc,nnt of d tached service 1n that year. 1 liat th infr qnent field sen•1ce in l
cl s not lone account for the great reduction in the number of case is sho
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civilian experience. The opinion expressed by Dr. Hatchett, superintendent of
health for Canadian County (Appendix B), that there has been less fever of malarial
origin th.is year than ever before, is quite genera~ly held by physicians throughout
the Territory.
From Appendix Cit appears that the amount of detached service is an important
factor. Not shown in that table, but gleaned from the register of patients, is the
fact that the larger proportion of patients belonged to organizations lately returned
from the fiel<l. In 1896 there was but little dotacbed servi<ie, and some of that was of
b1·iefduration. The troop returning in April had been absent bnt three days; in May
the same troop was out for seven days. Three companies of infantry were at the
camp of instruction on Cobb Creek during October. The site of tbi:-i camp was
well chosen and the water excellent. It is remarkable, however, that the cavalry
squadron, encamped near old Fort Gibson for two months, only furnished cases 5538
and 5542 to the sick report of Fort Reno. Case 5580 had intermittent fever before he
went to Gibson. There were 7 or8 cases treated there by the acting hospital steward
on duty with the command. Detaclrnd service in the country to the north and east
of the post resulted in the greatest amount of sickness.. To tlie south and west, the
ground is higher and drier, the population more scattered and chiefly Indian, and
deep springs are oftener found. This opinion finds confirmation in the report of the
Territorial board of health, received since the above paragraph was first written.
An indorsement on the sanitary report for September, fo92, states that: "Water is
now furnished for drinking purposes for-the whole command from Caddo Springs."
It is impossible to determine what part was played by this change from shallow well
to deep spring water. The well from which the drinking water for the enlisted men
hnd been obtuiued was not closed lest high water i:t1 the North Canadian might prevent access to Caddo Springs. It probably continued to be used since old customs
die so slowly. Malarial fevers decreased in frequency after the use of Caddo water
became general, but so did detached service. The difference in rainfall must be
taken into account . Very little can be learned from the sickness among those
'' attached to command," chiefly women and children; their environment is different.·
Even at Fort Brown malarial fevers were uncommon amongst them.
The dingnoses during the larger part of 1894 nnd 1895 are frequently incorrect.
Hence the omis ion of this period. In 1893, 13 cases of "ephemeral fever" are
recorded. These case~ averaged about ten days each on sick report. I have classed
them with the malnrialfevers. In 1892, 8 ca es of "continued malarial fever" appear.
These men were sick for three to four · weeks. Twenty-three cases of typhoid fever
occurred this year. Was not this abortive typhoid f They are classed in my table
as remittent.
It appears that there were 7 cases of typhoid in 1891. Of these, 3 were recruits,
1 of whom had been at the post for only twenty days, and 2 for a month. In
1892 there were 23 caseR; 3 in July came from a troop that had returned from
detached service late in the preceding mouth. Two more, in October, had been only
three months in service and presuma,bly, since they were in that rogimeut, belonged
to a detachment of 41 recruits sent to the Fifth Cavalrv from Jefferson Barracks.
Three of four months' service, in November, probably came from the same depot. All of
the other cases but one were from troops that had recently returned from detached
service in the field. In 1893, 13 cases. Three troops returned from the Cherokee
Strip late in September and furnished 4: cases to the October report. In 1896, 2
cases, both contracted elsewhere.
There have been none of those continued fevers, not amenable to quinin and lacking the symptom-complex of typhoid, that I hTve seen at l<'ort Klamath, at Fort
Brown, and at Fort Hamilton after the return of the troops from FiRhers lsland. In
this connection, the remarks of Dr. Hatchett, in Appendix B, arc of interest.
I wish to acknowledge my obligation~ to Maj. Walter Reed, surgeon, for his advice
and assistance in the study of the malarial organi1:1m.
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A.-Rainfall, niean niaximmn fenipe1·at11res, and fevers.
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a Cases reported as continued malarial fever.
b Cases reported as ephemeral fever.
Mean strength of command in 1891, 1892, and 1893, about 325; in 1896, about 400.

B.
EL RENO,

OKLA.,

December 11, 1896.

Sm: * * * Regarding malarial fever, I will say that there have been very
fow cases in my practice the past two years. Prior to that time it was more prevall'nt
in t he conutry. The druggists of this place tell me that they have not soJd oue-tenth
the arnouut of quioin aud various chill tonics that tbe,v ditl in the years 1891, 1892,
and 1893. Many intermittent cases receive domestic treatme11t, the p!Jysician never
seeing them; only the inveterate cases, as a rule, reach his obstirvation. The statement of the druggists corroborates the statement of the physicians t!Jrougbout the
conntry w!JO cla im that malaria has been uuusuaily light in the past two years.
I have treated this year 10 cases of typhoi1l fever with 2 deaths. We expec~ed
an unusual prevalence of typhoid this season, but such was not the ca. e. I att,rilJ·
ute this Jargely to an improvement in the quality of the drinking water used. fhe
public are runch more careful now r~garding the water they driuk than they_were
two or three years ago; 75 per cent of all the cases of typhoid that I have had lll the
Territory can be traced to the use of ba<l water.
There is much diversity of opinion among the physicians of the Territory regard·
ng the nature of our fovers. Some call everything malarial that does not approach
very closely to a typical typhoid, while others regard many of the mild coutiont-d
fevers as typhoid, especially when they occur in such sea ons as t!Ji and the last
a11d are accompaHiccl by other grave typhoid cases. I am of t,lie opmion that many
ftn-ers regarded ae malarial are really typhoid, and wish that I hacl the time and
ability to inve tigate them more closely.
Yours truly,
J. A. HATCHETT.
Sil1, Q. ROBIN ON,
Majo1· and Surgeon, U. S • .LL., Fo1·t Reno, Okla.
DEAR
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C.-The relation between detached service in the field and p?"eva1ence of feve1·s.
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Capt. R. S. Woodson, assistant surgeon, United States Army, in dis.
cussing the fevers of Fort McIntosh, '.rex., during the year 1896, states
that typhoid fever is extremely rare, no typical case of undoubted etiology having been seen since the epidemic of 1893, which was re.ported by
Capt. W.B.Banister. (Annual Report of the Surgeon-General, June 30,
1895, p. 32.) The infection in that instance was imported from Fort
Reno, Okla., by Troop C, Fifth Uavalry, the first two cases having
appeared in this comma11d within eight days after its arrival from that
post. In Troop D of the same regiment, wllich arrived at the same
time from Fort Sill, Okla., no case occurred during the first month of
the outbreak. Although typhoid fever is infreque11t at Fort McIntosh
and in the town of Laredo, it occurs among the half-breed Mexicans
who live near an arroyo in the vicinity and make use of a foul surface
water. Dr. Woodsou considers that too much importance bas been
attributed to the continuity of the febrile movemeut as indicative of
typhoid fever, overlooking the disturbing effects of complications from
errors of diet, environment, etc. On the other hand periodicity is not
peculiar to malarial fevers, being observed frequently in pyogenic
infections. While not denying tile possibility of a mixed infection, he
considers that the occurrence of an initial periodicity should not without microscopical confirmation be accepted as evidence of a malarial
complication any more than the bigh oscillations observed at the cl0se
of typical cases should be regarded as a malarial termination. Tl.le
low fovers of Fort McIntosh are regarded by him as adynamic malarial
fevers. His report states that:
The natural environmental conditions of this section as regards soil, soil moisture,
and vegetation, together with natural drainage and low humiditv are adverse to the
evo1ntion of the malarial organi:-.m. The soil, though stiff and impervious from
admixture of clay, with great depth of soil moisture and scant ~getation, is not
devoid of organic matter, the t>nei-gy of whose fermentation under the influence of
heat and moisture, not being transformed into vegetable ~rowtli, would, in the prese?ce of the proper telluric con~lition~, constitu~e a potential factor in_ma,larial evolut10n; consequently, a few ma,111festat1ons of this affection occur clurmg the months
of greakst precipitation, Angust, September and October and wherever the natural
conditions of t~e ~oil .are dhiturbed by irrig~tion, etc. Tbis is nota bly true of the
North Laredo 1.rrigat10n farm, where malarial fevers are of frequent occurrence.
Further, upon inspecting- the post for the cause of a slight endemic in the fall of 1898
it was found that Home police party had cut down the luxuriant ve~etation surrounding the open drain in roar of barracks, leaving it to decay in situ, thus instantly
arresting the transformation of energy from the fermentation of the soil to the
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growth of vegetation, and adding to these favorable conditions its own vegeta.b
decadence, the prompt removal of which prevented the occurrence of any fnrth
cases.
The cases occurring in this endemic were diagnosed at the time, "malarial fe"'! r
intermittent quotidian," but from a more careful study of the disease as it exi
here, and from a more intimate knowledge of the malarial parasite, they are no
believed to have been cases of restivo-autumnal type in which the parox,rsms wer
less than twenty-four hours, giving a short period of apyrexia, to the existence o -L
which too much importance was attached at that time.
From a somewhat careful observatfon of the fevers occurring at this post d111:1ng
the past two years I have been able to distinguish only two types of the affect1O~,
the tertian and the restivo-autumnal. The former was observed but once, and 1
believed to have been of adventitious occurrence, the patient being a recruit recently
arrived from a malarial section.
The restivo-autumnal was observed more frequently, and is believed to be the
endemic type peculiar to this region-a fever characterized by the absence of recurring chills, its continued and irregular form, its resistance to quinin, and the presence
in the blood of its peculiar organism. The paucity of other types than this prevents
a comparison of their respective plasmodia.
Two cases illu1:1trative of the two types are presented:
(1) Private E. C., Troop C, Fifth Cavalry, a recruit, recently arrived from S0~1thern Illinois, admitted to hospital August 8, 1896, with 1evere chill, lasting thu:ty
minutes, followed by a temperature of 105° F., profuse sweat, and period of apyrex1a..
Pla1:1modia ma.larire present in the blood. Three typica,I tertian paroxysms occuri:ed
with classical chill, fever and sweat, temperature reaching 106.2° F. Quinin administered with instant effect.
(2) .Mstivo-autumnal. Private W. B. C., Troop C, Fifth Cavalry, was admitted
to hospital August 10, 1896, with a fever registering 103.4,0 F., and pursuing ~ continued course, with a history of initial chill two days previous. Examinat1_on of
blood revealed presence of plasmodia in different stages of development. Disease
treated expectantly for first week for purpose of study. From the continued elevation of temperature, with slight morning remissions, the disease assumed an adynamic form, without, however, the muttering delirium, subsultus tendinnm, etc.,
characteristic of the so-called typhoid condition. Quinin was administered on August
17 as a therapeutic test, with no effect other than to favor an attempt at d~ferv:escence on the following dav, as evidenced by a decline of temperature. Exammation
of blood on the 18th revealed the presence of a few crescents and pigmented leu~ocytes, but no extra-corpuscular or byaline forms were observed. Quinin discontmued. From August 19 to 24 a gradu1:1,l rise in temperature was noticed, due to a se~ere
complicating acute cystitis, with •the presence of numerous bacteria in the ur!ne.
Complication cured by irrigation with solution of silver nitrate, 1 to 2,000. Examma.-tion of blood August 24 revealed plasrnodia in different stages of deve]opmeot, but
attention was principally directed to the broken-down crenated condition of the ~ed
l>lood corpuscles. Arsenic was here substituted for quinin, with a view of improvmg
this condition, with the result of a gradual defervescence of fever, by lysis, and a
steady improvement of subjective symptoms.
.
.
As this case is presented as a study of the endemic type of malarial manifestations
of this region, the results of a carefu.llv conducted series of blood examinations are
given in detail. The blood was taken· from the lobe of the ear, with a eptic precautions, on a clean cover glass, transferred to a slide and examined imme,liately.
The microscopical acce sories used were n. 1-12 oil immersion objective, 1-2 oon~ar,
Abbe condenser, tube length 160 mm. With a laboratory temperature averag1n"
100° F., I was enabled to observe the pecimens satisfactorily for several hour11 after
·ollection. Exa111ination Auguot 12, third clay of fever, temperature 103.4°; a f~w
hy, line, amoeboid intra-corpu cular forms, some with pigment granules and p1rrmeuted leucocytes. Angnst 16, byaline and pigmented intra-corpuscular forms;
numerou extra-corpnscul,tr, actively motile, round bodies, i size of red corpuscle
with pigmented central clump and cl ar peripheral zone■; one flagellated body·
veral large pigment cl Jenco yte ; num rous shrunken crenatrd red blood corpu cles. While examining this sp cim n my attention was directed to what appear~
to be an elongated, oval, r d blood corpuscle, in which was ob erved a round mot1l
lwcly, eemingly att mpting to
~ape from it host. It finally emero- d from tb
periphery of the corpu le, but WR ob erv d to be still attached thereto b a
flao- 11nm, and trnggliug to fr e it· If· finally ucceedin , it sail cl rapidly from th
field. This wa thought to b a ca. e of pr fla ellation, occuning in an ovoid body.
In anotli r fi Id of tbe same sp c1men I was nabled to observ a be utiful ca e of
pb, goc ·to i . In a cl ar .race . nrronn~l d by r uleanx of red blood corpn cl ·
flag 11: cl body wa e n, m n ·t1ve motion. \Vhile observing, a large pi m nt
rrr gnlarl • h, p d Jen o ·yto r pt upon th field. For wore than an honr I w tch
tbi phug-o yt in it ffort t ~ptur the par:. ite. It nee ded fin. Uy in corne!mg the 1, dy, and a
n to mcorpora the parasite within i If. Angu t 11,
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after cinchonization plasmodia greatly diminished; no extra-corpuscular forms.
August 21, acute cystitis developed as a complication. Examination of urinereaction, alkaline, sp. gr.1030, revealed bladder cells, leucocytes, nnrnerons actively
motile bacteria of decomposition, plasmodia malarire in the form of extrn-corpuscula,r round bodies, similar to those observed in the blood. August 24, v.ery few
plasmodfa; numerous shriveled up, crenated red blood corpuscles. August 31, no
plasmodia; tbe red blood corpuscles much improved.
The symptoms of this case were those characteristic of the febrile state generally;
their enumeration is, therefore, considered unworthy of remairk, except to note the
entire absence of those peculiar to typhoid fever.
In those cases in which the duration of the paroxysm was less than t,venty-four
hours, and where there occurred a period of n,pyrc.xia, they resembled, clinically,
the double tertian ( quotidian) intermittent. Where the duration exceeded twentyfour hours, tho thermic movement became more or less continuous, and an ady1rnmic
condition supervened which, without the aid of miscroscopical differentiation, might
easily have led to a mistaken diagnosis.
Such cases have no doubt been called atypjcal forms of typhoid fever, even in
the absence of all symptoms of that msease except those common to all febrile states.

Besides typhoid ,and malarial fevers there is, howe~er, according to
some observers, a third class of fevers in the neighborhood of Fort
McIntosh, comprising the cases that have been described as rrexa.s
fever, Rio Grande fever, etc., concerning the causation of which Dr.
Woodson submits t.he followiug special report:
The differentiation of the fevers of the South has not kept pace with modern
medical progress. Tho diagnostic drag nets, typhoid fever and malaria, Lave so
monopolized the nomenclature of disease that the suggestion of a third fever is
received with incredulity on the part of the profession. Many contmued forms of
disease of doubtful etiology have been reported as typhoid fever. Some local practitioners have disregarded differentiation and have adopted such terms as slow fever,
Rio Grande fever, Texas fever, etc. Such looseness of diagnosis can not be but a bar
to the progress of medicine.
It is conceded that the variability of the personal thermic coefficient, the different
powers of resistance against tl1e rnvages of disease, and the difference of intensity
and virulence of bacterial infection will modify the classical conrse of any fever.
That saprophytic micro-organisms may under certain conditions develop into
pathogenic bacteria, capable of inducing infections disease, the type of which, being
dependent npon the environment of the germ, the stage of its evolution, and tbe
extent of infection, may also be accepted.
The conversion in the intestinal t,ract of the colon baciJlns into the typhoid bacillus,
whieh it so nearly resembles, and from which it is with such difficulty rlifferentiflted,
and its absorption throngh infection atria,, may be regarded as a possibility. Indeed,
it has been advocated that the colon bncillns itself may become the specific causative
agent in the production of disease, and certninly no one will deny that the absorption of the variouR ptomaines, developed in the intestinal tract from its decomposing
contents, may be productive of contiuued fever.
While thns granting that mild atypical and abortivEI types of disease may occur,
tbe conviction has been forced upon the writer that there exi ts a tbir<l. fever of the
South, not due to a specific infection or to a hidclen latent lesion; and though
varionsly denominated by different observers, yet, from their consensus of opinion
as to its symptomatology, I am led to lielieYe tha,t I am discnssing the Texas fever
(not the Southern cattle fever) of Assistant Surgeon McCulloch, the intestinal
tox::cmia of Surgeon Davis, and the atypical typhoid of Surgeon Maus.
Two cases ill nstratiYe of the types of the disease are presented:
(1) Trumpeter Barton, 'froop C, Fifth Cavalry, a man of great muscular develop ment, gouty diathesis, exercised violently while playing the opening game of baseball Sunday, April 12, 1896, from 1 to 4 p. m.; wenther intensely bot. Was much
exhausted after the game. On the following day he suffered from general muscular
soreness and fevet·. Was admitted to hospital April 15. Temperature, 103° F.; gcn~raJ myalgia; headache; skin dry;_ constipation; partial suppression of urine, 420 c: c.
in twenty-four hours, color reddish-brown, strongly acid, sp. gr. 1.030, loaded with
uric acid, calcium oxalate, and pbosphatic deposits; pulse slow and strong. Tho
disease dra~ged on with irregular thermic mo'\"ement for tTI"o mouth , during the
course of which the subjective sensations of the patient w ere excellent; no emaciation occurred beyond wbat a light diet and 0onfinement to bed woul<l naturally
produce. Uri~e continued scanty, only 450 c. c. excreted as late as May 12._
(2) Blacksmith Graeff, Troop C, Fifth Cavalry, a man of powerful pbys1qne and
likewise of gouty diathesis, played baseball Sunday, April 26, 1 96, for the first time
in four years; weather intensely bot; was much exhausted after game. He was
admitted to hospital April 29. Temperature 104° I<'.; general rnyalgia; skin dry;
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bowels constipated; pulse slow and tense; headache; partial suppression of urine,
600 c. c. in twenty-four hours, sp. gr. 1.028, loaded with calcium oxalate and phosphates. Temperature steadily declined under treatment, with improvement of
subjective symptoms, until discharged l\1ay 9.
Numerous blood examinations were made in these cases with negative result •
The quantitative estimation of urea was made but once, upon admission, in each <.,ase
and was found to be normal.
The treatment consisted of alkaline diuretics, baths, and diaphoretics. Case 2
responded quickly to treatment, urinary secretion normal on the eighth day, while
case 1 remainedobstinateto all treatment, urinary secretion remaining below450 c. c.,
with dry skin and torpid bowels for four weeks, with a continuous abnornal excretion
of uric acid.
The symtomatology and previous history of the two cases were identical, but
although they differed greatly in their clinical course, they are believed to have
be(m different types of the same affection.
That a uric-acidremia existed in both cases is reasoned, a prio1'i, from their gouty
diathesis, farge consumption of meat and beer, with a consequent retention and
deposition of uric acid iu the tissues during the cold months of comparative sedentation, and its fulmination into the blood during- excessive exercise upon the advent of
intensely hot weather; a po1Jteriori, from the partial suppression of urine, increased
excretion of uric acid, slow, high-tension pulse, headache, and diminished metabolism
occurring during the disease.
In addition to the fever in question, the following relevant facts were observed:
(1) That children in this region (southwest Texas) are to a great extent exempt
from this dis ea e; (2) that officers and women suffer from lithremia and neurasthenia;
(3) That robust unacclimatecl cavalrymen were the principal sufferers from fever.
In searchiug for an explanation of these observations, my attention was directed
to an article by Prof. Jolin B. Elliott, in the New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal, 1878, entitled, ''Combustion and assimilation," 1 and to Alexander Haig's l\fone;
graph, "Uric acid as a factor in the cansation of disease." While the following 1s
my own exposition of these subjects, and especially their application to the above
phenomena, yet the credit of originality is due these authorities.
Thftt the disease is not typhoid fever, I can do no better than to refer the reader
to Assistnnt Surgeon McCulloch's able article contained in the Surgeon-General's
rcpol't, 1894. That it is not malarial bas been proven by the invariable ab ence
from the blood of plasmodia. From its nonspecificity and absence of any patliol?gicallesion, I am convinced that it is a pure neurosis, a fever of exhaustion, involvmg
the t hermog-enetic, tltermotaxic, and thermolytic portions of the sympathetic nervous
system, and that it can be explained upon a purely physiological basis, as follows:
The manner of production of animal heat, its maintenance, distribution, control,
and dissipation, and its pote11tiality as formino- the physical basis to the phenomena
of life, are questions of 1mportance in this discn sion-of especial importance is the
nervous system in controlling this production, distribntion, and dissipation. Tho e
portions of the nervous system engaged i11 this fnnctioning are vaso-motor and trophic; the first having to do with the distribution and dissipation of heat, the second
with its production.
The pror,ess of beat production is known to be an oxidation, in which, under the
domination of the tropliic nervous system, the potential nergy stored up in the protoplasm of the cell during tissue anabolism is converted into kinetic beat and mechanical work plus the product of kataboJism, as evidencf'd by the appearance ~f
carbon dioxid and water in the pulmonic exhalations, and urea, uric acid, etc., 1?
the renal excretion. But the maintenance of the nitron-enous equilibrium in thi
fever, as evidenced by the lack of emaciation and normal excretion of urea, wo~ld
indicate the small rble played by morpbotic combustion in its production, and wh1l
not denying the cau ativo agency of thi form of combn tion in the production of
the p,vrexia, of other diseases, y t, in my opinion, it bas but a, limited place in the
etiology of this affection.
ConRtructive metabolism i not belicv d by physiolocrists to b attended by the
volution of bent, but th nutritive pahulnm, which is uot lift d up into the protoplasmic molecul , the lnxns consumption of the anci nts, al o undergoes oxidati~n,
and contribute largely to the maintenance of normal bodily temperatnl'e, and prmipalJy t.o the production of thi fi ver.
.
It is vident that the bodily beat produced by the combustion of floating prote1d
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must vary inversely with constructive metabolism. The evidence of this is the elevation of temperature observed after a full meal, where there exists a ''luxus consumption" to be oxidized, and the snbnormal temperature obse1·ved during starvation,
althongh tissue combustion is increased in the attempt to supply the reqnisite heat.
Under normal conditions of diet, exercise, and health, the normal ratio between
these two processes obtains under the specific agency of the trophic nervous S)·stem;
and with the aid of the vaso-motor nervous Rystem in distributing and dissipating heat,
thethermic balance between beat production and dissipation is maiutaine<l at !J8.5° F.
Now, any inhibition of function of the vaso-motor and trophic nervous ssstems,
arresting anabolism and diminishing heat dissipation, whether it be produced by
surgical shock (surgical fever), in hysteria- (hysterical fever), the pas~iug of a, c1ound
(urethral fever), the irritation of bacteria or their toxins (specific fevers), or
exhaustion and fulmin&nt nric-acid rom ia, by which the transformation of energy falls
short in the work of anabolism, a lower grade of energy is produced, in the form of
animal heat. This heat, generated at snch times a,nd expended by the elevation of
body temperature, is the mechanical equfralent of the arreste<l energy of anabolism.
The potentiality of the nutritive pabulum itself is of impOl'tance, the inllal,itants of cold climates requiring food of higher potential energy than those of the
tropics. According to physiologists 1 gram of fat =9,000 gram-calories; 1 gram of
carbohydJ.'ates =4,000 gram-calories. Given a com,tant nutritive palrnlum, with
a variable thermal environment, an increased demand for animal heat will nece sitate diminished t-issue building; a less dema,nd, au increase, or else an overproduction of heat to be eliminated. Thernfore, if an Eskimo subsists on a vegetable diet,
the entire potential energy of his nutritive pabulum would be transformed into
kinetic heat, to meet the requirements of bis environment, at the expense of tissue
building. If an inhabitant of tho Tropics sul>sist u11on fat, the high potentiality not
b eing latent in the formation of tissue (except in the case of growing children, ttllll
this explains their relative immunity against tropical environments), there would
occur an overproduction of animal h eat.
As this theory of heat production is applicable to all fevers, it may be asked, what
are the factors productive of this trophic inhibition. Beyond the physical exhauation in cident to excessive work or exerciseinvolviug exposure to the intense heat of
a semitropical climate, there are produced, during muscular metabolism, large qmmtities of crystalline nHrogenous bodies leucomain es (uric acid group). In aclditiou
to this production there is among carnivorous animals a continuous introduction of
these waste product.s contained in their food. The soldier's rat ion is rich in nitrogenous elements, far in excess of hi& requirements in a se1 uitropical climate. The
daily consumption of 20 ounces of butcher's meat, with its proportion of uric a id
und allied Jeucomaiues, proclucts of its own autemortem metabolism, must in troduce
a large quantity of tlrnse waste products into the system.
These uodies are soluble in the ulood in dirnct ratio to its alkalinity, and are
excreted in the urine. Any diminution of alkalinity mnst result in a <ll'position a,nd
consequent accumulation of uric acid, etc. in the tissues. The alkalinity of the
blood is lowered dm'ing the cold months by reason of comparative sedentation,
absence of sweating, increased consumption of nitrogenous food, combined with (at
this post) excessive beer drinking. It is increased during warm months, in spite of
nitrogenous and vinous ingesta, by ex es ive exercise, ancl especially through tho
agency of the sweat glands in dissipating the acicls of the blood.
"Ninety per ceut of the beat elaborated in the hn man economy is eliminatecl through
the kin by radiation, concluction, and evaporation." In this climate, clnrino- threefourths of the ,vear, radiation and conduction are nil, so that all of the 90 per cent of
heat is elim inated by evaporat.ion of sweat with consequent increase of uloocl alkalinity. Now, any surlden excessive exercise, in a gouty subject, upon the advent of
intensely hot weather, will result in a fulminating uric-acidremia, with a consequent
sl1ock t'> the vaso-motor and trophic nervous systems, together with the symptoru ,
high blood pressnre, diminished metabolism, retention of waste products in mnscnlar system, headache, partial suppression of urine, urine of high color and specific
gravity.
It is to the fulmination of the intense uric-acidremia that the paresis of the nervous
system is clue, with resnltant continued fever. Children are exempt, to a large
extent, from this fever by rea on of the fact that all of their nitrogenous ingesta is
utilized in the upb11ilding of tisime. Officers and women, by reason of their compara,tive se<lentation, ancl conseqnent exemption from this frilmination of the uricacidremia, do not suffer from inhibition of function of the vaso-motor and trophic
uervous systems (feve:r), but do suffer to a marked extent from litb remia and neurasthenia.
I would define the affection as follows: A simple continued fever occurring in a
gouty subject, primarily dependent upon a partial inhibition of function of the vasomotor and tropliic nervous sytstems as a result of fulminating uric-acidmmia and
phy ical e:,xhaustion, consequent upon excessive and unaccustome,1 work or exercise,
involving exposure to the intense heat of tropical or semitropical climates.
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The limits of this article prevent an exhaustive discussion of nll the facts and in
vidnal cases that might be advanced in support of my conception of the etiolog_y
this affection. This paper-is presented more as a suggestion than as a dogma t1 :r:
and while it represents my own personal convictions, yet a further study of the su ject, with more elaborate methods 0f investigation, would be necessary before th
can be accepted.
.
With regard to nomenclature, the writer has suggested the term Febris autointox1.
for the reai;ons above indicated, but from its possible confusion with intestinal au otoxis it was witl!drawn. Continued thermic fever, while a step forward, does no
meet every requirement.
.
At the pre ent time, and in view of our uncertain ideas as regards its etiology7 .:i.
is believed that "simple continued fever" expresses the condition as nearly as au •
At the time of these observations Widal's method of diagnosis had not been presented.
The writer takes this opportunity of expressing, from his own limited investigation
his convictions of its efficacy, and with the aid of which he hopes to be able to make
a further study of so interesting a subject.
DIARRHEAL DISEASES,

The admission rate for diarrheal diseases was 80.02, as compared
with 85.14 during the previous year, and with 121.64 the annual average of the preceding decade. The colored troop,s participated in this
progressive relief from diarrheal attacks to a greater extent than the
white troops, their rate for the past year having been only 48.93. The
nonefficient rate of the Army was 0. 74 per thousand. Three of the
military departments had the rates above the army mean; the Department of Texas, 125.22; the Department of the East, 103.38, and the
Department of the Colorado 91.80.
11 he posts giving the highest rates of admission were Fort Clark
Tex., 301.89 per thousand of strength; Fort Monroe, Va., 227.87, and
St. Francis Barracks, Fla., 217.95. The nonefficiency was greatest at
the last-mentioned post, 2.93 per thousand. The average number of
days each case was treated was 3.3, but this was greatly exceeded at
a few posts, as Jefferson Barracks, Mo., where the time was 9.52 days;
Fort Barrancas, Fla., 7.14, and Fort Grant, Ariz., 6.50 days. Fifty-four
cases of acute dysentery with no death, and three of chronic dysen ter
with one discharge for disability are included in the diarrheal ca e •
The average number of days' treatment for the cases of acute dysentery
was 7.2, for those of chronic dysentery 52.7.
VENJ.~REAL DISEASES,

The admission rate for all venereal diseases during the year was 78.0
per thousand of strength and the nonefficiency 5.26. The ab olute
number of cases was 1,961, of which 1,265 were gonorrheas, 9u gonorrhea] epididymitis and orchitis, 324 chancroids and their re ults and
276 yphilis. Tlrn av rage number of days' treatment for the gonorrh e l
ca es was 21.96, for the syphilitic ca es, 40.27. One death fr9m syphili
wa reported.
The admi ion rate for the e di ea e ha risen somewhat during h
pa t year. The rate for the year 1895 was 73. 72, ail(l the mean annu I
rate for the previou decade 76.9.a1, with a non efficiency of 5.24. A th
rate have been practically tationary for more than a dozen year
may infer that the minimum prevalence of the e di ea es under e ·i ·
ing military condition ha been r ached. The slight increa ·e durin_
the pa t year affected the white troop only. The rate amon cr b
colored men fi 11 from au av r ge annual rate of 80.64 admi, ion for h
d cade to 56.53 for the year, and from an average nonefflcien y o to 3.18.
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Only two of the departments had rates in excess of the army average-the Department of the Missouri, with 115.87 admissions per thousand of strength, and the Department of Texas, with 98.55. Omitting
small posts from consideration, the posts which had the largest r&ite of
admissions were Jefferson Barracks, Mo., 211.59; Fort Ringgold, Tex.,
206.35; Fort Leavenworth, Kans., 184.70; Columbus Barracks, Ohio,
160.26; Fort Thomas, Ky., 155.28, and Fort McIntosh, Tex., 151.26.
This last post, although exceeded by so many others in the relative
number of cases, had the largest nonefficient rate, 22.36 per thousand
of strength, the average duration of each of its cases being 54.11 days.
Jefferson Barracks had a nonefficiency of 14.53, the average duration
of each case being 25.14 days.
ALCOHOLISM.

The admission rate for alcoholism was 29.06 for the Army as a whole31.20 among the white and 5.70 among the colored troops. Seven deaths
among the whites were due directly to this cause. This is a slight improvement on the record of 1895, which showed 30.11 as the rate for the Army,
with 32.16 and 6.47 for the white and colored, respectively, and a very
considerable improvement on the record of the preceding decade, which
gives 41.04 as the average annual rate for the Arrny-4.62 for the colored and 45.07 for the white troops. During the past year the Department of the Platte had the largest rate, 40.63, with 1 death. The
departments of the East and of the Columbia had rates above the army
average, and the former had 1 death. The other departments ha.d rates
below the average, the lowest being in the Department of Dakota, 17.61;
but the Department of the Missouri had 3 deaths and the Department
of Texas 2 deaths. Only two posts had the admissions in excess of 10
per cent of the command-Fort Warren, Mass., and Camp Eagle Pass,
Tex. In 1895 five posts exceeded this percentage. Several posts bad
no entry for alcoholism during the year. Among them were Fort Robinson, Neor.; Fort Ringgold, Tex.; Fort Harrison, Mont.; Fort Du
Chesne, Utah, and many of the arsenals. (See Table XVI, p. 205.)
RHEUMATIC AFFECTIONS.

These include the affections reported under the headings rheumatic
fever, muscular rheumatism aufl mya1gia, and arthritis, chronic rheumatic. During the year there were 102 cases of acute rheumatic fever,
with 1 discharge for disability, and 1,397 cases, with 27 discharges and
1 death, reported under the other two headings. The average duration
of the febrile cases was 37.8 days. The absolute number admitted for
rheumatic affect.ions gives a rate for the year of 59.68 per thousand of
strength; the rate for the colored troops being 71.26 and for the white
troops 58.61. The army rate of 1895 was 64.08 and tho average annual
rate of the preceding decade 79.33, so that the rate of the past year
compares favorably in this respect with former records. The departments of the East, of the Missouri, of Dakota, and of Texas had rates
which differed but little from the mean rate of the Army for the year.
The departments of the Platte and of the Colorado bad higher rat s;
those of the Columbia and California lower rates. The rates of the latter
were 50.31 and 34.44, respectively.
Of the large~ posts, the post having the greatest prevalence was Fort
Huachuca, Anz., where the admissions equaled 205.53 per thousand of
strength and the nonefficiency 4.08. All the other posts bad less than
150 admis ions per thousand of the command. Fort Niagara, N. Y.,
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had the largest nonefficient rate, 8.47, each case being 25.96 days under
treatment. The cases at Fort Brown, Tex., were of a more protracte
character, having been each under treatment for 33.88 days, altho ug
the nonefficient rate was only 6.67.
TUBERCULOSIS OF THE LUNGS,

In the Army during the year there were 40 cases of tuberculosis o
the lungs, resulting in 34 discharges for disability and 6 deaths. The ,e
gave an admission rate of 1.59. Among the white troops· this rate wa
1.52; among the colored troops 2.38, while the respective discharge
rates were 1.08 and 3.17, and the death rates 0.20 and 0.45. This is an
improvement on the previous year, when the admission rate was 2.42,
and on the annual average of .the previous ten years, when it was 3.24.
The rates in the departments of Dakota, the Oolora<lo, and the Platte
were similar to that of the Army; those in Texas and the East were
higher; in the Missouri, the Columbia, and California lower. The lowest
rate 0.93 was recorded in the Department of the Missouri. The la.rge t
absolute number of cases, 4, was reported from Fort Sam Houston, Tex.,
giving an admission rate of 6.19 per thousand, but the largest ad mission rate, 7.92, was the result of 3 cases taken on sick report at Fort
Robinson, Nebr.
PNEUl\lONIA AND l'LEURISY,

Fifty cases of croupous pneumonia, 7 fatal, were admitted to sick
report during the year, the average duration of each case being '..!9.1
days. Sixteen cases of catarrhal pneumonia, 2 fatal, were also recorded;
their average duration 45.1 days. The admission rate calculated on
these cases was 2.63 per thousand of strength, an improvement on 2.9.:3
of the previous year, and particularly ou 4.28 of the previous decade.
Thirty-seven cases of pleurisy, 2 of which resulted in discharge for
disability, were recorded during the year. This also was a great
improvement on the previous year, when 71 cases with 2 deaths and 2
discharges were reported.
INJURIES,

The admissions for injuries during the year were equivalent to 279.75
per thousand of strength, with 8.73 constantly disabled, 1.62 death ,
and 2.02 discharges on account of permanent disability. These differed
but little from the rates of the previous year: Admission, 272.69; nonefficient, 8.46; death, 1.61; discharge, 2.34; and although when compared with the average annual record of the preceding decade the
admis ions are relatively more numerous the cast•s were evidently not
so grave. The average annual rates for the decade were: Admi "ion
250.95; nonefficient, 8.63; death, 2.41; discharge, 3.51. The po twhich
had the large t admi ion rate, 623 ..A, was Fort Myer, Va., but tbi po t
had a con tant ~isability of only 14.36, with 1 death and no di charge.
while at Fort Riley Kan ., where the a<lmi , ion rate wa 601.69, ther
were 4death 2 discllarge , with a constant disability of 1 .42 per thousand of trength. Both of the e are cavalry po t .
A Jittle more than one-halfof he injuries con i ted of contn ion and
prain , gidng a con tant <li ability of 3.32 per thou and men. Tinetv
di:locations were report cl, and 193 fractures not guu hot· 7 of th
latt r were fatal aud 8 were di charged for permanent di ability. Fiftythree cases of gnnsllot wound m.·re r ported, 14 of which died and 1
o
w re di bar · ·d on urgeon ' certificate . There were 93 a
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exhaustion from fatigue or exposure, 23 of sunstroke, and 47 of frostbite; none of these were fatal. Seventy-six hernial cases occurred du.ring the year, 16 of which were discharged for disability.
The total number of deaths from injury was 44, 6 of which occurred
among colored troops; of discharges 55, 3 among colored troops. 'rhe
44 deaths included 4 homicides and 5 suicides. Nine cases of drowning
were reported during the year.
Suicides.-Only 12 cases of suicide were reported, as compared wifu
19 during the previous year. The largest number at any one post was
2 at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., and 2 at Fort Douglas, Utah. Four
occurred in the month of September, 2 in May, and 1 in each of the
months of January, February, April, June, .August,and October. Five
of the deaths resulted from gunshot injuries and 7 from poison (morphine
4, cyanid of potassium 1, corrosive sublimate 1, and" Rough on Rats"
1). In 5 cases the cause was reported as unknown, 2 depondency,
1 financial embarrassment, 1 melancholia, 1 mental depression, and 2
alcoholic excesses. Six of the suicides were enlisted men of the infantry, 2 of the cavalry, l of the artillery, 1 of the hospital corps, 1 of
the subsistence department, and 1 officer of the infantry. Two were
under 25 years of age; 4, 25 to 34: years; 2, 35 to 44 years; and 4 over
44 years. One had eight months' service, 2 four years', 2 six years', 1
eight years', 1 nine years', 3 from ten to twenty years', and 2 over t wentyfive years'. Five were natives of the United States, 3 Ireland, 2 Holland, 1 Germany, and.1 England.
INFLUENCE OF AGE, ARM OF SERVICE, NA1'IVITY, AND LENGTH OF
SERVICE ON SUSOEP'.l'IBILITY TO DISEASE.

Table XVII, on pages 206-230 of this report, consolidates the medical
statistics of the .Army for the past seven years, 1890-1896, inclusive, and
gives under the various headings the mean annual rates for that period.
The ratios are those of admission, constant sickness, discharge, and death,
for officers and enlisted men separately. They are arranged for various
diseases and classes of disabling causes according (1) to corps or arm
of service, (2) to age by periods of five years, (3) to nativity, and (4) to •
length of service. On account of the rapid change which t akes place
in the personnel of our Army, so far, at least, as the enlisted men are
concerned, the rates in this table may be regarded as equivalent to
those of an army of 174,988 enlisted men for one year. The absolute
numbers from which the rates have been calculated are as yet, in many
of the classes, too small to give reliable ratios. They are as follows :
A r m of service.

ffEit::::)::::))::::::::::::::::::::::)::::::::):::::::

11~b~

~
!~1~:r::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
.All others ..•.•...••.........•....... - -- .. - --. -••... --.........•••... .. .

813
1, 275
1,880

81,997
42,750
2,J, ]51
8,474
:i, 174
5,250
14,192

Total ..•••.•••••.•••••.•••.•••.••..•• - --..••••••.••••••••••••..••.

14,859

174, 988

WAR97-32

6, 017
2,997

46. 36
24. 10
13. 76
2. 04
2. 10
8.44
8. 20
100
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Age.

Officers. E~~S:~d Per cent.
1,504
50,477
54,919
29,754
15,980
10, 9 8
7,931
2,732
597
106

ig25 r:il\8;!~t~~~::
:::: :: :::: :: :::::: ::: ::: :::: :: :::::: ::::::::::: :: ::: ······2, 12s
·
to 29 years................... . • . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • .. . . . . . .. .
359
30 to 34 years............... .. .. .. . • . . . . . .. .. • . . .. .. . . • • . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . .

2, 283

:8 :~ :! ;::;:: :::::: :::::: :::: :: :::: :: :::::: ::::::::: ::: ::::::::::::: ::: r: m

:8 I~ iH::~:: :: :: :::::: ::::: ::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::::: i: gb~
~g ;~!;s~~3;j'~;e;::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ____
l, ~~i ,___
Total................... • • • • • • • •• • • • • • . . .. • • • • • • . • .. • • • .. • • • . • . • • .

174,988

14, 859
1 - -- '-

.79

,

26.97
30.17
16. 88
9. 56
6. 72
5. 01
2. 50
1. 05
. 35
100

---f

189, 847
Nativity.
Unit-eel States ...... .... •• . • . .. . . • . . .•. . .. ...... .... .. ... . .. . • . . . . . .. . . .
Irish...................................................................
German.................................................. . .............

~~t~d~~~:::::::::::::::::
::: ::: :::::::: ::: :: :::: :::: :::::::::::::::::::
Scandin avian...........................................................

Officers. E~~~~d Per cent .
14,134
273
133

~~

15
45
18

Scotch..................................................................
Swiss..................................................................
Austrian...............................................................
5
Danisl.J . ......................................................................... .
French.................................................................
35
.A.11 others . • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • • . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . • • .. . .. . • • .
48
Total.............................................................

112, 2]2
19,977
19,543
6,099
3,127
3,677
1,360
1,381
1,876
1,801
568
3,367

66. 55
10. 67
10. 36
3. 25
1. 69
1. 94
. 74
. 74
. 99
. 95

.32
1. 0

-14,
-859
- -174,
-988
--100
189,847

L ength of service.

Officers.

E~~~~d IPer cent.

- - - - - - - -- -- -- - - - - - - - - - , -- - - - - , - - Under 1 year .......................................................... .

233

28, 196

14. 97

l year and over ........................................................ .

14, 626

146, 792

Total ............................................................ .

14,859

]74,988 11 0 0

85. 03

189,847

The admissions for alJ causes of disability among officers amounted t-0
765.69 and among enlisted men to 1,258.90 per thousand of their re pective meau strength. Among officers the rate was largest in the artille:Y,
980.11, and smallest among the engineers, 168.97, the latter observat~on

being readily understood when it is remembered how large a relativ_e
number of engineer officers are stationed where there is no army medical officer to make a report of their sickness. On the other hand the
enli ted men of the engineers had the large t admi ion rate, 1,6_ 4:.92
while the rates of th~ enli ted men of the cavalry and the art11l~ry
1,464.10 and 1,457. 7 re pectively, were greater than the correspondrng
rate of the infantry, 1,154.21. The men of the hospital corp had the
smalle t rate, 527.04. The high rate among the engineers wa du_e to
injnrie and malarial fevers, with a con iderable exce of alcoholl m
bronchiti diarrhea, rheumati m, and myalofa. The di abling can
which produced the high rate in the cavalry a compared with the
infantry w re injurie , which ga ea rate of 387.54 a compared with
the infantry rat , 237.94; but the ce s of admi ions among the c, V·
alrym n is not all accounted for by thi , for di ea e cau ed a rat of
1,076.~6 a compared with the infantry rate, 916.27. l\falarial di · a
w re th prin ipal au , fth e c , but diarrhea boil and ab ~ :
and njnu ti i i al o aid din making ur the total. The high, dmi ·
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sion rate among the enlisted men of the artillery was caused in part by
injuries which occasioned a rate of 294.26, but disease alone among these
men gave a higher rate, 1,163.61, than the rate of admission for all
causes of disability among the infantry. The diseases which occasioned
this excess of sickn~ss were, as in the cavalry, chiefly malarial infections,
163.24 per thousand of strength, with a somewhat increased rate for
venereal diseases, due to the location of artillery posts in the vicinity of
cities, v&ccinia, diarrhea, boils and abscesses, coryza, and bronchitis.
Although the admission rate for officers was so much smaller than that
for the enlisted men, their nonefficiencywas considerably greater, being
44.27, as compared with 37.63. Nonefficiency was greatest among officers of the cavalry and artillery-53.90 and 52.57, respectively. Medical officers had a higher rate, 47.07, thaninfantry officers,46.05. Among
enlisted men nonefficiency was greatest in the cavalry, 43.92, and least
in the hospital corps, 17 .08. The artillery had a rate of 41.11, and the
infantry 35.36. Notwithstanding the high rate of admission among
the engineers, their constant sickness was only slightly above the mean,
showing that the cases were relatively of short duration. The chief
causes of nonefficiency among enlisted men were injuries, 8.65 per thousand of strength, venereal diseases, 5.53, and rheumatism and myalgia, 3.02.
The mean rate of discharge for disability was 16.40 per thousand of
strength. This mean was slightly exceeded in the artillery, cavalry,
and infantry. Injuries occasioned 3.09 of the 16.40; consumption, 1.65;
venereal diseases, 1.48; heart disease, 1.24; and rheumatism and myalgia, 1.23.
..
The death rate among officers varied from 6.08, in the artillery, to 17.41
in the ordnance, the mean being 9.56 per thousand of an officers.
Death from injury was relatively more frequent among ordnance officers than in the other corps. The death rate among the enlisted men
varied from 4.73 in the engineers to 10.65, in the ordnance, the mean
being 6.52, which was practically the rate of the infantry. The rate in
the artillery was considerably below and in the cavalry above this
mean. Deaths from injury were relatively more frequent among the
men of the ordnance and the cavalry, 3.45 and 3.27, respectively, than
in the other branches of the service. Of individual diseases, typhoid
fever and pneumonia gave the highest death rates, 0.59 and 0.55, respectively. Consumption gave 0.51, heart disease 0.29, and the direct effects
of alcoholism 0.23.
Influence of age.-The admission rate for all officers having been
765.69 per thousand of their number, it may be observed that those
between 30 and 40 years of age and those over 55 years had rates
smaller than the mean. The highest rate, 897.88, was given by officers
under 25 years of age. Injuries were relatively of more frequent occurrence among those under 30 years. The admissions of enlisted men
from 30 to 54 years of age did not exceed one for each man of the
strength present, but men older than 54 and men younger than 30 had
considerably higher rates. Those from 20 to 24 years gave a rate of
1,722.91 per thousand of their number. Injuries were of more frequent
occurrence among these young men than among older soldiers. Typhoid fever, both among officers and men, was more prevalent among
those under 30 years. The rate for this disease in men from 20 to 24
years, was 10.31; from 25 to 29 years, 5. 74; from 30 to 34 years, 2.5 , susceptibility diminishing as the age increased. Enlisted men under 25
years of age suffered more from malarial fevers than officers of the
same age; but with the advance of years the rates of the men came to
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differ little from those of the officers. The rates for venereal disease
in excess of the mean were given by men under 30, and particularly by
those under 25 years of age. On the other hand, the rates for alcoholic
intoxication increased with age. Tuberculosis of the lungs was not
specially prevalent among men of a certain age. The records show a
comparatively even distribution of this disease among enlisted men
from 20 to 50 years of age. The excess of diarrheal diseases was confined to soldiers under 25 years. Rheumatic fever, according to the
statistics, was not specially-prevalent among young men; the soldier
appears to be susceptible at all ages and the susceptibility to be
increased after 40 or 45 years of age. The admissions for rheumatism
and myalgia also increased notably with advancing years. The rates
for pneumonia became considerably larger after 45 years of age, and
diseases of the kidney were much more common after this age was
reached.
The nonefficiency or constant sickness of the officers of the Army
was less between the ages of 35 and 39 than in any other period of five
years, but after the age of 40 it increased materially. It is to be
observed that officers under 25 had less sickness, 35. 15 per thousand of
strength, than those who were five and ten years older, in this differing
remarkably from the nonefficiency rate, 50.03, that prevailed among
enlisted men under 25, and indicating that if the same attentiou were
given to sanitary conditions by the young enlisted man as by the young
officer his rate of constant sickness would be correspondingly reduced.
In other words, the constant sickness that prevails among young soldiers
as compared with older soldiers is wholly of a preventable character,
The rate of discharge for disability ,between the ages of 25 and 39
was lower than the mean discharge rate of the .Army.
The death rate among both officers and men may be said to h~ve
increased slightly with age up to 40 years, and very rapidly with
advancing years subsequent to that age. Deaths from injuries were
relatively greatest among officers from 25 to 29 years of age. ..AIJ?ong
enlisted men the mean death rate from injuries, 2.35, maybe sa1_d_to
have been evenly distributed through the various ages. The fatahtie
from typhoid fever among officer under 25 years were relatively much
more numerous than among enlisted men of the corresponding age,
although the admis ion rate of the latter was the larger. The deat_!1
rate of young officers from this fever was 2. 75; of enli ted men, 0.9o.
The death rate from the direct effects of alcohol among enlisted men
increased rapidly with advancing years.
Influence of nativity.-It may be observed that the rates for officer
out ide of those born in the United States are of no value, on account
of the smaU number of individual · forming the total under each heading. Indeed, even the rates for the enlisted men of Scotch, Swi ,
..Austrian, Danish, and French birth may al o, and for tbe same rea on,
be con idered as aluele . Enlisted men natives of the nited State
and Canada bad the large 't ick rates: nited tate admi ion rate,
1,322.79; Canadian, 1 323.44, a compared with the mean of the .Arm.,,
1,258.90; United Ste te rate of non fficiency,39.42 ; Canadian 41.91 a
ative of Germany had the lowe t
compared with the mean, 37.63.
admi ion rate, 1,0 1. '7; uativ of EngJand the lowe t rat of none:fficiency, 31.66. T phoid fe er and rll umatic fever had their gr at.
pr valence among Canadie u , nd •andina. ian . The high 't adm1 ·
sion rat• for on umptiou w re r.70 among the Fr n hand 4.76 amon "
the " cotch · the low
re te w re 1.42 among the Engli h aud 1.4
mong the erman ; th rate among the native of the nited t
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being 3.33. 'Pneumonia was more frequent among Canadians, 5.18, and
Scotch, 4.76, than among men of other nativities; the United States rate
was 3.U0. Venereal diseases prevailed more among natives of the
United States and Canada than among the others, the admission rates
f :r these two classes being 93.98 and 91.92, respectively, per thousand
o f their number; the Swiss and Irish bad the lowest rates, 47.66 and
u0.96. The Irish, however, bad by far the largest relative number of
cases of alcoholi m, 90.96; the smallest rates were given by Danes
12.59, and .Austrians, 19; the rate of the native-born United States
soldier having been 28.51.
Influence of length of service.-Tbe tables divide the men into those
who have had less and those who have had more than one year's service. From them it will be observed that recruits in tlieir first year of
service are especially liable to sickness. The admission rate for these
was 2,122.17, while that of the older soldiers was only 1,093.07. Their
nonefficiency was 61. 76, as compared with 32.99 for the men of longer
service, and their sickness was of such a cbaracter as to permanently
disable 24.96 per thousand of their number discharged on certificates of
disability, as compared with a discharge rate of 14. 76 among the others.
The vaccination of recruits necessarily brought a number of cases
on sick report, a little over 200 per thousand of strength having thus
been added to their admission rate. The recruits are evidently not so
much given to the excessive use of alcoholic stimulants as the older soldiers, their admission rates for alcoholism having been 17.19 and 39.99,
respectively. With tbis exception, young soldiers.appear to have been
more susceptible to all disabli11g causes tl1an their more experienced
comrades. As illustrative of this may be cited tbeir admission rate for
injuries, 414.91, as compared with242.93amongtbe others; for venereal
diseases, 156.µ2, as compared with 65.81; ---malarial diseases, 137 .84, as
compared with 70.97; and typhoid fever, 11.22, as compared with 4.68.
CIVILIANS .A.T'.11.A.CHED TO THE .A.RMY.

The civilian attaches of the Army comprise the families of officers
and enlisted men, servants, employees of the various departments and
their families, and a11 persons not iucluded in the personnel of the
Army who are allowed to reside at military stations or to accompany
military commands. The average number of these present during the
year was: Adult males, 2,151:$; adult females, 5,745; children, 6,038;
total, 13,941. The deaths that occurred among them are shown in the
following statement:
Disease.

.A.dult

males.

r!!~i~~- Children.
18
8
1
10
1
11

88
11
3
18
5
18
5

31
2
2

49
2

93
7
4

85

64

104

11
2
1
7
1
6

4

,Total ft·om all causes . _.•.• ___ ..••.••••.• •.••• ••. __ •.•••.

15

Total.

-

8
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MARRI..A.GES AND BIRTHS.

On the reports were noted 28 marriages, 7 of officers, 18 of enlisted
men, 3 of civilian attaches.
The births reported numbered 412; males, 207; females, 205. Eightynine were children of officers, 290 of enlisted men, 33 of civilians. Nine
Indian children, 4 males and 5 females, born at Fort Sill, Okla., are
included in the total.
SURGICAL WORK OUTSIDE OF MILITARY PRACTICE.

Capt. A. E. Bradley, assistant surgeon, Fort Yellowstone, Wyo.,
reported 2 cases of laparotomy with ventral suspension of the uteru s
in cases of retroversion and chronic endometritis. The results were
gratifying. He describes also the details of an interesting case of
hysterectomy for fibroid .uterus, pyosalpinx, cystic ovary, and intraligamentous cyst. A case of ovariotomy also was reported by Oapt. E. B.
Frick, assistant surgeon, Presidio of San Francisco, Cal. These cases
were as follows:
Dr. Bmdley's first case.-Mrs. X. first came under my care in the spring of 1896.
Her health seemed completely broken down, the immediate cause apparently ~ue to
a horseback ride followed in a short time by violent exercise at a hop. She IS of a
nervous temperament, was never strong as a girl, and was married when. 21. he
bore three children in quick succession, the youngest four years after marriage.
When I first examined her she was suffering very much from pelvic disc?mfort,
back ache, etc., and it was discovered that she had a lacerated perineum, submv~lntion of the uterus which was retrovcrted, and a chronic endometritis. For som~ ti_me
I temporized, using hot douches, glycerm tampons, and local applications of 10«.h_ne
and silver to the endometrinm. When inflammation subsided somewhat, pe ar~es
were tried, but it was found that operative procedures were necessary to hope for
permanent results. In May, 1896, after careful preparation, and ·with the ns~al
surgical precautions, I carefully cnretted the endometrium, packing the ~t rme
cavity and the vagina with iodof9rm &auze, and did a flap-splitting operatw~ for
the repair of the perineum, which had Deen lacerated back to within one-half in ch
of the anus.
She did well after the operation, and as soon as possible a suitn ble pessary wa
introduced to maintain proper position for the uterus. l!,or several months shew.
in fairly comfortable condition, but I found the old condition of retrover ion alw~y
existing when she was without a pe sary, and many times wh u with one. After
many tiresome months of the most painstaking treatment, I :finally re olved to su. pend the uterus to the abdominal wall. This I did December 6, 1896.
~riot aseptic
precautions were taken in all the arrangements. Having made a 3-inch incision rnto
th periton al cavity th body of the uterus was gra ped by two fingers and brou:!{ht
forward into theinci ion. Three silkworm gut sutures were then introduced thron~h
all the tissues on ea h side of the inci ion, and throuo-h the fundus of the ntern~
going about one-eighth inch in depth and pickino- up about one-half inch of tis 11 •
Before securing these sutures a requi it number of silk sutures were placed to clo
the remainder of the inci ion. I scarified the ut rine peritoneum iu luded in the
utur , and clo ed th inci ion, u ing perforated shot for the ilkworm gut.
The o~aries and .~be were _normal. . Boric acid was powclered on the wonn~ • n
a vo1ummous st r1hzed dre mo- applied. Aside from a most protracted p riod o
am stbetic nausea, and vomiting, the patient clid well. At no time was th temperature above 99° . The clr sin and the ilk utur s were remov don the ei rrhth
da. r; of the silkworm gut I r mov d two . uturee on the fourte nth and th third o
th tw ntieth day. I was afraid union would not be strong enough to u fai n th
ut rus in position; for this re, on I scarified and a1lowed the suture to r m in
long as I did. The ut ·ru , a in g od po ition when the sutur were r moY u • 11
!ias so r m, in d. Th patient _wa_ k p~ in b d for four we k and gradually gain
ID health and tren!!th.
t th1 tun , six m nth aft r op ration 1h i in xcell
h alth. P OJ>l who ba~e ~rnown her fo~ a l~ng tim say the chang in h r h~ 1!
r ·markable. From an 1rr1 t. bl h st nral mvalid she ha ome to enjoy lifi m
b althfu~ mao?-er. Thi . pati ot h:1 flo. t ing kidney . The right em to b: Y
long p _ch ·l ; it an e Il • b
a!n ·d ~- II down into th p lvi and a ·ro. to h
otb r 1d ; tbe l ft, how v r, wh1l n 1ly r ·ogniz !d
fre l movable, can no
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induced to take such excursions. As she is slight in build, they are easily maintained
in position by small pads, held in position by a snug-fitting waist, and give her no
trouble at all.
D1·. Bradley's second ease.-Mrs. Y. is 35 years of age, has been married five years,
and has two children; labor difficult for both; perineum said to have been torn with
the first child, but repaired at the time. When first seen she had subinvolution,
chronic endometritis, retroversion, lacerated cervix, and a lacer ation of the perineum
down to the sphincter. Rectocele and cystocele existed to some extent. Her symptoms were those common to such cases.
I refused to treat her unless she would submit to operation. After some delay she
consented, and I operated March 4:, 1897. Preliminary treatment consisted of hot
douches and glycerin tampons to deplete the tissues. With the usual precautions I
first curetted the uterus, packing its cavity with iodoform gauze. I then suspended
the uterus to the abdomen, and finally did a :flap-splitting operation on the perineum.
On careful inspection I concluded the tear in the cervix would give no trouble if the
other abnormal conditions were corrected, so I left it untouched.
The technique of the suspension was somewhat different from case 1. The uterus
w as secured by inteITupted silk sutures after Kelly's method, by turnin g out the
peritoneum of one side, inserting the needle about one-eighth inch from the incision,
picking up about one-fourth inch of the peritoneum, then about 1 inch of uterine
tissue to the depth of one-eighth inch, and then a similar amount of peritoneal tissue
on the other side; the sutures were then tied and cut short. Three such sutures ·
were introduced, the peritoneum closed by a running catgut suture, and the remaining tissnes with interrupted silk. In this case, too, I placed one silkworm gut suture
through all the tissues and the fundus for support.
Convalescence was uninterrupted, no complication of any kind arising. The silk
sutures were removed on the eighth day, and the supporting silkworm gut sutme
on the fourteenth day. Bichloride douches 1-4:000were given in this caRe twice daily
after removing the gauze packing forty-eight hours after operation. The results
were gratifying in every particular. The woman has regained her strength, does
her own housework, including washing, and suffers no more from any of the pains,
aches, and other discomforts which existed prior to operation.
Kelly does not use supporting sutures, but relies on the buried silk sutures which
attach the uterus to the peritoneum to support and maintain the uterus in proper
position; neither does he scarify. I must confess that I felt better knowin~ I had a
firm, unyielding suture which allowed no dropping back until good adhesions had
formed between uterus and peritoneum. The operation is not intended to fix firmly
the fundns to the abdominal wall, only to produce a supporting ligament or adh sion. Examination in each of those cases shows the uterus to be mobile, and I
estimate the adhesive ligament at this time to be about 1 inch in length. This
demonstrates to my satisfaction that while scarification and supporting sutures may
not be necessary in the hands of the leading surgeons, t hey do not necessarily,
:firmly, and immovably fix the uterus to the abdominal wall, but they do give one
confidence that the operation will hold. Operation in each of these cases was dono
at the patient's home, a room being specially prepared in each instance.
I might also report several cases of other operations on the cervix, p erineum.; and
endometrium done during the past year all with gratifying results, but do not aesire
to burden tbis report with details. I am prompted to make this short report to show
what can be done in this class of cases to lessen the cares of a medical officer. Treatment not operative is always unsatisfactory in cases of this kind, and they hang on
indefinitely. They lead lives of invalidism and are apt to be constantly ca.lling for
medical care and attention, which does them little or no good.. Operation gives
mof:!t satisfactory results, restores the patient to health, and permits the surgeon to
discharge her cured.
It is admitted that t hese patients have no official recognition other than tba~ the_y
are entitled under the regulations to medical treatment; that being so, I consider 1t
a duty to give them the best care in my power, and surgery only can give thorn a_ny
permanent relief. Operations of this n ature are simple, easily performed, an~, wi~h
proper precautions, devoid of danger. It seems to me to be unjust to ~he pat1 nt m
many instances to send her to some noted specialist, involving, as 1~ doe~ gre~t
expeu e, when as good results can be obtained at her home by the medical orucer m
charge.
Dr. Bradley's hysterectomy.-Ellen F. colored a~ed 4:7 first consulted me for_ sev~re
p~·ostra,ting abdominal pain, in the ea~ly part' of the ~pring of 1896. Exam.mation
disclosed a mass filling the pelvis, estimated to be somewhat larg~r than a:°- mfant's
head. After controlling the pain she gave a history of slow-growrng fibroid, accompanied at th~ menstrual period by profu e, somewhat alarming, hemorrhage. , ft?n
between periods there were attacks similar to the one I first saw. fhe tumor was
:fixed in the pelvis and examination seemed to cause much distress. In view of her
circumstances, her miserable condition prompted me to recommend operation, at the
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same time fully explaining to her its hazard. Her general condition was most unsatisfactory. Her urine showed evidences of renal trouble and for months she had been
losing :flesh. Had she been a woman of lei ure, operation would not have been considered, in view of her age, and the possibility of the menopause changes which could
be expected not far in the future; but she was in failing health, was unable to do the
work demanded of her as a servant, and had no means of subsistence except her own
labor.
After delaying many months, during which she gradually became worse, she finally
urged me to undertake operation after a particularly severe attack of pain and hemorrhage in December, 1896. This was followed by an acute exacerbation of the renal
trouble, scanty urine with albumen and tube casts. I instituted preparatory treatment and soon had the renal function established in a fairly satisfactory way. As
her surroundings were not in any way suitable, with the consent of the commanding
officer, I admitted her to the hospital to the isolation room, and caused a woman 1io
be employed to nurse and care for her. She was admitted the evenin~ of January 2,
and the operation was performed January 3, 1897, under strictly aseptic precautions.
She was ordered warm baths twice daily for three days preceding operation, also
copious sublimate irrigations. Her bowels were freely opened by salines, and food
restricted for thirty-six hours prior to operation. She was given 30 c. c. whisky and
60 c. c. of beef broth early on the morning of operation. 'fhe abdomen was shaved
early that morning, scrubbed, cleansed, and covered with a wet sublimated towel,
• which was not removed until she was on the operating table. Dr. A. H. Allen, of
Horr, Mont., kindly administered the anrosthetic. Chloroform was first given, but
was taken so badly that it became necessary to substitute ether. The hands of
myself and assistante were treated with mustard, green soap, alcohol, permanganate,
oxalic acid, and sublimate solutions.
.
Operation began at 11.30. My first procedure was an attempt to render the vagma
and cervix aseptic. Green soap was freely used· the external parts scrub?ed
thoroughly. The vagina was mopped out vigorousfy with cotton on long dre smg
forceps, the cervix exposed by speculum, curetted as well as the contracted ca~al
permitted, all the parts wiped dry with sterilized cotton and then freely :flushed w1~h
one one-thousandth sublimate solution. (This should have been followed by sterilized water, but through oversight it was omitted.) The abdominal walls were then
again scrubbed and washed with alcohol and sublimate solution. Sterilized t?wels
and sheets covered the patient. A small incision was made through adipose t1 sue,
2 inches at least in thickness, and digital exploration determined the correctness of th_e
diagnosis and the probable feasibility of carrying on the operation toa succes ful terIDInation. The in cision was then enlar~ed so that it extended from the pubes to ab~utJ
inch above and to the left of the umbilicus. The omentum wa., adherent to the pariet
peritoneum nearly the whole length of the incision, but was easily stripped off witht
out hemorrhage. On exposing the tumor it was seen that the right broad ligamen
contained a cyst about as large as a cocoanut. The left ovary was cystic and about
as large as a small orange. Both tubes were enlarged and thickened, evidently_containing pus. The right tu be passed over the cyst from before backwards. To facilita. d
manipulation the cyst was punctured and its contents allowed to escape. The ~Ul
waa clear, amber or straw color, about 1 pint in quantity and on evaporation depo 1ted
crystals which appeared to be cholesterin. After the collapse of this cyst it w
found that the adhesions posteriorly and to the right were quite extensive.. The
parts of the broad ligament which could be reached were tied off on either s1~e by
two ligatures and the intervening tissue cut. This permitted the mass to be l!ft~
up out of its bed. A corkscrew inserted into the tumor proved a valuable aid m
manipulations. Th e presenting etructures on either side were again ligated. 0 ~
which permitted still further eventration. This was repeated until the ma rema1_ncal
attached only to the bladder rectum, and vagina, the tissues around the va~
attachment still containing the uterine vessels. The cyst walls on the right side
extended far out into the broad ligament and dissected up the pelvic periton~um
givin~ considerable trouble until the true nature of the conditions was deternuned.
A cuff of the peritoneum was then dis ected off the mass before and behind anu
stripped down to the vagina.I junction. The vagina was then opened in front of t_he
cervix with my left finger introduced a-s a guide, then in the rear. Thus the remaming attachments were on either ide at the vaginal junction and contained the tortuous and enlarged uterine veSBele. The e attachments were clamped temporaril •
cut, and the ma s finally removed. Ligatures were thrown around these email pedicl s, left long and_ drawn into the v~gina, inverting the stumps. The vagina~
sutured with rannmg catg~1t1 the pento~eal flaps brought together over the vaginal
suture by the am matena1, thu 1 a.vm the pelvic floor free from any denuded
ti . ne. The p Ivie c vity
·ar fully spon~ed out, the intestines allowed to fall
back into place (the bad be u car foll kept m the upper abdomen by the Trendelnb rg po ition and sterilized auze diaphragm). The omentum wa drawn do
and tu porit u um. lo· db. ru~n!n c,_tgu u~ur~ .
ilk worm gut with pe~ora d
ot w u ed to unite the remammg 11B ue, p1ckmg up occasionally the pentoneal
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suture fold, so that there should be no dead space. Dressing of sterilized gauze and
cotton, with an aseptic vaginal pad, was applied by a many-tail and a T bamlage.
In spite of the fact that the operation consumed nearly three hours the patient left
the operating room in fairly good condition. There was considerable shock, but she·
rallied well with hypodermics of whisky and strychnin. On ~etting the physiological
effects of the latter drug it was discontinued and nitroglycerm given instead. Anresth~tic nausea was not mnrked, and as soon as the stomach was quiet I began the
administration of salines. It was soon evident that intestinal paralysis existed, for all
medicines failed to act. I endeavored to introduce high enemata by a rectal tube,
but failed to pass it beyond the rectal pouch. Tho catheter was used twice daily but
urinary secretion was diminished markedly from the first, ceasing altogether the
third day after operation. The patient became delirious and gradually failed, dying
at 11 p. m. on the 7th, one hundred and eight hours after operation. The temperature
was subnormal during the whole period.
Autopsy was held twelve hours after death. The abdominal incision was united
throu~hout. The peritoneum was injected along the incision,. and the omentum and
iutestmes covered with lymph. The pelvic floor was intact, the peritoneal flaps
completely united; in the pelvis was about an ounce of bloody serum mixed with
lymph exudate and probably pus. The liver was somewhat contracted and injected.
The kidneys were about two-thirds normal size, capsules adherent, each had several
small superficial cysts, and the cortical substance of each was only about one-half
the normal depth. The ureters were intact throughout. The failure to pass a rectal tube was found to be due to an acute flexure of the bowel about 6 inches from
the anus, the sigmoid dipping forward down into the pelvic cavity. The heart was
slightly enlarged; the valves normal; the gross appearance of the muscular tissue
indicated fatty degeneration; patches of atberoma existed in the aorta. Lungs
normal; universal adhesions of the pleurae on both sides.
I believe death was due immediately to failure of the renal function. There was,
however, evidence of acute general pe1·itonitis which would o:( itself have undoubteclly proved fatal. I am unable to state where the infection occurred, though I
believe it to have been from the vagina during the final stages of the operation.
Every care was taken in the preparation of dressings, instruments, assistants, and of
the patient herself, but there was faulty t.echuique somewhere. It is possihle that,
during tlrn prolonged manipulation, pus may have leaked from the tubes, but they
seemP-d intact. Examination of the mass removed shows an irregular enlargement of
the uterus with varying sized nodules here and there. These are eTidently fibroid
masses, though desiring to preserve the specimen I have made no dissection. The
left tube is enlar~ed, a small incision through the thickened walls showing pus; the
left ovary is cysttc. The right tube is much thickened and contains pus; it curves
outward and backward over a cyst which seems to be developed in the right broad
ligament. The right ovary can not be definitely made out, but seems to have been
flattened out behind and beneath this cyst. 'fhe cervix shows that it has not been
involved in the mass, but has been apparently lengthened by the upward traction of
the growing mass. In my effort to avoid the important structures at the vaginal
junction I kept my dissections well into the cervical tissues, thus the cervix appears
more slender than it really was.
It is doubtful whether the patient could have recovered from an operation so
formidable in view of the pathological renal conditions fonnd at the autopsy. A much
longer time was consumed in the operation than was desirable, but I believe I could
reduce the time fully one-half if I should have occasion to repeat the operation.
Dr. F1·iok's ovarfotomy.-On December 5, 1896, I assumed charge of tho case of Mrs.
z., who is 18f:£ years old, was married 2-h years ago, and baa one child now 18 months
old. A lacerated cervix uteri was repaired July 15, 1896, at Fort Yates, N. Dak. For
about seventeen months the patient has had pain in the region of the left ovary.
This pain has grown continually worse, notwithstanding treatment by a number of
physicians, until for the last three months it has been so bad as to unfit her for the
ordinary duties of life. She also complains of great pain at the anus during defecation. On examination the right ovar:y and tube were found to be normal, b1;1t t~ere
was so much tenderness on the left side as to preclude a satisfactory exnmmat10n.
The patient was also found to have a small fissure at the anterior maririn of the anus.
It was advised that an operation for the cure of the anal :fissure be done and th~t a
more thorough examination of the left tube and ovary be ma.de while the patient
was under the a.nresthetic. Accordingly on December 15 the patient was anresthetized (chloroform being given by Acting Hospital Steward Knapp) and a careful
bimanual examination was made. The left ovary was found to be firmly bo!1nd
down by adhesions and it was thought the tube was slightly enlarged. The sphmcter ani was then wiclely dilated and its superficial fibers incised through the fissure.
Ovariotomy was ad vised fo~ the relief of the pain in the left si~e, and on the afternoon of December 26 the patient was removed to a private hosp~tal, and on the following morning I performed the operation of ova.riotomy, a 1sted by Ors. J. H.
Barbat and F. B. Carpenter, of San Francisco. Dr. William Barbat gave the anros-
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thetic ( chloroform bei11g nsed). The ovary and tnbe were found to be adherent an_d
congested. After carefully e1rnrating the adhe ious the question aro e whether tb1
_would be sufti ient, or if it wonld be better to proceed with tbe operation. It wa
the opinion of those present th~tt the probabilities were largely in favor of the recurrence of the adhesion with the same symptoms as before, so I proceeded with the
operation. The tube and ovary h:.wino- b en brought up into t11e wound, a clamp
was put on the pedicle, jnst firmly enough to hold but not to crush tho ti sne . Th
ovary and tube were then cut off about one-eighth inch from the clamp, the tnb_e
and individual blood vessels separately ligated with catgut, the odges of peritoneum brought too-ether over the stump with nne cato-ut,
and the clamp removed.
0
'fhe abdominal inci~ion was then closed, the peritonenm and fa cia being each unit d
with continuous chromicized catgut sutures, and the skin with interrupted sutur
of silkworm gut. The wound was dr ssed with terilized gauze. After tb_e a.bd~minal wound was dressed the sphincter ani was ao-ain forcibly dilated, as pam during
defecation (which had for a time been relieved by tho first opera.tion) had recurred.
'I'he patient made a rapid recovery without any adverse symptom. 'fhe silkwo~mgnt sntm·es were removed Jamrnry 5, and on the 16th (three weeks after enteriu cr
the hospital) the patient was removed to her borne. She now feels well and strong
and declares herself to be free from pain in the side for the mo t part, but on seYeral
occasions she hns complained of pain not nearly so severe nor of the same cha~a ·ter
as before the operation. There is still slio-ht pain during defecation, nnd the ti sure
has not entirely cicatrized. Since Jauua~y 8 an ointment containing thiol 1.5, ung.
belladonnm 4, and petrolatum 7.5 has been kept applied to the anal region.
List of special reports received .jhmi medical officers froni Jnly 1, 1896, to June SO, 1897.
MEDICAL REPORTS.
· Report.
Adair, G. W ........... Major ands11rgeon .. ........ M easles.
A.1lpel, .L\. lI....... .. . . . Cnptain and a&sistant sur- 1:icru111 diagnosis of typhoid fover.
goon.
Arthur, ·wm. IT ..•..•...••.. do ...••...•••...••••..•. Practice march throu~h Virgiuia. Typl101u
fever, death, thermogrnph.
Ilirmiugham,H.P •. .'....... do ..................... . Typhoid fever with thermograpl1.
Bratton, 'l'. S ...••••.••. First Iieute11:rnt anct assist- Scarlet fever at Fort Niobrara, el>r.
ant surgeon.
Cloa.ry, P. J. A......... Major and surgeon ......... . FeversatFortBrown, Tcx:.,witb thermogrnpl t~.
Ewing, C• .8. ... .. ...... Captain and nssistaut s m·- Malarial cli eases, camp at Arcadia, :\Io.
goon.
]'auntloroy, P. C.. .. . . . First lieutonnnt and assist- Acute glomornlo-nephriti, .
arJt surgeon.
Flagg, C. E. B ....••.••.•••.. do .................•.... Secondary syphilis. Caso of labor, face pre
sentation.
Forwood, '\V. H......... Lieutonant-colonol and dep- Gnstro-intostinal indig stion.
uty surgcon-rrcneral.
Girard, J. Il ............ Major and surgeon .......... Malarial ancl t;yphoi<1 fc\·ers at Jctft,r·on ll r
rack , Mo., WJth thcrmographs ..
Glonnan, J . D. .. . . . . • . . Captain ancl assistant sur- Suppression of urine, 1,Jood poi onrng, d atb.
g on.
Gorgas,W. C . .....•••••..... do ..................••.. Typhoid fever.
Harvey, P. 1!' ...•••..••. :Major and surg on ........ . Inflammation of tho brain, tJ·pho!ll Ji " r
H izmaun, C. L .... .••..••.. do .........•.•.....••... Sc~~.rtr~-i:etit:~· men le at Fort Adam. , R. I
February to May, I 07.
,
nn IL ......•...... do ..•..•.•...••....••... Inspection of meclic:nl clepartmc•nt, Penn •
Yania Nl\tional Guar1l.
Howard, D. C ......... . Fir, t lieutenant and as!!ist- Mild diphtheria at Fort uster, Mont., 1
an t nrg on.
Kilbourn , Il......... . Major and surg on ......... . Fev rs at Fort Clark, Tex:.
Monclny, Bonj:1111i11 .••. Captain noel a ijit1tant sur- Twin parturition, malignant ctisea. oofa
g on.
nnl organ .
unson, E. L ......... . First lieu ten nt and n ist- Crebraland c r bro-spinal m ninbritiR. 4
ant surg on.
of p. pers on the various pbn
of di
mellitus.
T w~nrd n, G.J ............ do ..................... .
Diphth ri at Fort Ynto,i, 3 en .
Phillips. J. L.... .. . . . . . aptain and nssistnnt sur- Typhoid fever with th rmograpb.
g on.
Port.er, . . .. . . . . . . . . . Fir t li ut nnnt and ns i . Pl uro-pneumonia, death.
ant surg n.
Powoll,J.L ..•••••••••. Captain nncl n sit1tnut urg1•on.
d, aJt1•r . • . • • • . . . .
ajor and lllll'""Oll •••••.•••
hoid fever, bloocl
te
. ton.
It ·nold11, KP ..••..••.
F
t 'amp

Hoff, J.

RI ha.rd, 'hnrl

..••••.

ur-

b .

T

r utl•'or

h.
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List of special reports 1·eceived, etc., from July 1, 1896, to June 30, 1897-Continued.
MEDICAL REPORTS-Continued.
Name.

Rank.

Tiobin son, S. Q ..••.•••. Major and surgeon ..•••••••.
Shannou, W. C . ..•.••••..... do . .. . . . . .. . . . .•. . . . . • . .
Shillock, Paul. ......... Captain and assistant surgeon.
Smith, A. M ..... .......... . do . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Stone, J. H ............ First lieutenant and assistant surgeon.
'l'aylor, B. D ........... Majorandsurgeon .••.••••••
Tasson, L. S ............... . do ........••....•....••.
Torney, G. H ............... do ......................
White, R. H . ............... do . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Winne, C. K . ............... do ......................
Wood, M . W ................ do ..... .. ...............
Woodson, R. S . ........ First lieu tcmmt anu assistant surgeon.

R eport.
F evers at Fort Reno, Okla.
Carcinoma of the r ectum.
Varioloid at Madison Barracks, N. Y.
Fevers at Fort Reno, Okla.
Diphtheria at l!.,ortLeavenworth, Kans., 2 case ■.
Insanity.
Catarrhal pnemnonta, death, autopsy.
Physical condition of"cadets.
'.l'ypboid fever, thermograpl1.
Double pneumonia, clinical chart.
Continued fever.
Disseminated syphilitic spinal sclerosis. A
contribution to the patholoiy of inflammation.
Fevers at ]'ort McIntosh, ·i:ex.

Lieut. E. L. Munson, assistant surgeon, Fort .A.ssinniboine, Mont., forwarded an admirable series of papers on the v~trious phases of diabetes
mellitus. These papers were published in full in the Journal of the
American Medical Association, Volume XXVIII, Nos. 17-21 and 23.
They suggest the advisability of a change in the general practice of
withdrawing carbohydrates from the diet of the diabetic patient. In
his first paper be discusses the occurrence of sugar in the urine, distinguishing between the increase which takes place under certain known
abnormal conditions and that which is characteristic of diabetes mellitus. In the former, including febrile, traumatic, toxic, and dietetic
glycosuria with that consequent on nervous excitement or depression
and the glycosuria of lactation, the sugar disappears on the removal of
the temporary etiologic factor; but as pathologic inquiry in the latter
bas failed to furnish any anatomic basis for the occurrence of the disease, it must be considered purely as a neurosis. The second paper
discusses at length the chemistry of diabetic urine. An abnormal
decomposition of albumin takes place, with the production arnoug other
substances of oxybutyric acid, which afterwards becomes oxidized into
diacetic acid and subsequently into acetone. When the production of
the fatty acids exceeds certain limits the reduction to acetone can not
be completed, and the urine then contains diacetic acid or even oxybutyric acid. Diacetic acid gives the diazo-reaction of Erlich and a Bordeaux red color with ferric chlorid, while acetone responds to neither of
these tests. For the detection of the latter Gunning's modification of
Lieben's method was used, in which iodoform is produced on the addition of tincture of iodin and ammonic hydrate to a distillate from the
fresh urine. The third paper gives the clinical history of Dr. Munson's
case, and discusses the influence of diet on the abnormal constituents
of the urine and the general condition of the affected individual.
The patient was 33 years of age and of exce1Ient previous health.
There was no history of any neurosis, but it was stated that bis mother
had been a sufferer from neuralgia, and had been subject to attacks of
great mental depression. His life had chiefly been spent in open-air
work. About the beginning of March he first noticed a polyuria and
wllite spots left by evaporated drops of urine. He then weighed 148
pounds. Loss of weight and increasing weakness led him to ~on~ult
Dr. Munson on September 30. He was emaciated and weak, we1ghmg
only 132 pounds and suffering from occasional cramps in the legs and
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pains in the lumbar region. Up to this time his diet bad consisted
almost entirely of carbohydrates, especially the sweeter pastries, cake,
etc., t here being an especial craving for such foods. He bad never been
a spirit drinker. Physical examination showed a sound heart and
lungs, the liver slightly decreased in size, and the spleen small; there
was marked tympanites. The twenty-four hours' urine measured 8,360
c. c.; specific gravity, 1.027; neutral or faintly acid to litmus. No odor
of acetone could be detected in the breath or urine, although a sma1I
amount was demonstrated in the latter by means of Gunning's iodoform test. .Absence of reaction with ferric chlorid indicated the
absence of diacetic acid. Eleven per cent of sugar was present, making a daily excretion of 920 grus. The excretion of urea amounted to
67 gms.
The patient was put upon a rigid proteid diet, which was almo t
immediately followed by a slight reduction in the quantity of su~ar
excreted, but there was much thirst, frontal headache, and mala1 "e,
with diacetic acid and acetone in the urine. His appetite increased,
but he continued to Jose weight and strength. Insomnia and mental
incoherency were present with dyspepsia and vomiting. .After nearly
:five months of this regimen the patient weighed only 108 pound and
was extremely weak. The diet was then changed February 22; carbohydrates were allowed, with eggs, milk, and alcohol, and in a few day
there was a marked improvement in bis condition. The amount of sugar
1
in the urine became slightly increased, but the diacetic acid was re<luced,
the cerebral symptoms disappeared, and be began to gain in weigh~.
· .At the end of six weeks .April 9, he had been working in the open mr
and contracted bronchitis. On this day, for experimental purposes the
patient was put upon a purely m~at diet, which was followed by headache and diaceturia. On .April 14 duJJness with fine crepitation wa
discovered and the temperature rose to 104.4°. He died .April 16.
In view of his study of this case Dr. Munson holds that the presence of
a small amount of sugar in the urine while under a proteid d1et is of more
serious import than a large excretion under a carbohydrate diet , for the
splitting up of the proteid gives rise to diaceturia with cerebral ymptoms, which may culminate in coma. It must be remembered, however.
that this patient, prior to applying for treatment, bad become progre ively weaker and bad lost weight, although be had been living largeh·
on carbohydrates.
The fourth paper by Dr. Munson contains an excellent review of the
literature of the ubject, and claims that the following hypotheses bave
been demon trated:
1. agar i always p resent in the blood .
2. The absence of carbohydrate from the diet does not cause a disappearance of
the blood sugar. Hence sugar must have ome other source than the carbohydrat
inge ted .
3. Th i oth r ource of sugar is the inge ted and systematic albumin tbrou"h
proce of d composition.
4 . .An incr a eel albumin clecompo ition due to the rigid enforcement of a. pnr
nit rog nous diet mean an iucr a d meta.boll m and con equent l o of body wei!.!h •
Hence the cu tting oft' of arbohydrat s from the diet directly produces an incr
metaboli m.
5. ice ver a, th admini t ra.tion f arbohydra.te retards metaboli m.
6. Tb diah tic~h an e p ial pr di po ·ition toward mctaboli m.
7. The diab tic has ~ no m an I
th P. w r of burni ng ugar · th refore n_
mn t, v n more than m health b a.Uow d m ord r t o pr vent lo
f w i ht
mn. onl, r w aka . , h ich ma· •tllmiuat in on of t he n a tura l endin of di t -d , th by a th nin .
. '.fh _a normal _lbnmin m tal)Oli m, hich i
specially produced by a ri ·
pr t 1d d1 t, r · ult JU th product1ou of to ic b die .
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9. The depressed nervous condition of the diabetic is especially favorable for the
action of these bodies.
10. The production of toxic bodies is prevented or retarded by the adminjstration
of carbohydrates. Hence carbohydrates shoulcl be administered to the diabetic to
prevent the formation of certain toxic bodies and the severe and often fatal nervous
and cerebral symptoms which they induce.

In his fifth paper Dr. Munson explains his views of the production of
diabetic sugar. He infers that it is an isomer of ordinary glucose and
a product of the decomposition of nitrogenous substances. He sums
up as follows:
1. Sugar appears in the urine in health after inordinate ingestion of carbohydr:.i,tes
simply because the capacity of the liver cells to convert a definite amount of sugar
into glycogen in a given time is exceeded.
2. Sugar appears in the urine in diabetes because the system produces more sugar
by the decomposition of alb111Din than it can completely oxidize, this sugar not
being stored up by the liver as glycogen and being less readily oxidized by the diabetic organism than sugar produced from carbohydrates.
3. It disa.ppears from the urine, if mild cases of diabetes are placed upon a proteid
diet, because a withclrawal of all carbohydrates from the diet forces the system to
burn the isomeric albumin sugar in the maintenance of the necessary heat and
energy.
4. It subsequently appears in the urine under such treatment because with the
progress of the affection sugar is produced in quantities too large to be completely
oxidized and the diabetic does not appear able to store up this sugar as glycogen.
5. The excretion of sugar by a diabetic, upon a proteid diet, may rise to a certain
point upon the ingestion of ca1·bohydrates, since the more readily utilized carbohydrate sugar saves tho isomeric albumin sugar from oxidation and the latter is
excreted as a waste product.

Dr. Munson's sixth paper discusses diabetic coma and its treatmelri,
from the point of view established in the preceding articles of the series.
Surg. Walter Reed, curator of the Army Medical Museum, made
some experiments recently with a Hollister's fornialdehyde generator.
The results of these experiments showed that while occasionally an
unprotected cover slip spread with S. pyog. aureus and B. diphtherire
may be destroyed after twenty-three and one-half hours' exposure, the
amount of formaldehyde gas furnished by this generator is, as a rule,
quite insufficient for the disinfection of either infected clothing or
surfaces, even when unprotected.
Kinyoun, as the result of exhaustive experiments with formaldehyde
as a di infecting agent (Public Health Reports, Vol. XII, No. 5, January, 1896), states that no less than 500 c. c. of methyl alcohol should
be used for each 1,000 cubic feet of space; time of exposure, twenty-four
hours. As the reservoir of the Hollister generator holds only about
J ,000 c. c., if.s supply of gas would appear to be quite insufficient except
for the smallest apartments. Dr. Reed's experiments were as follows:
Experiment I.-June 11, 1897. Room cubic capacity, 3,800 foet. All crevices securely closed in windows and doors, and, as an additional precaution, heavy paper
pa.stod over both windows.
·
A. Three cover slips lightly spread, respectively, with solid culliure of B. typhosus,
S. pyogenes anreus, and fluid culture of B. diphtlierire were exposed b tween the
folds of a sterilized towel, Rnspended on a line at a height; of about 7 feet. The
euges of the folded towel were held apart so that tho gas might have free access to
the organisms to be tested.
B. A teri1ized handkerchief lightly moistened at its center with a bouillon culturo
of B. diphtberiro was loosely wrapped in a second handkerchief ancl placed in the
inside pocket of a coat, which was also suspended from the liue.
C. Old agar cultures of , . pyog. aureus, B. typhosus, and B. diphtberire were suspended in an inverted position and cotton plugs removed. Tim~ of exp? nre, tw ntythree a.ud one-half hours. Result: A.. S. pyog. anr ns and B. d1phtherue, no growth;
B. Typhosus, growth. B. Growth. C. Growth in all.
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Experiment JI.-June 15, 1897. A. Small pieces of a sterilized linen handkerchief
were lightly infected ·with solid and fluid cultures of the organisms mentioned in
Experiment I and expo ed in open Petri dishes between a folded blanket suspended
in the room. The edges and bottom were folded over and pinned so that the gas
must penetrate one thickness of dry blanket. B. Pieces of sterilized handkerchief
infected lightly with agar cultures of tbe same organisms exposed in open Petri
dishes, protected by one layer of handkerchief, and placed in inside coat pocket.
C. Same as in B, except that the open P etri dishes were so placed between folds of
a suspended towel .that gas would have unimpeded access to infected pieces.
Length of exposure, nineteen hours. Result, growth in all.
Experirnent III.-J une 16, 1897. A. A small piece of sterilized flannel lightly
infected with agar culture of B. diphtherire, and three cover slips spread with agar
cultm~ of the three organisms heretofore mentioned, were exposed in open Petri
dishes, protected by one layer of blanket. B. Pieces of sterilized flannel lightly
infected with same organisms and ex posed in open Petri dishes without protection.
Length of exposure, twenty-four hour . Result: (A) After twenty-four hours in thermostat at 37° (cover slips) S. pyog. aureus and B. Typhosus show growth; B. dip_htherire, no growth. The tube containing the bit of flannel infected with B. diphtheri_m
shows no growth. (B) Tubes conta,i ning fragments of cloth infected with typho;1d
and aureus give growth. That containing fragment infect ed with B. diphthe~1m
shows no growth; but after forty-eight hours a growth is found in the tubes whrnh
did not show growth at the end of twenty-four hours. (B. diphtherim.)
Experiment IV.-June 18, 1897. A. Cover slips and pieces of flannel lightly contaminated with solid cultures of the test organisms exposed in Petri dishes, protected by one layer of blanket. B. The same contaminated with bouillon cultures
of test organisms exposed in same manner. C. Pieces of infected flannel exposed
unprotected. D. Cover slips infected with agar cultures and exposed unprotected.
Length of exposure, twenty-four and one-half hours. Result: Growth in all at end
of twenty-four hours except cover slips contu,minated with B. ~ip!1theri!l3 an_d
exposed unprotected. June 21, after forty-eight hours, a growth 1s found m thlB
tube also.
SURGICAL REPORTS.
Name.

Rank.

Report.

Appel, A.H............ Captain and assistant sur• Operation for the radical cure of hernia.
geon.
Arthur, ·wmiamH ......... . clo . ................... .. Appendicitis, death, autopsy.
.
Banister, .J.M .•....... Major and surgeon .... . ..••. Operation for the radical cure of herrua, 4 oases.
Summary statement of hernia operations, 6
cases. Operation for the radical cure of her•
nia, 7 cases.
Banister, W. B ... •••... Captain and assistant sur• The Roentgen X•ray traumatism.
geon.
Borclen,W.C ................ do .....•.••••..•••••.••. Operation for the radical cure of hernia. Su•
prapubic prostatectomy for hypertrophl of
prostate and chronic cystitis. V9:ricoceie, 2
cases. Fracture of spine, operat1on,_death.
Operation for the radical cure of herma.
Bradley, A.. E ...••.......... do ...•...•••••••••••.•.. Hysterectomy, death, autopsy. Renal colic fol·
lowing renal hemorrhage from a fall. Gnnsbot
injury of leg, amputation at knee joint: Two
cases of Japarotomy, ventro.suspen111on of
uterus, with plastic operation of perineum.
RroW11 , P. R........... Ma,ior and snrgoon ......... . Poi11oning by carbolic acid; death; autopsy.
UL'osby, W. D.......... Captain and assistant sur• Operation for the radical cure of hernia, 2 cases.
geon.
DeLotfre, A. A ... .. ... - Major and surgeon ...•....•. Pnoumo•pyo•thorax; operationofthoracotomy.
Fissure of anus.
Ebert, R. G ............ Captain and assistant sur. Gunshot wound of ankle.
geon.
Edie, Guy L ............... . do .................... . . Operation for the radical cure of hernia., 3 cases •
Flagg, C. E. B. .. . . . . . . . Fir t lieutenant and assist- Skin grafting. D ath from aneurism of aorta.
ant surgeon.
Abscess of frontal sinus. Strangulated
hernia, operation for radical cur .
Forwood,W. H .. . ... •• . Li ut nant-coloneland dep. Operation for the radical cure of hernia, 11
nty 1:mrgeon.genoral.
cases.
Frick, E. B . . .. . . . .• . . . . Captain and assistant sur. Fracture of tibia and fibula. Ovariotomy.
geon.
Prevention of vomiting after anresth ia.
epht'ectomy.
Girard, A.. C . .......... Major and surgeon .••••••••. App ndiciti11, operation, recovery. Excision af
varicose veins. Operation for the radical cure
of hernia, 3 cases.
_
Gira.rd, .J.B .•••••••..••.... . do ..•••••••..•••••.••... Gunshot wound of tibia; Krag-Jorgensen rule
at short range.
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SURGICAL REPORTS-Continued,
Name.

Rank.

Gorgas,W. C ........... Captain and a.ssistant sur•
geon.
Hallock, H. M......... First lieutenant and assist•
ant surgeon.
Ives,F. J ........•..... Captain and assistant sur•
geon.
Kulp, J. S .....••...•• . First lieutenant and assistant surgeon.
Kendall, W. P .••..•••. Captain and assistant surgeon.

Report.
Gunshot wound of tarsus; Krag-Jorgensen
rifle.
Possible fracture of internal epicondyle without displacement. Strangulated hernia; oper•
ation; recovery .
.A.cute traumatic tetanus.
Appendicitis; operation; reeovery.

Operation for the radical cure of hernia, 3 cases.
.A.ppenclicitis; operation; recovery. Fracture
of malar bone.
LaGarde, L. :A......... Major and surgeon........ . Operation for the radical cure of hernia.
Lippitt, W. F .......... Captain and assistant sur- Varicocele.
geon.
Mason, Charles F ...... . .... do .............•.•...... Fracture of clavicle.
Maus, L. M .•..•....•.. Major and surgeon ......... . Sting of the scorpion of Durango, Mex. Gun•
shot wound of spine. Amputation of leg; foot
crushed by street car.
McCullocb,jr., C. C .... First lieutenant and assist. Abscess ofliver; death; autopsy.
ant surgeon.
McElderry, H . ....•.•.. 11fajorancl surgeon ......... . Operation for the radical cure of hernia, 7 cases.
Munson, E. L ...•...... First lieutenant and assist. New cavalry carbine boot as a field !lplint.
ant surgeon.
Phillips, J. L ... •.•.... Captain and assistant sur• Operation for tho r adical cure of hernia. Lapa•
rotomy for gunshot wound of the pelvis.
geon.
Pilcher, J.E ........... ..... do ..................... . Recurrent sarcoma; excision; paraplegia;
death.
Stark, A. N............ First lieutenant and a,ssist• Appendicitis, operation, recovery.
ant surgeon.
Stone, J. H .........•••...... do ....•........••..•.••• Report of a successful cataract operation, 2
cases. Fracture of both bones of Jeg, 3 cases.
Operation for the radical cure of hernia.
Tomey, G. H ........•. Major and surgeon ......... . Appendicitis, operation, recovery.
Wilson, Wm. H .... .. . First lieutenant and assist- Amputation of arm following gunshot wound.
ant surgeon.
Woodruff, C.E ........ . Captain and assistant sur- Gunshot wound of chest, death, autopsy.
geon.
Woodson, R. S ..••.••.. Fil'st lieutenant and assist- The pathogenesis of stroptococcic infection.
ant surgeon.
Moclification of Key's operation for varico•
cele.

Capt. W. B. Banister, assistant surgeon, Fort Orook, Nebr., forwarded
reports of a traumatism caused by exposure to the Roentgen ray. The
case is interesting on account of the duration of the exposure and the
extent of the resulting lesion. The first report is dated October 15,
1896, and describes the condition of the patient about a month after the
"burn" was inflicted. The second or supplementary report was forwarded nearly six months later, April 6, 1897.
CAPTAIN BANISTER'S REPORT.-Captain w. was accidentally shot in the lumbar
region to the right of the spinal column, the ball grooving the crest of the ilium. It
ranged upward and inward and lodged probably in the neighborhood of the spiual
column. Immediate paralysis from the waist downward resulted. There was slight
sensation in the left foot within an hour or two after the injury, and the patient was
able to lift that foot within two or three weeks. In three weeks he began to have
acute pain in the right leg, but could not move it, and was confined to bed for elev en
weeks. .A.t the end of a year he could walk with the aid of a cane, and there has been
steady improvement ever since. About sixteen months after the injury the use. of
the left leg was not impaired, but there was some atrophy of the right thigh with
paresis of the flexors supplied by the anterior crural nerve. With the aid of a cane
he could walk fai!lY well and had clifficulty only in ascending steps. The ~ullet presumably plowed its wn,y through the dense lumbar fascia and muscles until arr~sted
in its course by the spinal column, and its impact caused sufficient hemorrhage either
in the cord or its membranes to temporarily interfere with the functions of the nerves
given off below the point of compression. The case had b en improving steadily for
a year, and there was, therefore, no good surgical reason for attempting the removal
of the bullet. While in 'hicago he had three exposures to the "X-ra. ~" of one and
a half hom·s a.ch, making four and a half hours in all that the tissues of the skin
were subjected to their action. .As far as locating the bullet was concerned the result
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was negative. Some redness of the skin resulted, but not sufficient to cause any
inconvenien ce. We may conclude, therefore, t h at the integument can stand jl,n exposure of four hours, divided between two su ccessive days, without material damage.
La tor tlie patient underwent further expo urea, which were as follows :
Date.

.A.verage
T tal
Number of length of
o
exposures. each.
exposures.

Hours.
September
September
September
September

9 • ••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••

10 ••.......•••......•.•......•....•••..•.•••.•..••..•...•.
11. • . . . . . . • • • • . • • • • . . • •...•.....•.•...•............•..•..
12 ••••.•.•••••.•.•.•..•.. • .•••..............•..•..... ..••.

3
2
2
1

p
lf

Total ...•.•.••..••........•••••...••..............•.•..•.•..••..... -- •· •· - ······ · ····

There was no result so far as locating the bullet was concerned, but there were other
results that left the .patient a sadder and a wiser man. The skin began to show
tile action of the X-rays and the inflammation extended each day during the expos_ure.
The vacuum tube, during the expo ure, was h eld a little below and to the right
of the umbilicus. In that situation the epidermis had b een destroyed for a space
of about one-half the size of a man's hand exposing the red inflamed and hyperresthetic cutis vera, from which the outpouring of serum was very profuse. A. red
blush extended from the center in every direction, but principally to the right of the
median line and from below upward . The death of the epidermis r apidly extended
and large blisters formed beneath it such as occur in scalds. In a few d~ys the
denuded surface measured 8 by 15 inches, rectangular in shape, the largest chameter
being from above downward. The superficial layer of the cutis vera was thrown
off, l eaviug a r aw, bleeding surface, and the quantity of serum (with some pus) ~hat
exudes is astonishing. The lesion extends upon the thorax to the level of the right
nipple. The patient h ~s been confined to the bed for a month and the denuded surface is so hypera:isthetic that he could not stand the application of the gau~e and
absorbent cotton dressing, and it wa8 necessary to cover the surface with per.forat~d
gutta-percha tissue. No drying or astringent powders seem to have an:y effect 1.n
checking the outpour of serum, which is qu.ite an annoyance to the pat10nt. His
beard is naturally- dark brown in color, but since the prolonged exposur~ to the X
rays no beard at all h as grown on the chin where formerly a goatee :flourished, and
the r est of the beard on the right side which was in the line of the ray bas_turne_d
white or light yellow. The integument of the chin was redden ed, but the epidermis
was not destroyed. During the exposure the patient sat with the right hand grasI?ing the rounded end of the arm of a chair. It can readily be seen by trial that if
one grasps with the right h:1lld the arm of a chair in a natural pose, that the dorsal
surface of the fingers turn outward and forward while the dorsal surface of the
last phalanx of the thumb turns forward and inward, and in th,Lt po ition. would_be
impinged upon by the X-rays at a right angle ; at least that is the only explan3:t10n
of the fact that the integument over the dorsal aspect of the last phalanx of the
thumb was reddened, and it seems quite likely that tlrn nail will be lost. It would
seem that the rays impinging up on the tegumentary surface at very acute angles
produce no irritating effect, for the curved lateral a pect of the abdomen which must
ha--:e been impinged upon by the rays showed no sign of irritation, while the thumb,
which was further removed from the fo •u of irritation, was ~iffected.
The intensity of the irritation seeme<l. to be in proportion to the approximation to
a ri(l'ht angle at which the rays impinged upon the tegumentary surface. In that
respect the Roentgen rays seem to res mble heat rays. As the X-rays pass through
the body it is _strange that no irritating t:ffect is produced upon the peritoneu~1, a.
much more delicate membrane than the skm. This fact would lead me to believe
that the inflammation of the skin resulting from the X-ray is due to the action of the
X-ray on the terminal nerve filaments in the skin, probably the vaso-motor nerves,
as the tructure that receives the full intensity of the rays is the only one affected.
It is therefore a change in the nutrition of the tis oes. The patient wore a liO'htw~ight undershirt <l.uring ~he exp?sures and folt no heat or pain durin~ t~e p, sage
of the rays thron~h th:e skm. This ab ence of apparent effect might m 1t lf be _a.
s urce of danger 10 usmg the X-rays, bout the face, as it can readily be seen that 1t
mights seriously inflame the delicate conjunctiva. as to even imperil the integrity
of th corn~a:
gain, it m~ rht cause the perman nt lo of eyebrows and eyela he
and thus d1 figure the patient .. On the other hand, the X-ra.y might with r at
advantag 1,e u ed tor move hairy growths for a. cosmetic effect and with a good
prospect of tbe heir not returning.
'
. • upplenientm·~ npo_rt.-In th_o report on a. 1 ~ ion resulting from the use of the X-ray
m tho case of 0a.pta.m v ., written ctober lo, 1 96, some erroneous •onclusions were
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reached which further observation of the case enables me to correct. My excuse for
s~bmitting 8: further r eport on this case, coverin~ a p~riod of s~x months and upto the
time the pahent passed from under my observat10n, 1s my desue to place on r ecord a
case of X-ray burn which has no parallel in medical literature up to date, either in the
length of exposure (eleven and :five-sixths hours) or in the extent (15 by 8 inches)
and intensity of the resulting lesion. It must prove of interest as illustrative of the
offect of the X-ray when pushed to extremes, as no ex posures of such length will
probably occtu· again. In a recent letter from a surgeon in charge of an X-ray laboratory in Chicago he informed me that they made exposures now of only ten
minutes' duration. In ruy :first report I made the prognosis that the lesion would
heal in two months, a prognosis based on similar lesions, such as sup erficial btuns,
etc·. In this opinion I was in error, as further experience demonstrated to me that
there are no similar lesions, and any prognosis based on apparently similar precedents would necessarily he erroneous. At the end of six months the l esion has not
healed, though the original extent has been reduced from 15 by 8 inches to 8½ by 3
inches, and it will yet be many months before the patient will be cured. The beard,
whiyh I reported as having fallen out and showing no signs of returning, did return
in about six weeks from date of injury, and was noticeably thicker and coarser than
before. The hair on the thorax and abdomen, where healing has occurred, has not
returned. The entire denuded surface was covered with a fa1se membrane which in
places was from a quarter to half an inch thick and thrown into folds. The central
portion of the l esion presented an open ulcer involving the entire thicknese of the
skin down to the superficial fascia. '£he most distressing feature of the case is the
intense pain, which nothing but morphine will control, and which seems to have no
relation to the extent of the lesion, as it is as intense now as it was four months ago,
when the denuded surface was much larger. The u se of morphine is much to be
depr('cated in a case of this character, where every nutritive function and all emunctories should be at their maximum of efficiency, but the pain is unbearable, and the
patient can secure no rest without it. '£he slowness with which this apparently
superficial denudation heals is almost incredible. It must be in great part superficial,
for nearly 100 square inches have healed without any cicatrix, but what remains
must heal by cicatrization by reason of the depth of the ulceration.
Treatment.-Ointment of oxide of zinc; 1 per cent i cthyol; one-half per cent icthyol
in ointment of oxide of zinc; castor oil locally i. aristol dusted over tho surfac ; hot
applications; protonuclein locally and interna ly; 4 per cent solution of cocaine
hy<lrochlorate; hot baths once or twice a day; lanolin. With all the e applications,
the surface was cleaned with corrosive sublimate solution, 1 to 1,000, but its effect
was feeble antiseptically, and unsatisfactory, probably owing to the fact that the
surface was constantly bathed in serum, which neutralized its effect. None of these
agents were of any permanent benefit, as far as controlling the pain was coucemed,
but all probably assisted to some extent the healing process, though no one seemed
to have any more favorable effect than the others, except the aristol. The cocaine
solution entirely stopped the pain for two days, anu t h en was of no use. The hot
baths modified the pain and diminished the frequency of tho paroxysms more than
anything else, but owing to the location of the lesion the patfont coulcl not have
the surface immersed in hot water for a sufficient length of time, as it caused faintness. The pain of such a lesion, situated on an extremity which could be submerged
for one or two hours at a sitting, could in all likelihood be entirely controlled. The
·use of the hot bath was suggested to me by a surgeon who was burned by the X-ray
on the wrist and foun d relief in that manner. The aristol cleaned off the false
membrane, lessened the odor from the gangrenous tissue, and gave the ulcerated
surface a more vivifieu, healthy-looking appearance than anything else. A tou gh,
yellowish, cheesy-looking material formed in the center of the ulcer early in jt
history and seemed to extend to some depth, and the upper snrface would become
gangrenous and looked soft enough to be readily curetted off, but in attempting to
do so it was found almost as tough as leather. The patient often compl ained that
this cheesy mass felt as if a block of wood had been let into th abdominal wall.
One case has been re.vorted where this false membrane was curettod off, but an indolent ulcer resulted that was intractable. Another case bas been repol'ted in which
skin grafting was tried, but with no b enefit. · There would seem to be no reasonable
prospect of success in a~tempting skin grafting on a surface covered with_ false
membrane, and as curettmg off the false membrane did more harm than good rn the
one case in which it was tried, and as the lesion in my case waR healing slowly, very
slowly, but steadily, I thought it best to banish meddlesome surgery, particularly
as none of the cases reported compared in extent or severity with this one.
I b~ve had reports of~ cases in private letters, and all complained bitterly of t~e
peculiar, unbearable pain that accompanied the healing process. At first there 1s
scai:cely any pain, but when in ~he ~eparative process_ the terminal. u rv_e filaments
begrn to be regenerated, then this d1stresl:ling feature 1s very much m evidence.
A constant and critical obser vation of the effect of the X-ray in this case for six
months forces me to the conclusion that the lesion is not due to the luminous X-ray
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per se, but to some other factor not yet isolated. Considering the intensity and
degree of the irritation to the integument, it is not possible that, 1f the X-ray caused
it per se, it could pass through such a delicate membrane as the peritoneum, or such
delicate organs as the kidney or liver, all of which it traversed in this case, without
producing signs of irritation in them, inflammation, or death. If by any chance it
specialized its effects on the skin, it should have inflamed the integument where it
emerged at the back of the patient certainly to some proportional extent to the severe
injury it inflicted on the integument at the front of the patient, where it first
impinged. In my first report, written last October, I invited attention to the fact
that tho intensity of the irritation was greatest where the rays struck the surfac
perpendicularly, and noted the resemb1a.nce in tbn,t particufar to the effect of heat
rays, and I believe future inYestigations along that lirie will discover the real agent
in the production of thes lesions.
The patient became so tired of his surroundings and so desirous of an entire change
that it was considered advisable to comply with his wishes, and he left this post April
4 for admission to a private hospital in Chicago. The lesion had decreased in six
months from 120 sq uare inches to about 24 square inches, which will compare very
favorably with results in similar cases when their relative proportions are considered.
SURGICAL OPERATIONS.

During the year 1896 the Medical Department of the Army reported
542 surgical operations, 142 of wllicb were necessitated by iujury and
400 by disease. The number, character, and results of these are shown
·
in the following statement:
Nature of operation.

Disease or injury.

~~.~r·

Died.

Remarks .

50

........

Scalp, 6; neck, 4; baclc,
3; hand, 4; I t 2;
wrist, 1; chee , 4;
nose, 3; chest, 1; axma, 1; arm, 1; chin,
2; knee, 4; eyelid, 5;
eyebrow, -!; ear, 4;
not stated, 1.

65

65

.........

Groin, 25; abdomen,6;
fin~r, 3; thumb, l;
nee , 3; hand, 3; ton·
sil, 1; foot, 1; cheek,
l ; axilla, 1 ; perine•
um, l; knee,l; elbow,
2; penis, 1; alveolar,
3; face, 1; buttock, 4;
eye, 1; back, 2; thifh,
2; forearm, 1 ; ches ,1.

4

4

Total.

Rc1novnl of t111no 1·!! .. ....... ..................... .
Enucleation . • • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . Sebaceous, 10; en•
oysted, 11; lipo•
ma, 7 ; fibroid, 8;
epithelioma, 1;
lupus v ulgaris, 3;
ohalazion , 3; en·
oh on d r om a, 1;
ganglion, 1; angi•
oma. 2; hremato•
ma,l; epithelial,
1 ; sarcoma, 1.
Opening of abscC8!ilt'8 . .... ....................... .
Incision . . . . . . . ••.. •. . • . . . • • . Adenitis, 3; celluli•
tis, 10; bubo non.
venereal, 12 ; is•
ohio-rectal,5; ton.
sillar, l; oarbun•
ole,2; whitlow,3 ;
venereal, 1; bubo,
venereal, 8 ; rec.
tal, 1; periosteal,
1; sinus nonveno•
real, 1 ; subcota.
neous, 17.
Incisecl and cnrotte(l . ..•..•• , Bubo, '\'OD real, 2;
adouitis, 2.

:so

50

69

Op~~~~f:.~tro~~.~.~~. ~:.~:::: :: :::::::::: ::::::::::::
Foreii;n bodies . ................................... .
I~~ ~f:~{~~l~::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::

16

Operation on the 110 .................... ... _. _.
For enchondroma of nasal ............ .. .....•..
settum.

16
2

~~~ c~Jo~~lt~fif!ftff~.i~~~:::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::

4

F~a:P:i!r~~lly of turbi• .•...........•........

4

a

For h_ypertropbie<l septum .... ..•....•.............
rallon ou the lllOUlh .. ..................... .

1

1

For internal strabismus .......... ... •........ ......

Op

~il~~~:::::: ::: ::: ::: :::: :::::::::: ::

1

R::1J~t~i~Pf:n
R movnl of adenoid growths .....•...•.••. .••..•. .
of pharynx.

4
4

6
1
1

5

14

3
3

8

Groin, 2; neck, 1; axil·
la,1.

4

4
6

1

Operation on civilian
attach6.

1
2

4

5

3
3

8

1

Death from aneuriam
of thoraci;} aorta.

Civilian attaches:
Ad11ltmales, 3; adnli
females, 5.
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Sur_qical operations-Continued.
Nature of operation.

Diseaseor iujury.

Operations on tbc ea1· -····- -----····-·-··-·-- -- - .
Drum punctured··-··-·····- Ac11te abscess middle car.
OJ>Crntious on the veins---·····--·-··············
For varieocele .........•........•....•..•. __ ...••..
]for varicose veins of log . _....••.......•.••.... _. _

Total.

~~-~r-

l.
1

1

17
4

~~~"it;~·~~t-~~~:::::: :::: :: :::::: ::::::::::

Reduction and mnnipnlation j .• _•• .••••••••••••••••
of liernia unc1or eth er.
1
Laparotomy . . . . . . . • . . .. . . . . . Appendicitis, 12;
gun shot wound of
ai.,domen, J ; snbhepatic abs ·oss,
1; for radical c ure
of hernia, 30; a for
ventrnl hernia, l;
,oJvulus, 1.
Opc1·atio11s 011 the res pi• . .... _............... .
r1~to1·:,- 01·ga11s.

A.ph_:atiou of chest·- -····- · - Acute pleurisy--···
011e1•nf1ous on the lym. ·-··-·-··-·-···-····-·
phatic glandi,;.

RemoYal of glands- ....... _.. Venereal, 21; bubo
110nvenoreal, 3;
nonspecific adonitis, 5.
Curetting .................. -. Venereal, 7; non•
venereal bubo, 1;
nonspecific adenitis, 2.
Operations on the 11rina1•y organ .
For strictures of urethra, in- Gonorrl1ea, 5_ .••••••
ternal urethrotomy.
Dilatation ___ ............... . Gonorrhea, 2·-·-····
:Mcatotomy ....... _..... _... . Gonorrhea, l--··---·
Prostatoctorny _...........••. II y port r op h y of
prostate, 1.
01teratio11 !f 011 the "'CD• ····-·······-·········

17

Excision, 14; ligatien,3.
Exclsio11, 4. (Ono case
adult female, civilian
attnche.)

4

1

H
2
l
1
1
1

Inchiion, 33; ligature,
l:l; thermo eau1ery, 1;
injected with carbolic
acid, 1; clamp and
cantery, 3; internal
cauterlzation, 1

51

2

2

46

40

l> 6

c 13assini's operation,
10; Bnssini's opera.
tion (modifi cl) O;

Halslecl's operation,
1; uot stated, 1.

a
3

3

39
29

29

10

10

······

0
5

5

2
1
1

2
1
1

;JJ

c1•11tivc 01·;.(~Ull!I,

For phymo:iif! .. _............ . Congenital, 15; go11onhea, 7; cl1ancroid, 3; ulccrii of
prepuce, 1.
Forhydrocole-···· ..••....•.. ·-·· -· .•... _... __ ····-

Remarks.

21

2
Opc1·atio11son the a1·tc1·ics . .. ··- ·-····· .. -····--Ligation of anastomotica Punctured wonnd,
1
rnagna.
right thigh.
Ligation of an abnormal Troublesome hem1
oraueh of the superficial
orrhage ~tl'tor inopigaatric.
cision ofnonveuereal bubo.
Opc1·ntion s 011 the di;;e • -················---- · 119
til·c orgu ulil.
For ns t,ula in ano . _. ___ ...... __ .. _____ .......... __ .
14
2
Forrectalfistuln ·--·-······· ·--·-·--- ·······-·-··
For abscess of rectum ...... _ . _... __ . . _....... __ . __
1
0
1
1
1
]!'or warty ,ogetations of -----·······---·····-·
anus.
For hemorrhoids .............. _... _...•.......•.. __
51

~~~ R~

..
Died.

26

26

5

5

......

J!'or fistula opiclirlymal, in- ·······-·-··········-1
cis cl and cun•t 1c1l.
Curetting of nterus- -. . . . . . . . Chronic endometritis.
'l'racbelorrl1<iphy . -. - . . . . . . • . Laceration of cer•
G
G
vix uteri.
2
P~rin orrbaphy .... .... •.. - . . Lacerated perineum_
al-(inal seetioi1.. _........... Pyosalpiux_ __ ..... .
]l. ,-.·..··..·.·
Elytrorrha1> hy _..• - - •.•••.•• _ llectocelc .......•...
a A.du It J' mnlo, civilian nttacb6, 1.
,
bDeathsfrom appondicitis, 4; from volvulus l· from gnnahot wound
cCivilinp attneMs, cl1ildroll, 2 cases,
' '

01

Children, 2 cases (otvil•
inn nttacl16a).
Aspiration , 3; Volkmar's operation, 2.
Adult females, 0 (civilian ntt, ches).
Adult fomale11, 6.
A<lnlt femnles, 2.
Adult
1.
Adult femal
fomale,, 1.
of abdomen, 1,
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S11rgica l operations-Concluded .

..
Nature of operation.

Disease or injury.

OpcrRtions ou th~ bones ....................... .
Removal of port.ions .. ....... Exo tosis, 2; gunshot wouncl, 1;
frnr.tureof kull, 1.
Osteotomy ....•.••••......•.. Osteitis, tibia, both
lc:rs.
Trnpbining .•.•..•••••....... CoTcbral hem or•
rhago from a fall.
Reduction ancl mani1rnfation
of fractures.

r. . . . . . . . . . ..

Opc1.·atio11s 011. tlic joints .. ..................... .

Roduotion of di,Iooatiou, . ..

1!i~-~r· Die<l.

Total.

Disartioulation of joint ...... ' Gnnsllotwouud .. .. .
Aspiration ................... Sy:1odtis .. ........ .
Incision ancl drainage....... Uursitis .. _........ .
Opc1•ations on the liwbs .. ..................... .
Amputation for injury:
Thumb: .......••••.••... Injury,2;gunshot,1

16

Femnr, 1; parietal
lJ011e, 1; forearm, !;
meta.tarsal lJone, 1.

3

4

1

1

1

10 ........ Clavicle, 3; tibia, 1; fib•
nla, 1; tibia and fib•
ula, l; metatarsal
lJono, 1; Colles' frac•
1,ure, 3.

10

30

27

1

1
1
40

27 ........ Shoulder, 15; knee, 1;
thumb, 2; elbow, 3;
ankle, l; scapula, l;
hip, 3; metacarpal, 1.
1''iuger, 1.
1
Kuee, 1.
1
Knee, 1.
1

3

3

Fingers ..•••.••••••.•.... Gun hot, 9; acci•
dent, cironlarsa,v,
ti· froslbito l ·
b~rn, 1; acciclent,;
J)la11i11g macl1i11e,
1: railroad acci•
de11t, l; jammed
bya door, l;
crushed by a
beam, 1.
Thigh .•.•••............. R:iilroad injury, 3 ..

21

21

R:iilroall injury, 1. ..
~~~t ::::: :::::: ::::·.: :::: .A.ccidont, axe,chop•
ping wood.
Toes .................... . Gnnshot, a; frost•
bite, 2; accident,
axo, chop p i n g
wood,~Amputation for disease:
N ecrosi s of tibia, 1 ..
~~f
Hammer toe, 2 •.•••.
Finger .................. . Whitlow, 1. ••••.....
Operations on the tc11don15
and D11usclc@,
Incision of tendon .......... . 0 1

1
1

·.::::::::::: ::::::::::

~~

:;i~rct~ ~~ J:

don, 1inger, 1.
Suture of tendon...... . • • • • • . Tondou ext e u so r
pollieis, dh ided
by a knife whilo
•
.
cooking, 1.
Opc1.·at1.01u1011 thesku1, etc ... ................... .
Ingrown 11ails, excision of ..................... .
nail.
Ingrown nails, partial exci• ...•..................
sion of nail.
Romoval of foreign bodies ........................ .

Remarks.

Primary, 2; second•
ary, 1.
l'rimary, 17; second•
ary,4.

2

3

Primary, 1; second
ary, 2.
Prim:iry, 1.
Primary, 1.
rrimary, 6; second·
ary, 1.

7

1

1

2
1

2
]

Se.:ondary, 1.
Pximary, 2.
Secondary, 1.

3
2

2

1

1

43

29
7

2G

7
7

1 ease, adult female
(civilian attaohe).

Some details of certain of the surgical cases reported are herewith
given as of intere tin howin<T the cbaracter of the surgical service at
military po t in time of peace.
'apt. E. B. Frick, a istant urgeon, Pre idio of San Francisco, al.,
has pre ented in tabular form ome ob ervations on the u e of inhala·
tions of the acetum aromaticum 1 • i ., for the prevention of vomiting
after an thesia. He state. that in many of the ca e he wa pre ent
as op rator or assi taut, while in the otb r the fact were gathered from
the records of a private ho pital in an Frauci co. The aromatic vine-
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gar was administered by inhalation from a saturated handkerchief as
soon as the anrnsthetic was discontinued, and was kept up for an honr
or longer if called for by the occurrence or :persistence of nausea or
more active gastric disturbance.
Operation.

.A.nmsthetic.

Amount Duration
admillis• of ames.
tcred.
thesia.

flours.
c. c.
Removal of appendix Chloroform ............ .
1
vermiforrois.
Do ...................... do........
35
Do ................... .... do........
60
Amputation of toe .......... do ....... .. . ...... ..
Curettage of uterus ......... do . . . . . . . .
15
Ovariotomy ............... .. do .. . . . . . .
20
Ether.........
120
Hemiotomy . . . . . . . . . . . Chloroform . . .
8
Ether.........
150
1
Drainage of intra.mu• Cliloroform . . .
50
2
ral absceAs of uterus.
Hysterectomy .......... Etl~~t:::::::: :::::::::: ·······s··
30 ......... .
Cholecystotomy ....... Cl1loroform...
Ether.........
360
3¼
Iri·
Removal of appendix Chloroform... ..........
vermi t'ormis.
2-/;
Nophreetoml ... ....... ..... do ....... .
50
20
Ligation ot: varicose ..... do ....... .
veins of leg.
Eth<'r.... .....
300
l {i
½
Curettage of uterus . . . Chlorofonn ........... .

Herniotomy .•• . .••••.. Cl1loroforn,

85

Cholccystotomy ............. do ....... .

50

Removal of ossicles of Ether ........ .
enr.

240

Herniotomy ...••....... Chloroform ... .......••.

2

1¼
2

Remarks

Nausea, no vomiting.
No vomiting nor nausea,
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
No vomiting aft!'r operntion; stercorace•
ons Yorniliug b,•l'ore oper!ltion.
Nans0a,novomit.iug.
Nausea, no vomiting.
No vomiting until 4 boms after 011era.
iion. patient was giveu 250 c. c. ol tea,
which was follow d by vomiting; 8
hours aftor the operation patient wns
given 250 c. c. of broth, and vomited
again; al o vomited again 10 hours
after opcratio11.
½ honr after operation patient vomited
frequently for about 15 minutos.
4 hour after oporatlon pa Lien t vomitocl;
inhalations of arornalic vineg-ar giv n
again ancl no further vomiting took
piace.
Patient vornH;ed freqnently, nol,witbstan ding persistent use of inh!llations
of aromatic vinegar.
No vo miting . .A.bout 10 l1ours after operatiou there was nausea, which was
r elieved by inhalation of aromatic
vinegar.

EL11er .. .. ........................ .
Curettage of uterus.... Chloroform .. . . .. . .. . . . .
t Patient vomited several times notwith•
standing the inhalntior1 of aromatic
acetic acicl, but the inh alation was not
begun until about an hou-r after the
operation.

Revorts of two ca es of extraction of cataract were received from
Lieut. J. H. Stone, a, sistant surgeo11, Fort Riley, Kans.:
PrivateJ. S., Troop D, Second Cavalry, was struck in tho right eye by a twig while
herding horses in the Urcizo Mountains, ew Mexico, June, 1892. A pla tic iritis
cllsued, and the lens soon became opa,1ue. He consulted me and desired to h ave
the catura ·t removed . With the permission of the surgeon, I accomplished this
in two operations. The first consisted simply in detaching the adherent iris from
the lens capsule. On January 28, 1897, after antiseptic precautions had b en taken,
the eye was cocninizeu, the upper incision made, and the ataract removed.
one of the po sihlo accidents of the operation happened, aud the bandages and
dres ings were removed on the sevent,h day. He was not able to count fingers, on
account of a little cortical mattor which had not been evacuated. This has been
absorbed, and now (March 1) he is able to count tingers and distingnish objects very
readily at 18 inches. Examination for glasses ha s not yet been made.
Mrs. ., agecl 45 years, consulted me for a traumatic cataract of the left eye. The
lens became opaque as a result of a blow which she received some eight years ago.
All antiseptic precautions were taken, and with the kind advice and a sistance
of Capt. J. L. Powell, assist.ant surgeon, the cataract was reroovecl by an upper
incision, without doing an iridectomy. Cocaine was used. On the fourth day the
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bandages and pads were removed from both eyes, and the corneal wound was found
to be healing nicely. The patient could count fingers at 10 inches and distinguish
objects across the room (10 feet) with the left eye. The dressings were reapplied to
the injured eye only, and were removed daily to permit of the use of boracic acid
solution and atropin until the twelfth day, when they were discontinued.

Capt. Frank J. Ives, assistant surgeon, reported from St. Francis
Barracks, Fla., a case of tetanus, which proved fatal on the seventh day
after the appearance of suggestive symptoms. Antitoxic serum was
not available until the sixth day.
A private of Battery M, First Artillery, age 22, cut himself on the right foot ,fanuary 11, 1897, while chopping wood. The ax cut through the tissues to the bone on
the inner side of the metatarso-phalangeal joint of the great toe .. The injured man
reported immediately at the hospital, where the wonncl was washed with an antiseptic solution and its edges were united, with every caution against infection. The
stitches were removed on the sixth day, and the wound had united by :first intention.
On the evening of January 20, this soldier complained of a slight pain in the back
of the neck and stiffness in the jaw. This was reported to the surgeon, at his visit
to the ward the following morning when some trismus was observed ; temperature
and pulse normal. The wound appeared normal but was at once opened and
thoroughly disinfected and dressed three times daily with a moist bichloricle dress
ing. It healed rapidly by granulation from the bottom and in thrse days had com·
pletely united one~ more. Chloral hydrate 0.650 and potassium bromide 2.000 were
administered three times a day. There being no tetanus antitoxin on hand it was
asked for by telegraph.
January 21.-Trismus well developed; jaws tightly locked, muscles of chest and
back tense; slight pain in back; temperature and pulse normal, mind clear.
.
January 22.-'l'rismus unchanged, in fact this remained so throughout the ent1!€
course of the disease. Slight tetanic convulsions attended by considerable pap1
and opistbotonos recurring every half hour. Bowels moved by saline cathartrc.
Nourishment consisting of milk and beef tea admini&tored fre ely and rnaclil;y ta~en
Temperature normal, pulse 100 strong, face flushed, mind clear, profuse perspiration 1
treatment unchanged. Morphine sulph. 0.016 hypodermically at 9 p. m. was fol•
lowed by several hours sleep.
January 23. -.All symptoms slightly intensifiecl; temperature 100°, pulse llOf
convulsions more frequent, recurring every ten minutes. Morphine sulph. hypoder~
mically at 10 a. m. and 9 p. m. again followed by several hours sleep.
January 26.-All symptoms somewhat intensified; temperature at no time went
beyond 100° ; pulse 120 and feeble. Convulsions although not severe in character
were more frequent, recurring at intervals of less than a minute, lasting however
but a few seconds, attended by great pain. Owing to the growing weakness of
the heart the chloral hydrate had been discontinued the previous day. At 12
m. tetanus antitoxin serum c. c. 25 was administered hypodermically. 'fhis was
followed by no appreciable change; there was no rise of temperature, and the pulee
remained the same. At 6 p. m. antitoxin serum c. c. 25, and at midnight anot~e!
dose. General condition Reemed somewhat improved at midnight. Tincture digt·
talis, c. c. 0.5 every four hours.
January 27.-Slight diminution in intensity of convulsions; pulse 120, and weak.
Antitoxin serum c. c. 25 at 9.30 a. m., digitalis c. c. 0.5 every two hours. .At 12 ~a sudden attack of syncope occurred. The prompt administration of stimulants m
the shape of brandy at :first h ypodermically and then by month revived him. He
rallied from this attack, but his pulse was rapid and compressible. Brandy and
digitalis were administered every two hours. At 6.40 p. m., another attack similar
to the previous one took place and the patient died suddenly.

Capt. James,E. Pilcher, assistant surgeon, Columbus Barracks, Ohios
reported a case of recurring tumor which was cousidered to be an
alveolar sarcoma of the mall round-cell variety. The patient became
paraplegic, and died from general pyremic infection.
Sergt. D. D., Company F, eventeenth Infantry, was admitted to hospital at
Columbus Barracks, October 14, 1896, presenting a tumor in the left lumbar region.
Inquiry elicited the following:
First two operations: He had be n in ho pital at Fort D. A.. Ru sell twice, each time
pre enting a. tumor in the left loin, and ach time it was diagnosticated as a faLty
tumor and e ci ed, the last excision occurring about a year and a half previone to
tl1e date above noted.
Third operation : On farch 14, 1896, he had been admitted to hospital a.t Columbus Barra.ckl:I for a. swelling about 3 by 2 inches projecting in the same locality as
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tho. e previously removed. There was no pain and the enlargement was of rapid
growth and attrfouted by the patient to a strain to which he had been subjected a
week or two previously. Four days later, under ether, the tumor was cut down upon
by Lieut. Col. W. E. Waters, deputy surgeon-general, and found to consist mainly of
a h::.ematoma, but subjacent was a mass of fatty appearance, supposed from the history
and its microscopical appearance to be a small lipoma. The clots were turned out,
the li poma removed, and the wound closed, all under antiseptic precautions, resulting
in primary union of the wound. The patient went to duty April 1, 1896, two weeks .
after the operation.
Fourth operation: On October 14, 1896, as stated at the beginning of this report
he was admittecl to tho Columbus Barracks hospital with the foregoing history and
presenting a recurrent tumor on the site of those previously removed but much larger,
the base occupying an oval space 7 by 5 inches, with the short axis parallel to the
spinal column. The tumor was, on palpation, found to be distinctly lobulated, and
from its rapicl, although painless growth, and its recurrence in the site of previous
traumatism, was thought to be clearly malignant and probably sarcomatous. On
October 22, under ether, it was removed by Capt. James E. Pilcher, assistant surgeon,
under the direc tion of Lieut. Col. W. E. Waters, deputy surgeon-general. It was
overlaid by a thick layer of fat, which, with the excessive hemorrhage always chara cteristic of the excision of sarcomata, somewhat complicated the operation. When
removed the neoplasm measured6by4 by3inches, and was ei:tcapsulatedandlobulated.
It was distinctly a growth from the subcutaneous connective tissue, and involved
neither the skin above nor the muscles underneath, although it occupied the entire
space between the la tissimus dorsi and the skin. The removal of so extensive a mass
left so laro-e a cavity that it was thought unlikely that primary union would be
obtained although the operation was done with tbe most conscientious asepsis; but
w e were happily disappointed, for union by first intention occurred throughout,
except at the internal corner of the wound, where a sli~bt accumulation of serum
ensued in a small cavity left at that point; this cavity, however, promptly filled up
and the patient was returned to duty November 18, entirely cured.
The tumor was examined at the pathological laboratory of the Ohio Medical University by Prof. H. C. Fraker and pronounced to be an alveolar sarcoma of the sma,l l
round-cell variety.
On December 23, 1896, Sergeant D. was again admitted to hospital, this time
complaining of severe pain in his loins. Examination showed no trace of rccnrrencc at the old location, nor indeed was there any further recurrence during the
remainder of his life. 'l'he idea of metastasis and pressure naturally arose, but as
no external evidence was apparent, a tentative dingnosis of acute lumbago was
made and suitable treatment applied, by which he appeared to b~ so much relieved
that he was returned to duty again a week later. Three days afterwards, however,
he again appeared with the same pain, and he was placed under observation with
suitable anodynes to give him rest when needed. These pains were not constant nor
were they periodically intermittent, but were paroxysmal at irregular intervals,
never occurring at first more than once a day and often presenting intermissions of
one or two days. The patient was subjected to general tonic treatment and the pains
treated symptomatically.
On February 4, anrosthesia of the lower extremities appeared, followed two days
later by paralysis of both lower limbs, tne rectum, and anus, indicative of pressure
upon the lumbar portion of the spinal cord. Upon com,ultation with LieutenantColonel Waters, it was determined to ask Dr. D. N. Kinsman, professor of nervous and mental diseases in tarling Medical College, and a neurologist of wide
experience, to see the case. Dr. Kinsman examined him Februar,v 7 aml confirmed
the opinion above expressed, adding that the paralysis was probably due to the
encroachment of the neoplasm, most likely sarcomatous, upon the cauda equina at
the level of the third or fourth lumbar vertebra.
The question of the propriety of an attempt to remove the supposed growth by
la,minectomy was considered, but finally rejected for fonr reasons: (1) The operation, exceedingly severe in any part of the spine, would be excessively so in case of
the deep-set and stron(l'ly built lumbar vertebrre, anu would endan ger the life of
the patient, a fact which would have been especially trne in this patient because _of
the presence of a very thick layer of subcutaneous fat; (2) the doubt as to tbe ability to relieve the trouble even after the spinal canal was opened; (3) t he doubt as
to the correctness of the diagnosis of a tumor in the locality supposed; (4) the fact
that even were the diagnosis correct, the supposed neoplasm removed, and the operation successful, it wonld in any event only postpone inevit u.ble death for a short
time and add but a brief period of suffering to the patient's life.
Beel sor!'ls appeared on the 7th, and upon the 16th gangrene appeared in ~oth heels
and tbe right groat toe, the latter gan~r nous foci, bow:ever, never e?largmg to any
great extent. The gangrenous points m the buttocks mcreas d until ln.r 11 e loughs
produced deep suppurating cavities. General purulent infection ensued, metastatic
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abscesses of the lungs developed, and upon the 27th the patient fell into a condition
of pyremic coma in which he died upon the 28tli.
The autopsy performed by Captain Pilcher, under the direction of LieutenantColonel Wate1s, consisted of a laminectomy such as would have been done hacl
operation been decided upon during life. Resection of the lumbar laminre showed
::wremia and atrophy of the contents of that portion of the spinal canal, but no distinct tumor was present, although there was considerable osseous constriction at the
level of the third lumbar vertebra. No projection into the canal could be detected
above or below this point. The autopsy then confirmed the propriety of the rejection
of laminectomy during life, since there was no growth to r emove.

The operation for varicose veins which appears to have met with
favor in the experience of Army medical officers is that of cutting do~n
on the veins, tying and excising them. This was done in varicose vei1;1s
of the leg by Maj. A. C. Girard, surgeon, Fort Douglas, Utah, and m
cases of varicocele by Capt. W. F. Lippitt, jr., assistant surgeon, Fort
Leavenworth, Kans., and Capt. W. C. Bordeu, assistant surgeon, F?rt
S11elling, Minn. The last-named officer objects to subcutaneous ligat10n
on account of the difficulty of isolating the vas deferens and at tl1e same
time including all the veins that require to be ligated. In one case ~e
operated t.hree times before obtaining a cure. Usually also there 1s
considerable pain for three or four days after the operation, and the
individual is not able to resume his duties any sooner than wh~n the
radical method is adopted. The open operation allows inspect10n_ of
tbe parts, so that the tying and removal of the veins may be done w1t_h
precision. This, with the absence of pain after the operation, the a eptic
healing, and tbe snrety of cure, makes the open operation greatly to be
preferred.
Dr. Gira1·d's case.-Private J. F., Sixteenth Infantry, was admitted to hospital July
16, 1896, for varicose veins. Is 33 years o1c1J fourteen years in service. Stated he
had suffered from varicose veins of the right leg for eight or nine years, and that the
varicosities have 1.iecomo steadily worse and are now beginning in left l~g. He has
worn a ruuber bandage with but partial relief. Veins cause so much parn now that
he can not drill o» donble quick or march. Enlisted the last time Decemb?r, 1892,
by special authority from Adjntant-General's Office. On examination the rnt_e~nal
saphenous vein was found greatly onhnged up to several inches above the knee_J01!1t,
the veins of the calf of the leg forming a tumor. On being told that an operation
might prove a relief, he expressed a desire to have it performed.
The leg was shaved, scrubbed with soap, ether, and bichloride solution. Anresthetic: Ether. An incision 4 inches long was made over tho most prominent part of
the vein on a level with the knee joint, and 4 in •hes of the vein and its branch~s
carefnlly dissected off and severally ligated. with catgnt and excised. The ma!n
trunk was about the size of a tino·er. There was scarcely any bleeding. The skm
was united by interrupted sutures.
More difficulty was exporienceil. in excising the veins of the calf of the leg on
account of their numcrolls enlarged branches, and an incision had to be made perpendicular to the longitudinal incision of 5 inches first made to make room to foll?w
up the ramifications. A l:1rge number of catgnt ligatur s was needed after the prmipal veins bacl b en ligated and exci eel to finally control. the hemorrhage. The
skin was united as above. Dre sing: Iodoform gauze. The temperature rose slightly
for four eveuings; otherwi e there was no particular untoward event to delay the
cure. Tbe npper incision bealecl per primam. The point of the flap of the lower
wound sloughed off and left a granulating wound which cicatrized rather slowly.
Returned to duty, eptember 21, 189G.
Dr. Lippitt's case.-Priva.te A. A., ixth avalry, was admitted to hospital May 2,
1897, for v aricoc l e, left side. On May 3, 1897, the pubes and scrotum having been
shaved ancl clres cd with a poultice of bichlorido (1-1,000) in the morning, he was
anresthetiz d. at 2 p. m., the anre thetic (chloroform and ether) being administered
by Acting Hospi tal Steward . I.
ily.
An in ·i ion 1½ inches long wa mad along tho line of the cord from the external
ring down. The cord was i olat J, and the vas deferenR and its attendant ves. 1
separated from the enln.rged veins. A double silk ligature was passed around the
surplu , s elf1, Reparate,l for abont an iuch, and ti cl at each end. The intermediate
portion wa _xci ed, and th divide~l nds approxilllated by tying tog th r th long
nc1s of tbe hgatur . , thus Rhort ,mng the cord. 'flie skin incision was sewed up
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with silkworm O'Ut and dressed aseptically. There was slight swelling of tbe testicle, which disapl)eared in ten days after the operation. At the end of a week the
wound was dressed and found to have united per primam. The patient was returned
to duty May 26, 1897.
D1·. B01·den'B caBeB.-W. B., age 17, reported at this hospital for examination for
enlistment December 28, 1896. On examination he was found physically qualified
with the exception of a rather ,Ia.rge varicocele of the left side. There was no
atrophy of the testicle, and he affinned that he experienced no inconvenience or
pain. From its size I judged it disqualifying as liable to produce trouble in the near
future, and informed him that an O})eration and cure of the varicocele was necessary
before he could be accepted a,s a recruit. He rea,dily consented to operation and I
operated January 4, 1897, assisted by Capt. H. A. Shaw, assistant surgeon. · The
pubes and scrotum were shaved the evening before, and a wet bicbloride dressing
was applied antl not removed until the time of operation. Ether was given by
Hos11ital Steward A. Nickel. The usual aseptic prepa,rations and precautions were
used. An incision about 2 inches long was made over the left anterior part of the
scrotum, and carried down to the enlarge<l veins. These were jsolated from the vas
deferens and ligated en masse by two cat,gnt ligatures sterilized by the Benkisser
method; one passed aro1md the v eins at the upper extremity of the incision and one
at tbe lower. 'l'he ends of the catgut were left long, the veins b etween the two ligatures were excised, after which the two stumps were brought into a,p position by
tying the two ligatures. In isolating the veins, t,he tunica vaginalis was inadvertently opened and the opening was closed with fin e catgut. The skin w as nnitcd
by horsehair sutures, a drain of several strands of cat,gnt being placed in the lower
end of the incision, and a dressing applied. The drain w as used from the fe ar that
owing to the ',Yell-known difficulty of rendering the sci:ot:11 integument aseptic there
might have been some infection of the wound. There was, however, no iufectiou,
the temperatnrc not rising above 100° I!' ., and being norma,l on t he fou rth day. The
dressing and skin sutures were removed on the sixth day, when tbe wound was
found united throngbout except at the p1nce of insertion of the cat g ut dra in. The
drain having been made of coarse ca tgnt (No. 8) was moist, and the p:ut within the
wound had not been absorbed. It was removed and a small dressing applied. On
examination the next day t,h e opening was fonnd closed, and the pati ent l eft the
hospital Januar y 16, 1897. There was no pain following the operation, nor bas there
been discomfort of any kind since. A decided induration of the tissu es conld be
felt at the point of approximation of the two stumps left after the exciRion of the
intervening veins. From the shortening: caused by brin g ing· th e cut ends together,
the left t esticle now hangs high er than tbO right. On January 24 his condition was
such that I considered him fit for service and made out his papers a ccordingly.
The second case is that of a soldier of the econd Infantry, who was admitted to
this hospital December 8, 1896, by order of the department commander, for observation and trea tmeut, his cert.ifi cate of disability having been forwnrcled on a ccount
of "neurasthenia and l1ypochondria. He suffers from headache ancl pain in the
left hypochondriac region, with palpitation of the heart aft er exertion. His vision
is hypermetropic; the left testicle is pendulous and has aliO'ht varicocele. H e was
unable to march upon tho practice march of sixteen days." He was carefully examined by the chief ~nrgeon of the department, Lieut. Col. H. R. Tilton, deputy surgeongenernl, by Maj. C. B. Byrne, surgeon, by Capt . H. A. Shaw, assistant surgeon, an<l
myself, and the diagnosia as given above was confirmed. It was suggested that
while operative treatment of the varicocele was not strictly indicated, thn.t it conld
be cured by such treatment, and that the operation from its effects upon his mind
might also ben efit his neurasthenia and hypochondriaaia. He readily conaentecl to
operation, and I operated Janu ary 7, 1897, assisted by Capt. H. A. Shaw. Prepara tion an<l operation were as in the case :first reported except that tbe varicocele not
being as large and the veins not so bnnched, they were tied separately as they
appeared spr ad out in the fasci a, an<l then, instead of excisin()' them, a purse-string
suture was passed in and ont through the fa cia and then drawn tight and tied, so
bunching all together and drawin g he tissues np as much as tbongh an exci sion had
been made and the cut ends approximated. Convalescence wns unev entful ex cept
for occasional attacks of pri apism caused by tightness of t~e bandag~s . Ilia t~mperature did not go above 99.6° :I!"., and was normal on th s1Xth d ay. rh e _dress m g
ancl stitches were removed on the fifth day, wl1en tbe wound was found _entirely dry
and healed throughont. The part of' the catgnt drain which bad b een m sert ed had
been absorbed and the outer end w as 1 ing dry upon the skin.. Thi a was due to the
drain having been made of fine ( o. 1) catgut, the strands b emg smaller than those
used in the first case were more easily and qnicldy broken clown and absorbed by the
leucocytes. The patient was allowed to get np on t,he si ~th day 1 and a .suspen ory
bandage was applied. Tb ere. is now _some snbc:utaneous mdm:at1on of tis. ue at the
point of operation, but the var1cocele 1a completely cured. Un.fort unatel y, how~v~r:
the operation seems to have had no effect upon his n eurasthema or hypocbondr1as1a.
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A case of aneurism of the thoracic aorta undiagnosed duriug life was
reported by Lieut. Chas. E. B. Flagg, assistant surgeon, Fort DnChesne,
Utah. The patient was a colored soldier 35 years of age, who used
tobacco and alcohol to excess, and had subjected himself to many exposures and privations while under the influence of the latter. He was
a<lmitted to hospital October 11, 1896, with bronchitic symptoms on
which supervened an asthmatic condjtion which was not relieved by
~ny of the usual remedies. A lobular pneumonia became developed
during the continuance of the asthmatic symptoms and he died December 19. Tb e following is from the report of the post-mortem examination :
The cerebral arteries do not appear s lerosed and the p'ia is transparent. The
pericardium contains 75 c. c. of liquid. 'fhe heart is not enlarged and the valves are
compet nt. The left side is empty and the right distended with blood. Bloocl clots
extend along the pulmonary vessels. The right lung is bound on all sides by p~euritic adhesions and weighs 1,970 gramsi 52 c. c. of :fluid is in the pleural cavity.
The left lung is bound by adhesions at tne apex and has three lobes. At the base
there are several small areas of consolidation, sinldngwhen put in water. 'fhere a~e
areas of moderate emphysema in both lungs and an abundant muco-purulent flmcl
issues from the bronchial tubes on section of any portion of either lung; ~ uloody
serum is also freely discharged. There is no sign of previous tu berculos1s. '[he
bronchial lymph nodes are enlarged and dark colored. The liver weighs two kilos
ancl appears normal. The spleen, pancreas, kidneys, suprarenal capsules, stomach,
and intestines are normal. Along the aorta are two aneurisms, one, 2 cm. below the
origin of the left subclavian, 10 cm. long, is cylindrical and, extending backward, ~ns
ero<led the bodies of the fourth, fifth, and sixth dorsal vertebrre from about one-thud
to one-half of their thickness. Before incising the aorta this aneurism appca1:ed
simply as a slight dilatation. One and one-half cm. above this, a.t the post_enor
inferior aspect of the transverse portion of the arch, is a hemispherical aneur1sm 2
.
.
cm. in diameter, its opening into the aorta also measuring 2 cm.
The conformation of these aneurisms undoubtedly accounts for the absence of brm t,
as, had this been present, it would have been heard during the frequent tb~r_ongh
examinations of the chest made from time to time. In the last weeks of hfo the
patient held his chest in a :fixed position. He complained of no pain at any time.

An interesting case of complete recovery from pleuritic empyema after
operative interference was reported from Fort Sam Houston, Tex., by
Maj. A. A. DeLoffre, surgeon.
Private P. H., Troop B, Second Cavalry; age, 45; was admitted to the hospital
January 21, 1897; diagnosis, pleurisy with effusion, left side.
February 15.-For some days patient had been coughing up foul-smelling mat~er,
and had been aspirated twice; amount of pus withdrawn, 1-½ liters the first time
ancl 1 liter the second time, about three days after the first. As this treatI?tmt
afforded only temporary relief, and the patient seemed to be losing strength rap 1dly,
it was decided to establish drainage of the cavity, and accordingly 4 cm. of the
seventh rib were removed. The operation occupied about twenty minutes; chloroform was used on account of its being less irritating to the bronchial tube than
ether. On the section of bone being removed, an exploration with the finger
reveale~l the fact that the lung was compressed to about half of its size; about 600 C: c.
of putrid pus escapecl from the cavity, which was thoroughly washed out w1~h
1-2000 corro ive- ublimate solution, then with warm saturated solution of bone
acid, and finally with normal salt solution.
'fhe patient stood tho operation b, clly on account of his want of breathing capacity, and frequent injections of brandy and ether had to be given. After the an, sth tic was withclrawn the patient reacted weli and expressed him lf a feeling
quite comfortu.ble. :E or the fir t f w day ho was dre eel several times a day and
the cavity drained each timo the dres. ings were removed. The method employed
to drain the chest was to rai~e hif!l up on his should rs, by the lower limb , at an
a11~le. of ~bon t ~0°, then to_ bnng h~m into ne, rly a sitting po. ture, incline~ to the
left, finally endmg by th fir t motion. The amount of pus drawn off dnrmg the
t,v nty-four hours amountecl to abont 300 c. . .1?0 att mpt at irrigation was made
except clurin r ~he £ ur or five d~ys fr m February 2G to March 1, and the ohj ct. of
th se wa to chlute the pus, wl11ch had become o thick as to flow with difficulty
tbrou h the fi tnl . These irrigc tions pro lncecl di tro. ing congh, however, and
hacl to b abandon d.
A1n·il 12.- • or several day pa t ~b r had b n no disclrnrg a.nd the fistula wa
found to be completely clo d; pa.ti nt had gained about 25 pounds in w igllt; the
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lung had expanded and there seemecl to be good respiratory murmur over the affected
side.
June 1.-His company commander writes me that Pvt. H. has improved very much
in health, that he can ride horseback for half a day or more without fatigne, and
that in bis opinion he is entirely recovered. He was returned to duty at his own
request June 15.
I am not familiar with caoes of this nature, but it seems to me sufficiently iuteresting to report. After the· man had reacted from the operation, I felt confident
- that his life would be spared, but I had no expectation of his retaining his usefulness as a soldier. It is saiu. that these cases result as a rule more favorably when
irrigations are omitted, and so far as my observation goes in this instance the statement is correct. In conclusion I will say that the after treatment was peculiarly
trying, demanding the exercise of much skill and patience, and a great deal of credit
for the favorable termination of the case is due to the intelligence and zeal of the
steward and nurses who h~d it in charge.

The following case of abscess of the liver treated at the .Army and
Navy General Hospital, Hot Springs, .Ark., and reported by Lieut. C. C.
McCulloch, jr., assistant surgto11, presents several points of interest
besides the great size of the abscess cavity.
Private A. R., Troop E, Seventh Cavalry, was admitted to the Army ancl Navy
General Hospital from Fort Grant, Ariz., January 24, 1897. The following history
accompanied him, sent by Surg. E. J:t'. Gardner, United States Army:
''Private A. R. was admitted to hospital October 27, 1896, with remittent malarial fever. He had not been well for two weeks before he presented himself for
treatment, but hall. hoped to overcome his trouble without going on sick report,.
He was in the bakery as post baker, and had been for several months. His condition
was anffimic, with considerable loss of strength and loss of appetite. He had had
no decided chill, but had several after his admission. These were controlled by
qniniue, and shortly after he was put on arsenic. His temperature chart shows the
character and extent of the fever. Antipyretics were tried, but were of no use.
About a month, or perhaps moro, ago he complained of pain in his right side, and
shortly after the liver was found to be much enlarged, bnt smooth in outline; the
spleen also was enlarged. He had some difficulty in sleeping, and thiR was found to
be best relieved by hypodermics of morphine, 0.008 at bedtime. General tonic treatment and milk diet, with such additions as he could take, were given. As it did not
seem necessary, the quinine was stopped when he appeared to be convalescent and
while negotiations for his furlough were in progress. As a result he had one or two
chills a day or so before leaving for the Springs. They were controlled by qninin ."
The dfagnosis on the transfer slip accompanying the patient was: "Convalescent
from malarial remittent fever, with enlargement of liver and spleen."
On the day following his admission to the Army a.nd Navy General Hospital he
was carefully examined, with the following result:
History, given by patient: Age, 36 years. Born in Germany; of German parentage. l<'ather and mother died of old age. No known inherited tendencies to dis.ease. Had the ordina,ry diseases of childhood, but no other disease prior to enlisting
in tho Army. First enlistment in 1881 in :Fifth Cavalry; second enlistment in 1886,
third in 1891, and fourth in 1897, all in Seventh Cavalry. Previous to present illness
had no serious illness while serving in the Army.
History of present disease: Commenced in October, 1896. For about a week before
going on sick report had general malaise and muscular pain in the right hypochondriac region. While in hospital at Fort Grant, Ariz., had pain localized in right
side, which has continued without cessation. 'fhe side bas gradually swollen to a
considerable size, and he bas had fever, but few chills. Usual weight, 178 pounds;
pr sent weight, 130 pounds. In October he had some trouble with his stom:1ch, vo_mitiug, and slight diarrhea. He also noticed that he occasionally passed blood with
his stools.
ays he never had any marked sweating following bis chills, b_ut that
bis skin was warm and be had some fever. Denies venereal infection. Admits more
or less regular use of beer, but says he never indulged in that beverage to excess, nor
used any other alcoholic liquors.
Present condition: Examined by Surg. H. O. Perley and Asst. !',urg. C. C. McCulloch, jr., Uniteu States-Army. A thin, emaciated man of goodordrnarydevelopment.
Skin yellowish in color· darker over abdomen· harsh and rough to the touch. Mucous
membranespaleandantemic. Completeanore~ia; novomiting; slightdiarrhea; throe
or four loose movements from bowels daily, of light color. Tongue resembles raw
beef in color and appearance. Glandular system normal; n~rv.ous. system weak, lmt
normal; heart normal, but weak; lungs normal. Has slight 1rr1tatrv:e cough; breath
has a. peculiar sw etish odor; respiration 24 per minute. Spleen ~hghtly _enlargrd. _:
genito-urinary system normal. Urine, January 27, 600 c. c.; specific graVIty, 1,020;
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acid; dark yellow in color; slightly cloudy and of strong odor; urea diminished;
urates in excess; chlorides and phosphates norma,l ; albumen, sugar, pus, blood, and
bile absent .
.A.n examination of the liver and abdomen shows that the skin over the abdomen
is yellowish in color; it is very tense, as if stretched; the deposit of fat ordinarily
found in this locn1ity is wanting, and the superficial veins are very much enlarged
and prominent ; the liver extends downwa1·d almost to the crest of the ilium and
beyond the middle liuCI. l'he tnmot is :firm and resistant, and no fluctuation can be
detected by the touch. The abdomen i very much retracted. Temperature, 101° F.;
pulse, 120, very feeble. See opposite page .
.A. microscopic examination of the blood shows leucocytosis to a marked degre~ a?d
large mononeuclear white blood corpuscles in excess; otherwise the characteristics
of ordinary anremic blood are found. The percentage of hremoglobin is lo~. No
malarial organism ie discovered in the blood after careful examinations at different
times with one-twelfth 0. I. lens (Bausch and Lomb).
The diagnosis reached at this time was chronic septicremia, due to poison absorbed
from the liver. Without aspiration it was impossible to determine wbet1?-~r the
hepatic tumor was an abscess or cancer. Owing to tho extremely low conc~1t1on _of
the patient and the exhaustion induced by bis long journPy, it wa.s deemed rna<l.visable to resort to any operative procedure that day.
On the day following (,January 26) it was decided that the patient, although
extremely weak, had rallied sufficiently to admit of the operation of aspiration. Th_e
Ii ver tumor was therefore aspirated with a fine needle in its central and most prol!nnent point. On reachino- a depth of about 3 inches a thick, heavy fluid of gr:cem~lt
color began to flow off, and did not cease until 400 c. c. had been obtained. 'fh 1s ~m<l
was carefully examined microscopically and found to consist of broken-do-w:n Itycr
and pus cells. The tumor did not apparently diminish in size. Close exa.mmat.101!at this time and subsequently failed to demonstrate the presence of the amreba, coli
in the pus or stools.
The final dfagnosis arrived at, therefore, was abscess of the liver.
It was decided to attempt to stimulate and nourish t he patient in every _way possible, in order to place him in such condition as would justify a radical operation under
general a,n ::esthesia. On February 1, the patient not being strong enough to ndnre
a satisfactory cutting operation, a large trocar and cannula were passed through_ the
abdominal wall and pushed into the abscess cavity in the lower pa,r t of the r_ight
lobe; 4,096 c. c. (or 8 pints) of pns, by actual measurement, were drawn off. Microscopical examination showed no change in the character of the pus. The lower lme
of the liver now retracted beneath the lower ribs and the tumor entirely disappeared
from sight.
.
In the medical literature in this hospital there is mentioned only one case of hv~r
absce s in which the contents were more than this one. This is the case noted m
Ziemsscn's Cyclopedia, Volume IX, page 116, in which Rouis reports an abscess of
4,300 grams capacity.
.
The patient at no time subsequently was considered in a C'oudition t.o w1tbst~nd
the shock of a protracted operation. The septic fever continued without ces_sation,
ranging n.bout 102° F. in the evening and about 990 P. in tho morning. No clnlls nor
S'Weating until near the end; pnlse 100 to 120 and very feeble; no pain after ~he
operation; no jaundice except a slight yellowish tinge of the skin; progressive
emaciation; respiration abont 25 to 30 per minute; three or four loose movements
.
from the bowels daily; consciousne s preserved until shortly before death.
The general treatment wail stimulant and nutritive. Liquid diet of soups, n:nlk,
eggs, and beef juice; tartrate of iron and potash 0.100 and tincture of uux vom1ca 1
c. c. three times a day with sherry wine 240 c. c. daily, and occasionally eggn~g ,
hypodermics of morphin 0.008 to 0.032. Locally tho abscess cavity (the entire right
lo be of the liver apparently being notbing but an elastic sack) wa washed out three
times daily with 2 liters of Thiersch's solution; borosalicylic acid and 120 c. c. of
peroxide of h ydrogen were injected daily and wa bed out by the Thiersch solution.
Later, in addition to the Thiersch solution, bicbloride of mercury 1 to 4,000, followed
by boiled water, was inject d daily. The cavity was wa hed until the solutions u. ed
returned each time p rfe tly clear. It ~radnally diminished in ize from something
over a capacity of 41iters to one of 1 liter at the time of th patient's death; but
the eptic, mic condition was so thoroughly eetabli heel that no measure was of any
avail, and the patient grarlnally declined in strength and died March 1, 1 fl7, at
6.50 p. m. For thermograph se png 120.
An au top y wa hel<l on th succ •eding day, with the followin g .. es ult: W i o-ht of
body, approximately, 100 pounds· xc edingly emacL totl.
kin fre from mark or
po .
f the in rnal or ans thos of the thoracic and abdominal cav ities wer alone
xamined. Lung coropr ed, oth rwise normal. Heart: Weight, llt ounc s· ventricular walls hypertrophied, s milonar valve deg ,nerated; in l ft v utricl large
clot; fatty infiltration of cardiac walls. Liver n rmously enlarged, th right lobe
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Private Young, of my detachment, is a
strongly built, muscular young man of 24
years. He is in good health, and bas never
had a fracture before, except one of the
nasal bones, from direct violence. On the
evening of August 4, 1896, he took a child
of 7 years, weighing 60 l)Otmds, and with
his left hand lifted him vertically abov0 his
head. \\ bile lowering the arm to tho horizontal position the child made an unexpected motion and the arm suddenly gave
way. There was loss of power in the arm
and a swelling at the seat of fracture, but
Private Young did not know that thero was
a fracture, and continued to perform bis
duty with his other arm until I saw him
next day. On examination I found an oblique fracture near the Junction of the mi_ddle and inner thirds of the bone, with displacement upward of tlte inner fragment
and downward and inward of the oater
fra<rment; also much swelling. Reduction
was easy, .although maintenance of the
proper position was difficult. Union, however, was prompt and the result satisfactory.
My opinion is that tho bone wa · broken bl
cro s strain, the deltoid, hi the vertical p~s1tion of the arm, acting with the trapezius
from above oppo ed by the pectoralis major
from below.
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entir ly replaced by a single la.rp:e abscess
cavity; no other abscess in tho liver and
no pyromic abscess elsewhere. Spleen
slightly enlarged, otherwise normal. Kidneys normal.
The abscess wall was adherent to the abdominal wall for several centimeters around
the lower opening. The wall of the abscess
cavity consisted of dense pyogenic membrane, containing shreds of broken-down
purulent tissne and thick greenish pns.
No other points of interest were developed
by the autopsy.

Capt. Charles F. Mason, assistant
surgeon, West Point, N. Y., reported
an unusual case of fracture of the
clavicle by muscular strain.
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Three cases of fracture of both
bones of the leg treated by plaster
of pari dressing were reported by
Lieut. J. H. Stone, a sistant urgeon,
Fort Riley, Kans., a showing the
advanta ·e of this method of treatment over that by confinement to
bed and the fracture box. It in ur s
imm diate and continued comfort to
the patient by perfect appo ition and
immobilization of the fragments, and
enable him to ha,ve mod rate exerci e and the advantage of outdoor
life during th progre ·s of r I air .
. CASE 1.-While practicing hnrdl jnmpmg, ov<•ml, r 25, 1 96, proparatory for
6 ild-day x rci · . , Privato r:iuow, Troop
', , 'ec nd avalry, su tain cl simpl frac-
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ture of both bones of his left leg, about 3 inches above the malleoli, by his horse
SURGEON-GENERAL.

falling with him. Temporary splints were adjusted and morphin administered hypodermatically, to insure relief from pain during transportation to hospital.
1'he leg was washed and bathed in equal parts of alcohol and water. Extension
and counter extension were made, and the ends of both bones placed in neat apposition. The permanent apparatus (plaster of paris cast) was then applied over a
thick envelope of cotton batting. After this had set, the limb was slightly elevated.
Compound aloin pills at bedt.i me to regulate the bowels, an iron tonic to be taken
after meals, and full diet were prescribed. The patient got almost immediate relief
and rested easy until 12.30 a. m. that night, when swelling at the point of fracture
compelled the cast to be cut down the front. A retention bandage was then applied
over the cast, which the patient wore continuously for one week. It was then
removed, the leg examined and washed, and a Bavarian splint (plaster) applied.
This was worn for four weeks, and the patient was up and about during this whole
period. At the expiration of this time the bones were found to be well united
(osseous union). There was neither deformity, shortening, nor other inconvenience,
and since then the patient has walked without crutches. He was sent to quarters
January 4 and to duty ~.,ebruary 18, 1897.
CASE 2.-While practicing hurdle jumping, on November 24, 1896, preparatory for
field exercises, Private Tyler, Troop K, First Cavalry, sustained simple fracture of
both bones of the right leg, about 4 inches above the malleoli, by his horse falling
with him. Dr. Heyl, captain and assistant surgeon, cared for the injmed man, and
having set the fractures, placed the limb in a fracture box. The case was turned
over to my charge December 10, when I applied the permanent apparatus, and thus
permitted the patient to be up and about and get the advantages thus afforded.
The plaster cast was removed from time to time and the limb carefully exa.mined.
Bony union having taken place, the patient was sent to quarters February 4, and
returned to duty March 18, 1897.
CASE 3.-Private Rowland, Troop A, Second Cavalry, sustained fracture of both
bones of right leg, about 4 inches above the malleoli, by his horse falling with him
while returning from field-day exercises, December 16, 1896. There was considerable contusion about the point of fracture, and the fragments were much displaced,
although the fracture was a simple one. As in other cases, a plaster of pa.ris cast
was applied after the fragments had been placed in apposition. This cast hn.cl to
be removed on the tenth day because of a musty odor, which proved to be due to a
patch of dead skin, 1¼ inches in diameter, which had been elevated by a subcutaneous hemorrhage at the point of fracture. Another cast was put on, and a winclow
made over the ulcer, to allow of proper antiseptic dressings. The ulcer healed rapidly.
The cast was cut down in front and temporarily removed at stated intervals to permit of observation and cleansing. The patient wore the cast and was able to be up
and around the ward until the bones had united. He was sent to quarters February 24. His present condition, March 19, is very good. There is no deformity, and
he is able to bear weight on the leg.

Lieut. Ed. L. Munson, assistant surgeon, Fort Assinniboine, Mont.,
in a letter to this office dated June 15 last, invited attention to the
cavalry carbine boot or case as a most satisfactory first-aid splint,
especially in fractures below the knee. The two straps used for attaching the boot to the saddle can be used for binding the boot to the
injured limb. They are easily applied, fixed in position, and being
broad, are comfortable for the patient. Through the kindness of Lieut.
Frank H. Albright, Twenty-fifth Infantry, the following illustrations
were obtained:
"A" shows a suppositious fracture of one or both bones of the leg treated by the
application of a, single carbine boot. This boot is helu in position by its two sling
straps, the longer one passing twice around the splint and thigh, while the shorter
one encircles the splint and leg below the knee. A triangular bandage binds the
lower part of the splint to the ankle, while two other bandages fasten the knees and
ankles together, and thus utilize the sound limb as an accessory splint. The two
sling straps are always freed before applying the splint, and are pas ed loosely
through the iron ring and the leather loop, thus preventing any displacement. The
str~ps in all instances are so adjusted that, when snugly fastened, the buckles press
agamst the boot rather than against the limb of the patient.
"B" shows the treatment of Potts' fracture by the use of two carbine boots ano.
three of the .four sling straps attached thereto, no triangular bandage being ne~essary. In this the broad part of the boot is placed at the foot, one boot on each side,
and, the straps having been freed, a short strap is passed through the outside loop
on each boot and buckled tightly. The second short strap passes around the leg
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through the iron ring on each boot, ancl is buckled in position, coming at about the
,iunction of the upper nncl micldle thircls. A third and long strap encircles both
boots ancl the limb well above the knee and is buckled in place, binding the whole
compactly. If it be deemed necessary to steady the foot, a triangular bandage may
be passed under the sole and fastened to the lower strap immediately above the
loops. This splint is very solid and comfortable, and is of course adapted to tbe
treatment of fractures of the leg bones higher up, as well as injury in or near the
ankle joint.
'' C" illn, trates fracture of the thigh treated with two carbine boots, tho four
sling straps pertaining thereto and an additional triangular bandage. 'l'hti straps
having been freed, the external splint is placed so that the boot extends from about
4 inches below the axilfa to the junction of the upper and middle thirds ,1f the leg.
The inner splint extends, the broad part uppermost, from the perineum to the ankle
joint. A long strap is passed through the outer loop of the external boot around
the waist and bn kled securely. A short strap is passed through the external loop
of the inner splint and around the thigh, passing through the iron ring of the
external splint and including it. 'rhis strap passes a.bout 3 inches below the trochanter. .A thircl short strap is passed through the iron ring on the inner boot and
encircles the limb and both splints immediately above the knee. The fourth strap
binds the inner splint at the ankle joint, passing around twice, and the dressing is
completed by tying the ankles together with a triangular bandage. The position of
these straps can of course be change<1 to suit the nature of the injury, but it is well
to utilize the loops and rings wherever possible. · If deemed necessary, the external
splint may be stiffened by inserting a stick or scabbar(1 into the boot before adjusting.
"D" shows the treatment of Colles' fracture by the use of one carbine boot, its
two sling straps, and two triangular bandages. This same dressing ~s also suit~ble
to fractures of the humerus, or one or both bones of the forearm. It 1s not pract1cab1e to put up the hand mi<l.way between pronation and supination, but as this splint
is only temporary, answers its main purpose well, and is very comfortable, it would
seem as if this defect were unimportant. In its application the sling straps a~e
freed and the boot placed with the broad end at the shoulder. .A long strap 1s
passed throt~gh the external loop and, continuing around _the chest, is buckl~d s1;1ugly
thus steadymg the shoulder of the injured limb. .A triangular bandage, 1s shpped
into the axilla and passed twice around the humerus and splint, going under t~e
long strap and above the loop, to prevent its displacement downwards. 'l'he boot is
now forcibly bent at right angles, so that the angle corresponds with the tip of the
elbow, the patient or an assistant supporting the lower end and the wrist of the
injured limb. The short strap is then passed through the iron ring over the humerus,
turned at right angles to include the forearm, brought back in the form of the figure
8, and buckled. The dressing is completed by knotting a triangular bandage
firmly around the splint and wrist and continuing the two free ends around the
neck, where they are fastened, to form a sling.

Five cases of injury by the small-caliber bullet were reported specially. In one a bullet passed through the radio-carpal articulation.
Thi case was reported by Maj. L. Brechemin, surgeon, Fort Sherman,
Idaho:
While walking guard on the night of January 5, 1897, Private 0. L., Uompany
C, Sixteenth Infantry, had occasion to load his rifle for the purpose of giving au
alarm of fire. He found that this alarm was not necessary, but he forgot to r~m<?ve
the cartridge, so that next morning, just before being relieved from guard, h1 ! 1fl
was accidentall;v dis~harged and he received a severe gunshot wound of the r~ rht
forearm and wrist. rhe wound of entrance was at the ulnar side of front of ricrht
forearm, 2 inches from the wrist. The wound of exit wa at the radial side of back
of right forearm, through radio -ca1--pal joint. 'rho distance l,etwee11 the entrance
and exit was 3t inches. .An escape of synovial flni.d was noticed at the time of the
inj nry, and shattering of the lower nd of the radius was ea ily recognized. A rather
P!ofuse hem?rrhage, probably from the interosseous artery, was con trolled with o_me
difficulty. The wound wa treated by aseptic occlusion, the most careful attention
being given to secnro absolute surgical cleanliness. Complete solid union, without
the appearance of pus at a.ny time, was obtained in six weeks, and then the r tora.tion of mov m nts of the joint :vas att mpted by passive motion. On April 27,_1 _97,
he was returned to duty, cure mcompletc; but as it was found that tho remammg
partial anchylosie of the wr· t prevented a full performance of the manual of arms,
especially the b_ayonet xerciees he was r~admitted to hospital on ~pril 29. O_n
Jun~ 4 he w:as d1echa_rged on surgeon's certificate of disability for part1al anchylos1s
of right wrist, resultrng from gum1hot wonnd, and for valvular disea e of the heart
(mitral ~ gurgitation). '1'.he last di a~ility probably resulted from au atta~k of
rb umatism at Fort Pembma, . Dak., 10 the fall of 1 92 while serving ~ pnvate
Company A, Tw nty-second Infantry.
'
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At tbe time of his discharge be bad regained the full use of the fingers and o-ver
half of the movements of flexion and extension of the wrist, so that a good proo·uosis
0
as to the ultimate restoration of the fnnction of the ,joint could lie given.

In the second case tlie bullet passed through the left tarsus, but caused
no shattering of the bones, al though the injury was received when the
muzzle was in contact with the foot. The case was reported by Capt.
Yv. 0. Gorgas, assistant surgeon, Fort Barrancas, Fla.:
Private E.W., Battery G, Third Artillery, while on guard June 30, 1896, attempted
to Jiro bis gun at a suspicious character near his beat. His trousers were turned up.
While loading the gun: the muzzle was depressed. It canght in the left trouser
aud, his finger b eing on the trigger, the gun went off. The ball passed directly
throngh the left t arsus, entering 2 inches anterior to internal maleolus, and half
an inch to inner side of median line of foot, and coming out 2 inches behind meta.tarso-1)hala.ngcal joint in the median line. The wonnds of entrance and of exit were
much alike in appearance, looking as if a lea,tl pencil had been forced through the
foot. It felt as if the probe wore b eing passeu tbrongh a bony canal. I g:we patient
an anresthetic nud examined the vrnnnd very carefully. Nothing could ue made out
bnt a cloau cut right throug·h the tarsus. Dressing was not changed for three weeks,
when nothin g but superficial ulcers were left. He was returned to duty September
25, 1896, ent irely well.

In the third case a similar hole was bored through the left tibia, from
within outward, 2 inches above the ankle joint, the muzzle of the rifle
having been only 5 or 6 feet distant from the bone. This caRe was
repotted by Maj. J.B. Girard, surgeon, .Jefferson Barracks, Mo. The
specimen is now in the Army Medical Museum.
Private H. McS., Troop B, Third Cavalry, while in camp at the rifle range at .Arcadia, Mo., was accidentally wounded July 12, 1896, by the discharge of a KragJorgen sen carbin e in the hands of a comrade. The injured man at the time of t he
accident stood about 5 or 6 feet from the weapon, and the projectile, a small .30-caliuer lrnllet, strnck him about 2 inches above the l eft ankle ,j oint, penetrating and
JJassin g through t he tibia, from in side to outside. The wound, treated autiseptically,
bealecl without suppuration or complication , and the man was returned to duty
September 7, 1896.
On Febrirnry 22, 1897, the same man bad tlle misfortune to fall down a flight of
stairs iu his troop quarters, and struck on bis bead with such violence as to extensively fracture his skull, which injury was soon followed by death. The autopsy
afforded a valuable opportunity for securing the portion of bis tibia. wllich had been
injured the summer l,efore, and preser ving thereby an interesting illustration of the
action oftbe new rifle bullet on living bony tissne at sh ort range.

In the fourtll case the bullet was fired from the new army revolver,
distance not stated. The bullet entered above the lower angle of the
left scapula, penetrated the chest and escaped a little below the clavicle and 1 inch to the left of the sternum. This patient died of hemorrhage into the pleural cavity, the immediate cause of death being
probably lleart clot, originating on the trabeculre of tbe ventricles,
passing into the pulmonary artery and aorta, impeding the closure of
the valve and ending in paralysi of the heart. Thi~ case was reported
by M~j. A. C. Girard, surgeon, Fort Douglas, Utah:
On removal of the scapula it was found to have 2 cm. from anterior border and
5 cm. from it inferior angle a circular opening of 2 cm., with a diagonal comple_te
fracture and two radiatin g partial frnctures, one upward an<l one downward .. Thu·teen detached fragments, some sti11 retained by the periosteum, were dissemrnated
through the tissnes l1etween scapula and op ning into the ribs.

The fifth case was one of suicide by the Krag-J orgeusen rifle. 'J he
notes ot: the post mortem-examination by Capt. Charles E . Woodruff,
a i tant surgeon, Fort heridan, Ill., April 20, 1897, read a follow :
Anteriorly 1½inches to the left of tlie 111edi:m line an<l 3 inches uelow the nippl_e is
a bloody opening- three-fomths in ch iu diameter. Posteriorly 3 inches to tho_left of
the mecliau lino aud at the in· ,,,r anO']e of tbe scapu la is a wonncl of the skm onefo1uth inch in diameter, from which a, great deal of fluid blood has come out.
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In the anterior wall of the chest is a roug h, j ag"e<l opening 2 by lt inches, including fifth rib, ancl formed by carrying away the ca,rtilago of the fifth rib. The pectoralis major is infiltrated with blood in an area of 5 in che aronD<l this opening. In
the upper anterior third of the heart is a large, open, rough lacerated wound, exposing the right ventricle, whieh has apparently burst open. The left chest contains
a quart of blood clots and fluid. The entire right lung is bound down by adhesions.
There is a lacerated opening through left lung 2 inches in diameter in upper
lobe near its base and cntting across the left bronchial tube. On posterior wall of
chest, 2t inches to the left of the median line, is a lacerated opening 1-½ inches in diameter, formed by a comminuted fracture .of the fifth rib 1 inch to the left of its hea<l.
Around the wouml of exit an area of 2 inches is infiltratell with blood. There is no
evidence of disease except a foul catarrh of the titomach. The wound was 1·eceived
evideutly at close range, though there are no powder stains.

A case of gunshot fracture of the spine by a revolver bullet, caliber
.38, was reported by Maj. L. l\L Maus, surgeon, Fort Sam Houston , Tex.
A soldier of 'rroop F, Fifth Cavalry, was accident1y shot by a comrade
while in the squad room, October 28, 1896. The ball entered at the vertebral border of the right scapula, passed under the muscles of the back,
arnl through the spinal canal between the sixth and seventh ribs, dividing_
the cord iu its passage. It then entered the left pleural cavity, grazing
the surface ~f t,he lung, and escaped by breaking through the sixth ~ib
about 4 inches from its vertebral articulation. Sensation and mot10n
were lost, as wen as all refle ~e.s, below the point of injury. .An incision
6 inches long was ma.de in the median line, crossing the apparent track
of the bullet., but dissection revealed no fracture, and further examination was discontinued. The patient was ma<le as comfortable as possible. The urine, which was more or Jess ammoniaca,1, was drawn
regularly and the bladder irrigated wit~1 boracic solution. At first
there was constipatiou, but afterwards involuntary stools were passed.
The patie11t's mind remained clear, and he was hopeful until witbin a
few days of bis death. Be became much emaciated, particularly below
the point of injnry, and be<l sores were developed on all parts subject
to pressure, although he had been put on a water bed shortly after the
shooting. Twenty-four hours before death he became slightly delirious
and finally lapsed into unconsciousness, from wllich he never recovered.
He died twenty-six days after the receipt of tlte injury.
Two cases of fracture of the cervical spine were reported, one by
Capt. W. C. Borden, assistant surgeon, Fort Snelling, Minn., the other
by M~j. A. 0. Girard, surgeon, ·Fort Douglas, Utah. In Dr. Borden's
case the body of the fifth cervical vertebra was fractured an<l displaced,
crushiug the cord between it and the arch of the vertebra below.
Operative interference failed to discover the condition of the injured
parts. The patient <lied twenty hours after the injtuy. In Dr. Girard s
ca e there was eparation of the articular proce ses of the fourth and
fifth vertebrre, with fracture through the base of one of the proces es.
Death took place at the end of thirty-six hour .
Dr. Borden's case.-Wagoner .T. S., Company C, Third Infantry, age 37 year , when
about to seat him elf on a wagon loaded with sacks of tlour 8lipped and fell backward, h ad downward, frow the wa(J'on, striking on Li head, th entire weight of
his l,ody crushing down upon and forcibly flexing and fracturing the cervical portiou
of tll spine.
The a cident occurred at lrn.lf pa. t 1 o'clock on the afternoon of February 23, 1 97.
H was immediately brought to the hospital, where he was . eeu b.v the post surgeon,
Maj. . R_. Byr1!e ~p~. II. A. ~aw, a istant surgeon, and myself. His mind ·wa
cl ar, art1culat10n d1 tm t, pupil normal, and there wa no facial or lingual paraly is. T mperatnre was normal; r spiration diaphragmati c · priapiam waa p re nt ·
~n .i !k and a?-kle clonn w re compl t ly a.boli heel. Tb~ cremasteric reflex wa
rnu fimte, t~e right crema tn. mus_cle ,confracting when the scrotum was lifted, bt;1t
n~t r •. p ncl111g to tb_e_t1st1al t1muh. ~h re wa ompl to paralysis anu a nw tlw Hli
o{ the lower _xtr _m1t1 s ancl body a. ~~gh as the shoulders, and partial para,lysis and
4' s of semsation 1n the upp r xtrem1ties. The paralysis, the location of tha anres-
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thetic areas of the upper extremities, and tbs position of the patient were indicative
of a lesion of the cervical cord below the fifth nerve. The upper arms were slightly
ab<l.ucted, the forearms quite strongly flexed aud fHtpinated, and the fingers strongly
flexed. From the paralysis of the opposing muscles and tonic contraction of the
controlling muscles, :my passive change of the upper extremity was resisted, and
when force so applied was removed the parts immediately returned to the position
,inst describe<l. Sensation was limited in the hand to the radial distribution, and in
the palm to the median dist,ribution to the thumb, index, and. one-half of the middle
finger. From this it •Nas argued that the fifth cervical nerve was uninjuretl, that
the fnnction of the seventh nerve was completely suspended or destroyed, while the
condition of the sixth was uncertain. A. diagnosis was, therefore, made of a fracture of the fifth or Rixth eervical vertebra, with probable destruction of tho cord at
that le vol, or, if possible, though not probable, suspension of its function from local
pressure.
In view of the extreme gravity of the iujury, operation was advised as a forlorn
hope that if the extensive paralysis and anrestltesi:L were even partially due to pressure or irritation from fragments of hone, and uot to complete destruction of the
cord, the removal of the pressure or bone fragments might give relief and allow
regeneration of the cord. '!'he patient readily consented to operation, and I operated
two hours after the receipt of the injnry, assisted by Major Byrne and Captain Shaw,
Ether was used as an anresthetic, and was given by Hospital Steward Venuemann.
The usual aseptic precautions were taken. The patient was placed in the Sims'
position, with a roll beneath the cl1est, his head turned nearly face downward, being
held by an atteudant. This position, while necessitatecl by the location of the injnry,
was extremely trnfa,·orable for the patient, owing to l1is decrnased respiratory power,
and, though great care was useil, the a1uPsthetic hacl to be twice suspended during
the operation, all(l once a.rtificial r espiration ha,d to be resorted to and hypo<lermics
of strycbnin admihistered.
A median inci ion was made extending from the second cervical to the seco nd dorsal spine, and carried down until the spines were exposed. The muscles were then
separated laterally from the spines and lam in, , when the laminoo of the fifth cervical
were found fractured completely through on Loth sides clo1:1e to the articular processes. The fracturnd part, comprising the entire posterior part of the arch, was
liberated and r emoved, exposing the cord with its membranes. Both appearecl
normal. A. small incision was made throngh the dura, but there wa,s no subclnral
hemorrhage or clot. Venous hemorrhage was cons iderable during the operation.
being particularly troublesome from the posterior aud lateral longitudinal ·pinal
veins, which were necessarily wounded in .rnmoving the posterior part of' the arch,
but was controlled by compresses wrung out of bot, sterile, normal salt solution. As
no spiculum of bone nor cord compression could be <let ctod, a g-auze dra.i11 was
inserted down to the cord, the muscles were stitched to tlte interspinous ligaments
by catgut sutures carried tlirough from side to side, and the skin was sutnred with
horsehair. To support the liead and secure as much immobility as possible, a jury
mast was extemporized by attachiug a padded board to the trunk by adhesive strips
and bandages, and tho head was fixed to the upper end of the board by adhesive
strips reaching around t,be board and over the forAhead. The patient was then
:placed in bed with hot-water bottleR about bim. He react dwell from tbe operation,
and the priapism, which ditappea1·ed when the therwas administered, did not return.
His temperature was U9.6° J.!'., pulse 61, and r spiration 21. He passed a fa.illy comfortable night, sleeping onsiderably, though aL times mildly delirious in his sleep.
A.s there was paralysis of the bladder, his urine was drawn overy eight hours; bis
bowels moved involuntarily at 11 p. m. A.t a1Jo11t 3 a. m., left-sid cl paralysi of the
tongue set in, which gradually increased, and at 8 a. m. be uerran to have difficulty in
swft,llowing. In the morning his mind was clear and he was quite comfortable; his
tomperature 101.2° , pulse 83. and respiration 24. As be complained of discomfort
from his position, the head of his mattre s was rai ed slightly, but at 10 a. m. he died
suddenly, apparently from heart and respiratory failure.
.
Autopsy (four hours after deatlt). -'fbe brain and spinal cord only w re ex:11mned.
~The wo:i-md at th e back of t~e neck bad not begun to unite. There was no dis ·e~n1 hle lesion of the upper brarn or medulla.
The spinal column was removed entue
as far down as t11e econd <lorsal vertebra when it was found tllat the hody of the
fift,h ~ervic-al had b_eeu fractured complet~ly throu rrh aud wa~ di pla ed hac-kward,
catclnng and cru;:hmg the cord between it and the upp r portion of tlw ar<'h_ of the
ve~·tebra n xt b l<_>w, completely destroying the cord at that level and la. -~rntrn~ the
Hp~n~l dura anteriorly. ~rom thi la• ration pinal snl>stan e wa oozmg. J<rom
tl11 it wa. apparent that the ~eight of the body in_falling h~d c1·u he~l dow_n upon
tho l1carl, <':tu ·mg extrnnie flex1on of the c1·vi al sprno, ·ru. lnug and d1Hplaoug the
bod.y of tue fifth cervical ha ·kwnrd a11<1 thro1wh tb ligaments, uriuging so runch
stram to l.J ar 11po11 tl1e arch of the fifth cervica,l that botli lamium wore fra ·tured
close to the articulur proeessetJ.
T.!ie result of th autopsy, in connection with the symptoms and operation, wai,
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interesting and instructive. That no injury of the ord was observed at the operation wa,s shown to be due to the fact that the facerntion of the dura and the
projection backward of the bo<ly of the fracturecl vertebra were hidden by the cord.
The definite symptoms, pointing, a,s they <lid, to a lesion of the cord between the 1ifth
and seventh nerves, were Yeri fied. The corre tn<', s of the opinion expre. ed by
authorities, that where t he reflexes are totally abolished the destruction of the cord
is complete, was shown, as both conditio11s obtained.
Relative to the operation, authorities nearly nuanimously hold that permanent
total absence of the reflexes contraindicates operation. The term permanent presupposes time, an elapse of time sufficient to determine that the reflexes will not
return, and involves a waiting which, to me, appears unjustifiable in many cases.
Operations in cases of spinal fracture with injury of the cord should be done as soon
after the receipt of injury as possible, if best results n,re to be obtained, for by ea,r !y
operation pressure upon the cord can be removed and the cord can be placeu m
condition most favorable to its repair. In this case, from lack of previous experience
in such cases, I removed only the fractured arch of the fifth cervical, and desisted from
removing more from the fact that I could discover no splinters of bone and no compression or injury of the cor<l. As the autopsy proved, however, all discernible \n.1ury
was anterior, and therefore out of sight, while the point of compression and cord 1~,1ury
was between the lower part of the fractured fifth vertebra and the arch of th~ s1xtlt,
and relief could only have been obtained ancl compression relieved by makrng the
operation more extensive auil. removing the arch of the sixth.
.
The lesson to myself was that the laminectomy should be thorough; that, havmg
located the injury and dete1·mined 1he lowest uninjured nerve, a sulticient nnn~berof
laminre next below the exit of the uninjured nerve should be removed to n~sure
complete removal of compression and irritation from the cord. 'l'his would necessitate
the rnmoval of at least three arches. while as many more should be removed as the
case mav demand.
Dr. Gi1·ardls case.-J. H., a retired sergeant of Company B, Twenty-fourth Infantry,
was balancing himself on t he rniling of a cel]arway at Salt Lake City, and fell 21
feet, striking on his head. He was for a short time unconscious, but soon recover d his senses, and was found to ue paralyzed from the shoulder girdle down. He
was r emoved to the post hospital at Fort Douglas as soon as an ambulance _conlu
be obtained. Face and tongue not paralyzed. Lack of sensation downw_ard from a
point corresponding with right shoulcler joint and clavicle, then descendlllf; to left
nipple and rising to left shoulder, and thence horizontally across to right suoul<ler.
Una.bleto move any limb; passive motion of head painful. Urine, 500 c. c., was drawn
by catheter; 6 wet cups applied to nape of neck; croton oil, 2 drops, in pill and. au
enema of turpentine and castor oil given to meet possible local hemorrhage in spme,
if no other injury had occurred. He died at 8.30 a . m., June 21, 1897, thirty-six hours
after the receipt of the injury.
.
Post-11lortem at 2.30 p. m.-Only the cervical region of the spine was examined.
There was a distinct separation of the capsular ligaments between the fourth and
fifth cervical vert.ebroo, exposinp; to view the facets of both articulitr proces es of the
fifth vertebra for about, 1 cm., and a fracture exte.n<lino· throngh the base of the left
pro ·ess, the process beincr movable. The cord at the stat of the injury was pulpified,
and there was hemorrhage in the fissures below.
·

A case of suprapubic prostatectomy for pros ta tic hypertrophy and
chronic cystitis was reported by Capt. W. C. Borden, assi tant surgeon,
Fort Snelling, ~1inn.:
Lieut nant A, age 40 years, was first seen by me March 13, 1896, at which time be
omplained of great vesical irritability, requiring him to get up five or six time
during the night and almost hourly during the day, the nrine coming only by jets
in a mall stream and with great effort. He bad had trouble of this kind, although
of ]es. cl grce, for two or three years; but all the symptom hacl been gradually
in r asing in everity until his condition had become almost, unbearable. 'l'here was
som feeling of tend rne s on pr ure over the perineum and hypoga tric region,
and ~h~ p~ age of f;,c ~s always force~ urine from th bladder through_ the ur ~bra.
Pre ·1p1tah n of the unne by the centrifuge showed a large deposit which con 1 t d
of pu . 11 , ex.foliated bladder epithelium, and bacteria. Cystitis, due to retention
from titricture, wa u pe ted, a there was a hi. tory of pe ific urethritis having
occurred ome twelve years before. The urethra was carefully examined, and
found to be perfectly sruooth a far a the pro, ta.tic portion, where obstruction waa
nc untered.
In ord r to d term in the exact nature of the obstruction th patient wa thniz d antl car fully xamined by A . t. ' urg. H. A. , 'haw and' myself.
o narrowing
f the ~r ·thr was fo1m~l, instrnm ·11t of 11or111al cnlil.Jer pa. 'ing into the bladder
when given the pro ta.tic curve or when tho handle werl:) greatly depressed.. By

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

FIG. 1. Photograph of spinal cord of Wagoner J. S., Company C, Third Infantry, cervical region, anterior surface, showing laceration of the dura at X, from which the disintegrated substance of the cord is oozing.
FIG. 2. Photograph of the bodies of the third. fourth, fifth, and sixth cervical vertebrre from the same case, median, dorso-ventral,
Jongi-section through the bodies. showing fracture and crushing of the fifth vertebra and backward displacement, greatest at X, at
which point the cord was disintegrated and the dura torn.
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r r-tal exnmination an enlargement of the prostate coul<l be made out, which, how1wer, lli<l not seem to be great. As a result of the examination, moderate enlarge111ent of the median lobe of tbe prostate, prodncing cystitis and vesical atony, was
tliaguosed. He was put on the nsnal treatment forsnch caset; and the urine was drawn
twice daily with a sol't-ru bber catheter immediately aft.er urination: The amount of
residual urine averageu about 5 ounces, the smallest quantity so obtamed being 2
ounces and the -largest 7. His condition improved somewhat, but, in spite of the
greatest care which could be exercised as to cleanliness, he had two urethral chills,
each followe<l by fever and increased vesical inflammation. This, together with
mental irritability and depression, which had become pronounced, caused me to
a,d vise operative treatment, and, on September 13, 1896, I did suprapubic prostatectomy, assisted by Dr. De Witt, formerly assistant surgeon, U. S. A., and Dr. Heath,
both of St. Paul, who actccl as first and second assistants. The usual aseptic precantions were taken and the bladder was thoroughly washed out with boric-acid
solntion. The rectum was dilated with 8 onnces of water forced into a previously
inserteu rectal colpeurynter. The patient was then placed in the Trendelenburg
po"ition, the bladder dilated with 8 ounces of boric-acid solution. An incision about
2½ inches long was made ju the median line just above the pubes and carried down
to the bladder. The peri tone nm was not seen. The bladder wall was secured by
two long silk stitches antl incised for 2 inches, when, with laterally placed retractors, an excellent view of its interior was obtained. The mucou membrane was red
and inflamed, particularly at the base, and there was a bar-] ike, but not great, enlargement of the mediau lobe of the prostate. The mucons membrane covering the
enfarp;ement was cut through and the hypertrophieu tissue was curetted out.
Hemorrhage was slight. The opening of the bladder was stitched to tl.te external
opening by four stitches, two on either side, and the spaces in the cellular tissne
between the bladder and skin were closely packed with iodoform gauze. A double
drainage tube was insertell ::rnd fastened in by a silkworm gut stitch through the
skin and a dressing of iodoform and plain ganze and absorbent cotton was applied
over tho wound and arouml the tu be. The afterconrse was uneventful. The temperature, which on the day following the operation reached 101.2°, rapidly fell until
it reached normal. The patient was qnite obstinately constipat ·d, requiring frequent cathartics and enema ta, and suffered considerably from tormina and tenesmns,
due probab1y to the close proximity of the wound in tho prostate to the rectum.
The dressinrrs were change<l daily and the bladd r was washed out with boric acid
solution, at first through the drainage tubes, but after the twelfth day by inserting
a tube about 1 inch within the meatus, and so washing from before backward, the
water scaping through the drainage tnbe. The iodoform-gauze packing about tbe
wound waa not removed until the fourth day, by which time the plastic exudate and
adhesions had !ihnt off the cellular tissue spaces, so preventinrr urinary infiltration.
Urine first passed. through the methra on the twent.,-sixth day; the drainage tnbe
'Vas finally removed on tlie thirty-fourth clay, aucl the wound closed on the thirtyeighth. 'l'he nrine passed after closure of the wonncl at first contained a consid rable
number of pus and epithelial cells. These rapidly decreHsed in nnmber, and had
almost disappeared on November 14, when the patient left the post on sick leave on
my rccomrueudation that he spend the winter iu the south, where conditions were
favorable to his recovery from the debility following tl.te operation anu his protracted
convalescence. When be left, there was no cystic irritability; he urinated about
once in four hours and not tLt all during the night. Catheterization was not required
and bad not been req aired since the operation.
In reporting this case the following points seem to me to be of interest: As hypertrophy of the prostate occnr chiefly in men past the age of 55, and but few cases
under 50 have been r·ported, its occurrence in this case at 40 years of age is unn ~t\l
and one of the earlie t recorded. Mudd reports a case in a negro of only 27; Wlnte
reports haviug seen two ases aged 4-2 and 44, and McGill operated on one at 53.
In this case the enlargement was of the bar form; and while not grea~, the amount
of residual nrine before tbe operation and the improved condition wh1 h bas so far
followed operative treatment i indicative of its value.
.
.
The low temperature range is noticeable, following as it did an operation whi h
from its u:1ture could not be entirely aseptic. I attrihut,~ the favo~abl~ ~ur
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Besides the cases already submitted, page 96, and operations for
nppcndicitis and the radical cure of hernia, there have bee11 receiVl'cl
reports of two cases in which the abdominal cavity was entered. In
one Uapt. J. L. Pbi11ips, assistant surgeon, Fort Walla Walla, Wash.,
operated for a gunshot wound of the pelvis, and in the other Capt. E. B.
Frick, assistant sur(l'eon, Presidio of San Francisco, Cal., performed a
successf'n l nephrectomy in a case of pyelonepbritis.
G1111sbot wound of pelvis. J.M. S., private Troop H, Fourth United States Cavnlry, was accidentally shot by a comrade while at target practice .April 26, 18~7,
weapon .38- •al iber, double-acting service revolver. When I first saw patient ten mmntes aft r injury, he was lying on his back., face pale and bathed in cold perspirati?n,
cxtr miti('S cold, heart weak ancl rapid, and suffering inteusely. An examination
without di ·turbing him revealed a gun hot wonud in the middle line over the symrhysis pubis, about half an iuch above base of penis. Patient was at oncetransfene_d
to litter and brought to hospital, where he was carried to the operatin~ room, h1s
clothino- removed, and placeu on the operating table. An examination, m company
with Dr ..Tobn E. Bingham, of Walla Walla, who was called in to see the case,
revealed, in H,ddition to wound of eRtrance described above, a wound of exit threefourths of au inch to the left of the middle line just above the commencement of the
cleft of buttocks. There was marked tenderness over the entire abdomen, with flatness
on percussion over the lower part of the abdominal cavity. It was agreed that·w!iile
the wound was in all probability mortal the only chance for life was in an opcrat10n.
The patient willingly accepted this, and the usual caution as to surgical cleanliness
being observed, ether was administered. With Dr. Bingham asshiting, I made an
in cision in the middle line extending from the umbilic·us to the syrnphysis pubis, a_nd
including in its lower part tbe wound of entrance. On opening the peritoneal cavity
urine tinged with blood ~ushed ont and a marked f1£cal odor was noticeable. .An
examination of the intestrnal canal to the sigmoid flexure failed to reveal more than a
commencing perito•itis, plaques of lymph with congestion in some places so marked
n,s to require careful examination to detm;mine that there was no perforation. The
course of the bullet was through the abdominal wall grooving the pubic bon~s,
through the anterior wall of the bladder below the peritoneum, through poster10r
wall of bla.dder, nicking the recto-vesical fold of -peritoneum in its most dependent
portion, through rectum and sacrum to point of exit. The anterior bladder wound
was carefully brought together with fine catgut (Lembert) sutures, the wound in the
recto-vesical fold of the peritoneum was enlarged, and with much difficulty, on
account of being bard to get at, the posterior bladder and anterior rectal wounds
were brought together with the same material. The recto-vesical wound was then
closed, the ab<lom inalcavity flushed with warm Thiersch solution, mopped thoroughly
dry with sterilized gauze pads, a strip of iodoforrn gauze brought out of the lower
angle of the wound for drainage, aild the abdominal wonrnl closed. Dressings of
ganze and absorbent cotton were applied, and the patient was put to bed surrounded
with hot bottles. The contents of a first aid packet with addition of absorbent co~ton were nsed to dress the wound of exit. On coming from nuder the an;.,esthetw
the patient complained of great pain, peritonitic in character, and 0.016 of morphin '
was ordered hypodermically, to be repeated in two hours if 1lecessary. The patient
did not rally after the operation; pulruonarycedema commenced in the course of the
afternoon, and d ath occurred at about 2 o'clock on the morning of the 27th, eighteen
homs after the accident. No autopsy was made on account of the conclition of my '
h11nds and tho fact that the COUl'se of the bullet was clearly ascertained during the
operation. A soft-rnbber catheter was introduced twice during the afternoon and ,
evening, drawing off possibly half an ounce of bloody urine each time.
Remarks.-It is worth while to state that the patient, thongh withi11 5 or 6 feet of
the revolver when discharo-ed, dicl not fall when struck, but leaned forward, exclaiming,'' I am hot!" Theo assnmetl tbe er ct position, and did not lie clown until urged
to do so by the commission d offi er in charge of the practic . As to the operation,
though th recto-ve ical fold of the p riton um was wonn<lecl, it wa with the greatest difficulty after the wound in the peritoueum had been en largeu that the posterior
ve ical and anterior rectal wounds ould be reached.
erhaps a less limited experience in the surgery of these parts would have sngo- ted sollle better method than
tbe on adopted, but the condition of the patient ne e sitated all dispatch consistent
with caref'nlnesij, in discontinuing the use of the ther.
'
Dr. FriclJs case.- ephre tomy. 'I he patieu t, 1rs. R., I saw for th first time on
ml>er W, 1 6.
h ~av tbe following history: Age, 21; marri d ev nteon
m~uths; n verpr t:tn:\.llt· had_m al a, mnmp ,andr<•mittentandtyphoi<lfever in
c~nldbood; bas 11:ul pain, at t1me:-J v ry ev re, in right lnmbar region posteriorly,
mce th attack of fi ver, diagno ed as malarial remitt nt, when about 8 y a.rs old
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'Four years ago she consulted a, physician for the pain in her back and ri[;;ht side aud
was told that she had an abscess of the liver. About April, 1896, she tlrst noticed
that her urine was cloudy. On examination patient was found to be arnernic all(l
emaciated; temperature, 99.4°; no history of chills. A mass was found in the TiO'ht
lumbar region, which was diagnosed to be a renal tumor. A sample of urine was
found to contain large quantities of pus; examination for tubercle bacilli was macfo
with negative result. A diagnosis of pyelonephritis was made, and operation advised.
The patient consentell to the operation, was removed to a private hospital on
January 4, and on the following morning I performed the operation of nephrectorny,
assisted by Drs. J. H. Barbet and F. B. Carpenter. Dr. William Barbet gave the
an::esthetic, chloroform being used. Lieut. Col. J. V. D. Middleton, chief surgeon of
the department, was also present.
A vertical incision about 5 inches long was made in the abdominal wall through
the right linea semilunaris and directly over the tumor. The anterior incision was
selected on account of the forge size of the tumor and the fact that the mas conld
be grasped through the abdominal parietes. The peritoneum covering the tumor was
iucisecl and an effort rnade to strip it off. This was found to be very difficult, as the
layer of peritoneum investing the kidney was closely adherent to the capsule
throughout. After much difficulty the organ was freed from adhesions, and a clamp
was applied to the vessels, care being taken not to include the ureter. The vessels
were then cut and separately ligated with chromicised catgut. The ureter was then
dissected out for 5 or 6 inches and clamped; a chromicised catgut ligature was
applied below the clamp and the ureter cut between, and its opeu end above the
ligature was carefully wiped out with pnre carbolic acid. Thti posterior layer of
peritoneum was then sutured with fine catgut and the abdominal inci ion closed,
the peritoneum, fascia, and skin being sutured in separate layers. The usual dressing
of sterile gauze was applied and the patient taken from the operatin(l' room.
Recovery was without incident worthy of special mention. Pus continued to be
-present in the urin in small quantities from cystic inflammation for about two we ks.
Patient was a11owe<l to sit up on January 25, and on the 26th she was brought back
to the post.
At the present timo, February 25, she is absolutely free from llain and says she can
not remember when she felt so well. She has gained in weight, has a good color, and
is able to attend to her household dnties. The urine is entirely fre from pus. The
kidney which was removed was found to have be n almost entirely converted into a
large pus sack. A calcnJus was impacted in the pelvis. I exhibited tbe specimen
to the a,n Francisco County Medical Society at its regnlar January meeting, and subsequently forwarded it to the Army Medical Museum at Washington, D. '.

Seven special reports of operation in cases of appendicitis have been
received. One of these ended fata11y. It occurred in the service of
Capt. W. H. Arthur, assistant surgeon, Fort Myer, Va.
G. B.f private, Troop H, , ixth Cavalry, 26 years of age, of spare build, poorly
nourished and an::emic, was admitted to hospital 8 a. m., June 11, 1897, complainin(J'
of severe g('ueral abdominal pain, not referred to any circumscribed locality, :),nil
unattenderl with tendernes on pressure or rise of temperature; pulse som what
accelerated, but otberwi e healthy. The pain disappeared under anodynes and hot
appli ations. At 7 p. m. the temperature had risen to 103° ; no pain was omplaiued
of~ but there was consi<1era11le tenderness in the right Hiac 1·eo-ion, without swelling
muscular rigidity, or du1loe s on percussion. No chill preceded this ris of tempemture. During the next ten days be was kept under close observation. The
temperature was lightly abov the normal, but there was little pain or tenderness.
June 21, 9 a. m.-Temp ratnre normal; ~eneral appearance bad; pulse ra:pid and
weak; face anxious. At 10.30 a severe chill set in. Careful blood examination wa
made at on e to exclude possibility of malarial complication; no malarial parasite
wns found. Preparnt,ions for operation were completed at on e, and at 2 p. m. tho
operation wa. commenc ,d, Capt. E. A. Mearn , a si tant urgeon, aRsisting. The
pati nt's condition at this time was bad, pulse weak, extremiti s co1'1, t mp rature
suhnormaJ.
The alJ<1ominal cavity was opened by ordinary incision. Evidences of former
attacks of appe11di itis were apparent at once in tb'e old adhesions that bound C' cum
and appem1i. firmly to<Tetber. and both to iliac fos a fl:nd lateral abdominal wall.
o si~n of absce s in or near iliac fossa was fonnd, but in trying to l>reak up the
adlies1ons of the_ c, cum and separnte the :tppendix from it a large foul absces was
ocon_nter. d beh11;1d the 3: cend1~0- olon, at a point about 2 in bes above tbe crest of
the 11mm m the right axillary line, the point to which tho patient had referred most
of the tenderness. l!"'rom this absc ss gushed about 120 c. c. of very offensivepns an<l
ga . At once a long glass tube was inserted and the cavity was ilushed out with hot
sterilized normal salt solution.
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The condition of the patient was now very bad. It was thought at one timo that
he ha<l a tually die<l ou the table, but hot rectal injections delivered high up, anu
hypodermic injections of strychnin and brandy revived him somewhat. Further
search for the distal extremity of the gangrenous appendix was necessarily abandoned. The wound was lightly packed with iodoform gauze arouncl a glass drainage
tube and the patient put to bed, covered with blankets, surrounded with hot water
bottles and given half a liter of an intravenous hot saline injection. As soon as he
was able to swallow, hot milk ancl bra11dy were administered every hour. At lOp. m.
ho was still in a state of partial collapse, temperature 95.6° ; another half liter of
intravenous injection of hot normal salt solution was administered with good effect.
June 22, 9 a. m.-General condition bad; temperature far below normal (94,0); pulse
very weak and rapid; restless; ·abdomen slightly tympanitic. Dressings rem_ovecl
and wouml thoroughly irrigated. Toward afternoon general improvement noticed;
temperature 97.6° ; pulse stronger .
.Tune 23.-Dressiugs, drainage tube, arn.1 packing removed, and wound thoroughly
irrigated. The patient sank gradually from thi. time, with all the signs of a general
septic peritonitis. He died at 7 p. m. of the 25th.
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Po8t 1no1·teni (three hoiws after clealh) .- pon opening up tho woull(l ull the sig~s _of
aclvaocecl general peritonitis weTe apparent, with pus welling up in large quantlties
from the site of the abscess. The vermiform appendix was so firmly adherent to the
c.ccum that it was with cliffic11lty separated by careful dissection. It was clos~ly
applied to tho posterior wall of th ascending colon, and about 2½ in •hes from its
origin hacl sl01 tghed en ti rely throu a-h. Tho distal extremity was a friable gan grenon
mass, so firmly aclbcrent to surronnding parts that it could not be separated.
It is possible that this patient might have been s:.w ed if au early incision had been
made directly down upon the absc:ess thro11gh the lumbar muscles ancl good c.lrainage
e tablished there, instead of operating by then ·11al incision for appendicitis, for tho
entire troubl was cam1ed by tho slonghing of the appendix; and if the abscess had
h en fre l? op on eel and drained l)y an in C'ision at tho point indicated general poriton<'al
infection might have hecn avoicl.ccl. On the oth r band, these ca es aro so ob curo
ancl the reference of pain to auy given lo<·ality iu the abdomen is such an uncertain
guicle (and in tbi!'I case it was the only gniclc) that it seemed safer to attack the disease of the appendix at a point whore the whole organ coulcl be brought into view.
· It would, I think, have been goocl urgory to have made a counter opening in the
back for the drainage of this abs<'e s; hut the patient's condition wa so very ba<l at
the· time of tho operation th at any fnrtll r pi-oce<lure, even so mall a orn• as the extrn.
in isiou in the lumbar r egion, wa, har,11, achisal>le. , 'till I ro~ret that I did not
<·stabli h dra.inn~e clirectly through the lumhar region, for the drainage through the
wound of operat10n was not satisfactory. The firm olcl aclhesions of the peritoneum
in tb iliac fo sa. maclo_any oxtrap~ritoueal e.·amination impo. sihlo, a.n<l it wa~ at once
a.pp_arPut t~a.t th~ periton~a.l cavity mu-~ _l>e opr11e1l to fuid thoappenclix at all. Th
per~toiwnl 111fe<·t1?n ha.cl 10 all J?robah1htr ta~c•n pla<'e during tho forenoon of t,h
?a, ."f tl11: op ration,~ n<l the lull occu1;r1~~ m 1h • 111orning- of that ,fay was proh• 1>1) clu • to tho llrca.kmg down of th hm1tlllg a<lb •siona at sotnl' }lOint au<l the
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esca110 of septic matter into the abdominal cavity. This man had evidently suffered
from ropeat,ed attacks of appendicitis in times past. He had been in the service
only eighteen months. His history p;rior to enlistment could not, be asf•ertained.

Of the six successful cases of operative interference in appeudiciti s.
the first submitted below was by Capt. VV. 0. Borden, assistant sur~
geon, Fort Snelling, Minn. In it the a1)pendix lay behind the c::ecum,
its distal extremity upward. The second case was by Lieut. .A. N.
Stark, assistant surgeon, Fort Sam Houston, Tex. In this case also
the appendix was out of its usual situation. It was found beneath the
anterior border of the liver, the c::ecnm ~aving been dragged out of
place by the adhesions of previous attackR. The chief surgeon of the
department was present at this operation aud indorsed on the report of
the case his testimony to the skill of tlie operator. The third case was
by Lieut. John S. Kulp, assistant surgeon, Vancouver Barracks, Wasll.
The fourth case occurred in the practice of Capt. W . P . Kendall, assistaut surgeon, Fort Brown, Tex. Tlle patient in the fifth case was a
cadet at the MHitary Academy at West Point, the operator Maj. George
H. Torney, surgeon. In th~ last case, which ·was by Maj . .A. C. Girard,
surgeon, Fort Douglas, Utah, the healing lffocess after operation was
complicated by local infection and the formation of a purulent collection of considerable size.
JJ1·. Borcien's case.-Private Andrew Dale;y, Company B, rrhird Infantry, aged 25
years, was ndmi.ttctl 1.o hospital on tbe ruornillg of March 9, 1897. lle bad been
tl'Oubled with constipation and a,btlominal uneasiness for several days and ha<l
obtaine(l some pills from a comrade the ven ing- before, which had mov •d his bowels
011ce, the passage being followed uy severe auclominal pain and vomiting, for which
h had gone on sick report. His temperature on admisRion was 99.2° F.; in the
evening it hatl risen to 101.4° F . Next morning I, with Capt. H. A. Shaw, assistant
sm·geon, was a ked uy the surgeon, Maj . C. B. Byrne, to see him as.a probable caso
of n.ppendi ·itis. At tbat time bis temperatme w::is 100.6° ; pulse 82, small, tense,
ancl wiry, an<l. his respiration 18. He had a markedly anxious and drawn cxpres ion
of connteuance, the look being that so typical to an experienced ob. en er of acute
ab(lominal trouble. He was vomiting quite frequently, mostly a slimy fluid, o-reenish
yellow iu color and not stercoraceous. There was right-sided abclorninal pain on
pressure, most intense over McBumey's point, the area of greatest tenderness extending in a straight line upward from this poi11t for about 3 illehos. There was no
tnrnor or dullness on percussion, nor was there marked muscular rigidity, the rio-idity
being only of the moderate hwolunfaLry kind produced uy resistance to pressure
over tender areas. Th diagnosis of acute appendicitis was concurred in, ancl from
the pnlse, anxious countenance, constipation and vomiting, a suppnrative form of
marked gravity was feared . It was tletPrmined to attempt palliative measures,
cathartics to move the howels, etc., and to keep tho case nncler clo e observation
with a view to operative interference should no marked improvement be apparent
before the next morning, or soorn•r sl1onld the symptoms demand it.
'l'be next morning his temperatnre at 7 a. m. hacl dropped to 98.6° F.; pulse, 72.
At 9 n,, rn. it had risen to 99.4° ; pulse, 85. His general symptoms wore n.U wor. e
than tbe clay before. The anxious e_·pression of countenance was more marl.eel,
tho puls lllore wiry. There was still uo clnllness on ~bd.ominal perrnAsion, hut tho
tem1erues was increased. The bowels were nnmoved in spite of catbarticf\ an<l
nernas, and omiting was occurring about every fiHe011 minutes an<l was of the
cbaract<•r often present in appendicitis, in that there was no retching and in that it
coultl be -proclneecl by pre ure oYer McBurney's point. In view oC thes symptoms,
an immellia.to opc•ration was proposed ancl couseuted to, an<.l I 01 erated at 10 a . m.,
assi Hted by Assista.nt ,'nrgeon ,.haw. An oblique incision was mad directly ovet·
McBurney' poiut, tLe line of incision u iug practically parallel to the outer clg-e of
tho r ectnA muscle, and search was made for the appendix and th inflammatory
focus .. The Ctt' u~n ai:cl peri~ouenm covering it " ·ere normal in appearance 1 and on
follow1u g the wb1te lines on 1t. ontcr surface which converge at the appendv these
w re s en to m et and <l i, appear nncler the head of the crocnm, w he1·0 tl1e latter
was c:los ly bonnd to th<~ podt rior abdominal wall uy the m resoc cum. Careful
H arch was mad
for the appendix. It could not be found; but below tho upper
ucl of tho ineiHion on the po. tcrior rLhdominal wall at tbe inner sicle of the colon
the periton <'um ."?H greatly <"~nge te<l, bulging, and fluctnat,ing. IT.l thi ~nflamecl
ar a_two constndmg bands, formed partly of 0111c11tnrn ancl partly ot a<lbes1ous connectm r, the omen tum with the inflamed area, extended quite tightly across the colon
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aud occ1nrlecl it. These bands of adhesions, which were fully one-half inch in width,
were diYided between ligatiues, and the occluded colon became freed. The abdomen
was then walled off from the jJ uctuating spot with gauze, forming a gauze crater, at
the bottom of whi ch was th absc ss, which ,vas then opened. About one-half
ounce of dirty pus having a strong fa·ca1 odor esca.pecl and was ca,r efully re1?oved
with t crile gauze spongf's. On introducing a finger into the abscess cavity it :was
found to lead down beneat,h the crecum. A rubber drainage tube was sewed rnto
the abscess cavit.y with a ilk worm gnt stitch, an1l a drain of iodoform gauze was
constructed about the drainage tube, after which the protecting ganze which was
waning off the intestines was withdrawn. With th e ,xception of the drain opening the peritoneum was sewed with heat-sterilized cat~nt. The fasc ia and muscles
w re ,·ewed with large catgut, h eat sterilized and boiled in bichlorided alcoho~, 1
to 500, and the kin with silkworm~ut, this being chosen on account of the tension
which the skin might undergo from the presence of the drain. After this_ an aseptic dressing was applied. The patient rallied well from the operation. His bowels
were moved for the first time on the evening of the day (thirty-six hours) a1ter the
operation. Previous to this time he vomited frequently, as before the operat10n, but
after the first stool vomiting became less, and twelve hours later ceased altogether.
On the second day, March 12, following the operation the urine became markedly
increased, 75 ounces, an<l contained albumen, 25 per cent, casts, desqu_amated tube
cells, and red biood cells. The quantity of urine remained markedly rncreased _for
twelve <bys, reaching as high as 93 ounces, but the albumen clecreased rapidly, bemg
20 per cent on March 13th, 8 per cent on the 14th, 2 per cent on the 15th, a trace on
the 16th 1 after which it gradually decreased and finally disappeared on the 24th.
'rho casts, epithelium, and blood cells decreased pari passu with the albumen.
The dressings were changed on the second day and every day thereafter. The
drain was l'emoved on the tifth day. lt was left in for t11is length of time as t1:te
condition of the patient wa good and firm ::tdhesions were desired abont the dram
to shut off and protect the general peritoneal cavity from infection. Afte1~ removal
of the drain the ;vound was irrigated twice daily with sterile water and a weak
solution of hydrogen p eroxide. At first there was a copiou s discharge of matter
having an extremely offensive f rocal odor, but no formed or definite frecal matter at
a,ny time appeared. The discharge and odor gradually grew_ l ss and cea~ed, and
the wound closed completely twenty-one c}ays after the operation. The 1~atient left
the hospital and was returned to duty nine weeks after his admission to sick report.
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. The case is interesting, and in ome particulars peculiar. The op ration, fortyeight hours after the onset of the a.tta.ck, wa fortnnately timed. Had it been done
~ooner the _small accumnla,tion of pus wonl d probabl y have been difficult to find; had
1t been a little delayecl, the pu s, which was already pointing, would certainly have
esc}1pec.l into the general peritoneal n,vity, protlucino- a gen ra,l septic peritonitis an<l
death. The o ·clnsion of the asc nding olon by nbaods of ndbesion wm:1 nnu ual
and a counts for tbe ob tinate on, tipation ancl <'ontinned and distressingvomitino-.
Had operation been delayed, ·tercor, ceon vomiting would nndoubtedly 0011 h ave
supervened.
lt"'rom the failure to find the appendix after careful ear<'h followino- the onverging of the guiding line. bel w and b netith the rrecum, fro~ the healthy onditiou
of the peritoneum covering the c: cum, and tho position of the ab. cess behincl the
c~cum an~ fully 4 inches abo,e it_s lower attachment, I a.m convinced that th ap]?e1;1dix w:1s <TlV Il o~, and l_ay ro tenor to th C, (•tun, c•xtra or snbperitoneally a 1t 18
sometime. descnbed, with its en l upward, and that the inflammation and p rforat!. n ?ccnrrecl at tho_ nd, with a co~, quent location of the abs •ei:1s at the point f~nmd.
l•_rnding and rrm_ vrng the appencbx cou!d have he n accompli ·bed only by a ell ~ct1on 11pwanl b bmd the <'trcnm, prod1ll'mg an amonnt of tranmatism and xten:10n
of infecti n not ju tifiable in a ca
vherP imppnration alr adv existed.
Th . o ' ·ur! nc of th a utt· n ph~i~i following tho op ration i of int re t, a. he
c1u tton . rises wh ther the n phnt1s wa an otlwr nephriti. ancl pre: nt in both
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kidneys, or a nephritis of the right kidney only, and due to the close proximity of
tho appendiccal abscess, which was close to the lower end of the kidney.
As regards the technique of the operation, carefnlly walling off the abdominal
cavity with gauze before opening the abscess worked most admirably in preventing
the diffusion of infection; arid lc:wing the drain in until adhesion had formed completed the protection. By using sutures of catgnt, made antiseptic and slowly
absorbable by heat sterili7.ation and boiling in bichlorided alcohol, union of the
ti sues went on synchronously with the absorption of the ligatures, while bad nonabsorbable ligntureA, silkworm gnt or silver wire been used, there would have been
extension of infection to these and convalescence would have been delayed until they
had been discharged from the wound.
Dr. Stark's case.-On November 19, 1896, I waA summoned to see J. M., aged 15,
who complained of intense general abdominal pain accompanied by nausen and a
slight febrile moveme11t. TJ:ie p:1,tient stated that he had snffered from two preYions
attacks, anc1 that after seYeral clnys the acnte symptoms had passed off, but had
left him with slight constant pain, particularly on the right side. Phy&-i cal examination disclosed notbing of importance; but the previous history led me to suspect
that some indication of appendicular trouble would soon appear, and I thernfore
adopted expectant treatment.
On November 20 the symptoms had not changed, except that the pain seemed
more acute over the region of the liver on thl:l right side.
On November 21 the pain was very acute over the entire right side, t1ie nausea
and fever had increased, bnt ph~·sical examination failed to develop any indication of
disease of the appendix. I detel'lnine<l to opernte, an11 after consultation with my
collea,g ues, on the evening of the same day I opened t he abdominal cavity after the
usnal technique, bnt failed to find t,be appenl1ix iu any direction as far as the .finger
conld reach. My assistant met with the same result. After repeated trials, the
abdominal wall was incised inch by inch to the free border of tlJe ribs, and there
the appendix was fonnu beneath the-anterior border of tl1e liver, bound tightly to
the crecum and om ntnm by dense bands, au<l far out of its nsnal situation, probabl.v due to adhesions from the previous attacks having dragged the crecum ont of its
l,ed. Both the cmcum aou appendix were gangrenous; so after isolatino· and ligating
the appendix, it was amputated and the tump well seared with the cantery, as the
nsnal t,ecbnique of inversion conld not be fol lowed. 'fhongh the manipnlation
necessary to return the crecnm and the stump to the ab dominal cavity was \'Pry g011tle,
the crecum became ruptured. The rent was closed by a set of Lemlicrt sutures. ,
'fhe technique for the after treatmeut of gang renon s cases was followed, aud though
the patient was critically ill for several days, he responded happily to treatment,
and on Deceml>er 21, was out of beu and free from his usnal pain.
Ik. Kulp's case.-Private H. D., Compm1y D, Ponrtc 'nth Infantry, reported at surgeon's call December 8, 1896, complaining of severe abdominal pain. This jncrensed
iu severity until by 2 p. m. there was nausea with vomith1g, t nclcrn ess over McBurney's point, great pain, and a temperatnre of 102.2° , pointing to :t probable streptococcic infection rather than one due to the 1 ss nctiyc colon 1,acillnA.
The diagnosis being unmistakable, by'the conrtmiy of {)apt. r. 0-. Ebrrt I removed
the appendix at 7.30 p. m. A vertical indsion abont 6 or 7 cm. long was made over
M:cllurney's point. The appendix was found to be very much enfarged, weighing
5.9 grams, hard and firm, and with an oval slm1gh 1 by J .5 cm . opposite the attachment of the meRo•appendix, and 1 cm. from the gnt. The hranch of the ileo-colic
artery supplying the appen dix was of normal caliber and coul<l he plainly demonstrated. The brief duration of the case ha<l giw11 fihri11ons adhesions no time to
form, and the absence of odor confirmed the supposition that the coll(lition was not
dne to the colon bacillus, but to streptococcic in Ya, ion. The case was a typical one
of the form termecl by Morris, "acute, infective, XlH1ative appendicitis." The
appen<lL' was li gnted with o. 4 catg-ut and xcised, leaving 5 cm. beyond the ligatnre; and the stnmp, after being well rubbed with a tablet of mercury perchloride,
was completely invagi11ated jnto the crecnm hy means of three Lembert sutures.
The peritoneum was then brought together with six sutures of fine catgnt tied by
three , which procednre I have tried with several previous cases, and believe that
it gives, with snch delicate membranes, as perfect coaptation as the method of tyinosingle stitches, not to poak of the savino- in time. A secoucl ro,v of sutures was
then placed well back in the cnt margins of the tra,nsver alis fa,sc ia and aponeurosis
of the three mnscle and tie<l r, thcr loos ly. After this the skin was united asp rfectly as po sible by eight fine silk stitches, placed very n ar together, and the
woun(1 dres ed in the usual manner.
The patient _rallied well from the ether and was given salo1, 0.324, ancl codein,
0. 69 after ,~b1ch he slept restfully for seven hours.
o opium was used, in order
that the per1tonenm migl1t remain as acti,e as possihlo, n11d no nouric:ihment oth r
tban suia.11 ao:1on11t of peppermint w ater was allowed for the first tw nt,y-four honrs.
~t tlto. end of ~ w ek the wound was dressed an<! was found to have beale<l by first
mtent10n. A few days later, the patient complaioing of some tenderness, there was
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found to be a small slough beneath the skin, cause<l, I believe, by the oeath of ~-he
portion of the external oblique included in the jaws of the artery forcepK, whu.: h
were used as retractors. Three stitches were used, on December 2tl, to again rl_ose
the wound, after which the patient made a ra,i)id 1·ec0Yery: leaving the hoi,;p1tal
January 18. '!'here wa,s ueither pain nor undn e elevation of temperature at :wy
time after the opern.tion, and, on the whole, the case is, I thh1k, a fairly typical one,
even including its rather tardy convalescence.
lh'. Kendall' cas1J.-One year ago Private F. H.P., of tl1e Hospital Corps, hau an
attack of" colic," which laid him up for about a week. Nothing more was though~ of
it until February 5, 1897, when a 1,econd attack occurred; this increased in severity
until, on February 9, for the pain, a hypodermic of morphine was given. The next
day, when seen by the surgeon, a <liagnosis of acute appendicitis was made; and the
patient upon lookino· back recalled a month or six weeks of soreness in his abdom~n ,
togeth er with bloating and tenderness, so that he was in the habit of uubuttonmg
l1is trousers waistband for relief.
At the time of examination, February 10, the patient had a steady temperature of
101°; slight tympanites; considerable pain; had b een costive fur several we~ks, a
condition not normal with him, and had marked tenderness when the vermiform.
appendix was pressed. The comlition gradually subsided and he was again reporteu
for dnty February 14. Being continually under observation, repeated and frequent
e;x:arninations disclosed the fact that bis temperature- was always a little elevat~d,
and that pain. and tenderness in the right iliac region were constant. The appe~dix,
which coulrl be mapped out, was slightly enlarged and very sensitive. The p~tient,
having signified his desire to have an operation performed, was prepared m the
usnal way. For two days preceding that set for the operation he was given a hot
bath :1nd the aboomen was scrub bed thoroughly with green soa,p. On each ~f these
days one-half ounce of Epsom salt was administered, and on the day precedmg the
operation he was ordered a ruilk diet and salol, 0.330, every six bours. On th? m~rning of March 13 nothing was eaten. The patient received salol and au in.1ect10n,
thoroughly emptying tho bowel; th e abdomen was again scrubbed with gree_n soap,
anll this having been rinsed off, a moist bichloride towel, 1-1,000, was apphe<l allll
r.emaiued in place until the patient was upon the table. At 11 a. m. ether was 1:1 sed
n.s nn anresthetic, the abdomen was wiped of'f with ether and alcohol, and a 2-rnclt
incision p::nallel with the fibers of the external oh1iqne muscle was made o-yer McBu1;·ney's point. The appendix was easily found, but not so easily brought mto a posi• tion where working was easy; this, however, was gradually accomplisbed. It was
somewhat enlarged anu intensely conrreste<l, as indeeu. were all the parts surronrn1ing it. The mes-appenc1ix having been ligated with chromicized catgut, an
attempt was m~ule to turn in the stump (the appendix having been ampntate«l) and
close it with a Lemhert sutnre. This provino· diffi ult, notwithstanding that tlle
stump had been forcibly dilated, it was abanclo~ed. The mucous lining having been
tl.ioroughly destroyed with a thermocautery, a ligatnre of strong silk was thrown
clo~e a,roullll the base of the stump. The patient beinO' somewhat weakened, ~he
abtlominal wall was suturecl with four interrupted silkworm-gut sntnres, wh1C~
p_a ·secl through all t~e ]ayers at once, care being taken to get the edges in appos1t10n. Two or three mterrupted catgut sutures superficially p]aQed completed the
operation. An ioc.loform ~auze dresl-'jug, covered with sterilized hygroscopic gauze,
was applieil and hold in s1t11 by means of adhesive straps.
Recovery was uuinterrnptecl, the temperature touching 100° but once, and that on
the evening of the day of operation. On the fonrth day -the wound was dress tl a11'1
found in perfect condition. One superfichil anu one deep sutnre were removed. On
the sixth day the wound was redressed and all the stitches removed; the wou!1cl bad
l1 eale«l allCl the patient, except for some tenderness, felt as well as ever. Durmg the
tirst twenty-four hours the patient rec· ivod nothino- but hot peppermint water;
during the second t,vcmty-four honrs, hot water wit.h a teaspoonful of brandy
occa ionally an<l 2 ounces of milk in divided dose~. Gas which acc11mn1ated to a.
moder:ttc extent, was libera.tod bv mean of ti rectal tube.' The bowels were freely
moved on the morning of the second day aftor operation, following two d s of
15.000 each and two do e of 7.500 each of Epsom snlt.. 'onsiderable pain was experienced hy peristtL1. i , but all snbsidecl as soon as tho bowel was relieved of ga. eon
:md liquid contents, and the patient sl pt well for several hours immediately
afterwards .
. A everything had progre~secl p r~ ct]~·, the patient was allowed to sit up on ~be
e1ghth clay· hnt this was too soon, as incli a.ted bv a slio-l1t ri e in temperature, which
qni ·kly uh iclecl wh nth paii nt was return ,f to b;d. On the fourteenth day he
was allow d to sit up ancl walk around a little, and a there was no reaction in bi
t mp ratm·e he was pronounc d cured aml allowed his clothincr but caution d about
unv ov<'rex rtion.
iJ1·. 1'orney's case.- 'a e o. fi150, 'ad t Hospital Unit d tatcs Military Academy,
\ · t Poiut, . Y. T. F. M.. Op ra.tion January 1,' J t 6, for :i recurrent append_iciti •
1 he a.tt• ck was of an explos1v chum ·t r, and had h,·en pre •eded four yea1·s previously
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by one ~f a milder type, which had, however, confined him t() bed at that time for a.
period of ten months. It was ushered in by constipation for two days, with nausea
and vomiting on the morning of January 1, 1896. The:re was severe pain in the
right iliac region and a temperature of 104-° F. A painful tumor in the region of
the appendix vermiformis was easily outlined.
As the symptoms were increasing in severity, the patient was prepared for operation as soon as possjble. This was commenced with a short incision, which was
enlarged to 3 inches after the abdomen was opened, in order that the firm adhesions
of the first attack might be torn and the appendix exposed. Upon r emoval the
organ was found to be eHlarged and ~angrenous in one spot about one-half inr.h in
diameter. The crecum a lso was involved in the inflammatory process. 'fhe wonnd
was closed with some <l.ifliculty, becanso of the board-like condition of the wall of the
abdomen. Two da~'S after the operation a fecal .fistula formed. Tho incision was
then reopened, the foreign matters washed out, and a drainage tnbe inserted. This
was k ept in for three days aD<l then removed. The wotrntl finally closed January
21, and the patient _was retnrncd to academic duty on the 25th, as he was anxious to
stand his class examination, which had taken place clnring bis illness, aud to make
up the time lost from his studies. He was still rntaiued in the hospital aud was
makiug good. progress in his aca<lernic work when, on February 20, he bad an attack
of influenza, which prostrated him to 1rnch an extent that he was prevented from
prepariug for anoth er examination, which occurred oarly iu March of that yen,r. Ho
was then granted a sick lea,ve until January 6, 1897, but return ed to duty Au~ust 29,
1896. At preseut writing be states that his health is perfect, and that he takes part
in all violent athletic games, with the full belief that the operation has resulted iu a,
perfect cure.
Dr . .A. G. Gi1·atd's case.-July 27, 1896.-E. C., corporal Company A, Sixteenth
Infantry. rnagnosis: Appendicitis. Complains of pain in abdomen. He turned
from practice march tLis day. Had been eating unripe apples and bad colic
resulting. No diarrhea, but vomiting for two days; chilly; feverish at night. No
history of prior attack . Patient 28 years old, ei ght years irt::;ervice, floric.l, robust,
abo nt 155 pounds. Does not appear distressed. Temperature, 100° ; pulse, 76.
Abdomen not swollen; on pressure intense pain near McBurney's point; tumor
plainly felt, about size of small hen's egg; muscles tense.
The severity of the pain, compared with tlle short duration of the illn ess a,nd tlle
plain tumor, convinced me that the process in thA appendix was an acute one, and
would r es ult in gangrene and perforation unless enrly operation was performed.
Directions were therefore given to prepare for laparotomy, while I telephoned to
Salt Lake City for Dr. Pinkerton, a noted surgeon in tllat place. The p~ttieut could
not realize that be had to be operated on, as b e <lid not foel vu·y sick, but on my mentioning Dr. Pinkerton and my intention of operating only jn case the btter agreed
with me, be submitted.
Dr. Pinkerton arrived in a short time, accompanied by Dr. Worthington, and these
~entlemen, with Assistant Surgeon De Shon, agreed with me as to the necessity of
11Dmediate operation.
I made au incision over McBurney's point along the onter edge of the rectns and
without notable inciuent opened the abdominal cavity (sernm infiltrated the transversali1:1 fascia, confirming the dia,gnosis). On entering the fingers into the abdominal cavity I could at once feel the appendix as a tumor of the size of a sruall egg,
and brought it out without difficulty, with omentnm covered with iihriuous exudate.
The appendix was intact. The omen tum was ligated in four pieces with catgut and
excised. The appendix was ligated near the crecum with silk, the distal end
being caught in forceps and amputated n ear the ligature, and the stump treated with
pure carbolic acid . The mesenteriolum was ligated en masse with catgut and the
whole returned into the n.bdominal cav ity . The wound was then united as follows :
outiuuous suture of catgut for the peritoneum; mattress sutnro of fine silver wire
for tbe fascia with a catgut suture for adipose tissne, and a subcutaneous Marcy
silver-wire outnre for the skin. Aseptic gauze and a binder completed the dressing.
The patient recovered well from the ether, and was allowed one-half ounce peppermint water (according to Morris), diluted, every half hour, to allay thirst ancl as
an intestinal antiseptic. Evening temperature normal. Feels fairly well, but complains of dor ·al position, wbicb, however, is insisted on. Urine drawn by catheter.
Hypodermic of morphine 0.016, to inimre rest.
July 28.-Patient has slept well and has but little pain, but temperatureislOl.4° ;
pnlse, 96. Dressing not disturbed. Enema of soapsuds; urine drawn by catheter
early in the morning; since then passed normally. Milk. Eveniug temperature,
102.2° ; pnlRe, 108. Uomplains of pain ju back ancl headache; right lateral position
allowed. Tongue clear and moist; no tympanites.
July 29.-'femprrature, 101.2° ; pnlse, 94.
lept well. Ifoadache. Outer clrrssings changed, as the discharge from the wound ~tppears. Allowed Jl~ill:: and limewater, equal parts, as the plain milk distresses him; light farina puddrng. Evening
t.emperatm·e, 102° ; pulse, 100. Hypodermic of morphine.
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July30.-Passedquiet night. Temperature, 101° ; pulse, 88. Dressings changed aR
before; no discharge. Ordered enema as before. Diet same. Evening temperature,
102° ; pulse, 86.
July 31.-Temperature, 100.6° ; pulse, 96. Slept well after hypodermic of morphine.
No headache; tongue normal; bowels costive; enema of warm soapsuds; baud ago
not soiled. Evening temperature, 100.6° ; pulse, 80.
August 2.-Nornarked change until to-day. Temperature fell to nearly normal in
the morning and rose to 100.5° in the evening. Tendern ess became marked below
the incision. An accunrnlation of pus was snspected, and preparation was made to
open t,he incision in case the symptoms became more urgent.
August 3.-Temperatnrc jn the afternoon rose to 102° ; pulse, 92. The teJ11l<•r
area appearc(l puffy. No gen eral teuclerness of abdomen, nor tympan ites. Gener:11
co1Hlition good. Magnes . snlph. in broken doses movetl bowels freely. At 8.15
p. m. temperntnre fell to 100° .
August 4 and 5.-No change. Owing to good general condition of patient I conc1nded to await natural evacuation of pus through incision.
A.:igust 6.-Purulent discharge of about 0110-lrnlf pint, with fecal odor, through
lower angle of inci ion. Patient felt greatly relic,·ed.
August 7.-Deciilecl fall of temperature. ·washing out of pus cavity with warm
steri1iz<:>d water and introclnction of a drainage tnbe about 5 inches long, which was
removed on the 22d, disch arge having ceased, and nonvulescence progre sed without
interruption. First solid food August 18. He will ue discharged, for expiration of
term of service, Octo be:i; 12.
The specimen was forwarded to the Museum. No foreign uody was found in the
lumen of the appendix; the whole organ was enormously swollen and appeared
gangrenous.
OPERATIONS FOR '.l'HE RADICAL CURE OF HERNIA.

During the past two years 79 cases of hernia have been operated on
by army surgeons: Officers, 3; enlisted men, 64; military cadet, 1.; discharged soldiers, 4, and civilians,,. The history of each ca:se bas bee11
followed as far as possible to date, with the development, so far, of tlm•e
instances of recurrence. In one (see note 15 below) a second operation
was performed with success; iu t!Je two others (notes 16 an<l 16-g-) tile
men declined further operation and were discl1arged for disability.
The occurrence of phlebitis in two of the cases is a subject of intere t
(see notes 12 and 19 below). In both insta11ces the phlebitis affected the
left leg, t.he operation having· been pel'formed on the opposite side. In
one the disease wa. mild and did not delcl.y convalescence; in the ot~er
the phlebitis became developed i11 tbe right internal saphenous vem,
and the man was discharged for disability about six months aJter tue
operation.
Cases operated on for the radical cure of hernia.
Name.

Organization.

M. H ...... Discharged····-··
L.C. . (1) ..••.. do········-···
H.H ...... Pvt.,M,3Art ... -.
R. L. Z·--· Pvt., K,3 Art.·--·
N.B.P .... Discbarge<l .. ·--··
L.S·-·-··· Corp .. l!~,6Inf.. . -.
L.B .•••••. Pvt.,C,4Art ..... .
J. S ..•• - •• P,·t.,G,5 Art . ... .
D.L·-····· Pvt., G,17 luf .... .
A.H.M.(2) Cad t ........ ·-···
J. RC..... 2 lieut., 2 Cav .....
.A. K. (3)...
orp .,G, 5 Art.- ..
E. L. . . _.. Lato Bd., 1 Inf_ •••
M.D.McR. Civilian ...... - .. . .

Age.

R. fem., 20 yrs ..... Aug. 3, 1895
L . ing., 4 :yrs ....... , 11pt. 12, 1805
L. ing., obl., 2¼ yrs . ,'opt. 20, 1 95
R. iug. obi., 3 yrs ... Oct. I , 1 95
L. iug. ohl., 10 yrs .. J:tu. 5, 1896
R. \og. dir., l¼ yrs .. , Jon. 19, 1896
~~ R. ~n~. obl.,} yr .... Apr. 19, 1!!9~
.,. H.!t1;;.obl.,oyrs ... lay lll,1896
26 R. mj!. obl., 1¼ yrs .. Jnne 7, 18!l6
20 Ring. obi.. ........ 1 June 19, 1896
26 L . ing. obl., 3½yrs .. ,July 24,l 06
20 R. ing. obl. , 8 1i1os .. (kt. 4, 1896
39 I ~. ~ng., 'i ~rs ....... <~ct. 18, 1806
20 1•· rng., l i i yrs.....
ov.15, 1896

Operator.

GO
46
30
29
32
28

(4).

R.R.D.(5). Pvt.,I,4Art ..... .
N.D. (0) .. . Pvt.,]', 9 Inf..... .
. '. (7) .... Pvt., C, 21 Inf..·-·
M. . ( ) . . . ergt., C, 21 Inf. . .
. KR. (9). Pvt., C, 21 Inf. .. L.H. (10) .. Band.5 rt ..... -.
R.F •••••• 1 :Pvt.,B,2 Art ..••.

Date of
operation.

Hernia.

24
33
34
4

33
21
2a

·I

R. ing. obi., 6 wks. Dec. 4, 1 96
R. ing. obi., !i wks .. Dec. 2:3, 1R90
lt. in~. obi., 6 mos .. Jan. 24, 1 97
IL inJ!. obi., 1/i yr11 . l\l.lr. 1 l, J 897
L. inl{. 1{•~ )T, • • . . . . . . . . do ..... .
L. ir1g. o >I., 2f2 vr11 . fay O 1807
1 lt. iu~. obi., 3 lllOII ••• Jun 20: 1807

Lieut. ol. W . H. Forwo11tl,
cl puty s11rj!e0!!•g ncrnl ,
"Washington, D. V•
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Cases opel'ated onfm· the. mdical cure of hernia-Continued.
Name.

Organization.

A g e.

L.W ...... Pvt., Ord .......... 35
c.c ....... Pvt., F, 19 Inf ..... 23
P.F ....... Pvt., D, 11 lnf .... 40
.T. Y ....... Pvt., A, 19 Iuf. .... 31
.T. T ....•.. Pvt., D, 20 Iu f. .... 26
A.N ...... Mus., F, Ci Cav .... 25
RG.(11) .. Pvt,., A, 9 Cav ..... 29
MeU.F.(12) Pvt-., Hosp . Corp!'I. 37
E.C. (13) .. Sergt.,Orcl. Dot ach. 48
,J.H. (14) .. 2dlieut., 19 Iuf .... 30
P.K. (15) .. Mus., & Inf ........ 23
P.K.(15) .. Mus. ,8Inf ........ 21
T.B ....... Civilian ........... ·····
A.P.W ... Sergt., I, 9 Cav .... 33
A. E.R.(16; Sergt., E, 9 Cav ... 31
.r. c. w. Pvt.,D,0 Cav ..... 22
(1~)W . . P ... Sergt., F, 20 Inf __ . 38
E.H ....... Pvt., G, 2 Cav ..... 23
E.]'.B .... Pvt., A, 11 Inf. .... 21
W.B ...... Pvt., H. l0inf. ... _ 47
c.w..r .... Mus.,H, 1 Cav .... 23
E.B ....... Pvt., B, 25 Inf.._ . . 2a
W.M ..... ..... do ............ 25
C.H ....... Pvt., D, 4lnf ...... 30
F.W.H ... P\·t., C, 14 Inf . .... 25
G.L .......
H.S.(17) ..
.T.H. (18) ..
E.S .......
P.S .......
L.M.S ....

Pvt., A., 1 I:n f. .....
Corp. , M, 5 Art .. ..
Pvt., A, 3 .Art . ....
Sergt., Bd., 8 Art . .
Corp., G, 3 A.rt ... .
Pvt., Bd., 5 Cav ...
ILS.W ... Civilian .... . .....
.r. p ....... Pvt., l:Iosp. Corps.
E.M ...... Pvt., Bd., 5 Cav . ..

35
37
27
43
2:1
25
23
43
?;7

Hernia.

Date of
operation.

Operator.

.Tan. 7, 1896
Jan. 9, 1896
Mar. 26, 1896
Apr. 3, 1896
Apr. 8, 1896 Maj . .T. M. Banister, snr•
.Tune 27, 1896
roa, Fort Leavenworth,
Aug. 10, 1896 I
ans.
Aug.17, 1896
No\·. 9, 189U
Nov. 23, 1896 1
Fob. 3, 1897
Dec. 12, 1895
.Tune 20, 1896
.T uly 15, 1896
.T uly 28, 1896 Ma,j. H. McE!derr,r, Fort
Aug. 2, 1896 1 Robinson, Nebr. , and Fort
Leaven worth, Kans.
Nov. 25, 1896
Dec. 19, 1896 1
R. ing.ohl. ......... Mar. 6, 1807
. •
.
R. in g. olil., 2r' yrs. Dec. 10, 1805 }Mn.1. S. Q. Robmson, Fort
H.ino-.obl.,lmo ___ May 28, 1896
Reno, Okla.
L. ing. olil., l yr .... Feb. l S, 1896 }Capt. W. D. Crosby, Fort
2
R. ing. obi., 2 mos ..
Missoula, Mont.
L. ing. obi. , 2 mos .. fu~ie &;
L. ing. dir. , 8 mos ... Feb. 25, 1896 cit- R. G. Ebert, Van co uver
arracks, Wash.
R. ing. obi., ll mos . .Tuly 18, 1896
Oct.
6,
1896
Rjng.obl.,0yr . ..
G-~-Edio, P,,aidio of
R. mg. ohl., 5 wks .. .Apr. 15, 1807
San. Francisco, Cal.
L. ~ng., 4-½ yrs ...... .Tune 3, 1897
L. ~ng. ol.JL, 6 yrs .. . July 20, 1897
R mg. obi., 9 mo.. _ Dec. 7, 1895
L. M. Mau,, Fo,t Sam
L. ing. obi., 5 yrs . .. Jan. l!J, 1897
L. ing. di r., 12 _n-s _. Feb. ii, 1897
Houston, Tex.
L.il!f obl., cougen- l!'eb. 22, 1897

L. ing. obl., old ...•.
L. ing. obl., 4mos ...
R. ing. obl. , 1 mo ...
..... do .............
R. ing. obl., 2½yrs ..
L. ing. obl., 1,'l.r yrs.
L. ing. obl. .........
R. i11g. clir. 2 mos ...
L. !ng. obl.10 yrs ...
L. mg. obl ..........
L . iug. obl., 3/tyrs ..
L. ing. ohl., 2 yrs ...
L. ing. ou1 ...••••.••
R. ing. obl. , 1 yr ....
L. ing. obl., 1}~ yrs.
R. ing. obl., 3 mos ..

t:~~f ~iL:::::::

ii~~

lC•pl
lM,j.

T. :\1 ...... Sergt., G, 1:J Inf...

25

E.l\1 ...... Child .............

R. ing. , 3 mos ..... . Oct. 15, 1896 Maj. A.. H. Appel, Fort Porter,N. Y.

10

L.ii~f ob!., congen• .Aug. 24, 1896'

A. S. (l!l) ..
H.P.G ....
H.L.DeV.
Mt·.- ...

Pvt., Bel., 3 Inf....
Corp .. H, 3 Inf ....
Pvt., D, 19 Inf.....
Cidliau ..........

25
25
29
36

R. ing., 2 mos ......
R. i11g. obl .........
R.ing ...........•..
L. ing., 26 yrs ......

L. V.D ....
.J.F .......
R..T .......
M. E. S.(20)
.J.F .......
G.R .......
M . .T.L . ...
M: . .T.:R ....
T . .T.O .....
G.H.C ....

Pvt., A., 1 Cav .....
Sergt., E, 15 Iuf...
Pvt., 13., 24 Jnf. ...
Chilian ..........
Sergt .. A, 7 Inf ....
Pvt., D, 15 Inf. ....
Sergt .. K, 5 Cav . ..
Pvt., E, 18 fof. ....
Sergt., H, 2:3 Inf ...
Pvt., A, 3 Cav .....

25 L. ing. , 3 mos . ......
52 R. ing. obl., 2 yrs ...
28 R. ing-., 8 mos ... ...
28 L . i11j!., recent ......
41 R. in «.obl. ...••.••.
24
~~¥,-_
4-2
25
32 -~--i~~f~ ~~~::::::::::
25 L. ing. obl. ..... ...

t:

~t1.~::::::::

F.L.H .... Pvt.,H,4Cav ...•.

24

R. ing. obi., 2 mos ..

C.P ....... Civilian ....• .....

21

R.ing. obl.. .......

O.B.M .... Capt., Ord . ....••.

.. ...

R. ing., 21 yrs ......

E .L.T. (21) P\·t., G, 9 Cav ... ••
,T.Q .(22) ... Pvt.,]', 12 Inf . ..•.
G .W..A.(23) P\·t., .A, !!Inf ......
•. . ,). (~4/
Pvt., E, 8 Cav-.....
<i.l'.B.125) Sergt., A , 8 Inf. ... 1
.l!'.ll.B.(26) Pvt.,Bd., 12 Inf... ,

84
42

30
33
33
l!5

R. ing. obl.,
R. ing. obl.,
R.ing.obl.,
L. ing. obl.,
R. ing. obl.,
R. ing. obl.,

recent .
4mos ...
2 mos ..
recent .
9 moJI ..
recent.

W. C. Ilo,don, Fort
1, 1896 }Capt
Snelling, Minn.
28, 1897
29, 1897
17, l 896 Lieut. C. E. B. Flagg, Fort
DuChesne, Utah .
.Tan. 16, 1897
A . C. Girard, Fort
Mar.17, 1897 }Maj.
Douglas, Utah.
Apr. 7, 1897
May 16, 1897
H. M. Halloek, Fort
.Tune 10, 1897 }Lieut.
Logan, Colo.
July 21, 1897
Oct. 2, 1896 }Capt. W. P. Kendall, Fort
Oct. 4, 1896
llrown, Tex.
.Tune 3, 1897
J'unel0, 1897 C~t. W. F. Lippitt, Fort
eavenworth, KanR.
Sept. 12, 1896 Capt. .r. J,. PhilliJJS, Fort
Walla Walla, ,v asli .
A.pr. 1, 1897 Lieut. J . H. Stone, Fort
Riley, Kans.
Feb. 18, 1807 C. C. Crai~ attending sur·
Yeon,Roc Island Arsenal,
11.
Nov. 2, 1806
Jan. 13, 1897
L. A. La Garde, Fort
Feb. 23, 1807
Robinson, Nebr.
Apr. a, 1807
May 11, 1897
May 25, 1897
Oct.
Feb.
A pr.
Dec.

}Moj.

-REMARKS ON CASES OPERATED ON FOR THE RADICAL CURE OF HERNIA,

L. C. S. Two sa s, one oblique and one clirect.
(2) A.H. M. .Associated with retained testicle.
.
(3) .A. K. Fort Monroe, Va., .August 21, 1897. Result: "Cicatrix at 1,eat of operation firm and
s rong. Corporal K . states he h~s lifted bea.vy weights a,nd indulg din a,thletic exercises."
(4) M. D. MeR. "Complicated with unde11cemled teRticle, right side. The testicle was retract tl in
tl.Je ab,!omen and could not be found or drawn down. Result cure,!."
(5) R.R. D. Fort McHenry, Md,, August 10, 1897: "'Xbe ~peratiuu is cousidered to have been perfoetly successful."
(1)
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(6) N. D . Madison Barracks, N. Y., August 21, 1897: 11 The hernia is J)roperly and apparently per•
manently reduced and the wouml entirely healed. * * * '£he operation was a complete success."
(7) C. S. Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y., August 17, 1897: "Parts are all satisfactorily healetl, and he
reports he is free from discomfort."
(8) M. K. Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y., August 17, 1807: 11 The result of the operation may be
r egarded as entirely snccessful."
(9) C. R.H. 11 The blatlde,r was firmly connected with the inner portion of the sac and was brought
out t,hrough the wound, its itleutit,y being Yerifted by the passage of a sound per urethram." Plattsburg Ba,r rncks, N. Y ., August 17, 1807: · • States that he was operated upon for cystocele; some ten:
derness remains, but is steadily decreasing, and is no longer a source of inconvenience. * * "
ReRult has been successful."
(10) L. H. Fort Hamilton, N. Y ., August 24, 1897: 11 Incision thoroughly healed and scar in very
heal thy conditiou . There has been no return of hernia, and patient regards himself as perfectly
well."
(ll) R. G. :Fort Robinson, Nebr., November 6, 1896: "There is no impulse on coughin¥,, tho union
of the canal walls seems perfect, and the result may be said to be absolutely satisfactory• '
(12) McC. F. 11 Phlebitis of the internal saphenous Yein of the loft side appea.red on the sixteenth
day after tl1e operation mid when the wonncl had healed by first union. The phlebitis was duo to con•
stitutional causes, and was in no way_ induced by the operation. It disappeared sufficiently by Octo•
ber 10 to justify his return to duty. I was informed afterwards by Dr. P erley that a phlebitis of ~he
corresponding vein of the side opposite to that first a1Tectod had JovoloJ)ed. Dr. Perley agre~d with
me that the phlebitis was due to constitutional causes and was in no way induced by the operat10n, the
latter lmvi11g been per formed on the side opposite to that first affected by phlebitis." This man was
discharged February 1, 1897, on account of chronic phlebitis of both logs.
(13) E. C. Indianapolis A.rsennl, December 30, 1896: "Careful examination demonstrates that the
hemia is cnrod, and that all has been done to prevent a recurrence which surgical skill can effect."
(14) J. H. 11 His hernia is cured, and I have every reason to believe that the cure will be perma•
neut." ]fort ·\Yayn e, Mich., Fobrnary 3, 1897: 11 I find tho wound entirely healed and, so far as I can
tell, the operation is a perfect success."
(15) P . K. 11 \Vas 011orated upon at I!'ort R obinson, Nebr., December 12, 18\15, by the Bassini method.
!{elapse occurred in this case in April, 1896, about fonr months after tho first operation. Second 01~e1:n,•
tion performed at :Fort Leavenworth, February 3, 1897. ·was returned to duty May 20, 1897, and loft for
propor station with hernia cured."
(Hi) A . E. R Dis,1harµ;ocl on surgeon's certificate of disability, December 17, 1896, on account of
i-ecurrouce follo,11ing operation. Major McElderry stat.es, in reporting this case, that as the sac was
not down in the canal at the t-i1110 of tho operation it was not ligated or cut off. A.ssistant Surgeon
Lyn ch reports the recurrence as follows: "On .A. ugust 5, on accouut of Major McElderry's d~parture
from t h e p ost, I came into charge of the case. 'l'ho soldier was kept in bed for three weoks fr~ru the
date of the operation, then allowed to sit about, t.he ward for about ton days. .A.t tho eud of this time be
was permitted to walk a little in the wards ancl on tho ])Orch, exami11ations being made daily. After he
hacl been up for 8 , few days I felt a very slight impulse and again put the man to b ed for a week. At
the end of this time the slight impulse that had boen f It could no longor be d etecterl and he was
allowed, -on September 17, to go to duty wit.1.1 the 1·onuuk "cure incomplete." This l1ad no re~erence
then to the recurrence of the hernia, but to the general condition of the man aftor undergorng an
operati on of this character. At that time, thongh tl1ero was 110 impulse, I feared, as I was confideut
I had at one t ime felt a very slight impulse. that it was a grave questiou whether tho cure would be
lallting. Sergeant R.'s troop was at this time in the field ancl be had little to do at tho barracks,
being in charge of troop property. He was directed to report at 011ce to me if he felt the slig~test
weakness at the point of rupture. On October 4 ho returned to the hospital with a recurrence of the
hernia. It was then about th" Rizo of a h en 's O"'g, easily r educible, with a lar~e external ring. On
this date I called Ma,jor La Garde's at1ention to tl10 case. ;' Major La Garde in fol'warding this report
remarks: "I first saw the mau October 4, as stated by A ssistant Surgeon Lynch. Th ero were no
l esions to note other than the fact that the man ha(l a small inguinal hernia, easily reduoible, through
a rather large external ring. The heruia was easily kept up with a properly titting truss. The man's
condition, when I saw him, was no worse, I should judge, than bofore any surgical relief was
attempted."
.
(16b) J. C. W. Discharged on surgeon's certificate of clisability, April 14, 1897, at Fort Washakie,
Wyo., on account of the recurrence of the hernia. '£he man declined further operative treatment.
(17) H. S. 11 To gain absolute r st and immobility of the parts, a plaster of paris dressing was put on
over the nsual aReptic dressing."
·
.
(18) J. H. "In the four cases * " * in which I have done this operation I have employed a thick
plaster of paris tires ing o,•er the usual aseptic drossinO's, and attribute much to this procedure for the
good results in tlie four cases.''
(19) A. S . "Phlebitis appeared in the loft leg on the eighth day after operation. '£be phlebitis pnrsuod a rather mild course, declini11~ st acl ily alter its second day, and the patient sat up on tho twentysecond clay followiug tl1e operation ,. "In this case the occnrrence of t ho phl<'bitis is of intcreflt.
It is diflicult to uud •rstand causative relatiou between th operation and the phloliitis iu view of th o
facts that the wouncl healed by fir11t uni on , that thoro was 110 suppuration, not ,,,·c·n a, small titrh
ahscess! that the phleuitis was on ~he loft side, that the rigl1t leg w:if! not innilve(l or the reg ioi:i of
wound 111tlamecl, and that np to thee1~hth day the t13mporature was slight and showe1l only the surgical
ris e ancl the slight elevation clne to tho abiwrption of Prum and bnri1•rl, sterile, animal s utures. These
fact !! have causecl m<' to onsider tl1e 11hlebitis :m intercurr nt troubl e rather than a sequence.''
(20) "\f. E. :-;. SI rangnlatetl ancl complicnt d with nu11P!-!Ceude(I teflticl .
(21) E. L. T. "The union was firm at tho end of the thircl mouth a111l it has continuetl so ever since.
He l1as I.JP"n doing mounted dnty since Janunry 30, ]8!.17.''
'
(22) ,T. Q. "Fort Niobrara, N cbr., An;:rnst 26, 18!17: It appearR that the opomiion has been successful. II performs all bis duti s nnd state that, be is entirely free from pam or in conveniencfl of an y
kind.''
(23) G. \V. A. FortD. . Ru, ll, Wyo., August 22, 1807: "This soldier i8 now ahso11t on the annual
practi e march, to r turn about, ept mher 3.
pcm his arri\·al be will be examined a11d tho r rsult
tran . mitted irrrm cliatoly. To the best of my knowledge the operation was a. succe s up to tho time
of liis d ,partur ."
(24) J . S. •• At th eyn_d of tbo fourth,~ •ek ~he patient.was allow d out of bed with a perfect re.~ul~:
In a r <' nt letter he mforms me ~hal he 1s domg dut_y with 110 Rig-1111 of rrc11rrcnc· of his 1th! tr1111,,10.
(25) T,P.B. "Heleftthchosp1tal,Julyl:l, l807,t·ur•cl. lnart•· utl•tt ,•r lo.A. tiugllo~pital."teward
Simm l lw ritnt f! that b e is perfretl .v w )I."
(26) !-':-H.B. 11 The patient wn. aJlowed ~ll~ of bed nt tho encl of the fourtli weok. ~\'Idle Vi!Jitin~
;~~~~~:,~• Au~ust 13, 1807, I ·aw the patt nt, who told mo he was perfoctly well with no !ugn o
0
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SANITARY CONDITION OF THE ARMY.
QUARTERS.

The quarters provided for the enlisted men of our Army at posts
recently built are excellent in their sanitary arrangeme11ts. A.t some
of tlrn old posts the buildings are more or less in want of repair, sometimes overcrowded, with inadequate ventilation and primitive methods
for the removal of wastes. Every year, however, shows some improvement in the condition of these posts. l tis to the credit of those concerned tbat when attention i::1 called to remediable sanitary faults by
the monthly reports of the medical officer immediate action is taken by
the commanding officer if it lies witbin his power or by an allotment of
money for the purpose by the Quartermaster's Department. In illustration of this steady improvement in sanitary conditions, a few extracts
from the reports are given.
FORT CANBY, vVASEI., Decernber, 1896. -During this month the old, worn-out,
unserviceable, insanitary water-closets in the rear of the officers' quarters, for the
u se of servants and in the headquarters building, have been replaced by new siphon,
front-flush, sanitary closets, and the post bas thus made a distinct advaJ1ce in its
general sanitary condition.
FORT LRAVRNWORTH, KANS., _]fay, 1897.-An allotment of funds having been
allowed the quartermaster for the pm·pose of remedying the da,mp and wet cellars of
tbe officers' quarters at Riverside by subdrn,i nin~ these qnarters on the ontside and
properly cementing the cellar :floors and walls inside, as recommended l>y the surgeon
in his sanitary report for March last, the work was begun some time ago and is now
in progress.
ST. FRANCIS BARRACKS, FLA., Octobe1·, 1896.-TI.ie dormitory occupied by Battery
C is ju good repair, fairly well ventilated, and only moderately overcrowded, the
cubic air space being 606 feet . Tho barrack occnpic<l hy Battery M is a tlilapidated
old structure. The woodwork is rotted tbrouo·hout and the plaster is continually
falling off. Frequent repairs have been made, but the timbers are so l>adly decayed
that further repairs are jrnpossilJle witl1out renewal of mu ·h of the underpinning
and :floor joists. The two l,nilcliu 0 ·~ occnpie<l. by the noncommissioned staff arc old,
dilapidated, and almost uninhal,i rn.blo. The sills an,l joists are rotted away in many
places. The floors have sunken several i nehes. These buildings are unsafe, being
liable to severe damage in cas(' of hi~h wiml storws. They should be demolished, as
no repairs can make them safe and habitable .
ST. FRANCIS BARRACKS, FLA., Ji'ebnuo·.1/, 1897.-Tbe barracks occupied by Battery
Mare undergoing rep a ir. The two buil<.lings occupied by the noncommissioned staff
are being repaired.
ANGEL ISLAND, CAL., October, 1896.-Tbe jusanitury conditio11 of officers' (flrnrters
No. 5 will probably be corrected during tlle month, a an allotment of $125 has been
made for the purpose.

In January, 1895, Maj. H. McEhlerry, surgeon, Fort Robinson, Nebr.,
instituted an investigation into the ventilation of the dormitories at
this post on account of an unusual prevalence of ton illitis among
the men. He recommended a sy 'tem of winter ventilation, and in
November, 1895, the inlet ducts bad been constructed and openings
made under the stoves, but the jackets for the stoves, the foul-air exit ,
and the cylinders for the stovepipe were not in place. Concerniug thi_s
delay Col. Dallas Bache, assistant surgeon-general, indorsed on a amtary report J anuary 13, 1897 :
The ventilation of the barracks has not received the n.ttention, or rather, tho fruitful att~ntion, that its importance deserves. The sanitary r eports of the whole ~ear
1 96 reiterated tlte recommendation of successive medical offl ers upon the sub,Ject,
and the presumption was tl1at the slig-ht effort in ]u,l,or aud small expense in material
wonlcl_ h_e ~pplied. The si!111 le method of jacketing the stoves, beneath w~ich t~e
cold au· 1s rntroduced, and rntrodncing- several upcast shafts into oach doro11tory, 1s
t_oo we]~ known to nee~ description. Tl.le ahsenco of veu t,ilation is ouo o_f the marl~ccl
~actors rn_the l?roduct10n of the infec tio ns diseases of tl.J.e throat to wh1_ch attention
is di-awn m this report. I stronglv recommend that inst,rnctions l>e given to have
the necessary work done at once.
u
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On tbis the chief quartermaster of the departmeut recommended
that a tl1orough iuspection of the drainage a11d ventila,tion of the barracks and quarters be made March 1, at the time of the annual inspection, and that estimates be submitted for putting them in first-class
condition. This met with the approval of the department commander.
fll his report for February, 1897, J.Vfoj. Louis A. La Garde, surgeon of
this post, 11ote<l that, with two exceptious, the men's barracks had no
ventilators by which an exchange) of air between the space under the
tloor and the outside could be obtained. He pointed out that this could
easily be remedied, and urged the importance of doing so as soon as
possible.
At Vancouver Barracks, Wash., Surgeon Hoff invited attention in
several of his reports to th·e unsatisfactory ventilation of the barracks.
He urged tbat a man who sleeps under a window or near a door will
110t keep it open to his own discomfort in order tbat those at a distance
rnay have fresher air. To give a definite basis to Major Hoff's remarks,
Dr. Kulp, the assistant surgeon at the post, made an a11aly:--is of the
air in the barracks of Company G, Fourteenth Infantry, at 2 a. m., April
2~, 1897, finding therein 13.12 parts of carbon dioxid per 10,000 of the
air. The floor space per man was 51 square feet and the air space 510
cubic feet.
Insufficient ventilation of barracks was also reported by Maj. H.l\fcElderry, surgeon, Fort Leavenworth, Kans. The buildings, according to
bis report, are heated by steam radiators, bnt only in two of the rooms
are there inlet apertures for fresh air co1111eeted with the radi:itors. 'rL1e
beat,, therefore, soon becomes oppres~ive and the air saturate<l with an~mal effluvia. There are outlets in the ceiling in nearly all thP dormitories, but as no provision has been made for the entry of fresh air these
outlets have little value. Dr. 1\IcEltlerry recommended the flirectiudirect method for these buil<li11g~.
Capt. W. 0. Owen, assistant surgeon, Fort Bayard, N. Mex., invited
attc11tion December 15, 189U, to the limited air space of three of_ t,he
companies at his po t. His recommendati011R were approved by Lteut.
Col. W oo<1hull, chief surgeon of the department, aud February 8, 1897,
an expenditure of $2,148 was authorized for the construction of wooden
additions to the barracks of these companies.
Dr. Owen's statement.-Since the arrival of the Fifteenth Iofa~try there have been
4.3 cases rulu.ittetl to sick report from companies D, E, an<l G, ha.Ying 1120 rnbic feet
air space each, while tho other four orga11izatfons hnve hail only 29 :ulmi sions, they
having 730 cnbi.c feet. \Vhen injnries and venereal <·a es are c1eclucted from the
aborn totals the cm;es become 25 in the fir t threo companies a,11(1 13 in the otller fonr.
f the 25 eas s 17 were tonsillitis auc1 febricnla, and are b lieYecl to be dne to the
small floor an<l cul)ic air space, while of the 13 in the other c-ompanies only 5 were
clne to the amn canse.
Dr. Wooc1/111ll's remarks.- 'ore throat and the undf'fin,tble <li. tnrbances cla erl a
fehricula., g-<'11ernlly clopeucl npon an imperfect air npply, :ind these rapidly spr acl
where ventilation i imperf ct. Insuf'iic-iont afr spa.co is b:ul, bnt inacloqtrnt renew.al
of air is wor c. Frorn Pr. Owen' statement it appear that <li'-ea o g nerally prev:ul~
in the proportion of 2.3 to 1 in the more crow<lecl over the 1 ss •rowcle,l qnartors! an,~
of tho e forms <li. tinctly r co•roiz<'<l a. ,tepenclin~ on impure air the proportion 1. fi.b
to 1. Tliis m an a great want of fre hair. I bav no personal knowledge of the
arrangem nt at Fort BnJa.nl, bnt the ihirt< ,•nth of' the accompanyino- photoir!i~ph
Ahow theolll fa hi on eel bo.·_ -likeq narteniancl on<' of th two holes that are in 1be<•c1lmg.
There i a stov a.t the for her e11d ancl pr!'Sllllla.hly another tov near th for ~ronncl. It may he, a I hay known in other harm ·le., that th openinO' in _tho
r iling clo not pa. clirPclly thr ugh th roof, or it iii pos. ihlo that they <lo. J i trnct
provi iou ·houl<l be ma<l for tb ingr '8 of fre h air, wl1ich prollahly cnn b _t b
don hy jn ·k te<l op ning at the Rtov ancl for th xit of th ·outru11i11at cl air by
a st:ric>R of. mall Rlrn.f'ts from the C<'iling tl1rong-h the riclg-e.
r air miglit be intro11nc· ll aml lr1l out 1,y bent pipe u111l r tho Pa,·ps nncl :llOll" the sides of th h, rra k.
'!.h room . houlu cortaiuly not l,o allowed tor 111t~in in t!:'•ir pr st·nt conditioQ.
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The casemates at Alcatraz Island, Ca.1., have been utilized as kitcheng,
gymnasiums, and amusement rooms, thereby improving tLe sa11it.ary
conditions of the barrack rooms by increasing the available spaee.
Oomplaintwas made at several of the posts concerning tlrn cLar,.t.cter
of the quarters occupied by married soldiers. For instance, in speaking of the drainage alld sewerage of Fort Niobrara,, Nebr., Lieut. P. 0.
Fauntleroy, assistaut surgeon, states that on 011c side or the otlJer of
each of the laun<lrcsses' quarters the water used in wasuing clothes is
emptied on the ground, and the garbage from most of tltese honses
is dispo'e(l of in tue same way. Some old cavalry stables are pmtitioned off to quarter the families of married soldiers. A bad odor ariHL'S
from the gromHl around these stables. The post surgeon, Lieut. 'f. S.
Bratton, indorsed upon this report that there were 4D families of e11 listccl
men, co111prisi11g in all 144 perso11s, Jiving at the post, wLose quart,~rs
were unconnected with the Reweragc ~ystern, and he recommended that
every compa11y commander be required to inspect on Sa,turday morning
the quarters, privies, etc., of the 11rnrrie<l men of his company as he would
inspect the barrack space and bunk occnpied by each of the men in the
general dormitories. On this tbe chief surgeon commented as follows:
The ciuarteriug of families of enlisted men in vacant stttb1es and other ontlrn il\1ing-s
not intenclecl or suitable for habitation is a sn.nitary trnnsgression that is suffiC'it•ntly
· clear and likely, as iu tl1is case, to bring its own pnnish111c11t. It is unreasonable to
pend large Slims in post san itation, JHtrticn1n.rly in the disposal of waste, if a population not of em<•rgenc~', lrnt of expeui •11cy, is allowed to perpetuate tl.Je v ry evils
wbi h have beeu laboriously corrected.

At Whipple Barracks, Ariz., al o: the quarters occupied by the married soldiers are ieported as a, cfo:grace to any military post, on which
the chief surgeon remarks with truth that these families l1ave uo official tatus and tuat at best the.v are an ob. truction to military efficie11cy.
So long as shelter of any kind is to be fom1cl at a military post it will
be occupied by the outcome of unauthorized marriages, aud oftentimes
to the pr~jn<lice of. health. The e ol<l lmiI<lings which induce the preRence of m1authorized camp follower should be destroyed, or if a Jeg-al
status be given to these families the quarters provided for them ·l.10uhl
be put into satisfactory sanitary condition.
On this subject I desire to cite the remarks I made iu my report for
the year eucled Juue 30, 18!J3, page 100, and to reiterate tbe rc,com mernlations therein made, that public ']_narter · be provided for a limit •<l
number of married men in each org;_rnizatiou, all others being trictly
prohibited from having their familie · at tbe post.
'fhe quarters occupiecl by mnrriecl enlisted men at some of onr posts are wholly
unfit for occupancy. Reference has nlready been made incidentally to tho. e of San
Carlos. Tho eat Fort Yates are described as wretched .
a ematcs are occnpie<l :tt
Fort Warren where, from the chill, dn.mpnes , n.nd barl air, the cbilclrcn am an: 111ic
and show signs of rachiti . At Fort Grant these qnarters are in bnd r•pnir :rnd
crowded to the point of indecency. At Fort Vancouver they are reportecl a . srnrcely
h,abitab!e, built ou ground honeycombed with disused privy pits and ce spools . At
I! ort Missoula the old log hnts thns occupied should bo dest:i;oyed, as al o some
shanties owned by a civilian and rented to married soldiers. 'fbe best of theRo,
constructed hy the soldi r for themselves and families, at Fort DnChesne, are of
logs, bat most of them are of scrap lnmuer eked ont with condemned canvaH a.r1<l
old coal-oil cans, the rooms without flooring small damp and dark.
anitary
improvements can uot be inetitnted at the expe~se of the oc ,;pant , and at pres nt
there.are no means f?r effecting them in f1ny way. Quarters like tbose at the posts
mentioned are breeclmo- pla es for disease 1 and as o-arrisons become larger the problem of quarters for the married soldiers is 1ikely tobbecome more omplex.
r_omroend a returns~ far to fo_rmer met.hods as to provide public _quartc~s for a h!n!ted
number ~f ma.rr!ed m~~ rn each organization, all others. b 1:3g strictly prol11b1te<l
from h~v.rng tbmr families at the_ post. A provi ion of t-1.ns kr~1d would be regard cl
as a pr1vil ge awarded to dcscrv1110soldiers and would perm1t tha whole <>f tbe a
0
ijuts anq sha1.1tie1:1 to be dostroye4.
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DRAINAGE AND SEWER.AGE.

Defective drainage was reported from a few of our milit~ry posts
duriug the past year. For instance, Maj. J. D. Hall, surgeon, stated,
April, 1897, that some of the outlying grounds in the neighborhood of
Fort Wa<lsworth, N. Y., were of a marshy character, an<l evidently gave
origin to malarial diseases. The quartermaster was directed to prepare
estimates for the draining of these marshes.
The want of satisfactory drainage is seen also in the following from
Fort Slocum, N. Y., Fort Hiuggokl, Tex., and J·efferson Barracks, Mo. :
.FORT SLOCUM, December, 1896.-The same high rate of malaria,l fev er noticed last
month has continuefl to prevail this month. During August an<l September there
have been 7 cases in Battery B, 8 cases in Battery .M, and 18 in Battery H. The
quarters, food, and water being iclentical for the three batteries, the rea,son for the
much greater proportion of cases in Battery H can only be attrib uted to the close
vicinity of the fresh-water pond.. The water in this pond. is slizhtly brncki~h, more
or less stagnant, full of aquatic weeds, and the immediate shore 1s covereu with rank
grass. I believe a thorough cleaning of the ponu and shore is nece..,sary. The dilapidated stone wall should be repaired, the shore raisecl where nee<lfnl, and a wide s3:ud
or gravel walk made all aronnd it so as to prevent tlie growth of mnk vegetat10n
near the edge. '!'his pond furnishes ice in winter ancl very good skatiug, and in snmrner would make a prett.v and attractive feature of the island; but in its present condition it appears to be chiefly a breeding place for mosqnitoes and malarial germs.
FORT RINGGOLD.-Tbe new sewer system for the disposal of all liquid waste has
been completed during the month. With an ample fall, tight joints, good sys tem of
manholes, and five flush tanks, this sewer system would doubtless be satisfactor-5'." for
many years to come. It has capacity enough to carry off, if desirecl, the outflow f_rom
latrines an<l water-closets for the whole post, a1Hl these can be built now at any time.
There is no natural drainage, owing to the flat surface of the o·round in the post, and
as dtuing the last two mouths it has been unusu ally raiuy, pools of wa,te~· have
stood for day. aronnd some of the buildings. I believe in consequen ce of this, and
the almost constant dampness of the air, the sick report for rov mb cr sliows a very
unusual number of cases of bronchitis, and many light cases of bronchial trouble and
tonsilUtis have occurred, which do not appear on the report.
JEFFimSON BARRACKS.-The garrison has been comparatively healthy during_ the
past month, but the trying condition of the weather and the backwardne s of sprmg,
with the frequent rains, have caused a great prevalence of colcls and other catarrhal
affections of the air passages. .A. number of mil<l•cases of malarial fever have also
been observe<l, a.nd are believed to have originatecl about the stables, where the men
have to spend a good portion of their time, particul arly in t,he early morning, when the
human system is more apt than at any other time of the day to be affected by morbid influences. The damp and unsanitary character of the site of the stable is well
known and need uot be enlarged upon.

Evidently at Fort Niagara, N. Y., the drainage is inefficient, for in
September, 18D6, Capt. H. I. Raymond reported that drains were being
laid around the officers' quarters, an<l in the following month be urged
a similar improvement with regard to the hospital.
Foundation drains are being laid around the officers' quarters, which will insure
correction of all present unsanitary ~onditions pertaiuiug thereto. The Castle and
oth r building in the Old Fort are unprovided with proper drainarre and waterporta.-re y tem , and the result is that snfficient wat r is not used for bathing and
clean ing purposes, and laundry and kitchen waste water is not conducted into the
lake. These buildings are damp and unhealthy habitations, and the correction of
th above-mentioned defects is es ential to placing th min a comparative state of
sanitation. F'oundat,ion drains, if none exist, are also cleHirable. It were better, in
my opinion, that these buildings be not occupied than to ue used as habitation in
their pre ·cnt onclition.
During the rainy spe11s water rnshes np through the breaks in the cen1tmt of the
cellar floor of the ho pital. This cement is always damp and con equ nt upon
rai 11 or melting snow , pool. of wat r collect upon the cellar' floor' for lack of foundation drain.. Th cem~nt i.. v _ry thin and baclly crackt' cl, and there is nel'~l of a
prop r <'em nt floor htnng laid rn th · llar. It is my intention to nbmit timn.t
tber for in my n xt annn. l timatc for ho pita.1 repairs but it would be usele to
lay su h a floor with subsoil ch'a.ina.ge unprovided for. '
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At 11 ort Trumbull, Conn., the subsoil drainage of tl1e quarters of the
11oncommissio11ed staff was reported January, 1807, as defective, particularly tbe quarters of the post quartermaster-sergeant, which was
represented as being constantly saturated with moisture. Plans and
estimates to remedy this were referred to the Quartermaster-General.
At Fort Brady, Mich., also, the drainage is unsatisfactory. In the
spring, when the ground is saturated with the melting of the snow of
tbe preceding winter, several of the buildings are damp. See, for
instance, tbe following from the sanitary report for March:
I have made a carofnl inspection of this post during the month, and find it to be
in a most satisfactory condition, with the exception that many of the officers' quarters and the guardhouse, during the present tllaw, have more or less water in the
cellars, and a damp cellar under a dwelling house is a serious menace to health.

The privy pit is still in use at a few of our military poRts, as noted in
the following report, January, 1897, from Fort DuChesne, Utah:
Most of the privies of the post are small houses placed over excavations, the
houses being removed when the excavations become nearly full. The nuisances of
these structures are too well known to require enumeration. The few earth closets
in use at the post (one of which is at the hospital) from which the dirt is removed
daily, are entirely satisfactory from a sanitary aspect.

At the large and important post of Fort Keogh, Mont., the privy pit
continues in existence. In September, 1896, the post surgeon noted
tbat the pits were too full and recommended that new ones be dug.
An estimate for the construction of dry-earth closets was forwarded.
A slight improvement on the privy pit is found at Angel Island, Cal.,
but it does not meet with the approval of the chief surgeon of the
department, as may be gathered from the following:
The water-closet arrangement for the men is in about the same condition as when
I last inspected it in March, 1895. It consists of n, shed built over. a wide trough
which connects with the sewer and contains about a dozen stalls, each having a
V-sbaped aperture immediately over the trough. The place is surrounded by a lattice, along one side of which is the urinal. 'l'he trough is flushed every morning
and the place is kept clean, but it is more or less malodorous, and the whole affair is
a good many years behind the time. A properly constructed water-closet and urinal
for each barrack is recommended.

The dry-earth system of sewage disposal gives satisfaction at quite a
number of our military posts, but the utmost care is needful in carrying
out the details. It should not be necessary for any medical officer to
have to report thatrThere is no evidence of the systematic use of dry earth in any of the men's closets,

or to recommend'l'hat troop an<l company commanders be directed to see that dry earth is syst mati ally used in the closets of their organizations. All these closets have recently
ueen·1·epaired and provided with zinc-lined boxes which do not leak. A little care
and attention only are needed to keep them in as good sanitary condition as is possible nnder this system.

The necm;sity for cleanliness in the management of urinals is manife, ted in the following from Capt. H. I. Raymond, assi tant surgeon,
Fort iagara, . Y.:
~n r q~1e t of the officer of the day for disinfecfants for ridding t,h e g:nnrdhonse
nrrnal of bad odors, I at once made an inspection and note<l the fault m the sa.uitary en.re of these receptacles. The flush water had been turne<l off or used very
incons~autly. The_ urinal bad not be n properly policed witu hot wn..ter1 soap, _ancl
scru hbmg brn. h-rn Rhort, cl anliness had not been observed, but m its default
r esort bad l)ccn bad to loweriiw of the window sash to n,llow foul odors to escape,
and to the use of deodorants. .Prevention through cleanliness is attainable, and t1Je
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nse of disinfectants where no specific infectious material is present, or of deodornnts
where the odors are preventable by the proper use of water, soap, and brush, is not
only wrong in principle but is a reproach to the sound sanitary sense of the present
time.

Disinfectants are to be usecl only where there is an infection to be
destroyed. Olea11liness in thi8 instance, as in many similar instances,
is all that is required. In this connection medical officel's are referred
to circular of August 9;1893, from this office, from which the following
is cited:
Antiseptics and deodorants are useful when it is impracticable to remove offensiv_e
organic material from the vicinity of human habitations, bnt they are a poor substitute for cleanliness.

Some faults in the plumbing were discovered at Fort Robinson,
Nebr., as concerned in the occurrence of repeated obstructions in the
soil pipe under the cellar floor of certain of the officers' quarters.
Major La Gar<le's report is illustrated by two diagrams showing what
was found and what was done to remedy the conditions.
During the early part of the month the soil pipe in qna.rters No. 25 was stopped
up. The obstruction was located in a U trap, just before the soil pipe passes through
the cella,r wall to empty into a 6-inch drain that leads to a sewer. The soil pipe m
the cellar is placed below the floor, buried in concrete. At my recommendation the
quartermaster exposed the pipe and all its connections. The diagram, Fig:. A., shows
what we found. It will be seen that the waste from the laundry tubs emptied into the
pipe leadi~g from a w ater-closet near by, and that the pipe carrying the sewage from
these entered the soil pipe unde1· the coucrete ttt right angles. This ha<l. a gre~t
deal to do with the clogging at the U trap, because the force of flushing was lost m
the numerous bends_.as shown in the diagram. To correct this fault we emptied the
waste from the laundry and contents from the water-closet into the soil pipe as
shown in Pig. B. The U trap was remoYed entirely, as there was no room to pla~e
a trap on the inside of the wall. A running trap will be placed in the 6-inch dram
beyond the cellar wall in a f w d ays.
·
The plumber .informs me that the fault mentioned herein exists in all the frame
quarters occupietl by officerR, and that the clogging i frequent in the vicinity of the
U tritp. As opportunity offers I should recom.mend that th.e pipes from the laundry
and closet of all these frame quarters be carried into the soil pipe at an acute angle,
and that running traps be placed in the drain outside the cellar wall. I believe that
the quartermaster has no traps on hand, and I recommend tha,t estimates be made
for the necessary number.

In November, 1896, Capt. T. U. Raymond, assistant surgeon, Fort
Canby, Wash., reported an obstrnctiou in the rnaiu sewer in front of
the quartel's of the hospital steward, with overflow of sewage on the
ground, and cases ·of acute follicular tonsillitis in the family of the
steward. The quartermaster took immediate steps to remove tlle
ob. truction.
The surgeon of Fort Leavenworth, Kans., Maj. H. McEiderry urged
in ovember, 1 96, aml again iu April, 1897, a general te t of the efficjellcy of the plum biog of the po t~ calling for oil of peppermint for this
purpo e. The expe11diturc of 296 ounce of this oil was authorized by .
the Quarterma ter-Gelleral, but HO report has yet beeu received from
Dr. McElderry. Hi communication of April 7, 1897, reads a follow :
A case of acuto follicular tonsillitis, followed by acute diphtheria, has occurred
at the post during the pa t week-a child, 4 years old, in the family of Lieut. W. H.
Smith, Tenth Caval:ry, occupying one of the set of quarters, o. 5, on the hillside
oftbat part of tbe post know11 a Riv r id .
pon testin ff the plumbing in this set
of qnartert:1 by th peppermint test a. defect was found in the plumbing-there being
a large bole conceal ,l by a tin cov ring in the vent pipe from the water-clo-et bow].
Of conr e the breatl.Jing of th fonl Hewer air, which thus permeat d the e quarter,
produced t he di a e. As cliphtb ria is a. filth dii:e·t se, and as its occurrence at a
po tis justly con.-idered by sanitary xp rt as a di ti11 ct roflection on them dica.l
offi r r ponsible for the sanitary npervi ion of the po t, I would respectfully invite
attention to th following r mark and recomm ·ndatious iu my sanitary report for
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November, 1896, the first report macle by mo after joining the stntiou: "The drainage and sewemge of the post, as far ns I have been able to e.· amino them, appertr to
have been constructed on proper sanitary principles au<l to be satisfactory. As,
however, the quartermaster informs me that the plumbing abont the post Las not
been tested for a long time, and as much of it appears to be old, I would respectfully
and urgently recommend that all the plumbing about the post in each of the quarters of the officers and of the men be systematically tested, as soon as practicable,
with the peppermint test, and that if leaks in any of the pipes be found they ~e
promptly repaired, and the plumbing again tested to insure their soundness. Oil
of peppermint, for this purpose, has always been furnished on special requisition by
the Quarte_rmaster's Department at other posts where I have served."

In my report for the year ended June 30, 1893, page 118, I stated
that the addition of grease traps to kitchen sinks or house drains was ·
recommended by two or three medical officers during the year. These
traps, when suitably arranged and carefully attended to, are theoretically of use in connection with the waste-water pipes of large messes,
particularly where there is an immfficient fall. Practica11y, they are
so liable to become a nuisa,n ce when the necessary care is intermitted,
that it is questionable whether their use in any case can be recommended. They are certainly needless in the kitchens of officers' quarters, as care on the part of the cook and an occasion al flushing with
lye will keep tl:i.e pipes clean. The presence of grease traps in the system at St. Francis Barracks did not prevent a choking of the main
sewer. Efficient flushing renders such traps unnecessary.
Durmg the month a stoppage in the main-sewer pipe occurred, due to a large accumulation of grease on the inside of the pipe. The sewer was opened at several
points before the obstruction was definitely located, and this coating of grease was
observed to be general, and ranging from 1¼ inches in thickness to almost complete
obliteration of the caliber of the pipe. This condition was caused by the grease
traps being inadequate and by the action of the h ard sulphur water on all greasy
substance and the backwater during high tides; the latt er clams the water in the
sewer and allows the grease to settle on the upper surface of the pipe.

The imperfect disposal of the sewage of Fort Logan, Colo., by irrigation, led to a correspondence between the health commissioner of the
city of Denver and myself. Dr. William P. Munn, the city official,
invited attention to the possible pollution of the Denver water supply
by this sewage, and desired to know whether it would be possible to
arrange for its disposal either by a sewer connecting with the nearest
district sewer of Denver or by a thorough and certain method of irrigation. In reply, I stated that I had made careful inquiry into the conditions at Fort Logan, aud had found that the sewage is disposed of
satisfactorily during the growing season by irrigation on a farm in t,h e
neighborhood of the post. During the winter the owner of this farm
has been accustomed to allow the sewage to escape by means of an open
ditch into the river. The board of health of Arapahoe County objected
to the open ditch, and in accor<l.ance with its suggestion arrangement
were made to pipe the, ewage into the stream. In view, however, of
thi objection of the health officer of the city of Denver, work on thi.'
pipe line, which was already two-tbir<ls fini hed, had been ns1 end d.
Dr. Munn wa informed al o that the att ntion of the proper antboriti , b a(l been invited to the fault in the di posal of the ewaO'e of Fort
Logan, and that, a the owner of the farm had ground enough to di ·
po, e of the whole of the ewage and app ar d to be willing to continue
to u e it, an arrangement i-:ati factory to the health authoritie of Denver
woul<l. probably be reached without diffi •n1ty.
Th , anitary report from Key We ·t Barra k,, Fla., Jun
o, 1 97,
givC'.' inforrn, tion that a well yi i<ling a, claily supply of about 10,000
ga1lon: of xc Ueut w t r h, b •n dng. The "urgeou r commeud d
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that this water be utilized for the purposes of bathing and establishing
a system of sewers with water-closet connections. This project, from
the indorsements 011 the report, appears to have met with approval,
and will soon be carried into effect.
WATER.

A temporary deficiency of water was experienced at Fort Monroe,
Va., during prolonged dry weather at the close of the year 1895. This
will be unlikely to occur again, as, according to Surg·eon Moseley's
report for September, 1896, contract had been made for the use of
water from the Newport News Water Company.
The insufficient supply at Fort Warren, Mass., bas also been remedied during the past year. Since 1894 most of the water supply bad
to be brought from Boston by steamer, as the pipe connection with
GaJlnps Island was not protected from injury by frost on land nor
from leakage at sea resulting from the strain of tidal currents, the
dragging of anchors, etc. In November, 1896, the surgeon reported
that:
During the month tbe contractor finisbecl laying submerged water pipe from
Gallnps faland to the fort, di tant 1,550 feet, and made connection with the city
water mai.n. ·w ater was turned on November 12, and the post since then has beon
supplied from that source.

In December, 1895, the water supply of the Presidio of San Francisco,
Cal., was reported by Maj. J. B. Girard, surgeon, as insufficient and
dangerous in its insufficiency on account of the possible occurrence of
fires. Again, in August, 1896, Maj. R. H . White, surgeon, cited in hi~
sanita.ryreportfor thatmontb, General Orders, No. 87, which announced
that in accordance with instructions from department headquarters,
until otherwise ordered, all outflow pipes from the reservoir would be
closed between the hours of 12 mid1~ight and 4 a. m.; that no water
would be used for sprinkling or irrigation, and that the utmost economy
should be exerci ed in the use of the water supply. Major White di cus~ ed the insufficiency of the water derived from the sources then
utilized, and made the suggestion that water for the post be obtained
from the Spring Valley VVaterworks. The chief quartermaster, Lieut.
Col. A. S. Kimball disapproved of this suggestion, as there was every
prospect of obtaining an increased supply by an extension of the
existing ystem.
Maj. R.H. White, Surgeon.-It may be noted that this insufficiency of the water
supply has occurred some weeks before the close of the annnal dry season, and while
the consumption of water has been for months greatly lessened by the absence from
the Presidio of the cavalry squadron and the light artillery battalion (the four cavalry troops, with animal , having boen on detached service during May, June, July,
and August, and the two light artill ry batteries having likewise heen absent during .Tnne and Jnly). It may be specified that the source of the water supply to the
Pre. idio is limited to the sand bills on the peninsula, which treasure up the ann nal
rainfall, and after filtrntion yield it to the wells located in the valley for its collection and dist ribution. The exhaustion noted this month shows that the supply of
surface water thus provided is quite inadequate to the requirements of the post, and
that a comprehensive plan should be immediately adopted to remed:v :m essential
and permanent defect. Mountain Lake and Lobos Creek as sources of water supply,
are liable t? the polluti?us incic!ent t_o human population, an~ :·ocom!lleo~ation is
made tliat, m common with the city of San Francisco the Pres1d10 den,e its water
tmpply fr?m the pring Vnilley reservoirs. This ro~ommendation is offered after
cons~U:\tlon, on .August 20, with Cols. George H. Menden and Charles R. Suter, of
~he E 11 g 11,1eer Depitrtment, who give it approval, and whose authority should secure
its acloption. Under date of May 11 1896 Colonel Suter made a special report to
~e.neral Crai&'J1i11 on the water snpply of the Presidio, and a copy of this report, ".A,"
1s rnclosed, with an official report," H," made on October 8, 1882, by a board specially
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couvcno(1 to estimate the value of Monnt::tin Lake and Lohos Creek ns sources oi
permanent water snpply. It may be a<ldecl that during the summe1· certain cases of
water-borne diseases have l>ecn under care in hospittLl (typhoid fever 1, malarial
remittent fever 4, malarial intermittent fever 2); and without unduly urging their
significance, it may be rep eated that a permanent and adequate supply of pure and
wholesome water should now be substitute<l for the yield already deficient in quantity, always liable to pollution, and a prol>al>le source of increasing mischief from
the future growth of San Francisco or the assemblage of more troops at the Presidio.
'lhe Surgeon-G ener a l of the Army having consented to make chemical and bacteriological examination of the water, specimens for the purpose were sent to his laboratory on August 28 from Mountain La,k e, Lobos Creek, and the 1·eservoh· of the wells
now in use. It may be remembered, however, that a chemical and bacteriological
proof that a water is impure may l>e trustworthy and of high value, and that it is
equally true that chemical and bacteriological certificates of purit,y in a water are
practically worthless, as such water may be the active agent in the spread of dise~se
when the sources of supply are superficial. There would thus seem to be a question
for administration, whether there is here an adequate supply of surface water, and,
if so, whether its natural :filtration is trustworthy under existing and prospective
conditions.
_
Depu.ty Q. .1.¥. Gen. A. S. Ki11tball.-One hundred thousand gallons of excellent
potable water is supplied daily to the garrison at the Presidio from the new pumping works. In addition to this a well has just been completed on the marsh northeast of the post, w bicb will supply all the water required for the animals at the new
stables. Forty drive wells and three additional bored wells 45 inches in diameter
are being sunk near the pumping works for increasing th e water· supply at tbe post.
A tnnnel is also being excavated into the Presidio Hill with the hope of obtaining a
flow of water into the post reservoirs by gravity. There is every prospect that the
efforts for :1n increased snpply of water will meet with success. In view of these
facts, until tlie result of these operations is known, the recommendation that the
water supply be derived from the Spring Valley Water Works is most emphatically
recommended for disapproval.

The report of Colonel Suter, referred to by Major White, is one discussing the question of providing an adequate water supply for the
present and proposed fortifications at and near Fort Point, San Francisco Harbor. It is accompanied by a report from Lieut.John E. Kuhn,
United States Engineers, to whom, fro111 his familiarity with tbe subject, was assigned the duty of making the investigation . An extract,
given be1ow, from his report shows the position taken by the engineers.
An abstract from the other report referred to by Major White was published in my A.nnual Report for the year ended June 30, 1893, page 1~9.
Lieut. John E. K1ihn, U11ited States Engineers.- * * * Before proceeding to a consideration of any plan for a water service, I will describe the present supply of the
Presidio garrison by the quartermaster's department. At the time of the abandoning
of Lobos Creek as a source of supply the quartermaster's department was forced to
supply water for the Presidio. Negotiations were commenced with the Spring Valley
Company, bnt for•some reason not known these fell through and a supply was sought
in wells driven near the shore of fountain Lake, whence the water is pumped to
several small reservoirs of 550,000 gallons aggr gate capacity, located near the garrison and about 100 feet abov low water. At first only six wells were driv n, but
these proving ineffi ient six more wells were sunk. I am informed by Colonel Kimball, of the qna.rterruast r's department, that the maximum capacity of all the wells
with twenty-four hours' pumping is 180,000 gallons.
in ·e t,he Pr sidio garrison onsnmes 90,000 gallons daily, it requires twelve hours' pumping dafly to secure this
supply. I am also informed that si11ce the plant was put in operation the level of
the water in the wells has fallen and that there is serious doubt about the ultimate
success of the plant. A.a it is, thew •lls are being taxed to their limits by the pr sent
demand , and any increased d mancl wlll probably lower the water level faster and
hasten the failure of the sy tem. The water is of good quality, but very hard. The
capacity of the pumpin<T plant i many times the yield of the wen , and if the latter
were only sufficient a supply might be ohtained for the en(J'ineer department from
the same' source. Th qnarterma t r al o informed roe that he thought it po sible
that he would have to a1,aud n thew lls ancl move his pumpin<T plant to Lobos
Cre k. Efforts are to b made to ecur a strip of ground on the so~1th side of Lobo
r k to a .. i t in maintaining th purity of the water. An elevated re ervoir 360
f t above low water, locat d upon Pr i,lio Hill, i al o talked or as an addition, l
iru1novement iu coon •ction with th po. ihl future change. If the e improvem •ots
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are carrie<l out there will be ample water for all purposes on the rcserva.tion. As
the case now stands tbe quartermaster has all he can do to supply the Presidio garrison, and the engineer department must seek elsewhere for water. " " ,.
Before closing the discussion of the subject I desire to call attention to the desirability of having a, comprehensive solution of the water problem. The quartermaster's department is working independently of the en~ineer dcpnrtment. It certainly wonld result in mutual ad vantage if both departments could be served by
one system of supply which would have a regard for war considerations. Such a
Rvstem is perfectly feasible either from Lobos Creek, or preferably from the Spring
Valley Company.

The waters from the Presidio examined in the laboratory of this office
gave results which indicated that the supply from the wells, as represented by samples taken from the main reservoir, and the supp1y from
Lobos Creek are excl'llent waters, notwithstanding their large amount
of chlorin, which is regarded. as normal to the surface and suusoil of the
locality. The water of Mountain Lake, on the contrary, is evidently
an undesirable water. The free ammonia and allmminoid ammonia
distilled from it, even after its storage iu clean bottles <luriug trarn~portation across the continent, with the large amount of oxygen required
and the microscopic characters of its sediment, suffice to condemn it
from the point of view of tl1e cl.Jernist an<l microscopist. As a matter
of fact, however, this water is not regarded as potable, and is not used
for any purpose 011 this reaervation. The analytical results submitted
by Dr. William M. Mew were as follows:
Water.
Solids ...•........................•...............
Cblorin . .......................................•..
Nitrites ........•............................•....
Nitrates ......................................... .
]'reo ammonia ...... ·- ........................... .
.AllJuminoids ..... ........•...........•...........
Oxygen required ............•.........•..........

Reservoir.
46
12.4
None.
Strong reaction.
. 002
.007
.040

Lobos Creek.
23

4.1

None.
StrongJreaction.
None .
.008
.120

Mountain
Lake.
29
7

Nono.
None.
.010
.006
.480

The figures represent parts per 100,000 of the water. No chan"'e on ignition of residues of reser•
voir and creek waters; uo aui111al lif preseut. A loss of 11 on ignition of r sidue of water of lake;
much blackening, with a slightly suspicious odor ; many rotifers in the watElr.

The water supply of Fort Assinniboioe, Mont., is obtained from driven
wells of slight depth. The water is pure, but opinions differ as to the
permanence of the supply. Formerly water was taken from Beaver
Creek, but in 1894 the creek became dry and' anotller source of supply
bad to be developed.
Capt. P. R. Egan, assistant sm·geon, Fort Assim1iboine.-The water supply of this
post is obtained from pipes clriven into the oil for a dist,tnco of less than 25 feet.
Beyond this distance the pipes, as I understan<l, sink into a bed of earth and no water
is obtained. This fact would seem to point to its being a surface water from the hills
or from the creek. AP..alysis showing it to be a soft water admirably suited for drinking and domestic purposes also supports, in my opinion, tbo belief that it is a surface water and not a de p, permanent supply. This summer and last have been wet
years, and the abundant ~•ieM of tbe driven pipes does not by any means prove that
the water qnestion at tbis post bas been perman ently settled. Our present supply is
an experiment, and until it has stood tl1e test of one or two clry summers an abundaut supply of water for this post when garrisoned by a large cavalry command is not
by any rueaus au assured fact.
Co~. J. K. Mizner, Tenth Cavaf?'Y, comnianding.-The water supply at t?is post ~s
obtam~cl through a system of clrn·e wellR from a network of springs, and its ai1aly 1s
~how_s it to_ be almost absolutely pure. It is ] oown to be better than any oth~r water
10 this region of country, or, per!Japs, in Montana.
Beaver Creek is now at its lowest stag , and ye~ the_ water supply from the drive wells is just as abund_ant as wh n
the reek was at its highest stage. 'l'he present water supply is entirely rndependent
of Beaver Creek and ha,s no connection with it as bas been satisfactorily proven by
every manner of test.
'
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The water supply of Fort Harrison, Mont., appears to be contaminated, as well as deficient in quantity. Ith;; taken from a stream which
flows past a sma11 mining village called Rimini, with an additional supply from Minnehaha Creek. Cases of typhoid fever appeared at Rimini
last autumn, and not 1011g afterwards a number of cases occurred in
that part of Helena which draws its water from this source. About the
end of December a child at Fort Harrison became affected, and as soon
as the diagnosis was positive, January 5, 1897, an order was issued by
the post commander directing that all drinking water be boiled for forty
minutes. The population of Rimini . varies from 20 or 30 to several
bun<lred persons, according to the condition of the mines. In a report
by Dr. E. C. Carter, it is said that the latrines of Rimini drain directly
into tbe stream, but the authorities at Helena assert that this has been
discontinued. When the mines are in operation the stream is often
turbid from the tailings flowing into it. 'rhe post commander, Lieut.
Col. W. M. Wherry, Second Infantry, in a communication to the adjutant-general of the department, dated February 18, 1897, wro~e as
follows:
In compliance with your letter of the 8th instant, I have the honor, in reference
to the water supply, in view of the alleged. infected condition aucl liability to infection of the water system oft.he town of Helena, our present source of snpply, to
report that it seems an almost insoluble problem.
As is well known, there are a fow springs grouped upon the 40 acres at tbe southwest corner of the reservation, acq uired for a water supply for irrigation purposes.
These have been tentatively tested to ascertain th eir capacity, an<l with a result of
not to exceed 25,000 gallons per diem. It was estimated that this water could be
accumulated in a reservoir and piped for distribution about the post for about $19,000,
and I have in previous correspondence on the subject suggested that it could . be
fnrth er increased, at considerable outlay, by digging drive wells and puttin g pumprng
works, etc., in the valley of Seven Mile Creek, north of the post. 'l'he post surgeon
believes the water from the springs on the reservation to ho pure aud satisfact?ry
for drinking and culinary purpo e , ancl cnlls ~ttention to other sources from which
wat.er could be obtained in his indorsom ent, which is inclosed herewith.
The peculiarities of the watersheds contiguous to and about tho post, the uses to
which the streams are applied, and the acquired ownerships by private parties,
together with the extrn,vagant co t, a,lmost preclude the consideration of any source
nearer than the Mis onri River offering a pure, unfailing and abundant water, apply,
and the enormous cost of availing ourselves of that source seems to put it beyond
consideration, unless it be in the shape of aid in g the city of Helena to bring the
water of the Missouri to our vicinity and arranging for a joint use, a contingency
which I have been led to believe some of the people of Helena hope to bring about
at some time in the future.
'

The post surgeon's indorsement, referred to above, was dated February 15, 1897 :
Tho only practical source of water on the reservation is the spring developed by
the late Captain Hoyt, a si, tant quart rninster. This supplies about 25,000 gallons
per diem of good, pure drinking wat r. Probably the cheapest and mo t atisfactory method of supplying the garrison witll drinking wnter would be to construct
a reRerv ir to be filled by this spring, and pipe tlrn wat r into th garri. on, supplying in ach barrack and set of quarters one faucet to be used for drinking and p rbaps culinary purpo es. \ ater of quality, good at present, might be obtained by
pur base from two Rprings near tbe re ervation. C rtain shallow wells just off the
Te rvation, l s than 40 f et cl rep, opply alimite<l quantity of "fair" water. 'l'bere
is a trenm about 13 mil from the po t, near McDonald's Pa s, which could furni h
an abnndantsupply of xcell nt water. The di taucei s gr at, and the expense woul<l
be con iderabl ; bnt th< t supply would b suflici nt and permanent. I know of no
oth r ource of water •.'C p th• Ii onriRiv r15 or 18 mil distant from post, and
sevel'a.l hunclr d fi et lower than th 'y rrison.

onn •tion with tbe wat r , up11 r of a neighboring city doe, not
alway, ati fy m di al m er of th
rmy that their command ba e
b eu upp1i d ith a a i factory Wet r.
t Fort dam , I . I., the
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supply for drinking derived from the Newport Water Works was recommended to be sterilized by boiling, as the surgeon in his report for
September, 189£>, claimed that there was much sediment in the water,
which, as was usually the case at that season of the year, developed a
foul odor on standing.
A. later report, dated July 27, 1897, by Maj. 0. L. Heizmann, surgeon,
gives fuller particulars concerning the water supply of this post:
In submittiug this report it might be well to review the statements of various
eminent chemists who have condemned the Newport water supply as beiog unfit to
drink, and this supply is at present the water used at this post. Dr. Smart (article
on water in Reference Handbook of Medical Sciences) states that: "Foul pond
waters are sonietimes used as puulic supplies, although they manifestly should not be
so used. The water of Easton's Pond co11stitutes, for example, the cjty supply of Newport, R. I." On page 17 of a report coocerning the N1~wport Water Works, published
h11892, the following appears : "Corupa,ring the analyses and statements of Dr. Smart,
Professor Hills, Dr. Drown, and Dr. Siegfried, covering the period from 1879 to 1892,
it will be seen t hat tlrn water is no better that it was soon afte r the works were constrncted, and that, on the whole, it is worne than when Dr. Smart compared it to
'ditch water.'"
The aualyses to-day show oo cause for rejoicing, and five years have elapsed since
1892. The water was ba<l in the beginning, has remained so, and there seems to be
no prospect of a better supply in the immediate futnre.
The water iu Easton's Pond is surface water collected from lands used for ,tgricultural purposes to its very edge. It is sufficient to point out that this supply represents a water collected from a snrface soileu by the excreta of both rnan aud beast.
Further proof would seem unnecessur.v to prohibit its use for drinking. The water
is passed through sand tilters into a sett.li11g well walled with brick. The supply is
then pumped into a T pipe, one arm of the T supplying Newport, the other going
into a reservoir which bolds a reserve to supply the city during suspeosion of the
pumpino-. The r eservoir was cleaned preYious to 1883, and this was due to the
uistrilrnting pipe bursting. Apparently it is in these receptacles that the organic
matter undergoes the greatest amonnt of decomposition. The water, as drawn from
the faucets su11plyiug this commaml, is frequently of a dirty brown color, and gives
olf an odor truly disgnsting. The water contaios all the elements for the growth of
low forms of plant life, and should disease-producing germs gain entrance to the
supply, they would finu an abundance of material for increase.
It is interesting to note that in uesslerizing the free ammonia from sample No. 3
there was present a yellow coloration which somewhat interfered with t he process.
Fnrtliermore, the albuminoiu ammonia found in the :fifth and seventh measures was
larger than that evolved with the fourth and sixth measures. The ~ame sample, 011
being examined immediately after collecting, rendered free ammonia in notable
amounts in its eighth and niuth meaimrcs; at this time the yellow coloration referred
to above was quite marked. Whereas, upon reexamining the same sample twentyfour hours later. the results tabulated below were obtained. These traits of a water
containing lar~e quantities of recent vegetable matter have been recorded in previous examinations of the Newport water; and it may be stated that the large
quantity of oxygen required, and the iuterference with the development of tho
ammonia coloration upon adding the reagent, indicate vegetable matter as the source
of organic pollution. The chlorin in all likelihood comes from the sea. Again,
the increase in solids after the water leaves Easton's Pond corresponds with its
increase in hardness and lime salt . Thi s may be due to its passage to the city
through cement-lined pipes. As this water has been frequently recommended to be
boiled before using for potable purposes, it is aAsumed that the command is placed
in as safe a position as is possible under the circumstances, but the amount of suspentled organic matter is quite unsightly.
The well water, listed as No. 4, ha been in use during the past thirty years, never
drying up, and probably represents the water used before the present supply was
e~tablished. '!he results of this analysis verifies the suspicion ent~rtained at the
tm1e of collectmg the sample, that the well was probably receiving household wastes
froru t ho surrounding soil. It certainly shows that a water is available to the citiz ne of Newpor~ ~uperior to ~h.at furnished by the water corupa_ny. This should
encourage the_m1lltary_authont1es to develop a local tmpply for this post ..
On July 26, mformat10n as follows was con veyed 1.o tbe adjutant of this post: It
has been reported that the men of this command are in tlie habit of using the water
contained in the cistern at the post oxchauo-e for <lrinking. Analysis shows t bi
supply to co~tain orga~ic m_atter in a stag~ of rapid decomposition. '~his is so
ui~rked that, 10 connect10n with other data, it might be asserted that the cistern ha,s
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been used for unauthorized purposes by men freqnentiug the exchange. The use of
this water should be absolutely prohibited ancl the cistern closed for the present.
The well known as the'' Engineer's well" at the post showed upon analysis tbat
organic matter, probably animal, h ad gained access to the water. Recommendation
,\·as made to ha,ye the well cleaned, which was partly accomplished three days before
1 he present analysis was made. Orders were issued for the boiling of this water, as
it is almost entirely usoll for drinking by the families of the officers of this comma~cl.
There is no doubt that the pollution of this \Yater is the direct r esult of ncg1ectrng
to protect the supply. During the past twenty years the well has not been cleaned,
mid, aside from the feeble attempt at cleansing the well recently, there seems to beno
ev iden ce of watchfulness over the care of this water. The cement lining haR long
since fallen from the walls, and there is seepage from mncl boles surrounding. the
brim of the well. Drainino-s from the pump wash the filth from the snrface rnto
the well. The roof is dilapidated. Old and dirty shingles are floating in the
wat r. Damage to the well and further pollution to the water win certainly result
from anything short of removing 10 t o 12 inches of dirt from the bottom, cementing the walls, and covering with a concrete l10oll impervious to liquids. The pump
should find exit through an opening abont 2 feet in diameter, and a sma,11 house, the
upp er part of which is covereu with wire nettiug, sho uld protect this aperture, ancl
.so insure thorough protection and ventilation. A p ipe should carry off the waste
from the pump to prevent the formation of mnd holes abont the well. The surround·
ings should be cleaned up, and depressions which collect water and form pools shoul_cl
be filled in. This water was r examined on Ju]y 28, and the analysis shows that it
has improved since settling, and there is no donut that with proper care it will form
a potable and valuable supply of water.
It is the intention to endeavor to secure water at different sites, that Fort Adams
may be furnished with good drinking w:1ter the year round, independent of the Newport water.
The 'analysis of water No. ljnstifies my recommendation of January 11, 1896, asto
the r emoval of the w at er tanks in use at tha,t time. The present tank (the only one
at post) was retained in hospital on account of the low water pressure which at ti~es
delayed the automat ic filling of the hot water boiler. All faucets in hospital dellv~r
this water except one, whi ch is direct from the main pipe. It might boa step 111
ndv:rnce to have all fancets deliver Newport water direct, using the tank to supply
the hot water boiler fn the hospital.

Analysis of water at Fort A dam s, R. I., July, 1897.
[Parts p e t· 100,000.)
6

s

Sample.

o. 1. Faucet in dispensary from
settling tank ......... _..........
No. 2. !faucet in kitchen direct
from Newport supply ... . .......
No. 3. From Easton's :Pond at
pumping station ................
No. 4. Oman's \Vell, Newport, R. I.
. o. 5. Engineer·s Well, I!'ort
clam s ..........•.. .. ..•...•. •. .
..c o. 6. Cist rn at post exchange ...
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The quality of the water upplied at San Diego BarrackR, Cal. from
tbe city waterwork was called in que tion by the urgeon, who recommendul the con truction of ci t rn, a. the be t mean of having a plentiful and pli.re upply.
Capt. W. L. Kneedler, assistant s1irgeon.-Tlw ab olute n c ssity for a supply of good
drinking wat r for the city o~, 'an Diego wa. r cognizecl by th p ople, and $1,500,000
was Yote<l. for the construction of :L 11 w wnt r Hupply. Ljtigatiou J1as o ti •11 up
this matter that tbe mo t Ranguin partie do uot exp ct the introduction of the new
water fll' tern in ide of five year .

( i ,'t rn w re al o recomm nclecl a Fort :rnb
a. b., a th only
m n by which a good wat r upply conlcl b obtain d for tlli po t.
The pre · nt ·upply con.·i t' f 'mfac drainage ·mpounded in ravine
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its permaneuce during summer being assisted by tbe flow from two
or three springs of snbsoil water.
'l'lle drinking water at }fort Robinson, Nebr., as reported by Major
La Garde, comes from a number of springs which issue from the banks
of a small creek. The water as collected there is bacteriologically pnre.
Assistant Surgeon Lynch plated the water a number of times ou gelatin
au<l. agar-agar, and under t,he most favorable conditions of temperature
his results showed only a few colonies per cubic centimeter; but the
water pumped to the distributing tank is not always wholly from these
pure sources. The watershed of the creek _drains an extensive area,
which is in part occupied by the population of the new post. The stuface water from melting snow flows at times into the creek from the officer ' stables arnl back yards where servants' earth clo. ets are installed.
Water also draim; from the corral into the creek, in the bed of which
are the collecting- welh:;, It was the original illtention to make tbe wells
water-tight except a.t the bottom several feet below tlte creek bed, but
ff they were origi11a1ly impervious they are not regarded as being so
now, for the well from which the supply is pumped for the use of the po t
coHtained 1,100 colo1iies during a thnw when there wa a large stream
of muddy water running down the gully draining the hill::,, while the
water of tbe same well gave only 77 colonies some time before when
the surface water on the ground was frozen. Boiling the water wa recommended pending the consideration of the best method of preserving
the purity of the spring waters.
Boiling the water was recommended anew in September, 1806, by the
surgeon at Jefferson Barracks, Mo., in view of the . erious epidemic of
malarial and typhoid fever (see supra, p. 73) which prevailed at the
post during tbe preceding two months:
In view of the carelessne s of many of the enli sted men on that score, I mu t mice
more insist on the absolute necessity, if di eaise is to be proventec1, of using none
but filtered ancl boiled water for drinking purposes. Company commanders should
see that a sufficient supply of such water lwuld be always on hand in each set of
barracks for the use of the men.

At Whipple Barracks, Ariz., the companie are all provided with
cooled boiled water; but the men visit the town of Prescott where
much of the water us~d is certainly impure. During the week ending
June 15, 1897, three cases of continued fever, probably typhoid, were
admitted into hospital.
When my report for last year was rendered, the water supply of
Fort Custer, Mont., was under examination in the laboratory of thi
office. The analysis gave exceUent re ults, but it is believed from
the general character of the water of the Little Big Horn River that
these results were due to changes that occurred in the bottled water
during the period that elap eel from the time of its collection to the
time of its examination. Dr. Howard's results a given in my last
report (page 141), and obtained from tbe freshly collected. water, are
more consi tent with the characters of a western stream than those
given by the bottled samples ent here for analysis. The case a preented again t the pnrit.y of this river water is that it is at time very
turbid from the breakin°· up of the ice and the melting of snow upon
the hills. Again, sometime it ha a foul odor and a di agreeable ta 'te.
Organic refuse from an agency slauo·hterbouse and large Indian camps
drain into it. Dr. W. C. Shannon ~eported as follows concerning it:
'.rh~ intake ~ater pipe, abont 10 inches in diameter, descends into a well excavated
1tbrn th mam_ u!1nk of the stt·eam au<l separated from the low-water hank ~f nmnmg water by 1 ieet of n, shallow water pool measuring abont 1 foot deep of water
aud several feet of mud bottoin. The :running water of the river runs by the mouth of
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this pool. During high water the current of the stream runs against the base of the
crib intake well. The water in the well is 4t feet deep, and is at the same level as
the surface of the pool and stream. The quartermaster and engineer insi::,t that tho
well and the river sustain the same level al ways. The drainage from the surrounding banks and· adjoining bluffs must be very limited, uecause the soft soil of tbe
banks is not corroded, and because the topographi cal levels conduct th•• drainage
away from this site. The same ground is especially free from contamination. The
exhaust stream from the pnmps, with its film of oil and the waslliugs from the boiler,
do, however, empty into the pool in front of the crib.
At present the water is low in the river, but is very clear. Annually we have,
during the months of July and August, a consideraule variety of acute intestinal disorders . This year a number of cases of typhoid fever have occurred. The first case
was fatal, and occurred among a party of traveling emigrants who camped along _the
l'iver. The second case was also fatal, and occurred in a section house about 20 miles
above the post, on the Little Big Horn.
.
Several solcliel'S were in the ho::,pital during July with a mild continued fever o_f a
rather limitecl duration, and now there are two more soldiers sick in hospital with
typhoid, one of them of a very mild type.
.
Recentl_y I visited the Indian agency, about 10 miles above us on the Little Big
Horn, and conferred with the agency physician relative to the existence of any continued fevers among tho Indians. So far as known nothing in this line exists among
the Indians. We visited the outlet of the new sewer of the Indian school. The fecal
matter escaping from the sewer was not dissolved, and floated on the surface of the
dead water adjoining the banks of the stream.
. .
Dr. Baxter, of the agency, has promised to keep me informed of any suspicious
intestinal disorders among the Indians.

Uapt. Charles E. B. Flagg, assistant surgeon, reported au analysis of
the Uintah River water used at Fort DuOhesne, Utah. In parts p~r
100,000 of the water the dissolved solids weigbed only 7.G, the clilorm
.4, and the free and albuminoid ammonias each 0.019; nitrates and
nitrites were present.
The Uintah River rises in the mountains of that name, about 40 miles distant, and
flows through the Ul.utah Indian Reservation. The only possible sources of con~amination are the Indian farms, from which irrigating ditches empty in to the nver,
camperti along the banks, and the Indian school at Uintah, 18 miles above the post.
The excess of ammonia, nitrites, nitrates, and oxidi:,,;able matter may be acconnt~d
for by the irri gating ditches. While the water at present is considered gooJ for
drinking purposes, bacterial infection from typhoid fever should be carefnll.) guarded
againot. This may be accomplished with the cooperation of the Indian-service physician at Uintah . * " " The method of distribution of tho water is primitive and
not altogether satisfactory. In winter water barrels are necessarily kept near a ~re
to prevent freezing, and as the kitchens are the only available places, the drinkmg
water is liable to absor~ gases and become contaminated with other impurities.

A satisfactory water supply for Fort Myer, Va., has been urged in
every Rauitary report rendered from that post during the year. The
character of the Potomac River water at the intake is not good, and tlle
surgeon reports increasing sources of contamination. It is under tood,
however, that an improvement in the quality of the supply will soon be
effected, as funds have been allotted for thi purpose.
Capt. W. H . .Arthur, assistant surgeon, June SO, 1897: The water is, as lt eretofo~e
reported, from a highly polluted source. The brewery, near the point of intake, 1
now in full operation, and the slaughterhouse is approaching completion. The water
will soon be entirely unfit for use.

The anitary reports from Fort Clark, Tex., intimate that the La
Moras Spring wa twice flooded during the heavy rains of the autumn
of 1 9G. Surface water and backwater from the swollen Htream eni red
the pring, and on both occa ion· the wat r within the protectiiw cai on was as tnrbi<l. a. that which wa uot , o protect d.
It appear,' from the reports of tlie ,urgeon, and the iu<lor ement:
th reon f po t aud d par~m ut antboriti , that the water , upply of
Fort all, Walla, a b. I.' xpo?ed to ontamination from th urface.
The pring from which the upply i derived are within 100 yard ' of
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the nearest houses; and recently, near and above the water source, gar•
dens have been laid out, the frequent manuriug· of which will probably
affect the water injuriously. .According to Capt. John L. Phillips,
typhoid fever is em1cuiic in the city of Walla Walla, becoming epidemic
in summer. He therefore considers it inadvisable to supply the post
by c01mecting it with the city water system.
B1·ig. Gen. E . S. OUs, cornmanding department, April 13, 1897.-The unsatisfactory
h ealth of the Fort Walla, Walla garrison, concerning which I have already commented, is believed to be largely due to the insufficiency and qua.lity of its water supply. In that belief the post surgeon recommends, and the post commander directs,
the thorough boiling of all drinking water during the warm months of the year.
The supply is obtained from springs (doubtless imrface springs) situat ed in marshy
land close to the city of Walla Walla, in the immediate vi •iuity- of which dwellings
will soon be constructed. It is piped to the post, and costs the Government in rental
$300 yearly. In all, excepting the dry months, quantity appears to be abundant, and
no complaint is then h ard of its quality; but it is evident if Fort Walla Walla is to
be maintained some other source of water supplymnst be secured. The sub,iect will
be investigated with a view to improvement in quantity and quality.

The water of the deep wells at Fort Barrancas, Fla., was reported by
the surgeon as too bmwily charged with iron to be satisfactory for
domestic use. 'l'hese wells were sunk about five yea,rs ago to render
the post independent of rain-water supplies. Samples of the well water
examined at that time contained a notable quantity of iron, but this
condition was reported as temporary, and due to an insufficient coating
of the interior of the new iron pipes. Otherwise the water was good.
Water from the spring referred to in tbe following extract from the
sanitary report for January, 1897, was examined at the same time, and
g·ave excellent results.
Capt. TV. C. Gorgas, assistant surgeon.-I recommend that the present water supply
be abandoned and the spring at Fort Redoubt be used as a source of supply.

1'he harmful influence of unflushed dead ends in a system of water
distribution on the quality of the water supplied, is noted by Maj.
Valery Havard, surgeon at Fort Slocum, N. Y. lie recommends a
triweekly flushing of all the pipes connected with hydrants to remove
the foul sediment that accumulates in them.
Water is conveyed by pipes from the New Ro chelle Reservoir directly to the post
buildings. The supply is abundaut, but not always as good as it should be. Experience h as proved that on account of "dead ends" on tho islancl frequent flushings
of the mains are necessary to keep the water pure and wholesome. * * * In
view of the great importan ce of wholesome drinkin g water, I respectfully recommend that three times a week-Tuesday, Thursday, anrl aturday-all the hydrants
without exception be opened for a few minutes, or as long at:1 necessary, to render
the water per:C ctly clear antl tasteless. Tlds end will be more completely attained
by opening as many of the hydrants as possible simultaneously.

Lieut. W. M. Cloud, assistant surgeon, Fort Sill, Okla., under date
of June 30, 1807, forwarded the results of an analysis of the po t well
water, and also of the water of Medicine Bluff Creek, both of which
appear to be good:
Well water, June 1, 1897.
Color ···-·· .... .... ..••.. ..••..
one. Nitrites...... ..... .............
Odor ............•.............. None. Nitrates.... ...... ..............
Taste ... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . None. Cblorin . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total olids .. ..........•••..... 20.
Oxygen required ....... ..... - . .
Loss on io-nition. .. .. . .. . ... ..•. 6.
Total barclness . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Free ammoni a,......... . ... . ....
. 0005 Temporary h ardness ....... - •·· •
Albuminoitl ammonia.. .........
. 0015 Perm anent bardne s.... . . . . . . . .

None.
.3
1. 8
•3
9. 5
1. !3
8.

On ignition the residue blackens quickly the blackness qnickly disappearing.
The Bample ?f water is good. The large am~nnt of oxygen required and the large
amount of mtr,1tes are probably due to ,egetable orgn,nic mattor.
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Medicine Blttff Creelc wa,te1·, June 23, 1897.

Color .••••••.•.••.. _. _.. _... _.
Odor.. • • • • • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . • .
Taste..........................
Total solids....................
Loss on ignition . . . . • . . . . . . • . . .
Free ammonia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Albuminoid ammonia . . . . . . . . . .

5Sligh_tlyl
1 turl.Hd.

~~trites ......•...••...... •••.
1trates ...........••..... ....
None. Chlorin ...........•..... .....
None. Oxygen required ...••...... ...
22.
Total hardness ....•••..... ....
6.
'femporary hardness ..... .•...
. 001 . Permanent hardness .......•..
. 007

Trace.
.31
2.
.35
9.
2.
7.

Analyses of the water supply of Fort Bayard, N. Mex., and of the
ice supply obtained from Silver City, N. Mex., were made recently by
the medical officers of the post, Capt. W. 0. Owens and Lieut. W. H.
·wnson:
[Parts per 100,000 of the water.]
Free Albu- Chloammonia. minoid. rin.

-----Water ...••••••... 0. 002
Ice ...•••.••.•••••. None.

None.
None.

1.4
.82

Loss on' CalciTotal i~ni- · um
Ni- Oxygen
Niresolids. tion.
trates. trites. quired.
carb.

Mag•
nes.
carb.

----

0.015
. 083

None.
None.

0.15
None .

27. 7
{a}

8.15
None.

18. 2
None.

Trace.
None.

a Tota.I solids from 100 c. c. were too small t-0 be weighed with scales on hand. When the soli~s of
the water supply were ignited only a faint brown tint was observed, and this disappeared ve_ry rapidly.
The water olltained from the ice supply indicates a source of exceptional purity. It contamed a veli
small amount of sediment, which was found to be composed of wood fiber from the sawdust of pac •
ing, sand, red and blue cotton :fibers, and remnants of algoid growth.

An examination of the ice supply at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., was
reported by Mad, H. McElderry. The ice was from Merritt Lake, and
gave good results: Free ammonia, 0.0025; albuminoid ammonia, 0.005;
chlorin, 0.1 part per 100,000.
An analysis by Dr. William M. Mew of a shallow well water from
Sandy Hook, N. J., showed a chemically satisfactory condition:

l\~f\;::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:;;~~;~~~~~~\\~~i\~~\~ii~~~:\i .14::5
Free ammonia ..............•••....................•.....••.••••.•.•.•.. --- • Trac3
Albuminoid ammonia. .....................••......•.•...•••••....•.•..• - - -• O.0
Oxygen required to oxidize organic matter . . . . • . . • • . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . • . • • • • . . O. 112

The chlorin was considered due to the marine locality, as the drainage
area was unpolluted.
A report of a chemical and bacteriological analysis of the water
supply of Vancouver Barracks was forwarded by the surgeon. -4- sample drawn from a tap in the hospital yielded 0.0013 free ammoma and
0.007 albuminoid ammonia, with traces of nitrates and nitrites. A
sample taken from a bathroom tap adjoining one of the squad rooms
gave a slight olid r idue which did not blacken on, ignition. Samples collected February 4- and 26, and March 9, gave a mean of only 39
bacterial colonie,. An alga grows at certain ea ons in tbe water f
tbe re ervoir at this po t. It floats in roundi h masses or cover the
urface with a greenish scum, giving the water a disagreeable colo!,
odor, and ta te. Recommendation ha been made to have the re ervoir
covered, a it is found that the exclu ion of light prevents the growth
of tbe organi m. Lieut. Franklin M. Kemp, a si taut surgeon sub·
mitted a report of bi inve. tigation into the contamination of ~he
water upply and if bi ob, ervation a to th ditr reut form wlnch
he stu lied are correct, the al · i undoubtedly quite clo ely related to
the Spheroplea annulina.
hould the plant r appear in the water
before the re ervoir i provided with a roof, pecimens will be forwarded
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to the Department of Agriculture for the consideration of the experts
in the division of vegetable physiology and pathology. Lieutenant
Kemp reported as follows:
I have the honor to respectfully submit the following report of the investigations
conducted in the hospital laboratory of the contamination of the water supply of
this poBt with certain forms of algre.
.
The growth consists of a green :filamentous plant, existing as a scum upon the
surface, or conglomerated into masses, varying from 1 inch to 3 inches in diameter.
About 10 gallons of the water were taken from the reservoir and placed in an
ordinary wooden washtub, protected by a covering of wet sheeting. This served
as a basis of supply during the ensuing observations and experiments.
A. The determination of the chemical properties of the water at the time of collection:
An analysis of the wat~r at the time of collection gave the following results:
[Parts per 100,000.]

Nitrites ...•••..•• - - •.•• - •...• - •..•• - •.. - - - -.. - - - - - - -- - • - - - - • - • - - - - - . • - - - - - Absent
Nitrates .......•..•...•...•.•...•••..•.••...•.....•......••...•.......••.• Absent
Free ammonia ............•..•..........•...•••....•.••••••.......•......•.
.0325
Albuminoid ammonia ............................................... ..... .
. 007
Oxygen required ......................................................... ; .02
Chlorin ............ _..... _............. _...•...... _...•...• _........ _.•...
.024
On igniting the residue, fumes of a peaty odor were evolved, the discoloration
developed slowly and persisted for a long time.
B. The estimation of the effect of the plant's growth upon the water or other
m dia in which it exists. An analysis of the water at the encl of ten days gave
the following:
[Parts per 100.000.]

Nitrites ..•••..•••••....................•....•........•••..............•... Absent
Nitrates .........•...•..•...•..•.............•.•...•.....••............... Absent
Free a1umonia.... . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . .
. 050
Albuminoid ammonia ..........................••.•...•.....•....••••...... Trace

gbro~,1~ ~~:~~~~~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::~ :::::::::::::::~ :::::::::::::::: :g~5
Gas was evolved in small quantities, which on examination proved to be hydro{f.en.
To 1 liter of the waiter lactose was added in tho proportion of 1 per cent. rhe
evolution of h ydrogen in this case was very mark d when the specimen was subjected to the action of sunlight, but diminished and finally ceased when kept in
the dark. Under the l att r conditions, however, butyric acid was found to have
developed, the amount of hydrogen and acid found in each case b aring to each
other an inverse proportion. It would seem, then, taking the production of h y drogen on one h and and of butyric acid on the other as indices of the vitality of the
plant, that the presence or absence of sunlight had a diJ:ect bearing upon its growth.
The truth of this hypothesis was demonstrated by the microscopical appearances of
the plant under these varying conditions:
C. The behavior of the plant under varying condition of light and t emperature,
and the influence of other agents or conditions upon its vitality.
Microscopically it presented the following forms:
1. Long filaments composed of quadrangular cells placed end to end, containing
chlorophyll more or Jc s uniformly distributed; the whole being inclosed in a mucilaginous envelope. (Fig. 1.)
2. Prriform cells from two to three times the diameter of a red blood corpuscle,
the pomted extremity being transparent, the body containin~ a green endochrome.
Some of these cells were very motile, and on staining with iodine many of them
were seen to h ave t w o flagella proceeding from the narrow pointed end. (Fig. 2.)
3. Circular green cells of the same B1ze as the former and in various stages of segm ntation. (Fig. 3.)
4. Cells containing a reddi h or reddish7brown endocbromo.
5. Ovoid forms containing a _Hreen endochrome some of them hrtving a vacuolated
appearance and non motile. (.l!'ig. 4.)
'
6. Long, slender fusiform ce1Js, some containino- transverse markings, the green
endo hrome diffl ring in qua?-tit~ nod di~tribntion~ (Fig. 5.)
.
7 .. Y ry sma:11 color le s refractive bodies pyriform in shape, endowed with great
motihty, _dartm ~ f~om_place to place across the :field, and presenting two :flaO'ella.
when stamed with 10dme. (Fig. 6.)
The :fila11;1entous structu~e~, as free as possible from other forms, w~re separated
and placedm beakers contammgrespectively the following media : ( 1) Filtered water.
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(2) One per cent solution of lactose. (3) Pasteur's solution, viz, water 100 parts,
ammonium tartrate 10 parts, ash of yeast 10 parts, lactose 1 part.
One beaker containing the filaments in filtered water was placed iu the light and
another in a dark incubator at 37.5 C. At the end of twenty-four hours the beaker
that had been placed in the incubator was examined and no material change was
found to have occurred either in the medium or the plant which it contained, other
than the appearance of a few green circular cells some of which were motile. ~t
the ona of forty-eight hours the filaments presented less chlorophyll in their constituent cells, while all motility had ceased in the round cells. The water gaiVe a slightly
putrid odor and taste, and examination revealed the presence of butyric acid. At the
end of four days all chlorophyll had disappeared from the filaments which were
observed to be in various stages of disintegration; and at ten days all filaments had
disappeared, only a few greenish, almost colorless round cells remaining.
In the two other media, viz, the 1 per cent lactose and Pasteur's solution, ~he
same changes were observed when sunlight was excluded, namely, a progressive

.

.

~~
l,.J

'~.\<

c• ol,

Fig.2.

Fi,g.J.

Ptg.4.
degeneration of the plant until nothing remained but granular detritus.
imilar
results were obtained when the cultures were kept in the dark at room t emperature.
Beakers of the same media were also inoculated with the s-reen ·ircnJar cell ,
entirely free from fl.laments and subje ·ted to the ame conditions. Althongh the
degeneration in this ase was not as rapid, still thero was never any a tive growth,
the chlorophy 11 and finally the cells themselves disappearing until nothin~ but granular material remain d. From this it may be deduced that th cir ·ular form were
much mor re isting than the filaments. The same effects were observed in beakers
placed in the dark at room t mperature.
nder the influenc of sunlight the r sults obtained differed materially from the
above.
Ii tle of th ftlamentous material wa thoroughly wa bed in running wat r
to free it from other forms, placed in a 1 per cent lactose solution, and expo ed to
indirect sunlight.
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Close observatio11 at this time showed that the morphological cbaracteristi~s of
the constituent cells of some :filaments differed materially from those observed in
others, n,dmitting of a classification of the filaments into two chief varieties:
(1) Those in which the endochrome was uniformly distributed.
(2) 'l'hose in which there was more or less differentiation of the endocbrome
amounting in some cells to an aggregation into different masse, . These masses were
of two varieties.
(a) Large circular bodies with a green endochrome, overlapping each other within
the filament (fig. 7) and dentical in appearance with the free circular form seen in
fig. 3.
(b) Small colorless pyriform bodies, very numerous, closely packed within the
remains of the constituent cells of tho filament (fig. 8) and identical in appearance to
the smnll refractive cells seen in fig. 7. At the end of three hours many of these
bodies hac1 escaped from the filam ents, some moving across the :field, others adhering
to the sides of the :filaments containing the green circular for ms, while ot hers
seemed to have penetrated the mucilaginous envelope of the latter filaments and to
have come in contact with the cells therein contained.
At the expiration of twel Ye hours, specimens from the same lJeaker were examined
and the following results noted: The large circular cells were seen to have escaped
in many instances from the filaments; and while the majority of the cells thus freed
seemed to maintain their integrity, many were observed in various stages of segmentation. Small green ovoid cells, endowed with motility,- and evidently the
outcome of the above process, were now observed.
No further change occurred in this beaker other than a grac1ual loss of chlorophyll
and the disintegration of the constituent elements of this plant, the filaments disappeai:ing first and the free circular green cells last.

Profiting by this experience, foreign bodies, such as bits of wood, stone, and
absorbent cotton were introduced into the beakers. Here the same proc sses were
observed as in the former experiments; with the exception that the plant instead of
degenerating after reaching a certain limit, went on to furth er development as follows:
The ovoid bodies liberated by the segmentation of t he free circular cells increased
in size, became pyriform, and finally lost their motility. Very slender fusiform
strnctures were soon detected, the smaller of whi ·h were tmnslucen~ the larger
pre enting a tinge of chlorophyll ancl faint transverse markings. islender filaments, with rounded ends, were next observed, a little longer tban the fusiform
bodies; the endochrome here was differentiated into segments more or less distinct,
while the chlorophyll was more abundant. These were evidently the immature
forms of the filaments seen in fig. 1, as shown by their rapid growth in length and
breadth to correspond to those strn ctnres. These changes continued for over a
weeki but finally ceased, and at the expiration of three weeks total degeneration of
t he p ant bad occurred. Examination at this timt of the mass of water contained
i!1 ~he ~b showed ~hat while the vital processes still went on they were _m<;>re
limited m extent owmg to the progressive degeneration and death of the maJonty
of the plant elements .
. p. ~he study o~ the life_ history of the plant with its proper classification_. The
h_!e history of this plant 1s probably as follow : Starting with the larg circular
oospore seen m fig. 3, there is segmentation of its endochrome to form smaller cells
which escape a motile zoospores, becoming pyriform oval, and finally fusiform fa
shape. The end~ of th ese fusiform cells become round'ea, their endocbrome presents
transverse markmgs, and they finally develop into the filamentous forms seen in
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fig. 1. Certain of the e filnments give rise to small motile antherozoids (fig. 6),
whilo tl.ie endocbrome of other :filaments become differentiated into oospores. These
oospores become germinated by contact and absorption of an ::mtherozoid, e cape by
the rupture of the mucilaginous envelope of the 1ilament and segment to give rise
fo the motile zoospores heretofore mentioned.
While this plant undoubtedly b elongs to tho Sphoroplere, its exact name (if it
posses es one) could not be d etermined. In many respects it resembles the Spberoplea annulina, differing, howeYer, in the following particulars: (1) By the absen~e
of any vncnolatecl appearance in the filaments. (2) By the absence of the red 011
seen in the matured oospore of tho latter plant, the small number of cells fqnnd
havin°· a r eddish tinge not warranting this as,mrnption. (3) By the absence of stellate forms in the oospores.

The water supply of Alcatraz Island, Cal., brought by steamer daily
from San Francisco, was reported in March, 1897, as having a deci~edly disagreeable t.a~te, a faint yellowish color, and a slight odor. Tb1s
condition was said to be due to the presence of an alga, which the
medical officer found to be present in the water as drawn from the
main at the Clay street wharf.
·
PURE W .A.1'ER FOR TROOPS ON ACTIVE SERVICE.

Maj. S. Q. Robinson, surgeon, in his report on the fevers of Fort
Reno, Okla., pointed out a well-marked coi11cide11ce between the prevalence of fever and the amount of field bervice performed by the troops
forming the garrison. (See supra p. 80 .) This coiitcidence had already
been noted in the experience of many of our army medical officers.
Post surgeons in referring to the causation of low fevers in thei~ com•
mands have frequently taken occasion to explain that these did not
originate in insanitary conditions at the post, but were incurred ~y t~e
men while absent on field service. Dr. Smart discussed this subJect Ill
a letter, July 6, 1897, addressed to this office, and urged the use of port·
able filters for commands in the fielu as certain to lessen the number of
such febrile cases. His personal experience on a march with Troop E,
First Oavalry, in a country where the surface water supply is alw~tys
bad, and at a time when it was at its worst, demonstrated the practica,bility of filtering water supplies for troops on field service. Favorable
action was taken on Dr. Smart's communication, which was as follows:
I have the honor to invite a~tention to the advisability of providing portable
water filters for troops operating in tho field. Such commands are u ually dep~ndent
on surface water supplies, and I t ake tho position that surface water supplies aref
always dangerous. I desire to point ont that in the early day. of t.lle set~le~ 1;1~ 0
our western country fevers were common. both in military commands and 10 civ1han
communities. These fevers were of an adyna.mic type. By some obs rvers they were
regarded as malarial remittents, by other. as specific typhoid fevers, while others
again, among whom was my elf, considered th at, although the majority of the cas1;9
were of malarial origin, occasional cases were clue to the pecific cause of ent~ric
fever, either developed de novo or propagated from some previous ca e.
otwitbstanding di:fferen es of opinion as to the nature of the fevers, there was a g neral
belief that the wat r supply was concern din their causation. This belief b came
strengthened as ontinuedob. ervation bowed that these fevers diminished in pre~alen e both at military stations an<l in civilian SE,ttlement as purer water npph~
were obtained. At the pre nt tim these fevers are of more frequent occurrence Ill
military ommands in the fi ld than am on g tbe troop stationed at permanent P? _t ,
and in temporary civilian ~a~p or ~rowing . ttlement than among commumt1e
that hav ~xpe!1~ed money ~n.1mprov10g their water 1:1upplies.
The adv ability of pr v1clm pnr water f, r troop in the field as w 11 a _for
those at perman n t po
m y be on idered evident. The po sibi1ity of malon_g
thi provision eems to have been hitherto an untri d experiment, at least in tb1 ·
count .
Re ntly in field op ration with Troop E, First ava1ry in Oklahoma Territor ,
I 1 ir d, if p
ible, to pres rvo the m n froni dis n du~ to impur water. Th
ob,j ct of tb fi lcl rv1
wa t•~ te t ~lie "alno of th m rg ncy ration. Obviou l
this value could not be appreciat d if the men und r observation were to become
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sick from influences other than those connected with their special diet. Diarrhea
or fever causecl by impure water might be attributed to dietetic causes, and. so cast
odium on the ration. Hence to give the ration fair play, it became a special object
to provide the men with pure water. To this end I consulted Maj. ·walter Reed,
curator of the Army Medical Museum, who provided me with a filter which he had
subjected to many severe bacteriological tests. This filter answered its purpose
excellently. My experience with it showed the possiuility of carrying on field service
a machine which will supply a pure water for a company of troops from a foul strearn
or stagnant pond.
Since this can be done, I re8pectfully urge that it should be done; that a certain
number of warranted filters should be kept available for the use of troops ordered to
field duty.
The expense incurred in making this provision would be an economy to the Government, not only in saving the lives of good men, but in lessening the expenditure
of money for pensions to men disaulecl or to the families of men deatl from preventable fevers. Tllere are men on the pension rolls now drawing $72 per month for
disability due to t~·phoid fever, a disease which would not occur or which would be
extremely rare, in commands in the field provided with an efficient filter.
It may be said that the expenditure for filters is unnecessary as the men can protect themselves by boiling the water. The men tried to do so, old soldiers particularly, and there is alway8 in a troop or company enough of such veterans to leaven
it and raise its younger members in the tried and accepted methods of avoiding
insanitar_v conditions. The boiling resolves itself into making a ·w eak coffee over
ni~ht to fill the canteen for the next day's march; but it is not always possible to do
this, or i he canteen becoming empty is tilled again on passing the next muddy stream
or water hole.
I do not require to leave the neighborhood of Fort Sill, Okla., in which the test of
the emergency ration was made, for an illustration of the harmful effects of impure
water on troops in the :field. Maj. E .T. Con1egys, surgeon of that post, informed me
officially that in June, 1896, Troop H, First Cavalry, 47 strong, formed the escorting
party for money to be paid to the Indians on the J.'eservation. Nine ruen of this command became affected with typhoid fever and two died, as the result of insanitary
conditions on this trip. Troop E, E irst Cavalr~,, 46 strong including myself, rode over
much of the same ground in May, 1897, ancl filtering our water supplies from the same
creeks, returned to Fort Sill without a man sick. This alone, it seems to me, establishes the position which it is the object of this communi cation to sustain, the
advisability of providing pure water supplies for troops iu the field, since the recent
expedition to test the value of the emergency ration has shown that it can be done.
FOOD.

The food of the men has been reported almost uniformly during the
year as ample in quantity, well cookeu, and of excellent quality.
Maj. H. Lippincott, surgeon, invited attention to the bad condition
of the porcelain-lined·dishes in the general mess haU at Fort Sheridan,
Ill. He urged that they be disused. as they were badly worn and
chipped, and their crack8 and crevices afforded hiding places for disease
germs and the lodgment of dirt.
In December, 1896, a number of men at West Point, N. Y., suffered
from symptoms of poisoning by some putrefactive change that had
taken place in head-cheese supplied by the post butcher. Maj. George
H. Torney's report of this was as follows:
On the night of the 21st instant, as alrea<ly reported, 25 enlisted men of the cavalry detachment who had at supper on that <late eaten head-cheese supplied by the
post butcher, were poisoned by a toxic agent which probably originated in some
putrefactive change in the food. In several of the ca.sea the symptoms were very
severe, wb1le in others they were slight. Bnt in every instance in which this food
was eaten ~here was some manifestation of its toxic effect on the system. The reco~mendati_ons ma(le after t~e outbreak, that all foods containing pork, and especially partially prepa~e~ article!, be thoroughly cooked before ~eing s~rved to the
messes.., have been carried out. E ortunately no mortality resulted from this outbreak,
and all the cases recovered within a period of a few days and were returned to clnty.

At two posts the milk supply was criticised adversely. M3;jor
La Gar~e reported from Fort Robinson Nebr., March 31, 1897, tbat the
post dairy was not kept in a cleanly ma'nner and that the milk collected
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from such a source could not be clean. He urged that, for tlle priYileges accorded, the keeper shou1d be required to observe the sanitary
rules for dairies that are in force in civil communities under the supervision of boards of health. Au early inspection of the dairy with the
enforcement of the necessary sanitary rules was ordered by the post
commander.
In February last Capt. Charles E. W oodrnff, assistant surgeon, maue
a careful inspection of the sources of the milk supply at Fort Sbericl~n,
Ill., and discovered so many insanitary conditions in connection_ with
the collection, storage, and diRtribution of the milk as to lead lum to
recommend a radical change in the method of milk supply.
He reported as follows:
The principal dealer in the post is A. His farm is northwest of the post, and is in
fair condition. The water used in cleaning cans, etc., is from a cistern aud also from
a well not far enough removed from the barnyard. The barns are kept fairly cleaned,
but are not properly arr:.mgod nor in good sanitation, and pigs are kept in the same
building, and are very obje ·tionable. Several of the cows have a skin affection resembling the" mange," and unless they are removed from the others it is sufficient cause
to condemn all his milk. A sells milk in tho mess ball, and after carting around the
milk all day he removes the surplus to his depot and allows it to settle, selling the
cream and returning the skimmed milk to Lis farm. This he now denies. This ac_cou1:1ts
for the fact that his cream is often unfit for use, souring in a foul manner ind1cat1ve
of dirty infection of the milk. In summer this is quite a frequent occurrence, as t~e
ruilk is not kept cold enough. A has the u nal vat for cooling the milk as soon as it
is put into the cans, but the milk house was uot neat and clean.
A buys extra milk from his neighbors, B and C. B's place is new, and well
arrangct1 except as to the water. 'I'he well, 40 feet deep, is a few feet from the barnyard, and, of course, contains seepage from the barnyarcl filth. The water is ~secl ~or
all purposes. It is not likely that it is contaminated from the privy which_1~ qmte
a distance off, draining through a drainpipe in an opposite direction. Yet 1t 1s dangerous, ::i,nd tbongh no question of adulterntion of milk with this 1rnspicious wa_ter
need be considered, it is possible for milk to be contaminated by careless splash 1_ng
of water, or through rinsing of the cans. As there are no means of keeping the rrnlk
cold enough in the time intervening before it is delivered at the customers' houses,
this is a very dangerous defect. The stable was found to be very filthy.
C's farm ,vas stablished to supply pure milk to a hotel, which lie own_s and
manages. The farm, barns, and creamery are almost ideal, the defects berng _of
minor importance. The cows seem to b healthy, part of them being pure Sw1ss
stock. The water is from an artesian well, 1,800 feet deep. The hotel takes a,lmost
all the milk, and there is not enough surplus to supply the post. The milk seems
to bf;l safe.
D, who sells milk in the mess hall, has but two cows, buying the rest of the milk
he ells. One cow he keeps at home in a stable indescribably filthy. The other
cow is kept at his father's farm adjoining, and it is in a similar state of filth. The
water is from a well in an open field near by. The milk he buys is brouaht to the
house in the morning, and is kept in the kitchen, the lids of the cans being often
taken off. Here it remains until evening, in the meantime receiving dirt and anrthi'?g else that mar be <lropped into it by the famil;v, including eight children m
their frequent commgs and goino-s through the kitchen. From th e gen ral filt_hy
state of house and surroundings it is not to be expected that any care 1s taken with
the milk caus.
D buys milk from E, whose barns n,re not as dirty as D's, but bad enough. The
well in.the y~rd could ea ily be om_e contaminated. The milk is put away in a sn:in-ll
cellar, m which I aw an open swill barrel full of sour milk, a pork barrel half fnll,
veg tables, partly decayed apple , and fresh meat. The place is dirty and th cows
ill k pt.
D al o bny milk from F. H re there wa a greater state of cleanliness and a
clo:er approach to the dairy business, a this farmer has for many years b en shipping
milk to 'hi cago. There is a good, clean milk house surrounding th well, butiti too
n <ar th house for the water to h al,ove suspicion. The barn was clean, but the
cows ar fed on sour, decayed malt from the city breweries.
·ell. milk in be post :i,nd m. . hall. His farm i unsanitary in the arrangemen ,
bu au attempt at cleauhnc s 1 ob erved. From th condition of dirt around the
bou <' it i. not rea onabl to expect propercaro of the can . There i no milk house,
m1~l tlw ·aus: r kept in 11: pr •smoa.1,ly dirty hou. <'. It wa not iu pect d. His -~,
\Jemg now tlry, he bu) s milk from H. an •ar neighbor. H has never before sold milk,
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though he has sold butter in tbe post for several years, and given satisfaction. The
barn is in goorl. condition, but the surroundings of the house are baa, all the kitchen
slops being thrown out on the ground at the kitchen door. The well is near the barn,
and the water is apt to be contaminated with seepage from the barnyard. He has lately
erected an ice house and milk house combined. The vat for cooling the milk in
summer is such as is usually found on dairy farms. The cellar in which the milk
nsed to be kept is fairly clean, but in great disorder. There can be no assurance
that the cans will be cleansed perfectly. Last winter diphtheria appeared in a house
about a half mile from G's place, and the danger of its spreading to other houses
is enhanced by the generally unsanitary state of all the neighboring houses.
I , who sells considerable milk, bas the filthiest farm I have ever seen. Several of
the cows have a skin affection resembling the" mange," and some of them look sickly.
They are very dirty. They drink at what is called the "spring," a small pond in
a semi-marshy place. It is covered now with ice which is flooded with water.
The cows tramp through and deposit manure in it, so that they drink a yellowish
solution of urine and manure. I buys garbage from the post mess for his hogs, but
some of it is thrown on the ground and the cows were eating it. Notwithstanding
the cold the stuff has decayed, and tbe whole place was filthy in the extreme. It
must be frightful in summer. The stables are ramshackle affairs, unsanitary in
arrangement, and :filthy in the extreme. The water is from a cistern near the house,
and is so dirty and filt,by that it is actually brownish yellow in color. The water
usually taken for the cleansing of cans is from a well near the barnyard, but it is
temporarily out of use, the walls having fallen in. The milk house is near one of
tbe filthy barns and is dirty. In summer it is said to be horribly foul. The cans are
in many cases old and rusted, and could not be properly cleaned, even if the attempt
was made. They are simply rinsed out with warm water. No care is taken of the
cans; they lie aroun<l. on the ground, some soiled, others rusted, and one fu]l of frozen
sour milk. AU the surroundings of this place are indescribably :filthy and disorderly, and the place has for years been looked upon as the worst filth spot within
miles. I have frequently seen his milk cans taken out of the post on the garbnge
cart. There is no doubt that the possible da,ngers from using any milk from this
farm are so great that it should be excluded from the post. I should not be permitted to enter the post for this purpose.
I buys milk from J 's farm, which is northwest of the post. Tbe bnrns are only fa,ir
as to cleanliness. The cows do not look well. A. fowbave a ''mangy" looking skin.
The well is removed from the barnyard a fair distance.
A.11 the men claim that they scald out the ca,ns as soon as they are returned to the
farm. This should clean them sufficiently if they can he trusted to do it every time,
a rather doubtful supposition; but it does not sterilize the cans, and souring of the
milk in warm weather or repeated infection of the milk is possible.
No case of sickness was heard of at any farm, and if any disease existed it was
carefully concealed.
,
Some of the farmers made a pretense of washing the cows' nipples before milking,
but the efficiency of the process can not be vouched for. As a rule, the cows were
an in a :filthy state, manure was found adhering to their sides and udders. This
lack of care is in keeping with the generally dirty state of the barns and other surroun<'lings. In many instances it was possible for the cows to feed on manure.
None of the barns seemed to have been recently whitewashed, and some of them
have perhaps never bad such treatment.
Not one of the farmers seems to have an understanding of the proper management
of the dairy business, and they do not appreciate the dangers. 'l'hey are not dairy
farmers, but poor men, with small, ill-kept, poor farms, in a marshy, uuwbolesome
locality, who have taken to selling milk to eke out an otherwise poor living. Some
of them are too poor to secure necessary appliances, and several seem too stupid to
learn proper methods. It is doubtful whether a system of inspection under these
circumstances can be made practicable. Where the daily life is such a dirty one,
cleanliness in the milk business is not possible.
There was no investigation of possible adulteration with water! there being no
way of proving the charge that such was done. The state of affairs fountl is bad
enough, but would be much wor e if the milk is watered with such impure water as
mu t exist in the barnyard wells in these marshy places.
.
.
I~1 mar~ecl ?ontrast to the above, I respectfnlly submit the followrng synopsis of
an m vest1gat1on I made over a year :tO'O of the fresh milk supplied to the post for a
short time by a condensed milk comp~ny. The central plant is in a good grazing
country, wh ere mo~el dairy farming can be carried on. Tbe farmers ar~ under contract to sup~ly their whole product and are well enough paid to be anxious to carry
out the reqmrements. 'fheir barns 'have to be whitewashed inside and out, and kept
scrup~1lou ly clean. The cows are kept clean, properly bedded, and before milking
th_ mp~les :ire mo!:lt carefully washed. Such foods as slops, sonred malt from breweries, on10ns, etc., a.re forbidden. Veterinarians inspect the herds atfrequentirregula.r
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intervals, and on the least sign of (1isense the cow must be isolated and the milk
thrown away. If necessary the cow is killed. The company's inspectors have duplicate keys to all barns and make frequent visits both day and lllght, and upon the
least infraction ()f rules the contract is broken. The water supply and general sanitation of each farm are also looked after. The milk cans as soon as filled are placed
in vats of ice water and slowly stirred until cooled, when they are immediately taken
to the central plant. The milk is tested, and if below grade is rejected . The cans
are emptied, clcani.ed and sterilized with live superheated steam, and returned to the
farmer, who is forbidden to open the can except to put the milk in_. He is ~ot
allowed to wash the cans, but is required to be scrupulously clean with the_ rmlk
pails, paddles, etc. The milk is at once put into sterile bottles and hermetically
sealed, and the bottles are packed in ice in boxes and placed in a cold-storage room.
In the evening the boxes are transferred to refrigerator cars and sent to Chicago by
special train, arriving at midnight. They are then taken to the three distributing
depots and the delivery commenced at 4 a. m., less than twenty-fours after milking,
less time than usual in the dairy business.
Tl.ris care not only makes improbable the infection of the milk, and if it should be
accidenta,lly infected, it is kept so cold until actually delivered that the disea~e
germs do not develop. As a result the tests of this milk have invariably shown it
to be above grade, and containing a minimum of bacteria per cubic centimeter. _It
is so successful in Chicago that it is sold in immense quantities, notwithstanding its
high price. In taste it was superior to any milk used in the post, was very well
liked, and eminently successful. The exchange officer would not buy it because
there was no profit, and the civilian who took charge of it afterwards dropped the
matter for the same reason, though his business was growing and subsequently would
have been very profita~le. The railroad company brought it out for 1 cent ~ quart
and returned the empties free. For special purposes, such as the mess of th~s po~t,
the company delivers the milk in bulk, but usually refuses to do this, so as to give dishonest agents no opportunity of tampering with it, an impossibility with the sealed
bottles. The company also runs some milk through the separator, selling th~ cream
in half-pint bottles. The fresh condensed milk so highly recommended for mfan~s
is sold in half-pint jars. It will keep fresh several days. It is unsweetened, allll 1s
condensed from four times its bulk of fresh milk by evaporation in vacuum pans.
Both are cared for exactly as the fresh milk. I have ordered this fresh condcn~ed
milk for sickly infants with poor digestion, and it has been eminently succes f_ul.
It is a great misfortune that it is not now obtainable. This is all done in connec~10n
with their other business of condensing milk. 1'he dairy business on modern scie~tific lines requires such scrupulous cleanliness to be successful that the compn?Y is
quite anxious to have experts and the public in general visit and inspect the busmess
in every detail. This is in marked contrast to l's reluctance to allow me to look over
his filthy place.
Conclusions.-There is but little milk brought into the post which is wholly fit f?r
human food, and should it ever become infected in summer time, a serious epidem10
is liable to occur, owing to the rapid growth of germs in warm milk.
Such men as-D, G, and I are dangerous, and should be positively prohibited from
bringing milk into the post. Their farms can not be put in proper condition, and
their methods of living show that they can not learn.
.
A might be trusted to remedy the defects of his place. The same m_jght be said
of H, but in each case it is doubtful if they could be made to understand the gr~at
care necessary to prevent infection. Their whole idea seems to be to keep the milk
from sourincr until it is used. Such constant snperintflndence, inspection, and te tin~ by experts is necessa;ry, that I doubt whether it is practicable here, and the ~nly
thmg to do is to recommend milk that is already tested, inspected, and supervi ed
by experts. In addition, the marshy ground is unfit for dairy farming, the cows
virtually living in the slough west of the po t, and as none of the men have enou~h
cows, they will constantly be introducing milk purchased from unsanitary, unlllspected sources. It is far safer to exclude them all and keep our own cows, or buy
certified milk from the company. This is entirely practicable if it is managed_ by
the Exchange, the milk arriving on the 7.50 a. m. train and being distributed before
.30 a. n1. It will keep for•two days, and the bottles need not be uncorked until put
on the table, thus as uring no contamination in the transit.
.
If it is not practicable to hav a waaon meet the 8 a,, m. train to deliver the milk,
it could come out on the 11.46 train, the commissary wagon taking it around the
pot.
pecial ra.t s a.re made for it if taken in bulk, and none other hould be purcha ed
by th en ra.l m
or -permit d to be sold to oldiers.
If th above arraog m nts •a,u not be made, th n I would re pectfully recomm nd
that efforts b made to hav built a large comlllodioos cow barn, and that officers
be permitted to keep cows, a herder being hired to look after them.
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The emergency ration which was authorized by General Orders, No.
49, Headquarters of the Army, Adjutant-General's Office, Washington,
D. O., Decembe1· 5, 1896, was tested practically by Troop E, First Cavalry, under the medical supenision of Maj. Charles Smart, surgeon.
The results of the ten days' march on emergency rations for five da.ys,
were in every way satisfactory as showing that there was no noticeable
deterioration in the condition of the men on account of their bard service
and limited diet. Dr. Smart's report, which discusses the whole subject
tl10rougllly, is as follows:
Repo1·t of a practical teat of the use of the emergency ration by U. S. troops on active
service.-The emergency ration was authorized and announced in General Orders, No.
49, Headquarters of the Army, Adjutant-General's Office, ,vashington, December 5,
1896. These orders were base<l.on the recommendations of a board of officers convened
by Special Orders, No. 74, Adjutant-General's Office, March 28, 1896, of wbich board I
had the honor to be chairman. The board was called upon to make recommendations on the subject of an emergency ration and to report upon the minimum amount
of articles of food necessary to sustain a soldier in health and activity, while in
active service in the :field for a limited period. This at :first sight seemed a great
r esponsibility, but to aid it in its deliberations the board had the benefit of the wells
considered views of no less than-forty officers of experience, for in each of the eight
military departments a board had already been convened, each consisting of one
medical, one subsistence, and three line offi cers, and the reports of these boards,
together with the views of the Commissary-General of Subsistence thereon, were
among the materials submitted for the consideration of the War Department board
aforesaid. The work of the eight departmental boards made that of the War
Department boar<l. an easy one. 'fhe experience of tho many officers constituting
the various boards indicatell so clearly the main points of consideration that t he
War Department board had before it little more than a work of verification. Practicn.lly, the r esult of its deliberations confirmed the average results reached by the
dep:.rtmenfol boards.
Certain propositions were accepted, as proved by the experience of the members.
An emergency, for instance, is no time to attempt a chn.nge of diet; hence all special
articles prepared with the utmost care to supply the system with the theoreti eal
amount of the theoretically needful nutriments must be set a ide and only those
articles be recommended for issue to the use of which the soldier is accustomed.
Again, an emergency might oc ur at any time and special rations might not be on
hand when wanted; therefore the emergency ration should consist of those articles
which the Subsistence Department woulcl have always on hand for the subsistence
of troops. In other words, hard bread, bacon, and coffee should form the staples of
the emergency ration; and to insure tha t there ~hould be no misunderstanding on
this head, the board specified that the hard bread should be such as the Subsistence
Department was then issuing for the use of troops, and a similar remark was made
in regard to the bacon. Concerning the coffee there seemed to be no room for misunderstanding. Pepper and snlt were recommended as condiments, and tobacco as
an accessory which could not always be procured by private purchase in an emergency in war time. The only advanced steps taken by the board was the acceptauce
of saccharine instead of sugar, and for the weight of the sugar thus saved the substitution of a weight of soup-making material (pea meal.being suggested prov isionali.Y) containing a large percent.age of protein, as this seemed necessary on scientific
or theoretical grounds to complete the proper dietary.
Iu the published articles on the subject, an emergency ration was assumed to be
11, minimum of diet, and the orders convening the War Department board app ared
t o imply the SA.me view; but the board in its report made the unexpected proposition that this ration should consist of the maximum diet for hard labor. It was
considered that there would be hard work ahead of troops ordered out on emergency
service, and that therefore no restriction should, if possible, be placed on the amount
of food available for the men. Emergencies would seldom last beyond a few <l.ays.
'l'he maximum diet for hard labor is set down by the scientific authorities at about
2 pounds. As the board considered that on an emergency the soldier could carry
10 ponnds of food, it recommended that the ration should consist of 2 pounds, but
that no more than five days' ration should be authorized to be carried. Thus, if
the me~gency shot?-ld ~ast le, s. than five days, the soldier would alway~ have ~h:e
fullest diet to sustarn h1m. 1h1s would provide for many of the emergenc10s of nuhtary service. Bnt, on the other hand should the emergency be expected to last for a
longer P riod than five days f Her~ th e board became confront d with the call to
determine the minimum amount of food necessary to sustain a soldier in health and
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activity for a limited period in active field service. Physiologists are well a,cquainted
with what is ca,llecl subsistence diet. It is the diot that is needful to ca,r ry on the
internal work of the human system, the work involved in the mere act of living,
without consideration for active, live, muscular work, productive of external results.
This is us1rnlly set down as about 16 ounces of water-free food. Parkes, in his widely
known work on hygiene, gives the weight of subsistence diet as 15 or 16 ounces, not
including coffee in this weight, and he states that, although this will keep a man
alive, it will probably not prevent him from losing weight, and therefore is not really
sufficient.
In consideration of this minimum declared by the scientific and practical hygienists to be abso1 utely needful, the board decided that when a.n emergency occurred
which was expected to continue for a longer period than five days, the command
should be required to so use its five days' rations as to make them last for the
expected number of da~·s, but that ten days should be the limit of use of the five
days' emergency rations, because when made to last for this number of days, the
men would be practically living on the subsistence diet of the physiologists, and all
muscular work pToclncti ve of external results would necessarily be at the expense of
their own tissues. It was conceived that emergencies would rarely last for so long
a period as t,en days, but that when such an emero-ency did occur, it would be one of
extreme gravity and of such a character as to call for self-sacrifice on the part of t~e
troops. 'fbat they would lose weight on such a spare dietary was accepted, but it
was considered by the board, from the experience of its members, that troops could
undergo ten days of active sorvice on the limited· ration without material loss of
efficiency and with no more injury to the constitution of the men than could be
repnired by a week or two of full diet when the emergency was at an end. .
The quality of the components of the ration was decided upon so that while the
whole ration should have the highest calorific value, its half should contain the proteids or nitrogenous principles of the physiologic subsistence diet.
It is needless to spe:1k of the whole ration, its sufficiency being guaranteed by
daily experience where bard bread, bacon, and coffee are used as food.
The ability of the soldier to pack on his person and carry five days' rations wus a
question to be determined by the experience of military men. The members of the
Wm Department board concluded that it could be done, but left the deta,ils to be
elaborated in the future. The report of Capt. W. C. Brown's test trip in Okla~oma
Territory shows that the five rations, the required amount for an emergency of five
or more days, can be carried by mounted men, and shows also what seems ~m?-er
present conditions to be the best mode of packing. Future experiments with mfantry troops will determine this for them.
The sufficiency of the five days' rations, when spread over six or seven days, may
also be taken for granted, but when spread over eight, nine, or ten days, when the physiologic subsistence diet was approached or reached, the practical question arose:
Woulcl the men be able to stand it' would they, having food in their possession, be
able to limit themselves to a small .regulation allowance, or would they satisfy the
cravings of the day and let the morrow look to itselff This was the uncertain question that could be decided only hy a practical test, not by one or two men, who might be
enthusiasts, but by a military command composed of unselected men, many of whom
should be young soldiers who had never undergone any privation or restriction of
diet.
It fortunately happened that Lieut. W. C. Brown, who bad been recorder of the
War Department board, was shortly ther after promoted to the captaincy of Troop
E, First Cavalry, stationed at Fort ill, Okla., and it occurred to this officer that
from no other post in the nited St.ates could the sufficiency or the inadequacy of
the emergency ration be demonstrated o satisfactorily, been.use on account of the
absence of settlers on the Indian re ervation acommandcouldmarchfortbere(lnired
number of days without having to amp or to pass within 20 or more miles ?f
any settlement where the troop might obtain any articles of food unknown to therr
officers. Captain Brown represented this to the Adjutant-Genoral of tbA army, and
requested p ermission to take bis troop out to test the sufficiency of the ration when
used for the maximum limit of ten clays.
This permission was granted, and I was detailed by Special Orel ,rs, o. 87, Headquarters Army, Adjutant- 'eneral's Office, ,vashington, D. C,, April 15, 1897, to accompany the command as its medical officer. The clnty of a medical offi ·er in thi ca e
involved more than the ordinary duty of a medical officer with an o.·p ditionary
column. It involved asp cial inquiry into thA condition of the men as affected from
da.y to day by the limited dietary.
To enabl me to mak thi inquiry I joined th command at Fort Sill Okla.., s V·
eral day befor the troop tart d on its march. Throu~h the onrtesy of the
Qnartenna t er-G n ral's ffi e, I obtain Pd a portable platform sea.le by whi h the
w ight of the ruen could be taken when d . ir d. From the Army Medical fo eum
I procured two dynamometers, one of which determined the upward pull of the
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men, the other the muscular power of their arms. It was not the intention to use
both of these, but the average relation between them was determined so that if any
accident destroyed the utility of the one in use, the other might be substituted and
its results be coII).parable with those already made and recorded. The dynamometer
which recorded the upward pull was used throughout the expedition, as its efficiency
continued unimpaired. It was made by Tiemann, of New York, and consisted of an
elongated oblong steel spring, with a dial plate and index to show in pounds avoirdupois the approximation of the sides of the oblong when under strain from below
upward. To use it a strong iron book was riveted into the center of a board 2 feet long
by 1 foot wide and 2 inches thick. 'rhe soldier stood upon this board, one foot on
either side of the hook. He then caught the lower end of the oblong spring in the
hook, adjusted a crossbar by means of the links of a chain tothe upper eudofthespring,
and then, with the crossbar in both hands, pulled upward with all his streu~th. The
muscles of the legs, loins, back, shoulders, and arms were all concerned in this effort to
pull the hook out of the board. From the Army Medical Museum Io btained also a portable filter, the capacity and efficiency of which had been under test for some time in
the bacteriological laboratory. It was incumbent upon me, as upon all medical officers with troops, to protect the men from all unnecessary exposures to insanitary
influences, but in this instance I regarded it as specially needful to take no ri!!ks
from impure water. In another communication (letter to the Surgeon-General, dated
July 6, 1897, supra, page-) I have dealt with this subject at greater length and
made appropriate recommendations. Diarrhea from impure water occurring in the
command would interfere with the special object of the expedition. Such diarrheas
might even be attributed to the diet. To protect the emergency ration as well as
to protect the men, I r egarded it as essential to provide the command with fure
water on the expedition, particularly as I understood that the surface waters o · the
1·egion in which the march was to be made had a notoriously bad reputation. I was
therefore gratifiecl to :find myself provided with a :filter which had given satisfactory
results in bacteriological experimentations.
During the few days of my stay at Fort Sill I examined the men who were to
undertake the march and found them all sound and hearty. The party consisted of
two officers and forty-four men. With the exception of the officers and six of the men,
they were all under30 years of age, the average age being 27h years. The youngest
man was 21i2", the oldest, myself, 551fi.r years. Twenty-two of the men were under
24 years of age, and most of these had never been on field service before. The average height was that of the American soldier, 67.5 inches, the extremes being 64: and
72 inches. Tbe average weight was 158 pounds, the extremes 140 and 188.
In connection with this expedition the Surgeon-General of the Army sugg sted
the desirability of making a control exp eriment by having a detachment of troops
undertake a ten days' march on full :field rations, that a comparison of the condition
of the men in the two commands might be made at the end of their march. Only
one officer, Lieut. vVilliam H. Osborne, and 9 men could be spared for this purpose.
The average age of tbis party was 29-h years, the extremes being 21 Hand 44 1\ ; height,
67.9 inches, the extremes 65. 75 and 71.5; weight, 163.4 pounds, the extremes 135 and
182 pounds.
The two commands marched from Fort Sill on the morning of Monday, May 17.
They were accompanied by a wagon carryin er ratiorn! for the men and grain for the
hor es, as it was the intention to keep the men on field service on full rations for
two or three <lays before beginning the emergency march, the better to simulate the
conditions that would be present in a case of actual emergency.
It will be observed from Table A appended 1 that the command as a whole lost
weight during the two days' preliminary march while on full :field rations, which loss
must be attributed to the change from the quietude of garrison duty to the activity
of .fielil. service. On the evening of May 15, the command of 46 officers and men
weighed at Fort Sill 7,275 pounds, and on the evening of May 18, after two clays'
march th ir weight was 7,217.5 pounds, a loss of 57.5 pounds, or an average of 1.25
p er man; but the loss was not thus evenly distributed, for seven men gained 10
pounds, or 1.43 pounds per man; nine remained unaltered in their weight, and thirty
incurred a loss of 67.5 pouuds, or 1.9 pounds per man. Four men lost 0. 5, three 1,
six 1.5, five 2, three 2.5, two 3, three 3.5, one 4, one 4.5, one 5, and one 6 pounds.
Of those ;who ~ained, 3 were light weights, 1 average and 3 _heavy weights, the
greatest gams bemg 2 pounds by a man who weighed at startrng 138 pounds an d
3 pounds by 1 who weighed 171 pounds. These 2 men were respectively 64 and 72
in~hes in height. ~ive wer_e under and 2 over 30 years of age.
.
.
fhe men who _neither ga11;1ed nor lost varied from 144 to 166.5 /ounds, m height
from 64.25 to 70 mches, and m age from 22172" to 30 t\ years, but 5 o them were under
23 years of age.
1
It was no~ considered necessary to publish Dr. Smart's tables, as he summarizes
all the data m the text of bis report.
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The 30 men who lost weight were men who weighed from 140 to 188 pounds. They
varied in height from 64 to 70.25 inches and in age from 21f.x to 55-f2" years.
During this preliminary march members of the detachment intended for the c~mtrol
experiment were somewhat similarly affected in their weight. Of the 10 m the
party, 3 gained an ago-regate of 4 pounds; 2 neither gained nor lost, while 5 lost an
aggregate of 6.5 pounds.
.On the morning of Wednesday, May 19, the detachment forming the _control expenment moved out on its ten days' march with its field rations on pack mules. After
the departure of this detachment the emergency rations were distributed from the
wagon, which was then dispatched to Fort Sill, leaving the command with no transportation except two mules, on which were packed the platform scales, dynamometers, and filter, and a box containing a reserve supply of rations in case of thE!
insufficiency of the official rations issued to the command. It may here be observed
that there was no occasion to make use of these extra rations. The box was opened
on the return of the command to Fort Sill to verify its contents and show that they
had been untouched during the progress of the expedition. Each member of the
command, officers included, then packed his rations in his haversack and saddlebags.
In the bottom of the haversack were placed the coffee, saccharin, pea meal, salt, a~d
pepper, with two 16-onnce boxes of hard bread on top. The bacon, wrap~ed m
parchment paper, with one box of hard bread and the meat can, were placed m t~e
near saddlebag; the two remaining boxes of hara bread, with towel, soap, etc., m
the off saddlebag, the cup on the rear strap of the near saddlebag and the canteen
on the off cantle ring. The command then mounted, and the trial of the emergency
ration was begun.
.
The average daily march of the troop was about 21 miles. The men could easily
have made longer marches, but long marches would have been a test of the endurance
of the horses rather than of the men. As it was, the men of the troop, through the
untiring energy of their captain, were kept actively engaged either on the march
or in camp from reveille until taps. Breakfast consisted of coffee, hard bread, and
bacon. Some of the men prepared soup over night, so-that it required merely to be
warmed up in the morning for breakfast. A few crackers, with some coffee or pure
water from the canteen, made a satisfactory lunch, taken either during a halt on
the march or immediately after reaching camp. Dinner or supper after stables co:1stituted the meal of the day. Soup was always prepared at this time. Soldiers m
frying bacon in the :tield run about two-tbirds of the food material to waste. As the
fat melts from the bacon in the pan in the process of frying, they tilt it into the fl.re,
and the resultant piece of crisp, fried bacon weighs less tha,n a third of the uncooke~
slice. Many of the men economized their bacon by frying their hard bread, p_rev!ously softened in cold water, in the melted grease. I am aware that this practice 18
denounced by most authorities on dietetics, but I have yet to discover any harmful
effect from this method of cooking either among healthy young soldiers or hard~ old
soldiers. Others utilized the whole of their bacon by chopping it into small fragments and boiling it with the pea-meal soup. In this way none of the fat was lost.
Inspection of rations was held on alternate days to check any tendency to an
extravagant use of supplies. As a, rule, tqe men were careful and seldom ha~ to be
cautioned as to the shortage of any article of the ration. Under the conditions of
this march there was no possibility for the men to procure, unknown to their officers,
any addition to the food supply can-ied in their haversa ks and saddlebags: _on
actual. service the diet of the comman<l. could easily have been increased by lnllmg
large game, but as the object of the expeilition would have been frustrated by a?Y
addition to the ration, no effort was made in this direction. The men recognized thi ,
and on one occasion, when a few mulberries were found in camp, the men made
inquiry ae to whether they could eat them without interfering with the experimo~tal
trial of the ration. Ou another occa ion some wild onions were dug up at a haltrn~
place and brought into camp to season the pea-meal soup. These were the only acldLtions to the ration which a few of the men had during the ten days' march . They
were sapid sub tance and antiscorbutic, but as a food supply the weight used
amounted io nothing.
.
During the march the men were bright, active, cheerful, ancl appeared to suffer 1D
no way from their restricted di.et. Every evening before stable call the ommand
reported in blouse, campai TD hat, and leO'gins to be weigh d. Each took an intere t
in this process, aud the weight recorded was usually verified by the man him elf
before he stepped from the scale . A simi1ar inter st was shown in the t st of
strength by the dynamom ter.
n several oc asions the pulse rate was taken before
the men were weighed. Th intention was to bav the heart-beat notecl while tho
m n w re sta.ncling at ea e, but it was not pos ible to get this in all case ; some of
the men, just having been reliev d from herd guard or oth r duty, had th pulse accelerated by ex r ·i .
uring th first even days the weath r w:, d1·y and favorable to
a cura yin w igbin . H avy r ains fell on th igbth and ninth days of the maroh.
The weight of the men was tak non the ighth day, fay 27, but th results were of
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no value, as they merely showed approximately how much moisture there was in the
clothing. The evening of May 28 was so wet that the scales were not unpacked. The
wet weather of these two days showed how fortunate the expedition had been during the first seven days. Damp weather during the trip wonld have rendered accuracy in weighing impossible, for moisture in the clothing would have obscured the
slight changes in weight from day to day.
'I'lle wear and tear of the human machine in keeping up the vital processes and maintaining the animal heat at its normal requires the expenditure of an amount of energy
which has been variously stated by different authorities. Probably the lowest estim ate of what is needful as subsistence diet is that given by Playfair, who calls for
14.5 ounces of water-free food, the proximate principles being protein 2 ounces, fat
.5 ounces, and carbohydrates 12 ounces, furnishing to the system 137 grains of nitrogen and barely 3,000 grains of carbon, and having an energy equal to 1,758 calories.
The half ration or daily allowance of food used by the command on its recent march
consisted of 8 ounces hard bread, 5 ounces bacon, and 2 ounces p ea meal, with coffee,
saccharin, salt, pepper, and tobacco. Excluding the accessories and calculating the
staples into their proximate principles, they are found to be composed of protein 2.128
ounces, fat 3.809 ounces, and carbohydrates 6.93 ounces, a total of only 12.867 ounces
of water-free food. This allowance is considerably less than Playfair's minimum,
,.. but its rep~~rative and calorific values are much greater. It furnishes 147 grains of
nitrogen for the reparation of muscle, 3,159 grains carbon for respiratory purposes,
and provides the system with an energy equal to 2,055 calories.
In accordance with the views of th e authorities on dietetics, it was to be anticipated
that men on a diet of this kind would not only lose weight by having to utilize the
carbon of their tissues, but would lose strength also on account of an insufficiency
of nitrogen to repair muscular waste. It is generally accepted that on active service
men should have at least 300 grains of nitrogen daily to provide for the repair of
muscular tissues. Parkes m entions the experiments, but does not detail them, of a,
British medical officer in India who found that men lost weight on active service
when supplied with less than this quantity of nitrogen.
With the exception of a few ounces of pea meal, the whole of the five days' emergency rations was consumed by the expeditionary command, and it may bo accepted
that each man disposed of his own allowance. To go into detail would show that
two or three of the young men had to be helped out by a handful of hard bread or
a slice or two of bacon from some older comrade, that salt and pepper were in excess,
and that saccharin was thought little of by many who liked their coffee just as well
without as with any sweetening either of sugar or saccharin. I tis to be observed that
saccharin has no food value, and this appeared to be appreciated by the men. There
was an excuse for the few men who had to go a little short on bacon during the last
day or two, in that this article of the ration had been issued in 50-ounce blocks, and
it required an accurate eye t.o slice off the proper allowance for breakfast or dinner
in the early days of the march. Had it been issu din five pieces of 10 ounces each,
the young soldier would have been better able to recognize his da,ily allowance.
The loss of weight incurred by the command durfog the ten days' march on the
limited ration was 135 pounds, or an avernge of 2.935 pounds per man. On May 18,
the aggregate weight was 7,217.5, and on May 29, 7,082.5 pounds. But the loss was
not evenly distributed. In fact, 5 individuals, inclnding the commanding officer of
the troop, gained in weight an aggregate of 7.5 pounds, and 2 men neither gained
nor lost, so that a loss of 142.5 pounds was incurred by 39 men, or 3.654 pouuds per
man. This loss was as follows :

~

LosR in
Number pounds
Lo,.ln
per Aggregate. Number pound
s por Aggregate.
of men.
of men.
man.
man.

- -- 2
3
1
3
1
2

'

2
1

8. 6
7.
6.5
6.
5.6
6.
4.6
4.
3.6

17.
21.
6. 6
18.
5. 6
JO.
18.
8.
3.5

4
3
1
6
5
2
39

8.
2. 6
2.
1.6
1.
0. 6

]2.
7. 6
2.
7. 6
6.
1.
142. 5

On lool<}ng at Table A,. which records the weighings made d ay b~ d_ay in t_he field

to deter mme whether gam or loss of weight was influenced by age, 1t 1s readily seen
that the men who suffered the greatest loss were mostly youn g soldiers. Of the six
w~o los_t fro~ 6.5 to 8.5 pounds only one was over 22 f 1 years of age, while those who
gamed m weight were much more advanced in years; but, on the other hand, two of
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five men who lost only 1.5 pounds were under 22 years of age, and one of those who
neither gained nor lost was only 22½ years. The relation of the loss to age may be
shown best by aggregating the men h1to three groups-those under 24, those between
24 and 30, and those over 30 years of age. Twenty-two were under 24, and these lost
87 pounds or an average of 3.95 p er man. Fifteen were between 24 and 30, ancl these
lost 41.5 pounds, reduced to 40 pounds by a gain of 1.5 pounds on the part of two of
their number, equaling an average loss of 2.66 per man. Nine men were over 30
years, and their loss was 14 pounds, reduced to 8 pounds by a gain of 6 pounds on the
part of three of their number, equaling a loss of.89 pounds per man.
The relation of height to the gain or loss is not so clear, but it would seem ~hat
the tall men lost less than those who were under the average in height. None of the
eight men who lost 6, 7, and 8.5 pounds each was over 67 inchei., but inasmuch as
those who gainell were also under the average height it is to be concluded that other
conditions were much more powerful in their influence. Nevertheless when the men
are divided into two classes those under 68 inches and those over that height, it is
found that the former suffered the greater loss. Twenty-five men were under 68
inches in height, and these lost 84 pounds, reduced to 77.5 pounds by a gain of 6.5
pounds on the part of four of their number, equaling an average loss of 3.10 pounds.
Twenty-one men were over 68 inches in height, and these lost 58.5 pounds, reduced to
57.5 pounds by a gain of 1 pound on the part of one of their number, equaling an
average loss of 2.74 pounds for the class.
Height and wei~ht do not always go together, else the heavier men would ?ave
lost less than the hghter men, but, as a matter of fact, the heavier men lost relatively
more than the lighter men. On starting from Fort Sill the mean weight wa~ 158
pounds. Dividing the men into two groups, those above and those below this weight,
it may be seen that in the former were 22 men and in the latter 24. The 22 men above
the mean weight, aggregating 3,750 pounds, lost 83 pounds, or 2.21 per cent, equaling 3. 77 pounds per man. The 24 men under the mean weight, aggregating 3,525
pounds, lost 59.5 pounds, reduced to 52 pounds by a gain of 7.5 on the part of 5 of
their number, equivalent to a loss of only 1.48 per cent or an average of 2.17 pounds
per man. The mean height of the 22 men was 68.9 inches; their mean weight, 170.5
pounds. The mean height of the 24 men was 66.25 inches; their weight 146.66 pounds.
Whatever may have been the influence of age, height, and weight on the loss of
weight of the in.di vidual soldier, it is certain that the manner in which tbe men cooked
their bacon was au important factor in the case. It is to be regretted that careful
observations were not made daily on this point. Every evening tho officers of t~e
?ommand inspectecl the cooking processes at the various camp fires to show th~ir
mterest in the welfare of the colllllland, but no record was kept of each man's daily
cooking. The majority of the men fried their bacon and lost two-thiru.s of the fat
of the slices thus cooked. Some occasionally fried their h ard bread in the melted
fat a,nd thns utilized a considerable quantity of it, aud when they boiled the chopped
bacon in their can of pea soup, the whole of the fat was saved and ingested. These
differences in the method of cooking made it evident that, althou ,·h each man had
50 ounces issued to him and was reported as having consumed the whole of it, the
men individually took into their systems very different quantities of that part of
their ration which had the highest calorific value. Captriin Brown, for in.stance,
obtained the full value of his ration of bacon by using it all in soup, while I lost
much of mine by having it all fried to a crisp. He gained in weight; I lost. We
were nominally on the same ration, but actually used very different quantities of
hydrocarbon. It may be assumed that the other members of the command gained or
lo t more or le s, in accordance iu part with their method of cooking their bacon.
The ration prescribed by the hygienic authorities for a soldier undergoing hard
labor in the field consists of from 25.5 to 29.5 ounces of wat r-free food, as compared
with 12. 6 ounces used by the men of E Troop, First Cavalry, on this experlition. It
was therefore to be expected that the command would lose weio-ht, but the facts
that five gained in weight, that liwo neither gained nor lost, that tl10 average lo sin
27 of the 46 men did not exceed three pounds, and that in 36 of the 46 it did not
exceed 5 pounds, although not all of the bacon was utilized, show that Lhe e ti mates
of t he hygienists are on the ide of liberality, and that men can do bard work and be
~n Jine atliel tic condition for at least ten days on a much less generous dietn,ry. It
1s to b ob. ervecl al o that not all of the loss of weight is to be attributed to the
shortag of food, for ~he t n men of ~he ontrol experiment los t weight, althooCJ'_b
th y had all they desired to at, aud 111 fact turned in a certain perc ntage of th tr
rations on their return to F ort ill. Their allowance per man p r day wa 12 ounce
bacon, 11.2 hard bread, 5A: fl.our, 2.4 beaus, 1.2 sugar, a.ncl 16 potato with offee,
salt, and p pp r. Their mes was a common mess, and out of this ach man teas
much a he cle ired. They torn d in on th ir r turn 11.2 pounds bacon, 3 pound
hard bread, 20 pounds 'flour, 10 pounds beans, and 1.5 pounds sugar. The av rage
quantity consumed daily per man was 10.2 ounces bacon, 11.2 ha.rd br ad, 2.2 flour,
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.8 beans, 16 potatoes, and .95 sugar. This average was equivalent to a total per man
of 26 ounces of water-free food, consisting of protein 3.32 ounces, fat 7.68 ounces,
and carbohydrates 15.0 ounces. It furnished about 230 grains of nitrogen, 6,377
grains of carbon, and an energy of 4,145 calories. Some of the men consumed more,
some less, but all had as much as they cared to eat. Nevertheless the detachment
lost 13.5 pounds in weight, an average of 1.35 pounds per man during the ten days.
Four gained in weight, the largest gain being 4.5 pounds; six lost, the largest loss
being no less than 7 pounds.
In this may be seen an alteration to a normal relation of fat to muscle in the individual sddier under conditions of active field service as compared with conditions
of garrison duty. This must be taken into consideration in appreciating the maximum losse& and gains of the 46 men of the emergency march.
It was feared that the deficiency of nitrogen in the half ration of the men in the
emergency command would sap their strength by defective repair of muscular tissue,
but this fear was not realized, for the daily tests with the dynamometer showed that
there was no falling away in strength. '.In fact t,he command as a whole gained in
upward pull l,079 pounds during the ten days from May 18 to May 29, an average
gain of 24 pounds per man. In Table A appended the dynamometer records of May
18 and 29 only are submitted, but the notes of each day's pull are matter of official
record, which can be furnished if desired. The pull of t,he mon of the control experiment was increased by 32.8 pounds per man, but when the difference between 12.86
ounces and 26 ounces of water-free food per day for ten days is considered, this
increase in the muscular pull of the individual must be regarded as inconsiderable.
It will·be gttthered from what I have submitted above that I re~ard the value of
the emerg ncy ration as proved, even when used to its maximum limit of ten days,
not only by veteran troops but by young and untried soldiers. On the forenoon of
their return to Fort Sill, Troop E, :U irst Cavalry, was in better training and athletic
condition than when it rode out twelve days before; and as I am confident that I
myself could have started out that day and repeated the ten days' experiment, so am
I confident that every soldier in the troop could have done so.
As the results of this experimental expedition have proved so satisfactory, I see no
reason why troops should not be accustomed to the use of the emergency ration, when
out from their permanent stations on practice marches and field maneuvers. The
experience would be as valuable as any other experience to be gained on such
occasions.
It would be particularly valuable to company officers who would have in the
actual emergencies of war to look after the individual cooking and the condition of
the men's haversacks from day to day. I need say nothing of tbe demonstrated practicability of the emergency ration from the military poiut of view. The advantage
of having a cavalry or infantry command able to cut loose from transportation for
ten days and take up an unexpected position or mak~ an unexpected att~ck is selfevident; but such movements can be better effected 1f the men, and particularly the
officers, -havo had some experience in carry ing out their details. The desirability of
sending ont emergency commands during :.utnmn maneuvers and practice field operatiom; is therefore manifest. But nuder ex isting orders this can not be done. Genera.I Order o. 49, Headquarters of the Army, Adjutant-General's Office, Washington,
D. C., December 5, 1896, establishing the emergency ration, was issuecl under the
dominance of theoretical views as to the insuffi ciency of this ration on half allowance. It prescribed that "the ration be resoFted to only on occasions arising in
active operations, when the use of the regularly-established ration may be impracticable, and that although the nutritive qualities of the ration permitted its use on
half allowance it will not be so u ed except in ca es of overruling necessity." I
would therefore suggest that the said r 'l_uirements be omitted from paragraph 2 of
General Order o. 49, and that the paracrra ph be modified so as to read:
"2. 'fhe Secretary of War directs that the emergency ration will never be used
for a longer period than ten days, and that not more than five days' rations be carried on the person at one time."
CLOTHING.

Little has been said by medical officers during the past year in
criticism of the clothing i sued to the men.
Dr. A. 0. Girard, in May, 1897, considered that shoes are often
selected by the men and worn so short as to cause ingrowing toe nails
and inflamed corns. He suggested that the foot wear of the men be
under the personal supervision of company commanders. On the enlistment of a man the company shoemaker should measure the man's foot
and a record be kept of this measurement, and in drawing shoes this
W.AR97-37
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measure should be adhered to. CommeutiI1g on thi , Colonel Woodhull,
chief surgeon of the department, re marl e<l:
The action r commondec.1 an(l taken in relation to shoes is both wise and important. An infantry officer should take the sa,me care of his men's feet as a cavalry
officer does of his horses' foot; but generally the men's feet aro neglected and the
results des rib d follow.

Two medi ·al officers invited attention to the danger of catching cold
by thoughtless or unnecessary exposures to the weather. At Fort
McHenry, Md., Maj. 0. K. Winne reported, in December, 1896:
It is sug ested that battery commanders impress upon th.e men the dange~ due ~o
exposure when insufficiently clad. Men often leave the barrack rooms m their
shirt sl eves . Avoidance of this habit would insure comparative immunity from sore
throats and other more serious diseases.
'

At Fort Douglas, Utah, February, 1897, on the recommendation of
the surgeon, orders were given for the men to wear overcoats and over- shoes during the cold weather when outside of their quarters.
BATHING.

A great deal has been done in the past few years to improve tl1efacilities of the men for bathing, so mnch so that duriug the past year only
oue post, Fort DuOhesne, Utah, has attracted attention in this r~gar~.
The want of an efficient system for distributing the water which 1s
stored in water barrels in t.110 kitchens is no doubt the principal re~son
why faeilities for personal cleauliuess at this post are so meager. Lrnut.
Ohas. E. B. Flagg, assistant surgeon, reported, January, 1807:
Bathing facilities at t.his post are unsatisfactory; orcliuary washtnbs are used, a
hip- bath tub and a foot tub for one troop, and one half barrel for the ?ther. In one
troop the water is heftted by means of a heating stove and copper boiler ~nd a caldron stove. In the other, the water is heated in three oil cans on a heatmg stove.
The system is not conducive to cleanliness.
J

Lieut. Col. A. A. Woodhull, deputy surgeon-g·eneral, adds:
This shows a lamentable deficiency in opportunity for bathino-in a com~and whose
race pecnliarities demand unnsnal fa,cilities for the "Preservation of cleanh~ess. The
·bath houses should be heated in cold weather aml tllis can easilv be done rn connection w~th _tbe rain bath herein all vised, the ,~bole at a very low cost. The metl 1?d
of equ1ppmg such a bath hon, e is clearly explained a111l illustrated on page 10, Circular 8, Snrgeon-General's Office, May 1, 1875. Jt is recommended that the Quartermaster's Depa,rtment be direct,ed to erect this inexpensive pla,nt at Fort DuChesne
for each troop without nnueces ·ary delay.
STATISTICAL TABLES.

The following stati tical tables give in detail the data on which the
stat •men ts of tbi' report are ba,'ed. They are:
I._ J"umerical vi w of the ffects of di ea, e ancl injury on tl~e rmy
durmg the calendar year 1 9G as compared with the corre poudrng data
for 1 V and for the decaue 18 5-1 94.
II. Relative ickn
among the troop (white and colored) in the
variou military department in 1 U6.
III. :Military po t in each d partment, alpliabetically arrang d, with
mean trengt~ and a~lmi ion for di ea and i11jury; al o _di. ·barge
and death , with ratio per hou and of treu th for adm1 1011 and
non ffectiveue
the average of daily sickne, , and the meteorological
data for 1 96.
! . . en r'.11 view of the~ . ult of di a. and injury at ach of the
m1htary tat10n , arran~ cl m th _order of th ir m~an trengtb.
V. Tw nty p t. ha ITICT tb h1 ·h .· a<lmi.', ion rate fi r tl1e y ar
1 !Hi; al· h ir admi i n rat . fir they ar 1 Ul-1 05, in lu ive.
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VI. Twe11ty posts having tbe lowest admission rates for the year
1896; also tlrnir admission rates for the years 1891-1895, inclusive.
VII. Twenty posts baviug the higheRt noneffective ra.tes for the year
1896; also their noneffective rates for the years 1891-1895, inclusive.
V III. Twenty posts having the lowest noneffective rates for the year
1896; also their noneffective rates for the years 1891-1895, inclusive.
IX. Tweuty posts having the highest admission rates for disease,
excludi11g venereal diseases, vaccinia, and alcoholism; also their ratios
for deaths, diseases, and constant sickness, and the corresponding
average rates for the Army, year 1896.
•
X. Twenty posts having the highest noneffective rates for disease,
excluding venereal diseases, vaccinia, and alcoholism; also the average
number of sick daily, the average duration of each case, and the corresponding average rates of the Army, year 1896.
XI. The mili! ary posts in each department showing the rates of
admissfon, death, discharge, and noneffectiveuess for disease, excluding
venereal diseases, vaccinia, and alcoholism, year 1896.
XU. Ratios of adrnis ion to sick rep9rt, di charge, death, and constantly noneffective of the Army a.ml of the troops in the several
departments for the year 1896 as compared with the rates for the Army
for 1895 and for tbe decade 1885-1894.
XIII. Di tribution of certain important diseases at United States
military posts in 1896.
XIV. Twenty posts giving the highest admission rates for malarial
di eases, rheumatism, diarrheal and venereal diseases, respectively, in
1896.
V. Twenty posts giving the highest noneffective rates for malarial
di ·eases, rheumatism, diarrheal and venereal diseases, respectively, in
1896.
XVI. Prevalence of alcoholism at the various posts and its influence
on the effective force of the garrisons, year 1896.
XVII. 'l'he relations of certain diseat:ies and classe,• of disease to the
several arms of the service, and to the age, nativity, and leugtb of
service of individuals in average annual rates per thousand of mean
strength for the period 1890-189G, inclusive.
XVIII. Number of white and colored applicm~_ts for enlistment, physically examined during the year 18DG, with the num her accepted, r ~jected
on primary examiuat.ion and declined, and the rates per thousand, year
1896.
XIX. Nativity of white and colored recruits accepted in 1896, with
ratios per thousand accepted.
X. Cau esofr~jectionon primaryexamination among14,659recruits
physically examined in 1896, with corresponding ratios per thousand.
XI. Average height, weight, and chest measurement of 8,654
recruits accepted in 1896.
INTER A'fIONAL TABLES.

I. Examination of recruits, 1896.
II. 1\~ovements of sick, by military departments, ·absolute numbers,
and ratios.
III. Movements of s!ck by arm of service and by months.
IV. Movements of sick by larger garrisons.
V. Preva!en_ce of important diseases.
VI. Adm1~ i~ns of i1;11portant diseases by arms of the service.
,VII. Adm1 s10ns of ~mportant diseases by months.
VIII. Deaths accordmg to years of service and age.
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I.-Nmne1'ical view of the effects of cUsease and injiw,IJ on the ~4rrny d1wi11g the
calendar year 1896as conipared with the oor1'esponding data for 1895 a·n dfor the decade
1885-1894.

TABLE

United States Al'Ulf'.

White.

Colored.

Total.

A.verage strength sbown-

1127, 183
a.2,206
lly returns of Adjutant-General. .........••.•....••••.•...... a24, 977
b25, 119
b 2,105
By reports of Medical Department ........................... b 23, 014
27,892
1,829
Total admissions to sick report . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26, 063
1,110.39
868. 88
Per 1,000 of mean strength....................................
1,132.49
1, uo. 22
915.
88
Per 1,000 for previous year.............. .....................
1,127.05
1,284.95
1,368.64
"Per 1,000 for preceding decade................................
1,277.46
20,865
1,325
Adnrlssions for disease........................................... 19, 540
830. 65
629. 45
Per 1,000 of mean strength....... ...... .............. ........
849. 05
837. 53
659. 03
Per 1,000 for previous year......... .......... ....... ....... ..
852. 99
i, 034, 00
1,072.25
P_er f,000 for_p~eceding decade................................
1,031.57
7,027
504
Adm1ss10ns for rnJury....................................... ... . .
6,523
279. 75
239.43
Per 1,000 of mean strength....... .................. ..........
283. 44
272. 69
256. 84
Per 1,000 for previonsyear...... ...... .... .. ........ .. .. ...•..
274. 07
250. 95
296. 39
Per 1,000 for preceding decade................................
245. 89
9,634
620
Admissions treat<>d in quarters . .. . . . . . . ..... .. . .. .. .. . . . . . ... . . .
9,014
388. 53
294.
54
Per 1,000 of mean stren~th....... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3!Jl. 67
17,126
1,188
Admissions treated in hospital................................... 15, 938
681. 79
564.37
Per 1,000 of mean strength...................................
692. 53
1,132
21
Admissions treated in the field ............ ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
1, 111
45.07
9.
98
Per J,000 of mean strength...................................
48. 27
853. 24
54.19
Number cons tautly noneffective............................ . . . . . .
799. 05
33. 97
25. 75
Per 1,000 of mean strength .. .... ................ .............
34. 72
33.89
26.40
Per 1,000 for previous year. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
34. 54
40.92
·40.27
Per 1,000 for preceding decade................................
40. 99
312,287
19,835
Days lost on account of sickness . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 292, 452
12.43
9.42
For each man of Army.......................................
12. 71
12. 37
9.64
For each roau, previous year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12. 61
14.93
14.70
For each man, preceding decade..............................
14. 96
11.19
10.84
Average daye each ca.se was treated.............................
11. 22
11.14
10.52
For previous year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .
11. 18
11.69
11.00
For preceding decade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lL 76
9. 65
9.
26
Average days' treatment for patients returned to duty..........
9. 68
97.18
110.52
Average days' treatment for patients discharged for disability..
95. 97
17. 77
22.94
Ayerage days' treatment for patients who died..................
17. 14
276
23
D1scharges for disability, all causes.............................
253
10.15
10.43
Per 1,000 of mean strength....... ........ . . .. ................
10.13
9. 15
5.03
Per 1,000 for previous year. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
9. 51
21. 77
21.
82
. Per 1,000 for vreceding decade................................
21. 74
221
20
Discharges for disease ........·........•.•........................
201
8.13
9.07
~:r i'~00 if mean.strength...................................
8. 05
6. 81
2. 74
r , 00 or previous year..... ......................... .....
7.16
18. 26
18.18
Per 1,000 for preceding decade...............................
18. 23
55
3
Discharges for injury... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
52
2.02
1. 36
Per 1,000 of mean strength... ................................
2. 08
2. 34
2.29
Per 1,000 for previous year . ..................... .. ...... ....
2. 35
3. 51
3.64
Per 1, 1)00 for preceding decade .................. : . . . . . . . . . . . .
a. 51
148
16
Dears from all causes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
132
5.44
7.25
er 1,000 of mean strength. . .................. .......... .....
5. 28
5.16
4.12
Per 1,000 for previous year...................................
5. 25
7. 51
8. 53
Per 1,000 for preceding decade...............................
7. 32
104
10
Deaths from disease..............................................
94
3. 83
4.53
Per 1,000 of mean strength...................................
3. 76
3. 55
2. 74
Per 1,000 for previous year...................................
a. 62
5.10
6.00
Deafber },too ~01: preceding decade . ...................... _.. . ....
4. 97
44
6
3
1. 62
2. 72
Pe~ {g~
52
1. 61
1. 87
Per 1,000 for previous year...................................
1. 63
2.
41
2.53
Per 1,000 for preceding decade...............................
2. 35

~£'1i':i~!n ~t~~;;gth::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::

f

a Used ~n comput~g the ra~ios of discharges and deaths for the Army.
b Used m computmg all ratios for the Army except those of diaohargea and death.a.
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SURGEON-GENERAL.
T.ABLI<~

IL-Relative siolmess arnong the troops (white and colored) in tke variou.s rnilita1·y
departments during the yea1· 1896.

'S

Admissions.

.... 0

Cl>o
i::o..c:i
oo_...,

fj)'d

-!S

~~

9""'0~•

§fi

Department.

.....

A

~:

i...

0

AQ

A,-; b.ll

i...

~,,,A

l&

~

b«I
A

.i

~o
!o<D
o_.t,j

~

<j

i....::

~t~
...,<l),,,

l;§
rtJ<)<l)

s
I
~
- - - - - - - - - 1----1----+----1--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0

~

~

rl a,

§~

0

East:
White only..........
Misiouri:
White only..........

7, 980

3, 264

6, 239

443

7, 812

2, 134

9, 946

1, 246. 37

-33. 65

4, 298

2, 233

2, 562

185

3,575

1, 405

4,-980

1, 158. 68

37. 23

Dakota:
White...............
Negro...............

1, 381
1, 061

524
161

636
515

53
21

903
487

310
210

1, 213
697

878. 35
656. 93

34.41
23.11

Total..............

2,442

685

1,151

74

520

1,910 I

782.15

29.50

Platte:
White...............
Negro . • . • . . • • . • • • . . •

2, 067
462

676
222

1, 832
373

685
152

2,517
525

1,217.71
1, 136. 36

35. 03
80

2,529

898

2, 205

837

3, 042

1, 202. 85

34.11

1,725

823

47 j 1,564

512

2, 076

1, 203. 48

86.41

2,054
465

772
142

2,826
607

1,134.03
1,046.55

33. 81
24.81

2,519

914

I 3,433

1,117.51

32.11

Total. •••••.••••...
Texas:
Whiteonly .•••.••••.
Coloraclo:
White ....•.•.••.•••.
Negro ...•••••••.•••.
Total. .••••.••••••.

--

2,492
580

--3, 072

California:
White only ...••••••.
Columbia :
Whiteonly ..........
Gene~al hospital, Hot
Spnn~s, Ark.:
Wb1te . .•..••.....•..
Negro ........•..•••.

·-

_2:_~1

1, 783
58
303 . • • • • • • .

- - --2,086
58
- -1,206

....~~~-1
- ---830
237

1,067

1,862
370

2,232 ~134

J

1, 539

244

745

184

837

336

1, 173

762.18

24.02

1,491

417

889

7

945

368

1,313

880. 62

28. 78

s

16

1

19

41
2

--

········I
18
••••••• ·1· ..... - -

4.63.41 .••.•••.

Total. .......••••..
43
3
16 . . . . . . . .
18
1
19
441. 86 .....•..
- - - - ===l:===l-====J:===l====l=====I===
Discharges and deaths
at lar~e:
White only .•.•••.••..•..•........................••..................... .. ...•...•.....••..•..

-

-

The.Anny:
White ....•...•••.... 23,014
Negro ...••.•.••..•.. 2, 105

9,014
620

15,938
1,188

1,111
21

19,540
1,325

6,523
504

26,063
1,829

1,132.49
868. 88

34. 72
25. 7&

Totaf. ..•••.••..... 25,119

9,634

17,126

1, 132

I 20, 865

7,027

27,892

1,110.39

33. 97
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TABLE

IL-Relative sickness arnong the troops (white and colored) i-n the varioi£B military
depal'tments d111·ing the yeal' 1896-Continued.
.A:veragedura- ,i:,
tion of treat- ~
ment among ·:;:
patients-

,-- - - - - , 'S
Department.

ai

1A
East:
White only.......
Missouri:
White only.......

39

4. 89

66

8. 27

21i. 15

80. 68

27

6. 28

47

10. 93

24. 19

100. 66

D~~a:
White............
Negro ....••.•••..

7
6

5. 07
4.71

19
11

18. 76
10.37

5. 14
24.20

88. 37
109.73

30

12.20

13.08

12 ~

Total.. ••••••••.
Platte:
White............
Negro .••...•..••.

==l== =l== ==l===-:::1=== =

971. 96

.____,____~-====-,=== =
159. 98

1l · 76

7.17

15. 66
15.78

959. 60
951.22

I 24.52
47. 52

14. 34
12. 88

6.28

15.71

956~-72~

13.81

97. 41 3. 58
67.67 11.43

6. 75
11.43

972.19
971.43

1~:

4. 93

~

972.06

I 5. 77

96.20

- - -- - - - - - ==--

Total...........

15

5. 93

23

Te:x:;bite only.......

16

9. 28

19

11. 01

18. 88

120. 84

7. 71

9. 15

970. 14

Colorad?:
White............
Negro............

14
5

5. 62
8. 62

32
4

12. 84
6. 90

6. 79
46. 40

100. 62
38. 00

4. 95
8. 24

11. 32

95~. 48
97;,. 30

Total...........

19

GeneralHospital,Hot
Sprin~s, Ark:
Wlnte... ... ......
Negro............

Total...........

:1:~~~~~~-

"s."is- 89~

6. 59

"""'"o.18Ta6· 11.72 17. 21 !IB.67 5.58 ""i:o.49
3. 90

11

3

2. 01

11

1 ••••••.

I

6, 83

79. 09

5.12

9. 38

959. 08

7. 38

2. 67

90. 00

2. 28

8. 38

9G4. 97

== 89.00- 286~

2 .............. 888.50

....... ........

~

l=l=O=!=.=··=·=··=·=1==1=8=!===·=l==
· ·=··= ·=·. •. • • • • • •

Total........... 14a

I

5. 28
7. 25

72. 41
13.86

g~

86~1_10.·as

=::r~
84. 2~
14. 3

110· 91

8· 68

---1
98. 64
36. 97

42. 91

I 10. 52
11. 54
ll. 96

==1=

16 ....... 89. 00 270. 85 .•••• . .•••••• •••.•••. 23. 69 ···•···

1 ....... ~

Tbe.A.rmy:
White............ 182
Negro............ 16

959. 80

7. 15

8

D~t~ii

9. 88

962. 04

17
6

6

268. 49

9. 44

4. 35
12.99

9. 09-

12. 00
2.33

6. 64

9
6

California:
White only. .••• .•
Columbia:
White only.......

8. 22
12.99

3. 92
6. 42

258
23

10.18
10. 43

. • • •• •

17. 14
22. 94

05. 97
110. 52

5. 06
8. 76

9. 71
12. 58

5. 44 \ 276 \ 10.15 \ 17. 77

97.18

5. 81

9. 89

1.43 .. ... . .

I:.......

25.12

~

06!. 19
966.10

709. 05
54. 19

11. 22
lO. 84

r:= ==I.. .
I 968. 06 \853.24111.20
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SURGEON-GENERAL.

III.-Militar·y posts in each clepar·tment, alphabetically arranged, with mean
strength, and adrnissions for· disease an<l injiiry; also discharges and deaths, with r·atios
per thousand of strength for adrnissions arid noneffectiveness, the averayes of daily sickness, and the meteorological data fo1· 1896.

rABLE

DEP ARTMEN'.r OF THE E.A.ST.
Temperature.

Cases.

'S
~

l

Name of station.

$~

f@

A'l:I

- -- -

- - - - - - - - - ---- - - .A.dams, Fort, R. I. .........
.Allegheny .A.rsenal, Pa ..••.
.A.uirusta Arsenal, Ga ......
Baltimore attending surgeon, Md ... ... ...........
Earrancas, Fort, Fla .......
Boston attending aurgeon ,
Mass .........•...........
Columbia Arsenal, Tenn . ..
Columbus Banacks, Ohio ..
Columbm~, Fort, N . Y ......
Ethan Allen, Fort, t ......
Frankford Arsenal, Pa . ..•.
Hamilton, Fort, N. Y ...•...
Jackson Barracks, La ....•.
Kennebec Arsem1l, Me ...•.
Key West Barracks, Fla ...
Madison Barracks, N. Y ...
Mollenry, Fort, Md ....• ...
McPherson, Fort, Ga ......
Monroe, Fort, Va .....•....
Myer, Fort, Va .. ....•..•...
New York attending sur~eon, N. Y .............•.
NiaGara, Fort, N. Y ........
Phi adelphiaattendingsurgeon, l'a .. . ......••.. ...
Plattsburg Ilru:racks, N. Y.
Porter, Fort, N. Y ..........
Preble, Fort, Me .......•.•.
St. Francis Barracks, Fla ..
Sandy Hook proving
fiound, N. J ...........•.
So uyler, Fort, N. Y . . •• •••
Slocum, Fort, N. Y . ..... ...
~ringfieldArmory, Mase ..
homas, Fort, Ky .......••.
Trumbull, Fort, Conn ......
Wadsworth, Fort, . Y ..•.
Warren, Fort, Mass ..•.•..
Washington Barracks,D.C.
Watertown Arsenal, Mass.
Watervliet .Arsenal, N. Y ..
West Point, N. Y .......••.
Willets Point, N. Y .••..••.
Field .••.....•...•.••••••••

Feet.
285
32
29

175
17
23

10 ••..•

134

150

94.
4
5

269
21
28

943. 86
656. 25
965.52

...... ···· - ---·---- -----52 202 1,507. 46 7.14 53. 30 1 ..•

55.8
30 67. 9

98
99

.42
49. 2
27. 32
42. 20 3 2 759 53.0
25. 22 4. ..
25 51. 2
36. 66 1 3 33:l 46.4
20. 95 --·--·
1254. 5
29. 63 2 ..•
47 52.4
25. 40 1
18. 94 ... ... 200 ....
21. 03 ... .. .
12 76.4
27. 77 4 3 26244. 6
35. 43 ...
1, 2ii~I~~: ~
40. 86 8
44. 70 3 1
7 59. 9
43.15 3 2 200 55.5

95

1 .....
2
20
93
469
219
58
93
153
6
27
63
231
24,
113
2
12
33
117
139
373
51
164
419 119
660 177
462 177

38. 46
1
221,157.89
562 1,200.85
277 1,178.72
246 1, lOS.14
33 733. 33
294 1,097.01
137 9!4. 83
14 933. 33
150 1,136.30
512 1, 075.63
2151, 155. 91
538 1,011.28
837 1,576.27
639 2;250. 00

20
201

4 .••..
51
179

4 200. 00
230 1,144.28

11
517
115
67
156

2 .....
358 136
14
42
14
35
32
146

.17 15. 90 ...
181. 82
955. 51 11. 89 22. 99 1
486. 96 2. 50 21. 72 ...
49 731. 34
.94 14. 07
1781, 141. 03 5. 75 36.87 2

65
117
194
37

50
102
252
38
534
21
138
118
725
33
68
433
367
362

611 988.46
143 1, 222. 22
3261, 680. 41
491,324.32

19

4,83

68
201
131
351
40
60
381
409
281

- - --

11

41
74
11
152
17
40
35
65
2
13
93
60
81

. 01
. 52
19. 75
5. 93
8. 17
. 94
7. 94
3. 68
. 28
2. 78
13. 22
6. 50
21. 74
23. 73
12. 26

.13 6.42
7.87 39.16

2
494
56

1

.-j.~::~

!

90 52
91-40
98
5
97 10
96 13
98
8

25. 7
33. 01
40. 77
34.12
51. 08
31.16

1 .... . 51. 2
2 271 48.1

94- 6 37.99
93 - 5 25. 00

·-· ..... . 54. 5
3
1

186 42. 8
600 47.1

:...::1~;1

• 68 9. 71 1
2.84 24. 24 2
30 ....
7.88 40. 62 2 1
250 46. 8
.85 23.04
50. 64 12 3 920;55. 6
~~ 18. 32
2549. l
5.80 28.83 2 3 160 51. 2
38 49. 2
3. 98 30. 35 1 1
15.62 44. 51 5 1 10r5.5
100 ....
1.14 28.42
50 48. 4
2.42 40. 30 1
167 49.1
11. 49 30.14 4
70'50. 7
10. 39 25. 39
4.43 15. 76

····l---

Total ..•..••..•...... 7,980 7,812 2,134 9,946 1,246.37 268.49 33. 65 66 39 ..•...••.

..

~g: i74

40. 5
37.9
28. 3
32.15
42.1 5
49. 68

- - "I"·'

...

2~1

95 - 3
94-6
94 - 20
97- 2
94 - 3
96 28

6~~ 1, t~~: :~,2t:

178 885. 57
1531, 167. 94
790 2, 250. 71
35 875. 00
811,350.00
526 1,380.58
427 1, 044.. 01
4.43 1,576.51

-o-\ In.

0

30 48. 3 92 -12 38. 05
70-! 53. 3 94 - 2 44.. 35
600 65. 3 101 151 43. 45

9.01 31. 60 1. ..
. 26 8.20 ... 1
2.13 73.58 1. ..

468
235
223
45
268
145
15
132
476
186
532
531
284

26

0

2

97- 2
95-25
8G - 9
92 -13
95 29

32.1 5
37. 25
37. 29
45. 44
40. 69

96 - 15
96- 2
93 - 8
94- 6
95-11
8
98

41.1 4
34. 48
30. 05
37. 99
37. 55
31. l 6

95 - 16 27.88
97-11 45. S4
95 - 4 44. 96

---- .... ----··
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TABLE

III. --Milita1·y posts in each department, alphabetically armnged, with 1neat1
strength, and admissions for clisease and injm·y, etc.-Continued.
DEP .A.RTMENT OF THE MISSOURI.
Tempera•
ture.

Cases.

Name of station.

----------1---1----1-- - - - - - --- - - - - - - -

-

---

Feet.

Brady,Fort,Mich........
Chicago headquarters,

Ill . . • . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . .

~56

172

'204

32

796.87

3

9.75 138.08

I

25
5
5 200. 00
25
40·· • • •i
411,640.00
345
43511 108
513 1,573.91
758
638 224
8621, 137. 20
64.
44
18
62 968. 75
352
214· 95
309 877. 84
826
818: 497 1, 3151, 592. 01
66
70
12
82 1, 242. 42
738
e,50 1 242
7921, 073.17
406
355, 83
438 1, 078. 82
250
108, 34
14:.! 568. 00
1s1 __::\-~~ ~
~9. 30

O
o o
In.
696 ,39.5 89-25 3U2

3

I

. 51 20. 44
. . . 661.49. 8
. 74 29. 51
. . . 6!18 54. 1
23.19,67. 23 6 6 4'i:i 57. fl
29. 90 89. 46 9 5 84!.. ..
2. 40137. 57 1 1 302 63. 4
10. 18 28. 9S 5 . .. 1, 400 Ill. 1
36. 45 44. 13 11 3 1, 300 56. 1
1. 62 124. 55
1 1 528 50. 8
25. 49 34. 55 7 31 74648. 2
12. 48130. 74 3 51, 200 163. 0
5. 2120. 85 2... 580 48. 6
2. 05 110. 99
.:..:..:.

98 98 100

9 33.14
5 39. 84
5 37. 55
. .....
105 15 33. 32
107
9 19.13
103
0 38. 28
96 - 8 28. 68
95-11 27. 26
109 10 17.12
95 - 6 36. 20

Indianapolis.A.rsenal,Ind
.Jefferson Barracks, Mo..
Leavenworth, Fort, Kans
Little Rock, Ark........
Reno, Fort, Okla.........
Riley, Fort, Kans........
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill .
Sheridan, Fort, Ill.......
Sill, lfort, Okla. ..........
"\\"'."afcne, Fort, Mich. ......
Fie d • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .
Total . •••••• ••• • • . . 4,298 3, 575 1, 4051 4,9801, 158. 68159. 98137. 23 47 27 ..•.• .•••

~1=

1

1

DEPARTMENT OF DA.KOT.A..
A.ssinniboine,Fort,Mont.
Custer, Fort, Mont.......
Harrison, Fort, Mont....
Keogh, Fort, Mont.......
Missoula, Fort, Mont....
SaintPaul headquarters,

:Minn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Snelling, Fort, Minn.....
Yates, Fort, N. Dnk. .. . ..
Y~llowstone, Fort, Wyo..
Field . .. . . . . •.• . . . . • .. . . .

431
44:2
124
286
272

1581
2051
56j
213
122

75
75
25
68
49

121...6

233
280
81
281
171

80 . . . . . . 1. • • . •
483
376 111
214
183
77
108
32
11
152
45
29

540. 60 7. 81!18.
818. 71 11. 29,33. 00
653. 22 3. 6:1 129. 24
982. 52 9. 56 33. 43
628. 68 7.18126. 41

12, 690!39. 7 981_33!
16. 48
1
2 3, 238 45. 3 104 -301 25. 08
2 ... 4, 000 43. 7 95:-22 15. 38
5 22,365 43. 4 100 -271 Jl, 28
5 3 3, 330,42. 7 97 1- 6!, 13. 52

. . . . . . .. . . .
487 1, 008. 28 20. 79 43. 05
2601, 2l4. 95 9. 52 44. 50
43 398.15 1. OJ 9. 59
74 486. 84 l. 23 8. 09

Total . . . • . • . • • • • . . . 2, 442 1, 390 620 1, 910

782. 15 72. 05 29. 50

...
11
1
.. .
...

30

840144. 0
1 840 45. O
31,670 40. 6
6,270 39. 0

1

1001-18 34. 7~
99 -18, 30. 65
105-241 20. 08
88-27, 20. 77
. •• · · · · · · ··· · ·

==1~

12

DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE.
Crook, Fort, Nebr ........
D. A. Russell, Fort, Wyo.
Meaue, Fort, ·. Dak ......
Niobrara, Fort, ebr .. ..
Omaha, headquart rs,
Nebr ..... ............ .
Robinson, Fort, Yebr ....
Washakie, Fort, Wyo ... .
Field ......••.••.........

I

I

497
463
45fj
502

t~g, 129
220

10
379
126
90

8.. .. .
274 106
125
51
39
10,

294
450

162
1501

1

599 1, 205. 23 23. 06146. 41
770 1, 663. 07 17. 54 37. 89
456 1, 000. 00 12. 03 28. 40
60(li1' 195. 22
81 800. 00
380,l, 002. 64
1701, 391.l. 82
581 604. 17

1

····l·-·-l-·····
102-201
17-'
····1
···· ······

59 ...2,6, 9601
205 ....
. .•..•............
2
62448. '
1 42,60°1" .•.
. 1515. 30 . . . . . . 960 51. 2 96,- 8 35. 00
10. 54 27. 82 6 78,764 48. 6 ]01-17 12. GO
. . . 15, " ' '2. '
l. 01
. 61 6. 35

17.lr-"

. ,r.76

Total ..•••••••..... 2,520 2, 2ofSJ1 8, 042;1, 20:i. 85 86. 27 34.11
1

13,

96-301 1

::~i°;;I:::: 1::::1::::1:::: :::
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TAnLE

III.-Milita1·y posts in eaoh department, alphabetioally arranged, with ·mean
st?'ength, and adniissions for disease and injiwy, eto.-Continued.
DEP.A.RTMENT OF TEXAS.

"'0"

Cases.

~~b£

"'0"

~~
I'<

.0 I>,

~b.O
~c:s

1i
<I)

A

)1

Bliss, ]'ort, Tex .•••••••..
Brown, Fort, Tex .•••..•.
Clark, Fort, Tex .........
Ea[lePass, Camp, Tex ...
Mc ntosb, Fort, Tex .....
Ringffld, Fort, Tex . . ....
Sam ouston, Fort, Tex: .
San Antonio heaclquarters, Tex ...............
Field ....................

&
p

~

$

'is
3 ·s
E-1

<I)

bl)

~

142
98
556
104

181
124
374

47
38
175
27
40

34
143

1 .....
34
13

15
69

189

-~
A

47

~

~

~

~

Ft.

0

945. 00

4. 26 21, 81 1 1 8, 700,64. 3
5. 24 47. 23
47178. 9
18.07 4.8. 70 10
1, 183167.4
4.47 65.74 1
800172. 2
7.58 63. 67 1 1 80!li7l.8
4.93 39.14
8 147178.8
17.89 27. 70 6 10 779 70. 7

0

A

66.67
681.16

p

8p

'8<I)

~

"i:1

8

l

ciS

<I)

~

731 l, 970. 35
13111, 926. 47
17111,436.97
158 1, 253. 97
517 800. 31

- - - --- - -

Total ............. , 1,725 1,564

Cl)

'.+3

~

181 1,180.18

1

,.d

re
p

1e

- - --- - - - - - - - - -

200
111
371
68
119
126
646

<I)

.,;

~

§....;-

~

s
.s

"'0"

<11

0$0
~o
(1)0

~

~

.e

<I)

~'$

b£
ciS

't:!

0

A

:a
~p,

=13

I'<

l>,8

<I)

g

.:10

-~

't:!

§§

~]
A't:!

A~

tiIC

~

I).

<11

A

<I)

;;!

~~
<1)<11

I'<

A A

TemperatUI'e.

~t i,
:g i

-ra

<I)

Name of station.

~

.l4

0
0
0

- -- -

-

~

~

-

0

I'<

p,
0

E-1

-In.

0

103
101

9. 79

14

: 1·is~55

mi 18 ......

~ii ~~:~

104
107
102

...

25 34.81

.... .... . ... ......
... ---·- ---- ---- .... ......
- - -19 16 ..... .... ..... .... ......

.02 l2. 75 ...
.35 5.08 ...

512 2,076 1,203.48 62.81 36.41

1

781

DEPARTMENT OF THE COLOR.A.DO.
Apache, Fort, Ariz . ...•••
Bayard, Fort, N. Mex ....
Denver headquarters,
Colo ...................
Docfllas, Fort, U tab ...•••
Du hesue, Fort, Utah ...
Grant, .lfort, .A.riz ........
Huachuca, Fort, Ariz ..•.
Logan, Fort, Colo .....••.
San Carlos, .Ariz .........
Whipple Barracks, .Ariz.

~!rt~~:~~:~·-~:-~~~:::

325
354

141
256

16

503
120

29l
253
580
46
210
212
154

114

68

2
125
37
721 103
81
626 170
851 22
139
59
112
241
93
41
1
374

~

- - -914
-

Total .............. 3,072 2,519

255
324

784. 62
915. 25

8. 64126. 59
7. G2,21. 25

4
2

I 2
... 5, 200,54.

'i:j J:~:•~

6, 750,55. 8

1

3 187. 50
499 982. 28
109 908. 83 3. 72,31. 03
346,1, 176. 87 10. 74i36. 52
379 1, 498. 02 9. 8138. 79
796 I, 372.41 22. 70 39.15
57 ], 239. 13 1. 01 22. 04
198 942. 86 7. 0138. 40
.,. ,.
9. 84 46. 44
184 870.13 1. 7511. 37

15:~m:i~

4

1
8
3
2

,1,. ,,

8
4

5,290 51. 6 96- 9 11.84
8 4,920 51. 5 971- 2, 18. 42
1 5,000 45.1 100-17 0. 99
n 4, 916162. 4 106
21 15. 09
4 5, 100161.1
4 5, 450151. 6 1gL2g,
2,456 64. 8 117
13. 88
2 16. 28
1 5, 318153. 7 104
99- 2 10.63
1
................
3

~UJ
15!

::~~~,~~::

3,4831r117.51 98. 64 32.11 36 19

1

.....,.... --·· ..........

DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA..
.A.lca.trazI!!lancl, Cal. .....
Angel Island, Cal. ....••.
Benicia Barracks, Cal .•••
Mason, Fort, Cal .........
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal .................
San Dieo-o Barracks, Cal.
San Frau cisco heauq uars
Ficld '. -~~~:: :::::: :::: :: :

134
256
209
78

50
102
75
38

14
32
38
12

559

390
58

157
11

64
28
216

--

Total .............. 1,539

3 . , ...
112
72
837

1

3.28 24.10
5. 52 21. 56
2.92(3.96
1. 64 22. 46

......
......

556 994. 68 16. 86 30.15
691. 078.12 3. 22 50. 33

6 2
3 •..

64

184113
50

il
184

336 1,173

477. 61
523. 44
540. 67
684. 93

107.14
851.86

.14 5, 07
8. 45 15.95

2

-~~,~{~~:~
l~~•~t t
135,55. 9
150 .. .. .

2
1

..

88
91

72 ....
6 61. 9

..... ....
98

5

.

33 35. 2 1
33 28. 25

89

-----8. 7

... ... ..... 55. 9 91 83 28. 2
... 1 ..... .... ..... .... -·····

- --- -

762.18 36~ 97 24.02 11

- 6 -- -

--1-, ......

DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA.
Roise Barracks, Idaho ...
Canby, Fort, Wash .... ...
Sherman, Fort, Idaho ....
~okane, Fort, Wa.'lh ....
ancouver Barracks,
Wash ..................
Walla Walla, Fort, Wash.
Field ....................

116

77
46
204

94

24
23
71
38

13

844
177
3

121
87
4

Total .............. 1,491

945

308 1,318

94
279
167
568

2M

101
69
275

I

4
2
5

2

880. 62 42. 91,28. 78 11

8

3. 27128.17
2. 50,26. GO
8. 2 129. 66
5. 49,32. 87

818. 66
264 1,039.37
7 538. 46

rn:• 071
~~ 1 !t~~
5. 04

132

465

... ... 2,765 60. 6

106 -10
850. 2 89 20
-15
101
1 2,140 46. 6
1, 40047. 2 107 -25

870. 69
734. 04
985. 66
790. 42

_ .:t:

----

22.9 5
78. 57
31.27
17.02

93 11 44.1 8
106 - 9 19.41
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III.-Milita1·y posts in P.ac1t departrnent, alphabetically a1·ranged, with mean
strength, and admissions f01· disease and injury, etc.-Continued.

TABLE

SUNDRY.
'+-t
0

Cases.

1

0

10

g

::~

'+-t
0

Cl)b.l)

P<A

Name of station.

~~
~

+>

..
·i a
1

b.lJ

~

~
'§
Cl)
;;;j
General hospital, Hot
Springs, Ark ..•.....•.
.A.t large .••••••.•••.••••.

,o~

.sf

..ci

~

I>,

~

.;;

c:S

A
43

~

~

+>
0

~

18

~

E-,

~

Temperature.

~

Cl)

~~ t,
p.b.l)

:g ~

i§ !J

~

1~
~

p-,

Cl)

bl)

c:S
~

Cl)

P-

~

~

....

.... "'

~
i:;.O

a!O

-1"0
"20

§....r

0

0

Cl)

bl)

~

,.<:l

-~A

Cl)

19

441. 86 25.12

eop

ri,
,.<:l

~
Cl)

A

- - --- -- -- - 1

g
1;';:

g
~

~§
s~ gs
.s
~eo

i::ic:S

E

s a

·sP<

p

p

.§

.§

c3
+>

~

Cl)
~

P<

~
~ ~ ~
-- - - - ~Cl)

0

E-,

....... 15 1 .••.. 64.4 13 108 37.1

18 10 •••·• ...... ..... ---- ..........
- - --- - - - - - - -- - - - - - -....... -.... -..... ..........
Total for the Army. 25,119 20,865 7,027 27,892 1,110.39 853. 24 33. 97 276 148

·- · ··

TABLE

IV .-Geneml view of the results of disease and inju1·y at each of the m,ilitary stations, arranged in the orde1· of their rnean stnmgth.

GROUP 1.-TWENTY-TWO STATIONS, GARRISONED BY 400 MEN OR MORE EA.CH,
Constantly non•
effective.

~bl)
Name of station.

~

.l3

"'§
Cl)

~

Fort Riley, Kans •••••...•.•.•••.
Fort Leavenworth, Kans .•...•..
Fort Sheridan, Ill ........••••••.
Fort Sam Houston, Tex ...•.••••
Fort Logan, Colo ...........••••.
V:mcouver Barracks, Wash ..•..
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal ...
Fort M cPherson, Ga. .•...•.•••••
Fort Monroe, Va. ...••.....••.••.
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y ••••••
Fort Douglas, Utah .••••••••••••
Fort Niobrara, Nebr .••••••••••.
l<'ort Crook, :Nebr ...•.•••••••.•..
Fort Snelling, Minn ..•••••••••..
Fort Thomas, Ky ..•....••••••..
Madison Barracks, N. Y ...• .•••.
Columbus Barracks, Ohio .....•.
Fort D. A. Rm1sell, Vv yo ..••.•••.
Fort Meade, S. Dak ...........•..
Fort A.ssinniboine, Mont .•••••••
Willets Point, N. Y ........••••.•
Fort Sill, Okla ..••.••••••••.•••..

826

758
738
6(0
5 0
508
559
532
531
517
508
502
497
483
483
476
468
463
450
431
409
406

.A.dmisRatio per
sion rate
of mean
per 1,000 Daily 1,000
strength.
of mean averago
in
strength.
hos- Cases .A.11
pital. in hos- cases.
pital.

Deaths.

Discharges.

t

,0

Ratio per
1,000 of
mean
strength.

~

Cl)

,0

s
~
z
---- - -- - - - - - - - 1,592.01
1,137.20
1,073.17
800. 31
1,372.41
818. 66
994. 63
1,011.28
1,576.27
955. 51
982. 28
l, 195. 22
1,205.23
1,008.28
l, 420. 29
1,075.63
1,200.85
1,663.07
1, 000.00
540. 60
l, 044. 01
1,078.82

------

17. 72
22. 20
20.18
16. 95
20.47
8.86
14.37
13.84
9.76
8.34
11.90
14. 55
16. 23
13. 25
18. 69
6. 43
16. 57
13. 23
9.32
5. 90
9.42
6.23

538 ..•.......
Mean ....................
Summary •••••••.••••••... 11, 837 1, 135. 51 2~!:

21.45
29. 29
27. 35
26. 24
35. 29
15. 60
25.72
26.02
18. 37
16.14
23. 43
28. 99
32. 66
27.42
38. 69
13. 52
il5.4'0
28.57
20. 45
13. 68
23. 03
15. 34

~

44.13 11
9
39. 46
7
34. 55
0
27. 70
2
31l.15
5
22. 52
6
30.15
40. 86
8
a
44. 70
1
22. 99
4
30. 09
1
34. 17
46. 41
9
43.05 11
50. 64 12
4
27.77
42. 20
3
37. 89
6
28.40
2
18.12 ....
25.39 .....
:rn. 74 a

!fl·24: si·I·a5: oi ·

112

3
13. 32
5
11.87
3
9.49
9. 29 10
4
3.45
2
8. 80
2
lC. 73
6
15.04
5. 65
1
3
1. 93
3
7.87
1. 09
2
18. ll
1
22. 77
3
24.84
3
8.40
2
6.41
10.80 ....
1
4.39
1

•

··········
7. 39

5

9.4tl

64

Ratio per
J,000 of
mean
strength.

-

3. 63
6. 60
4. 06
15,48
6. 90
3.52
3. 5
11. 2
1. 88
5. 80
5. 91
7. 9i
4.02
2.07
6. 21
6. 30
4. 27

······ii'9
2. 3':l

··•'"ii3.

---······5x
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TABLE

IV.-General view of the 1·esults of disease and injury at each of the milita1·y sta~
tions, arranged in the ordm· of their mean strength-Continued.
GROUP 2.-NINE STATIONS, GARRISONED BY 300 TO 400 MEN EACH.
Constantly non•
effective.

Name of station.

i~

...

~

~d)
~

.A.dmis•
Ratio per
sion rate
of mean
per 1,000 Daily 1,000
strength.
aver•
of mean
strength. af~;.n
Cases
All
pital. in hos• oases.
pital.

----

Discharges.

~

!

Ratio per
;.
1,000 of d)
mean
.0
strength. s
p
~

381
379
371
354
352
351
345
34-2
325

1, 380.58
1,002.64
1, 970. 35
9]5. 25
877. 84
2,250.71
1,573.91
818. 71
784. 62

8.45
7. 34
9.34
6. 34
8. 09
15. 21
18. 61
7. 89
5. 67

22.16
19. 37
25. 19
17. 91
22. 98
43. 34
53. 96
23.07
17.44

30.14
27.82
48. 70
21. 25
28. 93
44. 51
67. 23
33. 00
26.59

Mean .•.•••••••••••••••.•..
356
Summary ................. 3,200

9. 66
86.94

.... . ...... .

1,293.13

------ --- · -----·--·
36.42 48
15.00

WestPoint, N. Y ....•.•••••••••.
Fort Robinson, Nebr .••• •• .•••••
Fort Clark, Tex .. ...............
Fort Bayard, N . Mex ............
Fort Reno, Okla . .. ...... ........
Washington Barracks, D. C .....
Jefferson Barracks, .M o ..........
Fort Cu ter, Mont .....•..••.•..
Fort Apache, Ariz ..............

---- - -

27.17

4
6
10
2
5
5
6
6
4

Deaths.

10. 50
15.83
26. 95
5. 65
14. 20
14.25
17. 39
17.54
12. 31

Ratio per
1,000 of
mean
strength.

··-·
7

18.47

6
2

17. 39
5. 85

16

5.00

...... ...............
---- ........
------·--.......
---·
2.85
1
..... ..................
..... ...............

GROUP 3.-TWEN'.J:Y.ONE STATIONS, GARRISONED BY 200 TO 300 MEN EA.CH.
Fort Grant, Ariz ..•.••••••.•....
Fort Keogh, Mont ..............
Fort .A.dams, R. I ...•••....••••••
Fort Myer, Va ..................
Fort Sherman, Idaho ...•....•...
Fort Missoula, Mont .••......•..
Fort Hamilton, N. Y ............
Fort Brady. Mich ...............
Angel Island, Cal. ..............
Fort Walla Walla, Wash ........
Fort Huachuca, Ariz ..•.....•..
Fort Wayne, Mich ..... •...•••..
Fort Columbus, N. Y ............
FortEtban .A.lien, Vt ...........
Fort Yates, N. Dak .............
Fort vVin!ate, N. Mex ....••....
Wb~pple arraoks, Ariz ........
Bemcia Barracks, Cal ......••...
Fort Nia ara, N. Y ............•.
FortWa swortb, N. Y .. ........
Fort Bliss, Tex .. ...............

3

7.18
5.13
5.87
8. 94
6.58
6.14
7.40
8. 76
5. 00
6. 20
7. 23
4. 08
4. 29
6.42
5.38
5. 95
5. 61
1. 56
6. 54
4. 00
3. 68

24.42
17. 92
20.58
31.47
23.59
22. 57
27.62
34. 22
10.54
24.40
28. 58
16. 33
18. 25
28. 77
25.]5
28. 08
26. 70
7.4.5
32.54
19. 90
18. 37

5. 81
1,054.45 121. 92

.......

294 1,176.87
286
982. 52
285
943. 811
28,1 2, 250. 00
279
985. 66
272
628. 68
268 1,097.01
256
796. 87
256
523. 44
254 1,039.37
253 1, 498.02
250
568. 00
235 1,178. 72
223 1, ]03.14
214 1,214.95
212 ], 570. 75
210
943. 86
209
540. 67
201 1,144.28
201
885. 57
200
945. 00

Mean ......................
245
Summary ..••.••••••.••••. 5,142

-

23. 72

36. 52
33. 43
31. !lO
43.15
29. 66
26. 41
29. 63
38. 08
21. 56
41. 42
38. 79
20. 85
25. 22
36. 66
44.50
46.44
38. 40
13.96
39.16
28. 83
21. a1

8
5
1
3
4
5
2
3

27. 21
17. 48
3. 51
10. 56
14. 34
18. 38
7. 46
11. 72

3

11. 86
8. 00
17. 02
4.48
4. 67
18. 87
38.10
9.57
4.98
9. 95
5.00

~

2

6. 80
6.99

2
1
3

7.04
3. 58
11. 03

.... ...... . .........

----8 -----·--11.72

..... ·····----· .. ... .............
..... .............. ...... ---··----2

4
1
1
4
8

2
1
2
1

.......... .. .....
32. 51 60

4

15. 81

3
3
1
1
2
2

18. 45
14.02
4. 72
4. 76
9.57
9.95
14. 93
5. 00

---- ······---....
..............

3

1

· ·-·······-·· ······-·-·
11. 67
33

6.42
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TABLE

IV.-General 1'ieio of the results of disea.11e and inju.ry at each of the military stations, arranged in the <Yrdet· of thei1· rnean strength-Continued.
GROUP 4.-NINETEEN ST.A.TIONS, GARRISONED BY 100 TO 200 MEN EACH.
Constantly non•
effective .

Name of station.

1:.0
A

..,;..

~

<tl

1

§
..,

~

Deaths.

Discharges.

.A.dmis•
Ratio per
sion rate
of mean
per 1,000 Daily 1,000
strength .
of mean aver•
~
stre:ngt.h. ago in
hos• Oases .A.11
pital. in hos• cases.
pital.
~

..c:l
~

Ratioper
1,000 of ~
mean
strength .

1
~

Ratio1ier
1,000 of
mean
strength.

- -~ .

117
116
115
111
108

1,680.41
1,155.91
790. 42
1,141.03
944. 83
1,507.46
477. 01
1,136.36
1,167.94
1,253.97
1,396.82
653. 22
908. 33
1,436.97
1,222.22
870. 69
486. 90
1,180.18
398.15

5.55
4. 90
4.55
4.15
2. 75
5. 91
2.65
1. 57
2. 88
3. 96
1. 58
1. 76
1. 83
5.58
2. 27
2. 72
1. 99
4.84
.88

28. 60
26. 34
27.24
26. 62
18. 99
44.12
19.80
11. 92
21. 98
31. 46
12. 56
14.19
15. 20
46.91
19. 38
23.46
17. 27
43.57
8.12

5.15
1
2
40.62
5. 38
35.43 ....... · · .. iijs · 1
....
2
32.87
······-···
12.82
12.82 2
2
36. 87
6. 90 ..... ··········
1
25. 40
7.46 ......
1
53. 30
24.10 .... ............. .... ··········
21.03 .....
7.63
1
7. 63
30. 35
1
23. 81
39.14 .... ·········· 8
7. 94
1
33. 76 ......
16.13 ....
2
29. 24
8.33
1
8.33
1
31. 03
8.40
1
8.40
1
63. 67
17.
Oil
2
17. 09
2
24.24
28.17 ..... ··········
70
21. 72 ....... ·········· 1
.... ··········
47.23
9.59 ...... ·········· .... ··········

Summary ................. 2,561

1,064.43

62.33

24.34

······33. 39 15

Fort Slocum, N. Y ....•.•••.....
Fort McHenry, Md . ..• ..•••.••. .
Fort Spokane, vVasb ............
St. Francis Barrac1·s, Fla ..• •...
Jackson Barracks. La .........•.
Fort Barrancafl, Fla ........•••..
Alcatraz Island, Cal. ............
Key West Barracks, Fla ...... ..
Fort Warren, Mass ........•.•..
]fort Ringgold, Tex .••••.. .•.•••
Fort Washakie, Wyo ...........
Fort Harrison, Mont ....•.•.....
Fort DuUhesne, D tah ...••.••••••
Fort McIntosh, Tex ....•........
:Fort Schuyler, N. Y .. ...........
Boise Barracks, Idaho .• •••••....
Fort Porter, N. Y ....•.•.••.... .
Fort Brown, Tex ................
Fort Yellowstone, Wyo ...•.....

194

186
167
156
145
13.J,
134
132
131
126
126
124
120
119

10,81

------····

··.... s:

---· ······-·-·
- -- ------ - ---- -.... ---........... .
....
Mean .......•••.•.•.••.....
135
3. 28 .........
······-···
5. 86

14

5.47

GROUP 5.-TWENTY-NINE STATIONS, GARRISONED BY LESS TH.A.N 100 MEN EACH.
Fort Canby, Wash .......••...••.
Fort Mason, Cal. ............... .
Camp Eagle Pass, Tex ......•••.
Fort Trumbull, Conn ..••..•.....
Fort Preble, Me ................ .
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill. ...... .
Sandy Hook Proving Ground,

N.J .......................... .

Little l{ock, Ark ...... ......... .
San Diego .Barracks, Ual. ••......
Watervliet.Arsenal, N. Y ...•••••
San Carlos, Ariz .•.......•••..••.
Frankford Arsenal, Pa .•...•••..
Watertown Ars•nal, Mass ...•..
Springfield Armory, Mass . ...••.
Allegl1eny Arsenal, Pa ......... .
St. Paul headquarters , Minu .... .
Augusta Arsenal, Ga . ...... . ... .
San l!'rancisco headquarters,
Cal ......................•.....
Boston attending surgeon, Mass .
Cl1icago beadq uarterst.. Ill. ..... .
Indianapolis Arsenal, .1nd ...... .
N ew York attending surgeQn ,
N.Y .......... . ..............•.
Columbia Arsenal, Tenn ..•.....
D nver h aclquarters, Colo . ... ..
Kenneb c Arsenal, M e ......... .
San Antonio headquartors, Tex ..
Philadelphia attending surgeon,
Pa...... . ............... .. .....
Baltimoreattending surgeon,Md .
OmAha headquarters, N ebr......

94
73
68
68
G7

66

734. 04
684. 93
1,926.47
558. 82
731. 34
1,242.42

1. 39
1. 33
2.99
1.00
.54
.39

14. 74
18. 23
43. 96
14. 75
7. 99
5.96

26.60
22.46
65. 74
18. 32
14. 07
24.55

·· · · ·· · · ·· · · · · · ·i · ··... ii. 70
.. i ..... i4: 7i" ............. .
.... ·········· .... ········ ··

tU~ ..

64
64
60
46
45
40
37
32

938. 46 ......... ........
968. 75
2. 31 36. 07
1,078.12
1. 87 29. 24
1,350.00
1.17 19.44
1,239.13
. 22
4. 75
733. 33 ........ .......
875. 00
. 37
9.15
1,324.32
. 03
. 74
656. 26
. 01
.84

9. 71
1
i .. · · ""is:62
37. 57
1
50. 33
3
46.87 .... ··••·•·•··
40.30
1
16.67 .••. ···--·····
22. 04 .... ·············· ········
20. 95 ....................... , ...... ··········
28. i2 .....
................ .
23.04
8.20

28
26
25
25

107.14
38. 46
200. 00
], 640. 00

5.07
.42
20. 44
29. 51

G5

··········

~g ···965: 5z" ···: 20 · ··s: 95 · ·1a: ss · .. i · ··.. a4: 49 · :: :: ......... .

20
200. 00
19 1, 157.89
16
187. 50
15
933. 33
15
66. 67

.....

·········· .... ··········

.... ·············· ··········

:::: :::: :::::::::: :::: :: ::::

6. 42 • • • . . • • • • • • • • • 1
50. 00
27.32 .••. ··•••••••• .••• ••••••··•·
36. 71 •••. •••••••••• .••• ••••••··· ·

i2: ~t :::::::::::::: ..i ...... 66: 67

11
181. 82 •• • • • • . • • • • • • . 15. 90 .•••.••••••••••••••••• • • • • · ·
10 •••••......••.••.••••••..........•.•••••••••••••••••••••••.
10
300. 00 • •• • • • . • •• • • • . 15. 30 •••••••••••••••••••.• • • • • • • •

~a:ey:::::::::::::::::: 1,1ti --- 868:ia·l1aJ1

·ii:s1· ·20:20 · . "a' .... ·6: ss· ··a· -··· ··6:i4
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SUR(}EON-GENERAL.

IY.-General view of the resiilts of disease and injiwy at each of the military stations, arranged in the order of their mean strength-Continued.

TABLI~

GROUP 6.-FIELD .A.ND. SUNDRY.
Constantly none:ffecti ve.

Discharges.

sfZi~n;~i~
per 1,000

Ratio per
Daily 1,000 of mean
of mean averstrength.
strength. afisi_n ,_ __ _ _ _ ,
·Cnahsoess- All
pital. l
pital. cases.

Name of station.

$.
o

]
,,;

~-----------~--- - - - - - - - - - - - - Field, East ..•.••••••••.••••••••.
Field, California .•••••.•••••.••.
Field, Missomi ..•.•••..........
-Field, Colorado .•..••••.•.••.....
Field, Dakota .........•.•••..•..
Field, Plat to .....•.•••..•••.....
Field, Texas .•.•••...••.•••.•••.
Field, Columbia ..•.•••••••••••..

281
216
187
154
152
96
69
13

Ratio per
1 00 f
~ea:;
strength
·

- - - - -----............... .
4.63
----····-- ·-··1 ..........
.

15. 70 . ... ··········
15. 95 . •.. ·••••••••·
10. 99 . ....
11. 37 .•.. ..........
8. 09
0. 35
5. 03
5. 04

1, 57l. 51
851. 86
989. 30
870. 13
486. 84
604.17
681.16
538. 46

Deaths.

3

--- ·---- - - - - -- ---- --!----•--

Summary . . . . . .. . • • • • .. . • . 1, 168
969. 18 . . . . . . . . • .. • .. 11. 93 . .. . . • • • • • • • • . 4
General hospital, Rot Springs,
Ark...... . • • • • • . . .. . . • . • . • .. . .
43
441. 86 25. 04 . • • • • • • . • • • . .. 15
1
A.t large......................... • . • . • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. . • • . . 18
10
Total for the A~y ...•.••. 25, 119

TABLE

1, no: 39 60!. 52 · 24. 07

I 83. 97

276

19.48

3.42

10.15 148

5.44

V.-Twenty posts having the highest adrnission 1·ates fo1· the yea1· 1896; also their
adntission rates f 01· the years 1891 to 1895, inclusive.
Ratio per 1,000 of mean
strength.

Admission rate por 1,000 of mean
strength.

~

Name of station.

0

~D

A

00

,,,f.<

CD

-~

-+a>

§
CD

~
Washington Barracks,D.U.
Fort Myer, Va .....••.•••.•
Fort Clark, Tex ..•....•.•..
Camp Eagle Pass, Tex .••••
Fort Slocum, N. Y .........
Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo ...
Fort Riley, Kans ........•..
Fort Monroe, Va .......•...
Jefferson Barracks, Mo .••.
Fort Wingate, N. Mex ..•••
Fort Barr:i.ncas, Fla ....•••.
Fort Huachuca, Ariz ......
Fort McIntosh, Tex ..•••••
Fort Thomas, Ky ...•......
Fort Washakie, Wyo .•••••
WestPoint, N. Y ...•••..••
Fort Lotan, Colo ..•.•.•....
Waterv iet .Arsenal, N. Y ..
Fort Ringgold, Tex ......••
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill •..

~t

A

00

11
rr:::,

]

.'o:s3

i:l

A

-..q

- --

351 2,250.71
284 2, 250. 00
3711, 970. 35
681,926.47
194 1, 680. 41
463 1, 663. 07
820 1, 592. 01
5311, 576. 27
345 1, 573. 91
212 1, 570. 75
1341, 507. 46
253 1, 498. 02

m}:i~g:~i
1

126 1, 391i. 82
381 1, 380. 58
580 1, 372.41
60 1, S50. 00
126 1, 253. 97
,. ...., ...

CD

~~

t:O

~

j~

<1i

~

CD

1895.

1894.

1893.

1892.

1891.

CD

0

0

- - - -- ------ ____,....__ - --

--- 14. 25 2.85
10.56 7.04
26. 95 .......
14. 71
10. 31 5.15
10.80
13. 32 3. 63
5. 65 1. 88
17. 39 17. 39
18. Si 4. 72
7. 40 .... ..
11.80 15. 81
8. 40 8.40
24. 84 6. 21
7. 94
10. 50
8.45 6. 90
16. 67

44. 51 2, 13'7. 741,794.302, 027. 87 1,981.93 1, 774..19
43. 15 2, 800. 00 2, 167. 33 2, 034. 7fi 1, 618.64 1,063.58
48. 70 1, 560. 54 1, 619. 04,2, 165. 60,1, 538. 94 1,256.72
65. 741,424. 24 2, 213. 112, 196. 4312, 113. 21 1,788.46
40. 62 2, 1~3. 4y, 326. 08i2, 283. 7612, 115. 32 1,884.82
37. 89 1, 804. 52 958. 64 1, 091. 10 766. 90 870. 02
44. 13 1, 391. 8711' 222. 39 1, 358. 00 1, 158. 89 1,408.33
44.701, 473. 87,1, 060. 551,379.011, 797. 33 1,379.86
67. 23 1, 216. 1011, 330. 27 2,004.13 875. 49 1,068.49
46. 44 1, 370. 231, 669. 49 1,564.10 1,396.05 1,776.47
53. 30 1, 105. 88,l, 152. 67 1, 883.33 1,986.67 2,629.63
38. 79 1, 020. 00 747. 51 1,308.22 899. 37 601. 94
63. 07 1, 403. 28 1,235.29 1,218.18 1,442.95 1,201.44
50. 64 1, 490. 41 1,137.50 907. 61 1,123.13 1,401.62
33. 761,170.45 1,016.00 1,175.00 677. 42 861. 84
30. 14 1, 393. 78 1,242.18 1,396.87 1,424.00 981. 28
39. 15 1, 181. 80 1,108.43 1,128.13 1,012.05 1,588.85
40. 30 1, 065. 57 1,213.11 1,063.49 1,472.78 1,186. 44
2a.·si 39.14 2, 078. 21 1,289.16 1,939.60 1,716.42 1, 36fi. 07
15.15 24. 55 772. 73 812. 50 1,184.02 1,292.31 1,093. 75

= ,=

The Army ................. ~5, 119 1, 110. 39 10.15 5.44 33. 97,1, 110. 22 1,089.73 1,289.04 1,270.42 1,864.78
1
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VI.-Twenty posts having the lowest ad1nission rates fo1· the yea1· 1896; aleo their
admission rates fo1· the yea1·s 1891 to 1895, inclusive.

--Admission rate per 1,000 of mean
strength.

Ratio per 1,000 of mean
strength.

Name of station.

t
~

bl)

C'$
~

,;,

~

]

A

Fort Yellowstone, Wyo ....
Alcatraz Island, Cal .......
Fort Porter, N. Y ..........
Angel Island, Cal. .........
Fort .A.ssinnil>oine. Mont . .
:Benicia l3arracks, Cal. .....
Fort Trnmbull, Conn ......
Fort Wayne, .Mieh .........
Fort Missoula, Mont .. ...••
:Fort Harrison, Mont ...••..
Fort Mason, Cal. ...........
]'ort Preble, Me ........•••.
Fort Ca,nby, Wash ....•••. •
Fort Apache, .Ariz ......•.•
Fort Spokane, Wash ...•••.
Fort Brady, Mich ..........
Fort Sam Honston, Tex ...
Vancouver Barracks, Wash
Fort Custer, Mont . ........
Boise Barracks, Idaho ......

~

-~

.btO
~

~
A •

0

al

~

A

<lj

---

~-;
§g

~

..t:l

,:!j

~

ii

A

A

0

~

1895.

1894.

1893.

1892.

1891.

0

- - - - - - - -.........
.........
..........

........ 9. 59 422. 02 529. 41 520. 00 1,105.26 t, 033. 90
108 398.15
...... j4.10 461. 54 692. 98 694. 91 1,025.64 1,097.35
134 477. 61
115 486. 96
8. 70 21. 72 515. 62 833. 33 1,814.16 1,133.33 1,047.17
256 523. 44
21. 56 670. 50 590.10 826. 09 960.14 1. 310. 34
---·431 540. 60 ........ 2. 32 18.12 903. 03 826. 97 1,182.88 1,128.54 1,113.02
209 540.67 9.57 9.57 13.96 862. 39 918. 66 792. 45 825. 76 933. 33
68 558. 82 ------ ----- 18. 32 800. 00 446. 15 593. 75 1,948.89 769. 23
250 568. 00 8.00 .......... 20.85 484. 62 609.44 1,162.60 1,326.18 1,190.87
272 628. 68 18. 38 11.03 26. 41 578. 75 552. 63 773. 87 603.17 983. 87
124 653. 22 16.13 ........ 29. 24 1, 071. 43
73 684. 93
13.70 22. 46 676. 47 373.13
67 731. 34 ........ . .... 14. 07 1, 014. 49 1,223.88 919. 35 1, 228. 07 909. 09
1,730.00
04 734. 04
...... 26. 60 036. 00 548. 67 698. 11 1. 292. 45 2,362.38
325 784. 62 12. 31
26. 59 1, 073. 94 1,021.05 l, 178. 261,345.18
167 790.42 11. 98
32. 87 883. 98 808. 82 659. 571 518. 52 606. 77
256 796. 87 11.72 11. 72 38. 081 775. 42 928. 99 070. 59 923. 08 801.72
646 800. 31 9. 29 15. 48 27. 70 1, 086. 89 1,471.66 1,359.2811, 683. 84 1, 98j, 97
568 818. 66 8. 80 3. 52 22. 52\ 655. 59 4!il. 40 518.18 727. 27 llll.49
342 818. 71 17. 54 5.85 33. 00 674.19 270. 88 333. 33,1, 534. 18 1,985.56
927. 93
116 870.69
28.
74 726. 50 798.

----·-

.. 74i: 94 .. 689: 66 ··aaS:ii

------

"I ,.,_ , - -

171 721.

The Army ...•.•........... 25, 11911, 110. 39 10.15 5.44 - 33. 97 1, 110. 22 1,089.73 1, 289. 04 1, 270. 42 1,364.78

'l'ABLE

VIL-Twenty 1JOsts having the highest noneffective 1·ates for the yea,· 1896; also
their noneffective rates for the years 1891 to 1895, inclusi1;e,
'l-<1::1

:5

A~

~

b.O

.e,~ .... ,cl

§5

Name of station.

..bl

tO

....0

Ill

~

~~,d
~

~tof.o ~=;
...
~-~8
e "3"0
§~,....;-~

~
~

0

'O~~
~ o:l f

to 0

Constantly noneffective per 1,000
of mean strength.

-+"

«l~<ll
r-..<ilo;1

~:S ~ 1895. 1894. 1893. 1892.
--- ---- - - - - - - - - I>

~

~

J efferaon Barracks, Mo .•.••.......
Camp Efile Pass, Tex •..••••••..•.
Fort .Mc ntosb, Tex .... .•......••.
Fort Barrancas, Fla ...............
Fort Thomas, Ky .........•••......
San Diego Barracks, Cal. ..•...... .
Fort Clark, Tex .. ..• •....• .•......
Fort Brown, Tex .........•...•..•.
Fort Winiate, N. Mex ...•••.......
Fort Croo , Nebr ..........••......
Fort Monroe, Va ... ..............
Washington :Barracks, D. C .......
Fort Yates, N . Dak ...•............
Fort Riley, Kans ....••...•....... .
.Fort Myer, Va .... . .. ..••••.•..•••.
Fort nelling, 1\-iinn ....•.•...... . .
Columbus Barrack11, Ohio .........
Fort Walla. Walla, Wash .. . ... ....
Fort McPherson, Ga .••.•.........
Fort Slocum, N. Y ...••••••••••..•.

as

P<a

<lj

0

345
68
119
134
4 3
64
371
lll
2J2
497
5;31
351
214
826
284
483
468
254
532
194

The Army ..........•••..••...•.••. 25,119

67. 23
65. 74
63. 67
53. 30
50.64
50. 33
48. 70
47. 23
46.44
46.41
44. 70
44. 51
44.50
44.13
48.15
43.05
42.20
41. 42
40. 86
40.62

,.q

1891,

--2

23.19 15. 63 36. 29 23.42 50. 59 32. 34 34.6
4.47 12.49 22.17 60. 95 68. 74 76.:10 49.21
7.58 16.22 64. 05 50.04 65. 62 68. 01 54. 97
7.14 12. 04 37. 87 42.58 44.41 70. 64 103. 33
24.46 13. 05 52.19 36.34 26.10 42.19 32. 77
3. 22 17.09 50. 82 59.81 49. 73 78.88 90.1 5
18. 07
9.05 40.40 52.39 79. 79 60. 77 39. 61
5.24 14.65 70. 69 59. 54 60.90 86. 91 38.1 8
9. 84 10. 82 41. 35 52.35 48. 68 36.12 42. 68
23. 06 14.09 *51. 26 *45. 55 *28. 01 "'33.49 *40. 74
23. 73 10. 38 36. 63 34. 67 46. 42 45.38 32.23
15. 62
7.24 46.18 42. 33 54.27 43. 22 47. 61
9. 52 13.41 28. 20 43.49 44. 02 64.98 53. 03
36. 45 10. 14 44. 22 38. 02 38. 93 27. 95 58.18
12. 26
7. 02 63. 78 53.18 62. 57 40.55 35,98
20. 79 15. 63 45.02 38.47 39. 41 43.56 38. 79
10. 75 12. 86 60.65 66.66 92.16 71. 98 77. l 3
10. 52 14.59 37. 70 47.95 57. 29 37.54 52. 32
21. 74 14. 79 25.17 21.87 54.17 58.04 61. 12
7.88
8. 85 45.60 36.76 48.4' 46.31 51.62

33. 97 853. 24

11. 20

* Fort Omaua, Nebr.

33. 80

I34. 49-1 40. 15 I 39. 60- 1 42. 01
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TABLE

VIII.-Twenty posts having the lowest noneffective rates for the yea1· 1896; also
their nontffective rates for the years 1891 to 18951 inclusive.

~b.O
Name of station.

~

!Ia:,
A

~
~

Fort Yellowstone, Wyo ............
Sandy HookProvino-'Ground, N. J.
J3eniciaBarracks, C~ ..............
Fort Preble, Me ...................
Fort .A.ssinniboine, Mont ..........
Fort Trumbull, Conn .............•
Fort Wayne, Mich ................
Key West Barracks, Fla .......••.
Fort Bayard, N. Mex ... .••.....••.
Fort Bliss, Tox ....................
.Angel Island, Cal .....•.•....•...•
Fort Porter, N. Y ...............•..
Fort Mason, Cal. ............. , ....
Vancouver Barracks, "\Vash ..... ..
Plat,tsburfi Bitrraclrn, N. Y .•••..••
.Alcatraz sland, Cal. ..............
Fort Schuyler, . Y .....•...••...•
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill ..........
Fort Columbus, N. Y ..............
Willets Point, N. Y ................

108
65
209
67
431
68
250
132
354
200
256
115
73
568
517
134
117
66
235
409

The.A.rmy .................•....... 25,119

'I-<

A

A

p.,

a:,Q)

,.!,4

Q:> 0$

g~Q)

s.

.~

"t;1

~fi
., a.i-l:1

~
'.;it""'~
A"'"' o b.O ~-;
~1Jg~
"'~ol'-<
§ 4lrl~

0

9. 59
9. 71
13. 96
14.07
18.12
18.32
20.85
21. 03
21. 25
21. 31
21. 56
21.72
22. 46
22. 52
22.99
24.10
24. 24
24.55
25. 22
25. 39

o'i.

~~

a:,

I'-<+>

l'-<'d

Q)

Constantly noneffective per 1,000
of mean strength.

It.!

Q:>..Sas

I>

I>~~

-cq

-cq

1.04

8.81

.63

3. 79
9.45
7.04
12.27
12.00
13.44
6. 77
8.50
8. 25
15. 07
16. 32
12.00
10.07

2. 92
.94
7.81
1. 25
5. 21
2. 78
7. 52
4. 26
5. 52
2.50
1. 64
12. 79
11.89
3. 23
2.84
1.62
5. 93
10. 39

38. 97 853. 24

1895.

1894.

1893.

1892.

1891.

- ---- --- - - - -

7. 26
7. 23
7.81!
8.90

12.19
22. 44
17. 83
21. 88
23.41
12.84
17. 62
28. 70
28.92
34. 20
24.18
10. 27
14. :JS
22. 67
18.12
26.11
19. 03
14.20
24.34
28.18

9.86
30. 22
24.49
43. 63
26.15
11.00
21. 94
61. 68
21. 25
52. 71
24.40
17. 76
14. t3
)8. 28
20. 45
26. 94
29.50
20. 59
36. 78
28. 43

ll.20

83. 89

34.49

8.81
18.47

-

20. 77
25.98
23.43
28.10
31. 29
19. 52
37. 99
42. 62
30. 89
46.80
40.04
40. 22
46. 49
15. 06
28. 20
18. 37
31. 03
28. 20
118. 89
34. 24

-

40.15

23.62
19. 13
21. 24
49. 94
40. 64
36. 93
50. 78

35. 20
16.07
24.14
16. 52
30. 29
22.15
44.52

59. 22
25. 25
~6. 63
35. 91
21.72
28.10
25.62
40. 35
83. 68
21.48
38. 81
31. 33

50. 56
29.44
50.04
29.18
30. 27
33 . 51
37.63
48.15
29.81
15.50
30. 45
28.64

39.60

42.01

.. ----- ---·--

IX.-1wenty 1Josts ha1ing the highest ad'niission 1·ates for disease, excluding venerecil diseases, vaccinia, and alcoholiBinj also their 1·atios for deaths, d'iscl1a1·ges, and
constant non~ff'ect-iveness, and the corresponding ave1·age rates for the .Army, year 1896.

TABLE

Ratio per 1,000 of mean strength.
Name of station.

Washington :Barracks, D. C .....•.......•••••••••
Fort Myor, Va ..............................••••••
Fort Clark, Tex ........•......•...........•.•.•..
Camp Eagle Pass, Tex ..........••••.•.••••..•••••
Fort ' lo0um, N. Y .. ........• ........ .•..•......•.
Watervliet Arsenal, N. Y ....................•....
FortMouroe, Va ..................................
West Point, N. Y ...... .....•............•.•••....
Fort Huachuca, Ariz . ........................•••.
Fort D. .A.. Russell, Wyo . ... ....... . ..............
,Jefferson Barracks, Mo ...........................
FortWin_gate,N. M x ............................
Rock Island Arsenal, 111 . ...... ................•..
Fort Washakie, \Vyo .............................
Fort Barranca~ Fla ..............................

Mean
strength.

351
284
371

68

Fort Riley, Kans ....... .......•...•.•••.••.••...•
St. Francis Barracks, .Fla ..••.••••••..•..•••••••..

194
60
531
881
253
468
345
212
66
126
134
483
580
119
826
156

The Army ....•....•.•••..•.••••••.••••••••••••••.

25,119

1m it~;;:~; t~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
1

.Admis•
sions.
1,903.13
1,496.48
1,328.84
1,147.06
1,103.10
1,100.00
1,090.39
1,084.00
1,055.38
1,036.72
1,028.19
1,018.87
1,015.15
912. 69
910. 44
884. 06
862. 08
840. 34
813. 57
807. 69
699. 01

I

Dis•
l charges. Deaths.
11.40
10. 56
21. 56
14. 71
10. 31

Con•
stantly
DOD·

effective.

2.85

31.12

8.52

3. 45
8.40
8.47
12.82

2. 07
5.17
8. 40
1. 21
12.82

22. 22
25. 24
26. 55
26.15
31. 42
26. 78
20. 02
24. 77
21. 88
41. 47
26. 29
15. 57
14. 78
32.68
28. 46
21.16
32. 70
17. 78
26.08

8.13

3.52

18.89

5. 65
)0. 50
7. 91
6.48
17. 39
14.15

·-······-·
22. 77

1.88
11.86
17.89
4. 72
15.15
7. 94
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X.-Twenty posts haring the highest no1u~{fecUve rates fo1· disease, exclnding venereal cliseases, vaccinia, and alcoholism; also the average number sick daily, the average
ifomtion of each case, and the c01Tcspo11ding ai:erage rates of the Arniy, year 1896.

TABLE

Con•
stantly Average
~f
nonti.ffect•
Mean
nnmber days eaoh
per
strength. ive,
of
sick
case
was
1,000 of
daily.
treated.
mean
strength.

n~;8{!ff

Name of station.

Jefferson Barracks, Mo...................................
FortMcTntosb, Tex.......................................
Fort Barran CM, Fla.......................................
WatorvlietArsenal,N.Y.................................
~an iegf B~rackt Ci- ·c...............................
Fas B1g/nMarhac ·s, . .. .............................

f

tm i}lf:.s±~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:Fort Monroe, Va..........................................

4.c.., 7

41.47
82. 70
32. 08
31.42
31. 24
:n.12
20. 23
28.4.6
20. 98
2(i. 78
26. 55
26. 29
2G.1 5
26. 08
25. 93
25. 24
25. 09
24. 77
24. 77
24.48

25, 119

18.89

845
119

134
60

~i

3256

m
531

2~~
i~ap~~11~!'~~~~~;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: m
i~~~ i~=~t\1:;i~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:~r
St. Francis Barracks, Fla.................................

Columbus Barracks, Ohio.................................
~ort :oPherson, Ga......................................
ort uacbuca, Ariz .•.......•.......•.......••••..•... •• Fort Crook, Nebr . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . .
The Army . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . .

408
~~~

14. 80
8. 89
4. 37
1. 89
2. 00
10. 92
7.48
18. 74
2.99
14. 22
1. 81
5.57
5. 07
4.07
l'.l.52
9.37
11. 74
18.18
6. 27
12.16

i!J!
_
13
l0. 12
_45
18 _30
98
5
18.50

iU
::~

n::
~: 4.

it6.. 96
8 5
12. 1,

====l= == =l====:=1===;9_
474.18
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XI.-The miHta1·y posts in each departnient, showing the rates of admission, death,
discharge, and constant noneffectiveness fo1' disease, exoliiding venereal diseases, vaccinia,
ancl alcoholism, year 1896.

TABLE

DEPARTMENT OF

THE

EAST.
Ratio per 1,000 of mean strength.

Mean
strength.

Name of station.

Washington Barracks, D. C ...........•••..••.•••

~~~: M~~~;J:~:y::: ::: :::::::::::: :: ::::::: :: :::
Watervliet Arsenal, N. Y ....................... .
Fort Mcmroe, Va ................................. .
"\-Vest Point, N. Y ..•...........................•..
Columbia Arsenal, Tenn . .... ........ .......... .. .
Springfield .Armory, Mass ....... ................ .
Fort Barrancas, Fla . ............................ .
Fort '.rbomas, lCy ................ . ..•.............
St. Francis Barracks, Fla ... .. .... .......... .. ... .
Kemiebec Arsenal, Me ............ .... ......... . .

~i\it:~\§;f~at, ~: i::::::::: :::::::: ::::::: :::: :::

ll"'ortCoh1mbus, N.Y . ...... ... . .. .. .. ........... .
Fort McHenry, Md ..• .._. ••..... . ....... . ...... .. .
Columbus Barrackf!, Ohio ....................... .
Watertown Ar enal, Mass ....................... .
Fort Hnmilton, N. Y ................... ..... . . . .. .

~~~: ~~~?j;\fi;s;.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

351
284
194
60
531
381
19
37
134
483
156
15
201
409
235
186
468
40
268

Augusta Ar.~enal, Ga . ....... . ............... . .. . .
San~dy Hook Proving Grouuc1 , N. J ... ........... .
Key "\Vest .l.larnicks, Fla ...... ... . ............... .
Madi son Barracks, N. Y ..... ....... . .......... . .
Fort :McPherson, Ga ..••••.........•...•..........
Fort l than Allen, Vt ........................•....
Jackson Barracks, La .......... . ... ........... .. .
Frankford Arsenal, Pa .... ..... ..... .. ........ . .
Plattsbul'g Harracks, N . Y ....................... .
Fort Wadsworth, N ..Y .. ................ ........ .
.Allegheny Arsenal, Pa ...•.......................
Fort Adams, R.I ...•..•. .... .....................
:fort Preble, Me .........•••......................
Fort Portl'r, N . Y ................................ .
Fort '.l.'rumbnll, Conn ................... ........ . .
N w York attending surgeon, N. Y ..... .. ... . ... .
Philacl lpbrn. atte11cling f!urgeon, Pa, ...... ... ...•.
Boston atteHding 1rnrgeon. Mass . ...............•.
Baltin10re attending snrgeou, .,l <l .•••••••••••••••
Field .............. . ..... .... . .. .... ............ . .

117
131
29
65
132
476
532
223
145
45
517
201
32
285
67
115
68
20
11
26
10
281

Total. .......•............•••••••••••••••...

7,980

Admis•
sions.

Con•
stantly
non•
effective.

Dis•
charges. Death s.

1,903.13
11. 40
2.85
1,496.48
10. 56
3. 52
1,103.10
10. 31
1, JOO. 00 . ....... . .... ----- ·---1,090.39
5. 65
1.88
1,084.00
10. 50
1,000.00 ... ........... ..............
945. 94 ..............
010.44 ............. ------··-884. 06
22. 77
2. 07
807. 69
12. 82
12.82
800. 00 ............... ··-------796. ()2, ··· ··- --- 4. 08
794. 62 ............... ---------791.48
17. 02
5. :18
790. 32
4. 27
788. 46
6.41
775. 00 ------···· ------ ---7. 46
764. 93
726.49
8. 55
7.63
725.19
7. 68
724.14 ........... ... .... . .....
707. 69
15. 38 ................
674. 24 ............ ---------6. 30
672. 27
8. 40
7. 52
11. 28
665. 42
13. 45
632. 28
606. 90
6. 90 ---------600. 00 ---------- ............
3. 87
l.!J::l
568. 65
9. !l5
9. 95
547. 23
31. 25
531. 25
8. 51 ---------501. 76
858. 21 ............. ..............
278. 26
8. 70
250. 00 .............. ...... .. ---200. 00
50. 00
181. 82 ............ .................
38.46 ------·-·· .............

-·----·-··
----------

11.13

1,105.72

849. 00

31.12
22. 22
26.15
31. 42
26. 78
20. 02
21. 71
U.48
82. 63
28. 46
26. 08
14. ;J9
22. 71
15.47
18.52
17.68
25. 09
25. 90
18. 75
13. 05
19. 89
41.17
4.87
13. 50
l(i. 53
24. 77
20. 40
13. 26
14. 81
10. 97
15. O!l
4. 78
13.84
4. 52
8. G6
8. 51
6.42
15. 9()
.42

7.14

3.51

17.89

17. 39
15.15
1. 21
7. 39
3. 96
2. 71
11. 72

I

19. 99

DEP .ARTMEN'.l.' OF THE MISSOURI.

Indianapolis .Arsenal, Ind .. . ... . ................ .
Jefferson Barracks, Mo .......................... .
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill ........................ .
Fort Riley, Kans .... . ........................... .
Fort 'ill, Okla .................................. .
Fort Leavenworth, Kans . ............ : . .. . ...... .
Fort , h ridan, Ill ....... . ....................... .
Fort Brady, Mich ............................... .
FortR no,Okla ................................ .
Little Rock, Ark .................... ... ......... .
Fort Wayne, Mich ............... . ............... .
Chicago headquarters, Ill ........................ .
Field . .......................•••.......... ......•.
Total. .... ..•..••..•..•.•.•••..••..••.••••..

WAR

97--38

25

345
66
826
406
758
738
256
352
64
250
25
187

1,600.00
1,023.19
1,015.15
818. 57
704. 42
610. 82
582. 64
578. 13
423. 31
312. 50
276. 00
200. 00
641. 70

8. 47
4. 93
7. 92
5.42
11. 72
8. 52
15. 62
8. 00

4,298

656. 58

7. 91

21. 31
41. 47
15. 57
17. 78
18.39
14. 80
14. 32
29. 23
15.64
19. 34
8. 96
20. 446. 66

- - · - -l· - - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - - 4.42

18. 16
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TABLE

XI.-The rnilitary posts in each depa1·trne.:nt, showing the rates of admission, death,
diBcharge, and constant noneffectiveness Jo1· diseaBe, etc.-Continued.
DEP A.RTMENT OF DAKOTA..
Ratio per 1,000 of m6an strength.
Mean
strength.

Name of station,

A.dmis•
sions.

Dis•
Deaths.
charges.

Con•
stantly
llOn·

effective.

1!), 57
6.99
17.48
695. 80
286
24. 21
4.67
682. 25
214
25. 93
16. 56
616. 98
483
20. 69
2. 92
17.54
505. 84
342
16. 33
3.68
18. 38
404.42
272
12.89
8.06
370. 96
124
9. 77
2. 32
320.19
431
3.29
250. 00 ........... ··········
108
30
152
1---L---l----l•---J.--1-7.-:-09
Total... . . • • • . • . • • . . . . • . . . . • . . • • . . • . • • . . • • . .
2, ,U2
483. 21
10. 24
2. 46

.l!'ort Keogh, Mont ..••........•...•...•...........
Fort Yates, N. Dak ...•...........................
Fort Snelling, Minn ...•.•........•...............
Fort Custer, Mont .•••.•.•.•......................
Fort Missoula. Mont .••..••..... . ................
Fort Harrison, Mont ............................ .
Fort Assinniboine. Mont .•............. . ........ .
Fort Yellowstone, Wyo .........••.....•..........
Saint Paul headquarters, Minn .................. .
Field .......•....................•......•.........

DEPARTMENT OF THE PLA.TTE.
Fort D. A.. Russell, Wyo ...•........... .. ........ .

Fort Crook, Nebr ....•............................
Fort Robinson, Nebr ...•.........................
Fort Meade, S. Dale ...............•...•..........
Omaha headquarters, Nebr ....... . .............. .
:Field ...•.•...•......•..................... . ......

463
126
502
497
379
456
10
96

1,036. 72
912. 69
788. 85
738. 44
670. 19
559. 22
300. 00
343. 75

Total. .•.••......•••..•..•••........••..••. •

2,529

752. 48

~~~: ~~t~:~~is':?r~:::::: ::·.:::: :::::::: :::::::·.

6.48 •••••·····
7. 94
3. 98
1. 99
4.02
10. 06
10. 55
13.19
2.19
4. 39

6. 72

21.88
U.78
17. 99
24.48
14. 76
15. 33
15. 30
3. 04

--8~ --18.28

DEP A.RTMENT OF TEX.AS.
' Fort Clark, Tex..................................
~~~PJc¥ul:0
Fort Brown, Tox.................................

;i~~!~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~~~l t\f~!¥~;?.~~:::::: ::::::: ::::::: :::::: :: :: :
Fort Sam Houston, Tex.... . .....................
San Antonio headquarters, Tex..................
Field -. . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • . • . . . . • • . .

371

l!~

111
126

~~i

15
69

Total. ..............•.....•..•.•••..••••.•.. --1-,725 -

1,328.84

21. 56 ..•••• •···
14.71 ..•.• 8.40 -

~~::
32_70

~iut .....~:~~. ··········· r~::
mJ~ g: ~~ ~t

1,147.06
690. 48

~:
9. 29
66. 67
66. 67
434. 78 ...........•....• . · ·

11 _49

14. 49

12, 7g
3· 2

~

;45:S0--0. 85 ,~

DEP A.RTMENT OF THE COLORADO.
Fort Huachuca, Ariz ................•.. .•........

San Carlos, .Ariz ....................... ....... ... .
Fort Bayard, . Mex ............................ .
Fort Douglas, U tab .....••........................
Whipple .Barracks, ..Ariz .................... ..... .
Fort Du Cltesne, Utah ....... .. ................ .. .
Fort vacbe, .A.riz ............................... .
Den Yer headquarters, Colo ..................• ....
Field ............•.......•........... . ............

253
212
5 0
294
46
354
508
210
120
325
16
15-t

1,055.33
1,018.87
862. 08
755. 11
605. 65
646. 90
620. 08
600. 01
475. 00
360. 01
62. 50
545. 46

Total. ........•...•...•....••..••. •·········

a, 012

698. 25

im r~rtt!~~t:~~:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::

7. !ll
14.15
3. 45
10.20

11. 86
4. 72
5.17
3.40

2. 82

2:Jt .....4'.76.
8. 33
6.15

8. 33

..... ---. - . -.. .6~ 40.

24. 77
26. 29
21. ]6
17. 91
)2. 06
13. 2
16. 77
19. 27
17. 6
12. 62
.85
0• .J.4

6.84.--3~117.72
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TABLE

XI.-The niilitary posts in eaoh department,. showing the rates of adniission, death,
tlisoharge, and oonstant noneffeotiveness for disease, eto.-Continued.
DEP.A.RTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.
Ratio per 1,000 of mean strength.
Name of station.

San Diego Barracks, Cal .•.••..•.....•...••.......
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal. •••.........••..•..

ti!~lt~:~:~c~:: c~i:::: :::: :: ::::::: :: :::::::::

Fort Mason, Cal. .•..•.•••••..•••.........••••....
Alcatraz Island, Cal .........................•....
San Francisco headquarters, Cal .•..••.•••••.•....
Field .••..••••................................•••.

Total ...................................... .

Mean
strength.

64
559
256
209
73

Admissions.

28
216

625. 01
572.44
312. 50
296. 65
260. 27
238. 80
107.14
476. 86

1,539

428. 20

134

Discharges.

Death s.

46.87
8. 94

1. 79

··········
·········9. 57
4. 78

Constantly
none:fl'ect,i ve.
31. 24
14.09
10.92
6.22
6. 25
10.01!
5.07
8. 60

6.50

1.30

11.55

10. 75

8. 58

5. 99 .•••••••..
7. 04 .•••••....

17. 37
19.75
18.11
13. 80
12. 07
11. 98
1.05

5.37

14. !)8

DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA.
Fort Sherman, Idaho .••..•...........•••••...••.•
Fort "\Valla Walla, Wash .............•.........•.
Boise Barracks. Idaho ........................... .
Fort Spokane, Wash ... . ......................... .
Vancouver Barracks, Wash ..................... .

~f:1~~~-~:::::~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Total.......................................

279
254

116
167
568
!)4

630. 83
602. 35

f,86. 21
520. 96
438. 88

13

436.16
76. 92

.1, 491

519. 78

........................

• 67

GENERAL HOSPITAL .A.ND 'l'OT.A.L FOR ARMY.

~

Geno,al hoapitol, Hot Spdng,, filk •...••..••••.
'l'otal for the Army ..•••••....••.•••.••.... - ~

:~: ::

J · . . . · ; : ~ . . . . · · ;: ; ; · . . . . · ; ; ~

TABLE

X.II.-Ratios of admission to sick report, discha1·ge, death, and constantly none,ifective of the Lfrmy and of the troops in the seve1·al departments for
the yea,· 1896, as compared with the ratios fo1· the Army for 1895, and for the decade 1885-1894.

}!enn strength ....... ..•...•••.............. , A.~·• 24,139.

§
.,...
~

Cnuses of admission to sick report.

]
-

- - ---------------1

<q

i
t.o
fii

1

S. G., 21,946.

,;,

~

&~
c:J -

.s

~ g~ t
Q, ~

A.~-• 2,415.

S. G., 2,206.

§
.,. .,

:ib..O

·s~

1

~

gi

:;?t
,;,

~

Va<'cinia ....... ............................ .

:Rhoumo.tio fever ........................... .
'.l.'11 boroulosis of the lungs .................. .
S_yphilis .........•.........•.•....•.........
Gonorrhea ................................. .
All venereal diseases ....................... .
.Alcoholism and direct results ....... ......•.

~.?~l;~~ft\~
:::::::::: :: :::::: :::::: :::: ::::::
Colio nnd conatipation ..................... .

Dinrrhenl tlisenses .........•................
D1senE1es of the heart .••....................

~:'
.~~~~iiis: :::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::
r11eumoni11, ..................... --......... .

Diseases of the kidnevs ................... .
Rheumatism nnd myalgia

~i~tu~~t:ft1~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::
::::::::
All diseases of the eye
All clisensos of the enr ..................... .
Contusions nnd sprnins ............ ·-··-····
Dialocntions -.......... -- ....•... - .... -- -.. .
Frnctures, not gunshot ... _................ .
Wounds, not gunshot .•.•..•....••..........
Wounds, gunshot .......................... .

32.58
5. 90
99. 34
5. 07
2. 95
18. 91
37. 94
70. 34
45. 07
27. 33
41. 55
33. 80
12:l.14
6. 01
39. 64
08. 52
3. 96
1. 80
75. 79
43. 62
12.10
18.40
8. 03
130. 22
2. 51
6.85
49. 52
3. 56

•l""'i

~~

-~

.10

.m

l.fil
~M

.~

~73

.H
.IT

.004

-~

-~

1. 45

.a

.m

.fil
l.M

.~

.w

o. 64
.15
. 02
.46
.01

•"'"1

QJ

. 01
. 23
. 01
.15
.41
. 04
. 68
. 27
• 03
. 004

l.H

.00

.M

. 01
.01

.ro
-~
.e

.10
. 07
1.01

300. 36 \ 4. 68
2. 68
. 65

\1. 72

.H

. 22
3. 76
1.00
. 33
. 81
.34
3. 31
. 20
1.18
1. 49
. 58

26. 79
2.18 ······· 1 0. 50
o. 04 .41
76.15
. 04
.04
5. 53
.87
1. 90
3. 99
3. 52
21.76
.08
33. 41
3.60
80. 64
.04
4. 62
.04
39. 62
55. 75
.M
50. 54
.12
11:1.91 . . IT
. 25
1.M
5.17
4!J. 54
.IT
71. 34
.~ 1. 49
6. 93
. 37
2. 90
.04
~~
117.44
.M
28.15
.fil
15. 23
1.~
26. 92
.12
· 3. 76
.~ .04
147. 85
.H
2. 13
.~ .08
5. 21
.08
.fil
69. 39
.M 1. 66
7.98

13. 37 \
. 25 \

287. 42
1. P9

1.12
. 93
2. 57
. 60
. 72
1.74
2. 19
5. 22
. 47
.u-!
. 05
. 29
1. 41
. 53
. 31
1.44
.43

.~

GROUPED.

Infectious disen11es, gonl'ral nnd local ..•.•.. \
Diseases of nutrition, general . . . . . .. . .. . . . .

~~

·e ~

ib.O
~-

A..~-• 26. 781.

S. G., 213.

~
-

ai

~

tt

,~e
~ g~
A~ -

~

-~

~

·e

8'l
b.O
~

S. G., 24,365.

,;,
~

:;?~

~~-

«Q)~

] s a5
.....
<P
O
O
"O
-~
0 A
r.::,
-~
O ~ .e;
A
A
o
<tj
A
A
o
<q
A
A
o
-.q
A
A
o
,___
,__
,___
,____
,___
,__
,___
,____
,___
,__
,___
,____
,___
,__
,__
_

SPECIAL.

i~)~f~~~ ~~=~ti~~;::::::::::::::::::::::::::

.sA~~
,,~
~ s~ t

~- G., 227.

§
.,...

•M

0. 82
. 31
1.89
. 54
1. 0-!
2.07
l. 54
5.40
. 04
.60
. 74
.41
1. 21
. 31
. 32
1. 26
. 64
. 23
4.76
. 70
. 46
1. 06
.17
3.47

.11
.81
2. 01
1. 03

,g e

106. 25
.47
32. 91
4. 23 0.44
25. 39 11.44
15. 51 2.64
63. 00
98. 26 2.64
4. 70
15. 05
29.(i2
31. 50
45. 61
2. 35
.88
12. 69
56. 89
10. 34

d)

•r-4

4.14

. 88

.02
. 47
. 58
3. 55
1. 76
3.17
5. 77
. 07
.17
. 41
• 34
• 55
.16
.11
.82
. 70

50. 78 1. 32
42. 31
44. 67
.44
62. 06
.44
8.46
128. 82
6.11
11. 75 ....... , 1. 76
91. 20
.88 I 4. 8-!
7.05

1. 5i
l. 21
J. 21
1.98
.16
3. 02
. 52
1. 52
2.10
1.05

7. 04

.44

32. 70
5. 51
96. 67
5.10
3. 24
19.14
37. 74

76. 92
41. 04
28. 34
42. 73
35. 29
121. 64
5. 91
,t0.30
68. 67
4.28
1. 89
79. aa
42. 20
12. 67
l!l. 51
7. 65
131. 79
2.50
0. 75
51. 68
3.99

.g

4)

0. 004
.02
.09
.07
1. 72
2. 45
• 27
2.80

.11
.15
• 004
• 02
. 25
1.44
. 25
. 07
. 21
1. 83
. 02
.10
1.12
.55
.26
.12
.52
.19
.68

0. 62
.17
• 03
. 55
. 01
• 01
. 21
.01

.14
.40
. 03
. 76
.28
.03
.004
.01
. 01

1.12
. 86
2. 48
. 59
. 77
1. 77
2.14
5. 24
.42
.63
• 66
. 30
1. 38
. 51
. 81
1. 41
.45
. 21
3.82
. 97
.35
.84
. 33
3. H2

.07
1.10

. 20
1. 15
1. 54
. 02

299. 62 I 4. 89 1. 83
2. 61
. 62 1 . 09

13.31
.24

.11

1

.10

\

6. 04 \ 2. 441· ]2.19
. 46 .. - .. . 17

<:.O
O}

Total.

Indian.

Negro.

White.

For tlle decade 1885- 1894.

01

350. 26 \15. 41
7. 0-1 I 11. 45
1.41 ·••·•·. 1 . 44
. 03

~
t_=j

'"d

0

~
~

0

t,;j
~

~

t_,:j

U1

t_zj

0
l=O
t_,:j

~

>

~

"1

0

t,;j

~

P>
~

Diseases of the nervous system_ ....... -. -..
Diseases of the digestfro sys tom - -- . --.. -..
Diseases of the drculatory s,·stem .........
Diseases of the respiratory oi·gans .. _. ___ - - Diseases of tho genito-urinnry system. _____
Diseases of the lymplrntic system and ductless glands .. ··-·-- - - --- - - . -··-·. - - - . -----Diseases oftilo muscles, bones, and joints . ..
Diseases of the integument ancl subcutaneons connective tissue._ -... - - . - - - . --- - - Diseases of the organs of special sense -. -. __
Unclassified·---················-·-·-·······
ye:nei:al inj nries __ .. _. _... -.. -....... - . - ....
DJuries to special parts ...•.........•......

104. 55
287. '.l8
7. 31
119. 94
11.83

3.46
.87
1. 79
. 64
.96

.83
.67
. 51
.81
. 28

2.37
4. 50
. 70
2.58
. 90

83. 31
316. 61
5.57
142. 51
14. 78

2. 69
. 79
1.49
. 37
1.08

.41
. 37
.50
1.74
. 37

1. 64
4.18
. 37
2. 67
. 95

41.38
180. 54
2. 35
92.15
7. 99

5. 60
81.76

. 08
2.97

. 004
. 01

.46
3.84

7. 03
123.15

.04
3.44

. 0-1
. 04

. 51
5. 09

11. 28
53. 60

. 28
L 86

.02
. 01

2.13
1. 30

52. 26
31. 82
5. 80
1.13
295. 26

. 33

. 08

L 59 1
L 29

79. 24
28. 23
2. 80
2. 86
243. 03

. 004
-----·. 03 L 02
3. 48

. 08
. 06
8.46

L 33

Totnl for diseases- .... _... _.. _....... ·1 l , 031. 57 18. 23 1. 4. 97
Total for injuries _.......•...•••...•. _~~1~
12. 35

32. 47
_8. 52

J

Totalfor all causes . _...... .• •• .•••••. 1,277.46 21. 74 17. 32

40. 99

1.45 ------------ -----.04
. 50
3. 60

2. 03

. 09
.03
9. 52

296. 39

18.18
3. 64

6. 00
2.53

30. 73
9.55

1,368.64

21.82

8.53

40. 27

·1,072.25
------ - -

1. 32

.44

------- -----.44
.88

1. 32

. 88

----------------1. 76 -----.44

.68
2. 57
.16
2.46
. 21

102. 08
289. 00
7.11
121. 74
12. 07

3. 38
.85
1. 76
. 62
. 96

. 79
.·64
. 50
. 90
. 28

2. 28
4.45
. 66
2.59
. 89

. 93
L 38

5. 78
85. 28

. 07
3. 00

. 01
. 01

.47
3. 93

2. 19
71.93 1-·····-1······1 2.19
. 01
··-soi so· -z: 64-- 6: M···i 10 ·
72. 40
. 44
. 4<t
2. 82 .... _. __ .... _

2. 08
1. 31
. 08
. 00
8. 57

--i- i- --·- ------

I

888. 11 21. 57
302. 30 2. 64

9. 68
7. 04

-1, 190.
----41 24. 21 16. 73

30. 27 1 1, 034. 00 118. 26
9. 76
250. 95 3. 51
40. 03

1

a For 1887-1894, eight years of decade.

I.

. 28
76. 73
02
. 01
28. 94 1. 81
3. 07 - . - . - . · 1 · 004
2. 68
. 03
. 97 .
248. 27 1 3. 48 1. 44

b For 1891-1894, four years of decade.

5. 10
2. 41

32. 29
8. 63

- - - - -40.1,284.95 121. 77 17. 51
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XII.-RatioB of admission to sick report, discharge, death, and constantly noneffective, etc.-Continued.

~

00

~ll•nn stn•ngth .............. .... ..• ..•..........••........••••.•........•..•. , .A.. G. , 25,189.

rn
A

0

·@

j

nuses of admission to sick report.

ui
Cl)

~

1
i5

I

Negro.

White.

For the yenr 1895.

S. G., 28,105.

. .-:·b

I~

. ~i
$+>

g
A

A<%i
Ao
i:,.

o A•.-<

o

S. G., 2,009.

A.. G., 2,187.
,,;
A

~~

~

-~

b.O
~

,,;

'§

.<:1

,-Cl

'Q

~

c:!
0
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A

Total.

]t

~
Cl)

~§~
o A, ...

A

0

S. G., 25,204.

.A.. G., 27,826.
,,;
A

0

.i

1
~

,,;

~t

a:,

b.O

;;;

.9

i5

B~
~§t
o

A

0

~

ai

c:!
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~

A,.-.

'"d

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - l - - - 1 - - 1- --l----1---1--1---, - - - - •- - - , - - , - - -

ii~Y.~l~ilj ~~f~~ti~

Rheumatic re,c
Tuht-rcul ·
Syphilis
Gonorrhl'
All,em•r
Alcolwli"
l\mtral"it
Tonsilliti
Colic and cons
Dinrrhe11l tlisen"
Di,-t•ase,- of tho
Coryzn .............. .
Bronchitis ............ .
Pnt111 monin ...••.......
Discast•>i of tho kidueyi
IU1enmatbm nncl mv:ilt
Boils and 1lbscesses·... ~
Coujnncti,itis ........ .

!U
3!!!~~~: if U~~ :{~::::: ... .
Coutusious nntl sprains ........ .
Di-1lorntions .... ... .. .. .•. .. .. ..
Fracture", not irunsbot ...... ....... .. .....................•..................

i\:~~~a::~~fh~ t~~~::::::: :: ::: :::: :::::::: :: :: :::::: :::::: :: ::::::::: :: :::
1

.

GROUPED.

0

:;o
>-3

SPECIAL.

,accinia . ........ .......... ................................................. .

•

~
trj

27.98 ···--·- ........
4. 61 ·----·· 0. 52
87.60 ........... . 08
0. 08 ·----4.10
. 86
1.11
2.46
10. 91 -----·· . 08
47. 68 -----·- -----75. 57 . .......... . 08
82.16 -----·· .12
. 08 ·----15. 69
41. 60 ------- ----··
28. 59 ------ - ·----·
88. 08 ------- .08
. 40
1.19
4. 61
17. 03 ----- · - -----. 08 ·- ---55. 81
2. 97 ------· .48
.04
.16
. 95
.44 -----61. 40
.04 ·----·
44. 92
10. 9fl ·-----· -----.44 -----15. 69
. 44 ----··
6. 04
. 20 .........
138. 18
8.28 ------- . 04
. 04
. 32
8.15
. 28 -----52. 60
.80
.68
2.28

. 72
1. 80
. 50
. 54
1. 23
8.08
5. 40
. 47
. 52
. 65
. 26
. 81
. 58
.17
.85
.32
.19
2. 75
. 96
. 25
. 55
. 88
3. 41
.19
1. 28
1. 87
.46

11.95 -----·· ...........
1.00 --·--- · -----2-!. 89 ------- ..........
3. 98 ----·- 0.46 0.46
1. 99
.46
18. 94
26. 88
52. 26 ---·--- .46
...........
6.47
21. 40 ·--- --...........
43. 31
49. 78 ·------ -----51. 27 ------- -----.46
2. 49
14. 98 ------- --·--50. 28 ----- -2.99 ------ - -----1.00 ------- .46
.46 -----·
95. 07
17. 92 ------- -----12.44 ------- .........
.46 ..........
24.39
1. 99 ------- .........
117. 97 ........... ........
1.00 ------- -----. 91 -----·
4.98
.46
. 46
64. 21
.46
.46
8.48

11.45

136. 88

o. 57

·----------· ----------------------·
---- ---

----·------

0. 22
.11
.44
.i.19
. 83
1. 59
1.36
8.48
.05
.87
.59
. 89
.50
. 23
.15
6''
. 22
.14
2. 79
.45
.86
. 90
. 03
2. 27
.14
1.47
1. 72
.42

26. 70
4. 82 ....... , 0.48
..... . 07
82. 56
0. 07 ..... .
4. 09
1.06
. 87
2.42
.11
11.15
46. 02
.11
78. 72
.11
80.11
.
07
1.
.....
16.15
41. 74
80. 27
. 07
85.14
4. 44
16.86 .. ~8.
. 07 .•....
54. 91
2. 98 ....... .44
, 15
, 07 I
. 95
.44
64. 08
. 04
42. 77
11.11
. 44 ..... .
16. 39
. 40 ..••..
6. 27
.18 , ..... .
186. 57
8.09
.37
. 04
04
7. R9
. 29
.04
58.52
.66
• 77
2.38

~~

·I.. ~~'.· I

····1.

\

1

lnfeotionR tl1scnses, goncrnl nnd locnl. ...................................... ·
Local infllctionH (nlHo entered under tlisenses of organs ) .......... . . ....•.....
Disc1u1es -,f nutrition, gonor1tl. .............................................. .

214. ;;o
155.10
1. 29

1. 47
.16
.16

1. 55
. 72

. 08

3. 67
.08

.46

113. 99 ...••..
1.00 ···-···

. 91

-----.'16

5. 84
2. 67
. 28

263. 58
151. 88
1.27

1. 89

1. 50

I

:i~ 1 :~~ i

0.55
. 67
1. 70
.49
. 52
1. 26
2. 94
5.24
.44
.51
. 65
. 27
. 78
. 51
.17
. 83
.82
.18
2. 76
. 92
.26
. 58
. 80
8.32
.19
]. 29
1. 40
. -:16

11.00
3. 50
.OU

0
l:;1

>-3
P::I
trJ
rp
t?=.l

a

~
trj

>-3
p:,-

:;o

1-<l

0

>'tj

:;i

~

Disoases of the nervous system ....................•...
Diseases of the digestive system ... ........... . .
Diseases of the circulatory system . ..................•.. . .............. . . ...
Diseases of the respiratory organs ..... . .... ................... .... ..... . ... .
lliseascs of the geniw-urinary system ...... ............. . .... ..... . ........ .
Diseases of the lymphatic system and ductless glands .. .................... .
Diseases of the muscles, bones, and joints .. . .... ... ..... ................... .
Diseases of the integument and subcutaneous connective tissue ....... . ..... .
Diseases of the orga:r,s of special
Unclassified ... . .. ......... - .. - -General injuries . ...................... ...... ..... .
Injuries to special parts ............... .... . .

62. 43
242. 55
6. 08
82. 34
ti. 64
3. 19
67. 69
79. 02
24. 53
2. 72
6. 77
267. 30

Total for diseases ..... ................. . ...... ... ....... . ....... .. .... .
Total for injuries .. . ....... . .. .............. . ......... ................ .

852. 99
274-. 07

Total for all causes ..

1. 55 I . 36
.16 I . 56
.40
1.. 28
4H
. 64
. 24
. 04
. 04
. 80
. 12
.•01

I

--,:"I :::
7. 16
2. 35

1. 91

3. 49
. 62
l.72
. 49
. 33
2. 90
l. 93
l. 04
. 05
. 18
8. 34

36. 84
232. 46
2. 49
74.17
6. 97

1.... . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . 46
. 46 . . . . . .
······· .46
. . . . . . . .46

2. 4!) .••. ... . ••. •.

]00. 55
l. 37
:36. 84 . . . . . . .
27. 38
. 46
1. 00 . . . . . . .
8. 46 . . . . . . .
248. 38
2. 29

-- ---·----

.. . . . .
......
.. . . . .
... . . .
. 46
. 91

. 97
3. 19
. 23
1.66
. 80
.10
3. 07
1. 47
. 95
. 01
. 17
7. 7l

60. 39
241. 74
5. 79
8 1. 69
6. 66
3.13
70. 30
75. 66
24. 76
2. 58
6. 90
265. 79

1. 43
.15
1. 35
. 26
. 22
.01
.84
. 11

837. 53
272. 69

6. 81
2. 34

1,110.22

9.15

1.84
3.46
. 59
l. 72
.52
. 31
2. 91
l. 89
1. 04
. 05
. 18
8. 29

3. 55
l. 61

25. 43
8.46

5.16

33. 8!)

-------- -------·
.rlS ------------ -- ---. 73
-----2. 3-!
. 88
- - 1 - - - - 1- -- 1- -- - -

3. 62
l. 63

26. 02
8. 52

65~. 03 1 2. 74 1 2. 74 1 18. 53
256. 84
2. 29 l. 37
7. 88

1,127.05 19.511 5, 25

34.54

915. 88

-5.-03-4.--26.12
40
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. 33
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. 37
. 62
. 07
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XII.-Ratios of adntission to sick report, discharge, death, and constantly none.,ffective, etc.-Continuod.

0

0

------------- -------------1
A.G., 24,977.

)lean stren g th.

~

,n

~

.s

_;

auses of admiss ion to sick report.

j

,§

.@

Total.

Negro.

White.

For the y ear 1806.

S. G., 23,014.
I>,_.!,

~@
j 1-5 ~ .
1 § g_~
!

S. G., 2,105.

A.G., 2,206.
ai

A

0

-~
_;

en

.cl

1

~

p..._.:,

,,;

,,;

~i
..5

·i

t

-

~
ce

A .G., 27,183.

:J

A 4i

1A § g,~

~

~

i:i

S. G., 25,119.
~-..1

'""'O

~.o

:::::~

:5ce
4)

8t
i"""'
o

A,,..

0
A
0
<j
A
A
o
<j
i=i
- - - - - - - _ _ I ___ - - - - l- - l - - l - - -1- - - - l - - - 1 - - 1 -- SPECIAL.

26. 03
6.04,
89.16
4. 2Ci
1. 52
11. 5G
51. 71
80. 04
31. 20
14. 73
30. 37
26. 33
82. 86
3. 95
13. 03
66. 43
2. 4S
1. 78
58. 61
44. 06
8. 56
14. 21
6. 08
149. 0-!
3.82
7. 73
49 . 66
2. 09

Ynccin in . .. ... .

if~,l~;t:i
f~feL:ti
R tw nmatil' fo,

l'

'l'uberculosls of the lu

~trl~~~t.~i:::::::::::::
¥!1~1~illf/i~·:::::::::::::.
.A 11 Y1mcrenl tlh;eases ..
Akoholi:-111 aml uirect

<:olic l\lld constipation.
l)farrhenl uisl•a~l' S.
Disen~<:'8 of tho hen
Coryza . ........... .
Bront•hitis ........ .
Pneumonia ..••..•.

Diseases of the kid1
Rheumatism and m
Boils nnd nbsceose

x~rt:e~t;;~t~t' ·t1;e

All diseases of th ~
Coutusi11ns ancl sp
Di~lo,·ntions ... ... . ... .... . .. .
Frnctm'<:'il, not gunshot ....... .
"'ounds not gunshot ......... .
·wouuds, gumihot .............•
GROUPED.

Infectio1111 11isease,1, general aucl local. . .. .... .. ............................. .
Local infoc titm il (also enten·tl under disease!! of organs) ...... . ........ . .. • •• .
Diilease11 of nutrition, general. . .. .. . . ...•....... . . .. ......•.. . ...... .. .. . ... • 1

2,5. 70
164. 90
2. 69

0. 64
.88
1.76
. 43
. 36
1. 28
3. ]3
5. 46
. 53
• 31
. 63
. 23
. 78
. 53
.14
1.06
. 22
. 22
2. 51
.82
.19
.55
• 28
3.43
. 21
1. 20
1. 35
.40

7. 60
4. 28
16. 63
1. 90
2. 38
4. 75
35. 63
56. 53
5. 70
19. 00
55. 58
31. 35
48. 93
2. 38
8. 08
53. 68
4. 28
.48
71. 26
19. 48
13. '78
22. 80
3. 33
124. 47
. !)5
7.13
47. 03
2.38

11.40
1. 32
3.58
.48
. 25
.12 I

158. 24
136. 82

------ - ------------ 0.. 68
04
o. 04
. 04 -----. 20
1.08
------- . 04
------- -----·
---- --· .. 04
------ 28
.08 ------------ -- ---------- -----.12
• 06

-----.40

----- -- -----. 04
. 08
. 36
------. 28
.16
. 96

. 04

------------------ -----.44 ---···

-- •--04------------. 32
. 24
. 48
. 08

. 20
.40

I

1. 32
. 36
. 40

. 04
.44

1.43

------- ------------ -----·
------- .........
------- ----·
3.17 o, 45
------- ------------ ..........
··----- -------·--·- -----·
-----·· ----··------ ------------ -----··----- 1. 36
------- ---·-------- ----·------- -----.45
------1. 36 -----.
.
------- .....
------- ------

1······

. 91
.45 ··•·•·

------- .......
....
------- .....
.45
··--. 45
-- - ..........
------- 1. 36
4. 08

--·---.91

.91
.45
..••..

0.16
. 58
.49
. 27
. 69
.38
1. 84
3.18
. 04
. 17
. 78
• 27
.34
. 21
. 07
. 82
.41
.12
2. 35
. 65
. 30
.67
.13
2.11
.06
1. 28
1.43
. 08

7.06
2. 59
. 06

<j

0. 60
.85
1. 65
.42
.39
1. ~1
3. 02
5. 26
.49
.30
• 65
. 23
. 74
.51
.13
1.04
.24
.21
2.50
.80
. 20
. 56
.27
3.32
. 20
1. 29
1. 36
. 37

1. 29
.52
.11

11.0~
3.49

1. 55
. 33
.44

!-tj

0

~

8

24. 49 ·------ -----·
o. 63
5, 89
83. 08 ··0:04· . 04
.04 ---- -·
4. 06
. 22
1. 25
1. 59
10. 98 ------ - . 04
50. 36 ------- -----78. 08 ------- . 04
29. 06 --- --·· . .!6
15. 09
. 07 ....... .
40. 73 ------- ----··
26. 75 ------- ----··
80. 02
.11 -----.48
.88
3. 82
12. 62 ------- -----. 04
.07
65. 37
2. 63 ------- . 33
. 29
.15
1. 67
. 04
50. 68
.99
42. 00 ........ -----9. 00 ------- -----14. !)3
.48 -----.48 -----5. 85
.04
.07
146. 98
3. 58 ------- -----. 26
. 29
7. 68
. 04
. 22
49. 45
.52
.37
2.11

265. 85
162. 55
2.59
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Diseases of the nervous system ................... .
Diseases of the digestive system ................. .

Emm~ ~f i~Ft;~;mH~;~1i~~:::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Diseasl'S of the fymphatic system and ductless glands ............ --........ .
Disrnses of the muscles, boneil, ancl joints ........ . __ ...... .......... . .. . ... .
Diseases of the integumentancl subcutaneous connective tissue ........... .
Diseases of the organs of special sense._._ . ... _.. _._ ... _..... _............. .

Eimr{~!i!~~~:~~i:::::: : :::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Total for diseases ............. .... _... __ ... .
Total for injuries
Total for all causes

61. 22
235.12
5. 13
87. 60
8. 09
3. 30
64. 44
80. 60
22. 07
2.48
7. 04
276.40

1.48
. 44
1.16
.4()
.36
. 04
1. 48
.0,1.
. 92

. 72
.36
.48
• 40
. 32

2. 08

. 92

-----.04
-----..........
-------- ---.......... . . 60

1. 94
3. 44
. 00
1. 76
. 05
. 27
2. 69
1. 85
. 95
. 05
• Ofl
8. 77

34. 21
208. 55
3. 33
70. 78
8. 55
1. 43
77. 41
34. 68
28. 03
2. 85
4. 28
235.16

- - - - - - - - - - ---629. 45
849. 05
283. 44

8. 05
2.08

1, 132~l 10. 13

3. 70
1. 52

25. 87
8.86

-1 5. 28 134.721

239. 43
868. 88

.45
.45

............

----·-·-----------1.81
---·--1.36

. 91
.91
1. 36

-----.45
-----------·-------------------..... ... 1. 86

9. 07
1. 36

. 91
1.81

4. 53
2. 72

1. 17
3.11
. 31
1. 41
. 66
.12
2.45
1.00
. 85
• 16
. 06
7. 33

58. 96
232. 89
4. 98
86.19
8. 08
3.15
65. 53
76. 76
22. 57
2. 51
6. 81
272. 94

18. 35
7. 40

830. 65
279. 75

1. 40
.44
1.07
. 37
. 33
. 04
1.51
.04
. 96

• 74
.40
.55
. 37
. 33

8.13
2. 02

3. 83
1. 62

-----. 04
----·------------ -----. 63
------2.02
.99

1.88
3. 41
. 58
1.73
. 65
. 26
2. 66
1. 78
. 9-1
• 06
. 09
8. 65

-25. 23
8. 73
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XII.-Ratios of admission to sick report, discha1·ge, death, and constantly noneffective, etc.-Continued.
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For tho year 1896.

Department of the East.

Department of the Missouri.

:\[enn strongtl1 ... . .....•.........•. ........ .

7,980

4,298

a.i

A

-~
'nU!ICS

of admission to sick report.

I

j I

<l

I

SPECIAL,

Vaccini1•················ ...... .•.. . .• .• .••..

fi.iJ::~tit j~~1t~\£~~s::::::::::::: ·············
l{lwumntic fover ... . .. . ...........•.. ... ....
'1'11ht' rc11• ·· · · •·
Syphilis
]ouorrb

\ll n•uerea

c\koholi,im nn

~l'lll'!ll;!i:\· · ··

lowulhlls ....
Colic nnd cons
l)inrrht'al <liRe
DisC!\>'t'S of th
Coryza ......... .
Broi1cbiti" ........... .

Pneumonia ........... . ...... .
Di"uase,i of the kidney:. ....••....
l{heumnti"m nntl myalgia ..... .
Boil" a111l ob!lcesses .. ..
Co11J1111t•tiviti!I ...•.....
.A 11 dheast's of the ey11...... . .•.•••...•...•.
.All dnwasrs of tho t>nr .••••.••.•......•...•.
Contnsiom1 antl sprai1 ,s . ... .. .

Dislocations ............................. .. .
Frncture11, not gun11hot ....... .
Wonndi<, not gunshot ...... . ............... .

Wounds, gunshot. ...... ................... .

20.
55
3. 88
175.18
3. 88
1. 75
11. 28
46.49
7:t.44
35. 96
17.17
35. 59
32. 96
10a. as
:t 26
17. 42
8,1. 84
2. 51
2.13
57. 89
42. 23
7. 39
lO 00
5. 89
131. 15
4. 26
6. H
55. 39
. 88

I>,.!,

ai

~ Q

(1)

bl)

;t
~§t

ai

A

ai

.c

~
(1)

-~co

·1······
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XII.-Ratios of admission to sick report, discha1·ge, death, and constantly noneffecti11e, etc.-Continued.
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XIII. -Distribution of certain i1np01·tant diseases at United States milita1-y posts
during the yea1· 1896.
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5 • •• • •• • • • .
15
1
17
27
4
Brown, Fort, Tex.................... . ... . . . . . . . . ...... . .. . . . . .. .
5 ....
1
3 . . ..

71
9

iffi&~1ri~~:~~ \)!:::) :::: ::: :::: ::/ :::::: :) ::/ ): ····i· ··;i· ::: •l
1

Columbus Banacks, Ohio............
Columbus, Fort, N.Y.................
Crook, :Fort, Nebr....................
Custer, Fort, Mont... ................
D . A. Russell, Fort, Wyo.............

. . . . 20 . . . .
6
.... 7 ....
3
. . . . 2 . .. .
30
.. .. .. .. .. ..
8
. ... 5 . . . . .... ..

1 . •. .

. .. . . .

1

1 ....

...... 29
2 ....
.... . . ]3
7 ....
...... . . . . .... .. 7

20
3
16
5
71

78 . . • .
23 . . . .
23 1 1
14
3
76
1

126
37
103
50
160

li!~Jti~;'.~1!ti;.?\:::): : : : ;:: : : : ;: :::) : : : : : : : ::i:: · ti::;: :i
ii~J:;ff.li\:::::::)::: ): ): : : : ;: : : : : : : : : : : . .ii ·l , ·il
Eth an Allen, Fort, Vt................ . . . .

4 . . . . . . . •. .

2 . . •.

Hot 'prings ~eneral hospital, Ark... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . .

1 ....

11

....

4 . ..
. • . . 31 . . . .

.... .... . ...
.... 6 . ...

28

2

~~.

t~

::::
[ ...
59
10 . . . .
10
22
1
2 • ••.
.
... . ..
3
31 · ·
··· .... j. ····
18
17
2
2
1
3
2
1
1
11
82
1
8
2
117
1 ....
12
2
13
23
5
4
~
. . ••. . . . . . . . . . . .
2
10
6
8 . . •. . . . . . .
5
1
5
1
32 . . . .
2
15
67
2
... . . . .. . . . . . . . .
2
29
35
4
3 .... . . . . . .
1
6
7

102
5
68
8

78
8

169
1

:t

i

~;i~~~F~rrJ~ts:.~:.:.:::::::::::::
:::: .. ~. :::: .... ~. :::::: :::: :::::: ::::
McHenry, Fort, Md.. ................ . . . . 2 . . . .
Mlllntosh, Fort, Tex.............. ...
McPherson, Fort, Ga.................
Meade, Fort, . Dak..... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Missoula, Fort, Mont................

2

2 . . . . •. • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1

~~l~l~ri~11l~t:it~~:·::::::::::: :::: · ~-:::: : : ~: :::::: :::: :::::: ::::
J efferson Barracks, Mo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
K ennebec Arsenal, M e. .............. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Keogh, :Fort,Mont ....................... 1 ....
Key-WestBarracks, Fla............. .... ........
L eavenworth, Fort, Kans ............ ... . 25 . • . .
Little Rock, Ark..................... . . . . 2 . . . .
Logan, Fort, Colo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . 1 . . • .

8

23
150
70
23

~§i#lYftt:ftt\\ \T 1l \/ --:I~\\ ::J:) J ): :. :~
Phil ad lpliia attending surgeon, Pa... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Plattsburg Ilarracks, N. Y.... ....... . . . . , . . ..
65
1 . ...
2 ....

~~~ti~·J~~~ Me. :: ::::: ::::::: ::::: ·. :::: :::: :::: :::::: .... ~. :::: :::::: :: ::
Presid io of an Francisco, Cal....... . . . . . . . . . . . . 74 . . . . . . . . . .
Reno,Fort,Okla ........................ .. ... ......... .' ... .......
Riley, Fort, Kans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 1. . • .
31 . . . . . . . . . .
Ringgolcl, Fort, Tex. ............... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Robinson,Fort, ebr ................ .... 1 ....
17 ...... ....
1

1 ....
2 ....
1
1
5
1 ....

1
!)

~

8
3
43
1
45

1

~F1~::::::::: :::: ·io·1:::: .... ~. :::::: :::: :::::: .. ~. ::::::

1
9
5
2
114
23
17~
20
9!

2i . . . .
1
1
31 . . . .
18 ....
51 . . . .
18 1 1
25
5

~ ..~. {~

R~in~1~!~~/n~r~~J
aiut Paul headquarter , ~inn ................... ....... ........ ... ............................ .
, mu Ilou ton,Fort, T x............. .... .... ....
41 ...... ....
11
3
7
8
1
71

~~Hf\?:~;,i~!:t~~:t:~;:::::::: :::: .:~::::::::ii::::::::::: :::::: ::: '1: : ~: --·-r I.::i:... ····~t
Sandy Hook l>roving Ground, ~. J ............... I. .... .I_.. ...

.. .. .... .. .. . .

4

6

I

10
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TABLE

XIII.-Dist1·ibution of certain impm·tant c1iseases at United States military posts
diwing the yea1· 1896-Uontinuecl.
...;

~

<1)

I>

Name of station.

~
_.,
<1)

~

ci,

~

:,.;
0

..8<

~
"':.:, ~"' s
w.
<1)

U)

ce

~

"'

i:,

A

P<

<1)

i:s
'+:I
A
H

sc

~

·r:::
<1)

:E
..<::l

1--

~

"O

·s
.-"l

p,

A

~

E-i

~A

-~I>,
I'-

TABLE

A

0
I'-

H

i:q

.A~
0

s::,

,...;

.s

<1)

0

A

p.,

E-i

--··s·
::::::
::::2 ....113i5
36
57

}[;r:t~~~.e:_~~~~:~~~:::::::::::::: :::: ::::::::--··a· .... i. :::: .... 6. f
,942 ~

Q

0

Fl

~:~u~1:~cisiit,t~tq.~~~~~~~·-~~~:::: :::: :::: :::: ···i2· :::::: :::: :::::: /::::
Sheridan, Fort, Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . .
14
1 ....
2 ....
Sherman, Fort, Idaho................ . . . . . . . . . . ..
2
3 ....
2 ....
Sill, Fort, Okla....................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .•.... . . . .
8 . . •.
Slocum, Fort, N. Y. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . ... .. . . . .
1 ....
Snelling, Fort, Minu...... .• . . . . .. . . . . . .. 1 . . ..
13
2 ....
1 ....
Spokane, Fort, Wash................ . . . . .. . . . . . .
20 ...... . .. . ...... . . ..
Springfield Armory, Mass. ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Thomas, Fort,, Ky...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 . . . .
3
1 ....
1 1. . . .
Trumbull, Fort, Conn................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 ....
Vancouver Barracks, Wash.... . . . . . . . . . . 4 . . . .
9 . . . •.. . . . . . .. . . . 1
Wadsworth, Fort, N . Y........ ... .. . . ... . . . . . ... ...... . .. .. . . . . .
2
Walla Walla, Fort, Wash............ . .. . 2 ..• .
29
2
1
"\Varren, Fort, Mass.................. . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
1
2
Wa bakie, Fort, Wyo................ . . . . . . . . . . ..
20 . .. . . . . . •. . .. . . . . . . .
Washington ]3arracks, D. C .•...••....••. 21 . . . .
9 . .. . . . . . . .
1 ....
Watertown Arsenal, Mass........... . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 ... . . . . . . . ...... 1
Watervliet A.rsenal, N. Y ..••... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...•.. ..• . . . . . • . . ••. • . . ••.
Wayne, Fort, Mich. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 . . . .
1
2
West Point, N. Y..... .. . .. . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36
2 ....
1 ....
Whipple Barracks, Ariz.. ........... . . . . . . . . . . . .
10 . . . . . . . . . .
1 ....
"\Villets Point, ,._Y.................. . . . . 2 . . . .
1
4 .... ...... ....
Wingate, Fort, N. Mex....... .... .... . . . . . . . . . . . .
25 . . • . . . . . . .
2
3
Yates, Fort, N. Dak.. .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . . . . . . 2 . .•. . . . . . .

'.rhe Army ..................... - 2 244 1~

~
;a

~

00

"'

4)

18
4

8
18
9
4

41
1
12

4
6

6
4
3
1
6
5
10
8
7
22
20

:

471148 28 1, 023

18
17
30
33
1
11
35
1
20
10
4
20
4
31

4

47
29
39
70
30
15
108
3
48
17
44
32
28
70
3
24
16
76
34
35
8a
34

2

2

1

5

18
4
27
14
21
31
12

1

2~

4

2

5~

1, 64'2 166 4, 213

XIV.-Twenty posts gii:i-ng the highest admission 1·ates for 11ialarial diseases,
rheumatism and dia1'1"heal ancl venereal diseases, respectively, during 1896.
I.-MAL.<iRI.A.L DISEASES.
Ratio per 1,000 of mean strength.
Name of station.

Washington Barracks, D. C •••••• •••• .•••••••••••.
Fort Myer, Va .......... ........ . ................. .
.Jefferson Barracks, Mo ........................... .
WestPoint, . Y ................................ . .
Fort locum, N. Y ................................ .
Fort ill, Okla .................. . ........... ... ... .
Willets Points, . Y ................... .... ....... .
Fort Monroe, Va ................ . ......... .... ... .
Fort Wad sworth , N . Y ........................... .
Fort Ilaruilton , N. Y ........... ...... ...... .... ... .

J~~l
~~ft!~~. ilt:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Walen·liet Arsenal,
Y ..... ........... ... ..... .
T .

aint Francis Barracks, Fla ...................... .
Fort Grant, .Ariz ................................. .
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill ............. ... ......... .

~~;~ ~;~~~~l~e~~~. ::: : :: :::::: ::::: ::::::: :::::::

Jackson Barracl,s, La . ........................... .
Fort Thomas, K y .. . ........ .. ................... .
The Army . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Mean
strength. Admissions.
351 1 1,071.22
284
644. 37
34.5
356. 52
381
817. 59
194
298. 97
406
290. 64
409
281.17

Discharges. Death s .

== . . . . ..
8. 52 ......... .
...... .•. . ..... ... ..
. ..... ........ ..... .
.................. .
................... .
................... .

m ~~ug :::::::::r::::::::

268
201
186

Con•
stantly
noneffective.

175. 37 .... .••. . ........ ••.
129. 35 ............. ...... .
]29. 03 ..... . ........••••..

1~~

nui ·········· ·····o.-4i"

294
66
126
111
145
483

108. 84
106. 06
103.17
90. 09
89. 66
72. 47

.............. · .. · · ·
.............. -·. · - ... . ...... - - - · · .. · · ·
............... · · •.
.... ...•. . -.. · - · · · · ·
........ - . - · . . .... · ·

9. 82
5.83
16.05
8. 94
3. 87
4. 42
4.46
4.84
4. 25
2. 07
8. 71
2. 57
3. 37
8. 73
8.04
.91
1. 67
1.87
1.13
1. 71

-------== -----25, 119

I

83. 08

. 04

. 04

1 65

608
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XIY.-'J.lwe11ty posts giring the highest admission rates jo1' mala1'ial diseases,
rheiimatism and diarrheal and ·venereal diseases, etc.-Continned.
Il.-RllEUMATISM.
Ratio })er 1,000 of mean strength.
M~
strength. A~lmis•
s10ns.

Name of station.

j'

~•

Dis•
Deaths. stantly
charges.
eff!g~~e.

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - --1---- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - --

ill.-DIARRHE.AL DISEASES.
~ortClar\, i,ex......................... ..... .....

371

301.89 .. .. ... ... .. . .......

F~~tJ!;~ie,

5i~ :g~-i~
:::: ::: ::: ::::::::::
156
211:95 .......... ..........

FFort llBarrancas, Fla...............................
ort uachuca, Ariz....................... .. .....
Wa hingtonllarracks, D.C.......................

134
253
351

~!'.~~~:::::: ::::::::::::::::::: :::
SaintFrancisBarracks,Fla.......................

186. 57 ...... ......... - • - • •
181. 82 .......••. -· ········
148.15 .....••... ..........

l~g65 m:g
:::::::::: ::::::::::
12R.08 .......... •·· ······ ·

~!~e~1!rr,~!f1j:i:y:::·.:::::::::::::::·.::::::
Sandy Hook Proving Ground, N.J................
iortGrant,.A.riz i·w·····························

294

122.45 .......... .....•....

212

113.2L .......... ..........

~~j11;;!~T~f~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fort McIntosh, Tex ... ... ............... : .........

119

109. 24 . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ...•..

~~~tJ;~b?~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
FortSheridan,Ill ........... . ... ..................

738

t ...~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

ti:

F~~fio!i~!~:W
FortWingate, N.M.ex.............................

The.Army .........................................

~~~
4

~~

nug:::::::::: ::::::::::

m:~i :::::::::: ::::::::::
mJ~ :::::::::: ::::::::::
100.27 .... ...... ....... ..

U~
2. 23

~j~
. Si
1. 60

qi

:
2_17
79
1.0L
:~~
1
.15
lj~

.7,75

25,11980~ - -~ 1= = ~

J fferson Barracks, Mo ........................... .

~~~~ ~~t~ld,J.~:::::::::::::::::::::::·::::::::::

Little R ck, Ark ................................. .
l!'ort Leavenworth, Kans ....... ... ............... .
Camp Eagle Pass, Tex ........................... .
Columbus Barracks, Ohio ......................... .

F~~f
~:i~:K~.~~•. ~Fort:Mclnto h, Tex .............................. .
8

:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Fort rook, Tebr ................................. .
Fort Wayne, Mich ............................... .
Wasliiug!on Barracks, D. C • ..... . . .. . ............
Alcatraz J land, 'al. ............................. .

~~~: Lfit~•T •~: ::: ::::::: ::: ::: ::::::: :: ::: ::::::
········•········•·•··············

s,L ·····························

:x............................... ...
•••••••••••• · •••••••••••••••••••••·

Th Army ..•.•...•............•..•.........••.....

345
126
73
64
758
68

4:
4 3

211. 59
206. 35
191. 78
187.50
184. 70
170.47

~~: ~~

.. .. .. . . . .
· · ········
. . . .... . ..
·· ··· ·····
. . . .... . ..
··········

.... .. . .. .
··········
. . . .. . . . . .
····· •····
. . . ..... ..
··········

u. 53
11.71
11. 75
10.33
13. 07
19.37

:::::::::: ::::::::::, 1g::
11. 82

155. 28 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
119
151. 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
407
150. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
250
148. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
351
136. 75 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
1:l4
126. 7 . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
5 0
125. 86 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
371 , 121.30 ·········· ··········
20
117.43 ··········. ···••···
115
117.24 .......... . ......•..
l
117
.....~
......
2 ··········
2
105.63 .......... ··········

22. 30
9. 06
5. 95
6. 39
11. 10
8. '.?3
. 9.
7.03

7.

8.59
6. 39

71 ~-0 ... ~=1
= :==u
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XV.-1'wenty posts giving the highest noneffective rates fo1· malarial diseases,
rhewmatisni, ancZ cliarrheal and venereal diseases, respectively, during 1896.
1.-M.A.LARLiL DISEASES.
Constant.
Average
nnmber
fle~fi~e ~:i~tg: of days
Mean
strength. per 1,000 of sick
each
ofmean
daily.
case was
strength.
treated .

Name of station.

.Jefferson Barracks, Mo ............................ ... ...... .

16. 05
9. 82
5. 83
4. 84
4.46
4.42
4. 25
3. 94
3. 87
3. 73
3. 71
3. 37
3. 04
2. 78
2.67
2. 57
2. 26
1. 87
1. 71
1. 71

5. 54
3.45
1. 66
2. 57
1. 82
1

Fort Bliss, Tex ... .. ..... ................................... .

345
351
284
531
40()
406
201
381
194
156
201
60
294
532
268
186
580
111
483
200

The Army ............. ,.. ...................................

25,119

1. 65

41. 52

8.47
6. 67
G. 28
5. 32
5. 32
5. 25
5. 20
4. 28
4. 27
4. 08
3. 86
3. 6i
3. 25
3.19
3. 08
3. 05
2. 9!)
2. 85
2. 85
2. 71

1. 70
. 74.
.38
.62
1.13
2. 54
2. 41
.57
. 27
1.03
1. 92
1. 28
1. 52
• 21
. 29
. 61

.85
1. 51
.80
. 60

25. 96
33. 88
19. 71
25. 11
16. 52
20.18
14. 70
52. 50
25. 00
7. 27
17.15
19. 50
15. 91
4. 28
17. 67
22. 30
22. 2!)
18. 47
8. 56
13. 81

2. 50

62. 71

15. 31

2. 93
2. 37
2. 23
2.19
2.17
2. 00
1. 89
1. 74
1.60
1.54
1. 23
1. 13
1.13
1.12
1.08
1. 01
. 99
• 96
. 93
. 02

0. 46
. 32
L 19
. 13
.6i
.15
. 65
. 6,i
. 56
. 74
.14
.65
.13
. 60
. 20
. 20
. 21
. 22
.12
. 70

~ri~:t:t~~~~ts:~~ ~~:: ~:: : : ~:: : : : : : : : : ~ ~:

Willets Point, N. Y ......................................... .
Fort Sill, Okla ....................................... ·....... .
}fort Wadsworth, N. Y ......... ..... ......... . .....•.••......
West Point, N. Y ........................................... .
Fort Slocum, N. Y ... ..... ... .................•... .. ..........
Saint Francis Barracks, Fla . ... ... . ..................... .... .

A'.r!~;ai: N: Y::: ·::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::~::

1

~~!e~!f~t
Fort Grant, Ariz ............................................ .
Fort McPherson, Ga ............................ .... . .. .... .
Fort Hamilton, N. Y .............. . ... . ..................... .
Fort McHenry, Md . .. .. ..... ..... ..................... .... . .

¥~~t~~~!~.%>J~:::
:: :::::::: ::::: ::::::::: :: ::::: :::::::::::
Fort Thoma, Ky ............ . ................... .. ... ...... .

II.-RHEUMA.TISM.
Fort iagara, N . Y ...............•...................• •. ....
Fort Brown, Tex ............................................ .
Watervliet .Arsenal, N. Y ... ........... ..... ................ .

W l_l_
111
60
116
212
483
4.G3
134
64
253
497
351
468
66
94
200
285
532
279
223

t~:t~]li~/+ii?I?\EiEJ
t~ti!i~::£:1~~~~.~\:.~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

ir~b!!
na~~:~~()hr~ .~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Rock Island Arsenal, DL .. . .............................•...

I

0

FortCanby, Wash .......................................... .
Fort Bliss, Tex .............................................. .
Fort .A.dams, R. I. ........................................... .
Fort McPherson, Ga .......... ...•......... ... ... .. ........ ..
Fort Sherman, Idaho . ...... ... ............. .... ..... ........ .
Fort Ethan Allen, Vt ...... ... ...............•.•. ............

•

The Army .................................................. . 1

Saint Francis narracks, Fla .. .... . ........... . ............. .
Fort Bauan as, Fla ...... ....... ......... ... ....... . ........ .
Fort Monroe, V:i, ....•...•.........•...•..•.••••....•.........
Watervliet A.rs nal, er. Y ...................... .. . .......... .
Fort Grant, Ariz . ...... . .... . . ........................ ... ... .

?m~s!!~!?r!~ks~~ro"::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fort lark,T x .......... .. .... ............................. .

;;,~t\~~~~s~lt~~~~ "!:: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
.Fort Brown, Tex .............................. .......... ... .

¥~~ ~£:a~to~b!~~~·::::::::::: : ::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::

FortMcPherson,

a ........................................ .

j,~~ ~~~~.ld.::::::::::::::::::: :: :::::::~:: ::: ::::::::

~~~~ 6':l~~~.·s.

·~~.:::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

K y West Barracks, Fla ....... ............................. .
Fort Leavenworth, Kans ..•.........•.•......•...............
The

I

:~i I

1. 50
. 75
. 58
. 75
. 20
. 89
1. 4.8
. 72
. 48
1. 31
. 21
• 83
. 34

4. 74

11. 83
10. 50
10. 57
10. 22
36. 07
5. 57
7. 29
21. 82
7. 60
8. 63
17. 8G

,--7.

28

I

25, 119

]56
134
531
60
294
68
345
371
351

----I

483 1
111
580
119
532
186
194
212
235
132
758

4. 91
4. 64
3. 59
6. 00
6. 50
2. 80
9. 52
2.11
!3. 90
G.18
7.14
3. 68
3. 77
4-.10
2. 02
3. 27
3. 21
4. 10

4. 09
4.64

---- - -3.39

rmy ...........•.... ••.•••..•.....•........•........ ... l====,====t==
18. 64
. 74
25,110 j

W.A.R97-39

)6. 47
3. 35
3. 31
7. 52
5. 80
5. 57
6. 66
4. 55
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XV.-Twenty posts giving the highest noneffective rates fo1· 'malarial diseases,
rheiirnatisni, and dia1·rheal and venereal diseases, 1·espectively, etc.-Continued.

TABLE

IV.-VENEREAL DISEASES.
Average
Average number
Mean
jJe~fi~e n nrnber of days
each
strength. p er 1,000 of sick
daily. case was
of mean
treat ed.
strength.
Constant-

Name of station.

Fort McIntosh, Tex ............ .. .......................... .
J!tre~s!!~!r~:~~/:M~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ·. : : : : : : : : : : : :
Fort Leavenworth, Kans ................................... .

¥~~l ~\~r;:;sJI-i~:::::::::::::::::: :::::::: ::::: :·:::::: ::::::

l~~~t~~'i~f!~lc!i::::
:: :·_·_·. :::::: ·. :: :::·. :::::: ·.: :: ::::: :::
Columbus Barracks, Ohio ................................... .
Little Rock, Ark .......................... . ..... . ........... .
San Diego Barracks, Cal .... ..... ............... ... ...... ... .
Fort Crook, Nebr ........................................... .
Fort Clark, Tex ................... ... ......... . ...... ,....•..
Fort BroW'II, Tex ........................................... .

119
68

345
758
483

73
l'.!6
134
468
6J
()4

497
371
111
580
145
254

22. 36

19.37
14. 53
13. 07
11.82
11. 76
11. 71
11. 19
10. 99

10. 33
9. 99
9. 06
8. 99
8. 69

2. 66

1.32
5. 01

9. 90
5. 71
. 86

1.18
1. 50
5.14
.66
. 64
4. 50
3. 33
. 95

i~~: ri1!;~~r~~~-: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

738
186
826

7. 79
7. 03

4. 78
1.14
1. 99
5. 76
1. 45
5. 81

The Army ............................. ......... ............ .

25,119

5. 26

132~1

Ji~t~~gB~~~~~k~; i;: ::::: ::: ::::::::~ :::::: :::::::: ::::::::
Fort Walla Walla, Wash .............. . ................... ..
Fort Sheridan, Ill ..................... . ..................... .

8. 23
7.88
7.82

7. 81

54.11
40.17
25.14
25. 89
27. 87
22. 43
20. 77

32. 30
25. 10
20.17
23. 40

21. 97
27.11
26. 85

23. 95
24. 59
33. 05

21.68

31. 95
37. 86
21. 91
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TABLJ<J

XVI.-Prevalence of alcoholism at the varioiis posts, ancl its influence on the effective
force of the garrisons, for the yea1· 1896.
Ratio per

Ratio per

1, 000 of mean

1,000 of mean

strength .

Name of station.

t
A
<I)

~
~

<I)

~

Fort Warren, Mass .........
Camp Eagle Pass, Tex ......
Fort Slocum, N. Y ..........
Fort Barrancas, Fla .........
Fort D. A. Russell, W7.o ....
Key West Barracks, l!la ....
San Diego Barracks, Cal. ...
]fort .Brown, Tex .........•..
Fort Mason, Cal ............
Plattsbur~ Barracks, N. Y ..
Fort Snellmg, Minn .........
Fort '£homas, Kfi ...........
Ifort Sherid:m, I 1. ..•.•.....
Fort Sherman, Idaho ........
Columbia Arsenal, Tenn ....
Fort Crook, Nebr ...........
Fort Schuyler, N. Y .... . ....
Madison Barracks, N. Y ....
Vancouver Barracks, Wash.
Willets Point, T . Y .........
San~J ~~·o·~~~~~~~~.~~~.~~~:
Rock I sland Araenal, Ill ....
Fort Niobrara, Nebr ........
Fort Logan, 'olo .• "' ....... .
Fort Waclsworth, N. Y ......
Fort Wingate, N. Mox: ......
FortHamilton, N. Y .... . ...
Fort Spokane, Wash ........
Presidio of San Francisco,
Cal .................... ...
Fort McIntosh, Tex ........
Whipple :Barracks, Ariz .•..
Fort Adams, R. I ...........
Fort Douglas, Utah .........
Little Rock, Ark .•..••••••..
Fort Grant, Arfa .. ..........
Columbus Barracks, Ohio . ..
Fort Prebfo, Me .............
Fort Columbus, .Y ........
Fort Trumbull, Conn .......
Fort Brady, }.J.ich ...........
Springfielcl. Armory, Mass ..
Fort :McPherson, Cia ........
Fort:3am Hou ton, 'l'ex .....
J3oi e .Barracks, Idaho ......
St. Francis Barracks, Fla . . .
Watertown Arsenal, Mass ..
Fort 13Jiss, Tex ........... . .
Fort 1\1 ade, S. Dale ..... .. .
Fort M.ver, Va ............ . .
.Jackson Barracks, La .......
J'efferson Barracks, Mo .....
Wa.-shington Barracks, D. C.
Fort Nia:rnra, . Y .........
Angel Islanrl, Cal. ....... - ..
Fort Monroe, Va ... ....... ..

A
0

~0

'fij

'§
'O

~

---

131
68
194
184
463
132
64
111
73
51':'
483
483
738
279
19
497
117
476
568
409

152. 67
102. 94
92. 78
89. 55
86. 3!)
83. 33
78.12
72.07
68. 50
61. 90
60. 04
55. 90
54. 20
58. 76
52. 68
52. 31
51. 28
50.42
47. 54
46.45

65
66
502
580
201
212
268
167

46.16
45. 45
43. 82
43.10
89. 81
37. 74
87. 81
35. 98

559 85. 78
119 33. 61
210 83. 88
285 31. 58
508 81. 49
64 31. 25
294 30. 61
468 29. 91
67 29. 85
235 29. 79
68 29.41
250 27. 34
87 27.03
532 20. 32
046 26. 32
110 25.86
156 25. 64
40 25. 00
200 25. 00
456 24.12
284 21. 13
145 20. 69
345 20. 29
351 19. 94
201 1 19. 90
256 19. 53
531 18. 83

~t

trength.

1:1)

A

<I)

~~

~

Ao

_gill
~

A
0

:S

Name of statio11.

"'
A
5

<I)

0

~

0

Fort Clark, Tex ..•.........
Fort McHenry, Md .........
Fort Sill, Okla ..............
Fort Leavenworth, Kans ...
Fort Canby, Wash ..........
Fort Keogh, Mont ..... .....
Benicia Barracks, Cal. ......
Fort Assinnibofae, Mont ...
Fort Yellowsto11e, Wyo .....
Fort Ethan Allen, Vt .......
Fort Custer, Mont ..........
Fort Porter, N. Y ...........
Fort Riley, Kans ...........
Fort Wayne, Mich .. ........
Fort Washakie, Wyo .......
West Point, N. Y ...........
. 44 Alcatraz Island, Cal ........
. 59 Fort Mi sonla, Mont ...... .
Fort .A.pach , .A.riz ..........
. 43
.52 Fort Reno, Okla ........... .
Fort Yates, N . Dak .........
.17 Fort Huachuca, Ariz .......
Fort Walla ,Valla, "\Vash ....
. 83
2. 28 Fort Bayarcl, N. Mex . ......
HotSprm crsG neralHo pi•
.51
tal, Ark ...................
1. 89
Alleghimy .A.rs nal, Pa .....
. 26
Augusta
Arsenal, Ga ...... .
. 78
.28 Baltimore attending sur•
gcon,Md ......... •.. .. ...
• 82 Bo ton a.Ltending surgeon,
Mass ...... ... ............
.28
Chica.go h eadquarters, Ill ..
.27
Denver headquarters, Colo ..
.87
. 30 Fort Dtt Chesne Utah .. ....
.18 Frankford Arsenal, Pa .....
. 28 Fort Harrison, Mont .......
. 44 Indianapolis Arsenal, Ind ..
. 38 Kennebec Arsenal, Me ......
New York aLtending sur.41
geou, . Y ................
. 73
br.
. 35 Omaha headquarters,
.15 Philadelphia attending snr•
g on, Pa .................~
. 42
. 88 Fort Rinirgold, Tex ... ......
.16 Fort Robinson, Nebr ........
t . Paul headquarters,
.35
Minn .....................
. 27
.11 San Antonio headquarters,
Tex .............••••.... . .
I San Carlos, Ariz ...•........
.19
an lfranci sco headqunr•
ters, Cal ..................
.14
.18
Watervliet Arsenal, N . Y ...

2.11
. 84
. 75
. 72
1. 63
. 33
. 90
1.08
. 64
. 78
. 82
.99
1. 27
. 78
. 86
. 87

:ti

.42
. 33
. 27

~

A •

p,,~

·~

i!

~

0

]

~

<I)

0

--- - -

871
186
406
758
94
286
200
481
108
228
342
115
826
250
126
881
131
272
325
352
214
253
254
854

lti.17
16.13
14. 78
13.19
10. 64
10. 40
9. 57
9. 28
9. 26
8. 97
8. 77
8. 70
8.47
fl. 00
7. 91
7. 87
7. 46
7. 85
6.15
5. 08
4. 67
3. 95
3. 94
2. 82

. 40
. 24
.13

.-H

. 03
.05
.08
• 10
.08
.06
.05
1.78

.11
l. 15
.07
• 06
.10
. 05
.15
.05
.04
. 01
. 04
. 01

------· ..........
-----·
------·
------- ----··
10 ----··· ... ....
26 ----··· . ......
25 .......... .... ......
16 ------- ·----120 ------- ----- 45 ------- -----124 ........ ·----25 ------- -----15 ------- .......
20 ........ . ----- 10 ------- .........
11 ------- .......
126 ------- -----:no .........
. -----30 ------- .... ....
]5 ------- ........
46 ·--- --- ---- ··
2 ------- -----60 ---- -- .......
- - - --- - 43
32
29

The.Army .......... .. 25,110

20. 06

.49

TABLE

·elations of ce1'tain diseases and classes of disease to the several arnis of the se1·vice and to the age, naUvity, and length of se1·vice,
of indil'iduals in arerage annual ratios pe1' thousand of 1nean strength for the pm·iod 1890-1896, inclusive.

X.VII.-Th

I
report. to
ause>1~il'k
<•f aclmi,ision

I T 0t a1.

Arms of sorvice.
Infan.
try.

I

Cav•
airy.

I .A.rtil•
ler.r.

I .

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

19 daua 20 to 24. 25 to 29. 30 to 34. I35 to 39. 40 to 44. ,45 to 49. 50 to 54. 55 to 59. 60au d
Ord•
Engl• IMedicall
D,>part• t.A.hll
nance. n eers . mont. o er s . u n er.
over.

- - ,------

- --·- ---- - ---- - - ----- -- --------

1

Euli>1tctl ....••.

isrhnrgesEnlistecl ...... .
DenthsOfticers ....... .
Enlisted ...... .
Mnlnrial iut't•cthms:
..:i.dmissiousOlliccrs ...•..•.
Enlisted ...... .
Nonelfodivo-•
O03.ct•rs . . • .....
Enlistell .. .... .
DischnrgosRnlh1tccl ...... .
Deaths-

I

········1

Officers
Enlisted ...... .
Rheumatic fevt'r:
.A.dmissionsOtlicors . ..... .
Enlistl'd .. ... . .
No11elfocti'l"o-

~~~W~[i1i::: ::::1

1. 12·
,10.

071

. 02
1. 13

4~: ~~ ....6..841"" ·40.-49

0. 47
24. 72

2. 33
'.W.70

. 02 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
. ]0
. 93

. 003
.49

. 03
. 6S

1. 23

.ol ······l. ··· ..... I
2.;;5
5.74

.,or

°' .... J.. ....

t ½i

1. 86
1. 98.

·

.i90.- 92 .. 225.- 4il

. 03 1. . . . . . . . 1. . . . . • . .
. 06
6. 10
6. 10

·+····I······

·--t,j

9~: i~ 2t ~~ ~:
. 06
2. 64

4. 80\
• 00

. 5~

~:i· -.

4.. 73

. OS . . . . . . . . 1
. 231
. 121

.02. .. .. .. . ......... . . . .

3.7-!
8.03 .

4.97 ........
4.74
5.28

5. 17 ........ ... .... ........ .
.68
4.52
2.21
20.10

9.63.
10.:n

~.54
n.74

4.30
2.58,

J..291
2.16

.49

1.36 1

1.82........

1. 52 ..••. ..

.!.. ...... ········

1
1.79

2.45

1.44'

.so

38. 441 s8. 49
,16. 28 110. 7!J

I

61. 79
163. 241

1. 59
1. 42

2. 69
2. 67

2. 15
2. 02

4.43

3. 74
4. 7()

7.
4. 291

10. 45
60. 91
. ~2
1. 38

13. 791
130. 661

: : : ::;: : : : ::::: ... .::

38. 50
55. 31

,1. 80
1

. 59
.52

. 67
• 05

J

. 88

. 49

z~ ... -i°86

g:

. 01 . . • . . . . .
2. 06
. 05

~:

rn::: :: :::1·. ·io.-20

. 011.. · · ... · 1· · • · • • · ·
. 071... . .. . .
. 28

· · · · · · · ··················· · • ·· . . .
.70,
1.87

. 89····· · ··· ····· ·· 1·· ······
.68 ..•.....
1. 81 .. . ...•.

·······r······
:;;::::::;:: :::::;: :::: :;::I:;::::;:I:::::•:!::::/:

;;1 :;;

.311

.17 .....••.

P'ij

0

~

t-3

0

l'zj

t-3

::r:
t:c.:l

00

t:c.:l

a

~
t_:rj

t-3

P>

~

i-<

3. 05........
57. 80
6,1. 35 164. 40 1 12-l. 98

63. 02
78. 61

1

. 38
2. 11

4. 02
1. 46

.14 . . . . . . . .
1. 87
3. 55

1. 32
3. 10

3. 02
]. 93

6. 97 . . . . . . . .
3. 73
6. )2

3. 30
7. 81

5. 08 . . . . . . . .
4. 79
8. 61

1. 93
5. 71

. 59 . . . . . . • .
. 23
. 42

. 11
. 64

. 86 . • . . • • • .
. 56
. 61

. 90
. 67

:;1.<:. :;; ··::: : :::,., ':::: i:' :::::'' :: :·:;· . .<:

4.441

. 05
. 80

t:c.:l

2.10
5.74.

:;;1 :;r.::: :;:.....;;; .....;: ••• :•:1s :: : ::::
40. 201
81. 74

t-.:;;

Ages (years). __

::<PECIAL,

Vacci11i11:
.A.tlmi-.,-ionsllllkt•rs ... .. .. .
Enli~ted .. . ... .
~ onetl'tlcti ,·e
Otlicors ..... . . .
£uliskd ...... .
Di>1d111r~1•sEulisted ...... .
Typhoid fo\"cr:
· .Admi!'lsionsOtlicers ....... .
Enlisted ... ... .
Nonotfocti"
Otlkt•rs ....... .

0-:,

1--

1

47. 91
57.15

3o. 32
46. 481

28. 35
4.6. 86

1

45. 46'
44.10

27. 24
35. 97

1. 94
1. 34

1. 70
1. 081

1. 43
1. 07

2. 091
. 851

1. 79

2. 971\
4. 11

2. 46
4. 06

1. 291
4. 261

6. ao1\
5. 01

7.13
5. 58

8. 38
7. 11

. 19

• 22

1. 0-1
. 59

1. 33

. 59

. 99

80. 27

22. a3
51. 02

30. 74
1. 07
1. 15

1

• 85
1. 37

f ·;M :: ;;, ·· J ;:;:: ::: :' :;: : ; (:: :
1

. 45

, 42

.

481

• 43

. 461

• 62

4. 04
7. 44
9. 04 ....... .
. 63

• 55

. 32
...... .

0

~

~

~

DischargesEn listed ...... .
DeathsOllicers ....... .
Enlisted ...... .
Tuberculosis of the
lungs:
AamissionsOilicers ....... .
Enlisted ...... .
NoneffectiveOflic~rs ....... .
Enlisted ...... .
DischargesEnlisted ...... .
DeathsOfficers ....... .
Enlisted ....•..
Syphilis:
AdmissionsOfficers .....•..
Enli1:1tb<l ...... .
N oneffecLi "eOtlicers ....... .
Enlisted ...... .
Disohar_gesEulisted ...... .
Deaths-Officers ....... .
Enlisted ...... .
Gonorrhea:
AdmissionsOfficers .•..•••.
Enlisted ...... .
NoneffectiveOtlicers ......•.
Enlisted ...... .
DischargesEnlisted ...... .
All venereal diseases:
Admis11iousOtlicers ..•.... .
Enlh,ted ..••••.
N onefl't:'cti ,·eOllicers .•• : ....
Enlisted ..•....
DischnrgesEnlisted ...... .
DeathROfficers .••.....

Enlisted ...... .

········l········'··· ·····I········

. 0511
.041
.C') I
.081.....•..
. 07 . . . . . • . .
. 51 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......
. 01 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 04 I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . .

. 08

.041········ 1

.061

. 09i

.J ....... 1········1········

I........ ........ .......02.. ......•..........................
....... ........ ........ ........I........................
....... ........ 1. 77.
••••• • •.

1. 9~
2.96

1. 63
3.24

1. 87
3.11

3. 55 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.86
1.86
3.74

4. 40:
1.23

1. 02 . . . . . . . .
1.83
5.03

5. 78
3.44

2. 97
3.09

3. 071
2.691

1. 94
2.70

1. 57
1.87

1. 78
2.45

1. 30
. 66

1.27
. 7]

1.36
. 67

1.7'.! ..........•.....
. 741
. 31
1. 21

2.33
. 091

.9-L ...•.. .
.40
. 68

2.92
. 68

3.32
. 68

1.19
. 02,

.59
. 67

1.16
. 94

.72
. 39

1. 65

1. 68

1. 71

2. 15

. 92

1. 92

1. 86

1. 41

1. 31

1. 46

. 50

.46
.56

1. 68
.46

J~I ::I

1

:~~

. 86

1. 26

. 95

2. 66

I J~--··i:.i.il :~! ·····.-51 ···· ·:1a: :::: ::J ·· ·· :,ilil" ····.-40 1:!~1
1

1

. 70 ....... · 1· ...... .
.40
3.62
10.20
1.09 ........
. 09
. 61
. 37

1········

1. 8!

1. 68, . .....•.

1.271
.501······ ·· 1········
l. 39 . • . . . . . .
1. 68
18. 87
Ul

I

::,d:::·0,1
~:1.... ~-. ~~, ...~·. ~~ .1.... ~·. ~~1~:: : :: ~~
1... .. .. ......... ." ....... r· · · r· ... ··1··· .... ·1········
2.~I 5~: ~,· ···1:11l1 ···,.:i.l ···;;:::: •~;;2i: :;2;;:;I ::: ;;i .:: ;12:: ;;r··io·:!·.. :;:I::::;:;,!:::L:;,::::1:s1I;;;:;;;;

14~::i

u:::

i,;,

1. 60

1. 58

1. 65

1

!J~ ···i,i:01 ···2z:2s --·2z:o{··io:ss 1U~ 8:~~,····s:oi ····z:5!iJ····z:s1l::::::::1::::::::
. 66 . ....... . ....... ········ ' ········
.011
.39 ................ ········1
········1········
. 43
1.35
2.22
2.311
1.73
1.261
1.18
.5!
.37
.13 ...............•
1

:::~~-:~:

2. 10,

. 52 1

2. 08

• 761

:
. 03

:J..... ·.

. 01

. 05

1. 98
45. 22

44. 31

3. 28
46.16

. 20
2.62

. 20
2.55

.54
2.61

.18

. 16

.12

3.59
80.!2

4.43
80. OJ

. O! ............... .

.28!
,. "

.77
,. ,.

. 03

. 01

. O.>

2. 661

1. 381

2. 06

• 81

.,, ........1........ ." .

21

• 66

2.15
5. 191

.48
2. 46

• 38

.20

1
1

9~Jg·--i1:oo ···5i.-o,il ,::i11···;;:;. ··i;;:;;I 1::~
.11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66 ....... ... ..... . 1
,. "
1."
,,. ao
1.1,
,. ,. "· 12

•••• •• ••

• 19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

• 251............ • .. . I • • • • • •

• •

,rn

2.37
,. "

.861
, . .,

. 02

. 0!1

0

z
I

0

tzj

zt_:rj
~

>

r

1········

°' ................ ........ ········I····· ........... .
,::;g ,.JI 12::111·--·s.-851 4:i~····i.-sil···io:~o
.17
.30
.01 . . . . . . . . . ol ...............
1
,. "
2. " I
1. o,
. "I .,,
.°' ."
.

1

. 04 • • • • • • • •

. 46

~

t_:rj

.12•. . . . . . . . . 01 .•.............. 1....... .
1. 16
. 62
. :&51
. 16
. 06
. 03 ....... .

l::; ....~-.~~1·1,: 1:61 ::::::: ... ~I, 1::: .... ~~~~ .... ~~~~I .':'61 ····~·.) ....·.~~
I

. 63

1

. 78 ........•••. . ........•..

.08, .••........•.......•....................
3. 41
. 45
1. 60
. 33
3. 28
8. 18,

5.61
80. 96

6.34
,. "

3. 171

1

d

0

• 03

:::1..... -.~~l·······~~;::::::::I::::::::;::::::::
. 06 . . . . . . . . . ••..... j • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . ••.••••
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Eulisto<l ------.
N onofft,cti
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Eulit1tetl ..•....
Dischar.!!t•s.Enlistccl ..••...
nthsOllict'r::1 ....... .

Enlisted.···-··

Neuralgia:
.A.dmis,1iousOtlic1.•rs . ...... .
Eulisted ...... .

Noucm.,cti,·u•-

Otlit·tm.• .•...•..

Enlistml ..•....
Dischurgt•s-

Eulistccl ...... .
Tonsillitis:
Adruissiou sOllker:; ....... .
Enlisted ...... .
N onetl\.•ct i ,·eOflk N s . ... .. . .
Enlistcd ...... .
Deaths:Enlis te<l ... ... .
Colic nml constipation:
.A.umissiousOllit·t•rs . ....•• .

Enlist ed . ..... .
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J,;nlislt·d ... ... .
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XVII.-The ,·elations of ce1·lain diseases and classes of disease to the several arms of the service, etc.-Continued.

Artil- 1nan
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ce. neers. ment. o ors. un er.
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1

nlry. I lery.
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,
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1

-

-

-
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--- --~
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6. 23
36. 31

9. 79
45.30

7.95
19. 72

2.13
46. 27

--·--- --------27. 97 106. 50
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3. 83
. 34 . . . . . . . .
.221
.04

. 0 2 f • • • • • • • • l • • • • • • • • J• • • • • • • • l • • • • • • • • l • • • - • • • • l • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • •

I i. 18

29. 03
94. 51 1

38. 59
83. 61 1

31.19
77. 31 1

29. 33
71. 54 1

29. 26
79. 5711

9. 93
61. 22

2.20
2. 97

2. 01
2.64

2.46
2. 74

1. 53
2. 80

. 93
2. 71

1. 33
2. 71

. 29
2.10

.23

.13

.18

~

~

. 38 •....... · •· ······· •· · ..... .

···· ····i- ······· ········ ········ ;········ 1········•····· .. .

2. 91

1. s4 . . . . . . . .
2. 32
1. 55

1. 57
1. 57

1. 18 • • • . . • . .
1. 01 .... ... .
. 951
1. 98 ........... . ... .

. 04 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.08
.12
.23

. 08
.20

. 12 . . . . . . . .
.15
.15

. 02
. 15

. 17 . . . . . . . .
. 09
. 09
.141
.19 ..•.•.......•.•.
1

, 07 . . . . . . . .

. 13

, 10

. 10

zt_zj

, 06 ...•............ 1... • ............ I • • • • • • • •
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!................ :........ ······ .. ,....... . ,~
I

. 02 ...... . ...• ..... ··•··· ... ..........••... ········

. 02, .•••.•.. ·· ······ ······· ..
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XVII.-Tlw relations of certain diseases and classes of disease to the s<me1·al ar11is of the se,·vice, etc.-Continued.
Arms of service.

l'nuiies. uf admission to I Total.
llll'k roport.

Infau.
try.

Cav•
alry.

.A.rtil•
lery.

, 0-J

00

.Ages (years).

Engi•
Ord·
nance. neers.

,~ment.
!~~~flot!"e1~ . I~9 erd• 120 to 24.125 to 29. 130 to 34.135 to 39.140 to 44. 145 to 49. ,50 to 54. 155 to 59.1 60over.
and
0

8

~

0

- • - - - • · - - , - - - · • - - - • - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - l -- -l - - - l - - - l - - -1- - -1- - - 1- - - 1 - - -1- - -1 - - Sl'KCI.\L-COll tinned .

pj

1'' ral·tnres ,uot g unsho t:
.Admi,;t1 io11t1-

~w

Enli~tl•tl . •.• • ..

6. '.!8
7. 30

Nom•lfoctin-Otlke rs ... . . .. .
Euli:<tt•d . .•.•..

1.19
1. 23

0llicers . .. . . . . .

Di RCbn rgt•R-

_E n li:<tell .• ..•. .

D <intbs-

.EuliRtell ....•.•
,vuumls, not !!nnshot:
.AtlmissiousOttkors ....... .

.49

.l(jl

E11li,;ll•tl .•.•.•.

7.46
55. 60

Xo1wlltlt·, tiYeOllkor:< ....... .
Enlh-tcd ...... .

1. ;>-!

DiRChllT!,rl'S-

EnliRtt!d ...... .
DcnthsEnlisted ...... .
\\?oumls, ~nnshot:
.AtllllltlSiousOttir er!l . ...... .
Rulifltcd .....•.
Nom•tl'cctivoOtliccrs ....... .
:Eulbt e<l . ..... .
DiRChU l'!,r«'S-

.,.li

. 71

11. 77

7. 73

1. 55

.10

2.15

1. 36

.87

.46

::1
••
1~4~

~~
-~

. 29

7. 95

l.~

3.48
5. 28

3.45
4.42

. 58

.32 •....•...

1. 65
1. 33

1.10
1.12

.46

.40

. 38

.46

. 38

.18

. 50 1........ , ... ..... , ....... .

. 66

. 61

. 28

2!: ~~ ... iiii." 78
:i~I··.. z: 34

74.33

10.11
55. 96

7. 99
46. 59

9. 03
40. 87

9. 45
34. 29

28. 58

. 30
1. 88

.26
1. 58

. 26
1. 33

.13
1. 32

• 22

1.13

.56
. 95

.16

.17, ...... . . •...... ·· •········

.66

. 34

. 31

.07

.25

.081 ........ 1• • • • • • • • , • • • • • · · · • · · · · · · · · •· · · · · · · ·

.10

.02

.03, .....•..

9. 361
71. 72

5. 68
67. 72

. 27
1. 96

.13
1. 91

971

6.
40. 40

.67
1. 241

9. 87

.04

. 03
. 37

1. 36

2. 77

6.97 ···· · ·· ·
2. 491
2. 04

. 39
. 55

. 38
1. 05,

. 55

.48

.36
. 37

1

1.081
. 67
1. 92

. 71

. 511
.83

2. 20

l. 72
65. 66

. 941
5. 50

1.11

1.53
1. 01

5. 78

. 70

BnliRtl' d ...... .

.46
1.03

. 31

]. 28

.10

2. 88

. 651

. 94
1. 31

-:~;1·... i..«

.15

.83
3. 31

:~g,

6. 67

t 1~1·. ·i2.. 26

3. 07

.16

.121 ....... ·1········ •········

.09

. 54

5. 59

5. 35
7.65

. 07, .••..••.

. 30

.m

Dea.tbsomn,rs . ... .. . .

. 23

. 35

l
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4. 72
6. 68

4.46

6.10

6.45
5. 94

3. 85
8. 00

.19

.05

.65

. 89

.411
• 95

.J

Enli~ted ... . .. .

2.47

.41
.84

.24

. 43

6. 60

9.09

9.
9.04

081

4. 96
20.41

1.04
1. 30

2.41
2. 24

1.17
5. 92

.n

1.68 •.......•

6. 281
28. 86

6. 051.••..•..
41. 59
61. 22

:t~I 1: ~~I .... i: 65

:::1::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::

1.19
3. 22

1. 23
2. 39

1. 94
1. 35

. 79
1.67

:~~1····· :,iol::: :: :::1:: ::: :::

: ~~,·. ··· :i5

:: ·····:;; ·---;:;, ·····:gg\

.08
.54

. 79
. 29

• 59
.38

.11
.27

1. 51 .• •..•
.17
. 33 .....••.....•...

. 291· ·······

. 19

.34.

.44
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. 25 ··•····· ········ '········

1:~i-···· . 04

1.12
1. 18

~:*;i- ····."32

1. 13
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:i:1····· . 491::::::::1····· . 9i
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1. Ci9
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73rI .. ............
.
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1. 39
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179. 58. 190. 36
329. 55' 272. 77

205. 43
35l:!. 82

272. 02\ 104. 53\ 39. 65\ 165. 02
43\l. 87 i3.J.. 31 345. 02 182. 42

4i➔:

:1.. 878~ 67

1

235. 07 \.
540. 29
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ul 170.
165. 25

241. 08\ 182. 44\ 167.10
303. 91

210. 75

171.

0

~
~

0

'zj

8

lJ:l
4.46

~g .... i . .i,i .... ~ ..!ii .... 5.. 321

1:

1-,:j

199. 651149. 43 122. OS\ 106. 70
145. 09 116. 211 113. 93 255. 10
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t_rj

0
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t_:rj
~
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i-<
0

t:g

~
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N onelfectivoOflicers ........
Enllsted .......
DischargesEnlisted .......
DeathsOfficers ........
Enlisted .......
Local infections (also
entered under dis•
eases of organs) :
.AdmissionsOfficers ........
Enlisted .......
N oneffectivoOfficers ........
Enlisted .......
DischargesEnlisted .......
DeathsOfficers ........
Enlisted . ......
Diseases of nutrition,
o-eneral:
., A.dmissionsOfficers ........
Enlisted .......
Non effectiveOfficers ......•.
Enlisted .......
DischargesEnlisted .......
DeathsOfficers ........
Enlisted .......
Diseases oftbenervons
system:
AdmissionsOtticers ........
Enlisted .......
NoneffectivoOfficers ........
Enlisted .......
DischargesEnlisted .......
Dentb11Officers ........
Enlisted ....•.•

9. 00
13. 24
3.42
2. 09
1. 74

114l
165. 4

4.11
3. 75

&431

12. 02

11. 35
13. 71

13. 35
15.81

2. 63
7.66

2. 42
11. 26

3.46

3. 98

1. 44

1. 89

3. 00
1.82

2. 53 ...........
1. 66
2.59

3. 69
1. 26

'·"1

1. 66

1. 77

150. 87
139.10
4. 53
3. 51

11. 62
6.19

14.42
12. 51

8.29
8. 25

7. 51
6.62

4. 81

3. 62

2.49

2.13

-------3.99

2. 75
1. 76

1. 70
1.73

2.19
1.41

2.30
1.06

4. l!
18.85

-------·

33.16

13. 02
21. 97

2. 29

4.5]

7.31

1.57
1. 52

1. 45
1. 41

9. 29
4. 75

8. 07
3. 78

2.37

.88

1.10

2. 81
2.09

1. 91
3.15

.50
• 73

3. 35

28. 30

7.55
6.14

5.481
4.10

7. 08
10. 67

:: ::,-.. ;_·~~
·

129. 62
205. 74

156. 95
183.19

45. 30
165. 63

10.34
186.46

71. 52
62.10

30. 48
131.27

...........
410. 62

156. 07
238.12

131. 39
154.17

111.18
124. 81

98. 70
110.78

114. 97
106. 20

130.13
100. 86

106. 84
110.27

92.83
119.35

89.33
183. 67

6. 23
4.45

4. 61
4.00

. 88
4. 04

.17
3. 60

1.06
3.40

--------

2.86
5.09

3.88
3.42

5.40
2.95

3. 25
2.86

3.24
2. 75

4. 94
2.98

3.47
2.82

4. 27
2.91

6. 98
10. 81

.37

.

3.16
1.56

. 63

··------

.14

1.33

.42

.40

.13

.19

.18

............... --------

1. 68

--------

2.17 ...........
1. 34
1. 33

1. 37
.46

.42
.56

.44
.54

--------

1. 12
1.18

1.00
3.66

4. 32
1. 68

1. 77
9.43

. 31

.2

.49

1. 08
. 68

1.50
. 65

1. 33
. 73

---·----------·····----·----. 25
1 15
.32

.95

9.12

.69

1. 27
1. 39

00

q

~

0

t_:::j

0
6. 23
1. 63

6. 29
1. 91

6.08
1.14

12.07
1. 48

3.48
.93
. 20
.02

·-------

3.06

4.40
1.44

4.07
1. 67

.11

.38
.13

1. 19
.07

. 76

.42

1. 32
.12

1. 61
.16

1. 26
.10

1. 97
.10

.43

.45

.33

.58

.27
.04

.17
.09

.33

60. 96
80.13

82. 94
87.10

55. 68
65.28

53. 27
96. 51

17. 42
86. 70

5.17
162. 63

69. 31
46.68

5.89
1 81

5.58
1. 99

5.52
1.48

6. 72
1. 86

. 30
2.13

1. 24
2. 78

12. 28
1.60

2.45

2.59

1. 99

3. 06

2.59

1. 26

1. 75
.70

2.16
. 79

. 67
.56

1. 52
.54

7.46
1.44

2.46
.32

.......... ..... .....
1. 71

1. 19
1.18

1. 23
1.05

2. 58
1. 42

4. 72
1. 77

8.02
2.45

18.16
8. 30

13.12
18.08

9.93
40.82

0

.34

·····:os

. 36
.08

.09
.19

.15
.08

.15

3.10
.18

2.85
.99

3.82
1. 53

. 71
10. 34

zt_:::j

.10

.04

• 27

.0

. 64

2.02

7. 69

13.40

66.04

····•••· ·••··•··
.5
.....••.
.19 ··•··•··

. 64
.13

. 72
.50
. 37 ............

-------·
............

1. 45
.04

65.111 67. 74
78. 73 102.41

·1

74.02
146. 00

72. 20
14'.95

64. 95
185. 79

39. 35
166. 36

67. 00
163. 26

6. 63
2.38

7.27
3.14

8. 46
3. 91

8.33
5.42

8. 93
6. 47

5. 01
6. 31

2.18

2.50

3.28

3.03

3. 66

8. 37

9.43

.44
1.08

1. 38
.94

. 56
1. 64

2.54
2.65

4.48
2. 93

3. 60
1.68

1. 77
ll.43

------·
73. 95

40.46
61. 64

47.57
62.64

5. 25 ...........
1.46
1. 51

3.38
1.19

1. 83
1.44

3.52
1. 76

3. 62

1. 83

3. 32

2.44

2.19

. 78
1. 33

1.45 ...............
. 56 ·••··••·

·---·--. 24

.85
. 27

25.41
48. 98

z
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XYII.-The relations of certain diseases and classes of disease to the sevm·al arnis of the service, etc.-Continued.
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Arms of service. _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ages (years).
1

au,.1•s of ml mission to
t-ick roport.

Total. 1 Infan.
try.

Cav•
airy.

I'

Artil• I Or:- -I Engi·
lery. ..:::::_ neers.

~!;i~t~
ment.

1

1

~

19 autl 120 to 24. 25 to 29. 30 to 34.135 to 39.140 to 44.145 to 49.150 to 54. 55 to 59.1
All
others. under. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
_ _ _ j_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ over.
1

1

:;d

ROUl'F.D-continnetl.

l.dmis><iom1Utlil'cr:1 ....... .
Enli.;tt•1l .•....
Xom•tkctiYOOtlkers ....... .
.Eulii;wd ...... .

Disoharj!t•s-

1i;u1istell ...•...

D(•athsOllkers ....... .
l~nlbt1•1l ...... .
tlw droulatorr system:

G.58,
3. 70
.58
l. 21
. 39

.Jdri1issions-

Enli,.tNl ...... .
:Xonefft.'<'lin'Otlicl'ril ....... .
:Enlistetl ...... .
Dischnrg,-·sEnlistoll ...... .

Donths-

Olli1•er,. ....... .

Rn list NI ...... .
I>isen;1ts of tho ro,-pfr.

~N, ~00

.63

.95

.83

.39

. .;1
.08

4.98
1. 15

.ff
-~
1.16 ········ '

2.46
. :J2

2.35
. 38

210. 02
364. 32

222. 96
253.12

176. 29
206. 47

150. 98
193. 48

196. 06
192. 17

213. 92
175. 31

208.11
185. 79

5.60 ........
2. 81
7. 56

2.95
4. 64

5.29
3. 30

5_g3
2. 99

3.57
3. 29

6.58
3. 63

8.80
3. 35

8.68
3. 81

7.23
2. 501

.52

.44

.47

.94

1.00

.38

2.20

1.68, ....... .

.35

1.33

2.17 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 42 .........••.......•.... .
. 56
. 66
. 20
. 35
. 37
. 44
. 46

2.54
1. 0]

146. 301'
160. 94

173. 71
204. 08

48. 78... .. .. .
194. 71 618. 81

1.491
3.60
2. 20 . . • . . . . .

11.53
6. 03

8.85
18. 87

1. 72
8.17

3. 30
3. 70

t ~~,·..ii.. 49

1. 93
6. 59

1.19
5.11

3. 07
5. 01

2.58
4.19

6. 30

4. 35.

9. 13

8. 021
8.171

9. 78
13. 04

9. 081
9. 04

14. 89
20. 41

2. 251

.64

. 521
. 50

. 01
1. 09

.18
. 30

.84 ··•·····
. 20,
. 52

. 05
.57

. 01
.40

1. ool

.46

1. 65

.41

. 83
.42

I. 32
1.16

1. 49
1.111

3. 90
I. 30

2. 811
1. 74

6. 89
I. 40

1. 72

1. 26

lJ....~-.~~

1. 26

1. 14

1.99

1.55

1.11

1. 21

1. 25

2. 73

2.141

5.49

3.35, ... ·····

1. 23
. 63

2. 35

2. 901....... ·1· ...... 06
.49 ....... .

.42

:~~1····· . 50

1.12

271
2.14

2.491
2. 20,

2.161
8. 85
1.6\·······

2.14

1. 501

.83
. 39

1. 67

. 37

. 60

.17

105. 451 100. 02

3. 37
2.12

]09.14 . . 117. 92
4. 851

2.17

:::11
. 59

.471
1

:

.38

.13

I. 461

1.

0

rrj

1-3
::Q

trj
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4. 24.
2.24

I

. 501

62. 72117. 241
172.16 161. 96

66. 001 34. 551....... -1 150. 301106. 42
85. 16 101. 54 223. 27 134. 53
~3. 27

3. 55
4.03

. 26
2.48

5. 21
.84

1. 07 . . • . . . . .
2.10
4.51

. 29

. 04

. 38

. 07 .....•..

i~I····· .- air····.-sal· ···· :ail ···i:i4\

I
1.4!\ ·······
1. 55

. 66

1. 62
2.611

2. 36
1.76

.40

. 29

1. 37
.46

.42
.46

101. 351 113. 55
89. 25
85. 72
2. 55 .
1. 721

3. 45

2. 02

:::1.....-.~~
. 50

.75

132. 29
96.48
3. 01
2.48
. 73
1.12
1. 37

141. 711 143.17

94.051

112. 00
101. 181· 130. 20

5.17
2.51

:::1

1. 26

~
trj

'"'3

>

:;d

I-<!
0

1-rj

~

>

I

129. 151 177. 551

I

.43

. 58

. 49

I

I

146. 79

.-3

t::::l

s. 481

1

0
:;d

0
5. 68
6. 53

1. 65
. 55

. 74
.601

9.29
1. 87

.ro

5. 61
4. 95

:l. 57
2.15,

1.68
5. 02

.4~

6. 99
6. 98

120. 61

1.28
4. 39

3.891

5. 471
6. 03

1. 28
. 37

5. 381

~,

Atlmii.,.,ions-

l<~nlistell ...... .
:Xonem.•ctiYuOllkers ....... .
Enli'ltcd ...... .
D1schnrµesE11listed ...... .
Denths Otlil'eM ..•.....
Eulh!lctl ...... .

132. 411 48. 211 111.11
294. 90 436. 54 114.14

~00

nton· or!!'lDS:

Otli1·ers ....... .

~

189. 401 23:l. 921 219. 02 227. 27
26G. 20, 257. 80 294. 811 292. 70

DiSl'I\St~'I of

Otlic1•rs ..•.....

trj

I

Dbentic" of tho digosth·o sy,.tt•m.

6. 53
2. 75

91. 82
173. 47

3. 34
4. 03

3. 00
12.12

1. 46. .. .....

9. 43

. 501
4.39

1. 77

2. ]6
3. 35

9.43

~

Disl'nses of the genito.
ur¾a~'is~li~!~:
Offict'rs ....... .
Enlisted ...... .
NoneJfocti,· eOtlicers ....••..
Enlisted ...... .
Dischar~esEnlisted . ...•..
DeathsOfficers ....... .
Enlisted . ..... .
Diseases of the lym•
phatio system and
ductless irlands:
AdmissionsOfficers ....... .
Enlisted ...... .
K oneffecti veOfficers ....... .
Enlisted ...... .
Discharges- ·
Enlisted ...... .
DeathsE11listed ...... .
Diseases of them uscles,
bones, and joints:
.t:.\.dmissionsOffict'rs ....... .
Enlisted ...... .
NoneffoctiYeOfficers . ...... .
Enlisted . ..... .
DischargesEnlisted ...... .
DeathsOfficers ....... .
Enlisted ...... .
Diseases of tho integn•
meut and subcutane•
ous connective tissue:
AdmissionsOfficers ....... .
Enlisted ...... .
N onoffectiveOfficers ....... .
Enlisted ......•
DischargesEnlisted ...... .

1:i. 49
9. 09

16. 54
9. 991

2.39 1

16. 3s
10. 08

14. 911
S. 94

. 64

2.54
. 631

'.l. 59
. 79

1.90
. 571

.65

.57

.94

.831

.Si
. 22

.50.

1.331
.1.

.51
.12

...

1

1
. 751
4
: ::
. 42

..! . ,J. ,. ,}_ . . . .I 12:, "'· "· ool

,
10. 25

11. 23

.24 ........
. 431
. 69

6. 991

1.51
. 'll3

4.871.•..... .
. 471
1. 49

8. 73

01 1

4:
. 45

. 52

. 25
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XVII.-Th e1·elations of cm·tain diseases and classes of disease to the several a1·ms of the service, etc.-Continued.
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XVII.-1 he relations of certain diseases a1id classes of disease to the several arms of the service, etc.-Continued.
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4. 76

. 30

1.06

1. 26

. 99
1. 96
I •••••••••

···· ··: os l :: :::: ::r ::::: :: r::::: :::c:::::::i::::::: :: :1:::: :: :::r::::::: :1: :: :: ::::1: :: ::: :: :1:::::::::

~

8

0

~

t-3

P:l
t?:l

[I).

t:rj

4. 79
1.35

19

~~., . . . .

.89

2. 78
3. 21

gin:

Di'!chnr_ges-

~

t?:l

Sl'EC'IAL-CODtinued.

2. 98

• 14

.01

a

~
ti:.]

t-3

P>

~
~

0

~

~

~

Boils and abscosses:
.A.dmissionsOfficers ....•••••
Enlisted . ••. ...
N oneffecti,eOfticers .. ••.••••
Enlisterl. •.•••••
DisobargesEnlisted ... •••.
D eatbsOflicers ... . ..••.
Conjunctivitis:
AdruissionsOffi cers ......•..
Enlist~d ... .••.
Noneft'ectiveOfticers ..•.•••.
Enlisted ..• ••••
DisohargesEnlisted .. . ... .
All diseases of the eye:
.A.dmissionsOflicers .... .••.
Enlisted .. . .••.
N onett'eoth-eOfficers ....••••
Enlieted .. .••..
DischargesEnlistod . ..••..
All diseases of the ear:
AdmissionsOfficers ... ..•..
Enlisted . ..••••
N onPffectiv&Otticers ..•.•••.
Enlisted .. •••••
DiscbnrgesElllisted .•• ••••
DeathsEnlisted ...••..
Contusion s and sprains:
AdmissionsOfficers ... .... .
Enlisted ..••••.
Noneffective-Officers ..•• •• • .
Enlisted ..•••••
DischargesEnlisted ..• ••••
DeathsEnlisted ..•••••

15. 85
43. 70

15.97
47. 06

10.26
33.25

.51
.94

.49
.98

1. 70
.82

.01

.01

.07

• 07

6. 98
11.30
.43

!t g~ 1·· ··so: 98 ·1··· ·4'i: 87 · 1· ···so: 2, ·1··-- ail: 68 · 1••·• 5a: 9i · 1· ···ail:1s ·1· · · •si:1a T··ali: 02 ·

117. 64
34. 95

6.02
81.48

16.01
36.45

··········1·········
• 48
1. 04

3.46
• 93

.10
1.60

. 51
.81

.04

. 01

.17 ·•••••·••· ••• • ·• ···· ·••··•·•·· •••••··•·· •··••·•••· .•........
• 96
. 88
. 78
• 62
1. 05
1. 04
• 88
.05

1U! 1····io:olil"···s:a4·

.-n

.44
• 31

.04

.04

.05

15. 95
17.94

15. 77
19.48

5.13
15. 76

31.58
14.25

.31
.59

7.90
• 61

1.71
. 65

1. 70
.67

··········•··········'··········'··········'· ·· ······•1••········•··········•·········•·········

• ••••••••• I ••••••••• • I ••••••••• • I ••••••••• • I .,••••• ... •

I

. 27 I

. 15

. J•• •••••••• I• •••••••• •I••••••••• •I••••••••• "' I •••••••• • I •••••••• · I ••••·•••·

36.
36 1······0.· 32
···1··········
9. 55
9.10 1··········
12. 70 1··········
7. 03 1··········
8. 64 1··········
10. 19

40. 00
9.51

8.66

15. 31

7.10
10. 53

·1······ .20
....

.88
.16

.49

.30

.43
. 20

.07

. 03

1.5,l, ••··•••••· ·•••••·••· ·••••• · •·· ••·•••·••· ·•••·· ...
.15
.25
.17
.41
.07
.24
. 32

1.23

I~:~~

1··· ~i;: 84 ·1····is: 44 ·1···· i1: 4s ·1···· ia: 28 l ... iii: i2 · 14. 99
2
······:8i ·I···· --:sil ·····:49T ·····:<is·
: ~: i- ·· ···:s9·1· ·····: s1 ·1

40. 00
~o. 91

29.41
17.31

22. 97

16. 20
16. 97

.88
.82

. 56
1.16

. 70

1. 74
. 134

.94

.87

.85

4. 25
7. 23

4.07
6.79

1
~: ~;

• 31
.31

. 26
.30

.51

.52

. 01

.02

39.92
140.40

39. 68
145. 38

35. 90
148. 72

52.63
115.17

36.36
124.92

37.04
158. 44

·--·135.
-----:15

31. 25
138. 89

.. -... -- .. ······---· ····-··-·
-·········
115. 72
114. 51
141. 41
165. 39

2.11
3. 30

2.10
3. 27

1. 32
3.94

5.97
3.05

. 60
3.04

.61
3.35

·········3.50

1.45
3.95

.........
····-·····
··········
2.52 ·-·-······
3.28
2. 79
3. 77

.18

.17

.30

.20

.02

.01

1.15

1. 92

.82

1·... ·1: 20 ·1--·· ·1: 78 ·1· ····1:so·

90.91
12.33

3. 31 ·•··•••••· ·••••··•· · ··•••·••• ·
.18

1.49
.48

.~

.~

.w

.40

.26

. 82 •········ · ·

1. 47

8. 73 ,
. 18 ,

. 72

1.11 •·········

.89

·······-·· ...... ··-·

• 93

13.63

4. 31
6.00

···:sir····: 40 r···· .- s2 ·

.4,
2.15

.51

.63

.32
. 25

1.07

1. 76

1.78

1.06

.41

.04

.01

176. 47
111.89

12.05
224. 63

40. 36
124. 24

3. 70
2.59

.28
5.02

2.13
2. 97

.30

.28

.16

1.11

1. 76

<fl

d
l:d

0

t_:l:j

0

z
I

0

t_:l:j

z

~

isjir···s:iiir··ii:9ii .

·········· .......... --········ ........... ··········
.'%1

1.03

40. 00
9.51

.72

.54

1.07

7.37
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TABLE

Total.

United
States.

Length of serv•
ice (years).

ScaD;di• j Scotland., Switzer. I .Austria.
land.
nav1a.

Ireland, !Germany.I Engla.nd. l Canada.

---------~-----1----1

0

I

Nativities.

Cau1es of admission to
siok report.
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XVII.-The ,·elations of certain diaeases and classes of disease to the seve,·al arms of the service, etc.-Continued.

1 - - - - • - , - - - - ----,----1

.A.11
France. I others .

Den•
mark.

1 - - - - l ' - - - - l l - - - --

1

Under
one •

One
and
over.
~
t_rj

, -- -

1-d

SPEOIAL-OOntinued.
Dialooations :
.AdmissionsOfficers .....•• •.
Enlisted ...•••..
N onotrectiv&Oflicors ...••••..
Enlisted ........
DisobargesEnlisted ...•.•..
DentllsEnhsted ........
Fracture~. notgnnshot:
Admis-.ionsOffiot•rs ...•.•••.
Enlisted .....• ..
Nonetl'eoth-oOtliot>rs .....• •.
Enliste<l. .......
Disollnrl!esEnlisted .••.....
DeathsEnlisted ........
Wounds, not gunshot:
.A.dmi!:lsionsOfficers ..•......
Enlisted ......•.
Noneffectiv&Officers ... •.....
Enlisted .....•..
DisobnrgesEnlisted ........
DeathsEnlisted .....••.
Wountls, gunshot:
AdmissionsOfficers . ..•..••. \
Enlistet\ ........

0
1.04
2. 74

1.09
2.88

.06
.19

.07
. 20

. 09

.11

.01

I

. 01

1.04
1.18

1.19
1. 28

.44

.49

.20

.16

7. 24
56. 99

7.46
55. 60

······: 22 ·1······:iar····: i,r----: is r···· :iff ···--: 02 ·1:::::::::r·· ··: 2··71' · ·· ··: o9T ·· ··: osT ····:is T · · ··: 2s ·
.15 ,••••••••••

15. 88
8.10 I

2. 24
1. 52 I
.65
.15
5.18
60.83

6. 74

54. 54
8.14

1.16

8.36
1.28

.56

10. 53
47.45

.04
l. 73

.58
1.42

.24

.28

.20

.20

.05

.04

. 10 1•••••••••• 1

I

.89
3.76

.49

8.28

90.91
6.46

31.25
7.94

l. 31

16. 92
1.18

21. 90
1.90

.54

• 74

.96

• 74

.10

. 27
1.58

.85
8.Sl

1•••••••••• , .......... 1•••••••••• 1• • • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • •

• • •••••••• I• •• • •••••• I ••••••••• • I• .................. , .••••••••• I•••••••••• I •••••••••• I ••••••••• • I •••••••••• I ••• • •••• • I •••••••••

1.54

• 21!

.16

. 14

1.05
2.52
.06
.17
.08

~

>-3
0

l'tj

>-3

o:l

l?=j

. 04

[/2

t,rj

4. 66
7.85

5.28
7.80

· · · ··2:50T ·•· ·2:iioT ··· ·a:oi· 1· ·• ··2."42T ••· ·i."47 ·1·· · ···: 79 ·1
:::: :::::: 1· ····s: 45 ·1··· · ·i: 20 ·1· ···a:so· 1····a:2i T ···a: s1 ·

54.54
50.07

54.88

54.32

52.38

5. 47 I
.95

.16

8. 60 I

1.64

1.09

.53

, 56

3. 80
.60

8.05
l. 21

1.37

l. 20
l. 20

.59

.57

.48

.14

.16

I•••••••••

• • •••••• ••I •• ••• ••••• I ••••• •••• • I••••••• • •I•••••••••

46.88

ti~ 1·····i: so· 1·····i: ssl ····i: 42T ····i: 30·
.16

6. 33 I

9. 72

5.37
6.83

29.41
6.09

r~;:l::;: : :

~;; \:: ~: : l::·:;:
.53

.30

.50

l• •········ l·········· l··········l··········l··········l·········· 1·········1· ········1·········

··· · ·2:ul ·· ··2: Mr··· 2: ;o-r ··· · ,: ;s-r--· ·;: ;2 ·1··· ·-;:;,;·1·····;: ;s·1···· ·;:;;·1····· ;: 20 T ·· ·;: ioT ···;:so -i- ·· ·,:os ·\

C

!:d
t,rj

7. 57
51.50
.29
1. 45

.19
.05
.86
2. 78

>-3

>

~
~

0

l'tj

~

l>

~

N oneffecti""e0:fficers ...•.• •..
Enlisted .. .•••••
DiscbargesEnli11ted ..•..•..
DeatbsOfficers .••.. ..•.
Enlisted ..•.•...

.39
.55

:ti 1······ :as·1···· ··: ,0·1···· ··: 5a·1······: 91·1······ :s2 ·1···· ··: s5·1····· ·: 2s·1······: s5 ·1···· ··: aa·1···· ·: 25 ·1· ·· ··: «·1· ···i: oo ·

. 65

.87

.54
1.11

.50
1. 14

• 55

179. 58
329. 55

177. 40
367. 41

179.50
271. 96

221. 03
237. 95

0.06
13.24

9.12
14.99

7.13
10.12

3.42

"3.98

2.80

2.09
1. 74

2.12
1. 75

3.66 .••..•.... ·••·••·•·· •••·••••••
2. 00
1. 43
1. 80
1. 60

I

.61

. 95 I

.33

.53

1. 28

1.36

. 74

1. 28

66. 87
1. 36

2. 21

181. 82
265. 39

222. 22
336. 21

363. 64
290. 39

218. 75
257. 94

230. 77
268. 76

750. 00
240. 65

.............

9.91
9. 21

6. 02
9. 74

7. 20
14.93

15.93
12.12

8.81
9. 74

6.53
11. 74

15. 74
7. 70

...........

1. 69

1.31

5.'4

3.81

4.41

2.17

2.13

1. 28 I

• 66 I

I •••••••••·

1

.56

.59

I •••••••••

1.14

···:1H ··--i:01· 1::::::::::r ·--i:iti r· ··:59 -i- ··· ·: 96.

.40
.46
.56
. 55
1. 14

GROUPED.

Infectious diseases,
general and local:
Admissions0:fficers ..•.. •.. .
Enlisted ..•.••..
N oneffecth-eOfficers .•••• ••• .
Enlisted .••..• •.
Disch~rgesEnlieted .••..•..
Deatbs0:ffirers ...... .. .
Enlisted .•......
Local infections (also
entered under diseases of organs) :
AdmissionsOfficers .•••.•••.
Enlisted ••••••. .
N onetfeot.h-eOfficere .•••••.•.
Enlisted ...•..•.
Di11cbargesEnlisted .••.. .•.
DeatbsOfficers .• •••••..
Enlisted ......•.
Diseases of nutrition,
general :
Admi11sionsOflicers ......••.
Enlisted .....••.
NoneffectiveOflicers .••. . •••.
Enlisted .....••.
Discha.rgesEnlisted .••.•••.
DeathsOfficers .....• •• .
Enlisted .• . ... ..

2. 72

•••••.... -1

1. 45

1

1. 07

160. 00
309. 89

470. 59
232. 77

108. 43
725. 99

180. 71
253. 41

12.31

6.90
11.05

7.89
8.46

6.40
27.75

9.10
10.45

1.11

3.52

1. 78

6. 21

2.88

2.55

2.12
1.58

271. 59

I

1.11

I

3.52

I

1. 78

I

<fl

d

~

Q

t"j

0

z
I

Q

t_zj

114. 09
165. 40

113. 20
174. 98

117. 95
145. 15

157. 89
145. 38

145.45
156. 93

55. 56
175. 01

181. 82
149.15

125. 00
158. 73

4.11
3. 75

4. 00
3.92

5.&2
3.49

4. 61
3.27

17.92
3.37

4.87
4.21

5.48
3.22

4. 79
4.97

.31

.30

.30

• 26

.66

1.28

1.08
.68

1.13
. 64

6.23
1.63

6.15
1. 54

1. 89

21. 05
1. 60

1. 95

1. 32
.12

1.11
.11

.10

3.46
.19

.14

.43

.22

.27
.O!

.28 ...•.•
1· ..... ~:
:J ......
-1 -.... .J..... ~-- .J..... ~-·1· ....
.05 ••••••••••
.Oo •••..•••••.••..••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.•••..•••.•••..••••

.... .......

. 74

1.66. 41

'138.17

.............. ··-····-··
3.22
4.02
. 72

148. 07

............
3.65

120. 00
163. 50

294.12
134. 98

54. 22
282. 64

115. 04
142. 92

3. 72
3. 23

4.51
3.10

1.10
6. 35

4.15
3.25

.60

. 26

-............ . ........ ... ........... ...........
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~ ~ .1...... ·_ ~~

~~ ~~

~~

91

:

6.33
1.46

~f 1·····: os ·1···· ·:i,·

1. 34
.12

~~ .1:::: :::::1..... ~ ~~

1

~ ~~.

~

I>-

r

1.09
.67

····i:iio·1····i"40·

40. 00
1. 90

ztrl

.49
. 27
.05

O':)
C),:I
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T.ABLE
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XVII.-The relations of ce1·tain diseases and classes of disease to the seveml arnis of the se1·vice, etc.-Continued.

e;.,
N)

Length of serv•
ice (years).

Natflvities.
admi1.>slon to
report.

Total.

United
States.

I
Ireland. Germany. England . Canada.

Scandi• Scotland Switzer. .Austria.
· land.
navia.

Denmark.

.All
ll'rance. others.

Under
one.

One
and
over:

- - - - - - --:;i:1
t-1

-rent.inned.
r the nervous

~

sion1-

irers .. . .. •.• .
,listed .. ....• .
eotl~eicert1 .. ....••.
,listo<l. . ..••••

1rges,listed ... .. ...

58.63
72. 8.i

76.93
135. 88

147. 35
68. 60

00.01
94.83

55.56
85. 26

··········
64.30

62.50
74.61

307. 69
67.19

5.89
1.81

5.24

6. 64
2. 79

37.20
1.96

. 85
1.90

26. 97
l.Ot

............

1. 58

.60
2.32

2. 95
1.77

• 74

. 72

2.45

I-

D

60. 96
80.13

1. 75
.70

icere .......• .
listed . . . .... .
f the digest-

2.09

1.84
.63

3.40

2.81

1. 75
2. 72

3.52

3.28

..................... ........... ........... ·········· ............
··········
1.45
. 74
1.00

.67

. 54

. 96

.66

.......... . .. . .... ..
63.33

50.36

. -....... -· . -..........

.

264. 71
70.85

..........

61. 93
79.56

·--·-·-·
1.89

5.98
1.80

0

2. 24,

8

1. 78

trj

1.81

1.35

79.17
3.81

35. 83
2.61

3. 73

3.33

1. 76

4.16

1.07

83.05

3.55

. .......... ---·· -... ........... ·········
1.11

0

120. 00
117.,87

1.76

.59

.35

.77

189. 40
266. 20

icere . . .. . ....

liste<l .. ...••.
ectiveicers ......••.
listed . . ...•..
f 0'611 listed . ...•••.
leers . •.... . ..
lis ted . .. .. .•.

D

: the circulaem:
sioneleers .. •. •.. . .
listed . ••..••.
'eotive:
icers ..••.••••
,listed ........
,rges,listed .....•..

~-

I

6cer11 . . •. . ••. .
1listed ..• . . ...

189. 29
277. 83

164.11
253.82

147. 35
224. 59

181.82
270.11

111.11
279. 60

345.45
259. 20

156. 25
234.13

461. 54
253.13

---·-·····
263.19
219. 92 ··········

200.00
802. 28

294.12
230. 21

48. 20
433. 63

191. 64
234. 05

.64
5. 67

6.67
3.32

.82

.54.

6.58
3. 70

6. 59

3.75

6. 01
3.59

3. 28
8.67

7.32
3.36

8.2G
4.30

1.74
3.65

21. 82
3.03

4.00
3.90

................
---·······
3. 70
2. 74

1.97
4. 75

5.23
3.37

.58

.54

60

.77

.16

.33

.54

1.47

2.90

----· ..... ······---·

1.76

.89

l. 21
. 39

1.06
.33

7.33

.so

.............
.82

5.47
6. 03

5.06
5.66

10.26
7.34

21.05

1. 65

.55

1.33
.48

8.06
.65

14. 75
...

1. 60

1. 32

1.80

1.9<

1. 28
.a7

l,::j

~

00

t'=.l

1m:

slon11-

~

8

1. 27
. 34.

. .. ...........
.70

~ft

7

12.82
.49

18.18

~n

............. ........... ............. ........... ........... ........... . ... ... . --- ····-···· ------···
.28
.59
1.67 . -- ......
.27 ............. -........... . .. . ·····.32
............... ...............
~n

~w \
2.M

L63 \

29.41
5.45

............................................

31. 25

I ·" .,.

5. 08 • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . . • .
.52
...
1.M \

-... ··-- ... .... ......
8.64
~u . Ln

............... .............

• 17 •••..•.•..
.21

2.21

.72

5.40

7.60

............
8.42

5.56
5.57
1.67
.52

.77

1.07

. 54

24. 88
.42

.72

2:67

1. 67

1. 76

1.19

1.88

--- . -......
- .................... - ...... • 53
56 ,
1. 76
: :i ······:is· ···· ··: ai· c::::::: :::: ::: :: : ::::::::::

1.23
.42

1. 42

1. 30
.18

.41

Q
~

t?-1
8
p....
~
~

0
l,::j

~
~

Diseases of tho respira.
tory organs :
AdmissionsOlticer1> ... ... .. .
Enlisted ....... .
Noneffeotiv&Ollioere ..•... ...
Enlisted ..••• • ..
DiscbargesEnlisted .••••...
D eathsOfficers ...•..•..
Enlisted .....••.
Diseases of the genito.
urinary system:
AdmissiousOffioers . .••.•.•.
Enlisted •••.•••.
N onefl"ecti,&Offlcers .. ••.•••.
Enliated .••..••.
DischargesEn lieted ..•. ..•.
DeathsOtlioers ... •...•.
Enlisted ...• . •• .
Di seases of the lymphatic system and
ductless glands:
AdmissionsOfficers .....•••.
Enlis ted .• • . .•••
N oneffoctiv&Ofticers .. ••..•• .
Enlisted ••...• •.
DisobargesEnlisted .. .. •• ..
Dea.thsEnlisted ....... .
Diseases of the ro uscles,
bones, and joints:
AdroiRsionsOfficers ........ .
Enlisted ....••• .
Noneffectiv&Ofticers .. ...... .
Enlisted .••..•..
DisohargesEnlisted .• - ..••.
DeathsOfficers ......•..
Enlistecl ....... .

120. 61
105. 45

118.94
110.59

128. 21
107. 92

178. 93
84.45

200. 00
107. 75

92. 60
118. 05

181. 82
79.56

3.57
2.15

3. 26
2. 26

10.85
2.28

19.68
1. 72

2.19
1.84

5. 07
2.53

5.'8
1.53

2.99
3,53

.35

.82

.33

.96

.27

.74

.43

.40

.74
.66

.78
.60

13.49
9.69

13.29
10.34

10.26
7.56

31.58
9.11

36.36
6.55

18. 52
13.12

7. 63

2.39
.6'

2.36
.64

1.42
.50

2.42
.63

16.62
.56

.71
1.57

.50

.65

. 66

.55

.56

.49

1.60

.54

.87
.22

,85
.20

• 45 I

. 10 I

. 16

13
: :~

125. 00 · ···89.85
104. 76
1.78

84.63

73.14

160. 00
102. 65

323. 53
89.77

60.24
163. 3S

121. 56
94.34

1.66

1.26

4.38
1.93

9.26
1. 69

1.12
3.30

3. 60
1.93

--·······- -·-------· ---·····-· ......... ······-··

.53

·---·i: oo ·1··· ···: e1·1 ··-···."!is ·1······: 64·1·---·i: 09 ·1 ·-·- ··: 1, ·1
:::::::: ::1: :: ::::: ::1· ··· ··:sa·1:: :::: :::1· ·· ··.- sli ·1· ····: s2·

g: ~~ i- ··io:ss·,

4

6.35

9.37

7.48

11.39

·"

.65

.45

.66

1.45

.53

1.11

··" r······-·
-----~~~- ::: I

.41
.75
,63

16.39

13. 71
8.41

.08

2.43
.57

1.56

.48

0
tr.:!

,89

z

1· ·-··-.-54 ·1::: :::: :::1::::::::: :1::: ::::: :: 1· ·····: sa ·1: :: :: ::: :1· ····:so ·1 ·····: i4 ·

• 24

w

d
t:o
0

I

0
tr.:!

,z

·····4: 43 T ••··4.- iia·1·····4.-42 -i- ·-··s: s2-i- -···s: ss-i-····4.- 1al ··-·4.-ii0 T····4.- os r ···s: 40 T···a:sii -i- ···:i." 56 r ·-·1: ia ·
··-· ··:4a·1···· ··: 20 ·1· ···· _-43·1··--··.-48 ·1· ·· ·--.- 6i ·1····--.- ai ·1···· ··:as:1······ ." 42 ·1··· ···: 02 ·1· ·-··: 28 ·1·····: a4 ·v····: 6i ·

tr.:!

• 75
4.81

. 79
5. 06

.03
.42

.03
,42

.06

.05

. 01

.01

63.41
74. 82

62.10
75. 29

128. 21
82.10

31.58
74. 73

72. 73
59. 62

92. 60
76. 63

...........

62.50
61.11

76. 92
70. 31

······--····-···-··
71.39
54.56

40. 00
79.85

147.06
75. 98

6. 0~
81.17

64.33
73. 62

4. 66
3. 23

4. 52
3.28

12.14
3. 5~

.83
3.25

15.88
2.34

6. 24.
3.59

---··---2. 79

1. 63
1. 94

.84
3.42

·--------·
--·----·-·
2.96
2.04

. 99
2. 57

2.50
2. 21

.18
3. 51

4. 74
3.17

2. 09

2.04

2. 50

2.00

2.30

2.88

. 74

1. 45

.89

2. 77

1. 96

. 07
.01

07
. 01

.10

! ••••••••••

, 16

I • • • •• •• •• • I.• ••• • ••• - 1••••••••• • I •••••••••• I •••••••••• I •••••••••• I •••••••••

.30

.14

·• •• ····•• I ••······•· •· ····· ••• • I • •••••••• _,_ •• -----. - 1- ••••••••• I••····•• ··1········•·1 ····-· ••• • , ••• • •• ••• I• ••• •• • •• I•• •• ••• • •

62.24

2.18

4.26

1. 67

········-

::::::::::1:::::::::1::::::::1::::::::1::::::::1:::::::::i::::::::::1::::::::::1::::::::::i:::::::::i:::::::::1:::::::::

. 77
4.35
.03
.38

~

r►

.04
.01

O";)

.07
.01

c:;.,
c:;.,

TABLE

O':)
~

XVII.-The 1·elations of certain diseases and classes of disease to the seveml a1·ms of the service, etc.-Continued.

i,,::i,.

Length of serv•
ice (years).

Nativitios.
Causes of nclmission to
sickroport.

Total.

---------1

nited
State:1.

Ireland. IGermany.!Eng1an d . Cana d a.

I

I

Scancli•
navia.

Js co tlan d . J Switzer•
I Austria.
.
land.

All
France./ others.

Den•
mark.

Under
one.

One
and
over.

l----•- - - -1----,----1----,----,----1----,----•---- 1 - - -1- - - 1 - - -,- - -

GROUPED-COntinued.
Diseases of the integn•
ment nnd aubcutanc•
008 connective ti~aue:
Admit1sionsOfficers ..• ....•.
Enlistd ........
NoneflectiveOfiicers ... •.... .
Euli1ted ........
DischargesEnlisted .. •..•..
Dentl111Otticers ... ......
Enlisted ......•.
Diseases of the organs

1a~t~i~:~~:
omccrs . .••••.. .

0

~

1-j

I

28.17
85.39

41. 03
62.62

1.17
1. 99

1.08
2.08

5.56
1. 81

.15

.17

.10

.07
.01

. 07
.01

28. ~l
79.07

½g: ~: 1····10: 26 ·1---- si s4 ·1··· ·04: ss ·1··· ·tis: 26·
di ..... i~10· ..... ij5......i:5ir···i2i·
.15

zrn 1····1as;r··;;:54·1 ..... 1117....
4. 00 •••••••••• ••••••••••
2. 20
1. 55
1. 51

.16 1•••••••••• , •••••••••• 1•••••••••• 1•••••••••• , ••••••••••

.56

0

81. 74

71. 50

6.02
137. 76

28.57
68.87

1-:rj

7. 77
2. 54

3. 46
1. 95

.10
3.17

1.18
1. 77

;:Q

. 25

.13

[fJ

.07

t:j
Q
~

/••••••••• I• ••••••••

•••••••••• I• ••• •••••• I •••••••••• I •••••••••• I•••••••••• I •••••••••• I••••••• •••I•••••••• • • I ••••••••• •I•••••••• •I•••••••• •I•••••••••
••••••••• •I• •••••••• • I •••••••• •• I •••••••• •• I •••••••••• I •,. •••••• ••I•••••••••• I••• • •••••• I••••••••• •I••••••• ••I••••••• ••I•••••••••

. 01

--3
t=j

t:t-1

1-j

of

Enlisted .••..••.
Nonetlecti,eOfficers ... ...••.
Enlisted .••.•••.
DischargesEnlisted ......•.
DeathsEnlisted .• ...••.
nclJ\ssitiC'd:
Admi;1:1ionsOtlicors ..• ...••.
EnH11ted ........
N onetrectivoOflkers ......• •.
Eulisted .. ....•.
DeathsEnlisted ........

~
t_:ij

"ti

23. 78
26.95

23.22
28.04

20.51
24.40

52.63
23.42

2.80
1.05

2. 76
1.06

4.45
. 93

8.33
. 95

1. 56

1.50

.02

. 03

1. 40

1.64

72.73 ..............
24. 51
23. 35
2.89
.92
1. 97

··········
1.00
1. 92

90.91
31. 71

..............

1. 49
1. Sl

-- -----1.12---

1.36

1.47

29.37

39. 36

24.16
24.56

. 56
1. 79

1. 50

2.85
.97

0

2. 67

2. 23

1.43

.07

.01

:a;>

23.60 •••• 27.58 °1

80. 00
32. 32

29.41
27. 57

d~ ······:03· ···--i:3i·1

1.31
2.99

1. 45

1. 76

76.92
31.25

2. 13

2. 22

;:.,.

• • •• • • • • • • t • • • • • • • • • .. I •••••••• • • i • ••• ••• ••• I •••••• •••• 1• ••• • • • • •• ! •••••••• • • I •••••••• •• I ••••••••• • 1• •••••••• I •••••••••

.19
3.03

.20
3.47

···.. iiol ··· ·i 05· r····r42· r····2: ii/I.····i 04· 1··· ··2: asl :: :::: :::r ····a: 45 r····: 60 l::: :: :: :1 ·· ··2: 56 ·1· ···a: 54 ·

.19
1.97

.02
.08

.02
.09

..... ·: 05·1·..... :05· 1· .... ·: G2- 1·..... :02· 1·.... ·: 01 ·1···· .. :iii ·1 ::::::: :: :i-·.... : 26 ·1·... ··: 002\:::: :: :: :1· ... ·: 01 ·1 · .... :24.

.02
.05

.01

. 01
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.01
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rzj
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General injuries:
.AdmiesionsOfficers . ........
Eulistecl .....•..
NoneffectiveOfficers ......••.
Enlisted ...••...
DischargesEnlisted ..•..•..
Den.tbsOfficers ....• .• ..
Enlisted ........
Injuri es to s pec ial
parts:
.AdmissionsOfficers ..•..•...
Enlisted . .......
N oneffeotiveOfficers . ..•••...
Enlisted ....... .
DischargesEnlisted . ..••...
DeathsOfficers .. ..•.•..
Enlisted .....•..
Total for diseases:
.AdmiAsionsOfficers ....•....
Enlisted ........
NoneffectiveOfficers . ......••
Enlisted .. ..••••
DischargesEnlisted ...•••••
DeathsOfficers ... .•.•••
Enlisted ........
Total for in.inries:
.AdmissionsOlli<'ers . ........
Enlisted ........
NoneffE>ctiveOfficers ... ......
Enlisted ........
D isch::u-gesEnlisted ...... . .
DeathsOtticers .........
Enlisted ••......

3.02
4. 21

2.88
4.14

............. ---···-··· ---····--4. 91
4.31
3. 01

..............

3.07
3. 79

................
2. 01 ------ --·
.15
---------.09
···:ii.
.06
.08
.04
.08
.06
.u
.10
.06 ········-·
.18
.01
.10 . .... --~
.04
--.. - ---------- ····-----.27 ............... ---------- ---------- ........... ----· .... --------..................
----··-···
---------66.
67
--------·.74
.. i:4s· ·····z:i37- ······:sii· ···T1ii· ·--·i:io· ·····:00·
.87
1.10
.98
.96

18.52
5.52

····-----4.40

31. 25
2.38

·····sjs·

4. 61

3. 00

9.51

29.41
3. 21

6.39

.07
.08

. 07 ..............
.07
.11

.07
.08

.03

.02

.03

.34
. 93

. 28
.85

70.59
266.44

69. 64 1
275. 22

61. 54
278. 06

63.15
227. 46

5.08
8. 57

4.95
8.61

3.82
9.46

6. 54
7.84

3. 06

3.15

2. 90

2.87

. 87
1.42

.34
. 92

1. 63

200. 00
240,98
13.89
7.99

55. 56
284. 78

90.91
257. 78

93. 75
255.56

76. 92
243. 75

.66
9.04

16.92
8. 79

34.65
10. 77

..... 7j5"

2. 72

2.94

2.30
3.84
.85 ................ ·······--· _____ , - -... ..............
1.59
1.30
1.46
.98
1.28

66. 67
1. 63

2.94

250. 00
237. 77

............... ------·-·
214. 63

288. 97

235. 30
223.15

12. 05
408. 52

I
1

71.52
239.15

I

1. 45

··••·· :12·

10. 95
7.43
4.26
1.07

---------- ..............
8.03
7.47

3.89

3.52

12.40
7.37

. 28
12.20

5.16
7. 87

Cl

2. 67

4.86

2. 71

Q

.................
3.52

. 59

1. 24

.89
1.45

00

~

t:::l

0

z
I

692.08
988. 25

683. 30
l , 043.43

758. 98
962. 05

863.15
810.10

1,018.18
907. 11

611.11
1,033.14

818. 18
886,08

656. 25
852. 38

1,230.77
893. 75

750. 00
807.14

----------

39.12
28. 98

37.40
30. 74

62.26
26.87

99. 99
24.67

56.84
23. 56

55.16
32.81

24. 64
26.55

36.02
25.64

18. 53
27. 82

15. 74
21. 63

............ .

13. 32

12. 98

14. 52

13. 20

12.46

18,87

13. 33

12. 50

12. 31

16. 53

8. 35
4.17

8.35
3.96

10.99
5.46

7.52
4.14

12.82
4. 26

13.33
4. 16

73.61
270. 65

72. 52
279. 36

61. 54
282. 97

63. 15
231. 77

200. 00
243. 99

74. 07
290. 30

90. 91
262.18

125. 00
257. 94

5.15
8.65

5. 02
8.68

3.82
9. 57

6. 54
7. 93

13.89
8.10

. 81
9.10

16. 92
8. 97

34. 73
10. 78

3. 00

2.87

2.30

3.84

3.09

3. 16

1. 21
2.35

1.13
2.31

.... -..... ............ ··-------- ............
2.40

2.46

1. 97

2. 24

Q

880. 00 1,676.47
228. 92
836. 93 1,049.43
821. 42 1,707.26
26. 21

204.12
30.89

89.62
23. 90

8.44
49.47

39. 61
25.04

13.33

10. 56

13. 66

20.04

12.02

--------- ···-------·-·---------------····--·
······--··
-------·------·-···
2.67
2.90
5. 55
7.04
3. 80
4. 40
5.17
1.47

2.99
133. 33
3.26

2.94

699. 46
850.14

.............
---------217. 63
298.48

226. 35

12. 05
414. 91

74.58
242. 93

7. 32

10. 95
7. 60

..... .......
----·-·--7.55
8.08

14.41
7.42

.28
12. 29

5. 23
7. 95

1.45

4.26

2.67

4.90

.............

3.89

3.52

264. 71

............ ----·----- ·········· .............. ............. ............ ...........
3. 73
2. 23
3.68
2.17
.56
5. 28
1. 78

z

t_:rj
~

~

r

8.48
4.13

260. 00
242. 37

76. 92
246.88

t_:rj

2. 74
1. 23
2. 37
O':)
~

01

TABLE

XVII.-Tlte relations of certain diseases and classes of disease to the several arms of the service, etc.-Continued.

0)
~

0)

Length of service (years).

Nativities.
Cause!I of Rdmis:coion to

siok roport.

Total.

-

United
States.

Ireland. Gerruany . England. Canada,.

Scandi- Scotland. SwitzerAustria.
navia.
land.

Denmark.

All
France. others.

Under
one.

One
and
over.

--- --- ------

----

~
tzj

GROUPED-Coo ti nned.

Totnl fornll onuses:
A dmissions755. 83
765. 69
Otlicers ..... ... .
Enlisted .... . ... 1,258.90 1, 322.79
N onotfoctive42.42
44. 27
Otlicers ... . .'....
89.42
37. 63
Enlisted ........
Dischnrge,1-

"'Ci
0
820. 51
1,245.02

926. 31
1,041.87

1, 218.18
1,151.10

685.18
1,323.44

909. 09
1, 148.27

781. 25
1,110.32

1,307.69
1,140.63

1,000.00
1,049.51

66. 08
86.44

106. 53
82. 60

70. 78
31. 66

55. 97
41. 91

41. 56
85.52

70. 75
86.42

18. 58
85.15

26.69
29.13

l•;nllsted .. ••••..

16. 40

16.15

17.52

16.07

14. 76

22. 71

16.82

DentbsOtllrers .... .•...
E nlisted . ...•••.

9. 56
6. 52

9. 48
6. 27

10. 99
7.86

7.52
6. 60

12. 82
6. 23

13. 33
6.40

ms. ss
8.43

15.44

13.76

20. 79

240. 96
774.04
880. 00 1,941.18
1,054.50 1,347.91 1,047.77 2,122.17 ], 093. 07

----·--···
83. 75
17. 21

204.12
38. 97
14.08

104. 03
31.32
16.88

8. 72
61. 76
24.94

.............. ---------- ---------- ............. ............. ..................
---------·
5.15
5. 07
6.40
6.11
12. 32
5.64
6.63

44. 84
32. 99
14. 76
9.71
6.50

~

8

0

>,:_j

8

~

tzj

00
tzj

Q
~

tzj

8
P>-

~

l<l

0

l'tj

~
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SURGEON-GENERAL.

XVIII.-Nuniber of white and colored applicants for enlistrnent physically exaniined du1·ing the year 1896, with the number accepted, rejected on primary examination, and
declined, and 1·atioa per tlwi1,sand.

TABLE

White.

...
Number.

Ratio per
1,000

white
examined.

Colored.
Number.

Ratioser
1,00

colored
examined.

Total.
per
Num- Ratio
1,000
ber. examined.

---- - - -

Examined •.••••••••••••••••.•.•••••••..••.... 13,535 1,000.00
Accepted ........................•.••...••••.. 7,986
590. 02
371. 04
Rejected on primaryexamination ..•••.••••••. 5,022
Declined .•......•.......•..•••••.••••.••••.••.
527
38. 94

1,124
668
426
30

1,000.00
594. 31
379. 00
26.69

-

14,659
8,654
5,448
557

-

1,000.00
590. 35
371.61)
38. 00

In addition to the foregoing, 60 Indians were examined, of whom 30 were enlisted as soldiers and 30

as scouts.
TABLE

XIX.-Nativity of white and negro 1·ecruits accepted dnring the yea1· 1896, with
,·atios pe1· thousand accepted.
White.
Nativity.

Colored.

Total.

per Num- Ratio per Num- Ratio per
Num- Ratio
1,000
1,000
1,000
ber. accepted.
ber. accepted.
ber. accepted.

- - - - - - --- -

United States ................................ .

::oi}!~~:::::
::: :::::::::::: ::: ::: :::::: ::::::
Wales ....... ................................ .

Ireland ...................................... .
Canada .............. ........ .... ............ .
Other British possessions .................... .
France ........ ......... ...................... .

5,835

- - - - -218
37
7

64a

itti!!; ~~~-~t~iea::::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :: ::::::

131
6
14
5
13
70
46
101
645
40
62
14
7
14
49
4
13
12

Total .................................. .

7,986

i~if
~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Denmark .................................... .

Norway ...................................... .
Sweden ........ . . .. .......................... .
Germany .... ................ ... ............. .
Switzerland .................................. .
.Austria. ...••..••...•...•..••.........••....•..
Bohemia ..•..••.•••..••.•.••.......••..••.••..

~(tl~!~1::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Russia. . ...................................... .
Finland ...................................... .

674. 26

--750. 87
-- -25.......... .......... - 218
20
663

76. 61

25. 20
4. 27
··········
. 81 ........... .............
...........
74. 30
2
15.14
. 23
. 69 ........ ...........
1. 62 .......... ..............
. 58 ........ ...........
...........
1. 50
8. 09 ......... ..........
5. 31 ......... .
11. 07 ........ ..........
74. 53 .......... ----·· ····
4. 62 .......... ...........
7.16 ..........
1.62 . ........ ...........
.81 ······-- ...... ....
1. 62 ........ ...........
5. 66 .. .......... ............
.46
..........
1. 50 ......... ..........
1..39
. 35

·· ···-·-

········

--··· ·····

.

··········

........

6,498

37
7
643
133
6
14
5
13
70
46
101
645
40
62
14
7
14
49
4
15

4.27
.81
1•.30
15.37
.69
l. 62
.58
1.50
8.09
li.31
11. 07
74. 53
4. 62
7. 16
1.62
. 81
1. 62
5. 66
.4.6
1. 50
], 74.

8,054

1,000.00

13

- - - - - - - ----- - ---2,156
249.13
Total foreign ........................... . 2,151
248. 55
. 58
5
922. 81

668

77.19
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XX.-(Jaitses of rejection on prima1·y examination among 14,659 1·ecruits physically
examined dm·ing the year 1896, with corresponding rntios pel' thousand of each ra~
exarwined.

TABLE

Nwuber examined .••.......••••••.•••••
Cause of rejootion.
Venereal diseases .. ....••....•.·••.•.....
Other infectious diseases ......•..•.....
Diseases of nutrition, general. .•........
Diseases of the nervous system ........•
Diseases of the digest,i ve svstem ......••
Diseases of the oirculatory system ......
Diseases of the respiratory organs ......
Diseases of the enito-urinary system ..
Diseases of the ymphatic system, ru..td
ductless glands ................... .. ...
Diseases ofthemuscies, bones, andjoints
Diseasos of the integument and subcutaneons conuellth-e tiRsue ............
Diseases of tuo eye .....................
Diseases of the ear .....................
Diseases of the nose ••••••..............
Hernia ...........••••••••.•.•...•....••.
Other injuries .•••••..••••....•.........
Over l10ight .•••••..•.•.••......••.•••••.
Under h ei!ht .•.•....•.•.•..•. . .........
Over weig t and obesity .•...•...... .. ..
Underweight ...........•.•.••.•••......
Imperfeot physique .. ..••.••..•..••. • ...
Mental insutlicieucy ...•••••..•••....•..

1

ii~~:;~::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::
Married, or having dependent relatives.
Illiteraoy .....................•.........
Imperfect knowledge of English .......
Reenlistment disapproved for various
reasons .................•..••.•.......
Character bad or don btful ......•.......
Referenoes, none or unsatisfactory ......
Aliens ............................••....
General unfitness and undesirable .•••••
No vacancies ..... ... .. ... ...•.••••••.• .
Unclassified ..••••••••••••••••.•••••..•.
Total .. • ...•••..••.••..•••••.••...

White, 13,535.

Colored, 1,124.

Total, 14,659.

Ratio
Number
Ratio
Number
Number
Ratio
rejected. perl,000. rcjeoted. perl,000, rejeoted. perl,000.
- -- - - - -16.10
236
40. 03
45
191
14.11
3. 27
48
7.12
2. 96
8
40
. 27
4
. 30 ............
4
. 48
7
. 89
1
6
.44
21.15
310
20.46
23
287
21. 20
30. 3ti
445
21. 35
24
421
31.10
1. 02
.8!)
15
1
1.03
14
33. 36
489
16. 90
19
470
34. 72
23
57
116
722
60
27
91
54
5
71

49
608
835
17
15
169
44
51
61
6
100
14.8
28
161
6
65
5,022

1. 70
4. 21

4
10

!)
8. 57
33
53. 34
4. 43 ....................
1. !)9
2
8
6. 72
4
3. 99
2
.37
9
5. 25
3
3.62
37
44.92
61. (i9
72
2
1.26
2
1.11
12.4!)
6
5
3. 25
36
3. 77
4.51 ··········

3. 56
8.90

27
67

1. 84
4. 57

8.01
29. 36

125
755
60
29
99
58
7
80
52
645
907

8.53
51. 50
4.09
1. 98
6. 75
3. 96
.48
5.46
3. 55

..............

1.78
7.12
3. 56
1. 78
8.01
2. 67
32. 92
6!. 05
1. 78
1. 78
5. 34
4.45
32.03 ·

----······

10

17
175
49
87
61

«.oo

61.87
1. 30
1.16
11.94
8. 34
5. 93
4.16
. 55
7. 37

12.45
19. 57
1.78

8
108
161
28
175
28
67

1. 91
11.94
1. 91
4.57

379. 00

5,448

371.65

.44
7. 39
10. 93
2. 07
11. 90
.44
4.80

2
8
13

1. 78
7.12
11. 56

14
22
2

371. 04 1

426

10. !18
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TABLE

XXI.-.Avm·age height, weight, and chest 1neasiwe of 8,654 recruits accepted
Average height (in inches).

Whole number accepted.

White.

White.
Total
white
Coland
]'orored.
col eign Total.
ored.
born.

Ago.

Native.

-- ---16 ••••••••••.•...•••••••.••.
17 .•••••.•••••••••••.••••••.
18 .••••• ·•·••• ·•••••·•••••••
19 ·••···••·•••·•·••••••···•·
Under 20 (average, 17).

23
11
5
5

2

24 •••••••
12 ··•····
1
8
1
7

44

7

51

20 .....•••• : ••.••..••••••.•.
21 .•••••••••••...•••.••..••.
22 ···••••·••••·•••···••·•••·
23 .•.•••••.••• •••••••••··•• ·
24 .•••••••.•••••••••••••.•••

3
1,584
696
472
525

1
174
120
82
138

20 to 24 (average, 22) ..

1
1
,3

Total
white
and

Col-

Native.

Forored.
eign Total.
born.

col-

ored.

--,- - - - - - - ---

2

241
12
9
8

65. 29
66. 98
66. 80
67.10

--53 66.09

4 ·•••••·
112
1,758
816
61
33
554
38
663

4
1,870
877
587
701

66. 75
67. 72
67. 67
67.86
6-7. 91

68.25
62. 25
66. 75
66.25

65.42 ··•••• · 65.42
66.58 ·•····· 66. 58
66. 78 66. 501 66. 75
66.86 65. 50 66. 69

66.18

66.10

67.25
67.10
67.04
67. 05
57.21

66. 88
67.66
67. 57
67. 74
67. 77

-3,280
--- - - ---- -- 515 3,795
244 4,039 67. 76 67.11

67.67

66. ooj 66. 10

··61~isl

-67.-;
-251 67. 65
1

25 ...••• ··••·•••••••··••••••
26 .••.•••••••••••.••.•.••...
27 ········•·•······••··•••••
28 .....•.••••.•••.••...•.•••
····•·· •••• •··•·••••••••••
29

399
449
282
257
163

137
197
142
132
122

536
646
424
389
285

44
48
36
28
19

580
694
460
417
304

25 to 29 (average, 26.7).

1,550

730

2,280

175

2,455

30 .•..•• ··•·••••••·• ..• •. : ..
31 .••.•••••••••••••••.•.•••.
32 ••···••••••••••••· .•••••••
33 ···•·••••••••••••· .. ••••··
34 ··•••••••·••·••••••··•••••
30 to 34 (average, 31. 7).
35
•·•·•••··•••··••••·•••·•••
36 ....•.••••••.•••••.•.•.•••
37 _.••••••••••• ·••••· ....••••
38 ••••••••••••..••••..••.•••
39 ..........................

103
106
81
73
46

79
96
85
56
56

182
202
166
129
102

409

372

781

--

89
112
104
77
58

5,835

2,151

7,986

67. 29 67. 59
67.16 67. 67
66. 821 67.12

67. 51
67. 71
67. 56
67.66
67.3li

67. 31
(>7. 56
67.15
67. 63
67.87

67. 58

67. 80

67.17\~

67.46

13

67. 7~
67. 70
67.69
67.86
67. 96

67.311 67.58
67.34 67.52
66.93 67.30
67.31 67.62
67.44 67.67

66.79
67.54
67.39
67. 75
66. 50

83

864

67. 77

67.25

67.52

67.24

67.50

67. 32
67.18
67.14
67.09
67.17

68.25
67. 29
66. 60
66. 84
67. 22

67. 20
6i. 09
67.05
67.18

67.55

67.36

67.54

---

41
53
45
32
29

67.221
67. 25 67. 72

194
231
189
1351
115

12
29
23
6

4.8
59
59
45
29

67.53

67.6!
67.93
67. 75
67. 93
67. 70

~t:

67. 571 67. 57
67. 20 67. 71
67.01 67.73

5
23
10
14
16

94
135
114
91
74

67.48
67. 29
67. 23
67.27
66. 93

67.13
67.06
67. 03
66. 84
67.41

668

8,654

67.71

67.13

==
67.53
67. 53
67. 31
67.62
67. 54

-- 67. 37

--- - - - - - - - - - - ---- --- --240
200
«o
68
508 67. 27 67.08 67.18 67.15 67.18
40 to 49 (average, 44.1) .•••••
265
245
510
85
595 67.19 66.97 67.09 67.83 67.19
50 and over (average, 52.8) .. •
47
82
129
11
uo 67.39 66.90 67.12 67. 20 67.13
16 and over (average,
35 to 39 (average, 36.1).

(27.1) ..•••••••.•••••
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SURGEON-GENERAL.
during the year 1896 (native white, 5,835; foreign-born white, £,151; colo1·ed, 668).
Average weight (in pounds).

Average cheat measure (in inches).
White.

White.

Native.

Colored.
Foreign
Total
Native.
Total.
Col- white
born.
Forored.
ancl
eign Total
colored. Ex- In- Ex- In- Ex- In• Ex- Inborn.
pira- apira- pira- apira- pira- apira pira- apiration. tion. tion. tion. tion. tion. tion. tion.

Total
white and
colored.
Ex- Inpira- apiration. tion.

- - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 117. 39 129. 00 117. 88 ....... 117. 88 30.66 33. 63 30.00 35.00 30.64 33.69 ......
30.64 33. 69
......... 31. 35 34.23
125. 64 103. 00 123. 75 .......... 123. 75 31. 55 34.48 29.25 31. 50 31. 35 34. 23 -····· ······
122.80 132. 67 126. 50 127. 00
138. 80 128. 50 135. 86 148. 00

126. 56 31.15 33. 95 33. 33 36. 08 31. 97 34. 75 32.00 34. 00 31. 97 34. 67
137. 38 33.40 36.40 32. 00 35. 63 38.00 36.18 82. 50 85.00 32. 94 36. 03

U2. 26 142. 24
143. 381 144. 06
145. 2t 144. 66
145. 71, 145. 73

142. 25
143. 64
145. 24
145. 80

--

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - -122. 50 126. 71 123. 08 137. 50 123. 62 31.25 34.19 31. 89 35.14 81. 84 34.32 32•.25 84.50 81. 37 34. 83
- - - - - -- - -- - -- - - --188. 83 138. 00 138. 25 ·---··· 138. 25 83.00 35. 92 86. 50 39. 50 83. 88 36. 81 ....... ....... 83.88 36.81

143. 47 , 143. 98
' 144. 00
145. 98
146. 98
148.19
148.09

146. 07
147.U
147. 87
147. 08
147. 23

142. 26
143.48
145. 13
145. 72

142. 20
145.80
147.21
147.16

143. 54 144. 55
144. 53
146.42
147. 28
147. 81
147.72

144. 89
152. 92
146.83
148.29
157. 68

146. 24 147.16 146. 53 149.42

33. 75 36.64 34. 03 36. 97 38. 78 36. 68
34. 00 36. 89 34.40 37. 24 84. 06 36. 94
34.18 37. 05
34.1~1 37. 01
59 37.
87. 28
67 34. 27 87. 28
84. "\
34.18 37.12 "·

----

33. 53
33.88
34.30
33. 78

36.01
36.48
36. 95
86.34

33. 77
34.04
84.19
84.24.

36.64
36. 91
37.05
37.19

------33. 71 86. 28 34.15 87.11

143.60 33. 93\ 36. 82 34. 32 37. 27 33. 98 36.89 33.76 311. 31 33.07 36. 85

"'·'l
14'1. 87
147. 24
147.84
148. 35

34.43
34.74
34.65
34.47\ 37.47 34. 81
34. 56, 37. 53 34. 68

34. 24.1 37. 20
'oo
34. 29 a1.oo
37. 28

37. 50
37.86
37. 75
37. 91
37.60

----

1

34.18
34.39
34. 41
34. 59
34. 61

37.18
37.40
37.44
37. 61
37. 56

34. 55
33.81l
34.28
34. 62

37. 27
36. 56
36.89
87. 28

3£.40
34.37
34.56
34.61

37. 39
37. 37
37. 57
87.54

146. 741 34. 28 37. 26 34.67 37. 74 84. 41 87. 41 34.16 86.82 34. 39 37. 37

149. 64
148. 70
149. 82
14.7. 2fi
152. 74

146. 54
140. 06
149. 01
152. lil
146. 95

148. 3ol 149. 75
148. 871 150. 93
149. 16 ]52. 96
149. 36 153. 88
149.56 154.46

148. 391 34. 74, 87. 74
149.13 34. 45 1 37. 36
149. 62 84. 50 87. 63
149. 54 84. 26 37. 30
150.11 84.. 691 37. 81

150. 08
150. 82
149. 02
151. 78
151. 84

149. 07
148.15
152. 69
150. 66
149. 24

149. 62
140. 80
150. 61
]51. 31
150. 29

150. 02
150. 26
150. 00
152. 00
150. 85

34. 76
34. 85
84. 90
35.88
34. 77

37. 84
38. 09
87. 87
38. 27
117.89

8!i. 75
34. 64
34. 75
84. 75
34. 78

37.78
37. 71
87. 75
37.72
87.85

34. 21
84. 09
84. 35
34. 02
85.12

37.13
36.01
37. 08
37.67
:J7. 71

84. 72
84.57
34. 70
34. 76
34. 78

37. 74
87.111
37. 66
87. 72
37.84,

85. 01
85. 02
85. 21
84.87
84. 81

88. 01
87. 97
88.17
87.88
87. 72

85.4.5
34. 58
38.48
35. 82
84,. 61

38. 45
37. 86
85. 90
38. 71
37. 06

85. 08
84.94
35.05
35.01
34. 76

88. 04
87. 87
37. 97
38. 01
87. 58

-- - - -- -- -- - - - - -- --- - --- - - 140.25 148. 66 148. 97 ]52. 05 149. 27 34. 541 87. 55 84. 91 87.98 34. 72 37. 76 34.40 37.15 84. 69 37. 70
157. 20
154. 06
143. 70
155. 7!l
152. 88

35. 211 37. 08
34. 881 37. 83
34. 83 37. 72
34.64 37.69
84. 78 87. 62

· --84.78 88. 05
85.17
85. 71
35. 18
84. 84

38.14
88. 76
88.14
37.82

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - 38.88 85.4.2 88. 29 85.49 88. 84 34. 86 37. 55 85. 40 88. 22

150. 85 149. 92 150.15 158. ]5

150. 50 84.. 88 87. 78 85.16 38. 21 85. 01 87. 98 84. 74. 87.48 34. 97 87.91

154. 29 152. 3G 153. 36 157. 80
157. 98 147.24 ]51.16 158. 09

158. 99 35. 56
151. 70 85.82 38.47 85.01 87. 74 35. 80 38. 00 35. 61 38. 39 85. 33 38. 04

145. 34 147. 441 145. 9~ 149. 52

146.l9 84.18 37. 09 34. 76 37. 77 84. 88 37. 28 34. 21 36. 85 84. 82 37. 24

I
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INTERNATIONAL TABLE

!.-Examination of recruits du1·ing the yea,· 1896.
White.

No.

Colored.

Total.

--1--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -1- - - - - - - - - 1
2
3

4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Total number of recruits examined............................. ..
Of ea.ch l , 000 of theseWere accepted for service.................................. ...
Were re,jected for under height .•• -...........................
Were rejected for disabilitiesj .•••••• ·-- ...... - •• ····-· ........
Of each 1,000 accepted recruit!! the heights were as follows (in
inches):

13,535

1,124

14,659

590. 02
5. 25
36!i. 79

594. 31
8. 01
370. 99

590. 35
5.46
366.19

65to66 ....... _........... --······ .. ··-···-··· .................
66to67 ... - ................................. - ...... .. ..........
67to68 ...................... ,-·······--····...................
68 to 69................................ . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .

130.35
171.80
187.45
165. 92

.II[H::::HH/H/l\\2/)\l/ . jf!- :::Ji···);
173.65
172.16
182.64
152. 69

~![i}\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\/\\\I\\\\\\)\l\\l\\\I ,~ ~

Causes of re,jection (exclusive of under height) expressed in
ratios per 1,000 of examined recruits:
Physical d11bility ···- ••. -· ...... ··-·· .......... _............. .
Tuberculosis of lungs or other organs . _.......... ........... .
Imperfect vision ............................................. .
Heart disease ............................. . ................. ..
Goiter .••....••••.•••••••••••. ···--··-··· ••••••••••••••••.•••.
Varicose veins, varicocele, hemorrhoids .• •• •••••••••••••••••.
Hernia .•••.• ·--········-········· ·· ··········· ......... . .... ..
l!'lat feet ..................................................... .

i ,~:;
.27

.30
2.29
51. 64
14.~6
.15
54.30
6. 72
3.99

2.52
49.87
14.46
. 20
51.65
6. 75
3.89

5.34
28.47
16. 90
.SU
19. 57
7.12
2.67

II.-MovenientB of Bick by depa1·tments. (a)

INTERNATIONAL 'rABLE

.

~

c<I

Cl)

~

7, 416
4,002
2,286
2,390
1, 620
2,892
1,440
1, 40,i
87

t
. 3·~

.s

~

i::i

.;

a5

~

~

~

~

Sick disposed of.

Admitted sick,

i
Department of the East .•••••••.•.•
Department of the Missouri. .......
Department of Dakota .••••• . ••••••
Department of the Platte ..........
Department of Texas ... . ..••••••••
Department of tho Colorado .••• •••.
D epartment of California ..........
D pa.rtment of the Columbia .......
General hoa11ital and at large •••••••

'!!)

13 ,
1 83
~~708
6.J,. 89
116. 25

oS i::i

.s'.
'de~
Q)~CI)

St, t

.

·.;

Cl)""'

rn o

~

''"'re,

e ..,m

re,

11:CI)

3 i
E-i
E-i
- - - - - - - -- --- - -- - - -261 9, 584 90,976
9,296 27
9,568
3,336
6,232
g.

]

0

0

0

E-,

E
p
Q)'d

~

0

~

E-,

E-,

'1:1

0

Cl)

~

..cl~ -

o;a

A

0

0

4,774 55,873
1,813 23, 796
2,912 29, 415
2,012 22, 065
a, 291 34,256
1,107 12, 576
1,269 14, 146
8,206
77

2,558
1,148
2,084
1,204
2,231
745
888
14.

4,776
1,821
2, 924
2, 014
3,329
1,119
1, 268
16

4,597
1,743
2,846
1,955
3,197
1,071
1,227
53

20
5
6
ll
12
3
1
1

157
65
60
46
82
33
41

The Army .•••.••••••••••••••• 23, 487T 9,m l 11,104

26,835

25, 985

86

768 26,839 291,309

2,21 8
673
840
810
1,098
374
380
2

23

A vernge days
In 1,000 of ruea.n strength. In 1,000 aiok disposed of. sicknes11 to each
person.

~~0

-·~-§
co "'

Departmen t ofth East .•.• ••••••..
Departm nt of the Miasonrl. ••••••
D partment of Dakota . ...•••••••••
D 1iartment of the Platte .. •••••••.
D pactment of Texas ... . ...... .. ..
Dep artment of the olorado .. .... .
D parlmen or California .... ......
D partm n of the olombia .•••.•
n ral ho pit.al and at larg
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1, 1113. 40
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32.89
35. 5
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24.02
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32. 31
298. 70

13. 96
10. 41
12. 31
13. 62
11.85
8. 73
10. 07
221. 78

11. 70
13. 13
10.10
10. 07
10.41
ll.36
1 l.15
100. 57
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12. 27
27. 23
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III.-Movenients of Bick by branches of military Bervice and by
monthB.
Absolute numbers.
Sick admisaions.
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ARM OF SERVICE,

Infantry .•.•..••••.. 11,930 12,735 8,145 12,835 12,422 22 1,067.48
Cavalry .. ..•...•••.. 5,679 7,496 4,552 7,376 7,138 .36 1,319.95
Artillery ....•••••... 3,631 4,876 3,352 4,932 4,791 17 1,342.88
495
Ortlnance ...•........
536
514
94
476
958. 96
5
440
667
604

:JN~!!1nei>;rl~e;;i
.All others ...........

601
317
296

547
207
207

601
300
300

592
281
285

.....
3
3

682. 73
801. 55
923.16
175. 37
1,365.91 1,243.18
475. 26
310. 34
342. 72
490.07

1. 84
6. 34
4.68
9. 33

.........
4. 50
4.97

967. 82 1. 71
967. 73 4.88
971.41 3.45
961.62 10.10
085. 03 .........
936. 67 10.00
950. 00 10.00

MONTH.

January .......•...• . 23,788
Fcbrnary ..••.•••••. 23,586
March .....•...•.... 23,721
April ............•.. 23,476
May ................ 23, 3!19
June . ....•........•. 23,212
July ............... . 2'.l, 431
August ............. 23,249
September ..•....... 23,671
October ............. 23,021
November .•• •..•.... 23,612
December ...•.••••.• 23, 710

2,450
2,192
2,287
2,139
2,238
2,152
2,426
2,670
2,273
1,906
1,954
2,142

1,700 2, 312 2,197 10
1,473 2,161 2,089
6
1,480 2,289 2,218
6
1,389 2,219 2,147
7
1,464 2, 293 2,212
7
1,250 2,073 2,022
3
1,373 2,322 2,250
6
1,576 2,722 2,651
3
1,320 2,270 2,208 11
1,290 2,006 2,021 12
1,340 1,884 1,833
6
1,449 2,198 2,137 10

103. 00
92.94
96.42
91.12
95.65
92. 71
103. 54
115.10
96.02
82. 70
82. 76
90.34

71.46
62.4.6
62. 39
59.17
62.57
53. 86
58. 60
67. 79
55. 76
56.04
56. 75
61.12

.42
.25
.21
.30
. 80
.13
.26
.13
.46
.52
.25
.,2

950. 26
966. 68
1168. 98
967. 55
964.. 68
975. 40
008. 99
973. 92
972. 00
964. 22
972. 93
972. 25

4.33
2. 78
2.18
3.15
8. 05
1.45
2.58
1. 10
4.85
5. 73
3.18
4.55
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In 1,000 of mean

',g

strength.
l~to1--------...J1
$

Garrison.

IV.-Movements of Bick by la1·get· garriBons.

a:, § Total Ad.mis§ ~ admi8• sions
a:, 111
•
to hos•

I

- - - - - - -- - ,'-~-

Adams, Fort, R. I. .... .
Apache, Fort, .Ariz .... .
Aasianiboine, Fort,
Mont ..•••...........
.Bayard, Fort, N. Mex ..
Clark, Fort, Tex ...... .
Columbus Barracks,
01.tio ....•............
Crook, Fort•, Nebr .•....
Custer, Fort, Mont .....
D . .A. Russell, Fort,
Wyo ........... ....•.
Douglas, Fort, Utah ... .
Grant, Fort, .Ariz ..... .
Hamilton, Fort, N. Y .. .
J'efferson Barracks, Mo
K ogh, Fort, Mont .....
Leavenworth, .For t,
l(an8 .... •.... ..... ..
Logan, Fort, Colo ..... .
Ma.cl i8on Barracks,
i.i . Y .......••..•.....
.McPherson, Fort, Ga . ..
:h'Cemle, Fort, . Dak . •..

"2
$

·

SlOnS.

ai

Garrison.

.cl

Al

pital.

Missoula, Fort, Mont.
Monroe, Fort,Va ..... .
Myer, Fort, Va ....... .
401 523. 34 425. 06 2. 46 Niobrara, Fort,Nebr . .
334 925. 15 826. 35 .•••.• Plattsburg Barracks,
N.Y ............... .
352 2, 028. 41 599. '3 ...••.
Presidio of San Fran443 1, 212. 19 1, 009. 03 4. 51
cisco, Cal ....•....•.
4711, 218. 68 704. 33 4. 25 Reno, ]'ort, Okla .•.•••
324 811. 73 629. 63 6.17 Riley, Fort, Kana ..••.
Robmson, Fort, Nebr.
439 1, 676. 541, 330. 30 •..••. Sam Houston, Fort,
482 983. 4.0 84.8. 55 6. 22
'l.'ex ................ .
2811, 192.17 761. 57 7.12 Sheridan, Fort, Ill . . . .
253 1, 106. 72 1, 051. 38 ..... Sherman, Fort, Idaho.
3271, 593. 271,162.08 15. 29 Sill, Fort, Okla . ...... .
2711, 011. 07 861. 62 7. 381 Snelling, Fort, Minn ..
Thomas, Fort, Ky .....
6721, 197. 92 733. 63 7. 44, Vancouver Barracks,
548 1, no. 581,239. 05 5. 47
Wash ..... ....... .. .
Washington Bar•
450 1, 048. 88 420. 00 6. 67
racka,D. C .....•..•.
5011, 019. 96 556. SP 11. 981 West Point, N. Y . .••.
433 1. 004. 62 792. 15 .•.•. · Willets Point, N. Y ...

269
312

962. 83
814.10

558. 90 .•••••
365. 38 ......

-I

I

·

In 1,000 of mean
strength.

~i,-------~§

i~
~

To~l ~~~s• ~
ad.mis• to hos• ~
alone. pital. A

258 651.16 546. 51
490 1, 612. 25 436. 73
265 2,362. 261, 841. 51
4781, 215. 481, 016. 74

7. 75
. ....
7. 55
6. 28

055. 01

562. 87 4.. 09

532 083. 08
334 895. 21
7801, 641. 03
357 1, 080. 81

825. 19 1. 88
326. 85 .....
717. 95 3. 85
691. 88 14. 01

489

613 807. 50 725. 94 16. 31
689 1, 091. 44 635. 70 4. 85
265 1, 011. 32 6.'10. 111 8. 77
3891, 097. 60 370.18 ]0. 28
455 l, 010. 90 659. 34 2. 20
4561, 471. 401,008.77 6. 58
532

847. 74

580. 83 3. 76

330 2, 366. 67 2, 290. 00 3. 08
330 1, 515. 15 1, 803. 03 . .•.•
889 1,069.41 987.15 .••••
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Alcoholismus acutus, including deli•
rium tremons.. .. •. . .. . . . ... . . . . . • .
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V.-Movements of sick, according to ntost iniportant diaeases.
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1-3

2, 8?1
7, 2ol

.
28. 81
• 18
61. 01 . . • • • • • .

970. ~3
4. 45
991. 66 . . •• • • • • • .

25. ~2
8. 34

4. 26
5. 04

! g~~i:~:!~:tt;;:_--···················
········7 ···--a!i·
···--ag· ···--og· :::::: :::::::: ···--ag· :::::::: ····222· ···i"w·· :::::::: ·i;ooo."oo· :::::::::: :::::::::: ····--s:22
DiphtheriaoLcroup..................
46
53
52 .••••• •••..••.
52
1
818
1.96 ••...•.. 1,0~0.00 •••••••••. ········:·
15.78
5

O lh-aentoria .... .• ..•••.. .. ... . . ... ••.
1
7 Erygipelna....... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•
1
8 i,·,•bris intermittens (malaria)........
7
9 Fobri,necurreus. .. ... ... .••••• .•.•..
6
10 Gonorrhrea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . .
78
11 lloruin........ •. ••• . • . .• •• •• . • . .•. . •.
12
12 Intiuem:n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6
2
13 I lnso!nti?~Ilitzsohlng,?ou~de~bale';lr)
1' l!emng1tiscerebro-spmahs ep1dem1ca .. . . •• . .
15 Morbilli . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•••... .•. • . . •.
2
4
16 · Parocitis epidemics..................
17 Puoumoniacrouposasivelobaris.....
6
18 RbN1111:1tismus urtioulorum. .. . . . . . . .
18

46
27
1,728
278
1, 264
'i4
846
28
1
240
68
46
289

49
28
1, 730
284
1, 342

276
1
39
12

298
1
50
14

?~

802

25
1
242
72
52
307

2
.•••••
3
. ••. • .
16
1
4
. •• • • •
58
•••• ••
16
1
14
••••••
1
•••• •• •••• •• . .
.•• • ••
18
••••••
3
5
2
1
26

47
2
508
26
2
502
1,720
10
8,656
280
4
5,033
1, 259
83 27, 682
71
15
4, 5~1
826
26
5, 8til
25 . ••. • •••
77
1 •••••••.
14
286
6
3,324
70
2
917
48
4
1,805
289
18 10,505

235
1
89
1 •• • • • • . . • . . . . .
5
3
82
5
2
6

275
28 11, 118
1 •••• •• . .
151
40
10
8,279
13
1
1, 101

4'5 ••••••

23
1, 704
275
1, 201
55
811
2,
1
228
67
41
262

2. 04
1.15
78. 86
11. 84
58. 82
8.15
86. 02
. 98
. 04
10. 22
2. 90
1.96
12. 81

. . . .•• •.
9o7. 45 ••••••.• •.
42. 5o .
. • . .• • • .
884. 62 ••• • • • • • • .
115. 88 j
• • • . •• . .
990. 70 . ••• • • • • • .
9. 30 :
. 04
982.14
3. 57
14. 29 :
. . •• •. •.
953. 98 . •• • • • • • . .
46. 07
. . • .• • • •
774. 65 ••• • . • . . • .
225. 8~ 1
. 04
981. 84
1. 21
16. 9:>
.••••• ..
960. 00 •••••• •• ..
40. 00
. •• • • • •• 1,000.00 .••• •• • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 1
... • •• . .
944. 92 • • • •••• •• •
55. 08 i
.•••• •• .
957.14 .•. . . . . •• .
42. 86 !1
.21
854.17
104.17
41.67
. 04
906. 57
3. •6
89. 97 1

I

ii

Syphilis . . •• • . . . . • • . .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
22
Truchoma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . .
Tuberculosis pulmonum.. ..... ......
11
Tuberculosis ceterorum organorum..
2

~

8

p::

0

40. 41
151. 00
81. 98
84. 60

~

~n;~~: !~:~r~:~!:i~~s:: ::::: ::: ::: ......~ .....~~~ .....~~: .....~~~ ....:~.......:·\· ...:~:......::...'.: ~~: ....~::'. .... :. ~~ ....~~:~.:~ ....:::·.~~ .....:~~ ~~ ......~:·.'.~

ar1ola ..............................................................
Morbi nuris. ... .. .•.. .. .... ... ••.....
7
188
145
125
Morbi conlis. ... •• . . . • . . . . . . .•• •• . . . .
8
88
96
47
Morl,i en tis..........................
37
1,888
1, 925
l, 846
:Morbi rnontis . • •• . • . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
4.0
1,409
1, 449
1, 329
a2 Morbi oculi . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13
344
357
330
83 Morbi systemat. urin. et soxual. (exol.
von. et syph .) .• . . • . . .• . . . . . .• . • . •• •
12
198
210
174

28
29
30
31

11. 75
. 04
854. 55
3. 64
141. 82
. 04 . . . . . . . . 1, 000. 00 . • • • . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . .
1. 66
.13
125. 00
75. 00
800. 00
• 51
. 09
884. 62
153. 85
461. 54

0

10. 81
19. 81
5. 03
17. 98
21. 99
64. 10
7. 10
8. 08
1,. 00
14. 08
18.10
27.19
36. 35

~~ ~~~~l~!~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ......:.......:. ······:· ...... :. :::::: :::::::: ...... :. :::::::: ..... ~~ ..... :~:. :::::::: .:·.~~~-.~~. :::::::::: :::::::::: .....:~-.~~
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14 ,
139
6
2,126
5. 88 ..•• •. . .
899. 28 .... . . . • •.
100. 72
15. 80
8
30 '\
85
11
3, 818
3. 75
• 34
552. 94
94.12
352. 94
44. 92
... •. .
35
1,881
44 15, 704
80. 39 . • • . . • ..
981. 39 . . . . . . . . . .
18. 61
8. 35
10
76 1 1,415
34 14, 114
59. 99
. 43
939. 22
7. 07
53. 71
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. . ••••
17 \
347
10
4, 352
14. 65 .••••••.
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12. 54
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7
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8. 43
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35. 53
81. 22
21. 09
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VI.-Adniissions of i?nportant diseases, by branche& of niilita1·y service.
Admissions per 1,000 of mean strPngth.

Absolute number of admissions.

No. I

Diseases of the international nosological table.
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--- ------ --- -----Alcobolismns acutus, including delirium tremens..
10
19
8
7
35. 46
12. 50
34. 98
18. 66
4a.18
11. 99
11. 59
:Bronchitis. ac_uta. ....... • ......................... • •
56
29
19
15
64. 46
60. 75
60. 86 104. 48
65. 91
28.49
24. 83
Cholera as1at1ca ....... ..........................•.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Cholera nostras................. •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14
8
38
6
3 • • . . . . . . • • • •• • . •
1.17
1. 41
10. 47 11. 19
6. 82 ............... .
Diphtheria et croup................................
34
8 . . . . • . . . . • • ••. . . . • • •. • • .
2
2
2. 85
1. 41 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3. 00
3. 31
Dysenteria ... .. ........... ....................... - .
15
18
10
3
1 • • • .. . . .
1
1. 26
3.17
2. 75
5. GO
2. 27 . . . . . • . .
1. 66
Erysipelas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12
8 1
3
2 . _......
2 ...... ..
1. 01
1. 41
. 83
3. 73 . . . . . . . .
3. 00 ....... .
Febris intermittens (malaria) ... .•• .••.... ... .. . .. .
274
488
711
34
138
49
29
22. 97
85. 93 195. 82
63. 44 313. 64
73. 46
48. 01
Febris reourreus..... .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ... . . .
74
116
54
7
9
8
10
6. 20
20. 43
14. 87
13. 06
20. 46
11. 99
16. 56
Gonorrhrea.................................... .. . . .
688
324
214
3
13
7
15
57. 67
57. 05
58. 94
5. 60
29. 55
10. 49
24. 83
Hernia.............................................
34
20
15
1
1
2
1
2. 85
3. 52
4. 13
1. 87
2. 27
3. 00
1. 66
Influenza............................................
345
279
150
24
u
15
22
28. 92 49.12 41. 31 44. 78
25. 00
22. 49
36. 42
Insolatio (Hitzschlag, coup de chaleur ).............
13
5
4 . . . . •. . .
1 . . . . . •. . . . . . •••.
1. 09
. 88
1. 10 . • • • . • . .
2. 27 ........••...•..

it ~~~txmt~i
~.~~~~·t,·~~·~~i~~~
Parotitis epidemica.................................

16
17
18
19
20

t s
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--423
71 I 127
769
345
221
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1
2
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:::::::: ······2·5 ······a·::::::::
18 . . . . . . . .
. . . .. . . .
1
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2
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11
154
56
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ii:a2· --io:14·
:::::::: --·4:55. ·--o:oo· :::::::: ~
z
4. 96 . . . . . . . . 11. 36 . . . . • . . .
66
3. 30
3. 73 ..............•.••.•....

10:i~ ..
3. 52
. 35
1. 76
1. 94
12. 91
9. 86

1.

Pneumonia crooposa sive lobaris..... ... . . . .. ......
12
2 . . . .. . . . . ... . .. . . . ... .. .
Rheumatism us articulorum . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . .. . . .
52
6
4
11
6
14. 32
11. 19
9. 09
16. 49
9. 93
Scarlatina........................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ... . . .. .... . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .
. 55 ......................•.........
Scorbutns ..................•........................................................•.............................. . ................................................

~~~~~::::: :: ::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: 13i2 ..... '1.~ ...... ~: ....... ~ ......:~ .......~ ....... ~.
:25 i~~=~~~~!i!~e~~g:u~!\;;g~~~;~~:::::::::::::::::
g
: .••..• '. . :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ...... i.
Typhus nbdominalis. ... .. .. .. . .. . . . ... . . . .••..... ..
66
55
17 . .•..... . . . .. ...
5
2

rn
C:1

~

~~

~~

~~

~

~

11:
.. :~: ... :~: .... ~: '.~. --~~:'.~ .... ~: ..... ::~~
1
2
::
i."66
5. 53
9. 68
4. 68 . • •.• •• . ••••••..
7. 50
3. 31

:M ...::~~. :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ....

:
28
29

i!~i~1':.~~~~.t~~~.~:i.~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::
.Morbi auris.. ... ... . . . . • .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ..
73
35
~
2
1
1
2
6.12
6.16
6. 61
3. 73
2. 27
1. 50
3. 31
.Morbi conliR.......... ... . . . ... . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .
51
18
16
1 ........
1
1
4. 28
3.17
4. 41
1. 87 • . . .. . . .
I. 50
1. 66
30 Mor bi outis ... ......... .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .
772
625
398
28
41
12
12
64. 72 110. 05 109. 61 52. 24 93.18 17. 99
19. 87
820
209
261
42
32
21
24 68. 74 36. 80
71. 89
78. 36
72. 74
31. 48
39. 74
81 Mol'bi men tis.......................................
192
92
47
5
3 •••.....
5
16.09
16.20
12.95
9.33
6.82 ....••..
8.28
32 Morbioonli ......................•..................
33 Morbisystemat.urin.etsexual.(exol.,en.etsyph.).
109
50
23
6
3
6
1
9.14
8.80
6.33
11,19
6.82
9.00
1.66

a:,
f.f::,.
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INTERNATIONAL TABLE

~

VII.-.A.dmissions of inip01·tant diseases by 'months (absolute numbers).

~

~

Admissions by months.
Diseases of the international nosological table.
No.
Apr. I May •.
Feb. I Mar.
Jan.
_,_ _________________________
1---•---1---

I June. I July.

Sept.

I A

Oct.

Nov. I Dec.

Alooholismns oontus, including delirium tremens...................
5!1
43
53
70
57
55
61
65
66
49
48
44
1 :Bronohitisaonta.
.•.•••••.••.. .•.. .... .. . ... ... ....••• ••...•.. ••..••.
277
176
173
98
73
52
61
48
84
106
130
176
2
llolera asiatica ...................................................................... - . • ..•. - • •.• • •. • • - •·. - ...................................•... - .•........••.....
8
holeranostras...................................................... ........ .••.....
1
1
3
8
27
12
10
1
5
1
5

'

6
7
8
9
10

11

12
13

u
u

~

IT

u
w
w
u

~
~

M
~

00

n

~
~
~

31

n
a

~:~Et~::·~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 'l '! ··· · ·~· ! ·····1 ·····1 ·····if ::::::•: ·····T ! ... J ·······g
Febris intermittens (mnlnria)..... .. .......... ......•.••............
Febris reourrens....... .. . . . . ... . . ... . . . ... . . . . . . . . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gonorrhrea. ... . . ....... ... .. ......... .. . . . .•....... .. . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .
Hernia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Influenza..................................... .......................

48
lO
110
7
152

26
3
91
6
159

60
2
86
9
151

97
9
84
7
83

134
14
100
4
64

200
13
92
5
9

ParotHis epidemica...... . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . • . • . . . . . . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • •
Pueumonin. crouposa sive lobaris.... .... .. .•. .•. . . . . . ..• . . . . .. ... . . .
Rbeum~tismusnrticulorum. .. . . . . . . .. ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . •• . •••• ..

35
7
31

13
8
20

11
6
31

2
6
24

1
1
35

1
1
17

243
33
125
6
2

357
102
110
8
14

257
57
109
7
4

180
21
102
4
11

41
4
120

80
10
135
5
40

6
157

1
3
14

3
7
16

~i;liNf~~~~~~~~;:~~!;~!~~~~!~~~~¥:: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :::::ii::::::~~: :::::i;: ····I .....a~·······~-·----~;----·•-:•::::::~::::::::: ::::::i: :::::::~
1 •••. . ••. . ••. . . . . . ••. •••.
1
3
1
2
25
20
31
25

~!~;Liif::::;;::)::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::)::: :::)i: ::::\ : : :~: :::::;t: :::::~: :::::~: :::::#: :::);: :::::~: :::): :::);: ::::::~
n erou os1s p monuro.................... .•• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . .
Tuberculosis ceterorum organorum............................ .. . . .

1
2
4 . •• . ••.

5

7

4

1

1

2

1
1

2

3

2

2

5

1

1

5

1~1~;~~;~~~:~~~~;; :/: : ;: ;\; ; ; ;:\)}!}rn : : :; : : : :;~: : : :;~: :::::;i: ::::) ::::::~: ;;;;:;:: :::::ij: :;:::)r :::::'.i: :::::} ;;;:;;;:
~~~~~ cutis_. • •··················· .......••••...............•.. .•....
Morb' men?S ···••· · · · ······ ·· •••••• ···· ·· •··••• ···••· ·•••••· • •·····
~ ocuh •·-······································ ················
Morb1 aystemat. nrin. et sexual. (excl. ven. et syph.). .. . ..••.. .•••..

144
124
31
15

119
115
23
23

146
115
49
12

133
132
27
16

184
117
28
14

169
137
32
12

1

193
115
36
20

210
128
25
21

174
107
23
17

189
129
25
16

144
04
26
18

133
96
19
14

~
t_,,j

""O
0
~

1-3
0

1-zj

1-3

l:I1
t_,,j

w
t_,,j
a
~
t_,,j

1-3

>~
~

0

1-:tj

~

~
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VIII.-Deaths according

to

years of se1·vice arid age.
Deaths.

Years of service.

Age11.

Causes of death.
Fil'styear.

Diseases ..••••••••.••.•••.•.••••••••••••.
Suiciclosa ...............................
Accidents and injuries .•••••.••.•••••••.

11
1
7

Total .•••••.••••••.••••••••••••••••

18

Second
year and
over.

Twentieth
to twentyfifth year.

Twenty8ixth to
thirtieth
year.

74

20
2
19

l3
1
9

52

39

22 1

64,

10

33

107 1

Thirtyfirst year
and over.

a Included in other classifications.

Respectfully submitted.
GEO.

M. STERNBERG-,

Surgeon-General, United States A.rm,y.

Hon.

RUSSELL

A. ALGER,
Secretary of War.

8
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF

THE PAYMASTER-GENERAL.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE,

P AYM.A.STER-GENER.A.L'S

l'Va,shington, September 28, 1897.

SIR: I have the honor to submit the following as the report of this
office for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1897:
July 1, 1896, officers of the Pay Department w re charo·e<l. with public
funds aggregatino-. _-· · - ---- ·--- ____________ ...•...•.... ____ ..... . $936,800.28
Durin o· fl cal year 1897 these officers re eiv dFrom th Unitccl tatcs Tr asury .......• __ ...................... . 13, 968, 600. 3f
From sol di rs' deposits .. ___ . _... ____ .... __ ... ___ .. _........ ____ _
535,392.64
184,936.77
Fl'Om army paymasters' ollections ...•••...••...•••..••••.. _.•..
Total balances and receipts ........•..•••..•.••. _.......... _•. 15,625,820.05
Accounted for as follows:
Expendecl on account of pay of the Army ..•••••...••••...••.•...... 13, 830, 331. 02
Expended on account of mileage to officers ... _.. _.... _..••......... _
122,079.31
Expend d on account of pay of Military Academy._ .•..•...........•
296, 74:3. 63
Expen<l.ed on account of volunteers (Treasury certificates). __ .... _.. .
4:58, 654:. 22
134:, 191. 81
urplns fund d posited to credit of United States Treasurer ....... .
Army paymasters' collections lepositcd to credit United tates
Treasur r ......... _.... __ . ____ .• _• ___ ... _..•• _•... _.....•. __ ..... .
184:., 936. 77
598,8 3.29
Balance charged officers June 30, 1897 ..•••..•.•.••••••.••••..•••. - Total . _... _. _.. ___ ..... _.. ___ . _..... ___ . _... . • . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 15, 625, 820. 05
Collectwns in favo1· of otltel' BuremtB of the War Depa1·tment.

CoJlections for the credit of appropriation for "Pay, tc., of the Army" .. $110,928.42
Collected and tnrned into th Tr a ury to credit ofQuartermaster's D partw nt . ___ .... ___ . __ ... __ .•••..... _....• _... 71,228. 71
Subsistence D partm . nt 1 _ •••••• _____ • __ •• __ •• ___ • ___ ••• _ . . . . . . . . . .
222. 70
Ordnan e D partment ..•••... _..... _. _.. _. _•.. . _•.... __ ....... - - - .
1, 593. 50
Medi al D partment ................ ____ .... ____________ ...... ---12.40
fileag to officers ............ ____ .... ____ .......•......•...... --··
576.95
MiF.cellan ous r ceipts ... _...... _•.•.... _.....•.•...•••.••..... - . . .
374-. 09

----184.,936.77

1 Collections on a
onnt of , nbsistenc D partm nt were forth .r made for crN1it
salN1 to onlistc<l m n an<l at on ·o turn •<.1. over to th ommis ary at tho r pc ·tive
st. tious; the amount thus collect dis not in •luuod in the abov statement.

G51
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SOLDIERS' DEPOSI'l'S.
Recapitulation of Boldim·B' deposits.
Fiscal year.

Number
of deposits.

1873 ...................... ··•••·••··
1874 .•••••. ••·••••••··•••• .•••••.••.
1875 .•••.•.• ·••••••• ••••••••••••.••.
1876 .•••....••..•.•. ··•••· .•.••...•.

!§:::iii:::;);:):::: U!
1881 .•••••. ••··••·•• .••••.

8, 9-!2

1884 ................ ·••••·
1885 . . • • . • . • • . . • • • • • . • . . . .

7,114
7,033

m~ :::::: :::::::::::::::: ;:~g~

.A.mount
deposited.
$209, 850. 38
346,609.56
825,255.80
4.35, 912. 68
828,585.05
846,243.94
470,770.38
477,174.44
524., 112. 72
448,501.83
407,544.68
389,207.55
427,617.96

Fiscal year.

1886 ·•••••••••••••• • •••••
1887 •••·••••••••••••••••·
1888 ·-···················
1889 •.....•••.•.•••.•..•.
1890 •••••••••••·•···•••··
1891 .................... .
1892 .................... .
1898 .•••••.. ••·•••· ..... .
1894 .......... : .•.•••••••
1895 .................... .
1896 .................... .
1897 ················"···

umber
of de•
posits.
7,261
6,889
7,409
7, 892
7,634
6,790
5,570
5,870
5,914
6,284
8,778
17,878

.A.mount
deposited.
$469,031.55
436,574.98
886,944.10
383, 798.34
395,128.82
403,473.15
334,464.70
282, 248.04
361,830.76
318,270.73
420,338.87
535,392.64

From the above it will be observed that while there is an increa e of
about 27 per cent in the amount deposited during the fiscal year 1 97,
as compared with fiscal year 1896, the number of depositors has al o
increased over 100 per cent, showing an economic thrift on the part of
a larger number of the enlisted men, which usually indicates a more
faithful class of soldiers.
During the fiscal year, $335,911.67 was paid on account of soldiers'
deposits to men mustered out of service, leaving a credit to" Pay, etc.,
of the Army, 1897," of $199,480.97.
MILE.A.GE.

Disbwrsem,ents, 189'7 app1'0p1'iation,

f1·011i

July 1, 1896, to Jnne 30, 1897.

Change of station ...........•........ __ .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . $51, 060. 19
Insp tion of the Army:
By offi.c rs of A.djutant-Goneral's D partmont . . . . . . . . . . . . . $427. 65
By offi.c rs of In p tor- n ral' Department ............. 5, 471. 03
By officers of Quart 'rma ter' Departm nt ................ 2, 079. 68
By ofil 1· of Sub ist nco D pn,rtment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
769. 05
By offi r of Medical
partment ........................ 1,117.72
By offi<" r . of Pay DcpartmPnt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • . .
234.. 7
By oflic r . of i rnal orps....... ................... .. . . . .
701. !
By th
<·11 ral 'ommancling tl1 Army and th gen rals
c·ommmHling the H v ral mil1hiry d partroents, a companied hy th ir a.id . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 3, 914. 6
By offic r of th Ordnan
partmcnt ................... 4,767.43
All oth •r ilvp tions of th Army.. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 190. 6
Total for in p ·tion of the Army ..........................•....•. 25 674. 5
6~3. 6-1
Europe. n travel ....................... ....... ... ..................•.. .
Rec·ruitin g duty ...................................................... • 1 403.90
B arc1 of xamination to e.·amin offic· rs for promotion ...•..... ...... 14 3 . 7
R tiring hoar<lHand ofli • rs r tir <1 ancl orclere<l h m .........•........ 5,576.62
2, 10 .
In pec·tion arnl in. truc·tion of national guard ..........•................
2,952.21
Trav<•l of g<'nnt 1 offic·c-rs , nd th ir ai<l:, othPr than for in, p rti n ..... .
'ourt. -tnartial-to , 11,1 fr u1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 6,-112.
765.25
P ym ·ut of troo1,.· .. .••..•••••..••••. ..••.• .•.••.•..•...••••..•.•.. . ...
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Medical boards ..•••..••••..••••••...•........•.....••••..•••...•••.•••
Boards of survey ..........••.............................. : ........... .
Treasurer and professors Military Academy (Military Academy duty) .. .
Attending funerals of officers and other deceased officials .•.•...........
Instructions of Secretary of War ( confidential duty) ...••...•.•........

$839.16
27.52
227.45
170.82
5,074.82

Total ...•..........•••..........•........•..•......•.... ·_.. . . . . . . 117, 214. 02

By the act making appropriations for the support of the Army for
the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1898, the Pay Department was restricted
to the payment of 4 cents per mile to officers traveling on duty
without troops, transportation in kind to be furnished by the Quartermaster's Department, being substituted for the travel expenses theretofore paid by the officers themselves and reimbursed them by the Pay
Department.
There still remains due officers a considerable sum in the aggregate
on account of fares paid by them over "50 per cent" railroads, under
the laws relating to land-grant and bond-aided railroads, as construed
by the War Department and concurred in by the accounting officers of
the Treasury until July 31, 1896, on which date the Comptroller of the
Trea ury decided that but 50 per cent of the cost of a travel fare ticket
over land-grant roads, which had not received aid in bonds of the United
States, would be admitted in the settlement of mileage accounts and proceeded to disallow against paymasters 50 per cent of such fares paid
after the date stated.
Paymasters :finding these sums disallowed in their accounts, declined
to reimburse officers to a greater amount than would be allowed by
the accounting officers of the Treasury, and as tu.e Quartermaster's
Department declined to furnjsh the officers with transportation requests,
they were compelled in carrying out their orders to pay from their private means sums for which, under the decision of the omptroller, they
could not obtain reimbursement. .An effort was made to obtain remedial
legislation, as will appear from the following correspondence:
\VAR DEPARTMENT, PAYMASTER-GENERAL'

0I•'FICE,

Washington, D. C., March 29, 1897.
IR: As a measure of relief to those officers traveling on duty under orders, who,
havino- paid full fare over what are known as "50 per cent railroads" have, under
decision of the Comptroller of the Treasmy, been reimbursed only one-half of the
amount so paid; and also for the relief of paymasters who have paicl ofil ers so traveling the full amount of the fares paid by them over the milroads referr ·d to, and
have had one-half thereof disaJlowed by the Auditor for the War Departm nt under
aid decision of the Comptroller, it is recommended that legislation be requested as
follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That until the act making appropriations for the support of the
Army for the fiscal year 1898 goes into effect, the Quartermaster's D p artment is
hereby authorized to furnish transportation requests to officers travelin r on duty
under orders over wha,t ar known as 50 per cent railroads; tbe co t of uch transportation to be reimbursed to tL Quartermaster's Department from the a ppropri~ttion known as "1\lile:tge to officers tr:weling withont troops": A.ncl prol'ided, Tl.tat
offic •r who, b y reason of the decision of the a ·counting officers of the Treasury,
have been compelled .to p,ty from their own means one-half of the cost of their
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travel fare over said 50 per cent raih·oad.s, sh all be reimbursed the same by the Pay
Department, and paymasters against whom disallowances have been made by tho
accounting officers of the Treasury under such decision shall have the amounts so
disallowed passed to their credit.
T. H. S TANTON,
Very respectfully,
Paymastet-Gene1·al, United States Army.
The SECRETARY 0 °F w AR.
(Through Adjutant-General, United States Army.)
WAR DEPARTMENT,

Waahington, May 10, 1897.
Sm: I h r.we the honor to transmit herewith copy of letter from the PaymasterGeneral of the Army, recommending that legislation be requested to authorize the
Quartermaster's Department to furnish transportation requests to officers traveling
on duty over "50 per cent" railroads; ancl further, that amounts already paid l)y
officers on that account be reimbursed them by the Pay Department; also submitting
draft of the proposed act.
The question of removal of disallowance was referred to the Comptroller of the
Treasury, who closes his decision as follows:
'' I can not, therefore, auction the removal of the disallowances without some
additional legislation by Congress similar to that found in the proviso of the draft
proposed by the Paymaster-General."
It is believed the legislation suggested by the Paymaster-General will provide the
desirecl remedy.
Very respectfully,
R. A. ALGER, Secretary of War.
The PRESIDENT UNITED STATES SENATE.

It is hoped the legislation requested may be had during the coming
session of Congress.
DEFICIBNCIES.

It has been found that the appropriation of $12,963,512.73 for "Pay,
etc., of the Army, 1897," i inadequate to meet the payments. On
December 1, 1896, it was thought that $200,000 would cover the shortage, but owing to the fact that the present condition are so different
on account of new methods of payment under acts of February 12 1895,
and March 16, 1896, a close e timate could not be made, and it was not
until the June account had been rendered that an estimate could be
made with any degree of certainty.
During th twelv months ndino- Jun 30, 1897, there was di. bur ed
on a ·cotm of 1my ct·., of the .Army, 1 97 ....•........... ........ $13,100,192.09
E ·timat d amount rcquir cl to ·olllplete disbnr. m nt after July 1
1897 .••••..•••••.••.•.•••••...•••...•....•••••.•• _.. . • • • • . . . . . . . .
10, 000. 00
Total 1·equired ................... _... _..... _.... __ .. . . . . . . . . . 13, 910, 192. 09
.Amount appropriated ............................... $12, 963, 512. 73
efi.ci ncy ~ ppropriat d . - . - ......•..... .••...•.••. _
200, 52 . 90
R ·<•iv d fr m s ldi r ' deposit. . - ......... ..... _...
535, 392. 64.
R ceived from pur ·ha
f solcli r ' di. ·barg •.. ___ ..
8, 16 . 00
Recei v ·d from ·oll ·ctions ........................ _. .
106, 6 1. 37
13,

ulau,·e 1· 1uir d ........................................... .

PAYMASTER-GENERAL.
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The estimate submitted by this department for the fiscal year 1897
was $13,403,464.63, which, if allowed, with amounts derived from other
sources, would have been sufficient to meet the payments to the Army
for the fiscal year.
The amount appropriated for pay, etc., of the Army for 1898, is
$13,048, 954.30. .As the amount necessary to pay the .Army in full for
the year will doubtless equal the disbursements for the past fiscal year,
there will be a probable deficiency for 1898 of about $450,000.
The e timates for the .fiscal year 1899 for pay, etc., of the .Army, have
been carefully made, and it is desired that the full amount requested
be allowed, as this Department should not be required to depend upon
the uncertainties of a surplus of soldiers' deposits or accumulations
from collections to make the payments to the Army. In fact, for the
fiscal year 1899 it is expected that the soldiers' deposits will hardly
meet the repayments, as a large proportion of the enlisted force of the
Army will go out of service, it being the end of two enlistment periods,
and the repayment of deposits will, it is thought, fully equal the
deposits.
It is a source of regret to this office that each year it is found necessary to report a deficiency in the appropriation for the support of
the .Army. .A comparison of the amount estimated as necessary to
pay the .Army with the amount actually di bursed will show that the
excess of the estimates over the disbursements scarcely e ceeds 1 per
cent, which is not enough margin to provide such a working balance that
paymasters in one department shall not be compelled to defer payment
of part of the troops until funds can be transferred from some other
department in which there may be a small surplus.
The estimates being carefully made, based on the known number of
officers and enlisted men authorized by law (the only uncertain quantities being the amounts which may be required to pay for clothing,
travel pay, service pay, and deposits of enlisted men, which items are,
however, closely approximated by averaging the payment for a series
of years), should not be reduced when the entire sum asked for scarcely
affords such a working balance as to enable the Army to be I aid
promptly and in full.
MONTHLY P AYMEN1'S AND SYSTEM OF PAYMENTS .

.All the military posts in the country have been paid monthly during
the year, and with reasonable promptne s. · The officers of this Department bave performed their duties intelligently, zealously, and with due
re ard to tbe interests of the Army and the Governmeut. Their labors
have been largely increased under the pre ent method of ayment,
while no corre ponding benefit to the service bas accrued. Payment
by the paymaster in per on is far more satisfactory to the troop and
prevents v xatiou delays to which the paymaster is now ubj cted in
the rendition of hi account . Under the former system, which has
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been in existence since 1838, errors in muster rolls and in calculations of pay could be corrected at the pay table, while under the present system they can not. Another very serious objection to the present
system is the absence of provision for the protection of the paymaster.
He is a bonded officer, yet is required to turn over the public funds
to several nonbonded officers, through whose hands the funds must
pass before reaching the troops.
It is believed that if this fact were generally known paymasters
would have much difficulty in procuring bond, either from individuals
or from security companies. The responsibility of the paymaster and
his bondsmen, as well as the opinions of those who have no responsibility for the public funds which they distribute, should be considered
in connection with this question.
Satisfactory as the system may be in its working under the control of
nonbonded officers, there are few instances in which it is preferred to
the old system .
.A. DISBURSING SYSTEM FOR THE ARMY.

In the efforts made from year to year to bring the Army to as nearly
a perfect organization as possible, the thorough and successful working
of the supply departments is a matter of great importance. The time
would seem to have arrived when a change from present method of
disbursing the appropriations for the Army should be earnestly considered. The attention of the honorable Secretary of War is therefore
respectfully invited to the 11ecessity of having one general disbur ing
department for the Army. At present the appropriations for the support of the military establishment are divided among- the several taff
corps. To simplify the duties of all the staff corps, the disbur emeut
of the various appropriations should be confined to one department,
having a corps of officers commissioned and bonded for this pecific
duty, under order and regulations to be pre cribed by the Pre ident
and ecretary of War. At present there is no uniformity in tlle matter
of bonding officer who are intrusted with public fund . The officer of
the Quarterma ter's, Sub i tence, and Pay department are re 1uired
to be bonded, while officer of the Corp of Eno'ineer and of th Ordnance Department are not o required.
Fund are turned ov r, under present regulation , by the bonded
officer. of the Pay D partment to nonbond d officer, of the line for di tribution to the troop .
uch irregularitie would be impo ibl if th
entire appr priation for th upport of the rmy and for all militar
purpo e what o v r, wer pla ·ed under th ·ontr 1 of one di bur ing
bur au.
bi , y tern pr vail in ome of th 'Teat armi
f Euro1
and m
' with th
r ng approv 1 of many offic r of experi n · and
·

d then
ur em
d of Con
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CLERKS TO ARMY PAYMASTERS.

I desire to call attention to a meritorious class of employees, whose
duties require ability and faithfulness beyond the average, and who are
the trusted and confidential assistants of bonded officers disbursing
more than $13,000,000 per annum. I refer to the clerks of army paymasters, who, formerly selActed by the paymasters themselves because
of known ability and integrity, are now appointable only under the
rules of the civil service.
Their duties are arduous and responsible; but under present laws
there is no opportunity for promotion or ad van cement sueh as is
afforded to civil employees in other branches of the military service,
who may receive as high as $1,800 per aunum.
A paymaster's clerk occupies a close confidential relation to the paymaster; and as the latter is charged with the disbursement of large
sums of public money, he naturally prefers to have a clerk in whose
honesty and integrity, as well as ability, he has the utmost confidence.
I have the honor to recommend, therefore, that the selection of their
clerks be left with the paymasters themselves, subject to the approval
of the Secretary of War, and not ubject to the rules of the civil service; alld, further, to place them on au equality as to pay with clerks in
other branches of the military and civil service, that they be granted
an increase in pay for each five years' service not to exceed 1,800 per
annum.
PERSONNEL.

Since date of last annual report, one paymaster, Col. J.P. Cauby,
assi ·tant paymaster-general, having reached the age limit, was placed
on the retired list to date January 7, 1897. By his retirement Lieut.
Col. G. W. Uandee, deputy paymaster-general, was promoted to colonel,
assistant paymaster-general, and Maj. A. E. Bates was promoted to
lieutenant-colonel, deputy paymaster-general. Two paymasters have
been appointed, both from the Army: Maj. A. H. Jack 'On from captain, Seventh Infantry, and Maj. John L. Bullis from captain, Twentyfourth Infantry. Maj. J. W. Wham remains under suspension.
Very respectfully,
T. H. STANTON,
Paymaster-General, UnUed States Army.
The SECRETARY OF WAR.
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showing the 11umbcr of ]Jay t1·ips made, nmnbe1· of days consimied in t?-avel, posts paid, and arnount of field and office disbursements rnade
by each disbursing officer of the Pay Depa1·tment, Unitecl States Arrny, d1wing the fiscal yea1· ending June 30, 1897.
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.
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Statement, by approp1·iatio118, of approved and suspended disbm·senients in pay-masters' accounts during the fiscal year ending Jnne 30, 1897, showing also
bala,we of suspensions 1·tmiaining Jnne 30, 1896, 1·enwred during the fiscal year, ancl the balance 1·emai11ing June 30, 1897.
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Disbursements.
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Title of appropriations.

ApproYecl.

Total.
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P~'°' of the A~my, 1897 ... _. .... ·.· .....................••••••....... •·. .. $13,106,145. 03 $13, 100,192. 09
$4, 952.94
110,728.85
no, 328.11
400. 74
M1)enge t!).oltic~rs tra,e~ng without troops, 1897 ............ • • • • ... . ..
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Statcmnit slto1dng the balance in the ltands of each disbursing officer of the Pay Depa1·tme11t, United States Anny, on the 1st of July, 1896 • the amount
·emitted to cachf1·01n tlte r:11ite<l States Treasury, or turned ot1e1· by other agmits du1·ing thejiscal year ending June 30, 1897; the amon.:its acconntecl
.'or by accounts and rouchers of c1 1Jenditures, or by tran8fer 01· replacenient in the Treasw·y, and the balance remaining in the hands of paymaste1·s
·10 be acao1mtedfor in tlte next fiscal year.
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41,507.57 , 38,261.99 1 8, 154.09 1 3, 324,899. 51 1 22,000.00
2,407.38
27,350.38 15,188.51
2,846.42
714,946.93
73,636.08
8,954.47
6, 026.98
720,291.00 17,725.96

'\\'ilson, C. I ......... I 66,800.82
524,690.36
42,150.91
:.L'ownr, A. S.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
725,000.00
86,402. 50
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29,291.18
330,000.00
150,012.00
8nifft111, C. C........ .. ... . .. . . . . . . .
337,000.00
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61,079.10 1 687, 000. 00
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736,000.00
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40,802.92
873,000.00
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Witcher, J. 8 . . . . . . . .
3, 27i. 41
280, 000. 00
233,230.87
Whipple, c '. H.......
15,333.66
82,000.00
369, 147. 13
Comeg~ ~. W. II......
78,882.58
190,000. 00
534, 221. 10
'l'nckt•r, W. F........
6, 518. 65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35-!, 150. 00
Mullh•nberg, J.C....
95,655.57 1,713,000.00
76,905.04
:Smith , U. R..........
75, i58. 96 .............. 1,010,000.00
Baker, ,T. r ..................................... · 1 276, 305. 39
Hult'ortl, E. W........
37. 087. 81
28i, 000. 00
102, 6-10. 70
Humnur, ·w. H. ......
47, 3t!7. 81
135,000.00
2 10, 773.98

350. oo
922.15
634,923. 24
7, 254. 91
849, 326. 09
30, 668. 68
20,100.10
7,055.93
536,459.21
19,955. 26
7,243. 57
723,234.92
36,261.41 17,348.65
885,183.48
23,912.00
7,326. 27
843,119.62
34, 878. 67 18, 612. 18 1, 183, 169. 40
23, 242. 25
4, 480. 96
544, 231. 49
22, 894. oo
9, 102. 10
498, 478. 39
30, 562. 09 12, 645. 81
846, 311. 58
30,883.07
8, 46i. 92
400,019.64
13, 113. 38 10,125.20 1, 908, 799. 19
23, 632. 89 1 12, 852. 97 1 1, 122, 244. 82
13,915.13
3,682. 64
293,903.16
27, -114. 68
6,726.73
461,778.92
:16, 783. 90 10, 248. 24
479, 104. 02

I

I 7,625.55
15, 965. 07
. . . . . .•• . . .
19.12
1,465.00
. •. •. . . . ••.
3, 850. 00
1, 830. 67
713. 78
.. . . . ... . . .
. . . .. .. .. . .
20, 442. 39
345. 08
...........
5,353.47
I 3, 146. 99

8. 154. 09 1. 616, 427. 97 1. 666, 087. 55
2,846.42
392,987.18
27(1, 617. 07
6, 026. 98 1 439, 945, 20 1 233, 110. 48

922. 15
7, 254. 91
7,055.93
7, 243. 57
17,348.65
7,326.27
18, 612. 18
4, 480. 96
9, 102. 10
12, 645. 81
8,467.92
10, 125. 20
12, 852. 97
3,682. 64
6,726.73
10, 248. 24

503,417.54
462,590.91
507,525.67
567,255.47
753,503.07
587,901.51
983,596.05
461,309.38
364,951.32
-678, 790. 66
357,470.30
1,637,097.99
1, 039, 070. 33
234,749.10
375, 532. 57 I
434, 389. 77 ,

33,220.41
349,170.58
8,132.79
106,719.20
112,866.76
238,516.29
169,264.58
56, 9.10. 43
96,094.04
126,746.36
31,242.88
188,299.29
36,901.47
68,687.56
31,409. 02

I

12, 229. 90
46,088.88
23, 482. 38

89,737.59
14,344.62
13. 744. 82
41; 997. 56
9,375.55
7,846. 59
19,670.05
27,616.55
28,128.75
2,838.54
52,834.32
60,976. 4-4
18,569.95
5,478.59

I

3, 324, 899. 51
714,946.93
720, 291. 00

634,923.24
849,326.09
536,459.21
723,234.92
885,183.48
843,119. 62
1, 183, 169. 40
544,231.49
498,478.39
846,311.58
400,019.64
1, 908, 799, 19
1, 122, 244. 82
293,903.16
461,778.92
479,194.02
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Kilbourne, C. E......
31,836.70
35,000.00
Jnokson, ..l. H. d . .... . . . . . . . . ... . .
103. 000. 00
Bullis, J. L. e •••.•••. ••••••.••••...••••••••••••.

24, 369. oa
15, 698. 08

I 2,5, 789.
36
658. 62

2,719.82

37,797.27
11,709.63
4,516.43

12.25

361,995.12
174,328.40
6,618.05

,vhnm,J. W.f.................... ··············
Acting paymaster.

I

Maus,M.P.q ....... .

........... !

3,000.00

Total ........•. , 936,800.28 181 968,690.36 ,5, 160, 075.73 1535, 392. 64 :184, 936. 77 20,785,895.78
1

a Retired January 7, 1897.
b Promoted colonel January 7, 1897.

1

cPromoted lieutenant•colonelJanuary 7, 1897.
dAppointed November, 1896.

3,000.00

1134, 191. 81 1184, 936. 77

I

3,000.00

,14, 707,808.18 15,160,075.73 :598, 883. 29 20, 785,895. 78

e.A.ppointed February 5, 1897.
/ Suspended April 8, 1895 .

g On foreign service.
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tatement of the account of the Pay Departnicnt, Un-ited Stales Arniy, with the
In accouut with the Treasury.

T

..A.mount
Balance in ofappropriaUnex•
Pa7mastho 'l'reas•
tions
pended bal• ters collecuryJuly 1, and transfer
unces
tions
1896.
warrants.
deposited. deposited.

Appropriations.

Pay, etc., of th~ Army, 1397 .........................
Pay of Military .Academy, 1897 ... J..... . .. . . . ......
Mileage to officers tra~eling ·without
troops, 1897 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ppay, eftcM.,?l~tthe .A.Army, 1896 .... ......... $24,082.86
ay o
11
cademy, 1896......... 14, 796. 47
Mileage to officers traveling without
P troops, 18f~6t........................... 27,627.41
ay, etc., o he ..A.rmi;, 1895.............
2,577.46
of Military .Aca emy, 1895.........
7,349.27

arr

PaL

Mil~~i~.
ril~.~~~~. ~~~~~:~~ ~. ~~i~~.~~~.
Pay, etc., of the Army, 1894 and prior
1

$12,963,512.73 ............ $99,749.25
$52. 59
303, 482.61 ................ •· •··· ·· · · .. ····
_
553 _28
140, 000. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . .
267. 97
147 47
.............. $125, 008.
810. .
. . . .. . . . . . . . . .
.
447 _02
. . . . . . . .. . . . . .
442.
~~- ~~
2 36
1, 0 • •
. . . .. . ..... .. .
304.
..................................•... ··· .......

~g ...'.'.~~~::~ ...........

~i

1, 295. 56 1.............................•.•. --- -- -. -•· · .. · ·

years ...... .. ....... ... ........ .. ........... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

pt~ta~d p~1! ~~~~~ r.~~~ -~~~~~~~~. :
8

0

Repaymentsin
settlement o!'
accounts.

•
3, 544. 73

1, 228. 63

. . • • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . _...... • • • • • • • • • . • •

Bounty to Fifteenth and Sixteenth
Missouri Cavalry Volunteers .................... .
Extra Jmy to officers and men who
served in Mexican war . . ......... ...... ......... .
Three months' pay, proper ......................... .

78· 60
·150. 38

66.66
980. 00
2, 191.10

:::::::::::: ::::::::::-- ------- 7\

CERTIFIED CLAil\1S.

Pay, etc., of the Army......................
738. 95 ___ ..................... ----·- -··· -- ----·- ••········
Pay of two ancl three year volunteers . .
4,704.05 ................... - . -... - . • .. • · · ·· · · ·
Pay of two and three year Yoluntcers,
2. 36
l 894 and prior years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 416. 61 .......... • •
Pay of two and three year volunteers,

p~i:t~ :~,~~:~~~: ~~~·~·~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~: . . ~~~~~: ~~· ::: :::::::: : :::::: :::: : ...... ·~:~;-i::::::::::

Pay of two and three year volunteers,
3. 01
300, 000. 00 .......... · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
1897.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bounty to volunteers, their widows and
legalheirs ............................ 16,812.81 ......... . ..................................... .
Bounty to. volunteers, th~irwidows ancl
I
99. 7o
legat heirs, 1804 and prior years . ...... . . . . . . . .. ... . . . .. . . . .. . . . .
1,739.21 .......... •·

~~:!?'

:~i;s~lfso~.e·r·~• .~~~i.~ ~i.~~~~ ~.~~ .1.................................................. ___ ...... .
Bounty to volunteers, their widows and
I 276 GO
20 00
96
]3~~:;1;,htd~~1~ t ·e;s·,·th;i~~ici~~s~~i1· 39 ,P 75 · 00 ·············· ············
· I
.
legal h irs, 1897....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
190, 000, 00 ...................... • •
75, OO
Bounty undfir act of July 2 , 1866. .... ..
2,097.45 ............................. - .. •··· ·· · · · · ······

:g11:H~{;~~~:.:;.;:~:.:,:i~:~\: :~: : : ·: : : : : : : ::::::::: . . .~~~:~~.·I·:.........
: : ::::::!::::::::::
•• •· ········
1

.Bounty uncler act o~ July 28, 1866, 1806 ............... .. ......................
Bountyund ractofJuly28,186G,1 07.. ............
22, 000.00 ....................... . ··········
'l'rave1ing xp n s of 'alifornia and

~:~:i; ~~;t:u;~~~:P~~,-_ .---_

Pf

]8' 21- - -. --. --:: ~- :: :: : : : : :: : : : 1::: ::::::::: ::::::: ::I

Total .... . .............. ... . .. .... 147,223.92 13,922, 24G.10

135,103.26 j 109,006.29

1, 895. 93
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approp1··iations s1tbject to its control during the fiscal yem· ending June !JO, 18,97.
In account with the Treas~y.
.A.mount drawn by
requisition.

Total.

.A.mount
covered
On Pay
On Treas- into surDepartment ury settle- plus fund.
request.
men ts.

Total.

ifl65. 38 ........... $13,044,765.38
$13,063,314.57 $13,0!4, 700.00
303,482.61
302,000.00 . . . . . . . • . . . • • . .. • . . . .
302,000. 00

Balance in
the Treasnry June
30, 1897.

1,295.56

30. 39

4,851.96
156. 38
66.66

66. 66

980, 00
2,191.10

980.00
2,191.10

3,367.18
3,962.71
7,349.27

1,265.17

1,295.56

4,861.96

4,851.96

156. 38

156. 38

738. 95
4,704.05

4,986.99

4,000.00

300,003.61

299,162.60

16,812.81

290. 00

1,838.91

. . ............. ..

·-·····--· ............
841. 01 ·······---............ ··-···-··-·

----------

4,000.00
300, 003.61
290. 00
1,838.91

1,838.91

te~:~::·
30, 1897.

$18, 549.19 $474, 900. 72
1,482.61
27,707.31

140,821.25
117,300.00
252. 42 . . . . . • ••• . .
117,552.42
23,268.83
156,728.29
12, 000. 00
284. 96 . . . . . . . . • . .
12, 284. 96 144, 443. 33
15,607.07 ----·-···--·-· ·········• ··-·-··-··· ·······-······ 15,607.07
28,583.01
;:i, 000. 00
367. 18 .•...... -- .
3,962.71
1, 000. 00
32. 80 $2, 929. 91
7,349.27 . • - .. • . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . 7, 349. 27

Balance in
the hands

0f

Total
balances
June 30,
1897.

$493, 449. 91
29,189.92

6,571.15
7,289.60

29,839. 98
151,732.93
15,607.07

2,178.25

25,215.83
2, 178, 25

738. 95
4, 704.05

2, S29. 93
, , 872. 84

3,268.88
9,576.89

98().99

4, 997.19

5,984.18

25,215.83

........... .....
16,522.81

.10

.10

6,582.08

23,104.89

. ............. ....... .. ... . ......... ... ....
978.57

978. 57

40, 271. 66 .. . ...... .... .. • _............. _. _.. . . • . . • • . . • . • . .

40, 271. 66

10,416.44

50,688.10

190,075. 00
160, 000. 00 . • . . . . . • . . • • • . . . • . . . .
160, 000. 00
2,097.45 ......... ·- .......•• ·- •• . . •. . .•. ••. . . . .. . • . . .. • ..

30, 075. 00
2,097.45

34, 885. 47
1,666, 66

64,960.47
3,764.11

96. 45 . . . . . • • . • • . . . . . . . . • . • . . .
896. 46
896. 45 ......•..........•....... - - ..... -....
---·--········ ···· ····--··-· ---····--· ···· ····-·· .............. ·········--·
897.41
897.41

... ·22,"000~ oo· .. -·22:000: oo·

i: :gu~

~Jgu~

187. 21 ... . . ·•···•·

187. 21

1a, 992,284.52 324,150.98 598, 883.29

923,034.27

::: ::::::: :::: ::::::: ... ·22;000~00· ::::: :::: :::

187. 21 .••..•...••••..•....•.... _....•............... __ .

13.00

13.00

14,316,435.50 .13, 968,690.36 1 1, 887.14

13. 00
21,101.02

1
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REPORT
OF

THE CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER.
WAR DEPARTMENT, SIGNAL OFFICE,

Washington, September 30, 1897.
Srn: I have the honor to submit the following report on the Signal
Corps of the .Army for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1897:
MILITARY 'l'ELEGRAPH LINES.

The permanent military telegraph Jines operated by the Signal Corps,
aggregating 802 miles in length, exclusive of eight-tenths of a mile
cable in the harbor of ew York, remained during the year under the
charge of Maj. Robert Craig, Signal Corps, assista11t, who e tabular
statement (No. 1) as to the location and length of said line is hereto
annexed. These lines, mainly situated in mountainou and desert
regions, have been maintajned in excellent condition during the year,
through the e11ergetic and judicious supervision of the officers of the
Signal Corps.
The most important additions during the past year have been in
connection with the operations against hostile Indians in .Arizona.
Through the instrumentality of these new lines, hostile Indians, either
invading tlie United States from Mexico, or in attempting to escape
southward from the San Carios Indian .Agency, can now be speedily
intercepted. The northern line, 42 miles in length, extends from Fort
Grant through Cedar Springs to Mammoth, .Ariz., while the southern
line on the Mexican frontier, also 42 mile long, extends from Bisbee to
San Bernardino, .Ariz. The latter line, in addition to its military usefulne s, ha been very valuable to the officials of the United States
Treasury Department, who have been furnished telephonic facilities
between the custom-hou eR from Bisbee to San Bernardino.
In ew Yorl Harbor, telephonic and telegraphic communication has
been established between Headquarters Department of the Ea t, at
Governor Island, to New York City and to Ellis I ·land, the cable being
laid in cooperation with the Bureau of Immigratton of the Trea ury
Department.
The several military divi ions have been in charge of the signal
officer of the military departments, viz, Capt. Richard E. Thomp on,
Signal Corp , D partment of Dakota; Capt. William .A. Glas ford,
Signal Corps, D partm nt of the Colorado; First Lieut. Frank Green ,
ig11al Corp , D partm nt of alifornia, and ~ ir, t Lieut. amuel
Heb r, 'igual Corp , Depar mont of Texa .
67
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In the post commanders i ~ vested, under the general supervision of
the signal officer of the Department, the administration of the following short military lines connecting posts with the commercial systems,
on which lines no tolls for the transmission of messages are collected:
Fort ~lark . to Spofford Junction, Tex.; Fort Reno to Elre:10, Ok~a.;
Fort Sill, Okla., to Rush Springs, Ind. T.; Fort Bayard to S1lv~r City,
N. Mex.; Fort Custer to Custer Railroad Station, Mont.; Fort N10brara
to Valentine, Nebr.; Fort Wingate to Wingate Station, N. Mex.; Fort
Huachuca to Huachuca Siding, Ariz.; Fort Bliss to El Paso, Tex., and
Fort ".'7'ashakie to Lander, Wyo. .
..
While the permanent telegraph lines were constructed for m1htary
purposes, yet they largely subserve commercialinterests. The e~tre:11~ly
low charge for messages, less than 2 cents per word, necessarily hm1ts
the revenue; nevertheless the receipts on account of Governme~t tons
amounted to over 12 per cent of the appropriations for the operat10ns of
the Signal Corps. The sum of $2,244.90 was collected for the tran ·
mission of messages and covered into the United States Treasury.
The number of messages transmitted on lines handling paid commercial messages, on Government, State, and other business, aggregate~
56,097. The tariffs of messages handled, including Government bu 1ness, aggregated $10,797.03, and official business done on lines where ~o
charges are made must have amounted to several thousand dollars m
addition.
The Wilcox-Holbrook line is almost indispensable to the commercial
interests of central Arizona, affording the only telegraphic outlet for
the extensive Globe mining district. The same may be said of the Fort
Brown-Fort McIntosh line on the Rio Grande, it being the only means
for immediate communication with the outside world for a distance of
200 miles along the Mexican frontier.
To insure speedy communication in case of emergency, all important
posts should be connected with the commercial system either telephonically or telegraphically. Where such means of communication cl~ not
exist they should be speedily constructed for emergencies, espemally
between Fort Washington, Md., and Washington, D. C.; Fort Warren
and Boston, Mass.; Alcatraz Island and San Francisco, Cal.; Fort
Slocum and New York City.
The importance of military lines is very great, whether viewed from a
military or local standpoint. They increase the efficiency a11d ubserve
the economical interests of the Government, and are of inestimable alue
to commercial intere ts. As a means of speedy intercommuni ation,
~he e line, enable commanding generals to keep themselves promptly
mform d of he conditions and prospective di turbance on the gr at
Indian reservation and along the Mexican frontier. The military t legraph lin connecting Fort Du Chesne, tah, and the an Carl Indian
Re ervation with the commercial sy tern are ab olutely n
ary for
the proper ·ontrol of the emiho tile Indian of th e agen ·ie . Tbe
deterr nt ffe t of the lin upon the Indian , a to act of iolen ,
.hmnan
~a a value that can not _b overe tim ted, involving a it d
ltfe and the ai y of adJac nt ettler . Th ndian now rec hze ha
through t legraphic information outbreak and vi len are follow d b
p iy action of h military autb ri i .
Int rrup i n tot 1 gr phi ommuni ation ba b en mo t infr 1n nt
lurin th · ar. The mo t fr 4u nt can of int rrupti n ha b n
f indi idn, 1 · in I ullin do, u po]
ho ting off
~hr u •h 1 wl . ne
1 eel r :nmption of mmnni '< ti n has h n
m . nh r .· t . ' h
lu t • 'r a
t •nt t th a<l pticm of th bi •y I
f
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transportation for repairmen, the more rapid as well as more economical method of travel. Frequently breaks ou a line have been
repaired by tile use of the bicycle in less time than would have been
consumed in obtaining a horse and vehicle. At some station:::; in a year
the original value of the bicycle has been saved to the Government.
Differ.ent types of bicycles have been selected for experimental test
with a view to the fact that they must carry heavy loads over rough
ground at moderate speed. It is evident that no single type will fulfill
all the requirements of a military wheel everywhere, owiug to different
climatic conditions and varying road conditions.
The principal military lines are now fully equipped with testing boxes.
On the Rio Grande it was found necessary to substitute bullet-proof
boxes.
Military stations are as a rule in charge of sergeants of the Signal
Corps. The great demaud for-signal sergeants, however, all(l tbe limited
number available makes it necessary to employ a few civilian operators at
points, as indicated in Table 1. It is a source of great gratification
to the Chief Signal Officer to state that in the collection, transmi :-;ion,
and accounting of the line receipts not a cent has been lo ·t during· the
year. These moneys come into the hauds of the sergeants ht small
amounts, and at isolated stations the sum necessarily aggregates a considemble amount before the money can be trausmitted to the officer in
charge. The :fidelity of the sergeantR thus charged with onerous responsibilities indicates the high moral standing of the uli, ted men of tile
Signal Corps, which is recruited from such noncommissioued officers of
the liue of the Army as through educational exami11ations, surgeons'
certificates of physical :fitness, and testimonials of moral character from
their immediate commanding officers appear to be best qualified for the
Signal Corps.
FL YING TELEGRAPH LINES.

The importance of electrical communications in modern warfare
empha ·izes the uecessity of perfecting methods therefor to the lligbe, t
degree of efficiency. Special attention is given by the Signal Corps to
tl1e suitable equipment of its flying telegraph trains in all phases,
from the connection of army headquarters with the permanent commercial lines to the provision for temporary telegraphic or telephonic intercommunication between separate military commands, whether in camp
or on the skirmish lines.
Field or flying telegraphy, initiated by the United Sta.tes during the
war for the Union, keeps pace in its development with tlrn astoni ·hing
advances of electrical science. Other nations have gradually adopted
American method , which are now practiced by France, Germany, Great
Britain, Italy, and even Japan, in maneuver and in war.
Efforts have been continued with a view of obtaining in each flying
train of the Signal Corp maxima of efficiency and of line length with
minima of tran portation and labor.
Continued experiments in field telephony and telegraphy have been
carried on by Captain Allen and Lieutenant Maxfield, Gre ne, and
Reber, of thi corps, who have iu their respective military department ·
remodeled the flying telegraph train usually carrying 15 mile of poles
and wire. After correction of defects which may develop in trial of
the e train they will be available a mod ls for the future.
The most notable advanc i in the development of th combined
telegraph and telephone appara,tu devised by Capt. James Allen,
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Signal Corps, which is distinctly snperior to any previously constructed, and admirably answers all requirements. An operator can
easily carry a combination telegraph and telephone office, and wMle
one soldier telegraphs a message, another may, over the same wire, talk
telephonically with another station, the distant receiving operator
hearing only their own message. The outfit weighs but 16 pound ,
including battery, and has been rigidly tested up to a distance of more
tha_11 600 miles, and is a pronounced success in its various capacities as
a '·l,uzz," Morse, telephonic, and phonop1ex instrument. The importa1tce of this means of communication is not confined to the field work
of the Signal Corps, but in its many applications may well become
world wide. Its practical value on cables entirely disabled bas been
demonstrated on the military cable between .Angel Island and Tiburon,
Oal. By attaching one of these iustruments to eitlier end of the cable,
which was rendered entirely useless for the transmission of me sage
by ordinary methods nearly two years ago, it bas been most successfully
used for intercommunication between those places, without a single interruption, during the past year. This thorough test and practical u e of
the instrument sufficiently demonstrate its value. Improvement have
beeu made by Captain .Allen by providing an automatic cut-out for the
battery when not actually in use in the transmission of a message, and
further improvement in the apparatus is hardly expected.
POST TELEGRAPH .A.ND TELEPHONE LINES.

Every post thus desiring bas been supplied with telegraph instrument and materials for practice lines. Beyond the primary purpo e
of stimulating an active interest in military signaling these lines ha"."e
i11ured to the benefit of many men who have thus acquired telegraphic
experience. Military posts have also been· furnished with telepllone
and wire for establishing electrical intercommunication on target ranges,
thns facilitating practice and insuring safety. The more important
artillery ranges are equipped with the sling p ychrometer, an autom~ttic anemometric regi ter, and either a compensated aneroid or a
sta11 lard mercurial barometer.
At Fort Leavep.worth, Kans., ha been erected a telephonic ex bang_e
on conditions approximating those of actual field service. This ma~rially facilitates admini tration and familiarizes student officer with
modern methods of telephonic and electrical intercommunication.
MILI1'.A.RY SIGN.A.LI G.

The rmy Regulation reqnir that con tant in tr
tained until at lea t one officer and four euli t d men
are proficient in the exchang of both day and ·
pre en
·
tion ·in ·e 1 85 ha r
atten ·
· ·
·
of the
ar wanting:£

·

ainan
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The tabulated statement in sig·naling (Table 2) indicates the number of officers and enlisted men proficient on June 30, 1897. It
will be seen that the cavalry report as proficient but 47 per cent of
officers and 40 per cent of the number of enlisted men called for by
Army Regulations. In the artillery 60 per cent of officers and 77 per
cent of the required number of men are proficient. In the entire .Army
there are proficient 41 and 48 per cent of officers and enlisted men,
respectively. The Eighth Cavalry does not report either an officer or
enlisted man proficient, and the Fifth Cavalry has but 2 officers and
8 men. Iu the artillery 36 of the 60 batteries report no officer proficient, and 23 batteries l1ave not an enlisted man proficient. Iu tbe
cavalry 56 troops have no proficient officer, and 55 have no man proficient. In the infantry 143 companies are without an officer proficient,
while 115 companies are without a man proficient. In the Fourth,
Fifth, Sixth, Fourteenth, Twenty-first, Twenty-second, and Twentyfourth Infantry there is neither an officer nor an enlisted man proficient. The Third Infantry has only 1 officer and no enlisted man
proficient.
That conscientious effort has been made to attain proficiency required ·
by .Army Regulations is admitted, yet this year's work should be finally
convincing of the inutility of the necessarily de~ultory practice of signaling under the ystem of having one officer and four enlisted men
from each organization, company, troop, or battery under instruction,
which bas heretofore obtained in all the military departments. To
exp< ct efficient, reliable work from men trained in the cavalry, artillery,
or infantry arm of the service, if called upon for duty in other than their
own special line, would be much more reasonable than to expect that
either of these arm can satisfactorily perform the especially techni al
work which falls to the Signal Corps. .Appreciating these conditions,
and having in mind the large number of officers and enlisted men who
were ·alled from their more legitimate duties for the practice of signaliug, the Chief Signal Officer recommended an experimental and radical
departure. This sclJeme, approved by the Major-General Commanding
the Army and the Secretary of War, called for the detail of' two men
from each of the garri oned posts in the Department of the Colorado,
and on May 7, 1897, the nece sary orders were issued by the commanding general of the Department of the Colorado for the assembling at
Fort Logan, Colo., of 1 enlisted men.
ide from the mo t im1 ortant consideration, the increased efficiency
of this detail in signaling, the economy of the scheme is worthy of attentiou. In the Department of the Colorado at the time the detail wa
made, there were 49 organizations. Under the sy tern of post practi e,
a. a minimum number, 49 officer and 196 enlisted men would attend
ignal in ·truction, and with omparable result mo t unfavorable to
tho e accomplished in a few months by the detailed force of 18 men at
Fort Logan. In thatdepartmentalone, then,49 officers andl78enli ted
men have been relieved of an irk ome and extraneous duty, and the
d partment will have at it call a killed signal detachment. The in tant
.· ucce s of thi departure sugge ted a like cour e in other military dep rtrnent , and, with the approval of the Major-G n ral Commanding nd
th Secretary of War, a detail of two men from each po twas as eml>led
in the Department of T a at Fort Sam Honstonl...Tex., for in truction
und r the upervi i n of h department signal omcer.
It i ' , uggest d that h be t re ult can at pre ent be ecured with
the gr at t economy f' force by having detailed for he Departm nt
of the Ea t 30 men, th Mis ouri 20 men, the Colorado 20 men (now
1
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18 there), California 15 men, Dakota 15 men, and Texas 15 men (now
14 there). In each of these departments an officer of the Signal Corps
is on duty, and the thorough instruction of these men should be under
J1is supervision. The Army would then have geographically well
located a small detachment ready for expert service whenever and
wherever required. The necessity of having in readiness specialist
for establishiug and maintaining communication between the different
military commands has been fully demonstrated by past experi~n~e ,
Harmonious unification of action of his army, many times multiplied
powers of vision and hearing, are advantages which the skilled signalist gives to the commander, and these, surely, count for much. In_ the
war of the rebellion the Signal Corps of the Federal Army, with l~ttle
or 110 experience, with crude appliances, and with instruments devised
in present necessities, gave incontrovertible evidence of its great worth,
and in future conflicts a signal corps trained to expertness in ev~ry
duty which may properly fall to it will be indispensable. Foreign
powers, quick to recognize the value of' such a corps, have fo:med,
equipped, and trained them, until now, except in zeal and desire to
improve, we have been outstripped by many of' them. The scheIJ?e
sugge ted will provide, at lea t, the nucleu of' such a corps, aud will
do it not only without additional expense over former methods, but
with an economy to the Government of 87 per cent. The 115 m~n
whom it is suggested be detailed for signal instruction will be av~ilable for duty in any of the military departments should occas1_on
require. Under the system of department detail constant practice
with the flag, beliograpb, torch, and lantern at increasing ranges wo_uld
be bad and practical iustruction given in the erection and operation,
maintena,n ce and dismantliug of flying and semipermanent tel_egraph
lines, in the working of outpost cable, connecting- and operatmg the
combined telegraph and telephone apparatus in field operations, and,
where practicable, in military captive ballooning. In a word, the 115
men would be ma<le expert signalmen, and they would relieve from
practice at the posts 360 officers and 1,140 enlisted men whom Army
Regulations require to be proficient in signaling.
FIELD OPERATIONS.

But little opportunity wa afforded for Rignal work in th fi ld during
they a.r. The signal officer· at Fort .A.dam , Alcatraz, ngel I land,
Apache, A sinniboi11e, Barrancas, Benicia Barrack , Bli , Brown,
Ca11by, 1olumbu. Barrack , Cu ter, Ethan lien, Ifamilton, Harri on,
,Jetrer, on Barra ·k , Key We t Barrack , Leavenworth, McHenry,
Icluto ·b, fa. ou Mi.· oula fonroe, iobrara, Pr ble, Pr idio of. an
i'ra11 •i,· ·o Ril y inggo]d l obin,on, t. Franci Barra •k
an D1eg
Barrack , Scbu ]er, lo •um, pokaue, 'frurnbull, Warren, Wa hakie
Willet Point, a1l<1 Wi11gat report that practical u , wa made of _i nal. luring th y ar at aitill ry pra tiC'e, by couting partie , durmg
field maneuver , an l in ve. 1-tra ·king drill, t .
!LIT.ARY BALLOON',
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The efforts to construct a dirigible balloon whose movements are under
satisfactory control have so far been inconclusive. There is no question that private inventors have constructed balloons which have
actually been propelled in any desired direction, but only at low speed
in light winds.
A. satisfactory war balloon must carry three or four passengers, explosive shells, a machine gun or two, be able to travel 30 miles an hour in
calm weather, and have a lifting capacity of about 5,500 pounds, of
which 1,700 should be in passengers, instruments, explosives, and ballast. The French military dirigible balloon, known as the ChallaisMeudon, was successful at low speed and in calm weather, but it was
only able to carry 310 pounds of passengers and 470 pounds of ballast.
Many methods, most of them Quixotic, have been presented to this
office for aerial navigation. It is believed that the success of such
navigation awaits a motor considerably lighter than those now used.
Professor Langley, in :flights with his aeroplane, indicates tha1i the solution of this interesting and important problem is not far distant. Meanwhile the Chief Signal Officer has taken such action to place on an
efficient footing a model captive balloon section, suitable as a part of
the field train, as faciUties and appropriations have permitted. This
work has progressed at Fort Logan, Oolo., under the supervision of
Capt. W. A. Glassford, Signal Corps, who has now at that _post a silk
balloon of 14,000 cubic feet capacity; a balloon wagon with cable drum,
captive cables, and accessories; one service wagon; a gas-generating
apparatus; a compressor for impounding gas in tubes, and 180 steel
tubes, in which gas is compressed to 1 h or 1 2 of its volume. A. balloon house, essential for economical practice, has been constructed at
Fort Logan, and permits of ascensions in all weathers.
A special estimate of $10,000 is submitted for construction and experiments with balloons, and it is hoped it may meet the approval of the
Secretary of War and of Congress.
N..A.TION.A.L MILITIA.

Never before has nearly so great an interest been taken in signaling
by the ational Guard as at present. During the year there has been
a very large increase in the number of communications requesting information, asking for code cards, and requesting general information on
signaling matters. In many instances the writers ask that they be permitted to purcha e im,trument from their allotment of the funds appropriated by Congre for their support. In this connection it is urgently
recommended that the law be amended to permit of the is~me, by ale,
of signaling appliances to the ational Guard under conditions which
now apply to quartermaster and ordnance stores.
The signal corps of the ational Guard of Connecticut, New York,
Illinois, and Ohio have been active during the year, and the Connecticut. corps, under command of Maj. Howard A.. Gidding , bas, in addition to skillful signaling during the encampment of the ational Guard
of that State, prepared an excellent signal map of the ea tern entrances
to Long Island oun.d, which in ca e of war would be most valuable.
The proficiency of this corps is commended, and it record is a guaranty
that whatever work it undertakes will be well performed.
W.A.R 97-43
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COLLEGES •

.An enlarged interest in the art of military signaling has been evidenced
at the educational institutions of the country, and with the approval of
the Chief Signal Officer the followiug-named colleges have been enabled
to give a course of instruction and practice by issuing code cards, instructions, practice wands, and flags to the Army officers detailed thereat:

.

Alabama: Alabama Agricultural and Mechanical College; University of Alabama.
Arkansas: Arkansas Industrial University.
California: University of California.
Delaware: Delaware College .
. Florida: Florida Agricultural College.
Georgia: North Georgia Agricultural College.
Illinois: Knox College; Western Military Academy.
Indiana: De Pauw University.
Iowa: Cornell College; Iowa State Normal School.
Kansas: State Agricultural College; Baker University.
Kentucky: Agricultural and Mechanical College of Kentucky.
Maine: The University of Maine.
Maryland: Maryland Agricultural College.
Massachusetts: Massachusetts Agricultural College.
Michigan: Michigan Military Academy; Michigan Agricultural College.
Minnesota: University of Minnesota.
Missouri: St. Louis University.
. .
.
New York: Cornell University· St. John1s College; St. John's M1htary Schoo~,
New York Military Academy· Clinton Liberal Institute; College of St. Franci
Xavier; Riverside Academy. '
North D ak ota: University of North Dakota.
Ohio: Ohio _State University; Ohio Military Institute.
.
. .
.
Pennsylvania: Tha Pennsylvani a State College; Pennsylvania Military College,
Grove City College; Girard College; Franklin and Marshall College.
Rhode Island : Brown University.
South Carolina : South Carolin a Military Academy; Clemson Agricultural 'ollege.
Tennessee: University of Tennessee.
.
.
Texas : Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas; Baylor University.
Vermont: Norwich University.
.
Virginia: Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College; Virginia Military In titute; Danville Military Institute.
West Virginia: West Virginia University.
Wisconsin: State University of Wisconsin.
Wyoming: University of Wyoming.

Many of the e tudents, after completing their tudies, attach th~mselves to the atioual uard and the instruction in ignaling which
they have received lend additional value to their service . On more
than one occa ion they have been called upon for actual duty in the
field with the ational Guard engaged in the suppre ion of mob , etc.
The heli graph in tructions, repared with a view to m ~ting: th
want of the rmy, of colleges and the ational Guard m VJ.Sual
ignaling, are attached to thi report a Table 4.
MILIT RY CABLE LINE'.
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mind. Similar systems of intercommuication should be established in
the harbors of New York and Boston, where, however, the commercial
telegraph systems, certain to be interrupted in time of war, present
much greater convenience for prompt military administration than is
afforded at San Francisco. For these purposes a special estimate of
$20,000 is submitted, and its approval is again urgently recommended.
SIGNAL EQUIPMENTS.

Signal equipments have been steadily improved, except appliances
for night signaling, a problem of great difficulty. The many factors
involved, i.e., weight, portability, compactness, penetrating power of
the light, liability to accident and ease of repair, etc., make what appears
to be an easy task one of great difficulty. .All of the leading lantern
manufacturers in this country have been communicated with, and
models of the lanterns used for signaling purposes in foreign armies
obtained, but none reach the high standard decided upon for this corps.
It is probable, however, that a model lantern will be decided upon during the present year and a supply secured. .A torch for which much
was claimed has received practical test under direction of this office,
but it fell far below the torch in use by this corps. Until a lantern
entirely superior to the torch is invented, the latter will be relied upon
for visual night signaling where electrical appliances are not available.
PERSONNEL OF THE CORPS.

The personnel of the officers of the Signal Corps remains unchanged
Under the act of Congress approved March 2, 1896, the grade of lieutenant-colonel was opened to _immediate promotion. Lieut. Col. H. H. C.
Dunwoody, who has performed no military duty with his corps for six
years, remains on detached civil duty in charge of forecast work of
the Weather Bureau. .At the end of the fiscal year other officers were
serviug as follows: Maj. Robert Craig, disbursing officer and assistant;
Capts. James .Allen, R. E. Thompson, W . .A. Glassford; First Lieu ts.
J.E. Maxfield, Frank Greene, and Samuel Reber, signal officers of the
departments, and Capt. George P. Scriven, with the Bureau of Military
Information as military attache at Rome, Italy.
Eight sergeants were reenlisted during the year and one died.
The clerical force of this office has labored with unusual fidelity and
zeal. Both of the clerks of class 1 merit increased pay, owing to the
character of the work done by them, as promotion is practically
impossible.
DISBURSING DIVISION.

The report of Maj. Robert Craig as disbursing officer (Table 3) fur ni hes information required by law and regulations as to appropria tions
and di bursements. Besides his duties as as istant and disbur ·ing
officer, Major raig ha charge of the supply depot of the ignal Corp ,
which impo e on him much extra work. His labor h ave been upplemented by tho e of a storekeeper and a si t ant, who ar e diverted
from p cial dutie to an extent prejudicial to the public ervice. .A
money clerk i greatly needed for the disbur ing officer, and there i '
ubmitted an e timate for a clerk of class 2, which it is hoped will be
favorably considered by Congre s.
The mon y value of requisitions filled for po t signal officer during
the y ar was 6,310.71, and of requi itions for signal officers of the
military departments, $7,329.16.
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EXAMINA'.I.'ION OF MONEY AND PROPERTY P .A.PERS,

There have been examined and passed upon 174 accounts current,
with 4,481 vouchers; 417 property returns of signal officers, and 60
property returns of officers and sergeants of the Signal Corps, with
2,999 vouchers. At the end of the fiscal year 18 property returns were
unsettled, owing to unadjusted errors. On the accuracy and tborougl.J.uess of this work devolves the final adjudication of the Signal Corp
property, accountability of officers of the Army, sergeants of the Signal
0orps, 3:nd civilian employees. All money accounts, whether for fun_cl_s
appropriated by Congress or received as tolls for messages over military telegraph lines, have been carefully examined, and any errors
found therein adjusted prior to their transmission to the Auditor of the
War Department. Thie work involves a large amount of correspond·
ence, and only by the closest application have tlle money accoun~s
and property returns received the administrative scrutiny of this
Bureau within the legal limit of time.
WAR DEPARTMENT LIBRARY.

In obedience to special orders of the Secretary of War, the Chief
Signal Officer, in addition to his usual duties, has exercised a supervisory charge over the War Department library.
Exclusive of the public documents and Government publications there
were added to the library during the year 1,274 books and pamphlets
and about 1,000 periodicals. Of the books, 650 were acquired_ by purchase, 270 by exchange, and 354 by gift. Those purchased, either for
professional research or reference, include publications on wa~ and
allied sciences. Special attention is given to the collection of _historical works on American wars, and the books contributed as gifts are
largely those relating thereto. Particular attention is given to work
bearing on the resources and political conditions of countries which are
engaged in warfare, or where such contests are anticipated, so tha~ officers of our Army may intelligently follow curreut military operatwn •
The library has been very successful in exchange , as authori~ed by
the law of Janua.r y 12, 1895. In exchanO'e for military publication of
the War Department this library has received during the pa t year no
less than 34 separate military periodicals from foreign countrie . In
accordance with the authority of the Secretary of War, nearly 2,0_0~
volumes of nonmilitary fiction have been distribut d pro rata to military post mo t in need of uch literature-a proper distribution, a ~he ·
books were purchased from the army contingent fund. Theonlyfiction
now in thi library relate entirely to military ubject .
Particular efforts have been made to obtain books and pampbl t'
rela ing to merican wars, e p cially tho relating to the war for he
niou.
large numb r of pamphlets and b ok have been donated
to the library in an wer to widely distribut d circular 1 tter . Gradually the br ak and defici n ·i in important military erial publications
are b ing fill d by purcha or excha11ge.
The r gulation e rt nding h u. · of the library t offi r of the
Army on duty at di taut po t h ve had gratifyin re ult .
b k
ha b en lo t and non mat rially damaged. The prof ional alu of
thi
rivil
t offi r i. indi ·at d by the fa •t that 5ro uook
r
l an d by r gi ter d mail durin
h fi · •al
, r. Th profe ioual
· ivi y of h ffi er i
ron ly id n · d from th ·11 ra ter f b
, hic-h v r ' larg lyp rtain t h ]ligh r bran h
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been loaned officers and employees of the War Department, besides
4,516 which have been consulted in the library.
In accordance with law the use of the library has been extended by
the Secretary of War, under proper restrictions, to the faculty and students of the Columbian University. Historical students in steadily
increasing numbers visit this library for study and research, and to
them are accorded the amplest facilities permitted by tho limited space.
In order to increase the utility of the library two special subject catalogues of its publications have been jssued, namely, Military Biographies and Military Literature Relating to the Participation of the
Individual States in the War for the Union. These publications greatly
facilitate the researches of officers and others who are studying along
these lines.
The library force should be placed on a permanent and satisfactory
footing. While the work has increased 40 per cent, by the devolving on
the library the distribution of public documents, its clerks have been
reduced from five to three. The librarian should be re tored to his
former grade of fourth-class clerk and the first assistant should be a
second-class clerk. The detailed clerk, whose services are indispensable to efficient management of the library, should be appropriated for
as part of the library force.
The current library work and the disposition of public documents
have only been accomplished through the ability and unremitting application to these duties of the present clerical force. The removal of
anyone from the library, where special kn~wledge is indispensable,
would be detrimental to the public service.
Especial attention has been given to the cataloguing, filing, and
arranging of the very valuable photographs and photographic negatives relating to the war for the Union. There are now over 8,000 such
photographs on file in the War Department library. These valuable
collections have been placed beyond the chance of future injury and
are so arranged that any single photograph can be at once reproduced.
The process of identification has of necessity been slow and there are
yet several hundred portraits of distinguiRhed soldiers and civilians in
the unrecognized list. During the year a finding list of the photographs
and photographic negatives has been printed, thus widely extending
the value and knowledge of these collections.
The practice of loaning these negatives to private parties or for commercial enterprises bas, fortunately, been abandoned, owing to the certainty, based on past experience, t,b at this collection would shortly be
made nearly valueless by destruction or injury. In exceptional cases,
where such action would be in the public interests, or a a proper conce sion to surviving relatives, permission is granted, in accordance
with the instructions of the Secretary of War, for reproductions of
sel t d photographs under rigid restrictions insuring the safety of
th negatives.
DISTRIBUTION OF PlIBLIC DOOUMENTS.

nder the act of Congress approved January 12, 1895, the Chief Signal
Officer of the Army was de ignated by the Secretary of War to upervi e
the di tribution of War Department document . Thi law radically
changes the system of di tribution of current publications and arranges
for the dispo al of snrplus public document under certain re triction .
It ha been impo sible to fully carry out the provi ions, but they are
b ing conformed to a rapidly a, the decision and action of the
sup rintendent of publi do um nt will permit. There are at lea t
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10,000 documents ready to be transferred as the law direct , which,
through lack of room and force on the part of the superintendent of
documents, remain yet in the toreroom of the library, seriously interfering with the arrangement and disposal of the unassorted document ,
of which probably as many more yet remain untouched. This distribution of current documents proceeds regularly and systematically; the
additional work being performed without any increase of library force.
About 40,000 publications have been handled in the way of receipt and
transfer during the year.
.
Thousands of applications are yearly received looking to the gratuitous distribution of the many valuable publications of the War Dep3:rtment, which are printed in strictly limited editions in accordance with
the law of January 12, 1 95. The Testrictive features of the law above
quoted and the small appropriation for the printing of the War Department make it impossible as a rule to act favorably on these requests.
After the urgent needs of the War Department and of the Army are
supplied the few remaining publications are necessarily issued in the
way of exchanges or to persons whose relations to the Army or to the
War Department make such issues acts of reciprocity. For instance,
a copy of every military publication is sent to the adjutant-ge~er~l of
each State or Territory, but the Department can not spare publications
for the use of the various organizations of the National Guard. It
seems most advisable, however, that such action should be taken as
will permit the National Guard to purchase at its own expense the
military publications of the War Department. It is therefore recommended that the provisions of the present law permitting the purch3: e
of ordnance and quartermaster's stores from the permanent appropr~~tion of the militia be so extended as to authorize the purchase of military publications and other stores under uch restrictions as may be
imposed by the Secretary of War.
ery respectfully,
A. W. GREELY,
Brigadier-General, Chief Signal Officer U. S. Army.
Hon. RUSSELL A. ALGER,
Secretary of War.
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1.

United States milita1·y telegl'aph lines, location, length, etc.
Sections and stations.

Len_gth.

Operators.

Department of the Colorado.
Jiolbrook• Wilcox section:
.Miles.
Holbrook, .Ariz ...................................•..•.....
0
Snowflake, .Ariz .......... .. ........... ... ...........•...•.
32
Cooleys Ranch, .Ariz ...................................... .
68
Fort .Apache, .Ariz . ........... . ....... ... ................. .
92
San Carlos, .Ariz .......................................... .
163
Geronimo, Ariz ....... . ........... ..... ................... .
190
~~~:G,~fg1'rfzr!~::: :: : : : : : : : : : : :: : : :: : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : :: ::
Wilcox, .Ariz ..................... . ....................... .
Cedar· Springs-Mammoth branch:
1i:8e1:·e~fri~t~:1~i~:::: :::: :: ::::.::: :: : : ::: :: ::: : : : :::: ::
Mammt>th, .Ariz ..................... . ............•...•...•.
Bisbee.San Bernardino section :
•
Bisbee, .Ariz .............................................. .
United States custom hou e .. ..................... .. ..... .
San Bernardino, .Ariz ...........................••..••.•••.
Fort Duchesne.Price section:
Fort Duchesne, Utah ..................................... .

~h~~8Jf/u~!i~•.~~~~:::: ::: ::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: :: :::
Lees Ranch, Utah ......................................... .
Price, tah ............................................... .
Fort Bayard-Silver City line:

it~f} ~l~f~:i~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:: : :
3

228
248
274

Ser~ea.nt, ignal Corps.
Civilian.
Ser~~~t, Signal Corps.
Do.
Railroad operator.
er¥5~~~• i::iignal Corps.
Do.

42

Do.
Detailed man.
Do.

0
9
42

Railroad operator.
Custom-house official.
Sergeant, Signal Corps.

0
12
26
50
87

Do.
Sta¥;~~tation keeper.
E.C.Lee.
ergeant, ignal Corps.

0
8
13

Do.
Detailed man.
Railroad operator.

0
13

Fort Huachuca line:
Fort Huachuca , Ariz ..................................... .
Huachuca Siding, .Ariz ................................... .

0
7

Sergeant, Signal Corps.
Railroad operator.

For~~:f-Wi~i!~, :N. Mex .................................... .
Wingate Station, N. Mex: ................................. .

a

0

Detailed man.
Railroacl operator.

0

41
65

Civilian.
Do.
Serg ant, Sig-nal Corps.

0
5

c!~Wi!~~• Signal Corps.

0

er~eant, Signal Corps.
CiVJlian.

Depart1nent of Dakota.
Fort Yates-Bismarck sectiou:
Bismarck, N. Dak ......................................... .
Cannon Ball, N. Dak .............. .... .. . ................. .
Fort Yates, N. Dak ....................................... .

Depa1·tment of the Mi8souri.
Fort Reno•Elreno line:
Fort Reno, Okla .......... . ............................... .
Elreno, Okla. .....•.........................................
For~~~i~~-~ ~
Rush Sn:rings, Ind. T ..................... ......... ...... ..

~fi~1bift~!~.

.................................. .

28

Department of Texas.
Fort Brown-Fort McIntosh section:
Fort Brown, Tex:...........................................
.'nnta Maria, Tex..........................................

Civilian .
Do .
Do.
Sergeant, ignnl Corps.
Civilian.
Do.
Carrizo, T x ...................................... ..... ..... .•.. ... .
Do.
200
Laredo, T x....... ......... .... .......... .... ..............
Fort Clark• pofford Junction line:
O Detail d man.
Fort Clark, Tex ........................................... .
10 CiviUan.
pofford Junction, Tex .................................•..
Fort Bliss-El Paso line:
El Paso, T x ............. ................................. .
ignal orps.
Fort Bliss, Tex ........................................... .
0

24

•It~~\}::~!~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .....~~~.
Department of the Platte.

Fort Niobrnrll• VAlentine line:
Valentine, ebr ........................................... .
Fort iobrara, ebr .................. .. ..... ............ . .
Fort Wnslmki -Lander lin :

~~~t\~;~';.t· ~ ,vyi; :::: :: ::: ::::::: ::::::: :::: :: ::::: :: ::

0
4

0
lG
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2.

Number of o.fficers a,nd enlistecl men, by regim,ent and company, 1·eported proficient on Jwne
30, 1897.
CAVALRY.

__

1
Troop Troop Troop Troop Troop Troop Troop Troop Troop Troop Total.
K.
I.
A.
B. , C.
D.
G.
H.
E.
F.

Regiment.

---ri,

<:)

iS
0

1. ....................... 1
2........................ 1
3 .......•....•........... 1
4 ................... .-.... 0
5 ........................ 1
6 ........................ 0
7 .........
0
8 .......... :::::::::::::: 0 .
9 .... ......... ........... 1
10 ........................ 0

Total ..............

ci

k

Q)

i:iQ)

Q)

<:)

H:i

~ C
3
6
0
0
4
0
4
0
4
0

0
0

1
1
1
1
0

o·
1
1

· ~~,~

g
~

ri,
k

Q)

<:.l

•

A

~ ~

0
3
1
7
4

0
1
1
1
0

2

0

0
0
0
0

0
0

4
0
0
0
0

1
1

0
0

-,,;
ri,
k

k

i:i

25

¢l
0

Q)

•

A

<:J

ij:l

Q)

~ 0

0

0

3

5
6

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
l
1

6
2

-- -- -

Q)

s

c.>

ri,

k

•

A
q)

Q)

s

c.>

~ 0

2

5

0

4
4

1
1
0
0
0
1

0
6
4
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

3

3

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

1
1

3

-

Q)

Q)

~ 0

0

0
0
4
0

'I'

s

,,;

k

~ 0

0
3

--

0
0
1

--- - -

(t

-- -

1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0

1
0

3
0

'o

0
0

-- --

0

2
0

~~1~

0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0

1
0

-

•

Q

~ 0

~ 0

Q)

2

]

5

2

0
0

1
1
0
1

0
0
0
0

3
0

i,

i,

~ g~
¢l
!S
Q

A

0
0
0
0

- -

t

2
7

1
1 0
4 1
0 0
5 0
2 2
0 0
4 0
0 0

k

Q)

~

!S

6
3

!)

Q

0

4

8
4
2
0 3
3 4
0 0
0 9
0 4

1
3
0

-- -- -

g
->-1

23
48
22
19
8
13
9
0
19
0

-47 ,_
161

ARTILLERY.
Regimentl. Regiment2. Regiment3. Regiment4. Regiment5.
Battery.

Offi- M

Qffi. M

Qtfi.

Offi- Men

Offi- Men.

en. cers.
· cers.
cers.
en. cers. Men. cers.
______________ ,___
,___
--- --- --- --- --- --- -- -A .................................... .
B .................................... .

c ................................... ..

D . ......... .......................... .
E ................................... . .
F ................................... ..
G ................................... ..
H .................................... .
1 ..................................... .
K .................................... .
L .................................... .
M .................................... .
Total . ......................... .

0
0
0

5

0

5
1

1
1

0
0

0

0

4
0
4
4

1

8

4

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

1

2

0

32

0

1
0
1
4
0

10

0
4
4
4

1
0
1

1
2
2

1
1
1

9

0

0
0

0
1
1

0
4
30

0

0

4
4
4
0
11
4
4
0
0
4
4

0

39

0
14
10

0

0
1
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
3
2
2

21

11

62

0

0

0

0

1
1
0
0

0

1
4
4

0
0

0
0
0

4
0

1
0

2

3

6

0

5
0

5
0
0
5
3

20
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I NFANTRY.

j ComComCom•
Com 'omComCom- j Company A. pany B. pany C. pany D. pany E. pany F. pany G. pany H. Total.
Regiment.

1 .. ...................

1

4

2.....................
3.....................
4 ..••••.•.••. ·••······
5.................. ...

0
1
0
0

0
4
0
0

6 ... ••• ·•••·•· •.•••• ..

0

0

7 .•••.. .•... .... .. . . . .
8................... ..

0
1

3
1

9 .•••••.•••••••• ••••••

0

0

10 ...... ·•••········ ...
11.....................
12a . ...... ... . . . ..••••
13b ................•..
14 ....... ·······••···•·
15. ...... ....... .... ...
16.....................
17.................. ...
10. ..... ...... .. . .....
20.....................
21.....................
22.....................

0
0
O
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0

23.....................

1

4

24.....................

0
0

0
0

18c . ..................

25'................. ....

-

1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0

0
1
l
0

I 4o
3
3
0
0
0

-

0

1
0
0
0
0

1
-

1
0
1
0
0

0

0

!I i

0
1

0
0
7
7
0
1

4
0
4
0
0

-

3

1

5
0

1
1

0
0

0
1

6
4
4
0
4
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

3
0
4
0
0
0
4

1
0
1
0
0
0
0

0

3

1
3
3
7

0
0
0
0

2
2
0
5

1

4
0
4
0
0
0
2

~ ~Ig

0
4
3

0
1
0

0
4

0
0

0
0

4
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
1
1
0
0
l

4
0
4
0
0
0
3

0
0
0

0
2

0

1
0

1
0
0
1

1
1
1

2
4
5
4

0
0
0
(>

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0
0
0

2
0
1

t3

0

0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1

••••
1

t

1

0
0

0
0

iI i !
! !I l
0
6

4
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1

6
5

0

6
0

l

4

0

0

0
0
0
0
1
0

0

1
1
0

0
4
4

5
6

0
0

0
3

0

0

1

0

0
4

3
8

Ul
12

4
5
7
0
0
0

4

25

4

15

3

Hi

1
1

a

4

1

1
1
0
0
0
0
0

2
5
0
0
0
0
0

1
1

-

~ I 3310

8
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
5

0
0
3
0
0

0

0
0
0

0
1
-

21

9
9
16
44
25

32

0
0

1

4

0
5

4
-

0
0
0
2:

0
0

0

··,··I···· ................................

- - -----11---+--·1-- - - -

Total . ..•••......•. ... .. .... ....... .

~I

·1 · 4
0
0

-

0
12
-

65

338

a In Company K, one officer.

b In Company I, one officer.
c In Company I, one officer, and ia Company K, one officer.
TABLE
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The conditions of the appropriations for the :fiscal year ended June 30, 1897, with
the expenditure thereunder, balances and probable demand· on such balauc ,
report of which is reqnired to be rendered by the act of Con"ress approved May 1,
1820, is as follows:
Signal Service of the .Arrn,y, 1897.
Appropriated ................................................•....•..•. $18,000.00
Expend <l ..................•..........................•............... 15,943.88
Balance ........................................•..•................... 2,056.12
Probable demands ........•..............•.•...•..•..•........••...•... 2,036.50
Military telegraph line Fo1·t Ringgold, Tex., to Fo1·t McIntosh, Tex. (perrn,anent specific
appropriation).
Appropriated ..........•.....•........................••............... $17,000. 00

~!ir:-i~nc~~~ _:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::
TABLE
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4.

Inatrnctions for using the heliograph of the , ignal Corps, United States Arrny.
(Authorized by G. 0.

o. 99, 1888, amended by G. O. No. 59, 1889, and G. O. No. 32, 1896, Headqnart rs
of the rmy, Adjutant G n ral's Ollie . ]

TIU! HELI GRAPIT OF TITE UNITED

TATE, SIG AL

ORP •

In order to extencl the operations of the, ignal orps betwe n stations with great
int rvening distances an n.pplianc with a greater range than the flag became nee ssary, ancl thiR need was mrt by the h lior,rapb. It may b said that th volutiou of
the heliograpb of the i igmLl Corps is the outcome of extended xperiruents and int 1-
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ligent criti ·isms of signalist both here and ahroad, and marks the most important
ad,:anc. in the art of visual signaling.
.
'Ibe important advantages of the heliograph of the Signal Corps of the Umted
States Army ~re its fixed :flash, simplicity of form , streno-th of construction, rea~onable weight, mtercbangeable parts, small, square, perfect mirrors, accuracy of sight
and adjustment stability in use, and a complete separation of the :flash mirror from
the screen .
. Tho diffic~lty of securely clamping th mirror bar after the gener~l directi~n of tbe
distant stat10n bad been determined has been overcome by the mtrodu:tion o~ a
female screw with a milled bead which firmly holds the bar in position with no liability to accidental derangement.
.
The heliograph with its transmitted sun :flashes now replaces tbe :flag on all important service, a it can be relied upon for very much greater distances, since du t
and smoke, which would totally obscure even the largest flag, cease to be obstacles
to the sun :flash, which penetrates them without difficulty. Such :flashes have been
read by tho unaided eye at diHtances of 15 miles through smoke and haze so cl~n e
that the semling station could not be seen, even with a signal telescope of thirty
powers.
The English heliograph consists of a movable mirror, mounted upon a horizontal
axis, with an attached finger key which controls the movement of the mirror. When
the key is pressed down, if the mirror is properly adjusted, it throws a sun fi~sh
to the distant •station, and when the pressure is removed from the key a sprmg
returns the mirror to its original position and the direction of the :flash is so ~ha.ngecl
that the signal is no longer visible at the distant station. This form of ~~hograph
w3:s :1ery satisfac~ory in many respects, and it proved _to be of g~eat utility to the
British army durmg many of their campaio-ns in India and Africa. ?-'here w:ere,
however, two quite serious objections to thist:>rp.ethod of operating the mirror_: l!irst,
verY: careful attention to the adjustment of the heliograp~ was n~cessary m order
t? dir~ct the fl.ash constantly and steadily upon the receivmg stati_on; second, the
direction of the fl.ash was liable to be deflected from the out station through the
manipulation of the key, causing derangement in the position of the mirror. .
.
The method adopted by the 8ignal Corps of the United States Army, di:ff~rmg
radically from the English plan, materially reduces the first difficulty and. entirely
overcomes the second. The mirrors and screen are fixed upon separate tripod ,. 0
that the mirrors are entirely unaffected by the manipulations of the signal.ma~ usmg
the screen. In communicating with the distant tation after the .flash is du~cte<l
11pou it, two tangent screws upon the mirror bars and frame-one crew causi~g a,
horizontal motion and the other a vertical motion-give slow and suitable motwns
to the mirror, so as to constantly and steadily keep the full :flash of the sun upo~ the
distant station. The :flash is kept accurately adjusted by means of a dark spot a~l81Dg
from an unsilvered point in the center of the mirror. The transmission and 11;1-terruption of the fl.ash is effected by the operation of a detached screen which 1 so
placed that when closed it entirely obscures the flash and when open permits t_hefree
passa~e of the beams of the reflected light to the receiving station. While the
American met~od of signaling ?Y heliograph requires an additional pi~ce, _i. e., ~he
scree1:1-, y t this. affords the eVIdent advantage of rendering commumcat10?, with
the distant station more certain, since the direction of the flash can not possibly be
altered by the manipulation of the key.
.
Two sizes of heliograph are u ed by the ignal Corps of the Army. The IDirr~r
of ~h tandard field heliograph is 4-½ inche squar and with this mirror omm~mcn;tion can, und r favorabl1 condition , be relied ~pon for di tanc s up to 30 mi_l
with ~h nak d eye, and is readily u ed for di tanc of 60 mileR or more when u mrr
th_e ..:ignal Corp tel cop . M. ages have be n s nt with it o r a rang of 9
mil , and the flash ha b n distinguished at 125 mile .
or very great di tanc ,
~oweyer, th station ~eliogr~ph i us d, which i of th ame d sign as the tan<l~rd
ti ld ~n trum nt, b!l-t 1_ con id rably le rger, carrying mirrors incnE s ~quar . With
ah hograph of hi 1z a. m ag ha b n ent and r eived at a <h tan of 1
mil s.
It is evid nt that th grea di tanc at which th mall r mirror ha.
ce sfully r ad is dir _ctly d p ~d nt upon the p d tion of the mirror.
hil ! a a
g n ral rule th bnghtn . of the sun fl.a h d p nds upon th iz of the m1rr r,
v r thing 1 b ing qnal, it houlcl b ob •rv d tha th fla h from
larg r
mirr r, with a. urf, c not p rfec ly pl, n will not favora.bl compar
ith th t
from a ma~ r and ~ore p rf
_mirror, ince from the imperf ct la.rg ~ ~rfa~ the
un's ray
111 b d1. pers d ancl mt rf r<>n
ill c ur with r sulfant d1mmut1on of
th bri btn
of the fla h. i r' v r, in tbt• ca. of a mirror who.
urf,
r
n ~ carat •1y parall :I, fol ·p ima~ of th . un will be produc d, whi h, hi1 1
h_r1gb th n t~c• tnw m~a.g ., ar 1!ab1 t <'an." tronl)] , th r
iving tation _01;1
tmu·s att mp mg to ad.Ju t 1t b ho r J>h on thi fal , hung ,1 wh r •from un h fact • 11 h•· aucl • u11oyiug d.-1 y ftc•n r1· ult.
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The fiel<l ltcliograph eqnipm n1, <·om,isfa; ofX .A. sole-leather ponch, 1·011t1Lin ing;:
One sun mirror.
} I 11do~ cl in a, wooden box.
One station mirror.
One. er en. One sight ing 1"011. One i;crew-driver.
Y .A. small r pouch, sliding by two loops upon tho strap
of the larger. containing: Ono mirror bar.
Z A skeleton ease, ('Ontaining: 'l'wo tripods.
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( H,li.o.fr11ph wdh two mirror.. Swa. "" ,.• .,..)

{H,li.o.!lraph. tuith on, minor a nd sighfin9 rod. Sun in fron l 1
.A Tripod.

B
0
D
E

Tripod head.
Sun mirror.
tatiou mirror.
Mirror supports.
F 'l'ang IJt scr w for rovolYinp; mirror
about horizontal axis.
a Mirror bar.
II Tangent "!Cr w with ball bearings for
r volving mirror about v rli.cal axis·

I Clamp screw for attaching mirror bar
to tripod.
K pring for clamping mirrors ancl sighting rod.
L Sighting rocl with moYablo disk.
.Jf Screen.
X:ey for scr en.
0 Screen 11pring.

The sun mirnn· has an unsilv red spot at its cent<'r, b station mfrror . pap r di k ·
in oth r re p cts th ya
· ilar.
'Ihe tang ut sor w at
t t tho frame afford the means of r volving th
mirror a.bout a boriz nt
Tb . upport to the fr
a conical proje tion accurately turn <l to fit the
ock t
· ror l>ar, and groov <l to rec ive the clamp pring.
Th
ovided with , key, l>y wbi b in conn ction with th action of a
sp ·
d to reveal an,l cut off tho flash.
m
al crew for attachm nt to the tripod.
t
c:k t of the mirror 1Jar, and i clamp d in the
s
m·
ri at on <!nd a movable di k which, wh n

t

t,

l :
Kni1l
l acljn

ap
m

slipped into th di. k to receive th " badow
11
with th p int of th fr nt

h •r,•111 ,·oin irl

ju

t

m, ,1 })

iltln hy loo~ •ning the mill<'<l lid ,
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The 1ni1-r01· bar is provided with a clamp, threaded to fit the screw of the tripod.
The release of the clamp permits movement of the bar independently of the screw .
.A.tone end is attached the tangent screw for revolving mirror about a vertical axis,
and it should be observed that under all circumstances the sun min·or should be
clamped to this end, while the socket at the other extremity is designed to receive
the station mirror or the sighting rod .
.A. movable spring is placed under each end of the mirror bar for clamping mirrors
and sighting· rod.
The t1·ipods are similar, the screw of either serving equally well for the attachment
of mirror bar or screen.
Both are provided with a hook for the suspension of a weight to give greater stability when required.
SETTING UP AND ADJUSTING.

'.rhe position of the sun is the guide for determining whether one or two minors
should be used.
When the sun is in front of the operator-that is, in front of a plane through his
position, at right angles to the line joining t;he stations-the sun mirror only is
required; with the sun in rear of this plane both mirrors should be used, although
a single mirror may often be worked to advantage with the sun well back of the
operator. In the former case, the rays of the sun are reflected from the sun mirror
direct to the distant station; in the latter, they are reflected from the sun mirror to
the station mirror, thence to the distant observer.
Withone11ii1·ror .-Firmlyset the tripod on the ground; attach the mirror bar to
the tripod; insert and clamp in their appropriate sockets the sun mirror and the
sighting rod, the latter with its disk turned down. Sight through the center of the
unsilvered.spot in the mirror and turn the mirror bar, and raise or lower the t1ighting
rod until the center of the mirror, the extreme point of the sighting rod, and the distant station, are accurately in line; then firmly clamp the mirror bar to the tripod,
taking care not to disturb the alignment. Turn up the disk of the sighting rod.
Move the mirror by means of the slow-motion screws until the "shadow spot"
falls upon the paper disk in the sighting rod. The fl.ash will then be visible to the
distant observer.
The shadow spot must be kept in the center of the disk while signaling.
Attach the screen to its tripod and place it close to, and in front of, the sighting
di k, so as to intercept the flash.
With two 11ii1·1·01·s.-Firmly set the tripod on the ground; clamp the mirror bar
diagonally across the line of vision to the distant station; clamp the snn mirror,
facing the sun, to the end of a mirror bar with tangent-screw attachment, and the
station mirror, facing the distant station, to the other socket.
tooping down, the
head in rear of and near the station mirror, turn the sun mirror by means of its
slow-motion screws until the whole of the station mirror is seen reflected in the sun
mirror, and the unsilvered spot and reflection of the paper disk accurately cover
each other.
Still looking into the sun mirror, turn the station mirror until the reflection of tho
distant station is brought accurately into line with the top of the r fl.action of the
disk and the top of the unsilvered spot of the sun mirror; after this the station mirror
must not be touched.
Now, stepping behind the sun mirror, throw upon the station mirror a full fl.ash
from the sun mirror so that the " hadow spot" falls upon the center of the paper
disk. The fl.a h will then be visible at the distant station.
The method of making the adjustment is similar to ighting with a rifle, consi<l ring
the top of the unsilvered spot of the sun mirror as the rear sight, the top of the reflection of the paper disk of the station mirror as the front sight, and the reflection of the
distant station as the target.
Th e shadow spot 111:ust be 7cept in the center of the paper disk while signaling.
Attach the screen to its tripod and place it, so a to intercept the fl.a h, in a position
convenient for maintaining adjustment of the sun mirror while working.
In etting up the instrument, spr ad the tripod leg sufficiently to give a good
ba , and on yielding soil firmly press into the ground, the head approxima.tely level.
In a high wind, balla t by hanging a ubstantial weight to the hook. If the legs
becom loose at the head joint , apply the screw-driver to the assembling crews.
e that th screen compl tely obscures (cuts off) the flash; all o, that the flash
pa ses en~ire when the screen is opened. The spring should sharply r eturn the
~creen to its normal position when key is released. If it fails to promptly respond,
strengthen or replace the spring.
Extra care bestowed on p1·eli11tina1·y adjustment is 1·epaid by increased brilliancy of flash.
With ~lignment absolutely a ur d and the shadow spot at the center of the disk,
the ans of the coue of reflect cl rays is coincident with the line of sight, and the
distant station receives the greatest possible intensity of light.
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The distan~ opemto_r is necessarily tho best judge as to the flash received;_ if,
th~refore, a~.Justment is called for when the shadow spot i · at the center of the disk,
ad.1ustruent is probably at fault and should be attended to at once.
_The tend~ncy of the shadow spot to move off the disk, <lue to the apparent motion
oi the su1;1, 1s compen~ated for, without interrupting signals, by me:tns of the tan~ent
screws of ~he sun J?-Irror. Th~ movement imparted by these ~crews to_ the mll'ror
does not chsturb alignment, as its center (the unsilvered spot) is at the mtersect10n
of the axes of revolution.
lt is of tho utmost importance that uniformity in mechanical movement of the
screen be-cultivated, as lack of rhythm in tlie sio-nals of the sender entails unnece sary
a11d vexatious concentration of attention upot the part of the receiver.
For tlie "1," the flash is almost instantaneous. To avoid continuity of light,
release the screen at the moment of depression. "Clipping" should be guarded
against by fully opening the screen before releasinir the key.
.
The manipulation of the instrument involves but slio-ht manual labor; the stram
on the eyes, however, from the :flash of the mirrors in re~eivincr is often consideral1le,
lrnt may be modified by the use of stained glasses. It will als~ occasionally be found
advantageous to screen the eyes from the glare of surrounding objects.
Ability to read signals from the helioo-raph may be readily acquired, but may also
be as readily lost if practice be discontin°ued before proficiency is attained. _It sho~lu
~herefore be the endeavor to acquire such facility1 not only in sending but m rece1vrng,. that habit will come to the aid even after the lapso of considerable ~im~.
.
M!nor parts of the instrument should be dismounted only to effec t repair, for which
purpose spare parts are furnished on requisition. All steel should be p~eserved from
~·ust, _and tangent screws and bearings from dust and grit. 'J.'he muro~s should
mva:nabl:y be wiped clean before using. In case of ac~ident to the su_n mirror, the
stat10n nurror may be made available as such by removmg the paper disk.
.
The projection of the rays of the sun upon a, screen by reflection fro1;ll pl~ne mirror ,
demonstrates that for short distances (varying with the sizes of the mirrors employed)
the figures of illumination are similar to those of the mirrors used. Removmg t~e
mirrors to a greater distance from the screen, it is found that the shapes of ~he mirrort:1 are no longer reflected, but that all images are circular and of the sa~e di~meter.
Removing the mirrors to a still great r distance, it is found tbat the various imag~s
are circular as before and of the same diam ter, but that this latter di~met r u,
g~·eater than the one pre-viously obtained. Repeatin~ the exper~ment at mcreased
du;tances, these results are confirmed, with the follow mg conclusions:
a. That up to a certain distance the form of the mirror is re:fle ·ted upon the s~reen.
b. T_bat this distan ce once exceeded, the r e.fl cted imacres obtained from_ mirrors
of vanous shapes and sizes are all oircular and of equal dia,meters at equal distances.
c That the greater the distance from the mirror to the screen, the greati\r th e
diameter of the reflected image .
. d. That the images vary in brightness, the l aro·er mirrors 1>1·0<.lu ·in°· the brighter
unacres.
It is therefore evident that the advantacre derived from tho use of a large mirror
·on ists, not in any increase in the size of the fla b but in an increase of brightness,
i.e., capability for ov rooming su ·h obstructions' as fog, smoke, haze, and consequently di tance.
The m~rror _should :fit snugly, but not tightly, in their frame, . Great car sh_ould
b~ exerc1s~cl rn th is a even a slight nres ur destroys the plane snr_face o_t th
mirror; th1 prodnces di ·tortiou of the reflection and con equ •ut loss of mten 1ty of
th un:fla h.
The light from the sun i J)roject d upon the surface of the mirror in~ con~ of
rnys aud is reflectecl in a coo of the am dimen ions. The angle withm wh11·h
relle ·tion is v isible it1 that subtended by the diameter of the Run. The limi of th
Jat ral. exten ion_ o_f he fla. ·h at auy given distance may ther fore b. d~linit Ir
d rm1ned, and 1t 1 · found that the circle of illtoninalion has a diamele1·wlnchincrca es
si.rlee11 and_ one-third yards for every 1nile of distance from the 1nirror.
.
-1!, the <11am~ter ~f the 11a. h i_n ·rc•a, s dir ctly with the <h tan<· .l> tw n . tat10o •
ad1u tment of them trunumt 1s thel'(•fore a· <· •rtaiu for gr at as for hort d1 tanc •
Al_thongh th m~r rin of !lash is ampl<', o that 1:,ignal may 1,e dir ·t d 1_1pon :
i;tr t1on, howev r c~1 t~nt, w!th <· rtai11ty, y l it i o . light relati e to the <11 t:1nc
1, tw n commnn1 at1ug}) mt that icrnal ar invi ihle to on far out of th d1r <·t
Ho , _and :i,re tber foronot liabl ~oh ; •:ul by tho e for, hom not inten<l cl.
.
It 1 v1d n t from the propor 10n h twc ·nth diam t •r of th<· fla. h and th di ·
t:mc that th in trum nt may h u. cl in . tm1atin T di. tan<·• h •tw, n tatious. In
pr_: C'ti_' th . di pc•r ion o_f ~:Ly <1111· to im1wrf' ,. iom1 of th wirror mak . th cl ' ~mrnat10n of th c•xa<· Jm11 of tlw Jla h : nmttN of onw un · rtainty, hn
fair
apprn. itna.tion to th tnu· cli ta111·c: rna,y oft ll h obtain •cl wh n co11ditio11 .
favorahl .
·
l'or 1' ru1 11 ·ut . t.: lion
au -i u ·h minor i eont •rnplat :d, with p1·ovi ion for
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attachment to a post, tlie stump of a tree, or some other . firm base by means of
screws, entirely dispensing with the tripod. The range over which signalin<Y may
be etl:'e ·ted by means of this instrument, under favorable atmospheric conditions, is
limited only by the convexity of the earth. The square mirror is adopted in preference to the round, as containing about one-fourth more reflecting surface for
practically the same packing space.
Signaling at moderate range by night may be effected b nioonlight; also by the
employment of art'ificial light. This latter fact makes possible practice with the
instrument in the squad room.
Occasionally the receiving station is in cloud while the un i shining at the s nding station, When these conditions obtain the receiving tation can not break, and
the sending station should e ·ercise mue to transmit each letter lowly and with the
utmost distinctness. If the message is important it hould be repeated by the sending station in order to insure that the receiving station receives, on repetition, any
words that may have been missed when first sent. The receiving station will, at
the first opportunity, acknowledge by their number and time of receipt m ·sages
so r ceived. In such cases 7 where it is uncertain that the transmitted mes age ha
h en correctly and fully received, the facts in each case should be communicated to
the originator of the message by the sending station .
.No 1neasage will be conside1·ed sent iintil it8 receipt haa been acknowledged by the receivina atation.
When the exigencies of service are such that but one man is on a station, particular care should be taken by him that his flash falls with full inten ity upon the
rec iving station; he should therefore adjust his mirror with such frequency as will
with certaintv insure this.
The "1" and the elements of "2" are represented by a momentary exposition of
the flash, and the duration of this expm1ition constitutes the unit of tinie.
The "3" is represented by an exposition of the flash for a period of thr e units of
time.
The pause between the elements of a letter is equivalent to the unit of time; that
between letters to three such units, and between words to six units.
1 se short flash for "1," two short flashes in quick succession for "2," and a long
steady flash for "3." In visual signals the exposition of the signal representing the
elements of letters should be slightly longer than in sound signals.
Th first position is to turn a steady flash on the receiving station; the signals
are made by alternate obscuration and revelation.
To call a station, make th "call letter" until acknowledged. Each station will
then turn on a st ady flash and adjust. When the adjustment is satisfactory to the
called station, it will cut off its flash, and the calling station will proceed with its
messag .
If th receiver sees that the sender's mirror needs adjusting, he will turn on a
steady fl.a h until answer d by a steady flash. When the a<ljustment is satisfactory,
the receiver will cut off his :flash, and the sender will resume his messsago.
To br ak the sending station for other purposes, turn on a steady flash and call
for r peat, etc., as occasion requires. All other conventional signals are the same
as for the flag, tc.
Th following will be th order of transmitting the several parts of a messag :
] il'st, number of message and "call letter" of sending station; second, operator's
personal signal; third, the check; fourth, place from and date; fifth, addresi; in
full; sixth, "33" ( addr s complete); seventh, body of message; eighth, Sig (signature follows); ninth, signature.
Examipie.

The message" KENNESAW, A., October 6, 1864.
"General C0R E,
'' Allatoona, (J a.
"Let the Rome force return at once to Rome and protect the road. I will cover
A.llatoona.
"W. T .. HERM '
" Major General."

Would be sent•o 1 K Jo 17 0 B Kenn aw Ga 6 To General Corse Allat ona : . Let the Rome
force return at once to Rome and protect the road. I will cover Allatoona ig W T
herman Major eneral
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HELIOGRAPH CODE.
THE

MYER

SYSTEM

FOR

U. S.

ARMY AND

J .................. 1122

A ••••• • ••••••••••.. . 22
B .......•......... 2112

K ..•.....•••...••• 2121

c ............. ..... 121

L ••••••••••••••••.. 221
M .••••.•.•••••••.. 1221
N . .... ....... ...•. .. 11
0 ................. .. 21
P ·•··•· .. ·········1212
Q ······ ••••••...•. 1211
R ........•.•....... 211

D ..........•....... 222
E ................... 12
F ................. 2221

G ................. 2211
H ................. 122
I .................... 1

U. S.

NAVY.

s.. ................. 212

T ........... ........ 2
U .............. .... 112
V . ............. ... 1222
W ················1121

x ................. 21~2

Y .................. 111
Z ············ . ... . 2222

tion .••••••........ 1112

NUMERALS .

1. ..•.• 1111
3 ... . . . 1112
5 .••••. 1122
7 •. ••.. 1222
0 .••••• 1221

2 .•••.. 222~
4 •••••. 2221
6 .••••• 2211

8 ••••• . 2111
0 .•••.. 2112

ABBREVIATIONS.

a . . .. ... .. .. ..... after
l> .••..••.••••••• before
C .•.••••• •• •• • • • • • . Call

h .............••. have

n .................. not
r ....... ..... .. ..... are
t ........... ... .. .. . the
u ••••••••••••..•••• you

·.·::.·::.·::.·::::~~~(1

~r...

wi. ............... with
y .•.••.•......•.... yes

CONVENTIONAL SIGNALS.

End of aword .••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••.... .. 3
End of a sentence ....... ................ .... . .. 33
End of a message .............................. 333
xx3 .... . ...... numerals follow (or) numerals end.
Ril! a ...... .. .. .. ... ......... ..sigmtture follows.
Error ............... . . .. . . .. ... . .. ... ...... 12 12 3
.A.cknowled"ment, or "I understand" ... .. 22 22 3
Cease signaling .........•....•........ 22 22 22 333

Wait a moment .••••••••..•• •••••.•..•..... 111113
Repeat after (word) ... ...... 1211213 22 3 (word).
Reoeat last word ........................ 12112133
Repeat la.st message ... ............. 121121121333
Move a little to right ......... ............ 211 2113
Move a little to left . ...................... 221 2213
Signal faster . ................ .............. 2212 3

CODE CALLS.

IC U- Intemational Code Use.
T D U-(Navy) Telegraph Dictionary Use.
G L U-(Navy) Geografhical List Use.
G S -(Navy) Genera Si~al Use.
NL U-Navy List Use.
V N U-Vessols crumbers Use.
C A -Uipher "A" Use. }
C B U-Cipber "B" Use. These calls are for preooncerted use in or with the
C C U-Cipber "C" Use.
.

avy.

A. W. GREELY,
Brigadier-General, Chief ignal Officer, U. S. Anny.

WASHINGTON,

May 8, 1897.
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CHIEF OF THE RECORD AND PENSION OFFICE.
RECORD AND PENSION OFFICE,
WAR DEPARTMENT,

October 1, 1897.

Sm: The work of the Record and Pension Office consists in the
transaction of the business of the War Department relating to the
volunteer forces iu the service of the United States during the various
wars in which the country has been engaged, ineluding the Revolution,
the war of 1812, the various Indian wars, the war with Mexico, and the
war of the rebellion.
During the past fiscal year, as heretofore since the organization of
the office, the clerical force has been steadily and profitably employed,
the current business having been promptly di patched and satisfactory
progress having been made in transcribing and compiling the records
of personal military service.
The number of cases received and disposed of during the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1897 is as follows:
j

From the Pension Office ....•....••......••••.••••....•......•. ______ ...... 97,043
:From th Auditor for the War Department •••••. ______ ..•................. 19,537
2, 033
Rem u t r cases ........................ _.. ____ .•..•.....•. _... ___ . _.. . . . . .
De ertion cases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 165
All other cases, miscellaneous...... . . . • . . . . • • . . . • . . • . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27, 029
Total . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 149, 07
On hand June 30, 1897...... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
on .

Of the ca es represented in the foregoing tab1e2 107,369 were of the
cla known as '' statement of service case ," reqmring the preparation
of military historie of individual officer and enlist d men, a majority
of which were for the Oommissioner of Pen ions, the accounting officers
of the Trea ury, and other bureau officer charged with the adjudication of claims on account of ervices rendered during the late war.
Considerable clerical labor and the exercise of extreme ·are are involv d
in the preparation of the e reports, as they are made the ba i of the
di bur ement of large sum of money, and upon their ompl ten
and
accuracy the interests of the Government and of individual claimant
largely depend.
But while the "statement of service" cases referred to ab ve ar of
great importance, requiring care and con tant scrutiny, th y ar not
of' the cla demanding the admini trative a tion f th Department.
A pointed out in former reports, the current bu in s of the offi · i
becoming more complicated and difficult as the period of ervi e in the
691
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volunteer armies becomes more remote, and the number and percentage
of cases requiring special investigation and administrative action are
constantly increasing. Of the 149,807 cases received during the past
fiscal year, 42,438 were of this class, many of them involving questions
of military law, the determination of the military status of individual
officers and enlisted men and the proper construction of defective,
complicated, and contradictory records.
. .
The" remuster" and" desertion" cases mentioned in the tatistical
table form an important fea,ture of the current work, requiring the
exercise of care and discretion in the consideration of testimony and
the application of the laws under which they are presented. The e
cases will receive further consideration in another portion of this repo!t.
The cases referred to in the"' tatistical table under the head of" Miscellaneous" are of great variety, covering a multitude of subjects not
easily classified. Conspicuous in the general correspondence of the
office, however, may be mentioned the numerous inquiries received from
the descendants of soldiers of the Revolutionary war and the war. of
1812, and from representatives of the various patriotic societies relative
to service in those wars. Since the date of the la t anuual report the
reproduction of the records of the war of 1812 by the index-record card
system has been practically completed, and the Department is now a~le
to satisfy the demands made upon it by persons desiring informat~on
with regard to service in that war, and to furnish · such information
relative to service in the Revolutionary war as the imperfect records
of that war afford.
Promptness in the transaction of the public business has al~a_ys bee~
a prominent object in the administration of this office, and 1t 1s gratifying to be able to state that during the past fiscal year the current
business was kept close up to date, more than 96 per cent of the ca e
received having been disposed of within twenty-four hour from the
time they reached the office. As shown in the statistical table before
referred to, not one case remained undisposed of when the fiscal year
expired on the 30th of June, 1897.
REMUSTER.

At the date of the la t annual report there wa no law in exi tenc,e
under which per on· who were commi ioned a offi ers of volunt r
organization in service during the late war could be recognized ~
having been in the military ervice of the u d
th 11'
com mi ion , or ould be paid for
·ce rend d
an
th y we or
· d
period prior to the late fro
ervic n
during the war by their actual
r before
su hr ogniti n and p
proved
e expira ion o
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submitted by the Secretary of War to the military committees of the
two House of Con!Jress, was adopted, and resulted in an enactment,
approved February 24, 1897, of which the following is a copy:
AN .A.CT to provide for the r lief of certain officers a.nd enlisted men of the volunteer forces.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Ho1iae of Repreaentativea of the United Statea of .lirnel'ica
in Cong1·eas assenibled, That any person who was duly appointed or commission cl to
be an officer of tho Yolunteer service during the war of tho rebellion, and who was
subject to the mnstering regulations at tho time applied to members of the volunt er
service shall be held and considered to have been mustered into the ervice of the
United tates iu the grade named in his appointment or commission from the elate
from which he-was to take rank under and by the t ,rms of his said appointm nt or
commi sion, whether tho same was actually received by him or not, and shall b
entitled to pay, emoluments, and pension as if actually mustered at that date: Provicled, That at the date from which he was to take rank by the terms of his said
appointment or commission thero was a vacancy to which he could be so appointed
or commissioned, and his command bad either been rncruited to th'e minimum nnmber required by law ::mcl the regulations of the War Department, or had been
assigned to duty in the field, and that he was actually performing the duties of the
grade to which he was so appointed or commissioned; or if not so performing such
duties, then he shall be held and considered to have been mustereu into servi e and
to be entitled to th ben fits of such muster from . uch time aft r the date of
rank given in his commission as he may have actually entered npon such duties:
Protided fnrther, That any person held as a prisoner of war, or who may have been
absent by reason of wotrnds, or in hospital by reason of di ability received in the
service in the lino of dnty, at the dat of issue of bis appointment or commission, if a -vacancy existed for him in the graclo to which so appointed or commissioned, shall be entitled to all the benefits to which be would have been ntitled
under this Act if ho had been actually performing the duties of the o-rade to which
he was appointed or commissioned at said date: Providecl further, That this Act shall
be construed to apply only in those case where the commis. ion bears date prior to
June twentieth, eighteen hundr d and sixty-three, or after that date when the ommands of the pernons appointed or commissioned were not below the minimum number required by then existing laws and regulations: .And provided further, That the
pay and allowances actually received for the p riod overed by the recognition
extended under this Act shall be deducted from the sums otherwise to bo paid
thereunder.
SEC. 2. That the heirs or legal representatives of any person who e mu ter into
service shall be recoo-nized and established under the terms of this Act shall be
entitled to receive the arrears of pay and emoluments duo, and the p ension, if any,
authorized by law, for the grade to which recognition shall be so extended.
SEC. 3. That the pay and allowances of any rank or grade paid to and received by
any military or n:wal officer in ~ood faith for services actually performed by such
officer in such rank or grad clurrng the war of the rebellion, other than as directed
in the fourth proviso of the fir t se tion of this Act, shall not b charged to or
recovered back from snch officer b cause of any defect in the title of such officer to
,the office, rank, or o-rade in whic-h such ser ices w re so actually p rformed.
EC. 4. That all acts and parts of acts inconsist nt with the provi ions of this Act
be, ancl the ame are hereby, r pealed.
Approved, F brnary 24, 1897.

The ubject to which thi legi lation relates, and the reasons for the
sub titution of the new law for the previou enactment , ar believed
to be of sufficient importance to ju tify the insertion in thi conn ction
of a copy of the report of the Chi f of the Record and Pen ion Office
accompanying the draft of the bill which forms the text of the pre ent
law. Tll report, <lat d ◄ ebruary 26, 1896, tran mitted by the er tary
of War to the enate Committ eon Military Affair on the am dat
and of which a duplicate wa tran mitted to th Military Committee of
the Hou e of Repre entative , is as follow :
Extension of the p1·ot isions of an act to p1·ovide for t71e must r ancl pay of certain officer,
and enli11lecl 'tncn of the volunteer Jorcea.

The act of June 3, 1 84., "to provide for the must rand pay of certain oillc rs and
enlist cl m n of th volunteer for ," a am ndecl by the act of F bruar ' 3, 18 7,
and e. tend d by the acta of August 13, 18 8, and February , 1 93, cxpir d by limi-
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tation on the 3d day of June, 1895. There is now no law in existence under which
persons who were commissioned as officers of volunteei regiments, companies,
troops, or batteries can be paid or recoe;nized as having been in the military service
of the United States under their commissions for any p eriod prior to the dates from
which they were originally recognized during the war by actual muster into service.
The law referred to above, which was in existence for about ten years, between
1884 and 1895, and under which many thousands of claims were passed upon by the
War D'epartment, appears to have been enacted upon the principle that persons who,
without the formality of muster into the United States service, actually performed
the duties of commissioned officers under commissions regularly issued for them, or
who, being so commissioned and not mustered, were prevented from performin~ the
duties of the grades named in their commissions by reason of being held as priso~ers in the hands of the enemy, or by reason of disabilities incurred in service and_ m
line of duty, were entitled to be recognized and paid as officers in the military service
of the United States for the periods during whfoh they performed duty as su?h officers, or were held as prisoners, or were disabled, provided there were vacancies for
them at the time; and provided further, that after June 20, 1863, their comm~ds
were.not below the minimum number required by then existinglawsandregul_at10ns.
rrh1s law, as stated above, expired by limitation on ,June 3, 1895, and the bill n?,v
under consideration (S. 2101, Fifty-fourth Congress, first session) proposes to revive
and extend the provisions of the old law for a period of three years from the date of
its expiration.
There is doubtless a considerable number of persons who, from ignoranc~ of th_e
exi~tence of the old law, did not apply for the relief provided byit prior to its expiration. These persons are probably equally as deserving as the far greater number of
those to whom the law has already been applied. How large their number may be
it is impossible to dete1·mine with any degree of accuracy, although they must ~e
few as compared with the many whose claims have already been adjudicated! and it
is not conceived that there can be any serious objection to extending the time for
filing claims for what Congress, by legal enactment, has declared to be justly due.
Th~ five years' extension proposed by the pending bill, a consider,tble portion of
which has already expired, would, however, 1>robably be too short a period for the
accomplishment of the purposes for which the original legislation was intend~d, and
as the question of further extension is otherwise "liable to arise, no reason 1s seen
why the limitation clause should not be entirely eliminated from the law as it now
stands.
But while on the subject of this legislation for the benefit of volunteer o:ffic~r~, it
is deemed proper to invite attontion to the fact that the law, in it present cond1t1on,
is the result of a series of amendment of a joint re olution passed in 1866, a0:d that
its peculiar structure, incidental to its ~rowth, ha b n the occa ion of a variety of
interpretations. The object of the legislation, as before stated, is to extend ~uc~
recognition to the persons who performed military service und r the condition mdicated as shall secure to them and their representatives the benefits that would have
accrued to them by th ir actual muster into service at the time as of the grad for
which th y w r commi sion d. One of the anomalie of th acts of 1 84 and 1 7
is that these act provid that the persons to whom th y relate shall be "consid r~d
as commission d" to the grad s to which th y were actually commi sioned, while
as a matter of fact th re is not and n ver was any qu stion as to the fact or date <?f
commie ion. What th se acts w re intend d to accomplish is to r cognize th ir
ben ficiari s as having be n must r d into H rvice on the dat s upon which th Y
enter d upon duty und r their commi ions with the commauds requir d by law and
the mustering r gulations. What i really a comp1isb d is a l gal recognitio'!l of an
o:ffic r as having b en ommissioned on a certain date (th date from which h
entered upon duty), while, as a matter of fact, he may have been commi sioned on
an earlier date, or to take effect from an earlier date, than that declarecl under
th Jaw.
To avoid the inconsist noies and ambiguiti of th old law while in effect continuing its prov isions? a draft of a bill i nbmittedh r with which it is beli v cl will,
if adopted, accompli nth object in view. Thi draft is imilar in its g n ral t rm
to th bill (H. R. To. 870) r c ntly introcluc d by fr. 'urti , of ew York, and npon
wbi ·ha r port wa rend r d b y this office on th 2-th of ,January, 1 96, but diIB r.
th r from in all th
. ntial r spects in whi h that bill ditJ>rs from tho law whi h
it i propo cl, in th bill now under c u id ration, to r vi v .
Compar d in det a il wi th th ol<l Jaw, it i to b not d that in its fir
e tion the
draft now nbmitte limit it application to tho , how r "subj ct to th mnst ring r gulations a th tim appli d tom mber of tb v lunte rs rvi e." It i
?bvion th tit wa for this 1
of offic rs alon that th original legi Jation was
1n _nded. It evidently w a n t t h int ntion of 'ongr sin itl 1 gi Jation on thi
_ubJ ct of ''mu t r " t emb,.
amon it b n ficia.ri ofli rs, how r n t ubJ ct to mu t r into rvi ·e, but who were by la.w and th r gula.tions of the Tar
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Department placed on a footing with officers of the Regular Army and paid from
tho dates of acceptance of their appointments, either without commands or without
r egard to the strength of them, such as general officers of the volunteer forces, officers of the volunteer staff, officers of the Veteran Reserve Corps, etc. The clause in
question is an explanatory one, and appears to be free from objection.
The next change to be noted is that in the first section of the draft now submitted·
the words "shall be considered as having been mustered into the service of the
United States" have b een substituted for the words "sh all be considered a commissioned" in the old law. This change appears to be a good one, because it avoids
the anomaly of saying or <leterminin g under the law that a man was commissioned on
or from a certain date when there is as a rule no question as to the fact that ho was
commissioned to rank froru that or a prior date, although he was not mustered then.
The change appears to be advisable for the additional reason thatJ as the class of
officers to which the legislation applies was paid from dates of muster into s rvice,
it seems proper, in a law enacted for the purpose of fixing the elate from which they
shall be entitled to pay, that the <late of muster in rather than the date of commission
should be determined.
The wording of the old law relative to the benefits to be derived from it is remarkably loo e and ambiguous. It was evidently t he intention of tho legislation to give
to an officer re(\Ognized under it, or to his heirs if he be dead, tlrn pay, emoluments,
andpension that have been, or may be, provided by law for the grade which the
officer is recognized as having h eld in the service. But the old law (sec . 1, :Jot of
June 3, 1884) does not provide that an officer hims If shall receive a pension of the
grade to which the law r equires that he shall be "consider d as commission d." It
simply declares that he shall be entitled to '' all p ay and emoluments" that he would
have been entitled to if he had actually been muster d into service as of a certain
grade on a certain elate, but it ma.kPs no mention whatever ofth subject of pension.
On the other hand, section 2 of that act provides that the heirs or legal repres •utatives of an officer whose muster into service has been amended under the act shall
be entitled to receive the "arrears of pay" that may b clue such officer, and the
pension, if any is allowable, "for the grade into which such officer is mu tered under
the provisions of this aet." In other words, under a stri ·t construction of th old
law, it might be held that an offi er him elf would be entitled to rec ive certain
"pay and emoluments," but no pension, while the "heirs or legal representatives"
of a deceased officer wonl(l be entitled to r eceive" arr a.rs of pay" and pension, but
no "emoluments."
It is true that, so far as is known to t his office, tho law has never been construed
in this way, but has always been con, trued in accordance with its manifest int nt,
which was to place the officer himself if living, or his heir if he be dead, on the
same footing as that which he or they would have held und r all laws if th officer
had actually b n mustered iuto service as of a certain grade at a c rtain dat .
But if the law is to be reenactecl, its ems to be desirable that this most important
portion Df it should be conched in l anguage so clear and precise that there shall be
no ground for any difference of opinion as to its legal effect'- onseqnently th loose
and indefinite wording of the old law relative to the benents to lie d rived from it
has not been incorporated in the accompanying draft, but in place thereof there
has been embodied in the draft snch wording r Iative to pay, emoluments, and p nsion as will leave no room for doubt as to the intent and purpo e of the law in this
re poet.
The firs.t section of this draft al o contains a proviso, not found in the old law, in
the words "and his command had either been recruited to the minimum number
required by law and the regulations of the War Department or had been as igned
to c1uty in the field." Thi provision is intended to apply to officers who w re
appointed to original vacan i s, and is in accordance with the uniform ruling of the
War Department. Unless there wa a le"'al command recruited ther wa no position
to fill, and non has beenrecognized unless the incomplete commall(l was orcleredinto
a ·tivo s rvice and its completion at the rendezvous of organization wa.. th reby
prevented. 'fh insertion of thi clan e mer ly gives expres ion to pr s ut rulings
nuder the law, but it will, jf enacted, serve to avoid misconc ption on th part of
claimant . That it does not re~ r to commands reducetl by the ca. naltica of the
servic will ll apparent when considered in connection with tho third proviso of
tbe original law and of th accompanying <l.raft.
The n xt departure from the lanrruage of the original law to be notecl is in the
fourth and last :proviso of the draft, in which th words "for th perio<l covered by
the recognition extended nnd r this act" have 1 e n add d to th language of the
corresponding proviso of the original law, to more cl arly .·pr sits ob,i us meaning and to mak it explicitly accord with the interpretation that has always been
placed upon it.
ection 2 of the propo cd bill is a reproduction of the same s ction of the old law
(act of June 3, 1 ), with such variation of expression as seems to be necessary to
make it con ist nt with the other ·hanges of phraseology before, alluded to.
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Section 3 is a reiteration of section 4 of the act of June 3, 1884, with the insertion
of the words "other than as directed in the fourth proviso of the first section of this
act." This change is necessary to make the section consistent with the provi o
referred to as it appears in its original form and as that proviso has been amended
in the draft under consideration. The language of the original law in the proviso
referred to and in the section now under discussion is indefinite and contradictory,
and the object of the amendments proposed is to make explicit the terms of the law
and to harmonize the language of its different parts. The change of expre sion
simply makes plain the meaning of the law as it has always been construed by the
accounting officers of the Treasury Department.
.
.As before stated in this report, no objection is seen to the proposed extens10n of
the time for filing claims under the act of June 3, 1884, anu the acts amend_a tory
thereof, but the question of a renewed extension is almost certain to arise, as it bas
repeatedly arisen before, and it is a question worthy of consid eration at least whether
or not the time limit should not be omitted from an'y future legisl ation on the subject.
No time limit has been incorporated in the accompanying dra,f t, and it does not
seem to be necessary that such a limit should be fixed. Even if the law should e
revived wit.bout any limitation as to its duration the number of claims that conld
be allowed under it must be small as compared with the great number o! those t_hat
h_ave ~lr~ady been allowed and finally dispo ed of between 1884 and 189_0. But if a
time limit of five years should be fixed, as proposed in the accompanymg bill, the
cases that would remain unacted upon at the expiration of that period, although
comparatively few in number an<l. each involving a trifling amount of mon_ey, wo~ld
nevertheless be made the basis of nro-ent an<l. annoying appeals to Congress for spemal
legislation. 'l'his can be avoided by reviving the law, jf it is to be revived at all,
without any limitation as to its duration, and it is not believed that tho absence of
such a limitation would add materially to the cost of the law.
But whether or not there is to be a future limitation of time for £ling claims, or
whatever direction the legislation may take, it is very desirable tha~ t~e. la~ shall
b_e complete in one enactment and shall be shorn of its former n.mb1gu1t1es, rnc!ins1stencies, and apparent contradictions. With this end in view, the acco~panymg
draft of a bill has been prepared, and it is recommeudecl thnit thi s b e subst1tu_ted for
and considered in the place of the pending bill, which simply proposes to revive the
ohl law witl1 all its defects.
In order that there may be no misapprehension as to the possible eff~ct of the
enactment of a law in accord~toce with the draft herewith submi tt ed, it ,s de med
proper to remark that such a law would not admit of the con ideration or allowance
of any claim that could not be considered or allowed under a reenact ment of the old
law, and under the construction that has heretofore been placed upou that law by
the various Executive Departments.
Respectfully submitted.
F. c. AI ' · WORTII,
Colonel, United States Anny, Chief Record and Pension OjJloe.
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been recognized was discharged from the service as of that grade, it
being a necessary conclusion from the premises that if, under the law,
a man held a certain rank in the service from a given date to the date
of his discharge, he was also discharged the service as of the same
grade.
It may be here remarked that nearly 5,000 cases have been received
aud considered under the new enactment, and that the expectatio:q.s
formed as to the advantages of the new law over the old fragmentary
legislation, pointed out in the reports to the military committees,
quoted above, have been fully realized.
It may also be remarked, in connection with the general subject of
"remusters," that from 1884 to 1889 more than 14,000 applications for
relief under the remuster laws were considered by the Adjutant-General's Office, and that nearly 40,000 such applications have been received
and adjudicated by the Record and Pension Office since its organization
in 1889.
REMOV .A.L OF CHARGES OF DESERTION.

The term "desertion cases," as used in the preceding tabular statement, is intended to apply to original applications, and renewals of
applications previously acted upon, for removal of the charge of desertion under the provisions of the act of Congress approved March 2,
1889, and the acts ameudatory and in extension .thereof, providing
"for the relief of certain volunteer and regular soldiers of the late war
and the war with Mexico." This act, as amended and extended by
subsequent legislation, is the only law now in force under which an
application for the removal of an e;xisting charge of desertion can be
considered. It was evidently intended for the relief of men who,
though guilty of a technical violation of military law, were not willful
or intentional deserters, and its enactment bas resulted in the extension of merited relief to many deserving soldiers and their representatives, who, without such remedial legislation, would have been deprived
of the pay and emoluments to which they were equitably entitled.
The number of applications for relief under the law a represented
in the tabular statement is considerably in excess of the number of like
applications received during the preceding :fiscal year. The number of
applirations received does not, however, repre ent the number of ca es
acted upon under the provisions of the law. In the preJ>aration of
military hi tori es of ex-soldier1::-1 for the Commi ion er of Pensions and the
accountiug officer of the Treasury, the charge of desertion is frequently
encount red, and it is tbe practice to consider uch case under tb act
of Cong-re ', and, if clearly embraced by its provi ion., to remo e the
charge of desertion without the formality of an appli ation tb r for.
The numb r of ca e of this clas thus incidentally encountered durinothe pa t year wa in exce s of the number of formal appli ·ation for
r lief, the numb r of the former being 5,9 1 and of the latter 4,16",
making a total of 10,146 ca' considered under the act of March 2,
18 9 during the fi cal year ended June 30, 1897.
CERTIFI .A.'l'ES OF DISCII.A.R E IN '.I'RUE N.A.ME.
[Act of April 14, 1890.]

By an act of Congre approved pril 14, 1890, entitled " n act for
th r li f of qJdi r. and ailor who enlisted or er eel und r a urned
name , while minor or otherwi e, in th Army or avy during the war
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of the rebellion," it was provided that the Secretary of War and the
Secretary of the Navy should be "authorized and required to issue
certificates of discharge or orders of acceptance of resignation, upon
application and proof of identity, in the true name of such persons as
enlisted or served under assumed names, whHe minors or otherwise, in
the Army and Navy during the war of the rebellion and were honorably discharged therefrom;" with the condition, however, that" no such
certificate or order shall be issued where a name was assumed to cover
a crime or to avoid its consequence."
It is estimated that about 2,000 applications for such certificate-· of
discharge as are authorized by the law have been filed in this office,
being an average of about 300 applications per year.
In some few instances it has been evident that the name under which
the soldier entered the service was assumed for the purpose of covering
a crime, generally that of desertion from a previous enlistment, but in
a large majority of cases the applicants have been those who enlisted
during their minority, assuming the names under which they enliste~ for
the purpose of concealing their identity from their parents or guardian .
A considerable number of the applicants, however, are ex-slaves who
entered the service u11der the names of t,h eir masters, the name of the
master having been assumed for the purpose of enlistment, the man
having properly no surname of his own. In some such cases, after the
enlistment contract was terminated, the oldier resumed, or assumed,
the name by which his father was known and by which he himself continue to be recognized. Such cases have been construed as coming
within the provisions of the law, and the authorized relief has been
extended. In a very large majority of the cases presented it ha been
satisfactorily established that the name under which service wa · rendered was not assumed for the purpose of concealing a criminal act on
the part of the applicant. In all cases in which a certificate ofdi charge
is given under the act the 'nrrender of the original discharge certificate is required, or, in lieu thereof, the pre entation of evidence of its
loss or destruction.
OERTIFIO.A.TES IN LIEU OF LOST DISOH.A.RGES.
[.A.ct of March 8, 1873,l
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INDEX-RECORD CARD WORK.

The work of reproducing the military and medical records of officers
and enlisted men of the volunteer forces has been fully described in
previous reports from this office. The object of the work at the outset
was to preserve the dilapidated and rapidly decaying records of the
war of the rebellion from utter destruction and to reproduce their contents in such form that the information they contain might be easily
accessible, and that the most comprehensive and satisfactory reports
might be made therefrom with the least possible expenditure of time
and labor. The system which was adopted after some experimentation
is the one now known as the index-record card system. This system,
which is believed to have had its origin in the experiments referred to,
at least in so far as the system bas been applied to the records of a public office, consists in tbe reproduction on a separate iudex-record card of
every item of information found of record in regard to any individual
officer or enlisted man in any one of the official records, and the filing
of theRe cards in an individual envelope or card jacket in proper logical
and chronological order, thus bringing together in one place tbe complete military or medical history of each officer and enlisted man in
small compass and in such form that its contents can readily and with
little labor be reproduced in the preparation of r~ports to the officials of
the Government by whom they are required in the settlement of claims,
or for any other purpose for which they may be required.
Tbecardjacketsbeing filed together inalphabeticalordictionaryorder,
by regimental organizations, the jacket of any individual is readily discovered and his record easily reproduced, with the certainty that the record embraces every item of information that the archives afford relative
to bis military career, wherever these items of information may have been
originally recorded and however obscure or incidental the original record
may have been.
This, in brief, is the index-record card system, which has been
explained in detail in former reports. It will be at once observed that
this system permits the filing away of the original mutilated records,
to be referred to only in the very rare cases in which a reference to
the original records is required, thus securing them from the total
destruction with which they were threatened.
The carding of the medical records was begun in 1887 and wa practically completed in 1890, when the work of carding the military records
was commenced, with the result that by the close of the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1 9-!, all of the volunteer organization rolls of the war
of the rebellion bad been carded, be ides numerous miscellaneou records, thus placing the original records of service in that war beyond
the danger of de truction.
By an act of Congre s approved July 27, 1892, it was provided that
tbe "military records of the merican Revolution and of the war of
1812," then ''pre erved in the Interior and Treasury D partment ,"
hould be transferred to the ar Department, to be" pre erved in the
Record and PensionDivi ion fOffice] of that Department," ancl that they
should be "properly indexed and arranged for u e;" and by an act
approved Augu t 18, 1894 it was further provid d that "all military
record , such a muster and pay roll , orders, and report !elatin to
the personnel or the operation of the armie of the Revolutionary war
and of be war of eighteen hundred and twelv ," then filecl in any of
the Executive Department , hould be tran ferred to the War Department, "to be pre erved, indexed, and prepared for publication."
As a result of this legislation a large mas. of records has been received
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from the State, Treasury, and Interior Departments, and of' these records
the organization rolls of the Revolutionary war and the war of 1812 have
been reproduced by the index-record card system previously adopted
for the records of the war of the rebellion.
The work of carding the regimental returns and the miscellaneous
records of the war of the rebellion was interrupted and greatly ret,arded
by the diversion of the labor of the clerical force from those records to
the records of the earlier wars and those of the various Indian wars
in which the country has been engaged, which latter have also been
included in the index-record card system.
During the last :fiscal year and up to the present date such portion
of the clerical force as could be spared from the current work of the
office has been constantly engaged in the work of carding the records,
work having been continued on the regimental returns of the war of
the rebellion, the records of the war of 1812, and those of the Revolutionary war, the latter including a quantity of valuable original records
loaned by the State of 1'ew York to supplement those of that State
previously received from other sources.
The work for the :fiscal year included the preparation of 1,329,955
military cards and 2,152 medical cards, which, added to the number previously reported, make a total of 39,578,281 of the former and 6,961,596
of the latter class, aggregating 46,539,877 index-record cards prepared
up to and including June 30, 1897.
.
. . .
The present condition of the work of reproducrng the rnd1vidual
records of the officers and enlisted men of the volunteer forces and
those of the Continental forces of the Revolutionary war is that, ~th
the exception of some few organizations in service during the Indian
wars, all of the organization rolls of all of the wars in which the country
has been engaged from the Revolutionary war to and including the
war of the rebellion have been carded, and very considerable progress
has been made in the work of arranging, classifying, and carding ~he
miscellaneous records containing evidence of individual military service.
The work on the latter class of records is necessarily tedious and slow,
requiring great care and consideration, but it is of the utmost importancetbatall record bearing evidence of' the service of individual officers
and enli ted men not already reproduced hall be included.in the indexrecord card y tern. This is especially the case with regard to t1:te
Revolutionary war, the only evidence of service in that war being, m
many in tances, the per onal mention found in the miscellaneous and
fragmentary record now in proces of reproduction.
It i to be remarked that tbe collection of R volutionary war records
filecl in thi office i far from complete, and that th re i no complete
collection of uch record anywhere in exi tence. It i hoped, however,
that the War D .partm nt collection will be largely augmented by the
loan of such Revolutionary r cord a are now in the cu tody of the
authoritie of the
er, l t t and of hi torical ocietie , in order that
they may be 01 i d and includ din tbe general sy tern of index-record
ard .
u h record ha e b n I an d by th tat s of ermont . ew
Hamp hir , an<l.
w ork, and the original , after havin b en copie~,
ha e b n r •turned to heir f rm r cu, todian . It i exp t d bat th1
xampl will b foll w d y h au h ri ie of h r tate and by h
bi t ri al o i ti . having ' U ·h oll ti n , and that th ollection of
tbi D partm u will bn,'
mad a. n arly omplet a it i po ibl
t m k it af r th 1 ng lap. of tim ince the Re olutionary armi
r di. ban d.
' h q_u ti n f th publi ·atiou f th record of th
olutionary
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war and the war of 1812, as contemplated by the act of Congress
approved August 18, 1894, is one that is frequently brought to the attention of this office by representatives of the various patriotic societies,
and by other persons interested in the proposed publication. It will be
observed that the act of Congress referred to, which is quoted in a preceding paragraph, does not specifically authorize the publication of the
records, but provides only that, besides their transfer to the War Department for preservation, they shall be "indexed and prepared for publiCdition." Congress will doubtless make the necessary appropriation for
the publication of these records at the proper time, but it is clearly not
advisable to undertake the publication of any portion of them, especially of those relating to the individual histories of officers and enlisted
men, until the compilation shall have been completed and every available source of information exhausted. It will readily be seen that there
are many difficulties in the way of obtaining mi sing records or copies
of them, and that progress in this direction must necessarily be slow,
but it is hoped that this part of the work will be expedited by the
efforts of the various societies and persons interested in the subject, by
urging upon the authorities of the States in which they are loc~ted, or
upon historical societies or individuals having Revolutionary records
in their possession, the importance of loaning such records to this
Department in order that they may be copied. It would seem that
there should be no objection on the part of the cu todians of the records to loaning them to the War Department for this purpose, when it
is known that the Department guarantees their prompt and safe return
and pays all charges for their transportation.
TR.A.NSCRIP'.l.'S OF MILI'.l.'ARY RECORDS.

For some years after the close of the war of the rebellion it was the
practice of the War Department, when it could conveniently be done,
to furnish to the adjutants-general of States copies of the rolls of organizations, or the individual records of officers and enlisted men, from
their respective States, for the purpose of completing the State records
of service. But these requests became so numerous, and called for the
expenditure of so much time and labor, that it was found impossible to
comply with them without serious interference with much more important current work, and the practice was then inaugurated of permitting
clerks of the Department to do work of this character after office hours,
and to receive compensation therefor from the States for which the work
was done. The practice of permitting the clerks to render such service
was, however, found to be so demoralizing in it effects, both upon the
clerks and upon the public service, that it wa finally aboli hed by the
Secretary of War in 18 9, and it has never since been revived, although
numerous and urgent requests for its revival have been re eived from
variou source .
For a short time after the practice of permitting clerk of the Department to work aft r office hour for a compensation to be p id by the
State wa aboli lied, an effort was made to compile, duriug office honr ,
and without charge, the data which several of the State d sired; but
it was soon found that requests for su h data were incr a ing very
rapidly, and it became evident that he Department mu t eith r n glect
its own legitimate bu ine, or mu t abandon the effort to meet the
demand of the tates. The latter cour e was adopted, and on February 17, 1892, the Secretary of ar, after carefully n id ring the
subject in all its bearing , issued an order prohibiting the furnishing
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of information from the records of the personnel of the volunteer armies
to be used for historical purposes or to complete the records of States.
The rule laid down in the order cited above has been rigidly adhered
to and enforced, except in the very few instances in which a departure
therefrom was required by the act approved March 2, 1895, making
appropriations for the legislative, executive, and judicial expenses of
the Government for the ensuing fiscal year. The section of that act
relating to the Record and Pension Office of the War Department contains the following provision:
The Secretary of War shall, upon the application of the governor of any St ate,
furnish to su?h governor a transcript of the military history of any regimen~ or
company of his State, under such regulations as the ~ecretary of War may prescribe,
at the expense of such State.

Pursuant. to this enactment, regulations in execution of its provis~ons
were prescribed by the Secretary of War, which have been quoted ma
previous annual report. By reason, however, of their importance, n?t
only in connection with the legislation to which they relate, but also m
their general application to the important subject of the furnishing of
transcripts of, and information from, the official records, it is believed
that these regulations may be properly reproduced in this report. The
regulations are in the form of a War Department order, of which the
following is a copy:
ORDERS.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Washington, D. C., .A.pril 4, 1895.
The act, approved March 2, 1895, making appropriations for the legislative, executive, and judicial expenses of the Government for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1896, and for other purposes, provides, in the section relating to the Record and
Pension Office of the War Department, that th Secretary of War shall, up~n the
application of the governor of any State-, furnish to such governor a transcript of
the military history of any regimen t or company of bis State, under such regulations as the Secretary of War may prescribe, at the expense of the State. U~der
this provision of law transcripts of the military records of organizations _cred1ted
to the several States will be furnished to t,h e governors of the States to which such
organizations were credited, upon the req nest of the governors and at the expeu e
of the States, under the following regulations:
All applications for transcripts of records under this law should be made over the
signatures of the governors of the State in interest, should be addressed to _th
Se retary of War, and should designate specifically the records of which transcripts
are desired.
Upon the receipt of such an _a pplication from the governor of any State he will b_e
furnished with an estimate of the cost of making tho transcripts specified in his apphcatiou, and will be notified that funds sufficient to cover the estimated cost sho~d
be deposited with the disbursin~ clerk of the War Department.
o work of this
character will be undertaken until an amount sufficient to cover its probable cost
shall have been depo ited with the disbursing clerk and he shall have certified that
fart to the hief of tho Record and Pension Office.
If it i found upon completion of the work in any ca e that the amount deposit di
in ex ss of the actual cost of the work, the amount in exce swill be r turned to the
p r on making the depo it. v henever it is found a work progresses that t,be
a.mount deposited is insufficient to cover the cost of the whole work the governor of
the t ate in intere twill be notified to that ffe t, and will be furni hed with an
timate of the amount nece ary to compl te the work. In every ca e work will be
suspend <l beforeits cost shallbave xceeded the amount depo it d to meet it..
All transcription of r cor l under th provi ions of the law citecl above will b
don durin~ offi e hours by th r gularly ~ utborized employee of tbis I partmeot
un<l r the direction of the hi f of the Record ancl Pen ion file , who will k P a.
r c rel of the time of p er on mplo ed on the work and of tb co t of material n ed
therein, and will furni h the disb using clerk of th D partm nt with a tat m nt
f the ost of both lab rand materials to the overnment. '!'he amount of su h o t
will th n be c ver d into the Tr ur by the di bur ing cl rk out of the fun
d po ited with him by tb t te m interest to d fray the exp n of the w rk.
Th ~r n.s ripts which will be furni hed will bo literal copie of the military 1· cord
of r "'•~ !'t , c mp, ni s, ~oop , ancl batt ri .
o •ompilation, consolidation or
81 mmanzmn- of r cord
111 be undert ken and no copies of records other than
tho~ herein specified vill be furni hed,
'
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Items of info:rmation relative to individual officers and enlisted men, except as such
items may be included in the copies of regimental, company, troop, or batteryrecortls
herein before rrovided for, will not be furnished to complete the records of States or
of regimenta or other associations. Not more than one copy of any record will be
furni bed to auy State.
Persons not in the employ of and und r the legal control of the \Var Department
will not be allowed to copy or have access to any of the records filed in the R cord
and Pension Office.
In view of the fact that provision has been made by law so that any tate can
obtain transcripts of the original records of tho organizations credited to it, and
because the dilapidated condition of the rnlls-· ancl other records of the volunteer
·armies, caused by the constant handling to which they have been subjected during
the past thirty years, makes it necessary that a strict rule for their preservation shall
be adopted and that they shall be referred to only when reference to th mis absolutely necessary, and, becau e, further, of the limited clerical force and the demands
made upon it by the current work of the Department, it is hereby ordered that hereafter no copies of records pertaining to military organizations redited to the several States shall be furnished except to the governors of States, as hereinbefore
provided, or as otherwise specifically required by law.
DANIBL

s.

LAMONT,

Secretary of War.

It will be observed that the act of Congress upon which the foregoing order is based directs the Secretary of vVar to furnish to the governor of any State "a transcript of them ilitary history of any regiment
or company of his State," but the law does not direct or authorize the
furnishing of items of information relative to particular officer and
enlisted men, and hence the regulations adopted by the Secretary of
War prescribe that the transcripts which shall be furnished under the
law in question shall be literal copies of the military r cords of regiments, companie ·,troop ', and batterie'; that no compilation, con olidatiou, or summarizing of records ball be undertaken; and that items
of information relative to individual officers and enlisted men, e cept
as such items may be iucluded in the copie provided for in the order,
shall not be furnished.
But few applications have been received for tran cripts of the military records under the law. It i evident that the State legi latures
are unwilling to appropriate the money neces ary to obtain such transcripts, and there is rea on to believe that in most of the few instances
in which application ha been made it has been done in the interest of
private ind1vidual~, and that the expense has been borne by them and
not by the States.
·
PUBLICATION

OF

PERSON.AL
!LIT.A.RY
REBELLIO •

RECORDS,

W.A.R

OF . THE

The avowed object of many of the States in compiling their 10cords
was to publi h them, and it is a singular fact that the War Department,
while alway trenuou ly in i ting that it records of individual officers
and enli ted men are of a confidential nature and can not a£ ly be
made public, has not only interpo d no obje tion to he publi ation of
the record by the Stat s but ha · aided such publication by furni.·hing
transcript of its own records therefor. Many, if not all, of th
tate
to the compilation of who e record the War Department h c ntributed have publi hed o-calle 1 "ro ter ," all of which ar nece arily
inc mpleto and many of which ar inaccurate and mi 1 ading.
nder the liberal law enact d by Congre .for the benefit of x-soldier and their heir the chanc of impo ition and fraud upon the
Government are gr atly incr a. ed. It i
vident, therefore, that
tringent rules should be maintain d to pr vent the u of the infi rma-
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tion afforded by the records, except in such a way that, while claimants
shall be given the greatest possible benefit of everything pertaining to
their claims, the door shall not be opened neerllessly to the perpetration
of fraud. Moreover, the records contain much that is of a purely personal character and, while of no interest to the general public unle s
improperly used, is capable of being· mad~ the source of serious annoyance to the persons to whom it relates, and of alienating the confidence
of employers and the good will and esteem of neighbors.
For the reasons stated, it is believed that the War Department
should not go beyond the plain requirements of law in aiding or
encouraging the States to publish the records of volunteer officers and
enlisted men of the late war. The time has not yet come when a g~nernl publication of these records cau be permitted without endangermg
the interests of the Government. When that day arrives, the Government should, and undoubtedly will, publish them in a far more accurate
and satisfactory form than that in which any State or association of
private individuals can possibly publish them. State or private publications of this character are always necessarily incomplete, and often
misleading, and can never be confidently relied upon for the determination of any important matter. No complete and accurate history
of the personnel of the Volunteer Army can be prepared by anyone
until the War Department shall have :finished the compilation of all th_e
records in its custody, and these records comprise not only the regimental and company records of which the States may have or may
obtain copies, but they also include a great collection of other v~ry
important records, such as those of brigades, divisions, corp!-!, ar1m~ ,
departments, hospitals, prisons, posts, camps, and detachments, copie
of which have never been furnished to the States, and can not be furnished to them under any existing law.
There is no 11eces ityforthe publication of these records by tbe ~t::ttes,
because the War Department al ways promptly furnishes the m1h~ary
history of officers and enli ted men to the proper officials of the mt d
States, of any State, relief association, or society when it i shown _th3:t
such history is to be u ed for legitimate purposes, either in the adJu~1cation of pending claims or to determine the eligibility of applicant for
membership in the various ocieties of ex-soldiers or their de cendant •
There is 110 doubt that many persons wllo are intere ted in the pro ~cution of claim against the Government are clamorous for the immerlrnte
publi ation of the e records, but this fact is of itself a strong argument
against the proposition .
.A.CCES

TO THE RECORD .

It ba been frequently urged upon the Department that prr on
employed by the tates should be permitted to have acces to the r cords and to extract from them uch information a may be de ired; and
the exten ion of thi privilege to historian , biograph r , and oth r
per on engaged in literarypur uit. , or their ag nt , and ven to claimant and attorney for p r on having claim again t the Governm nt
ha be n p r i tently demanded. There eem to be an impre ion
abroad, e p cially am ng attorney and laim agent , that th offi. ial
r ord ar public property to which g neral and indi criminat ace
should be rmitted, and it ha b en found difficult or impo ible in
~any in :tan e to convinc inter ted per on the t th y h ve no he
r1 b
m pe t the r
rd at will and t make ' uch extract and tran·cr1pt as m y uit their intere t or caprice.
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To a.11 such applications, those of State officials as well as those of
persons of no official station, tbe Department bas been compelled to
apply the well-established rule that access to the records must be
denied to all persons not officially connected with the Department and
legally nuder its control. To subject tlrn dilapidated original records
to the handling of unskilled and inexperienced persons would expose
them to the danger of total destruction, and both the original rolls and
returns and the index-record cards would be liable to be misplaced in
the files to which they pertain, or to be misfiled altogether, and so lost
to the records. For this reason, even clerks of the Department who
have not been specially trained to the use of the original rolls and
returns and of the record cards are not permitted to have acce, s to
them. But the danger of the destruction and loss of the records is
not the only reason for the existence and maintenance of the present
rule. To relax it would deprive the Government of the protection
afforded by the records in the detection of fraudulent claims and
would afford every facility for their preparation and successful prosecution. Moreover, as before stated, many of the records are of a confidential nature, and can be made the source of serious detriment or
annoyance to the persons to whom they relate. ThPi reputations of tbe
living and the dead are dependent upon the safeguards that are thrown
about these records, and for this reason alone, if for no other, it would
be unwise to allow access to them hy persons not legally responsible to
the Department for their proper use.
FURNISHING INFORM.A.'l'ION FROM THE RECORDS.

The question of furnishing information from the records of the volunteer armies is an important one and one that is little understood by
the general public. Among the requests for information and their
objects may l>e mentioned, (1) requests from United States officiah1,
with a view to the adjudication of claims against the Unite<l State"·;
(2) from State officials and relief associations for u e in the settlement
of State and local claims; (3) from the managers of tbe different national
and State homes and asylums for ex-soldiers and their de cendants,
to determine the eligibility of applicants for admi ' sion and to complete
the records of such institutions; (4) from repre e11 tatives of the various
patriotic societies compo ed of ex-soldiers and their de cendant aud
to determine the status of per ons applying for member hip; (5) from
State officials, to complete. State records of ervice and for publication;
(6) from societies and a ociations a11d from individuals for historical,
genealogical, biographical, memorial, and tatisticalpurpo e ; (7) from
associations and individuals, evidently for the purpose of gratifying· p ronal or political p1te or malice or to influence the resultH of a volitical
campaign; ( ) from individuals, to determine their eligibility for member, ·I.lip in societie or for admi. ion to aRylums for tho de titute, to
gratify curio ity and to det rmine wagers; (9) from actual or pro pe tive claimants and their attorn y , to aid in the preparation or 1 ro •
e ution of claim again t the national or State government or again t
a tate or local relief association.
The e are among the many and diver ified reque t r c ivecl at thi
office for information from the official record,. Mauy of them are
laudable or unobjectionabl , while many others are for purpo e for
which it would be highly improper to furni h the information d ir d.
The exerci e of gr at care and constant vigilance i r quir d to prevent the u e of the information the records afford to the d triment
WAR 97-45
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either of the Government or of individuals. The reasons for this protection of public and private interests are partially set forth in previous
portions of this report. While much that the records contain may
safely be made public, there is much that is of a confidential nature,
and much also that, although not confidential in its character, can not
safely be co~municated to persons contemplating the preparation of
claims against the Government or who have claims pending in any of the
several Government departments. The Department always promptly
furnishes the military histories of officers and eulisted men to the proper
officials of the Government, or of any State, relief association, or
society, when it is shown that such histories are to be used for legi~imate purposes, and claimants and other interested persons thus obtam
the full benefit of all the information the records afford, while the
interests of the public are not left unprotected. Furthermore, the
clerical force allowed by law is not sufficient to satisfy all of the numerous demands made upon it for information from the records, and any
attempt to meet these demands would seriously interfere with much
more important current work of the Department.
The dilapidated condition of the original records, caused by the co1;1stant handling to which they have been subjected for many years, 1s
another reason why they should be carefully guarded, and in 1892 an
order was issued by the Secretary of War directiug that they ~ould b~
referred to only when necessary tot.he transaction of the offimal bu _1ness of the Government. The substance of that order was repeated m
an order dated April 4, 1895, which bas already been quoted in this
report, and in February of the present year still another order was
issued by the Secretary of War on the subject of furni bing inform~tion from the records of the volunteer armies, giving somew~at in de.tail
the rules adopted relative thereto and the rea on· for their adopt10n.
Following is a copy of the order, which is believed to be of sufficient
importance to justify its insertion in full in this report:
WAR DEPART ,rn 'T,
Washington , D. C., February 23, 189'7.
The muster rolls and other recortls of inclividual officor , nli tecl men, and organizations, which are on file in the Record and Pension Office of this Department and
whi h pertain toth war of the rebellion, the M xican war the various Indian war,
the war ef 1812, and the war of the Revolution, bavo become so dilapidated through
y ears of constant handling, or other cause , 'that it has been founcl nc•cessary to adopt
stringent measures for their preservation, and to r trict refer nee to them to cases
in which such reference is al.Hwlutoly u ce ary. Many of the most imp rtant of
those records hav b n reproclt1. ed by tl10 incl x-rccord card sy tem, hut the handling of these card , as well as the original records which they repr soot, by p r on
no thoroughly in tructed in their use an<ln t nuder the control of this Dc•partment
involves great danger of the lo .. , through mi sfiling or otherwi , of ca
other
records which can not her placed. l! or the. er •a. ons, a well a for oth
ually
cogent, the D partm nt is comp llecl tor<' trict ac· ·ess, both to th origi
cord
an.cl the ind x-r corcl cards, exclusivc•ly to pc•rsons who are in the em
f th
Department ancl are lawfu
·,,ct to it control.
TheD partm nt willfnn
ny imosueh informationrC'lativeto any indivitlual
offic<'r or enli t d man as it
ds, fforcl, and a may he a •tually nee : ar,v to naul
th proper official of any
or any r li •f a . ociation, patriotic oci ty or oth r
kinclr cl organization, top
n ally aJ)plication that m, y b, V<' l> n mad in ~o~d
f~ith for aicl, r li_ f, or m <'
.
.P, an<l that ma,yproprrly come _within the juri_ d1 _t1on
uch offic1, 1
But 1· que. t for informat101
1d 1.
ffi rs or
th ·ompiJation of atisti
·
o he ns('d for hi ·torical or m
or fo
n <1, 1, ·can th limite<l ·ler·
artrn nt to comply with such
ant c·nrn•nt work.
1u
ning to the 1
w
T>
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lli ·ial H c rel f
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relatin~ especially to individual officers, enlisted men, and organizations of that war
and prior wa:,s, the historical data which those records contain will also become
available for general use. But until such publication shall h ave been authorized, or
other legislation enacted, it will be impracticable for th e D partment to furnish
compilations or statements from those records for historical, memorial, or statistical
purposes, or for publication.
For the rea.sons set forth above, the following rules have been adopted relative to
the subject of furnishing statements or extracts from the records of the personnel
of the volunteer armies and other similar records on file in the Record. and Pension
Office of this Department, and are hereby announced for the information and guidance of all concerned:
1. All r equests, made by ersons other than officials of the United States, for
information from the officia records must, to receive favorable consideration, set
forth the specific purpose for which they are made, and must be sufficiently in detail
to enable thh1 Department to determine for itself how much, if any, of the information asked for is necessary for the purpose indicated and can properly be furnished.
2. Any such request that may be made with a view to determining the merits of
an application for State or other aid or relief must be made, over his own signature,
by the State or other official who may be authorized by law to decide whether such
aid or relief shall be furnished; or, in case the decision rests with a board, commission, or association, the request must be made, over his or her own signature, by the
chief officer of the board or other or~anization which is empowered to decide the
case. All such requests must, to receive favorable consideration, meet the following
requirements:
(a) The character of the relief or aid for which application has been made must be
fully and specifically set forth.
(b) If the application is to be decided under a law of any State, that law must be
definitely cited.
( c) If the application is pending before any board or association, not created by or
actin(J' under any law, the source from which imch board or association derives its
authority to act must be stated.
(d) If the pending application is that of some person other than the one whose
record is desired, the relationship of the applicant to the person whose record is
desired must be set forth.
(e) 'l'he full name of the p erson whose record is requested, the rank held by him,
and the designation of the organization in which it is claimed that he served, must
invariably be stated.
3. Any request that may be made for the purpose of enabling a society or association
to decide as to the eligibility or noneligibility of an applicant for admission thereto
must be made by the chief officer, over his or her own signature, of that branch of
the society or association in which the application is to be voted upon or otherwise
decid ed, and must meet the following requirements:
(a) The title or designation and the location of the branch to which the application for membership has been made must be given.
(b) 'l'he full name aucl resid nee of the applicant, and the date on which the application was made, must be stated.
(c) The relationship of the applicant to the person whose record is de ired, if the
application for membership was not made b y su h p erson himself, must be set forth.
(d) If the r cord of any other p erson has l>eeu requested of or furnished by the
War Department in connection with the pending application, a statement to th at
effect, including the name of the person whose record has been requested or furnished, must be made.
( e) The full name and rank of the person whose record is desired and the designation of th e company and regiment, if any, in which he served, must be invariably
stated in all case in which service during the war of the rebellion is claimed.
(f) The full name of the person whose record is desired, and the tate from which
be entered service or of which he was a resident at the time of his entry into service, must be invariably stated in all ases in which ervice during the Revolution
or the war of 1812 is claimed. His rank and the de ignation of the organization in
which be served, if known, hould also be stated.
(g) Requests for the r ecord of a man whose surname only is known, or for information relative to all the men bearing a certa.in name, will not be entertained.
4. R que ts emanating from a post or other subsiuiary organization of tb
rand
Army of theRepublicmu t be forwarded through, andmust be authenticated b y the
signature of, the department commander. Requests emanating from the sub~viions of other associations founded on military service during tho war of the reb lhon
mu t be forwarded and authenticated a follows: nion
terans' ' nion, through
department commanders; Union eternu Legion, through the national commander;
ons of Veterans, through di vision commanders.
·
5. The information that will b furnished for use fo connection with any application for membership in any society or association, or for , 'tate or other aid or r lief,
will be strictly limited to t hat which is actually necessary to enable a decision upon

f
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the pending application to be made, and will in no case comprise items that may be
desired for any other purpose, such as to complete the records of a, soc\ety, to make
some other and different application, or to be used in the prosecution of a claim
against the United States.
6. Concise statements of the military histories, so far as shown by the records on
:file, of men who served in the Revolution or in the war of 1812, will be furnished
upon the application of descendants of those men, under the following conditions:
(a) The relationship of the applicant to each person whose record is desired must
be stated.
(b) The full Christian name, as well as the surname of such person, must invariably
be given, and the rank which h e held and the designation of the organization in
which he served, if those are known, must be stated.
(c) The place, or at least the State, from which he entered service, or of which he
was a resident at the time of his entry into service, must be designated.
.
(d) If the name of the person whose record is desired is a common one, the designation of the organization in which he served, or the names of some of the regimental
officers unde1· whom he served, must be stated.
.
(e) Requests for information relative to all the men bearing a certain name will
not be entertained, nor will any other request involving an unreasonable expenditure
of time and labor be considered.
(f) There will not be furnished to or for any one descendant the r ecord of service
of more than two ancestors in the Revolution, or of more than two in the war of
1812.
7. Each request for the record of an officer or enlisted man of any war should be
made on a separate sheet of paper, should be complete in itself, and should folly
meet all the requirements of this order. Iu no case should requests for the records
of two or more men be combined in one communication.
8. Compilations or statements relative to individual officers, enlisted men, or
organizations will not be furnished from the records on :file in the Record and Pension Office for historical, memorial, or statistical purposes, or for publication, or to
complete the records of States, societies, or associations.
9. Becanse of the great danger of the d struction, loss, or misfiling, through
handling by inexperienced per ons or those not under the control of this Department, of the muster rolls and other regimental or company records, indox-rec?rd
cards, and all other similar records, which are on file in the Record and Pension
Office, and which pertain wholly or chiefly to the per onnel of the armies of the
various wars, the handling of those records will be restricted exclusively to the specially trained employees of that office, and no information will be furnish d from
them except as hereinbefore provided, or as may be otherwi e required by law.
DA. IEL S. LAMO T,
Secretary of War.
CLERICAL FORCE.

The reproduction of the record of personal military ervice by t~e
index-record card sy tern, which sy tern ha· been briefly explained m
this report, and the application of that y tern to the curr nt correspondence record..,, a fully illu trated in former reports, have re ulted,
a wa anticipated, in a great aving of time and labor in the pr paration of individual military hi tori and in the tran action of the eneral
·
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inefficient that he could not be retained without great detriment to the
public service, or, in case of a reduction of the clerical force, without
unjustly discharging a much more efficient and deserving clerk.
In 1893, 30 per cent of the total force of the office was composed of
veterans; but on July 1, 1897, after all the reductions referred to above
had been made, 36 per cent, or considerably more than one-tldrd of the
total force of the office, was composed of veterans, being a higher percentage than that in all the other bureaus and offices of the Department combined. Of the higher-grade clerkships, at $1,800 and $1,600,
allowed to the office by existing law, 81 per cent of the former and 65
per cent of the latter are filled with veterans. In the lower grades, at
$1,400, $1,200, and $1,000, the percentages of veterans are, respectively,
40, 20, and 54. It is natural that the percentage of veterans should be
smaller in the lower grades than in the higher, because of the large
number of young men who have come into the office in recent years
under civil-service laws and through certification by the Civil Service
Commission.
An efficiency record of all clerks has been carefully kept and reported
under the direction of an efficiency board, which was organized under
an order of the Secretary of War of March 2, 1892, issued iu accordance with instructions from the President, for the purpose of placing
promotions wholly upon the basis of merit. This board, which is composed of eight of the principal clerks of the office, has always been
left entirely free to reach its own conclusions, unin:fluence l, directly or
indirectly, either by the Secretary of War, the chief of the office, or
any other person in authority over it, except that it has invariably
been strictly charged to give great weight, when called upon to make
recommendations for di charge, to a record of honorable military or
naval service, or of long and faithful service in the Department, in favor
of any clerk having such a record. The hoard prepares a list semiannually, which is based upon the records of work, attendance, and
conduct for the previous six month , and which shows the relative standing of all employees, each of whom is officially informecl as to bis rating and relative standing as soon as the list is completed. This efficiency list is invariably followed by the chief of the office in making
his recommendations for promotion, and every clerk knows that whenever, by the faithful and efficient performance of his duty, he shall
have made a record that places him first in hi grade upon the efficiency
list his name will surely be presented to the Secretary of War for the
first promotion to be made thereafter.
From the organization of the Record and Pension Office, in 1889, up to
the present time, no clerk of the office bas ever been discharged or
reduced in grade for political reasons, or to make room for the appointment or promotion of any other person. Dem n tratedmerit, and that
alone, ha always been sufficient to in ure the retention of a clerk in hi
grade, and nothing but the well-proven lack of merit has ever led to
the reduction or discharge of any clerk. It is known that all gations
to the contrary are not infrequently made by or in the intere t of certain ex-employees of the offic , who eek relief from the result of their
own wrongdoing or incompetency by appealing- for re toration to the
service; but all such allegation are ba ele , and, no matter by whom
made, are unworthy of serious consideration.
Very re pectfully,
F. 0. AINSWORTH,
Colonel, U.S• .Army, Chief of Office.
The EORETARY OF WAR.
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BOARD OF PUBLICATION OF WAR RECORDS.
W ..A.R DEP ..A.RTMENT, W ..A.R RECORDS OFFICE,

Wasliington, October 9, 1897.
Sm: The Board of Publication of the Official Records of the Rebellion respectfully submits the following report of its operations during
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1897:
Eleven thousand copies each of Vols. XLVIlI, Part II; XLIX,
Parts I and II, and L, Parts I and II, were printed and di tributed
during the year.
.
Supplemental Vols. LI, in two parts, LII, in two parts, and LIU were
put in type during the year. These five volumes are made up of official
records that came into the possession of the Department subsequent to
the publication of the volumes in which the records would have
appeared had they been then accessible.
When these supplemental volumes shall have been distributed, as they
will be in a few mouths, the public will be in possession of the whole
first series of printed records, consisting of all the official reports and
correspondence relating to battles and campaigns of the war of the
rebellion in possession of the Department or that have been obtained
from private sources and that are thought to be historicalJy valuable.
The number of serial volumes is 111, containing an aggregate of 118,216
octavo pages.
A general index, in two volumes, of an the matter embraced in these
books and in the Atlas is well advanced and will probably be pubIi bed about the close of the present fiscal year.
The work of selection of matter for Series II, III, and IV, and its
compilation, have continued during the year, and everal volumes of
each series are ready for publication. The pre ent e timate of the
bulk of record remaining unnublished i : Series II, 8 books; eries
Ill, 8 book ; Series IV, 4 book ; total, 20 book .
The following note of work accomplished in th everal departments
of publication may be ofintere t:
Received from the printing office, 45,170 volumes of r cord ; di tribute<l and old, 43,65 volume of record ; receiv d from printer,
14, 94 part of Atlas; di tributed and old, 19,11 part of tla ;
letters to tlie number of upward of 2,000 re pe ting di- tribution w re
received and an wered; 3,264 letters, card , and circular. re p rting
tbe work were sent out; 65,000 addre s labels w re prepar d and
verified.
The ales of the work during the year covered 1,075 volume of re ord
and 940 part of tla , and the proceed , amounting t 1 0 .74, w re
d po itPd in tbe Trea ury a requir d by law. Tbe um of 1,151 a
r ceiv d from ub criber for biuding. Thi um wa p, id t the I ublic
Printer upon bill rend red for bindiug the Uecord and tla .
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The act of June 4, 1897, to provide for the sundry civil expenses of
the Government, provided for the supply by the Secretary of War to
each Senator, Representative, and Delegate of the Fifty-fourth Congress, who was not then receiving the publication, a complete set of
the War Records; and the incomplete and unclaimed sets on ha11d in
the Department were made available for thiR purpose. fo order to
carry out this provision it became necessary to have a limited edition
reprinted from the electrotype plates of certain volumes and maps, as
the number ou h and in the Department was inadequate to make up
the 200 sets that were needed to supply those Senators, Representatives, and Delegates who bad not previously received the Records.
The cost of these reprints will be defrayed from the appropriation for
the last fiscal year. Delivery of the books will be made as soon as the
binding can be completed by the Public Printer.
The number of surplus volumes on band on June 30, 1897, consisting
of broken sets, uncalled for by the beneficiaries for whom they were
intended, and including in this category such as still remain of the 700
sets that were set aside for sale by the act of August 7, 1882, numbered
57,875. Sales are continued under the law just cited, but there can be
no general distribution of the surplus volumes save by authority of
Congress.
The financial exhibit for the Rebe1lion Records publication from the
beginning of the work is as follows:
Appropriations from commencement of tbe work in 1874, including
fiscal year 1896_. __ ••.. _••••.•••• _.. _•.•...•.••...............•.••. $2, 334,328.50
Expended of above:
Salaries, contingent and miscellaneous ......... _........... -... . 1, 184, 291. 02
Printing and binding .. ___ .. ___ .... ____ . ___ . _. _. __ .. __ .... -..... - 1,134,447.50
15, 5 9. 9
Coverecl into tl.te Treasury .••••.. _..•......... • ..................
Total . __ . _. _...... _..... ___ ....... _. _........ __ .. _. __ ...... _..

----2, 334, 32 . 50

Appropriated for fiscal year 1897:
Legislativ act .. _..... _..... ____ ....•.. _. _....... _.......... - - ..
Sundry civil act ...............•..............•.......... -···--· ·

15, 3 0. 00
145,000.00

Total . _. __ .. __ .... __ .... _. _. ___ .... __ .. .......... __ ........ .. .
E xpended of above:
alaries ....... _....... __ . _.... ___ .... _...... _.. . . .. . . $77, 262. 22
Printing and bindino- . . . .. . . .... .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . . 53,681.05

160,380. 00

Total . ___ ... ____ ..... .... . _......... _....... _.. _. _...•••••....

130,943.27

Balance on liand ........... ___ .. _.... :. _.... _............. _...
Outstanding oblio-ation , • ti mated .. _........ _..... _..... __ ._ ... __ ..

29, 436. 73
21, 176.

The total number of I er on connected with the publication a,t the
present time i :

~~fi::ie!1;i~y~~;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: i
The xp nditure f r th pa. t ight year have been a
following t ble:
ear.

For salari
ancl
· - - - - 1 - - - - 1 _ _ _ _ I 8 T\'i
8,
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:i;:or print- , For mis I·
1 1.'g ~d
Jan oo .
bmdmg.

2, 769.24
I 051. 0
3, 10 . 14
53,681.05

I

334, 06

3, 0. 02
3,433.92
4,677. 2'l
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The appropriations for the current fiscal_year are:
Legislative bill .....•... _•...................•.......••••......•.•.•... $15, 380. 00
Sundry civil bill ..................... __ .... _.................. _.. . . . • . . 115, 000. 00
Total ................•.•...........•............................. 130, 3 0. 00

Of this sum it is estimated that for present civil fQrce tho
expenditures for services will be ........................... $77,765.53
Miscellaneous ................•........... __ . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
2, 653. 32
Total ..•............•........... _.....•..... _..... __ ..... _. . . . • . .

80, 418. 85

Leaving for printing and binding ..... __ .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

49, 961. 15

Respectfully submitted.
GEO. W. DAVIS, ]11ajor, U.S. A.,
LESLIE J. PERRY, Civilian J!Jxpert,
J. W. KIRKLEY, Oiv-ilian Expert,

Boarcl of Publication.
The

SECRET.A.RY OF WAR.
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W.A.R DEPARTMENT,
ADJUTANT-GENER.A.L'S OFFICE,

Washington, December 2, 1897.
Under section 1 of the act of Congress approved March 3, 1883, prescribing regulations for the Soldiers' Home in the Di trict of Columbia,
the accompanying reports of the Board of Comm is iouers of the oldiers'
Home, District of Columbia, and of the Inspector-General of the Army
are published, and a copy of this order will "be deposited in each garrison and post library," as required by the act mentioned.
By order of the Secretary of War.
S.A.M'L BRECK,

Adjutant-General.
719
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THE SOLDIERS' HOME,
OFFICE 01? '.l'HE BO.A.RD OF COMMISSIONERS,

Washington, D. O., October 16', 1897.
Sm: Under the requirements of section 1 of the act of Congress
approved March 3, 1883, prescribing regulations for the Soldiers' Horne
in the District of Columbia, I have the honor to submit the following
report of the Board of Commissioners of the Soldiers' Home for the
year ended September 30, 1897.
The chang.es in the number of the beneficiaries during the year are
shown in the following table:
Regular

On tho rolls September 30, 1896 ....................•.•...............•.•..
.A.clmitted since ......................•......................•.. . ..........
Readmitted since ..............•.........•..............•..•••••..........
Total................ . . • . • . . . . . . • . • • • • • . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
Withdrawn from the Home..............................................

·

Total..... .. ........................................................

Total.

81
1, 017
179
217
107 . . . . .. ....

1, 098
306

1, 303

] , 601

298

152 .....• . .. .

Efl~~
~: -~s~!~~~~-'- ~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :: ::::::: :::::::::
:
Transferred to permanent roll............................................ . . . . . . . . . .
L eaving on rolls September 30, 1897 .....•.• v...................... ... . ..

Tempor ary .

265

12~
60
195

107

152
194

54.
60

460

l====l===t==

1, 038

103

1, 141

This shows an increase of 43 beneficiaries since the last annual report.
The number (1,141) on the roll· September 30, 1897, is accounted for
as follows:
Pre ent at the Home, 724, an increase of 37 over last year; on outdoor relief, 342, an increase of 16; in the Government Ho pital for the
Insane, 18; on furlough, 56, and 1 absent sick.
The daily average number of inmates during the year was 724. La t
year the average was 685.
The total number of deaths wa 54, a decrease of 13 from la t year.
Of th• e 30 died at the Home, 15 on out-door relief, 2 on furlough, 2
n ar the Home, 1 in the Government Ho pital for the Insan , and 4
committed suicide.
During the year temporary relief wa given to de titut discharged
oldier wllo were not entitled to admis ion to the ext nt of 12,647
meal , and 227 were provided with lodgings for a few nights each.
W.AR 97-46
721
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The following statement shows the amounts received and expended
during the year, and the amount of the permanent fund of tbe Home
deposited in the United States Treasury:
PERMANENT FUND.

Balance in the United States Treasury October 1, 1896 ........•...••. $2 1 711,124.52
Settlement by Treasury Department for the current year. $134,256.23
Amount withdrawn for current expenses...... • • • • . . • . . . 107, 782. 80
26,473.43

Balance in•the United States Treasury September 30, 1897 .. ..••

2,737,597.95

ACCOUNT OF THE TREASURER OF THE HOME.

Remaining on hand October 1, 1896 .••• __ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . •
Received during the year :
From the permanent fund...... • • • • • . • • • • • . • . • . . . • • • . • • • • • . . . . . .
Interest on the permanent fund ........•...••.......... _........
Effects of deceased inmates, subject to demand of legal heirs.....
Miscellaneous receipts . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . . . . . . . • . . . .

7, 925. 25
107, 782. 80
81,449.36
S, 027. 99
2, 925. 02

-----

·rotal receipts ...•.....•.....••. _... • • • • • . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Disbursements:
Current expenses .......•......••••.••••...•........ $163, 744. 88
Permanent improvements . • . . • • • • • . . . • . • • . . . . . . • • • • •
31, 101. 40

203, 110. 42

Total disbursements ........•.........••..•..•................

194,846.28

Balance on hand September 30, 1897 ...••••.••••..•.••..••.•...

8,264.14

The foregoing statement of the permanent fund shows that the revenue
of the Home from settlements made by the Treasury Department on
account of forfeitures of deserters and dishonorably discharged mc_n
and court.martial :fines decreaRed by $11,444.26 during the year. Thi
,decrease in the income is due to the full payment monthly of a11 pay
due to the soldier, which leaves very little retained pay subject to
forfeiture by deserters and di honorably discharged mer1.
The current expen es of the Home, as shown by the trea urer's statement, were $8,479.51 more than last year. This increa e i.' due to th
extensive repair that have been made iu all parts of the Home. !h~
amount expended for permanent improvements ($31,101.40) wa prmc1pally for completing the amusement hall, purcha e of material and b~re
of labor used in wiring for electric light plant, new sidewalks, repair
to Barne Ho. pital, etc.
Some of the principal items of the current expenses were:
Sub istence ....................••.....••....•...•••...................
Expenses of ho pital. _.................... _... _............. _...... _..
Clothing for inmat es . . ___ ._ ....•••... _.................. . ...... _... _..
Farm, garden, and orna ment ation of ground -·-- ...... ...... .... ......
Extra- duty pa y and monthly allowance to nonpen ion rs .......... . __ .
ommutation to member residing outside of Home .. _. _........... ___ .

The tr a urer

$31 ::'16. 97
16, 07. 71
9, 0 1. 21
19 636 6t
21 57 . :-2
27, 3. J

account of fund received for the inmate
io
eptemb r 30, 18DG, 40,844.
a
0.27, a11d paid to I en ion er
l
i
809.58, l aving on band uepo
uired by la
3,715.67.
f th Ilome
w that of tbe 7
p n ion a
w : 1 '"' r
·
o 16, 60 fro
17 to 20,
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There are 185 beneficiaries of the Home who served in the war with
Mexico, 149 of whom are drawing outdoor relief, and 421 who served in
the war of the rebellion, of whom 120 are on outdoor relief, making a
total of 606 members who bad war service.
The atteuding surgeon reports that 433 patients were treated in hospital; that the daily average was 75.91, and the average age of patients
admitted was 52.27; that 2,291 were treated at sick call, and the proportion of deaths to 100 inmates per annum was 4.16. The attending
surgeon also reports that 10 patients from the Army, not member· of
the Home, were temporarily admitted to the hospital for treatment for
inguinal hernia.
Tlle sanitary condition of the Home and grounds has been excellent
throughout the year, and there has been no prevalent nor epidemic disea e among the inmates.
The act of Congress approved ,Tanuary 19, 1891, requiring the treasurer to keep the current funds on deposit in the United States Treasury,
has been complied with, and all supplies for the· Home which could l>e
conveniently purchased by contract were so purchased.
In the last annual report mention was made of the early completion
of the amusement hall. After excessive delay on the part of the contractor the hall was finally completed January 2 , 18!>7. Siuce then a
variety of excellent entertainments have been given, which have
afforded great pleasure to the inmates of the Home. In addition to
the main hall, with its fine stage and large seating capacity, there h, in
the basement of the building a smaller ball, in which the soeietie · of
the Grand Army Post and Regular Army and avy Union, composed
almost wholly of inmates, hold their meetings. The building i. of ermont marble and brick, nearly fireproof, there being but little woodwork in the interior, and is found to be well suited in every respect for
the purpo ·e for which it was constructed.
The cost of lighting the Home with gas beiug deemed quite excessive, over $3,000 per aunum, the ubject of upplyirw electric light
in tead was duly considered by the board with the view of securing a
better light and po sibly a decrease in the large annual outlay for this
purpose. The board, after a very full examination into this matter,
decided to install an electric-light plant, the cost of which was estimated at 15,000, and received the approval of the ecretary of War.
Accordingly the trea urer of the Home was in tructe l to purcha e the
neces ary material and employ the labor required to do the wiring for
electric ligl1ting. Proposal were also invited for the nece ·ary electrical machinery, and on eptember 20, 1897, the contract wa: awarded
to Morton, Reed & Co., of Baltimore, at 9;154, the lowe t bidder.,
who ·e bid complied with the pecification , for putting in an electric
plant-engine ' , dynamos, etc. It is expected that the electric plant
will be in full operation by January 1 next.
The governor report that almost the only disorders that hav occurred
at the Home were the re ult of intemperance, and that as the evil can uot
be cured it i d alt with firmly, and in the ca e of old men ery milJly.
In thi. connection it i to be noted that the att ndin · urgeon' r port
how that the number admitt d to the ho pital for treatment for al oholi ,·m wa 6 cluring the year, and that last year the numb r wa 43,
a de rea of 7 with an increa ed number of inmate . While all practi ·abl mean may b adopt d by th offic r of th Home to ·heck
i11temverance, it i an evil which cau not be eradicated fr man in itution f thi. kind wher most of the inmate are nee arily without
occupation aud are furni bed food, clothing, quarters, and medi al
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at,tendance free of cost without taxing their pensions, which range, with
two exceptions, from $6 to $30 per month. It is, therefore, a difficult
problem to keep the inmates, and those constant.ly coming in, from over
indulgence in liquor, and the most that can be hoped for under the present law governing the Home is a reduction of the evil by the application
of wise disciplinary measures.
Special attention has been given by the Commissioners to the food
supplies purchased under contract for the Home, and the quality of
many of the articles has been brought up to a higher standard. The
food supplied the inmates bas been of good quality, well prepared, and
left no reasonable ground for complaint.
The library of the Home contains 6,249 volumes. Nine daily and
16 weekly papers and 17 monthly magazines are provided. The daily
average number of inmates who visited the library and reading room
was 225, about one-third of the inmates.
Under the authority granted by the sundry civil act, approved June
4, 1897, medical an<l hospital supplies required for the Home are now
purchased from the Medical Department of the Army.
The buildings have been kept in good repair, and the beautiful ground
and walks and the 10 miles of fine driveways are in excellent condition.
The following changes occurred during the year in the board of commissioners and the officers of the Home:
The Commissary-General of Subsistence, Brig. Gen. Thomas 0. Sullivan, appointed January 26, 1897, vice Brig. Gen. M. R. Morgan,
retired January 18, 1897.
The Quartermaster-General, Brig. Gen. George H. Weeks, appointed
February 18, 1897, vice Brig. Gen. Charles G-. Sawtelle, retired February rn, 1897.
The Adjutant-General, Brig. Gen. Samuel Breck, appointed September 11, 1897, vice Brig. Gen. George D. Ruggles, retired on that d:lte.
Capt. David A. Irwin, deputy governor, wa relieved from duty
December 4, 1896, by Bvt. Brig. Gen. Reuben F. Bernard, lieuteuantcolouel, U. S. A.
Capt. Richard 0. Parker, U. S. A., secretary and treasurer _wa
relieved from duty April 1, 1897, by Fir t Lieut. Eugene F. Ladu, Nmth
Uavalry.
R gular meetings have been held by the board for tbe tran action of
the bu ine pertaining to the Home, and the regular monthly in p ction have been made as required by law.
The accompanying papers are report of the governor, th att uding
urg on, and the treasurer of the Home; a tatement of receipt and
exp nditure'; tatements of the permanent fund and of the inter t
a ount; tatement of account of the pen ion money of inmat penion r an l heir rate of pension; the debit aud credit account with
th farm and garden, and report of memb r on outdoor reli f, an f
whi h are required to be publi bed fi r di tribution t h
rmy a
dire t d by he ection and act mentioned in the fir t paragraph of tlli ·
report.
ry re p ctfully,
EL ON
. MILE,
Major-General Commanding th
rmy,
President Board of 101nmissioner .
The

EORETARY OF

WAR.
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REPORT OF THE GOVERNOR OF THE SOLDIERS' HOME.
GOVERNOR'S OFFICE, UNITED 8TA1'ES SOLDIERS' HOME,
WaBhington, D. C., October 14, 1897.
GENTLEMEN: I have the honor to submit the following tables, giving in figures a
census of the Soldiers' Home during the past year:
Nu.mbe1· of penBionerB preBent at the Home and mte of JJenBion.
Rate per month.

Number.

$6 ...................... .
8 ..•••••.•••••••••••••••

87

10 ..................... .

45

12 ..................... .

12.50 .................. .
14 ..................... .
16 ···••· ••••••••••••••• .

98
194
1
39
21

Rate per month.
$17 .................... .

18 .. .................. .
20 .................... .
22 ···········--········

Number.
57

$72 .................... .

1
2

1

24 ............. ....... .

11

30 .................... .

7

50 .................... .

Tu1nber.

Rate per month.

Total present .... .
Total present, 1896
Total present, 1895

566
563
510

]

Applying for readmission during the year.................................... 174
Readmitted. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 107
Temporarily readmitted for medical treatment ................•.............. _ 59
Denied readmission ................•..........•.•.........................•. _
8
Applying for outdoor relief . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . • 135
Granted outdoor relief....................................................... 63
Denied outdoor relief . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72
Inmates present having service in Mexico.... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. . .. . .. . • . . . 36
Inmates on outdoor relief having service in Mexico . ••• . • . • • ... ••• • . •. . . 149
'l'otal inmates having service in Mexico ................... ~ . . • . • . . •
Inmates present having service in war of the rebellion..................
Inmates on outdoor relief having service in war of the rebellion.........
Total inmates having service in the war of the rebellion . . . . . . . . . .

185
301
120
421

Natit-ity of inmatea p,·eBent and absent.
United States .•••••• .' .............. 459 Scotland . . .. . . . . .. .. . • • • • • . .. . . . . . . 16
Ir land ............................ 344 Switz rland. .. ..... .... .... .... ...• 12
Germany ....•......•.•............. 192 Austria ............................ 10
England ............••............. 50 Fran •e. ...... ...... ...... ...... .... 8
Canada ......•.................... _ 22 D nmark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Sw den .........••••.••........... _ 6 Russia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
G
B lgium ......•......••........... _ 3
orway...................... . . . . . • 2
Holland ...........................• 2 Italy............................... 1
J amai ·a, W st India I lands.... . . . • 1 Portugal ••••••••• , , •••• , , , • . • .. • . . .
1
Cuba .... •... .•. ••. ••.• •••• .... ••.. 1

The alterations since la t annual report, ;lated September 30, 1 96, are as follows:
Schedule of admissionB to tlte Home.
Permanent beneficiaries, 'eptember 30, 1896 .................................. 1,017
Admitted dnrin~ they ar. .... ...... .... .... .... .... .... .... ...... .... ...... 179
Readmitted durmg the year. . • . • . • • • • • . . • • • . • • . • . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . 107

Total .........•••.•..•..........••....• _.. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 1, 303
Dropped:
By withdrawal .....•...........•••..•••..•.....•••....•.....•...... 152
}'or absence without leave . . . .. . . . • . . . . . • • . . . .. . . . • . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . 24
Dismiss d . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
Abandon d the Home .....................••.•.........•........... - 2
ropped by order ................•.........•......••............... - 3
Dropped for filthiness...............................................
1
Died . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.8
From outdoor relief..... • . • • • . . . • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . . • . . . . 19

265

Permanent ben ficiaries, ptember 30, 1 97 ................................. 1, 03
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Tern pomry inmates :
.
.-Present Septern ber 30, 1896 ...•..••.•••••..• _..• _••. . .• _• • • . . • • • . • • . • 81
Admitted during theycar ....... .••. •...••..... •.............. ..... . 217
Total temporary beneficiaries . __ •••. ____ .. __ . _•.. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Transferred to permanent rolls ..... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 60
Dropped .•••••..••••..............• _... ____ ............ __ . _. _... _... 122
Dismissed .•.••..••••.. ____ .... ___ ..........• _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
Died .•..••..•.•••..• _......•...•. _... __ . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Remaining temporary inmates, including 6 in insane asylmn. ......

298

195

103

Total beneficiaries . • • • • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 141
Of whom 724 are inmates of the Home i 342 receive outdoor relief; 18 are in insan
asylum; 5_6 on furlough; 1 absent, sic.Ii:.
.
.
Increase m the number of temporary inmates for the year, 22; mcrease m the
number of regular inmates for the year, 21. The ag~regate is 43 more !ha;11 was
shown on last report. Of the 54 deaths reported, 2 died on furlough, 1 m n1;sane
asylum, 30 in Home hospital, 15 on outdoor relief, 2 n ear the Home, aucl 4 committed
suicide. Daily average number of inmates present durin g the year, 724. Last year
the average was 684}, and th preceding year 678¼.
.
Tran8ient8.-During the year 12,647 meals have been furnished to destitute discharged soldiers and 227 have been provided with lodgings for a few nights each.
The aggregate is an increase of 43 over the former year.
. .
'rhe reports of the surgeon in charge of the hospital, and of the tr a ur r, give m
items all the facts illustrating the details of the hospital and admini tration of th
finances and economy of the entire Home establi hment.
The season has been favorable, and the farm, th e forest, the o·ardcn ~nd o-ron1H1s
have all been b eautiful and productive this year. The fore t s hows httlo mark of
th e tornado which damaged it l ast year.
'l:ho r_ules of discipline adopted in former years h ave b en c3:rried o'!1t, . a~1d hav
marntamed good order during the past year. The almost sole d1 order rn tb1s Homo
comes from intemperance, and as it can not be cur d it is dealt with firmly, lmtv ry
mildly in ca. es of men of long ervice and old ai . Intemp<'rato m n ar no~ so
damaging to tho Hom as the class of young men d1 charged from tho Army , o~ di_sallili tie which are slight, y t s uffici nt, frequently, to enabl them to gain _adm1s_s10n
to the Hom . When once fixed her with a pen ion, this la s b come u. d1scred1t to
the Home and should b e weeded out.
Then w amu ement hall has proved a great sour of amusement and satisfa ~ion
to the members of the Hom . From December 1, 1896, until Ma,y, 1 97, forty- ,ight
ntertainment w re given for the amu m nt of the m mber , varying from a cantata_, with 60 sing r , to a dancing school for little hildr n. These amusem nt are
paiu f r out of Home funds. •
The band of th Hom has gr atly improved c1urino- tho year, and is n w quit
qnal to the average regim ntal band of the Army. The new !lystem of ecnrlng
nm icians ancl the talent of th leader ha ,{fo ·t ,c1 th chan~<'.
The incr as in the numb r of mil h ow , to he 11 c1 as farm stock anc1 und r th
am xp nditur , i. re omm nd cl; th ow. to b houo-ht gradnally until th munb r snffici nt to fnrni hall th milk for th Hom is prornr d. Thi. will h conomy and will ke pup th fertility of th Hom ground. now o-etting poor rev .ry
y ar.
A c nservatory to exhibit the flow rs now raised in ~reat numb rs in our gr , n11011
is r ommended. , ufficient surplns heat i available at the power hon <,
and su h a building can be built and kept going very cheaply.

IIome libl'al'y.
G 219
19i

D. '.
Tb

B

TANLEY,

ajor- enaal, Oo · rnor.
LDICR ' Il I.E.
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UNITED ST.A.TES SOLDIER ' HOME,

Washington, D. C., epteniber SO, 1897.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of the medical departm nt of
the Home for the past year, ending September 30, 1897:
1897.

1896.

1895.

1894.

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - -- -1- - - - - - -- - Patients remaining in hospital from last report ..................... .
Patients admitted to hospital during the year ...................... .
Total treated in hospital............................... . .......
Returned to the Home recovered, mostly acute cases.......... . . . . . . .
Returned to the Home improved, mostly chronic cases...............
Returned to the Home ummproved, incurable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sent to the United States Hospital for the Insane...................
Died in hospital.............................................. . ......
D ead when brought to hospital......................... . ............
Remaining in hospital at present date...............................
Total ...... ................................................... .

76
357

78
348

81
341

85
310

433

422

426

396

133
103
82
3
30

137
94

139
94
79
3
29

146
84

= - - -!---66
2
42

3

5

1

79

76

81

433

422

426

43
3
35
6

78

Ages of patients admitted.

ilf~'~l!I~iHHIHiIIIIHHHiHiI

Iie1!:a!~Et.~~·-_·~·:-.·-_·._·_·_·_ ·_.·_·:·::_·.·:··.·-_·:·:··:-.·:·:··.·-_·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·>ii~~::

Average age of patients admitted ............................. do ... .
Gr atest number of patients at one time ............................ .
L nat number ofpatient.s at one time .... ........................... .
Daily average of patients in ho pital. ....•.......•.•................

1897.

1896.

1895.

1
27
45
67
92
78
41
6
19
85
52. 27
83
61
76. 91

0

36
76
86
72
36
11
20
84
53.03
86
67
77.18

0
19
40
79
90
73
42
5
23
85
52.85
6

24

62
76. 34

1 94.

0
35
31
63
81
06
32
2

22
81
51. 75
6
6:t
76.45

Diseases for which patients were admitted to hospital.
Pa•
tients.

Disease.

1~dg:en8.~~~.~~~~·t·~~~~~.~::::::::::::
Alcoholism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Amputation of both legs, old............
.Amputatiou of leg for old fracture......
An orism of aorta.......................
.A-phasia......... ........................
App ndicitis . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .
Arm, old injury.........................
J\ rthritis deformaus..... ................
A tbma..................................
.Back, olcl injury.........................

~

36
l
1
4
4
1
1
1
16
1

131adcl r:

In-itability of....................... .
ton in .... ................. ...... ..
B1·oncbitis:
cute . ............. ..... ....... ... ..
Chronic .............. ............... .
Broncho-pn umonia. ........... ........ ..
Can r:
Face . ............................... .
ace and hand . .... ................. .

tit;;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Rectum ............................. .
Cer l>ral b morrbage .................. ..
Cer bral softening, acute .••.•• , , • , ••••..

Di sease.

J>a-

ti nts.

- 1

5
15
1
2

1
2
2
1
1
1

Cervical adenitis ....................... .
i

8~~~~:~~~~::::::::: :: :::::::::::::::
g~;:~1fn3ii~~ici::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::
g!t~~~·t;·l~~-~8::::::::::::::::::::::::
Dem ntia. .............................. ..

Diabetes:

ii'!M!~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Diarrhea ............................... ..
Dislocation of shoulder ................. .
Dorsal muscl s, wcakn ss of............. .
Drowning, accid ntal ................... .

t!!~~::::::: :: :::::: :: ::::::::::::::::
~~~mrs·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Erysipelall ........................... • .. •
Esopl1agus, strictor of ....... ....... ... .
Facial pa.rnlysi ......................... .
F et,ed, ma.of........................... .
Forearm, old injury .................... ..
Fractures :
Femur ...... ........................ .
Humerus ..•....•.•....•.•••••••••••.

2
6

a
3

1
3
3

6

1
2
g

l
1
l
l

3
l3
1
l
l
l
1

1
1
l
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J Diseases for which patients we1·e admitted to hospital-Continued.
Disease.
Fractures-Continued.
Rib .........•............••...••.•••.
Tibia and fibula ..••.••.........•...•.
Wrist .......•...................•.•••
Gonorrhea .•.•••.................•.......
Gunshot wound of thigh, old ..........••.
Hand:
Oldinjury .•...............•....•.•...
Paralysis and atrophy from injury of
ulnar ner'\"e ...................•••••

i:fa~f~~~.i~!~~l:::::
:::::::::: ::: ::: :: :
Heart disease .................. ·•·· ...•..

i::t~~fa~·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Hernia:

Adductor longns muscle ...••....••.•
Inguinal ...........••..........•..•..
Ventral .•.•.......•..................
Herpes zoster .............•.•••.....•••..

Hip:

Contusion ......... .• ..........•.....
Subacute arthritis and anchylosis ...
1
.~--::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Iricontinence of feces ....•...•••.......•.

I~~~r1!

t11e8:!~
Insanity ....................••••.........
0

~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Jacksonian opilepsy and typhoid fever ..
Kidneys, suppuration in . ..............•.
Knee, anchylosis of ................•...•.
Leukemia, splenic-myelogenons ......••.
Liver, cirrhosisof.......••...............
Locomotor ataxia ......•............•....
Lumbago ...........................•....
Malaria1 cachexia, chronic . ............. .
:Malarial fever .................•......•..

::!;~~~.
~udise~~~::::: :: ::::::::: ::::::::
Mental depression ...•........•••....•...

Morpbinism .....................•.......
Multiple sclerosis ...................... .

~U:~~!i::~h~i.~::::::::::::::::::
::::::
Nephritis, chronic ..........•••.•........
~!~:!i'ihae~i~: :: ::::: :::: ::::::::::::::::

Patients.
1

1
2
3
1

Pa•
tients.

Disease.

1
1
1
1

Ophthalmia, chronic .•••••.•.•...•..•....
Osteomyelitis of tibia, chronic .......... .
Pain in right hypochondrium ........... .
Pa.retie dementia ....................... .
Partial loss of use of both ankles and

P!~~~~f:b:~es;:::::::::::::::::::::::::
Pharyngit.is, chronic ...•................ -

1
1
1

Pneumonia:
11
Acute ............................... .
3

1

1

15
6 ,

Pleuritic adhesions aud partial consoli•
dation of lung .••.•••....•.....•........

Subacute ...... . ... . ................. .
Chronic ..... . ....................... .
Prostate, enlarged . .... ............... -..
Pulmonary congestion .................. Rectum, ulcer of.................. ...... .
Renal colic and calculi. .... . ............ .
Rheumatism:
Acute ........•....•••....•...........
Subacute.....•.......................
Chronic ..•.•.........................
Rhus toxicodendron poisoning .......... .
Sebaceous cyst ......................... -Senile debility ............ , ......... -• • ••
Senile 1lem ntia ..• . ...............•......
Shoulder, contnsionof. .................. -

l
3

1
1
1

;I
2

1

2
1
2
1
1
9

7
6

1
2

2
2
1
7
2
1
11
2

l
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1

2

1
1
36

1
]

12
3
2

1

~~!-~t~ ~1 ~1:!t{l.:::: :::::::::::::::::: :::
0

Synecbia, anterior, and perforation of
cornea ............. . ................. .
Synovitis of kn ee joint, c hronic ........ .
~lpbilis, s condary ....•.............. - •
:tetanus .............................. •·
Tuberculosis :

g:~rt:.~;;i~;;y: :::::-.-.:::·.·.::::::::::

Intestinal. ......•.........•......... Pulmonary ..••••••••••...... . .......

Mtc~~i~
.1~~~~~:::::::::::::: ::: ::: ::: ::::
Urethra, stricture of.. . ............. . ... •

5

1
2
1
1
4
1
1
2a
1

Urine, retention of.•..••.•............. ••
Uri1:e, s upp;ession of ...... ..... ........ •
Varicose veins .......................... •
Vertigo .. . ... . ......•..... . ..••..... . ... .
Webbed finger stumps . ..........••......
Wounds .........•...........•••.........

·

5

2
3
3

1
2

1
7

· t xhibit only the di
complai
of by
· t . at the tim of
he hospital, and
ot includ
e num
1pli ations,_op_ rat1
dary affi ti ns
during t
u
nt . T
rn 1pal
tr
rculo is, ch.ron
mati m,
t
, a tar
il P.-Y,
d
n tipation. Many of he men
a
t
wo or 1
f th
·
ame tim , a.1
may be admitt
to 110 pital for
minor
c
nected witl
r.
Th
,s t1·eat cl at si
l ar not includ cl in t h n.hov li. t of di. R, • •
The followin g pa.ti nt , not
ers f th Home, wer t mporarily a.dmitt cl to
hospital for treatment luring the year:
a_

ame.
McRae, Malcolm D ...••••... .
D yel Rob r t R .... . .. .••... ..
Doy e, icbolas .......•••. . ..
nider , ' bar! P .......•.. ..
K lly, lcha !. .. .. ......... .
R ob on, Chari W ......... .
R it1 r, L . 13 .. . .....•••.•. • •.
D ' Alutolc,, A g tino . . ... . .. .
H nry, llugh H .... . .••...•. .
'raylor, mu l . ..••.•..•. .

Service.

Dis
I ng uinal It rn ia.
Do.
Do.

D.

Do.
o.
Do.

A ppemlici ti .
I nguinal h m ia.
Do.
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Necrology.
Name.

.A.ge.

Stewart, Frank .A. ••••••
Klipfel, John ... .. ..... .
Hogan, Thomas ........
Leopold, Sebastian .....
Thompson, Charles C ...

29
81
52
84

Hayden, Michael. ......
Havlin,Jobn . ..........
Rosenswick, Leopold ...
Williams, James .......
Campbell, John ........
Wilson, William T .....
Bocker, .A.nton .........
Reich, Charles ........ .
Brown~ames ......••..
Berns, illiam .........
Miller, Charles . ........
Condon, J obn a .........
:B,eed, Henry ............
Swick, H-W:h M ........
Dri coll, illiam .......
Butler, James ..........
Mickler, Frank . .........
Louthood, Ralph .......
Sheridan, Terence ......
Burke, John ............
Minott, Joseph .........
Weiss, Conrad........••.
Bonrasso, Francis L.a ..
Bi<lwell, Wallace .......
Chambers, Charles .....
Siegel, .Bernhard ......•
Hick 't)' Mnrtin .•......
Mair, harles a ....•....

61
61
36
60
74
44

33

'j3

Nativity .

Ireland .......
Germany .....
Ireland .....•.
France .......
U nited States.
Jr land .......
United States.
Germa? .....
En~lan .•....
Ire and .......
United States.
Germany .....
..... do .......
Ireland .......
Germany .....
.... . do ........
Ir Janel ...... ..
United States.
..... do ........
Ireland .... ...
..... do . . ..... .

68
77
78
67
69
53
61
42
67
27
56 ~c~tia~~l.:::::
65 Ireland .......
70 .... . do ........
52 United, tates.
72 Switzerland ..
68 United. States.
27 . ... . clo ........
75 Ireland ... ....
68
28 G~i:dnSt~te~:
64 Germany .....

I

Laft,t served in
company and
r egiment.

Cause of death.

1

B, 3clinf...•..
C, 3d Inf......
I, 14th Inf ....
E, 4th .A.rt ....
L, 4th .A.rt ....

1898.
Oct. 22
Oct. 25
Nov. 23
Dec. 14
Dec. 24
1897.
Jan. 2
Feb. 6
.Feb. 8
Feb. 14
Feh. 21
]' b. 23
Feb. 26
Mar. 2
Mar. 2
Mar. 3
Mar. 8
Mar. 14
.A.pr. 5
Apr. 15
~r- 27
ny 27
Juuo 3
June 23
June 25
Juu 29
,July 1
July 4
Jnlv 15
.A.uir. 10
Ang. 13

F, 4thinf . ....
F, 4th Inf. ....
E, 18thlnf....
B, 12th Inf ....
.A., 14th Inf ....
A, 5th .A.rt ....
M, 2d.A.rt .....
.A., 12th Inf....
Gen. service ..
.R, 1st Inf. ....
I, 21stinf.....
11, 8th Cav ....
.A., 4th Cav ....
Signal Corf.R ..
G, 11th In ....
I, 4th Inf .....
l8tl1 Inf....
, 5th .A.rt ....
B,Sth Cav ....
E, 1st Inf .....
F,9th Cav ... .
H,3c1 Inf ......
E, 15th Inf... .
F,llth Inf ....
Ordnance .....
E, 8th Inf ..... .Aug. 15
F ,3d Cav . ... . 8cpt. 8
E, 4th Inf. .... Sept. 19

if

Consumption.
01<1 age.
Consumption.
Heart disease.
Consumption.
.A.neurism of aorta.
Consumption.
Heart d1seas .
Do.
Consumption.
Heart disease.
Pneumonia.
Cancer of liver.
Senile paretic dementia.
Old age.
Do.
Suicide.
Do .
oftening of brain.
H art diseas .
Verobral hemorrhag
Consumption.
Do.
, ubclural hemorrl1age.
Old ag.
Lo ·k,iaw.
Consumption.
.A. ·oidental tit'owni11g.
Heart disease.
Do.
, oft ning of brai11 .
Con immptiou.
Sui ·id.

a Dead when brought to hm1pital.

The claily average of inmates present at th
734; for 1895, 676; for 1896, 6 8; for 1 97, 722.

Homo was: Ji'or 1 93, 7&1; for 1 94.,

Proportwn of deatlts to 100 inmates p ,. amiuni.
Year.
1897 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1896.............. .• . . .

Per cent.
4.16
6.10

Year.
1895 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
1894 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Per cent.
4. 29
4. 77

Year.
1893 . . . . •• . . . . . . . . . . . .
1892............. .. . . .

Per ent.
4. 66
5.10

Number of preRcriptions compound d during the year ................. .. ....................... 6,664
Applications for treatment at sick call . ............................. .. ............. ...... ....... 2, 291
Number of out.patients connected. with the Home treated .. . ,.................................. . :rn7
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.Ammal 8tatement of expen8e8, from, trca8111·er'8 rewrds.
1897.

Average number of men, including attendants ..... .

1896.

108

108

108

100

l=====+=====I:===

Subsistence..........................................
Subsistence, inmates Government Insane Asylum...
Cost of medicines. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Attendants............ . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ice..................................................
Fuel.................................................
Gas..................................................

$7, 791. 83
2,987. 85
1, 348. 91
6, 506. 36
428. 78
112. 86
761. 00

l~i:
~~
22. 00

t~~iotlry:::::
:::::: ::: :::: ::: :: :::: :::::: ::: :::::::
Spectacles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Trusses ......................................................... .
Coffins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300. 70

l:~!~t
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Forage for ambulance horses........................

2,

m: i~

208. 44

Instruments and appliances.........................
174. 54
Books................................................
100. 68
Furniture .• ..•.•.•....••••........ ........... ................. ..
Miscellaneous . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
313. 20
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cost per man per day ........................ cents..

1804.

1895.

24, 185. 05

$7,893.04
3,539.29
1,388.75
6,417.76
437. 33
1,073.91
1,062.40
91.00
53. 90
31. 50
11. 00
339. 86
210. 21
629. 66
206. 98
158. 67
06. 13
238. 02
39. 74

$7,837.93
3,379.28
1,166.41
6,435.29
441.1 1
733. 07
050. 00
218. 2.l
48. 60
30. 75
0. 00
259. 02
lftl.13
520. 80
204. 67
152. 55
103. 55
61. oo
75. 98

I

$8,387.05
3,740. €2
0-!0. 2i
6,369. 36
524. 41
1,646.28
1,012.00
2 3. 52
OJ. 80
82. 00
7. 00
3i8. 51
622. 50
571. 02
273. 05
63. 73
139. 94
103. 60
36. 75

23,910. ]5

22, 101.28

I

25, 27 . 30

57.83 1

66.10

l=====l=====I=====
61. 35

59. 96

Monthly 8tatement of expen8e1J of ho8pital from October 1, 1896, to Septernber .10, 1897,
furni8hed by the trea8urer.
Articles, etc.
October, 1896 .

Subsistence........................ . . . .
Ice.....................................
Gas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pay, clinical assistant .... ... ...........
Pay, ambulance cl river . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$695. 22
33. 67
72. 40
100. 00
20. 00

i~l:!~fetit:::::::~::::::::::::::: :H~

Repairs to elevator................ . ....
Improvements, typewriter . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(Jo~ton, tape, thr ad....................
Wmdow shad s, hose . .... : . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kitchen utensils.......................
Putty, fir clay, cement.................
Repairs to ran~e........................
Articles for poll e purposes. ...........
ltepairs to roof, chimneys and glass....
Freight . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
:Medical and hoapital suppli s..........
Trimmings for coffins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
M dicall:iooks.. .. .. . ... .. . .... . . .... .. .
pect.c'lcl s... .. . ........ ...... ....... .. .
:ay roll, xtra duty ...................

32. 65
21. 00
10. 89
2. 80
20. 45
6. 75
8. 00
5. 23
392. 28
2. 20
465. 60
31. 70
14. 30
4. 75
00

·j~ 4.

-.' Total..~~:~::,-,:··· ........., 2,300
' ub ist nee....................... . ....

i~·::::::
::::::: :: ::::::: :::::::: ::: :::
Pay, clinical as i tant. ... .. ...•..... .. .
P:iy, ambulanc driver .. ...............
Forag and bay........................

9'

713. 57

~~:

n

100. 00
20. 00
17. 37

~!H; ~;~~!~~:: : :::::::::::::::::::: ut ~i
ortl\r, grat , lo k. ... . . . .. . .. . . . .. . ..

20. 40

lia
if\\·; ·i>~;;;:: :: ::::: :: ::: ::::::::
Painting ou id hospital..............

1k ~g
7 . 00

Artie! · for poli e porpos . . . . . . . . . . . .
lnatrum nt . . . • . . . • . . . . • • • . . • • • . . . . . . .
e<11ca1 books .... ... ................. . l

0. 25
5. 70
10.10

.A.mount.

Articles, etc.

Amount.

November, 189G-Continued.
Medical aml hospital supplies ......... .
Lumber for coffins .............. .. .. .. .
tationery and printing ..... ......... .
Pay roll, extra duty ................... .

Total ............. ...... ...... . . .

$20.40

•i l.6l
7. 5'.l
409. 00
2, 416.48

December, 189G.

Subsistence ........... .... ........... .
Ice ........................... . ....... .
Gas ..... ................ ... ........... .
Pay, clinicnl aHsistant ................ .
Pay, :imbulanco clriver . .... . . .. ... .... .

i~Jl!:]:~~I~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
!

688. 42
22. 02
106. 60
100. 00
20. 00
17. 37
3. 00
]0. 63
65. 00
3. 00

Fan ets ........ . ...... ....... ...... ... .
.Articles for police purpo es .......... .
R pairs to ran~ s ............... ...... .
Repairs, chairs a111l elevator .......... .
Instrum nt .............•.............
.Modi al book ........................ .
pectaoleH ............................ .
Pay roll, extra<luty ......... . . . ..... .. .
Gov rnmcnt Asylum for Insane ...... .

21. 00
2. 97
147. r,o
25.15
6. 00
425. 50
1,017.14

Total ... .. ........ .. ............ .

2,000. 3

9. 5:l

Januar11, 1897.

, 'ubsistenc ..................... . .... .
Ice ............................ .. •· ···· •
:las ........................ .... .... ... .
I'ay, clini al af!si. taut . ....... . ....... .
Pay, ambulan •e clri, r ......... . ..... .

l~r:!•f1ir:::::::::::::::::::::::::
0

Enam I, orcl and tipl! .......•. ...... • •1
R n wnl jar Us ... . .... .............

·I

¥!~fs
i~~~ .~~~.~~~~:: :: ::::::: ::: :::
Articles for polio purpos
1

fl: •

•fl .•••••••••.

673. 77
16. :37
122. 2\J
J OO. 00
20. 00
17. :J7

3. 00
7. 0
. 07
1. 20
1. 30
. :10
:1-1. 'i
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Monthly slaterne11t of e.rpenses of hospital froni October 1, 1896, to September 30, 1897,
fn1'nishecl by the t?"easurer-Continue<l.
_ _ ____A_r_t_ic_1_e_s,_e_t_c._ _ _ __ _ _A
_ m_o_u_n_t_.

1,-_____Ar_t_i_ie_s_,_e_tc_._ __ _ _

Amount.

1

January, 1897-Continue<l.

Repairs to ranges......................
Medical books.........................
Irnitruments............ .. . . ..••.. .. . . .
::Uedical nncl hospital suppli s.........
Pay roll, extracluty. ....••. ...•..... ...
Total...........................
February, 1897.
Subsistence................••••••••....
Ice ..............................••.....
Gas ................................... .
Pay, clinical assistant ................ .
Pay, ambnlance driver ..........•.•....

JJiay, 1897-Continued.

$3. 05
21. 40
8. 03
139. 70
425. 60
1,597.48

Repairs to window shades ............ .
Repairs to el ,·ator ...... . ............ .
Articles for police purposes ........... .
~~dica~ boo~s .... : ................... .
Tr1mmmgs for coffins .•••..............
tationery ancl printing ............... .
Pay roll, e.xtra duty ......•.•.•.•......

675. 02
22. 29
82.40
100. 00
20. 00
17. 37
3. 00
9.85
5. 72
12. 00
38.90
11. ll0
3. 20
27. 20
13. 90
419. 80

Total ......... .. .......•.........

1,461.95

l~f!WffIi;':.:)~~;;~~·~: .: : ii

March, 1897.
Subsistence .................. , ........ .
Ice ................................... .
Gas ..................••................
Pay, clinical assistant .•................
Pay, ambulance driver ..•..............

Repairs to car track ......•......• ..•••
Lumber for trays .................•....
Material for plumbing ............•....
beets nncl towels .................... .
.Articles for police purposes .•..........
Instrum ents .......................... .
Medical a11d hospital supplies •........
<:Joffin material. .... ................••..
pectacles ......... ... .... • • • •· • • • • • • · ·
Pay roll, extra duty ...... ........•.....

696.17
27. 30
77. 90
100. 00
20. 00
17. 37
3.00
9. 38
14. 88
1. 71
6. 25
102. 28
15. 52
4. 31
600.15
04. 80
3.15
430. 40

Total ....................•...•...

2,194.57

i~l:!~~at~1;-::::::::::::::::::::::::

April, 1897.
Subsist nco .•... ....... ...•••• •••, •.•..
Jee ........................... ........ . .
Gas ................................... .
Pay, clini al assistant ................. .
Pa.y,amlmlan'e driver .••..• _ •• .. ..•..

fr~~~g!1;on~~!~~::::::::::::::::::::::::
:Extra wa11hing ......•..................
Uepairs to ranges .. ................... .
R pairs tool vator .................... .
Artie] a for l>olic purpo. s ........... .
Repairs top ambi11g .••..•..•••••••••..
, 'tation ry and 1,rinting ............... .
al te th ............................ .
Pay roll, xtra duty ................... .

726. 51
37. 01
57. 10
100. 00
20.00
17.37
:1.00
10.17
23.30
40.00
39.52
12.12
8. 75
7. 00
390. 97

Total ......•...•.................

1,498.82

May,1897.
Subsistence ........................... .
Ice ... ................... .. ........ . ... .
,a ...... ······ ························
Pay, clinical assi tant ........... : ..... .
Pay, arobulanco driver ..•..............
orag and hay ....................... .
Hore hoeing ............ , ...... , .... ..

Extra washing .•.....•...........•.. ..
Rango for steward'!'! quarters .•........
Repairs ~o ra~1ges and elevator ....... .
Spice 1mll, wn-e•screen cloth .......... .
Repairs, plumbillg and kitchen .... ... .
Eclipse spring, 6 brass hooks .......... .
Making 2 wood screens ................ .
l'nrchase of 5 cows . ......•............ .
Papering :it steward's quarters ....... .
Painting 1hirtl floor, hospititl. ......... .
Articlc,i for police purpos~s ........... .
Frei~l1t ........................ ....... .
Medical and hospital supplies ......... .
Medical books ........................ .
Statiouery ............................ .
Pay roll, extra duty ................... .

4!>. 00
7.86
5.07
5.01
4.30
20.00
200. 00
14. 00
100. 00
12.54
1. 35
4. 73
15. 50
16. 25
418.40

Total ........................... .

1,800.78

June, 1897.
Subsistence ................... , ....... .
Ice .............. ... ................. :.
Gas ............... . ....... . .......••.•.
Pay, clinical assistant . ............... .
Pay,ambulance driver ................ .

i~r:!~ti:1~1;::::::::::::::::::::::::

$8. 30

790. 40
49.08
31. 70
100. 00
20.00
17. 37

:J.oo

Instraments ................ ... ....... .
Spectacles .. ............•..............
Pay roll, extra d aty .................. .
Government Asylum for Insane . ..... .

'1. 63
!5. lG
'1. 50
4 . 50
26. 78
8.00
5 . 46
17. 10
9.85
149. 00
CJ3.:n
42. 98
16. 20
8.40
9. 00
423. 79
985. 00

Total ........................... .

2,801.20

July, 1897.
Subsistence............................

762. oo

Clothes bask ts an<l saw ............. .
Clock, repairs to clock ................ .
Lmnber fot· steward's quarters ....... .
Lumber for tauk platform ............ .
RepairR to elevator ................•...
Repairs, invalid chairR ..............•..
Plum bing material ancl repairs ....... .
Articles for police purpo:ies ..... ..... .
Paintinf fourth story, I.Jo pital ....... .

::ti~h'll:~!r
hc~i~t:: ~~l~~>~~~~::: : : : : : :
Medical books . ....................... .

~:a::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
I 100.
g~: :~00
Pay, clinical a sistant. ...... ..•. .. . . . .
Pay, ambulance driver......... .. .....

20. 00

Keros ne oH, 1 l>arrel. .. . . . . .• . . . .••.•.

15. 20
4. 42
3

1
l~~!~h~~~
t~:::::::::::::::: ~:::::: ~
Extra washing........................

~~:E~~:~

~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::

Plumbing repairs......................
.Asphalt,;gavin~ fan house .......••....
Articles or pohce purposes.•••••······
:Material for oflins .............•.• • • • •
Medical and hospital supplies.........
tation ry aml 1>rinting .... ......•.. • • •
Pay roll, extra duty ... .... ..... .......

l

I gi

t gg

20

{: ~
0

~:
9

ib

33. 77

~~- ~:)
4,l~.• O

Total ............................ j J, 800.

,o

August and eptetnber, 1897.
713. 08
34. 92
39. 50
100. 00
20. 00
17. 37
3, 00

nbsistence ...••.................••••.•
Ice ............... ... ..... ,············
Gas ............................. . ..... .
Pay, linical assist!\nt . ............... .
Pay, ambulance driver ................ .

iJ:~~~i=h~~\\:~~~:::::::::::::::: ::::::::

657. 07
94.13
56.40
200. 00
40. 00
34. 74
6. 00
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Monthly statement of expenses of hospital f1·om October 1, 1896, to Septernber 30, 1897,
fu1-nished by the treas1wer-Continued.
Articles, etc.

A.mount.

August and SeptemlJer, 1897-Cont'd.
Extra washing ........................ .
Material for upholstering chairs ...... .
Repairs to elevator ............ ......•.
Ice.chest hooks ....................... .
5,100 bricks for sidewalks .••• .-........ .
Plumbing material .......... .. ........ .
Galvanized iron and brickR, for re•
pairs ................................ .
Labor, gr~ding roads at hospit,a l. ..... .
Wrought.iron tank ................... .

Articles, etc.

Amount.

.August and September, 1897-Cont'd.

$23.47
26. 91
20. 93
1. 20
45.JlO
25. 82

11.83
46.25

175. 00

Lumber, 100 barrels cement, 1 barrel
Portland cement............... . . . . .
.A.rti!)les for polic~ purpose~............
Medical and hospital suppheR..........
Lumber and trimmings for coffins.....
Medical books ....................... ..
Government A sylum for Insane.......
Pay roll, extra duty............ . . . . . • . .
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . .

$97. 40
10. 27
21. 16

7t :~

985. 71
870. 70
3, 527. 20

The general sanitary condition of the Home and grounds has been excellent
throughout the year. The water supply ::m d drainage are satisfactory. There has
been no prevalent or epidemic disease among the inmates.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. H. FORWOOD,
Surgeon, United States A1·my, in cha1·ge.
The Go.VERNOR OF THE HOME.

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY AND 'l'REASUR:ER OF THE SOLDIER 'HOME,

Hol\rn,
Washington, D. C., October 12, 1897.
GENERAL: I have the honor to transmit herewith the annual reportR of the treasurer of the Home for the year ending September 30, 1897, as follow :
Statement of receipts and expenditures of the Home fund, with r capitulation and
comparative statement for the previous year.
Statements of the permanent fund and interest account, as shown by tb Warrant
Division, Treasury Department.
tatement of trea-surer's account with the inmate pensioners.
Statement of pensioners in the Home, rates of pensions, t .
Statement of members of the Home receiving outdoor r elief, mtes of relief, pensions, etc.
tatements of receipts :md expenditures on account of the farm, garden, and dai!Y·
I have the honor tor commend the reestablishing of the dairv ancl it consolidation
with the farm under the management of one foreman. I am ·satisfied, after careful
observation, that the two ca,n then be conducted at a profit and the grounds improved, wherea under the pre ent arrangement the l::tnd will soon b ecom xhaust ~The quality and condition of the milk would undoubtedly be much improved by th1
arrangement.
I would recommend the purchase of a few ordinary grad c ws ach month until
the required number have been se ured.
E. F. LADD,
Very respe tfully,
Pi1·st Lieutenant, inth Cavalry, ecr tary ancl Treas1,r 1·.
TREASURER'S OFFICE, UNITED STATES SOLDIERS'

Gen. D. .

TANLF.Y,

•

S. A.,

Go ernor of th Horn .

m11al rcpo1·t of 1·cocipt8 and expcnditu,reB of the United State8 Soldie,-s' Home, District of Col1m1,bia, fr01n October 1, 1896, to September so, 1897, by
First Lieut. E. F. Ladd, Ninth United States Cavalry, secretary and treasu,rer.
1897.

1896.

R

ipts antl expenditures.

RECEIPTS.

Db:~·

October. I Novem•
ber.

- , - ,-

I.January.

Febru•
ary.

:March.

.A.pri1.

May.

1-1- 1 .Tune.

July.

August.

I Septem•
ber.

Total.

From tho "Gnited States Treasurer,
upon resolutions of the Board of
Commissioners approved by the
Secretary of ,var...... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . $8, 000. 00 $20, 000. 00 .......••• $11, 782. 80,$18, 000. 00 1...•..••. ·I·......... $22, 000. 001.......•• · 1 $8, 000. 00 '$20, 000. 00'$107, 782. 80
From interest on permanent fund ..... $20,245.64 .•••.•.•. .1 •••••••••• $20,315.21 .••••...•........... $20, 404. 02 ........... ......... $20, 484.4\J •.•••.. •• . .•• • . . • • . . 81, 449.36
From effects of deceased inmates, sub•
.
1
1
1
jeet to demand oflegal heirs........
29. 13
. 05
17.12
10. 25
298. 86 1
311. 73
225. 55..... .. .. .
. 56
. ~~ I 2,023.20
111. 29
3,027.99
From :miscellaneous sources ...•....... __ 37. 87 ~
411.15
161. 3-i _ _37. 49
35. 251
10. 63
$78. 59
421. 35
28. 83!
80. 32 1,566.04
2,925.02

I

I

I

I

1

Total............................ 20,312. 64! 8,056.21 20,428.27 20,486.80 12, 1_:9. 15 ~ 20,640.20
EXPENDrTURES.

I

I

I

Repairs to officers' quarters. . . . . . . . . . .
15. 56
34. 82
5. 20 . . . . . . . . . .
11. 84
I
Colllpensation of the go. vernor, deputy
overnor, treusurer, and clerk to
1
ioard of Commissioners.............
348. 74
348. 74!
373.18
373. 74
373. 74
Transportation furnished to dis•
charged soldiers en route to the
Home, to be refunded to the Quar.
termm!ter'sDepartment.............
97.07 ..•.••••••
55.10
23.85
58.60
ivel for the Home..................... . . . . . . . . . . 2, 783. 54 1, 142. 50 . • • . • • • • • • 2, 6'.!8. 58
Expenses of the hospital for medi•
cmes, medical stores, spectacles,
false teeth, materials for coffins, etc..
518 60
77. 93
180. 90..........
169. 73
~enses of the hospital for mess and
kitchen purposes and all running
,
ex.J?enses, including compensation
!o mmates on duty and pay of civil•
535. 75 1, 176. 05!
1an employee~ ........... . . _. . . . . . . . . . 1, 297. 34 1, 359. 80 1, 225. 34
Refunded to claimants as heirs of de125.17
182. 82
106. 75
ceased soldiers....................... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Refundecl to claimants as heirs of de•
I
1
ceased inmates......................
4. 42
142. 00
445. 00
17. 00
10. 25
Cloth.ing for inmates of the Home..... 5,922.28
33. 08
12. 00 . • • . • •• • • . . • •• • • . . • .

I

I

I
I

Repa1rst0Home bakery ......................... 1

3.121••••••.••••••••••••.•.•••••••.
1

78. 59 22,421.91 20,513. 5~~ 10,103.521 21,677.33 195, 185.17

I

2. 25

58. 00

75. 83

595. 82

I

I

I

I

45.13 ..........
99. 16 1, 142. 89
30.40

786. 84

I
6. 90

223. 42

297. 91

372. 91

l

33. 29

431.45

372. 911

372. 911

4,279.34

96.87

1,975.58

1, 452. 061 1, 327. 951 1, 455. 631 1, 384. 45j 1, 198. 23j 1, 632. 691

14, 832. 13

11. 2,1

374. 36

4. 50
10. 30

668. 28

28.96
63.05 .••... .... .••.••.•••
1, 046.16 •••..••••. r
10. 631
109.
18.58

139.89

295. 79,. • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • •

63.27

256. 82,..•..•.••.

1. 42
10. 23 . . •• •. . • • . . . •• •• . • • .
L 25
3,023.55 . • •• . . . • . . . . . • . •• . •• . ••••••••. . . • . •••••• . . • . ••• . .•
1.......... 1.......... 1.......... 1.......... I.......... I

!....................

~

t::,

t?:l

18. OO I

516.79
9,802.44

7.00

0

1-4

sol

672. 41

145.03
839. 48

I
22. 17
I
372. 91
I

U2

pj
rll.._.

~

0
~

~

1,352.94
1,304.85
91 001. 21

a.12

~I_:;
l'~
\~

11111al report of receipts and expenditures of the United S tates Soldiers' Home, District of Colmnbia-Continned.

-:i

~

~

1897.

1896.

:Receipts and expenditures.

October.

--- -

N ovem•
ber.

Decem• January.
ber.

February.

April.

March.

May.

June.

July.

A u 0"'ust

•

I September.

Total.

- --

EXPENDlTURES-continued.
Fnrm, gnr<lou, nod dairy utensils
Reeds, gnnno, m1wure, cultivation o
garden, orn1rn1entation of grounds
11ayof farm, gardon, dairy, and other
$95. 91 $1,522.86 $1,828.47 $2,422.46 $1,608.88 $1,676.95 $3,657.05 $19,636.61
employees ...... ....... .......... .. . . $1,380.84 $1,305.46 $1,320.40 $1,623.21 $1, 224.12
Snl>s1st(•m•o stores and ice, including
2,709.05 2,683.24 3,145.89 2,809.33 2,989.30 3,009.74 2,947.08 2,549.86 31,316.97
2,586. 66 2,836.54 3,050.28
s1)00ial tliet for the sick ....... . .... .
Bedding for i11m1Ltcs, bedsteadR. l>lank
21. 97
339. 34
19.47
18. 72
16. 00
22. 13
152. 55 ·····--- ·.45
88. 05
ets, nphol;{ten•rs' mnterinls, etc ....
·--------·
Mt:'RS uml kitchen utensils and al
other nrtioles, except bedding, fo
367.02
1,301.87
116. 67
102. 79
n_30
153.48
55.97
90.02
110.08
133. 34 --...
84.35
15. 85
the Homo .. ....................... .
Materinl for general repairs to build
ings, ropnirs of roads nncl fences
1mrch11so nn<l repairs to harness, Ye
560. 90
377.21
3, 921.13
326. 62
783. 96
82.41 1,252.67
84. 94 ............
111. 75
112. 94
biclell, purchase of mechanical tools
109.991 117. 74
Fo1•a<re nn!l ml•tlidnes for Home ani
96.85
95.93
766.14
61. 36
73.89
76.08
46.90
44.78
60. 31 -·········
64.30
79.71
maf~, artirles used in Ilome stnl>les.
Expens<'R of tho library, governor's
and treasurer's offices, J)OSt•office
box rent, stationery, etc., for Com
missioners' ollice, freight, telegrams
235. ,.
255. 21
20.10
62.09
61.47
292. 45
198. 74
8.11
and amusements .................. .
46. 25
66.60
1,783.51
137. 98
Incidental expenses, rental of tele
phone, hackhir<>, traveling expenses
professional serYices, and expenses
1 5.56
13. 00 . __ .• ____
79. 82
65. 78
of the Home cha11el .•• •..•.••.
40. 73
69. 65
70. 00
6. 00
113. 07
514.16
1~~:~1
165. 00
165. 00
:Reli~iong servkes ..... .......•.......
165. 00 1
165. 00 •••.•.••••
165. 00
330. 00
165. 00
165. 00
165. 00
165. 00
1,980.00
Laundry work for the Ilome . .•.... ...
135.07
160. 01 ---····· ··
136. 25
136. 08
137. 27
138. 27
150. 94
257. 31
128. 61
157.44
1,698.58
161. 331
Compeniiation and monthly allow•
nnces to inmates, noupensioncrs, on
d_uty at !he Home, except compensation to mmates on duty at .Barnes
24. 93 1,750.23 1,866. 7li
Ho~pital ..........................•.
1, 662. 23 1, 673. 851 1,694.681 1,759. 96 1,724.48
1, 883. 371 3, 704. 51 21,578.52
Commutation to inmates of the Home
264. 00
288. 00 o, 486. 40
306. 671
rt:'siding outsicle .................. .
307. 74 6, 046.67
272. 001
290. 00 6,408.001
an. ool1 304. 00 6,497.00 27,843.48
Gas for tho llome, inolucling rental of
146. oo
rn,. ao
352. 90
269. 30
2-lc3. 40
16!. 70
106. GO
25!.10
224. 80
gall rogulat-0rs . .. ... ....... ........ .
301. 80I
20. ool
102. 901 2,353.80
Funeral expenRes of members of the
I
1
1
25. oo;....... ___ I
25. 00
25. 00,
350. 00
75. 00 .. ......•.. ,
25. 00
25. oo ..........
50. 00
50. 00
50. 00
Ilome rebHlin(! outsillo

---··-····

----------

·- -------·

···-·.

I

66.031

399~!

I

.I

I

I

I

------- ---

,. "'· "I..., _ ..

~
t,zj

'"O
0

~

8

0

lzj

8

::i::

t,zj

m

t,zj

0

~

8

~

I-<

0

lzj

~

~

New buildingR : Ne,: nn~nseroent h~ll,

heating nn1l voullln.tmg same. mcr~nsiug 1,oilorplaut, grnnolithiraod
brick 111wemont aronncl amusem ent
ball .. . .. .. .. .... . . .. ............... .
Permanent impro-vomonts: New
fonces, r er airs to bridges, lampposts, gns amps, paTing, sewerage.
etc., repaintint! ·outside of Barnes
Hosttnl nud thircl lloor of hospital
insi e, r opnirs to steam pump boiler
house, iucrensiug water sup~y nt
farm stables, boilt>r, nud green ouse
Purchase of animals: Cows a11d horses.
Board aucl medical treatment of mombers of the Homo in the Government
Hospital for the Insane ..............
Construction of an electric plant, material ancl labor .................. •...

I

i

I

I
532. 00

358. 37

1,170.10

20. 00 17,215.69

266. 33

---···--- ..

176. 55

.............

532. 70

916.17

32.49
65. 00

............ .............

119. 70
230.00

...........

54.00

104.42
370. 00

517. 34
200. 00

---------· -·······--

], 017.14

.......... ·-·-······ ...... ·--.

988. 57

Tot.al •••.................•..•••. 16,430.69 13, 008.14 19, 181.13

.......... ----------

.............. ----------

- - - - ----

5,136.90 28, 874.32

20.71

20. 90

453.44

20,234. og

164. 34

459. 48

1,020.46
20. 00

3,921.10
885. 00

985. 00

·········-

985. 71

3,976.42

557. 27

1,741.89

4,647.05

6,946.21

---------- -----·····

5,547.23 23,;n5. 85 12, 622.15 19,266.71 11, 7~3. 611 12, 184. 19 27,655.36 194,846.28
1

U2

0

t1

c::,
H

t_'.rj'
~

°'~
0
~

~

-.J

C>:

o,
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REC.A.PITUL.A.TION,
RECEIPTS.

Balance on hand September 30, 1896 ................ .. ..................................... .
From the United States Treasurer upon resolutions of the Board of Commissioners,

$7,925.25

107,782.80
F:fJ~'t::e~lo~b~b~e;~=~:Jt'it1~d:: :: : : : : :: : : :: : :: : : : : : : :::::::::::::::::::: :: : : : ::: ::: 81,449. :!6
3,027.99
From effects of' deceased inmates subject to the demand of legal heirs ...... ....• ..........
2,925.02
From miscellaneous sources ................................. : •••••••.•.••••.. • . •• .........

Total . . . . . • . • . • . • . . . . .. . • . . • . . . • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. 203, 110, 42
EXPENDITURES,

Repair!! to officers' quarters ......... ,, ........................................ ,,, ......... .
Compensation of' the governor, deputy governor, treasurer, and clerk to tho Boarcl of Com•
missioners . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Transportation furnished to discharged soldiers en route to tho Home to be r efunded to

$431.45
4,279.34

Fl~l~t~t~a~~~!?.~~~~'.t.~~-~~

::: :: : :::::: ::::::::::::: :: ::: :::: :::::::: :::: :: :::: :: :::::~
Expenses of the hospital for medicines, medical stotes, spectacles, false teeth, materials for
coffins, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
Expenses of the hospital for mess ancl kitchen purposes and all running expenses, including compensation to inmates on duty ancl pa:v of civilian employees ................ .... .
Refunded to claimants as heirs of deceased soldiers ...................................... .
Refunded to clairnauts as heirs of deceased inmates ................... .................. ..

9,

~&t ~!

1, 975. 58
14,832. t3
1,352.94
1,304. 35
9,001.21
3.12

H~ru°:ia~t·~cy:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::::::::::::::: ::::::

0

~~;!i~gt~
Farm, garden, ancl dairy utensils, seeds, guano, manure, cultivation of gardon, ornamenta•
tion of grounds, pay of farm, garden, aairy, and other employees ..•. . •............... ..•
Subsistence stores ancl ice, including special diet for the sick ............................•
Bedcling for inmates, bedsteads, blankets, upholsterers' materials ................•.......•
Mess and kitchen utensils and all other articles except berlding for the Home ....... .....•
Material for general repairs to builclings, repair of roads and fenc s, purchase of and repairs
to harness, vol_1i~les, !"nd purcha~e of mec~anical to(?lfl........ .. .... .. . . . . . . . . .. . ..... .•
Forage and med1cmes for Homo amma.ls, articles used 111 stables....................... ....
Expen s of the library, goYernor's ollices, treasurer's office, post.office box:ront, stationery,
etc., for Commhisioners' office, freigllt, t elegrams, and amusem nts ............. ········Incidental expenses, rental of telephone, back hire, traveling expenses, professional serv•

19,636.61
31,316.97
339. 34
1,301.87
3,921.13
766.14
],783.51
_1
514 6

f:~ii~!i~!;1r:h:~·;:~;t;~~ t~~;;: ::::: : ~ :::: :: :::::: ::: :: :::::::: ::: :::::::::::: :~

f: ~:g: ~g

Compensatiou and monthly allowances to inmates, nonpensioners, on cluty at the Home,
except inmates on cluty at Barnes Hospital................................. ...... . . .. .. •
Commutation to inmates of tho Home residing outsicl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . •
~as for the Home, including rental of gas reg1~J~tors .. --: ................................ _
] uneral expenses of mem bars of the Home re 1ding outside.............. .. ...............
New buildings: ew amusement liall, heating ancl ventilating same, an<l incr asing the
boiler plant, lauor a1ul material constrnctiug electric plant. ................ .............
Permanent improvements: rew f ncPsi....ropairs to bridges, lamp.posts, gas lamps, paving,
sewerage, etc., r painting outsiclo of .!5arn s Ilospitaf, and third floor of hospital in id ,
repairs to steam.pump boiler hon e, increasing water supply at farm, stab! s, boil r, all()

21,578.52
27, 843. 48
2,353.80
350. 00
27,180. ao

3,921.10
885. 00

pfr'
~:~~i~;~~il~;~is~ ·~~~;~ aii'ci ·b~~~. ~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: =
Board and medical treatment of members of the Home in Government Ilospital for tho
Insane . ........................................................................ ... .......
Balanc on band ·optember 30, 1897 ....... ... • • •••• ... • • • • • •• . •• • • • .... • • . ••• • • ....... ••. .•

3, 976. 42
8,264.14

---Total . .. . . . . .. • • • • . .. . . . . . .. .. . • . .. .. • • . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. 203, 110. 42

Cornpa1·ative stateni nt of 111,oney received and disbu,rs d on accoimt of the ~11itecl
Soldiers' Honw for two years-October 1, 1895, to cptenibc:r 30, 1897.

talcs

Receiv lfrom O tobcr 1, 1 95, to ptemb r 30, 1896 ........................................ $217,627. 9
Expended from ·tob r l, 1 95, to. eptemb r 30, 1896... ... . ... . .. .. . .. .. . ..... . .. . .. .. .. . .. 20!l, 702. 64
7,025.25

Balanc on hand opt mb r 30, 1896 ................................................ ..
Recei v d from
Expend d from

·t-0b r l, 1 96,
·tob r 1, 1 96,

Balanc ou hand
Th e~ondi

Th~~~

30, 1897 .... ....................................
r 30, 1 97........................... .......... ..

203,110.42
104, 84.6.:?

pt m b r 30, l 97 .... . ........................................... ..

, 2 1.14

·

, opt mb r 30, 1896, for n w buildings nncl perma.•

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
· pt moor 30, 1807, f, r n w buildings nn<l permn.•

xpench

Th

·

Th ~t~;

51,437. 2i
155, 2 5. 37

31,101.40
year were::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 163, 714..

6

a~}:,~ roo~~ii;:::: ::: :: :::::: ::: :::: ::: ::::::::: :::::: ::: :: :::: :: ::::::::
inmat . for th y ar ndiug
pto
ion p r ru n per month, iocluclin" v

Av"°oun1ls .........•io;;j; :;

=

97............... .. ......
<l fruit rais <1 on Iloruo

;i~y: :: ::::::::::: :: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::':: :::::::::::::::
F·r, .Luuunant.

inth

nit,d 'tau

avalry,

E. 'I.'. LADD,

-=

I!:72!~~

1

4 79
. 0.15.}

cretary and Truuurer.
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SOLDIERS' HOME.

Statement of the Soldiera' Horne pcr1nanent fitnd account from, October 1, 1896, to
Septernbel' 30, 1897.
Partial
amounts.

Date.
1896.
Oct. 1
Oct. 29
Dec. 28
1897.
Mar. 26
.A.pr. 10
.Apr. 28
July 26
Sept. 28
1896.
Nov. 9
Dec. 8
1897.
Feb. 8
},eb. 13
Mar. ($
June 9
Aug. 24
Sept. 11

Dr.

Cr.

Balance ................................... ................. ................. . $2,711,124.52
.A.mount of deposits.......................... . ..... $8, 128. 6()
..•.. do......................................... ..... 40,537.99
3,284.11
.•••. do ............................................. .
. • • . •do....................................... . . . . . . . 28, 164. 38
••... do............................... ... .... .. ..... .
8,500.29
, .... do.............................................. 28,624.64
17, .007. 22
134,256.23

..... do............................................ ..
Less amount paid from permanent fund............
..... do........................... ...................

8, 000.00
20, ooo. oo

.•... do ............................................. .
..... do ............................................ ..
.••.. do ............................................. .
..... do ............................................. .
.•. . . do ............................................ . .
..... do ............................................. .

5,000.00
6,782.80
18,000.00
22,000.00
8,000.00
20,000.00

$107, 782. 80
Balance............................................ . . • .. .. . . .. . 2, 737, 597. 05
Total . .. • •• .. • • .. .. • . . . .. .. .. • • • . . .. . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • .. • . . 2, 845, 380. 75

2, 845, 380. 75

Statement of the Soldiers' Horne intm·est account froni October 11 1896, to September SO, 1897.
Partial
amounts.
Balance, Oct. 1, 1806 .............................................. ············
Interest on balance, $2,711,124.52, from Oct. 1 to Dec. 31, 1896 ... . $20,333.43
42. 75
Interest on deposit, Oct. 29 to Dec. 31, 1806 ......................
13. 33
Interest on deposit, Dec. 28 to Dec. 31, 1896 ......................
Interest on balance, $2,731,791.11, from Jan. I to Mar. 31, 1897 ...
Interest on deposit, Mar. 26 to Mar. 31, 1897 ......•..............

20,488.43
1.62

Interest on balance, $2,705,292.42, from April 1 to June 30, 181!7 ...
Interest on deposit, A.pr. 10 to June 30, 1897 .......... ...........
Interest on deposit, .Apr. 28 to June 30, 1897 .....................

20,289.69
189. 82
44. 76

Inl r ston balance, $2,719,966.09, from July 1 to pt. 30. 1897 ...
Intar st on deposit., July 26 to pt. 30, 1897 ..... . .. ....... .....
Interest on cleposit, Sept. 28 to Sept. 30, 1897 .. . •....••..••....•. .

20,390.75
157. 60
4.19

Lei.is interest on &rincipal paiclFourth quar r of 1896 ..... ................................. .

:~~;iaJ;frtl~tmi~~:::::::: :::::::::::::: : : ::::::: ::::

Le a interest paidFourth quarter of 1896 ...................................... .
Firstauarterof18!l7 .. .......................................
Secon quarter of 1897 ........................................
'.third quarter of 1897 .........................................
Balance .. ., .......................................................

97-47

............

Cr.
$20,245.64

20,389.51
20,490.05

20,524.27

20,661.54
7(. 30
86.03
39. 78
57.86
20,245.64
20,315.21
20,404.02
20,484.49

············
Total. ...................................................... ············
WAR

Dr.

81~~:: :~
20,503.68

102, 211. 01

102, 211. 01
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The treasimrr of the United States Soldfors' Home, Washington, D. C., in account with
the inmate pensioners f 01· rnoneys received under section 4, act approved March 3, 1883,
and deposited with the Treas,ure1· of the United States, Washington, D. C.
DR.

Date.

Amount.

Moneys reoeived.

1896.
Oct. 1
Oct. 31
Nov. 30
Dec. 31
1897.
Jan. 31
Feb. 28
Mar. 31
.A.pr. 80
May 31
June 30
Jul y 31
Aug. 81
Sept. 30

To balance on hand ..••.•..••..••••••• .... ....•••......•...•••.••••••••..••.....
To S. L. Willson's checks ........•...............•....•........•••...•.....•....
..... do ..•..........•..•..........•....•.••.................... •••..•••.• ...•....
..... do ......••••••.•...••..••..•..•••.•••..•••••.••.•••..••...••••.••••.•••.....

$46,844.98

..... do ............................................................ ....... ...... .
..... do ......................................................................... .
..... do ........................................................ . ..... ........ ... .
..... do ...•.•.....•..•...........•..•••.••....•...•••••••.•....... ............. ..
..•.. do .......................................................... .... .. ..... . .. . .
..•.. do ....................................................... .... ... ........ ... .
..•.. do ............................................................... ... ....... .
..... do ...•...............•.•.....•...• : ..•••................••..•............•..
. .•.• do ................................................................ .... ..... .

386. 50
322. 60
20,695.69
441.66
366. 77
19,401. 44
1, 01::!. 73
155.40
19, 84:). 66

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

131, 525. 25

769. 07
40.46
21,244. 29

CR.
Date.
1896.
Oct. 31
Nov. 30
28
Dec. 31
31
1897.
Jan. 18
15
18
31
Fob. 8

i~

Mar. 2:
8
31
.A.pr. 5
~

May

June
July
tau~.
pt.

.A.mount.

Moneys disbursed.

30
30
5
20
20
31
4
30
31
31
30
30

By pension pay roll for October, 1896 .......................................... .
Uy pension pay roll for November,1896 ....................................... .
By amount paid tho estate of Wm. R. Heine, cloceased ..........•......•.......
By amount paid John W.Boone, pensioner ................................... ..
By pension pay roll for December, 1896 ...... ... .............................. ..

$1,848.87
575. 26
12. 00
28. 00
16,951.74

By amount paid the estate of John .A.. Cain, deceased .......................... .
By amount paid Michael Hoan, pensioner ................................ .. ... .
By amount paid the estate of Seb. Leopold, deceased ....•..•••.•. ......... .... .
By pension pay roll for January, 1897 ................ . ....... ................ ..
By amount paid Michael McDonouijipensiouer . ................ .... . ....... . .
By amount paid tl.Je estate of Mich
aydon, deceaaed ........................ .
By amount paid Patrick Burke, pensioner ..................................... .
Ry pensiont paydrtohll forta]t'ebrfuLary, 18R97 .......... ... .. ... •..•••••••••.•••••••••.
y amoun 1>a1
e os e o eop. os uswick, deceas 00 .................... .
By amount pai<l Patrick Burk , pensioner ... ..... .. ....... .............. . ..... .
.By pension pay roll for .March, 1897 ........... ...... ......•.....................
By amount pru.d tbe etitato of 'harles Miller, deceased ............... . ......... .
Ily amount paid the state of William Berns, deceased ........................ .
By amount paid tbe estate of John Campbell, deceased .................... ..••.
By amount paid tbe estate of James Brown, deceased ......................... .
By p nsion 1>ay roll for April, 1897 ............................................. .
.By amount paid the es tat of William Rish, deceased ........................ ..
By amount paid the estate of J. F. Petschow, dee ased ........................ .
By amount paid th estate of William Driscoll, d ceaeecl. .................... ..
By p nsion pay roll for May, 1897 ...................................•...........
By amount paid th estate of J bn Condon, deceas d ......................... ..
By pension pay roll for Jun , 1 07 ............................................. .
By pen ion pay roll for July, 1 07 ............................................ ..
By pen ion pay roll for .A.utst, 1807 ....... ....... ............................ .
By 1>en ion pay roll for Sep mber, 1807 ................................... : .. ..
By n ion moneys of d c aseu pensioners trans~ rr d to the Home fund ..... .
By alance in nited tates Treasury ......................................... .

50. 00
50. 00
2.00
1,064.20
30.00
6.00
100. 00
1,011. 20
16.50
475.00
15,750.16
269.00
251. 00
132. 00
36.00
4,265.93
7 .00
81.00
81.00
577. 77
12. 00
10,630. 68
3,674.78
2, 416.40
17,575.76
1,248.33
43,715.67

Total .................................. ... ................................ .

131,525.25

I

b

I certify on honor that th abov account is correct.

FirBt Lieutenant,

E. F. LADD,

inth avalry, 'ccrctary and Trca ttrcr.
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Ammal report of the nii1nbe1· of 1Jensioners in the United States Soldiers' Home, District of
Colimibia, rates of pensions, etc., Septernber 30, 1897.
Pensioners drawing per month$6 .....•..•.........••... ····••••• ••••••.. 157
$8 ....••.••.......•••...........• .. ....... 141

$10. ··········· ........................... 52
$12 ....................................... 304
$12.50.... .... .• ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ..• . . .
$14. ... .• . .. .•. ....... .•. . • ..••.. ... .. ....

$15 ...... ............ ............ ....... ..
$16 ...............••..•.•.•.•...•.........
$17 ...••• ·•·••• .••••• .••••• •••••• ••••••. ..
$18 ··························.............

1
45
2

25

72
1

P ensioners drawing per month$20 ............ ··············••••• .. ••....
$22 ··• •······•••••••••••••· •·•·••••· ·•·•·•
$24 .••....................................
$25 .......... . .• . .•.•.•...... . .•..........
$30 .. ·· ···•···· •·· ······•····•••••····· ···

3
2

$50 .............................. ········.

20
1
8
1

$72 .••••• •••••• •• •••••• •••••• •••••• ••••••.

1

Total. ...•.......••..................... 836

Pensioners present in the Home:
Pensioners whose money is drawn by tho treasurer ................ .. ................. ..... 566
Pensioners who have a11signed their certificates. .......................................... 10
- - 576

Pensioners absent:
On outdoor relief ........................ ..... ..................................•...•.. .... 256
On suspension . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
-260

Total number of pensioners Sept. 30, 1897 •••..••..•••••.••..•••••••••••.••..••.•••..•••..•••. 836
Total number of pensioners Sept. 30, 1896 ••••••.•••.•..•.•. • ••••••..•....••••.••..••..•..•••. 830
Alterations since last report, apt. 30, 1896 :
New certificates received for inmates...................................................... 65
.Admitted ancl readmitted . ..........................................................••... .. 191
- - 256
2

t~:: ~; ~~~tt~!~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

f]

-250

Net gain during the year ................................................................... .
Description of certificates :

i-r:~.fc't~~1~~·21; is90:: :: ::::::::::::::::::::::: :: ::: ::: ::: ::: :: ::::::::::::::::::::: ::: ::: rn,

522

Mexican war . ................................................................................. . 172
Indian ,var ........................................................................ . ...... ..... . 1
Navy, original .•••.••••••••••.•••...•.........•...... , •..•.... , ............. , ........... • .•. • • • 2
836

NoTE.- There are 5 pensioners in the Government Ilospital for the Insane whose money is drawn
by the treasurer.
Annual 1·eporl of members of the United States Soldiers' Honie receiving outdoor relief

September 30, 1897, rates of relief, pensions, tc.
Numb r receiving outdoor relief:
$8 per month . ............ ........... ..... 284

t ~:~:~~ft::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

5~

Total ............. .... .................. 3~2
umberr ceiviug outcloorrclief pt. 30, 1896. 32ti

'ct gain during th y ar.......... ... . . 16
Nonponsioncrs receiYing outdoor relief......
Receiviu~ pensions :
$6 per month....... . ..... .... ........ .. . .
$8 per month.................... .........
$10 1> r month............................
$12 per month ............................
$14 p r month............................
$16 per month............................

86
63
39

5
117
5
4

Receiving pensions-Continued.
$17 p r month............................ 11
$20 pl'r month............................
1
$22 per month............................ 1

~e~ :~~tL:::: ·.:::: ::: :: ::: :: :::::·.-. ~

:~;
$30 per month...................... ......

a

'l'olal nonpensioners . . .. .. . .... .. ... . . . ... .. . 86
Total pensioners . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 256
Grand total ............................ 342
Of this number there are-Mexican war survivors ...................... 146
M n who have served 25 years or over........ 52
Of this latter number there ar nonponsionors ...... ...... .. .... ....•. .•....... ........ 9

Fift en m mh r of th Home on outcloor reli f hav diecl since late of last r porL.
Ten member of the Hom w r dropp d from outdoor relio.f aJter Jun 30, 1 97,
ju compliance wi h re olutions of the Boar<l. of Commissioners dated June 10, 1891,
July 17 and August 21, 1897.
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Fann account United States Soldiers' Horne from October 1, 1896, lo September 30, 1897,
consolidated.
DR.

C.a.-Continued.

Labor, forage, · fuel, fertilizers, imple•
men ts, and repairs ................... $4, 860. 43
Balance to credit of farm...............
635. 89

5 224 heads lettuce ................... .. $156. 72
69. 37
6,924 bunches onions .................. .
141. 6!l
5,595 bunches parsley ................. .
774. 5
1,195¾ bushels potatoes ........•........
18. 48
20¼ bushel11 radishes ................. . .
.93. 3.3
3,940 bunches rhubarb ................ .
47. 37
74 bushels salsify ..................... .
68. 40
303 bushels spinach .......•............
21. 56
2,874 pounds squasl1. ... ........ ....... .
54.35
96! bushels strmg beans .............. .
311.97
679½ bushels tomatoes ................. .
83. 18
415! bushels turnips .................. .
300 tons hay .......................... .. 3, 000.00

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . •

5, 496. 32

CR.
111 bushels beets ...................... .
14,236 heads cabbage .................. .
28 barrels cabbage ..................... .
67½ bushels carrots .................... .
l,48G½ dozen ears corn ................. .
86½ bushels cucumbers ............. . .. .
960 pounds horseradish ............... .
140½ bushels kale ...................... .

62. 00
HOO. 86
16. 56
33. 05
HS. 65
31. 40
28. 80
33. 72

Total. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . 5, 496. 32

Esti1nate of vegetables in the grotmd on UnUed States Soldiers' Home Jann September 30:
1897.
100 bushels beots, at 40 cents ...... , .......
10,000 heads cabbage, at 2 cents ...........
100 bushels carrots, at 50 cents............
6,000 bunches parsl~y, at 2 cents ...•......
250 bushels parsnips, at 50 cents ..•.......
1,000 pounds horseradish, at 3 cents.......

$40. 00
200. 00
50. 00
120. 00
125. 00
30. 00

75 bushels spinach, at 20 cents ...... .. .... $15. 00
50 bushels turnips, at 20 cents . . . . • . . . . . . . 10. 00
150 bushels salsify, at 50 cents . . . . . • .. . .. . 75. 00

Total........... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 665. 00

Ga1·den accoimt of United Slates Soldiers' Home front October 1, 1896, lo September SO,
1897, consoliclated.
DR.

Labor, fertilizers, seeds, tools, fuel, and implements ..•••.................................... $5,354.32
Cu.
300 cords of wootl............. .. • .. . . .. . . . ••. . . .• . . . . .. .... . . . . ... • . . ..... . .... .. ... . . . ... ...
29,942 plants, trees, and shrubs raised in garden ancl greenhouse............................

450. 00
1,961.95

Balance to debit of garden expended in improvement of grounds............................ 2,942. :-J7

Total .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. 5, 351. 32
NOTE.-This dopartment has the care of the ornamentation of the grounds, lawns, flow rs, sbrnbs,
trees, and fruit.

Dcii1'!J account of United

I

tales old-iel's' H01ne, District of Golurnbia, froni October 1,
1896, to Septembe1· SO, 1897.
DR.

Labor, forage, tools, fuel, and repairs ......................................................... $602. 52
Purchase of 7 cows and 1 bull...... . .. • . . . • • • • . .. . . • . . • • • . . .. . • . . • . . . .. . .. . . . .. • . . . . .. . . . . . .. . 285. 00
'.I.'olal .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . • . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. 887. 52
Cu.
2,701 ffallons milk furnish l to Barnes Ilospital ...... ...... .......... .... .. .... .. .... .. . .... .

:i -L 11

~~ga~f~\~fW~-~~-~·~~- ~~-~~~~~~: :: : ::: ::: : :: :: : : ::::: :::::: ::: :: : :::::: :::::: ::: ::: ::::::: ::::: ~~: ~

Balance to debit of dairy .•.• ,................................................................. 465. 26
Total . . . . . . . . •. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . ... . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . ... • • . .. . . .. . . 887. 52
The herd on eptember 30, 1807, consist d of 1 bull, 6 cows, and 1 calf.

E.F.LADD,

First Lieut nant, Ninth Cavalry,

•er Lary and Treasurer.

REPORT OF THE INSPECTION OF THE SOLDIERS' HOME
W .AR DEPARTMENT, INSPECTOR-GENER.AL'S OFFIOE,
Washington, JJ. O., .December 10, 1897.

SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of the inspection of the Soldiers' Home, District of Columbia,, made during the week
ending November 27, 1897, as required by the act of March 3, 1883.
Mr. W. T. Kent, the accountant of the Department, assisted in the
examination of the financial affairs of the institution:
The Home was established under the act of March 3, 1851, and opened
for use during the same year, the first soldier having been admitted
July 25. The reservation contains 502 acres of beautifully rolling and
well-shaded grounds, which were acquired at a co t of $326,3.54.55.
The large and imposing structures, especially the two marble buildings
occupied as barracks and named after Generals Scott and Sherman,
the well-kept hospital, handsome officers' quarter , marble tbeater and
amusement ball, and fine water tower, are in keeping with the picturesqueness of the place, and nothing seems to have been neglected in
maintaining or increasing its attractivene s. The cost of the permanent improvements, which has been over 1,100,000, rival that of the
Dayton Home, the largest in the nited States, and perhaps in the
world; where over :five times a many oldiers a here are cared for.
The extent of the roads over 20 feet wide i · 7-½ mi1e., and under, 2½
mile ; all in admirable order; and there are 12½ mile of cobb1e ton
gutters from 14 to 26 inches in width.
This Home also owns a tract of 75 acres on Pa cagoula Bay, Mi i sippi, purcbasell in 1853 for 5,000, which wa, occupied a a branch
Home for a short time and abandoned in 13-5, Its sale wa authorized
by the act of February 5, 1895. Some place of uch specially mild
climate would be a commendable addition to the group of Soldier '
Home,•.
RE0EN'.r IMPROVEMENT

.A.ND CIIA.NGES.

The many beneficial improvements a11d change that have b en
, teadily ffected from year to year ince the e inspection wer mad
by the pre, ent In pector-General indicate how mnch ha b 11 done for
the w lfare and comfort of the, e de, erving soldiers, and ace ntua,te the
nn irin g ffort of the officers of the in titution toward making thi a
m del home.
compari on of th condition ome , Lr or seven y ar
ago with the present may erve to illustrate the !'evolution which ha
l>~ n gradually going on and i
till in progre . Among the more
notable changes and improvement of re ut year , many of wbi h
dir tly affi ct the health and omfort of the men, may b menti n cl
t he re tion of an additional tory upon th
ott buildin g- at a co t of
, 6, 7, giving room f r om 30 or 40 more men; increa. in the water
supply b
nn ction with he city water main , pla •ing fire p1ug n ar all
building and erecting a water tower of 50,000 gallon apa ity, at a
co ·t of ""n,o O; a marble amu ment hall and theat r, co ting 64,000;
741
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dead house at $3,620; hospital stewards' quarters at $4,229; large iron
gateway and lodge at the southern entrance at $3,200, and the erection
of a canopy over the fan house at the hospital for the convenience of
the convalescing sick. .Among the other changes of paramount importance, though more or less inexpensive, the disappearance of bedbuo·s
and other insects; less use of kerosene oil on the floors; scrupulou
cleanliness of barracks, hospital, and mess hall; excellent police o~ tho
grounds; abolition of foul-smelling cesspools, and improved plumbn:1g;
neatness of beds and bedding; better dining-room service by enlargrng
dumb-waiters and the use of large hand trays; appearance of waiters
in white jackets and aprons; substituting refuse cans with covers for
the wooden boxes at the kitchen; addition of lochr stands, bar_r~ck
shoes, and mattress covers; increased bathing facilities and reqmrmg
a bath once a week; establishment of a small museum for old arms,
military relics, Indian curiosities, etc.; extending the contract sy ten~;
monthly payments for services; abolition of the "slush fund; ' depo it
of current funds in the United States Treasury under the act of January 16, 1891; prohibition of the sale of intoxicants within one mile of _the
Home, act of February 28, 1891; gradual discharge of retired ~ldier
to make room for those more needy; witnessing the issue of cloth_mg _by
a commissioned officer; extending the brick walks; the orgamzat1011
of a :fire company; and the decided reduction of the per capita expen e
of mainteuance, deserve mention. So it seems every department _of
administration has been affected, and wherever inexpen~ive be1~efi ·ial
. changes could be made, whether suggested as a result of m peet10n or
otherwise, no pains seem to have been spared to effect their inaug~uation. How different the pleasure of such harm onion inspection m1 ()'ht
be made if obstruction and objection were thrown in the way of very
needed improvement is readily recognized.
.
The introduction of an electric-light plant with 1,422 lamp , now m
progress of installation, which it is estimated will co t about 1 000,
promi es a cheaper or better service. The expense of ga con um d
by the Home has been in the neighborhood of $3,000 pe.r annum and
will cease upon the satisfactory operation of the electric plant. Hotwater heating for officer 'quarter~ bas been authorized at a cost_ of
4,000; and they could be further improved by connecting them with
tbe city sewer system, like the other building . The electric-light 1 laut
at Pacific Branch and Marion Branch co t 10,000 each.
Nearly3milesofroad haverecentlybeen omewhatregravel d. Th ir
general beauty is well known, and theirunnece arily t ep grad
have been intentional. A larger acreage i being r lowed, and orne
ground that wa formerly cultivated i now • eeded with ·ra, . Pra ticallythi place is a park and plowin · up a place like entral Par] i
done only ith om uffi ient purpo e. Gard ning, et . ha
tried at thi and sjmilar place , and the :financial deft it an n t b
under tood, in the 1 ng run.
OF I ER .
1

er of the

by th
·ve or retir cl
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the Home funds. Lieutenant-Colonel Bernard and Lieutenant Ladd
ent~refl upon their duties during the year, having relieved Capt. D . .A.
Irwm and Maj. R. C. Parker, respectively. The retiring officers have
performed their duties with marked zeal, and the improvements and
increased economy effected in matters under their immediate supervision
have been far-reaching, and deserve recognition; and <loubtles their
successors will continue the same progressive policy in all that pertains
to the welfare of the men. In such an institution there are naturally
matters that can be and are being improved.
MEMBERS.

The average number of officers and members present during the year
ending September 30, 1897, was 728, which i 40 more than reported for
the previous year. The greatest number present was 752 on February
25, 1897, and the lowest, 671 on June 15, 1897; and the total cared for
1,501, against 1,535 the preceding year.
The average number absent was 402, which is au increase of 22 over
the number reported for the previous year, mostly on outdoor relief.
There were 14 vacant beds in the barracks at date of inspection, and
10 in hospital, and 30 more were reported on hand to be put up if needed.
The broad bunk springs and thick hair mattres es and clean sheet . . present an air of comfort and good care that is most commen<lable. The
age of the members pre ent October 15, 1897, ranged from 24 to 7, and
averaged 55. 7 years; and their services ran from 2 months to 31 y ars,
with au average of 15.::5 years.
The behavior of the men seems to have been good, though tho number of infractions again t the rules is greater by 22 tban for the previou year. There were in all 367 offenses committed by 3.:.11 m n, of
whom 275 offended but once, 36 twice, and only 10 more than twice.
Compared with the conditions for the preceding year, there i a noticeable decrea e in the number of habitual offenders and a large increa e
in the number offending but once; the prompt di ciplinary measure
con i t of confinement and labor on roads an<l. ground , and for repeated
or grave offenses, suspen ion or dismissal. Five• ixths of a11 off'eu e
committed consi., t of drunkenne s and its corollary, au, ence without
leave and returning with a supply of intoxicant . There i no post
exchange on the re ervation like those e tablished at the ational
Home, so purcha es roust be made in the city, where temptati n are
numerou ; and the mil -limit law is said to have given ri e to num rou s cret liquor den , to the detriment of the old oldier and the di cipline of the Home.
The yst m of limiting the men to 8 per month of their pen ions
whil at the Home and to a fixed amount p r diem when O'Oing on furl ugh i said to h ave workecl well-a wi e reKtraint in sp nding money,
being a beneficial her as el ewhere.
. Tb member were in. pected in the old and pre ent dining room in
th main building. They were formeu fa •ing inward, ab nt three
rank on ea h id , and the following statement wa r ceiv d:
1

fc~:~~~~~~ -~~ __ -~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :- -

Af :~tr
75
AlJsent, extra duty_ .... ___ .. __ ...•... __ . _______ •. _. __ . ___ . - - -- - - . - -- - - - - -- 14.4.

±~ e~: ~! r:ii~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

-

~~
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251

Present at inspection. ___ . __ . __ . ___ . ___ .. _•. _______ . ____ - -... - - - - - -- - -- -- 524

larg numb r (111) were without full uniform , who w re a aiting
action of the board of ommi. ioners and had been admi ted tempo-
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rarily for observation or medical treatment. There were occasional
indications of some need of cleanliness or repairs of under and other
clothing.
AMUSEMENTS.

The subject of amusements and active recreation here, as at the Volunteer Homes, presents a problem not as easily solved as might appear
at first blush. This Home has a fine theater; a band; a library a11d
reading room; a billiard hall in the basement of the Sherman building,
with 3 billiard, 1 pool, and 2 bagatelle tables; an amusement or smoking room in each of the barracks for cards and other indoor games;
aud a small museum of old relics, Indian curiosities, etc. Some of the
Volunteer Homes seem to be ahead of this one in the matter of amusements, having also deer parks, as atTogus, or animals in cages, as at Santa
Monica, or slmffle boards; quoits, boating, and workshops with all sort
of tools. The great need seems to be out-of-door occupation to prevent
sedentary habits, or something to set the blood in circulation. Some
helpful duty would seem better for most men than being inert.
The theater is a fine building of white marble facing and was completed about a year ago, and it is understood was intended to accord
with the very handsome main building. It certainly looks more inviting than the basement as a place of amusement and furnishes considerable pleasure. A part of its basement is used l>y the Grand Army of
the Republic and other associations, and as apartmeuts for employees,
and the oldest inmate. Seventy-two performances were given, at an
expense of $478.25. Admittance is free to all.
1'he Home baud is a source of pleasure to the old soldiers. It is compo ed of 17 men, 6 of whom are civilians, and gave 237 concert , at a
cost for the year of $3,235.77, or an average of $190.32 per mu ician;
or a cost of $13.65 per concert. Last year the band was composed
entirely of inmates.
The library is a pecuUarly constructed and expensive brick building
and inadequate for many more books. It contai.ned 6,249 volumes,
which i an increa e of 175 over the number reported last year, and 34
papers and 17 periodicals are ub cribed for. The circulation during the
year i reported as 14,080, which gives an average of over 19 book p~r
man. The fund allowed for books might possibly purcba e mor 1f
tbere were more accommodations for them. Fiction and hi tory are in
greate t demand here, as at the Volunteer Home . The readi11g room
attached to tbe library bas a seating capacity of only 26 and an average daily attendance of 216; but the museum, which i under one nd
of the herman Building, balancing the billiard room under the other,
i al o u ed a a readi.ng room; and between them i. a large, rather
dark pa e u ed fi r , moking, where a man and a woman have. tand
et up to vend their ware .
B ILDINGS.
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The main building, which was the first one erected for occupation by
inmates, and is an imposing marble structure with a square tower
prorr;iinently seen from many directions, was called "Scott Building,''
in honor of the late Gen. Winfield Scott, who obtained by levy upon the
City of Mexico the first funds-some $118,000-for the establishment
of the Home, and whose statue, life size, stands upon a knoll to the
south, overlooking the city.
.
The north wing of the main building, also of marble, anrl completed
in 1889, was called "Sherman Building·," in honor of Gen. WilJiam T.
Shermau, who was the first president of the Board of Commis ioners
after its reorganizatiop in 1883. These two buildings with the annex
connecting them are somewhat in the form of tbe letter H. The Scott
Building has rear porches, but the Sherman Building bas none.
The brick building west of the library, and mo t bountifully upplied
with comfortable veraudas, was called" Sheridan Building-" after the
late Gen. Philip H. Sheridan, who was president of the board when the
building was erected.
The brick building east of the main or "Scott Building" was called
the "King Building," after the late Capt. Benjamin King, who wa the
:first ecretary and trea urer of the Home and filled that po ition
with marked ability for about thirteen years.
The governor, deputy governor, and treasurer generally accompanie<l
the inspector-general. During the :first day the percentage wa large
of men absent from their buuk · in the room visdted, and mo t of tl1e
other days. The former <lining room in the Scott Building, where the
inspection of the men took place, offers admirable >'pace that i not
fully utilized. A screen of metal network, uch a that at the Hampton Home,'is far better than close<l. closet· for table ware in such constant u e, and might an wer for extendiug tlrn too re ricted pantri s,
which would serve better for banging up clotbei:; than the pre ent
wooden screen . The remainder of thi wast d pace would au. wer
well for additional innoc nt occupation or amu, ·ement whether reading
or billiards or otller game., a there i' good light upon both . ide .
The ba ement might then have huffleboard , etc., a they have at
the Dayton Home, which is e pecially desirable in winter, when the
opportunity for active occupation i lea t.
The ergeant-major' office seemed unneces arily large if room for
beds i needed. A bunk bottom or two were found in t,lrn cott Building not fitted as if made for its frame or evident} n eding repair . 'l'he
sy tern o prominent at the oluuteer Home, of re tr t ·lliu 0 • and replacing or repairing wire-woven spring in the bunks , eems but little
developed if practiced 11 re at all. The repair of the admit abl liair
mattre ·e goe on con tautly, and they eem as economi ·al in the loug
run a they are comfortable, and cleanlin s ther in prevail. .
om
mattre e
emed too bort for a tall man-only G feet-but th la t
purcba, ed were more, and in most thing were generally an improvem nt n ome of the old. The last bed tead previou 1y bought wer
all iron, and were al ' thought v ry desirable. Iron roller ar not
go d for wa bed floor and the late t do not bav tb m.
There were ign of old leak in this building·, but far gr ater in the
h rman Building· and in both it was aid tbe r ~p;tir or poiu ing or
re utt ring would probably prevent uch leak during thi wiuter.
Again thi year the herman Building wa n at a a pin. It pore lainlin cl tub , like tho in the cott, were inviting, and o r a hundred
tow l were reported. In the cott, about two dozen roll r and ha Jf a
d zeu hand tow 1 were me11tioned, and it wa ai<l one of the latter
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could be used for a bath in either of the four tubs and then the bather
hung it on the heater to dry for the next man. Most, perhaps all, of
the men seemed to have several private towels of their own, and few or
none of them were entered on the laundry list. This was said to be
another illustration of the men doing their own wash in their smaller
articles.
The large number of men in this imposing structure might fairly warrant a modern passenger elevator, especially since both water and
electricity have been introduced. The added comfort gained by the
marked difference between summer and winter clothing is in contrast
to those Homes at which only one style is issuetl the year around.
The remarkably neat, well-kept room on the lower floor of tlle Sheridan Building does not reflect on tLe careful cleanliness of the others,
but calls for special praise; and the painting in progress simply accentuates the care habitually taken of this specially comfortable building, with its fuU complement of porches. Seven seemed as many
men as were in any of its rooms. At the Volunteer Home lockers
are usually set between the beds, some with a looking-g'lass in a
drop lid to serve as a ta.ble and with three shelves ; but the lockers
here are locked boxes placed on a stand which shelters the shoe .
The 3-foot beds, with hair mattresses, reddish coverlids, and cleanly
sheets and pillow slips, looked very comfortable. Some of the coverlids were worn throngh the red exterior and some seemeu to need
washing. The contract seems remarkably cheap for laundering u h
heavy articles, only 3 cents; and its prices generally eemed remarkably reasonable, especially compared with my :first inspection. Perhaps a lighter and more washable and .-erviceable material might b
adopted, tllough fair uniformity should prevail. The bed tead wer
of unequal heights, and some vivid greens or blues mixed with th
reddish counterpanes. The upper bathrnom, with only two tub , wa
rather dark, and the rough, unlined iron tubs less inviting than por elain, but all immaculately clean, though there were said to be only tw lv
public towels to over 14.0 men, and hot water ouly on W edne day, aud
pos ibly Thur day, for the ten tub . The laundry Ii t indicated rather
more beets than of the several articles of underclotbe , a11d the a.me
curiou withholding of sock from the laundry, wbi h wer aid to b
wa hed by the individual ; but th number of sheet, i tlrn ba i f
the contra t price per man.
The basemeut space formerly used a an amusement ball i Iibera~ed
by the erection of the theater building; the remaind r being ccur 1 d
for a barber bop, bookbindery, storage, etc. The plac for a mb]ao-e
or recreation beside the theater a11d library are u. ually in the ba
ment ; the cott and Kino· buildings each having a mokin ro m
be id tho alr ady mentioned. Th r maind r of the ba. em nt of b
main building i u ed for dormitory fol' poli , laundry room, pri on r om
latrine, tor room for clothing, , ub i ten e, and m n privat ff'
bake ov n , and kit hen. The br ad e med to b particularly go d.
The a c ptabili y and improv m nt in the quality f om arti l , of
lothing and of fo are pr n unc d, though om he rclly
m d up t
army , tandard.
On a dark d, y h <lark room in ba ement, ar
p cia11y b ur
for r ding r r r ation, and from th o c, ional r wd th u h ommo li u m
m , ome bat limit d. Th
, j t in th bil1i r
r om
entuated th pr ailin glo min
in it dad er corn r.
he 1 tt 1· fr m ·l ni11g- u1 I, rt f th tc bl and atb rino- th
di l1
,
npp r bil om of tl1 rn n w ,r
a ing ,
ai<l t h
ida. l
h ugh i i in m tr. : t h h , . ndn ·t l Ill
lu t er H m , and thi h ll i. l rg n ugh t
at all ium te
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simultaneously. The supper consisted of baked sweet potatoes, coffee,
bread, and oleomargarine.
In the King Building new :flooring, 3 inches wide downstairs and 2½
upstairs, was being laid upon the old. The latter is preferable where
floors are supposed to be kept as perfectly as soldiers should. The
front room upstairR was said to be the largest dormitory in the institution, and had ten beds in it. The mattresses were too short, one bunk
having pieces of scantling, trousers, etc., to bring the space up to a
level under the pillow. The ventilator tried here and elsewhere
worked well. The smoking room was full, as usual, with card players,
and seemed the only one that was, and lightest of all. The upholstery
Rind hair picking are in this basement and the room where the men sleep
on straw without wire-woven springs. One of the men was said to have
expre sed his desire to injure the officers before them.
The neighboring latrine, with nearly thirty bowls, is a marked
improvement in construction over what it was as a mere roofed and
walled pit ten years ago; and it is said to be washed out once a week
and swept often. It might have been still tidier.
There is some possibility of erecting a more effective and ornamental
con ervatory, whether near the Eagle Gate or Scott Building is perhaps
not determined upon. The mere propagating hou es have grown considerably, and it hardly seems necessary to confine decorative and
:flowering plants simply to tl10se which grow in the open air. Tbe Dayton Horne shows how effectively plants can be grown both in water and
under glass.
Perhaps it would be well to get rid of the merely temporary Rind combustible buildings about the table and 1·emove it to some less pronlioent site. It is unnecessarily near the barrack , and i. unsightly in
uch proximity to these crowded buildings, with which it does not at
all accord.
Some changes have taken place in the acce orie and repair of the
steam plant, and some extension of it building for th electric plant
was in progress.
At one of the gate house the cellar leaked; others lacked repairs, as
al o did ertain outhouse . One gate house was a siugle room. Some
other building about the farm were occupied with families and some
had several occupant , and in some of them were bed and beddjng of
the Home, not always in the best condition, though generally extremely
-tidy.
DISBURSEMEN'.1.'S.

The account and disbursements of the treasurer were insp ct d
from ovember 20, 1896, the date of last in pection, to ovember 20,
1897. The following is a· ummary:
HOME FUND.

Balance on hand
Received from
Received from
Received from
Rec ived from
Received from

ovember 20, 1896 ..••••..••••.•••••••.••.. - - •••.•• - - - $17, 89 . 6
United , tates Treasury __ . ________ . ____ .. $201, 490. 20
ales _________ .. _.. ____ . ___ • __ . ___ .. __ . __
1, 516. 06
collections __ . _. __ ••.. _.. _. ____ . _.. __ ....
3, 731. 1, 24 . 33
pension fund ___ . __ . _____ ._ ••• ________ ..•
canceled check •.•••••••••••.••••••••. _..
21. 60
- - - - 208,007.24

Total to be accounted for ______ .. __ .. ___ ••.•••. _. ___ ....•.•.•. - -.. 225, 906. 10
a.'3 per vouchers. ____ . ________ .•. ___ ... ____ . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 205, 445. 20

i. bnrs d,

Balance on hand Jovember 20, 1897 ______ ..••.••••..•.... ---- ----

20,460.90
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PENSION FUND,

Balance on hand November 20, 1896 .•••••.•••••..••••••• ••••.•••.••.•. • 46,159.38
Received from pension agent........................................... 84,876.88
Total to bo accounted for .............••.................. ..... .. 131, 036.26
Disbursed to pensioners . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . $88, 372. 16
Transferred to Home fund...... • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • . • • • • • • .
1, 248. 33
89,620. 4-9

Balance on hand November 20, 1897. •• • . . •• • • . . • • .• . • .• • ..• . . •• •• .

41,415. 77

Total balance November 20, 1897.... •• • •• • . . • • . • . . . •• . . . . . . . . . • • • . 61,876, 67
Distributed as follows:
United StateFJ Treasurer.......................... . • . . . . $61, 182. 69
Assistant treasurer, New York ... ... .•. .. . . . . . .. . . . ... .
655. 51
Cash on h and ............ . • . . • • • . . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . • . • •• . •
38. 47
'l'otal ..............••.........•. _......_.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . . .

61, 876. 67

The laws governing the receipt and disbursement of public money
require it shall be kept on deposit and disbursed by checks in favor of
the person entitled to the payment. The observance of these laws
would render unnecessa,r y the drawing of checks for the cash box, the
keeping of cash on band, and the payment to the tt'easurer of" omnibus vouchers." Compared with the monthly disbursement the amount
on deposit also appears unnecessarily large.
At the close of the year there were 836 pensioners on the rolls, of
whom 560 were present at the Home. The amount paid the e pensioners for the last quarter was $23,666.94~ and averaged $42.26 per man.
There are 2 who receive $50 and $75 each per month; the other
834 receive from $6 to $30 each. Three hundred and fifty-nine pensioners have balances to their credit, of whom 4 have $1,000 or over
each, 15 between 500 and $1,000, 105 between $100 and 500, and 235
le s than $100 each, the total amounting to over $40,000, whioh eem
to be lying idle. In active service, deposits with the Government are
encouraged by the payment of interest thereon, and it seems the e old
soldiers who have given the best part of their life to tile Government
should fare no worse in t,beir declining years. Six of the pensioner ,
with a total aving of 4,309 to their credit, have been transferr d to
the Governmeut In ane Asylum. Should this not be cover .d by the
general law and appropriation , as the tran fer from the olunteer
Home are.
The account bown at inspection bould be the only ones in u e, and
are a very de ·ided improvement over the unofficial type that prevailed
some year ago. The office of th trea urer wa in good conditiou, aud
the new trea urer Lieut nant Ladd, eem to be an ffici ut energetic,
an l hard-w rking officer.
The annual income of tbe Uom accrue, from the monthly ontribuand forfeitur of enli t d
tion of 12½ •ent from enli t d m n ~ fin
men by ent .nee f onrt -martial·· amount forfeited by d rter ·
unclaim d amount due the tate of de ea ed I lier an l int r t
at per cent on the p rman nt fund, which now amount. to
2 700,00 , , nd ha. iucrea d v r 1,000,000 in th pa t t u
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The following statement shows the transactions affecting the permanent fund during the past three years:
1895.

1896.

Balance September 30 .........••..•.•................
Credit settlements ....... ___ ••..•.....•.•••..•.••....

$2,574,036.79
188,006.04

$2, 690, 042. 83
145,700.49

$2, 711, 124. 52
134,256.23

Withdrawn for current expenses ....•..•••... ....• ..

2, 762, 042. 88
72,000.00

2, 835, 743. 32
lU, 618. 80

2, 845, 380. 75
107,782.80

Balance September 30 .......•••.•............•.

2, 690, 042. 83

2, 711, 124. 52

2, 737, 697. 95

1897.

Although there has been a constant reduction since 1894 in the credit
settlements-receipts from fines, forfeitures of deserters, monthly contributions of enlisted men, etc.-which, during the pa t year, were over
$60,000 less than in 1894, the permanent fu11d ou deposit in the United
States 'freasury has continued to grow steadily.
The following are the receipts taken up by the treasurel' for the year
ending September 30, 1897:
Balance on band ....•...... - _.................••........•••............ $7,925.25
Received from permanent funcl ...............•..................... __ .. 107,7 2.80
Rec ived from interest fund ..........•••. ------ ....................... . 81,449.36
Roceivecl from posthumous sources ...........•........... __ . __ .... __ . __
966.23
1,248, ~3
Received from pension fund ........................................... .
Received from sales:
$522.03
Current expenses .............•...............•..........
222.00
Household ............. - - - ....... . .......•............. _
482.11
Subsistence .....•..• - - •.. - ... - - •............•....... ....
136.42
27.50
69.89
Farm ....•••.•••••. - .••.•••.••..••• , •.•••.••..•.•••.•.. 1,459.95
2,278.50
Received from other sources ........................................... .

~~s~f~y::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Total from all sources ... - - . - .......... - - - - ..... - - . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . 203, 110. 42

The expenditures for the same period were:
Current expense ...... - - - .... - .... - - .. -- - - - - - - - - -.. - .... •.•• 45,438.07
n bsi tence ............•.. . - - - -... - -... -- .. - -.. - -... - - - . • . • . 31, 316. 97
Clothing ............. - - . - - . - -.... - - - - . -- ..... - .. -.. -... - - - - . 9, 001. 21
Household .............. -..... -- - . - . -- - --.. - - . - -... - . - . - . . . . 24, 123. 70
Ilo pital ______ ...... ----·· --·- --·· .......... -- ---· .... ·----· 16, 07. 71
Transportation ............ - -... -... -.......... - - - . - . -.. - . - - .
516. 79
Construction .................••...... -.... - ...•. - . - -..... - - - 27, 1 0. 30
Repairs ......... -----· .........................•........ --·· 7. 757. 62
Farin . _.. _.. ___ .... __ . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 4.; 860. 43
Outdoor relief .•..•••••••••••••••••••.••.••••• , , •••• , • • • • • . . . 27, 843. 48
- - - - 194,846.28
Balance September 30, 1897....... ..••.•.... ... . .•• • ... • . .• . . . . . . .

8, 264..14

The average co t per capita for the year i reported as follow :
ubsist n ee ............. - - - .. --- .... - -.... - ......... - .. - - .. - -..... - - ... - - - - $57.

~r~!~i:fici ~::: ~:: ::: : ::: ::::::::::: :::::::::: ::: : :: ::: ::: ::::::: ::: :::: :::: ~~: ~i

~:~!~:?;;:··. ~:::::: :_: ::::::::::_::::::: :::: : _: :::::::::::::::::: : :::: ~t ~
Repairs .•...........•....•••..•••••••.....•.••.....••••...•••••...••..•.•..

6.90

Total per capita. __ ........................ __ ......................... 177. 30

Compared with last year there is a decrease of the per capita in
clothing, hou ehold, and current expen es a.ud an in rease in sub i teuce, hospital, farm, and repairs, and there i an increase in the total
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cost of maintenance per man of $5,59, due in a large measure, it seems,
to the damage caused by the hurricane of September 29, 1896. The
per capita at the Volunteer Homes is lower than here, but they have a
much greater membership and post and other funds to share expenses
and no such extensive parking to care for; and this is regarded as a
permanent institution. It may be well at some time to consider which
(during the year of probable occupation) obtains most per dollar
expended.
•In the above statement is not included the average daily number of
members (336.5.8 men, or about 30 per cent of average present and
absent, which numbered 1,126) on outdoor relief during the year, to
whom a total of $27,843.48, or an average per man of $82. 725 for the
year was paid, and adding them, the cost of maintenance per capita
becomes $147.29. The monthly payments to these beneficiaries ranged
from $2 to $8, and averaged $6.894 per man. The number on outdoor
relief at the close of the year was 342, which is an increase of 16 over
tbe number reported a year before, of whom 86 were nonpensioners
and 256 received pensions ranging from $6 to $30 per month. Among
them are 146 Mexican war survivors and 52 with a service of twentyfive years or over. The system of outdoor relief in vogue here could,
perhaps with some modifications, be applied advantageously to the
Volunteer Homes, where many ask for it and where something seems
needed, especially in winter, to reduce the excessive overcrowding or
aid deserving old soldiers who can not now be admitted. The following
table, approximately indicating the status during the past five years,
is condensed and may serve as an illustration:
Branches.

1893.

1894.

1896.

1895.

I 18;,-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1--- - - - - - Central. ............................................ .
Northwestern . .................................... •.
Eastern .... .... ........................ ... ......... .
Southern ........................................... .
Western .................................. ... ...... .
Pacifi c ............................................. .
Marion ............................................. .

$159. 07
160. 91
187. 74
152. 90
168. 66
303. 31
201.1 l

$160. 90
162. 0
158. 50
132. 78
145. 55
169. 23
146. 65

$127. 82
149. 79
144.16
113. 54
127. 96
161. 67
152. 36

$125. 00
135. 01
)38. 52
133. 05
l 32. 0
166. 55
169. 73

$118. 3&
122. 20
133. 90
120. 00
122. 85
152. J2
165. 56

172. 91

146. 43

135. 28

137. 26

128. 30

EMPLOYEES.

The following tatement, howing the number of employ e · a,nd
amount pa.id them for services during they ar, ,va · 1·eceiv •d :
3 oflicers .................. ...... .................. . ............. ..... $3,079.3-1
28 noncommis ion d oflic rs...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 02. 60

1 6
5

:~ut::s ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ;i';)~:~g

275

59,422.G9

ompared with the stat ment rec i
of 5 in th numb
·
o
l
· , and,
r
to

t

d
following

e,
·

.

· an in ·r a:e
uut paid for
f
·
b

a

o

t·

th

··· ······

...................

28.

IJ1.

2. 3
:17.
75.68
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Would it not be more in accord with the law to defer the payment of
all salaries until due 1
The extremes and averages of the daily compensation are shown in
the following table:
_ _ _ __ _ _ _n_a_il_Y_Pa_y_o_r_ __ _ _ __ _ _ ,_M
_ ax_im
_ um
-1
. Minimum. / Average.
Officers a _..........................••.....................••....•..
Noncommissioned officers .........•.......................•.....•..

$3. 82

~~1if:~::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1.00
5.00

1. 67

$2.50
. 33

$3.16
.47
.37

. 17

1. 25

1. 32

a Not including the surgeon, who receives no extra compensatiou in addition to Government pa~

Comparing the averages with those reported by the Volunteer Homes,
it seems that those cf officers, noncommissioned officer,, and civilians
is lower here, and that of members is higher tbau at five of the Brauch
Homes.
•
From ten to twenty men per day performed. light labor about the
grounds without pay, usually at raking leaves, protecting flowers and
shrubbery, assisting in planting young trees, etc.; but obviously the
excellent care given these extensive grounds requires and receives more
than these temporary details.
SUPPLIES.

Property and stores of all kinds were in excellent condition, and evidently received careful attention. The current supplies on hand seemed
to be kept generally near a minimum, and on September 30: 1897, consisted of subsistence stores valued at $484.11; quartermaster stores,
2,284, and clothing, $2,877.98. There were condemned during the year
some 5,145 articles, originally valued at 1,802.83-about $2.48 per man.
The governor has charge of clothing, and the deputy governor usually
superintends the issue of the same to the men and act as inspector to
condemn 11roperty.
Commissary stores for regular issue are turned over to the commi sary sergeant, and extra issues to the kitchen sergeant. So it eem
property re pon ibility is divided, though excessive accumulation of
property is avoided as much as possible, and purchases for current use
are made as needed. The following summary from the return of
property and tool for the quarter ending September 30, 1897, show
the number of articles for which the treasurer i accountable, and may
give au idea of how scattered some of the property is at so large an
institution:
.Arti

·1 01:1

11 rtaining to-

Farm ..•...............•.•..•.....•.....
Ambulanc ....................•........
Book bindery .......................... .
Boiler house .......................•... .
Pump house ....................•..•....
Carpenter ....................•.........
Bia k mith ... ... . ..........•...........
Plumber ... ...... ....... ............... .
Saddler and upholsterer ............... .

uml>er.
478

Articles pertaining toPainter ..•.••....••....•.........•••..•

104

85

1·•

247

Roads and grounds .•......•...........
y~rden and grounds .••.....•..........
:rmner .•...•..••.••••••••••.••.•••...•.

118
216
275
16,958
32

Total ....................•.......

19,188

~~ ~t~~-rei; ::::::::::::::. ::::::::::::::::::

208
6.J.
311

umb

45

The clothing i ued to the inmates seem of fairly good quality and
the allowan e more than liberal. Perhap the hoes were poore t, at
le s co t than 1 per pair. 'Ihe amount purcha ed during the year wa
valued at · .;,3.49, which i lightly over 12 per man. There i no
repair hop for mending clotlle or shoes maintaiu d by the Home, and
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this exr,en~e is borne by the men. Clothing here is not condemned
_ when issued, though held to be Home property, but is dropped from
the accounts, and cast.off clothing is issued to needy temporary inmates,
or, when no longer fit for wear, used for police purposes, as mops, etc.
.At the Volunteer Homes it is sold as rags at fairly good prices, the
receipts from this source for the past year amounting to over $6,000.
The quality and the economical use of clothing- deserve atfention. Tlle
law requires that a suitable uniform shall be furnished to every inma,te
of the Home without cost to him. Does not this include pensioners
of whatever rate i
There were no complaints concernimg cooking and quality or quantity
of food, and dining hall and kitchen were in good order; the former was
being painted. The bill of fare for the week ending November 14, 1897, i
shown in Exhibit M, and can be compared with the fare at army me es
or the Volunteer Homes. The following table shows the amount of food
consumed at the Home as reported for the months of December, 1896,
and June, 1897 :
Mess hail.

Hospital.

i...

i...
Q)

Q).

'd
Q)

Month.

~+a

g

~~
Af

+a

Q)P<

-~

bl)A

§
0

~
December ...
Jane .........

c,:Ql

~0

0

a

,d

Q)

0

~

i...

0

+a

g
a

A

~

i...

p.

P<

i...

Q)
P<

Q)
P<

a
I>'+-<
<q
~
-ai

i::I

+a
dJ

dJ

0

0

0

Lbs.
3,402
2,030

§

0

0

$0. 028
• 034

$0.151
.161

Lbs.
$95. 55
100. 07

631
619

5. 39
4. 75

,d

.

§

'si a

Q)

~ dJ

Af
P<
t:iial

-~

Q)

§
0

~

dJ

0

0

~a
I'-'+-<

<j

0

-- --

Lbs.
479
ii56

i...

79
66

§
0

A

P<

§

Q)

+a

0

i...

A

~

0
~
- -0

Lb8.
$20. 86
17. 74

,d

Q)

6. 06
5. 30

;i

a
i...

Cl)

p.

+a
dJ

0

0

-

$0.044 $0. 264
. 260
• 050

To prepare, cook, and serve the meals at the main kitchen and mess
hall requires some 7 men for the kitchen and 29 for the dining room.
Some 12,647 meals were given to transients or destitute ex-soldier .
The per cent of crockery reported broken is: Coffee bowls, 17.4; dinner
plat.es, 10.4; soup plates, 11, and butter plates, 17.7, and is much lower
than reported at the Volunter Homes. Swill and garbage are not sold
here, a at other Homes, but are given to an inmate for removing.
L.A. NDRY.

Thi. Home has no laundry plant like the Volunteer Ilome , and th
w hiu i done under contract by out ide partie . The pieces wa b )d
duriug the month of September were 7,745 regular wa lii110· and 1,0 1
extra wa hing. Each mau is allowed to end w ekly oue clla1we of
m1derclothing, for , hich the Home pay 16 cent per month, or 1.9~
p r ar under the Ir ent contract. The total paid for laundry work,
regular and xtra, during the pa t year wa 1,69 .58, or about 2.3:per man. The contra t pri e in fore for the current year are bown
in Exhibit F, and are a great reduction from the price paid some years
ago, as shown in the fi llowing ummary:
Contract pricf's of lamulry 1cork.
Year ending-

I

Am unt
per ruau
1>er

j

month.

1
3 .•••....•.•..•...•..••... ... ,

1.00

L:::::::::::::::::::::::::

Y ar nding-

.A.mount
per man
pr
j month.

.20
Jun 30, l 96 ........................... 1
. 20
Jun 30, 1.97 ......... . .............. . .
.16
Jun
30,
l
9
.
..••••••••.
.
••••••..•••
•..
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __!,__ _
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With so large a reduction in so short a time 1t eems problematical
whether the establishment of a laundry vlant at tuis Home would be
more satisfactory. The contract price, as shown in tbe above statement, is 16 cents per man per month, and the number of men for which
payment js made is based ou the number of bed sheet sent weekly,
without reference to the number of pieces of underclothing, provided
no one has more than one piece of each kind; so it seem the great
number of men-about 50 per ceut-wbo do part of their own washing
or have it done elsewhere could have had it done at the contractor's
without increasing· the expense to the Ilome, as the bed sheet. are
always seut, and only a small percentage of the men send their full
allowance to the laumlry.
WATER SUPPLY.

Since tbe connectiou of the water pipes with the city water system
and the erection of a water tower of 50,000 gallon capacity in 1893,
supplementing the former supply from wel1s and springs on the grounds,
the supply seems to have been satisfactory in every respect, and has
materially added to the facilities for protection again t fire. With the
increase iu the supply, fireplugs were placed near all the buildings,
and rising pipes witll hose in tlle ho pital, as it had none. The prot ction against fire, consisting of water plugs, hose and reel company of
50 men, rake and ax detail of 100 men, and fire bucket on each floor,
except the Sherman Building, i r ported adequate and in good condition. There were no fires during the year.
FARJ1,

The farm of the Home cornpri es 240 acre under cultivation, of
which 40 are used for vegetable production and the rernaind r for bay.
The valuation of products for the year was about 'J,u00 more than for
the previous year. The farm report hows a credit of, 2,4!:>G.32 in vegetables, principally potatoe , cabbage, tomatoe , parsley, corn, etc., aiHl
, 3,000 in bay at . 10 p r ton., aud an expenditure of 4,860.43 for labor,
fuel, fertilizers, implemeHts, eeds, and repair,', leaving- a balan '() in
favor of the farm of, 035.89, exclu ive of 665 worth of vegetables e, timated to have been still in the grouud when the report wa mad .
Apparently the farm. has done well, though tl.ie value· ar mere1y e timated, and it did not produce suffi ient for the me tal.>le, as '2,178.20
were expended for the purcba e of additional vegetable, . The farm
keeps 4 wagons all(l .3 cart , of which 2 were in need of r pair ', 3 hor e ,
4 mule , and 6 milch cows, and employ
men. The yield of milk wa
2,791 gallon , which at th rate of 14 cent per gallon, 111 pre e11t contract pri e, would amount to :.390.7-!.
iuce the killing of the ntire
herd of ome 50 or 60 cow in 1 93 on account of tubercular iufi>ction,
the Home authoritie have been compelled to purcba e their milk RUP·
ply, and, it is under toocl, de ire another berd, and po ibly the few
cow now on the farm and bougllt during the ·ear may form the
nucleus of another herd. Th farm tock on band ept mb r 30 1 97,
wa · valued at 00. Farming or dairy work 011 ncb valuable tllough
11ot pecially productiv land is not usually nor formerly ll re a marked
:ti.nan ·ial ucce .
The farm building ar n arly a,11 in need of pai11tin or . om' minor
r I air ,
Th garden i: ·harged with therai· and ornam ntation of the ground ,
fl w r ·, and hrnb tree . It employ about 8 m u and expeucl d duringthe ar for lab r, f rtilizer.·, eed tools, fu 1, aml implement $ ,354.32,
11 •
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and claims credit for $450 ou account of 300 cords of wood, and, 1961.05
ou account of some 29,000 plants, trees, and shrubs raised iu the garden
and greeuhouse. Of course, a deficit iu this department is readily
understood. A conservatory in keeping with the other features of the
Home seems needed. This account might more properly be ca11ed tlie
"Lawn account," as no fruits seem to be produced and all items charged
to it relate to the care and ornamentation of the grounds.
HOSPI'l'AL, E'l'C.

The hospital was in excellent conditiou, quite as ruuch as it was last
year. The dingy look of some of tbe worn red bedspreads in the other
dormitories elsewhere and the vivid blue and green of others made the
seemly appearance of thP:whitecounterpanes here all tlie more noticeal>le,
and i.t was found that some of them bad the American eagle and a date
early in the seventies woven into them, showing how long they last witu
proper care. The iron bunks were not uniform, varying both over aud
under the usual 3-foot bunk, uor did they in all cases :fit the wirewoven spring frame. It was understood the milk 110w came from the
new herd and was charged at 15 cents a gallon in8tead of 10 ceuts
during summer and 14 cents during winter months, accordhlg to last
contract, or 17.8 cents, as it was charged when the Home owned a herd
before. Far more articles than formerly are now obtained from the
medical supplies of the .Army. Considerable repairs and pail1ting are in
progress here as elsewhere, facludingtbe introduction of electric light•
ing. The surgeon was not seen, nor his assistant, and a large percentage
of the patient. were not seen at their bunks.
It is understood the design of tbis hospital was by Dr. Billiugs and
was intended to be a model. Certainly the :finely windowed ward
with only two rows of beds, and most comfortable-looking IlOrche ,
appears more atisfactory than tbe large, square dormitories without
windows opposite each other, and with row after row of bunks rJrnning
eutirely around the room, one row within another, found in dormitori s
el ewhei·e, and may pos il>ly meet with high favor from some who <lo
Hot u e them.
There are in all 5 beds for patient , and 79 were occupied at the ·lo
of the year against 76 at the previous report. The average number of
daily sick dnriug the year bas been 75.9 fa hospital and 6.3 at sick ca11
wl1ich i a light decrea e from the average for the preceding year.
The following are the principal di ea e and percentage of each:
hroni ·: Rheumati rn, .01; tub rculosi , 6.69; asthma, 3.69; bronchial catarrll and lieal't di a e, each 3.46; epilepRy, 3; euile d bilit ,
2. 77; cane r, 1.84· locorn tor ataxia 1.62, and pneumouia, O.u9
e: l oholi m, .31; malarial fe er, 2.54; in dig tiou aud diarcll 2.07; influernrn, 1.62 and cholera morbu ·, 1.3 .
ical
· ; fracture 1.38; ab ce e · prai11 , and ul · r ·
15,

cut
l

·

0

e J)riucipally di o
.

for acut a

l
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rate per 1,000 present and ab nt of 47.79, which i:.; 1 than the geueral rate of the ational Ilome, but exceeds tbat at two of its Branches.
Thirty deaths occurred in. the hospital, 2 elsewh re 011 the re ervation,
and 22 outside of the Home. The causes were: Natural, 49; suicide, 4;
and accident, 1.
The dead here, as at the Hampton Home, are buried at the neighboring- national cemetery, which seems better than to e tablish and maintain local graveyards. The coffins, which are made at the Horne shops
at u, co t of 6.12, were hardly up to the best succes 'es at the ational
Ilome either in design or price. Therewere3 members and 7 ex-member buried at the cemetery at a cost to the Home of $6.42 per man;
and an allowance of 25 i made for outside funeral , the total
expended for that purpose amounting to $350.
Insane members are cared for at the ho pital in the general ward ,
or, if necessary, in two small barred i olation room ', or are sent to the
Government Ho pital for the Insane if they can not be cared for here.
There were 24 insane member during the year, of whom 20 were conidered permanently affected, and 3 were sent to the asylum.
Included in the annual expen es of this Home is the item of$' ,97u.42
paid for maintenance of it. in ane memb rs at the Government Ho pita,1
for the Insane.
hould not this Home be relieved of this charge, a at
the N a.tional Home, by including the nee ary amount in the appropriations for the Ho pital for the Insane with appropriate legi lation i
The blind al o seem w 11 cared for and ar daily read to by a man
employed for that purpo, e. There were 3 totally blind, and G with
impaired eyesight rendering them unable to read.
Hygienic condition are well maintained, and ick Ii t and deatb
rate have decreased. For extra diet there wa expended $3,126.Dl,
which is more than at everal of the Branch olunte r llome. with a
larger sick list.
The expen e for medicines and druggi ts' supplie of all kind was
$1,348.91, which amounts t
1.85 per capita. and i 17 cents les thau
for the preceding year, and al>out 29 cent le than reported. for the.
~ ational Home. The medicine mo tu ed during the year were codliver oil, 10 gallon ; iodide of potash, 20 pounds; extract ca cara
agTada, 6 pounds; rochelle alt , 25 pounds; epsom salt , 15 pound';
cathartic pill , 15,000; ulpbate of' quinine, 40 oun ·es; bi muth , ubnitrate, 5 pounds; ulfonal, 6 ounce , and compound licorice powder,
5 pound .
The number of ho pital employee· remains the same a that reported
la t year. Their average compen ation was .:.103.34 per man.
The card ystem for keeping tbe ho. pital hi tory of the men seem
to work well here, though it i not in use in the ational Home, and i
commended for it implicity and the readine. with which it responds
to all d mand .
tten ion i invited to th ac ·ompanying· exhibit. , wl1i ·h o-ive much
detailed. and u eful information on variou matters.
Iu cl , ing bi report, it i re ommended that the fiscal year for whi h
tbe Home render it reports and accounts, eptember 30, be ·hanged
to Juu O, vbi hi the u tomary line of demarcation of the annual
transaction of governm ntal and other institution . Thi , eem ' to be
th mor n ·e ary h r in order to more readily and regularl_y o- t
the e 1· "port ' wh e publi ati n i r quir <1 hy htw, ulnnitt cl aucl
rint d Hmou 0 • tlt •arli t, i11st ,a<l of n,mong- t.lH• latt-~f.
L. 'l' ,ctfnll sulnuilt l.
,I. ( '. B&£ 'KlNl{UJ<.iE ,

I Jt.'ijH'ciOl'• 0f'll('f( (/ ,
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LIST OF EXHUHTS .

A.-Field return of the inmates, October 15, 1897.
B.-Recapitulation of expenditures from October 1, 1896, to Septeruber 30, 1897.
C.-Amount paid civil employees during September, 1897.
D.-1. Statement relative to members on outdoor rnlief.
2. Annual report of members receiving outdoor relief, September 30, 1897, rates
of relief, pensions, etc.
E.-Statement showing the number of inmates present October 15, 1897, with leng t.l.1 of
army service, also their ages, and the number of p ensioners and rate of pension.
F.-List of contracts for supplies and services, September 30, 1897.
·
G.-Amount expended on officers' quarters and permanent buildings from October 1,
1896, to September 30, 1897.
H.-Garden account from October 1, 1896, to September 30, 1897.
I.-Farm account from October 1, 1896, to September 30, 1897.
K.-Vegetabl~s furnished Home and hospital mess from farm for the year ending
September 30, 1897.
L.-Vegetables purchased in addition to those received from the farm for tho year
ending September 30, 1897.
M.-1. Horne mess bill of fare for the week ending November 14, 1897.
2. Subsistence stores consumed in tho month of December, 1896.
3. Subsistence stores consumed in the month of June, 1897.
N.-1. Clothing washed during the month of September, 1897.
2. Extra washing done during the month of September, 1897.
.
O.-List of crockery in daily use during tho year ended September 30, 1897, with
per cent of breakage.
P.-Number of horses and mules owned an<l employed eptember 30, 1897.
Q.-Hospital diet, special and general.
R.-List of medicines on hand March 31, 1897, and six months' snpply re cived
April 3, 1897.
.
S.-Statement showing cost per capita at the Volunteer and United States Solllters'
Horne, and cost of outdoor relief at the latter for eight years.

A.-Field return of the inmates October 15, 1897.
Presant for duty:
Governor ....••.••••.• •·•••••••·•· ... .. .
Deputy governor . . .. .. ..•........ .•...
Secretary and treasurer ............... .
Surgeon ...................... .. ....... .
Hospital steward ...... .. ............. .

~~~io~J! ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

I

1
]

1
1
].

18
6
292

Privates .............................. .
ick:
oncommissionecl officers ................ .. . .
Privates . ••... ..... .. . .. . . . . . . . . . ... . . .
79
Extra duty:
P~i~!fn;s_:: '.: '.:::::::::::::::::::::::::
T mporarily admitted . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
Invalided privates . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

15~

Total. .. ... .. .... ....... . ............ .
Aggregate .............. . ........... .

744
748

Absent:
Un outdoor reli f ...................... .

34L

Iro::~·~1~
:~~i1 -~ftice~.::::::::::::::
Privates (sick,
0

1) •••••.• •.• •..•••.•••••.

102

Present distributed among the builtliugs a,;
follows:
Scott Building 1... . . ............. . . . . . .
Sherman Building i............... .... .
Sheridan Building a • . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . • . .
King Building 4 ••••••••••• • • - • - • - • - - • • •
Anderson 13u1k1i1Jg 5 • •••••••• •• ••• •• ••••

220

llB
143

6
33
2

~¥.Uiitt~L;::::L: :)~::;: :
~

Southeast gatehouse ..... . . .. ....... - . -

I

!)5

:~r~rei!u. ~-~~ -~~~ -~~-~~-~::::::::::::

!J

Married men at old fanubouso ........ Married m n who sleep outsido . . . . . . . .
Hospital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3
7
10

Total imuat s pr ent................

744

On out.door r li f (b u •ficiari i;) . . . . . . •

341
18

In infmne a ylum, imnat . . . . . . . . . . . . .
n furlough, inmate11. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
Abs nt, ick, inmat s .... .. . . . . . . . . .. . .

41
1

1
1
44

Total....... ... ... ..... ... . ........... 404
Pr ent ancl au nt.:
Total. ................................ 1,H
.aggregate_.................... .... .. . 1,152

Total. ........ ............... .........
Total iuma
Perman
T 111por
Ben flci

nd absent:
pre nt an,l abfl ·nt.
pr 111?11tan,lahi,
in, outdoor r lid .

=

oo:;

n,

'fotal.. ...... .. . .. . . .. ... ...... ......

1:2
:tJL
l, 14

nwr.
uroom
Wlth droom
Wlth •droom
With bcclro ru
•\\·t hlic·clror,111

1 Wlthb
2
b
3

of27
of2l
ofl5
ofl
of55,

ubl
ubl
ubl
nhl
hie

;
t;

;
•J
'1,

tp•rurnn.
1ierm:1 u.
t)lr111an.
t 1wr wn11.
p•r1111111.
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n . - Nrrr1pit11lofion ,~/' c.rpl'IHlilunR from (klohe1· 1 /<?!Hi, lo~ eptn11hrr :Jn, /S.?7 .

ltopairs to olli ·eris· quarter .••••••.•.....•..••.......•.......................... ............
Compen ation of the governor, d puty g0Y(lrnor, trea ur •r, 1111d c-lerk to th board of commi11sioners .... .. ............... .................. . ... . ... . .. . ......... ................... .
Transportation furnished to discharg <l soldiers en route to 1be Homo, to ber fund cl to the

o:aw:::e~.

$431. 4ii
4,270. 34

516. 79

F1~tlor
~~-r·t·~· ~.~::::: :: : : : : : : :: ::: : :::::::::::::::: ::: : : :: : : : :: : ::: : : : : : : :: : : : 0, 802. 44
Expenses of tho hospital, for medicines, medical stores, spe ta I s, fnl ao t tb, material for
coffins, etc .............................. .... ... .. ... ....... ............ ......... . ..... ... . l, 076. 58
Expenses of the hospital for mess and kitchen 1mrposO!l ancl all running oxponscs, including
comp naation to inmatm1 on duty an!l pay ot' civilian employe s .............. ... ........ . 14,832.13
Refunded to claimants a heirs of <lereased oldier s . ..... ................................ . . 1,352.94
ltefnm1 cl to claimants as lieirs of d c aRed inmates . ... ............. ... ...... .... ......... . ], 304. 35

iFarm,
::1:gt~gardH~~a{ak~ry==:
::: ::: :::: :::::: ::::::: :::: ::: :::::: ::: :::::::: :: ::: :::::::::::::
n. and dairy utensils, seeds, guano, manure, cultivation of garden, orna•
10

0

9,001.21

3.1 2

mentation of grounds, pay of farm , i?arden, dair.v, and other employe s ......... ......•.. 10, G30. Gl
Suhsistenc stores and ice, including special diet for th Rick . .................. . .... ...•.. :n, 310. 97
Beddin 7 for inmatas, bedsteads, hlankets, upholsterers' materials ....................... .. .
339. :-14
Mess and kitchen utensils and all other article , exc pt bedding, for the IIoma ........... . l,:JOl.87
Material for general repairs to buildings, repair of roads and fenres, purchase and repairs
to harness, vehicles, and 1mrchase of mechanical tools .... ... ..... . ..... .. .............. . 3,021. 13
Forage and medicines for Home animals, nrticl s n sed in stables .... .. . ... ... .. ........ ... .
1766.14
Expenses of the library, Pov rnor's and treasurer's offices, posi•office box rent, stationery,
etc., for commissioners office, freight, telegrams, and amusements .. .. .. .. .... ..... .... ~. 1, 7 3. 61
Incidental expenses, rental of telepl1on e, hack hire, traveling exp nses, professional serv•

f~~!c\~i~:~~i~: :t;: ~~~~ t?: !::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

514.16
1, 9 0. 00
1,69 . 68

ompensation and monthly allowances to inmat s nonpensioners on <lu ty ot the Rom , ex.
cept in mat on duty at Barnes Hospitlll •..... .. .. . .. .. ........•... . . . ...... ............. 21,578.62
Commutation to inmates of th Ilome r idina outside ...•.•............................. .. 27, 8-13. 48
Gao for the Home, including rental of gas r g u_ln_tors ... . : ..• ... ... .............. . .......... 2, :J5:J. 80
:150.00
Funeral expenses of members of th ITom r 1dmg outside ... .•. .•.. ..... ...... . .. ........
ew buildings: ew amusem ent ball, b ating and v ntilating same, incr asing the capacity
of the boiler plJint, labor and material constructing an electric plant ... ..... ....... ..... . 27,180.30
Permanent improvements: New£ nces, repairs to bridges, lamp-posts. gas lamps, piwing,
sewerage, etc., repairing outside of J3ames Hospital and thircl floor inside , repairs to steam
pumps, boiler house, increasing water supply of farm stabl s, boiler ancl greeu homies .... 3, 021.10
Board and medical treatment of memb rs ot th Hom in Governm nt Hospital for the Insane ...........•............ ...••.........................•..•.....•....................... 3, 970.42
6. ()IJ
Purchase of anim1\ls-cows an<l hors s .... . .............. . ..................... .. ....... . . . .
Total xpenditures .... . ........ .. .. . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 194, 8!tJ. 28

First Lif'1ltenant,

inth

K F. LADD,
nitecl > tates Ga1.•alry,
Secreta,ry and Treawrer.

C.-Arnount paid to civil eniployees durinfJ, ptembe1·, 1897.
One clerk to board of commissioners ..... . .. - ......................................... . ...... . $100. 00
On e cl rk to s cretary am1 treasnrrr ........................ ....... .......................... . 100. 00
,T. J3. ichols, clinical a~si_stant to ~tt nding 11uri on.-...... .................................. . 100. 00
05. 00
R v. J. A. Cunnane, reh~~us s rv1~es and s<1rv1 ·es of choir .... . ... .. .............. ...... ... .

::;:i~1:tfv t~:;~efl:Ji~!: ~~i~!!::: :::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: ::::::::::::::::::
Lulu Facius, services as organist and in <'hoir .......................... ... .......... ........•
8

0

~~

Emily Grant, hospital matro11 .... .. ...... .... ..... .. ........................................ .
One farm overseer ......... ... ... .. ................ ... .......... .... ..................... .... .
en,n farm laborers . ......................... ..... ............ ................... ............ .
On gard uer ancl florist ... .. ............ ............. ......... ........... ............. ... .... Eight clay labor rs in garden and gr(lnn!ls ........... ... ...... ... .... . .......... ...•.... ......

g:~~ ~~~I:{a~~ ~1:ig;::~~~;.;.:::::::::::: ::: ::: :::::: :::::::::: :: :::: :: :::: :: :::::: ::::::::::::
~! ti~~~~~ffh:::: ::::::::::. :::: :: ::::::: :: ::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::

On chief engin er, boiler house ..... ............. ....... ..... . ...... • ...... ..••.... ..... .....

~h~e°:flirs~~ln~•• ~!¥~~ra~l~

p·;.~0·1;lb:::: :::::: :::::::::: :::::::: ::: :: :: :::: ::. :::::::::: ::: :: :

8~
: citr'~o~l~~~-~•.
On e a iktan t cook ........................................................................... .

0
.~ .• : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::

One ch i f l>nker ... .. ........ .. .................. .... .. .. ................... .......•..... .....
On as ista.nt baker . . ......... ...... .... ....... .... ...... ... ................... ...•.. .........
On ambulanceclriver ........ ....... ........ ..... .... . . . ....... .................... .. ........ .
Onetinn r .•.... . .. .. .... . . . .... ... . .... . ............ ..... ........... .. .......................
'l'w 1ve m n employe<l in th oustrn<:tion of au lectric JllanL .. ........................ ..... -

liO. 00

25.00
25.00
10.00
50. 00

208. 50
60. 00
277. 00
19. 00
15. 00
5. 00
76. 00
75. 00
00. Oil
99. on
50. 00

50.00
~3. 33
60.00
45.00
20. 00
75.0
922. 62

Total ........... ..... .......... .... ......_.............. ... .......... ....... .. . .. ......... !?, 724. 46

First Tiieutenant,

inth

E. F. LADD,
niter7 tate8 ct'l alt·y
• '!t;retary and Tr asurer.
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1·elati1'e lo members on 011tdoo1· relief.

.AYerago number for one year from October 1, 1896, i.o 8optmnber :.io, 1897...... • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
336. 58
Total amount paid for outdoor relief during the year ending September 30, 18!!7 .••......... $27,843.48
Average amount paid per man for one year................................................. $82. 7247
Average amonnt paid per man for one montl1... ... ... . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . .. . .. . . . ..............
$6. 8937
Highest amount pa,id per man for one month . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$8. 00
Lowest amount paid per man for one month . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$2. 00

E. F. LADD,
First Lieutena,nt, Ninth Cavalry, Secretnry cind Trea8'urer.

D 2 .-Anr1,11al 1·oport of m.cinbel'B 1·eceiv-ing outdo01· 1·el-ief September 30, 1897, rate.'J of 1·el-ie.f,
pensions, etc.
Receivil1g outdoor relief:
$8 per month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 284
$<I. pcrmont.h. .. ..... .• ......... .. ........
2
$2 per month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56
Total. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 342
Receiving outdoor r elief September 30, 1890 ... 326
Net gain during the year...............

16

Non pensioners receiving out1loor relief. . . . . . .
Receiving JJensions:
$6 per month. . .......................... .
$8 per month................ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$10 per month........ ....... .......... ...
$12 per month ............................
$14 per month.................... . .......
$16 per month . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

86

I Receiving pensions-Continued.

:~i ~:~ ~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

11

1
~

$22 per month ........... . ............. •••
$24 p er month ....................... •·••·
$25 per month ................. -.. • • • •· · · ·
$30 per month ...................... , • • - · ·

1
3

i~~i ;i~!~~1:i!i:sn~~-~. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 25i
Total ........ ...................... ..... 342

63
:J\.J
5

117
5
4

Of this number there are Mexican war snr•
vivors ........ . .. ................... ........ 146
Men who havo served twonty.fiYe years or
over .................................. . ..... 52
Of this latter number there are non pensioners !l

Fifteen members on outdoor relief J1ave died since date of last report.
.
'£en members were dropped from outdoor relief after June 30, 1897, in compliance with resolntions
of the board of commissioners elated June 19, 1891, July 17 and August 21, 1897.

K F. LADD,
Firat Lieutenwnt, rinth Cavalry, Sec1'etary and 1'rea.•mrer.

1,.-Staternenl showing the n,umbe1' of imnates 1n-esent Oclobc1· 15, 1897, with 11'11,r;th of
a,•ni,11 serrice; also thr 1wmbe1" of pensioners an<l 1·ale of pensions.
ARMY

ERVICE.

-----------,---.,.,,----------------,..------------N11m•
Nurn- 1'
!-.'"nm•
L ngtb of s rvicc.

1 hc1·

2moutbs ....... ........ . .
4months ................ .

5 months ........ ... ..... .

6months ............ ... . .
7montbs ............ . ... .
8montbs .. .............. .
\.J month s ....... ......... .
1l month ......... ... . .. .
l y ar ..... . ............. .
2:r ars .................. .
a years ............ . .. . .. .
4y ars ............ . ..... .

~~e~:: :: ::::::::: ::::: ::

m

of

L nn-th of scrvic .

uer

or

L ugth of s n ·ico.

Ill U .

II,

7 y •ars . .............. . . .
yearli .. ... ....... ..... .
1 '
1 0 years ...... .. . ........ .
2 10 y ars .... ............ .
2 11 years . ........ ... .... .
1
12 y ars ..... ........... .
3 13 yl•ars .. .. ............ .
1
14 y ars ......... .... ... .
?.6
23
47 17 yrars .... ............
18 y(•ar . ... ....... .. ... .
14
36 10 y nr ,1 • ..•..•••.•••••••
17 20 year .... .. .......... .

i~ t !~: :::::::::::::::::·1

9
15
15
!)

15
12
22
16
17
l!)

13
20
;5
102

IJor of
m n.

~~ ~::~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : I

~~ fyears
E~: :........
::::::::.........
:::::::::
26
27 years .. ............. ••
28 ycnr:-1 .... . . . •.• ••.••..
2!l yrar s ...... . ..... .... . 1
30 years . ..... ... . . . .... •
:n years ....... ··· ···· .. .

..1.otal. ............ .
A v ran- 1111mh r s.-ar>1 •.

77

:!G
4!!

2:?
2!J

21
10
!I
1
l
1

i .U
15. :10
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f.,,

E.-, tatf'111e11I 11howing tlte nu1nbe1· uf i11male11 present October

/8[}'7 <'Ir'.-( '011ti11ned.

AGE 01!' I MA.TR' PRl~SENT O 'TOBER 15, 1897 .
' Number of
I ~nen.

A g.
24 years ................. .
~6 years ................. .
27 years ............ ..... .
~8 years ................. .
29years ... ..... ......... .
30 years ................. .
31 years . ............. ... .
32years . ....... ..... .... .
33 years ................. .
34year:; ................. .
31i y ars .... ............. .
30y ars .... ... ... .. ..... .
37ycars ....... .... ...... .
3 years: ..... .......... .
39years .... ............. .
40 years ................. .
41 years .... ............ . .
42 years ....... ........ ..
43 years ......... ........ .
44 years ...... ........... .

,__________

3
2
3
1

1Num 1
ber of
1 men.

45 years ..•...... ........
.JO yrars ........ ........ .
47 years ................ .
48 years ...... ... . ...... .
49 years .. ... ... .. .... .. .
50 years ...... ..... .. . .. .

o

3

1~

s

38

tt

~~ yrars ............. ... ·1

~~ years............
i:m :::::::::::::. :....?I ll}1
70 years................ .

39
27
30
19

~
.
2 57 years .. . ... ...... ... . .
l 1 58 years ................ .
5 ' 59 years ............ . .. . .
5 60 years .. .. . . ........ .. .
7 61 years ................ .
4 ~2 years ............ ... . .
6 63 years . . . .......... ... .
10 1 61 years ............ .. . .. 1

}i

,I+H::~: :::::::::::::::::

1:i

9
7
8
2

74 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
76 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~~

28
40
27
18

J~

+H!!~:
:::::::::::::::::l
73 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~~

53 years ............... .
54 years . . ..... ........ . .

:.i

2

111611,

I

12
2 ,
28
O!J

~n::~: :::::::::::::::::
~~ ~:~: ::::::::::::::::

~

I

Num•
her of

..Age.

II

}~ I

7U years.................
80 years . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
Si years... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
87 years .............. .. ·1

3
l
1

'l'otal.. ......... .... - ~

..J._

Average ag of famates prrsent Octob r 15, 1897, 55. 7.
PE

sro~ ·.

'UID·

Rate p r montl1.

Rate per month.

l1er of
men.

$6 per month •...........
$8 per month ............
$10 per month ...........
$12 per month ...........
$12.50 per month ... ......
$14 per month .......... .

Nnm.
he1· of

Rate per month.

men.

R

98
45
Hl5
1
37

I Nam
ber of

I

1

$10 per month ..........
$17permonth ..........
. 18 per month ..........
$20 per month ....••••..
$24 per month ..........
$30 per month .... . .....

I

lll II .

20
58
1

$50 per month .... .... ··
!f;72 p r month ....... .. .

,I

II

7

I

1
l

Total. ... . .. . .....

505

I

,\ Yernge monthly p nsion, $13. 43 1~1-

D. 'l'.

STANLEY,

Briuaclirr-nl'nPral, Uotl/'nior. l

r.-List of confracls Jor .rnpplirs and services, , eptembrr ,10, 1897.
Telephone service, 'hesapeake nnd Potomac Telephone Company, metnllie cir 11it, p<•r
annun1 ...................................... .................•........................ $240. 00
Fuel:

~i: ::i~ ~~~!~~;?~.

1
1
.-.- _- _-::: _- :: _- ::::::: :::: _" :::: :: _" _- ::: : : .·: _-::: _- _- _- .-: : : : :: .-: : : ~. .
Cumberland coal ....................... .... ........ . ... .................. ........ clo ... .
Forage:

d~~~::

~~~
--~·e·r·
~~ ~~~~}~~::
.Bran ................................................... ... .. .. . .................. do ... .
Flour ............. ......................................................... per I.Jarrel ..
Lannd ry work:
1'e1· man (the laundried art i •le for each mm~ per week con !liHt of 1 iil1 et, 1 pillowc:uw,
1
1
Bitli~r~l~~bPe
Blankets and trousers, mattress overs ....... . ..•............. .. .. .............. clo ....
. ummer coats ............ .. ... . .......................... . .... .. ................ . do ...•

o:~rled·

_.:: :: :_.:: .-: :::: :::_.::: _. :::::: _. .-.- :_.::: _.:: _.::: ::: :::::.-

~l.l~~'.l~.

~~~.~~:~~~-'.':.~~.<~~~~ .~~~~~~.~~:.~~~.~~:.~~~~~l!.-.-.·.·.·.·.·_-.·_·_-_·.·.·.·.·.·.·.~;cl;:_

*~;:~~ii ~:~~~:~~~~!): (~~~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::Jt::

=

~i!i~E~~E~~~.~~-~. ~~-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·~:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·::·:-:-:-:-:-:·:1~~!~~:=

Ic·e :.~~-~~~::::::::: ·.~ ·.:::::: ::::::::::::::·.~ :: .·.:::: ::~: ·_-.::::: :: :::p~·r· i1u~~l~e1i .;~t:ht: _Milk:
From May 1, 1897, to O tob r 3 I, 1 07 ..... .... ........................ ...... pt,1• gallon ..
From Nov mber 1, 1 97 , to \ JH ii :io, 1898 ............. .... .• ..... ............... . .. uo ...
Olroinargarine ................ ................ .•...•.. , .•.•. . •.... .. ..•••...... p r pound ..

4, 51i
5. 05
2. :):,
. 87

. (i7

. no
4. lU

• 11)

.O:!

.04
.O.'i

. 01
.03
. 01 ~
. 001
. 65
. 30

.15
. 27
. 10
.14

. 12!
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$0. 0345
. 0223
.24
2. 55
. 0898
. 095
. 04-i

. 05!
. 0635
. 04&
1. 78
. 55
. 039
5. 23
.14
.18
. 0648
. 64
• 37
3. 55
. 0249
. Oll84
8. 95
. 04j
l. 00

• 73
. 73

:~~a
. 03¼

. 05(
. 04½
.05¼
.04/t
. 07½
, 06
• 080
.85
9. 50
05½
. 74½

. 04¼

. 05
.12¼
. 0481
.0412
.02¼
. 0493

.03¼

:~
. 03
.15
• 1()

.1324
. 24
. 30
i>.75
.15
. 01
. 05
. 07
. 50
. 67
• U7½
. 07

.12½
.10½
. 57½

a. 44

].1(

.. 72t
24

1. 02½

I.

j

.10
1. 0
. 34
.55
1.85
2.08
3.05

.o.rn;

. 0202
.05!)
• 0050

7Gl

SOLDIERS' HOME.

Hoi,.water heating:
Furnish and install a 110L-w:tter hcati11g apparalu,; for four Rets of ullicer,1· (!Uart rs .. . $3. 603. 00
Electric-lighting plant:
To furnish and install an electric-light inn- plant....................................... O, 154. 00
E. F.LADD,

J?irst Lieutenant, Ninth United Stales Cavalry , , ecretary a11d Treasurer.

G.-A.rnount expended on officers' qua1·ters and pe1·1nammt buildings front October 1, 189G,
to Septembei· 30, 1897.
House No. 1, quarters of the governor .............................................. . ....... .
Honse :No. 2, quarters of the deputy governor ................................... . .......... .

$39. 82
82. 05
]50. 29
150. 29

Total ........... .... ................... ............. .. ................................ .
On account of r epairs and construction of permanent buildings:
ew marble ball: ervices of architect and inspector in connection wit.It constrnction,
heating and ventilating apparatus, purchase of 11crmery, etc ..........................
Barnes hospital: Repairs 10 elevators, paints and oils, repairs to ranges, repairs 1.o roofs
damaged by the storm, painting outside, glass and painting third lloor inside, asphalt
pavement, ete........ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................................... .... .. . . . . . . .
Home greenhouse: Lime for repairs, purchase of glass, sashes, boiler for increaiiing
Ji eating capacity, plum ~ing for inc~-e~sing water supply, and 1nm b r for repairs . .....
Amusement room: Repairs to P.Ool. billiard, and bagatelle tahl s... . . . . . . . ... ...........
Home buildings: Paints and 01ls for gener,11 wie, repairs to sewerage, slate roofB, elevators in Home kitchen ancl dining room, etc ........................................... .
King Building, repairs to roofs damaJ?ed by st.orm ................................... ... .
Anderson Buildine;, repairs to roofs damaged by storm ................................. .
Scott Building, plumbmi and repairs to roofs clamaged by storm ...................... .
Sheridan Building, repairs to roofs, purchase of window glass ......................... .
Sherman Building, repairs to roofs damaged by storm .................................. .
Pump house, repairs to pumping apparatus ......................................... .. . .
Boiler house, repairs to steam apparatus ancl increasing water supply .. . .............. .
Home bakery, repairs to oven ................................................ . ..........•
Farm E>tables, increasing water supply for stock ................................. . . . ... .
Fan house, repairs to governors and boiler .................... . ........................ .
Roads and grounds, gravel for repairs, repairs to bridges, sewerag , purchase of roa<l
sprin kier, etc ......................................................... •. • - • • --• • • • • • • · Home fire department, purchase and repairs to couplings for hoso .................... . .
Water tower, painting water tank ... ... ................................................ .
New well, purchase of brick, pump, and cost of digging, for eugin or of pump honse .. .
Electric plant, partial payments mad , now nuder construction ........................ .
Band stand, construction of, for musicians during open-air concerts .........•..........

431. 46

!~~:: ~~: ~: 4~!~~~: ~{ i~: :~~~:~~~- ·.-.-. ·_ ·.-. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·.-. ·. ·. ·.:~·.-.:·. ·. ·. ·.·.:::: ·. ·. ·.-. ·.: ·. ·.·.::·.::: ·. ·.:: ·. ·. ·.

19, O!l . O
2, 25:J. 48
549. 4G
78. 55
867. 77
88. 30
49. 93

233. 39
81. 33
169.17
100. 52

906. 55
3.12
38.13

40. 00
1, 475. !):l
2. 60
45. 00
82.50
0, 046. 21
200. 29

Total ........................................... . ......... . .........................•.. 3:l, 802. 02
E. F. LADn,
Ffrst I.Aettlenant. Ninth United State.v Oavalry, Secretai·y a,id Treasm·e1·.

IL-Garden account front October l, 189a, to

eptenibel' SO, 1897, consoliclated.

DR.

To labor, fertilizers, seeds. tools, fuel, and implements . ......... . ........................... $5,354.32
CR.
By 300 cords of wood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
450. 00
.By 29,042 plants, tree , and shrubs raised in gard n and greenhouse ......... ": ............... 1,961. !15
By balanre to d bit of garclen exp n<le<l in improvement of gronnds.............. ... .. . . . . . . 2,042. ;17
5,354.32

OTE.-This department has th car of th ornamentation of the grounds, law11s, flowers, shrub8,
tree . ancl fruit.
1~. l •'. LADD,

.First I.Aeutenant, Ninth Ocl1)alry , , 'eci·etar11 and Treasurer.

I.-Ti'ann acconntfront Octobt>1· 1, 18Dr:, to Septembe1· .JO 1897, consolidalrd.
140! bushels kale ....•.............•.. . .
5,224 heads I ttuC' ... ................. .
6,924 bun hes onions ........ . ......... .

DR.

Lahor, forage, fuel, fertilizers, implem nts, seeds, and repairs ............. $4,860.43
.Balance to credit of farm............ . . .
635. 80

I 5,505 bunches parsley ............ . ... . .

'R.

16. 56
33. 05
14 . GS

000 pounlh horse radish •• ,,, •.•••..••. .

28. 0

86½ bushels cucumb ra ................ .

62. 00

:JOO. 80

:n.4o

09. 37

141.08
774. 85
)8.48
20} bushels radishes ... . ............... .
93. 35
3. 940 bunr.hes rhuharb ... . ....... . . - -• •
47.3i
74 bushels salsify ........ . ........... . - .
68. 40
303 bushels spinach .................. . .
21. 56
2,874 pounds equash ................... .
54.35
96~ bushels string beans ............... .
311. 97
670½ bu b ls tomato s .••.......•.... - . .
83.18
415¾ bushels turnips ............... ... .
300 tons of hay .................... . . .. . ::, 000. 00

1, l05i bushels potato s ................ .

Total............................ . 5, 406. 32
111 buf.lhels beets, .................... . .
14,236 head~ ca.bbag ...•. ., .... ••. .....
28 IJarr I cabba"e ...........•..........
67½ bn b If! urrots .••..................
1,486½ doz ·n oars corn ................. .

$33. 72
150. 72

I

Total...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .i , 496. 32
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J,Jstim(ac of reuctablcs in the ground on t!t e fal'ln Si!plomber 30, 18.'J''! ,

100 bushels beets, at 40 cents . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10,000 heads cabbage, at 2 cents ...........
100 bushels carrots, at 50 cents ... -;. . . . . . . . .
6,000 bunches par~ley, at 2 cents ...........
250 bushels parsmps, at 50 cents ...........
1,000 pounds horse radish, at 3 cents . . . . . .

$40. 00
200. 00
50. 00
120. 00
125. 00
30. 00

75 bushels spinach, at 20 cents ............. $15. 00
50 bushels turnips, at '.!O cents............. 10. OU
150 bushels salsify, at 50 cents .... . ........ 75. 00

•.rotal.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 065. 00

E. F. LADD,
Pirst L ieutenant, Ninth Cavalry, Secretary and 'J'reasiwer.

K.- Vegetables fiwnished Horne and hospital mess fron-1, Jann for the yecir ending Septernbt>1'

so, 1897.

Horne mess...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1, 892. 94
Barnes Hospital.................................... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
275. 71
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 168. 05
No fruit furnished. Average number of men in Home and hospital during same period, 724.
•
E. F. LADD,
Fi·r1t Lieutenant, Ni11th United State11 Cavalry, Secretary and Treasurer.

L.-Ver1etables purchased in addition to those received from f.he Jann Joi· the year euding
Septernber 30, 1897.
1

~~~: 1~:r:: j.Apples. b~ag~~

Dnt~l~~rr- 'G:rrapes.,Onions. lSquash. 1
__________ 1_ _____ _

1

toes. _

0

I ro

Beets. J Celery. I \~~'.~_____
_ __ ries.:_i ~

;:-

1

~~!:t::: .
1896.

I

I Bbls. Bbls. I Bblfl. Bbls.
::
l! :::::~ I I ~

Baskets. BtlSh.

ill I

I

!!

Heads. Bush. ' Stalks. Boxe.~ . Bush.

...,;: .... .2J···!¥, . !i(iii

ifi!f}~;~:::::
~1::% :::::::t::::r: :::::::: t::: •: :; : : :;:'.,; ;;t• : : : ::::::::(:::: ···m:'
::::::r - ~ I:::::•

Total .. -1 596 1 226
38
~ost . . ... $52. 20 ,$173. 6:i . $4 . 25
. b
ParsD a t e of pure
ase. nips_.

::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::::::: :: : :::: ;:1,
4

56

I ~6. 50 $74. 75-

Orpi~
ang s. _aeh.

126

~~

946
2
470
9 1 1. 734½
$6 ~--$~.-50 L ~17. 23 $18. 00~~~

I

o.
Cab_ mons. quas 11. bage.

1

I Parsnips.

I

Sweet I K 1
trawpotaa e. berries.
toes. ____ I_ __

1

Total . .. . .. .
Co!!t ... . .•. .

12
22. 00

2
. 7. 00

4
. 00

7,367
22:t 31

713 10, 93
. 14. 26 . 177. 46

I_

-

1,517
$30. 34

493
. 2:?

_,_

45
LL r,o

1. 144
6'! . 10
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L.-1·egelables pnrchasccl in addition to those receiveil from the Jcmn fur tlw !Jear endi ng
8cpternbe1· 30, 189'7 -Continnod.
Date of purchase

I
.P t
I
I
Green Bla<?k- Ra~p- Squash String
Wat.er- I Canta- p I
Total.
· pease. berries. berries.
· · beans. white. melons. loupes. eac ies.

tge::

I

1896.

Bbls. Qitarts. Qua1·ts. Bush. Bbls.
Bbls. Nmn.be?·. Number. Boxea.
Octo bor. . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _... _. . . . . . . . . . . _. __ • . $172. 85

mJ~

!~;::~::.:::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::J ::::::: ::::::::
1897.
I
I

fitJi!iii!) {:;;i/,!/j::;:: )
August...........
10
September .............. ..
Total.......
Cost........

788

11 1

! ! Hi!!! ::;;;;;:
32

12

4

l\[ii:,i\Hii :H:+:;;r;;~
5 ......... _....... _......
320
1, 258
12

. • . • . . • • _- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1

·10 j
788
32
12
$8. 50 $89. ~ ~3. 20 I $:3. GO

4
$-t 00

I

5 I

820

I ~2. 00 I $28. 00

I, 258
$29. 26

I

205. 8!
84. 96

12 I....... .
$12. 00 2,178.20

1

E. F. LADD,
Fi1·st Lieutenant Xinth United, 'ta tes Oavalry, Secretary aml :l'reasm·er.

M. 1-Home mess bill of fare Jo,· tlte week ending

ovember 14, 1897.

Monday, No1,embe,• 8.-Breakfast: Ham, potatoe?s, bread, butter, ancl coffee.

Din•
ner: oup, boiled beef, turnips, roasted sweet pota,toes, pickles, grape , bread, mill ,
a11(l coffee.
upper: Roast potatoes, br ad, butter, sirnp, and toa. Milk onsumell
(56 gallons): For coffee, 11; tea, 6; kitchen, 1; and m ss hall, 38 gallons.
Tuesday, November 9.-Breakfa. t: Beof stew, bre:id, butt r, ancl roffc-e. Dinn r:
Roast beef, potatoes browned in gravy, parsnips, l>eets, bread, milk, and C'offeo.
upper: Bologna au ag , brra,<1, buttrr, sirup, and tea. filk roDFmmed (56 gallons): For cotfee, 11; t n, 6 · kitchen, 11; and mess hall, 28 gallons.
Wednesday, Nove1nber 10.-Brenkfast: Corned-beef hash, bread, butter, ancl coffee.
Dinner: 'oup, corned be f, mm;hed potatoeA, browned, pinacJ1, pickleA, brea<l,
apples, milk, ancl coffee. Supper: Roast awe t potatoes, bread, butter, sirup, an<l
tc•a. Milk consumed (56 gallons) : l!''or coffl e, 11 ; tea, 6; kitcl1en, 21; aud moss hall,
1 gallons.
1'h1wsclay, November 11.-Breakfast: Fresh por.k sausage, hominy, hreacl, bntt r,
and co~ e. Di11ner: Baked b ans coverecl with sliced mes pork, be ti-,, hread,
milk, nnd offee.
upper: Bread pudding, bread, butter, sirup, and tea. Milk consumed (56 ~allon ) : l!'or coffee., 11; tea, 6; kitchen, 17; and mess hall, 22 gallons.
Fri£lay,1'oremberU.-Br akfast: Codfi hbasb, br8ad, butter,undco:ffee. Dinner:
Baked fresh fisl1, cold liced meat, potatoes (mashed and browned), alsify, b ets,
bread, milk, a.nd coffe •. 'upper: Bread, ·heese, butter, sirup, and tea. Iilk conn med (56 gallon ) : For coffee, 11; tea, 6; kitch n, 1; bakery, 10, arnl mess hall, 2
gallons.
aturday, Tovembe1· l3.-Br akfast: Beef stew, bread, butter, rmd coffee. Dinner:
Corned beef, cab hag , boiled peel d potatoes, pickles, bread, milk, a,1Hl coffee. , 'npper: Roa t sweet potatoc , br ad, butter, sirup, an i tea. Milk con nme<l (f>6 gallons): For coffee, 11; tea, 6; kitchen, 11; and mess hall, 28 ~allon .
, 'unday, ..Yo1·embel' 14.-Prea.kfa t: orned-beef hash, l>read, butter, and off c.
Din11er: Roa. t beef, pota1oe browned in gravy, squash, beets, rice pudding, apples,
bread, milk, and coffe . , 'upp r: Vanilla cake, breac1, bntter, sirup, ancl tea. filk
consumecl (56 gallon ) : For coffee, 11; tea, 6; kitchen 5; and mess ha,Il, 34 gallon,.;,
R. F. BERNARD,
Brei:et Brigadier-Gen ral, U. . .A., Deputy Goren1or.
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M 2.-Subsistencc stores co11 s1wiecl -in the 1no11llt of Decembcl', 1896 .
Articles.

.Pounds. \

1

Articles.

Ponnds.

Articles.

Pounds.

- - - - 1 - - 1 , - - - - - - 1 - 1 -1 - - - - Pepper, wbito ........ .
Pickles ... ..... .... ... .
Oyster crackers .. .... .
Hominy ... .... ....... .
Chee11e ............... .
Flour ................ .
Sugar, gran ulatecl ..•..

3, 400 j Oysters (150 gallons) . _I 1, 800
1, 316
Fresh breacl. . . . . . . . . . . 15, 104
135
Milk (1,860 gallons) . . . 22,320
1,710
Codfish(bonelessbrick)
320
500
Fresh eggs (125 dozen)
125
300 Squash................
900
200
Potatoes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16, 860
40 Onions................
4,185
30
Cabbage . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, fl44
450
Sweet potatoes . . . . . . . .
1, 320

SCu g_aere ..
• • •_ •. •. •. •. •. •. •__· •. •. •. •. •. ·. ·.
0m
Tea . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Butter.................
Bacon..................
Beaus..................
Rice....................
Mustard...............
Pepper.................
Salt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~~1:~~~::: :: ::: :: :::: ::

1 378
200
'
1, 600

Pork
shuul<lers
(smoked).... . . . . . . . . .
Fre h beef.............
Corned beef . . . . . . . . . . .

7,376
4-, 000

i~::t
;~~t~~ :::: :: ::::
Frcs11 pork sausacre .. ..

1Jgi
l, 750
250
380

i~~~:r:::::::::::::::
Lemon extract ..... .. .

l, ~~~

Parsnips..............

tJ;~\1~:::::::::::::::

2
1
1
l
240

Mace, ground ...... ... .
Cinnamon, ground ... . .
Thyme ....... ... , .... .
Green peas, in cans ... .
Mince pies ........•...

2,255

Parsley . . . • • . . . . . . . . . .
Horse-radish..........
Cran berries . • . . . . . . . . .

G
378
30
100
100
l!l!i
60
1,125
100

11
180
150

165

Total. .......... .

8:~~tts·:::::::::::::::
Apples, cooking..... . .

105,465

2i~

l, 350 Pounds per diem ..... .
Apples, eating ........
1, 200
Average daily num be1·
Peaches, evaporated... 1
1 00 I
of men present i11
10
0
F_r_e_s_h_fl_s_h_._·._._·._._·_·._._· _··~ __3_3_o_l Pears, evaporated .... ._I_ _ _..:...._ q_u_ar_t_ r11_._·_·._._·_·._._·_·----6-31_¼

ncroelaogncbaeseasuesa...g e. .-._._ ·. .-..._
1., d

]{. F. BERNARD,
Brevet Brigadier-General, Deputy Govrrno1·.

M 3.-Subsistenee

store8 cons111ned in tlte rnonth of Jm1 e, 1897.

-- -

Pound:1 .

.Articles.

Pounds.!

3~&!~ :::::::::::::::::::

4-,
1, 234-

120 j Pears, evaporated ...... .
100 Pickles ............... .

135
1,740

100
20
76

Te.'l. .....•.. ····•····•··.
Butter ................. .
Bacon .......•...........
Beans ......... .. ....... .
Rice .............•.......
Mustard ..... . ......... .

~:fl.~~:::::::::::: ::::::

;~i:~~~::
~ ·. ~:: ~: ·.:: ·.::::
Pork should rs (smoked)

Fre h beef ............. .
orned beef ............ .
}'resh mutton .......... .
Fresh fl11h .............. .
Clam11 (80 gallon ) ...... .

1:i~~:e
n~ :: :::::::::: ::::
Noodles,, mith's ....... .
Mack rel. .............. .

ArticleA.

_\ rticles.

Pounds.I

ooJ ·

Tripe .......•..........
Macaroni .......... .. . .
!'earl barley ........... .
Lard .........•.........
800 Green corn (in cans) ... .
300
Gr en peas (in cans) ... .
100 Lima beans (in cans) .. .
24
Corn starch ........... .
40
age, ground .......... .
225
Tomatoes (in cans) .... .
378 Potatoes .............. .
1, 275
Onions ...... .......... .
1, 600 Onions, gr en ......... .
8, 479
abbage .............. .
3, 000 Lettuce ............... .
950 : Rhubarb .............. .
700
Parsley ................ j
960 Radislles ........... • • • • i
640
tring beans ....•......
8:iO Beets . .......... ....... .
25
trawborries .......... .
750 P eaches, evaporat d ... .

I Orster

crackers ... .... .
Cheese ................ .
Flour ....... ...... .... .

100
37
30
40()
89'.l

:g Milk
fi~~l;e~::::::::::::
gallons) ....

100
14,149
21,780
12
1 ·1 Baking powder (Royal).
1,350
60 j Fresh ggs ........... • 100
12, 420 Prunes ................ .
2
650 Lemon extract .........
1
635 Mace, grouml ......... . 1
l
2, 700 Cinnamon, gronncl .. .. .
1,438
, 183
570
Total. ......... .. .
24
1 0 Pounds per diem . . . . . . . 2, 939 !&
vorag claily numb r
245
of men present in
800
GJO
quart r ............ .
], 704 •
100
80

(1,815

I

R. F. ]lERNARD,

BrevPt Briuadier.()enual Depttty Governo1·.
ash d dnri11r1 month of eptembrr, 1897.
[Cotton · Conrad , contra ton.]

1 .-Clofhit1r11

Date.

." •pt mher
, · ptem h r
,· ptc-mlwl'
,' p ml, r

b

Draw rs.

, hirts.

ts.

,"O<'k~.

1897.
4 •••••••••..•.•..•••••••••••••••.••...•.

035

367

294

fi2

11. ....••..••••.•..••...•. .... ....•..••.
1 .•.. . .....•. .•.. ..•...•..••..... ······
25 .•.. .••.•....•....•.•••.•• •···········

G25

370
:J65

297
279

43

003

607

344

290

57

Tot. I. ...................................... .

2,4 70

1,446

1, lliO

201

2,4

4!)

IL F. lh l!NARD,
lfrevt'I Jtriya<liu-Ut11erctl JJ 1111ty Oo1•tn1or.
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SOLDIERS' HOME.
'1,.-Ext1·a wasli-ing done during month of September, 1897.

446 roller towels, at 65 cents per 100 ....... .... . .. . . ....................... .... ....... ....... ..... $2. 00

!ir1JE~:.~r!:~~;1: :~~~:\s: ~;;: ~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: ~i
10 caps, at 3 cents............................. . ........ ... ....... . ........ ...... . .......... .. ....
. :JU
5 Rpreads, at 3 cents.......... . .................... ... ....... .... ...... ....... .. ..................
. 15
~8 mattress covers, at 4 cents..................... ... .................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. :12
4 blankets, at 4 cents................................ .. ........ .......................... .. .......
. Hi

Total . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12. 1:3
It. F. BERNARD,
Brevet Brigadier.General, Devuty Governor.

0.-.L'ist of crockery in daily Me during the year ending Septmnbe1· 30, 1897, with JJ er cent
of breakage.
Total.
2,570
l2. 84

R. F. llERNAJW .
Brevet Brigadier-General, Deputy Governor.

P.-.1.Viimber of horses and mules ownecl and employed SeJJlernber 30, 18,97.
Horses:
•
For carts and ,vagons on roads, grounds, and police, including 1 stouu•boat for policiug gt·ounds.

~

~!~~!i½f\l\t:::~+?Etl+H+i+i:L/:/l\ !
Dairy ................... . ................... ..... ... . ........ ........ .......................... . 1

Farm ..................... ... ...... ................ . ... .. ....................................... 2

Total .. .......... .............. ............................... ...... ....... ...... ...... ....... 17
Mules for use of home farm.. . . . .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
'l'RA.

'PORT.A.TIO .

--------------------- - - - - Gov•-

ernor.

]) puty
goYernor.

I

Tr as- Clinicnl
urt:r. as~stnnt.

E. Jl'. LADD,
l!'irtt L ieutmant, Ninth United Statea Cavalry, 'ecrelary antl 1'rca,urcr.
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Q.-Specictl dicl for the week cnclin!J &plembe1· 25, 1897, ask~d fur by the patienfll or
1n-eBcribcd by the doctor.
·ward all(l name of
J)atient.

Dinner.

Breakfast.

'upper.

Ward A:
Mackin .. .......... Oatmeal gruel, 1 soft. Oatmeal porridge, milk.
boileu egg.
Brown .. ..................... ... ............. Milk ....................
Lawrence ......... .........•........ ............ .. ................... .
Harrison ......... . ...... ......... ........... Milk....................
WartlB:
Butts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... do ................. .
Lewis ............. 2 fried eggs, broiled Milk, chicken broth .. . .
mackerel.
Schrnalzingor...... Cornstarcl, . . . . . . . . . . . . . Coffee ................. .
Rubin . . . . . . . . . . . . . Milk toast, 2 soft.boiled Milk toast ............. .
eggs.
Lehane..... ... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Milk ................... .
Fauerty ........... Hot milk, 2 soft.boiled Hot milk, milk toast ... .

Oatmeal porridge.
Milk.
2 soft.boiled eggs.

Milk, 2 fried eggs.

Mille
.
Beefsteak, broiled mr,ck•
erel.
Cornstarch.
Milk toast, 2 soft.boilcll
eggs .
2 soft.boiled eggs.
Hot milk, oatmeal por•
ridge.
heoran ........... 2 fr1fteggs~ ............ Cornstarch ............ . Beefsteak, oatmeal porridge.
Jensen ............ Milk toast ...... ... .. ... ..... do ................. . 2 fried eggs .
Mui!' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 fried eggs .........................•............ .
Do.
"TT'"ard lJ:
Connell . . . . . . . . . . . . Hot milk, oatmeal })Or• Hot milk, oatmeal pot·· 1 Hot milk, oatmeal 1,or•
riclge.
ridge.
ritlge.
Rim1ella . . . . . . . . . . . Oatmeal porridge ...... . Oatmeal porridg ....... 2 soft.boiled eggs, oat•
meal ]JOrridge.
Clark.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chicken stew . .... ..... .
Slaughter . . ... . ... Milk .................... Milk soup ....... ....... Milk, farina.
Gillespio . . . . . . . . . . Beefsteak, :pancakes, Chicken stew .......... · Pancakes, map! Hiru p.
and maple s1rup.
Wineberget·... .... 2 fried eggs ...............................•...... . , Beefsteak, milk.
Ward C:
I
Leihr.............. Pancakes............... Milk .................... Milk, 2 fried egg!i.
Johnson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Coffee ................. .
Travers . ....... . .. 2 soft.boiled eggs ..•.... Milk .................... Milk.
Bowker ............ Hot milk .....•......... Hot milk : ......... ..... 1 Rot milk,chicken brotll.
Hanson ............ Milk .................... Milk ........ ........ .... Milk.
Lee ................ Milk, 2 soft.boiled eg~s ..••.. do........ .... ......
Do.

I

Wag>.:::::::::::: :;;if~~~~~~i;::::::: ::::t:::::::::::::::::::11

Oati{~1 poniclg .
WardF:
Thope............. 2 soft-boiled eggs, oat- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ soft-boiled eggs, out•
meal porridge.
meal porridge.

~:~}!~".::::::::::: 1·O~t~.e~i p~:;1:id·g~.- ~()~~:. I ~~{~·e~i p~~~iiie: ~~~: ·1~!!!;eal porridge,
, tar h.
starch.
I starch.
i?J1:~~:::::: :::: :: .~.~~:t:~.~i~~~ .~~~~:: ::::: ·iiiik:::::::::: :: ::::: ::: ~n1{~~:~eal porridg •

COl'II·

1

1

On hand in kitchen, dining

1·001n,

On hand eptember l!l:
KitcbenBeef, fresh .... ............ poundfl ..
Hams .............. ... ....... do ... .
Pease, gr en ................. cans ..
Quaker oats ...... . ........ pound .. .

~ili~~S·
·. ::: ::.::: ::::::: :;~°i!tn~.::
Pearline . . ................. pap rs ..
'apolio ... .. ................. cake ..
·oap ......... .. ........... pounds ..
Milk onsmned ........... J?allon ..
6 gallon cofl:' (4 gallons kitchoi1,
4 gallon dining room).
Dining roomBr ad ..................... 11011ml!I ..
Cake ......................... clo ... .
h e .•.•.•..••.•••.•••••••. do .. .
utter . . ............ . ... ..... do ... .
'Pearline . ................... Jiuprr .
polio ........ ......... ... . . cak •..
Wards, tr.Beer, Pahst .............. hottl •s ..
L mou ................ .. unmbcr .

t~iio· :::::::.·::::: :.-: ::: :.''.~~~~:

ancl wa1·dBjrom, e1Jtenibe1· 19 to 35, 18rJ,'.
Ou hand ' ptemb r 20:
110

09
:HI
(j
!)
•j

2
1
:!

H

r.o
24
I~

~o

I
l

Kitchen.Beef, fresh ..... ... ,,,,,,, .pountls ..

~~~'Ii~)~.:::·:.·.:·.·.·.-.·::::::.-.~~d~. !::

Tomato ...... ........ ....... can ..
Ground cocoanut ........... pap r ..
Sapolio . .................... . cak ..
Pearline . ............ ....... paper ..
Milk cons11111ed .... ...... . rallous ..
Coffee and tl'a, -l ~alJons (kitcb 11
4i gallons, cliuing room Ii~ gallon!!).
Dining roomB~a~'~_- _-_-_- _- _- _- _-_-_-_-_-_- _- _-_-_- _- _- _-:
Wards, l'tc.Blac:king, HIHll' •••••••••••••• ho . .
J3la ·king, aho uruslte11 ... uumht-r ..
,auclpa.p r .................. he t ..
Lemons ............. . .... 1111ml or.
13 or, Pabst ........ ....... bottl s ..
On ltnml Srptemh r :!l:
KitchenC'orned hcnl ..... ...... . ponnd,. .

~l.~~t~:::

Hqunsli

li

•••••••

• ••••••••

do ..

< uakcroat~.................. d11 ••

l'.!l

1
~
l

1
1
I

15

00
2
]

1
10
(j

2

100

r,1

ti

SOLVIEns' HOMB.
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On hand in kilolteu, dining room, a11cl uards from S1:pttJmbe1· lfJ Lu J5, 1891-UonLiuued.

On haud SoptemlJer 21-Contiuned.
Kitchen-Continued.
Macaroni ·················l'Om1ds ..
Cheeso ....................... do ... .
Salt ...• •.............•...... do ... .

~~:i~~~:

:::::::·:·:·: : ·:·:·:: (~!;~1;::

~~i:~:
:: ::::::: :::: :::::::~~~Ol~~::
'.l.'ea . . ........................ do ... .

ltice ....................•.•.. do ... .
Flonr ............. ........... do .. .
Milk consumed ....... .... gallons ..
6 gallons coffee and tea (ldtche11 1
gallons, dining room 5 gallous).
Dining roomBread .... . ....... ......... pound.s ..
Butter ....................... do ... .
Soap ......................... do ... .
Wards, ew.-

Ji~~C!~~~·.·.·.·.·.·.·_-.·_-_-_-_-_-_-.·_-_-_ ~~~;1:·:

On huucl September 23-CouLinuetl.
Dining room-Continued.
.Butter .................... J>ouuus ..
Soap ......................... tlo ... .
\Vards, etc.Beef ox tract ... ... ........ IJottles ..
Pearline ................... papers ..
Putz pomade . ................ IJox: ..
Gran ulat.ecl sugar .......... pound ..
Lemons ................. . numlJtll' ..
Match s .................... boxes ..
Beer, Pabst . ............... bottle ..
Ou l1aml Septcmb 'r U:
KitchenFish, fr sh. . . . . . . ........ pounds ..
Sausages, bologna ............ do ... .
Potatoes ................... barrel..

10
!)

4
1
200
100
10

25
50

15

70

6ff~k:~·.~::: :~:::: :: :·.·.::~~~lo~~: ·.

20

Vanilla, extra<:t ............ bottle ..
Lemons .................. uumber ..
Pearline ......... ........ ... paper ..
Soap ...................... pounds ..
Eggs .. .................... clozeus ..
Milk cousum •<l ••••••••••. i;allouf\ ..
0 gallons coffee aml t a (kitcholl :J,
tliuing roow 4 gallons).
Uiuing roomBread ..................... Jlouuds ..
Mustard ..................... tlo ... .
Enamoline ................... box ..

2
(j
]:!

Granulated sugar .......•. p unds ..

~~~~~~.: ·. ·. ·. ·:. ·. ·. ·:.·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. p·~i~~s::

Beer, Pabst .....•• , ••. , ••. bottles .
On hand September 22:
KitchenMutton ......... .••• , , .•.. )_'louutls . .
Beef, fresh .................. do ... .
Potatoos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . barrel ..
String bea11!,! .............. buslrnls . .

~f~~i~~s::: :: :::::: ::: ::::'. !::
1
1
~~~~

Beets .•... ..... . ........... IJnsbel ..
Milk coni1umed ........ .. -~allons ..
Coffeo anu ten, 4 gallons (kitchen 4,
dining room 6 gallon ).
Dining room13read ..................... pounds ..
Soap ......................... do ... .
,vards, etc.Matches .................... boxes ..
Lye ...... . ................... cans ..
Beef extra ·t ............... bottle ..
P earline ....•............. . papers ..
oap ...................... 1>ounds ..
Beer, Pab t ............... bottles ..
On band S ptem ber 2:1:
KitcheuPork, fresh ............... pounn ..
Sausagomeat ..... ... ........ llo ... .
Sausages, Frankfurter ....... do ... .
Oats, Quak r .......... .. .... clo .. ..
Matches ...... . ............. IJoxes ..
Peaches ................... ... can ..
1

~fff~~e::::::::
::::::::: ::~ ~~~!~::
Milk consumed ........... ~allons ..

0 gallons cc>Jfee and tea (kitchen 4,
dining room 4 gallons).
Dinin~ room•Bread ........ ... ... ....... pounds ..

85

127
l

i!t~ll~o::::.: ::: :: ::::: ::::i>~~~::

l!

·warus, etc.-

5
l
~

~!:ti~·:·::·:·:~·:·
:·:·:·:·:·:·:~:·:·:·S;;~::
Blacking, sho ............... do ... .

H

Lemons .................. uumber ..
Beer, Pabst ............. ... bottle ..
On hand Seplemb r 25:
KitchenBe f, fresh ... .. ........... pounds ..
Cahbages . .... ............ .. beadti..
Tomatoes .............•...... ·nus ..
Butter .................... pounds ..
Larcl ......................... do ... .

12
2
1
2

l!!t::·:::::::::::::::::::~~~i~L

.j

2

Milk consum <1 ••••••• •••• gallons . .
4 gallons coffo aml t a (kitchen 4,
dining room 5;- gallons).
Dining roomBread ................... .. pounds ..
racker , sotl1~ ............... do ... .

60
1J'.l
15
4

~~al:::::::::::::::::::::::::~~::::
Pearline ....... . ..... ....... pap r ..

4
l
.j

1
H

70

I

, ·apolio ...................... cake ..
Wards, etc.Lemon s ...... ....... .... . uumber ..
Lye ..................... . .... . can ..
B er, Pa.b t ................ bottl ..
Vichy,.,., ................ si11hon ..

~

2
2
2
l

1
:i
12
1
75

15
1
ti
12
1
3
1
3

5
13

80
(;

1
l
1

I
2

12
l

2
1
109
4

7
10

JO
0
2

1

13i

70

25
2
10

1
l
5

1
1
1
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R eceired, ·issued, and 1·emaining on hand J)·oni Septenibel' 20 to Septernbe1· 30, 1897.
Received and issued:
Bacon .................... , , , , , pounds ..
Beef, fresh ....................... do ... .
Beef, corn ........................ do ... .
Beans, string ...........••.... bushels ..
Bread ..•.•.....................pounds ..
Butter ...................... . .... do ... .
Cake ....•........................ do ... .
Cheese ........................... do ... .
Chicken ......................... do ... .
Coffee ............................ clo ... .

~:~~~~~~ .·.·.·::.·::::::::.-.-.·: :::.-:ai~~~::

20

785

215

l¼
850°
100
24
24
20½
100

127
90

.Fis'h, fresh ................•... pounds .. 75
Flour ............................ do ... . 50
Lemons, fresh .................. dozen ..
3
Milk .......................... gallons .. 145
MatchE.1s, safety ................ boxes .. 72
Mntton ....................... pounds .. 143
Pork, fresh ...................... do ... . 60
Potatoes .................•.•.. bushels .. 20

:~~:~ ~~·~~~t:: ·.: :::: :: ·. ::·.:::~~.ld~~~::

Sausages, assorted .............. . do . .. .
l::ialt .. . ..•.•••••...•••.•••.••..••. do ... .
Sirup, maple .•..••.•..•.••••• , bottles ..

25

42
66
50

1

Received and issued-Continuerl.
Sugar .. ................. ...... pounds .. 200
Sugar (granulated) .....•••....... do .... 25

ti~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::: Jt:::

011 hand October 1, 1897:

l~~~; ::: ::::::::: ::: :::::::::~~~~~::

Cheese .. . ................. ....... do ... .
Chicken ......................... do ... .
Coffee ............................ do ... .

1ro~~--------------.·
:: .-:::.·:.-::.· .·.-.-:.·:pii~a~::
Lemons , ................... .... dozen ..

Matches ....... ............. .... boxes ..
Milk ....•............ ......... gallons ..
Potatoes ... ...... .... ....... . . bushels ..
Rice .......................... pounds ..
Sausages, assorted .............. do ... •
Salt .................. .. .......... do ... .
Sirnp, maple .... .............. bottles ..
Sugar .......... ............... pounds ..
Suo-ar (granulated) ............ ... do .. ••
Soap ................... , ......... do ... .

Estimate fo1' stol'es ancl supplies fo1· use of Barnes Hospital during
Apricots, cvaporatetl .............. ponncls.. 50
Apples, evaporated ...... ... .......... do.... 50
Baking powder, Royal.. ........... . .. clo.... 6
.Beer, Pabst ......................... dozen.. 6

~~~!~~i:~~~~~~~·.·.·.·.·.·.·_-_-_-_-.·_-_-_-_-_-.·.·_-."c"~~s::

Beane, Lima, dried ................ pounds..
Codfish, salt .......................... do....
Cheese ................................ do....
Chicken ......•....................... <l.o . ...
Crackers, soda ........................ do....
Crackers, oyster ...... ... ... ..... .... clo....
Cocoanut, ground .................... . do....

1~
50

75
80

100
50

10
l

lr!~i~~i:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:··.·-.-:·:·~;if:: :i~

Hams ................................. clo .... 300
Lard .................................. do.... 30
Extract beef, liquid, .A.rruour·s ...... do1.cn . . 1
Lemons, fr sh ........ ... .......... ... clo.... 10
L mon, extract. ...................... do.... 1

ifa°:a~J
:::::: :::::·:::::::::::: :::jiii!iiA::
Matches, Underwriter 'safety ....... gross..

60
100

40

22
0
2
15

13
JO

60

t

i
!)
20

18
30

¼

30

25
41)

eptember, 1897.

Nutmeg , ground ................... pouncTs.. l
Quaker oats, 2•pound packages .... ••••• j · i· · · 2~

~mt{i-:-:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:--_.:·::·:·:·:·:·:--.-·--::·::~~~i~::: rn50

Peaches, dried .... .... ....... ..... .. pounds..
Prunes, California ... . ................. do....
Peas, l•pouncl cane ................... dozen..
Pork, fre h .. ..... .................. . pounds ..
Peas, green, dried ...................... do....

;;W}::a:::::::::: :: ::::::::::: ::: ::~~~i~;:

50
10

300
75

}~

Sausage meat, sausages assortell ...... do ... • 180
Sapolio...... . . . . . . . ................. dozen.. ,.,~
Sugar, granulated ................. .pound . . t;>
Sugar, powcl red . . ... . ................. do. -• •
ardines ........... .... .......... ... .. boxes ..
houlclers, suirar.cured ............. pounds .. 150
Tomn,toes, 3•pouDll cans .•............ doz n.. 2

li

~rcl:~~·.~~~=~~::::::::: ::::: :: ::::::::gg: ::: ~L

Branil:v, Fr uch ...... ......... .. ... gallons..
I½ Whisky, Upper Ten ................... do....
Noodle5 1 Smith's ..... , ............ pounds.. 25
2~

10

5

Full cli l for th 11:eek ending eptemb r 25, 1897.

tLnd{ty,-BrE'akfast: Boilecl ham, bak cl potatoes, butt r, br a<l, co.ff e. Dinner:
Roa t beef, gra.vy, gre up a , ma ·heel potatoes, breacl pndcling, butter, bread, coffee.
upper: Cak , chee e and crackers, butter, bread, ·offee.
.Monday.-Breakfast: lri h , tew, butt r, br ad, C"offe . Dinn r: P a, oup, boilecl
b ef, gra.v , mashed turnip , potato s, butt r, bread.
npp r: Cold m at, tew cl
p aches, butter, br ad, tea.
Tuesdau.-Breakfast: Bak d m<'at
, butt r, br acl, c ffe . Dinn r: Fr ~
cornecl b ef, bak d sq ua b potato h
•bu t r, br ad, coif "·
npp r: Ma ar m
and che : , grnen corn butter bread
Wecln
1ttcr, br(•a 1, ofl
s up, ro
an , butter, br a
b ef, po
Tftun,
bntl r, brea l, coffef'. Di011cr:
Roat fr
mtter, 1.,r ad coffi 'C'. , npp r:
•'rankft
Frida.
)Uttn, bread, off 1•. Dinner:
fi
nddiug, butt r, hr •a<l, offe ,
r:
o·<lay
bN•

<l pr

,1, otf1• . lJinnn: B 'f'f oup,
. ·upper: • 1<l meat

r, Im ad.
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SOLDIERS' HOME.
HOSPITAL ME S.

Ration 1·etum for ten days, f1·011i the 21st to the 30th of eptmnber, 1897.
Required:

~~i-!~•::::: ::: ::: :::::: :::::: ::: ::::::::::::::: :::: ::: :::::: :: ::: ::::::: :::: ::: :::::::~~.l<l ~l~~:: iigJO

Tea .................. .... .................................. .......... ... .. .... ........ ... <lo....
Bacon ........ ......... ...... .............................................. .. ............ 110....
Rice ........ . ................. ........................................................... <lo ....
Flour ..................... ............................................................... clo....

20
25

50

~~it·.·.·.·.·.:::·.:·:.:·.·.·.·.·.:·.·.·:.:::·.:·.·.:·.·.-.-.::·.-.:::::::·.:::::·.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~l~:::: gg
Butter ..... ............................................... . ....... ....... .......... .. .... do .... 100

Clinical asAistant...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hospital matron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.Attached . ....................................... ....... ..... . ................... ..................

1
l
1

~J!~i:~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ~~
Total ... ..... ......•...•.•... . ........................... . .... ............... ........... ..... 115

R.-Liat of medicines 01i hancl Ma1'ch 31, 1897, and siJJ months' supply received ..d.1wil 3,
1897, at hospital .
.Aggregate number present (all invalids\. .................. ....... . ............................. 722
1

1;:~:!: ~~ ~~~~~il·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Artiele,.

Ih~:..

..f:;.,

.Acacia:
Gum .......•....•.. pouw.ls.. .. . . ....
Po'Y~ered ............. do....
8
c~tamlul ................ do....
2
.!..c1d:
.Acetic ............... . clo....
2
Benzoic ............ onuces ..
3
Boracic ...... ······lJOUnds..
10
Carbolic, pure ......... clo....
½
Carbolic, common ..... do....
20
Citric ................. clo....
1
Hyclrocl!loric, C. P .... do....
J
NiLric,C.P ............ clo....
1
Nitric,commercial ... . do....
4
Oxalic ...... ...... .... do....
JO
Salicylic ............ .. clo....
l
Sulphuric, C. P •••••.•• clo....
·1
Rulphuric,comm rcial.clo . .. . . . . . . . . .

~:~~~~.::::::::::::J~::::

1

1
.. ....... I
. . . .. .. ..

. . . . . . ...
.........

I
·

.........

• • • .. • • .
6

A,·tiele,,

· - - h~id.

g: ~~

cer··11 .
I

Ether:
Fortio1• ............. poumls..
5
8
Co~!flercial .......... do.... . . . . . . . .
4
~P(l'!L , c~mponnd ..... do ............ ,
2
Sp1nts, mtrous ....... clo.... . •.. . . . .
(i
Extract:
Belladonna. ... ... ... ounces..
1 ....... .
Bucbu, fluid ...... . .... do . ...
8 .••.....
Cascara sag rad a, fluid,
ounces . ... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
1
'.rriticum repens, fluid ,
pound ......... ............... . .. •j
:1
Licorice ............ pounds ..
5 . ...... .
Nuxvomica ........ ou11cea..
4 1········
()pium, aqua ... ....... do....
l ....... .
Uvaursi,fl11id ...... po11nds..
1
a
Flaxseed ..........•....... ,lo....
1!i
Flaxse d meal. ........... do....
15
25

······~-I ~r~~~~n.:::::::::::::::J~::::

~

4

10
······j·
.Alcohol ................ gallons..
5
12 Glycyrrhiza, compouucl powder,
.A.mmonia:
pounds ................ ........ . . . . . . . .
rom.atic spirits . . . pounds..
l ........ . , Hy~lrozone ............. pounds..
10
l3ronude .............. do....
1 .. ....... Iolm ............ ..... . ouucea..
1
.'alicylate ............ . clo. .. .
J • • • • • • • • . Iodoform .............. . pounds..
3
:Vator_of.............. do ............
1? Ipecac and opium, powder d.do .. ,1
2
nt1 karuma .. . ......... ouuces..
5
3 fron :
.A.ntipyri_n e ............... do....
7 1.. .......
i.trate, and quinia . om1ces.
3
.Bark, wilcl cherry, powd red,
Drnlysed ........... pounds . ........ .
1
pounds........................
10 ·.........
Pyrophosphate ....... do....
l
1
J3~smutb , sulmitrat . ... po1111ds .......... 1
~
~- duc~··.···· ······ouu ces .. ,
2 ....... .
Bismuth, ubcarbonate ... do. . . . . . . . . . . . 1
2
, irup, 1od1de of .... 1Jo1mds..
1 ...... . .
Bromine ............... . ounces..
G 1••• •• •• • • Lanolin ............ . ... ... do....
2 ....... .
Camphor,gnm ........ . pounds..
!i ' • •• .•... . Leacl,a tate .............. tlo... .
2
Capsul ·s ................ box . .
2:J . . . . . . . . Listerine ............... botLl s..
3
2
Cardamom
eecl, 1iowder cl,
,, !
!-.ycopoc}ium ............ ounces..
G
pounds.... .... ................
~ ,· ......... ru.agno ia:
Catechn ... ·············l>onnds..
i . .. ... . . .
C11rbonate .....•.... pounds..
1
Campho•phenique ...... botu s..
.~ j
G
'ulpbate ..••.. ...... .. do....
15
Cbloranodyn .......... ounce ..
O ••• • •• ••• Mercury:
1
l
Chloralamicl .............. tlo....
~ . . . .. . . .
:Bichloricl ........ .... !lo ... .
:: I
:i
Miltl 1·hloritlo ......... cl(l ... .
bloroforn.1 ............ pounds..
Chloral J1ydrat ........ ouuc s..
, ·.........
Metallic ............... do ... .
I
Co ain , hydrochlorat .. .. clo ......... .. . 1
Ointmeut, nitrat ... .. clo .... ,
1
Colloclion , flexible ......... ,lo....
;,
<i
Olcnt ................ <lo . ...
1 • • • •• • • •
,reo ot , b echwoo<l ... Jiotmds..
:.! 1
~ 1 Morphia:
'
Co_Pl'!iba, balsam ... .. ...... do . ....... ..._
5
~cetate ............ oun ·ea..
½....... .
Elix11· 1iurgans ........ bottlOH..
Hi . . . .. . . . .
nl:phat,o .............. do ............ ,
1

I

I

j········

i ~::::::::
1········

·I

WAR
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R.-List of medidnes on lia.nd March 31, 189'7, and six 11wnths' stipply received .A.JJrU 8,
1897, at hospital-Continued.
On , Re•
}iand. ceived .

Article .

i

On
band.

Articles.

I

Oil:

R;.-

Iceivecl.

1-

Plaster-Continued.
300
Cassia •••• ,, , , , , , • , . ounces . .
4
Porous ............ number . .
12
l.!
Vloves ... . ............ do....
1
Qninia, sulphate ....... ounces ..
Croton ..•............. do....
2
Rhubarb:
Lemon .... .. .. ........ do....
8
Powdered ......•...... do....
32
Malefern .... . ......... do....
1
Root ............ . ..... do.... . . . .. . . .
16
Orange ................ do....
8
Rochelle salts .......... pounds..
10
10
Rosemary ............. do....
6
Sil,er, nitrate .......... ouuces..
1 .. • •... •
Spearmint ............ do....
8
Silver, nitrate, fused ..... do....
l ...... . .
Castor •.... ........ gallons..........
3 ' Soap,castile ...... .. ...... bars..........
6
Codlivor .............. do....
2
I Soda:
Cottonseed .......... do....
1
5
Bicarbonate ........ 1ounds..
5
5
Turpentine ........... do.... . . . .. . . .
60
Borate ......... .. ..... do.... . .. . . . . .
5
Opium, powder ........ pounds.. . . . . . . . .
1
Chl_orinated sol. .... bottles..
1~ .... • • •.;
Paraffin ................... do.... ........
1 .
Sahcylate ....... ... pounds..
.!
.,
Pepsin ................. ouuces.. . . . .. ...
4 j Stramonium le::wes ....... do.... .... .. ..
4
Peru, balsam .......... pounds.. . . . . . . . .
3 Snlfonal. ............... ounces..
2
G
Petrolatum ............... do....
20 . . . . . . . . . Sulphur:
2
Phenacetin ...... . ...... ounces..
5
Washed ............ pounds ..
20
Pills:
TabRleotsll·.· ........ .... .... .. <lo ... .
1
Anticonstipation .. number.. 7,000 .. . ......
Cathartic, compound .. do.... . . . .. . . . 1 1,000
Antiseptic, No. 3 .. nnrnber..
200
Dover 's powder . ..... . do ............
500 1
Antiseptic, No.4 ...... do....
800
Mass bydrarg ......... do . .. . , l, 000 1. ... . . . . .
Caloruel and sugar .... do.... 1, \JOO
500
Quinia, sulphate, 2 grains,
Heart tonic ........... do ........... .
number ........ .. ... ..... ··· ·· ··· \ 1, 000 ,
Morph.sulph.,ltgr .... do....
200
Quinia, sulphate, 3 grains,
Morph. snlpb., ¼gr .... do....
200
2-1
number............ ....... . . ... . . .
2,000 Therapol. .............. ounce . .
12
Salol, 5 grain, ..... nnmber .. 1.. ......
500 Tincture:
Potas a:
Belladonna ...... . .... do ... . 1
30
:J2
Acetate ..... ...... . pounds. .
2
Chloride of iron ... ... . 110 ... .
~1lorate . ..... ........ clo .... ,
:l
Serpentaria ....... .... clo ... .
28
Il1carbonate ........... do....
1
Verat.rum virido ...... do ... .
Bichromate ........... do .. .. ,
2
Trikresol .............. 1101mds ..
Bitartrate ..... .. ...... do....
2
Wax:
Bromide .............. do....
5
White ..... . ........ otmces..
5 ... ...
12
Iodide ......... ...... . do .... '... .... .
10
Yellow ··· ·········llOUllCl!:1•.........
' itrate ... .. .......... do .... \. .......
2 Wbiskv ... . ...... .. .... gallons..
1
;;
Permanganate ..... .. . do....
3 .. ....... Wine,sherry .. . ...... .... . clo.... ...... ..
l
Plaster of pari .......... . do.... . . . . . . . .
Wine, port ................ do....
1 ... ... • •
Zinc:
Plastl.'r:
Adhesive ............ yanls .. 1..... ...
2~
Acetate ............ ouuces..
8 ....... .
Belladonna ........... do....
10
Oxide ........ ......... do.... . . . . . . . .
16
Mustard ............. . do ....
0 . . . .. . . ..
Sulphate .............. do....
16

t ······ ·a

1

- tatem.ent showing ai·cl'age rost JJer capita, general e.rpendilttl'eB, at the alional f 'of1111tee1' Horne ancl the niled tates Soldiers' Home, and cost of outdoor 1·elief at th lcilln·
Jo,· the past ight yea1'B .
.1rationalHome.
Y ar.

(;moral X·
11ell(liture~.

uitetl Stats oldiers' Home .

.c." r•
ver•
A ,·er•
v r•
, r•
nq
J.verai;to
age a~ co t General ox.
age ag ost on
Total cost. co t prr
l)Ut•
pre •
per penditures.a, 1n·es•
per
capita.
ei1t.
capit,.
nt.a
apita. door
r li f.

I

I

] 90 ...... . 2, 2 3,510. Oi
18' I ...... 2, 4;14, 6 5. :H
l 02 . ..... 2,471,937.:!6
1 o:~ . . . . . . 2,405,022.30
l 4 ...... 2, 2!16, 17. 7
I -~:i...... 2, 2 , 930. 33
JillJ(l. •.•.. 2,27 ,976.62
1 'J7 ...... 2, 5 3,469.69

i 12,
!135 1. ·116. 54
13, 9:n 171. 77

H,106 174.13
14, 661 161. 04
15,001 147. 22
16,480 J:J:J. 79
17,4-1 ,J JO."l
1 , 160 140. 51

. 203, :122. 80
274, 185.18
106,653.43
222,201.40
1 9, !).j]. 67
161,039.04
209,702.6!
104,840.2

~ · 18, 02 '349. 55

123~ 427 1153. 30

1,711,950. :$4

,, utdoor r Ii f incln1led.

I 1,210
1,106 $238. 09 I
224. 92
J,115 176.37
1, 06
20 . 12
1,090 I 174. 26 I
l, 001 160. 88
1,007 20 .24
I, 065 182. 9;;

, -8,671

107. 44
b

J20
502
:J70
317
316
32:1

, SJ. r..i
J. '5
.i. 50

:110

83. 09

82. 7]
ll'.l.:i6

2. 53
112. 72

3::7
2, 9

4-

-24-1-,'..->(j-1-.2-4-1--· 3. o·

pproximato n111ou11t.
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OF THE

BOARD OF VISTTORS
TO THE

UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY
FOR THE YEAR ·1 897.

To the Secretary of War, the President of the ~enate, and the ~ pealcer of
the House of Representatives:
The following report of the Boa.rd of Visitor , appointed in pur uance
of ectiou 1327, Revised Statutes, to the United States Military Acad my
at West Point~ N. Y., June 1, 1897, is respectfully presented.
The persons constituting the Board are named below:
APPOL.'\'TF:D BY Tm~ PRESIDENT OF TIIE UNITET> , TATES,

1. Mr.

Portland, Mo.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

GEORGE F. EYANS ..•••. · •·••· ••••••..•••••...••.••••••
ol. JAMRS E. FLEi\UN;.. ••••..•••.••.. . •... . ......•..••••••
lion. Lo I W. HALL .••••... . ....••. . ................... . .
Hon. W. H. UP ON .••••..••.•..•••••.•.....•. • .... • ..•.• ..
Col. ALDACE F. WALK1m •••• . .........•......••...•••.••..
Mr. WII,LIAl\I B. PL KET'l'...... . . • . • . • . • • • . • • • . • • . • . • • • • .
Col. WILLIAM R. MEDDERG.. •• . . • • • •. . • • . • . . . • • . • • • • • •• . .

.r ewark, N. J.

APPOINTED BY THE l'RE mENT OF TilE

Harrisburg, Pa.
Akron, Ohio.
New York, . Y.
Aclams, Mass.
an Francisco, Cu.1.

E "ATE •

. Hon. Jo EPH B. FORAKER .••••..••••••••••••••••••••••.•... Cincinnati, Ohio.
9. Hon. AMPEL PAS o ....................................... Monticello rla.
APP I~TED BY THE , PE J(Elt OF THE HOU, E OF REPRF: E ,"TATIYR,

acant.
11. Hon. IIuon R. BELKNAP ..•••.•••.•••••••.•.••.••..••••...•
12. Hon. Jo EPil E. WASHIN ~To ...••..............•.........
10.

hicago, Ill.
cdar Hill, Tenn.

1

All the member. of the Board e cept Hon. ,To eph B. Foraker wer
pre nt, and, after a temporary organization, lected Hon. W. H. p on
pre ident, Ilon. amuel Pa co vice-pre ident, and Hon. Jo eph E.
a hington ecretary.
The foll wing committee wer appoint d:
Appointrn nts and examination .-Me srs. Pa co Walter, and Wa hington.
77,
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.Disci1Jli11e and. instruction.-l\lessrs. Smedberg, Hall, aud Fleming.
Armament tind eqiiipment.-Messrs. Fleming, Evans, and Smedberg.
Buildings, groimds, and ligkts.-Messrs. Belknap, Pasco, and Plunkett.
Fiscal affairs, suppUes, amd expenditures for cadets.-Messrs. Walker,
Evans, and Hall.
Hygiene and athletics.-Messrs. Washington, Plunkett, and Belknap
The examinations, exercises, and military drills were attended from
day to clay by the members of the Board. The Superintendent, the
Commandant of Cadets, the professors and instructors gave to the
Board all needed assistance in the performance of their duties and
furnished all the information from time to time required.
The general condition of tbe Academy is good in every respect, and
jt admirably accomplishes the object for which it was establi bed by
furnishing to the Army of the United States patriotic, honorable, and
thoroughly educated officers.
The Board has given to the subject of appointments and examination
careful attention and consideration and has arrived at tbe following
conclusions:
The success of the Military Academy rests upon the appointing
power. The highest and best results will be accomplished only wb n
it is wisely and judiciously exercised.
Though this power i vested in the President, he acts upon bis own
judgment only in selecting the ten cadets at large and the one from the
Di trict of Columbia; those from the Congres ional di trict and the
Territories are nominated by the Representatives and Delegates in Congress, and, under the practice that has for a long time e i ted, the
nomination i in ffect an appointment, for the Pre.·ident alway· a t
fav rably upon it.
'rbe whole number of appointment i a follow :
At large.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
ongre sional district . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -7
T rri tories. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
istrict of Columbia........................................................... 1
Total ............ . ........... .............. ............................. 371

The appointing power ·
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in June, just before the time for the entering of the uew class. This
examination is held only at ·west Point. In cases of unavoidable
ab ence at these examinations a further opportunity is given to candi(lates to present themselve. before an examining· board at the Military
.Academy during tbe last week in .August. The successful candidates
at these examiuations are admissible to the new class, and the places
of those who fail to present themselves, or who are rejected, remain
vacant until the followiug year, except in cases where alternate of the
rejected candidates have been appointed and have appeared and passed
a successful examination. In these cases the suMessful alternates
succeed to tbe rights and privilege of their rejected principals.
The following· statement shows the result of the examinatio11s held iu
March of the pre ent year:
Accepted:
Principals . ___ .......................................................... .
Alternates . __ ......... ... ............... ............. - - - ............. .

7'1

12
G

20

Alternates qualified for w born no vacancies exist .......................... .
Rejected as not mentally r1ualified:
Principals ..... _.. _.... _ ............................................. .
A.lternates ...... ................................ - ... • - - - - • • • • • • • • · · · · ·

31
25

Rejected as not physically qualifi d:
Principals ........................................ . - . • - • • • • • • • • • • · · · · ·
Alternates .......... ......................... - - - . • -- - - • • • • • • · • · • · · · · · ·

!)

56
7

12
H~jected as not qna1ifie<l mentally or physi ally:
Principals .. ___ ........................ - - . - ..................... - - • • - Alternates ............................................... - .... • - . • • • · •

5
5

Len before completion of examina.tion:
Principal ............................................ - • - • - • • • • • • - • · · · ·
Alternate .......................... - ..... - --.... - . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · · · · ·

1

10
1

Failed to report:
5
Principals ................ ...................... - - - -- • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · ·
Alternates ................... _. .............................. . ........ . 19
Total:
Principals ............................................................ 123
Alternates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7

-

2

24

210

From tbis it appear, that out of the 210 candidates 106 wer ncce . ful, but 20 of the ewer alternate for whom ther were no vacani , becau e the prin ipal8 were al o ucces ful.
stat meut of the re ult of the examination held in Mar ·b, 1896,
ha. been fnrnL hed tlle Board, and it howi;; tl,at 1 9 candidate pr ·
ent d them elve .
inety-four of tbe e were ncces, ful, but there
were no place for 15 of the e, because th ir principals were al o succ . ful.
ome other . tat ment are here ubmitted which will be of a i t' 11N~ in d t rmi11ing th number of those who, in recent year
have,
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after euteri11g, failed to receive the benefit of tbe fnH cour e at the
AcademJ.
_VmnbN· of cadets who ltave been sepamtedf1·oni the United , 'fates .Military Acctderny f1·orn
,fitly 1, 1896, to June 1, 1897.

Resigned......................................... ...................... .......
Dischnrgocl ....................................... ...................... .......
Di smissed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
Died ................................ ,. .......... .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . ... ......

6
38
2
0

.

'l'otal ................... ..... ......... ..................... . ............. 46

Number of gmditates in each class .for jive years past.
In 1 92
1 9R
1941895
1 96

,. . • .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .• . . . .. . .. . • .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. ..
.••••..••••...•••.••••....••••.••...••• , . • . . . . . . • • . . . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • ••
...................................................... .............. .
..•.. " . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
. . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • • . •••.... " . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . .

62
51
54
52
73

Total .......·...........................................•......•.••.•.. 292
Averag . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . "'8+

Number of vacancies at the United tates Milita1·y Acaclertiy al the beginning and close of
the present academic year.
Number allowed by law ....................................................... 371
Numher of cadets September 1, 1896 .............................. . ............ 332
Vaca n i es . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . • • • . . • • . • . . • • • • 39

Numb•rall wed bylaw .........................................••....•.....•. 371
Number of cadets June , 1897:
Fir t ass ......................................................•••.. 68
, 'econd class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62
'l'hir l class .....•.................................................... 71
Fourth class ...........................................••........••.. 81
288

, , acancie .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . .

8

it appears that 46 vacancies have o curred during the year
endin at the lJeginning of the Ir sent month from other cau e than
the · mple ion of th pre cribed cour e of tudy, and a there are 3
vacancie in all the xamination held for the purpo e of making up the
pre ent fi urth cla 1 ft 37 place , which were unfilled at the beginning
of the pre ent academic year, or about. 10 p r cent of the authorized
number of adet .
It app ar too, that during the la t five year 292 cadet have be n
ra luat d a a er g
t a fra tion ov r .j each year. But if th
re k pt up t it ma ·imum number of 371 th re would b
of abon 2 in a ·h graduatiug ·la in t ad of ;- . Thi
tual anuual lo
f
from th po ible number of

u ful h1
t a lar

·

ring h que ion of opening th
b r of candid te a h
ar,
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which has been discussed by former Boards of Visitor a11d by other
interested in the advancement and success of the A ademy. It has
been suggested that there is room here for more cadets, and that so
many opportunities should llot be lost to the young men of the com1try
who are capable of profiting by the advantages here offered.
If there were more appointments at large, and two from each State
for the Senators to fill, it is urged that the additioual cadets could be
provided for without a11y large additional expenditures for building or
in~tructors, and the increased nnmber of graduates would :fill useful
places in their different States and Territories when they were not
needed in the military service of the country.
Hut we do not :fiud that there are accommodations in the barracks
for a much larger number of cadet.-. than can be appointed under the
Jaw as it now exists. It was reported last year that there were ample
accommodations for 296 cadets, placing two in a room according to
exi ting arrangement , and that by vacating certain rooms, used for
other purposes, sufficient accommodations could be provided for 3 4.
Thii:s is only 13 in excess of the number of cadets now authorized by Jaw,
and the history of the past admonishes us that ther will b an increase
of 30 or more in the whole number of appointment when an apportionment is made under the new census which will b taken in 1900.
If the present average of failures, rejections, and di mi sals is to be
treated as inevitable, and is to enter into our stimate a a :fixed and
determined quantity, it may be safe to authorize t he appointment of
90 or more additional cadet , otherwise the number hould not be
increased without enlarging the barracks.
considerable addition to the number of cadet s would mnlrn it
important and desirable to have a larger number of in tructor .
Under the present system of recitatiorn, the cla Res are divide<l into
sections, and each cadet is called upon every <lay to r cite, nnd there
i no opportunity to e ·ape the re nlt of a failure to prepare for n, re itatioll, a there i wb n divi ions ar large and all are not r qnir d to
re ite whenever th di vi ion meet .
The Board doe not deem it desirable to recommend a,n y enlarcrement
of the purpo es of the Academy beyond tho e now contemplate<l by
cxi ting law. Provi ion 'houl<l be made for upplying the Army with
a sufficient number of competent officer . This work i being ati factorily accompli bed. If arrangements are made for giving a much
larger number of young men uch an education a th conr at the
cademy afford , it will be with the expectation that many of hem
wm be obliged to e k mplo ment after tl.iey graduate out ide of a
military life, and it i not desirable to offer to a el t few edu atfonal
advantages mer ly to :fit them for u efulness in 1 rivate life in o her
1 r f ions and ocation tl1au a pnbli military car er.
favor how er, a mor •ompl te ex cution of tbe pnrp0se (•omtemplat <1 by th faw ta.blisbing and carrying 011 the Milit.ary cad m ·.
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The figures already submitted show that many of those wHo are
appointed are not qualified to enter upon the prescribed course of study
and that many others who enter upon it fail to complete it. There are
others who manage to get through the course, but without distinction
and without developing any particular ability in the studies and accom plishments that fit one for a successful military career. This is largely
due to the unwise action of the appointing power. The examinations
are necessarily strict; their purpose is to ascertain whether the camli ·
date is fitted to undertake the course of study, ~nd the number of
failures after the course has been entered upon indicates that the examiners have not been too exacting.
There would doubtless be fewer failures if the appointments were
more carefully made. One of the members of this Board of Visitors
has bad some experience in the discharge of this duty, and the candidates he has recommended have generally been successful. He bas
selected a few young men from the applicants in his district by means of
his personal knowledge of their character, associations, and opportunities. These have been required to go before au examining board, and
the one best qualified, in the judgment of this board, has obtained the
nomination and appointment.
The Board suggests that the March examinations be extended; that
the papers be passed upon without delay, and that in case of failure
the person who made the appointment be at once notified and autlrnrized to make another nomination, and again a tlJird, if practicable,
before the examining board close its labor . If there is a third failure,
still another opportunity might be given at the June examination to a
candidate who bad not had a previous trial at any of the March examiuatious, and this should be final, except as at pre ent, in cases of
unavoidable absence. Greater care in selecting candidates, with the e
enlarged opportunities for examination, would largely reduce the numb r of vacancies with which the academic year u ua1ly open,.
The Board is informed that most, if not all, of tho e who attain a.
high rank in the academic cour e have, befor their admis ion, made
progr
in other studie than those included in the statutory requirem nt ·. Thi i parti ularly th ca with re:£ ren e to mathematical
. tu lie . It i believed that better re ults would b obtained if all who
nt
required to pa an examination in algebra and th
ments
of g
y. Th
e p lie choo1 all over the coun
bra
an l if
w
amouO' the requir m nt
i
didate would ta
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and to have a knowledge of the •lement of geometry, of .Eno·Iish grammn.r, or
desc-riptive geography, particnlarly that of the l nited , tates, nnd of the history
of the United States.

The examinations have been conducted by the academic board from
day to day in the presence of the members of the Board of Vi itors
and others who have attended. To accomplish the work in less time and
in a thorough manner the academic board were divided into two committees, who began their sessions on the 1st instant and continued them
till they were completed, on Tuesday, the 8th instant. Their daily e sions were from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m. and from 2.30 p. m. to 4 p. m. The
Superintendent presided at some of these examinations, and the professors and instructors belonging to the two committee were diligent
and faithful in the discharge of the duties assigned to them.
The oral examinations were fairly conducted, and the members of the
Board who attended them were impre sed with the bearing of the
cadets toward their instructors and with the admirable di cipline that
was everywhere manifest. So far as they could judge, the examinations
appeared to be thorough, and the recitation were 0 ·enerally creditable
and satisfactory.
In examining the course of study, we have been irnpre sed with the
importance of making a larg·er place in the curriculum for th tudy of
the English language. The want of time has b en urged a a rea.:on
why this important subject bas not received the attention it de erve .
Perhaps, if the change in the requirements for admis ion i made
according to the recommendation contained in this report, time and
pace may be found for extending the brief cour e of study in thi
department now restricted to a part of the first year's course.
An officer ought to have a thorough knowledge of bis own language.
It is not often important that he should be an orator, but it i important
that hi report letter and orders be expressed in clear and ter 'e
languaO'e, The operation of armies and the exploit, of individual
officers and men frequently fill pag~s in the history of our country. It
i through the official report that the account of uch operation and
act reach the Depal'tmen and the public, and it honld be a part of the
education of every army officer to learn bi own language thoroughly,
o that thi important duty may be don on the ame plane of ex ell .nee that characterize hi other work. It will not be necessary to go
l e ond the limit of our own country to .find military writer, who e
. t 1 may be , tudied with profit and advantag .
Th Boar<l ugg t that, in connection with th cour e of hi tory,
th cad t might be required to study the military op ra,tion l ading
1p to an l re nlting in a battle or c: iege, and after the la ha be om
well a ·q uainted with the detail let the member prepare r p rt of the
par taken in he operation by each brigade, divi, ion corp , r
l ta h d command. It i beli ved that a few , ucll xer i. es would be
valnabl in th clneation of offic r. who may. om time' me t th realiti of war in th . r ice of their country.
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,, e express the hope that the academic board will consider the ·ubject of extending and enlarging the English course. Many cadets enter
the Academy who have had little time and few opportunities to study
their own language and literature, and they will be better fitted for the
grrat <lnties which await them in the outside world if a judicious course
of tudy is marked out to supply such deficiencies .
.A.R:M.A.MENT AND EQUIPMENT.

We have carefully inspected the armament and equipment of the
Academy. The needs and condition are clearly stated in the communication made to the Board by Capt. L. L. Bruff, instructor of ordnance
and gunnery, which we will print as an appendix to this report".
We cordially concur in the recommendations made by Captain Bruff
witll reference to appropriations, which are as follows:
For model carriages to complete the colJection ..... _........................ $2, i>OO
For keeping the Museum in repair and purchasing new models an(l fitting
n p the same . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300

Also the complete armament of the siege gun and siege mortar
battery, the material for which can be supplied by the Ordnan ·e
Departmeut.
DISCIPLINE AND lNSTRUCTION.

We find that the methods of discipline a,nd instruction, as followed
at We t Point, arc the result of many years of experience of accomplished an(l pain taking officers and are a~ nearly perfect in their re nlt
a. it ,·eem pos ible to make them.
With tlte exception of such as are noted el. ewhere, we have 110
chang to ug 0 ·e t and nothing but commendation for the working of
a.11 the branch s of the Military cademy.
Tb re ult of Captain Parker' pain , taking a instructor in cavalry
tactic vrn. evidenced iu the admirable drill of the graduating cla in
the chool of th troop and th exerci e~ in horseman hip in the ridin ·
academy; al o in ho im1 roved app arance of the deta hment of T nited
tate cavalr tationed , t th po t.
The able, ffi.ci nt :ind ati fa t ry mann r iu whieli ( 101. ~ amu l M:.
Mills ommandant of ad , ha: di char d tbe duti , of tha po iti n
an l commendati011.
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and industrious supervision. Tile gymnasium, riding hall, tables, and
other outbuildings are in good order.
LIBRA.RY B UlLDlNG .

.Attention has been called in former reports to the library building
aud the importauce of making such changes in it as to make the entire
building uitable for library purpo e . There are more than 40,000
book and parupLlets belonging to the library, be ide many valuable
pictures, maps, and manuscripts, and by the removal of the ob ervatory and other cbauges the eutire building cau now be u ed for library
purpo e . It Las been frequently recommended to Congre s that the
building be made fireproof and that other alterations aud modification
be made, with tbis purpose in view. .An appropriation of 1,250 wa,
made by Congress in 1895 for procuring plans, specifications, and estimates for the complete reuovation of the building. Thi work lla8
beeu done, and the architect estimate of the cost of the proposed
cha.uge ' is 63,100. The uperintendent has recommended an incr a o
in thee timate of G,900 for removing and returuing the book · and for
inspection aud ·ontingencie ' , making a total of 70,000. We und •rtand that the Secretary lrn recommended that an appropriaUon be
ma<le by Congrcs of tbi . um, in accordance with these estimate·, but
a· yet Congress bas taken no action.
We fully agree as to the great importance of this work. TLe propo ed cbauge should be mad at tLe earliest po sible time. The danger
of irreparable lo , will continue a long a there i o much woodwork
in the interior. The addit.i n of more shelving and the enl~ro-ement
of , pace for reading room will afford gr ater accommodation for tlrn. e
who de ·ire to use tbe library. W , how •ver, are not . ati fied that so
large an amount is uece ary t mak the proposed alteratiou ·, and we
ugge, t tha,t the pla,us, pecifieatio11 , aud e tjmate be carefully examined under the lirection of tlle cretary of War, RO that if the de ir d
re ult, an be a compli lled ou a more economical ·calc the , ti mat'·
may b r vi ed before th propo itio11 for an appropriatio11 i.· again
,·nbmitted to Congre .
In ·o ne ·tion with the library buildiug we recommend th' cou,· trnction f a fir proof Yaul for the pr • ·ervation or the valuable arcl1i · H
and military r cord' of tb po t, orne of which <late back si ·ty y •:u·
or mor .
II 1'EL.

The bot I u th ground · i in very bad condition and r q uin-'H ry
mu ·hr pairiug·. ln nearly every room floor board · are loo · ; blin h;
aml a he ·, d or and lo ·k are out of order. W 1· commend that tu
·1 00 u, d aunually for r pair about th l10tel be appropl'iat l th·
· ming
r to improv rn nt of above-m ntiou <l. item and th . tab Ji hm :1nt of c n additi nal lmthroom 11 fir ,t and ,•econd iioor,.
ity in 11, u .al' fntur of 1·cmo<l Jiu )' r rel.mild-
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iug the hotel, that it may be in keeping with other Govermne11t buildings on the post and containing the ordinary comforts of a moclern
h )tel, but, owing to the sum absolutely required for the urgent and
immediate improvement of the post, we suggest that further actiou ill
the matter be, for the present, postponed.
1

BUILDING FOR OFFICERS' MESS.

At every army post built during the past ten years the uece sity ha
been recognized of a separate and detaclled building for officers' me shall,
kitchen, etc., clubroom, and bachelors' quarters, assembly room, etc.
At this post, where more officers are stationed than at any other, the
most beautiful in the country, and tbe most visited by foreigners as
well as by our own people, where more guests are necessarily nt rtained, no such bui1diug exists, and it appears to us that these accommodations should be provided at an early date.
Without plans and estimates no definite recommendation call be
made by the Board, but we recommend that this question be considered
by the Superintendent, commandaut, aud otller military officer. of the
post, and the academic board, in order that the Board of Vi itor of
1 9 may have the nece ·sary data before tbem as to style, e ]_Jen e
and location of building, to onsidel' and report upon the matter understandingly.
THE WH.A.Rl".

Our attention bas been called to the ·oudition of the wharf at the
south dock. We have examined it carefully. Some rece11t repair '
have made it safe for the pre eut, but it ha been tanding a. loug tim
and many of the timber are decaying. It , hould be rebuilt at au ec1rly
day, and this, next to the library and the expenditure in conne ·tiou
with the water supply, appear to be the mo t mgcnt want of the po t.
ar informed that a new wharf will co t 20,000, but do not know
what thi e tirn.ate i founded upon. We r commend with re p cL to
thi , a · tooth r building and 1·e1 airs, a rigid scrutiny of all esti mat :--,
·o that ther may be n profu e expenditur of the public mon y.
·id walk from thi wharf, leading up th hill, ha al o b 11 reconi mended, and w fav r it. ·011.. truction. \Ye b 1ir e it i.· gT a,tl
JI eded.
Many f th vi it r walk up and down th hi11 whil •,uriao-c and ther vehi le,• are ·oin t and fro, and th re i. a,lwa. 1 :
,lan r to life and limb, parti ·nlarl · \ hen little ehi1 lr n a.l'e P' .- i11 ~-.
7
\
r · mm ml ha tlte , all
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They found nothing to condemn and reported that exi ting arrange•
ments are working smoothly and the officers in charge are performing
tlleir duties satisfactorily and well.
'l'HE BAND.

We concur in the recommendations made by previou, Boards of Vi:::iitors that the band be increased to 40 pieces.
HYGIENE.

We made as thorough au exarninatiou into the sources of the supply
the quantity aud quality of the water as our time would permit. We
were afforded every opportunity to examine the reservoirs, :filters, pipes,
etc., and received the greatest courtesy and kindn s from Capt. James
L. Lusk, the efficient officer in charge. We reached the unanimous
conclusion that, with the completion of the new reservoir, the supply
of water would be ample for all the needs of the post for many years
to come. The water is unusually clean and free from pollution. It is
gathered from the watershed formed by the high, lleavily wooded mouu•
tains back of the post. The rains and snow percolating through th
soil and 1·ock feed 11ever-failing· , pring ' . The e, in turn, supply the
mall streams whose flow is stored in tho reservoirs. There arc no
·tream available with a con tant tlow uffi.cient to furnish all the water
required; therefore it ha been found necessary to gather and tore
away in reservoir a quantity of water sufficient to la t for v ral
months. The water, in percolating through the oil and earth, tak .
up a con iderable quantity of vegetable matter, and, while standing in
the reservoir , might take up some germ . As a matter of precaution
therefore, we think it would be the part both of wisdom and ecouom
for Congre , to appropriat th amount r quired to :fiui b, as quickly
as pos ibl , the :filtering- llou,.e already authorized by law and now
under construction.
The progre of tlte work, the need of furth r appropriatio11, all{l
many other fa t are o cl arly ·et fortlJ in a commu11ica,tio11 addres "ed
to u by aptain Lu ·I- that w print it a an app ndi ' to thi: report.
The , anitary condition f the A ·ademy i
xc 11 ut. 'fhere i very
little sicknes other than an occa ional ca of malaria, du lo 11 lo •a.1
<'au e o far a we could ascertain. There ha. been but oue death iu
th corp of adet for many year ·.
G DJi~'l' HO, 'PI1'AL.

'I o much an not b aid of the order y. tern and 11 a nesH , hi h
ad t ho ·pital, aud due redit ,•houl< b , ·i u Ma,i.
G or(Te H. Torney, urgeou in charge.
o very ri u · surgical opera•
tion ha
n ne e ary at the Academy for a long tim .
mall r
o ration requiring he great t care again t infection and th highe
,•ur i al kill, are not infr qu nt. The construction of an op •ra ing·
r om wb r surgical ork can b performe l und r the · ndition ·
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required by modern surgery, i , in our opinion, emiuently de irable.
There is no such room in the cadet hospital at pre ent. There is al o a
great necessity for a suitable addition to the annex to the hospital, in
which the urinals and water-closets sLall be located. The e 'isting
arrangement and appliances are unsatisfactory. Proper sanitary precautions, comfort, and privacy for the sick make this neces ary. The
estimated cost_of this additiou, including new plumbiug, submitted by
the quartermaster is 2,200.
We examined the hospital for the eulisted men and foun d it in ·uch
excellent condition that \Ye can not refrain from paying a just tribute
to Capt. Charles F. Mason, assistant surgeon in cha1·ge.
o improvements or alterations are asked.
A1'HLE'l'IC8.

v

e find the condition of the 0 ·ym11asimn all that can be de ired. lt
is equipped with all the modem appliances. Th drill of t lte fomth
clas howed careful training and good work. We find that regular
iustrnction i given only to the fourth cla 8. More advanced cadet are
reqnired to attend the gymna 'ium and pra ·tice only for the purpo e of
overcowing any particula.r deficiency which may have been found to
exist.
We cheerfully join in the recommendation hitherto made that tlrn
master of the sword aml in tructor in tlle gymua ·inm be given the rank,
pay and allowances of a. fir t lieutenant.
Tlle prop r enforcement of military di cipli11e in lie gynma inrn
makes this ex:ceediugly de irable, aud, in the ca e of the pre ·e11t
in trnctor, it would be a ju recognitioa of merit, proficieucy and long
and faithful ervice.
In couclu ion, the member of the Board wi.'h to exprc:5H th .. je
appreciation of th uniform c urtc:y and kindn · with which tl1P,v
hav be '11 treated in b di charge of th ir duti s by all who are co11nected with t he cademy.
11 of which is re pectfnlly 'ubmitted.
W r. H.

'ecrntar!J•
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APPENDIXES.

APPl<JNDL

A.

WEi;T POINT,
• Y., ,Tun<' 7, 1 .97.
Srn: In accordance with your request and by dire tion of the 'uperintemlon t of
the nited States Military Academy, I have the honor to submit, for the information
of your committee, the following statement with reference to the present armament
and equipment of the Academy:
Tlll<J BA TTERIE .

These may be divid d into seacoast si ge, and field batt ries.
eacoast batteries.-'fhere are two of these, oue called "tho seacoa t battery" ancl
the other "Battery Knox." The seacoast battery, so called, is at the north ll(l of
the post looking north up the river. Battery Knox i on the eastern side of th post
looking across the river. The seacoast batt ry is u e<l for the in truction of cadets
in heavy gun drill, and Battery Knox is unused except o casionally for saluting
pm:po ·es.
Armarnent of seacoast battery.-Tho fo1lowing guns antl carriages nrc• in place in this
battery: One -inch steel breech-loading rifle complete, of th latest model, monuted
on the barbette carriage provided for it, this carriage being also of the late t type;
one 15-inch Rodman smoothbore, mounted on a front-pintle barbette carriage
strengthened, with hydraulic huff r; on 12-inch steel br,•ech-loading mortar complet , of the latest model, mounted on he ervice rnortar carriage, al ·o of th1• latest
type; five 8-inch converted rifles, lllounted on front-piutle barbetto carriage•
str ngthened, with hydraulic buffers. This battery has lately been r •modeled, and
it now contains a type of ea h of our sorvic-e guns and carriages.
A1·mament of Battery Knox.-Tbe following guns and carriag s are iu place in thiH
battery: One 100-pound Parrott rifle, on oltl carriage; 0110 00-pound Parrott rifle, on
old carriage; four 10-inch Rodman smoothboro gun , on ol<l carriage ; ono -inch
converted rifle, on old carriage.
s this battery can not be firocl owin r to its lo ·ation, and is never u d except for ·alutinrr, no changes are n ded in its armam nt.
The siege and niortar battery.-This batt ry is lo ated at the north end of th po8t
above the seacoa t battery, looking up the river. The following guns and ·arriag s are in the siege battery: 'l'wo 5-incb teel breech-loading i rr • gnn,, rnouut cl
on their carriage , and four 4..5-inch ·ast-iron rifled sieO'e gnn8 mounted on wood •n
carriag s. The carriages for the two 5-inch guns are of the modern typ , but can
not b used at present, a they have no hydraulic buffers. Th se will b snppli cl :u1
soon as they are completed. The 4..5-inch sie,re guns, with their carriages, are olmoletc antl. are no longer u d exc pt for drill purpose . Thi battery will contui11 w h •u
omplete, four 5-inch teol breech-loading siege gun and two 7-inch t cl hreochlo~ ding sie"'e howitzers mounted n their proper carriag . Tho "'Un ancl ho,vitzr are compl ted and r ady for deliver ·, but the carriag s ar not et rc•acly. 'ow
platforms will be r quir d for the o guns and all the e supplies will he furni h d by
th
rdnan ·e Departm nt.
The following mortars and beds are in the mortar ba,tt ry: 'ix 10-in ·h moothbore mortar , mount don their 1Jeds. 'lhe e mortars are also ob!:!olcte, ancl f re to bo
WAR 07--50
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replaced by four 7-inch steel breech-loading siege mortars, mounted on their carriages of latest type, and by two 3.60-inch steel breech-loading field mortars
mounted on their carriages. The date of delivery of these mortars and their carriages is uncertain.
The field battmies.-There is one complete :field battery, composed of six 3.20-inch
steel breech-loading rifles complete, mounted ou the latest type of field carriage,
with limbers and caissons complete. This battery is used for light artillery drill.
There is also a battery of four 3.20-inch steel breech-loading field guns, mount don
the latest type of gun carriage, with limbers complete, but the caissons of this battery are of the old pattern and belong to an old 3-inch battery. This battery is used
for foot artillery drill.
As soon as the new model 3.20-inch steel guns for metallic ammunition are ready
the six pieces will be replaced by them, and the present wood caissons and limbers
will be replaced by those of steel.
Machine guns.-There are also at the post the following machine guns, which have
been supplied partly by the Ordnance Department and partly by purchase from appropriations made by Congress; they are used in the practical instruction of cadets :
One Gatling gun, ~aliber .45, model of 1875; one Gatling gun, caliber .45, model of
1883; one Gatling gun, caliber .30, model of 1895; one Gardner gun, caliber .45; one
Maxim automatic gun, caliber .45; one Hotchkiss revolving cannon, caliber 1.50.
Rapid-fire gtms.-There are also the following rapid-fire guns, which have been
supplied by the Ordnance Department or purchased from appropriations made by
Congress for the purpose; these guns are used for the practical instruction of cadets:
One Hotchkiss mountain gun, caliber 1.65 inches; one Hotchkiss rapid-fire gun,
3-pounder; one Nordenfelt rapid-fire gun, 3-pounder; one Driggs-Schroeder rapidfire gun, 6-pounder. In addition to the above, one Maxim semiautomatic rapid-fire
gun has been ordered from the Maxim Company, appropriation for that purpo o
having been made at the last session of Congress.
MALL ARMS.

The Department has on hand samples of the small arms and ammunition of a 1mmber of the leading foreign nations, and efforts are constantly being made to obtain
these different arms for the purposes of mpari on and study, and also for the
mu eum. It i important that the Academy should have a sample of each of these
arms, to enable the cadets to study practically their features, advantages, and
defects, and compare tb m with our own gun.
·
:M DEL ' OF , ERVICE GUN

A.. D

'ARRIA.GE8.

The Department now ha on hand models of all the service, field, siege, ancl seacoast guns and their caniages, with th exception of a mortar carri:vr of the fir ·t
typ and one of the field carriage . These models were made at the , at rvliet,
\Vat rtown, ancl Rock Island arsenals, and have prov d to b of the rreat t u o
and importance, a th y are kept in the r citation rooms whil the gnns antl •a,rriages are heing studied, and the adets are tbu nabled to b ·ome thoronghly
familiar with th detail of their mechanism. It is hoped that the nece sary appropriations to complete the e model will be r commended.

The work of :fitting up th n w museum in the academic building is n arly ompl t d. The room is t be paint d, and the collection catalogned. Aft r thi i:
done a mall annual appropriation will h requir •d t k ep the mod 1 in repair, and
t d then e ary wor required in making additions to th cQllection.
, ith refnen t th armam n of th po t, it is b liev cl that, with the ex p ion
of th i g and m rtar ba.tteri and the wood ·ai sons of tho field lJatt ry, it i in
a. atisfactor · condition.
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Owing to t,he very short range attainable here for heavy guns, the vicinity of
town1,1 and railroads, and the number of vessels constantly passing on the river, it is
believed tha~ it would be unsafe to attempt to :fire with the modern high-power
guns, and hence types of these guns have, with the approval of the Superintendent,
been placed in the seacoast battery, and the older guns of less power, mounted on the
latest improved carriages, have been retained for target practice. By this means
safety js insured; all cadets are given a sufficient amount of target practice, and all
uecome familiar with the modern guns by seeing and handling the models, and by
having a type of each class of gun mounted in the battery. Those cadets, who ·e
duties require a more detailed knowledge of the modern high-power gun obtain
this know ledge at Fort Monroe, and at the various artillery posts after graduation.
RECOMMENDATIONS.
I have the honor to re~ommend:
First. That the appropriation for model carriages be continued to completo the
collection. 'fhe amount required is about $2,500.
Second. An annual appropriation of $300 for keeping the museum in repair, purchasing and fitting up new models, etc.
Third. The complete armament of the siege guns and siege mortar battery as
proposed.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
LAWRENCE L. BRUFF,
Ca1Jtain, Ordnance Departrnent, U. S. A.,
Instructor of Ordnance and Gunnery.
The CHA RMAN OF TIIE COMMITTEE ON A1n1Al\IENT, etc.
(Through headquarters U.S. Military Acadellly,)

APPENmX

B.

"\VE T POI T, • Y., June 8, 1897.
Srn: Complying with your request of this dato, I have the honor to submit tho
following sugget!tions concerning the lo al water supply:
During recent years the volume of storod water has been entirely insufficient for
the needs of the post. This deficiency in quantity has been remedied by th building
of the new reservoir southeast of Fort Putnam, which at the flow line, will tore
about 92 000,000 nited States gallon or about six months' supply at th maximum
rate of con ·nmption. At present thi roservoir contain about 82,000 000 gallons.
The supply of water is clerivecl from the mountain areas surrounding tho post.
These area are free from animal pollution, but abound in vegt,table matter, livin r
and <lead, while there are only scant clepo its of sand and grav l to filter th water
on it way to the streams. The latter are small and generally go clry for 1-1e,· ral
month. every summer and fall. Filtration prov s that the water 110lds soro Yeg table matter in suspension, while analyses show that thoro i at times the sam kind
of matter in olution.
To place the water abov suspi ion as a cau e of malaria, it bas h n cle idecl to
sul ject th whole daily con umption to natural and filtration at a moderate rat
per acr per day.
ongr
has appropriated $25,000 of the $40,000 estimat cl as 11e e ary fi r onstructin r a.n<l putting in operation th necessary filt r . Tb $15,000 not y t appropriated will b includ din my e timate for th comino- fie al year.
The estimat s namecl will al o include an item of $10,000 for r moving an ar a of
shallow flowage fr m the a t sid of the n w re ervoir, for providing fi ncing and
parapet walls for the road bounding th same re ervoir, and for n cessary repairs,
fencing, and cleaning at some of the other reservoirs.
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An item of $3,000 will also be submitted for building a. dwelling for the keeper of
the new reservoir and new filters.
With the appropriations now available, and those to be estimat!3d for this year,
the latter amounting to about $28,000, it is my opinion that the water works can be •
placed fo condition to supply an ample volume of water which should be safe and
pure beyond suspicion, and at such increased head as will allow of adequate direct
fire pressure at all of the important buildings except the observatory.
Upon the completion of the work thus outlined, it will be possible to abandon as
sources of water and.ice supply several of the small reservoirs which are now leaky
and too low to give suitable pressures or difficult to maintain in sanitary condition,
as well as some very old mains which are so badly rusted as to be practically
unserviceable. The work of construction begun in 1893, and intended to be completed with appropriations to be made next winter, will constitute in itself almost a
new and complete system of water supply and purification, which should be sufficient
to last for a long term of years.
Very respectfully,
J.A.s. L. LUSK,
Captain, Corps of Engineers,
In charge of Water Supply.
Hon. J.E. WASHINGTON, Searetary Board of Visitors.
(Through headquarters U.S. Military Academy.)

ADDRESS OF HON. HUGH R. BELKNAP.
GENTLEMEN OF THE GRADUATING CLASS:

I give to you as my dearest sentiment, "The fittest place where man
can die is where he dies for man."
I hardly know in what language to express my sincere gratitude for
the honor of addressing you, for, standing in the presence of such a
company, my heart is full, while my lips are almost dumb as my mind
reverts to an occasion of like character, almost a quarter of a century
in the past, when I heard him whose name I bear and whose memory
I revere, and whose heart for this Academy and its graduates was
ever filled with earnest interest and high regard, address the then
graduating class.
But that was yesterday; to-morrow is before us. In a soldier's life it
is, as it should be, cheers for the living and tear for the dead; to the
grave a dirge, a quickstep back to quarters.
All the world honors men who go to war, and "None but the brave
deserves the fair." The poet who told the truthful story in thi line,
which runs through all men's lives, builded better than be knew, but
just as he would have formed bis words could lie have seen the future.
The eye which tn bright beauty gli ten their affection from thi grove,
tbe fair hands which wave to you in honor, the miles which each man
gather and cherishes as bis, and bis alone, all tell to you that, by work
which duty demand , by per evering effort, you have won the glad
acclaim of those wbo are now here to meet and greet you.
'' one but the brave deserves the fair."

In that wonderful ity by the Lake , from which I proudly hail, a
few year since was celebrated the four hundredth anniver ary of our
continent's birth. There were gathered the people from all countries
and all climes; there wa hown the most marvelous e hibit of the
fruit , of the cience , and the art the world ha ever known. u h a
ublime ·event wa made po ibl by the united effort of a reunited
people.
The war is over. Time, with unrelenting finger, point to the dial, and
with amazement we r ad '' nno Domini one thou and eight hunclr d
and ninety- ven."
0 er thir y y ar have come and gone sin e the Union' form r valiant foe laid down th ir arm to that magnanimous chieftain, th Old
ommander, the nation hero 1 e . Grant, who by hi matcl1l
military g niu gav to European nation 1 ou in the art of war
nd to ur n tiou I
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Old ideas and hatreds have vanished in the dim shadows of the past;
the watchword of the nation is now "Onward and upward." The South
stretches forth her arms and bids welcome to the North; the North,
gratefully appreciating the kind invitation, gladly sends her muscle,
her manhood, and her capital to develop earth's hidden treasures of
the Southern States and to make their fields blossom as the rose.
With a heart full of gratitude to the God of all that we have reached
this happy epoch in our career, the American people look to you, who
come from every section of our beloved country, to see to it that the
principles represented by the Stars and Stripes, the dearest flag that
waves, always triumph.
Thrones are tottering, crowned heads are trembling, dynasties are
falling. The people of the Old World look to our young Republic for all
that is good in government; and you, who have been educated at the
nation's cost, must do your very best to make this the government of
the people, by the people, and for the people.
Some seem to think that patriotism is dying out, that love of country
is diminishing; but this can not be. On the heathered hills of Scotland the sword of Wallace is yet a bright tradition; the genius of
France, in its brilliant literature of the day, still pays its high homage
to the Young Maid of Orleans; on the mountains and in the valleys of
the picturesque Republic of Switzerland the story of William Tell i
still rehearsed and bis memory most highly honored; and here, in our
own fair land, if anyone, be he citizen of this grand Republic, or be he
one who bends the knee to foreign prince or potentate, dare insult the
Star , he hall bear the Stripes.
If the prophecies of the future are realized all systems of warfare
will be changed most thoroughly and the better plan of arbitration will
be forced upon the world. When dynamite can be used to its full
power, when hells are utilized who e contents when di tributed bring
certain death to every living thing, animal or vegetable, within the
radiu of it consuming vapor, the time will be ba tened when war will
be no more.
ou have been trained to war, and until the world knows naught but
peac you mu t hol l yourselve in readine to wage mo t bitter conflict; for, though heart are pitiful, war i pitile · . The more vere
th . truggle, th oon r the triumphant nd.
By the kn wledge acquired in thi
cademy, and gaining in piration
from tbe noble le d of tho who have gone befor , you will be nerv d
and nabl cl to pre on for right and ju tice uutil you receive your
ummon to th undi cover
country; to pre on until you re ch the
gat
f the t rnal city; to pr
on a , with your fa e toward th
flag
u march up th g Id n tr t ; to pre on until y u tand
b for th gr t hite hrone in the pr nee of Ilim who i. uot nl
od of 1 , 1
u th I rin · of P a
, nd th r , in b mid t f
f h
11i r d d wh n ou , r , II d up II t
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render up your stewardship, you will gladly turn to this lovely banner
of the Union, and, with pride, pointing to its bright Stripes and glistening Stars, in one voice acclaim:
"In this sign we conquer."

The hour has come; friends wait to welcome you; fathers, mothers,
sisters, and lots of other fellows' sisters, extend their loving arms. This
whole assemblage joins with me in wishing that the felicities of life and
the blessings of Heaven may be yours in the fullest measure.
There may be times in your lives when some strain of music whose
air has not come to you for years will bear you at once far back to
these attractive scenes of other days where the same air was heard.
The friends and the classmates who were with you here, the duties and
the surroundings of a forgotten but then recalled hour in the dear
delightful past will be with you once again, revived by the melody of
that music whose magic power brings the forms and familiar faces of
the loved of other day once more into your pre ence. Then will you
reconsecrate your lives and your best endeavors to perpetuate for all
time to come the splendid institutions of free America.
Gentlemen of the graduating class I beseech you, Guard well the
Republic.
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ANNUAL

REPORT

OF TTTE

SUPERINTENDENT UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY.
S. MILITARY ACADEMY,
lVe.~t Point, N. Y., Septembm· 23, 18.97.
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit this my annual report for tbe
Military Academy for the year ending September 1, 1897.
HEADQUARTERS U.

PERSONNEL.

The number of officers and in tructors on duty at West Point
September 1, 1897, was '7 professors, 1 as ociate professor, 55 commissioned officers,2. l chaplain~ 1 sword master, and 1 teacher of music; a
total of 66. (i::,ee roster appended, marked A.) The number September 1, 1896, was the same. In all, 18 officers joined during the year
and 18 were relieved.
'l1he number of cadets present and absent September 1, 1807, was
33 , including 1 forejgner receiving instruction by special authority of
Congre s. Thi is the largest number of cadet tbatha ever belonged
to the Academy at one time. The number September 1, 1896, was 332,
including 1 foreigner. During the year 4 were dis barged for deficiency
in studies, 1 di charged for disability, 6 resigned, and 68, including 1
foreigner, were graduated, a total lo s of 123, while there were admitted
in all at the examinations held in March, ,June, and ugust, 129. For
the three examination referred to there were appointed in all 316 candidates, including 128 alternates and 1 foreign r. Of the e, 43 failed
to appear, 4 le-ft before the completion of the examination, and 117
were found not duly qualified, ither mentally or physically, or both.
Of the remaining 152, including 1 foreign r, who pa ed, 23 wer alt rnat who e principal al o pa, ed, and for whom there were th refore
nova an ie , leaving 129 who w re admitted.
The number of cadet now authorized by law is 371. There are therefore 34 acancie . There will be many more befor the end of the a ·ademic y ar. It is not po ible to keep the corp of cadets full. I ren w
the r commendation of form r r port that a moderat incr ase be mad
in the numb r authorize l by law, uch for example a would b obtain d
by appointin two at large from each tate to be nominated by the
Senator repre enting the tate in ongre .
.A.C DE:~fI

DEP .A.RTMENT .

The heads of the various department of in trnction have kept abr aRt
of 11 advances made in their pecial brancbe of knowl dge and have
n t failed to intr duce improvement when opportunity off r cl. In
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the department of chemistry a new text-book upon chemistry, specially
prepared by Professor Tillman for the use of cadets1 was substituted
for the book formerly in use. In the department ot law and history
Fisher's Outlines of Universal History was substituted for Myer's General Hi tory, Andrews Manual of the Constitution for Cooley's Consti- ·
tutional Law, and the Elements of Law, specially prepared for the use
of cadets by Professor Davis, was substituted for the Introduction to
the Study of Law by the same author.
By the act approved February 10, 1897, it was provided that the
senior assistant instructor of ordnance and gunnery receive the pay of
captain mounted, as had previously been the rule with nearly every
other department. The department of practical military engineering
is now the only one in which the senior assistant receives no extra compensation. It se~ms but just that it should be placed upon the same
footing in this respect as the others, and that the senior assistant should
receive the pay of captain mounted.
THE LIBRARY.

During the year ending August 31, 954 volumes were purchased for the
library and 375 volumes were presented to it, making a gain of 1,329
volumes. There being on hand a large number of duplicate copies of
O'Connor's Science of War and Fortification, copies were sent, with the
approval of the honorable Secretary of War, to the libraries of the War
Department and of every military post in the country and to the officers on duty at West Point, the number of volumes thus distributed
being 372. The net gain during the year was 957 volumes, be ides 377
pamphlets, making the total number in the library September 1, 1897,
40,098 volume and 6,509 pamphlets. There are in the library al o
large numbers of maps and charts, but the e are now almost wholly
unavailable for want of space to properly , tore and di play them.
stated in former report , h library has entirely outgrown the
space heretofi re allotted to it, and one of the mo t pressing need of
the cademy i the recon truction of the library building. The need
becomes more and more pres ing each year. Full plans, specification ,
and et-.timate for the work ha e been prepared. The nece ity and
urgency of this work i explained in the report of the librarian, hereto
appended, marked B. The recommendation contained in former report
that the salary of the a i taut librarian be increa ed from 1,200 to
1,500 per annum i renewed.
IIE.A.LTII.

The health of the command during the year wa' decidedly better
than during th. year before. There were however, many ca e. of
malarial fever and of influenza.
everal ca es of scarlet fever arnl of
typhoid fever occurred but by careful quarantine arrangem nt the
di ea e were prevented from preading. Five death occurr d amoug
the civilian re iding upon the po t. One enli ted man, Sergt. Anthony
Brechbiel, of Company E, Battalion of Engineer , lo t hi life in a <Tallant attempt to re cue other from drowning. The sanitary condition
of the po tis generally excell nt. The principal exc ption i th , alry barrack, and in that a. th proper r m dy i being applied un 1 r
an appropriation mad for the purpo e by the removal of enough f
the ro k on the we t and north of the building to provi le prop r ntilati n and drainage.
'fhe rep rt of the po t urg on i her to appen 1 cl, mark d ( '.
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DISCIPLINE .A.ND DRILL.

The state of discipline and drill of the corps of cadets has been
maintained at its usual bigh standard. On the 27th of April last tbe
corps proceeded to New York and took a highly creditable part in the
parade at the dedication of the Grant tomb.
ACCOUNTS AND SUPPLIES .

.Attention is invited to the report of the quartermaster and commissary of cadets, hereto appended, marked D. The cost of subsistence
during the year averaged a trifle over 52 ce11ts per man per day, which
is a slight reduction from the cost of the year before, while there was
no reduction in the quality, variety, or abundance of the food provided.
The other supplies furnished to cadets were of good quality, and the
prices usually low. Further improvements were made in the management and in the outfit of the laundry.
ORDNANCE.

Important additions were made to the list of models and sample guns
for the general theoretical instruction of cadets. The work of arranging the museum was completed, and the preparation of a classified
catalogue was begun. Attention is invited to the report of the instructor
of ordnance and gunnery, hereto appended, mal'ked E.
I beg leave to repeat my remarks of last year upon the subject of
the band and the master of the sword.
BAND.

By the act of :March 3, 1877, the Military Academy band was reduced
to one teacher of music and 24 enlisted men, which i 'its present authorized strength. Of the enlisted men six receive $34 per month, six $20,
and the remaining twelve 17, with the usual allowance of enlisted
men. At the time of this reduction the band consisted of 1 teacher of
music and 40 enlisted musician , of whom 10 received 34, and the
remaining 30 received 30 per month, with the usual allowances of
enlisted men. Since that date every Superintendent of the Academy,
with perhaps one exception, and many or all Boards of Visitors have
:recommended an increase of the band. To any one familiar with music
it needs no argument to prove that the pre ent numbers and pay are
not nffi ient. I a good band r ally nece ary to the practical efficiency
of th Academy i the only qne tion which can b a ked. The an wer
i plain when the purpo e which the band subserves i considered.
Military pomp ba a riou and practical object-the cultivation of
the military pirit. It i in the ame category with patriotic ·ong ·,
di cipline, and monumeut to d •ad lieroe . There i no rnor es ·ential
1 art of it than good nm i . T recommend that the band be re tor d to
tlJ number and pay which it bad before the reduction in 1877. I
r commend fnrtb r bat th lead r r c ive th rank, pay, and emolument f a , c ud li u n, nt of infantry. The increa e i' d ir d,
not fi r th purpo of gra ifying an idle vanity or m r ly to pr vid
plea ure, bu t improve the fin r poli h gi u to th fini h d product
f the
ademy.
◄

Th word ma. ter i.
Il i.· , ·ivilian c p
in •umb ,ut lia , ork

'l'HE "WORD.

in tru tor in gymu
, th
'tr t ry

admirable cour ·e o

·

wimming-.

pr ' 11t,
c for the
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corps of cadets. His system of calisthenics has been adopted by the
War Department for the use of the Army. Ile is required to preserve
discipline and to exercise control of cadets while under his instruction.
It would greatly strengthen his hand if he should have military rank,
a11c1, in view of the great and increasing importance of his department,
I recommend that legislation be solicited giving him the rank, pay, and
emoluments of a first lieutenant of infantry.
W .A.TER SUPPLY.

In connection with the new reservoir, work was continued upon the
main dam, the paving of the top and the construction of the overflow
and spillway being nearly completed, and good progress was made in
reclaiming the swamp west of the reservoir. The collection of water
in the reservoir was begun in November, and during the winter it was
tilled. The excavation for the filter beds was completed and building
the outside walls was begun. The new 12-inch main to supply the portion of the post south of the Academy building was laid, and the 6-inch
branch to the new south gate was purchased aud its laying nearly completed. Estimates are submitted for the completion of the dam and
filter beds, and of the roadways, fences, keeper's dwelling, and other
improvements connected with tbe reservoir. For further details attention is invited to the report of the instructor of practical military
engineering, hereto appended, marked F.
BUILDINGS .A.ND GROUNDS.

Improvement of the new portion of the post cemetery wa begun.
new and additional entrance was constructed. The dilapidated old
wall upon the south side was <l.emolished and the work of reconstructing it upon a new and better line made good progress.
The old surface cable railway for transporting coal from the north
dock to the top of the hill having been worn out was demoli bed. It
i. being replaced by a suspension cable way leading in a straight line
from the coal shed at the top of the hill to a new dock constructed for
the purpo e, a short distance east of the old dock. It i to be worked
by electric motor . A dock i11 the new location makes it possible to
u pend th cable in a single traight line without interfering with the
firn of the eacoa t mortars. The new dock and the i;;teel uspen ion
t wer re ting upon it are completed. Work upon other portion ?f
the structure is well advanced and progres ing satisfactorily. It 1
e pected that it will be completed before the arrival of the winter
upply of coal.
contract wa 1 t Mar h 16, 1897, to Mes r . Dooley r yer , for
the cou truction of th new guardhouse and gates near the outhern
boundary of the re ervation to control the main entrance to th po t
from that direction. By the 1 ·t of September the outer wa.11 of th
building were cornplet d. Tt i e pe ted that the guardhou e will be
ready for occupation and the gates be completed at an early da .
latrine for the u of the public, located below the level of be
ro d nor hea t of the library building, wa be.gun and nearly ·o~pleted.
n addition to th choolhou e for 'Old1er ' chHdren was bmlt, pro•
viding a much-needed additional choolroom.
n at wooden building t accommodat the public photogra~h r
and the central telephon offi wa begun in rear of the gymna rn.m
building and w~ · nearly completed.
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Many minor improvements were made. Attention is invited to the
report of the quartermaster, hereto appended, marked G.
MEMORIAL HALL.

· Work upon the construction of the Memorial Hall, which was begun
in February, 1896, continued until about the end of November, when
the contractors failed. As this happened near the close of the working
season no very serious delay resulted. Arrangements were made with
the American Surety Company, the contractors' bondsmen, to proceed
with the work, which they did when the season opened in the spring.
By the 1st of September the outer walls were completed and the ironwork of the roof in place. The work is now being energetically pushed.
It can not be completed within the time :fixed in the contract, December
1, 1897, but there should be no difficulty in completing it before June.
Among my estimates this year is an item for a granolithic walk to conneet this building with the system of paved walks of the post.
BATTLE MONUMENT.

One of the most interesting events of the year was the dedication on
Memorial Day of the Battle Monument, the completion of which was
mentioned in my last annual report. This monument was erected with
funds provided by the voluntary subscription of 670 officers and 790
men of' the Regular Army, representing all branches of the service, and
civilian employees of the quarterma ter's department in ew Orleans.
The total amount paid in was $14,856.54, of which $14,393.54 was subscribed in 1864, and the balauce within the few subsequent year , the
last subscription being one of $15 in 1871. The money was carefully
invested in bonds. By the year 1890, when active steps for building
the monument were inaugurated, the fund had by the accumulation of
intere t been increa ed to about 63,000. The monument bears the
names of 188 officers and 2,042 enlisterl men, being all of the Regular
Army who were killed in battle or died of wounds received in battle
during the war of the rebellion. Artistically it represents the geniu
of architects and a sculptor who have no living superior . Its site is
as commanding as any to be found here or perhaps anywhere. The
dedication ceremonies were designated by the committee to be, and in
fact were, entirely worthy of the monument. A full report of the proceedings, and of the previous 11i:--tory of the enterprise, is being prepared
by the committee for publication and di tribution to the Army.
ESTIMATE'.

Thee timates for the next fi cal year are, exc pt for the omi sion of
c rtain improv ment provi<led for by Congre in the la t appropriation bill e .· ntially the am a tho e of la t y ar. They bav u 11
careful] prepared and ar
mmendc d to favorabl con ·id rati n. The
neces ity of each itemise plain din the remark atta ·hed ther to.
1

<'0 CL

In con ·lu ion I bav
h w rk a ~igu d
tory. It quipmen

IO •

port that th Milit ry
ad m ·
wroughly now a. at any ]) dod
· tl1an i e\·er a before, and it ·

·
-
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and officers are characterized by the same ability, industry, zeal, and
patriotism for which they have always been distiug-uished.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
0. H. ERNST,

The

ADJUT.A.NT-GENER.A.L

Colonel of Engineers, Sitperintendent.
U. S. ARMY,
Washington, D. O•

•
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A.

UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY,
WEST POIN'r, NEW YORK.
SUPERINTENDENT.
Col. 0. H. En :rsT, Lieutenant-Colonel, Corps of Engineers.
MILITARY STAJ!'F.

Capt. WILBER B. WILDER, Fourth Cavalry, adjntaut of the Military Academy nu
of the post; recruiting officer; commanding band and detachment of field mnsic.
Capt. WILLIA 1 F. SPURGIN, Twenty-first Infantry, treasurer of the Militar
Academy and qnartermaster and commissary of cad •ts.
Capt. JOHN B. BELLINGER, assistant quartermaster, U.S. A., quartermast r of th
Military Academy and of the post; disbursing officer.
First Lieut. \VILLlAl\1 WEIGEL, Eleventh Infantry, a si taut to the (]trnrtormaste
antl officer of police.
,'ccond Lieut. HAROLD P. ROWAHD, Sixth Cavalry, commissary and treasurer;
charge of post exchange.
Maj. GEORGE H. 'l'ORNEY, surgeon, . S. A., surgeon.
Capt. CHARLE l!,. IA ON, assi taut surgeon, U. S. A.
Capt. FRANCIS A. "WINTER, assistant surgeon, u. s. A.
Ac.:ADE:inc S1AFF.

Professors who e servic at the Academy, as profes or, xct>c<lR 10 yoa,rs have 1lJ
assimilated rank of colouel, and all otl1cr professors the assimilated rank o.f lio1
tenant-colonel.
DRPAR'DIE . TT OF TA TIC ' .
Lieut. ol. Otto L. Hein, aptain, First avalry, commandant of cadets an
instructor of tacti s (15 June, 1 97).
Capt. Jame Parker, Fourth Cavalry, senior instructor of cavalry tactics.
Fir t Lieut. Grang r Adams, Fifth Artillery, s >nior instructor of artillery ta<·tiC',
First Lieut. ,John li. Beacom, Third Infantry, senior instructor of infantry tactic,
commandin<Y company of cad ts.
:First Li ut. amson L. 1' aison, fir t Infantry, as istant instructor of tactic,
commandinO' company of cad t ..
Fir t Lieut. John J. Per hiug, Tenth Cavalry, assistant in trnctor of t:icti
commanding ompany of cadets.
econcl Li ut. Jay E. Hoffer, Third Artillery, as istant in tructor of tactic
·ommandio~ company of cadets.
, ecoud Lteut. Julian R. Lindsey, r'inth Cavalry, assi taut iuetrnctor of avalx
tactics.
Dl~PAR1';\m. •T OF CIVH. A~'D :\ULITARY E GI.NEER! G.
'n tav J. Fi h ger profes. or (4 ay, 1 96).
ir t Lieut. Thomas 11. Rees, 1 orps of gngineers, a si tant prot 8sor.
Fir t Lieut. Franci 1. ,'hunk, Corps of Engineers; Fir. t Lieut. Chest. r lfarclini
Corps of Bn<~ineer , im1trnctor .
J>El'ART)JENT OF .·ATURAL

,."I> EXPERDIENTAL PHILO OPHY.

Peter, . 1ichi<', profe or (li Feb., 1 71).
ap . \ illiam B. 'ordon, nlnauc Department, assist :mt prof'. ssor.
Fir t Lieut. Henry '. lJavis, Third .\.rt1llery; er·ond Lieut. ,JO!; •ph T. 'rahb
Eighth 'avalry, in trnctor .
, ·econd Li<'ut. Harol<l I. Howard, , 'i th ':walry, in charge of obsPrv:Lt.ory a1
tronomi ·al h · rvati'1n ·.
'\ A 97--51
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DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS.

Edgar W. Bass, professor (17 Apr., 1878).
Wright P. Edgerton, 1 associate professor (1 July, 1893).
First Lieut. Charles P. Echols, Corps of Engineers, assistan't professor.
Second Lieut. George Blakely, Second Artillery; Second Lieut. William M. Cruikshank, First Artillery; Second Lieut. David M. King, Fourth Artill ry; econd
Lieut. William P. Pence, Fifth Artillery; Seconcl Lieut. Charles W. Castle, Sixteenth
Infantry; Second Lieut. Thales L. Ames, 'l'hird Artillery; Second Lieut. Joseph
Wheeler, jr., Fourth Artillery, instructors.
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMI TRY, MINERALOGY, AND GEOLOGY.

Samuel B. Tillman, professor (21 Dec., 1880).
First Lieut. Edgar Russel, Fifth Artillery, assistant professor.
First Lieut. George F. Landers, Fourth Artillery; Second Lieut. Palmer E. Pier ·c,
Sixth Infantry; Second Lieut. William R. Smith, First Artillery, instructors.
DEPARTMENT OF DR.A.WIXG.

Charles W. Larned, professor (25 July, 1876).
Second Lieut. Horace M. Reeve, Third Infantry, assistant prof<•sso1'.
Second Lieut. Walter C. Babcock, Eighth Cavalry ; Second Lieut. Jons Bugge,
Third Infantry; Second Lieut. harles H. Paine, Thirteenth Infantry, illstructors.
DEPART:\1ENT 01!' MODERN LANGUAGE8 .

Edward E. Wood, professor (1 Oct., 1892).
First Lieut. Charles II. Hunter, :first Artillery, assistant profe sor of the Spanish
language.
First Lieut. Peter E. Traub, First Cavalry, as istant profe: or of the French
languao-e.
econ cl Lieut. amuel C. Ilazzarc1, First Artillery; Secoucl Lieut. William R. ,_' mnlberg, jr. , Fourth Cavalry; Second Lieut. Ed wanl B. Cassatt, Fourth Cavalry; Sero11d
Lieut ..James M. Williams1 First Artillery; Second Lieut. Francis Le J. Parker, Fifth
Cavalry, instructors.
Dl~PARTi\lE T OF LAW AND HISTORY.

George B. Davis, lieutenant-colonel an<l depnt,y judge-advocate-general, U. ;·. _\,,
professor (20 Aug., 1895). (By a ignmout nuder a.ct 6 ,June, 1874.)
First Lieut. Walter A. Bethel, Third Artillery, a8sistant profes8or.
econd Lieut. Frank G. Mauldin, Third Artillery; , 'econd Li eut. Mathew C. ,'mith,
Second Cavalry; Second Lieut. Samuel Hof, Sixth Ca-Yalry, instructors.
DEPART:\IENT OF

PRACTICAL l\IILITARY ENGINEERING, MILITARY SIGNA LING, AXD
TELEGHAPUY.

Capt. ,fames L. Lusk, Corps of Engineers, in tructor (31 Mar., 1 93).
First Lieut. E. Eveleth Winslow, Corp. of Engineers, a sistant instrucLor.
DEPART:\IE."T 01!' OHDNANCE A~TD GUNNERY.

Capt. Lawrence L. Bruff, Ordnance Department, iu ·tru ·tor (17 Ang., 1 !ll).
Fir:t Lieut. John T. Thomp on, Ordnance D •partrueut, seu ior a8si ·tant in ·tructor.
ecoud Lieut. Henry D. Todd, jr., Third Artillery, assistant instructor.
CHAPLAIN,

ReY. Herbert llipman (22 Apr., 1 96).
llcrman .J. Koehler, ma ter of the swor<.l.
George Essigke, teacher of musi .
1 .A..ssociato

professor with tho rank of ca1itain.
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List of officers, with relatitie 1·ank at the
ame.

Corps or rej?;iment.

On <luty at
Academy
since-

Colonels.
Erust, Oswald Il. ... ........•.•........
Michie, P eter S••...•••••••••••.•••••••
La rued, Charles "\V .•••••...•.•.••..••.
Jlass, Edgar 1V ......••••.......•.......
Tillman, Samuel E ...•.................

Corps of Engineers .•.......•.............. .. . . Apr. 1, 1803
Prof ssor (Feb. 14, 1871)........................ Apr. 23, 1867
Profe sor (,July 25, 1876) .••••••.......•.•••.... Aug. 28, J874
Professor (Apr. 17. 1878) ..••....•.......••..... Sept. 15, 1876
Professor (Dec, 21, 1880) ••••••••••••••••••••••• · 1 Aug, 28, 1870

Lieutenant-colonelg.
·woo<l, Edward E ..................... .
Davis, George B ...................... .
J<'iebeiter, Gustav J ................... .
Hein, utto L •..........................

Professor (Oct. 1, 1892).........................
Professor (Aug. 20, 1895)........ ••• • • . • •• . . . • . .
Professor (May 4, 1896) . • . • • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
Captain First Cavalry, comlllaudaut of cadets ..

Aug.
.Aug.
May
June

28, 1880
20, 1805
30, 1 96
15, 1897

Jllajor.
Torney, George H..................... Surgeon, Medical Department................. July 17, 1894

Captains.
purgitt 1 \Villfam F .......••...........
Lusk, JamesL ........................ .
Park r, James . ....................... .
Bruff, La\\Tence L . ................... .
Wilder, Wilber E ..................... .
Gordon, Williaml3 .................... .
Edgerton, Wright P .....•.............
Mason, Charles l!'.... . ............... .
Ilellinger, John 13 ••••••••••..••••••••••

Twenty-first Infantry ..............••......... Sept. 2, 1881
M.a,r. 3 t, 1893
Aug. 13, 1804
Aug. 17, 1891
Fourth Cavalry ........ ..... ........ .......... . May 15, 1805
Ordnance D epartment ........................ . Aug. 20, 189-1
Associate professor (,July 1, 18!13) ............. . Jan. :!8, 1 9
Assistantsnrg on,MedicalDepartm nt ...... . July 16, l 94
Assistant quarterruaster, Quarl/.Jrmaster's Dc• S 1>t. 17, 1894
partment.
Shipman, Ilerbert ............... . .... . Chaplain (.A.pr. 22, 1890) .••••...•............... Apr. 25, 1896
"\Vintor, Francis A ............. .. ..... . Assistant surgeon, Medical Department ...... . Apr. 5,1897

~~~:~-thb~vna1~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Ordnance Departm n t . ....................... .

.First lieutenants.
clams, Granger............ . . • . . . . . . . .
Beacom, John H ......•................
lluntor, Charl s R ................. . ...
Rees, Tl1omas H......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'l'hompson,Jobn T ................ .....

Fifth Artillery .....•.... .............. .........
Third Infantry ............................... .
First Artillery ................................ .
Corps of Engine rt:1 ......•.......•.•••.....••.•
Ordnance Departweut ........................ .

Eii~·.l!:~f f::::::::::::::::::::: ;;}f:l~:lt~iI~~~~~:: : : : : .::::::::::::::::::

i¥llt;tj{•! t::lIY\ ~i~tijifI~:~ i:i!i•:••i1:•\ •;i••:i
¥ershini, John J ...................... j:\hc~~~f;?:::::::::::::::: :: :::: :::::::::::

1
:! .

July 15, 1895
.Aug. a1, 1897
.Aug. 20, 1806
.Aug. 22, 1893
Aug. 20, 1896
Do.
Ang. 20, 1805
()<;t.

May 12, 1806

Avr.
Aug.
Aug.
Iletbcl, ·waiter .A. ................••••.. Third Artillery ..... ................... ....... . Aug.

econd lieutenants.

11

22, 1896

15, 1897
ov.11, 1892
ug. 22, 180:i
Ang. 20, 1807

JUDO

0, 18!J4
20, 1896
20, I 05
20, 189-1
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TROOPS.

Battalion of cadets.

Lieut. Col. Otto L. Hein, captain, First Cavalry, commanding.
Company A, First Lieut. John J. Pershing, Tenth Cavalry, commanding.
Company B, Second Lieut. Jay E. Hoffer, Third Artillery, commanding.
Company C, First Lieut. John H. Beacom, Third Infantry, commanding.
Company D, First Lieut. Samson L. Faison, First Infantry, commanding.
Hospital corps.

Maj. George H. Tomey, surgeon, U.S. A., commanding.
Capt. Charles F. Mason, assistant surgeon, U. S. A.
Capt. Francis A. Winter, assistant surgeon, U. S. A.
United States Military Academy detachrnent of Anny se1·vice 1nen.

Capt. John B. Bellinger, A. Q. M., quartermaster, commanding.
First Lieut. William Weigel, Eleventh Infantry.
Company E, battalio1i of engineers.

Capt. James L. Lusk, Corps of Engineers, commanding.
First Lieut. E. Eveleth Winslow, Corps of Engineers.
United States Military Academy detachrnent of ordnance.

Capt. Lawrence L. Bruff, Ordnance Department, commanding.
First Lieut. John T. Thompson, Ordnance Department.
United States Military Academy detachrnent of cavqlry.

Capt. Jame· Parker, Fourth Cavalry, commanding.
Second Lieut. Julian R. Lindsey, Ninth Cavalry.
United tates Military A.caderny band and detachrnent of field rnusic.

Capt. Wilber E. Wilder, Fourth Cavalry, commanding.
U. S. MILITARY A ADE;>.IY,
West Point, N. Y., Septem,ber 1, 1897.

HEADQUARTERS

Official:
"\ . E. WILDER,
Captain, Foiwth Cavalry, Adj1dant.

B.
LIBRARY

NITED STATE ,' MILITARY ACADEMY,

West Point, . Y., Attgust S5, 1897.
The ADJUTA T NITED TATE MILITARY ACADEMY.
·m: I have the honor to submit the following report fa accordance with the provisions of Circular o. 26, Headquarters United tatcs Military Academy, We t
Point, . Y., August 4, 1 97:
The increase of the library during the past year is as follows:
:rumber of volumes in librar eptember 1, 1896 .. ··---· ____ -··· ...... ··---· 39,111
umberofvolum spurchas duptoAugust31, 1897-----··--·-···-···-·---·
9:51
umber of volumes presented to the library to August 31, 1 97. ·----· -----·
375

Making a total of. ___ ... - - - - ... __ ... _... _••• _.. _. _.. __ ....... _.... - -. 40, 4.70
ciPnce of War and
Portificc tion were s nt to the War D partment library, to the libraries of
v ry military post in the country, and to the offic rs on duty at W t
Point, amounting in all to .. _.. - ... _..... _.... __ ... ___ . _.... _.... _... - - - - .
372

By dire tion of the War Departm ntcopies of 'Connor'

L aving the total volnm s in library eptember 1, 1 97 .. _.. - .. -...•.• 40, 098
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The numbcr of pamphlets in the library on September 1, 1896, was 6,132, to which
there have been added during the year 377, making a tottt,-l now in the library of
6,509 pamphlets.
.
The card cataloo·uing of the books of the library has been continued by Dr. Otto
Plate, the nssistant librarian, in the most intelligent a,nd systematic manner, o that
it is now possible for those who make use of the library to readily refer to any book
contained in it. At the present time nearly 35,000 volumes have been classified,
arranged upon their appropriate shelves, and cata,logue<l by card, and there remains
only about 5,000 volumes to complete the list. I ca,n not speak too highly of the
scholaRtic attainments, extensive literary knowledge, a11d peculiar fitn ss which
make Dr. Plate so valuable as a librarian. Although designated as assistant, he
very properly is deserving of all the reputation and the success which have accrued
to the library in t,he past fow years. The librarian proper under the Academy re~u1:itions is held responsible, but tho active labors have been performed by the ass1st:rnt, Dr. Plate, and I wish here to bear testimony to the great obligations which we
all owe to him for his valuable services in so largely increasing the usefulness of the
library to officers and cadets. I have heretofore earnestly recommended an increase
in his compensation, and as a matter of simple justice to a valuable officer of the
institution, I aga,in renew my recommendation that his pay be increased to $1,500
per annum. His predecessor, who, while he was a faithful servant, possessed none
of the literary qualifications required of a modern librarian, received for many years
over $1?400 per annnm, and it would therefore seem as a matter of equity that Dr.
Plate snould receive at least an equal compensation.
early three years ago Congress provided an appropriation for the preparation of
plans, specifications, and estimates for the renovation of the library buildfog. In
anticipation of the early action of Congress to make provision for this renovation no
application has been made for repairs to the present building except in cases of
extreme necessity. But if there is to be any further delay in carrying out this renovation it will become necessary to ask for a considerable sum to put the present
building in complete repair, notwithstanding the fact that it does not serve the purposea of a modern library. It was built in 1841 for the main purpose of an observa,tory, of which a single farge room was set apart for a library. In this room all the
books were arranged on shelves, out of reach of the ordinary visitor, aucl the location
of any books was known only to the attendant . The more important d focts that
at present exist are as follows, viz:
1. The roof is in a very bad condition, leaking in many pla e , especially in winter
when the snow lies upon it for any time.
2. 'fhe ventilation is so imperfect that the attendants onstantly complain that
their health is affected. The underground cellar is damp and so illy ventilated that
it affects the ventilation of the library room above.
3, The single library room is often so oYercrowclecl during the hours when cadets
are ]>ermitted to use tho library tbnt some provision should be made for additional
room and facilities for officers. The book shelv s are so badly contrived that more
than three-fourths of the books are out of immediate reach of those who care to nse
the library.
4. The present system of lighting the library is exceedingly defective and should be
remeclie<l in the near future. The maps and drawings which th e library possesses in
great number are now almost wholly unavailable for ready reference for want of
proper space to properly display them.
Thns the valuable assistance which the library should freely confer upon offic rs
and cadets in aiding in their professional edncation is greatly curtailed lJy the cl fi cts
of the pre ent building. I therefore de m it my duty to submit a mo t arnest
refJne t that the renovation of the present building, which has already been carefolly planned ancl determined upon, be asked for. In my opinion it is the mo t
important neecl of the Ac:idemy at the pre ent time an<l shoulcl no longer be deferred.
Very re pectfully, your obedient ervant,

P. , .

Professor of Philosophy, Librarian

M1

nrn,

nite(l States Military ..tfoade-my.

C.
NITED STATE

MILITARY ACADEMY,

W st Point,

To the
, IR:

ADJUTANT

~·1TED

TATES

flLITARY

A

ADET
.J. •

JI

PITAL1

Y., August fd5, 1897.

ADE::\IT.

In omplian e with th reqnir m nts of ir ular No. 26, United tates Mili-

tary Arad my, Angn t 4-, 1 97, I bi v r p C'tfully to suhmit the followino, 1-1tatem1•11t
of th work don in th m d1C'al <1 partm nt f tbe post of W st Point, . Y., during
th fi ral year nding Juue 30, 1 97.
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The mean strength of the "Command is shown in the following table:
Officers ...................•. - ••.............. - - ...• - - •..•. - . - - - - . - - .... - - - Cadets ................................ : ..............................•....
Enlisted men ..................................... _....................... .
Civilians, officers and families, etc ........•.................................
Civilians, soldiers, and employees' families ... _..........•..................

51.50
298.58
325.44
164.25
511. 50

The number of sick treated during the ;rear was as follows:
Offic •rs in quarters ...••.....................................................
26
Cadets in hospital .............. . .......................................... . 1,096
Catlets in quarters ......................................................... . 3,250
518
Enlisted men in hospital anu. quarters ...................................... .
Civilians and officers' families who have received treatment from the cadet
hospital ............. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 305
Civilians and soldiers' families who have received treatment from the soldiers'
hospital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 364
nmber of recruits examined ...................................... _........
115
umber of :recruits accepted.......................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. •
73
Number of recruits rejected.................................................
42
Births . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
31
Discbrirged for disabnity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
4
Deaths:
Officers......................................................... . . . . . .. .
0
Cadets ... . .. .. .. . . .. . . ........ .. . . .... ... . ..... .. . . . ... . .. . . . . . . ... . . . .
0
Enli ted men...........................................................
1
Civilians . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
Besides the cases of sickness included in the above statement, there were many
other which do not appear on record except in the form of a prescription entry in
one of the dispensaries of the post.
The average daily population of the post entitled to medical attepdance was 1,351.27.
The epidemic of malarial fever which prevailed throughout the garrison during t~e
spring of 1896 continued during the summer months an<l. euuecl in November. Thi.
di. ea e again became epidemic in March, and continued up to the eud of the fiscal
year. The cases, however, were le s in number than during the season of 1895-96 .
.i:ro mortality resulted from the disease, the type not being severe, except in a few
cases.
Epidemic influenza made its appearance on the post in January and continued
until April, after which no a es came under observation.
During the month of January several cases of mumps occurred in the engineer
company, and others among t the civilian population on the post. Thi disease continued <lurin(J' February, March, April, and May to affect the civilians living on the
po. t.
In April, scarlet t ver mad its appearance in the family of an enlisted man of th
army service detachment living on the reservation and attacked his four children,
resultin" ju the death of one girl, aged 6 year . In fay, two caf<e of this disea1:1e
developed in the family of an enlisted man of the cavalry d tachment. One deatu
result d from thi outbreak.
Ever y effort wa made to prevent the spread of this disease throuO'h the garri on,
and no other ca e occurred up to June 30.
It is probable that the infection in both families wa imported from some adjticent
city or town.
The infe tion in the four cases of typhoid fever-one adult and two children,
civilian , and one ldier, who was admitted to the soldiers' hospital from furlough
in the fifth week of the di ease-was trac cl to the adjoining town of Iligbland Fa.111,
in whi ·h bey bad r sided before coming under observation.
Acute pharyngiti and acute follicular tonsillitis pr .vailed among the memh r . of
tb corp of cadet during th wiut rand spring month and caused a large numb r
of ndmi ion to th ick r port.
In addition to the care of the sick anfl disabled the . upervi. ion of th by- i ne
an l . auitation of the po1:1t ha b een carried on by th surgeon, under th dir ctiou
of th omm:mding offic 1·, a provided in A. R. 1393.
ery respectfully,
'EO. JI. TORNEY,
Major and urgeon, . . .Army.
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D.
HEADQUARTERS
I'I'RD TATES MILITARY A CADEMY,
0FF1CR TREASURER, QUARTER;\IA TER1 AND COMl\IIS ARY OF CADETS,

West Point, N. Y., August 2/i, 1897.

Tho

AD,TVTANT UNITED STATES

fILITARY ACADEMY,

West Point, N. Y.
I have the honor to submit the following relative to my duties as treasnrcr
United tates Military Academy, quartermaster and commissary of cadets, for tho
fiscal year ending June 30, 1897, referring to each duty under its heading:
, IR:

TREAS RER OF THE UNITED STATER MILITARY ACADEMY.

The businesR of the treasurer's office during the year necessitated the keeping of
28 account , which were settled and inspected every two months, and which are
exhibited by name in statement No. 2 of this paper.
The following statement (No. 1) was the last one made in this office prior to the
expiration of the fiscal year 1895-96; and shows the assets and liabilities at the date
when made, May 21, 1896:
Statement No. 1.
Amount.

Assets.

Assistant treasurer .................. . $34,546.87
Cadet cash ........................... .
7. 50
Dflntist . ............................. .
180. 00
Miscellaneous fur1d .................. .
19. 81
Trust funds ..... .. .................. . 20,000.00
784. 87
Cash on hanu ........................ .

Total .......................... .

l__'.:_mon~

Llabiliti,o.

55,487.55

.A.tl1leti association.................
Cadet laundry......... ... . ..........
Cadet quartermaster.... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cadet subsistence cl partm nt. ......
Corps of cadets......................
Deposits...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
oung M n's Christian Associ:ttiou.
Equipment fnnd....... ... . . . . . . . . . . .
Dialectic society. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gas fund............................
Total ..........................

$93. 57
1,257.02
8, 894. 72
7 0. 97
10,001.43
100. 00
11. 55
83,072.00
163. 99
212. ao_

I

55, 487. 55

The followin g statement (No. 2) enumerates the 28 separate nccounts; ex Ji ibits the
total rec ipts ancl di bnrsemcnts nuder each, between date of statement o. 1, ,Lbovo
given, and that of statement o. 3, May 20, 1897:

Statement No. 2.
No.I

Rec ipts.

Name.

- --------

Assistm1t treasurer .......... .......... .................... ....... .... . $173. 772. 39
2 ALhl tic association .......................... ..... ....... .. .......... . .
1,478.70
3 na lmH'OS paicl. ........................................................ .
22,0:32. 47
4 .Barher ................................................................ .
007. 85
5 Cadet ca.qh ............................................................ .
13,864.70

1

! ~~m1~~~ti ;l~l~:t~:1~'~:l~;,j,~i:1;l:1;1;·:1;i,: :: :::::::: :: ::::::::: ::::::::::: :::
1

Cadet snbsiste11cc<1epnrt111ent . ........................................ .
Co11f'cctioner .......................................................... .
'orps of cacletR ....................................................... .
Damages, ordn:rnct'I ................. ........... ........................ .
1:1 Da11cing ............................................................... .
14 Drntist ............................................................... •
15 Drposits .............................................................. .
J6 Yonng fe11's 'hristian All, o mtio11 .................................. .

9
10
11
12

uIE~~r;~~~nRt0t~l~~::::·.::::::::::::: ·_.: ·.::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::
ig
~~

~~f \~~:J~~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1t~~11::::::: ::: ::::: :::: ::::: ::: :::: ::::::::: ::::: ::::::::

ii?~~e11~!eg~~
l:t:i. ccllaneous it 11H1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - • • ..
Oath .................................................................. .
25 Payma. t r ...................................................... • • • • • • •
26 I'erioclic,alf1. ..................... ... ........................... • • • • •• • · ·
23

2J

~i i~~~~~lc~;ta·:ka:::::::: :::: :::::: :::::::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::::::::: :::: :::

2. 461. 58
10, ;399_ 61
76, )75. 84
60,505.75
204. 00
205,165.72
17. 74
515. 30
1,017.00
14,977.66
330. 00
676. 00
14,014.00

22. oi

1,240.50
1,540.76
l!2. 04
870. 32
27. 00
173, o~o. 10
3. 35
70. 50
5, 3-M. 21

Dislmrs •
monts.
$173,085.26
1,660. as
22, 032.4-7
601. 85
14, 000.70
2,461.5
10,280.70
74,690.63
60, s:i3. 50
294. 00
204,002.47
•
17. 74
615. 30
1,017.00
14,687. (iO
170. 0
608. 38
10, 1-16. llO
22. 64
1, 2-10. 50
1,540.76
2. 30
870. 32
27. 00
173, 0 6. 76
3. 35
70. 50
5,344.21
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In the forogoin('I' statement there is shown, under the head of disbursements, in
accounts Tos.~,4,6,7,8, 9, 10; 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21,23,24,26,27, and 28the
total amounts expended,. out of their pay, for th o support and other authorized
expenses of th e corps of c:1dets clnring the year.
Thofollowing tatement (No. 3), dated May 20, 1897, was the·]ast on oma<lo during
the fiscal year ending .June 30 last, an1l exhibits the assets and liabilities of the
tPasnrer at the date given:
State1nent No. 3 .
As ets.

Amom1t.

Liab ilities.

.A.mount. 1:

- - - - - - - - - - - - -1
Assistant treasurer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $33, 859. 24
Athletic a sociation....... ... . .. . .. . . .
61. 09
Cad t cas!J............................
152. 50
Trnstfunds.. ... . . .... .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. . 20, Ot 0. 00
Ca1:1l.t on hand.........................
1,155.38

1 Cadet laundry .......... .. .... . ... .. .

;e1\!m:~~s \\i;;ci::::::::::::::::::

$1,366. 8-!
10, 3n, 03
453. 16
10,254.68
490. 00
176. ,5
31,840. 00
271. 61
1. 24

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

55, 228. 21

Cadet q nartermaster ... ............. .
Cadet subsistence department . ..... .
Corl) of cadets ............... ..... . .
Deposits . ................. .......... .
Young Men's Christian As ociation ..
Equipment fuud .. ............ . ..... .
1
~i~

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

55, 228. 21

6

The members of the graduating class of 1897, 68 in number, were paid, on settlement of their accounts a cadets, $1~,450.07, an average per cadet of $271.33.
The •adets going on furlough, 71 in w1mbor, were paid $7,065, an average 11er ca(let
of $99.50.
The 125 new cad ts wl10 entered this yoar deposited $11,224.91, an a,verage of$89.79.
This la s was in debt on settlement of accounts, July 1, 1897, $4,375.68.
l~uring the year there was paid to cadets discharged and resigned $5,151.49, of
which $2,379 was for travel pay antl $570. 76 for trau portation, the latter amonnt
having l>een turned over to the treasurer by the quartermaster of the nited 'tate
Military Academy for that purpose.
The expense to the corps of cadets for subsi tence of cadets in hospital for the yoar
en<liug April 30, 1 97, was $2,461.58, an annual cost to each ca<let of $7.85, or an
average monthl co t per cadet of 65 f2 cents.
ADET Q ARTER:\IASTER1,

DEPARTME •T.

T1rn following exhibits the work of the departmmt dnring the year:
Articles.
Dresscoats,caclet.'3';··········
Dr es coat , offic rs . . . . . . . . . .
Fati~oe oat. , cadets' . . . . . . . .
lllous s, offir. rs'..... . ...... ..
v r oat. , cacl ts'........... .
Overcoats, officerf!' . .. . . . . . . . .
Capes, oflicers' . ... . . . .. . . . . . .
ray flannel trousers.........
Tray cloth trousers..........
ray ridin~ trousers.. .. .....
"Wlnt duck trou ers.... .. . . .

1\-Ianu- ~ - 1 j - factured.
irel ·
20
5
500
68
16(1

7
9
1-12

573

2

1,150

--:--t.-l- - - Ar ic rs.

Mann- R
• l
factul'ed. ,Ppaire<

342 1 O~cers; trousers .. _.._........
110 ]··········
. . . . . Ott1cers trousers, ridrug.... .
1 ......... .
6 3 Civilian clothing, suits......
6 1••••••••••
• . . . . "\Vhitejacket1:1. .. . .. . . . . .. . . .
233
16
356 Wai r jacket . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
31
21
. .. . . . . . . . Civilians ' overcoats........ .
2 ......... .
1
12 White duck blouses.... . ....
1 ......... .
'hevrons ................. • • • · 17 2 1· · · · · · · · · ·
709 , ocks (pairs)................ . . . . . . . . . .
3, 740
hoes (pairs).... ......... ... . . . . . . . . . .
1, 973
1,211

The foregoing, together with th upplying of articl . of every de cription roquir 11
hy cadets c·on tit11ted th labor of the d partment dorin('I' the year.
ADET

PB I. TE.· E DEPART~IE T.

The snbsi ten e of the cadet during the year ha. been
qnality variety, abnnd, nc , ancl co. t, th<' latter in the mes alone being for they tr
f> ½ . 11ts per cadet p r day; th co t to ench cadet for the nl> i tence of ad t in
ho. p1tal wa 0.0218 cent per day· the tota.l co t of nl>. it n e in both ·acl ,t me s nd
cad.tho. pital was 52~ \- cents per cacl t p r da,y · tlti tmroe cost for th fiscal •ar
ending .Jun· 3 , 1 96, was 53.1 cent p r cadet p r <lay.
<
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CADET LAUNDRY.

Tho following exhibits the articles lannclcred during tho year for individuals:
Bathing suits...... . ...........
22
Belts, sword....................
2, 53:-l
Blankets.......................
260
Comfortables...... ...... ...... .
111
Drawer· ....................... 31,269
Gloves (pairs) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34, 512
Jackets, white ............ _.....
2,447
Sheets ......................... 21,515
Shirts, night . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 181
Socks(pairs) ................... 34,448
'l'rousers, gray..................
97

Belts, shoulder.................
Belts, waist . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Collars .........................
Cuffs (pairs) ...................
Fatiguecoats ..................
Handkerchiefs . . .......... _ . . . .
Pillowcases ......... _..... _....
Shirts,white ... . . . ........... . .
Shirts, under ........ _........ . .
Towels .........................
'£rousers, white................ .

17,359
17,952
100,699
67,075
15
64, 541
12,853
2,219
31, 722
58,604
30, 140

Tho following exhibits the articl s ln.underedfor the cadet bo pital during tbe year:
Bandages........................
12
Blankets_ ..... _..................
2
.Napkins ................... _..... 2: 210
Sheets ................. __ ... _. . . . 3, 165
Tablecloths ............... _ ..... _ 282

Beusproa<ls..... ...... .... .... ....
430
Mattress covers ............. _....
3
Pillow<·ases ...................... 2, 25
Shirts, hospital........ . . . . . . . . . . .
26
Towels ........................... 4, 454:

The total number of arti ·les laundered for imliYiduals and the cadet hospital
amounted to 580,417.
o acconnt is kept of mess linen laundered.
Tho working condition of the laundry will be made more efficient by certain
improvements enumerated in my annual estimates.
Respectfully submitted.
"WM. F.

SPURGI

I

Captain, Twenty-first InfantJ-y, T1·easm·e1· United States Military A<:culcrny,
(Jiia1'terrnaster and Comni'iBBary of Cadets.

E.
\VE T POINT,
. Y. , August ,'JO, 1897.
STATES MILITARY A ADEMY.
IR: In accordance with instructions I have the honor to submit tho following
r port of th prin ipal operations iu the department of ordnance and gunnery at the
uited, 'tates 1ilitary Academy during the fiscal year ending Jlllle 30, 1897.

The

ADJ TANT

NITED

LABORATORY.

The routine work at the laboratory includes th<> care and prcservatipn of two light
batterie , the seacoa t battery ancl Battery Knox, ancl th siege ancl mortar Lntteri .
'l he guns and carriages belongino- to the e batteries have bePn painted, lac<Jner d,
ancl kept in r pair during the year. The rapid-fire and ma<'hine gnns have been kept
in the ordnance mu enm, wh re they are e.·hibited and used for cadet instruction,
, nd where th y can be kept in b tt r ·ondition.
The routine work also includes the preparation of tho ammunition for gallery
practic , and necessary targ ts for cadet pra ·tice, and attendance upon the sam ;
the care ancl repair of the· implements used in mechanical maneuvers, rnpair of
cadet arms and e<Jnipments, a,nd the care and preservation of the trophy guns. 'l'wo
mod 1 breech blocks have b en made for each of the Hotcbkis R. l!'. gun ancl monnfoin rifle. A moclel shaper one.fourth size has been made for nse in cadet instruction
and for exhibition in the mus um.
A new floor ha heen laid in th ea. t storeroom, the walls ancl r iling of same
akiminecl, tb exterior wallHof arr, ntn, machine, ancl paint ho11s painted two
coats, ancl a bing1e roof put on tool shed. The ol!l hoathou. e ha been toru <Lown
ancl preparation , ar in pro~ . for er ·ting a, n w on .
'011 icl rahl work bas b en clone in the mnsenm in arranging ancl rl nning 1lte
models :mcl the placinA of a farg number of projectiles where th y cau l> aaily
seen and exa,nine l by. vi itora.
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MUSEUM.

A large glass case and stand hermetically sealed, rontaining tbe remainder of the
trophy flags, ha been p1aced in the museum. The flags and projectiles are all nnwbered. Work on a classified catalogue, embracing the numbers and descriptiou of
each object in the museum, bas been started.
S:~fALL ARl\'.I , ETC., RECEIVED.

One Winchester rifle, caliber .30, mod 1 1895.
One Winche ter rifle, ca,liber .44, model 1873.
These are nsed for cadet instruction and also for exhibition in the museum.
The Ordnance Department bas also furnished two revolving racks for small arms
and a snpply of small arms, bayonets, revolvers, swords, and pikes for decorating tho
museum.
MODEL.

The following models have been received <l.nring the year·
One 3.2-inch caisson and limber, one-tenth size.
Ono 3.6-inch field carriage, one-tenth size.
One 3.6-iucb field mortar cauiage, one-tenth size.
One 7-inch siege mortar carriage, one-tenth size.
One 12-iuch seacoast mortar carriage, one-tenth size.
These model are exact reproductions of the service carriages, ancl are very nseful
in adet instruction. Work is in progress on models of a 12-inch rifle carriage and.
of a battery wagon and forge.
When the are complet d the department will have working models of all the
service guns and carriages, except the 12-inch mortar and part of the field equipment, for which e. timates have been submitted this year.
Yery re:pectfully, your obedient servant,
LAWRENCE L. BRUFF,

Captain, Ordnance Depa1·t111e11t, U. S. A., Instructor Ordnance and Giinnery.

F.
WEST POINT,

The AD.J

TANT

.

N. Y., epternber 1, 1897.

. MILITARY ACADEMY,

WPst Point, r. Y.
Sm: I have the honor to snbmit th fo1lowing report upon the different branches
of work a. signed to me for the year from September 1, 1 96, to Augu t 31, 1897:
:PP.ACT! AL :\IILITARY E

GINEERING.

During October, 18!16, and April, 1897 th<' classes of 1897 :mcl 1898 wf're under
instruction, aucl durino- .July and August, 1 97, the da es of 1898 and HIOO.
The cla: of 1 97 r ec h·cd insh'uction in ahatis, bridge by sncce h-e pontoon ,
knot and la hillg, fa. cin , burdl , hoop-iron gahion, bru h gabion, ga,hion r v tment, an<l-bag r vetment, l>arrel revetment, wire ntanglement (3 typ s), implo
trrn,·h (oue-1:1ixth scale), simple trench (full scale), shelter tr nche , varion types,
Rusi-;ian gun pit making palisading plnntino- vertic·nl palisading, planting in ·liuc<l
palisading gun pl:ttform, mortar platform, ignaling (telegraphy), igualing with
flag, mod l hridge train, u. e of recounoi anc-e in trnment , mounted reconnoi ·a nee
flying tr n h (one- ixth al ), flying trenc·h (fnll scale) .
The la of 1 9 rec ivecl in trn tion in school of the boa.t, bridge by succes ive
pontoons, making knot. an<l la hino-, tr tle brido-e on land, spar brido-e (sing1 Jock).
spar hridge (cloubl lock). fa cin<>, llurclle, hoop-iron gabiou, brnsh gabion, gahion
n•vetment, and-bag rev<>tment, barrel rev tment, impl trenc·h (one- ixth cale),
simple trench (fnll seal ) ingle fnU .·ap (on -:ixth. cal ), single full ap (full seal ),
gun paulement, B. L. gun (one- L·th ·cale and fnll cale), ·helter trench s (varion_
ty11 :) Rn ian gun pit, a embling :mcl lannching canva. pontoon , makmg pah·a<ling, planting vertic-al pftli ading, planting indin d pali adiug gun p~atf'o~·m,
mortar platform, profiling an<l defilaclincr, wi re c•ntangl mrnt (3 type ), Stgn:tlmg
"ith flag si~a.ling wi h heliograph , flying tr II h (one-sixth . <·al ), flying trench
(full seal ), double foll sap (one sixth cal ), donbl fnll sap (fnll seal •).
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The class of 1900 received instruction in school of the bc,at, mr1king Jrnots and
lashings, assembling and launching canvas pontoous, trestle bridge on land, wire
entanglement, bridge by successive pontoons, fascine revetment, gabiou revetment.
barrel revetment, sand-bag revetment, signaling with :flag (sending antl receiying).
CO.\IPANY E, BATTALIO,

OF ENGINEER •

This company has fnrnishod throughout the year a daily guar<l detail of from 10
to 12 men; has kept its barrack and barrack gronnd in repair and police; c111tivated
its garden; kept the two pontoon trafos an<l. the cadet boa.t~ in r<>pair; completed
one new pontoon boat, and l1as kept the seacoast, siege, and motar bntteries, with
Fort Clinton and Ba.ttery Knox, fa order. It has assisted in the instruction of tho
cadets in practical milita.ry engineering, preparing the bridge and siege material.
Jn connection with the extension of the waterworks it has also tur11ishecl field
parties for the snrveys and construction and two noncorumissioned otri.ccrs as overseers of working parties. It has al o fnrnishcd from two to three teacher, for the
post,school for soldier~' children and a like numberforthe po:tschool forenliste<lmen.
The company participated in the hrn,ugural ceremonies at ·w ashington, D. C'., on
March 4, 1897, leaving the post on March 3 arnl returning on :\farch 5. It joine<l the
battalion at Jorsey City on the morning of tbe 3d, aud was detached at the same
place on the afternoon of the 5th.
On April 27, 1897, the company joined the battalion in New York City and marched
in the paradA at the dedication of the General Grant Monument, retnrning to \\ rst
Point the same day. On both occasions the conduct and bearing of the men wero
excellent.
The ('Ompany is now 5 below the allotted streuo-tb. Fonr desertions occnrred
c1nring the year, the company in each case being the gainer.
The physical condition of the men has continned excellent arnl tbe <lisciplino of
tho company good.
Attention is invited to tho accompanying table (A), which contains a rt<snm6 of
th c<tmpany's duties by months.
WATER , UPPLY.

During the year water has been drawn for a~ w clays at a i ime from Roun<l Pond
and the new reservoir, bnt, as in former years, the main reliance has b<>en upon the
'a cade. and Cro Nest streams.
On September 23, 1896, Round Pond reached the stag of 5.5 feet, tho lowest
re ordNl since 1885. It has not since be n drawn upon, n,nd at this <late the gange
rends 17.3 feet. It is desirable that this ponu he not heavily drawn npon for the
present, but that it be given a chan ·e to overflow, which it has not done freely since
,June, 1 93, the overflow of .June, 1895, havino- been slight. TlH' pipo line connrrting
the post with the 'a cades stream ancl H.onnd Pond ]1as gi, en ,w tro11hl <luring the
year, and bas r •quir <l no repa.irs. Tho lino of u•iuch pipe leading to ('ro J ·e:-,t Pond
was opened near the middle of its length ancl a blow•off in. <>rt<•<l.
Thi pipe was found so badly tuhercnlatNl that its ori~in:tl c·anying c·apncity must
be redu eel bv more than one-half. This is an nnfortnnato mattrr, for of the avaiJahle stream 'th <.:ro r st Brook fund bes th purest and c·l<•ar 'lt water, a largo
volnrne of which runs to wasto <'V ry year for want of a f!tlitahl<> pipe or d1:mn ,1 to
·arry it to the point of distribution. As soon as prnd1ca bl<' f111ulf! 1,l10111<l hP sc<'11recl
for conne ·tiug this stream with the uew reservoir l>y pipe or ('haunel of requisite
capacity,
J.

EW nmmRYOIR.

The valve at the main dam w re close<l on i ~ovcmhcr 19, l !J6, and the following
stag s wer record d as the re ·crvoir Jilled, th el vations heing- referred to th plane
of mean low water:
1

Fe t.

ovem ber 30, 1 96 .••• , , , , • , • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . 299. 5
5
Y:1~~:~;es1~i'
:}

i~~~::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::::::::::::: ~~
i~a~~~a31, ~'9i. ~~: :::::::::~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::: ~ig: ~
A pr1l 30, 1897 ... _...... _............... __ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 322. 0
8

~1a.y31, 197·----···········································---···········-· 324.1
.Jnnc30,1 97 .. ·----··········· ·······-·-·····························-····-· 321.0
.July 31, 1897 ... _ ... _..... __ ........ _............... - ......... - .•... - - - . . . . . . 324. 6
Augn t31, 1 97 .......... . ...................... ······················---·· 321.3
Th high t stag , 325 f •et, was reconlcll on .J 11ly :H.
n acC'onut of tlw work in
progr son th w t rn swamp an,L spillway, it ha. h n i111pradic-:tble to :illow tho
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reservoir to fill abo,·e 325; and the waste valve has frequently been opened to keep
tho water l.Jelow tl.iat stage.
1'lie stored water has teadily improved in color and transparency.
A chemical analysis made by Lieut. Palmer E. Pierce, Sixth Infantry, June, 1897,
has showed a marked improvement in the quality of the water since last winter.
As the resenoir has this season t>een filled for the 1irst time since its completion; tbe
water ought to ha Ye been at its worst and should improve with longer storage.
The work of tbe current season ou the reservoir has re ulted in the practical completion of the north connecting road, north dam, and the main clam except parapet
walls, the over.fl.ow; and spill way, and a very important work for the preser\'ation of
the quality of water, in the filling of the swamp just west of the reservoir, thereby
cnttinrr off a very objectionable flow of dark-colored aud fonl-smelling water.
WorYt yet to be done, for which no fundR are now available, includes placing parapet walls and fences where needed for safe travel along the boundary of the reservoir,
r moval of an area of shallow :flowage on tho east side of the reservoir jnst below
the flow lino (326), and taking out some soil and vegetable matter. An estimate of
$10,000 ha, been sn bmitted for these features of the work.
'fhe following table, computed by Lieut. E. E. Winslow, c·orps of Engineers,
rrives the contents of the reservoir for each foot of rise up to the :flow line (326):

Contours.

295 ............ . ••••·· ....
206 .....•........•........
297 .......................
298 ............•..........
209 .......................
:100 ............ . ....... . ..
30[ .......................
3:!2 .... . ..................
:103 . ......................
304 ............ . .. . .......
305 ................. .. ....

auo .......................

307 . ......................
30
309:: ::: :: : ::: : : :::: :: : : : :
310 ......•.•.....•••••..•.

United
Affrregate
States gal.
nitecl
Ions to th8 State p;al•
foot.
Ions.
0
1,352,000
1,377,000
1,418,000
1,478.000
1,562,000
1,681, 000
] , 828,000
1, 992,000
2, 159,000
2,314,000
2, 447,000
2,569, 000
2, 685, 000
2,796, 000
2, 904,000

0
1,352, 000
2. 729,000
4, 147,000
5,625, 000
7, 187,000
8,868,000
10, 696,000
12,688,000
14, 847, 000
17, 16], 000
19,608,000
22,177, 000
24,862,000
27,658, 000
30,562, 000

REMOVAL OF

Contours.

311 ......................
312 ...•..•..•............
313 .........•...•..•.....
314 ................ . ..•..
315 ......................
316 ...•.•...... ···•······
317 ......................
318 ...•........ ·•········
319 .....••...............
320 ·················•····
321 .......•.•..•••...... .
322 ... . ···•••··········· ·
a2:1 ..............•..•....
324 ...•.•...•. . ...•....•.
325 ...•..................
326 •••........•.......•..

United
States gal• Atfn\1~dte
lons to the States gal•
Ions.
foot.
3,009,000
3,110,000
3,210,000
3,300,000
3,406,000
3,505,000
3,605,000
3, 706,000
3, 810,000
3,917,000
4,026,000
4,137,000
4, 251,000
4,369,000
4,490, O(J{I
5,114,000

33, 571, 000
36, 681 , 000
39,891, 000
43, 200,000
46, 606, 000
50, 111,000
53, 716,000
57, 422, 000
61, 2a2, ooo
65, 149, 000
69, 175, 000
73, 312,000
77, 56:J, 000
81, 9:32, 000
86,422, 000
01, 536,000

OIL A.TD PEAT.

ncl r the appropriation of $7,500, for this 11urpose, work was continued until
about ovrmber 1, 1896, when it wa. stopped by th exhaustion of the fnnds. The
work done con isted in digging a deep ditch to keep the excavation fre from wat r,
providiuo- movable plank road , to arry the l10rses and vehi Jes, removing 15,190
cubic yards of soil and peaty matter from the low part of tµe reservoir ba in, taking
·out a large number of tumps and root , clearing brush from about 4. acres of the
low arra, ancl in spreading nearly 5;000 cubic yard of hardpan a a overinrr to the
praty cl p it where it removal wa prohibitory on a count of iis great co t.
The object in rrmovinrr the oil and peat in que tion wa to preYent its haYino- a
possibly d I terions action npon the water tor din the re ervoir.
ufficient time
Jia , 11ot yet elapsed to determin whether the desired re ult has been fully secnrecl
for all cl pth of the reservoir, but pr sent indications are favoral.Jle. If the re ult
, honld be un, ati factory it will b nece ary to remov the entir deposit of p at, or
to incr a the thi knes of the hard-pan covering. The former will b xpen ive,
but certain; the latter less co tly, bnt somewhat in the natlll'e of an experiment.
EW FILTER BED . •

nder the appropriation of 25,000 for constructing a set of filter beds, the ite
ha been ·l a.red, the trench for the out id walls xcavated, a large quantity of
tone (Jnanied, and a portion of the wall built. The xcavati n has
· ult
and co tly, but not mor
nticipated. The ·onn ction
ew
re · ·rvoir has b
ompl
ct for building material ha
de
on advautarreo
m .
hat th ma onry wall will b
by
th t
fr ezi
ath
Th
iginal
at
, but only 25,000 ha been appropria.t
it i p
1 t
incr mwcl 1,y $1,000 on a
nnt of
th
nryha
to Ii
nfiuish d onditiou.
n fit11a.t
l.ta l
submi
fort
ary to ,·omplete the work.
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NEW SUPPLY MAIN.

Under t ho appr opriation for thi main contracts for material wei· made early last
spring and promptly filled. The work of pipelaying has boon pushed by the post
quartermast er, and the greater part of it is now :finished.
MEMORIAL IIALL.

During t ho year this building has slowly approached completion, much time havin g been lost by the failure of the contractors and in tho preparation for a resumpt ion of work by the sureties. At this d~tte the main walls are pr:1ctically :finished
and most of t h e r oof trusses in place. Considerable progress has been made with
t he interior finish and :fittings. The work done appears to be of good character.
CO.NCLUSION.

In conclusion, I desire t o express my appreciation of tho faithfulness nllll ability
with which First Lieut. E. E. Winslow, Corps of Engineers, has perform <.l bis duties
as an officer of Company E, Battalion of Engineers, a assistant in tructor in the
department of pra tical military engineering, and as a.,ssistant engineer upon tho
extension of the waterworks.
Very respectfully,
JA, . L. Lu K,

Captain, Corps of Engineers, Inst1·uctor of Pmctical Milita1·y Engineering.
(A. )
1896.

----If b. Mar.
------

Sept. Oct. Nov . Dec. Jan.

---Average strength of
company . . _. . . . . _.... . .
A vcrag
strength of
guard ,1 tail. ..........
J<'atigue days ..... --··-- ·
I nfantry drills ....... . .. .
l:iigual drills . . ........•..
Hngine ri1,g drills ..... ..
Gymnasium drills ... . ....
verago attendance at
drills . ... . ... ... .. . . .. .

Target cfiractice, days ... .
School ays . . . .... . ......
.A.verag attentlanc at
school. . •..••. . . ... . ....

1897.

pr . May. J11m•. July . Aug.

--

93

90

92

98

99

95

04

05

95

00

07

96

12

12
2:.1

12
25
4
2

12
24
3

12
22

1

12
23
12
2
1
3

12
22
4
4
3
7

12
24
11
8
8
0

12
24
12

0
3
4

12
21
4
2
4
4

12

2
3
3

12
22
13
2
4
3

40
0
20

34
0
221

30
0
20

47
0
20

40
0
17 ,

33
0
0

33
0
0

22

25

I

17

10

10

24
4
4
5
0

3
3
3

38

3:
7
0

5
0

5

I
I

o,

oI

3

I

0

0 1

24
2
2

5
5
40
0
0

42
0
0

oI

11
9
0

42
0
0
0

G.
AH.TERl\1A ' TJ~R':,

JFFI E,

ITED

TATE

MILITARY A ADEMY,

West Poi1it,
Tb An.r

TJU' T

NITED

Y., .tlugust 25, 1897.

TATE · MILITARY ACADEMY,

West Point, • r.
honor to submit her with the following report of the operntionH
of the quart rmaster' clepartmeut at \V st Point, . Y., for the fiscal year n<ling
Juno 30, 1 97, prepared in accordance with in tructions from your office, dated
ugust ,1, 1 97:
'rn: I have th

Q ARTERMA TElt'

I>EPART:\IE~ T1

NITI~D STATE

AH.MY.

Th clnties pertaining to this department are enumerated in paragraph 972, Army
l rrn]ation , 1 95.
The aruonnts received, dislrnr. ed, t c., nncler the Yarious heads of appropriation
ar hown in ace mpanying tat 111 nt, marked A.
'fhe following ontr. <-ts for fnrni bing fuel, forag , and strnw w r nter •<l into
and wer sati fa<'torily fulfilled:
\Vanl ', lyphant: 600 ton <Tg coal, 1,100 tons stove coal,: 0 tous h • tnnt
coal.
lax )lorgrnst •in: 200 cord hard wood.
lark(: Wilkins: 25 cord . oft wood.
J bn F. 'Brien: H 0,000 poun<1s oats, 40,000 pound middling , 4.0,000 pounds
bran, 400 tons hay, 100 tons i:;traw.
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The increased number of draft animals allowed during the year has proved ver.v
advantageous and greatly increased the efficiency of the depa1 tment. 'l'he new coal
wagons have also been of great service aud Lavo proved to b e mo t sati factory,
enabling coal to be delivere<l with much less work and in a manne:.- more 1:1atisfactory to the officers.
Q ARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMRXT OF THE UNITED STATE

MILITARY ACADJ~MY.

My duties in this branch are defined in paragraph 15 of tho United States Military
Academy Regulations, 18!H.
Contrncts entered into during the year anu mado in previous years and remaining
in force in tho fiscal year to which this report relates w 're as follows:
No.

Cou tractor.

Date.

Purpose.

Memorial Hall.
1, 700 ton:. gas oal.
4,600 tous anthracite coal.
50 cords hard wood.
1,500 bushels chal'coal.
Addition to the schoolltouso for oulistcd
men's cl1ildren.
Dooley & Ayers ..................... Mar. 16, 1897 Guardhouse,
Warren Foundry aud Machine Co ... Mar. 23, 1 97 Cast-iron 1>ipe aml special casting.
J oseplt H. Miller. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . May 26, 189', Hauling.

l'robstConstructionCo .............. Jan. 22,1896
\VeRLmorelancl Coal Co .............. June 5, 1896
Ward &Olyphant ........ _.......... June 8,189G
6
6
0 '.~~:. .
6 Wm. U. Ladue ......... _........ _... July31,1896

1
2

3

t ~;;~~1]~eid~t;;;::::::::: ::::: :::::: .~~~i
7
8
9

The Probst Construction Company, the contractor for the constru0tion of the
Memorial Hall, having pas ed into a receivership, the contract is being completed
by its l>0ncl1:1men, the American urety Company of ew York. All the other contracts have been completed, or work under them is being carried on in a satisfactory
mnuner.
The following builJ.ings have been 1· paired, etc. :
Cadet mess building, cadet quartermaster's building, gymnasium, ca<let gnardhou1Se, cadet barracks, cadet hospital, soldiers' hospital, band barracks, cadet sinks,
quartermaster's stables and han1, Company E, engineer's barracks, engineer equipment shod, ordnauce laboratory, cavalry stables, hospital stewards' quarters, and
cavalry barracks.
An additional appropriation for the construction of ~t gnardhouse at south gate
having been obtained for the fiscal ye~tr 1 98, making a sullicient amount available,
a contract has l>een made for its construction. Work is progressing, and the building &hould be completed by October 1.
The repair and improvement of the Army service detachment barracks has been
completed, making in its improved cond.ition a very satisfactory barracks.
The appropriation, $2,000, for the repair of the south <lock wai:; o entirely insufficient that it was not lleemeu acl visal>le to commence the work of reconstructing
the clock, as it coulcl not be accomplished with the amount appropriated. The
money was expended ju making temporary 1·e1 airs absolutely neces'ary to make the
dock safe for use this season, anu ju tho purchase of materials which will be usecl
for rebuilding the dock when additional appropriation is made. The repair of this
do ·k is imperative, a in its present condition itis extremely dangerous. The request
of an additional appropriation of $22, 000 for the Jiscal ~·ear 1 98 is recommenued.
The rebuildin(l' of the ordnance bMLthonse is now fo progress.
The latrine at cadet camp has been enlarged to abont twice its original size and
eqnipped with mo<lern and sanitary pluml>ing throughout.
To sati factory proposal heing received for the construction of the public latrine,
it i now being con trueted hy day labor.
The stone wan at the cemetery is being rebuilt, ancl the wrought-iron g~ites form •rly usecl at the south gate have been repaired an<l set up at the new entrance to
the cemetery.
The stone wall, for about 1 000 feet on the east sid, of tho road from the crossroads to Highlau<l },alls, bas been rebuilt.
Grauolithic pavement was laid from the main walk to the bachelors' quarters.
Attention is agaiu invited to the method of paying·the permanent civilian employees
adopted July 1, 1 96. The duty of paying the additional pay to officern, the c•xtraduty pay to enlisted men, and the pay of civilians provided for by the act making
appropriations for the support of the Military Academy, wa then transferred to the
pay department. ·rrh · transfer of the first two appears de irable, as it relieHs this
office of the necessary clerical work of preparing the rolls and vouchers and d es
n_ot materially increase the clerical work of the companies, requiring only th aclditLOnal note on the muster and pay rolls to cover the r>ayment of the extra-duty pay.

UNITED STATES MILI'r.A.RY ACADEMY.
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Tlrn transfer of the payment of the civiliaµ employees is not, in my opinion, advisahle, as it unnecessarily increas<·s the work both of this office and that of the paymaster de:iguatNl to make the payment without any corresponding advantage. Prior
to the cbange all the r gular civilian employees were pai<l on the monthly rolls, with
tho1:1e temporarily hire<l, such as painters, carpenters, and mechanics of all kinds, as
well as the laborers. 'rho money was drawn from the Treasmy at the same time and
O!]e pay day _a nswe~ed for all, the 27 permanent employees entailing V<'ry little ad<lit1onal work rn payrng several hundred men.
nd 'r the pr cut arrangement rolls
(in triplicate) must be prepared hy this office and the sig-uatures thereon be ohtained
as before. 'l'hN,e rolls are forwar<lPd by th<' snperi11tcncknt to the payma. ter, who
is obliged under the regnlatiom; to pnt each man'H 1>ay i11 a epara.t • e11velope, marking the envelope with the man's 11a111e and its contents, ete., and t.heu forwar<l same
to the superintencleut. He tran mit the package to tho dishursiug officer, who distributes the envelopes to tho employees, 1-;eeing- that each 1·nvelope is correct.
This system, it will be seen, nutkt•A tLe work verformed by the pay department
entirely additional and nnneces ary and at tho same time increasing tho work of this
office.
I would recommrncl that the matter be broup;ht to the atteLttion of the adjutant
general, with a view of having tho civilian employees paid, as heretofore, by this
office.
Statem nt of the receipts and disbnr, ementts for the fiscal year ending Juno 30,
1897, accompanies thii:; report, marked B.
GAS WORKS, UNITED STATE

M:ILlT.A.RY ACADEMY.

As dirc•ctor of the gas works I am charged with providing the ne 0Al'lary illuminating gas for the needs of the post. In order to properl,v light the L>uil<lings and
grounds of th Academy, Congre H appropriated for tho current fiscal year the A1 1 m
of $6,500 for tho p11rchaso of gas coal, oil , candles, Jauterns, matches, cLinmeyH, and
wicking for lighting tlle A ademy chapel, library, caclrt hanacks, mess hall, shops,
ho. pita], offices, stab lets and ricliug hall, sicl •walkH, <·amp, a,ucl wharves. A1:1 tlie gas
con 'urned costs more than the amouut appropriated, all that which is cornrnmed at
placn; noi ennmerat din the act ii.i sold at actna] cost of manufacture witl, a f:lmall
increase for coutingeucies, which includes a portion of the ddiciency abov na111ccl
an<l al o provicl for contingent repairs, which experience has shown to ho JH•cos ary
from time to tillle. The remaind r of the d ficiP111·y is cbargecl to cadets, who pay
for gas at 11JC rate of 35 cents per month for the tirn they are actuaJly preseut.
The fmlo of o·as as nbove, of C'oke, coal tar, to., constitutes a fund known as the}
"c·ontingent fnn<l," which is expended un<ler the direction of the nporiuten(leut of
the Acacl my iu th pnr ·ha o of additional gas coal when necessary, retorts, ga11
1ixture and repairs of same, vay of labor employecl in making O'as, and such other
exp, ·nclitnrrs asp rtain to the ga -making plant of the Academy.
The following stHtemcnt allows the increase in tho amount of ga s manufactured in
tho last three year:;, an<l the coal consumed. The amount approprhttecl for the pnrcha e of gas coal, oil, etc., for the fisc·al year 1898 ha been increased from$;" ,000 to
$6,500, and it is hoped that this will be sufficient to cover the purchase of the coal
and oil r qnire<l.
·
Ga1.; mannfactnred from .July J, 1894, to June 30, 1895, inclusfre .... f: et .. 14,261, 00
('oal u eel from .July 1, 1894, to June 30, 18!)5, inclusiv<' ........ 1>0unds .. 3,503,300
,as m:rnnfactnred from .Jn]y 1, 189H, to .June :30, 1 97, inclusive. ___ t t .. 15, 59,600
Coal used from ,Jul,Y 1, 1896, to June 30, 1897, inclusive ........ 1wund . _ 3, !)02, 700
The receipt :mu di bursements arc shown in tho stat •meut of the contingent funcl
herewith, marked '.
PECIAL <..:O~'TIN~E 'T 1rUND, UNITED

TATE

. JILITARY ACADE:\IY.

This fund is derived from the rent of (• •rtain building-1:1 on the poat nud from tho
sale1:, of ga., coke, coal tar, •tc.
, 'tatcment of the receipts and clisbursewonts nuder tbis head accompanies Lhi ·
report, ancl iH marked C.
Respectfully submitted.
.J. H. BJ~LLIN(:EH,
Captain and Assistant Quartermaster, UnilCll 'tales Arny,
Disbursino OjJicer United States Military Acculcmy
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A.-Statement of fitnds pertaining to the Quarte1·maste1Js Department, United Slates .Armv,
for the fiscal year ending Jmie 30, 1897.
·

Balance on hand July 1, 1896 .. ........":. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Received since:
Regular supplies.... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . .
Incidental expenses ....•..... .................................•.....
Army transportation... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sales to officers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sales at auction...... . . . • . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .

$1, 299. 45
24, 892. 11
11, 035. 0
61 227. 6 l
4, 127. 00
202. 2-

Total to be accounted for .....................•.................•.. 47, 7 3. 53
Disbursed:
Regular supplies .......•••................•.....••...........••..... 25, 079. 25
Incidental expenses.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 069. 29
Army transportation.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,227.24
Deposited . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41 3 7. 05
Balanc~ on band June 30, 1897. •. . • • • . • • . . • • . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . • . . . . 1,020.70
Total ..................•.......................................... 47,783.53

B.-Statetnent showing 1·eceipts and disbu1·sements, etc., of funds pe1'taining to the <tppropriations f01· the support of the United States Military .Academy, for the fiscal yea1· ending
June 30, 1897.
Current ~~!o~l~
and
ancl inci- Bui~~~ngs Memorial
0rd inary dental ex• grounds.
llall.
expenses. penses.

Date.

Total.

CR.

Balance on hand, fiscal year1805. . . . . . . . . • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . • . . . . . • . . . • . . $2, 969. 32 . . • • • • • • • • . • $2, 960, 32
July 1, 1896 ...
Do ...••.
1896 .........•..•.......•. $16, 395. 45 $3, 778. 21
3, 282. 75 . • . • • . . . • . . . 23, 456. 41
Do ..... . .Memorial llall...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $31, 633. 25 31, 633. 25
Received since fiscal year1894 ....•••.•...• :. . . . . . . .
25. 20 . . . . . • . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • • . . .
25. 20
June 30, 1897.
Do ..... .
1896......................
25. 20 . . . . . . . . . . .
40. 00 . .• • • • . ••• ••
65. 20
Do ..... .
1897..... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 60, 050. 00 15, 000. 00 35, 000. 00 • • • • • • • • • . • . 110, 050. 00
Do ..... .
1897- 98 . ....... ... ........ . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25, oou. 00 . . . . . . . .. . . . 25, 000.00
Do ..... . Memorial Hall. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100, 000. 00 100, 000. 00
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76, 495. 85 18, 778. 21 1 66, 292. 07 I 131, 633. 25 203, 190. 3R
DR.

Di bursed, fiscal yearJune 30, 1807.
1895............ .. ........ . . • . .. • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . .
Do ..... .
1896...................... 11, oa8. 22
3, 344. 20
Do ..... .
1897... ................... 55, 836. 60 13, 835. 33
Do ..... .
Do ..... . M
Depo1:1ited, fiscal yearDo ..... .
1804.... ............. ... . .
25. 20 . .. . .. . . • ..
Do ..... .
1895...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do ..•...
18!)6. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 706. 81 . . . . . . . . • . .
Balance on bancl, fiscal yearDo ..... .
1896...................... 3. 675. 62
434. 01
Do ..... .
], 164. 67
1 97........ •.. . . .. . . . . . . . 4,218.40
Do ..... .
J807-!J8 .•........•............ .. ......... . ......
Do .•.... :Memorial Hall.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1, 880. 06 . • • • • • • • • • • •
1,880.06
2, 580. 74 . . . . • . . . . . . . 16, 963. 16
32, 312. 20 . . . • • • . . . . . . 101, 084. 13

~~~I;f~~,i::::::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::: .:~·-~~~:~~. ··oil:«i84. ~i::~~::

____

Total .................. , 76, 4!15. 85
____
_

.....:...

18,778.21

........... .... .. . .. ...
1, 0 o. 26 . • . . . . . . . • . .
. . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . .

25. 20
1, 0 o. 26
1, 706. 81

742. 01 . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 6 7. 80 ...... ···•·•
10,000.48 . ... .. ......
. . . . . . • . • . . 32, 100. 41

4,851.64
8,065.87
10,000.48
32,100.41

60,292.07

131,633.25 , 293, l!JO. 38
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C.- taternent of receipts and expendit1i1'es pe1·taining to the special contingent fund
United tates Milita1·y .A.cadem,y, front Ju,ly 1, 1896, to June 30, 1897.
Gas works. Rents, etc.
Balan eon hand July 1, 1896 .................................... .

$905. 99

$519. 53

Total.
$1,425.52

Received since:
.By rent ofWest Point Ilotel .... .. . . . . . ... .. . ... . . . ••....•..... .. . . . ...... . .....
l, 760. 00
Post-offic . ... .... .. .... .. . . . . ...... .... .. ... . .. .... .. . . . . ... . . . ......
175. 00
Stables............................ ....................... . . . . . . . . . . . .
75. 00
Store (retiring house) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
350. 00
BysaleofGas . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 124. 68 ........... .
Coke . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
694. 53 ...•...•.•..
Coal tar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UO. 00 ........... .
Junk................ .................................................
27.43
Miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
140. 00
2,517.43

8,776.64

Total to be accounted for.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10, 202. 16

Dis bur ed........................................................
6,427.15
2,951.29
On hand June 30, 1897. .••.... ......••... ... ....•....•.. .......... ...... .... .. .... .. ..... .

9,378.44
823. 72

Total accounted for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. . . . . . . .

10, 202. 16

6,529.21

WAR
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF ORDNANCE
AND FORTIFICATION.
WAR DEPARTMENT,

Washington, D. 0., October 31, 1897.
The SECRETARY OF WAR.
SIR: In compliance with the provisions of the act approved February 24, 1891, the Board of Ordnance and Fortification has the honor
te Rubmit for transmission to Congress its annual report for the year
ending October 31, 1897, as follows:
NEW LEGISLATION AFFECTING THE BOARD.

The only new legislation affecting the Board was contained in the
fortification act, approved March 3, 1897, which made an appropriation
for the work of the Board during the year ending June 30, 1898, as
follow :
Board of Ordnance and Fortijication.-To enable the boar<l. to make all needful and
11roper purchases, experiments, and tests to a certain, with a view to their utilization by the Government, tho most effective guns, small arm , cartridges, projectil s,
fuses, explosives, torpedoes, armor plates, and other implements and engines of war,
and to purchase or cause to be manufaetnr d, under authority of the ecretary of
War, such guns, carriage, armor plate, and other war material as may, _in the judgment of the board, be nec~ssary in the proper discharg of the duty devolved upon
it by the act approved eptember tw nty-second, eighteen hundred and eightyeight; to pay the i,alary of the civilian m mber of the Board of Ordnance and Fortification provided by the act of E ebrua1·y twenty-fourth eighteen lmndred and
ninety-on , and for tbo nere sary ,raveling expenses of said membbr when traveling
on duty as ·ontemplated in said act; for the payment of the necessary expense of
tbe boar<l, includipg a per <liem allowance to a<'h ollicer detailed to serve thereon
wb n employed on duty a.way from his permanent station, of two dollars and fifty
cents a day; and for th test of exp rimental guns, carriages, and oth r <l.evices
procured in accordance with the recommendation of the Board of Ordnance and
} ort1fication, on hundred and fifty thousand dollars: Provided, That before any
money shall l>e <•xpencled in the c·onstruction or test of any gun, gun carria , ammunition, or impl m nts under th upervi ion of tbe said board, the board shall be atisfi d, after due inquiry, that the Governm nt of th United State bas a lawful
right to us tb inv ntion involv d in the construction of such gun, gun carriage,
ammunition, or irnplem nts, or that the con truction or te ti made at the request of
a person either having such lawful right or authorized to convey the same to the
Government.
'fltat all material purchased und r the foregoing provi ions of this act shall b of
American manufacture, xcept in cases when, in the ,judgm nt of the cret:n-y of
War, itis to the man if tinter st of the United tates to make purchases in limited
qua.utities abroad, which material shall be admitted free of duty.
APPROPRIATIONS AND ALLOTMENTS.

In compliance with the act of February 24, 1891, which require the
Board to "give a detailed tatement of all ontract, allotment', and
expenditures made by the board, ' au exhibit, marked Appendix A, is
attached to this report, giving this detailed tatement from October
31, 1896, to October 1, 1897.
21
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No contra ts are entered into by the Board, a"' they are made by the
chief of the department to which the work pertains, under the direction of the Secretary of War.
The following table gives a summary of the balance of appropriations
at the date of tile last report, the appropriation and allotments made
during the year, and the balances remaining on hand October 31, 1897:
Surnmary of balances, approp1·iations, and allotments of the Board of Ordnance and Fortificatio1i for the year ended October 31, 1897.
Bnlan eon
bane! Oct. 31, Net allot- Balance o'!1
lll9H, apd
men ts during hand ava1lappr?pnated
the year
able for
durmg the
·
allotment.
year.

Act.

Fortification act of Sept. 22, 1888 .........•....•...•...•......
Fortilication act of-

Mar. 2, 1889 .............••••...............•....••........
Aug.18, 1890 ..••...........••........................ ..• •.
July 25 1892; Feb. 18, ]893; Aug. 1, 1894; Mar. 2, 1895;
and June 6, 1896 ..•....•.••....•...•....•••..••....•....
Mar.3, 1897 .............................................. .

Total.................................................. .

$5,392.60
14,775.00
15,355.69

$5,892.60
$5,050.00

14,775.00
10,305.69

152, :l54. 92 } 179, 106. 44
150,000.00

123,248.48

337, 878. 21

184,156.441 153, 721. 77

GENERAL OPERATION .

The general operation' of the Board during the year have cornprisecl
the con ideration of a great many suggestions and JJlans for eacoa t
defen e, and the examination of devices and machines pertaining
thereto; the perfecting of a y tern of fire control for seacoast fort ,
including- the equipment of a typical artillery station at Fort Wad worth; the te t of experimental gu11s and carriages; the investigation
of the penetration of shot into a concrete parapet and its sand covering, and the development of a suitable high explosive for charging
shells.
Many sugge tions are received from person unfamiliar with the
requirements of modern artill ry practice and fortres armament, which
are often ab nrd or have already been tried and discarded, so that the
number of rejected plan far exce d tho e recommended for trial. All
proj ·ts have, however, be n earefully considered, and no plan has
been rejected without good and ufficient reason.
SUBJECTS CONSIDERED.

The following list for the year how the variety of subjects that
come before the Board at its monthly meetiug'. The action of the
Board in each case is briefly stated :
Subjects considered by the Board during the past year.
Proposed by-

Subject.

Action.

Disarpearing carria~e . .. . .............. Lieut. Col. S. M. Mansfield .. Not recommended.
Roa, level, Bat on•Sawtelle ............ Lieut. C. G. ·awtelle, jr .... . .Allotment.
Do.
l{elocator, Rafferty . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . American Artillery Range
Finder and Relocator Co.
Do.
Wire.wound gun, lO•inch ............... Brown&Mun ell, trustees ..
Do.
Photo chronol?]'apb , polarizing ......••. Lieut. Geo. 0. quier ....... .
Do.
Ran; finder. emergency..... . .......... Boar,l to '.r st Ran gr Finrl rs
Do.
Typ1calartillerystation . .•...••......... Boar,l nf' •rdnan c a0<l l•"or•
titication.
Do.
Azi~utb ancl range indicator .....•..... Lieut. S. E. All n .. ........ .
Do.
Rapid.fire gun, 6•inch ••••• ,............. Board of Ordnance and For•
tification,

I
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Subjects considered by the Board d1iring the past year-Continued.
Subject.

Proposed by-

Armorecl car .... ....................... . John Delaney ..••••.... ..••.
J. N. R. Patr10k •.••.........
i~~t~~od~f~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::: Ava R Coleman ..... . .•....
Gun ................................ ... . Alfonse Mercer •••.•.. ......
Emergency defense, bybarbed wire .... . M. L. Jameson ......... .... .
Range finder, alternatmg current ...... . Lieut. Geo. O. Squier and
Prof. A. C. Crehore.
Emergency defense, by steel rails ....•. . Board of Ordnance and For•
tification.
Multiplying scale ...... •.••....•.•..•... Lieut. W. C. Rafferty .••••••
Searchlight, test of..••••.•.....•••...... Board of Ordnance and For•
ti.fl cation.
High explosive, "Infernite" .......... •. Jamee H. Morgan ..•........
Pneumatic gun .........•..•.......... .. D. M. Mefl'orcl .............. .
High explosives, gun for propelling ...•. MaximPowderand Torpedo
Co.
High explosive ........................ . George Blackman .......... .
Range finder, emergency ....•........•.. American Artillery Range
Finder and Relocator Co.
Telescopic bore eight .......••••••...... Board on Regulation of Sea•
coast Artillery Fire.
Telotypes ••••..•.•.•.•........•....•.•.. Joseph Sheehy ...... ....... .
Disappearing carriage, new design .... . Capt. W. B. Gordon ......•..
Dispatch bomb .. .•......•.•............. H . .B. LittleJa~e .........•...
Re~olving turret ..............••...... .
Smallarms ............................. .
High explosives, firing .........•.......
Steam cannon .. .................... .... .
"Magnetic torpeclo," Criticisms on a .. . Joseph Sax ............ . ... .
"Dis1>atch locks," etc ................. . F.H. Bullie .. ... ........... .
Telescopic eight ....................... . Stackpole & Bro ........... .
Pneumatic dynamite gun .... ••.. ... .... Pneumatic Torpedo aud
Construction Co.
Replotter a.rm ................••.... ..... Lieut. I. N. Lewie .......... .
Visual target indicat or ................ . Lieut. Arthur Murray ..... .
High explosives, firing ... .......... .... . H.W. Blair ......•..........
liiuged shield ..•..........•............ Edward S. Holden ......... .
Invention, 1wdeveloped ........ ....... . A. L. Newton ...•.........•.
Defense by cables ...................... . Charles Lachenmaier ...... .
W. Il. Weddington ........ .
A va R. Coleman ..........•.
Torpedoes, apparatus for operating .... . "\V. F. Brewster . .... . ...... .
Machine gun, 37 mm ................... . Maxim•N ordenfelt Gun e
and Ammunition Co.
Fire direction,eyetem of... ............ . George Stao,: .. ............ .
Range Fi~der Board, personnel of...... . , ecretar_y of War .......... .
Haakell 8•mch gun, expense of teat .... . Chief of Ordnance .•........
Ferrie wheel, weight, cost, etc., informa• L. V.Rico .............•.....
tion as to,
"Pantelemeter" .................... ... . E. Cuenod for Col. C. de
Charriere.
Experimental parapet ................. . Board of Ord nan cu and ]'ortitication.
Relocator .............................. . Lieut. C. L. Phillipe ........ .
Range finders, Lewis and Rafferty .... . . Board of Ordnance and For•
tification.
Searchlights, offer to loan .............. . General Electric Co . ..... .. .
Bomb-dropping device ......••.•........
nnd
ci;u~!~~t iot~~rt
Multichargegun •••.•..••. .......... .... Haskell Multiohargo Gun
and Projectile Co.
Bombshell ..•................. .......... F. J. Frandolig ..........•..
Electric cannon ...•...........•......... Thomae F. 0 Brown ....•.....
Mounting mortars, method of.......... . Wm. M. Douglas .....•. .•. ..
.Air ship ...••••..••....... . ..•.......... Millie Knickerbocker ...... .
Bomb-dropping device ................. . JoehuaBaguall ............ .
Vvm. M. J!'r eman .......... .
John A. Hmith ............ . .
Hange finder, Weldon, t ete of......... .
1
Range finders, memorandum r garding.
.Electro-telephotoeoope .......•..•....... Dr. Lnca,·alerie and Lieut.
G. '. "\Vbietler.
Vernier . .. ...................• •••....... Lieut. I. N'. Lewis ......... .
ynchronograph, report on ............ . Li ut. Geo. O. quier and
Prof. A . C. Creltoro.
ketohing board ..•..................... Li ut.James A. Moes ..•....
Elevation indicator .................... . Li ut. W. C. Rafferty ....... .
Megaphone, value of ...•.....••......... Maj. C. A. Woodruff.....•..
t?WdElr•pneuroati~ guns .............. . . 'ims-Dudley Defense Co ....
1sapp a ring carnage ........ ... .. .... . "\V. T.Pool. ..•.••........•..
Coast de~ nee ........ ... ..... .. ........ . ,T011 n Knvanagl1 •......•.....
Iligh explosiv e, device for throwing .. . C. II. Kirkpatrick ... •. .....
Double-blade 1uojoctile ••...... •........ Jt Jt'ran ·o ........•.......••.

z:.irr.'k~~m~~l·&· c~: :: :::
lY-W~D!~1::::::::::::::::::

t~;~ci~~:::::: ::::: :: :: :: :::: :::::::

~~~~If..~.~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

d~l. t ~~{tm~~~::::::::

Action.
Not recommended.
Action postponed.
Not recommended.
Do.
Do.
.Allotment.
Committee report.
Tested and not recommended.
Allotment.
Not recommended.
Do.
Do.
A waiting further information.
Allotment.
Do.
Ordered.
Action postponed.
Not recommended.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Filed.
Not recommended.
Allotment.
Adopted for certain positions.
To be tested.
Constructed under allotment.
ii"fetting further information.
Not recommended.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Papers filed.
ot recommended.
Do.
Recommendation made.
.Allotment.
J!'iled.
Not recommended.
Allotm nts.
Not r ccoromencled.
Competitive tests ordered.
.Accepted.
Not rrcornmendecl.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do .
Do.
Do.

Do.
bo.

ot conclusive.
]'ilecl.
Action rostponed .
To bo tested.
ll f<•rred to Postmaster.Gen•
rul.
'ot in province of board.
Not recommended.
Do.
Action postpbned.
Not recommended.
Do.
Do.
Do.
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Snbjects considered by the Boa1·d diiring the JJast yeai-Continued.
Subject.

Propo od by-

F~eld carria~e fo 75-mm. ~un,; ......... .
High explosive, 71 Ammomto ......... .
Auto•mobile torpedo ................... .
Range finder, Stroobants .............. .

Chief of Ordnance ..•....•..
Harrj' Allen ......... , ..... .
John L. Lay ............... .
Board of Ordnance and ]!'or.
tification.
Board on Regulation of a,.
coast Artillery Fire.
Tokiwa Matsuo ............ .
John G. Roberts ........... .
Capt. D. D. Gaillard ........ .

Telephones for Fort Wadsworth ....... .
Range :finder, logarithmic .... .. ........ .
Sightini gnns, method of .............. .
Range finder, micrometer .. . : ...... . ... .

¥~%eijfed:::~~~::::::::::::~ ~~ ~ ::::~ ~

Cas~ st~el 8-!nch inn, ca~ing for ....... .
J>roJectiles, rutenor loadrng of ......... .
Subscale, Lewis, report on ........... .. .
National defense, "Tho11ghts on" ..... .
Harbor defen e ............. ........ ... .
Gordon l0•inch carriage, 10odifi d ...... .

Action.

Adolph J. Johnson ......... .
B. J:i. Veeder ............... .
Wm. :I!' . .Brewster .......... .
R. J. Gatling ..........•.....
Col. J. Perisse ..... .. ....... .
.Board of artillery officers ... .
Geori:{e Cashel ............. .
J. A. . .Bower ................ .
Morgan Engineering Vo ... .

Launch, procuring from Quarterruas•
ter's Department.
Smokeles1::1 powder ..................... .
Defense against "lightning hurler" ... .
Burninglrojectile ..................... .
3-inch r .. gun and mounts ... .......... .
Torpeclo controller ..................... .
Shell for high explosives ............... .
Under.sea battery ..................... .
Assembling small caliber guns ... ..... .
Air ship ............................... .
D epression range finder, new design ... .

Board on the Regulation of
Seacoast Artillery l?ire.
Chief of Orduauce ......... .
Joseph ax ................ .
F.L. Tripp ... .............. .
Chief of Ordnance ......... .
Henry Hes .. .............. .
C. A. Amundson ....... . ... .
F. Ro1< i ••••••.•..•...•.....
Channing Burnz ........... .
Androw Johnson .......... .
American Artillery Range
Finder and Relocator Co.
Converting instrument ...... .. ........ . Tokiwa Matsuo...... . . . . . . .

Allotment.
Not recommended.
Action postponed.
Allotment.
To be procured.
ot r ecommended.
Do.
Reforr <l to Board on Regula.
tion of Seacoast Artillery
]!'ire.
Not recommended.
l)o.
Do.
Referred to act of Congress.
ot recommended .
A<loptetl as type.
I111practic-able.
Not recommended.
Ace pted, but not rccorumen<l•
ed as a type.
Allotment.
Chang() i11 allotment.
Not recommended.
Do.
Allotm nt.
Tot recommended.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Allotment.
RP-ferred to Board on Relf.tln•
of Seacoast Art· ery

~f!.

Brown wire gnn, change in breech Brown &Munsell, trustees .. Approved.
mechanism and form of sej!1llents.
Tactics for seacoast artillery...... . . . . . . Board on Regulation of Sea- To be tried.
coast Artillery Fire.
Bursting time of fuses, apparatus for Chief of Ordnance .......••. Allotment.
ascertaining.
Do.
Rapid·fire fiefd gnna and carriag s ..... Board of Ordnance and For•
tification.
Do.
Experimental parapet of st el rails .......... do ......................
1

EXPERDIE " l'AL GU S.

The 8-inch Haskell multicharge gun.-The test of this gun wa com•
pleted in February, 1897. Only two rounds were fired. At the, ·01Hl
round tbe metal between the forward pocket and the bore wa::; fomid to
have been cru bed in, and the gun was con equently uu erviceabl .
This gun differs materially from the 6•inch multicharge gun which
was tried in 18 4-. It i made of forged steel on the built.up sy tem
of construction and con .. ists of :five principal part8, viz, the breech
and chase sections, the two pock t ectious, and a. ection connectingtbe pocket forging . The part. are crewed together. The bore i" 50
calibers long. The pocket ext ml annularly about the gun a11cl a ·h
communicates with the bore through three opeuings. The orifice
through which the pocket are charged are clo ed by separate plug
made on the interrupted crew principle. The main charge and pro·
jectile are in erted in the breech section a in ·ervfoe g·nn .
The full charges for the gun are, breech, 105 pound W. C. powder;
fir t pocket, 116 pound V. M., and econd pocket, 122 pound pbero•
hexagoual. · The projectile was 6 caliber long and weighed about 400
pounus.
1
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In the first round that was fired charges of only 50 pounds of powder
in the breech and each pocket were used, and in the second 75 pounds.
The powder was of different degrees of quickness, that in the forward
pocket being the quickest and that in the breech chamber the slowest.
The theory of the Ha kell Gun Company is that the gas check at
the base of the projectile failed to act perfectly and that the injury to
the gun was due to the premature explosion of the powder charge in the
pocket. This is probably correct.
The Board, however, declined to recommend any further expenditure
of Government funds for the repair of the gun or for further experimentation with tbe multicharge system.
A test of tbe multicharge system was authorized by Congress in
1888, and since that time smokeless powders have been so developed
that the advantages of such a gun, even though it equaled in every
respect the expectations of its inventor, have to a great extent disappeared. It was anticipated that great muzzle velocity with low and
sustained pres ures would be obtained, but with modern smokeless
. powders the same re ult i attained without the complicated and uncertain mechanism which characterizes the multicharge gun.
The idea of a gun by means of which successive impulses are given
to the projectile until an initial velocity approximating to the velocity
of powder gases is attained is very fascinating and seem to offer
wonderful possibilities, I.mt the failure of two guns indicates tbat furher experiment in this field would be futile. Even if extraordinary
results had been obtained, there would still r main grave objecti011s to
the gun as a service weapon on account of its great length and irregular contour, the fact that it requires everal grade of powder for the
same round, and its lownes of loading as compared with an ordinary
breech-loading rifle.
The 8-inch Gatling cast-steel gun.-Thi gun is now under construction,
having been contracted for by the Ilouorable ecretary of War by
virtue of the act approved June 6, 1896.
The 10-inch Brown seg·mental-tube wire-woitnd gun.-The Board in its
report for 1895 stated that in ca e the 5-inch Brown gun did not
develop any radical defect in the system it was it intention to allot
money for the con truction of a 10-inch gun.
The 5-inch gun failed at the one hundred and ninety-second round,
but it endured some enormous pres ures aud it failure wa not conclusive a to the merit of the sy tern. It was al o beJieved that Congress desir d that the gun bould have a thorough te t. For the e
reason the Board de<'ided to recommend the allotment of $33,000 for
the con ' truction of a 10-in h rifle, and the recommendation was
approved by the Secretary of "'V'...i ar.
The Tru tees of the gun report that the mill for hot rolling the segment and the machine for winding tbe wire on the gun with the requisite initial tension are ompleted and that the wire and ste 1 for the
egments have been made. The lining tube i under con truction by
the Bethlehem Iron Company.
The Trustees expect to have the gun ready forte t about July 1, 1898.
CONTRACT GUNS.

The hundred-gun contract.-Under this contract twenty-five 8-inch1
fifty 10-inch, and twenty-five 12-inch guns are to be made by the
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Bethlehem Iron Company. The progress on this contract is shown by
the report of the company, dated October 8, 1897:
MACHINE TOOLS AND EQUIPMENTS,

Several additions have been made to the assembling plant during the past year,
including one 48-inch lathe, one 24-inch slotter, and two milling machines.
PRESENT CONDITION OF GUNS BEING MANUFACTURED UNDER THIS CONTRACT.

1.'wenty-five guns, 8-inC'h caliber.
Guns Nos. 1 to 25, inclusive.-Shipped.
Fifty guns, 10-inch caliber.
Guns Nos. 26 to 40, inclusive.- hipped.
Gun No. 41.-Accepted and ready for shipment; in use in shop for gun-carriage
tests.
Guns Nos. 42 to 50, inclusive.-Assembled.
Gun No. 51.-C hoops a s mbled; all other parts machined ready for assembling.
B1·eech niechanisms Joi· guns Nos. 42 to 51, inclusive.-N early completed; breech plates
not all drilled and tray latch not y t fitted.
Gmis Nos. 52 to 57, inclu Hil'e.-Of the 66 forgin~s (exclusive of those for breech
mechanisms) required for these gun , 6 jackets anct 24 hoops are machined ready for
as erubling. All of the remaining forgings, excepting 16 hoops, ar forged and rough
machined, of which 6 tubes, 3 hoops, and 6 trunnions are accepted as to physical
qualities.
Guns Nos. 58 and 59.-Tubes, jackets, and trunnion hoops forged, rough machined,
and accepted as to physical qualities.
G1ms Nos. 60 to 62, incl1tsire.-'l'ubes and trunnions forged, rough machined, and
accepted as to physical qualiti s; jackets forged and rough machined.
Guns Nos. 63 to 73, in<llusive.-Seven trunnion hoops forged, rough machined, and
accepted a to physical qualities; 1 tube, 4 jackets, and 4 trunnion hoops forged and
rough machined.
Twenty-five guns, 12-inch caliber.
Guns Nos. 76, 77, 79, and 80.-Assembled.
Gun ro. 78.-Jacket, Cl and 02 hoops assembled; all other parts ready for
assembling.
Gun .1 o. 81.-Jacket, Al, A2, A3, Cl, 02, and D hoops assembled. B2 and B3
hoops ready for as mbling. •rrunnion hoop forged and ace pted.
Gun No. 82.-Jac·ket, 'l, i 1 and D hoops assembl d. Al, A2, A3, B2, ancl B3
hoops ready for a sembling. Trunuion hoop forged and accepted.
Guns os. 89 to 8(j, inclusire.-Of the 44 forgings (exclu ive of those for bre oh
mechanism ) required for the e guns 24 hoops are machined ready for a sembling
and 2 Cl hoops and 2 trunnion hoops are forged, rough machined, and accepted as to
physical qualities.
Mechanisms for guns os. 76 to 86, inclusive.-.A.bout one-half completed.

From the above it will be en that the company i making excellent
progre . It i probabl that the 100 guns will be delivered considerably in advance of the contract time.
HE.AVY RAPID-FIRE GUNS.

The Seabury 4.72-inch gun.-The purchase of this gun is conditional
upon it fulfilling certain te ts. It failed to operate sati factorily at
it trial and was removed from the Proving Ground for alteration.
The breech mechaui m ha been radically changed, and it is understood that it will soon be returned to the Proving Ground for further
test.
The Gerdom 4.72-inch gun.-The Gerdom breech mechanism was fitted
to tb barrel of the Hotchkiss gun the breech of which gave way about
two years ago at the Proving Ground. The gun stood the prescribed
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tests very satisfactorily. For full particulars of the trial reference is
made to the Report of the Chief of Ordnance for the current year.
The breech mechanism had been made so as to also fit the 5-inch
rapid-fire gun which is being constructed on the plan of Captain
Hobbs from a single forging.
Five-inch rapid-fire gun, single forging.-This gun is not yet finished,
but the tests so far taken v~rify the theory of its construction. The
gun is made from a single forging and bored out. It is then annealed
by cooling from the interior, by which treatment the proper initial
strains in the metal are secured.
The 5-inch type rapid-fire gun.-This gun, for which the Board made
an allotment March 12, 1896, is about completed. It is a built-up gun
and is fitted with the Driggs-Schroeder breech mechanism.
The 6-inch rapid-fire gun.-Tbis gun was proposed by the Board to
take the place of 8-inch rifles in the defense of certain harbors which
have not sufficient depth of water to admit armored vessels and for
auxiliary u e against unarmored ships, torpedo cruisers, etc.
At the request of the Board the Chief of Ordnance submitted a
design for such a gun and an allotment was made for its construction
July 13, 1897. The forgings for the gun have been ordered and it will
be constructed as soon as possible.
Three-inch 16-pounder rapid-fire gitn.-Tbe advisability of providing
a rapid-fire gun intermediate in caliber between the G-pom1der and the
5-inch rapid-fire guns for sweeping mine fields has for some time been
under consideration by the Board, and at the September meeting an
allotment was made to enable the Chief of Ordnance to procure and
test a 3-inch gun for this purpose.
MOUNTS FOR RAPID-FIRE GUNS.

Mounts of four different types are under construction under allotments
of the Board. For the 5-inch type gun, as described iu the last report,
a slight modification of the pillar mount is to be used. For the 6-inch,
the Chief of Ordnance proposed two mounts, a disappearing carriage
of the Crozier-Buffington ystem and a pillar mount similar to that for
the 5-inch, with a preference in favor of the former. .As the pillarmount system will be thoroughly te'ted with tlrn 5-inch gun, the Board
decided to test the Crozier-Buffington with the 6-inch.
If sufficient rapidity of fire can be obtained with this design its
advantages are obvious. The pillar mouut, though under cover of the
parapet when not firing, i.s necessarily exposed in action. The gun
detachment i somewhat protected by the gun hield, but this i ? of
cour e, inadequate against large-caliber guns. With the di appearmg
system the gun i only above the parapet at the in tant of firing and
the gun detachment is completely protected, with the exception of the
gun layer, who e bead only is exposed in sighting. The ight is placed
upon the carriage instead of upon the gun, a.nd the gun can be laid
while being loaded. It remains to be seen, when the two types are
te ted, whether or not the pillar mount will how any marked sup~riority in rapidity of aimed fire.
Mounts for 3-inch rapid-fire guns.-Two types of mount have been
ordered, at the _s uggestion of the Chief of Ordnance, for the 3-inch gun,
one for u. e behind parapet and the other in ca emates. The parapet
mount i constructed to be raised above the parapet like the piUar
mount, but this is accomplished in a different way. The ca emate
mount is designed for use through embrasures and is similar to the
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parapet mount without the disappearing feature. Both mounts have
hydraulic cylinders to ch ck tbe recoil.
.
It is hoped that within another year the whole ubject of rapid-fire
guns and their mount will oe definitely settled.
RAPID-FIRE FIELD GUNS.

At the date of the la t report, four rapid-fire field guns were undergoing test under allotments made by the Board-the Seabury, Dashiell,
Fletcher, and Gerdom. The laRt named was found by the Ordnance
Board to have passed the tests in the mo t ati factory manner. Tbe
gun was afterward fired for endurance, and at tbe nine hundred and
twenty-fifth round gave way at the breech under peculiar circumstance .
It i customary at the Proving Ground to combine, in the interests
of economy, as mauy different objects in the tests a po sible, and at
the time of the explosion au aluminum cartridge ca e with a piston-like
bead was being experimented with.
The case sheered off just forward of the head, permitting the gas to
escape into the breech recess through tbeannular opening- thus formed.
There was therefore practically no obturatio11 1 and tbe walls of the
breech recess received the whole force of tue gas pre ure and con equent1y gave way. The wall of the jacket in which the breech r ce s
is cut in thi gun are not deRigned to re i t uch a pre. snre, which mu~t
have beeu nearly a great as that in the powder cba,rnber. The Ordnance Board did not believe that the bur ting woulcl have occurre<l
with a normal gun and cartridge ca e, and expre ed the opinion that
tl1e failure of thi gun hou1d not cause the condemnation of the Gerdom y tern of breech mechanism.
The Gerdom breech mechani mi equally well adapted to the u e of
both metallic and nonmetallic ammunition, a11d it will be po ible at
any time to make the change to a rapid-fire ·y tern without great
expen e.
The advantage of a rapid-fire breech mechani min field gun depend
largely upon the carriage, as with our pre ent carriage more time i.
required to run the gun into battery than to load. It i claimed that
certain foreign carriages, uch a tbe Oanet and Darmencier, are not
materially di ' turbed by firing, and the correction of mall lateral d viations i provided for in the mounting of the gun on the carriage. An
allotment has been made for the procurement of one of tllese carriage
for test.
GUN OARRIA.GES.

Emery 12-inch elevating carriage.-The following report of Mr. A.H.
Emery show the progre s made in the con truction of this carriage :
STAMI<' ORD, CONN.,

October 6, 1897.

BOARD OF ORD A.L'{CE AND FORTIFICATION,

War Depa,-tment, Wash.i,ngton, D. G.
In reply to your of epteruber 27th, requesting report of pr0#-,1'1'8 e
on the con truction of my 12-incb elevating gun carriage, I have to say that all the
prindpal forgings and castings have been ordered and a large portion of them
delivered.
1o t of the smaller work, with the exception of the sprin~s, bas also been ordered.
I have had much difficulty in placing the machining of tb1 work, owing to ev •ral
rea ons. One is that few shops could machine the large pieces, and of th . e the
two where I had hoped to have had this work principaJly done could not take the
work because oflarg time contracts which they have taken for other gun ·nrriageR.
The few other hop which could do thi work, with one ex ·eption, d clin d, not
because I was unwilling to pay a good price for the work, but of their hope that
GENTLF.l\IEN:
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business would improve, as it has done, when they did not wish to have so large a
machine taking up shop room for such a length of time as this carriage necessitated.
Work has been done in several shops, but the main part of finishing all of the
large and most of the small parts (springs excepted) of this work was finally contracted for with a suitable party, who is doing the work, where it is progressing
well, though not as fast as I had hoped.
I have delayed putting in the foundations, as I needed the time to care for the
many parts of the carriage, made of many pieces, and scattered, as it has been, in
several shops.
I now hope to put in the foundations early in the spring and then to proceed promptly
with the erection of the whole carriao-e and have it up ancl fully tested during the
summer of 1898.
I have ah'eady provided all the powder and projectiles for the preliminary and
proof tests, and the projectiles for the preliminary and the powder ancl projectiles
for the proof tests have already ueen delivered, so that there neecl be no delay waiting for ammunition when the carriage is ready to test.
Very respectfully,
A.H. EMERY.

The second 10-inch pneumatic carriage.-This carriage is finished, has
been mounted at the Proving Ground, and will be tested shortly.
The 10-inch Howell counterpoise carriage.-This carriage is completed
with the exception of the a sembling and adjustment of part . It is
expected that it will be ready for the shop trial in about three months,
and jt will then be sent to the Proving Ground for the balli ·tic tests.
The modified Gordon 10-inch carriage.-This carriage bas succes fully
passed its test, but was not considered superior to the adopted carriage
and ·therefore not recommended as a type.
The carriage is much improved by the alterations, as the pneumatic
feature by which it was retumed to battery by air compressed by the
recoil has been replaced by overcounterweigbting, and it has been
changed from a nonrecoil mount to one in which the acceleration is
gradually given to the counterweights without introducing the enormous overturning moment which exi ted in the original carria 0 e. The
carriage i , however, extremely bulky, the hauling-down apparatus i
very slow, and it i more expensive than the ervice model. The carriage at the Proving Ground is, erviceable and could be u ed if con idered desjrable. It bas the advantage of an all-around fire over any
other disappearing carriage tbu far tested, and has a greater cover13 degrees.
The 12-inch disappearing ca,rriage.-The test of this carriage is nearly
completed and it bas proved an unqualified flu ce . The elev 1opment
of this carriage is con idered by the Board as a decid d ad van e, as
it enables the Government to mount its heaviest guus under cover,
without r sorting to uch expen ive device as the gun-lift battery and
armored turret , which were considered the only solution of the problem a few year ago.
The inventor and designers of this carriage, Ool. A. R. Buffington
and Capt. illiam rozier, of the Ordnance Department, are to be
cou!ITatulated upon this ucce sful culmination of their y tern.
All-around fire 10-inch Bu:tfington-Orozier carriage.-The detailed
drawing-A for this carriage have been completed and it L exp ct cl that
a type carriage will be ready for te t before the end of the fiscal year.
SMOKELE S POWDERS.

The development of ati factory smokeles powder for cannon has
b eu under th imm diate upervi ion of Capt. idn y E. tnart, of
th Ordnance Department, and allotm nt have b en made by thi
Board from time to time to arry on the work.
very con iderable
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advance has been made during the past year. In order to put the
manufacture on a practical basis, contracts were made with the leading
powder makers to supply powder of a composition specified by the Ordnance Department, but leaving the form of grain to the manufacturer.
This has resulted in the production of several forms of grain, all giving
an increase of at least 25 per cent of energy, when fired, over the brown
cocoa powder previously employed. These powders are now being
delivered, and though the tests have not been completed, they have
proceeded sufficiently far to settle definitely the compo ition and to
indicate that the selection of the form of grain is a matter of the near
future.
The powder that will be selected may be stated to l>e, without divulging the exact formula, a compound of nitro-glyceriue and gun cotton
in such proportions and with such a character of gun cotton as to prevent undue erosion of the bore and still give high ballistic results.
It may be asserted that orders could now be given for smokeless
powder and a form of grain specified for all guns in the service that
would leave little to be desired as to ballistic results. Further experiments wilJ however be made, and they will be directed to the adjustment of' the grain to each particular gun, o as to obtain the best
ballistics without undue expenditure of powder.
SPECIAL METHODS OF THROWING HIGH EXPLOSIVES.

In the last annual report five systems were under consideration, viz:
The Sims-Dudley; that of the Maxim Powder and Torpedo Company;
that of the Pneumatic Torpedo and Construction Company; the Mefford,
and the Justin.
These rival systems were carefolly investigated by committees of the
Board, and, in accordance with their reports, the following recommendation was made by the Board at its February meeting:
After a careful study of the results obtained by the Pneumatic Torpedo and Construction Company, the Board finds that their system is the only one that bas fully
demonstrated an ability to safely and accurately project nitro-gelatm, or hJgh explosives of equal power and sen itiveness, in large masses. Experiments are now in
progress under the auspices of tbis Board with a view to discharging high explosives
of sufficient power from powder guns, but success can not be said to nave as yet been
attained.
The batteries of 15-inch guns of this system that have been erected at Fort Hancock, New York Harbor, and Fort Scott, an Francisco Harbor, have shown that
these guns are capable of throwing 100 pounds of nitro-gelatin to a distance of 4,800
yards; 200 pounds, 3,500 yards; and 500 pounds, 2,600 yards, with great accuracy.
As a projector of aerial torp does therefore at points on our coast where the channels are narrow and too deep to admit of being defend d by subaquatic torpedoes,
the Board b elieves that the pneumatic system might well find a place, and to this
extent would recommend the adoption of the 15-inch gun and carriage as erected at
Forts Hancock and Scott, with the changes in the position of the firing reHervoir and
in the location and capacity of the compressing plant proposed by the company,
provided they give equal or greater efficiency, as the types for future constructions.

Tbe Board has not, however, abandoned the expectation of some
time being able to discharge aerial torpedoes of great capacity from
powder guns, and experiments will be continued with that end in view.
AUTO-MOBILE DIRIGIBLE TORPEDOES.

The question of the adoption of a type for this very important adjunct
to harbor defen e i:,, still in a very unsatisfactory state. As stated in
the lat report, tbe Halpine torpedo appeared to the Board promising,
and one was ordered.
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Lieutenant Halpine reports that he found it necessary to design and
build a special type of motor in order to g·et the power required within
the limited space and weight allowed, and that the first two of these
motors built did not fulfill the contract requirements. Another is nearly
finished, and it is expected that the torpedo will be presented fJr test
soon after November 1, 1897 ..
Other torpedoes have been brought to the notice of the Board, such
as the Patrick and Lay, but action upon tllem has t>oen deferred until
the result of the Halpine trial can be knowu.
The Patrick has been tested by the Navy and given excellent results,
but is much more expensive than the Halpine. The Lay system has
been u ed extensively in Europe.
These weapons, costing from $5,000 to $15,000 each, if provided in
proper numbers, will require a very large outlay, and the Board i' desirous of procuring the cheapest type that will effectively do the work.
RANGE FINDERS.

The only tangible advance in this subject during the year has been
in the development of a supplementary or emergency depression range
finder.
In addition to the principal range and position finders, placed at a
distance from the guns, there should be others in the batteries themselves for use in case the communication with the range-finding station
should be cut or the instrument should for any reason break down.
In order to provide for this contingency, the Board to Test Range
Finders prepared the specifications for an emergency position finder.
Under the advertisement issued, proposals to furnish two- different
instruments were received-the Lewis and the Rafferty. The price of
the latter being the lower, it was ordered, and upon test it more than
fulfilled the requirements. The Lewis was a portable modification of
the larger instrument invented by Lieutenant Lewi , and, upon the
application of that officer, this Board authorized a trial of it in competition with the Rafferty. The result of this te twas not regarded as
altogether conclusive, and it was decided to order both instrument for
the typical artillery station at Fort Wadsworth, and to await the result
of service u e before recommending either type.
Range .finder to be attached to the gitn carriage.-Thi is a variation of
the Rafferty position finder, which is intended to be attached to the
sight standard of di appearing carriage . The range is given directly
and the azimuth is of course shown on the traverse circle of the carriage. Thi departure from the ordinary range finder seemed to the
Board worthy of trial, and an instrument has been ordered for the
10-inch battery at Fort Monroe.
Horizontal-base range finders.-Upon the recommendation of the
Chief of Ordnance the Board allotted funds for the purcha e of a Barr
and Stroud fortres range finder. This is an Engli h in "trument, and
con i ts of a tube 4½ feet long, with reflectors at each end, one of which
reflects the upper part of an object, as a ma t or moke tack, and the
other the lower. By a movement of one of the reflector the images
are drawn together at the center, where the eye is placed, until they
form an unbroken reflection, when the distance i read from a scale.
The instrument i very convenient, but its ba e being no longer than
the tube, 4½ feet, is very short for taking long range accurately. The
range finder i undergoing te t at the Sandy Ilo k Proving Ground.
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The alternating current range and position .finder.-This instrument
was proposed by Prof-essor Crehore and Lieutenant Squier, the inventor of the polarizing photochronograph, and appeared to the Board. o
promising, that an allotment was made for its constructiou. Lieutenant
Squier reports that the workiug drawings are about completed and that
the construction will not take much time.
The Ruckman-Grosby range .finder.-One of these in truments was
purchased by the Board eight years ago, and Lieutenant Ruckman is
now engaged in improving the system. He reports a considerable
advance in the development of his instrument.
The Lewis subscc1,le.-This is an attachment to the azimuth circles of
seacoast carriages, to enable the gunner to set the gun at a given azimuth
quickly and accurately. It was fully tested by the Ordnance Board
and by a board of artillery officer at Fort Monroe, and wa, found to
be uperior to the service index. Thi Board therefore recommended
that it be adopted for service and the recommendation was approved
by the Secretary of War.
HIGH EXPLOSIVES.

This subject has been in charge of Maj. Frank H. Phipps, Ordnance
Department, acting as a committee of the Board. Very sati factory
progres has been made toward the selection of an explosive for shell
charge , but further experiments should be made before finally deciding this matter.
The invent10n of a safe and effective detonator by Lieut. William S.
Peirce, of the Ordnance Department, has al o supplied a long ought
for desideratum.
The report of Major Phipps is here embodied in full:
WAR DEPARTME T, October 19, 1897.
The committee on hjgh explosives bas th· honor to report that the only
new explo ive teated during the year w re samples of wet gun cotton made by the
New Explo ive Company, of towmarket, England, and a mokeles powd r manufa tnred by the Me rs. Du Pont for the .30-caliber rifl . This latter sub tance
gav excellent r sults in the explo ive chamber. A.n 8-incb steel shell containing
4l 0 pounds of the explosiv and fired by an 1 ctric prim r wa broken into 1,035
pi c and th woocl lining of the chamber t on fire.
everal charges of wet gun
cotton made by the Engli b company having be n prornred, it was con id red
advi able to make a comparative test of it merits with snch gun cotton as could be
procured in thi country, and at th same time test aom of the mokf'l s powder
for .30-caliber rifle, above r ferred to. Accordingly, two hf'll wer fille<l with the
Eugli h w t gun otton, two with ome made by the Du Pont , and two with the
smokel . powd r. All w r fired under the same conditions of soil, depth, etc., a
explo iv s previou ly t t d by your committe .
Each bell wa provided with an igniter of dry gun otton (t ounce), was buried
o that the lin of lea tr istance wa in ach ca e th same, viz, 3.7 fi et, and was
explod d by an electric battery and ubmarine mine fuse containing 24 grains of
m r uric fnlminat .
Using G neral Abbot's formula, C=r11 [L+t (R-L)J 3 in whi hC = quivalent of xplo iv gelatin.
R = radin of crater form •cl by explosion and
L = line of least reai tance (in the following cases 3. 7 feet), w have the following
result :
GENERAL:

Charge.

En~ish gun cotton ..............................
D~ok~l~1

~:w~~~::::: :: ::::::: :: ::: :: :::::::

Pounds.
8. 5
6. 625
6. 5

Crater radius
(mean of8
radii}.

Feet.
3. 7!l and 4. 36
4. 00 and 4. 05
3. 97 and 4. 49

I

v rage.

C=

3. 18 and 4. 61
3. 65 and 3. 80
3. 60 and 4. 9

I

3.89
3. 72
4.29

I
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As 8.5 pounds of Engli h gun cotton proved in trial to be equally effective as 3.89
pounds of explosive gelatin, it has 0.46 of its power. DuPont's gun cotton has 0.56
of the power of explosive gelatin, and the smokeless powder 0.66 of the same.
Io the early trials bells bn.ving an interior capacity of 192 inches were used.
Those used in the trials just made bad a capacity of 186 inches. It is necessary
therefore, for a fair comparison with the result heretofore reported, to increase the
weights actually inserted in the shells in the proportion of 186 to 192. We would
then have for theEnglish gun cotton, 8. 67 pounds.
DuPont's gun cotton, 6. 84 "
mokel es powder, 6. 7
"
Hence, the relative merits of these explosives are represented by the products.46x8.67=3.99
.56 X 6.84=3.83
.66x6.7 =4.42
The co1Tesponding figures of merit given for other high explosives are as follows:
Explosive gelatin, 1.00x 10=10.
Emmensite,
0.56X9.8=5.49
Wet gun cotton, 0.5lx6.2=3.16
From the above we see that the density of loading of both the English and Du Pont
gun cotton was gr at0r than th English cotton previously tested by the committee
of the board; that th w ight of the English charge just tested waa greater than
that of the American product although but little greater in the order of merit. The
smok 1 ss powd r test cl has an ord r of merit next after emmensite, whose great
fault of sensibility it possesses to an qual or greater degree.
Two t t to d termine the effect of impact with shell load d with the smokeless
powd r were made with tbe 7-inch Ames rifle against a 4-inch wrought-iron plate.
Both shell exploded on impact.
It has be n found that shell loaded with emmensite would not explode on impact
again t wat r, sand, or oak 3 inches thick, but against a 4-inch wrought-iron plate
it explod d, making a rath r cl an hole, larg r than the diameter of the shot who e
fragm nts were g n rally carri u through, altb.ough the d tonation was not ompl te as some unconsum d mm nsite was found on the face of th plate. Ou a
6-inch plate th shell explod d, but the ahell p n tratcd the plate, the point projecting 2 inches b yond. In a re ent test, however, with a detonating fuse, a Midvale
torpedo shell holding 9 pounds of emm n ite, pen trated a 3½-inch nickel steel plate
and was detonated 5 £ t ba k of the plate, entirely destroying and shattering the
wood n chamb r behind the plate.
As anticipated in my la ·tr port, an 8-inch B. L. ri:fle became availahle, and three
rounds ach of rum n it and w t gun cotton were safely fired with velociti s of
about 1,870 foot-a cond , and pr ssur s ranging from 37,500 to 39,000 pound per
square inch. The shells were emiarmor piercing, made by the United States Projectile Company, and held 16H pounds of emmen ite and 15 pounds of Stowmarket
gnn otton.
Believin r that the action of these substannes fired from the 12-inch steel mortar,
with a 1,000-pound torpedo hell holding large charges, would be even more conclusive than results obtain d from the 8-inC'h rifle, it was proposed to fire three rouuds
of each explo ive from this mortar. One round with gun cotton has already been
fired. The charge ofw t gun cotton wa 117 pound . the propelling barge 49 pounds
of smokeless powder, the re ulting pressure being 33,000 pounds per square inch i
estimated velocity 1,200 foot-seconds. The rest of the programme will be carriea.
out as rapidly a pos ible.
Experiment continued by the Ordnance Department with the Peirce detonating
fuse, reforred to in my la t annual report, hav resulted most satisfactorily.
R ferring now to th first report of the committee on high explosives, we find the
following as the points to be investigated:
(1) Which is the be t explosive for use in shellsf
To d cide this point we must consider (a) sat ty in handling and storage, regard
being bad to ordinary shocks and fri tion in handling, to deterioration in store, and
to extr mes of heat and cold; (b) inten ity of action when exploded, and (o) d nsity
of loading.
(2) Is an explosion of th first order, or detonation, assured with the different
modes of loading propos d b the inventors to prevent premature explosion
(3) Will the explosive stand the friction due to rifled motion when loaded as
proposedf
(4) Will the explosive stand the shock of firing when loaded as proposed by the
different inventor f
0
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(5) Will the igniting mechanism stand the shock of firing and the rifled motion
without premature action f
(6) Will the iO'niting mechanism act as desired f
(7) Will the ~ell, without the igniting mechanism, explode on impact (a) with
water, (b) with earth, (c) with stone, (d) with wood or light iron, and (e) with iron
armorf
Experiments so far made indicate that wet gun cotton, emmensite~ and certain
grades of smokeless powder, with the Peirce detonating fuse, fulfill all the requirements of Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5.
That they will not explode on impact against water, sand, or wood of ordinary
thickness.
That shell charged with wet gun cotton will penetrate, without explosion, plates
of 9 inches thicknes , and that wet gun cotton fulfills all the conditions of requirement 1 except that of intensity of action and of density of loading, in which it is
excelled by emmensite.
That emmensite has a greater density of loading than wet gun cotton which, with
its slightly greater intenisity of action, give it an advanta,re. It is more sen itive
than gun cotton and more susceptible to atmospheric conditions. It is thought,
however, that any explosive that is adopted for a shell charge should be packed for
is:me in a metal case to be in. erteu in the shell when required. 8uch an arrangement would prevent the loss of moisture by gun cotton, and absorption byemmensite.
On :firing it against bo~h a 4-inch and 6-inch plat , the shell was exploded by
either tihock of impact or heat generated in p netrating plate. Yet with a detonating fuse it penetrated a 3½-inoh nickel steel plate and was exploded 5 feet back of
the plate.
Smokeless powders are more sensitive even than mm nsite, and none of samples
tested is adapted to use in guns of large calib r.
While these experiments have so far been g nerally atisfactory, the matter of a
shell charge is of such great importance, involving as it does the safety of the gun
detachments, further experiments will be made by the Ordnance Department before
definitely deciding on the explosive to be u ed.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
FRANK H. PHIPPS,
Majo,·, Ordnance Department, U. S. A.
Gen. EL ON A. MILES, u. s. A.,
President of the Board of Ordnance and Fortification, Washington, D. C.
IMPORTANT EXPERIMENTS.

Experimental parapet.-In the absence of reliable data as to the penetration of projectiles into sand backed by concrete and into concrete
itself, the Board decided to make some experiments with a view to the
accurate ·determination of the over necessary to protect batteries
again t modern high-power gun .
Valuable re ult' have been obtained, but are withheld from publication until the experiment is completed.
TYPICAL ARTILLERY STATION AT FOR'.l' WADSWORTH, NEW YORK
HARBOR.

The Board having adopted a general system of fire control (see p.17,
report for 1 96), it wa regarded a very important that some artillery
fire command should be completely equipped with all the appliauce
for effective defen e that would be u , ed in actual war, in order that the
propo ed ystem might be thoroughly tested at a early a date a po ible. This seemed the only way by which the actual need of the
service could be accurately a certained. It wa al o very d irable
that a post should be o equipped in order that emplacement now
rapidly being constructed might be prepared for the appliances that
are required by modern warfare. Thi equipment wa not to be simply
experimental, but was de igned to be a permanent preparation of the
fortification selected for ervice in war and practice in peace.
ft r careful con ideration, Fort Wads worth, ew ork Harbor, was
selected for the typical artillery station, on account of the advanced
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state of its batteries, its accessibility to troops in the vicinity of .r cw
York, and the fact that considerable work on range finders, communications, etc., had already been done there by the Board on the Regulation of Seacoast Artillery Fire. The recommendation of an allotment
from the Board's funds was approved by the Secretary of War, and the
work is now well advanced, as will be seen by the report of the Board
on the Regulation of Seacoast Artillery Fire in Appendix B.
BO.A.RD TO TEST RANGE .A.ND POSITION FINDERS.

The stations of some of the officers constituting this board having
been changed, the necessity of further continuing it was taken up at
the June meeting, and the following action was taken:
Since the organization of.the Board to Test Range Finders in 1890 another board,
designated the Board on the Regulation of Seacoast Artillery Fire, has been instituted at the instance of the Board of Ordnance and Fortification, whose duties
include the establishment of rules and re_gulations for the use of range :finders as
well as other appliances employed in the adopted system of fire controI, and necessarily require familiarity with these instruments.
It 1s the opinion of this Board that the maintenance of both of these boards is no
longer nece sary, but that the duties of the Board to Test Range Finders can be
merged into those of the Board on the Regulation of Seacoast Artillery Fire. It is,
however, desirable that when considering new types of range finders the Engineer
and Ordnance department should be represented on the board, as is now the case
with the Board to Test Range Finders.
It is therefore recommended that the Board to Test Range Finders be dissolved,
and that the duties of the board be transferred to the Board on the Regulation of
Seacoa t Artillery Fire, and that an officer of the Engineer Department and an
officer of the Ordnance Department-preferably those who are now member of the
Board to Test Range Finders-sit upon the said Board on the Regulation of Seacoa t
Artillery Fire when called together by its president for the purpose of considering
range and position finders.

The board was accordingly dissolved and its duties transferred to
the Board on the Regulation of Seacoast Artillery Fire.
TIIE BO.A.RD ON THE REGULATION OF SE.A.CO.A.ST ARTILLERY FffiE.

The report of this board (Appendix B) shows the scope of its work
during the year.
The board has submitted a system <>f regulations and tactics for fire
control and direction for coast artillery service in accordance with the
recommendation of this Board ( ee report for 1896, p. 18) which shows
great ability and industry.
The chapters on coa t defense and practice have been recommended
to be printed in pamphlet form and a copy i sued to ach artillery officer. The remaining chapters on gunnery, ammunition, material, and
drill have, at the request of the board, been returned to them for pracuch change a appe, r nece sary will
tical test at Fort Wad worth.
be made and the regulations can then be published to the Army in
permanent form.
ESTIMATES FOR THE COMING YEAR.

Owing to the fact that a number of allotments made by the Board
were not entirely used and were revoked la t year, thu inC'reasiug the
fund at it di position, the Board de ided that the appropriation of
150,000 made for the past two years could be reduced to 100,000
without int rfering with it work. An estimate wa therefore made
for this amount at the September meeting.
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It is recommended that the appropriation be made as heretofore iu a
single amount to enable the Board to make all needful and proper purchases, experiments, and test· to ascertain, with a view to their utilization by the Government, the most effectiv guns, mall arm , cartridges,
projectiles, fu es, explosives, torpedoe , armor plates, and other implements and engiues of war, and to purcba e or can e to be manufactured.
under authority of the Secretary of War, 'nch guns, carriages, armor
plates, and other war material as may in the judgment of the Board,
be necessary in the proper discharge of the duty devolved upon it by
the act approved eptember 22, 1888; to pay the alary of the civilian
member of the Board of Ordnance and Fortification provided by the
act of February 24, 1891, and for the neces ary traveling expenses ot
said member when traveling on duty as contemplated in aid act; for
the payment of the ne e sary expen e of the board, including a per
diem allowance to each officer detailed to serve thereon when employed
on duty away from his permanent station? of 2.50 a day; and for the
te t of experimental gun , carriage , ana other device procured in
accordance with the recommendation of the Board of Ordnance and
Fortification.
CO NOL USION.

The work of arming our seacoast i progressing with greater rapidity than ever before. Types of nearly every engine and appliance ot
war for our service are adopted and we have but to procure them to
complete our defen ive sy tern. But we hould not assume that we are
secure because a few of our chief harbor are partially fortified. There
is much left to do.
It i accepted by military and naval authoritie that no fleet, una .
sisted by a land force, will ever undertake to capture a properly
defended fortress. The danger is that a few wift and powerful vesels will run the batteries and once in ide the defenses will hold a
great city at their mercy To defeat such a raid every modern appliance of war should be in readine . Torpedoes should be provided to
be planted along their route, earch lights to illuminate their course,
range finder to accurately predict their po ition at every in tant o
that no shot will be wa ted, and dirigible torpedo boat to attack at
short range. All this requires much more than gun and carriarre ,
and it i the purpo e of the Board in equipping the typical artillery
tation at Fort Wad worth to demon trate bow much th6 effectivene s
of the armament can be iucrea ed by the appliance of scientific warfare.
The Board's special provi11ce i to investigate the material that will
be used in coast defen e, but it doe not think that it transcends it
dutie if it point out to Congres the fact that the mean of caring for
and maneuvering all this co tly armament tliat i being accumulated
are entirely inad quat . Our plendid gun and cientific carriag
will be of no avail without train d men to fight th - m and an incr a e
in the per onnel of our fortress defenders i urgently demanded to keep
pace with the development of our defensive sy tern.
The anomalous stato of our harbor defen e by ubmarine mine
al o eem to require attention. The development of this important
adjunct wa confided to the Engineer Department and an admirable
sy tern bas been de igned, and torpedoes are in store ready for u e at
variou point . It can not, however, be expected that thi D partment
can, without as i tance, fight th e mine in time of war, a th ir regular duties with the armies in the field will take every available officer.
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The torpedo defense is intimately connected with the fortress that
guards the pass where the torpedoes are planted. They must be operate<l under its cover and must be defended against countermining by
its guns. It seems, therefore, evident that the submarine mines should
be under the s.ame control as the contiguous forts, and that the Engineer Corps should be relieved from their care, so that the artillery garrisons may in time of peace become thoroughly familiar with their use.
In closing its report for the ninth year of its existence the Board
would urge that there be no decrease in appropriations for coast
defense.
A few more years of liberal expenditures will insure the safety of
our harbors, and the work should not be left in a weak and incomplete
condition.
NELSON A. MILES,
Major-Generf!,l Commanding U. S . .Army, P_resident of the Board.
ROYAL T. FRANK,
Colonel, First .Artillery, U. S . .Army.
PETER

0. HAINS,

Colonel of Engineers, U. S. Army.
FRANK H. PHIPPS,
Major, Ordnance Department, U. S. Army.
JOSEPH H. OUTHW AITE,
Civilian Member, Board of Ordnance and Fortification.
J.C. AYRES,
Captain, Ordnance Department, U. S. Army, Recorder of the Board.

APPENDIX A.

TABLE SHOWING .ALLOTMENTS MADE BY THE BOARD OF ORDNANCE AND FORTIFICATION FROM OCTOBER 31 , 1896, TO O CTOBER 31, 1897, I CLUDING STATEMENT OF
UNEXPENDED BALANCES U NDER THE SEVERAL .APPROPRIATIONS.

A ct of Septeniber 22, 1888.

Balance on hand October 31, 1896 ....................• _•.......•••....•
Allotments during the year .........................................•.•

$5,392.60

Balance available for allotment ..........•.....••....••.. __ ..••..

5,392.60

Act of March 2, 1889.

Balance on hand October 31, 1896.... •. . . . .. . . .. . . . • • .. .•• • . • • • •. . . • •. . $14,775.00
Allotments during the year...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... .
Balance available for allotment.... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

14, 775. 00

A ct of August 18, 1890.

Balance on hand October 31, 1896...................................... $15,355.69
Allotments during the year:
May 12. For field carriage for 37 mm. gun. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5, 000. 00
June 15. For Stroobants range finders . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50. 00
5,050.00
Balance available for allotment..................................

10,305.69

Aots of July 28, 1892, February 18, 1893, August 1, 1894, Ma1·ch 2, 1895, June 6, 1896,
and March 3, 1897.

Balance on band October 31, 1896 ••••••••.•..••.••••.•.••.. $152,354.92
Act of March 3, 1897. . . • • • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • . 150, 000. 00
- - - - $302,354.92
Allotments during the year:
Nov. 17. Purchase of Batson-Sawtelle road level. ..•••.
200.00
17. Material for Lieut. . E. Allen in development
of azimuth and range indicator .••........•
225.00
18. Rafferty r elocator, drawing material, etc .•....
1,425.00
Dec. 15. Construction of 10-inch Brown wire-wound gun 33,000.00
15. Installation of alternating-current range finuer
3,300.00
15. Additional payments in connection with photo443.13
chronograph ..............................•
16. Portable boiler, etc., for search-light engine at
1, 150.00
Fort Monroe ...............•......•....... _
2,598.00
16. Three Rafterty relocators ....................•
975.00
Jan. 12. Emergency range finder ............. : . ......•
75.00
12. Telescopic bore sight ........................•
250.00
Feb. 9. Procure and test 1 Stackpole t elescopic sight ..
1 Available only for the purchase of movable submarine torpedoes.
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Allotments durin~ the year-Continued.
9. Typical artillery station .......•..•........... $13,000.00
9. Typewriting, etc., for Board on Regulation
Seacoast Artillery Fire ...•.................
300.00
10. Procure and :finish castings for mounting certain guns at Sandy Hook ..........•........
444.00
Mar. 3. Expense of conducting test of 8-inch Haskell
gun ....................... ___ .... _...... _..
73.00
3. Expense connected with test of Sheehy printing tele~raph .. __ •.... _....•..• _.......••••
75.00
Apr. 14. Material furnished in test of Haskell gun .••..
54.10
14. Tests of metal at Watertown Arsenal ........ .
1,000.00
May 12. Purchase of polarizing photochronograph .. ..
4,250.00
13. Additional work on parapet at Sandy Hook .. .
1,000.00
13. Primers, fuses, etc., consumed at Sandy Hook.
3,000.00
July 13. 6-inch rapid-fir gun and mount ............. . 18,110.00
Sept. 21. Rafferty depre ion range finder ............. .
690.00
22. 3-inch gun and two mount ................. . 11,500.00
22. Work on experimental parapet ... . .......... .
1,500.00
Oct. 19. 3,000 3-inch projectiles ..................... .
6,450.00
800 5-inch projectiles ....••...................
3,240.00
500 6-inch projectiles ....••.. __ .............. .
2,640.00
7,500.00
Smokeless powder for field guns ............. .
Powder for experimental 5-inch rapid-fire gun.
7,000.00
Smokeless powder for 6-inch gun ............ . 12,500.00
Removal of 10-inch pneumatic carriage at
Sandy Hook ............•••....•.•.••..••...
350.00
Removal of modified Gordon 10-incb carriage.
400.00
Apparatus for ascertaining ·bursting time of
fuses, etc ................•..................
525.00
20. To procure and test rapid-fire :field guns and
carriages ..•............•.....•......••••.. 20,000.00
20. For steel-rail parapet ....................... .
10,000.00
20. In tallation of photochronograph at Sandy
Hook ...... ......... _..•.......... ___ .. __ . _
125.00
Expenses of the Board .•••.............. __ ..
9,800.00
Total ....•••••••••..........•••................. 179,167.23
Revocations of allotments under th
act :
Dec. 15. From allotment of May 7, 1896, for installation of telephone system at Fort
Wads worth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $15. 35
Feb. 9. From allotm nt of July 2, 1896, for visual target indicator . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11. 18
Mar. 9. From allotment of Oct. 19, 1896, for visual target indicator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24. 26
June 15. From allotm nt of March 3, 1897, for
test of Sheehy printing telegraph.... 10. 00
Total ..•••...•......•....•.......•..............

60.79

Total net allotments...... . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • • • • . • • . . $179, 106. 44
Balance available for allotment. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

123, 24.8. 48

RECAPITULATION.
Balance on
.A.ct.

hand Oct. 31,
1896, and ap•

pro\>riau,d
durmg the
year.

Allotments Allotments
du.ring th e reYoked.
year.

~~1t~!~fabl for
allotment.

f5, 392. 60
September 22, 1888 ...•.•••••..••..•..••..•.....
$5,392.60
14, 775.00
March 2, 1889 .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
14,775.00
10,305.60
$5,050.00 .•••••••••••
August 18, 1890 .•••••••••••••••••.•••••••••.....
15,355.60
July 25, 1892· February 18, 189:l; .August 1,
152, 354· 92 } 179,167.23
1804; March 2, 1895, and Jun-, 6, 1896 . .•....•.
$60.
70
123,248. 4.8
150,000.00
March a, 1897 .•••••••••••••••••••••••..•..••.•.
Total .................................. .. -3-37,-8-78-.-21- --l-84-·,-2-17--.-23-:1-_ _60___7_9•1--15-3-,7-2-1.-77

APPENDIX B.

BOARD ON REGULATION OF SEACOAST ARTILLERY FIRE.
ARMY BUILD! G,

New York City, October 31, 1897.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of the operations of the Board on the Regulation of Seacoa t Artillery Fire during the period from October 31, 1896, to October 31, 1 07:
Pursuant to Special Orders, No. 302, Adjutant-General's Officez. series
1896, I assumed the duties of pre ident of th board. Fir t Lieuts.
W. C. Rafferty, First Artillery, and I. . Lewis, eco11d Artillery, were
relieved from duty as members of the board, and Fir t Lieut. C. F.
Parker, Second .Artillery, detailed a a member by Special Order , o.
40, current series, .Adjutant-General's Office. Lieutenant Lewis, by the
same order, reported to the board for uch duty a the board might
assign to him pertaining to the in tallation of the type system for thu
control of artillery fire at Fort Wad worth, ew York Harbor.
Pur uant to Special Order, o. 98, current series, Adjutant-General'
Office, Fir t Lieut. William H. Coffin, Fifth .Artillery, reported a an
additional member of the board.
Pursuant to Special Orders, o.155, current series, Adjutant-General'
Office, the duties of the late Board to Test Range and Po ition Finder
were transferred to this board, together with their records, and Maj.
J. G.D. Knight, Corps of Engineer , and Capt. Frank E. Hobb,, Ordnance Department, United Sta.te Army, were detailed as additionaJ
members to sit upon it only when called together by its president for
the purpose of considering range and and position finders.
INSTRUMENTS.

Megaphone.-Reported by the board, March 30, 1897, as of no practical u e in the ervice.
Converter board.-Sngge ted by Fir t Lieut. (now captain) C. L. Best,
Fir t ArtilJery, and reported by the board, March 30, 1897, a not
recommended for adoption.
Elevation indicator.-Letter and design submitted by Fir t Lieut.
W. C. Rafferty, Fir t Artillery, and reported by the board, March 30,
1897, as not adapted to servi e u, e.
Range and position finder.-Propo ed by Capt. S. E. Stuart, Ordnauce
Departmet1t, and reported by the board, March 30, 1 07, "that the
ideas sugge ted are of no u e to the board at the pre eut tim ."
Sheehy telotype.-Reported by the board, pril 26, 1807, a follow :
''For general tran mi 'ion of intelligence highly sati factory; but for
tran mi ion of raoge and azimuth, pra tically in tantaneou ervice
is requi ite (if po ibJe); thi the Sheehy telotype doe not give."
Held for further te t at Mr. Sheehy' risk.
Phillips relocator.-Reported by the board, May 8, 1897, as not r commended for adoption.
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Dial telegraph.-The board ·recommended, :February 5, 1897, that two
sets be purchased. This was authorized May 12, 1897. Only one complete set has been made so far and this was tested by the board September 1, 1897, with satisfactory results.
In considering the subject of the means of transmitting ranges and
azimuths to the guns from the battery commander's station, the board
decidedTo equip 1ihe Clifton Battery with the dial telegraph (one set of transmitters and three sets of receivers).
To equip the Ravenna Battery with the Sheehy telotype (three
instruments).
·
To equip the 8-inch B. L. R. battery with telephones (five telephones).
Thus testing thoroughly the three means of transmission under the
same conditions.
RANGE .A.ND POSITION FINDERS.

Under date of June 15, 1897, the board was directed to make further
tests ou the Lewis and the Rafferty supplementary range finders with
a view of determining which of the in truruents is the better for service use. The board reported, .August 13, 1897, that the Lewis supplementary depression position finder was the better for service use.
FIRE COMM.A.ND.

(1) Clearing off of trees, necessary to secure an unobstructed line of
sight between the different stati~ns of the commaud and the water
area, was effected during the latter part of Augu t la t.
(2) Survey, establishing the position of guns and station , was completed in September last.
(3) Equipmt.>nt of stations is as follows:
Fire conimander's.-Position finder. Telephone. Chart. Table of
fire. Alphabetical Ii t of American and foreign armored and unarmored
ships, with plates of each type. 1
Battery commander's (Station in battery).-Pedestal for supplementary depres ion position finder. Speaking tubes or telephones to his
guns.
Position .finder.-Position :fi.11der, Type A. Instrument for observation of fire. 2 Chart. Tables of fire. Dial telegraph or telotype. Meteorological in truments. 3 Wiud vane with decomposing attachment:'
(4) Communications between station nnd guns. All tations connect d by telephone; al. o a telephone at each gun in each battery.
F station i connected with the guns of the Ravenna battery by
Sheehy t lotype.
G station is connected with each gun of the Clifton battery by dial
telegraph.
A telephone in the dynamo room connects with every station.
The wiring for the above has all been completed up to making the
final connections, which can not be done until the stations are fini bed.
(5) Searchlight. 'Ihe work on this is covered by Lieutenant Lewi '
report. ( See page 845.)
ot yet made out.
ot y t provided for.
~, ot fnrni hed yet.
,. otmade.
1

!l ...
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REGULATIONS .A.ND TACTICS FOR FIRE CON'l'ROL AND DIRECTION
FOR COAST ARTILLERY SERVICE.

Pursuant to instruction from the War Department, under date of
January 22, 1897, the board was directed to complete the proposed system of regulations and tactics for fire control and direction for coast
artillery service.
The sy tern, as prepared by the board, is herewith submitted and
marked B.
As the works at Fort Wadsworth have not yet been completed, no
practical application of this system bas been had, and without which
no system can be perfected. It is therefore requested that the inclosure marked B, elaborating tbi ystem, may be returned to this boarq.
for the practical test and consequent perfection as soon as Fort Wadsworth is made available for this purpose.
RECOMMENDATIONS.

(1) That power be applied to the heavy guns for elevating and
traversing, and to the retraction gear, and also to the ammunition lifts,
to save time and men.
(2) That suitable supports for the sponge and rammer staves be supplied on the outside of the loading platform, so that they may hang
vertically, be convenient of access, aud out of the way. When resting
on props on the platform they are in the way.
(3) That provi ion be made for giving direction by open sights.
(4) That a battery of rapid-fire guns of the largest caliber be
included in the armament of the fire command.
(5) As Part V (Coa t Defen e) aucl Part VI (Practice) will undergo
but little, if any, change, if approved by the Honorable the Secretary
of War, it is recommended that they be printed in pamphlet form and
di tributed to all artillery officers, in order that they may become
familiar with them as soon as po sible.
(G) Tbat provision be made now for immediately extending tbe
operation of the sy tern in ew York Harbor o as to inclucle the di trict comprising Fort Wadsworth, Fort Hamilton, Fort Hancock, and
Plumb Island aud, in the near future, the fortress of New York, comprising the di trict of the Lower Hay and the di trict of the Sound
the latter comprising Forts Schuyler and Slocum, Willets Point, and
other adjacent po t .
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JNO. I. RODGERS,
Oolonel Fifth United States Artillery, President of the Board.
The RECORDER OF THE
BOA.RD OF ORDNANCE AND FORTIFICA'I.'ION,

Washington, D. 0.

A.
FORT WADSWORTH, NEW YORK HARBOR,

September 20, 1897.
m: In accordance with the instructions contained in your letter of
the i7th ultimo, I have the honor to submit herewith a detailed report
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on the equipment of the typical artillery fire command at this post,
the installation of which I am supervising under the direction of your
board.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
I. N. LEWIS,
-First Lieutenant,_Second United States Artillery.
Col. JOHN I. RODGERS,
..
Fifth A.rtillery, President Board on Regulation of
Seacoast Artillery Fire, A.rmy Building, New York Oity.
PROGRESS REPOR'l' ON TYPICAL ARTILLERY FIRE COMMAND AT FORT
WADSWORTH, NEW YORK HARBOR•

.According to the plans and estimates originally prepared by the
Board on the Regulation of Seacoast Artillery Fire and approved by
the Board of Ordnance and Fortification, this artillery fir3 command,
which is intended to be a type of its kind, will consist when completed
of the following elements:
First. Three separate batteries or groups of guns completely equipped
for service-one battery· of five 8-inch B. L. guns and two batteries of
two 10-inch B. L. guns each, all mounted on disappearing carriages.
Second. One fire commander's station, with instruments, complete.
Third. Three position-finding stations, with instruments, complete.
Fourth. One power and electric plant, con isting- of oil engine,
dynamo, and . switch board, with the necessary fuel, oil, tools, and
instruments.
Fifth . .A storage battery plant of 60 cells, constituting a convenient
reserve of light and power for the different tations, when the main
power plant is not in operation or is temporarily disabled.
Sixth. Two electric search lights, 60,000 candle-power beam, properly
in talled and wired.
Seventh. The necessary electrical lines and means of communication
between the various part of the command.
The total e timated co8t of the entire equipment, exclu ive of the
armament, amounted to $24,384.
.A complete list of the instruments and materials needed in the work
includes1 engine and dynamo room.
1 storage-battery room.
·
l helter for fire commander's station.
3 shelters for position finders.
1 oil engine, 22 horsepower.
1 dynamo, 15 K. W.
1 switch board with instrument .
1 torage battery, 60 cells.
4 large depression po. ition finders.
3 snpplementary depression position finders.
5 converting instruments.
5 instruments for atmospheric corrections.
6 stop watch s.
3 electric clocks with gongs.
1 set dial telegraph.
1 set printing telegraph.
15 special Bell telephones.
2 search lights, complete.
7 telegraph keys and sounders.
50 telegraph poles, with 6-pin cross-arms.
1 complete set wirem n's tools.
2 foundations ancl shelters (temporary) for search lights.
7,000 feet o. 4 copper wire, weMherproof insulation.
10,000 feet No, 14. twin wire for telephone and telegraph.
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3,500 feet No.18 6-core cable for dial telegraph.
1,000 feet interior c011dnit tubing, with elbows and connectors.
1,000 feet No. 14 twin wire for lamp cir ·uits.
75 lamp :fixtures, with fuse blocks and switches in boxes.
4 small switch boards for telephones.
2 lightning arresters for protecting dynamo.
3 difference cylinders or discs for replotting.
The necessary harbor and :firing charts.
Three special instruments for observing effects of :fire.

The Board of Ordnance and Fortification at its meeting February 9,
1897, made an allotment of $13,000 to cover the cost of so much of
this equipment as could not be supplied by the Engineer and Signal
departments.
Un January 18, 1897, the Board of Engineers recommended allot-·
ment of sufficient funds to complete the following portion of the work:
First. To prepare two casemates in Fort Tompkins to serve as engine and dynamo
room and storage-battery room.
Second. To purchase the oil engine, dynamo, storage battery, and switch board.
Third. To provide the necessary material and labor to install the electric plant
and light the batteries.
J!'ourth. To erect the shelters for .fire commander's station, and position finders.
Fifth. To provide the foundations and shelters for the two earch ]i <Yhts.

The Chief Signal Officer has supplied the fifteen special telephone , the
set of wiremen's tools, and the necessary pole and wiring to establi h
telephonic and telegraphic communication throughout the command.
The first work of construction wa begun by the Engineers the second
week in ;\[arch. One of the casemates in Fort Tompkins was fitted up
to receive the engine and dy11amo. A concrete floor 7 iuches thick was
laid, with a concrete foundation for the engine 3 feet deep. The walls
and ceiling were whitewashed and an eud ca ing of wood with double
doors and windows was put in. By the end of March the room wa
ready. An adjoining casemate was then similarly prepared to recejve
the storage battery.
The oil engine, with the nece sary piping and water tanks, and the
storage battery reach3d the po t April 1st, and tlle work of installation
was immediately begun.
By the end of April the engiue was properly in talled, the dynamo
and switch board in place, and the poles, cros arm , and No. 4 copper
wire for carrying current to the new 10-inch batteries, had been
received.
On tbe recommendation of the board, approved by the Board of Ordnance and Fortification, the War Department authorized the detail of
two enlisted men of the garri on ou extra duty, one a mechani and
engineer, and the other a. laborer and wireman, to as i t in the care,
in 'tallation, and operation of th plant. Accordiqgly, on the 1 t of
May, the po t commander detailed Private Ed ward Lawrence, Battery
I, Fifth Artillery, on extra duty as mechanic, and Private Wi-lliam
Thomas, Battery K, Fifth Artillery, on P-xtra duty as laborer, with
orders to report to me for inRtructions.
These two men have been con tinuou ly employed since that date, and
have performed their duty in the mo t atisfactory mann er.
During the month of May the interior wiring in the dynamo room
and storage-battery room, including the switch-board conllection , wa
compl~ted; the storage battery wa set up and charged and .work wa
begun on the outside line leading from the dynamo to tbe batteries.
In June all the poles for the different electric-light, t lephone, and
telegraph lines were erected, the cross arm , in ulator , and guys
secured in place. The lightning arre ters were put in, and all tue
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heavy copper wire leading to the batteries and position-finding stations
were properly strung. The material for the interior wiring of the new
10-inch batteries began to arrive the last week in June.
The work of putting in conduit tubes and installing lamps and
switches fo these two batteries was commenced Jul.v 1st. It was finished three weeks later. A civilian wireman was employed for sixteen
days of this time, in order to assist and tboroughly instruct Privates
Lawrence and Thomas in the practical details of such work. No other
outside assistance has been or will be required to complete all the
electrical work of the command.
The forty 16-candlepower incandescent lamps of the two batteries
were turned on for the first time July 24th. Since that date all the light
needed by the workmen in completing the magazines, shell rooms, and
pas ageways has been supplied by the storage battery, which i ' kept
constantly charged for this purpose. I have frequently tested the
lighting circuits since the lamps were :first put in, but :find almost no
leakage or trouble of any kind, although the magazine and other
rooms are excessively damp at all times. The conduits, lamp boxe ,
and switch boxes are all water-tight. The lamp bulbs are protected
from mechanical injury by stroug wire guard .
Early in August No. 4 copper wires were strung from the dynamo
circuit to the site cho en for the search lights, but since the foundations
and shelters were not built the :final wiring connections could not be
made. As it was desirable to ecure an unob tructed line of ight
be.tween the different stations of the command, in order to determine
by triangulation the exact relative positions of the e tations, the men
were employed during the latter part of August in clearing away the
intervening tree aml shrubs.
On September 1 t work wa begun on the telephone and telegraph
line , a the neces ary material were all at hand. With the exception of the final switch-board connection thi work i now completed.
Nothing more cau be doue with this wiring until all the helter are
.finished, when the telephones and dial and printing telegraphs will be
installed.
The plant, so
as completed, is in sati factory working condition.
The engine and dynamo have run smoothly and without a single mi llap
from the start in July until the present time. The storage battery is
the very best of its kind.
Instead of purcha ing two search lights, as contemplated in the original estimates, the Board of Ordnan e and Fortification accepted the
offer made by the General Electric Company to loan for such experimental te ts as might be de ired two of their large t (30-inch) projectors, without e pense to the Governm ut other than the co t of
transportation. These projectors were received, complete and in good
order, on the 25th of Juue.
To te t the electrical adjustmen.t and to become familiar with the
working of the apparatu , I have set up one of the projectors temporarily on the parapet near the engine room, but it will not be po ible
to make a sati factory ervice te t of the lights until the apparatu is
properly installed on uitable foundation . The electric plant bas uflicient capacity to upply current for both lights in serie . Each one
requires about 80 amp re at 75 volt pre ure but by connecting them
in serie it will be po sible to run both lights on 80 amperes at about
100 volt pre sure.
The fifteen pecial "bridging" telephone' obtained through the Chief
Signal Officer from the American Bell Telephone Company, under life-
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rental contract, were received August 3d. The. e telephones are so
wound that the electrical resistances in the call be1l, in tbe receiver,
and in the secondary coll of the transmitter are all equally high (1,000
ohms), and each acts as a high resistance "bridge" across the circuit.
This construction permits of multiple wiring throughout, and obviates
the necessity of a central station, without impairing the usefulness of
the telephones.
No practical service test of the system will be possible until an the
different stations are completed, although the experience had with the
ten telephones, five at Fort Wads worth and fl. ve at Fort Hamilton,
working in multiple over the submarine cable, justifies the conclusion
that this is the most satisfactory arrangement for military purposes
within the limits of a single command.
The present status of the work of the entire fire command may be
briefly summarized as follows:
ENGINEER DEPARTMENT.
ARMAMENT.

The 8-inch battery complete and ready for service.
One 10-inch battery (Clifton), emplacements finished, guns mounted and ready for
service, except that sight1:1 are not adjust d and on loading tray il:l lacking.
One 10-inch battery (Ravenna), emplacements :finished, guns at po t but not
mounted; carriages, breech mechanisms, and equipments not yet received.
CONSTRUCTION.

Work on engine room ind storage-battery room completed. The shalt.er for fire
commander's station finished. The three shelters for position finders in progress of
construction. Foundation and shelters for search lights not yet begun .
.Apparatus, material, and labor purohaaed.
Cost.

Oil engine (22 horsepower), complete ....• - . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • • . . $1, 493. 63
Installation and transportation of engine . ............................ _..
45. 00
Storage battery, 60 cells .. _. _........................................... _
644. 00
Switchboard and instruments...........................................
218. 00
Dyna.mo, 15 K. W •..•................................ --·· .... ... . ... . ....
875. 00
Belting .......••.•.•.........•.......•........... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26. 00
Oils, lubricating ............................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8. 50
Cotton waste and sundries ...• _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5. 85
Copper wire, switch cord, and tape .............. _................•...... _
173. 75
Cross arms, pins, iusulators.............................................
27. 70
Erecting light pole , labor............... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
87. 50
Wiring batteries, 16 days, at $3.......................... ... . . .. .. . . . . . . .
48. 00
Lamp fixtures, conduits, boxes, switches, lamps, etc.. • • • • • . . . • • • • • • . . . . . .
225. 20
Total .••.••••.•••..•.•.... _. _•........................... _•. _. . . . .

3, 378. 13

SIGNAL DEPARTMENT.

Instruments and ntaterials furnished.
50 telegraph poles, 30 foot, dressed and painted ......................... .
13,500 feet aerial cable for telephone and telegraph ...................... .
15 special telephones, complet,e .....•....................................

Set wiremen's tools, complete .......................................... .
Tape .............. ··-··· ................•................ -··· -- •··· --··
3 miles galvanized iron wire for gu.vs ................................... .

Total.··-·-····-·· ............................................... .

Cost.
$237.50
311.25
357.90
21. 52

5.60
49.90
983.67
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.Already purohased.
Cost.

10 barrels kero one, for fuel ••••••••.••.•••....••••••••••.•..••.....••...
Wiriug, fuze blocks, and switches, etc., for installation of search lights .. .
Set dial telegraphs: 3 transmitters, 3 receivers ......................... .
1 special clock for time intervals ....................................... .
6 gongs for clock circuit ..........•••••...••.•....••....•.•••.....•......

$40.00
112.97
695.00
40.00
25.50

Total ............................. . .. . ........................... ,

913.47

Under oontraot, but not delivered.
,.

Contract P!ice.

3 large depression position finders, complete with replotters. ... . .• . . ..
1 replotting board (converter).........................................
2 extra sets dial telegraph receivers (2 information dials, 2 range dials,
2 azimuth dials).. . . . • . . • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .

$5,100.00
· 225. 00

Total .•••••.......... __ ... _• •... ___ ...• _..... __ ................ .

5,565.00

Needed to ooniplete work, but not ye~ ordered.

240. 00

Estimated
approx. cost.

2 rep lotting boards ................•..•.......•.•.....................
2 supplementary depres ion position finders ....................... __ . _
3 instruments, with special telescopes for observing eff ct of :fire ...... .
4 stop watches ................................................... _. _. _
Set printing telegraph ( heehy telotype). _.••............ __ .......... .
50 barrels kerosene, for fuel. ................ _.• _•. _........ ___ ..... __ •
5 instruments for atmospheric C(lrrections ............................. .
4 small 1:1tation switchboards for telephone and telegraph connections ..
12 protected band lamps and fi xture .... _. . ....... _. _................ .
Lamps and fixtures, with wiring, to fit up stations when completed ... .
1 Wheatstone bridge testing et, com pl te with standard cells ......... .
1 portable voltmeter, double reading ...........•...............•.......
3 difference disks or cylinder1:1 for rnplotting .......... __ .............. .
1 magneto and bell for t esting ....... _..... _........ _................. .
Preparation of charts for command, engraving, printing, and materials ..
Extra-duty pay of two enlisted men for one year .... _................. .
Hard coal fu 1 for stoves in engine room and storage battery room for
one year .... _... _.......... _......•........... _.................... .
Incidentals and expenses of equipment-experimental work .•.••.......

$500.00
1,500.00
1,800.00
20.00
1,100.00
200.00
250.00
25.00
50.00
50.00
55.00
45.00
75.00
4.50
200.00
310. 25

Total, estimated . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total under contract.. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
Total already paid out................. . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . .

6, 521. 53
5, 565. 00
913. 47

Allotment ...••...........................................

40.00
196.78

-----

-----

13,000.00

The estimated co t of instrument and material needed to com•
plete the equipment a given above is a maximum in every in tance.
The allotment of $13,000 already made i therefore amply , ufficient to
complete the work.
compari on of the actual co t of apparatus, material , and labor
already purchased, with the original e timates, shows that there ha
been a saving in almo t every ca e.
In the matter of telepbone and telephone aud telegraph wiring
alone there has already been a aving of 1,302.13.
As there is much unavoidable delay in procuring these variou
articles of equipment by public advertisement, I would re pe ·tfully
urge the desirability of advertising for the remaining article as soon
as po sible.
Respectfully submitted:
I. . LEWIS,
First Lieutenant, econd .Artillery, in charge of Installation.
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